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INTRODUCTORY.
(TO THE T~IRD EDITION.]

To avoid cutting the plates of the first and second editions of this book, from pages
No. 1 to 516, as issued in 1880 and 1881, the additional matter, bringing the book down
to June 30, 1882, June 30, 1883, and, where possible, to December 1, 1883, begins at
page 517 and ends at page 1302, and is in addenda ~nd original chapters.
The system of thirty-five chapters adopted for and used in the original editions
has been followed with the addition of chapter 36, the annual business of the General
Land Office from June 30, 1882, to June 30, 1883, and chapter 37, "The Yellowstone
National Park." Maps illustrative of the text of several chapters have been added
Chapter 32, "Existing methods of sale and disposition of public lands," pages
1157 to 1179, is brought down to December 1, 1883.
The work was completed to June 30, 1882, several months ago, but in view of the
val Lle of recent statistics or information the book was held back and chapter 36, the annual business of the General Land Office for and to June 30,1883, added. Information
has been especially sought for and given on matters which are of present and future
interest. As immediate legislation is requisite to save any of the remaining arable
public domain, the operations of existing laws and the evils thereunder are given in
detail. The chapters on "Land grants for railroads," "Private land claims," and
"Existing settlement and disposition of land'' will be found full, and much important
data given, not found in such compact form for reference in any other publication.
Forms used in entries under the several laws are given in full, and an attempt
made to make clear, if possible, the present overgrown and cumbersome public land
system.
The regulations and forms are all official, and ·are in effect December 1, 18H3.
The tables and statistics are all official. The conclusions, inferences, and many
suggestions are mine, and I alone am responsible for them:
The index is especially full, and should be relied upon to give the detail~ for reference in finding the contents of this work.
I tis a matter of regret that Congress did not in terms order the printing of the volume
of "Report and letters and testimony taken by the Public Land Commission," .Fortysixth Congress, second session (Ex. Doc. No. 46,690 pages). It is presumed, however, that such was the intention. It contains a mass of testimony relating to the
entire subject of the public lands, with suggestions of experts and persons occupying
the pubHc domain. It is necessary to a full understanding of the character and
quality of the remaining public lands, and should be reprinted. It was prepared
under the direction of the Public Land Commission, which was composed of General
James A. Williamson, Commissioner of the General Land Office, an experienced .a nd
cautions administrator; Clarence King, esq., 'the eminent geologist and scientist;
Alex. T. Britton, an acknowledged leader amongst the able bar of public land attorneys; Maj. John W. Powell, United States Geologist, who adds to practical knowledge
of the public domain scientific acqu~rements of value and use; and the undersigned.
v
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INTRODUCTORY.

My thanks are due to Hon. Noah C. McFariand, Commissioner of the General Land
Office-at whose request the addenda to this work was executed-and Mr. Luther
Harrison, the efficient and experienced chief clerk; also to Mr. W. H. Walker, J.
Dempster Smith, J. W. Donnelly, and other chiefs of divisions of the same office, for
valuable aid and information furnished, without which the book could not have been
prepared. Dr. T. M. Baldwin, of the General Land Office, has essentially aided,
together with Mr. W. H. Boyle, in making this volume of service to the public.
Maj. George M. Lockwood, chief clerk of the Department. of the Interior, has cheerfully assisted me in every manner possible. My thanks are especially due to numerous
gentlemen and lady clerks of the General Land Office, underpaid and overworked, who,
in addition to their regular duties, have worked many hours and days in preparing
statistics and information for use herein.
From the Commissioner to the porters ·of the General Land Office I am indebted to
all for courtesies.
Capt. H. T. Brian and his patient assistants of the Government Printing Office,
along with Mr. J. H. Roberts and James W. White and Thomas B. Penicks, of the
same department, by constant attention and zeal, have added to former obligations.
If the data, statistics, and conclusions herein shall, in any manner, contribute
towarq the saving and preservation of the remaining public lands for actual settlers
and residents, the labor will not have been lost, and the investigation and time
required to prep:tre the matter will have been well spent.
THOMAS DONALDSON.
JANUARY 15, 1884
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AREA OF THE NATIONAL DOMAIN, WHICH INCLUDES THE PUBLIC DOMAIN, WITH STATISTICS.
To

JuNE

30, 1880.

DERIVATION OF TITLE TO THE NATIONAL DOMAIN.

The English, by reason of the voyages of the Cabots along our eastern coast in 1498
acquired the title of first discoverers to the country extending from the thirty-eighth to
the sixty-seventh degree of north latitude. Tiley were instructed to discover countries unknown to Christian people and to take possession of the same in the name of
the King of England.
The English Government began the work of taking possession of America by colonization.
The first charter was granted by ·Queen Elizabeth, March 25, A. D.1584, to Sir Walter
Raleigh, known since as the North Carolina charter. Five voyages were made thereunder, but no permanent settlements established. Then followed a series of grants
and charters to individuals and companies, under which the colonies comprising the
thirteen original States of the American Union and their western lands were acquired.
The title to our national doma!n comes, first, by discovery by the Cabots; second,
by discoveries and colonization under grants, authorizations, and charters from Eng- ·
land, Holland, France, Sweden, and Spain, and treaties and conventions thereafter;
third, by Revolution in 1776, and confirmation through and by the definitive treaty
of peace at Paris with Great Britain, September 3, 1783, whereby the Crown of Great
Britnin recognized the Independence of the United States; fourth, by purchase from
France of the province of Louisiana, April30, 1803; fifth, by purchase from Spain
of t.he East and West Floridas, February 22, 1819; sixth, by annexation of the Repub•
lie of Texas, December 29, 1845; seventh, by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, February
2, 1848; eighth, by purchase from the Republic of Mexico (the Gadsden purchase)
of the Mesilla Valley, December 30,1853; ninth, by purehase from the Empire of
Russia of Alaska, March 30, 1867.
AREA OF THE NATIONAL DOMAIN.

The national domain is the total area, land and water, embraced within the boundaries of the United States of America, amounting to about 41000,000 square miles,.
1 L 0-VOL III
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NATIONAL DOMAIN.

the land surface being estimated at 3,586,006 square miles, or 2,295,043,340 acres.
Alaska and its islands, on the northwest coast of America are included in this estimate,
:and are hereafter geographically described. Excluding Alaska the national domain ex·tends through fifty-eight degrees of longitude, from ocean to ocean, and through
rtwenty-four degrees of latitude from the great northern lakes to the Gulf of Mexico.
POLITICAL DIVISIONS.

The national domain consists of thirty-eight States, viz:
Order of
admission.

G.. Delaware ..........•...... ·----·1 1-3
·2. Pennsy1vania... . • • • .. • • • . . . . . . . . t:r'
:a. New Jersey........................ ~
4. Georgia.. . . . . . • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . ~
5. Connecticut.... . . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . 1:!
6. Massachusetts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . :=;
7. Maryland ....................... }cr.i"
8. South Carolina ..•......•.. ···---~
9. New Hampshire................. ~
10. Virginia .. . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . ~
11. New York ...................
~
12. NorthCarolina .................. ~
13. Rhode Island .......•.•.......... J
14. Vermont .... .... . .... ...... ....
1
15. Kentucky.......... ...... ...•..
2
16. Tennessee . ......... ~.... . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .
3
17. Ohio............................
4
18. Louisiana . __ . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
5
19. Indiana . _.... _... . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
6

a·

····j

Order of
admission.

20. Mississippi .................... .
21. Illinois ........................ .
22. Alabama ..... . ...•.......... ....
23. Maine .........•................
24. Missouri ....................... ..
25. Arkansas ...................... .
26. Michigan ...................... .
27. Florida ..........•..............
28. Texas . . . • . . . . . . . . . ..........•. .
29. Iowa .•••••................•.• -.
30. Wisconsin .................... ..
31. California·----· ........ ---- ... .
32. Minnesota ..................... .
33. Oregon ..........••....•..... - ..
34. Kansas ...........•.............
35. West Virginia . ................. .
36. Nevada ........ ; .•........... - .. .
37. Nebraska ...................... .
38. Colorado ........... .. ......... . .

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
29.
23

24
25

Eight Territories, viz, under organic acts passed by Congress, given in order:
5. Arizona.
1. New Mexico.
6. Idaho.
2. Utah.
7. Montana.
3. Washington.
8.
Wyoming.
4. Dakota.
1
The District of Columbia.
Indian Territory, no civil government under laws of Congress,
Territory of Alaska, unorganized.
A piece known as "Public Land," or ''Land Strip," southwest of Kansas and north
of Texas, unattached to any State or Territory.

BOUNDARIES OF THE UNITED STATES.
The United States, exclusive of Alaska, has for its northern boundary a line from
the mouth of the Saint Croix River to its head, and thence due north to the highlands
which divide those rivers that empty themselves into the Saint Lawrence from those
which fall into the Atlantic Ocean ; thence along the crest of those highlands to the
northwesternmost head of the Connecticut River ; down that river to and westward
alongtheforty-fifth parallel to and along the middle of the Ontario, Erie, Huron, Superior,
and Long lakes and their water connections to the most northwestern point of the Lake
of the Woods; and thence along the forty-ninth parallel to the Pacific Ocean, the line at
the northwest terminus excluding Vancouver's Island, but including the islands of the
San Juan group. For its southern boundary, the Gulf of Mexico, the Rio Grande del
Norte River, to the plateau of the Sierra Nevadas, latitude 31° 47' north; thence by
an irregular line running between the thirty-first and thirty-third parallels of latitude

BOUNDARIES OF NATIONAL DOMAIN.
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to the waters of the Pacific Ocean. On the east and west by the Atlantic and Paci:fio
Oceans respectively.
Alaska, the extreme northwest portion of the United States, is bounded as follows
(given in treaty of cession of March 30, 1867):
Commencing at 54° 40' north latitude, ascending Portland Channel to the mountains,
following their summits to 141° west longitude; thence north on this line to the Arctic
Ocean, forming the eastern boundary. Starting from the Arctic Ocean west, the line
descends Behring's Strait, between the two islands of Krusenstern and Ratmanoff, to
the parallel of 65° 30', and proceeds due north, without limitation, into the same Arctic
Ocean. Beginning again at the same initial point, on the parallel of 65° 30'; thence
in a course southwest, through Behring's Strait, between the island of Saint Lawrence
and Cape Choukotski, to 172° west longitude; and thence southwesterly, through
Behring's Sea, between the islands of Attou and Copper, to the meridian of 193° west
longitude, leaving the prolonged group of the Aleutian Islands in the possessions now
transferred to the United States, and making the western boundary of our country the
dividing line between Asia and America.
Alaska contains 577,390 square miles, or 369,529,600 acres.
TREATIES ESTABLISHING TIIE NATIONAL BOUNDARIES AND PORTIONS OF THE BOUN·
DARIES OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.

Our national boundaries are now fully and completely established and acknowledged, with one exception, hereinafter noted. They were first established for all that
portion of territory lying east ·of the Mississippi River, to the Atlantic Ocean, north
to the present international boundary, and south to the north boundary line of the
State of Florida, and west of the present State along the thirty-first parallel to the
Mississippi River, embracing the thirteen colonies and their western territory.
These boundaries were established by the provisional articles between the United
States and Great Britain, concluded November 30, 1782, at Paris, France, by Richard
Oswald on behalf of Great Britain, and John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and John
Jay on behalf of the United States, and by the definitive treaty of peace between
the same high contracting parties, done at Paris September 3, 1783, by David Hartley
-on the part of Great Britain, and Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, and John Jay on
the part of the United States. The western and southern boundaries of the above
.acknowledged limits were acknowledged on behalf of Spain, the sovereign over and
owner of the territpry lying to the south and west of the United States, by a treaty
of'' friendship, limits, and navigation" made at San Lorenzo el Real, October 27, 1795,
by Thomas Pinckney on behalf of the United States, and El Principe De La Paz on
behalf of Spain.
THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY LINE.

The northern boundary line of the original and purchased territory of the United
States became the source of much serious negotiations between Great Britain and the
United States. It was :finally settled by a series of treaties and commissions and
arbitrations thereuncler, running through a period of ninety years.
The treaty of London, made at London, England, November 19, 1794, by Earl Greenville for Great Britain,and John Jay for the United States, contained several articles on
this boundary question. Articles IV and V contained two provisions, the first for determining the location of the source of the Mississippi River, and for joint survey of the
flame from one degree below the Falls of Saint Anthony northward, and the second for
·commiBsioners, one for each country and one to be chosen or selected by the two. They
were to meet at Halifax. They were to decide" what river is the river Saint Croix intended by the treaty" (definitive treaty of September 3, 1783.)
The source of the river-when it should be established-was to be marked by a monument. This was under an explanatory article of date March 15, 1798. The monument
marking the boundary was erected under the supervision of Andrew Ellicott, Esq.
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The commission met frequently after August 30, 1796, the date of its first meeting, and
held its final meeting October 25, 1798.
The American commissioner was David Howell; the British commissioner was
Thomas Barclay ; the third commissioner, selected by the :first two, was Egbert Benson, (an American). James Sullivan was the American agent, and Ward Chipma,n the
agent for Great Britain. The secretary of the commission was Ed. Winston.
TREATY OF GHENT, SEPTEMBER

24, 1814.

The treaty of " peace and amity" between Great Britain and the United States, don&
at Ghent, Belgium, December 24, 1814, by James Lord Gambier, Henry Goulburn, and
William Adams on behalf of Great Britain ; and John Quincy Adams, J. A. Bayard,
Henry Clay, Jonathan Russell, and Albert Gallatin on behalf of the United States, contained three articles relating to the northern boundary line.
Article IV provided for a commission to settle title to islands off the coast of Maine.
The commission was organized by the appointment of John Holmes and Thomas Barclay as commissioners on the part of the United States and Great ·Britain respectively.
James T. Austin was the .American, and Ward Chipman the British agent. .Anthony
Barclay was the secretary.
On November24, 1817, the commission, at New York, rendered its decision, awarding
Moose, Dudley, and Frederick islands to the United States, and all other islands in
Passamaquoddy Bay and the Isle of Grand Menan were awarded to Great Britain.
These awards were accepted and approved by both governments. .Article V provided for a commission to meet at Saint .Andrews, New Brunswick, and determine the
boundary line between the United States and the British possessions, from the source
of the river Saint Croix to the river Saint Lawrence. In case of failure of the commissioners to agree, the matter was to be referred to a friendly sovereign. , The commissioner on behalf the United States was C. P. Van Ness, and Thomas Barclay was
the commissioner on behalf of Great Britain. William C. Bradly was agent for the
United States and Ward Chipman for Great Britain.
The surveyors, under direction of this commission, ran and marked lines in 1817 and
1818.
The commission failed to agree a,s to the boundary. C. P. Van Ness, the .American
commissioner, reported this fact to his Government November 20,_1821.
TREATY AT LONDON, SEPTEMBER

29, 1827 .

.After repeated efforts to settle and :fix definitely this portion of the northern boundary
a convention between the United States and Great Britain-in conformity with the
:fifth article of the Treaty of Ghent, the commission therein provided for having
failed to agree as to the proper boundary between the two countries-was entered into
and concluded at London, England, September, 29, 1827, by Charles Grant and Henry
Unwin .Addington on behalf of Great Britain, and Albert Gallatin on behalf of the
United States, and the matter of the northeast boundary referred to a friendly sovereign as provided in said Treaty of Ghent. William, King of the Netherlands, was
selected, by agreement and concert between the high contra~ting parties.
AWARD OF THE KING OF THE NETHERLANDS UNDER ABOVE TREATY.

January 10, 1831, the King, by his award, recommended that a line be drawn from
the head of the river Saint Croix due north to where it strikes the middle of the liver
Saint John, and thence up the middle of that river to the mouth of the Saint Francis;
thence up that river to the extreme source of its south westernmost branch; thence
due west to its intersection with the line claimed by the United States. He further
decided that the utmost source of the north westernmost stream emptying into the
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northernmost of the three lakes, the last of which is called Connecticut Lake, should be
considered the northwesternmost bead of the Connecticut River, set out in the treaty
of Ghent; and further, that anew line should be run from thence to the river Saint Lawrence, in such manner as at all events to give Rouses's Point, near Lake Cbampla.in, to
the United States. This award made by King William was rejected by both governments.
WEBSTER-ASHBURTON TREATY.

All efforts to settle the northeast boundary question having failed through negotiation, joint commission, and reference to a sovereign as arbiter, Lord Ash burton, sent
specially as a commissioner for the purpose on behalf of Great Britain, and Daniel
Webster, Secretary of State, on behalf of the United States, at Washington, D. C.,
on August 9, 1842, concluded a treaty which settled the northeastern boundary line
of the United States (as indicated in the definitive treaty with Great Britain in 1783,
and under the fifth article of the treaty of Ghertt), and the present boundary line
from the Atlantic Ocean to the river Saint Lawrence was established, and continuing
westward from the western terminus of the line as laid down by the commission under
the sixth article of the Treaty of Ghent (see below) to the westernmost water of the
Lake of the Woods, and from this point thence westward, conforming to the second
article of the treaty of 1818 (see below), and south to the forty-ninth parallel of north
latitude.
This still left the question of northern boundary line from the Rocky Mounta.ins
westward to the Pacific Ocean unsettled.
NORTHERN BOUNDARY LINE TO THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

Article VI of the Treaty of Ghent, l814, provided for a commission to mark the
boundary line from the river Saint Lawrencetothewesternpoint of Lake Huron. Peter
B. Porter and John Ogilvy, succeeded by Anthony Barclay, were appointed commisRioners on behalf of the United States and Great Britain respectively. Samuel Hawkins, succeeded by Joseph J:?elafield, was the American agent, and J. Hall British agent.
Stephen Sewell was secretary, and was succeeded by Donald Frazer, who was assistant secretary, succeeded by John Bigsby, and he by Richard Williams. They agreed,
and reported from Utica, N.Y., June .18, 1822, and this portion of the boundary line
was established. As a separate duty this commission were also to determine "where
is the middle of the rivers and lakes forming the northern boundary to the water
communication between lakes Huron and Superior." They reported June 18, 1822,
awarding the islands to the north of the line which was established to Great Britain
and those to the south of it to the United States.
Article VII of the Treaty of Ghent enjoined upon the commission, provided for in
Article VI (as above), after action upon that branch of its work, to define the northern boundary line westward from the wes~ern point of Lake Huron to the northwestern waters of the Lake of the vVoods. The commission failed to agree upon this,
and so reported. This portion of the northern boundary line was established by the
second article of the Webster-Ashburton treaty of August 9, 1842.
In consequence nf the acquirement by purchase by the United States of the province of Louisiana, which extended westward from the international boundary line
(the Mississippi River), October 20, UHS, at London, a convention was concluded between Albert Gallatin and Richard Rush for the United SLates, and Frederick John
Robinson ·a nd Henry Goulburn on behalf of Great Britah. It settled this portion of
the northern boundary line by Article II of said treaty, and it was thus extended westward from the most northwestern point of the Lake of the Woods to and along the
forty-ninth varallel north latitude to the Stony (Rocky) Mountains.
In the treaty of August 6, 1827, between the United St'ates and Great Britain, at.
~oudon, this agreed portion of the northern boundary line wae confirmed and con-
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tinned. It was finally fully confirmed by the eleventh article of the Webster-As}).
burton treaty of August 9, 1842.
Congress, March 19, 1872, authorized the survey and marking of the boundary between the United States and the British possessions from the Lake of the Woods to
the summit of the Rocky Mountains. Archibald Campbell was appointed commis- sioner on the part of the United States, and Capt. D. R. Cameron, R. A., on behalf of
Great Britain. A corps of astronomers and engineers were detailed and selected ou
behalf of the respective countries, Capt. P. Anderson, R. E., being the British ch!ef
astronomer. The American corps of engineers were Lieut.-Col. F. U. Farquhar, Bvt.Maj. W. J. Twinning (who became chief astronomer for the United States), Capt.
James F. Gregory, and Lieut. F. V. Greene. Congress appropriated $50,000 for this
work. The line was surveyed and the boundary monuments established. (See Senate
Ex. Doc. 41, second session Forty-fourth Congress.)
NORTHERN BOUNDARY WEST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

Through deference to Spain, who claimed title by discovery to the entire Pacilio
slope (as well as by purchase from France of the province of Louisiana), the northern
boundary line was not extended westward from the Rocky Mountains.
After the purchase of Louisiana by the United States, in 1803, the Government opened
negotiations with Great Britain for fixing the northern boundary line of the province
of Louisiana. In 1807 an agreement was reached by the two nations, but not signed.
The war of 1812 between them prevented its consummation.
The question was not opened again until the treaty of October 20, 1818, and then
only to the Rocky Mountains. Spain by the treaty at Washington February 22, 1819,
wa,ived this claim and ceded to the United States her claims to Oregon Territory.
The French, prior to their sale of the province of Louisiana and possessions to the
United States, claimed the country south of the British possessions and west of the
Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean, by reason of discovery and exploration of the
Mississippi River. This claim the United States, being the successor of France, also
urged a.ud stood upon.
The United States held an independent claim to that portion of the Louisia.n a purchase known as Oregon, based upon the discovery of the mouth of the Columbia River
in May, 1791, by Captai1;1 Gray, of Boston, in 1the ship Columbia, naming the river
from his ship.
The convention between the United States and Great Britain of October 20, 1818,
kept the line indefinite, and in the third article pro:vided for joint occupancy and use
of the territory claimed by both by the people of the two countries on the northwesi,
coast of Amerlca, westward of the Stony (Rocky) Mountains, without prejudice to
any claim of either of the contracting parties to any part of said country. This was
to hold from ten years from the 20th day of October, 1818.
This still left this north western boundary line undefined.
The convention between the United St.ates and Great Britain of date August 6, 1827,
by Albert Gallatin, on behalf of the United Stat.es, and Charles Grant and Henry
Unwin Addington, by the first article indefinitely extended this provision, :with the
right of either party, a.fter October 20,1828, on twelve months' notice of the intention,.
to annul and abrogate the same.
Article III again reserved the claim of either party to the territory west of the Stony
or Rocky Mountains.
~HE

NORTHWESTERN-BOUNDARY QUESTION.

The northwestern-bound.ary question was a source of constant irritation and seriouS'
trouble between the United States and Great Britain and thelr citizens.
In 1824 the United States opened negotiations with the Emperor of all the Russiaa
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for a treaty to define the boundaries of the respective countries on the northwest coast.
Russia· had a large undefined claim (Alaska) to territory. The treaty was made at St.
Petersburg, Russia, April5-17, 1824, and admitted the sovereignty of Russia over the
northwest coast from latitude 540 40' north to the North Pole. This treaty did not
o.ttempt to fix the eastern boundary of the Russian possessions. It was made by Henry
Middleton on behalf of the United States and LeComte Charles De Nesselrode and
Pierre de Poletica on behalf of Russia.
Great Britain not desiring that the United States should have au advantage by the
definition, inferentially or otherwise, of the boundary line between her territory and
the Russian, at once negotiated a treated with Russia of date :February 16-28, 1825,
conceding to Russia dominion over the coast to the no!th of 54° 40' north latitude,
and defining the eastern line of the Russian possessions where they formed the western line of the British possessions, being the present eastern line of Alaska.
OREGON TREATY.

In 1846, after great political heat and discussion and occupation of diaputed territory by armed forces of both nations, by a treaty at Washington concluded between
Great Britain and the United States, by Richard Pakenham and James Buchanan in
behalf of their respective countries, June 15, 1846, it was agreed by Article I that the
northern boundary line should be continued westward along the said forty-ninth parallel of north latitude to the middle of the channel which separates the continent
from Vancouver's Island, and thence southerly through the middle of the said channel and of Fuca Straits to the Pacific Ocean, and thus the boundary line was extended·
from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean along the forty-ninth parallel of north·
latitude. This treaty was adopted by the Senate of the United States by yeas 41,
nays 14. Under this treaty the government of Great Britain claimed that the British·
channel referred to was the so-called Straits of Rosario. The United States claimed·
that it was the Canal de Haro. This remained a disputed question from 1846 to 1871·
TREATY OF WASHINGTON.

By the treaty of Washington of May t:l, 1871, creating a High Joint Commission and
plenipotentiaries, consisting of the Earl de Grey and Ripon, Sir Stafford North~ote, Sir
Edward Thornton, Sir John A. McDonald, and Montague Bernard, on behalf of Great
Britain, and Hamilton Fish, Robert C. Schenck, Samuel Nelson, E. R. Hoar, and
George H. Williams, on behalf of the United States, this question was considered for
settlement.
Under Article XXXIV the decision of the question as to a portion of the boundary
line between the United States and British possessions west of the Rocky Mountains,
under the first article of the treaty of June 15, 1846. '.rhis, known aa the northwestern water boundary' question, was left to the arbitration for decision without appeal
of his majesty the Emperor of Germany. George Bancroft was agent of the United
States, and Admiral James Provost agent for Great Britain.
NORTHERN BOUNDARY LINE SETTLED.

October 21, 1872, William I., Emperor of Germany, rendered his decision in favor of
the Canal de Haro, thus sustaining the claim of the United States and settling finally·
the northern boundary line east and west between the United States and Great Britain.
Thus it required the period from the preliminary treaty of peace with Great Britain,
November 30, 1782, to the 21st day of October, 1872, the date of the decision of the
Emperor of Germany on the Canal de Haro, to settle and define the northern boundary
of the United States-about ninety years. This boundary line west of the western
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boundary of the State of New York and to the Pacific Ocean became the nol'thern/
boundary line of the public domain.
EASTERN BOUNDARY OF THE UNITED

STATI•~S.

The present eastern boundary line of the United States-the Atlantic Ocean and
Gulf of Mexico-was settled by t.he pre!iminary treaty and by the definitive treaty of
peace with Great Britain, September 3, 1783, and subsequently by treaty of purchase
with Spain at Washington, February 22,1819, between John Quincy Adams on behalf
of the United States and Luis de Onis on behalf of Spain, by which was ceded to the
United States by Spain the provinces of East and West Florida.
This eastern boundary line of the United States became the eastern boundary of tho
public domain south of 31° north latitude and in the State of Florida; the continu ation of this eastern line of the public domain northward from 31° north latitude tho
western boundaries of the States of Georgia, South and North Carolina, Virginia (now
West Virginia), Pennsylvania, and New York, to the northern international bouncla.ry
line.
WESTERN BOUNDARY OF THE UNITED STATES.

The western boundary line of the United States from latitude 49° north, going south,
the Pacific Ocean, was determined by discovery (Captain Gray's, 1791), and the purchase from France of the province of Louisiana, under treaty at. Paris, France, April
30, 1830, by the United States, conclud.ecl by Robert R. Livingston and James Monroe
on behalf of the United States, and Barbe Marbois on the part of France, and by the
purchase from Spain of the Florid as February 22, 11:319, from latitude 49° north (confirmed by various treaties set out in description above of northern boundary lines), along
the Pacific Ocean to about latitude 42° north. From latitude, 42° north, going south, by
<~apture and the treaty of Guadaloupe Hidalgo, between the United States and Me:x10u,
February 2, 1848, between N. P. Trist, on behalf of the United States, and Lm~ G.
Cuevas, Bernardo Couto, and Miguel Atristain, on behalf of Mexico, which extendt:d
the present western boundary of t.he United States from parallel 42° north latitude,
going south, to the point between the thirty-second and thirty-third parallel of north
latitude, now forming the division line between the United States and the Republic
-of Mexico.
The e:.1tire western boundary line of the United States is the western boundary lino
..of the public domain.
SOUTHERN BOUNDARY QF THE UNITED STATES.

By the definitive treaty with Great Britain, September 3, 1783, the southern boundary
was described as follows:
South by a line to be drawn due east from a point where the nbrthernmost part of
the thirty-first degree of north latitude intersects a line drawn along the middle of tho
Mississippi River east to the middle of the river Appalachicola or Catahouche, thence
along the middle thereof to its junction wtth the Flint River, thence stra.ight to the
head of Saint Mary's River, and thence along the middle of Saint Mary's River to the
Atlantic Ocean.
The present southern boundary line was settled, beginning at the Atlantic Oc'ian
and running west, by the treaty, at Washington, of purchase, from Spain by the United
States: of Florida, l!'ebrnary 22, 1819, which extended the line westwar.d along the southern coast of ~.,lorida to the limits of the Louisiana Purchase of 1803 ; by the treaty of
purchase from France by the United States, at Paris, April 30, 1803, of the province of
Louisiana. The eastern boundary of this latter purchase, as claimed by the United States
in her controversy with Spain as to the bourldaries of the provinces of East and Weat
Florida, were conceded by Spain in the treaty of purchase of February 22, 1819.
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This extended the boundary westward from the west boundary of Florida, west of
the meridian 87° west longitude along the south coast of Louisiana, to the Sabine
River.
By the annexation of Texas, December 29, 1845 (the act of the Congress of the United
States), the southern boundary was extended southwestward from the Sabine River
along the Gulf of Mexico to the Rio Grande River, up and along the Rio Grande River,
running northwest, and forming the boundary line between the United States and
Mexico, to the plateau of the Sierra Mad-re, 31° 47' north latitude, from the turning
point westward on the boundary line between the United States and Mexico; which
was further extended by the Gadsden Purchase of the Mesilla Valley by the United
States from the Republic of Mexico, at the city of Mexico, December 30, 1853.
This extended the southern boundary westward from the-point 31° 47' north latitude
on the Rio Grande, established by the annexation of Texas and the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, to· a point on the Colorado River twenty miles below its junction with
the Gila River, thence north to the line between California and Lower California.
By the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, February 2, 1848, the southern boundary between the United States and Mexico was fixed as starting in the Gulf of Mexico, three
leagues from the land opposite the midule mouth of the Rio Grande River, and up the
middle and along that river to the boundary of New Mexico, touching the point 31° 47'
north latitude; thence north to the thirty-third parallel north latitude on the plateau of
the Sierra Madra; thence west on a random line to the Gila River and along it to a point
twenty miles north of its junction with the Colorado River; thence across the Rio
. Colorado west to the Pacific Ocean, following the division line between Upper and
Lower California.
The Gadsden purchase moved the line south between the point 31° 47' north latitude
-on the Rio Grande, being now the southern boundary of New Mexico and Arizona, to
the point twenty miles below the junction of the Gila and Colorado rivers, being the
eastern point of the line between California and Lower California, and thence north.
The southern line of this purchase is described as extending west from the point 31° 47'
north latitude; thence due west one hundred miles; thence south to the parallel31 o 20'
north latitttde; thence along the said parallel of 31° 20' to the one hundred and
eleventh meridian of longitude west of Greenwich; thence in a straight line to a point
on the Colorado River twenty miles below the junction of the Gila and Colorado
rivers; thence up the middle of the said river Colorado until it intersects the present
line between the United States and Mexico; and this is the present boundary between
the two Republics.
This left the extension of the line from the Gila and Colorado. rivers west to the
Pacific the same as established by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, and thus the
southern bonndary line was extended from the Atlantic to the Pacific in the period from
November 30, 1782 (the preliminary treaty of peace), to the Gadsden purchase of December 30, 1853-about seventy years.
The entire southern boundary of the United States 'is the line of southern boundary
of the public domain, excepting the southern boundary of Texas.
BOUNDARIES OF ALASKA.

The boundaries of Alaska and contiguous islands are fully set out in the convention for the cession of the Russian possessions in North America to the United States,
at Washington, March 30, 1867, by Willi.a m H. Seward on behalf of the United
States, and Edouard de Stoeckel on behalf of Russia.
This treaty refers to the treaty made by and between Russia and Great Britain of
date Febmary 28-16, ltl25, which defined the eastern limits of Alaska where it joins
the British possessions. The boundary line between the United States and the British
possessions is all marked and determined, except as to the Alaska purchase.
The entire area of Alaska is public domain.
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REFERENCES HEREUNDER.

For treaties of cession, conventions, settlement of boundaries, and purchases of
territory since July 4, 1776, to February 1, 1871, see Senate Ex. Doc. No. :36, third session
::E'orty-first Congress. As our national boundaries are now full y established, reference is only made to authorities under and by which they were made.
For reference to treaties and conventions by which our national boundaries have
been made and a.cknowledged, see laws of the United States relating to public lands,
compiled by Albert Gallatin, 1817; laws of the United States compiled by Mathew
St. Clair Clarke, 1828; laws of the United States, vol. 1, Brown & Duane, 1815; and
treaties and conventions since 1776, State Department, Washington, D. C., 1871.
The expenses and costs of all commissions for making treaties and commissions for
marking boundaries under treaties under the Department of State can be found in Senate Ex. Doc. No. 38, second session Forty-fourth Congress.

NATIONAL AND PUBLIC DOMAIN.
AREA OF PUBLIC DOMAIN.

The public domain embraces lands known in the United States as'' public lands,"
lying in certain States and Territories known as the " Land States and Territories,"
and was acquired by the Government of th,) United States by treaty, conquest, cession
by States, and purchase, and is disposed of under and by authority of the National
Government. It contained 2,889,175.91 square miles, or 1,849,072,587 acres. Deducting the area of Tennessee, the actual public domain was 1,818,462)522 acres.
AREA OF POLITICAL DIVISIONS.

By the definitive treaty of peace with Gre11t Britain of September 3, 1783, concluding the Revolutionary War, our national territory was defined as extending westward
from the Atlantic to the Mississippi River, and from a line ()n the north of the lakes
to the thirty-first parallel and the south boundary of Georgia, embracing about 830,000
square miles, or 531,200,000 acres. Of this 341,752 square miles, or 218,721,280 a.cres,
were included in the thirteen original States constituting the American Union.
LEGISLATIVE CREATIONS.

Kentucky, Vermont, and Maine were subsequently erected out of territory claimed
respectively by Virginia, New York, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire by virtue o:f.
grants from the British Crown prior to the Revolution. These States embrace 82,892
square miles or 53,050 ,8HO acres, which, added to the area of the thirteen original States;
aggregates 424,644 square miles.
CESSIONS BY STATES TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT.

The territory embraced within the present States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Tennessee, that part of Minnesota lying east of the Mississippi
River, and all of Alabama and Mississippi lying north of the thirty-first parallel, was
held by Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Virginia, North Carolina, South Ca.rolina, and Georgia, under grants from Great Britain, during their colonial condition.
These territorial interests were surrendered to the General Government of the Union
by the last-named States at different times hereinafter set forth, and constituted tl::.e
nucleus of our public domain with some reservations as to former grants, and was the
remainder of the territory conceded to the United States under the definitive treaty of
1783, and consisted of 404,955.91 squaro miles, or259,171,787 acres. This was the public
domain of the United States on April 30, 1803, the date of the Louisiana purchase,
and for which the original survey and disposition laws were made.
The United States were recognized by the Crown in the definitive treaty of peace
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with Great Britain as "free sovereign and independant States, and that he treats with
them as such, and for himself, his heirs, and successors relinquishes all claims to the
government, proprietary and territorial rights of the same, and every part thereof."
The Government of the United States acquired as custodian for the Nation lands
known as the public domain as follows:
From States (colonies prior to July 4, 1776) ceded under the Confederation and under
the Constitution.
This was in pursuance of a resolution of the Congress of the Confederation passed
Tuesday, October 10, 17tl0, providing for the reception and care of such unappropriated
lands as might be ceded by States to the United States, and for the disposition of the·
same for the common benefit of the United States.
The dates of cession of these lands to the United States were as follows:
State.

Colony.
New Hampshire . .......................... .
NewYork ..................................
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations...
New .Jersey . ............ .. .......... . .......
NewCastle, Kent, and Sussex, on Delaware.

~t~;!1;~~~~~~ :::::::::::::::::: ~: ::::::::::

Maryland...................................
Massachusetts Bay . . .. . . .. .. • .. . . .. . . • . . . . .
Connecticut . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .
South Carolina....... . • .. . . • . . .. . • • . .. . . .. . • .
North Carolina . ............................
Georgia. . .. . .. .. • • . .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. . . . . . . . • .

Date of cession.

New Hampshire ............. . No cession.
New York ................... . March 1, 1781.
Rhode Island ......•...•...•. . No cession.
New .Jersey ................. ..
Do.
Do.
Delaware . .................. ..
Do.
~~;hii~v~~~:::::
March 1, 1784, and De.
cember 30, 1788. *
Maryland ................... . No cession.
MaAsachusetts .............. .. .A.prill9, 1785.
Connecticut ................. . September 13, 1786; eon·
firmed May 30, 1800.
South Carolina ............... . .A.ugust 9, 1787.
NorthCarolina ............... . February 25, 1790.
Georgia ..................... .. .A.pril24, 1802.

:::::: ::::::

*.An act to change the conditions of the cession of March 1, 1784, only so far as to r;ttify the fiftb
article of the compact of the ordi.n..'lJlce of 1787.

Area of cessions.
Sq. miles.
Massachusetts (disputed) claimed (estimated) ....................... . ........ .
Connecticut (disputed) and Western Reserve and Fire-lands (estimated)* ... .

.A.cres.

54,000.00
40,000.00

34-,560,000
25,600,000

From New York and Massachusetts cession, a ctual. ....... . .......... . ...... .
315.91
From Virginia (disputed and undisputed) to the United States (exclusive of
K entuck:-; 2nd includin~ area of W estern R eserve and Fire-lands)t ....... . 265,562.00
South Carolina cession .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ....... . ..... . .
4, 900.00
North Carolina cession, nominal, because the area of Tennessee was almost
45,600.00
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 88,578.00

169, 95!l, 680
3, 136, 00()

Total actual State cessions to the United States f or public domain ... . .. 404,955.91

259,171, 78'%
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202,187

29,184, OOG
56, 689, 920'

*The area above was also claimed by Virginia and included in her cession.
tConnecticut's jurisdict ional cession of the Western R eserve and Fire-lands, containing about
3,800. 000, included under Virginia cession.
LANDS ACQUIRED BY PURCHASE AND TREATIES-PERIOD, PRICE, AND QUANTITY.

1. From FTance.

:P rom France, April30, 1803, under the administration of President Jefferson, known
as the Louisiana purchase, done by treaty at Paris, France, by Robert R. Livingston,
and James Monroe on behalf of the United States, and Barbe Marbois on behalf of the- .
First Consul, Napoleon Bonaparte, in the name of the French Republic. This em~
braced as finally settled those portions of the States of Alabama and Mississippi south of'
tho thirty-first parallel, the entire surface of the States of Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri,.
Iowa, Nebraska, and Oregon, all of Minnesota west of the Missouri River, all of Kansas
except a small portion west of the one hundredth meridian and south of the Arkansas.
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River, all of Dakota, .Montana, Idaho, Washington, and Indian Territories, with apart
of Wyoming and Colorado. This cost, according to the original treaty stipulation,
60,000,000 francs, or $15,000,000, in money and stocks; the interest on the stocks to time
of redemption, $8,529,353; claims of citizens of United States due from France paid by
United States, $3,738,268.98; a total of $27,257,621.98, and added to the public domain
1,182,752 square miles or 756,961,280 acres.
2. From Spain.

From Spain, by treaty February 22, 1819, under the administration of President
Monroe, done at Washington, D. C., between John Quincy Adamfil, Secretary of State,
on behalf of the United States, and Louis de Onis, Minister of Spain to the United
States, on behalf of His Majesty Ferdinand VII., King of Spain. It secured to the United
States the territory known as East and West Florida, now the present State of
Florida, for the sum of $5,000,000 in bonds similar to those issued for the Louisiana purchase, the interest on which to the date of redemption being $1,489,768, made the total
cost $6,489,768. This added to the public doimtin of the United States 59,268 square
miles, or 37,931,520 acres, including certain grants.
3. Ft·ont Mexico.
From Mexico, by treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, under the administration of President Polk, concluded February 2, 1848, by aud between Nicholas P. Trist on behalf of
the United States, and Luis G. Cuevas, Bernardo Couto, and Miguel Atristain on
behalf of the Republic of Mexico. This cession gave to the public domain of the
United States the States of California, Nevada, and part of Colorado, also the lands
in the Territories of Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico, excepting in the last two the
Mesilla Valley, adding to the national domain approximately 522,568 square miles, or
334,443,520 acres. It cost (treaty stipulation) $15,000,000.
4. Ft·om Texas.
From the State of Texas, by purchase, under the administration of President Fillmore. The United States, by act of Congress of September 9, 1850, purchased from
Texas her cl:1im to certain public lands north of parallel 36° 30'; and between that
parallel and 32°, and lying west of the one hundred and third meridian, now included
in Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, and also the" public land strip." This cost $16,000,000,
in 5 per cent. bonds, interest and cash. The lands in this ce~eion were estimated at
96,707 square miles, or 61,892,4AO acres, and this was added to the public domain,
being already, by the annexation of Texas and the confirmatory clause of the.treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo, embraced within the national domain.
5. Front Mexico.
From the Republic of Mexico, by purchase, under the administration of President
Pierce, known as the Gadsden purchase, under treaty mn.de at the City of Mexico,
December 30, 1853, by James Gadsden, United States minister, on behalf of the United
States, and Manuel Diez de Bonilla, Jose Salazar Ylarregui, and J. Mariano Monterde
on behalf of the Republic of Mexico. In consideration of the concession by Mexico
of the abrogation of sundry trea.ty stipulations in the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,
1848, and the payment of tho sum of $10,000,000 by the United States to Mexico, a
strip of land known as the Mesilla Valley, and lying in the present Territories of New
Mexico and Arizona, on their southern border, was added to the national and public
domain of the United States. It contained 45,535 square miles, or 29,142,400 acres.
Cost, $10,000,000. This territory now lies in New Mexico and Arizona; 14,000 squa,re
miles in New Mexico, and 31,535 square miles in Arizona.
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6. F1·om Russia.
From the Empire of Russia, by purchase, known as "the Alaska. purchase," un4er
the administration of President Johnson, under treaty made March 30, 1867, at Washington, D. C., by and between William H. Seward, Secretary of State, on beha.l f of
the United States, and Edouard de Stoeckl, Russian minister to the United States, on
behalf of the Emperor of all the Russias, by which was ceded to the United States by
Russia all her possessions on the continent of America and adjacent islands. This
added to our national and public domain 577,390 square miles, or 369,529,600 acres, and
cost $7,200,000. The public land system has not as yet been extended over Alaska.
ARE A OF PURCHASES-PUBLIC AND NATIONAL DOMAIN.

Public domain.
Square miles.
Louisiana purchase, April 30, 1803 .. ......•••••.....••...•......••• . ••..•• .
E ast and West F lorida, Febru ary 22,181.9 .•••.......•..•• . .....•..••...•..
Gaudalupe Hidalgo, February 2, 1848 .••. .• •.. ••. . • • ... ...... , .... . ....... .
St a te of T exas, November 25, 1850 . . .. . • • ..•. • . • ..• . ....... . .....•.. . •..•.
G adsden p urchase, Decemb er 30, 1853 .•• . . •• ...... . •• . ..• . .•....•..• • .... .
Alaska p u rchase, March 30, 1867 .. .... . .. .. ..... . ... . . .. ......... . .. .. ... .

Acres.
756, 961, 28()
:17,931,520
334, 443, 52()
61,892,480
29, H2, 400
369, 529, 60()

1, 182,752
59, 268
522.568
96, 707
45, 535
577,390
2, 484, 220

1, 589, 900, 80(}

I

At a t otal cost of $!:l8,157,389.98.
National domain.

The Texas annexation of 1845 added to the national domain the area of the present State of Texas, viz, 274,356 square miles, or 175,587,840 acres, included in the
national domain, besides the purchase of 1850 from the State, now public domain.
The total a:~:ea of purchased and annexed territory, included in the national and
public domain since 1803, is 2, 758,576 square miles, or 1, 765,488,640 acres, a.t a total cost
of $88,157,389.98 for purchase, and including the Georgia cession of 1802, $6,200,000.
THE PUBLIC DOMAIN-CONTROL AND DISPOSITION.
The public domain embraces the area of the lands now owned or heretofore disposed of by the United States in nineteen States and eleven Territories and parts
of Territories, and known as the land States and Territories (see table, pp. 28, 29), the
United States being the sole owner of the soil, with entire a.nd complete jurisdiction
over the same. Article IV, section 3, pa.ragraph 2, of the Constitution of the United
States, provides that "the Congress shall have power to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or other property belonging to the
United States.'' This clause relates to property and not to persons or communities. Mr.
Madison introduced this clause in the Constitutional Convention. The original clause
was: "Congress shall have power to dispose of the waste and unappropriated lands .
of the United States." This was referred to the committee of detail for revision and
incorporation. Mr. Gouverneur Morris, of the committee, wrote the Constitution from
the convention notes. This committee changed ''lands'' into" territory and other property,"and therightto "make all needful rules and regulations" was adde_d, sothat Congress might protect and regulate all such property until disposed of. The Supreme
Court of the United States in The United States v. Gratiot (14 Peters, 526) held that" the
term 'territory' as here used is merely descriptive of one kind of property, and is equivalent to the word 'lands.' Congress ha.s the same power over it as over any other property belonging to the United States. This power is vested in Congress without limitation." (See United States v. Railroad Bridge Co., 6 McLean, 617.)

1.4

CONTROL OF PUBLIC DOMAIN.

The United States, through Congress, provides methods of disposition of the publio
domain under grants, settlement laws, or sales, public or private ; may prevent trespass
-t .nd in all methods retain the entire control over it until sold or otherwise disposed
··pf, " Congress has the absolute right to prescribe the times, the conditions, and the
mode of transferring the public domain or any part of it, and to designate the persons
'to whom the transfer shall be made."
For further authorities upon this subject see the following decisions: Gibson tl.
··Chouteau, 13 Wall., 92; Irvine v. Marshall, 20 Howard, 558; U. S. v. Railroad Bridge
"Co., 6 McLean, 517; U. S. v. Gratiot, 14 Peters, 526 ; Russell v. Lovatte, 21 Minn., 167;
Gill v. Halleck, 33 Wis., 523; Rose v. Buckland 17 Ills., 309; Miller v. Little, 47 Cal.,
.348; Dyke v. McVey, 16 Ills., 41; Bagnell v. Broderick, 13 Peters, 436 ~ Pollard v. Ha_ gan, 3 Howard, 212.
Change in political condition, as in a 'l'erri tory becoming a State, or change of boundary of a Territory or State, in no wise affects the absolute and complete proprietarv
power of the National Government over the public domain. It remains until the la.st
.;. a cre is disposed of .
.- STIPULATION AS TO CONTROL AND NON-TAXATION OF PUBLIC DOMAIN FROM STATES
ON · ADMISSION.

The United States stipulates, upon the admission of a State into the Union from a
'Territorial condition or otherwise, and wherein lie public lands, that the National Gov·ernment shall continue to dispose of such lands under its own laws and systems, and
provides that there shall be no law passed to interfere with the primary right of disposition by the Nation of the public domain, and continues by its land officers to convey Hlnd dispose of the public domain as though the Territorial condition had not
-changed.
No tax can be laid upon the public lands by a State or power other than Congress,
·who may lease, sell, or otherwise dispose of them. "No State law, whether of limitations or otherwise, can defeat the title of the United States to public land within
ithe limits of a State." (Jourdan v. Barrett, 4 Howard, 169.)
"In the admission of a new State into the Union, compacts are entered into with the
.Federal Government that they will not tax the lands of the United States." (U.S. v.
Railroad Bridge Co., 6 McLean, 517.)
"No State formed out of the territory of the United States has a right to the public lands within its limits or can exercise any power whatever over them.'' (Turner v.
Missionary Union, 5 McLean, 344.) See also, U.S. v. Gratiot, 14 Peters, 526; Bump's
:Notes of Constitutional Decisions, title "Territories"; State v. Batchelder, 5 Minn.,
22:~.

AREA DISPOSED OF Al\"D ESTIMATED AMOUNT REMAINING.
[See page 527.)

According to estimates the aggregate area of the public lands of the United States
·disposed of and remaining on the 30th of June, 1880, was 2,889,175.91 square miles, or
1,849,072,587 acres. The territory now included within the limits of Tennessee, was
-as substantially a portion of said domain as Ohio or Indiana, yet the public lands in
Tennessee were not disposed of under the direction of the executive department of
the General Government.
The area of Tennessee was 45,600 square miles, or 29,184,000 acres, atd which should
-in fact be deducted from the above estimate. The actual public domain is 1,81H,462,5:22
.acres.
The United States has surveyed to June 30, 1880, in the land States and Territories, 752,557,195 acres of the public domain. There are remaining yet unsurveyed,
--estimated, 1,065,905,327 acres.
The surveyed lands yet undisposed of are estimated at 204,802,711.12 acres, which,
with the unsurveyed, make a grand total of 1,270, 708,038.12 acres ofland still the prop-
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erty of the United States and subject to disposition. Deducting(estimated) 110,000,000
acres, yet required to fill railroad grants, if roads as chartered and granted are completed, the actual area, still the property of theN ation, is 1, 160, 708,038.12acres. This includes the area of private land claims, patented and unpatented, estimated at80,000,000
acres. This also includes the area of military and Indian reservations, estimated at
157,356,952.68 acres, of which probably more than 100,000,000 acres will revert to the
public domain for future sale and disposition. It can be estimated that the total
public domn,in to be disposed of will not vary much from 1,160,708,038.12 acres, equal
to 7,254,425 homesteads of 160 acres each.
SURVEYED AND UNSOLD LANDS.

[See page 529.)

The surveyed and unsold lands lie in the following land States and Territories (estimated):
Acros.

In Iowa, Indiana., Illinois, and Ohio, practically none.
Minnesota ..........................................................
I{ansas . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
Nebraska . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • . • . •
Ca.lifornia ...........................................................
Nevada .............................................................
Oregon...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . • • . . . . • • . . .
Washington................................................... ......
Colorado .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . .
Utah .. . ... .. . . .. ... ... .. . ... .. .• . . ...•.. ...... ........ ..• •.. . ...••.
Arizona...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . • • . • . . . .
New .l'rlexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Dakota. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Idaho...............................................................
Montana...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . .

13,383,813.10
28, 049, 731. 54
23, 958, 652. 59
25,250,680.47
8,337,671.58
12, 906, 700. 66
9, 088,331;. 93
20, 489, 312. 28
5, 685,054.28
1, 561, 231. 13
6, 042, 409. 46
12, 225, 492. 00
3, 925,237.16
5, 779,'452. 42

~~~~~~~: ~ ~ ~: ·. ~:::::: ~::::: ~:::::::::: .~::::::: ~: ~:::::::: ~::::::::: ~: ~68: ~~~: b8

Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . .
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . • . .

5, 440, 338. 19
853, 214. 56

Total ...............•...........•..........•••.•••••.......... 189, 622, 455. 12
This estimate is probably within 20 per cent. of the exact amount. 9fficial causes
prevent a closer estimate.
A large amount of the above estimated vacant surveyed public lands may be at present occupied by settlers or persons holding under the effect of the doctrine announced
by the Supreme Court of the United States in Atherton v. Fowler and Hosmer v. Wallace. Neither the United States nor the localland officers have any official knowledge
of the amount so occupied.*
*The effect of the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, in Atherton v. Fowler (6 Otto,
.513) and Hosmerv. Wallace (7 Otto, 575), in construing the pre-emption laws (and laws affecting lands
which have not been proclaimed and are not subject to private entry-ordinary surveyed lands) is thnt
parties whether qualified settlers or not, or whether desiring to acquire title or not, may take possession
.of and hold the surveyed nnoJfered lands of the United States indefinitely, to the exclusion of parties
.l egally qualified who desire to t ake the benefit of the pre·emption, homestead, and timber-culture acts.
This, in fact, leaves the entire surveyed and unoffered public domain open to· occupancy or l!quatter
titles as ngainst the existing laws of the United States. (See Report Commissioner General Land Office,
1879, pp. 44, 45, and report Public Land Commission, February, leBO, urging upon Congress legislation
to correct this, and to regulate and limit this occupancy title, without which bona-fide settlers a.re a.t
the mercy of squatters, and the Government, powerless to enforce the settlement laws.)
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ESTIMATED AREA OF VACANT SUUVEYED PUBLIC LANDS IN SOUTHERN STATES,

[See page 530.)

Acrea.

3,205,109.00
3, 516,140.00
3, 208, 887.00
4,620,120.00
Louisiana. • • . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 2, 130.. 000. 00

Florida ........................ : . • . • . ............................. .

~!;1~~p~~~~~~~~~~~~::~~:::::::~::::::::~:~~~:::~:::::::~~::~::~~::

Total . • . • • • . • • . . . • . . • . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 680, 256. 00
Deducting lands that by reason of discrepancies in records ofloca.l offices
and General Land Office a-re not a,c tually known to be vacant, estimated at not less than...... • • • • • . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • 1, 500, 000. 00
Leaving a total of... • • • .. • . .. • • • . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . . . . . . 15, 180, 256. 00
Add total of other States and Territories, as above ........••... 189, 622, 45f>. 12
Total surveyed and still to be disposed of ...................... 204, f:l02, 711. 12
In the Southern States, lands are all open to private ent ry, at t he United States district land offices in the respective States, at $1.25 per acre, except t he '' mineral tracts"
lying in the Huntsville and Tuscaloosa districts in Alabama, under authority of an
act of Congress of July 4, 1876.
The tota,l amount of land owned by the United States in the five Southern States,
surveyed and including 1,148,892 acres in Louisiana and 7,756,493 acres in Florida,,
unsurveyed, is 25,585,641 acres.
The public lands in Florida h ave been reduced to the extent of about 2,000,000 :wres
within the last two or three years by the selection of the lands by the State as swamp.
UNSURV:EYED LAND.S .

[See page 528.]

The unsurveyed lands lie and are in the following lanq States and Territories:
A crea.

Minnesota. •.•..•..•........•... . . • ...........••................ . ....
Nebraska ................................ . .......................... .
California. .•.......•.•.............................. .............•..
N11vada ............................................................ .
Oregon .•...•......••...........•......... . ..................... _.•.

~!~~~~~~~::·:~-~-:": ~::·~:::::"::"::::-~ ~:::::::::: -~::::: ~-:: ~ ":: ~: ~ ~: ~ ::::

: : : : : : ·: .:":" :" :": .:":":": : : :: : : : : : : : :

~Ji~~~-:~-:~::~ ~ ~~:~: : : ·

··-·-· ·----- ·----·

il i1l!f~\:I~:~.:-:.: :!:J: :_:!

·-·--· ......

--~·

.......... .

..!!·!.i=i!....!!.!!.·!i!!\!!\!!!

Total . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .................................. .

13, 510,423
7,052,207
48,643,592
58, 436,598
37, 908,340
28, 836,985
40,657,679
44, 282,680
67,098,366
67,024,990
71,422,103
47,7:{9,368
80,651,676
53, 3tH, 485
1,148, 892
7,756,493
17,150,250
369, 529,600
3,637,600
1,065, 905,32i
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[See page 523.]
RECEIPTS JrROM AND COST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN TO JUNE 30, 1880.

The public lands of the United States, by sales for cash, fees, and commissions, have
realized to the National Government since the passage of the ordinance of May 20,
1785, to June 30, 1880, a total net sum of $200,702,849.11, as follows: ..
P1·ior to June 30, 1796.
1787,soldatNew York,72,974acres (cash) ...... ---------·--······-··
$117,108 24
1796, sold at Pittsburgh, 43,446 acres (certificates and land warrants)...
100,427 53
1792, to the State of Pennsylvania, 202,187 acres (certificate of public
151,640 25
debt) ......... - ...... --- •.. ---- . -- -.- -... ·-- · · · · · · · --- · · • · ·- · ·-- · · ·
H:l9, (:93 00
1792, to John Cleves Symmes, 272,540 acres (Army land warrants) .....
1792, to Ohio Company, 892,900 acres (certificates and Army land warrauts).......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 642, 85G 66
Total, 1,484,047 acres.... . ..................................... 1, 201,725 68
Subseqttent to June 30, 1796, (including above total.)
Prior to June 30,1796 ...... $1,201,725 68 111.38 .... .......... ...... $3,730,945 66
1796 ·-·-······--···----··
4,83613 1839 · ·······-·------·--7,361,576 40
83,540 60 1840 ..............•.....
3,411,tH8 63
1797 .•.•••...•...........
1798 .....................
11,963 .11 1841 ....................
1,3G5,627 42
1842 -... -- . - -.. - -... -- . .
1, 335, 797 52
1799 . -.- . ----- . - --.- .. -- . -.--.- . - .. -.
443 75 m43........ ............
808,15818
18oo - -~---···-------·-···
1801 ...... ...............
167,726 06 1844 ...... ...... ........
2,05!>,939 tsO
1802 -- - ..... - -- .... - . -. ..
188, 628 02 1845 . -- - -- .. - -.. . . . . . . ..
2, 077' 022 30
1803 ·-- --· --.- .: ... . .. .. .
165,675 fit) 1846 .... - ..... ·--- .. ... .
2, 694,452 48
487' 526 79 1847 .... ---. - - - -- ... - -..
2, 498, 355 20
1804• . - - - -. -- - - .. -.. --- .. .
1805 -----·----- - ···- : ....
540,193 80 1848 ·---·--------··---··
3,328,642 56
1806 ............ ·----· .. .
765,245 n
1849 .... .... .. ..........
1, 688,959 55
1807 -------------------··
466 '163 27 1850 ·----··----··-----··
1,859,894 25
2,352,305 30
180tl --~--------- ... . ..... ' 647: "939 06 1851 .... ·-- ~-- ..•. ·----·

~~~~ ::~~:-~~~:::::~~:~::~

1811 ·...... ------ ------...
1812 ........ -----· .......
1813 ...... ·----· ...... ...
1814 .. - --· .. -- .... -- -·. ..
HH5 ......................
1816 .....................
1817 ---··---·----------··
1818 ---- .. -- ---- . ----. -. 1819 .....................
1~20 --------------------1821 . -- - - . -- .. - - -. -- - - ..
U:l2~ .... ,. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .
1823 .............. _.. _.. .
1i:l24 ...••. ...... ...... ...
1825 ----··-------~------·
1826 ------------····----1827 ----------·---------1828 ---- .... -. ---- . --- -- 1829 .. -------- ------ .. --18:30 .. - ... ---- ---- .... --1831 .....................
1832 -----------·---···--·
1833 .. -- ... --- -- .. -- .•. - 1834 ------·-------------1835---------- ------~---1836 ···--· -----· --------1837 . ---- ... ---- . . .. • . . ..

~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ::::~: :::~~:~~:~~::: i;g~~:~~~ ~~

1, 040:237 53 1tl54
710,427 78 1855
835,655 14 1856
1, 135,971 09 1857
1 1 287,959 28 1858
1,7'17,985 03 1tl59
1,991,226 06 1860
2, 606, 564 77 1861
3,274,422 78 1862
1,635,87161 1~63
1' 212, 966 46 1864
1, 803,581 54 1865
916, 523 10 · 1866
984,418 15 . 1867
1,216,090 5611868
1,393,785 09 1tl69
1,495,845 26 1!:l70
1, 018, 308 75 1871
1, 517, 175 13 1872
2, 329,356 14 1'373
3,210,815 48 1874
2,623,38103 1875
3, 967' 682 55 1876
4,857,600 69 1877
14,757,600 75 1878
24, 877.., 179 86 1879
6, 776, 236 52 1880

................... ·- . 8, 470,798 39
-·-- ................ 11,497,049 07
·--------- ·----- ---· ' 8,917,644 93
...... --- .... ~-- ... .
:3, 8i9, 486 64
....................
:3,51:3,715 87
-----· .... ·--· ......
1,756,6ts7 30
··-------·--------~1,778,557 71
-- .. . ----. -- .. - .• -..
870. 658 54
....................
152,203 77
........... ,. ........
1()7,61717
• - - - -- .. --- .• --. ---.
588, 3:33 29
............ ---- ... .
996,553 31
.. ___ .. ____ ~ _... _..
665, 031 o:~
..... ...... .... ....
1,163,575 76
-----------·-------1,348,7lfi 41
-------------------4,620,344 34
·----·---------· ....
3,350,4tl1 76
---- --.- -.---- .. ---.
2, 388, 646 68
.. -- ... - .... ---. ---2, 575, 714 19
.. ---- .. ---· .. -- .....
2, 882,312 38
.... --···----··----1,852,428 93
-------------··----1.41:3,64017
.. --- ..• -- •• ---- ---1, 129, 466 95
----------···------976,253 68
·-----·---·---·----1,079,743 37
.... ---- ·----- ··---·
f)24, 781 06
. -.--- -.-. -- .. ---. -2, 283, 118 65

_ Gross receipts by United States.--~--- ___.___ ..' ................ 208,059,657 14
Deduct amount paid to the several States under the two,
three, and five per cent. fund acts ..... , .............. $7, 123,549 83
Deduct cash paid several States under distribution acts
of September 4, 1841 .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . • . •
233, 258 20 ·
7,356,808 03
Net receipts by United States ................. -------~---- .... 200,702,849 11
*This t.able is from the books of the Treasury Department.
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COST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
[See page 52301
PURCHASES AND CESSIONS.

The public domain of the United States has cost in cash, stocks or bonds, paid, or to
'be paid, by the Nation, for purchase-price under treaty stipulations, the following
sums:
0 The Loui&iana purchase, 1803.~----· ..••.. ·----- .................••. $27,267,621 98
(There are a number of claims yet due to Americans for'' French spoliation.'')
'
,
The Florida purchase of 1819 ..........•..•......••..••.... 0..... . . . .
6, 489, 768 00
The Mexican acquisition by treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 1848 . . . . ... 15, OOQ, 000 00
Purchase from the State of Texas, act of September 9, 1850:
Stock issued •..•••.•..•.•...•.••. ·-~--· ...••. $5,000,000
Interest ...•••.•••••.. -.--· ...... 0.. __ ..... . . . . 3, ~00, 000
- - - $8, 500, 000
Act of February 28, 1855....... .. . . .•. . .. . •.• . . . . . . .. . •. . 7, 500,000
16, 000, 000 00 .
Purchase from Mexico, Gadsden, 1853 ......•.• ,o• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10,000,000 00
7,200,000 00
Purchase from Russia, Alaska, 1867 ....••...•.•.•...........••••....
Purchase from Georgia, her cession 1802, and Yazoo-scrip claims ...•••
6, 200,0000 00
88,157,389 98
The above is exclusive of expenses of commissioners to make treaties, and salaries and
expenses of commissioners to fix boundaries,&c., un~er the several treaties. For a list
thereof, pai~ by the Department of State, see Senate Ex. Doc., No. 38, second session,
Forts-fourth Congress.
·
EXPENDITURE FOR SURVEY AND DISPOSITION.

Payments from the Treasury, expenditures on account of public lands, surveys, administration, salaries, &c., from January 1, 1785, to June 30, 18~0, were (estimated)
$46,563,302.07, as follow~\!:
March 1, 1784, to September 30, 1842.

Expenses o~ surveying public lands, including all expenses pnor to 1812, the date of creation of General
Land Office . . • • • . . .. .. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . $3, 545, 268 90
Salaries of surveyors-general and their clerks ...•.... _.
831, 195 36
-~--- $4, 376, 464 26
Amount paid at the district land offices for salaries and commissions of
the officers, and for incidental expenses ...•••.......•·__ .. ___ ...• _... 3, 867, 2~ 90
:Salaries of land officers paid at the United States Treasury............
99,370 70
Salaries and contingent expenses of the General Land Office, at the seat
of Government, from its establishment in 1812...... . • • • • . . • . . • • • • . • 1, 623, 546 19

Total ...•••.••••••••.......••••••••••..•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••

------·-

9,966,610 14
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F1·om September 30, 1842, to June 30,

1~80

(including above total).

Years.

Prior to and including 1842 .•••..•••••••••.•••••.••..••. *$3, 966, 599 69
1843 .......-•.•...•••.•.••.••.•.•.•.•••.••••••••••••.••.•
:844 .•...•..........••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••.•..•....
1845 . ) ..........••.•..•••••••..•••••.••••••.•..•••••..•.
1846 .•.••....•.•••••.••..•••••••••••••••••••••.••••..•..
1847 ..•..•..•..•••.•.•••••.•••••••••••••••••.••.•••..••.
1848 .......•••.•.••••••••..••••••••.••••••.••••.•••.•••.
1.849 ....•..•••.•.••.•••••••••.••••.•...••........•••••..
:!850 ·•••·• .•...•.••.•.•••••••••••.•••.•.••••••.•••••••••.
1851 .••........••• •••••• •••••• .••.••...•••.•••••.••.•••.
1852 ........ .• : •... ·•·••••••·••·••·•••·••· •••••• .••..••.
1853 ····•· ...•.• ·"···· ••••••.•..••.•••..••••••••••......
1854 .......•..••.•.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•....
1855 .•.......•••••••••••••••••••..•..•••••••••••........
1856 ....••. ····••••• ·••·•••·•••·•••••• ••••••••.••..••...
1857 ·············•·••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••··
1858 .••......•••.••••••••••• •••••• •••••• ·••••· .•••••.••.
1859 ...........••••••••••••••••..•• : •••.•.•.•.••••.•••..
1860 .....••••..•.•.•.••••••••••••••.•••.•...••••.••.•••.
1861 ....••.•.•.•••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••.••.••..•.
1862 ..•.••.....•.....••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.
1863 .••••••••••••.•.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••..•.••..•..
.1864 •••
1865 .•...•.•••••.•••.•.•••••••••••.•••.••••·••• ·••··• ..•.
1866 ···•·• .•••••.•••.••.••••••••••••.•••••.••••• ··•·· •..
1867 .•.....•••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••.••••..•.•.•...•..
1868 ..................................... ••···· .....•.•••.
1869 .............. ••··••·•••··••·•••••• .•••.. : •....•••••.
1870 .••.........•..••..•.•••.• ·••··· ..•••.•••.••.••..•• .
1871 .•.....••.•••..•..•••. ••·••• .••••••••••. ••·••· ...•..
l872 .••........•...••••••••••.•. -~ ••.••••.•••••..••.....
1873 .•.........•...••••.•..••••..•••••.••••••••••..•••••
1874 .........••••.•..•.. ••••••·•···· .•••.••••••..••..••.
1875 ·•··· ........••..••.••••.•.•••••...••• ·•••·• •••....
1876 .....•.. · ··•··••·· .•..••..••...•...•••..••.••••••.••.
1877 ·••··•·••••••••••····•••·••·•••··•··•••·••••••••·••·
1878 ······•···•··••···•••·••••••·•••••·•••····•···•··••
1879 ····'· ...•....••••••••••••••...••. ····"· .•.•..••••..
1880 ...••....•••.•••••••••••.•.•.••.•••.••••.•...•••.•..
o •••• o o •• o o ••

000

•

ooo

0

••

o o ooo o oo o o ooo ooJooo • • • • ••

130, 677 07
134,986 94
158,342 40
155, 116 03
177,211 92
182,152 45
140, 888 01
13~, 859 14
153,341 17
154,491 67
126, 118 67
311,938, 24
408,044 68
360, 691 14
261,533 92
261,405 85
238,138 83
237,237 09
80,079 12
77,364 67
127,895 15
81,304 89
110,070 05
132,863 09
90, 601 2!
102,815 64
152,606 46
161,388 88
139,244 19
353, 028 10
365,355 15
376,318 28
365,483 21
385, ~)lil2 49
352,230 86
408,434 12
409,364 59
482,143 68

f$1, 623, 546 19 $5, 590, 105 88
49,250 bo
179,927 07
98,500 QO ,
233,486 94
98, 5t:O 00
256,842 40
96,500 00
251,616 03
83,888 00
261,099 92
84,788 75
246,941 20
88,788 75
229, 6i6 76
92,788 75
225,647 89
118,413 75
271,754 92
158, 82:.! 50
:;!13, 314 17
159,516 00
278,634 67
169,831 00
481,769 24 .
186,075 00
594,119 68
234,311 00 1 595,002 14
315,995 -oo
577,528 92
314,090 00
575,495 85
307,000 00
585, 138 83
2118,090 00
525,327 09
276,290 00
356,369 12
355,204 67
217, 8'40 00
2G5, 840 oo·
:{93, 735 15
235, 840 00
317, 144 89
233,840 co
343,910 05
236,840 00
369,703 09
234,080 00
324, 681 24
236,880 00
339,655 64
234,360 00
386,966 46
246,840 00
408,228 88
234,360 00
383,604 19
247,560 00
600,588 10
246,060 00
611, 415 15
286,060 00
662,378 28
3W, ·560 00
695, 043 2t
322,657 51
708,640 00
213,640 00
565,870 86
213,640 00
622,074 12
220,360 00
629,724 59
786,363 68
304,220 00

Total. ...........•................................................. .c-.... . . . . • . . • . 22, 094, 611 07
I

•

"Total expenses of local land offices including salaries, &c., of registers and receivers, from 1812 to
September 30, 1842.
t Total expenses of General Land Office, salaries of all employ~s, &c., from 1812, the date of its establishment, to September 30, 1842.

:Surveys c-ost to June 30, 1880, estimated (including salaries of clerks and
expenses of. surveyors-general) ...•••...••••.•.•••...•••....••.••••. 24, 468, 691 00
Executive departments and administration, estimated ...•.•...• ~. . . . . 22, 094, 611 07

In all . ............................................... .'.... . . . . 46, 563, 302 07

I
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QUIETING AND PURCHASING THE OCCUPANCY-TITLE OF INDIANS TO PUBLIC DOMAIN.

The expenses of the Indian Department, on account of holding treaties, &c., and including yearly payments for annuities and other charges, which are, in fact, in consideration ·f or surrender of occupancy-title of lands to the Goyernment, from July 4~
1776, to June 30, 1880, was $187,328,903.91, annually as follows:
July 4, 1776, to December :n,
1776 -- - --. -. - -- •. -. . . • . . . . $42, 9~8 64
1777 -----· ··---- .••••... ---- 57,622 29
1778 ------ -----· -----· -- .•.. 10,322 11
1779 -----· -----· -··· .. ---··· . 3,326 45
1780 ---- •.•. --~--- .•.•.. ---··
2,337 79
1781 . ---- •. -- - ••. - ---. -. --. • 2, 1~5 6(:)
1782 . - - -- •. - -- ••.• - ••• -. -- - .
905 00
1783 -----· ..•. ··---- .. --~--1, 718 00
1784 ······---------·-··---··
4,534 48
8,738 88
1785 ··············---------1786 .• - - -•. - - - - - .• - - - ••••• - . 27' 092 35
750 00
1787 ••••••.• -••••.•.••. - - .. 1788 .••••• ••••• .••••• .•.. ..
4, 747 10
1789 and1790.. .••••• .••••• ..
2,650 00
1791 ···-·· ·-·-·· ··- -~- .••• .. 27,000 00
1792 .••••..• - •••••••.•.•• -.. 13, 64'8 85
1793 ..•••.• - - •••.•••• ·• • • • • • • 27' 282 83
1794 . -- .. - ••••••• - ••. - •••• -. 13, 042 46
1795 ············--·········· 23,475 68
' 1796 ···················-···· 113,563 98
1797 •••••••••. ~- .••••• -•••. - 62, 396 58
1798 ..•• ··---· •••••• ··--·· -- 16,470 09
1799 ····-··----------······· 20,302 19
1800 ·----------------------31 22
1801 ······-··· •. -----· -----9,000 00
1802 . ----. --- .. -.- •• -...•• -- 94, 000 00
1803 ---. ------ ---- •• -- -.-- - ~ 60, 000 00
1804 -------------······----- 116,500 00
1805 -----------·-----· ------ 196,500 00
1806 ···--· .••••• ------ ••..•. 234,200 00
1807 . - ---. --. - ---. ---- --. ·• . . 205, 425 00
1808 .. --- •· . --- . ---- •• -- ••• -- 213, 575 00
1809 - - - - -- - - • - -- - - - - . - - - - • -- 337' 503 84
1810 ..•. ----- · .•••.•.•.... -- 177,625 00
1811 ••• :. •• ---· ·-·--· -----· -- 151,875 00
1812 -- .•• ----- . ----- . - - - •. -- 277' 845 00
1813 ---------- ·----·-------- 167,358 28
1814 .•••••.• ·--· •••. -------- 167,394 86
1815 ·----- ------ •... -----· -- 530,750 00
1816 ············--···----·-- 274,512 16
1817 ----·----·-----· -------- 319,463 71
1818 .•••.•.••........••••... 505,704 27
1819 ---- -. - - -- --. - • --- -. - - -- 463, 181 39
1820 . • • • • • . • • • . . • • • . . . • . . . . . 315, 7GO 01
1821 ..••••••••..•.•..•...... 477,005 44
1822 ------·----------- •·••·· 575,007 41
1823 . • • • . . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • . . . 380, 7tH ~2
1824 ·----·-················· 429,~87 90
1825 . -- ..• -- •• -.--.- .• -- •• -. 724, 106 44
1tl26 ·······----·------------ 743,447 83
1827 ---- ...•.•..••••.••••••• 750,624 88
1828 ··--·····-·····------··· 705,084 24
1829 ••••..••.•••••••••••••.• 576,344 74
1830 . -- •••• .; ••. --. . • • . • • . • • • 622, 262 47
1831 ··--···--·····-··· ····-- 930,738 04

1832 -. - -- •.•• -- •. -. - --- • $1, 352, 419 7&
1, 802, 980 93
1833 . - ---. -..' .• - - • -- -- . 1834 .• - • - ..•• - - - - •. - - • - • . 1, 003,953 20
1,706,444 48
1835 .. - • - •.•• -- •.•• - - - - 1836 -- - --- . - - ••• - •• - • -- • 5, 037 f 022 88
4, 348, 036 19
1837 . -- ••..•• - •••.•••••.
5,504,191 34
1838 . - - • - •.• - --. -••.• - ..
2 528 917 28
1839 -- - - •. - - - •••••• - •• -.
2:331:794 86
1840 -. - • - •.•• - ••• -- •• -- •
2,514,~37 12
1841 .•••••.•••••••.•••••
1,1~9,099 68
1842 . - - • • • . •• - •• -- . - •• - 578,371 00
1843* . -.- . -•• --- •.---.--1, 256, 532 :39
1844 --- - . - • -- •.. - -.- -- - 1,
539, 351 35
1845 . ---.- . - •• - ..•••.. -1,027,693 64
1846 .. - - .• - •.• - - •• -- - --1, 430,411 :~o
1847 .....•.•••.. . ....•••
1,252,~96 81
1848 •• ---- . --. ---- . - •• -1, 374,161 55
1849 . - - ••• --- • --- - .• - • -1, 663, 591 47
1850 .• -- . -- . -.. --. ; ----2, 829, 801 77
1851 .... -------- ..•. ---·
3,043,576 04
1852 . - - - •.. - - - . - - - -. - - ••
3,880,494 12
1853 . - - . . - - --- -- - - . - - •••
1,550,339 55
1854 . - - - . - - - - - - - -- - .. -•.
2, 772, 990 78
1855 . - • -- - . - - .. - - .. - - --.
2,644,263 97
1856 . - - -- .. . - - • - •. - - - .. - 4,354,418 87
1857 . - - -- • ---- - --- . - - --.
4, 978, 266 18
1858 . - - - -- . - - -- •• - - - . --.
3,490,534 53
1859 . - - --- -- ..• - - - - - . --2,991,121 54
1860 . - - • -- ·. - ---- --- - . - - .
2,865,481 17
1861 ...•....•••.•..• ---·
2,327,94H 37
1862 . - - - - ... - -- .. -. - --- .
3,152,032 7()
1863 . - - - - .. - --- •. - - - --- 2, 629,975 97.
11::164 .•...... ·----- .•,••••
5,059,36071
1t:!65 ..... - ..• - - -- •• - ---.
3,295,729 32
1866 . - .. --- .. -. --- - -- -·--.
103,369,211 42
5:~, 286 61
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
187!)
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

. - . - - - . - - - - • -- • . • - - .
. - -- -- - ..• - • - •.• - - - •
.. - -- •• - - --. ---- -- •.
. - - .. - ---. --- - . - ---.
- .. - --- •. ---- •. ---... - . --- - • ---- •. -- --.
. _._ --. -.-- . --. --- . -.
-.-- --- •. ---- •. ----.
. - - .. -- ... -- ---- . -- .
............ ---- ...•
-- - .. - ....• - -----. -.
------ .•.•.••.•••..•
•• - • - •. -... - - - -- - - -•
-. - . . - •.. -• - - • -- - •••

103,422,498
4,642,351
4,100,6t!2
7' 042, 923
3, 407, 9:~8
7,426,997
7 061 728
7:951:704
6,692,462
8,384,656
5,966,558
5,277,007
4, (i29, 280
5,206,109
5,945,957

03.
77
32
0615
44
82:
til:l

09
82
17
22
28
08
09

187,328,903 91
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In all, a grand total of cashFor purchases and cessions .•••.•.••••.... : •....•..•.•••••••••• -.· ••• $88,157,389 98
46,563,302 07
For surveying and disposition (part estimated)_ ...•••.••••• -~ ••••••
For Indian occupancy-title, &c .............................. ----- • 187,328,903 91
Total .........••••..•....•.•••••......•••• --~- ••...•.•••...•. 322,049,595 96
·

From the origin of the public domain to the 30th of June, 1880, the
net cash receipts therefrom have be'en .. . • .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. • • • • .. .. 200, 702, 1:349 11
From the origin of the public domain to the 30th of June, 1880, the
cash expenditures on account of the same have been.............. 322,049,595 96
Deduct receipts from cost ............................. ·.... -~-.. ....

-

121,346,746 85

=====
To June 30,1880, the public domain has cost in cash $121,346,746.85 more than it has

realized.

COST PER ACRE OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.

Purchase to June 30, 1880, and cessions.

The entire public domain contained (estimated) cessions, 259,171,787 acres; purchases,
1,589,900,800 acres; total, 1,849,072,5R7 acres; cost $88,157,389.98, which is about 41z:.u
~ents per acre.
Purchases-cost, $81,957,389.98; contained 1,593,139,200 acres; cost 511.0 cents. per
.acre.
Louisiana purchase-cost, $27,267,621.98; contained 756,961,280 acres; cost 3! cents
per acre.
East and 'Vest Florida, from Spain-cost, $6,489,768; contained 37,931,520 acres;
-cost 17-lo cents per acre.
Mexico, Guadalupe Hidalgo--cost, $15,000,000; contained 334,443,520 acres; cost 4t
-cents per acre.
Texas purchase, 1850-cost, $16,000,000; contained 61,892,480 acres;· cost about
'25fb cents per acre.
Mexico, Gadsden purchase, 1853-cost, $10,000,000; contained 29,142,400 acres; cost
34-iliJ cents per acre.
Alaska from Russia, 1867-cost, $7,200,000; containe(l 369,529,600 acres; cqst lit}
-cents per acre.
State cessions, from Georgia--cost, $6,200,000; contained56,689,920 acres; cost, 10H
een ts per acre.
The United States has disposed of (estimated) 547,754,483.88 acres of public domain,
-exclusive of Tennessee, and recei\red therefor, net $200,702,849.11, or nearly 36-l'cr cents
per acre.
The public domain contains (estimated) 1,849,072,587 acres, and cost for purchase,
Indians, survey, and disposition, $322,049,595.96, or about 17l cents per acre.

PUBLIC DOMAIN-AS TO LOCATIONS THEREOF AND PAST AREA AND METHODS Ol!'
LOCATIONS.

The public domain of the United States has been for almost a century the target
for the designs and the hopes of thousands of schemers. It has been but little understood by the mass of the people, and its real benefits but little known outside of '
occupants thereon. Kept in the steady and strong grasp of able men who have been
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at the head of committees of the House and Senate. in the Congress of the United
States, it may be safely said that they have combated and driven off more than twenty
thousandpropositionsinvolving grants of lands for all conceivable objects,-ior starting
goat-farms, dairies, voyages around the earth, trips of exploration to the Arctic regions,
schools of a hundred varieties, scientific purposes,-demanding thousands of acres to
. be sold for the benefit of their schemes.
Quick methods of locomotion-days where it used to be weeks in tran&portationeasy access to the public lands, the wicJe-spread and far-reaching railroad system
which moves and markets the otherwise nominally valuable crops from the distant West,
making possible a market for productions which otherwise would find tardy or no
sale; the desire of Anglo-Saxons to own a home ; the moving disposition of Americans,
their tendency to go on and to keep moving has resulted in the occupancy of most' all
of the arabia public domain.
In the West, a small area in Minnesota, Nebraska, Washington, Oregon, Kansas,
Wisconsin, Dakota, and some in the Southern States, wh~ch can now be take~ under the
homestead act, and be bought for cash in Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,
and Arkansas, which are now the only States in the Union for which there is a general act of sale, is all that now remains of arable land.
,
It was estimated, June 30, 1879, that, exclusive of certain lands in Southern States,
of lands over which the survey and disposition laws had been extended lying in the
West, the United States did not own of arable agricultural public Iands, which could
be cultivated without irrigation or other artificial appliances, more than the area of the
present State of Ohio, viz, 25,576,960 acres.
The facilities with which persons in foreign countries can reach the public domain
of the United States, say from the farthest capital in Europe to the public lands in
Dakota, in thirty days, at a cost not greater than $70 per person, is fast filling up the
remainder of the arable public domain. Under existing settlement laws persons from
such points, after declaring their intention to become citizens, can get 160 acres of
land for themselves under the homestead act, another 160 acres under the timberculture act, probably adjoining, and every other member of their families above the ~ge
of twenty-one years can have the ~arne privilege for the mere act of going to a court _
and declaring their intention of becoming citizens of the United States. The immigration of, 1879-'1'30 was above 450,000 souls. The quantity of lands taken in the arable region in the year ending June 30, 1880, was about 7,000,000 acres. At the same
rate of absorption the arable lands so situated of the United States will be all taken
within five years, or by June 30, 1~85.
ESTIMATED DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC DOMAIN.

[See page 519.)

The disposition of the public domain from its origin to June 30, 1880, is estimated
at "547,754,483.88 acres, partially accounted for under the following items :
Acres.

Cash sales, which include pre-emptions, &c., and probably 30,000,000 or
more acres accounted for under other acts, and commutation of
homesteads, from establishment of land ' system to June 30, 1880 .... 169,832,564.61
Donation acts, Florida, Oregon, Washington, and New Mexico.......
3, 084,797.36.
Land bounties, military and naval service ....•.........•.•..... -~-- 61,028,430.00
State-selectiens (act of 1841) for internal improvements..............
7,806,554.67
Salines (salt springs and lands adjacent) granted to States...........
559, 965. 00
Town sites and county seats...... . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . • • . . .. . .
148, 916. 91
Railroad land grants patented __ .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. • . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . 45, 650, 026. 33
Canal grants.......................................... . ............
4,424, 073.06.
Military wagon-road grants . .. • . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . • • . .. . .
1, 301,040. 47
Mineral lands sold since 1866 • .. • . • .. • . .. • • • .
.. • .. • • .. . .. . •
148, 621. 14
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Acres.

Homesteads, 3,000,000 (estimated);acres of which have been commuted
and carried into cash sales above ..•••..•••..•.•.....•...•••• ~ •.... 55, 667' 044. 95
2,"893,034.44
Scrips, enumerated ...••. ·--~-- .••••.•..••.•.....•••.••••..••••••...•
10,750.24
Coal lands .•......••••...•••..•••...••••..••••.....••••...•• : ~ . ~ .•.
20,782.77
Stone and timber acts of 1878 ...•.........•...•..... ~ ...•...........•
Swamp and overflowed lands to States, selected or patented ....... ~. 69,206,522.06.
Graduation act of 1854 ............ ·...............•............... ·~. 25, 696,.419. 73.
Schools, seminaries, and agricultural colleges:
Sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections, for schools ...•... 67,893,919
Seminaries and universities ...................•...... 1,165,520
Agricultural colleges, land in place ....••....••...•... 1,770,000
Agricultural colleges, land scrip .................•• . .. 7,830,000
Withdrawn or patented ...................................... . 78,659,439. 00"
Area held under timber-culture act ............................ : . ... .
9,346,660.93
897,160. 57'
Desert land act . . ................................••.•...•.•••..••••
And various amounts disposed of under special acts, to be found in the Statutes at .
Large.
RAPID DISP.O SITION OF ARABLE LANDS.

fSee page 519.]

The rapidity with which the public lands are being taken under the several settlement and other laws is shown by the following table from June 30, 187~, to June 30, 1880 ::

•

. Aggregate acres disposed of du1·ing fiscal year 1880.
Acre11.

Alabama .... . .... .: . : .....................••.•................•....•.
350,420.36
17.067.09
Arizona .........•••....•.•...... - -..•.•... - -- - - • • . - - - ·- -- • • -- - • • · · -- · ·
Arkansas ......................................... - . - -.. - .•... - -.. -..
391,566.96
California ............................................................ .
362,903.,79
· Colorado .........••.............. ~ ••..........•......•••...•••....•.•
194,'2.74.99
Dakota ..••....•..••....••. - ...... ·. - - • · · ·-- -· ·- • ·- · · · ·- · • ·- ·- • • · · · · 2,268,808.24
95,862. 8()
Florida ..•.. • •.••...•......••••....... -.••• -. · · - -- · ·- - -'-· · - - • • · · • • -- ·
120,323.56
Idaho .............•.•..••••••• -·•..• - -- ....... -•. - - -- · · · - ·- • ·- - -- · · - - · · ·
9, 049.83Iowa ...................•.•• -- •. ---- • . -- · ·- • • · • ·- • · · • • ·- • · ·-- · · · · · · · ·
ICansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • •.•.•.•••.•••••••••. - - - . - . - --· · . - - - - - -· 1, 509,748. 88·
Louisiana ...••.••••....••••..•••.......••......•..........•......•...
92,780. 92.
1\.fichigan ... ~ •.••••••.•.•••.•••........••...............• - ..• - •••....
250,786.86Minnesota ..•....•••.......••••.•......••.......................••• -.
854,065.32

:

_·

::: :: :::: ~

:!::~~!r~~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~::: ~::: ~:: ~ ~:: ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~::: ~: ~ ~: ~

66,287.01
98,587. 54.

Montana . . . • • . . ......••........... : . . . . . ..•• - ... - ... - • - -· ..• - . · ... - ..
108,~93.63.
Nebraska .•......•••..•.•..•.•..••....••....•........................ 1,319,992.91
Nevada ............................................................. ··
31,661.13
New Mexico .•••••.•••••..•••....•...........•....••....••••.......••.
38,356.18
Oregon .• ~ •..... : . .....••.•.••......................•..••.......••••. 240,619.37
Utah ............................................................... .
97,818.59
Washington ....•...•••...•••••....••. .••••..•••••... ~ ...•.....••.. , .. . .421, 521. 67
Wisconsin ..•......••••••. ·...•••..•.............••..•.•....••........
167,073.16
Wyoming ...••....•••••.•••••.•••••.....•.•..••.......••.••.........
44,146.83
Ohio .......•...•.••••••..••.•...•••..·..••........••..................
40.00
Total of .•.•..••..••••...••••........••.......•.••... .' ....•..•. 9, 152,357.62
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Statement showing the aggregate receipts f1·om disposals of public lands in the seveml States
and Territories for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880.
Alabama .•••••..•••••.••• :. . • . • • • . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . .. • . • $95, 599 18
Arizona.... . • . . . • • • • • . • • • . • . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . •
18, 533 73
Arkans3;_s ..•••. •••••• •••••. •••••. .••••• ...• .••••. .•.. •••••• ...••. ....
68,471 07
California . . • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • . . • . . • • . . . • • • . . • . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • . • • • . .
242, 201 39
Colorado.-.- ••••••••.•• -- •.• - ..• - •••..• - •.. --.- ..••••..• --- ....... -..
133, 51:l5 43
Dakota. ·. .............................................................
347,282 43
Florida ...•••.•••...•.......••........•...••.•.••••..•••. ~... . . . . • • . •
22, 955 35
Idaho ..•....•..•...... ; . • • • . . . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • . . . • . • • • • • . • . . . . . .
48, 806 61
- Iowa . . . • • • . . . • . • . • . • • . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . • • . • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • .
5, 378 84
Kansas . • . • • • . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . • • . • . . . • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • . • . • . • . . . • 244, 971 34
Louisiana...... . . . . . . • . • • . • . • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • • • • . . • • • . . . .
21, 807 49
Michigan ..•.•••....•••••••••........... ~. . • . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . • • • • .
137, 708 45
Minnesota . . . . . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • . . . • . • • • • . . . • • • . .
188, 413 36
Mississippi...........................................................
18,102 32
Missouri '. . • • • • • . . • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . .
20, 897 04
Montana .•••...•.••.•••••..•• ;.......................................
49,938 59
Nebraska ... : ••...........•••••• -................................. . ...
168, 307" 42
Nevada...............................................................
33,53110
Ne'Y Mexico .. : .............•...••••..........• ~ ~ . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . .
34, 929 82
Oregon ................................... -.... ~ . .••..•. ••. .. . . .. . . .. . .
81,886 07
Utah ....•............•. ~ .......•••...... _........•••.••• _. . . . . . . • • • .
46, 153 37

~:ss:~:!!o~-._._-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1~:: ~:~ ~~
Wyoming .................... :-.............. ~ ... .-- ................... __ 14, 19!; 24
Total. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 283, 118 65
'rhis statement c~ntains the gross receipts, including fees of officers, commissions
for the United Stg,tes, and acreage, and moneys received from all other sources.

Table of aggregate receipts of the General Land Office during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1880, from sales of publ·ic lands, as per Annual Report, page 15.
Purchase-money oflands sold . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . $1, 255, 5~~ 90
Homestead fees and commissions . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . • .. . . .. • . . . . • . .
657, 215 18
Timber-culture fees and commissions. .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . ..
196, 887 00
Fees on donation certificates... . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . • . . . .. . • • . . . . • . .
1, 805 00
Fees on pre-emption filings .. _............ __ .... .. . .. . . .... .... .. . .. .
62,965 00
Fees on homestead filings. . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . .. .. .. . . . •
6, 588 00
Fees on mineral applications and protests . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
21, 460 00
Fees on coal filings..................................................
" 362 00
Fees on timber-land entries ................................. ......' ....
1, 700 00
Fees on military bounty-land warrants...............................
2,134 50
Fees on agricultural college scrip locations...... . .. . • . . . • • • • . .. . . . . . .
16 90
Fees on Valentine scrip locations ...••. ...••. ....•. ...••. ...... ......
43 00
Fees on State selections ....................... .'.... . . .. . .. . . • . • . . . . . .
60 00
Fees on railroad selections .......................................... .
21,705 86
Fees on wag~m-road selections ...................................... .
1,711 00
Fees on reducing testimony to w,riting, or examining and approving testimony in homestead cases, by district land officers, and for transcripts furnished by them from their records ....................... .
43,214 21
Fees for certified copies furnished by the General Land Office under
section 461, Revised Statutes ...... ............................... .
7,043 05
Fees from miscellaneous sources .................................... .
9,667 90
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......•................. . ........... _..

2,290,161 60
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The aggregate disposal of public lands in acres for the year was 9,152,357.62 acres.
so that the lands sold and disposed of realized a fraction over 24 cents an acre, including almost a half of the total amount received, which was for fees and miscellaneous services. The acreage money received, <Jeducting those items, will hardly equal
13 cents per acre. Deducting the cost of survey and disposition the lands realized
about 7 cents per acre net. The homestead is now the popular method of taking public
lands, and the fees therefrom hardly pay the expense of survey and disposition. Cash
sales of offered lands in the West have almost ceased, there being but a small portion
of the public domain therein so offered. Pre-emptions and homestead commutations are
the classes from which cash sales are mostly derived. In the near future, with the
absorption of the arable lands, the cash revenues from public lands. will be small and
chiefly derived from mineral and desert larrds, or from timber lands if sold in large
blocks. The actual cash receipts for lands sold in 1879-'80 were but a fraction over
one-half of the gross sum received.
CASH SALES OF LANDS FOR TWENTY YEARS.

The following statement shows the quantity of land sold for C€J.Sh by the Unlted
States from June 30, Hl60, to iune 30, 1880, a period of twenty years. This embraces
all characters of cash sales :
'
From June 30,1870, to June
From June 30,1860, to June
30,Hl61 ..••••...•...••• $1,465,603 57
30, 1871 . ---- ... ---- .. -- $1, 389, 982 37
From J nne 30, 1871, to J nne
From June 30,1861, to June
30,1872 ·--· ------ ··-'-·· 1,370,320 15
30, 1862 ·----- ------ ·--144,849 97
From June 30, 1872, to June
From J nne 30, 1862, to June
30, 1873 . -- .... -- ... ---. 1, 626,266 03
30,1863 ·----· ----·· ·--91,:354 10
.From June 30,1873, to June
From June :30, 1r.l63, to June
30, 1i::l64 .. --- ... -- .. ---.
432, 773 90
30,1874 -----· -----· ---- 1,041,345 46
From J uue 30, 11::!7 4, to June
Ftom J nne 30, 1864, to June
30, 1tl75 ------------ ---745,061 30
30,1865 · ----· ---------557,212 53
From June :30, 1875, to J nne
From J nne 30, 1865, to J nne
30, 1876 ------ ...... - --·
640,691 87
30, 1866 . --.-. ------ ---388, 294 15
From June 30, U:l76, to June
From June 30,1866, to June
30,1877 ·----· ---------740,686 57
30,1867 ------------ ---·
756,619 61
From June 30,1877, to June
From June 30,1867, to June
30, 1878 .......... ··---·
877,555 14
30, 1868 .. -- .... -- .. --..
914, 941 33
From June 30, 1878, to J nne
.From J nne 30, 1868, to J nne
30, 1879 ---- .. -- ..... ·. ..
622, 573 96
_30, 1869 ·--· -----· --·-·· 2,899,544 30
From June 3U, 1879, to June
From June 30,1869, to June
30,18cl0 ---- -----· -----850,740 63
' 30, 1870 -----· ·----- ·-·- 2,159,515 81
Cash entry means consummation of the pre-emption act or commutation of a homestead; purchase at auction or public sale at the district land offices, or afterward by
paying at the district land offices the acreage, $1.25, or the proper amount for lands
which have been offered at auction for sale and remain unsold. These are called" offered
lands," and can be entered by any person in legal suodivisions at any land office in a district where such lands are. The lands in the five Southern public-land States can be
ent~red in this way, as they h:tve all been offered, and can only be taken at private
sale or under the homestead act:
.
~STIMATED CHARACTER AND QUANTITY OF PUBLIC DOMAIN REMAINING JUNE

30, 1880.

[See page 531.]

The remaining puolic domain, including Alaska, consists of (estimated) 1, 160,708,038.12
acres; deducting Alaska, 369,529,600 acres, there remain 791,178,43tl.12 acres, surveyed
and unsurveyed, lying a,nd being in the land States and Territories.
Acres.

The timber lands are estimated at ... __ ...... _... _... _....... _... .. . . 85, 000, 000. 00
The coal lands (estimated), to be increased by a large acreage by classification and s.urvey of at present unclassified and unsurveyed lands..
5, 529,970. 00
Lands containing known precious metal and other valuable mineral '
deposits-subject to a great increase by new discoveries, as there are
large ~reas of the public domain still unexplored, which future exploratiOn and survey will classify-are estimated at ...•. _.. _.... __ . 64, 800, 000. OQ
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Acres.

The arable buds remaining in western land States and Territories
over which the laws of the United States as to survey and disposition
have been extended (estimated) ......•..•••.....................•. 17,800,000.00
The lands in the Southern States·
Surveyed and vacant .........•...............•........ 15,180,256
Surveyed, but probably occupied ....•••.........•...•.. 1,500,000
Unsurveyed ....................................... ..... 8,905,385
25,585,641.00
Irrigable lands which can be taken under desert-land act, say one-twentieth of remainder (lands which may be irrigated from present water
supply) -- - - . - - -- .. - - - -- . - - --- ..,- - - - . - - - -: . . - - -- •. - - - - . -- - -- - . - - -- . 30,000,000.00
The remainder, pasturage, grazing, desert, and all other lands are useless for agriculture by reason of altitude, lack of water or soil, and
includes balance of lands likely to be segregated for private lrLnd
grants, &c., still unsatisfied, and Indian and military reservations,
and .includes the unsurveyed l:\>rea of Indian Territory, viz, 17,150,250
acres .... _. . . . . . . . .......... '..• !. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••• 562,462,827.12
These estimates are based upon tables from the Ge'ner~l Land Office and from the
testimony and estimates in the "Report of the Public Land Commission," February
24, 1880.
'
.
ESTIMATE OF THE VALUE OF THE REMAINING PUBLIC DOMAIN, BASED. ON PRESENT
ACREAGE, FOR THE SEVERAL CLASSES.

These lands, by sale, can produce in value to the United StatesC~allands, il,529,970 acres, at average of $13 per acre (medium between
. $10 and $20 per acre, as shown by sales).· .•.•••..••••..............
Timber lands, at $2.50 per acre, 85,000,000 acres ....................•.
(If timber is sold and fee to land remains in the United States, a
largely increased acreage to the public domain will remain.)
Mineral lands, $2.50 and $5 per' acre (medium, as shown by sales, $3.50
per acre) 64,800,000 acres ............................ _.......•. __ .
The arable lands, if sold, $1.25 per acre, 17,800,000 acres (if entered
under present settlement laws they will produce nothing above cost
of survey and selling or disposing.) ................... ~ ...• ___ ....•
The lands in the Southern States, if sold at $1.25 per acre, 2il,585,641
acres, would realize (but if taken undel' the present settlement laws
they will probably bring nothing to the Treasury above cost of survey and selling or disposing.) .......................... ·----- .... .
• The irrigable lands, at $1.25 per acre, 30,000,000 acres ............... .
The remainder, a fair portion surveyed and unoccupied, being pasturage, grazing, &c. This area contains a vast amount of mineral land
yet undeveloped-562,462,827.12 acres, at $1.25 per acre, present price,
deductin.g area (estimated) of private land grants yet unpatented, say
65,701,777.12 acres. 'fhis also includes the area of public lands now
in military reservations, 2,920,580.68; and th e area of public lands
in Indian reservations, 154,436,36:~.
The military reservations, and two-thirds of the area of the Indian reservations, if the policy of the past few years is to contiB.ue, will
eventually go back into the public domain for sale and disposition,
a balance in round numbers of 500,000,000 acres, at $1.25 per acre ...
The mineral lands, coal and precious metal, embraced in this (y~t unileveloped and undefined), and such portions as shall prove to be
irrigable, together with the area of unsurveyed arable lands in Indian.
Territory deducted. The value of the remainder (grazing and pasturage
lands) of this immense area is not pla,ced at more than ten cents per

$71,Ss9,610
212,500,000

226,800,000

22,250,000

31,982,051
37,500,000

~25,000,000
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acre by competent persons. In the event of its sale i~ large tracts
subdivision lines would not be run, so the United States might realize five cents an acre for it, in all a nominal total gross value of (above
cost of survey and disposition) ......•••••.•••• " • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 227, 921, 661
Less cost of surveying and disposition of the remainder of the public
lands based upon former costs .••.•.•.••........ -~. $40, 000, 000 00
Less quieting Indian titles to public lands (es~imated) 38,000,000 .oo
78,000,00()
Estimated total value under present laws, exclusive of Alaska ....• 1,149,921,661
The area at present held under various laws and yet to be paid for, and
which will be covered into the Treasury of the United States, is estimated at. ___ •.. _.•.. __ •..•••.... _•••....... - .................... .
$10,000,00()
Which added to the abov,e would make the total value .•..•..•••..... 1,159,921,661
It has required since 1785 to sell and dispose of a less quantity of the public land
than the above es~imates cover; besides, the agricultural lands are now about absorbed,
and the movement westward in search of free government lands must soon cease. It
will require a vastly greater period of time to dispose of the remaining public domain
than the ninety-five years that were requisite to dispose,of the land~ sold prior to June
30, 1880. Mineral lands require long periods to develop, and timber lands require a .
market for their product. If the present laws as to sale and disposition continue in
force no reasonable estimate of the time required to dispose of the remaining public
1ands can be made. Reorganization of the land system, as to sales and disposition,.
and an accounting of and definition of the character of the remaining public lands*'
are now required to secure proper results in the future.
A thorough
and exact examination of Alaska by competent persons is of moment,.
.
and is necessary for the purpose of giving the Government full details and information as to the mineral and other resources of that region.
Private enterprise will best develop the possibility of reclaiming the desert lands of
the public domain. The United States, in view of the results of the swamp-land grants,.
would best part title direct to the desert lands. If granted free of acreage in sufficient
quantity, these lands may be developed by private interests.
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Histm·icaZ and statistical table of the United States and Territories, showinq the area of each
'
new States into the Union j and the population of each

United States
United States\
Statutes.
Ratified ConStatutes.
Act organiz·
stit uti on
*Admission
ing Terri·l---:----1 of the Uni-1------1 took effect.
tory.
ted States.
Vol. Page.
Vol. Page.

Civil divisions.

THE

TillRTEEN ORIGINAL
STATES.

June 21,1788
Feb. 6,1788
May 2~, 1790
.J;:m. 9, 1788
.July 26, 1788
Dec. 18, 1787
Dec. 12, 1787
Dec. 7,1787
Apr. 28, 1788
.June 26, 1788
Nov. 21, 1789
South Carolina ..•••••.•..•••..•.••.............•......... May 23,1788
Georgia ..•••••.••••••••...••.........•...•.....•......... Jan. 2,1788

New Hampshire ..••.••..•••......•.••......••••.........
Massachusetts............... . •.•••...... ; ....•••..•.....
Rhode Island .••.••.•••••.••_............••..•••••..•..••.
Connecticut . • . . . • . . • • • • • . . • . . .......•..••....•••..•.....
New York .•...•..•••••..•••...••••.....••..••••......••.
New .Jersey...... . . . • • . . . . • • • . .•.........•..••.•. _...... .
Pennsylvania .....•..•.••..•..••....•...••..•.•..........
Delaware ........••••......•..•••••..•..••..••••..••..•..

~~?~~:;~~~:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Act admitting State.

LEGISLATIVE STATEB-STATES
ADMITTED.

Kentucky ..•.•.....•...•••••
Vermont ....... . .......•.•••.
Tennessee ........•...•..•.••
Maine ....•....•.......•...•.
Texas ....•....•....•.••.•.•..
West Virginia ..••.•..•....•.

···········-·· .......... ..........
.....................
..................... ........... . ..... . ......
.........................
..................... ........ . ..........
........................ ..........

Feb. 4,1791
Feb.- 18, 17!ll
June 1,1795
Mar. 3,1820
Dec. 29, 1845
.............. Dec. 31, 1862

1
1
1
3
9
12

189
191
491
544
108
633

June 1,1792
Mar. 4,1791
June 1, 1796
Mar. 15, 1820
Dec. 29, 1845
June 19,1863

2
2
3
3
3
3
3
5
5

173
701
399
472
536
608
645
50
144
742
742
233
452
166
383
126
30
391
474

Nov. 29, 1802
Apr. 30, 1812
Dec. 11, 1816
Dec. 10, 1817
Dec. 3, 1818
Dec. 14, 1819
Aug. 10, 1821
.June 15, 1836
.Jan. 26,1837
Mar. 3, 1845
Dec. 28, 1846
May 20,1848
Sept. 9,1850
May 11,1858
Feb. 14, 1es9
.Jan. 29, 1661
Oct. 31, 1864
Mar. 1, 1867
Aug. 1,1876

PUBLIC LAND STATES AND TER·
RITORIES.

States.

~~~~~r~~; ~:

I

:::::::: ::: ::::: ::

......................... .......... ---·

Mar. 3,1805
May 7,1800
Apr. 7,1798
Feb. 3,1809
Mar. 3,1817
June 4, 1812
Mar. 2,1819
.Jan. 11,1805
~~~fa~a~:::::::::::::::::::: Mar. 30,1822
Iowa ......................... .June 12,1838
Wisconsin .....••.....•.••••. Apr. 20, 1836
California ..... . ... . •......•.
Minnesota .. ................. ":M~~.--3,"i849"
Aug.14, 1848
May 30, 1854
Nevada •..................... Mar. 2, 1R6l
Nebraska .. _..•...... _•...... May 30,1854
Feb. 28, 1861
Colorado...•...•.••.....•..
Mar. 3, 18i5
Indiana. .............••• •...• .
Mississippi .....•.••.........
Illinois .....•..••••....•....
Alabama .•.•.•.•.•........•
Missouri. .......••••.........
Arkansas ...•................

~~e;S~~-------------: :::::::::::::::

I

Apr. 30, 1802
Apr. 8,1812
Dec. 11, 1816
Dec. 10, 1817
Dec. 3,1818
Dec. 14,1819
Mar. 2,1821
.June 15, 1836
.Jan. 26,1837
Mar. 3,1845
Mar. 3,1845
May 29,1848
Sept. 9, 1850
Feb. 26, 1857
Feb. 14, 1859
.Jan. 29, 1861
Mar. 21, 1864
Feb. 9, 1867
} Mar. 3, 1875

2
2
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
5
5

331
58
549
514
371
743
493
309
654
235
10

9
9
10
12
10
12
18

403
323
277
209
277
172
474

15

178 .... ... ....... .• ••.. ··-·---· .•.•••.........

5

5
9
9
11
11

12
' 13
14
18

Territories.
Wyoming .....•..•.... ..... ! .July 25, 18fi8

l!J~,.~ i\i i ~\ i\ .~~.11. : :~ .1!i!iiii i i!:~ iiiiii i i!iii iiiiiiiiiii!ii
&

District of Columbia ....... { ~n;l.
g~~
"Public land strip"§········ -~ -----· · ···-···
1

1f: 1: ::
}
9

!

~~~ }...... -....... -....... -.-. ··············
f 1~t~ } ......................... ·············:

Total .........•.•...................•..••...•...••. _.•.........•....••.......•...•.••.•.•.••.

*Thirteen original States upon ratification of the Constitution of United StateR.
t.Jone ~0, 1883.-The General Land Office reports that the actual area of the State of Ohio is 39 972
square miles, or
acres.
'
; .June 30, 1883.-The General Land Office repor-ts the area of Indian T erritory-to be 63,253 square
miles, or 40,481,600 acres; 13,477,610 acres remaining unsurveyed.
§.June 30, 1883.-The General Land Office reports the area of the land strip to be 5 738 square miles
.or 3,672,640 acres.
'
'
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AND TERRITORIES.

in squm·e miles and in am·es; the date of organization of Territories; date of admission of
State and Te1-ritoryt at the taking of the last census in 1880.
-----------------.----~-------.-----------.~----~--------------------

Area of the States and
Territories.
'Admitted un1er
President-

9, 280
7, 800
1,306
4, 750
47,000
8,320
46,000
2,120
11,124
38,348
50,704
34,000
58,000

' 5, 939,200
4, 992,000
835,840
3, 040,000
30,080,000
5, 324,800
29,440,000
1, 3fi6, 800
7,119, 360
24,542,720
32,450,560
21,760,000
37,120, 000

10
14
5
8
60
21
67
3
24
105
94
33
137

37,680
10,212
45,600
35,000
274,356
23,000

24, 115,200
6, 535,680
29,184,000
22,400,000
175, 587, 840
14,720,000

117
14
94
16
161
54

.................. . . . ...... -................... 318,300
................ ... . ....................... . 1, 457,351
..................... ................................ 217,353
..................... ............................... 537,454
.................. ................................. 4, 382,759
................ .............................. 906,096
................. ......................... ..... . 3, 521,951
. ................ .................................. 125,015
............... ............................... 780,894
.............. .............................. 1, 225,163
~

................... .... . ...................... 1, 071,361
................... ................................ 705,606
........ . ........ . .... . ................ ....... 1, 184,109
.......................
................
.................
.......................
....................
...................

' 346, 991 '
1, 783,085
276,531
622,700
5, 082,871
1,131, 136
4, 282,891
146,608
934,943
1, 512,359
1, 399,750
995,577
1, 542,180

-

.......... .. ................ 1, 321,011 1, 648,690 Geo. Washington.
332,286
Do.
........................... 330,551
Do.
........ .. .................. 1, 258,520 1, 542,359
648,936
James
Monroe.
............................. 626,915
...... .. ................ ...... 818,589 1, 591,749 James K. Polk.
618,457
Abraham
Lincoln
................. ......... 442,014

I

39,964
41,346
33,809
47,156
55, 414
50,722
65,370
52,202
56, 451
59,268
55,045
53, 924
157, @01
tl3, 531
95,274
80,891
112,090
75,995
104,500

25,576,960
26,461,440
21,637,760
30,179,840
35.465,093
32,462,115
41,836,931
3:{, 410, 063
36,128,640
37, 931, 520.
35,228,800
34,511,360
100, 992, 640
53,459,840
60,975,360
51, ?76, 240
71,737,600
48,636, 800
66, 880,000

88
58
92
75
102
67
114
74
77
39
99
62
52
75
23
80
14
63
31

97, 883
121, 201
84, 476
69, 994
150, 93 ·~
113, 916
86,294
14:1, 776
5i7, 390
68, 991

62, 645, 120
77,568, 640
54, 064, 640
44, 796, 160
96, 596, 480
72, 906, 240
55,228, 160
92, 016, 640
369, 529, 600
44, 154, 240

5
12
23
25
36
7
12
10

60
5, 740

25,576,960
25,312,548 ··- ·i;i4s;s92·aa·
21,637,760 ...........................
30,179,840 . . ..............................
35,465,093 ............ .. .............. . .
32,462,115 ... . .........................
41,836,931 .... . .....................
33,410,063 --· . .. ................
. ..............
36,128,640 . . .
30,175,027
7, 756, 493 00
35,228,800 ...........................
34,511,360
52,349,048 .. -48; 643; 5g2.' 00.
39, 949,417
13, 510, 423. 00
23, 067,020
37, 908, 340. 00
51,770,240 ..... . .........................
13,301,002
58, 436, 598. 00
41,584,593
7, 052, 207. 00
26, 222,231
40, 657, 679. 00

9, 263,635
10,543,650
9, 731,960
15, 959, 175
25,174,:377
5, 80], 874
71,488,792
11,364,964

·-· ....... .............

..... .. .

---· ...... ' 27, 003, 990

38,400 --····· ............
3, 673,600 ............. · -·- -·

3, 586~ oo6 2, 295, 043, 840

2,66:5,260
726,915
1,68!1,637
827,922
2,539,891
996,992
1,721,295
464,471
1,164,059
187,748
1,194,020
1,054,670
560,247
439,706
90,923
364,399
42,491
122,993
39,864

3,198, 062
939,946
1, 978,301
1, 131,597
3, 077,871
1, 262,505
3, 168,380
802,525
1, 636,937
269,493
1, 624,615
1, 315,497
864,694
780,773
174,768
996,096
62,266
452,402
194,327

20,789
53, 381, 485. 10
9,118
67, 024, 990. 00
91, 874
119, 565
44, 282, 680. 00
86,786
143, 963
23,955 .
75,116
28, 836, 985. 00
14, 181
11:15,177
71, 422, 103. 00
67,098, 366. 00
9,658
40,440
32, 610
47, 739, 368. 00
14,999
20, 595 "
39,159
80, 651, 676. 00
369, 529, 600. 00 (/1)70, 000
(1f}
17, 150, 250. 00 {,-r)t
-····· ...... . .••. 131,700
177,624
6, 912,000.00 ....... - .. ----- .... .

2, 452 752, 557, 195 1, 069, 143, 727. 10 j38,900,89Sa 50, 155, 783

Total population of States in 1880, 49,371,340; Territories, 784,443.
i/ Estimated.
,-r No census taken.
§Including 27~,527 Indians not taxed.
f For population of all States and Territories from 1790 to 1880, see page 1214.

Thomas J effersoo
James Madison.
Do.
Do.
James Monroe.
Do.
Do.
Andrew Jackson
·
Do.
John Tyler.
Do.
James K. Polk.
Millard Fillmore.
Franklin Pierce.
James Buchanan..
Do
Abraham Lincoln.
Andrew Johnson.
U.S. Grant.

CHAPTER II.
TO DECEMRER

1, 1883.

' ENGLISH COLONIZATION IN AMERICA, AND COLONIAL CHARTERS.
1579-1774.
The voyages of the early French, Spanish, English, and Dutch navigators to tho
Western World, with the fa·b ulous stories told by them on their return, incited adven:"
turers, and opened a wide field for the set.t lement of colonies and for the advancement
a.nd strengthening of national power and arms. Great Britain took hold of .the subject
Qf colonization more vigorously than any other nation, and soon, by energy, enterprise,
a.nd arms, added a great portion of the Atlantic front of North America and the interior
as far back as the Mississippi Riyer to the British Crown.
After. Gilbert's and Raleigh's attempt.to locate colonies under the British flag, from
1583 to 1607, there were but few serious efforts by the English at colonization.
But between 1607 and 1733, the settlement at Jamestown and Oglethorpe's arrival in
Georgia, a period of 126 years, colonization in America became the rage, and during
this interval the thirteen original colonies were settled :
1607. The settlement at Jamestown, Virginia.
)609. Discovery and exploration of the Hudson River, as far as latitude forty-three
degrees north, by Henry Hudson, holding a commission from the King of England,
but in the service of the States-General of Holland.
1620. The Dutch applied for and obtained perm~ssion from James I. to ''build some
cottages" on Manhattan Island at the mouth of "Hudson's River," and under this
license they settled a colony, which they called" New Amsterdam," now New York.
1620. Landing of the Pilgrims from the Mayflower at Plymouth, Massachusetts.
1622. Sir Ferdin an do Gorges aud John Mason were gran ted patent for New Hampshire.
1624. First city in Maine chartered-Gorgiana, now York.
1632. Patent of Mary land granted by Charles I. to Lord Baltimore.
1636. Roger Williams founded the city of Providence, Rhode Island.
1640. Delaware ceded by the Indians to its occupants; 1682 sold by the Duke of
Yvrk 'to William Penn.
1650. First permanent settlement of Carolina by emigrants from Virginia;'granted
to Clarendon and others by Charles II. in 1662, and in 1732 separated into North and
South Carolina.
1664. New Jersey granted to LorJ. Berkeley and Sir George Carteret.
1681. Pennsylvania granted to William Penn.
1733. Oglethorpe arrived in Georgia.
OVERLAPPING AND DUPLICATE GRANTS.

Overlapping grants; under charters or patents, were the cause of duplicate claims to
lands of many of the colonies, and frequently the occasion of bloodshed. Ignoranco
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of this Continent prevailed from the fact that it had been explored but a short distance into the interior, and generally by water. Expeditions were met and stopped
-by Indians, who, swarming near the seaboard and along the navigable streams, gave
the impression of a vast and teeming population in the interior! So the early navigators; whose forces were usually composed of sailors and adventurers, few in number,
were reluctant to undertake laud explorations.
The Crown of Great Britain in several instances gave grants for the same territory,
which embarrassed the settlement or definite limits and produ.c ed difficulties. There
was great ignorance among the geographers of the sixteenth century as to the area
and physical conditions of this Continent, and especially during the early part of 1600,
the period when the :first settlements or grants were made and charters given for pos~
sessions in America.
The revolution of 168f:!, in England, limited the royal prerogative, and interference
with chartered rights by royal authority ceased. Parliament, becoming supreme,
ass.u med many of the former prerogatives· t'xercised by the Crown, and took charge of
the colonies. By its legislation, "claiming the right of taxation without representation," it precip'itated the war of the American Revolution, and the colonies, by its successful issue, became the United States of America, and the United States, by cessions
from the States (former colonies), became proprietor of the former coloni::;l grants
beyond the territorial limits of the States themselves, and thus obtained the nucleus
of ~mr public domain.
EARLY ENGLISH ATTEMPTS AT

COLO~IZATION.

In 1579 Sir Humphrey Gilbert, step-brother of Sir Walter Raleigh, under patent from
Elizabeth, made the first attempt to plant a colony in America. Storms and an enemy forced him back. In 1583 he sa,i led again. Landing at Newfoundland be erected
a column, but leaving the country on his return voyage, in the same year, be, with all
on board qis vessel, were lost at sea.
In 1584 Elizabeth of England, March 25, granted a charter to Sir Walter Raleigh,
known as the North Carolina charter. Amiclas and Barlow, under his command, sailed
for America on the 27th of April, 1584, and reached Cuba in July of the same year.
Departing northward they landed upon Wocoken Island, the southernmost of the group
which form Ocracock Inlet, on the shores of North Carolina, and having explored
Parqlico and Albemarle Sounds and visited the island of Roanoke they took possession
of the territory in the name of Elizabeth, and returned to England. The queen
knighted Raleigh, who had· named the region Virginia (in honor of her unmarried
state). Two other colonial attempts were made by Raleigh in America, viz, one in 1585
andoneiu 1587, both on Roanoke Island, lying between Albemarle andPamlico Sounds
on the coast of North Carolina. Sir Francis Drake carried the :first colonists back to
England after a year of failure. The second, under John White, governor, located on
the site of the former city of Raleigh, which was abandoned three years afterwards.
BartholomewGosnold attempted a colony under England in 1602. He discovered Cape
Cod, Nantucket, and other points. He formed a settlement on one of the Elizabeth
Islands, but the party detailed to remain, through fear of Indians and lack of supplies,
went on shipboard, and the entire company returned w,ith Gosnold to England.
Martin Pring,. in 1603, owing to Gosnold's report, was sent out by Bristol merchants ·
for trade and explorations. He examined the coast of Maine and its rivers, and traded
with the natives.
In 1605-'06 Pring made a second voyage and a more thorough survey of Maine.
Elizabeth's reign passed without a permanent English settlemeut in America.
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COLONIZATION.

In 1606, AprillO, James I., of England, on petition of Sir Thomas Gates, Sir George
Somers, and oth.ers, made a grant for the establishment of two colonies, named, respectively, the first and second colonies of Virginia. The first enterprise was confided to~
corporation Qf citizens of London, and is often historically referred to as the ''London
Company," with headquarters at London, England. The territorial grant of the first
colony covered a strip of sea-coast fifty miles broad, extending from the thirty-fourth
to the forty-first parallel, with all the islands within one hundred miles of the shore. No
settlements in the rear of these limits were to be permitted, except upon written license
from the colonial council. To the seconcl colony, consisting o~ citi:i'lens of the city of
Plymouth, and hence called the" Plymou1h Company," with headquarters at Plymouth,
England, was assigned the tract betwe~>.n the thirty-eighth and forty-fifth parallel~.
The territory between the thirty-eighth and forty-first parallels was then embraced in
both charters, but conflict of jurisdiction was avoided by providing that neither colony
should establish a settlement within one hundred miles of any actual occupancy of the
other.
Prior settlement was to determine the jurisdiction over this belt of three degrees.
The difficulties of colonization compelled the English Government to multiply the
attractions for colonists, especially by liberalizing the land tenures. The democratic
principle being thus firmly fixed in the social organism, we find no difficulty in tracing
its influence upon our political institutions.
In 1607, May 13, the first colony (105 persons, under Wi.ngfield, of the London Company) landed at old Jamestown, on the James or Powhatan River. Wingfield was supplanted in command by Captain John Smith.
A second colony of five hundred persons in nine ships were next sent out from England under Governor De La War. Most of these reached the colony, but the S'hip with
the officers was wrecked on ·the Bermudas and did not reach the colony at old Jamestown
nor join Smith until J nne, 1610. That colony was in such a deplorable condition that
Newport; Somers, and the rest went aboard ship determined to abandon Virginia and
sail for Newfoundland, en route to England. On their way down the river they met
Lord De La War with three ships with colonists and supplies. They then returned to
Jamestown.
King James I., May, 1609, on petition, granted a second charter incorporating the
London Company, under .t he title of "The Treasurer and Company of Adventurers an.d
Planters of the City of London for phe First Colony in Virginia," and created a council
to manage and control it with other necessary officers. The territorial limits of the
colony were extended to embrace the whole sea-coast north and south within two hundred miles of Old Point Comfort, extending "from sea to sea, west and north west," and
also " all the islands within one hundred miles along the coast of both seas of the precinct aforesaid," evidently meaning the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
The sixth section of said charter was a'! follows :
[Extract from the second charter of Virginia.]

6. And we do also, of our special grace, &c. give, &c. unto the said treasurer
and company, &c. all those lands, countries, and territories, situate, lying, aad being,
in that part of America, called Virginia, from the point of land called cape or point
Comfort all along the seacoast to the northward, two hundred miles, and from the said
point of cape Comfort, all along the seacoast to the southward, two hundred miles;
and all that space and circuit of land lying from the seacoast of the precinct aforesaid,
up into the land throughout from sea to sea, west and northwest; and also all the
islands lying within one hundred miles along the coast of both seas of the precinct
aforesaid.
SEC.

It transferred to this company the powers which had been before reserved to the
King. The supreme connell in England was to be chosen by the stockholders, and was
independent of the King. The government under orders of the council now became
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absolute. Under this second and enlarged charter, the first permanent settlements
were made at Henrico and City Point, at the latter under Lord De La War, in 1610,
and.at the former under Sir Thomas Dale and Sir Thomas Gates 1 in 1611.
The third charter of Virginia, granted by King James I., March 12, 1612, annexed to
Virginia all the islands (Bermudas) within three hundred leagues of the coast an,d
between the thirtieth and forty-first degrees of north latitude, and allowed the company to hold meetings for business-an assembly.
The three charters of Virginia were vacated by the court of King's Bench by quo
war·anto before July 15, l 625, the last year of King James' reign, and the London Vir-.
ginia Company dissolved after pecuniary losses of more than £150,000 in attempting
colonization in .America..
In l619 "{as held a house of burgesses, or colonial legislature, at Jamestown. It
met on the 19th of June, and was the first legislative body in this country for the
enactment of laws by deputies _of the people for their own government.
In 1625, l\1ay 13, Charles I. was crowned, and in the same year he issued a royal
proclamation for a commission to govern Virg!nia, alleging judicial repeal of the charters and transformed the colony into a royal province. After this, the chartered limits
of the colony were reduced by including successive portions of it in other colonies.
The territory of Maryland, Delaware, and North Carolina, with parts of Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, f:;outh Carolina, and Georgia, was originally included in the jurisdiction
of the London Company. The residuum of the original territory of the first colony
of Virginia was claimed by the State of Virginia at the breaking out of the revolutionary war, and was afterwards ceded to the Confederation for national uses.
In 1632 the laws of the colony were amended and improved.
The colony r('luctantly accepted the Commonwealth in 1652, and during this period
the house of burgesses gained important privileges.
In 1660 they readily accepted Charles II.
In 1676 occurred Bacon's rebellion, a revolt against the tyranny and avarice of the
governors, Sir William Berkeley, Arlington, and Culpepper, in exacting excessive
taxes and other oppression.
In 1689 William and Mary were acknowledged.
In 1765 Virginia adopted resolutions against the right of any foreign government to
levy taxes therein.
·
In June, 1775, Lord Dunmore, governor from 1772, became so offensive to the people
by his intolerance and exactions that he was forced to abandon the capital, which
then was Williamsburg, and take refuge on board a man-of-war in James River .
.A. bill or declaration of rights was adopted by a convention composed of forty-font
members of the colonial house of burgesses which met at Williamsburg, May 6, 1776,
and which adopted said bill of rights on the 12th of June, 1776 .
.A. constitution was frameu by the same convention and adopted by it June 29, 1776.
The constitution thus framed was ratified by the popular vote and remained in force
until Hl30. On the 26th of June, 1788, Virginia adopted the Constitution of the United
States, and thereby became a member of the Union.
She also became successor to the Crown and colony in the ownership of the unap-·
propriated and vacant lands within her limits, and to the land rights of the Crown.
Her enormous western possessions north of the Ohio River were ceded by her to the
National Government March 1, 1784. The lauds thus ceded lie in the States of Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota.
South of the Ohio she owned the territory of the present State of Kentucky, whose
organization into a State she consented to.
The ceding by Virginia of her lands to the National Government, the first definite
cession, virtually settled one of the most vexatious of all the questions before the Congress of the Confederation, and gave the first actual public domain for disposition by
the Congress of the Confederation.
3 L 0-VOL III
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MASSACHUSETTS • .
COLONIZATION.

~or several years after the permanent s~ttlement of the Virginia, or first, color y, the
second, or Plymouth Company, was unsuccessful; and finally, becoming discouraged
in regard to the establishment of colonies within its charter limits, it was reorga,nized, in 1620, "for location in New England, in America."
This charter was granted November 3, 1620, from the fortieth to the forty-eighth
degree of north latitude. It confirmed the grants previously made, and the territory
it included, named New England, was placed under the government of the Council of
Plymouth, at Plymouth, Devon, England.
A number of Puritans, having been driven from England by tb~ persecutions
inflicted upon them during the reign of Eliz.a beth, had settled at Amsterdam, in
Holland. Failing to obtain from James I. a relaxation of the persecuting policy, they
determined to seek an asylum in North America, and first directed their attention to
the valley of the Hudson. After tedious negotiations with the London Company, of
Virginia, for a settlement within the limits_of the first colony of Virginia, they finally
0btained a patent for a tract pf land in the name of John Wincomb, but without explicit assurance of eecurity in the rights of conscience. After some h esitation, they
embarked their first company of emigrants upon the Mayflower, at Delft Haven, and
after a voyage of sixty-three days they arrived, November 11, 1620, at Provincetown
Harbor, Cape Cod, and there signed a compact on ship-board. Sailing northwest
along the coast, on December 22, 1620, they Janded at Plymouth and begun the
foundation of New England. The place of their landing being outside the limits of
the first colony of Virginia, their patent from 'the London Company was useless, and
they were compelled to settle upon the territory of the northern colony, trusting !o
eircumstances for legal authority. From this settlement arose one of the noblest reorganizations of society by colonization that history records. Overcoming herculean
difficulties of climate and soil, the colonists achieved within the following decade
such a measure of success and subl:ltantial progress that the Plymouth Company was
induced, in spite of aristocratic ·and ecclesiastical prejudices, to grant them a charter
in January, 1630, covering a tract lying between the Cohasset and Narraganset
Fivers, and extending westward "to the utmost bounds of a country in New England
oalled Pokanoket, alias Sowamset." The grant embraced also a tract lying fifteen
miles wide along each side of the Kennebec River, which was subsequently incorporated with the province of Maine. '!'hey obtained several other patents or grants
from the Plymouth Company after this, but none were confirmed by the Crown.
Lord Sheffield gave a patent, in January, 1623, to the New England Company, for
the location of a colony at Cape Ann, but it did not succeed. Other colonies were
planted after 1622.
In March, 1628, the Council of Plymouth sold to Sir Henry Roswell, Sir John Young,
and four associates, a patent for that part of New England lying between the parallels passing through points three miles north of the mouth of the "Merrimack" and
three miles south of the mouth of Charles River, extending westward to the Pacific.
This territory, called Massachusetts, from the Indian name of a bay upon its coast,
was settled by English nonconformists, who purchased rights nuder the patent to
the Massachusette Company. On the petition to this company, seconded by the influence of Lord Dorchester, Cha.rles I., March, 1629, confirmed the grant of the Council of
Plymouth to Roswell and his followers, with the assignments that had been mad~
under it , iu a charter incorporating the colony under the name of " The Governor and
Company of Massachusetts Bay," in New England. The officers provided for this
colony were appointed at tbe then seat of government, Plymouth, England, August
29, 1629, and under resolution of the company the official government was transferred to Massachusetts. The colonists under this charter, two hundred in number,
settled at Salem in 16301 where John Endicott bad arrived in 1628.
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In 1630, fifteen hundred colonists, under John Winthrop as go~ernor, arrived and
settled at Boston, where the general court assembled and where the capital was now
located.
In 1643 the confederacy was formed of the colonies of Massachusetts Bay, Plymouth,
Connecticut, and New Haven. Massachusetts at this time included the New Hampshire and Maine settlements.
After the Restoration in Engla:nd (the colonists having had prior to this internal
dissensions), Charles II. appointed a royal commission to examine into the affairs of the
colony.and to govern it.
The Royal Council of Foreign Plantations, created in 1660, held its first meeting
December 10, 1660. At a meeting, March 4, 1661, the New England colonies were considered and the appointment of the committee for the settlement of New England was
soon after announced.
A royal commission came to Boston July 23, 1664, headed by Richard Nicolls, en
route to New York. Their object was to claim New England for the Duke of York
under his charter of 1664, to suppress disorders, and settle boundary disputes. The
King had resolved upon the consolidation of the New England colonies, and a long and
severe struggle ensued.
June 18, 16i:l4, the high court of chancery of England, upon a writ of quo warranto,
vacated the charter of Massachusetts and the prior grant to Roswell and his associates, with all the assignments made under it.
After the accession of James II., July 6, 16R5, on the 20th of December, 1686, Sir
Edmund Andros arrived, assumed the governorship, attempted the consolidation of New
England, and failed. He was arrested after two years and four months of authority
and imprisoned. The general court assembled. The old governor, Danforth, was made
acting governor awaiting action of the King, William of Orange, who was accepted
and proclaimed in Massachusetts Bay and in Plymouth May 29, 1689. October 7, 1691,
William and Mary granted a new charter consolidating the colonies of Massachusetts
Bay, New Plymouth, Maine, Acadia or Nova Scotia, and the territory intervening
between the two last mentioned, into a single colony under the name of Massachusetts
Bay. Thie charter was the longest in text issued by the British Crown in America,
and the most carefully drawn. Sir William Phipps, a ·native of New England, was the
first governor under it.
[Extract from the charter of the Province of the Massachusetts Bay, in New England, October 7, 1691.
3d William and Mary.]

William and Mary, by the grace of God, king and queen of England, Scotland, France,
and Ireland, defenders of the faith, &c. to all to whom these presents shall come,
greeting:
* * * We do, by these presents, for us, our heirs, and successors, will and ordain,
that the territories and colonies commonly called or known by the names of the colony
of the Massachusetts Bay and Colony of New Plymouth, the province of Maine, the
terrhory called Acadia or Nova Scotia, and all that tract of land lying between the
said territories of Nova Scotia and the said province of Maine, be erected, united, and
incorporat€d; and we do, by these presents, unite, erect, and in0orporate the same into
one real province, by the name of our province of the Massachusetts Bay in New England; and of our especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, we have given
and granted, and by these presents, for us, our heirs, and successors, do give and grant,
unto our good subjects the inhabitants of our said province or territory of the Massachusetts Bay, and their successors, all that part of New England· in America, lying
and extending from the Great.River, commonly called Monomack, alias Merimack, on
the north part, and from three miles northward of the said river to the Atlantic, or
Western sea or ocean, on the south part, and all the lands and hereditaments whatsot)Ver, lying within the limits aforesaid, and extending as far as the outermost points or
pr~montories of land called Cape Cod and Cape Malabar, north and south, and in
latitude, breadth, and in length, and longitude, of and within a.ll the breadth and
compass aforesaid, throughout the main land there, from the said Atlantic or Western
s~a and ocean, on the east part, towards the South Sea or westward, as far as our colomea of Rhode Island, Connecticut, and the Naragansett country; and also, all that
part and portion of main land, beginning at the entrance of Piscataqua harbor, and
so to pass up the same into the river of Newichwan_nock 7 and through the same
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into the furthest head thereof, and from thence northwestward, till one hundred and
twenty miles be finished, and from Piscataqua harbor mouth aforesaid, northeastward
along the seacoast to Sagadelwclc,* and from the period of one hundred and twenty
miles aforesaid,'to cross overland, t.o the one hundred and twenty miles before reckoned
up, into the land from Piscataqua harbor through Newich wannock River; and also the
north half of the Ii:!les of Shoals, together with the Isles of Capawock and Nantuckett,
near Cape Cod aforesaid; and also the lands and hereditaments lying and being in the
country or territory commonly called Acadia, or Nova Scotia, and all those lands and
hereditaments lying and extending between the said country or territory of Nova.
·Scotia, and the said river of Sagadehock, or any part thereof.
That it shall and may be lawful for the said governor and general assembly to make or
pass any gr~nt of lands lying within the bounds of the colonies formerly called the
colonies of the Massachusetts Bay, and New Plymouth, and Province of .Maine, in such
manner as heretofore they might have done by virt.ue of any former charter or letters
patent; which grants of lands, within the bounds aforesaid, we do hereby will and
ordain to be and continue for ever of full force and effect, wit.hout our further approbation or consent. And so as nevertheless, and it is our royal will and pleasure, that
no grant or grants of any lands lying or extending from the river of Sagadehock to
the gulf of St. Lawrence and Canada rivers, and to the main sea northward and eastward, to be made or past by the governor and general assembly of onr said px;ovince,
be of any force, validity, or effect, until we, our heirs or successors, shall have signified our or t.heir approbation of the same.
The grant for Maine to Sir Ferdinando Gorges, of date April 9, 1639, having been
purchased by Massachusetts in 1677, Maine was, by this charter, incorporated with
the last-named colony. Acadia, which was included in this charter, had been ceded
or restored by England to France under the treaty of Breda, in 1667, and the transfer
subsequently acknowledged by the treaty of Ryswick, in 1697. On its cession to England by the treaty of Utrecht, in 1712, it became a distinct province, with the line of
the Saint Croix for its western boundary, and it now constitutes the provinces of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
August 26, 1726, George I., by an explanatory charter, regulated omissions in the orig-inal charter as to the legislative and other officials and organized her assembly into a
provincial congress at Concord.
The general court in 1778 adopted a constitution which was rejected by the people.
Her first State constitution was not adopted until1780.
She adopted the Constitution of the United States February 6, 1788, and thereby
became a member of the Union. She succeeded to the Crown in the ownership of
vacant and unoccupied lands and became the proprietor of the same class of lands
in Maine. These were all disposed of under State laws. (Maine was admitted into
the Union March 15, 1820.) Massachusetts ceded to the United States all clams
to western territory lying on an extension we~tward between latitudinal lines
representing the north and south boundary lines of her limits under charter. She
claimed lands now in Pennsylvania (sold to that State by the Upited States in 1792),
and in Illinois, Wisconsin, and Michigan. Her cession was dated April19, 1785.

MAINE.
COLONIZATION.

By the charter granted by Henry IV., of France, to Pierre du Gast, in 1603, North
America, between latitude 40° and 46° nort,h, was called under the grant "Acadia."
Under and by authority of this grant Passamaquoddy Bay was explored by an expedition in 1604, and the cpast of .Maine examinetl in 1605, by still another. The Penobscot, Kennebec, and Saco rivers were visited by this expedition. In 1606 Port Royal
* The following words, viz: "and up the river thereof to Knybeclcy River, and through the same to tlu
head thereof, and unto the land northwestwm·d, until one hundred and twenty miles be ended, being accounted
from the.rrwuth of.Saa.adehpck," as in.serted in Gorges's grant:; (frot~ which the descriptive part of the
boundanes of Mame m th1s charter 1s taken), appear to have been madvertently omitted, being necessary to render those boundaries intelligible; and should follow the word Sagadehock, to which the asterisk is afli:t.ed.-NOTE BY ALBERT
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was determined upon as the place for permanent location, and further attempts under
this charter to found colonies within the limits of the territorial boundaries of the
now State of Maine were abandoned.
By and under the treaty of Paris in 1673 Great Britain took possession of the territory. Although the French abandoned attempts at colonization prior to 1673, they had
missionary and trading posts, and traded with the Indians in that portion of Acadia now
known as Maine.
·
Under the first charter of Virginia in 1606, the Plymouth Company began at once to
colonize the coast of New England. The first settlement was made in the summer of
1607, August 19, at the mouth of the Kennebec, by one hundred colonists under
George Popham. A fortification, store-house, and some cabins were built, and the
place called Saint George. But the winter of 1607-'8 was very severe; some of the
settlers starved, and some were frozen, the store-house was burned, and when summer came the remnant escaped to England. Among those who perished was George
Popham, who died February 5, 1608, 0. S., and was buried near the site of Fort Popham, siQce built by the United States.
By the patent or grant of 1621, William Alexander, Earl of Stirling, claimed that he
was entitled to certain lands on the coast of Maine, included in a grant to the Plymouth Company. Under order of James I., the Plymouth Company or Council prior
to its dissolution issued patent to the Earl of Stirling for the territory east of the Saint
Croix and south of the Saint Lawrence, "for a tract of the main land of New
England, beginning at Saint Croix, and from thence extending along the seacoast to
Pennequid and the river Kennebec."
August 10, 1622, the Council of Plymouth granted to Sir Ferdinando Gorges (one of
its members) and to Captain John Mason, jointly, the lands lying between the Merri'mack and Kennebec rivers, under the name of Laconia. On November 7, 1629, the
President and Council of Plymouth gave to Captain John Mason a charter covering
that portion of the above-described colony of Laconia situated between the t.wo lines,
each sixty miltJs long, traversing the entire length of the Merrimack and Piscataqua
Rivers, and joined at their inland extremities by a straight line. In Hi31, GorgtJf:!,
Mason! and others obtained another clJarter to a portion of Laconia lying on both sides
of the Piscataqua. Prior to the dissolution of the Plymouth Council in 1635, Gorges
had obtained from it a charter covering all that part of Laconia lying east of the Piscataqua, which was confirmed by the King in 16:W, four years after the dissolution of
the Council. The remaining area of Maine had been patented to two other parties in
two separate tracts, thus dividing the entire province between three patents and
consolidating a number of minor grants, under the onarter from King Charles I.,
April3, 163~•, to Sir Ferdinando Gorges, also confirming the charter of August 10, 1622,
to Sir Ferdinando Gorges and Captain John Mason. Gorges established a government under ic, but hy his death in 1647 it was broken up. He chartered the city. of
Gorgiana, now York, Me., in 1624. He was lord proprietor of Maine;'by appointment,
with the office hereditary in his family.
Gorges, engaging in the .civil war on the royal side, in England, was taken prisontJr
by the parliamentary forces, and thus compromised his rights under the republican
government that followed. The province suffered on the withdrawal of his authorit.y,
especially after his death in Hi47, from the factious intrjgues of ambitious men.
The loss and suffering thus entailed inclined the colonists to accept the claim of jurisdiction which Massachusetts began to urge in 1652. This claim was founded upon a
new interpretation of the limits of the grant from the Council of Plymouth to Roswell
and his associates in 1628. The northern houndary was, by this construction, not the
parallel passing three miles north of the mouth of the Piscataqua, but that passing
three miles north of its source, or 43° 43' north latitude, which strikes the Atlantic
coa!lt at Casco Bay. During the following year Massachusetts employed skillful mathematicians to make out this new boundary. In 1658 the new line had been generally
recognized in the inhabited districts; hut in 1664 the King, by letter, ordered the
restoration of the province to the heirs of Gorges. In defiance of this order. Massa-
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chusetts, in 1666, resumed the government of the province, and in 1668 sent four com
missioners, with a troop of horse, to enfore her authority. In 1677 the two lords chief
justices of King's bench and of common pleas, to whom this question had been referred1
decided adversely to the claim of MB,ssachusetts, the initial point of her northern
boundary being fixed three miles north of the month of the Merrimack.
March 12, 1664, the Duke of York's grant, including the Province of Maine, was made
by Charles II., which merged in the Crown by the accession of the Duke of York to the
throne of England as James II., bat not beforo certain other grants had been made
thereunder. See also the grant of the Province of Maine, of date June 29, 1674, by
Charles II. toJames, Duke of York. The unusual privileges under this also merged in
the Crown upon the accession of James II.
·
March 13, 1677, Ferdinanda Gorges, grandson of Sir Ferdinanda, sold by deed to
John Usher, a merchant of Boston, Mass., the Province of Maine, for the sum of
£1,250. Usher at once gave a deed of the province to the governor and Company of
Massachusetts Bay. This transaction was made anticipating the overtures of the
King himself for the same· purpose. The claim of Massachusetts, being then generally
recognized, was, by the charter of William and Mary, in 1691, definitely legalized.
Maine remained as the " District of Maine," governed by Massachusetts, until March
15, 1820, when, by the act of Congress of the United States, she was admitted as a State
in the Union. From 1677 up to the date of Maine's admission into the Union, the
unoccupied and vacant lands of the grants were disposed of generally under the laws
of the general court of Massachusetts until the year 1820. After this period, Maine,
being sovereign, took charge of her own lands, and made no cessions to the National
Government.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
COLONIZATION.

That portion of Laconia west of Piscataqua, not having been purchased by Massachusetts, was not thereafter a portion of that province. Several small grants had
been located within the present boundaries of the State of New Hampshire by the
Plymouth Company in England before the grant made by them to "Captain John Mason, esq.," of London, November 7, 1629, which" said portions of lands, with appurtenances, the said Captain John Mason, with the consent of the president and council,
intends to name 'New Hampshire."'
In 1635 the Plymouth Company in England, before surrendering their charter, divided their property in New England. In the division among thems~lves the whole
of the present State of New Hampshire fell to the lot of Captain ,John Mason, the
grantee in the patent of November 7, 16~9.
On April 22, 1635, Charles I, by a confirmatory grant, approved the action of the
Plymouth Company under the first grant to Mason.
The settlements on the grants prior to the original Mason grant of 1629 sought the
protection of Massachusetts in 1641 and obtained it until1675. In that year the grandson
of John Mason, Robert Mason, obtained a royal decree, nuder which, September 18, 16nl,
Charles II., by royal commission (which took effect in 1680), appointed a president, a.
council, and a general assembly. This commission existed at the pleasure of the
King.
In 1689 New Hampshire again voluntarily attached herself to Massachusetts for protection. For a time after this she was subject to the government of New York. This
was nuder the policy of the consolidation of the colonies. In 1740 a tedious controversy with Massachusetts in regard to its south boundary was settled by the lords in
council, whose decision, approved by the King, fixed it along a line following the meanderinga of tb e Merrimack at three miles distant on the north side from its mouth
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to the falls of the Pawtucket," and thence due west to meet the other royal govern·
ments."
New Hampshire had no constitution until 1776, when one was adopted by a. congress, at Exeter, on the recommendation of the Continental Congress, but not submitted to the people. Attempts, without success, were made to form a. constitution in
1778 and 1781 ; but a permanent one was adopted in 1783.
She adopted the Constitution of the United States June 21, 17tl8, and thereby becaPle
a member of the Union. The State became successor to the Crown as to vacant and
unoccupied lands and disposed of them hy and under the direction of the la.ws of l'er
legislature. She had no claims to western territory to cede.

CONNECTICUT.
COLONIZATION.

The charter of 1691 made Massachusett~ coterminous on the south with the colonies
of Connecticut and Rho•le Island. The colonies were erected within the limits of a
grant from the Council of Plymouth, in 1630, to its president, the Earl of Warwick,
and by him, on March 19, 1631, transferred .to two English lords, Say and Seal, and
Brooke. Its limits were described with an ambiguity a.nd obscurit.y of expression remarkable even in those days of rude description and want of geographical knowledge,
and laid the foundation for serious conflicts of title in after years. They included all
that part of New England west of the Narraganset River, extending "the space of
forty leagues upon a straight line near the sea shore, toward the south and west, as
the coast lieth toward Virginia, accounting three English miles to the league; and
also all and singular the lands and hereditaments whatsoever lying and being within
the lands aforesaid, north and south in latitude, and in breadth and length, and longitude of, and within all the brea.dth aforesaid, throughout the main lands there from
the Western Ocean to the South Sea."
This territory was settled by several independent communities or colonies from 163-2
to 1636 under a commission from the general court of Massachusetts, March 3, 1636, to
eight of the persons who " had resolved to transplant themselves and their estates unto
the river of Connecticut."
These people obtained this commission because they wanted a frame of government
with them, and not by reason of any claim by Massachusetts over them or the land
by or under patent.
January 14, 1()38, or 1639, the towns of Hartford, Windsor, and Wethersfield formed a.
voluntary compact, constitution, or '.'fundamental orders of Connecticut." Springfield prior to this, viz, in 1637, had withdr~wn from the association.
April20, 1662, Charles II. granted the charter of Connecticut. This charter consolidated all the colonies of Connecticut into a single colony by the name of "The Governor and Company of the English Colony in Connecticut in America.." The colony
of New Haven, included in this charter, refused to submit to the arrangement till1665.
[Extract from the charter of Connecticut.]

And know ye further that we, of our abundant grace, certain knowledge, and mere
motion, have given, granted, and confirmed, and by these presents, for us, our heirs,
and successors, do grant and confirm, unto the said governor and company, and tht>ir
successors, all that part of our dominions in New Euglaml in America., IJounded on the
east by Narraganset river, commonly called Narraganset bay, where the said river
falleth into the sea; and on the north by the line of the Mas8achusetts' plan tation;
and ?n the south by the sea; and in longitude as the line of the Massachusetts' colony
runmng from east to west, that is to say, from the said Narraganset bay on the east,
to the south sea on the west part, with the islands thereunto adjoining, &c. &c.
Thus it will be seen that the territory of this consolidated colony was designated as
extending from Narraganset Bay to the Pacific,' and from the line of Massachuset.ts
Plantations southward to the sea coast, including the adjacent islands.
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The grant for Providence Plantations by the Earl of Warwick, March 14,1643, granted
a tract of the eastern portion of Connecticut, which by inadvertence was entirely
ignored in the Connecticut charter of April20, 1662, which included all this territory.
In the year 1663, a new charter was granted to Rhode Island and Providence Plantations;
Connecticut's charter being recalled until the boundary line between them should be
settled. The same year the line of the Pawcatuck was agreed upon as the boundary
between Connecticut and Rhode Island. So this territory was detached from the Connecticut grant of April 20, 1662.
During the efforts of James II., in 1685-'87, to abolish all New England charters and
to consolidate all the colonies into one, with a royal governor appointed by himself,
Connecticut stubbornly re8isted Governor Andros for a year and a half; but on his..
being deposed upon the :flight and overthrow of James II. in Eagland, and after the
accession of William and Mary in 1689, the colony took up the old charter of 1662, and
it remained the organic law of Connecticut until 1E:18, when the Constitution was
adopted in lieu of the charter which had been continued in 1776 by writ.
Thus the charter of 1662 was the fundamental law of the Colony and State for one
hundred and forty-six years.
The territorial claim of Connecticut in its westward extension was again trenched
upon by the charters of New York and Pennsylvania. The claims of the former date.
back to the charter of 12th March, 1664, granted by Charles II. to his brother, the
Duke of York, afterward James II., which, after the :final subversion of the Dutch Government of New Netherlands, wa8 renewed. A royal commission, in November, 1664, determined the bot1ndary between New York and Connecticut along the line of the Mamaroneck, but in 1731 the present boundary was tentatively fixed, but not determined,
by agreement of the two colonies, under an agreement made in 1683. Thus New York
absorbed the westward extension of the Connecticut territory north of the forty-first
parallel and east of the Delaware River. The dividing lines between the two States
on the west and along Long Island Sound remained unsettled, but without seriousoontroversy, until a joint commission signed a memorandum dated December 8, 1879, establishing the western)ine as it stands, and on the south dividing the sound between
them from Byram River eastward. Congress will doubtless approve.
By agreement with Massachusetts in 1787, under the Confederation, the present
boundary line was acknowledged, and the conflicting claims of the two colonies to the
westward compromised by admitting the territorial sovereignty of New York and
assigning to Massachusetts the title to the soil north of the forty-second parallel and
west of the meridian passing eighty-two miles west of the northeast corner of Penn·
sylvania.
But Connectic11t continued to claim the land west of New York and within the limits
of this charter. April 28, 1800, the Congress of the United States passed an act to authorize the President of the United States to accept for the United States a cession of
"jurisdiction of the territories west of Pennsylvania, commonly called the Western
Reserve of Connecticut." The jurisdiction over these lands had been excepted out of
the cession by Connecticut to the National Government in her deed of September 13,
1786, and Governor .Jonathan Trumbull (the second), May 30, 1800, by deed on behalf
of Connecticut, pas!'led title to the United States, and Connecticut's claims to western
lands were absorbed. Connecticut's claim to lands lying within the colony of Pennsy 1vania between the forty-first and forty-second parallels and west of the river Delaware,
were intercepted by the charter of 1681 by Charlef'l II. to William Penn. Connecticut
adopted the Constitution of the United States January 9, 1788, and thereby became a
member of the Union.
The State of Connecticut became the successor of the Crown to western and unoccupied lands, which she disposed of by State laws. Her claim to western lands (except
the tract known as the Western Reserve in Ohio) she ceded to, and they became part
uf the public domain of, the United States.
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RHODE ISLAND.
COLONIZATION.

In 1636 Rhode Island was settled by Roger Williams and immigrants from Massachusetts, who had suffered persecution, and who established, at Providence, "a pure democracy."
·
March 14, 1643, the Earl of Warwick, who had been appointed by the Parliament
lord high admiral of England, with a council of five peers aud twelve commoners,
granted to "Tile Incorporation of Providence Plantations in the Narraganset Bay in
New England" a tract covering the eastern portion of the Connecticut claim, bounded
north and ea~:;t by Masaachusetts and Plymouth Colonies, and west by the country o:f
the Narraganset Indi~ns, the whole tract extending about twenty-five English miles
into the Pequot River and country.
Under this grant were united the four towns of Providence, Newport, Portsmouth,
and Warwick. In 1651 Providence and Warwick separated from the rest, but three
years afterward they were reunited. In 1631 the commonwealth of England claimed
the right to appoint a government for the colony, with a provincial council elected by
the freeholders and approved by the governor. After the restoration an agent was
sent to England by the colony. In 1G63, July 8, John Clarke and Roger Williams
obtained from Charles II. the charter for Rhode Island and Providence Plantations.
This charter, with those of the other New England colonies, was in January, 1687,
suspended by Governor-General Sir Eumnnd Andros, and Rhode !::;land made a county
of his territory. Andros having been deposed in May, 1689, in February that year
the people of Rhode Island, accept.iug the English revolution of 1688, resumed their
rights under the charter, which continued in force as the organic law of the colony,
and afterward of the State of Rhode Island, till superseded by a State constitution
in 1842. This charter continued the organic Jaw of the colony and State from 1663
to 1842, a periou of one humlred and seventy-nine years, it being a hundred and
twenty-seven years up to the time the State adopted the Constitution of the United
States, May 29, 1790, and fifty-two years thereafter, until November, 1842, when a constitution was voted for and adopted by the people. In 1841 to U)43 occurred the Dorr
war, which was an effort by the people to replace the charter of July tl, 1663, with a
constitution ruade by the people.
Rhode Island adopted the Constitution of the United States May 29, 1790, and thereby
became a member of the Union. She became the successor of the crown lan<ls and
rents, which after 1776 were controlled and disposed of by her under State laws. She
made no cession of western lands to the United States.

VERMONT.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GRANTS, SO-CALLED-COLONIZATION.

Samuel Champlain, a French nobleman, passed over and discovered that portion
of the so-called New Hampshire grants within the present State of Vermont, in 1609.
In 1724 Fort Dummer (now Bratt~eboro'), on Connecticut River, in the county of Windham, was built by the provincial government of Massachusetts. Governor Wentworth,
of New Hampshire, claimed the country as far west as the Massachusetts line, and
during 1760-'68, he gave title to large tracts west of Connecticut River.
New York, by her g~vernor, in December, 1763, proclaimed that all of the said lands
were the property of New York nuder the grant of Charles II., March 12, 1664, to the
Duke of York. A long and bitter contest ensued. An appeal to the king resulted in
the royal ord <>r of July, 1764, designatingthe Conuec•icut River as the common boundary of the two colonies. Ethan Allen led tile settlers, most,ly from Connecticut, who
cared but little about politi~al jurisdiction, but who did not desire to pay the gov-
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emor of New York for the lands, after having paid the governor of 'New Hampshire
for them; neither did they desire to be ousted from lawful possessions. They there·
fore resisted all attempts to dispossess them on the part of New York and drove the
officers away.
In 1776 they applied to the Continental Congress for admission, but were refused on
ac<>ount of the opposition of New York.
•
In 1'777, July 26, at Windsor, afterward affirmed by the legislature in 1779 and
1782, the people, in convention, formed a constitution under the title of "The Commonwealth or State of Vermont." The preamble of this constitution states fully the
case of the people against New York.
In 1781 Vermont declined an offer of Congress to admit her into the Union upon her
giving up a considerable portion of her territory to New York. In 1786, July 4, a convention adopted a new constitution, which was also adopted by the legislature in
March, 1787, and declared to be a part of the laws of the State.
In 1790, Vermont, after application by New York, and upon paying $30,000 in satisfaction of all demands, had all claims on behalf of New York relinqui~bed, and on
Mal'ch 4, 1791, was by Congress admitted into the Union, being the first State admited
by Congressional enactment under the Constitution. The State became successor of
the crown to vacant and unappropriated lacds, and other crown rights to lands. Vermont made no cession of Western lands to the United States.

NEW YORK.
COLONIZATION.

Henry, or Hendrick, Hudson, aii Engli::;h navigator, in the service of the States-Gen·
eral of Holland, in September, 1609, following the discovery of Verazzani, a Florentine
in the French service (who in 1524 explored the Atlantic Coast from the Carolinas to
Nova Scotia), sailed into what is now known as New York Harbor, and up the Hudson
River to near the site of the present city of Albany. Under the auspices of the Dutch
East India Company the Dutch flag was raised on the site of the city of ~ew York.
In 161:3 there were two trading-posts on the river, and four houses erected on Manhattan Island. The Dutch claimed the whole country from the fortieth to the fortyfifth degree of north latitude, and called it New Netherlands.
In 1614 the States-General of Holland, under whose auspices Hudson bad sailed up
the river named after him, granted exclusive trade-rights for three years, within the
region between. the Delaware and Connecticut rivers, to the Dutch East India Company.
In 1615 a post was established near Albany and on Manhattan Island.
In 1621 the Dutch West India Company, organized under the name of the United
New Netherlands Company, with exclusive privileges of trade and settlement on both
coasts of America, was founded, and t,he lands held temporarily by the priorcompany
fell to them. They built Fort Nassau, near Gloucester, N. J., on the Delaware River,
and Fort Orange, on the Hudson, in 1623.
In 1624 Peter Minuit came over as director or governor of the New Netherlands.
Among other islands purchased from the Indians was Manhattan, which was bought
for $24.
In 1629 the Dutch West India Council granted to certain persons seigniori:s or tracts
of land with fendal rights over their occupants.
The English had always laid claim to the lands thus controlled by the Dutch, claiming that they were included in the Virginia grant, and they never recognized the
discovery or other claims of the Dutch in America.
Cromwell, during his protectorate, and Richard, his son, frequently considered the
conquest of the New Netherlands. After the Restoration, March 12, 1664, Charles II.,
in spite of the charter of Connecticut and the prior claims of the Dutch, both by dis-
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covery and occupation, made a grant to his brother James, Duke of York, which embraced all the lands lying between the west bank of the Connecticut River and the
east bank of Delaware Bay.
In 1663 the Duke of York purchased the grant made to Earl Sterlin~ in 1635, for
Long Island and other New England coast islands.
The limits of the Duke of York's grant of March 12, 1664, were sketched iu geographical ignorance and made in disregard of prior rights. With a large territory,
now included in Maine, it covered Long Island and all the lands between the western
side of the Connecticut River and the eastern shore of Delaware Bay. The Dutch
occupancy of fifty years was treated as an intrusion upon the rights of the Crown,
offering no bar to this reckless and prodigal endowment. These lands were granted
to the duke in free and common socage, with a yearly rent. The rights of eminent
domain, subject to the sovereignty of the King, went with the land grant.
[Extract from the grant of Charles IL to James, Duke of York, March 12, 1664.]

Know ye that we, for divers good causes, &c. have, &c. and by these presents &c.,
do give and grant unto our dearest brother, James duke of York, hit; heirs and assigns,
all that part of the main land of New England, beginning at a certain place called or
known by the name of St. Croix:, next adjoining to New Scotland in America ; a.nd
from thence extending along the seacoast unto a certain place called Pamaquie or
Pemaquid, and so up the river thereof to the farthest head of the same as it tendeth
northward; and extending from thence to the river of Kimbequin, and so upwards,
by the shortest course, to the river Canada northward. And also all that island or
islands commonly called by the several name or names of Matowacks or Long Island,
situate, lying, and being, towards the west of Cape Cod and the Narrow Higansets,
abutting upon the main land between the two rivers, there called or known by the
several names of Connecticut and Hudson's river; together, also, with the said river
called Hudson's river, and all the lands from the west side of Connecticut river, to
the east side of Delaware bay. And also all those several islands, called or known by
the names of Martin's Vineyard and Nantukes, or otherwise Nantuckett.
In 1664 the Duke of ,York equipped an expedition, under command of Col. Richard
Nicolls, afterward governor of New York and New Jersey,_consisting of three ships,
with six: hundred soldiers, which in that year captured the Dutch colqny at Manhattan and changed the name of New Amsterdam to that of New York, in honor of the
duke proprietor. This conquest was confirmed by the treaty of Breda, in July, 1667.
In August, 1673, the city and colony were recaptured by the Dutch, who remained
in possession until February, 1674, when it was restored to the English by the treaty
of Westminster, and New York and New Jersey again came 'under the Englitih flag,
where they remained until the war of the Revolution.
The second grant to the Duke of York, of date J nne 29, 1674, for the same territory,
was made after the treaty of Breda to complete and perfect his title, and was confirmatory of his first grant.
In Pebruary, 1685, James, Duke of York, succeeded his brother, Charles II. as James
II. of England, and the preceding grants merged into the Crown. The territory between Pemaquid and Saint Croix: was, by charter of 1692, annexed to Massachueetts. A
part of the territory between Hnclson and Delaware rivers had been transferred by
the Duke of York, and formed New Jersey. The residue of the grant constituted
the regal government of New York, with a succession of royal governors, to which the
jurisdiction over the territory of the Six Nations was annexed.
New York was governed as a crown colony or province by a series of thirty-four
royal governors from 1664 to 1777, with an intermission of one Dutch governor in
1673-'74, William Tryon being the last royal governor.
On July 10, 1776, the Provincial Congress of May, 1775, met at White Plains, and. was
thereafter known as" the representatives of the State of New York." This Congress
frequently changed location by adjournment, but finally, at Kingston, April 20, 1777,
adopted the first constitution of the State.
On July 26, 1788, New York adopted the Constitution of the United States, and
thereby was admitted into the Union.
A struggle took place in the Continental Congress between the non-western land-
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holding States and those holding western lands as to whether they should be held by
the several States of the Confederation or not, though the articles of confederation were
ratified with a clause prohibiting the General Government from reducing the area of
any State in the Confederation. New York claimed under the purchase from the Six
Nations of Indians, who had occupied it, a vast undefined region to the west of the
State of Pennsylvania and north of the river Ohio.
On the 1st day of March, 1781, by her delegates in Congress, she ceded her claims to
this territory to the Government of the United States for the benefit of the whole
nation, being the first State in the Union to make cession of lands or claims to lands.
The State of NewYorksucceeded to the crown rights overunoccupiedlandaandrealty,
and by legislation disposed of vacant lands, and covenanted or otherwise disposed of
quit-rents.
·

NEW JERSEY.
COLONIZATION.

The two grants to tho Duke of York, afterward James II. of England, of date 1664 and
1674, covered all the lands from the west side of the Connecticut River to the east side
of Delaware Bay. The entire region within the present State of New Jersey was
claimed by colonists from the New Netherlands, who had, in 1623, built a fort four
miles below where Philadelphia now stands, on the Delaware River.
Under the charter of 16o4 Colonel Richard Nicolls, the Duke of York's governor, made
a grant of lantl to some New England colonists who settled at Elizabethtown two
months before the arrival of the expedition under Colonel Nicolls, which the Duke of
York had fitted out to act against the Dutch colonies of the New Netherlands. Afterward
the Duke of York made a grant to Lord John Berkeley and Sir George Carteret of the
same territory, containing title to the soil and powers of government.
The country was called New Jersey, after Sir George Carteret, who bad been royal
governor of the Isle of Jersey for Charles II. Philip Carteret, brother of Sir George,
·
·
became governor.
A series of difficnlties now ensued on account of attempts to mulct the colonists for
rents of lands which they had previously bought of Nicolls, who had returned to England, but came back, and was governor when the Dutch recaptured the colo_ny.
The lord proprietor made a series. of "concessions" in 1644-1665, which were the
fundamental laws for the three provinces of New Jersey, East Jersey, and West Jersey, until the surrender of charter rights to the Crown iu 1702.
In Fehraary, 1674, by the treaty of London, New Jersey again came into the possession of England.
In 1674 the Duke of York obtained his second or confirmatory patent, which included
New Jersey as before, and sent Edmund Andros out to govern it. Lord Berkeley, in
1674, sold his half of New Jersey to John Fenwick, to ue held in trust for Edward
By Hinge (Fen wick and By llinge both being Quakers or Friends), for£ 1,000. By llinge,
becoming embarras:;ed with debt, was forced to make an assignment to Gawen Laurie,
Nieholas Lucas, and William Penn, for the benefit of his creditors, of whom Penn was
:me. A division of the province now took place. The Friends got the western section,
·
which was called West New Jersey.
In 167i1 Philip Carteret attempted to resume the government of the other section·,
known as East New Jersey. Governor Andros arrested and incarcerated him in New
York.
In 1C78 an agreement was :finally reached with the Duke of York by the settlers.
In 1682 William Penn and eleven other Friends purchased from Carteret the entire
province of East New Jersey, and to him and twenty-three others the Duke of York
executed a final grant therefor.
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In 1685 James II., disregarding his grant to Penn, attempted to deprive New Jersey
of privileges, which was prevented by the revolution of 1688.
In 1702 differences as to lands and ownership caused the proprietors to relinquish
the government to the Crown, and the Jerseys became one province.
The reunited province of New Jersey was afterward governed by royal governors,
but the" concessions" of 1664-t665, made by the lord proprietor, were insisted upon
by the people as their organic law, and so refi?.ained until1776.
After 1702 and to 1708 it was governed jointly with New York, but retained its seperate legislature. In 1708 it petitioned for separation, and obtained it.
A Provincial Congress met to form a State constitution at Burlington, Trenton, and
New Brunswick, and sat, with intermissions, from May 26, 1776, to July, 1776. A
constitution having been adopted July 2, 1i76, its publication was ordered by Congress
July 3, 1776. This constitution was amended by the State legislature September 20,
17i7, by inserting the words "State" and " States" for "colony" and "colonies" ;
with these exceptions it remained the organic law of the State until August 13, 1844.
New Jersey adopted the Constitution of the United States December 18. 1787, and
was thereby admitted in to the Union. New Jersey had no western territory land to
cede, but she insisted that the States holding the same should cede them to the General
Government for the use of the whole people.

PENNSYLVANIA.
COLONIZATION;

In 1637 the Swedish West India Company (see Delaware), under the patronage of
Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, made the first agricultural settlements along the
Delaware River. The Swedes, by purchase from the Indians, acquired all the lands
extending from Cape Henlopen to the great falls of the Delaware. It was said that
when John Oxensteiu, who was interested in Swedish colonization, was Swedish ambassador to England in 1631, Charles I. ceded to him all claims of right of first discovery that England had upon Delaware territory; but there is no authentic record of
this, and it is regarded as doubtful.
In 1643 John Printz, with a colony of Swedes, settled on Tinicum Island. Upland
(now Chester) was founded in 1648.
In 1655 Peter Stuyvesant, governor of t.be New Netherlands, with a force of Dutch,
captured the Swedish settlements along the Delaware, took formal possession, and
placed a vice-director as governor over them.
After the capture of New Amsterdam by the Duke of York's forces in 1664, the Delaware Dutch colonies fell under the government of the English in New York (except
during -the fifteen months of recapture by the Dutch in 1673-'74) until March 4, 1681,
when Charles II. of England granted William Penn, a member of the Society of
Friends, the province of Pennsylvania. This charter constituted Penn governor and
proprietary, with succession in his heirs.
The province was named P ennsylvania, in honor of Admiral Penn, father of William
Penn, of whom the charter says:
Know ye, therefore : That we, favRring the Petition and good Purpose of the said
William Penn, and having Regard to the memorie and· meritts of his late Father, in
divers Services, and particularly to his Conduct, Courage and Discretion under our
Dearest Brother James, Duke of York, in that Signal Batten and Victorie fought and
obtained against the Dutch Fleete commanded by the Herr Van Opdam in the yeare
one thousand six hundred and sixty-five. * * * Doe give and grant unto the
said William Penn, his Heirs and Assigns, &c., * * * and of our further grace,
certain knowledge, and meer motion, we have thought fitt to erect, and we doo hereby
erect the aforesaid Country and Islands into a Province and Seiguiorie, and doe call itt
Pensilvania, and soe from henceforth we will have itt called.
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Admiral Penn, upon his decease, left claims to the amount of £16,000 against the
Crown, and his son William was entrusted to the care of the Dnke of York, afterwards
King James II.
The outline of this grant was magnificent and far more definite than the previous
efforts at defining colonial boundaries. It included "all that tract or part of land in
America, with the islands therein contained, as the same is bounded on the east by the
Delaware River, from twelve miles distance northward of New Castle Town unto the
three-and-fortieth degree of northern latitude, if said river do extend so far northward; but if the said river shall not extend so far northward, then by the said river
so far as it doth extend, and from the head of the said river to the eastern bounds
are to be determined by a meridian line to be drawn from the head of said river unto
the said forty-third degree. The said land to extend westward five degrees in longitude, to be computed from the said eastern boundary, and the said lines to be bounded
on the north by the beginning of the three-and-fortieth degree of nor-t hern latitude,
and on the south by a circle drawn at twelve miles' distance from New Castle northward and westward unto the beginning of the fortieth degree of northern latitude,
and then by a straight line westward to the limits of longitude above mentioned."
This extract from the charter of Pennsylvania is here given in modern English.
It should be observed that the geographers of that day considered degrees of latitude as zones taking designation from their northern parallels; hence the north boundary of Pennsylvania, designated as the beginning of the forty-third degree, i'!:! really
the forty-second parallel. The south boundary, being the beginning of the fortieth
degree, was really the thirty-ninth parallel, a construction for which Penn earnestly
contended in his disputes with Lord Baltimore in relation to the boundary between
Pennsylvania and Maryland. ProudJ in his "History of Pennsylvania," states the
length of the colony at five degrees of longitude, or two hundred and sixty-five miles,
on the forty-firet parallel.
Penn, finding that Lord Baltimore claimed the country along Delaware Bay and
River to the month of the Schuylkill, more than 150 miles, obtained from the Duke of
York (it being included in his grant of 1664) a release of the said territory.
On October 27, 1682, Penn landed at New Castle, now in the State of Delaware
and reached the Province of Pennsylvania Sunday, October 2U, 1682, 0. S., being that
day at Upland (now Chester), as appears from a letter written by himself. During
November, 1682, he made his first treaty with the Indians at Shackamaxon (now Kensington, in Philadelphia).
By a written instrument, made by Penn in England, July 11, 1681, called "conditions or concessions" between himself and the "adventurers and purchasers" in the
Province of Pennsylvania, he entered into a compact as to landed settlements and the
government of the country. The contract was signed by Penn as governor and proprietary, and of the first adventurers thirteen signed in person or by proxy.
On April 25, 1682, William Penn set his hand and seal to "this present charter of
liberties," of date April 2, 168'2, in England, it being a frame of government for Pennsylvania, ''to be further explained and confirmed in the province by the first provincial council that shall be held if they see meet."
In 1683 Penn was busily engaged organizing the new government and receiving
and caring for colonists.
On February 2, 1683, was made and signed by William Penn, as governor and proprietary, the frame of government of the Proviace of Pennsylvania and territories
thereto annexed, in America. It provided for a council, an assembly, and mode of making
. laws. It was signed by Penn, by the members of the provincial council, the members
of the atlsembly, aud some of the inhabitants of Philadelphia. In consequence of a
dispute between himself and Lord Balt more as to the boundaries between Maryland
and Pennsylvania, Penn returned to England in 1684, leaving the administration of
a.ffa,irs in the hands of a provincial council.
In 1fl&> five commissioners were invested with the functions of government.
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In 1688 a deputy governor, Capt. John Blackwell, was appointed, owing to factions
in the board of commissioners.
In 1692, and to 1694, Penn was deprived of authority, but was reinstated in 1694.
In 1696 Penn granted another frame of government for Pennsylvania, extending
rights and certain privileges, William Markham having been appointed by him lieuten
ant-governor.
·
On October 28, 1701, Penn being in Philadelphia, with the approval and consent of
the assembly and the proprietary councils, granted a charter for Delaware and for the
city of Philadelphia. This charter continued in force until superseded by the constitution of the State under the Confederation. Penn died July 30, 1718, and his heirs
· succeeded' him as governors and proprietaries.
In 1763 a revolt was made against the government, and the proprietors, John and
Richard Penn, in person assumed the government and continued until1776, Lieutenant-Governor John Peun being the last.
Pennsylvania, under her wise system of government and liberal laws, was the most
popular of all the colonies. (See Delaware for details as to Penn's purchase of that
territory and as to its government and separation from Pennsylvania.)
The boundary between Maryland and Pennsylvania was run by Mason and Dixon
in 1763-'67. (See Maryland for details of this survey.)
In 1768, under treaty with the Six Nations (Indians), the proprietary obtained a
large tract of land, embracing most of the north and north west counties of the State,
which was opened for settlement by colonists and settlers.
July 15, 1776, a convention assembled at Philadelphia for the purpose of forming a
constitution, in accordance with the request of the Continental Congress. It completed
its work September 28, 1776, when the constitution was announced. Pennsylvania
ratified the Constitution of the United Statee December 12, 1787, and was thereby
admitted into theUnion.
By an act of the legislature of Pennsylvania, dated ·November 27, 1779, and known as
the "Divesting act," the Penns were allowed £130,000 by the State for the"r unsettled
lands within its limits, to be paid after the termination of the war; but all their private estates, manors, and quit-rents were reserved to them.
All the State lands of Pennsylvania were thereafter disposed of by the direction of
the Commonwealth. Pennsylvania made no cession of western lands to the National
Government. [For the boundary dispute and land claims o.f Pennsylvania and Connecticut, see article on "Reservations" at end of chapter on " Cessions."]

DELAWARE.
COLONIZATION.

In 1631 Captain David Pieterson de Vries, with two ships and about thirty Dutch
colonists, entered the Delaware River. He was associated with Godyn, Bloemmart, and
Van Rensselaer, wealthy Dutch patroons, in establishing a settlement on the Delaware
for the purpose of cultivating tobacco and grain and prosecuting the whale and seal
fisheries. He built Fort Hoernekill, near Lewes, Delaware. The Indians destroyed
this settlement.
Under the patronage of Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, a company was formed,
known as the Swedish West India Company, for colonizing and trading in America.
A colony sent out by this company in 1637 erected a fort at the mouth of Christiana,
and named the country New Sweden. They had, prior to this, bought of the Indians
the land from Cape Henlopen to the Great Falls at Trenton. They soon afterward
erected another post and fort on Tinicum Island, in the Delaware, below now Phila~
delphia. This was in 1643. The Dutch of New Amsterdam (NewYork),in 1651, considering this m~vement a.san invasion of their possessions, sailed up the Delaware and built
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a fort at where the present city of New Castle stands, called Fort Casimir, which in
1654 the Swedes stormed and captured.
In 1605 the Dutch, headed by Peter Stuyvesant, captured all the Swedish forts on
the Delaware, and administered to many -of the colonists the oath of allegiance to
Holland. Those who would not take the oath were shipped back to Europe.
In 1664 tlle Dutch were conquered by the English.
James, Duke of York, in 1664 1 when the English captured and conquered the New
Netherlands, claimed the Delaware settlements under his charter of 1664, and all of
the lands between the Connecticut and Delaware rivers. They were also elaimed by
Lord Baltimore under his Maryland grant.
The counties of New Castle, Kent, and Sussex upon the Delaware were granted by
James, Duke of York, by two quit-claim deeds or deeds of feoffment, of date August
24, 1682, to William Penn, proprietary of Pennsylvania.
October 28, 1632 (0. S.), at the court-bouse in New Castle, in the midst of the people, Penn received from the agent of the Duke of York the surrender of the territory
which is now the State of Delaware, receiving it by the solemn delivery of earth and
water. As the territory thus transferred lay within the limits claimed by Maryland,
James II. ordered that that portion of the peninsula lying between the fortieth parallel and the parallel of Cape Henlopen should be equally divided between the two colonies. By the agreement made in 1732 between the heirs of Penn and Baltimore, and
which was based upon the decision of the committee of trade and plantations in Eng·
land, before whom Baltimore and Penn were, December 9, 1685, wherein it was decided
that Delaware did not constitute a part or portion of Maryland, it was agreed that from
the middle point of the parallel of Henlopen a tangent he drawn to the circle around
New Castle, and made the line of separate jurisdiction. This tangent was continued
northward to a point fifteen miles south of Philadelphia, through which Mason and
Dixon's line was subsequently run.
November 7, 1732, the present boundaries were established by a compromise.
In the Continental Congress Delaware was designated by the signatures of her delegates therein, October 25, 1774, as "the three lower counties of New Castle, Kent, and
Sussex on Delaware" in the articles of association. On October 26, 1774, in the caption to the address to the King, she was also designated as" the counties of New Castle, Kent, and Sussex on Delaware,'' but on signing the address the delegates signed it
for ''the Delaware government." To the Declaration of Independence the delegates
signed for "Delaware." In Penn's charter of 1701 the designation was "the tract of
land now called the 'territories of Pennsylvania"'; in the Duke of York's deeds" tbe
counties of New Castle, Kent, and Sussex upon Delaware"; in the constitution of Delaware proclaimed September 21, 1776, she was designated ''the Delaware State, formerly styled 'the government of New Castle, Kent, and Sussex upon Delaware."'
In 1690 the Pennsylvania council divided. The members for the territories withdrew April1, 1691, and, William Penn consenting, the lower counties (now Delaware)
became a separate government under a deputy governor.
After Pennsy 1vania was turned over to a royal commission, in 1692, and Penn's authority 1:mspended, Governor Fletcher, of New York, for William and Mary, in April,
169:3, united Delaware to Pennsylvania. D~laware gave the Crown incessant uneasiness by its stubborn resistance to royal authority or consolidation with Pennsylvania.
In 1694 Penn recovered his rights, and on the 28th of October, 1701, at Philadelphia,
he gave the charter for the Province of Delaware, as it says "have unto this present
charter of liberties set my hand and broad seal." This charter granted the province
an assembly.
In 1703 they established a separate assembly, but until the Revolution had the same
government, and the proprietary claimed all his rights.
Delaware formed a constitution through a convention wllich met for that purpose
at New Castle, Aug '1St 27, 1776, as recommended by the Continental Congress. It was
proclaimed September 21, 1776 . . She adopted the Constitution of the United t;tates
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December 7, 1787, becoming thereby the first State in the Union in point of time. The
State thus formed succeeded the proprietary.
Delaware ceded no lands to the United States, as she had no claims to western territory or lands, her boundaries having been defined prior to the Revolution. She was
a strong factor under the Confederation in obtaining the cessions of western territory,
by the States holding it, to the National Government.

MARYLAND.
COLONIZATION.

Sir George Calvert (Lord Baltimore, an Irish peer and member of the privy council and
one of the secretaries of state), who had made an attempt at colonization of a part of
Newfoundland prior ·to this time, visited Virginia in 1629, but soon abandoned the
idea of founding a colony there. Proceeding northward, he explored the upper portion
of Chesapeake Bay, and on his return to England petitioned Charles I. for a grant for
a colony, but died before it was if:?sued.
'
'
June 20,1632, the charter for Maryland was issued, and remained in force until the
war of 1776, and Caecilius (Cecil) Calvert, Lord Baltimore, successor to his father
(George Calvert), and his heirs, became proprietary of the Province of Maryland, with
territorial jurisdiction over soil and territory, including the country between the fortieth degree of latitude on the north and the Potomac on the south, with an eastward
projection of the southern boundary across the peninsula flanking the Chesapeake Bay
to the Atlantic.
The province by the charter was named Maryland in honor of Henrietta Maria, wife
of Charles I., and daughter of Henry IV., of France.
William Clayborne, in 1631, landed on Kent Island, in the Chesapeake Bay, and made
the first white settlement in the territory of the afterwards granted colony. Heremonstrated against the issuance of the grant to Calvert.
In 1632, Virginia also, by her commissioners, remonstrated against issuing the charter to Lord Baltimore, as an invasion of her territory under prior charter grants.
The privy council, after argument, sustained the Calvert charter, and in 1634 Leonard
Calvert, with a colony, in the vessels "Ark" and "Dove," sailed from England and
landed on the bank of .what is now Saint Mary's River, March 27, 1634, and with the
consent of the Indians located the town of Saint Mary's.
In 1635 the first legislature met and framed laws. During the Commonwealth in
England the proprietary remained loyal to Charles I. A civil contest ensued, and the
rule of the Commonwealth was established in 1652.
In 1658 Lord Baltimore recovered his ·p roprietary rights, and his brother, Philip Calvert, was appointed governor.
,.
King William III., in 1689, attempted to govern the colony as a royal provinoe, and in
1692 sent over Sir Liop.el Copley as its governor. He abolished the convefition, which
in 1G89 had petitioned the King to assume the government. The privy council advised
the forfeiture of the charter by legal process, and in spite of the protest of the proprietary the King seized the colony, assumed control, and called an assembly which
radically changed the proprietary government.
In 1714, on petition, Benedict Charles Calvert, fourth Lord Baltimore, was restored
to the rights of the proprietary, and in 1715 assumed them.
MASON AND DIXON'S LINE.

Prior to this, in 1684, there was a serious dispute as to the boundaries between Maryland and Pennsylvania by their respective proprietaries, Baltimore and Penn.
In the disputes on boundary with Penn, Baltimore contended for the modern meaning of the word latitude, which would carry his grant to the fortieth parallel. The
4 L 0-VOL III
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line between them by the grants to the colonies respectively had been fixed at
· the fortieth parallel north latitude. By an agreement between the proprietaries
for fixing their boundary, commissioners were appointed for that purpose, in 1732,
1739, and 1750. -None of them could agree, and suits in chancery followed .. On the
- 15th of May, 1750, the lord chancellor, Hardwick, rendered a decision which was the
basis of a stipulation and adjudication, signed July 4,1760. Under this, after November, 1760, three commissioners and surveyors were appointed, and spent three years in
locating base aild tangent lines between Delaware and Maryland. Charles Mason, F.
R. S., assistant to Dr. Bradley, the astronom~r of the royal observatory at Greenwich,
and Jeremiah Dixon, in 1763, were commissioned by the proprietaries of Pennsylvania.
and Maryland to correct, ascertain, and make a more skilled and exact survey. They
arrived from England at Pl::\iladelphia November 13, 1763, and at once ,went to work
under the escort of Indians from the Six Nations. Completing their field-work December, 1767, they verified the work of the surveyors of 1760, and ran the western line
fixed at 39° 43' 26.8" north, since called "Mason and Dixon'!'l Line." They did not
complete the survey of the whole line, because of Indian troubles, but quit at a point
a·bout thi'rty-six miles east of the .western point at which they were to finish, about
two hundred and forty-four miles from the Delaware. It was afterward completed, in
November, 1782, by Alexander McLean, of Pennsylvania,.andJ oseph Neville, of Virginia.
It was proved and made permanent in 1789.
Mason and Dixon placed stones at every mile and the Mat of arms of the proprietaries respectively on opposite sides of each fifth mile-stone or station. ''Mason and
Dixon's Line" is, therefore, the line east and west (at latitude 39° 43' 26.3" north),
being the southern boundary of Pennsylv:;~.nia and the line between that State and
Maryland, and ilhe northern boundary of Maryland. Continuing westward, it is the
line between West Virginia (then Virginia) and Pennsylvania.
MARYLAND AFTER THE REVOLUTION.

At the period of the Revolutionary War, 1774 to 1776, Maryland was still under the
proprietary government, an heir of Lord Baltimore, the last of tb~ name, being its
proprietary. A constitution was framed and adopted by a convention which met at
Annapolis, August 14, 1776, and completed its work November 11, 1776. Robert Eden
was the last colonial governor. He arrived in Annapolis on June 5, 1769, and continued in office during the stormy period preceding the actual hostilities of the Revolution, and until the colonies declared their independence, when, on the recommendation of the committee of safety that his presence in the colony was no longe~ required
or desired, be left it and returned to England.
Maryland ratified the Constitution of the United States on the 28th of April, 1788~
and was thereby admitted iuto.the Union. She became successor to the proprietary
lands and domains. She had no western territory and made no cessions to the United
States, but her stubborn battle against the several States which had large tracts of
western lands from grants, insisting that they should surrender them to the national
government for a public domain, was one of the most potent and effective arguments
used to accomplish that end.
The limits of the first colony of Virginia, as defined by the second charter, 1609, embraced four hundred miles of sea coast, of which the central point was Old Point Comfort, with a westward extension to the Pacific, between the parallels passing through
these extreme points. Of thi€J territory portions were included, as above detailed, in
the colonies of Maryland, Delaware, and New Jersey. The Virginia charter having
been judicially vacated, there rem_ained no legal obstacle to further dismemberment
of the territory.
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T H E C A R 0 L I N A S.
NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA UNDER ONE CHARTER-COLONIZATION.

Sir Walter Raleigh, under ·his charter of March 25, 1584, planted the first fixed
English· colony iu N ortb America, upon the Island of Ro,anoke, near North Carolina,
July 23, 1587.
·
In 1653 and to 1660 Virginia colonists and settlers pushed into · what is now called
Perquimans County, at Durant's Neck.
In September, 1665, at Cape Fear River; the colony of Clarendon was settled by
plautert~ from Darbadoes, under Governor Sir John Yeamans, and was really the foundation of North Carolina.
A grant was made to Sir Robert Heath, attorney-general to Charles I., in 16:10, assigned by him to the Earl of Arundel and voided in 1663 for non-user.
March 24, 166:3, Charles II. made a grant of the charter of the Province of Carolina
to Earl Clarendon and others.
[Extract from grant to Earl C~u.rendon.]

Edward, Earl of Clarendon, to our bigb-cb.ancellor of England, and George, Duke of
Albemarle (General Monk), master of our horse and captain-general of all our forces,
our right trusty and well-beloved William, Lord Craven, John, Lord Berkeley, our right
trust.y and well-beloved Counsellor Anthony, Lord Ashley, chancellor of our exchequer,
Sir George Carteret, knight and baronet., vice-chamberlain of our household, and our
trusty and well-beloved Sir William Berkeley, knight (governor of Virginia), and Sir
John Colleton, knight and baronet, being excited with a laudable and pious zeal for
the propagation of the Cluit~tian faith a,nd tbfl enlargement of our empire and dominions,
have humbly besought leave of us by their industry and charge to transport and make
an ample eolony of our subjects, natives 0f our Kinguom of England and elsewhere
within our dominions, within a certain country hereafter described in the part of
America not yet cultivated or planted, and only inbabited by some barbarous people
who have no knowledge of Almighty God, &c., &c.
The lands gr!!nted were between the thirty-first and tllirty-sixth degrees of north
latitude, and westward to the Pacific Ocean. Th~ grantees became known as "Lords
Proprietors of "the Province of Carolina." It was not discovered t,bat the colonies of
Clarendon and Albemarle were without the limits of this charter. So: on petition of
the proprietors, Charles II., on the aOth of Jane, 1665, granted a second or supplemental
charter. The first as well as the second charter eru braced title to the soil and political jurisdiction, subject, however, to the sovereignty of the Crown.
[Extract from the second charter of Carolina, June 30, 1665.]

Know ye, that at the bumble request of the said grantees, &c. we are graciously
pleased to enlarge our said gran~ unto them, according to the bounds and limits hereafter specified, and in favor of the pious and nob le purpose of the said Edward
earl of Clarendon, George duke of Albemarle, William earl of Craven, John lord
Berkely, Anthony lord Al:lbley, sir George Carteret., sir John Colleton, and sir William Berkely, their heirs &c. all that province, teni ory, or tract of land, situate, lyin~,
and beiug, within our dominionl:l of America aforesaid, extending north and eastward
as far as the north end of Cnrrituck river or inl~t., upon a straight west.erly line, to ·
Wyonoak creek, which lies within or about the degrePs of thirty-six a.nd thirty minutes northern latitude, and so west in a direct liue a::> far as the south seas; and south
and westward as far as the degrees of t wonty-nine inclusive, of northern latitude;
and so west in a direct line as far as the south, ea-., t••ger ber with all and singular ·the
po_rts, harbors, bays, rivers, and inletl:l, belong ing untu tb e province and .t erritory aforesaid.
.
'
This charter fixed the limits of the grant at ber wePn the p~rallels 290 and 360 30'
north latitude, and from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The southern boundary trenched
upon the province of Florida, held by the Spaniard::;. This claim, however, the English authorities dil:lputed, a!JLging prior dil:lC(lV(·r.\
The fundamental com,titution of Caroliua (~ ee Puore's Charters and Constitutions)
was drawn by John Locke, the author of th11 Es~a;y l!n the Human Understanding,
and. Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of Bhat res bar.', the eminent statesman and philos·
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opher. It was the most extraordinary document for the government of men that
human genius had yet devised. Still, it excited the admiration of the idealists, dreamers, and publicists. It was called "the grand model." It was a grand failure in practice, and was abolished by the proprietaries in April, 1693, after being only partially
put in practice.
·
THE SEPARATION OF NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA.

In 1674 Joseph West was appointed governor of the Southern Colony (although
North and South Carolina were still under one proprietary rule).
'
After the year 1732 the colony was divided. Separate assemblies were held prior to
this.
The charter of June 30, 1665, was, on the 25th July, 1729, surrendered to the King
by seven of the eight proprietors, under the authority of the act of Pa,rliament (2d
Geo. II., chap. 34). Lord Carteret (Earl Granville), the eighth proprietor, resigned on
the 17th September, 1744, all pretensions to the government; and his eighth part of the
right to the soil was located by commissioners, appointed by him and the King,-next
adjoining Virginia, bounded "north by the Virginia line, east by the Atlantic, south by
latitude 35° 34' north, and west as far as the bounds of the charter." Tht> price pa.id
was £17,500 or about $80,000, and the boundaries fixed between the colonies by orders
iu council after J ul'y 25, 1729.
The governments of both North and South Carolina, after 1732, became regal, with
royal governors. The council and judiciary were appointed by the King, the people
electing the house of delegates.
At Charlotte, Mecklenburg County 1 May 20, 1775, a convention of delegates from the
county adopted the now famous ''Mecklenburg declaration of independence," together with a ·s eries of resolutions establishing a form of gove~pment.
March 12, 1776 (after ratification by the State of the declaration of independence),
a Congress, elected for that purpose, met at Halifax and formed a Constitution, and
adjourned December 18, 1776. It was not submitted to the people.
June 4, JB35, a convention to amend this constitution was held at Raleigh, which
finished its work on July 11, 1835. The3e amendments were ratified by. the people.
The constitution of 1776 was the organic law of the State for fifty-nine years without alteration.
November 21, 1789, North Carolina ratified thl3 Constitution of the United States,
and was thereby admitted into the Union. The State formed in 1776 became the successor to the Crown in the ow~ership of unoccupied lands and disposed of them. · She
ceded to the United States, February 25, 1790, the territory lying beyond her present
western bou~dary, which now forms the State of Tennessee.

~OUTH

CAROLINA.

COLONIZATION.

In 1562 John Ribault, one of the Admiral Coligny's French Huguenots, who sailed
with an expedition to Florida and named the river Saint John, sailing northward,
made the harbor which be named Port Royal. He built a fort on an island therein,
and, in honor of Charles IX., of France, named it "Carolina." Leaving a colony, he
returned to France. The colonists mutinied and went to sea, where, after long suffer.
ing, they were picked up by an English vessel and taken to Europe.
South Carolina was embraced in the grant of the Carolina province of March 24, 1663,
by Charles II., to Albemarle and others, which was amended in 1665.
South Carolina remained a part of the province of Carolina until after J nly 25,
1729, when a final surrender of the proprietary charter was made to the Crown and
she became a royal province and known as the province of South Carolina.
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In 1671 three ship-loads of English colonists, under Sir William Sayles, landed at
Port Royal, but within a year removed to Ashley River, and in 1680 founded tlie present city of Charleston.
In 1670 the Duke of Albemarle, one of the lord proprietaries, had been installed ae·
palatine, and a large sum of money was expended in the equipment and fitting out of
the Sayles or Port Royal colonists above mentioned up to 1693. South and North.
Carolina were for a time governed by the" grand model" or John Locke "'Fundamental constitutions of Carolina."
.
The English revolution of 1688 was taken advantage of to depose and expel theroyal governor, and the people, 'defying the authority of th~ proprietary, proceeded t()
organize an independent government for their protection.
·
In 1720 overtures were first made, and in 1729 were consummated (see North Ca.rolina), nuder which the English Government purchased the right of the Lords Proprietors, and afterward the royal government was formed, viz, after July 25, 1729, the
boundaries between North and South Carolina being fixed at the time of the division
by the order in council. South Carolina included in her southern limits the colony (now
State) of Georgia.
A provincial congress was called in 1774, and delegates went to the Continental
Congress.
Upon the abandonment of the colony by the royal governor in 1775 the provincial
congress assumed control and government.
On March 26, 1776, the constitution adopted by the provincial congress wa.s adopted,
as recommended by the Continental Congress.
On May 23, 1788, she adopted the Constitution of the United States and was thereby
admitted into the Union. The State became successor to the Crown in the ownership
and disposition of the unappropriated and unoccupied public lands therein and made
disposition of the same, ceding to the United States, August 9, 1787, the lands to the
west of her western boundary and now l;ying in the extreme north of ,the States of
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi.

GEORGIA.
COLONIZATION.

A great portion of the southern part of the colony of South Carolina remained unoccupied by permanent settlers or colonists up to 1732, and was a free zone of doubtful ownership, filled with Indians, Spaniards, Frenchmen, and adventurers. It was
claimed by Great Britain as a part of South Carolina, and by Spain as the northern
part of Florida.
June 9, 1732, George II. of Great Britain granted a charter fN the establishment of
the colony of Georgia in America. Trustees were appointed to haYe charge of th~·
same, James Oglethorpe, the philanthropist, the prime mover for the charter, being
one of them.
The lands granted were embraced within the charter of the Carolinas of 1662-'63,
::.~.nd lying in the colony of South Carolina between the Savannah and Altamaha
rivers, with the zone included between the parallels passing through their headwaters and extending westward to the Pacific.
[Extract frorr1 the Georgia charter, .June 9, 1732, 5 George 2.]

~now ye, therefore, that we, greatly desiring the happy success of the said corporatiOn, f?r their furthe~ encouragement in accomplishin~ so excellent a work, have, of

our spema~ grace, certan;1 know ledge, and mere ll!-otion, g1ven and granted, and by these
presents_, for us, our heus, and successors, do g1ve and grant to the said corporation,
and then successors, under the reservations, limitations, and declarations, hereafter
expressed, seven und~vided parts (the whole into eight equal parts to be divided) of
all th?se l~nds, co~ntnes, and territories, situate, lying, and being, in that part of South
Carolma m Amerwa, which lies from the northern stream of a river commonly called.
the Savannah, all along the sea coast to the southward, unto the most southern stream'
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of a certain other great water or river called the Alatamaha, and westward from the
heads of the said rivers respectively, in direct lines to the south seas;· and all that
space, circui,t, and precinct of land, lying within the said boundaries, with the islands
in the sea lying opposite to the eastern coast of the said islands, within .twenty leagues
of t,he same, which are not already inhabited, or settled, by any authority derived from
the Crown of Great Britain.
One object of the colony was to furnish labor for the destitute and impoverished of
England; for poor debtors, children, and orphans. The political object was to erect a
government between the Savannah and Altamaha rivers, to prevent encroachment
upon the colonies of South and North Carolina by the Spanish. Parliament voted
£10,000. Large and numerous subscriptions were made by individuals. Oglethorpe,
.a fterward governor of the colony, Lord Percivel, president of the corporation, Earl
of Shaftesbury, Lord Tyrconnel, the brothers John and Charles Wesley, and George
Whitfield were most prominent in this m()vement.
·
November 6, 1732, Oglethor:pe sailed from England, and after landing at Chadeston,
South Carolina, sailed up the Savannah River, and after a council with the Indians,
made a settlement on the site of the present city of Savannah, February 1, 1733. The
colonists were subjected to invasion by Spanish land claimants and marauders, and, in
turn, invaded Florida.
Great dissatisfaction existed in the colony with the rules and regulations made by
the trustees, especially in relation to the prohibition of slaves and slave labor, the
land allotments, and laws of descent. This continued through 1733 and until 1743,
when Governor Oglethorpe gave way to a board composed of a president and four associates, this in turn giving way, June 20, 1752, to a provincial government. The company and trustees on that day surrendering the charter of 1732, Georgia thus became a
royal coiony, with a roya~ governor and council, and the same regulations as to lands
were made as existed in the Carolinas.
Lord Carteret, by indenture date't February 28, 1732, had granted to the trusteee
of Georgia his eighth part of the territory described in the Carolina charter. The extension of the boundaries of Georgia was defined by the proclamation of George ~II .
of Great Britain, dated October 7, 1763. Referring to the treaty of Paris of Februar~
10, 1763, the territories between th~ rivers Altamaha and Savannah were annexed to it.
Again, George III., in commissioning James Wright as governor of Georgia in January, 1764, defined his jurisdiction as covering all the lands between the Savannah
and the Saint Mary's, and between the parallels passing through th~ head waters of
the former and the north b'o undary of East and West Florida, which extended along
the Saint Mary's to its headwaters, thence by a direct line to the confluence of the
Chattahoochee and Flint, t\lence up the Flint to the thirty-first parallel, and thenc('l, by
said parallel, to the Mississippi River. The thirty-first parallel was made the north
boundary of West Florida, afterward extended northward in compliance with a recommendation, March 23, 1764, of the British board of trade, as shown by royal commissions
to Governors Elliot and Chester, of West Florida, dated, respectively, May 15, 1767, and
January25, 1770, and finally by the convention to settle boundaries between the States
of South Carolina and Georgia, concluded at Beaufort on the 28th day of April, 1787,
of which the following are extracts:
ARTICLE 1. The most northern branch or stream of the river Savannah, from the sea
or mouth of such stream to the fork or confluence of the rivers now called Tugoloo and
Keowa, and from thence the most northern branch or stream of the said river Tugoloo,
till it intersects the northern boundary line of South Carolina, if the said branch or
stream of Tugoloo extends so far north, reserving all the islands in the said rivers
Savannah and Tugoloo to Georgia; but if the head spring or source of any branch or
stream of the said river'Tugoloo, does not extend to the north boundary line of South
Carolina, then a west line to the Mississippi, to be drawn from the head spring or
source of the said branch or stream of Tugoloo River, which extends to the highest
northern latitude, shall forever hereafter form the separation, li.mit, and boundary,
between the States of South Carolina and Georgia.
if
if
*
*
*
*
*
ART. 3, The State of South Carolina shall not hereafter claim any lands to the eastward, south ward, southeastward, or west of the boundary above established ; but here-
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by relinquishes and cedes to the State of Georgia, all the right, title, and claim, which
the said State of South Carolina hath to the government, sovereignty, and jurisdiction,
in and over the same, and also the right of pre-emption of the soil from the native Indians, and all other the estate, property, and claim, which the State of South Carolina.
·hath in or to the said land.
ART. 4. The State of Georgia shall not hereafter claim any lands to the north ward
or northeastward of the boundary above established; but hereby relinquishes and cedes
to the State of South Carolina, all the right, title, and claim, which the said State of
Georgia hath to the government, sovereignty, and jurisdiction, in and over the same;
and also the right of pre-emption of the soil from the native Indians, and all other of
the estate, property, and claim, which the State of Georgia hath in or to the said lands.
A general assembly was ordered in 1755.
A convention assembled at Savannah, October 1, 1776, in conformity with the recom-mendations of the Continental Congress, and proceeded to organize a State government. They passed a constitution, which was unanimously adopte4 February 5, 1777.
A second constitution was framed by a convention which met at Augusta November 4,
1788, but it was not ratified until January 4, 1789, and by a convention elected for that
purpose, which met at Augusta. In the mean time, viz, on January 2, 1788, she had
adopted the Constitution of the United States, and thereby was admitted into the Union
The State of Georgia became the successor to the Crown and to the ownership and
disposition of unappropriated and unoccupied public lands therein. Those lying to
the west of her present western boundary she ceded to the United States April 24,
1802, and they now constitute portions of the States of Alabama. and Mississippi.
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CHAPTER III.
TO DECEMBER ] , 1883.

\

ORGANIZATION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES,
AND CESSIONS OF LANDS THERETO BY SEVERAL STATES OF
THE UNION.
CESSIONS FROM MARCH 1, 1781, TO APRIL 24, 1802.
The preceding chapter states the title of Great Britain to the territory and lands
held by the Crown and by the several colonies in America, under and by virtue of
grants and charters from the British Government. By this chapter will be shown the
process of formation of the Government of the United States and how the colonies of
England in America became free and independent States by Declaration of Independence, subsequently recognized and confirmed by the Government of Great Britain in the definitive treaty of peace with the United States, September 3, 178::J, at the
conclusion of the Revolutionary War; how the colonies became the United States of
Am~rica under an act of confederation, and afterwards adopted a Constitution making a more perfect union and a more permanent form of national government under
an organic law.
The States, July 4, 1776, becoming successors to the colonies and crown rights to unappropriated or crown lands-lying to the westward of their, at that time, recognized
western boundaries, the States possessing such lands severally transferred them by·
deeds of cession to the United States, to be disposed of for the benefit of all the people,
forming the first of the public domain.
PRELIMINARY STEPS TOW.A.RD UNION OF THE COLONmS.

In 1643, the colonies of Massachusetts, Plymouth, Connecticut, and New Haven
formed a league which existed for forty years under regular form and with a congress '
of delegates.
A congress of governors and commissioners of colonies was held at Albany, N.
Y., in 1722, and a congress of colonial commissioners from New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Pennyslvania and Maryland, met in
Albany, N. Y., in 1754. They resolved that a union of the colonies was absolutely
necessary for their protection and preservation. A plan was proposed, but not adopted,
for a federal government.
October 7, 1765, delegates from nine colonies assembled in a congress at New York
City, and considered/ and adopted a" Declaration of Rights:' on the question of taxation, stating in unmistakable terms that the American colonists, as Englishmen, could
not and would not consent to be taxed but by their own representatives. Taxation
involves the highest attribute of sovereignty, and the colonists were considering the
subject in reference to their own rights and privileges.
On the 5th of September, 1774, delegates from eleven of the colonies met in Carpenter's Hall, Philadelphia. They adopted addresses to tho King, to the English nation,
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and also to the people of Canada, together with a resolution recomme~tding the suspension of commercial intercourse with Great Britain until the wrongs of the colonies
should be redressed. By the "association" then formed, delegates from the same
were gi~en authority to consult and act for the common welfare. " Consultation by
authority of communities, formed into a compact in reference to subjects relating to
the common good, involves the idea of sovereignty, and is a practical exercise of its
power."
On the lOth of May, 1775, the second Colonial Congress of delegates from thirteen
colonies assembled in Philadelphia, according to recommendations of the first, and
among the things done by the delegates was to give their reasons for an appeal to arms
and to vote to raise twenty thousand men and the means to support them, upon an
equitable basis between the thirteen colonies respectively.
On Tuesday, July 2, 1776, the Continental Congress in PhiladelphiaResolved, That these United Colonies are, and, of right, ought to be, free and independent States: that they are absolved from all allegiance to the British Crown, and
that all political connection between them, and the State of Great Britain, is, and ought
to be, totally dissolved ;
.And a committee was raised to draft a Declaration of Independence.
On Thursday, July 4, 1776,, in the State-house at Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania,
Congress adopted "a Declaration of Independence by the Representatives of the United
States of America, in Congress assembled, to be signed by the members from the several States," which was signed by fifty-six members.
From the first meeting of the league in 1643 to the final act at Philadelphia, July 4,
1776, was one hundred and thirty years-a period of constant struggle and clash with
the British Crown.
The Congress of 1776 passed a resolution recommending certain States to call conventions of the people to establish a form of government, viz, New Hampshire, Virginia, and South Carolina.
On Monday, September 9, 1776, CongressResolved, That in all continental commissions, and other instruments, where, heretofore, the words "United Colonies" have been used, the style be altered, for the future,
to the United States.
ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION.

On Saturday, November 15, 1777, the Articles of Confederation and perpetual union
of the United States of America were adopted by the delegates of the thirteen original
States in Congress assembled, subject to the ratification of the respective States.
These articles were ratified by eight States on July 9, 1778, viz, by New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
South Carolina, by their delegates in Congress; by one State on July21, 1778, viz, North
Carolina; by one State on July 24, 1778, viz, Georgia; by one State on November 26,
1778, viz, New Jersey; by one State on February 22,1779, viz, Delaware (Mr. J. Dickinson and Mr. Van Dyke signed the articles for Delaware May 5, 1779, and Mr. McKean
signed them for her February 22, 1779, at which time he produced a power authorizing.
him so to do); by one State on March 1, 1781, viz, Maryland.
The ratification was completed March 1,1781, by the action.. of Maryland.
Congresst. under these articles, exercised full powers of Government until March 4,.
1789, a period of eight years, and until the Constitution went into operation and su·
perseded the Articles of Confederation.
The defects of the government under the Confederation were so glaring, and its sys-tem so unequal and inefficient in its operation, that amendment or change was demanded, and a series of movements looking to this end began in Congress on Saturday,.
February 3, 1781, and running through several years, ended Saturday, September 13,.

1788.

.
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THE CONSTITUTION.
MEETING OF

COMMISSIONE~S

AT ANNAPOLIS.

At the suggestion of the legislature of Virginia, under a resolution offered by James
Madison, and adopted January 21, 1788, inviting all the States to send commissioners to
meet at some place to be agreed upon " to take into consideration the trade of the
United States, to examino the relative situation and trade of the said States, and to consider how far a uniform system, in their commercial regulations may be necessary to
their common interest and their permanent harmony," a convention was called which
met at Annapolis, Md., Monday, Sepi,ember 11, 1786. ' Four States besides Virginia were
represented in said convention, viz, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware. · On Thursday, September 14, 1786, the convention heard read a draft reported
from a committee, drawn by Alexander Hamilton, a delegate from New York, which it
adopted and signed. The convention then adjourned without date. ·
Accompanying the report referred to was a resolution recommending the calling of
"a general convention of all the States, to meet at Philadelphia in May, 1787, to take
into consideration the situation of the United States, and to devise such further provisions as shall appear to them necessary to render the Constitution of the Federal
Government adequate to the exigencies of the Union."
This resolution, with the report or address of the convention, was sent to the governors of all the States for adoption or rejection. John Dickinson, of Delaware, presented
it to Congress, which took it into consideration on the 21st of February, 1787.
THE CONSTITUTION.

A committee, Mr. Dane, chairman, reported' to Congress upon the Anna:polis report
and memorial, and recommended the calling of a constitutional convention and the sending of delegates by the legislatures of all the States to the same, to be held at Philadelphia on the second Monday of May, 1787, under the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That in the opiniQn of Congress, it is expedient, that, on the second Monday
in May next, a convention of delegates, who shall have been appointed by the several
States, be held at Philadelphia, for the sole and express purpose of revising the Articles of Confederation, and reporting to Congress and the several legislatures, such alterations and provisions therein, as shall, when agreed to in Congress, and confirmed by
the States, render the Federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of government,
and the preservation of the Union. Adopted February 21, 1787. ,
THE CONVENTION TO FORM THE CONSTITUTION.

May 25~ 17:37, seven States being present by their delegates at Philadelphia, Pa.,
the convention was organized by the election of George Washington, a delegate from
Virginia, as president, and the sessions began.
On Monday, September 17, 1787, the Constitution was engrossed and signed by all
the members present save three. The president of the .c onvention transmitted it to
Congress (sitting at Philadelphia, Pa. ), with a communication stating how the proposed government should be put in operation under the Constitution when adopted by
the votes of nine States.
ACTION OFo CONGRESS ON THE SAME, SEPTEMBER

28, 1787.

Congress having received the report of the convention lately assembled in PhiladelphiaResolved unanimously, That the said report, with the resolutions and letter accompanying the same, be transmitted to the several legislatures, in order to be submitted to a
(lonvention of delegates chosen in each State by the people thereof, in conformity to
the resolves of the convention, made and provided in that case.
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RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTiTUTION.

The States respectively called conventions, and the Constitution having been sub·
mitted to them, was ratified, as follows:
State of Delaware, DecembPr 7, 1787.
State of Pennsylvania, December 12, 1787.
State of New Jersey, December 18, 1787.
State of Georgia, January 2, 1788.
State of Connecticut, January 9, 1788.
State of Massachusetts, February 6, 1788.
State of Maryland, April 28, 1788.
State of South Carolina, May 23, 1788.
State of New Hampshire, June 21, 1788.
State of Virginia, June 26, 1788.
State of New York, July 2§, 1788.
North Carolina ratified November 21,1789, and Rhode Island May 29, 1796:
More than nine States having ratified the Constitution, Congress, at New York, on
the 13th of September, 1789,·declared the same ratified.
'
CONGRESS PROCEEDS TO ORGANIZE THE GOVERNMENT UNDER THE CONSTITUTION,
SEPTEMBER

13, 1789.

On the question to agree to the following proposition, it was resolved in the affirmative by the unanimous votes of nine States, viz, of New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, South Carolina, and
Georgia:
Whereas tne convention assembled in Philadelphia, pursuant to the resolution o:t
Congress of the 21st of February, 17l:l7, did, on the 17th of September in the same year,
report to the United States in Congress assembled, a Constitution for the people of the
United States; whereupon, Congress, ou the 28th of the same September, did resolve
unanimously, ''That the said report, with the resolutions and letter accompanying
the same, be transmitted to the several legislatures, in order to be submitted to a convention of delegates chosen in each State by the people thereof, in conformity to the
resolves of the convention made and provided in that case:" and whereas the Constitution so re~orted by the convention, and by Congress transmitted to the several legislatures, has been ratified in the manner therein declared to be sufficient for the establishmenji of the same, and such ratifications duly authenticated have been received
by Congress, and are filed in the office of the secretary; therefore,
Resolved, That the first Wednesday in January next, be the day for appointing electors in the several States, which before the said day shall have ratified the said Constitution; that the first Wednesday in February next, be the day for the electors to assemble in their respective States, and vote for a President, and that the :first Wednes·
day in March next, be the time, and the present seat of Congress the place, fqr commencing proceedings under the said Constitution.
THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT GOES INTO OPERATION UNDER THE CONSTITUTION.

The election for electors was held on the day appointed, and at the city of New
York, March 4, 1789, a meeting of Congress was held, but no quorum was present in
the Senate until April 6th following, upon which day the electoral vote was counted,
and George Washington, of Virginia, and John Adams, of Massachusetts, were declared to be duly elected, respectively, President and Vice-President of the United
States.
On April 21, 1789, John Adams was inaugurated Vice-President, and on April 301
1789, George Washington was inaugurated President of the United States.
THE ~NITED STATES BECOMES SUCCESSOR TO THE UNAPPROPRIA'rED CROWN LANI,>S BY
TREATY AND CESSION.

The Government thus organized became proprietor or lord paramount of the public
domain, receiving, as the successor of the Confederation, public lands held by it under
cessions from New York, Virginia, Massachusetts, Connecticut (partial), and South
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Carolina, and receiving cessions direct from North Carolina and Georgia; the lands
subsequently acquired by treaty and purchase coming under like control. The Congress of the United States, for the Nation, became the sole custodian with entire right of
disposition, it being an asset of the nation, held for sale or for such other disposition
as in the judgment of Congres~ shall be deemed best. The problems growing o~t of
the ownership by several States pf vast tracts of unoccupied land were difficult of
solution; due, first, to rival claims, based on the ill-defined and conflicting grants made
by different sovereigns of Great Britain for land~ in America; and, secon'd, to the belief
that all the territory acquired from Great Britain by the treaty of 1783, having been
secured f,y the blood and treasure of the whole people, should be hflld by the States as
common property to be disposed of y the General Government for the benefit of the
Nation. The data in possession of foreign governments in relation to this continent
were so vague that it was impossible to define their grants with accuracy, and they
seemed to think that the country was so large that there was scarcely any limit to
its extent ;-and the result was that different colonies claimed ownership of the same
territory, and often claimed under conflicting authorities. The humors and personal
likings of sovereigns for subjects to whom they gave grants, in return for services
or through friendship, to estates in America, covered the face of portions of the territory
of some of the colonies with titles and claims of proprietaryship or grants five deep.
These questions prevented for a time accord among the several States; and so complicated were they that at times they seemed impossible of adjustment. _ The six
smaller States which held no western lands contended with tenacity and determination that said lands should not be held by the States owning them for their exclusive
use, while the seven States which claimed and under the Confederation held vast sections of crown grant lands in the West, held the contrary opinion. The six States
without western lands insisted that such areas held by the other seven States within
their respective limits or boundaries would, under any plan of representation based
on population, be unequal and disastrous to the States holding no western lands.
THE MOVEMENT TO PROCURE STATE CESSIONS OF WESTERN TERRITORY
UNITED STATES.

TO THE

The attention of the whole country appears to have been first drawn to these conflicting claims by the decided stand taken by the State of Maryland during the
discussion in the Congress upon the objections of certain States to the Articles of
Confederatjon in June, 1778. That State proposed on the 22d of June, 1778, and afterwards insisted; that the boundaries of such of the States, as claimed to extend to the
river Mississippi or South Sea, should be defined and curtailed, and that the Western
Territories should be held for the common benefit of all the States. From that time
until2d February, 17fH, the State of Maryland refused to agree to the Articles of Confederation in consequence of having failed to obtain an amendment upon that poi~t,
against which Virginia had remonstrated. On the 25th Novembe.r, 1778, the act of
New Jersey for ratifying the Articles of Confederation was presented by the delegates
from that State in which this difficulty was referred t 0, but the delegates were directed
to sign the articles in the firm reliance that the candor and justice of the several States
would in due time remove as far as possible the inequality which then existed. The
delegate from Delaware signed the Articles of Confederation on the 22d of February,
1779. On the 23d of the same month they presented to the Congress a series of resolutions paBsed by the legislature of their State, which were as follows:
ACTION OF DELAWARE.

Resolved, That this State thinks it necessary, for the peace and safety of the States
to be included in the Union, that a moderate extent of limits should be assigned for
such of those States as claim to the Mississippi or South Sea; and that the United
States in Congress assembled, should, and ought to have the power of fixing their western limits.
ReBolved, That this State consider themselves justly entitled to a right, in common
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with the members of the Union, to that extensive tract of country which lies westward of the frontiers of the United States, the property of which was not vested in,
or granted to, individuals at the commencement of the present war:-that the same
hath been, or may be, gained from the King of Great Britain, or the native Indians,
by the blood and treasure of all, and ought therefore to be a common estate, to be
granted out on terms beneficia! to the United States.
·
Upon which Congress passed the following resolution on the said 23d February, 1779,
eight States voting in favor, and three against the same, viz:
Resolved, That the paper laid before Congress by the delegate from Delaware, and
read, be filed; provided, that it shall never be considered as admitting any claim by
the same set up or intended to be set up.
ACTION OF MARYLAND. ·

On the 21st May, 1779, the delegates from Maryland laid before Congress the following instructions received by them :
Instructions of the general assembly of Maryland, to George Plater, William Paca, William
Carmichael, John Henry, James Forbes, and Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer, esquires.
GENTLEMEN: Having conferred upon you a trust of the highest nature, it is evident
we place great confidence in your integrity, abilities, and zeal to promote the general
welfare of the United States, and the particular interest of this State, where the latter
is not incompatible with the former; but, t.o add greater weight to your proceedings
in Congress, and take away all suspicion that the opinions you there deliver, and the
votes yon give, may be the mere opinions of individuals, and not resulting from your
knowledge of the sense and deliberate judgment of the State you represent, we think
it our duty to instruct as followeth on the subject of the confederation-a subject in
which, unfortunately, a supposed difference of interest has produced an almost equal
didsion of sentiments among the several States composing the Union. We say a supposed difference of interests; for if local attachments and prejudices, and the avarice
and ambition of individuals, would give way to the dictates of a sound policy, founded
on the principles of justice, (and no otl).er policy but what is founde9 on those immutable principles deserves to be called sound), we flatter ourselves this apparent diversity of interests would soon vanish, and all t•he States would confederate on terms
mutually advantageous to all; for they would then perceive that no other confederation than oue so formed can be lasting. Although the pressure of immediate calamities, the dread of their continuance from the appearance of disunion, and some other
peculiar circumstances, may have induced some States to accede to the present confederation, contrary to their own interests and judgments, it requires no great share
of foresight to predict, that, when those causes cease to operate, the States which have
thus acceded to the Confederation will consider it as no longer l.tinding, and wiUeage'rly
embrace the first occasion of asserting their just rights, and securing their independence. Is it possible that those States who are ambitiously grasping at territories to
which~ in our judgment, they have not the least shadow of exclusive right, will use
with greater moderation the increase of wealth and power derived from those territories, when acquired, than what they have displayed in their endeavors to acquire the~ f
We think not. We are convinced the same spirit which bath prompted them to insist
on a claim so extravagant, so repugnant to every prinCiple of justice, so incompatible
wHh the general welfare of all the States, will urge them on to add oppression to
injustice. If they should not be incited .by a superiority of wealth and strength to
oppress by open force their less wealthy and less powerful neighbors, yet depopulation,
and consequently the impoverishment of those States, will necessarily follow, which,
by an unfair construction of the Confederation, may be stripped of a common interest,
and the common benefits derivable from the western country. Suppose, for instance,
Virginia indisputably possessed of the extensive .and fertile country to which she has
set up a claim : what would be -t he probable consequences to Maryland of such an undisturbed and undisputed possession T They cannot escape fhe least discerning.
Virginia, by selling on the most moderate terms a small proportion of the lands in
question, would draw into her treasury vast sums of money, and. in proportion to the
sums arising from such sales, would be enabled' to lessen her taxes. Lands compar-atively cheap, and taxes comparatively low, with the lands and taxes of an adjacent
State, would quickly drain tpe State thus disadvantageously circumstanced of its most
useful inhabitants; its wealth, and its consequence in the scale of the confederated
States, would sink, of course. A claim so injurious to more than one-half, if not to the
whole of the United $tates, ought to be supported· by the clearest evidence of the right.
Yet what evidences of that right have been produced T What arguments alleged in
support either of the evidence or the right Y None that we have beard of deserving a
serious refutation.
It has been said, that some of the delegates of a neighboring State have declared their
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opinion of the impracticability of governing the extensive domain claimed by that
State. Hence also the necessity was admitted of dividing its territory, and erecting a
new State, under the auspices and direction of the elder, from whom, no doubt, it
would receive its form of government, to whom it would be bound by some alliance or
confederacy, and by whose councils it would be influenced. Such a measure, if ever attempted, would certainly be opposed by the other States as inconsistent with the letter
and spirit of the proposed confederation. Should it take place by establishing a subconfederacy, imperium in imperio, the State possesE>ed 'of this extensive .dominion must
then either submit to all the inconveniences of an overgrown and unwieldy government, or suffer the authority of Congress to interpose: at a future time, and to lop off a
part of its territory, to be erected.into a new and free State, and admitted into a confederation on such conditions as shall be settled by nine States. If it is necessary, for
the happiness and tranquillity of a State thus overgrown, that Congress should hereafter interfere and divide its .territory, why is the claim to that territory now made,
and so pertinaciously insisted on? We can suggest to ourselves but two motives:
either the declaration of relinquishing, at som~ future period, a proportion of the
country now contended for, was made to lull suspicion asleep, and to cover th~ designs
of a secret ambition, or, if the thought was seriously entertained, the lands are now
claimed to reap an immediate profit from the sale. We are convinced, policy and justice require that a C'Ountry unsettled at the commencement of this war, claimed by the
British Crown, and ceded to it by the treaty of Paris, if wrested £rom the common
enemy by the blood and treasure of the thirteen States, should be considered as a common property, subject to be parcelled out by Congress into free, convenient, and independent governments, in such manner and at such times as the wisdom of that assembly shall hereafter direct.
Thus convinced, we should betray the trust reposed in us by our constituents, were
we to authorize you to ratify on their behalf the Confederation, unless it be farther
explained. We hn.:ve cool~y and dispassionately considered the subject;- we have
weighed probable inconveniences and hardships, against the sacrifice of just and essential· rigbts; and do instruct you not to agree to the Confederation, unless an article or
articles be added thereto in conformity with our declaration. Should we succeed in
obtaining such article or articles, then you are hereby fully empowered to accede to
the confederation.
That these our sentiments respecting our Confederation may be more publicly known,
and more explicitly and concisely declared, we have drawn up the annexed declaration, which we instruct you to lay before Congress, to have it printed, and to deliver
to each of the .delegates of the other States in Congress assembled, copies thereof,
signed by yourselves, or by such of you as may be prel:lent at the time of delivery; to
the intent and purpose that the copies aforesaid may be communicated to our brethren
of the United States, anu the contents of the said declaration taken into their serious
a.nd candid consideration.
Also, we d~sire and instruct yon to move, at a proper time, that these instructions
be read to Congress by their secretary, and entered on the journals of Congress.
We have spoken with freedom, as becomes freemen; and we sincerely wish that these
our representations may make such an impresl:lion ou that assembly as to induce them
to make such addition to the Articles of Confederation as may bring about a permanent union.
A true copy from the proceeding of Decem her 15, 1778.
Test:
T. DUCKETT,
Clerk of the House of Delegates.
BOUNDARY

AND

LA~ CLAUSE IN THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION.

The ninth clause in the Articles of Confederation provided for the settlement of
questions of boundaries or jurisdiction or other matters of dispute between the States.
Upon petition by the legislative or executive authority of a State, stating the matter in
dispute and praying for a bearing, notice was to be given, by order of Congress, to
the proper authority of the State complained of, and a. day for hearing assigned. It
provided for the ~election of commissioners, who were to bear and determine the
matter in question. No State was to be deprived of territory for the benefit of the
United States. All controversies concerning the private right of soli, claimed under
different grants of two or more States, and originating antecedent to settlement of
jurisdiction in the manner prescribed, might, on the petition of either claimant, be
beard and determined by like proceedings.
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STATES REQUESTED TO DISCONTINUE LAND SALES.

The Articles of Confederation left the sale and disposition of western lands iu the
exclusive control of the States owning or claiming them. Some of them opened land
offices, made private grants, granted bounties, aQd otherwise disposed of a portion of
them. [See History of Virginht am~ North Carolina.] The discontent was so general
upon this subject that Congress, on the 30th of October, 1779, by a vote of eight St~tted
to three, passed the following resolution :
Whereas the appropriation of vacant lands by the several States, during the continuance of the war, will, in the opinion of Congress, be attended with great mischiefs, therefore,
Resolved, That it be earnestly recommended to the State of Virginia to reconsider
their late act of assembly for opening their land office ; and that it be recommended
' to the said State, and all other States ·similarly circumstanced, to forbear settling or
issuing warrants for unappropriateu lands, or granting the same during the continuance of the present war.
ACT OF NEW YORK.

This resolution was transmitt~d to the different States. The first Stat~ to respond
to it was New York. On the 7th Marcb, 171"\0, J;ter delegates pre_sente9- the following act,
which was fully carried into effect by said delegates in Congress on March 1, 171:31:
AN ACT to facilitate the completion of the Articles of Confederation and perpetual Union among thb
United States of Americ;t.

Whereas nothing under Divine Providence can more effectually contribute to the
tranquillity and safety of the United States of America than federal alliance, on such
liberal principles as will give satisfaction to its respective members: And whereas the
Articles of Confederation anQ. perpetual Unidn recommended by the honorable the
Congress of the United States of America have not proved acceptable to all the States,
it having been conceived that a portion of the waste and unnultivated territory within
the limits or claims of certain States ought to be appropriated as a common fund for
the expenses of the war: And the people of the State of New York being on all occasions disposed to manifest their regard for their sister States, and their earnest desire
to promote the general interest and security, and more Pspecially to accelerate the
federal alliance, by removing, as far as it depends upon them, the before-mentioned
impediment to its final accomplishment :
.
Be it ther~'fore enacted, by the people of the State of New York, Tepresented in senate a.nd
assembly, and it is hereby enacted, by the authority of the same, That it shall and may be
lawful to and for the delegates of this State in the honorable Congress of the United
States of America, or the major part of such of them as shall be asse.m bled in Congress,
and they, the said delegates, or a major part of them, so assembled, are hereby fully
authori7'ed and empowered, for and on behalf of this State, and lJy proper and authentic acts or instruments, to limit and restrict the boundaries of this State, in the
western pa:cts thereof, by such line or lines, and in such manner and form, as they
shall judge to be expedient, either with respect to the jurisdiction, as well as tile right
or pre-emption of soil, or reserving the jurisdiction in part, or in the whole, over the
lands whic];J. may be ceded or relinquished witl;t respect only to the right or pre-emption of the soil.
And be it further enacted by the attthority aforesaid, •That the territory which may be
ceded or relinquished by virtue of this act, either with respect to the jurisdiction, as
well as the right or pre-emption of soil, or the right or pre-emption of soil only, shall
be and enure for the use and benefit of such of the United States as shall become members of tbe federal alliance of the said States. and for no other use or purpose whatever.
And be it further enacted by the attthority afon<Jaid, That all the lands to be ceded and
relinquished by virtue of this act, for the benefit of the United States, with respect to
propert.y, but which shall nevertheless remain under the jurisdiction of this State,
shall be disposed of and a.ppropriated in such manner only as tbe Congress of the saitl
States s~all direct; and that a warrant under the authority of C ongrese for surveying .
and laymg out any part thereof, shall entitle the party in whose favor it shall issue to
cau~e the same to be surveyed and laid out and returned, according to the directions
of such warrant; and thereupon letters-patent, under the gFeat seal of this State, shall
pass to the grantee for the estate specified in the said warrant; for which no other.fee
or reward shall be demanded or received than such as shall be allowed by Congress:
Provided always, and be it further enacted by the attthority afoTesaid, That the trust
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reposed by virtue of this act shall not be executed by the delegates of t h is St ate unleSB
at least three of the said delegates shall be present in Congress.
STATE OF NEW YORK, ss. :

I do hereby certify tha.t the aforegoiug is a t r ue copy of the original act passed the
of February, 1780, and lodged in the secretary's office.
ROBERT HARPUR ,
Deputy Secretary of State.

l~h

Following the reception of this, the Congress took the following action:
IN CONGRESS OF THE CONFEDERATION,
WEDNESDAY, Septembe1· 6, 1780.

Congress took into consideration the report of the committee to whom were referred
the instructions of the general assembly of Maryland to their delegates in Congress
respecting the Articles of Confederation and the declaration therein referred to, the
act of the legislature of New York on the same subject, and the remonstrance of the
general assembly of Virginia; which report was agreed to, and is in the words following:
"That having duly considered the several matters to them submitted, they conceive it
'tlnnecessary to examine into the merits or policy of the instructions or declarations of
the general assembly of Maryland, or of the remonstrance of the general assembly of
Virginia, as they involv~ questions, a discussion of which was declined, on mature consideration, when the Articles of Confederation were debated ; nor, in the opinion of
the committee, can such questions be now revived with any prospect of conciliation;
that it appears more advisable .to press upon those States which can remove the embarrassments respecting the western country, a liberal surrender of a portion of their
territorial claims, since they cannot be preserved entire without endangering the stability of the general confederacy; to remind them how indispensably necessary it is
to establish the Federal Union on a fixed and permanent basis, and o.n principles acceptable to all its respective members; how essential to public credit and confidence,
to the support of our army, to the vigor of our councils, and success of our measures; to
our tranquillity at home, our reputation abroad, to our very existence as a free, sovereign, and independent people; that they are fully persuaded the wisdom of the respective legislatures will lead them to a full and impartial consideration of a subject
so interesting to the United States, and so necessary to the happy establishment of t:he
Federal Union ; that they are confirmed in these expectations by a review of the before-mentioned act of .the legislature of New York, submitted to their consideration;
that this act is expressly calculated to accelerate the Federal Alliance, by removing,
as far as depends on that State, the impediment arising from .t he western country, and
for that purpose to yield up a portion of territorial claim for the general benefit;
whereupon,
,
"Resolved, That copies of the several papers referred to the committee be transmitted,
with a copy of the report, to the legislatures of the several States, and that it be earnestly recommended to those States, who have clai'rns to the western country, to pass such laws,
and give their delegates in Congress such powers as may effectually remove the only obstacle to
a final ratification of the A.rticles of Confederation; and that the legislature of Maryland be earnestly requested to authorize the delegates in Congress to subscribe the said
articles."
·
TUESDAY, October 10, 1780.
"Resolved, That the unappropriated lands that may be ceded or relinquished to the
United States, by any particular State, pursuant to the recommendation of Congress
of the 6th day of September last, shall be disposed of for the common benefit of the
United States, and be settled and formed into distinct republican States, which shall
become members of the Federal Union, and have the same rights of sovereignty, freedom, and independence, as the other States: that each State which shall be so formed
shall contain a suitable extent of territory, not less than one hundred nor more than
one hundred and fifty miles square, or as near thereto as circumsta.nces will admit:
that the necessary and reasonable expenses which any particular State shall have incurred since the commencement of the present war, in subduing any British posts, or
in. maintaining forts or garrisons within and for the defence, or in acqlliring any part
of the territory that may be ceded or relinquished to the United States, shall be reimbursed.
.
"That the said lands shall be granted or settled at such times, and under such regu-lations, as shall hereafter be agreed on by the United States, in Congress assembled,
01 any nine or more of them."
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CESSIONS BY STATES TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT.

It will be noted that during the whole time of the cessions of lands by the States to
the National Government the Mississippi River was the international boundary and
that it continued to be until after the French cession in 1803. The Mississippi was the
western bound !l.ry of all cessions or claims by States, except New York.
DATE OF CESSIONS BY STATES.

In compliance with the resolution of Congress of September 6, 1780, the following
States made cessions of territory to the United States, respectively:
The State of New York, on March 1, 1781. The State of Virginia, on March 1, 1784.
The State of Virginia, on December 30, 1788, (by this act Virginia changed.the conditions of the act of cession of 1784 <?nly so far as to ratify the 5th article of the compact
or ordinance of 1787). The · State of Massachusetts, on April 19, 1785. The State of
Connecticut on September 13, 1786, accepted September 14, 1786; jurisdictional oossion
of the Western Reserve, May 30, 1800. The State of South Carolina, on August 9,
1787. The State of North Carolina, on February 25, 1790.· The State of Georgia, on
April 24, 1802.
The deeds and acts of cessions by the several States to .theNational Governm,ent are
given in order.
CESSION BY THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

The first in the patriotic movement was New·York. On the 1st of March, 1781, her
delegates in the Continental Congress, James Duane, William Floyd, and Alexander
McDougall, in a deed reciting the author-ity given them by act of the legislature, restricted the jurisdiction and right of pre-emption to the present lines of the State,
and quitclaimed the residue, if any, of her territorial claims to the General Government
for the benefit of all the States that wer:e at that time, or that should thereafter become, parties to the Union then subsisting under the Articles of Confederation. The
original charter to the Duke of York covered only the lands between the Connecticut
River and the eastern shore of Delaware Bay. New Jersey, embracing that portion of
this grant s_ubsequently transferred to Berkeley and Carteret, was separated from New
York by a line running from the forty-first parallel on the Hudson River to the parallel of 41° 40' on the Delaware River. The line between New York and Pennsylvania,
commencing at the last-named point, followed the Delaware to the forty-second parallel and continued along that parallel westward to its intersection with a meridian line
passing twenty miles west of the Niagara River, and northwardly along that meridian
to the international boundary.
It will be observed that New York and Virginia in the preliminary acts looking
toward their cessions to the General Government assumed to define their own boundaries when they cut off or transferred western lands or claims to them. In the case
of New York, Congress declined this proposed guarantee, and Virginia waived it.
Some contrG~versies arose in other States as to boundaries between States hereinafter
mentioned.
This New York cession was for title to lands held under treaties with the Sb.. Nations of Indians, and was for the entire country from the source of the Great Lakes
southward across the Ohio Valley (valley of the river Ohio) as far as the Cumberland
Mountains. It was not for grants under crown or under foreign charters, except for
the small parcel now in Pennsylvania known as the ''Erie Purchase."
In pursuance of the act of the legislature of the State of New York, read in Congress the 7th Marcl;l, 1780, enN.tled "An act to facilitate the completion of the Articles
of Confederation and Perpetual Union among the United States of America," the del·
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egates for the State of New York executed in Congress the following act or declaration,
·
to wit:
DECLARATION OF NEW YORK.

To all people who shall see these presents, we, James Duane, Willia,m Floyd 1 and
..Alexander M'Dougall, the underwritten delegates for the State of New York in the
~honorable Congress of the United States of America, send greeting:
Whereas it is stipulated as one of the conditions of the cession of territory, made
for the benefit of the United States by the legislature of the State of Virginia, that
'the United States should guaranty to that State the boundaries reserved by her legislature for her future jurisdiction; and it would be unjust that the State of New York,
.as a member of the Federal Union, should be compelled to guaranty the territories which
shall be reserved by other States making such cessions, when her own boundaries, as
they are to be limited and restricted by the act or instrument of cession now to be
-executed, shall not be guaranteed in the same manner; wherefore, the said delegates
for the State of New York, bei11g uninstructed on this subject hy their constituents,
think it their duty to declare, and they do by this present instrument declare, that t4e
·cession of territory and restriction of boundary of the said State of New York, now
to be made by them in behalf of the people of the said State, shall not be absolute;
but, on the contrary, shall be subject to ratification or disavowal by the people of the
.said State! represented in senate and assembly, at their pleasure; unless the boundaries
reserved for the future jurisdiction of the said State, by the instrument of cession now
to be executed by us, shall be guaranteed by the United States, in the same manner
and form as the territorial rights of the other States shall be guaranteed, which have
made or may make cessions of part of their claims for the benefit of the United States;
the people of the State of New York, on their part, submitting that any part of their
limits, which are or may be claimed by any of the United States, shall be -determined
and adjusted in the mode prescribed for that purpose by the Articles of Confederation.
In testimony whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals, in the presence of
· Congress, this first day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred
..and eighty-one, and of our Independence the fifth. .
.
JAME~ DUANE.
[L. s.]
WM. FLOYD.
[L. s.]
ALEXANDER M'DOUGALL. [L. s.]
.Sealed and delivered in presen'ce ofCHARLES THOMSON.
CHARLES MORSE.
EBENEZER SMITH.

The foregoing being executed, th~ delegates aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested
in them by the act of their legislature before recited, proceeded and executed in due
form, in behalf of their State, the following instrument, viz:
Deed of cession.
To all who shall see these presents, we, James Duane, "William Floyd, and Alexander
M'Dougall, the underwritten delegates for the State of New York in the honorable
Congress of the United States of America, send greeting:
Whereas, by an act of the legislature of the said State of New York, passed at a
session held at Albany, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty,
entitled ''An act to facilitate the completion of the Articles of Confederation and Perpetual Union among the United States of America," it is declared that the people of
the State of New York were, on all occasions, disposed to manifest their regard for their
sister States, and their earnest desire to fro mote the general interest and security, and
more especially to accelerate the federa alliance, by removing, as far as it depended
upon t.hem, the impediment to its final accomplishment, respecting the waste and uncultivated lands within the limits of certain States ; and it is thereby enacted by the
people of the said State of New York, represented in senate and assembly, and by the
authority of the same, that it might and should be lawful to and for the delegates of
the said State in the honorable Congress, and they or the major part of them, so assembled, are thereby fully authorized and empowered, for and on behalf of that State,
and by proper and authentic acts or instruments, to limit and restrict the boundar·ies
of the said State in such manner and form as they shall judge to be expedient, either
with respect to the jurisdiction, as well as the right or pre-emption of soil, or reserving the jurisdiction in part or in the whole, over the lands which may be ceded or relinquished with respect only to the right of pre-emption of the soil; and by the said
act it is farther enacted, that the territory which may be ceded or relinquished by
virtue thereof, either with respect to the jurisdiction, as well as the right or pre-emption
of soil, or the right or pre-emption of soil only, shall l>e :wc1 inure for the use and benefit
of such of the United States as shall become members of the federal alliance of the
said States, and for no other use or purpose whatsoever; and l>y the said act it is pro-
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vided and enacted that the trust reposed by virtue thereof, shall not be executed by
the delegates of the said State, unless at least three of the said delegates shall be present
in Congress: and whereas, by letters-patent under the great seal of the said State of
New York, bearing date the 29th day of October last past, reciting that the senate and
assembly had, on the 12th day of September then last past, nominated and appointed
us, the said James Duane, William Floyd, and Alexander M'Dougall, together with
John Morin Scott and Ezra L'Hommedieu, delegates to represent the said State in the
Congress of the United States of North America, therefore, in pursuance of the said
nomination and appointment, the people of the said State of New York did thereby
commissio~ us, the said James Duane, William Floyd, and Alexander M'Dougall, and
the said John Morin Scott and Ezra L'Hommedieu, or any majority who should, from ·
time to time, attend the said Congress; and if only one of the said delegates should at
any time be present in the said Congress, he should, in such case, be authorized to represent the said State in the said Congress, as by an authentic copy of the said act, and
an exemplification of the said commission, remaining among the archives of Congress,
fully appears :
Now,·therefore, know ye, that we, the said James Dnane, William Floyd, and Alexander M'Dougall, by virtue of the power and authority, and ip. the execution of the
trust reposed in us, as aforesaid, have judged it expedient to limit and restrict~ and we
do, by these presents, for and in behalf of the said State of New York, limit and restrict
the boundaries of the said State in the western parts thereof, with respect to the jurisdiction, as well as the right or pre-emption of soil, by the lines and in the form following, that is to say: a line from the northeast corner of the State of Pennsylvania,
along the north bounds thereof to its northwest corner, continued due west until it
shall be intersected by a meridian line, to be drawn from the forty-fifth degree of north
latitude, through the most westerly bent or inclination of Lake Ontario; thence by
the said meridian line to the forty-fifth degree of north latitude; and thence by the
said forty-fifth degree of north latitude; but if, on experiment, the above-described meridian line shall not comprehend twenty miles due west from the most westerly
bent or inclination of the river or strait of Niagara, then we do, by these presents, in
the name of the people, and for and on behalf of the State of New York, and by virtue
of the authority aforesaid, limit and restrict the boundaries of the said State in the
western parts thereof, with relilpect to jurisdiction, as well as the right of pre-emption
of soil, lJy the lines and in the manner following, that is to say: a line from the northeast corner of the State of Pennsylvania, along the north bounds thereof, to its northwest corner, continued due west until it shall be intersected by a meridian line, to be
drawn from the forty-fifth degree of north latitude, through a point twenty miles due
west from the most westerly bent or inclination of the .river or strait Niagara; thence,
by the said meridian line to the fort.y-fifth degree of north latitude, and thence by the
said forty-fifth degree of north latitude: And we do, by these present&, in the name of
the people, and for and on behalf of the State of New York, and by virtue of the power
and trust committed to us by the said act and commission, cede, transfer, and forever
relinquish to, and for the' only use and benefit of such of the States as are or shall become parties to the Articles of Confederation, all the right, title, interest, jurisdiction,
and claim, of the said State of New York, to all lands and territories to the northward
and westward of the boundaries, to which the said State is in manner aforesaid limited
and restricted, and to be granted, disposed of, and appropriated in such manner only
as the Congress of the said United or Confederated States shall order and direct.
In ~,estimony whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our names, and affixed our
seals, m Congress, the first day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven
hundred and eighty-one, and of our Independence the fifth.
JAMES DUANE.
[L. s.]
WM. FLOYD.
[L. s.)
ALEXR. M'DOUGALL. [L. s.)
Sealed and delivered in presence ofCHARLES THOMSON.
CHARLES MORSE.
EBENEZER SMITH.

October 29, 1782, Congress on behalf of the United States accepted this cession, and
it was further confirmed or renewed by an act of the State of New York, April19, 1785.
CESSION FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA,

The next State to make a cession was the State of Virginia. The State of Virginia,
by act of her legislature or general assembly, January 2, 1781, submitted a proposition for the cession of her western lands which the Congress of the Cor.federation, by
act of September 13, 178:3, a.g reed to receive and accept, and the Btate by law of Octo.
ber20, 1783, authorized her delegates in the Congress to consummate the transfer by deed.
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Virginia still claimed under her charter the residue of territory originally granted
to the first colony of Virginia, after deducting the lands covered by the charters of Delaware, New Jersey, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina., westward to the
Mississippi River. This embraced, in addition to the present States of Virginia and
West Virginia, Kentucky, all of Ohio, India~a, and Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, and
Minnesota east of the Mississippi River, being northward to the line of the BntisbPossessions, as defined by treaty of 1783. She set up an additional claim to the territory
northwest of the Ohio River as far north as Lakes Erie and Michigan, founded upon
the successful expeuition of a uetacbment of her State troops, under General George
R. Clarke, by which the British power was practically st;tbverted. Her claims included
the claims of Connecticut, under ancient charter boundary, to western lands, and the
claim of Massachusetts to western extension of her charter limits. She ceded all her
territorial clai~s northwest of the Ohio with certain restrictions, and afterwltrd consented to the erection of Kentucky as an independent State out of her . territory south
of the Ohio River.

Deed of cession.
March 1, 1784, Virginia, through her delegates in the Continental Congress, Thomas
Jefferson, Samuel Hardy, Arthur Lee, and James Monroe, completed the act of cession,
the following proceedings being had in Congress :
On motion of Mr. Howell, of Rhode Island, the following resolution was adopted:
Whereas the general assembly of Virginia, at their sei!Sion, commencing on the
20th day of October, 1783, passed an act to authorize their delegates in Congress, to
convey to the UnitedStatesinCongress assembled, all tberightofthat Commonwealth to
the territory northwestward of the river Ohio: and whereas the delegates of the said
Commonwealth have presented to Congress the form of a deed proposed to be executed
pursuant to the said act, in the words following:
,
"To all who shall see these presents, we, Thomas Jefferson, Samuel Hardy, Arthur
Lee, and James Monroe, the underwritten delegates for the Commonwealth of Virginia,
in the Congress of the United States of America, send greeting:
''Whereas the general assembly of the Commonwealth of Virginia, at their sessions
begun on tl!e 20th day of October, 1783, passed an act entitled "An act to authorize the
delegates of this State in Congress, to convey to the United States in Congresl'l assemble(], all the right of this Commonwealth to the territory northwestward of the river
Ohio," in these words following, to wit:
"Whereas the Congress of the United States did, by their act of the sixth day of September, in the year one thousand seven hundred and eighty, recommend to the several
States in the Union, having claims to waste and unappropriated lands in the western
country, a liberal cession to the United States, of a portion of their respective claims,
for the common benefit of the Union: and whereas this Commonwealth did, on the
second day of January, in the year one thousand seven hundred and eighty-one, yield
to the Congress of the United States, for the benefit of the said States, all right, title;
and claim, which the said Commonwealth bad to the territory northwest of the river
Ohio, subject to the conditions annexed to the said act of cession.
" And whereas the United States in Congress assembled have, by their act oftbe 13th
of September last, stipulated the terms on which they agree to accept the cession of
this State, should the legislature approve thereof, which terms, although they do not
conie fully up to the propositions of this Commonwealth, are conceived, on the whoJe,
to approach so nearly to them, as to induce this State to accept thereof, in full confidence, that Congress will, in justice to this State, for the liberal cession she has m3.de,
earnestly press upon the other States claiming large.tracts of waste and uncultivated
territory, the propriety of making cessions equally liberal, for the common benefit and
support of the Union :
''Be it enacted by the general assembly, That it shall and may be lawful for the delegates
of this State to the Congress of the United States, or such of them as shall be assembled
in Congrese, and the said delegates, or such of them so assembled, are hereby fully
authorized '1nd empowered, for and on behalf of this State, by proper deeds orinstrument in writing, under their bands and seals, to convey, transfer, assign, and make
over, unto the United States in Congress assembled, for the benefit of the said States,
all right, title, and claim, as well of soil as jurisdiction, which this Commonwealth
hath to ~be territory or tract of country within the limits of the Virginia charter, situa.te, lymg, and being, to the northwest of the river Ohio, subject to the terms and
conditions contained in the before-recited act of Congress of the thirteenth day of September last; that is to say, upon condition tb:.t the territory so ceded shall be laid out
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and formed into States, containing a suitable extent of territory, not less than one
hundred, nor more than one hundred and fifty miles square, or as near thereto as circumstances will admit: and that the States so formed ·shall be distinct republican
States, and admitt\3d members of the Federal Union; having the same rights of sovereignt.y, freedom, and independence, as the other States.
.
"That the necessal,'y and reasonable expenses incurred by this State, in subduing any
British posts, or in maintaining forts and garrisons within, and for the defence, or in
acquiring any part of, the territory so ceded or relinquished, shall be fully reimbursed
by the United States: and that one commissioner shall be appointed by Congress, one
by this Commonwealth, and another by those two commissioners, who, or a majority
of them, shall be authorized and empowered to adjust and liquidate the account of
the necessary and reasonable expenses incurred by thiti State, which they shall judge
, to be comprised within the intent and meaning of the act Congress, of the tenth of
October, one thousand seven hundred and eighty, respecting such expenses. That the
French and Canadian inhabitants, and other ser.tlers of the Kaskaskies, St. Vincents,
and the neighboring villages, who have professed themselves citizens of Virginia, shall
have their possessions and titles confirmed to them, and be protected in the enjoyment
of their rights and liberties. That a quantity not exceeding one hundred and fifty thousand acres of land, promised by this State, shall be allowed and- granted to the then
colonel, now General George Rogers Clarke, and to tbe officers and soldiers of his regiment, who marched with him when the post of Kaskaskies and St. Vincents were
reduced, and to the officers and soldiers that have been since incorporated into the
said regiment, to be laid off in one tract, the length of which not to exceed double
the breadth, in such ,place, on the northwest Elide of the Ohio, as a majority of the officers shall choose, and to be afterwards divided among the said officers and soldiers in
due proportion, according to the laws of Virginia. That in case the quantity of good
land on the southeast side of the Ohio, upon the waters of Cumberland River, and
between the Green River and Tennessee River, which have been reserved by law for the
Virginia troops, upon continental establishment, should, from the North Carolina line
bearing in 'further upon the Cum berland lands than was expected, prove insufficient
for their legal bounties, t.he deficiency should be made up to the said troops, in good
1.?-nds, to be laid off between the rivers Scioto and Little Miami, on the northwest
side of the river Ohio, in such proportions as have been enga.ged to them by the laws
of Virginia. That all the lands within the territory so ceded to the United States,
and not reserved for, or appropriated to, any of the before-mentioned purposes, or disposed of in bounties to the officers and soldiers of the American army, shall be considered as a common fund for the use and benefit of such of the United States a8 have
become, or shall become, members of the Confederation or federal alliance of the said
States, Virginia inclusive, according to their usual respective proportions in the general charge and expenditure, and shall be faithfully and bona fide disposed of for that
purpos~, and for no other use or purpose whatsoever. Provided, That the trust hereby
reposed in the delegates of this State, shall not be executed unless three of them at
least are present in Congress.
"And whereas the said general assembly, by their resolution of June sixth, one
thousand seven hundred and eighty-three, had constituted and appointed us, the said
Thomas Jefferson, Samuel Hardy, Arthur Lee, and James Monroe, delegates to represent the said Commonwealth in Congress for ono year, from the first Monday in November then next following, which resolution remains in full force:
.
"Now, therefore, know -pe~ that we, the said Thomas Jefferson, Samuel Hardy, Arthur
Lee, and James Monroe, by virt.ue of the power and authority committed to ut~ by the
act of the said general aesem bly of Virginia, before recited, and in the name, and for
and on behalf of the ~;aid C<'mn;onwealth, do, by these presents, convey, transfer,
assign, and make over, unto the Unite!l States, in Congress assembled, for the benefit
of the said States, Virginia inclusive, all right, title and claim, as well of soil as jurisdiction, which the said Commonwealth hath to the territory or tract of country within
the limits of the Virginia charter, situate, lying, and bei'ng, to the northwest of the
river Ohio, t? and for the uses and purposes and on the conditions of the said, recited
act. In testimony whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our names and affixed onr
seals, in Congress, the first day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven
hundred and eighty-four, and of the Independence of the United States the eighth."
Resolved, That the United States in Congress assembled are ready to receive this
deed, whenever the delegates of the State of Virginia are ready to execute the same.
The delegates of Virginia then proceeded and signedl sealed, and delivered the 'Said
deed; whereupon Congress came to the following resolution:

Resolved, That the same bo recorded and enrolled among the acts of the United
States, in Congress assembled.
July 7, 1786, Congress asked of Virginia alterations of the conditions of the above
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act of cession on account of difficulty in forming the lands into States with boun<lariee
as contemplated by the deed of cession.
Resolved, That it be, and it hereby is, recommended to the legislature of Virginia.
to take into consideiation their act of cession, and revise the same so far as to empower the United States in Congress assembled to make such a division of the territory of the United States lying northerly and westerly of the river Ohio, into distinct
republican States, not more than five, nor less than three, as the situation of that
country and future circumstances may require; which States shall hereafter become
members of the Federal Union, and have the same rights of sovereignty, freedom, and
independence, as the original States, in conformity with the resolution of Congress of
.the lOth of October, 1780.
July 13, 1787, Congress passed the ordinance for the government of the territory
northwest of the river Ohio, which embraced the above proposition as to t.he number
of States in the Virginia cession.
December 30, 17o8, the State o~ Virginia passed the following:
[Act of Virginia of 30th December, 1788.1

Whereas the United States, in Congress assembled, did, on the seventh day of July, in
the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-six, state certain reasons,
shewing that a div_ision of the territory which hath been ceded to the said United
States, by this Commonwealth, into States, in conformity to the terms of cession,
should the same be adhered to, would be attended with many inconveniences, and did
recommend a revision of the act of cession, so far as to empower Congress to make
such a division of the said territory into distinct and republican States, not more than
five nor less than three in number, as the situation of that country and future circumstances might require. And the said United States, in Congress assembled, have, in
an ordinance for the government of the territory northwest of the river Ohio, .passed
on the thirteenth of July, one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven, declared the
following as one of the articles of compact between the original States and the people and States in the said territory, viz:
"ARTICLE 5. There shall be formed in the said territory not less than three, nor more
than five States; and the boundaries of the States, as soon as Virginia shall alter her
act of cession and consent to the same; shall become fixed and established as follows,
to wit: The western State in the said territory shall be bounded by the Mississippi,
the Ollio, and Wabash Rivers;. a direct line drawn from the Wabash and Post Vincent's,
due north to the territorial line between the United States and Canada, and by the
r~aid territorial line to the Lake of the Woods and Mississippi. The middle State
shall be bounded by the said direct line, the Wabash from Post Vincent's to the-Ohio;
by the Ohio, by a direct line drawn due north from the mouth of the .Great Miami to
the said territorial line, and by the said territorial line. The eastern State shall be
bounded by the last-mentioned direct line, the Ohio, Pennsylvania and the said territorial line : Provided, however, and it is further understood and declared, that the boundaries of these three States shall be subject so far to be altered, that, if Congress shall hereafter find it expedient, they shall have authoity to form one or two States in that part of
the said tel'ritory which lies north of an eastand westlinedrawn through the southerly
bend or extreme of Lake Michigan. And whenever any of the said States shall have
sixty thousand free inhabitants therein, such State shall be admitted by its delegates
into the Congress of the United States, on an equal footing with the original States,
in all respects whatever; and shall be at liberty to form a permanent constitution and
State government : P1·ovicled, the constitution and government so to be formed shall bo
republican, and in conformity to the principles contained in these articles; anu so far
as it can be consistent wi th the general interest of the Confederacy, such admission
shall be allowed at an earlier period, and when there may be a less number of free in·
habitants in the State than sixty thousa.nd."
And it is expedient that this Commonwealth do absent to the proposed alteration, E10
as to ratify and confirm the said article of compact between the original States and
the people and States in the said territory:
'
2. Be it therefore enacted by the general assem'bly, That the afore-recited article of compact between the original States and the people and States in the territory northwest
of Ohio River be, and the same is hereby, ratified and confirmed, anythinO' to the contrary in the deed of cession of t he said territory by this Common wealth to the United
States notwithstanding.
CESSION BY THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS.

November 13, 1784, the general court of Massachusetts authorized all her delega.tes
in Congress to make a cession of her claim to western lands to the United States, and
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an a.d ditional act was passed March 17, 1785, to permit any two delegates in Congress
to make the transfer.
April19, 1785, the Congress agreed to receive and accept the cession. Massachusetts
by her deed surrendered claim to the territory claimed to be within the limits of tho
Massachusetts charter, west of a meridian pasAing twenty miles west of the Niagara.
River, the present west boundary of the State of New York, and embraced the land
from the State of Pennsylvania, near the parallel42° 2' north latitude, and running
along it westward to the Mississippi River. Her claim was a strip of land seventy or
eighty miles in width lying west of the State of New York and from thence to the
Mississippi River; its southern boundary being the latitude of the western extremity
of the present State of Massachusetts, and its northern boundary the latitude of a
league north of the inflow of Lake Winnipiseogee, in the State of New Hampshire,
viz, 43° 43" 12' north latitude, and claim to the "Erie Purchase."
The lands claimed now form the southern portion of the State of Wisconsin, the
extreme north of the State of Illinois, and the southern, part of the ·stB.te of Michigan.
Also, a small portion on Lake Erie, just west of'New York, being a triangular piece of
land, also claimed by the State of New York, containing 315.91 square miles, which
was solU by the United States to the State of Pennsylvania March 3, 1792, for $151,()40.25, or seventy-five cents per acre. These lands are now in the county of Erie,
State of Pennsylvania, and patent was issued therefor by the President. It is known
as 1lle "Eric Purchase," and contained 202,187 acres.
Deld of cession.
Teall who shall see these presents, we, Samuel Holten and Rnfus King, the underwritten delegates for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the Congress of the
United States of America, send greeting:
.
Wherea~:~ the general court of Massachusetts, on the thirteenth day of November, in
the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-four, passed an act, ent{t,le<l ''An act empowering the delegates of this Commonwealth in the United States
in Congress assembled to relinquish to the United States certain lands, the property
of ;·bis Commonwealth," in the words following:' "Whereas several of the States in
the l"•1ion have at present no interest in the great and extensive tract of uncultivated
countJ.Y, lying in the westerly part of the United States; and it may be reasonable
that the States above mentioned should be interested in the aforesaid country: Be it
enacted by the senate and Louse of representatives in general court a&sembled, and
by the authority of the same, That the delegates of this Commonwealth in the United
States i~ Congress assembled, or any three of the saicl delegates, be, and they hereby
are, authorized and empowered, for and in behalf of this Commonwealth, to cede or
relinquish, by authentic conveyance or conveyances, to the United States, to be dispobed of for the common benefit of the same, agreeably to a resolve of Congress of
October the tenth, one thousand seven hundred and eighty, such part of that tract of
laud, belonging to this Common wealth, which lies between tlle river Hudson and M:issit:~sippi, as they may think proper, and to make the said cession in such manner, and
on such conditions as shall appear to them to be most suitable." And whereas the
said general court, on the seventeenth day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousaud 1-1even hundred and eighty-five, passed one other act, entitled "An act in addition
to an act entitled an act empowering the delegates of this Commonwealth in the United
States in Congress assembled, to relinquish to the United States certain lands, ·the
propert.y of this Commonwealth," in the words following: "Whereas by the act afo:r:esaid, three delegates representing this State in Congress are necessary to make the
cession aforesaid, and it may be necessary that the said business should be performed
by a less number of the said delegates, Be it therefore enacted by the senate anJ. house
of representatives in general court assembled, and by the authority of the same, That
any two delegates representing this Commonwealth in Congress be, an9- hereby are,
authorized and empowered to do and perform all matters and things which by the act
aforosaid might be done and performed by any three delegates as aforesaid, any thing
in tb.e aforesaid act notwithstanding." And whereas the said general court, on the
seventeenth day of June, in the aforesaid year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and -eighty-four, did nominate and appoint the aforesaid Samuel Holten, and on
the third day of November following the aforesaid Rufus King, delegates to represent
the said Commmonwealth of Massachusetts in the Congress of the United States of
America for one year from the first Monday of November, in the said year one thonsand
seven hundred and eighty-four, which appointment remains in full force: Now, therefore, know ye that we, the said Samuel Holten and Rufus King, by virtue of the power
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and authority to us committed by the said acts of the general court of Massachuf!etts before recited, in the name, and for and on behalf of the said Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, do, by these presents, assign, transfer, quit claim, cede, and convey, to
the United States of America, for their benefit, Massachusetts inclusive, all right,
title, and estate of and in, as wel1 the soil as the jurisdiction, which the said Commonwealth hath to the territory or tract of country within the limits of the Massachusetts charter situate and lying west of the following line, that is to say, a meridian
line to be drawnfrom the forty-fifth degree of north latitude through the westerly
bent or inclination of Lake Ontario, thence by the said meridian line to the most
southerly side line of the territory contained in the Massachusetts charter; but if on
experiment the above-described meridian line shall not comprehend twehty miles due
west from the most westerly bent or inclinat ion of the river or strait of Niagara,
then we do by these presents, by virtue of the power and authority aforesaid, in the
name and on behalf of the said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, transfer, quit
claim, cede, and convey to the United States of America, for their benefit, Massachusetts inclusive, all right, title, and estate, of and in as well the soil as the jurisdiction, which the said Commonwealth bath to the territory or tract of country within
the limits of the Massachusetts charter, situate and lying west of the following line,
that is to say, a meridian line to be drawn from the forty-fifth degree of north latitude through a point twenty miles due west from the most westerly bent or inclination of the river or strait of Niagara ; thence by the said meridian line to the most
southerly side line of the territory contained in tb~ Massachusetts charter aforesaid,
for the purposes in the said recited acts declared, and to the uses in a resolve of Congress, of the tenth day of October, one thousand seven hundred and eighty, mentioned.
In testimony whereof we have hereunto subscribed our names, and affixed our seals
in Congress, this nineteenth day of April, in the year .of our Lord one thousand seven
hundred and eighty-five, .and of the Independence of the United States of America the
ninth.
S. HOLTEN.
RUFUS KING.
Si~ned, sealed, and delivered in the presence of
BENJAMIN BANKSON, JUN.,
JOHN FISHER, •
ROBERT PATTON.

The delegates for Massachusetts having executed the above deed of cession, Congress, April19, 1785, passed the following:
Resolved, That Congress accept said deed of cession ; and that the same l>e recorded
and enrolled among the acts of the United States in Congress assembled.
CESSION FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT.

October 10, 1780, Connecticut tendered cession of her claims to western lands to the
United States with certain restrictions as to jurisdiction and other subjects, which was
refus~d on account of unsatisfactory conditions.
On the second Thursday of May, 1786, the legislature of the State authorized her
delegates in Congress to make a cession of her west-ern lands with certain conditions.
May 26, 1786, the Congress resolved to accept the proposed cession when duly made.
Cor..necticut's cession of September 13, 1786, yielded to the United States both soil
and jurisdiction over her claims west of a meridian passing one hundred and twenty
miles west of the west , boundary of Pennsylvania, and extending westward to the
Mississippi Rive:-, being a strip of land having the parallel 41 o north latitude for
its southern boundary and the parallel 42° 2' north latitude for its northern boundary,
and now forming a portion of the northern part of the States of Illinois, Indiana, and
Ohio to the meridian one hundred and twenty miles west of Pennsylvania and the
southern portion of the State of Michigai)..
Deed of cession.

To all who shall see these presents, we, William Samuel Johnson and Jonathan
Sturges, the underwritten delegates for the State of Connecticut in the Congress of
the United States, send greeting:
Where.as the general assembly of the State of Connecticut, on the second Thursday
of May, m the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-six, passed
an act in the following words, viz: "Be it enacted by the governor, council, and rep-
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resentatives, in general court assembled, and by the authority of the sn.me, That the
delegates of this State, or any two of them, who shall be attending the Congress of
the United States, be and they are hereby directed, authorized, and fully empowered,
in the name and behalf of this State, to make, execute, and deliver, under their
han.ds and seals, an ample deed of release and cession of all the right, title, interest,
jurisdiction, and claim, of the State of Connecticut, to certain western lands, begin:ning at the completion of the forty-first degree of north latitude, one hundred and
' twenty miles west of the western boundary line of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, as now claimed by said Commonwealth, and from thence by a .line drawn north,
parallel to, and one hundred and twenty miles west of the said west line of Pennsylvania, and to continue north until it comes to forty-two degrees and two minutes
north latitude. Whereby all the right, title, interest, jurisdiction, and claim, of the
Sta.t e of Connecticut, to the lands lying west ofsaid line to be drawn 8B aforementioned,
one hundred and twenty miles west of the western boundary line of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, as now •claimed by said Commonwealth, shall be included,
released, and ceded to the United States inCongres'S assembled, for the common use
and benefit of the said States, Connecticnt..inclusive." Now, therefore, know ye, tl;lat
we, ~lle said William Samuel Johnson and Jonathan Sturges, by virtue of the power
and authority to us committed by the said act of the general assembly of Connecticut,
before recited, in the name and for and on behalf of the said State of Connecticut, do,
by these presents, assign, transf~r, quit claim, cede, and convey to the United States
of America, for their benefit, Connecticut inclusive, all the right; title, interest, jurisdiction, and claim, which the said State of Connecticut hath in and to the beforementioned and described territory or tract of country, as the same is bounded and described in the said act of assembly, for the uses in the said recited act of assembly
declared.
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our bands and seals, this thirteenth day
of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-six,
and of the sovereignty and Independence of the United States of America the eleventh.
WILL. SAM. JOHNSON. [L. s.]
JONATHAN STURGES. [L. s.]
Signed, sealed, and delivered, in presence of
CHA. THOMSON.
ROGER ALDEN.
J AS. MATHERS.

.

The delegates from Connecticut having executed the above deed, Congress, September 14, 1786, passed the following:
Resolved, 'fhat Congress accept the said deed of cession; and that the same be recorded and enrolled among the acts of the United ~tates in Congress assembled.
CESSION OF THE WESTERN RESERVE OF

CO~NECTICUT.

Connecticut reserved by the above deed both soil and 'jurisdiction over a tract of
her western lands lying between the western boundary of the State of Pennsylvania
and the then eastern boundary of her cession, being a point one hundred and twenty
miles west of Pennsylvania's western boundary, comprising a strip between the above
boundaries one hundred and twenty miles long and irregular in width, lying between
the parallels 41° an(l 42° 2' north, being the northeastern portion of the present State
of Ohio, and known as the "Western Reserve" of Connecticut in Ohio, which, with
the "Fire lands," contained about 3,800,000 acres.
In October, 1797, Connecticut, by act of her legislature, tendered to the United States
a release of jurisdiction over this . tract known as the "Western Reserve," being the
tract reserved in the deed to the United States of September 13, 1786, the State to
re~ain the right of soil.
April 28, 1800, the Congress of the United States passed an act authorizing the President to accept the cession of jurisdiction by Connecticut for the "Western Reserve,"
as follows :
·
A~ .t\C~ t? authorize the. President of the United States to accept, for the United States, a cession of

·~~~~i~~~on of the terntory west of Pennsylvania, commonly called the Western Reserve of Con-

. Be it ena<Jted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United States of America
tn. Con~ress assembled, That the President of the United States be, and be hereby is,
authonzed to execute and deliver letters-patent, in the name and behalf of the United
States, to the governor of the State of Connecticut for the time being, for the use and
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benefit of the persons holding and claiming under the State of Connecticut, their heirs
and assigns forever, whereby all the right, title, interest, and estate of the United
St.a.tes to the soil of that tract of land lying west of the west line of Pennsylvania., as
claimed by the State of Pennsylvania, and as the same has been actually settled,
ascertained, and run, in conformity to an agreement between the said State of Pennsylvania and the State of Virginia, and extending from said line westward one hundred
and twenty statute miles in length, and in breadth throughout the said limits in length
from the completion of the forty-first degree of north latitude, until it comes to fortytwo degrees and two minutes north latitude, including all that territory commonly
called the Western Reserve of Connecticut, and which was excepted by said State of
Connecticut out of the cession by the said State heretofore made to the United States,
and accepted by a resolution of Congress of the fourteenth of September, one thousand seven hundred and eighty-six, shall be released and conveyed, as aforesaid, to
the said governor of Connecticut, and his successors in said office, forever, for the purpose of quieting the grantees and purchasers under said State of Connecticut, and confirming their titles to the soil of the said tract of land.
Provided, however, That such letters-pn.tent shall not be executed and delivered, unless
the State of Connecticut shall, within eight months from passing this act, by a legislative act, renounce, forever, for the use and benefit of the United States, and of the
several individual States who may be therein concerned, respectively, and of all those
deriving claims or titles from them, or any of them, all territorial and jurisdictional
claims whatever, under any grant, charter or charters whatever, to the soil and jurisdiction of any and all lands whatever lying westward, northwestward, and southwest.ward of those counties in the State of Connecticut, which are bounded westwardly
by the eastern line of the State of New York, as ascertained by agreement between
Connecticut and New York, in the year one thousand seven hun.dred and thirty-three,
excepting only from such renunciation the claim of said State of Connecticut, and of
those claiming from or under the said State, to the soil of said tract of land herein
described under the name of the Western Reserve of Connecticut.
And provided also, That the said State of Connecticut shall, within the said eight
months from an~ after passing this act, by the agent or agents of said State, duly
authorized by the legislature thereof, execute and deliver to the acceptance of the
President of the United States, a deed expressly releasing to the United States the
juriRdictiona.l claim of the said State of Connecticut, to the said_.tract of land herein
described under the name of the Western Reserve of Connecticut, and shall deposit an
exemplification of·said act of renunciation, under the seal of the said State of Connecticut, together with said deed releasing said jurisdiction, in the offic9 of the Department of State of the United States; which deed of cession, when so deposited, shall
vest the jurisdiction of said territory in the United States: P1·ovided, That neither
this act, nor anything contained therein, shall be construed so as in any manner to
draw into question the conclusive settlement of the dispute between Pennsylvania and
Connecticut, by the decree of the Federal court at Trenton, nor to impair the right of
Pennsy 1vania or any other State, or of any person or persons claiming under that or
any other State, in any existing dispute concerning the right, either of soil or of jurisdict.ion, with the State of Connecticut, or with any person or persons claiming under
the State of Connecticut: And provided also, That nothing herein contained shall be
construed in any manner to pledge the United States for the extinguishment of the
Indian title to the said lands, or further than merely to pass the t.itle of the United
States thereto.
May, 1800, second Thursday, Connecticut passed an act of renunciation of jurisdictional claim over and to the Western Reserve of Connecticut in Ohio in compliance
wit.h the act of Congress of April28, 1800.
Ma.y 30, 1800, Jonathan Trumbull, gover~or of Conne~ticut, by deed and act completed title to the jurisdiction of the United States over the Western Reserve.
Deed and act of Connecticut.

To all who shall see these presents, I, Jonathan Trumbull, governor of the State of
Connecticut, send greeting:
When~ a.s the general assembly of the State of Connecticut, at their session holden in
Hartforu on tha second Thursday of May, one thousand and eight ~undred, passed an
act entitled "An act renouncing the claims of this State to certain lands therein mentioned," in the words following, to wit: "Whereas the Congress of the United States,
at their session begun and holden in the city of Philadelphia, on the first Monday of
December, in the year one thousand seven bundreu and ninety-nine, made and passed
an act in the words following, to wit: [here follows the act of Congress of the 28th of
April, 1800:] therefore, in considemtion of the term!:!, and iu compliance with the provisions and conditions of the said act, Be it enacted by tbe governor and council, and
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house of representatives, in general court assembled, that the Stn,te of Connecticut
doth hereby renounce forever for the use and benefit of the United States, and of the
several individual States, who may be therein concerned respectively, and of all those
deriving claims or titles from them, or any of them, all territorial and jurisdictional
claims whatever, under any grant, charter, or charters whatever, to the soil and jurisdiction of any and all lands whatever, lying westward, nortihwestward, and southwestward, of those counties in the State of Connecticut, which are bounded westwardly
by the eastern line of the State of New York, as ascertained by agreement between
Connecticut and New York, in the year one thousand seven hundred and thirty-three;
excepting only from this renunciation, the claim of the said State of Connecticut, and .
of those claiming from or under the said State of Connecticut, to the soil of said tract
•f land, in said act of Congress described under the name of the Western Reserve of
Connecticut. And be it further enacted, That the governor of this State for the time
being, be, and hereby is, empowered, in the name ani!. behalf of this State, to execute
and deliver to the accepta.nce of the President of the United States, a, deerl of the form
and tenor directed by the said act of Congress, expressly releasing to the United States
the jurisdictional claims of the State of Connecticut, to aU that territory called the
Western Reserve of Connecticut, according to the descriptio_n tihereof in said act of
Congress, and in as full and ample manner as therein is req nireu.
,
Therefore, know ye, that I, Jonathan Trumbull, governor of the State of C<;mnecticut,
by virtue of the powers vested in me, as aforesaid, do, by these presents, in the nameand for and on behalf of the said State, remise, release, and forever quit claim, to the
United States, thejurisdictional claim of the State of Connecticut, to all that tract of
land called in the aforesaid act of Congress, the Western Reserve of Connecticut, and
as the same therein under that name is particularly and fully described.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name, and affixecl my seal, in thecouncil chamber at Hartford, in the State of Connecticut, this thirtieth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred, and in the t.wenty-fourth year of
the Independence of the United States.
JONATHAN TRUMBULL. [ L. s.]
The act of April 28, 1800, was, in effect, an act to quiet title, and gave grantees and
holders from Connecticut the warrant of a United States patent.
CESSION
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THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

March 8, 1787, the general assembly of the State of South Carolina authorized herdelegates in Congress to convey to the United States all western territory held and
claimed by her.
August 9, 1787, the Congress passed a resolution of acceptance of the cession, as follows:
Resolved, That Congress are ready to accept the cession of the claim of the State of
South Carolina, to the tract of country described in the act of said State, whenever the·
delegates will execute a deed, conformable to saiu act.
The lands ceded by South Carolina and claimed under her charter and known as
her westPrn territory were embraced in :ln oblong strip from twelve to fourteen miles.
wide, extending from her northwestern boundary as it now is along and south of the
thirty-fifth degree of north latitude, to the MissiE'sippi River, and now lie in and form
the extreme northern portion of the States of Georgia, Alabama, and Missis!;ippi.
By virtue of the powers in them vested the delegates of the Stwte of South Carolina~
for anu in behalf of the said State, executed the following deed of cession to the
Uniteu States of America:
Deed of cession.
all who shall see these presents, we, John Kean and Daniel Huger, the underwntten delegates for the State of South Carolina, in the Congress of the United States
send greeting :
'
Wher~as the general assembly of the State of South Carolina, on the eighth day of
Ma.rch, ~n the year of our L?rd o~e thousa.nd seven hundred and eighty-seven, passed
~n act m the words followmg, VIZ: "An act to authorize the delegates of this State
m Congress to ~onvey to .the Un~ted States in Congress assembled, all the right of this
Stat~ to the tern tory herem d.escnbed: Whereas the Congress of the United States did, on
the s1xth day of September, m the year one thousand seven hundred and eighty, recom~end to th~ several States in the Union having claims to western territory to make a,
liberal cess1on to the United States of a portion of their respective claims for the common benefit of the Union; and whereas this State is willing to adopt every measure
'~o
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which can tell'd to promote the honor and dignity of the United States, and strengthen
their Federal Union: Be it therefore enacted by the honorable the senate and house of
representatives in general assembly met and sitting and by the authority of t he same,
That it shall and may be lawfulforthe delegates of this State to theUongressof t he United
States, or such of them as shall be assembled in Congress, and they are hereby fully
authorized and empowered for and on behalf of this State, by proper deeds or instruments in writing, under their hands and seals, to convey, transfer, assign, and make
()Ver unto the United States in Congress assembled, for the benefit of the said States, all
right, title, and claim, as well of soil as jurisdiction, which this State hath to the territory or tract of country within the limits of the charter of South Carolina, situate, lying,
and being within the boundaries and lines hereinafter described ; that is to say, all tbe
territory or tract of country included within the river Mississippi and a line beginning
at that part of the said river which is intersected by the southern boundary line of
the State of North Carolina, and continuing along the said boundary line until it intersects the ridge or chain of mountains which divides the eastern from the western
waters, then to be continued along the top of the said ridge of mountains until it int ersects a line to be drawn due west from the head of the southern branch of Tugoloo
River to the said mountains, and thence to run a due west course to the river Missistsippi. In the senate house, the eighth day of March, in the year of onrLord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven, and in the eleventh year of the Independence of
the United States of America. John Lloyd, president of the senate; John J nlius Pringle,
speaker of the house of representatives." And whereas the said Joop Kean and Daniel
Huger were, on the sixth day of March, one thousand seven hundred and eight,y-seven,
elected delegates to represent the State of South Carolina, according to the law of said
State, in the Congress of the United States until the first Monday in November in the
said year one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven, which election remains in. full
force, and the said John Kean and Daniel Huger are the lawful delegates of said State,
in the Congress of the United States: Now, tllerefore, know ye, that we, the said John Kean and Daniel Huger, by virtue of the power and aut.hority to us committed by the
said act of the general assembly of South Carolina before recited, in the name and for
and in behalf of the State of South Carolina, do by these presents assign, transfer, quit
-claim, cede, and convey to the United States of America for their benefit (South Carolina inclusive), all the right, title, interest, jurisdiction, and ' claim which the State of
, South Carolina hath in and to the before mentioned and described territory or tract
of country as the same is bounded and described in the said act of a,ssembly, for the
uses in the said recited act of assemblv declared.
·
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our> hands and sea1s, this ninth day of
August, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven, and of
t he sovereignty and Independence of America the twelfth .
JOHN KEAN.
[L. s.]
DANIEL HUGER. [L. s.]
Signed, sealed, and delivered, in presence of
CHARLES THOMSON,
ROGER ALDEN,
BENJAMIN BANKSON.

In the Congress August 9, 1787, this cession was accepted.
CESSION FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA.

North Carolina was the first State to make a cession of western lands to the Gov()rnment of the United States under the Constitution of 1789.
December 22, 1789, by act of assembly, the State of North Carolina authorized her
Senators and Representatives in Congress to make cession to the United States of her
western territory.
Febru~ry 25, 17~0, a deed of cession was offered on behalf of North Carolina, by
.Samuel Johnston and Benjamin Hawkins, Senator,s in Congress.
The western territory claimed and ceded by the State of North Carolina was embraced
within the zone lying to the west of her western boundary with the thirty-fifth parallel
north latitude for its southern boundary, and the parallel 350 30' north latitude for its
n orthern boundary, being the territory now constituting the area of the present State
<>f Tennessee.
The act of cession contained ten conditions.
Act accepting deed of cession j1·om North Carolina, Ap1·il2, 1790.
AN .A.CT to accept a cession of the claim of the State of North Carolina to a certain district of western
territory.

A deed of cession having been executed, and in the Senate offered for acceptance
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to the United States, of the claims of the State of North Carolina, to a district of territory therein described; which deed is in the words following, viz :
"To all who shall see these presents: we; the underwritten Samuel Johnston and
Benjamin Hawkins, Senators in the Congress of 't he United States of America, duly
and constitutionally chosen by the legislature of the State of North Carolina, send
greeting:
"Whereas the general assembly of the State of North Carolina, on the [22d] day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-nine, passed
an act, entituled "An act for the purpose of ceding to the United States of America certaia western lands therein described," in the words following, to wit:
"Whereas the United States, in Congress assembled, have repeatedly and earnestly
recommended to the respective States in the Union, claiming or owning vacant western territory, to make cessions of part of the same, as a further means, as well of hastening the extinguishment of the debts, as of establishing the harmony of the United
States; and the inhabitants of the said western territory being also desirous that such
cession should be made, in order to obtain a more ample protection than they have
-heretofore received: Now this State, being ever desirous of doing ample justice to the
public creditors, as well as the establishing the harmony of the United States, and
complying with the reasonable desires of her citizens:
" Be it enacted by the general assembly of the State of North Carolina, and it is hereby
enacted by the authority of the same, That the Senators of this State, in the Congress of
the United States, or one of the Senators and any two of the Representative" of this
_ State, in the Congress of the United States, are hereby authorized, empowered and
required to execute a deed or deeds on the part and behalf of this State, conveying
to the United States of America, all right, title, and claim which this State has to _the
sovereignty and territory of the lands situated within the chartered limits of this
State, west of a line beginning on the extreme height of the Stone Mountain, at the
place where the Virginia line intersects it; running thence along the extreme height
of the said mountain, to the ·place where Wataugo River breaks through it; thence a
direct course to the top of the Yellow Mountain, where Bright's road crosses the same;
thence along the ridge of said mountain, between the waters of Doe River and the
waters of Rock Creek, to the place where the road crosses the Iron Mountain; from
thence along the extreme height of said mountain, to where Nolichucky River tuns
through the same; thence to the top of the Bald Mountain; thence along the extreme
height of the said mountain, to the Painted Rock, on French Broad River; thence
along the highest ridge of the said mountain, to the place where it is ca.Iled the Great
lron or Smoaky Mountain; thence along the extreme height of the said mountain, to
the place where it is called the Unicoy or Unaka Mountain, between the Indian towns
of Cowee and Old Chota; thence along the main ridge of the said mountain, to the
southern boundary of this State, upon the following express conditions, and subject
thereto-that is to say: First, that neither the lands nor inhabitants westward of the
said mountain, shall be estimated, after the cession made by virtue of this act shall be
accepted, in the ascertaining the proportion of this State with the United States, in
Mw common expense occasioned by the late war; secondly, that the lands laid off, or '
directed to be laid off, by any act or acts of the general assembly of this State, for the
officers and soldiers thereof, their heirs and assigns respectively, shall be and enure to
the use and benefit of the said officers, their heirs and assigns respectively; and if the
bounds of the said lands already prescribed for the officers and soldiers of the continental line of this State, shall not contain a sufficient quantity of lands fit for cultivation, to make good the several provisions intended by Jaw, that such officer or soldier,
or his assignee, who shall fall short of hit? allotment or proportion, after all the lands
fit for cultivation, within the saiU. bounds, are appropriated, ·b e permitted -to takl3 his
quota, or such part thereof as may be deficient, in any other part of the s~id territory
intended to be ceded by virtue of this act, not already appropriated. And where
entries have been made agreeable to law, and titles under them not perfected by grant
or otherwise, then, and in that case, the governor for tho time being shall, and ho is
hereby required to, perfect, from time to time, such titles, in sucq manner as if this
act had never been passeu. And that all entries made by, or grants made to, all and
every person or persons whatsoever, agreeable to law, and within the limit.s hereby
intended to be ceded to the United States, shall have the same force and effect as if
such cession had not been made ; and that all and every right of occupancy and preemption, and every other right reserved by any act or acts to persons settled on, and
occupying lands within the limit of the lands hereby intended to be ceded as aforesaid, shall continue to be in full force, in the same· manner as if the cession had not
been made, and as conditions upon which the said lands are ceded to the United States.
And further, it shall be understood, that if any person or persons shall have, by virtue
of the act, entituled ".An act for opening the land office for the redemption of specie and
other certificates, and discharging the arrears due to the army," passed in the year
one thousand seven hundredand eighty three, made his or their entry in the office usnally called John Armstrong's office, and located the same to any spot or piece of ground
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on which any other person or persons shall have previously located a.ny entry or entries, that then, and in that case, the person or persons having made such entry orentries, or their assignee or assignees, shall have leave and be at full liberty to remove
the 1ocatioB. of such entry or entries to any lands on which no entry has been specially
located, or on any vacant lands included within the limits of the lands hereby intended
to be ceded: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall extend, or be construed to
extend, to the making good any entry or entries, or any grant or grants heretofore declared void, by any act or acts of the general assembly of this State. Thirdly, that all
the lands intended to be ceded by virtue of this act to the United States of America,
and not appropriated as before mentioned, shall be consideref~ as a common fund, for
the use and benefit of the United States of America, North Carolina inclusive, according to their respective and usual proportion in the genera\ charge and expenditure 1
and shall be faithfully disposed of for that purpose, and for no other use or purpose
whatever. Fourthly, that the territory so ceded, shall be laid out an~ formed into a
State pr States, containing a suitable extent of territory, the inhabitants of wliich shall
enjoy all the privileges, benefits, and ad vantages set forth in the ordinance of the late
Congress for the government of the western territory of the United States, that is to
say: Whenever the Congress of the United States shall cause to be officially transmitted to the executive authority of this State, an authenticated copy of the act to be
passed by the Congress of the United States, accepting the cession of territory made
by virtue of this act, under the express conditions hereby specified, the said Congress
shall, at the same time, assume the government of the said ceded territory, which they
shall execute in a manner similar to that which they support in the territory west of
the Ohio; shall protect the inhabitants against enemies, and shall n~ver bar or deprive
them of any privileges which the people in the territory west of the Ohio enjoy: Provided, always, That no regulations made, or to be made, by Congress shall tend to eman·cipate slaves. Fifthly, that the inhabitants of the said ceded territory shall b6 liable
to pay such sums of money, as may, from taking their census, be their just proportion
of the debt of the United States, and the arrears of the requisitions of Congress on
this State. Sixthly, that all persons indebted to this State, residing in the territory
in tended to be ceded by virtue of this act, shall be held and deemed lialJle to pay such
-debt or debts in the same manner, and uudt}r the same penalty or penalties, as if this
.act had never been passed. Seventhly, that if the Congress of the United States do
not accept the cession hereby intended to be made, in due form, and p;ive official notice
thereof to the executive of this State, within eighteen months from the passing of this
act, then this act shall be of no force or effect whatsoever. Eighthly, that the laws in
force and use in the State of North Carolina, at the time of passing this act, shall be
.a nd continue in full force within the territory hereby ceded until the same shall be
repealed or otherwise altered by the legislative authority of the said territory. Ninthly,
that the lands of non-resident proprietors within the said ceded territory shall not be
taxed higher than the lands of residents. Tenthly, that this act shall not prevent the
people now residing S6uth of :French Broad, between the rivers Tennessf'e and Big
Pigeon, from entering their pre-emptions in that tract, should an office be opened tor that
purpose, under an act of the present general assembly. And be it further enacted by the
authority aforesaid, That the sovereignty and jurisdiction of this State, in and over the
territory aforesaid, and all and every the inhabitants thereof, shall be and remain the
.same in all respects, until the Congress of the United States shall accept the cession to
be made by virtue of this act, as if this act had never passed.
"Read three times, and ratified in general assembly the-- day of December, A. D.
1789.
'
" CHAS. JOHNSON, Sp. Sen.
"S. CABARRUS, Sp. H. C.
"Now, therefore, know ye, that we, Samuel Johnston and Benjamin Hawkins, Senators
aforesaid, by virtue of the power and authority committed to us by the said act, and
in the na,me, and for and on behalf of the said State, do, by these presents, convey,assign, transfer, and set over, unto the United States of America, for the benefit of the
said States, North Carolina inclusive, all right; title, and claim which the said State
hath to the sovereignty and territory of the lands situated within the chartered limits
of the said State, as bounded and described in the above-recited act of the general
assembly, to and for the uses and purposes, and on the conditions mentioned in the
said act.
"In witness whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our names and affixed our seals, in
the Senate Chamber at New York, this twenty-fifth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand seven hundred and ninety, and in the fourteenth year of the
Independence of the United States of America.
''SAM. JOHNSTON. [L. s.]
"BENJ. HAWKINS. [L. s.]
"Signed, sealed, and delivered in the presence of
" SAM. A. OTIS."
Be it enacted by the Senate and HoWJe of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That the s&i.d deed be, and the same is hereby, accepted.
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CESSION FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA.

The seventh and last State tCl make a cession to the United States by virtue of holding under charter grants was the State of Georgia.
February 57 1788, the assembly of Georgia authorized her delegates in Congress to
make cession of her western territory to the United States. This tender was for territory which was substantially embraced within the British province of West Florida,
and lay north of the thirty-first parallel of north latitude, and which had been defined
and its boundaries altered upon recommendation of the British board 'of trade March
23, 1764, from Whitehall. This province was created by proclamation of King George
III., October 7, 1763, after the treaty of Paris,' Pebruary 10, 1763. The colony of
Georgia, at that time, lay to the east of this· new colony and had annexed to it by the
same proclamation all the lands lying between the rivers Altamaha and Saint Mary's
Congress by resolution July 1G, 1788, rejected the proposition.
April 7, 1798, the Congress of t,be United States passed an act for an amicable settlement oflimits within the State of Georgia and authorizing the establishment of a
government in the Mississippi territory, viz:
SEc. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate 'and Ho~tse of Rep1·esentat-ives of the United States of
America in Congress a.ssernbled, That the President of the United States be, and he
hereby is, authorized to appoint three commissioners, any two of whom shall have
power to adjust and determine, with such commissioners as may be appointed under
the legislative authority of the State of Georgia, all interfering claims of the United
States and that State to territory situate west of the river Chatahouchee, north of the
thirty-first degree of north latitude, and south of the cession made to the United States,
by South Carolina; and also, to receive any proposals for the relinquishment or cession
of the whole or any part of the other territory claimed by the State of Georgia, and
out of the ordinary jurisdiction thereof.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, Th.at all the lands thus ascertained as the property
of the United States, shall be disposed of in such manner as shall be hereafte1
directed by law; and the nett proceeds thereof shall be applied to the sinking and discharging the public debt of the United States, in the same manner as the proceeds of
the other public lands in the territory northwest of th~ river Ohio.
SEc. 3. Be it further enacted, That all that tract of country bounded on the west by
the Mississippi; on the north uy line to be drawn due east from the mouth of the
Yazous to the Chatahoucbee River; on the east by the river Chatahouchee; and on the
south by the thirty-first degree of north latitude, shall be, and hereby is, con~:~tituted
one district, to be called the Mississippi Territory.
The present area of the States of Alabama and Mississippi (except a strip on the
north of the State, which was . ceded by South Carolina), north of the thirty-first
degree of north latitude, was contained in the Territory of Missis~ippi.
Section 5 of the act provided "that the establishment of this government shall in no
respect impair the right of the State of Georgia., or of any person or persons, either to
the jurisdiction or the soil of the said territory; but the rights and claims of the said
State, and all persons interested, are hereby declared to be as firm and available as if
this act bad never been made."
Under this act President Adar'ns appointed James Madison, Albert Gallatin, and
Levi Lincoln commissioners on behalf of the United States, and James Jackson, Abraham Baldwin, and John Milledge were appointed commissioners by the State of Georgia.
After all the testimony as to the Yazoo claims was in, and reports had been exam- ·
ined, May 10, 1800, the Congress of the United States, by an act supplemental to the
act of April 7, 1798, in the tenth section, provided:
• ~EC. 10. And be it further enacted, That it shall be lawful for the commissioners ap·
pomted, or who may hereafter be appointed, on the part of the United States, iu pursuance of the act, entitled ''An act for an amicable settlement of limits with the State
o~ Georgia and authorizing the establishment 'of a government in the Mississippi TerrJt~ry," or any two of them, finally to settle, by compromise, with the commissioner!!
;vhiCh have been, or may be, appointed by the State of Georgia, any claims mentioned
m said act, and to receive, in behalf of the United States, a cession of any lands therein
mentioned, or of the jurisdiction thereof, on such terms as to them shall appear reasonable; and, also, that the said commissioners on the part of the United States, or any
two of them, be authorized to inquire into the claims which are, or shall be, made by
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settlers or any other persons whatsoever, to any part of the aforesaid lands, and toreceive f~om such settlers and claimants any propositions of compromil.m which may be
made bv them, and lava full statement of the claims, and the propositions which may
be made to them, by the settlers or claimants, to !lny P:;tr:t of the said lands, together with
their opinion thereon, before Congress, for the1r deCisiOn thereon, as soon as may be:
Providecl, That the settlement shall be made and completed before the fourth day of
March, one thousand eight hundred and three: .And provided also, That the said commis-sioners shall not contract for the payment of any money from the Treasury of the
United States to the State of Georgia, other than the proceeds of the sa.rne lands.
April24, 1802, Georgia ceded to the United States her claims to the entire territory
west of her present western boundary (deducting the South Carolina cession on the
north) and the river Mississippi.
The United States ceded to Georgia the strip of land twelve miles wide, ceded by
South Carolina to the Nation, now beJ.ng the extreme northern part of the State, estimated to contain fifteen hundred square miles.

At·ticles of agreement and cession between the United States ana' Georgia.
Articles of agreement and cession, entered into on the twenty-fourth day of April, one
thousand eight hundred and two; between the commissioners appointed on the part of
the United States, by virtue of an act, entitled "An act for an amicaule settlement of
limits with the State of Georgia, and authorizing the establishment of a government
in the Mississippi Territory," and of the act supplemental to the last-mentioned act,
on the que part; and the commissioners appointed on the part of the State of Georgia, by virtue of an act, entitled "An act to carry the twel'lty-third section of the
first article of the constitut.ion into effect," and of the act to amend the last-mentioned act, on the other part.
.
·
ARTICLE 1. The State of Georgia cedes to the United States all the right, title, and
claim, which the said State has to the jurisdiction and soil of the lands situated within
the boundaries of the United States, south of the' State of Tennessee, and west of a line
beginning on the western bank of the Chatahouchee River, where the same crosses the
boundary line between the United States and Spain; running thence up the said river
Cha.tahouchee, and along the western bank thereof to the great bend thereof, next
above the place where a certain creek or river, called" Uchee" (being the first consid·
erable stream on the western side, above the Cuesetas and Coweta towns), empties into
the said Chatahouchee River; thence in a direct line to Nickajack, on the Tennessee
River; thence crossing the said last mentioned river, and thence rnnning up the saitl
Tennessee River, and along the western bank thereof, to the southern boundary line
of the State of Tennessee; upon the following express condhions, and subject thereto,
that is to say :
First. That out of the first net proceeds of the sales of the lands thns ceded, which
net proceeds shall be estimated by deducting, from the gross amount of sales, the expenses incurred in surveying, and incident to the sale, the United States shall pay, at
their Treasury, one million and two hundred and fifty thousand dollars to the State of
GPorgia, as a consideration for the expenses incurred by the said State, in relation to
the said territory ; and that for the Letter securing as prompt a payment of the said
sum as is practicable, a land .office for the disposition of the vacant lands thus ceded,
to which the Indian title has been, or may hereafter be, extinguished, shall be opened
within a twelvemonth after the assent of the State of Georgia to this agreement, as
hereafter stated, shall have been declared.
Secondly. That all persons who, on the twenty-seventh day of October, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-five, were actual settlers within the territory thus
ceded, shall be confirmed in all grants legally and fully executed prior to that day, by
the former British government of West Flori~la, or by the g<1vernment of Spain, and
in the claims which may be derived from any actual survey or settlement made under
the act of the State of Georgia, entitled "An act for laying ont a district of land situate
ou the river Mississippi, and within the bounds of this State, into a county, to be called
"Bourbon," passed the seventh day of February, one thousand seven hundred and
eighty-five.
Thirdly. That all the lands ceded by this agreement to the United States shall~
after satisfying the above-mentioned payment of one million two hundred and fifty
thou~a?d dollars to. the State of Georgia, anu the grants recognized by the preceding.
cond1t10ns, he considered as a common fnnd for the use and benefit of the United
States, Georgia included, and shall be faithfully disposed of for that purpose, and for
no <_>ther use o~ purpoee whatever: Provided, however, That the United States, for the
pen<_>d and unti.l the end of one year after the assent of Georgia to the boundary estauhshed by this agreement shall have been declared, may, in such manner as not to
interfere w!th the above-mentioned pa.yrnent to the State of Georgia, nor with the
grants herem before recognized, uispose of, or appropriate a rortion of the said lands, not
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exceeding .five millions of acres, or the proceeds of the said .five millions of acres, or of
any part thereof, for the purpose of satisfying, quieting, or compensating, for any
claims other than those hereinbefore recognized, which may be made to the said lands
or to any part thereof. It beiiJg fully understood, that if an act of Congress making
such disposition or appropriation shall not be passed into a law within the above-mentioned period of one year, the United States shall not be at liberty thereafter to cede
any part of the said lands on account of claims which may be laid to the same, other
than those recognized by the preceding condition, nor to compensate for the same;.
and in case of any suub cession or compensation the present cession of Georgia to the
right o soil over the lands thus ceded or compensated for, shall be considered as null
and void; and the lands thus ceded or compensated for shall revert to the State of
Georgia.
·
Fourthly. That the United States shall, at their own expense, extinguish, for the
nse of Georgia, as early as the same can be peacably obtained, on reasonable tern,s, the
Indian title to the county of Talassee, to the lands left out by the lin~ drawn with the Creeks, in the year one thousand seven hundred and ninety-eight, which bad been
previously granted by the State of Georgia; both which tracts had formerly been
yielded by the Indians; and to the lands within the forks of Oconee and Oakmulgee
rivers; for which several objects, the President of the United States bas directed that
a treaty should be immediately held with the Creeks; and that the United States shall,
in the same manner, also extinguish the Indian title to all the other lands within the
State of Georgia.
· ·
Fifthly. That the territory thus ceded shall form a State, and be admitted as such
into the Union, aR soon as it shall contain sixty thousand free inhabitants, or at an
earlier period if CounTess shall think it expedient, on the same cunditiont~ and restrictions, with the sdme privileges, and in the same manner, as is provided in the ordinance of Congress of the thirteenth day of July, one t.housand seven hundred and
eighty-seven, for the government of the western territor.v of the United States, which
ordinance shall, in all its parts, extend to the territory contained in the present act of
cession, that article only excepted which forbids slavery.
ART. 2. The United States accept the cession above mentioned, and on the conditions
therein expresl:led; and they cede to the State of Georgia whatever claim, right, or
title they may have to the jurisdiction or soil of any lands, lying within the United
States, and out of the proper boundaries of any other State, and situated south of the
southern boundaries of the States of Tennessee, North Carolina, and South Carolina, and
east of the boundary line hereinabove described, as the eastern boundary of the territory
ceded by Georgia to the United States.
,
ART. 3. The present act of cession and agreement shall be in full force as soon as
the legislature of Georgia shall have given its assent to the boundaries of this cession: Provided, That the !'aid assent shall be given within six months after the date of
these presents, and provided that Congress shall not, during .the same period of six
months, repeal so much of any former law as authorizes this agreement, and renders it
binding and conclusive on the United States. But if either the assent of Georgia. shall
not be thus given, or if the law of the United States shall be thus repealed within
the said period of six months, then, and in either case, these presents shall become null
and void.
Signed, &c.
The articles of agreement were ratified by the legislature of the State of Georgia,

J nne 16, 11;02.
RATIFICATION BY GJWRGIA •

.AN ACT to ratify and confirm certain articles of agreement and cession, entered into on the 24th day
of April, 1E02, between the commissioners of the :State of _Georgia on the one part, and the commissioners of the United ~tates on the othe~ part.

Whereas the commissioners of the State of Georgia, to wit, James Jackson, Abraham Bald win, and John Milledge, duly authorized and · appointed by and on the part ,
and behalf of the said State of Georgia, and the commissioners of the United States,
James Madison, Albert Gallatin, and Levi Lincoln, duly authorized and appointed by
and on the part and behalf of the said United States, to make an amicable settlement of
limits between the two sovereignties, after a due examination of their respective powers, did, on the twenty-fourth day of April last, enter into a deed of articles and mutua]l
cessio_n, in the wonts following, to wit: [Here follow the articles of agreement.]
Be ~t enacted by the senate and house of 'rept·esentatives of the State of Georgia, in general
assembly met, and by the authority thereof, That the said deed or articles of agreement
and cession be, and the same hereby is and are, fully, absolutely, and amply, ratified
and .confirmed in all its parts; and hereby is. and are declared to be binding and conclusive on the said State, her government, and citizens, forever.
·
March 3, 1803, the United States by law provided for the sale and disposition of thepublic domain therein.
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RESERVATIONS IN CESSIONS BY STATES.

!RESERVATIONS MADE BY STATES IN THE DEEDS OF CESSION AND CLAIMS
TO LANDS PROTECTED BYCESSIONS.
WESTERN RESERVE OF CONNECTICUT IN OHIO.

The cessions by States were accompanied in some cases by important reservations.
The last district ceded by Connecticut, May 30, 1800, having been excluded in the first
oossion of September 13, 1786, was called the "Western Reserve of Connecticut in
Ohio." These lands now lie in the counties of Ashland, Ashtabula, Cuyahoga, Erie,
Geauga, Huron, Lake, Lorain, Mahoning, Medina, Ottawa, Portage, Summit, and
Trumbull; in all, fourteen counties in the State of Ohio, and contain about 3,800,000
acres. This tract lies to the north of the forty-first parallel north latitude, to Lake
Erie, and runs westward 120 mUes from the western boundary of the State l)f Pennsylvania.
11

FIRE-LANDS."

About 500,000 acres of this tract, now lying in the counties of Erie, Huron, and Ottawa, in Ohio, and in the western part oftheReRerve, Connecticut donated to the use of
such of her citizens as suffered (at Danbury and other points) loss by fire and raids by
British troops and raiders during the H.evolutionary War. These became known as the
"Fire-lands." The remainder of the Western Reserve was sold September 9, 1795,
by the State of Connecticut to a company-about 3,000,000 acres at forty cents per
acre-realizing some $1,200,000, which became the basis of her present common-school
fund. These Connecticut reservations aggregated about 3,800,000 acres.
VIRGINIA.

Virginia stipulated that a quantity of lands, not exceeding 150,000 acres, should be
iaid ·off in one tract, the length of which should not exceed twice the breadth, to sat-isfy the claims of General George R. Clarke, and the officers and soldiers under his
-command in her State service, and which composed his force in his expedition to Illinois, and which had reduced that country. This, according to the terms of the reservation, was selected and located near the falls of the Ohio, and distributed a~ong the
~laimants according to the laws of Virginia. It now lies in the State of Indiana.
Virginia also stipulated for the confirmation of the holdings of the French and Canadian residents at Kaskaskia and Saint Vincents; all of which was afterward affirmed
by the United States.
VIRGINIA MILITARY LANDS.

It was further stipulated in this cession that in case the lands in Kentucky, between
the Green and Tennessee rivers, which had been reserved to meet the land bounty
~laims of the Virginia revolutionary officers and soldiers of her continental quota
under her laws, should prove inadequate, the deficiency should be supplied in good
lands to be selected and surveyed by the claimants themselves in a district allotted
them on the north side of the Ohio River. and between the Scioto and Little Miami
rivers, lying in the present counties of Adams, Auglaize, Brown, Champaign, Clark,
Clermont, Clinton, Delaware, Fayette, Franklin, Greene, Hamilton, Hardin, Highland,
Logan, Madison, Marion, Pickaway, Pike, Ross, Scioto, Uuion, and Warren-twentythree counties known as "the Virginia Military Lands."
The loose method and entire absence of public monuments of survey in the "Virginia Military District," was necessarily productive of many conflicts of title, requiring a long course of litigation to settle.
After a quarter of a century, however, titles became measurably quieted and the
march of improvement was accelerated. This district embraces a body of 6,570 square
miles or 4,204,800 acres. It was the subject of much legislation on the part of Congress, as the laws show, for a period of fifty years prior to 1871.
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By act of Congress, February 18th, 1871, the unsurveyed and unappropriated lands
this district were ceded to the State of Ohio, each settler thereon to have a pre-emption right of 160 acres. The State of Ohio, March 26, 1872, accepted the grant and
conveyed the same to the trustees of the Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College,
for the benefit of that institution. These lands were in the unsettled portions of three .
counties and also in Pickaway County, viz, in the "Sun-fish hills" of Pike and the
11 Red Brush" country of Scioto and Adams counties, and amounted to 76,735.44 acres
and were appraised at $74,287.45 These lands were sold by an agent of the college,
under authority of the State.
{n

NORTH CAROLINA.

The reservations of North Carolina present a singuiar chapter in the history of
the public domain. . Among the conditions of transfer it was stipulated that three
classes of claims should be satisfied from the public lands ceded by that State before
any other disposition of them should be made. These reservations were as follows: 1st.
Appropriations of land by the State of North Carolina to her continental- and State
officers and soldiers, each claimant to select and lay off his legal complement in such
locality as he might choose, without reference to any public standards of survey. 2d.
Grants of land, whether located upon the soil or not, made to individuals under the
laws of the State, including all inceptive or perfected rights, whether acquired by
formal entry, by actual occupancy, by pre-emption privilege, or by special reservation.
3d. Entries under the law of 1783, in the office of one John Armstrong, an entry
taker, whose legal status it is not easy now to ascertain, conflicting with prior claims;
such entries were to be relocated upon unappropriated lands elsewhere.
By a report made to Congress, November 10, 1791, by Jefferson, Secr~tary of State,
it appears that the Indian title within the ceded territory had been extinguished to
about 7,500,000 acres, whereas the claims already reported amounted to 8,118,601} acres,
many of them located within the limits guaranteed to the Cherokees and Chickasaws
by the treaties of Hopewell and Holston.
The Government of the United States, by treaty, purcha~e, or cunquest, extinguished
at different times the Indian title to the remaining lands in Tennessee, but the North
Carolina claims absorhod the great mass of the eligible lands. Finding that the remnant would scarce pay expense of disposal, Congress, by act of February 18, 1841, made
Tennessee its agent for the disposal of all unappropriated larids within the State, granting to the State any surplus after satisfying the North Carolina claims.
GEORGIA.

The most important conditions in thA Georgia cession were: First, payment by the
United States to Georgia of $1,200,000 from sale of public lands in said cession. Second, 500,000 acres therein should be set aside, or the proceeds of sale thereof, to satisfy
claims against lands in the cession. Third, extinguishment of Indian titles to certain
portions of the cession.
YAZOO CLAIMS.

In the efforts of Georgia to make cession of her western lands to the United States,
beginning February 5, 178t:!, there was involved the question of the title of the State
to certain lands lying west of her present boundaries. It was claimed by the United
States that the State of Georgia was attempting in the proposed cession to cede some
territory to which they had no valid or legal claim, and further claimed that certain
large claims, pretended to be derived from that State, and known by the name of" Yazoo claims," rendered it important for the United States to prove that a considerable
pn17tbu of the territory thus claimed was not within the boundaries of Georgia, nor of
any othei' State, at the date of the treaty of peace with Great Britain, September 3,
1783, and became therefore immediately vested in the United States by virtue of that
treaty.
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The charter of Carolina, having been surrendered to the Crown by the proprietors
South Carolina became a regal colony, the boundaries of which might be altered by
the Crown according to circumstances. · Georgia was accordingly erected into a separate government, and her charter having been surrendered by the trustees, she also
became a regal colony. Her southern boundary was originally the Altamaha River,
and thence westwardly a parallel of latitude passing by the source of t hat river. The
territory between the rivers Altamaha and Saint Mary's was annexed to it by t he King's
proclamation of the 7th October, 1763, and, though not positively expressed by that
instrument, it appears by the commission of Governor Wright, dated 20th January,
1764, that the jurisdiction extended to the river Mississippi, as far south as the thirtyfirst degree of north latitude, which, according to the proclamation, formed the northern boundary of the new British province of West Florida. But, on the representation of the board of trade~ the boundaries were altered, and it appears from the second commission of Governor Johnstone, of that provinc-e, an.d from those of the subsequent governors, Elliott and Chester, that West Florida, from the 6th day of June, 1764,
and thence as long as it continued under the British Government, was bounded on the
north by a parallel of latitude passing by the mouth of the river Yasous, or about 32°
30' of north latitude. The jurisdiction Of the governors of West Florida did accordingly, in fact, extend to the territory lying between that parallel and the thirty-first
degree, as well as south of this. Lands were granted by them within those boundaries, and, when not subsequently forfeited, continue to be held under that title. That
portion of territory (viz, between the thirty-first degree and 32° 30' of latitude)
appears therefore to have been acquired, not by any of the States as lying within its
boundaries, but by the United States as part of West Florida, and ·f or the benefit of
the whole Union.
The Yazoo claims, so called, embracing about 35,000,000 acres in the Mississippi Territory, and derived from a pretended sale by the legislature of Georgia, in 17tl9-1795,.
were declared null, as fraudulent, by a subsequent legislature. The evidence, as published by the State of Georgia and by Congress, shows that that transaction, even if
considered as a contract, is, as such, on acknowledged principles of law and equity,
null ab initio: it being in proof that all the members of the legislature who voted in
favor of the sale, that is to say, the agents who pretended to sell the property of their
constituents, were, with the exception of a single person, interested in, and parties to
the purchase.*
The :first legislature of Georgia, which met December 24, 1789, sold the pre-emption
right to certain lands beyond the Chattahoochee, viz, 5,000,000 of acres, to the Virginia Yazoo Company, for $93,724; 5,000,000 of acres to the South Carolina Yazoo
Company, for $66,964; 3,500,000 of acres to the Tennessee Yazoo Company, for $46,875,
to be paid in two years. The companies tendered payment to the State of Georgia in
depreciated State paper. The State objected, anfl a succeeding legislature enacted that
the bargain was at an end. The three companies above named (and a fourth company}
sold out a large portion of their claims to persons in the Middle a~d New England
States, and various companies wen'l formed under 13aid sales, and many influential men
became interested. In February, 1796, the Georgia legislature passed an act revoking
the sale to the Georgia, the Georgia Mississippi, the Upper Mississippi, and the Tennessee companies for lands west of the Chattahoochee, for which they had paid about
$500,000.t
In January, 1795, the two houses of the legislature of Georgia moved in procession
to a fire in front of the State capitol, and with solemn ceremonies burned the act of sale
of the lands.
In Fletcher vs. Peck (6 Cranch, 87,) the Supreme Court of the United States decided
that the act of the Georgia legislature repealing the prior act for the sale of theJand
* AlbertrGallatin, one of the commissioners to act upon the Georgia case. Vide Land Laws, 1810.
t Sales were made to a company called "The Georgia Company," and to one called "The Upper Mississi-ppi Company," Ja.n11ary 7, 1795; to the Tennessee Company under same grant, and to the Georgia. and
Mississippi Company for$500,000.-ALBERT GALLATL."q,
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was unconstitutional and void, was in viola,tion of a contract, and that claimants' title
was good and valid.
'
By act of March 31, 1814, Congress provided for the issuing of scrip to the Georgia
claimants, non-interest bearing, receivable in payment for public lands in Mississippi,
and redeemable out of the proceeds of the sale of the lands therein after Georgia's ces- sion lien was satisfied.
For a full statement of the testimony taken in the Georgia cases by the State of
Georgia and reported January25, 1796, to the House of Representatives, see pp. 5l2-541,
Vol. 1, Laws of the United States, edition of Browne & Duane; also see Hildreth's
United States, Vols. 4, 5, and 6; American State Papers, Public Lands, Vol. 1 ; and the
recommendation of the commissioners, Madison, Gallatin; and Lincoln, in 1803, as to
redemption and compromise. · ·
.
The United States, in addition to the 1,500 squ)ue miles of territory given to Georgia
now on her northern boundary, paid more than $3,000,000 in money in settlement of
the Yazoo and other claims under said deed of cession an·d subsequent laws of Congress,
and i.n all paid in money from land sold for benefit of State and for" Yazoo scrip,"
about $6,200,000.
CONNECTICUT AND PENNSYLVANIA BOUNDARY QUESTION.

Connecticut, after vainly contending with Pennsylvania in regard to the zone between the forty-first and forty-second parallels· lying in the last named State, known
as the Wyoming controversy, and the claims for land under the Susquehannah Company, which was referred to a Federal court (under an article of the Articles of Con- '
federation) which met at Trenton, New Jersey, and which in 1782 decided the right
of jurisdiction to lie in the State of Pennsylvania, finally yielded the point, but pressed
her claim to the same zone west of the western boundary of the State of Pennsylvania
to the Missi§sippi River. Finally she reserved the eastern end of her claim, now
known as the Western Reserve of Connecticut in Ohio, only yielding to the United.
States a jurisdictional claim to the same until after 1800. The remainder of this claim
for charter zone to the Mississippi River, to the west of the Reserve and .now in Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan, beca:ne public domain of the United States. Virginia .
also claimed this region by reason of Clarke's capture and occupancy under her authority. And thus the United States obtained their first public domain for disposition by sale or settlement by Congress.

TH.E PUBLIC DOMAIN.

By these several acts of cession from sev~n of the original States (colonies prior to
July 4, 1776) of the Union, the United States came :lnto possession of all that portion
of the public domain lying .east of the Mississippi and north of the thirty-first parallel
north latitude. The basis of the claims of these States was the grants from the Crown
o.f England. The power of the King to erect new provinces, and subsequently to
annul chartered privileges, involved constitutional questions nuder the system of laws
then subsisting. It should, however, be mentioned in connection with colonial charters
that George III., by proclamation of October 7, 1763, organizing the territory acquired
from France by the treaty of Paris, Pebruary 10,1763, into four new governments, reserved for the use of the Indians a1l land and territories not included in those govern·
ments, or within the limits of the Hudson Bay Company, ''as also allla.nds and territories lying to the westward of the sources of the rivers which fall into the sea from the
west and northwest, as aforesaid; and we do hereby strictly forbid, on pain of our displeasure, all our loving subjects from making any purchases or settlements whatever,
or taking possession of any of the lands above reserved, without our special leave and
license for that purpose firl:lt obtained." The fact that the King felt hims~lf bound to
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appeal to the courts, and to vacate the charters of Virginia and Massachusetts by writs
of quo warranto, would seem to indicate that in that day the royal prerogative did not
embrace the power of annulling charters. A violation of contract on the part of
grantees was made the ground of vacating the charters. George III., however, assumed
higher ground, and claimed by mere proclamation, without consulting· Parliament, to
restrict the territory of the first and second colonies of Virginia, of Massachusetts,.and
Connecticut to the watershed of the Atlantic streams, whereas the original charters
extended their jurisdiction westward to the Pacific Ocean. By the colonies themselves,
however, this proclamation of George III. was treated as a nullity. Virginia, Con·
necticut, Massachusetts, New York, North and South Carolina, and Georgia claimed
the full quota of territory ·under their original charters, with the exception, however,
of such areas as they, by negotiation, had acknowledged to have been alienated to
other colonies. Thus Connecticut and Massachusetts had yielded those _portions of
their original charters which were covered by the actual settlements of New York and
Pennsylvania. The United States, having cessions from the several State.s, was indifferent as to the conflicting claims of the latter to western tenitory, or, as the. laws
said, waste and uncultivated land. The Federal Government wanted the domain, and
tor that reason never interfered with these boundary questions except to enforce laws.

AREA OF STATE CESSIONS TO THE .UNITED STATES.
NEW YORK.

The New · York cession now lies in Erie County, Pennsylvania, west of New York
(315.91 square miles, 202,187 acres), and forms the northwe!!tern portion of the State of

Pennsylvania (also claimed by Massachusetts and included in her cession), and claims
to Indian lands. purchased by the State from the Six Nations, beginning in 1748, indefinite as to area, but lying west of Pennsylvania and north of the Ohio River, and
not recognized in the organization of the territory northwest of the_river Ohio.
VIRGINIA.

The Virginia cessions were for all the territory west of the State of Pennsylvania and1
northwest of the river Ohio and below the forty-first parallel of north latitude, and th0
area of the State of Kentucky south of the river Ohio and north of her southern boundary.
Tlfe above tract, being in and lying between the southern boundary line of the colony
and State of Virginia, under charter of April 10, 1606, 340 north latitude, and its
northern boundary line 41° north latitude, and from the Atlantic Ocean to the international boundary, the Mississippi River, excluding the States of Pennsylvania, Delaware, Mary land, and New Jersey, on or near the Atlantic, which held under charters from
the Crown of England, and which subsequently were erected into proprietary or crown
colonies from lands embraced in the Virginia charter of 1606. She had an additional
claim to this territory extending north from the forty-first parallel north latitude to
Lakes Michigan and Huron, now in Illinois and Michigan, and northward, by reason
of conquest and occupancy by her State troops under GeMral Geo. Rogers Clarke during the Revolutionay War.
The present area of the State of Kentucky, 37,680 squarfl miles, was ceded to that
State. It lies south of the Ohio River and contains no public domain.
Square miles.

Virginia's cessions to the United States wereThe area of the State of Ohio (excepting the We&tern Reserve and Fire-lands,
claimed by the State of Connecticut), under charters and capture claims, excluding claims for lands now in Michigan .... _..... _... __ .... _ ...... _... . ~~. 964
The State of Indiana (charters and capture) .... .....•...... , ..... _... ____ .. . 33, 809
The State of Illinois (charters and capture)- ..... , • • • . . . • . • .. • . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . 55,414
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Square miles. ·

She also ceded lands claimed by the States of Connecticut and Massachusetts under their crown charters, as well as by the United States under
the definitive treaty of peace with Great Britain of 1783:
In Michigan ..•••..•••••.••••....•••.•.•........•. ·......••.......
In Wisconsin.. . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . .......•.....
In Minnes0ta, east of Mississippi River .... ---··· ..•.•....••..•••••
w •••••••••••••••••••••

Total (disputed and undisputed) cession ....• ~ ....•......•....••••.
Or 169,9!:>9,680 acres.

56,451
53,924
26,000
265,562

MASSACHUSETTS AND CONNECTICUT.

The cessions- of Massachusetts and Connecticut were claims to territory between
latitudinal lines, being extensions of their north and south boundary lines under their
charters from the British Crown, and from the western boundaries of crown grant&
subsequent (viz, New York and Pennsylvania), the Connecticut claim being north of
the forty-first parallel .north latitude (the south boundary line of Connecticut), running
along this to the Mississippi River and north in width to the south line of the Massachusetts claim,' viz, 42° 2' north latitude, or about 62 miles in width, and now lying in
the south of the State of Michigan, and jp. the north of the States of Ohio (including
the Western' Reserve and Fire-lands), Indiana, and Illinois, estimated to contain about
40,000 square miles.
CLAIM OF AREA BY MASSACHUSETTS.

The cla.im of Massachusetts was for a strip of territory from the western boundary
of New York, being an extension along the line between Pennsylvania and New York,
viz, 42° 2' north· latitude and to the Mississippi River; also the south boundary line
of Massachusetts north to a line extending a league in width from the inflow of Lake
Winnipisogee, in the State of New Hampshire, across the country to the Mississippi
River, about 43° 43' 12" north latitude, being a strip about one hundred miles in width
and now lyipg in the southern part of the States of Wisconsin and Michigan and
northern part of the State of Illinois, and estimated to contain about 54,000 squar&
miles, and also the" Erie Purchase," now in the State of Pennsylvania, containing '
315.91 square miles, or 202,187 acres, also claimed to have been ceded by New York.
SOUTH CAROLINA.

The lands ceded by South Carolina constitute a strip lying west of the western
boundary and west of the eighty-third meridia,n west of Greenwich, running along
the thirty-fifth degree
latitude north to the .Mississippi River, twelve to fourteen
miles in 'Yidth, and now lying in the extreme northern part of the States of Georgia
(1,500 square miles), Alabama (1,700 square miles), and Mississippi (1,700 square miles,)
and containing, estimated, 4,900 square miles, or 3,1a6,000 acres.

of

NORTH CAROLINA.

The cession of the State of North Carolina, claimed under her charter's western ex·
tension of her north and south boundary lines, being the tract of land within and from
her western boundary to the Mississippi, now lies in and is the State of Tennessee, and
contains 45,600 square miles, or 29,184,000 acres.
GEORGIA.

The last cession to the United States was by the State of Georgia, 9f the territory
lying directly to the west of her western boundary and to the Mississippi River, and
lying between (the north line being the same as the north line of the colony of
Georgia) about 34° 40' north latitude, and the thirty-first parallel of north latitude,
now in the States of Mississippi and Alabama, and containing 88,578 square miles, o:r
56,689,920 acres.
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BRITISH PROVINCE OF WEST FLORIDA.

The British province of West Florida was substantially included in this: consisting
of a territory south of a line from the west boundary of Georgia, on the parallel of
about 3~0 30' north latitude to tae Mississippi River on the west and south to the
thirty-first parallel of north latitude, now lying in Alabama and Mississippi.
The jurisdiction of the British government of West Florida thus extended between
the thirty-first parallel of north latitude and 32° 30' north latitude. This province the
United States claimed to have acquired by the definitive treaty with Great Britain of
17eB, and disclaimed knowledge of the ownership of the colony or State of Georgia
thereto. The cession, however, settled all questions of doubt.
Square miles.

Area now lying in Alaba~a north of the line of the province of West Florida,
estimated .•••••.•.......•..... ~. . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . ... 27, 722
Area south of West Florida line and north of latitude 31° north ............. 19,000
Total .•.••••••..••.•.•.•••.••................ _. . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 722
Area,estimated, now lying in Mississippi north ofline of province of West Florida, 26, 900
South of West Florida and north of latitude 31° north ,. . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • . . . 14, 956
Total ........................ ·----~ .•••......•....•••••••.•••.•.•••.. 41,856
In all, estimated, 88,57.8 square miles, or 56,689,920 acres.
TOTAL CESSIONS.

The total cessions by States to the United States, as detailed in
·404,955.91 square miles, or 259,171,787 acres.

th~s

chapter, were

CHAPTER IV.
TO DECEJ\IDER 1, 1883.

ACQUISITION BY PURCHASE, CONQUEST, AND TREATY, OF TERRITORY TO THE NATIONAL AND PUBLIC DOMAIN BY THE UNITED
STATES, FROM 1803 TO 1867.
THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE FROM FRANCE.
In 154i De Soto reached the Mississippi River.
In 1673 Father Marquette descended the Mississippi to its mouth.
In 16tj0 La Salle descended the Mississippi River and took possession of the country
adjacent to it in the name of Louis XIV. of France, and called it" Louisiana."
In 1699 Lemoine d'Iberville founded the first colony at Biloxi, but dying soon after,
Henille took command.
In 1706 these colonists made a new location on the site of what is now the city of
New Orleans.
In 1712, September 14, Louis XIV. made a grant to Antoine de Crozat, a merchant .
of PariR, who had amassed a fortune of 40,000,000 livres in the India trade, the grant
being fo trading privileges.
[Extract from the grant to Crozat.]

Louis, by the grace of God, King of France and Navarre: To all who shall see
these present letters, greeting:
The care we have always bad to procure the welfare and advar.tage of our subjects,
having induced us, notwithstanding the almost continual wars which we have been
obliged to support, from the beginning of our reign, to seek for all possible opportunity of enlarging and extending the trade of our American colonies, we did, in the year
,sixteen hundred and eighty-three, give our orders to undertake a discovery of the
countries and lands which are situated in the northern part of America, between New
France and New Mexico: and the Sieur de la Salle, to whom we committed that enterprise, having had success enough to confirm a belief, that communication might be
settled from New France to the -Gulf of Mexico, by means of large rivers; this obliged us
immediately after the peace of Ryswick, to give orders for the establishing a colony there,
and maintaining a garrison, which has kept and preserved the possession we had taken
in the very year 16Sa, of the lands, coasts, and islands, which are situated in the Gulf of
Mexico, between Carolina on the east, and Old and New Mexico on the west. But a
new war having broke out in Europe shortly after, there was no possibility, till now,
of reaping from that new colony the advantages that might have been expected from
thence, because the private men who are concerned in the sea trade were all under en·
gagements with other colonies, which they have been obliged to follow: And whereas,
upon the information we have received, concerning the disposition and situation of
the said countries, known at present by the name of the province of Louisiana, we are
of opinion that there may be established therein a considerable commerce, so much
the more advantageous to our kingdom, in that there has hitherto been a necessity of
fetching from foreigners the greatest pa,rt of the commodities which may be brought
from thence ; and because, in exchange thereof we need carry thither nothing but
commodities of the growth and manufacture of our own kingdom ; we have resolved
to grant the commerce of the country of Louisiana to the sieur Anthony Crozat, our
counsellor, secretary of the household, crown and revenue, to whom we entrust the
execution of this project. We are the more readily inclined hereunto, because his
zeal and the singular knowledge he has acquired in maritime commerce, encourage
us to hope for as good success as he has hitherto had in the divers and sundry enterprises be has gone upon, and which have procured to our kingdom great quantities of
gold and silver, in such conjunctures as have rendered them very welcome to us.
For these reasons, being desirous to show our favor to him, and to regulate the condition upon which we mean to grant him the said commerce, after having deliberated
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this affair in our council, of our certain knowledge, full power and royal authority,
we, by these presents, signed by our band, have appointed and do appoint the said
sieur Crozat, solely to carry on a trade in all the lands, possessed by us, and bounded
by New Mexico, and by the lands of the English Carolina, all the establishments, ports,
havens, rivers, and principally the port and haven of the Isle Dauphine, heretofore
called Massacre; the river of St. Lewis, heretofore called Mississippi, from the edge
of the sea, as far as the Illinois, together 'Yith the rivtlr of St. Philip, heretofore called
the Missourys, and of St. Jerome, heretofore called Ouabache, with all the countries,
territories, lakes within land, and the rivers which fall directl v or indirectly into that
part of the river St. Lewis.
The articles.
1. Our pleasure is, that all the aforesaid lands, countri~s. streams, rivers, and islands,
be and remain comprised under the name of the government of Louisiana, which shall
be dependent upon the general government of New France, to which it is subordinate;
and further, that all the lands which we possess from the Illinois, be united, so far as
occasion requires, to the general government of New France, and become part thereof,
reserving, however, to ourselves the liberty of enlarging, as we shall think :fit, the ex.tent of the government of the said country of Louisiana.
3. We permit him to search for, open, and dig all sorts of mines, veins, and minerals, throughout the whole extent of the said country of Louisiana, and to transport
the profits thereof into any port of France, durit~g the said :fifteen years; and we
grant in perpetuity to him, his heirs, and others, claiming under him or them, the
property of, in and to the mines, veins, and minerals, which be shall bring to bear,
paying us, in lieu of all claim, the :fifth part of the gold and silver which the said
sieur Crozat shall cause to be transported to France, at his own charges, into what
port he pleases, (of which :fifth we will run the risk of the sea and of war,) and the
tenth part of what effects he shall draw from the other mines, veins, and minerals;
which tenth he shall transfer and convey to our magazines in the said country of
Louisiana.
' We likewise permit him to search for precious stones and pearls, paying us the :fifth
part in the same manner as is mentioned for the gold and silver.
We will, that the said sieur Crozat, his heirs, or those claiming under him or them·
the perpetual right, shall forfeit the propriety of the said mines, veins, and minerals,
if they discontinue the work during three years, and that in such case the said
mines, veins, and minerals, shall be fully reunited to our domain, by virtue of this
present article, without the formalit.y of any process of law, but only an ordinance of .
reunion from the subdelegate of the intendant of New France, who shall be in the
said country; nor do we mean that the said penalty of forfeiture, in default of working for three years, be reputed a comminatory penalty.
7. Our edicts, ordinances, and customs, and the usages of the mayoralty and shrievalty of Paris, shall be observed for laws and customs in the said country of Louisiana.
Given at Fontainebleau, the 14th day of September, in the year of grace 1712, and
of our reign the 70th.
LOUIS.
By the King:
PHELIPEAUX, &c.
Registered at Paris, in the Parliament, the four and twentieth of September, 1712.
Crozat surrendered this grant to the Crown, and abandoned his colony in 1717.
September 6, 1717, it was granted by Louis XIV. to" The Company of the West,"
afterward the Company of the Indies (the Mississippi Commercial Company, on
whi0b was based John Law's Mississippi scheme). This failed, and the charter was
surrendered j.ll 1730.
CESSION OF LOUISIANA BY FRANCE TO SPAIN.

November 3, 1762, France ceded to Spain that portion of the province of Louisiana
lying east of the Mississippi River and the city of New Orleans.
Extract from the nrder of the King of France to Mons. L'.A.bbadie, Director-General and Commandant for His Majesty in Louisiana, to deliver the province of Louisiana to the King of Spain.]

MoNs. 1.'ABBADIE: By a special act, done at Fontainebleau, November 3d, 1762, of my
own will and mere motion, having ceded to my very dear and best beloved cousin, the
King of Spain, and to his successors, in full property, purely and simply, and without
any exceptions, the whole country known by the name of Louisiana, together with ·
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New Orleans, and the island in which the said city is situated; and by another act,.
done at the Escurial, November 13, in the same year, his catholic majesty having accepted the cession of the s·aid country of Louisiana, and the city and island of New
Orleans, agreeable to the copies of the said acts, which you will :find hereunto an·
nexed; I write you this letter, to inform you that my intention is, that on receipt of
these presents, whether they come to your hands by the officers of his catholic majesty,
or directly by such French vessels as may be charged with the same, you are to deliver up to the governor, or officer appointed for that purpose by the King of Spain,
the said country and colony of Louisiana, and the postBI'thereon depending, likewisethe city and island of New Orleans, in such state and condition as they shall be found
to be on the day of the said cession, willing that in all time to come they shall belong to his catholic majesty, to be governed and administered by his governors and
officers, and as possesl:led by him in full property, without any exceptions.
At the same time, I hope, for the prosperity and peace of the inhabitants of the colony of Louisiana, and promise myself, from the friendship and affection of his catholio
majesty, that he will be pleased to give orders to :P,is governor, and all other officer~
employed in his service in the said colony, and in the city of New Orleans, that the ·
ecclesiastics and religious h0uses which have the care of the parishes, and of the missions, may continue to exercise their functions, and enjoy the rights, privileges, and
immunities, granted by their sev~ral charters .of establishment; that the ordinary
judges do continue, together with the superior council, to administer justice according
to the laws, forms, and usages of the colonies; that the inhabitants be preserved and
maintained in their possessions; that they may be confirmed in the possession of their
estates, according to the grants which have been made by the governors and director~
of the colony, and that all the grants be holden and taken as confirmed by his catholio
majesty, even though not as yet confirmed by me.
Hoping, above all, that his catholic majesty will be pleased to bestow on his new
colony of Louisiana, the same marks of protection and good will which ·they enjoyed
while under my dominion, and of which the misfortunes of war alone have prevented
their experiencing greater effects, I command you to cause my present letter to berecorded in the superior council of New Orleans, to the end that the several estates of
the colony may be informed of its contents, and may have recourse thereto when necessary. And the present being for no other purposes, I pray God, Mons. 1'Abbadie, to
have you in his holy keeping.
LOUIS.
Given at Versailles, April21, 1764.
Spain held under this treaty thirty-eight years. February 10, 1763, in a definitivetreaty of peace at Paris, between the King of Great Britain, the King of Spain, and the
King of France, the boundaries between their colonial and other possessions in America
were fixed, a linedown the middle of the Mississippi River and through the Iberville
Lakes to the sea becoming the international boundary (to the west of the American colonies), and the line between the possessions of France and Great Britain; Mobile anll. all the
French possessions east of the Mississippi River, except the town of New Orleans and
the island on which it stands, were awarded to Great Britain. By this same treaty
Spain ceded to England all h er possessions east of the Mississippi River, and Great
Britain proceeded at once ~o organize this acquisition. By the proclamation of George
III., of October 7, 1763, the province of West Florida was constituted as extending
from the Mississippi River on the west to the Appalachicola on the east. During the
Revolutionary War, in 177t:l, the British troops in East Florida marched- into Georgia.
capturing Savannah. The Spanish authorities of Louisiana, taking advant~ge of this
disposition of the British forces, organized an expedition to Florida, and had so far
succeeded in conquering both East and West Florida, that, upon the general pacification at the close of the Revolutionary War, both provinces were retroceded to Spain.
LOUISIANA TRANSFERRED BACK TO FRANCE BY SPAIN.

Spain by the treaty of San Ildefonso, October 1, 1800, transferred the province of
Louisiana back to France. This was confirmed by the treaty of Madrid, March 21, 1801.
The territory of Louisiana west of the Mississippi River and the city of New Orleans
and island thereof had been already ceded by the King of France to the King of Spain,
as shown by the letter of delivery to Mons. l'Abbadie (at the time of the treaty ai
Paris between the three Powers of Great Britain, France, and Spain, February 10,
1763).
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When the lJnited States obtained title by purchase in 1803 from France, she insisted
upon the ancient boundaries which France claimed for the province being maintained.
By treaty with Spain, October 27, 1795, the United States obtained acknowledgment
of the southern boundary line of the nation at 31° north latitude from the Mississippi
~river going east, as defined by the British treaty of peace of 1783.
'
The fourth article of this treaty was:
It is likewise agreed that !he western boundary of the United States, which separates
them from the Spanish colony of Louisiana, is in the· middle of the channel or bed of
the river Mississippi, from the northern boundary of the said States to the completion
of the thirty-first degree of latitude north of the equator. And his catholic majesty
has likewise agreed that the navigation of the said river, in its whole breadth from its
source to the ocea.n, shall be free only to his subjects and the citizens of the United
States, unless he should extend this privilege to the subjects of other pow~rs by special
1onvention.
Propositions had been made in and prior to the Congress of the Confederation looking
toward a cession of ~he right of navigation of the Mississippi River to a foreign nation
for a pecuniary consideration to aid the war of the Revolution. It was contemplated
to offer it to Spain. The American minister at the court of Madrid suggested to the
Congress the cession of the navig~tion of the Mississippi River to Spain with a view to
procuring recognition from that country. A resolution was passed to that effect, and
an act of Congress followed giving the minister full authority to treat for its cession
upon the above conditions. This was bitterly opposed. Mr. Jay, Secretary of State,
was called before the Congress and gave his views favoring a treaty of commerce with
Spain according to her the right to the navigation of the Mississippi for twenty-five
years.
The twenty-second article of this same Spanish treaty of October 27, 1795, was as follows:
ART. ;z2. The two high contracting parties, hopping that the good correspondence and
friendship which happily reigns between them will be further increased by this treaty,
aud that it will contribute to augment their prosperity and opulence, will in future give
to their mutual commerce all the extension and favor which the ad vantage of both countries may require.
.
And in consequence of the stipulations contained in the IV article, his catholic
majesty will permit the citizens of the United States, for the space of three years from
this time, to deposit their merchandize and effects in the port of New Orleans, and to
export them from thence without paying any other duty than a fair price for the hire
of the stores; and his majesty promises ei~her to continue this permission, if he finds
during that time that it is Bot prejudicial to the interests of Spain, or if he should not
agree to continue it there, he will assign to them on another part of the banks of the
Mississippi an equivalent establishment.
There was almost constant trouble between the United States and the Spanish authorities during the period from 1795 to 1800. Spain in 1800 was in possession, or
claimed ownership, of all tho territory south of the United States, now in Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and the entire Louisiana purchase, also the territory
embraced in the Texas annexation of 1845, and the Mexican cession by the treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo.
Threats were made and fears incited of closing the Mississippi River and preventing
t he transportation of the produce of the United States to the sea.
October 1, 1800, after the alliance, Spain, bythe secret treaty of San Ildefonso, ceded
the province of Louisiana back to France with no restrictions as to limits, but with
her ancient boundaries as they were when France in 1762 ceded the province to Spain.
The consideration from France to Spain was the granting in succes'sion to the Duke of
Parma (a Spanish prince, son-in-law of the King) of the Gra,nd Duchy of Tuscany.
The clause of cession was as follows: " His catholic majesty promises and engages on
his part to retrocede to the Freuch Republic, six months after the full and entire execution of the conditions and stipulations herein, relative to his royal highness the
Duke of Parma, the colony or province of Louisiana, with the same extent it now has
in the hands 0f Spain, and that it had when France possessed it, and such as it should
be aft-er the treaty subsequently entered into between Spain and other States."
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This treaty was kept secret for a long time. President Jefferson at once, upon the
treaty being knowrl, began to consider the necessity of obtaining at least a free right
of way and use of the Mississippi, o.r a purchase of a place of deposit in a portion of
the province of Louisiana. At this date but little was known of the area, resources:
physical character or condition of the territory west of the Mississippi, beyond a few
miles outside and in the rear of the settlements, on the right bank of the river, theremainder being occupied by rovjng bands of savage Indians. This ignorance of the
Great West was slightly broken by the explorations from Missouri and elsewherein 'th&
Red River country, New Mexico, and along the Pacific Coast, where there were a few
missions and some few straggling settlements and trading postl:i of Spanish, Englisht
Russians, or Americans. The provincial authorities in Louisiana soon gave notice that,
in con~equence of the changed conditions of the relations of Spain with Great Britain,
the privileges previously accorded to the United States had ceased, and that without a
new order from the King of Spain the stipulations as to deposit and navigation no longer
existed.
PRELIMINARY STEPS TOWARD THE ACQUIREMENT OF LOUISIANA BY THE UNITED STATES,

The acquisition of Louisiana by Napoleon Bonaparte was viewed with great alarm i~
the United States.
The proximity of a neighbor with such eminent desires for and novel methods of
acquirement of territory was a serious question, in consideration of the fact that tho
United States was not on the best terms with France, and had not been for several
years prior, beginning with the refusal of the French Directory, December 9, 1796, to
receive Mr. Pinckney as United States minister, followed by the act to protect tho
commerce of the United States of date May 28, 179~, and the subsequent acts of like
character of 'date July 9, 1798, February 9, 1799, and July 27, 1800, to suspend commercial intercourse with France.
France acquired Louisiana October 1, 1800. It was not delivered to Prance by the
Spanish authorities until November 30, 1803.
The United States, by a convention with France, at Paris, September 30, 1800, between Oliver Ellsworth, W. R. Davie, and W. V. Murry, on behalf of the United States,
and Joseph Bonaparte, Charles Pierre Claret Fleurieu, and Pierre Louis Roederer, on
behalfof France, settled all differences between the two Republics, and the convention was to remain in force eight years.
,
The second and fifth articles of this convention were afterward the subject of much
controversy, for they related to rights claimed by the United States in virtue of the
treaty of Madrid with Spain (above cited) October 27, 1795.
Mr. Jefferson, soon after his inauguration, March 4, 1801, began diligently to ascertain the character of the country in the province of Louisiana. In a letter to Mr. Livingston, at Paris, April 18, 1802, Mr. Jefferson r~gretted the cession of Louisiana to France, and said: "There is on the globe one single spot the possessor of which is our
natural and habitual enemy. It is New Orleans-through which the produce of threeeighths of our territory must pass to market; and from its fertility it will ere long
yield more than half of our whole produce and contain more than half of our inhabitants." Railroads were not then contemplated. He deprecated the transfer to France,
whom he considered a vastly more dangerous neighbor than Spain. He says: "Theday that France takes possession of New Orleans fixes the sentence which is to retain
her forever below low-water mark."
Robert Livingston, United States minister to France, and Thomas Pinckney, United
States minister to Spain, were instructed by President Jefferson to inform the French
and Spanish Governments of the claims of the United States against Spain for violation of the treaty of Madrid in 1795, in relation to the navigation of the Mississippi
River.
January 10, 1803, James Monroe, of Virginia, was accredited to France as minister
plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary on behalf of the United States, and in con-
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nection with gentlemen above-named was to negotiate a convention or treaty to se·Cure the right o.f way to the Mississippi for the citizens of the United States. The
·nominations were confirmed by the Senate, and an appropriation of $2,000,000 was
made for the purposes of the mission.
Mr. Jefferson· in the entire 'c orrespondence relating to this purchase was impressed
with the desirability of getting rid of all foreign neighbors of a warlike an,d territorytrading propensity. He considered that the future of the country rested upon the ao·quisition of a continental republic from ocean to ocean and from the Lakes to the Gulf.
He objected to contiguous neighbors who would, with the signature of a sovereign,
make French from Spanish citizens or vice versa, or perhaps begin a war with the
•United States, claim a nominal victory, cede "conquered" territory, and thep join
with the nation to whom the cession was made for a war to complete title.
His policy was to select our neighbors', and they to be of the best and most peaceful
·character. He did not wish to see Louisiana a Gallo-American province.
It was claimed for many years afte1· the recognition of the United States by Great
Britain in 1783, and up to 1800, th{l.t the Spanish authorities and English were conniv·ing at and aiding to cause a separation of the West and South from the East. During 1796-'97, and the troubles with France, war was anxiously desired by the Spanish
.authorities in America. [See case of Blount, Senator from Tennessee, as to British interferences in 1797.]
THE ACQUIREMENT OF LOUISIANA BY THE UNITED STATES.

After the definitive treaty of peace with Great Britain, September 3, 1783, up to the
year 1800, the question of the permanence of the United States and the retention of
her vast area seemed to be of serious interest to Europe. She was menaced with war
by France, harassed by Great Britain, and had navigation and boundary troubles with
:Spain. There were many reasons why the United States should acquire Louisiana,
and the control of the Mississippi River thereby, and as many on the side of France
that she should sell it. The ministers of the United States at Paris, Madrid, and Lon·don had been charged, after the alliance between France and Spain, to prevent, if pos·sible, the cession to France by Spain of Louisiana and Florida. The cession of Louisiana
was made, as above noted, October 1, 1800. France was urged after this treaty to
-consent to the sale of the city of New Orleans and the island of that name in the
Pro\ince of Louisiana to the United States. Mr. Livingston, our minister to France,
failed to convince Bonaparte, First Consul, of the necessity of his selling the province,
.and wrote to President Jefferson in November, 1802, that a special expedition was
·being fitted out to sail to and occupy the province.
October 16, 1802, Don Morales, Spanish intendant of Louisiana, issued a proclamation prohibiting the further use by the United States of the city of New Orleans as a
place of deposit for merchandise, as guaranteed by the treaty of 1795, and failed to
designate another point or place on the river for such purpose. Great excitement
ensued throughout the United States. The legislature of Kentucky remonstrated, and
public meetipgs were held for the same purpose. Congress also remonstrated, and the
right was afterward restored.
President Jefferson, December 15, 1802, notified Congress of the cession of Louisiana
to France, and of the action of the Spanish authorities at New Orleans. Excitement
ensued in Congress, but finally President Jefferson obtained the consent of the Senate
to the confirmation of Mr. Monroe (armed with an appropriation of $2,000,000) to proceed to France, and, in connection with Mr. Livingston, minister of the United States
at Paris, to treat with France for the cession of New Orleans and the island of New
Orleans, and Florida. Mr. Livingston held to the opinion at that time that the United
States would never be able to acquire New Orleans by treaty or purchase, and that it
ought to be taken, at once, by force.
Mr. Monroe, upon his arrival in France, found Bonaparte meditating on and in (!g,nger of a rupture with Great Britain. Just before his arrival, M. Talleyrand had
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requested Mr. Livingston to make an offer on behalf of the United States for the
:province of Louisiana entire. This was an authority be did not possess. The inteniion of the United States, as be understood, was to purchase only New Orleans and
i sland ana the Floridas, or the western part of them. These negotiations were conducted under the personal supervision of the First Consul. He said be wanted money
for war, that he would only cede the whole Province of Louisiana, and that he wanted'
50,000,000 of francs for it. Secrecy was to be observed. Mr. Livingston refused to
offer more than 301000,000 francs, and asserted that he bad no power to treat for the
cession of the entire province.
It was supposed at the time that instructions were issued to our ministers that the
treaty of cession by Spain to France included the entire Province of Louisiana and
the Floridas, but it was found shortly afterward that it ceded Louisiana only. If
France declined to sell, our ministers were to open negotiations with Great Britain, so
as to prevent France taking possession of the province.
M. Barbe Marbois (Marquis of Barbe Marbois), who was then at the head of the
treasury of France, bad conducted the negotiations with Mr. Livingston. He had
formerly been secretary of the French legation to the United States, and was personally known to Mr. Monroe.
Mr. Monroe arrivedApril12, 1803. M. Marbois, the next day, asked immediate action.
After consultation, the two ministers, on behalf of the United States, offered France
50,000,000 of francs, with an offset in the shape of such claims in favor of citizens of
the United States against l<,rance as should be established, estimated at from 20,000,000
to 25,000,000 francs. .T his was declined.
, •
The ministers of the United States were embarrassed by the fact that the tender of
territory was beyond their instructions to buy or receive. Rumors of a large English
fleet sailing for Louisiana for the purpose of capturing it were .rife, and the English
press were urgent in demanding such action.
Bonaparte had no doubt intended just before this period to send the French fleet,
then at St, Domingo, to Louisiana, to receive and hold it. Bernadotte, afterward
King of Sweden, was to be the governor. The negotiations were entirely secret.
Spain had not yet transferred the province to the posseEsion of France. In the treaty
()f San Ildefonso there was a provision for preference to Spain in future disposition.
M. Marbois insisted upon 80,000,000 francs, which was agreed to on condition that
20,000,000 francs of the sum should be assigned to the payment of claims due by Franco
to citizens of the United States, if they should amount to so much.
It is said that when Bonaparte gave instructions to M. Marbois in regard to the
-cession, be stated that, from the nature of the new combination forming against him
in Europe, be was forced to sell the entire province, or hold it at a great sacrifice
'<>f men and money, and, probably, be compelled to see it captured. He preferred to
transfer it to the United States, adding that whatever nation held the valley of the
Mississippi would eventually be the most powerful on earth, and that, consequently,
he preferred a friendly nation should possess it rather than an enemy of France.
THE CESSION 01!' LOUISIANA TO THE UNITED STATES.

The cession was made in three separate treaties or conventions, of even date, April
30, IB03. First, a treaty of cession; next, a convention stipulating method, manner,
and time of payment of the purchase money; and last, a convention providing that
the claims of citizens of the United States against France were to be paid at the
United States 'rreasury to the amount of $3,750,000, on orders from the minister of
the United States to France, which were to be given on the joint judgment or conclusion of the French bureau to which these claims were referred, and a board of three
.commissioners on behalf of the United States to be appointed-final decision, on certificate of difference of opinion, to lie in the minister of finance of France.
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Treaty of cession between the United States of America and the French Republic.
Ap1·il 30, 1803.

Concluded

The President of the United States of America, and the l!'irst Consul of the French
Republic, in the name of the French people, desiring to remove all source of misunderstanding relative to objects of discussion mentioned in the second and fifth articleR of
the convention of the 8th Vendemiaire, an. 9 (30th September, 1800) relative to the
rights claimed by the United States in virtue of the treaty concluded at Madrid, the
,27th of October, 1795, between his catholic majesty and the said United States, and
willing to strengthen the union and friendship which at the time of the said convention was happily re-established between the two nations, have respectively named
their plenipotentiaries, to wit: the Pre.s ident of the United States [of America], by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate of the said States, Robert R. Livingston,
minister plenipotentiary of the United States, and James Monroe, minister plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary of the said States, near the government of the
French Republic ; and the First Consul, in the name of the French people, Citizen
Francis Barbe Marbois, minister of the public treasury; who, after having respecttively exchanged their full powers, have agreed to the following articles:
ART. I. Whereas by the article the third of the treaty concluded at St. lldefonso, t.he
9th Vendemiaire, an. 9 (1st October, 1800, ) between the Pirst Consul of the French Republic and his catholic majesty, it was agreed as follows: "His catholic majesty promises
and engages on his part, to cede to the French Republic, six months after the full a,nd
entire execution of the conditions and stipulations herein relative to his royal highness
the Duke of Parma, the colony or province of Louisiana, with the same extent that it
now has in the hands of Spain, and that it had when France possessed it, and such as it
should be after the treaties subsequently entered into between Spain and other States."
And whereas, in punmance of the treaty, and particularly of the third article, the
French Republic has an incontestible title to the domain and to the possession of the
..said territory: The First Consul of the French Republic desiring to give to the United
States a strong proof of his friendship, doth hereby cede to the said United States, in
the name of the French Republic, forever and in full sovereignt.y, the said territory,
with all its rights and appurtenances, as fully and in the same manner as they have
been acquired by the French Republic, in virtue of the above-mentioned treaty, concluded with hh1 catholic majesty.
.
ART. II. In the cession made by the preceding article are included the adjacent islands
belonging to Louisiana, all public lots and square's, vacant lands, and all public buildings,
fortifications, barracks, and other edifices which are not private property. The archives,
papers, and documents, relative to the domain and sovereignty of Louisiana and its dependences, will be left in the possession of the commissaries of the United States, and
copies will be afterwards given in due form to the magistrates and municipal officers
of such of the said papers and documents as may be necessary to them.
ART. III. The inhabitants of the ceded territory shall ·be incorporated in the Union of
the United States, and admitted as soon as possible, accordin~ to the principles of the
Federal Constitution, to the en,joyment of all the rights, advantages, aud immunities of
citizens of the United States; and in the mean time they shall be maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty, property, and the religion which they
profess.
ART. IV. There shall be sent by the government of France a commissary to Louisiana,
to the end that he do every act necessary, as well to receive from the officers of his
catholic majesty the said country and its dependences, ~n the name of the French Republic, if it has not been already done, as to transmit it in the name of the French
Republic to the commissary or agent of the United States.
ART. V. Immediately after the ratification of the present treaty by the President of
the United States, and in case that of the First Consul shall have been previously obtained, the commissary of the French Republic shall remit all military posts of New
Orleans, and other parts of the ceded territory, to the commissary or commissaries
named by the President to take possession; the troops, whether of France or Spain,
who may be there, shall cease to occupy any military post from the time of taking
po session, and shall be embarked as soon as possible, in the course of three months after
the ratification of this treaty.
ART. VI. The Uniteu States promise to execute such treaties and articles as may
have been agreed between Spain and the tribes and nations of Indians, until, by
mutual consent of the United States and the said tribes or nations, other suitable arti·
cles shall have been agreed upon.
ART. VII. As it is reciprocally advantageous to the commerce of France and the
United States to encourage the communication of buth nations for a limited time in tho
country ceded by the present treaty, until general arrangements relative to the commer<'e
of both nations may be agreed on ; it has been agreed between the contracting parties,
th_at the French ships coming directly from France or any of her colonies, loaded only
With the produce and manufactures of France or her said colonies ; and the ships of
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Spain coming directly from Spain or al?y of her colonie.s, loaded. only with the produce
or manufactures of Spain or her colomes, shall be adm1tted durmg the space of twelve
years in the port of New Orleans, and i~ all other le~al ports of entr~ with.in the ceded
territory, in the same manner as the sh1ps of the Umted States commg duectly from
France or Spain, or any of their colonies, without being subject to any other or greater
duty on merchandize, or other or greater tonnage than that paid by the citizens of
the United States.
During the space of time above mentioned, no other nation shall have a right to the
13ame privileges in the ports of the ceded territory; the twelve years shall commence
three months after the exchange of ratifications, if it shall take place in France, or
·three months after it shall have been notified at Paris to the French Government, if it
shall take place in the United States; it is, however, well understood that the object
of the above article is to favor the manufactures, commerce, freight and navigation of
France and of Spain, so far as relates to the importations tb,at the French and Spanish
shall make into the said ports of the United States, without in :my sort affecting the
regulations that the United States may make concerning the exportation of the produce and merchandize of the United States, or any right they may have to make such
regulations.
·
.
.ART. VIII. In future and forever after the expiration of, the twelve years, the ships
of France shall be treated upon the footing of the most favoured nations in the ports
above mentioned.
·
.
1
.ART. IX. The particular convention signed this day by the respective ministers, having for its object to provide for the payment of debts due to the citizens of the United
States by the French Republic prior to the 30th September, 1800 (8th Vendemiaire, an.
9), is approved, and to have its execution in the same manner as if it had been inserted
in this present treaty; and it shall be ratified in the same form and in the same time,
f!O that tho one shall not be ratified distinct from the other .
.Another particular convention signed at the same date as the present treaty relative
to a definitive rule between the contracting parties is in the like manner approved,
and will be ratified in the same form, and in the same time, -and jointly.
.ART. X. The present treaty shall be ratified in good and due form, and the ratifications shall be exchanged in the space of six months after the date of the signature by
the ministers plenipotentiary, or sooner if possible.
In faith whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed these articles in the
French and English languages; declaring nevertheless that the present treaty was
originally agreed to in the French language; and have thereunto affixed their seals.
Done at Paris the tenth day of Floreal, in the eleventh year of the French Republic,
and the 30th of .April, 1803.
•
ROBT. R,. LIVINGSTON. [L. s.]
J.AS. MONROE.
[L. s.j
F. BARBE MARBOIS. ·
[L. s.]
Convention between the United States of America and the.French Republic.
' 30, 1803.

Concluded April

The President of the United States of .America and the First Consul of the French
Republic, in the name of the French people, in consequence of the treaty of cession of
Louisiana, which has been signed this day, wishing to regulate definitively everything
which has relation to the said cession, have authorized to this effect the plenipotentiaries, that is to say: the President of the United States has, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate of the said States, nominated for their plenipotentiaries,
Robert R. Livingston, minister plenipotentiary of the United State!'!, and James Monroe,
minister plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary of the said United States, near the
Government of the French Republic; and the First Consul of the French Republic, in
the name of the French people, has named as plenipotentiary of the said Republic, the
citizen Francis Barbe Marbois; who, in virtue of their full powers, which have been
exchanged this day, have agreed to the following articles:
.ARTICLE I. The Government of the United States engages to pay to the French Gov~rnment, in the manner specified in the following article, the sum of sixty millions ,of
irancs, independent of the sum which shall be fixed by another convention for the
payment of the debts due by France to citizens of the United States.
·
ART. II. For the payment of the sum of sixty millions of francs, mentioned in the pre-ceding article, the United States shall create a stock of elt}ven millions two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars, bearing an interest of si~ per cent. per annum, payable half-yearly
in London, .Amsterdam or Paris, amounting by the half-year to three hundred and
thirty-seven thousand five hundred dollars, according to the proportions which shall
be determined by the French Government to be paid at either place; the principal of
the said stock to be reimbursed at the Treasury of the United States, in annual payments of not less than three millions of dollars each, of which the first payment shall
eommen~ fifteen years after the date of the exchange of ratifications : this stock shall
7 L 0-VOL III
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be transferred to the Government of France, or to such person or persons as shall be
authorized to receive it, in three months at most after the exchange of the ratifications of this treaty, and after Louisiana shall be taken possession of in the name of
the Government of the United ·States.
It is further agreed, that if the l!-,rench Government should be desirous of disposing
of the said stock to receive the capital in Europe, at shorter terms, that its measures
for that purpose shall be taken so as to favor, in the greatest degree possible, the credit
of 'the United States, and to raise to the highest price the said stock.
ART. III. It is agreed that the dollar of the United States, specified in the pr~sent
convention, shall be :fixed at :five francs f-dloll.o% or :five livres eight sons tournois.
The present convention shall be ratified in good and due form, and the ratification
shall be exchanged in the space of six months to date from this day, or sooner if
possible.
In faith of which, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the above articles,
both in the French and English languages, declaring, nevertheless, that the present
treaty has been originally agreed on and written in the French language; to which
tfey ha,ve hereunto affixed their seals.
Done at Paris the tenth of Floreal, eleventh year of the French Republic (30th April,
1803).
.
ROBT. R. LIVINGSTON. [L.s.]
JAS. MONROE.
[L. s.]
BARBE MARBOIS.
[L.s.]
The second convention was as follows:
Conv6ntion between the United States of America and the Ft·ench Republic. ,

The President of the United States of America and the First Consul of the French Republic, in the na,me of the French people, having by a treaty of this date terminated
· all difficulties relative to Louisiana, and established on a solid foundation the friendship which unites the two nations, and being desirous, in compliance with the secqnd
and :fifth articles of the convention of the 8th Vendemiaire, ninth year of the French
Republic (30th September, lFlOO), to secure the payment of the sum due by France t~
the citizens of the United States, have respectively nominated as plenipotentiaries,
that is to say: the President of the United States of America, by and with the advice
and consent of their Senate, Robert R. Livingston, minister plenipotentiary, and James
Monroe, minister plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary of the said S'tates, near the
government of the French Republic; and the First Consul, in the name of the French
people, the French citizen Barbe Marbois, minister of the public treasury; who, after
having exchanged theh full powers, have agreed to the fo11owing articles:
ARTICLE I. The debts due by France to c1tizens of the United St,ates, contracted before the 8th of Vendemiaire, ninth year of the French Republic (30th September, 1800),
shall be paid according to the following regulations, with .interest at six per cent. to
commence from the periods when the accounts and vouchers were presented to the
French Government.
ART. II. The debts provided for by the preceding article are those whose result is
comprised in the conjectural note annexed to the present convention, and which, with
the interest, cannot exceed the sum of twenty millions of francs. The claims comprised in the said note which fall within the exceptions of the following articles, shall
not be admitted to the benefit of this provision.
ART. III. The principai and interest of the said debts shall be discharged by the United
States, by orders drawn by their minister plenipotentiary on their Treasury'; these
orders shall be payable sixty days after the exchange of ratifications of the treaty and
the conventions signed this day, and after possession shall be given of Louisiana by
the commissioners of France to those of the United States.
ART. IV. It is expressly agreed, that the preceding articles shall comprehend no debts
~ut such as are due to citizens of the United States, who have been and are yet credItors of France, for supplies, for embargoes, and prizes made at sea, in which the appeal
has been properly lodged within the time mentioned in the said convention of the
8th Vendemiaire, ninth year, (30th September, 1800).
ART. V. The preceding articles shall apply only, 1st, to captures of which the council of prizes shall have ordered 'restitution, it being well understood that the claimant
cannot have recourse to the United States otherwise than he might have had to the
Government of the French Republic, and only in case of the insufficiency of the captors;
2d, the debts mentioned in the said :fifth article of the convention contracted before
the 8th Vendemiahe, an. 9, (30th September, U:lOO), the payment of which has been
heretofore claimed of the actual government of France, and for which the creditors
have a right to the protection of the United States; the said fifth 'article does not comprehend prizes whose condemnation has been or shall be confirmed: it is the express
intention of the contracting parties not to extend the benefit of the present convention
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to reclamations of American citizens, who shall have established houses of commerce
in France, England, or other countries than the United States, in partnership with
foreigners, and who by that reason and the nature of their commerce ought to be regarded as domiciliated in the places where such houses exist. All agreements and bargains concerning merchandise, which shall not be the property of American citizens,
are equally excepted from the benefit of the said convention, saving, however, to such
persons their claims in like manner as if this treaty bad not been made.
ART. VI. And that the different questions which may arise under the preceding article
may·be fairly investigated, the ministers plenipotentiary of the United States shall
name three persons, who shall act from the present and provisionally, and who ehall
have full power to examine, without removing the documents, all the accounts of the
different claims already liquidated by the bureau established for this purpose by · the
Prench Republic, and to ascertain whether they belong to the cla.sses designated by the
present conventioq and the principles established in it; or if they are not in one of its
exceptions, and on their certificate, declaring that the debt is due to an American citizen or his representative, and that it existed before the 8th Vendemiaire, 9th year,
(30th September, 1800), the creditor shall be .entitled to an order on the Treasury of the
United States, in the manner prescribed by the third article.
ART. VII. The same agents shall likewise have power, without removl.ng the documents, to examine the claims which are prepared for verification, and to certify those
which ought to be admitted by uniting the necessary qualifications, and not being comprised in the exceptions contained in the present convention.
.
ART. VIII. The same agents shall likewise examine the claims which are not prepared for liquidation, 'and certify in writing those which in their judgments ought to
be admitted to liquidation.
·
ART. IX. In proportion as the debts mentioned iu these articles shall be admitted,
they shall be discharged, with interest at six per cent. by the Treasury of the United
States.
ART. X. And that no del;Jt which shall not have the qualifications above mentioned,
and that no unjust or exorbitant demand may be admitted, the comm~rcial agent of
the United States at Paris, or such other agent as the minister plenipotentiary of the
United States shall think proper to nominate, shall assist at the operations of the
bureau and co-operate in the examination of the claims; and if this agent shall be of
opinion that any debt is not completely proved, or if he shall judge that it is not comprised in the principles of the fifth article above mentioned; and if, notwithstanding
his opinion, the bureau established by the French Government should think that it
ought to be liquidated, he shall transmit his observations to the board established by
the United States, who, without removing documents, shall make a complete examination of the debt and vouchers which support it, and report the result to the minister of the United States. The minister of the United States shall transmit his observations in all such cases to the minister of the treasury of the French Republic, on
whose report the French Government shall decide definitively in every case.
The rejection of any claim shall have no other effect than to exempt the United
States from the payment of it, the French .Government reserving to itself the right
to decide definitively on such claim so fa~ as it concerns itself.
ART. XI. Every necessary decision shall be made ·in the course of a year, to commence from the exchange of ratifications, and no reclamation shall be admitted afterward.
ART. XII. In case of claims for debts contracted by the Government of France with ·
citizens o~ the United States since the 8th Vendemiaire, ninth year, (30th September,
1800), not being comprised in t-pis-convention, may be pursued, and the payment demanded in the same manner as if it bad not been made.
ART. XIII. The present convention shall be ratified in good and due form, and the ratifications shall be exchanged in six months from the date of the signature of the
ministers plenipotentiary, or sooner if possible.
.
In faith of which, the respective ministers plenipotentiary have signed the above
articles, both in the French and English languages, declaring nevertheless that the
present treaty has been originally agreed on and written in the French language; to
which they have hereunto affixed their seals.
~
Done at Paris, the tenth day of Floreal, eleventh year of the French Republic, 30th
April, 1803.
.
ROBERT R. LIVINGSTON. [L. s.]
JAMES MONROE.
[L. s.]
BARBE MARBOIS.
[L. s.]
Mr. Monroe transmitted the treaty and conventions to President Jefferson, and then
proceeded to London as minister of the United States.
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POLITICAL ACTION UPON THE TREATY.

President Jefferson had always been a strict constructionist of the Constitution.
The reception of this treaty, which acquired an immense province, embarrassed him,
as he knew of no warrant in the Constitution for such a purchase, and had only
authorized the purchase of a place of deposit and dock-yard. He had always denied
to the National Government any powers not specifically conferred upon it by the Constitution. He could not find a clause in the Constitution which gave Congress a.ny
express power to appropriate money to purchase additional territory.
, In his private correspondence he stated this difficulty, suggesting an amendment to
the Constitution. The treaty required mutual exchange of ratifications within six
months. He proposed calling Congress, have the money approp~iated, and cure the act
by a subsequent amendment to the Constitution. The power of acquisition of terri.rtory could be alone charged to the general power of Congress to make and collect taxes
and revenues with which to pay the expenses anddebtsofthe nation, a.nd to provide for
the common defense and general welfare of the United States. President Jefferson,
by proclamation, called an extra session of Congress, to meet October 17, 1803, to consider this subject. In his message of that date he called full attention to this treaty,
and special attention to the provisional appropriation of/ $2,000,000 made January 10,
1803, intendeu as a part of the price, and stated that this was considered as conveying
the sanction of Congress to the acquisition proposed. This message made no mention
of the claim of ther,e being no warrant in the Constitution to purchase.
The Senate, October 19, 1803, ratified ,the treaty. Bonaparte's ra.tification was in
Washington, in the hands of M. P_inchon, the French charge de affaires, and on the 21st
the ratifications were exchanged and the treaty was closed.
October 21, 1B03, the President sent a special message to Congress, calling attention
to the completion .of the ratificationr and also suggesting the necessity of an appropriation and laws for the occupation and government of the acquired territory.
, A lengthy political debate ensueu in the House. The necessity for the consent of
Spain to the acquisition' of the province was urged, and a motion calling on the President for a copy ·of the treaty between France and Spain (the t.reaty of Ildefonso) and
for evidence that Spain, in whose hands the province still remained, was ready to make
delivery of the same. This motion was defeated by a majority of two votes. John
Randolph, of Roanoke, Va., moved that provision should be made for carrying the_
treaty and the conventions into operation. This, after earnest debate, was adopted
October 25th by 90 ayes to 25 nays.
The King of Spain's minister represented to the United States that France had ma.d e
an alienation in this cession which she had promised never to make without first consulting Spain.
THE UNITED STATES TAKES POSSESSION OF LOUISIANA..

October 23, 1803, the following act was approved:
AN ACT to enable tho President of the United States to take possession of the territories ceded by
France to the United States, by the treaty concluded-at Paris on the thirtieth of Aprilla.st; and for the
temporary government thereof.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatit•es of the United States of .America
in Congress assembled, That the President of the United States be, and he is hereby,

anthorjzed to take possession of, and occupy, the territory ceded by France to tho
Unit'ed States, by the treaty concluded at Paris on the thirtieth day of April last, between
1be two nations; and that he may, for that purpose, and in order to maintain in the
sa id territories the authority of the United States, employ any part of the army and
U:h vy of the United States, and of the force authorized by an act passed the third day of
March last, entitled '' .A.n act directing a detachment from the militia of the United
States, and for erecting certain arsenals," which he may deem necessary; and so much
of the sum appropriated by the said act as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated
for the purpose of carrying this act into effect; to be applied under the direction of
the President of the United States.
/
SEc. 2. And be it fu?·ther enacted, That, until the expiration of the present session of
Congress, unless provision for the temporary government o·f the said territories be
sooner made by Congress, all the military, civil, and judicial powers, exercised by the
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officers of the existing government of the same, shall be vested in ~;>uch person and
persons, and shall be exercised in such manner, as the Pref!ident of the United States
shall direct, for maintaining and protecting the inhabitants of Louisiana in the free
enjoyment of their liberty, property, and religion.
November 10, 1803, an act was ·approved creating a stock (bonds) to the amount of
$11,250,000 for the purpose of carrying into effect the first convention under the above
treaty, and making provision for paying the same. This was carried into effect, the
stock issued, delivered to the agent of France, and duly acknowledged. The financial
agents were Messrs. Hope and Laboucbere, of Amsterdam, and the Barings, of London.
November 10, 1803, an act was approved making provision for payment of claims of
citizens of the United States on the government of France, the payment of which bad
seen assumed by the United States by virtue of the convEfution (2) of the 30th of
April under the treaty.
President Jefferson at once' proceeded to occupy and get actual possession of the
province, which bad been ordered to be delivered to France by writ of the King of
Spain, dated Barcelona, October 15, 1802, General Victor to receive it on the part of
France, or any other officer duly a.u tborized by the Republic of France.
Nov.e mber 30, 1803, at New Orleans, Pierre Clement Laussat, colonial prefect, commissioner on the part of France, received the colony and province of Louisiana from El
Marquez de Casa Calvo, commissioner on the part of Spain, under an order of February 18, 1803. This was only twenty days prior to its transfer by France to the commissioners on the part of the United States. The manner of taking and receiving possession by the United States was as detailed in the following official paper:
Message from the President of the United States to Congress, January 16, 1804.
In execution of the act of the present session of Congress for taking possession of
Louisiana, as ceded to us by France, and for the temporary government thereof, Governor Claibourne, of the Mississippi Territory, and General Wilkinson were .appointed
commissioners to receive possession. They proceeded, with such regular troops as had
been assembled at Fort Adams from the nearest posts, and with some militia of the
Mississippi Territory, to New Orleans. To be prepared for anything unexpected which
might arise out .of the transaction, a respectable body of militia was ordered to be in
readiness in the States of Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee, and a part of those of Tennessee was moved on to the Natchez. No occasion, however, arose for their services.
Our commissioners, on their arrival at New Orleans, found the province already delivered by the commissaries of Spain to that of France, who delivered it over to them on
the 20th day of December, as appears. by their declaratory act accompanying this. Governour Claiborne, being duly invested with the powers heretofore exercised by the governour and intendant of Louisiana, assumed the government on the same day, and, for
the maintenance of law and order, immediately issued the proclamation and address
now communicated.
On thiR important acquisition, so favorable to the immediate interests of our western citizens, so auspicious to the peace and security of the Nation in general, which
adds to our country territories so extensive and fertile, and to our citizens new brethren to partake of the blessings of freedom and self-government, I offer to Congress
a.nd our country my sincere congratulations.
TH: JEI<'FERSON.
Report of Commissioners.

CITY OF NEW ORLEANS,
;
D~cernber 20, 1803.
SIR: We have the satisfaction to announce to you that the province of Louisiana
was this day surrendered to the United States by the commissioner of France; and to
add, that the flag of our country was raised in this city amidst the acclamations of the
inhabitants.
The enclosed is a copy of an instrument in writing, which was signed and exchanged
by the commissioners of the two governments, and is designed as a record of this interesting transaction.
Accept assurances of onr\l'espectful consideration. ·
WILLIAM C. C. CLAIBORNE.
JA: WILKINSON.
The Ron. JAl\'IES MADISON,
Secretary of State, City of Washington.
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The undersigned William C. C. Claiborne and James Wilkinson, commissioners or
ngents of the United States, agreeable to the full powers they have received from
'l bomas J e:fferson, President of the United States, under date of the 31st October, 1803,
Pnd twenty-eighth year of the Independence of the United States of Am~rica, (8 BruIDa1re, 12 year of the French Repu blick) countersigned by the Secretary of State, James
l\ladison, and citiz~n Peter Clement Laussat, colonial prefect, and commissioner of the
French Government for the delivery in the name of the French Repu blick of the country, territories and dependencies of Louisiana, to the commissioners or agents of the
United States, conformably to the pbwers, commission, and special mandate whichhe
has received in the name of the French people from citizen Buonaparte, First Consul,
under date of the 9th June, ltl03, (17 Prairial, 11 year of the French Republiek) countPrsigned by the s~cretary of state, Hugues Maret, and by his excellency the minister
of marine and colonies, Decres, do certify by these presents, that on this day, Tuesday
the 20th December, 1803 of the Christian era, (28th Frimaire, 12 year of the Prench Republick) being convened in the hall of the Hotel de Ville of New Orleans, accompanied
on both sides by the chiefs and officers of the army and navy, by the municipality and
divers respectable citizens of their respective republicks, the said William C. C. Claiborne and James Wilkinson delivered to the said citizen Laussat their aforesaid full
powers, by which it evidently appears that full power and authority has been given
them jointly and severally to take possession of and to occupy the territories ceded by
France to the United States by the treaty concluded at Paris on the 30th day of April
last past, (lOth Ploreal) and for that purpose to repair to the said territory and there
to execute and perform all such acts and things, touching the premises, as may be neceseary for fulfilling their appointment conformable to the said treaty and laws of the
United States; and thereupon the said citizen Laussat declared that in virtue of and
in the terms of the powers, commission and special mandate dated at St. Cloud, 6th
/ June 1803 of the Christian era (17th Prairialll year of the French Republick) he put
from that moment the said commissioners of the United States in possession of the •
country, territories and dependencies of Louisiana, conformably to the 1. 2. 4. and 5th
articles of the treaty and the two conventions, concluded and signed the :30 April 1803,
(10 Florealllth year of the French Republick) between the French Republick and the
United States of America by citizen Francis B~rbe Marbois, minister of the publick
treasury, and Messieurs Robert R. Livingston and James Monroe, ministers plenipotentiary of the United States, all three furnished with full powers, of which treaty and
two conventions the ratifications,, made by the First Consul of the French Republick,
on the one part, and by the President of the United States, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, on the other part, have been exchanged and mutually received
at t.he city of Washington, the 21 October 1803, 28 Vindemaire 12 year of the French
Republick, by citizen Louis Andre Pichon, cha1·ge des affaires of the French Republick,
near the United States, on the part of !<-,ranee, and by James Madison, Secretary ·of
State of the United States, on the part of the United States, according to the process
t'erbal drawn up on the. same day i and. the pres~nt deli very ~f the country is ma:de to
them, to the end that, m conform1ty w1th the obJect of the said treaty, the sovereignty
and property of the colony or province of Louisiana may pass to the said United States,
under the same clauses and conditions as it had been ceded by Spain to France, in virtue of the treaty concluded at ·st. Ildefonso, on the 1 October, ltlOO (9th Vindemiaire,
9 year) between these two last powers, which has since received its execution by the
actua.l re-entrance of the FrenchRepublick into possession of the said colony or province.
' And the said citizen Lanssat in consequence, at this present time, delivered to the
said commissioners of the United States, in this pnblick sitting, the keys of the city
of New Orleans, declaring that he discharges from their oaths of fidelity towards the
French Republick, the citizens and inhabitants of Louisiana, who shall choose toremain under the dominion of the United States.
And that it may for ever appear, the undersigned have signed the process verbal of
~his .import.ant and solemn act, in th~ French and English languages, and have sealed
1t w1th then seals, and have caused 1t to be countersigned hy their secretaries of commission, the day, month and year above written.
'
WM. C. C. CLAIBORNE. [L. s.]
JAMES WILKINSON.
[L. s.]
LAU8SAT.
[L. s.]
Pt·oclamation

Ey his ~~cellency William C. C. Claiborne, Governour of the MistJissippi Territory,
~~ermsmg the powers of governour-general and intendant of the J..lrovince of LouU~L

.

Whereas, by stipulations between the governments of Fran;e and Spain, the latter
?eded to the former the colony and province of Louisiana, with the same extent which
1t had at the date of t he above-mentioned treaty in the hands of Spain, and that it had
when France possessed it, and such as it ought to be after the trea.ties snbserlnently
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entered into between Spain and other states; and whereas the government of Fmnce
has ceded the same to the United States by a treaty duly ratified, a.nd bearing dn,-te
the 30t,h of April, in the present year, and the possession of said colony and provinco
is now in the United States, according to the tenour of the last-mentioned treaty; and
whereas the Congress of the United States, on the 31st day of October, in the present
year, did enact that until the expiration of the session of Congress then sitting, (unless
provisions for the temporary government of the said territories be sooner made by Congress,) all the military, civil and judicial powers, ex!)rcised by the then existing government of the same, shall be vested in such person or persons, and shall be exercised
in such manner, as the President of the United States shall direct, for the maintaining
and protecting 't.h e inbabitn,nts of Louishna in the free enjoyment of their liberty,
property and religion; and the President of the United States has by his commission,
bearing date the same 31st day of October, invested me with 'all the powers, a,nd
charged me with the several duties .heretofore held and exercised by the governourgeneral and intendant of the province:
I have, therefore, thought :fit to issue this ·my proclamation, making known tho
premises, and to declare, that the government heretofore exercised over the said province
of Louisiana, as well under the authority of Spain as <>f the French Republick, bas
ceased, and that of the United States of America is established over the same; that the
inhabitants thereof will be incorporated in the union of the United States, and ad·
mitted as soon as possible, according to the principles of the Federal Constitution, to
the enjoyment of all the rights, advantages and immunities of citizens of the United
States; that in the mean time they shaH be maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty, property and the religion which they profess; that all laws
and municipal regulations, which were in existence at the cessation of the lat~ government, remain in full force; and all civil officers charged with their execution, except
those whose powers have been specially vested in me, and except also such officers as
have been entrusted with the collection of the revenue, are continued in their func·
tions, during the pleasure of the governour for the time being, or until provision sha,ll
otherwise be made.
'
And I do hereby exhort and enjoin all the inhabitants, and other persons within tho
said province, to be faithful and true i.n their allegiance to the United States, and obedient to the laws and authorities of the same, under full assurance that their just rights
will be under the guardianship of the United States, and will be maintained from all
force or violence from without or within.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand.
Given at the city of New Orlean~, t;be 20th day of December, 1803, and of the Inde·
penqence of the United States of America the 2t:lth.
WM. C. C. CLAIBORNE. ·
The governor's address to the citizens of Louisiana.
FELLOW CITIZENS OF LOUISIANA:
On the great and interesting event now :finally consummated-an event so advantageous to yourselves, and so glorious to united America, I cannot forbear offering
you my warmest congratulations. The wise policy of the Consul of France has, by
the cession of Louisiana to the United States, secured to you a connection beyond
the reach of change, and to your posterity the sure inheritance of freedom. The
American people receive you as brothers; and will hasten to extend to you n, participation in those inestimable rights, which have formed the basis of their own
unexampled prosperity. Under the auspices of the American Government, you may
_confidently rely upon the security of your liberty, your property, and the religion
of your choice. You may with equal certainty rest assured, that your commerce will
be promoted and your agriculture cherishecl; in a word, that ;~our true interests will
be among the primary objects of our National Legislature. In return for these benefits, the
United States will be amply remunerated, if your growing attachment to the Constitution of our country, and your veneration for the principles on which it is founded,
be duly proportioned to the ulessiuv-s which they wiJ.l confer. Among your first duties,
therefore, you should cultivate witn [1Ssiduity among yourselves the advancement of
political information; you should guide the rising gen::ration in .the -paths of republican economy and virtue; you should encourage literature, for without the advantages
of education your descendants will be unable to appreciate the intrinsick worth of the
Government transmitted to them.
As for myself, fellow citizens; accept a sincere assurance, that, during my continuance in the situation in which the President of the United States has been pleased to
place me, every exertion will be made on my part to foster your internal happiness,
and forward your gene'ral welfare, for it is only by such means that I can secure to
myself the approbation of those great and just men who preside in the councils of the
Nation.
WILLIAM C. C. CLAIBORNE.
NEW ORLEANS, December 20, 1803.
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President Jefferson was particularly desirous of having James Monroe, of Virginia,
as his correspondence shows, for governor of Louisiana, but :M:r. Monroe preferred to
remain as minister in London.
General Jamet:~ Wilkinson, in command of the United States troops in Louisianat
January 16, 1804,notified the War Department that he did not'' until this day" receive
the orders of the French and Spanish commissioners for the delivery of the pobts in
Upper Louisiana. He also became uneasy at the delay of the French and Spanish
troops in evacuating New Orleans and the province. In Ma!ch and April, 1804, he.
complained to the War Department of this. On the ~5th of April, Hl04, he notified
the War Department that the prefect of the French embarked on the 21st instantt
and that the commissioners 'of the United States on the 24th took leave of the commissioner of Spain.
RUMORED OPPOSITION OF SPAIN TO THE CESSION AND DELIVERY.
Rumors were rife that Spain did not intend to make complete delivery of the province to France. Mr. Pinckney, minister of the United States at Madrid, made inquiry
of the Spanish secretary of state, Mr. Cevallos, and received the following reply:
SIR: Having taken information upon what you were pleased to say to me in your
note of the lOth ultimo, I have to offer to your notice that the King's minister in the
United States has been informed that his majesty has given no order whatever for
opposing the delivery of Louisiana to the French; and that the report current in thE)_
United States or elsewhere of the existence of such an order is wholly without foundation; since there is no connection whatever between the pretended opposition, and
that representation made by his majesty's minister to the Government of the United
States, on the defect which impaired the sale of Louisiana made by France, in which
he manifested the just 'motives of the Spanish Government for protesting against an
alienation which France had promised never to make. ·
At the same time that his majesty's minister in the United States is charged to inform the American Government of the falsity of the above rumor, he is ordered t()
make known to it, that his majesty has thought proper to renounce his protest against
the alienation of Louisiana, by France, notwithstanding the solid motives on whlch
that protest was founded; affording, in this way, a·new proof of his benevolence and
friendship for the United States.
PEDRO CEVALLOS.
EL PARDO, 10th February, 1804.
Thus Sp.ain's claim to the province of Louisiana was in fact abandoned, and theUnited States succeeded to the title of Spain from DeSoto, in 1541; and the subsequent
transferred title o.f France from La Salle, in 1682.
BOUNDARIES OF THE PROVINCE OF LOUISIANA.
The boundaries of Louisiana, as ceded by Napoleon to the United States, were indefinite, the treaty itself, according to Chief Justice Marshall, having been couched in
terms of "studied ambiguity." Questions of boundary between Louisiana and Florida were involved which require some explanation. Louisiana was transferred to us
with the same limits as when France formerly possessed it, and as Spain possessed it.
at the time of the treaty of San Ildefonso. Spanisli diplomacy, however, found it
convenient to consider British occupancy as permanently dissevering West Florida.
from Louisiana, which it claimed as a new conquest from Great Britain; but theUnited States, in 1811, took military possession of the country west of Perdido River~
thus insisting upon the original limits of Louisiana as claimed by France.
This imbroglio was still further complicated by events on the Florida border during
our last war with England, and the reprisals made by General Jackson for the repeated infractions of neutrality by the Spanish authorities.
The boundaries of Louisiana were settled by the treaty with Spain in 1819, and the.
northern and northwestern boundaries by a series of treaties with Great Britain, concluding in 1871.
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It was claimed that Spain made grants of land in that portion of Louisiana' running
to the Perdido River after the treaty of San Ildefonso, her cession of Louisiana. to
France. The United States disregarded all this, and April14, 1812, all that portion
west of Pearl River was annexed to Louisiana, and the remaining portion as far as the
Perdido was incorporated, May 14,1812, with the Mississippi Territory, although Spain ·
held Mobile. The eastern portion of this is now in Alabama.
Louisiana was erected into two Territories by act of Congress March 26, 1804, one
called the Territory of Orleans and the other the District of Louisiana. The Territory of Orleans became the State of Louisiana April 30, 1812.
THE COST AND AREA OF THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE.

Cost. .
The United States paid for this cession- .
Principal sum...... .. • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • • . • . • . . . . . • • • . • $15, 000, 000 00
Interest to redemption ....•••..••••..•••.••••••.••••.•.•..• --.. • . • .
8, 529, 3;>3 00
23,529,353 GO
Claims of citizens of the United States due from France under this
treaty assumed by the United States in part payment for the territory and paid to June 30, 1880 . . • • • . • . .• .. . . . . • . •. . • • • • . . . • • • . • • • •

3, 738,268 98

27, 267'7 621 98
Area.

_

Square miles.

The area acqu~red lies in the State of Alabama, west of the Perdido and
on the Gulf, below latitude 31° north, estimated to contain ............. .
State of Mississippi, west of Alabama, adjoining Louisiana, on the Gulf, and
south of 31° north latitude, estimated at ............................... .
State of Louisiana ...•••...•....••.....••.••••••••.......••••.•..•.••....
State of Arkansas .....•.........••.••..•••••.••••..••....•••....••••.•..
State of Missouri ...... ." ••...............••.....•....•••.••.•.....•.•....
State, of Kansas, all but s-outhwest corner (estimated) ................... ..
State of Iowa ......••••.....•...•.....••...•••..•..••••••••..•••••.•• _..
State of M~unesota, west of the Mississippi River .•.•.•••••..•••.•••••••••
State of Nebraska ....................... ~ •••.••••..•••••.•...•.••...••••
State of Colorado, east of the Rocky Mountains and north of Arkansas River
State of Oregon ................................................. ~ .. :- •••.
In the Territories the estimated areas are'l'erritory of Dakota ..........•••.•••••.•••••.•••••.••••••.••.••••.••••••
Territory of Montana .
Territory of Idaho .•..••...••...••••. ~ .•••.•••••.••••.••••••••••••.•••..
Territory of Washington . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . ••.•..•••••.•..••••••••••
Territory of Wyoming, all but the zone in the middle, south, and southwest
part .........•....••••...•.•.........•••...••••..•••••.••••..••••••••.
Indian Terri tory ..........••••...•....•.•••..•••••••••••••..•••••.•••••.
o

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

.. •

•

•

•

.. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2,300
3,600
41,346
52,202
65,310
73,542
55,045
57,531
75,995
57,000
95,274
150,932
143,776
86,294
69,994
83,563
68,991

Lying in elev.en States and six Territories, a total area of, and all becqming public domain .••••....•..•••• ~ • • • • . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . . 1, 182, 752
Or 756,961,280 acres.
The areas above for the divisions entire are taken from the United States Land Office Report for 1880, and the areas for fractional divisions are taken from the map accompanying the United States Ce!lsus Report of 1870, prepared by S. W. Stocking, Esq.
The entire Louisiana purcha~e, being five times greater than the area of France,
viz, 201,900 square miles, excepting certain grants made by French and Spanish authorities, and other legal exceptions, became public domain, subject to' the survey, settlement, and disposition laws of the United States when the same were extended over
the several political divisions from time to time by separate acts of Congress.
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THE EXPLORATIONS OF THE LOUISIANA PURC RASE.
LEWIS AND CLARKE'S EXPEDITION.

Mr. Jefferson, while at Paris as America,n minister in 1787, met John Ledyard, who
came to France to attempt a business arrangement in the fur trade on t~e northwest
coast of America. Failing in this, Mr. Jefferson proposed to him a land expedition
through North Europe to Kamtschatka and to the Pacific. Russia gave consent, a.nd
Ledyard at once set out and went into winter quarters 200 miles from Kamtschatka.
Here he was stopped by the Russians and compelled, under arrest, to return. In 1792
Mr. Jefferson proposed a subscription by the American Philosophical Society to engage
a person to go to the northwest coast by land. Capt. Meriwether Lewis, then stationed at Charlottesville, Va., was engaged for this purpose. M. Michaux, a French
botanist, was to be his fellow explorer. They proceeded as far as Kentucky, when a
messag!3 from the Prench minister at Washington recalled M. Michaux, and the journey here terminated. On the 18th of January, 1803, prior to the Louisiana purchase,
President Jefferson, in a confidential message to Congress (the act for establishing
trading houses among the Indians being about to expire by limitation), recommended
that the act-be continued and extended to posts amon'g the Indians on the Mississippi
River, and that a party of explore~s be sent up the Missouri River to its source, then ·
to cross the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean. This was approved, an appropriation made, aud Captain Lewis, at his own request, was detailed to command the expedition. First Lieut. (Capt.) William Clarke, brother of General George Rogers
Clarke, was afterward detailed with him. It was an expedition of discovery and inquiry. Its instructions were to notice and detail the geography and character of tho
country, to enter into negotiations with the Indians for commerce, and to describe
their habits, characteristics, and history.
,The party consisted of Meriwether Lewis, captain, U. S. A., First Regiment Infantry
(formerly Mr. Jefferson's secretary); William Clarke, first liet~tenant, U.S. A.; John
Ordway, Nathaniel Prior, and Patrick Gass, sergeants, U.S. A.; Charles Floyd, William
Bratton, John Colter, John Collins, Pier Cruzatte, Robert Frazier, Joseph Fields,
George Gibson, Silas Goodrich, Hugh Hall, Richard Worfington, Thomas P. Howard,
Peter Wiser, John Baptiste Le Page, Francis Labuiche, Hugh M'Neal, John Potts,
John Shields, George Shannon, John B. Thompson, William Werner, Al~xander Willard,
Richard Windsor, Joseph Whitehouse, John Newman, George Drewyer orGeorgeDrulyard, and Tousaint Chabono ·(the last two interpreters,) the wife of the interpreter
Chabono, a Snake squaw and her child, and "York," a colored servant to Captain
Clarke, who died at Richmond, Va., in the fall of 1R79.
President Jefferson himself prepared the written instructions for Captain Lewis.
The party in boats entered the Missouri River May 4, 1804. In 1805, in the summer,
they crossed the Rocky Mountains: November 15, 1805, they landed at Cape Disappointment. They had passed down Lewis River (now known as Snake River) to its
junction with the Columbia and thence to the Pacific Ocean. They spent the winter
of 1H05-'06 at Fort Clatsop, on the south side of the Columbia.
The expedition returned to Saint Louis September 2:{, 1806, after an absence of two
years and three months, and it furnished the first particular and reliable information
of the region between the Mississippi River and the Pacific Ocean. Many editions of
their report of the expedition were published, and also the diary or journal of Sergeant
Patrick Gass. By act of March 3, 1807, Congress ordered warrants for 1,600 acres of land
to Lewis and Clarke, respectively, and warrants for 320 acres each to the names given
above as composing the expedition, except the colored man" York," who received no
warrant. These warrants were located on the west side of the Mississippi River, or were
to be received at $2 per acre for any such lands. Double pay for time while employed
in the expedition to the Pacific was voted all parties. Lewis was afterwards, in 1807.
made governor of Loui iana Territory, and died October Jl, 1809, near Nashville, Tenn.
Clarke became a brigadier-general, and was made governor of Missouri Territory from
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1813 to 1820, and died September 1, 1838. Lewis' Fork of Columbia, or the south branch
of the Columbia, rising in Wyoming and running through Idaho, known as Snake
or Shoshone River, is named after Captain Lewis. The north fork of the Columbia is
called Clarke's Fork. It rises in Montana, flows west to the junction with the Snake
near Wallula, and · forms the Columbia. It was named after Captain Clarke. A
county in Montana also commemorates their names, being called Lewis and Cla,rke
County.
VARIOUS MILITARY AND CIVIL EXPLORING AND SURVEYING PARTIES-1808 TO 1880.

The region west of the Mississippi to the Pacific and north to the line of the British
Possessions embraced in the Louisiana purchase, has been a fruitful field for explorers.
The·Hudson Bay Company occupied most of the region west of the Rocky Mountains
and north of California and Utah for a long period; their last post on American• soil,
Fort Hall, Idaho, being withdrawn in 1854. Port Hall had been erected by Nathaniel
Wythe, a Massachusetts man, in 1836 or 1838, m opposition to the American Fur Company, and sold to 'the Hudson Bay Company. This region was the home of the hunter
and trapper. In 1808 the Missouri Fur Company, of S,a int Louis, built a ~rading-post on
Lewis or Snake River, in the southeastern portion of the now Territory of Idaho, then .
Oregon. In 1810 the Pacific Fur Company-Mr. John Jacob Astor-resolved to make
settlement on the Oregon coast. March 23, 1811, their ship "Tonquin" arrived at the
mouth of Columbia River, and. Astoria was founded. In the war of 1812 between the
United ,States and Great · Britain, this post was seized by the British man-of-war
''Raccoon," and the name of Astoria was changed to Fort George. By the first article
of the treaty of Ghent, October 6, 1818, Fort George was surrendered to J. B. Provost
on behalf of the United States by Captain Hickey, of the British man-of-war "Blossom," and J. Keith, agent of the Northwest Trading Company (which had been in possession of it), and the name Astoria was at once restored to it.
The Great West, west of the Mississippi and north of the Arkansas River, was in the
Louisiana purchase. Christopher Cal\son, Sublette and Smith, James Brigge~, Nathaniel Wythe, and roving trappers and hunters thereafter made this then unexplored region
their home. It was the source from which came the supplies, of buffalo and other
skins. In the period from 1803 to 1870 this region was explored by a series of expeditions under the auspioes of the United States Army and Navy Departments, including
Lewis and Clarke's, Bonniville, Admiral John Wilkes, Capt. John C. Fremont,· &c.,
a full list of the expeditions being given in Lieut. George M. Wheeler's Report of
Military Surveys under the War Department, 1871 to 1879. Dr. John Evans's (elsewhere noted) Survey of Oregon and Washingt.on Territories, and Dr. F. V. Hayden's
Geological Work in Nebraska, and Dr. Robert Dale Owen's iu Iowa and Wisconsin, under the auspices of the General Land Office, iu the territory of the Louisiana pur.
chase, added much to the world's knowledge of this vast and productive countryThe rich mines of Montana, Idaho, Colorado, and Oregon lie within it, together with
millions of acres of undeveloped mining lands.
The expedition of Maj. John W. PowellJ in 1867,, and the subsequent geological
survey made under his charge in the Rocky Mountain region in 1874 and to 1879, were
partially within it, as wa.s much of the survey of the fortieth parallel under direction
of Clarence King, geologist. The geological survey of the Territories under Prof. F.
V. Hayden, from 1870 to 1879, was executed mostly within this purchase.
The publications of the sever~! expeditions and surveys under the auspices above set
out under laws of the United States, published by the United States Government,
contain a mass of valuable and reliable information as to the resources and inhabitants of that vast and in some parts still unexplored region.
A grea~ numbe;r of private expeditions under the auspices of colleges, societies, and
individuals, such as the researches of Prof. 0. c. Marsh, of Yale College, and the
hunting expedition of Sir George Gore, in 18G4 and 1~56, have been successfully made
during the last forty years, and have given a store of 7aluable and interesting scientific
and e<iuuomical iuformat iuu.
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In 1805-'06, Dn. Sibley made notes of the country and inhabitants adja.cent to tho
Territory of Orleans and an account of Red River. Mr. Dunbar, of Natchez, in 1804~
under authority of the United States, ~urveyed and explored the Washita. (See President Jefferson's message of February 14, 1806, to Congress.)
HISTORICAL REFERENCES.

Bancroft's History of the United States; Hildreth's History of the United States;
History of Louisiana; Spanish, French, and American Domination: Chas. Gayarre.

THE PURCHASE OF THE EAST AND WEST FLORID AS FROM SPAIN.
P~ELIMINARY

WORK AND NEGOTIATIONS.

Spain, by the discovery of Florida on Palm Sunday, March 27, 1512, a,nd its occupation dating from the landing of Ponce de Leon near Saint August,ine, April 8, 1512, and
the various expeditions following, including that of Fernando de So to, in 1536, who explored its interior, acquired the right to the possession of the T~;rritory of Florida. Sir
Francis Drake's capture of Saint Augustine, in 1586, w:is temporary. In 1736, Spain
ceded Florida to Great Britain, in exchange for the island of Cuba, and the British
flag was raised over it. In 1783, after the conclusion of the definitive treaty of peace:.
between Great Britain and the United States, Great Britain ceded to Spain the provinces of East and' West :~!,lorida, and they again came under the flag of Spain. This
cession gave no definition of boundaries, and the province of West Florida became
a subject of dispute between the United States and Spain.
THE PERDIDO CLAIM.

Great Britain held that .the thirty-first parallel of north latitude was the northern
boundary of the province she ceded, extending from the Appalachicola to the Mississippi River, and by another treaty made at the same time stated that the territory
to the north of that parallel belonged to the United States (now in Alabama and
Mississippi). The United States thereupon insisted upon the boundary at the thirtyfirst parallel north latitude. Spain claimed that the province of West Florida as ·ceded
by Great Britain to her, remained as it was declared to be by the proclamation of tho
King of Great Britain, of date October 7, 1763, and extended by the recommendation of
the British Board oi' Trade, J nne 6,1764, and so held and gover~ed by the British Government as shown by communications to Governor Elliott, of May 15, 1767. This included
the territory between the rivers that bounded the original province and between
the thirty-first parallel north latitude (going north) and to that of a line east and west
from the mouth of the Yazoo River. Spain at once took possession of this territory
and held it for a time, but by the treaty of 1795, October 27, waived claims to the territory north of latitude 31° north. This left the remainder of the province of West
Florida still in doubt-that portion between the Iberville and Perdido rivers, and south
of latitude 31° north, the national boundary. The United States claimed this country
under the following title: October 1, 1800, Spain ceded to France the province of
Louisiana. Prance, by the treaty of Paris, sold the same to the United States, April
30, 1803. Spain claimed after 1803, and up to 1819 (date of her-sale of Florida to the
United States) that t,he cession to France was only for the city and island of New
Orleans and the province of Louisiana west of the Mississippi River, which she had in
1762 received from France. Part of this Perdido claim was afterwards annexed below
31° north latitude to the States of Alabama and Mississippi, extending thence to the
Gulf. The United States by joint resolution of Congress, January 15, 1811, and acts
of like date and of March 3, 1811, passed in secret Ression, made public in 1817, occupied and held this disputed territory for a time. Spain a,nd France protested, but the
United States never withdrew its claim to the territory.
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The cession of the province of Louisiana by France in 1803 gave the United States a
title to the territory west of the Perdido. This was also occupied.
Before and after the purchase of Louisiana, Mr. Jefferson looked toward the purchase
of the province of Florida from Spain, and after the de~ision of Congress he appointed
Mr. Armstrong, of New York, and Mr. Bowdoin, of Massachusetts, to negotiate tho
purchase of Florida from Spain. This negotiation failed. Then Mr. Monroe was called
upon to join Mr. Pinckney, minister at Madrid, in the settlement of our difficulties ~
with Spain both as to boundaries and claims for commercial spoliations. Mr. Monroe,
in a letter toM. Talleyrand at Paris, November 4, 1804, gives a full statement of this, as
well as did Mr. Livingston, in a letter of date November 12,.1804, at Paris, toM. Talleyrand, wherein he states" that Mr. Monroe, minister plenipotentiary from the United
States to the court of London, is now here, on his way to Spain, where he is specially
charged, in conjunction with Mr. Pinckney, to negotiate for the purchase of Florida."
These letters asked the favorable intervention of the Emperor Napoleon with the Span:ish King in the matter of the purchase. Talleyrand in his answer intimated that
Bonaparte nonconcurred in the American view of the boundary question.
January 28, 1805, Messrs. Monroe and Pinckney addressed a letter to Don Pedro
Cevallos, inclosing a project of a convention between the countries. This was
answered by Don Cevallos January 31, 1805. A correspondence running until the 15th
of May then followed, and ended in a refusal on the part of the King to treat further
and in a rejection of the proffer of adjustment or purchase. On May 22, 1805, Mr.
Monroe took leave of the King.
In 1807 Spain issued a decree similar to the French decree of November 21, 1806.
This inten~ified public feeling aided by the fact that the question of settlement of
national boundaries (Louisiana) and spoliation claims had not been settled between the~
two countries. A new Spanish minister, Don Onis, in 1808, arrived in behalf of the ,
supporters of the royal family who had rebelled against Bonaparte's rule in Spain•
President Jefferson declined to receive him.
In 1810, in the province of West Florida, and in that part lying on the Mississippi
River, disturbances took place and the authority of Spain was defied. The fort at Baton
Rouge was seized. The citizens declared themselves independent, adopted a flag, and
made proclamation 'of the fact.
October 27, HHO, President Madison issued proclamation taking possession of the east
bank of the Mississippi under the treaty of 1803, claiming that occupation 1 was necessary to protect both the United States and Spain from violence, and would leave the
question of ownership for the future. Governor Claiborne, of Orleans Territory, was
dispatched at once from Washington to take possession. An attack upon Mobile by
a party from near Fort Stoddart failed. They threatened another attack, whereupon
Folck, the Spanish governor, in a letter to the American authorities hinted at a probability of his desiring to treat with ~hem for the transfer of the province, unless he
was re-enforced from Havana or Vera Cruz.
This occupation met strong opposition in the United States. An exoedition was
organized and acted against the Seminole Indians in East Florida. The legislature of
Georgia, November 20, 1812, resolved that the occupation of Plorida was essential tQ the
safety of the State, and passed an act to raise a State force to act against Saint Augustine
and punish the Indians. Early in 1813 a volunteer f9rce entered Florida. Orders were
issued July 14, 1814, by the War Department, to Andrew Jackson commanding, to take
possession of the town of Pensacola, as Florida at this time had become a place of
organization for marauding bands to act against the United States. The orders were
six months reaching him. In the mean time a British naval force arrived at Pensacola.
and landed some troops under Colonel Nichols, who at once began to arm and equip
the Creek refugees, enemies of the United States. The orders to General Jackson were
countermanded October 21, 1814, but he, in the mean time, had entered Pensacola,
driven out the British, and delivered the place to the Spanish authorities. Congressional inl}uiries were made this year of the executive department as to the position
of the United States in relation to Spain. ·The answer was that it was friendly.
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In 1815 Don Onis, the Spanish ambassador, was recognized. In 1816 the Spanish
minister at Washington remonstrated against the continued occupation by the United
States of West Florida and insisted on non-intercourse between the United States and
Mexico, that province being then' in revolt against Spain. Mr. Monroe, Secretary of
State for President Mad~son, suggested that as West Florida was now separated from
the Spanish possessions of Mexico, it was of but little ad vantage to. Spain to hold it,
and an exchange of part of Louisiana bordering on Texas was suggested for Florida,
and neutrality as to Mexico was intimated; but nothing definite resulted from this ,
correspondence.
In 1817, Mr. Monroe now being President, it was proposed to receive from Spain in
settlement of the claims held by citizens of the United State's against her, the cession
of the province of Florida. This embraced the offer to accept for a western boundary
of Louisiana the river Colorado, of Texas. To this Don Onis, the Spanish minister,
·
objected.
A correspondence now ensued, from July 4, 1817, to March 18, 1818, between John
Quincy Adams, Secretary of State, and Don Luis de Onis, which explains fully the
differences between the two nations and their respective claims as to boundaries.
(See American State Papers, vol. 12, pp. 1 to 195.)
During 1817, the Seminoles residing on Spanish territory harbored a large number
of refugee Creeks of ' the late war. They were a constant source of alarm ,and war to
the Georgia settlers. The Indians, in retaliation for their expulsion from the just ceded
Creek territory, north of the line of Florida, attacked and captured a boat on the Appalachi.cola River. General Jackson was, ordered to take command in person of the
United States forces in the Soutli,· and orders were issued ·to pursue the Indians into
Florida if necessary. In 1818, the statement of President Monroe, in his message to
Congress, that expeditions had been authorized against Amelia Island and Galveston,
was met with a protest from Don Luis de Onis, the Spanish minister at Washington.
March 14, 1818, President Monroe transmitted to Congress the correspondence between
John Quincy Adams and Don Luis de Onis, abov~ reierred to.
In April, 1818, General ' Jackson had, in the prosecution oi the Indian (Seminole)
war, taken possession of the Spanish fort at St. Mark's, Florida, taking it with force but
without bloodshed, and thus Florida was occupied by troops of the United States. On
May 24, 1818, General Jackson, on a rumor of the encouragement of an Indian invasion
of Alabama (having the day before received· a protest from the Spanish governor
against the invasion, and a prqmise of resistance), entered the city of Pensacola. -Tho
governor held the fort at the Barrancas. An assault was ordered against it, when it
capitulated on the 27th of May. On June 17, the Spanish minister protested to the
United States against General Jackson's acts while a treaty was under consideration.
The unfulfilled treaty agreements of Spain to restrain Indians in her territory from
raiding the United States was set up, and the aid and assistance rendered the Indians
by the .f orts at St. Mark's and Pensacola was held to be sufficient .ground for their
seizure, and that now that the Indian war was ov~r, the two forts would be surrendered to Spain, when Spain would agree to garrison them with a force large enough to
control the Indians.
The ratification of the convention of 1802, (now October, 1818,) arrived from Spain.
NEGOTIA.TI~NS OPENED FOR CESSION,

1818.

De Onis opened negotiations und~r the instructions he had received with the ratification of the convention of 1 02. He asked conditions, and that the boundary of
the territory of Spain west of the Mississippi should be due north of a line commencing
on the Gulf of Mexico east of the river Sabine, and extending to the Missouri, and
thence to its source. Secretary Adams offered ln reply, October 31, 1818, as his ultimatum, to accept as a boundary for the Spanish possessions west of the Mississippi
(which would be the western and the southern boundary of the Louisiana province
purchaaed from France in 1803) the river Sabine to the thirty-third degree north lati-
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tude, thence to tile Red River due north, that river to its source, the crest of the
Rocky Mountains to the forty-first degree north latitude, and a line thence due west
to the Pacific Ocean, about t.he ·present boundary of the Louisiana purchase. This
claim Don Onis (November 16) 'pronounced unheard of, and proffered in lieu an agreement to the line of the Sabine River, with a line due north to the Missouri, and from
and along that river to its head. Here the negotiations rested for a time, pending
instructions from Spain. In the Congress of 1819, in January, a fierce debate came on
as to the right of invasion of Spanish soil in Florida. February·22, 1819, John Quincy
Adams, on behalf of the United States, and Don Luis de Onis, on behalf of Spain, at
Washington, signed th~ treaty of the cession of Florida to the United States, as f~llows:
Treaty of amity, settlement, and limits between the United Sia.tes of America and his catholic majesty. Concluded February 22, 1.819;. ratifications.exchanged !februa1'p 2~, 1821;
p1·oclaimed Feb1·uary 22, 1821. Also ratijicatwn of the same by the K~ng of Spa~n, Octobm· 24, 1820.

The United States of America and his catholic majesty, desiring to consolidate, on
a permanent basis, the friendship and good correspondence which happily prevails between the two parties, have determined to settle and .terminate all their differences
and pretensions, by a treaty, which shall designate, with precision, the limits of their
respective bordering territories in North America.
With this intention the President of the United States has furnished with their full
powers John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the said United States; and his
catholic majesty has appointed the Most Excellent Lord Don Luis De Onis, GonzaleR,
Lopez y Vara, Lord of the town of Rayaces, Perpetual Regidor of the Corporation of '
the city of Salamanca, Knight Grand Cross of the Royal American Order of Isabella
the Catholic, decorated with the Lys of La Vendee! Knight Pensioner of the Royal
and Distinguished Spanish Order of Charles the Third, Member of the Supreme As"'
sembly of the said Royal Order; of the Council of his catholi-c majesty; his secre-_
tary, with exercise of decrees, and his envoy extraordinary and· minister plenipotentiary near the United States of America;
And the said plenipotentiaries, after having exchanged their powers, have· agreed
upon and concluded the following articles :
ART. I. There shall be a :firm and inviolable peace and sincere friendship between the
United States and their citizens and his catholic majesty, his successors and subjects,
without exception of persons or places.
.
ART. II. His catholic majesty cedes to the United States, in full property and sovereignty, all the territories which belong to him, situated to the eastward of the Mississippi, kn.own by the name of East and West Florida. The adjacent islands dependent
on said provinces, all public lots and squares, vacant lands, pu}:>lic edifices, fortifications, barracks, and other buildings, which are not private property, archives and documents, which relate 9.irectly to the property and sovereignty of said provinces, are included in this article. The said archives and documents shall be left in possession of
the commissaries or officers of the United States, duly authorized to receive them. ·
ART. III. The boundary line between the two countries, west of the Mississippi, shall ·
begin on the Gulph of Mexico, at the mouth of the river Sabine, in the sea, continuing
north, along the western bank of that river, to the 32d degree of latitude; thence, by
a line due north, to the degree of latitude where it strikes the Rio Roxo of Natchitoches, or Red River; then following the course of the Rio Roxo westward, to the degree of longitude 100 west from London and 23 from Washington ; then, crossing the
said Red River, and running thence, by a line due north, to the river Arkansas;
thence, following the course of the southern bank of the Arkansas, to its source, in
latitude 42 north; and thence, by that parallel of latitude, to the South Sea. The
whole as being laid down in Melish's map of the United States, published at Philadelphia, improved to the first of January, 181tl. But if the source of the Arkansas River
shall be found to fall north or south of latitude 42, then the line shall run from the
said source due south or north, as the case may be, till it meets the said parallel of latitude 42, and thence, along the said parallel, to the Sonth Sea: All the islands in the
Sabine, and the said Red and Arkansas rivers, throughout the course thus described,
to belong to the United States; but the use of the waters, and the navigation of the
Sabine to the sea, and of the said rivers Roxo and Arkansas, throughout the extent of
the said boundary, on their respective banks, shall be common to the respective inhabitants of both nations.
The two high contracting parties agree to cede and renounce all their rights, clalms,
and pretensions, to the territories described by the said line, that is to say: The
United States hereby cede to his catholic majesty, and renounce forever, all their
rights, claims, and pretensions, to the territories lying west and south of the abovedescribed line; and, in like manner, his catholic majesty cedes to the said United
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States all his rights, claims, and pretensions to any territories east and north of the
said line, and for himself, his heirs, and successors, renounces all claim to the said
territories forever.
ART. IV. To fix this line with more precision, and to place the landmarks which shall
designate exactly the limits of both nations, each of the contracting parties shall ap-:point a commissioner and a surveyor, who shall mee.t before the termination of one
year from the date of the ratification of this treaty at Natchitoches, on the Red River,
and proceed to run and mark the said line, from the mouth of the Sabine to the Red
River,-and from the Red River to the river Arkansas, and to ascertain the latitude of
the source of the said river Arkansas, in conformity to what ls above agreed u!_lon
and stipulated, and the line of latitude 42, to the South Sea : they shall make outplans, and keep journals of their proceedings, and the result agreed upon by them
shall be considered as part of this treaty, and shall have the same force as if it were
inserted therein. The two governments will amicably agree respecting the necessary
articles to be furnished to those persons, and also as to their respective escorts, should
such be deemed necessary.
ART. V. The inhabitants of the ceded territories shall be secured in the free exercise
of their religion, without any restriction; and all those who may desire to remov~ to
the Spanish dominions shall be permitted to sell or export their effects, at any t1me
whatever, without being subject, in either case, to duties.
,
ART. VI. The inhabitants of the territories which his catholic majesty cedes to the
United States, by this treaty; shall be incorporated in the Union of the United States,
as soon as may be consistent with the principles of the Federal Constitution, and admitted to the enjoyment of all the privileges, rights, and immunities of the citizens
of the United States.
ART. VII. The officers and troops of his catholic majesty, in the territories herebyce~ed
by him to the United States, shall be withdrawn, and possession of the places occupu~d
by them shall be given within six months after the exchange of the ratifications of t~1s
treaty, or sooner if possible, by the officers of his catholic majesty to the comJ?llSsioners or officers of the United States duly appointed to receive them ; and the Umtecl
States shall furnish the transports and escort nec'e ssary to convey the Spanish officers
and troops and their .baggage to the Havana.
ART. VIII. All the grants of landmade beforethe24thof January,1818, by his catholic
majesty, or by his lawful authorities, in the said territories ceded by his majesty to the
United States, shall be ratified and confirmed to the persons in possession of the lands, to
the same extent that the same grants would be valid if the territories had remained under the dominion of his catholic majesty. But the owners in possession of such lands,
who, by reason of the recent circumstances of the Spanish nation, and the revolutions
in Europe, have been prevented from fulfilling all the conditions of their grants, shall
complete them within the terms limited in the same, respectively, from the date of
this treaty; in default of which the said grants shall be null and void. All grants
made since the said 24th of January, 1818, when the first proposal, on the part of his
catholic majesty, for the cession of the Floridas was made, are hereby declared and
agreed to be null and void.
ART. IX. The two high contracting parties, animated' with the most earnest desire of
conciliation, and with the object of putting an end to all the differences which have existed between them, and of confirming the good understanding which they wish to be
forever maintained between them, reciprocally renounce all claims for damages or inju.:.
ries which they, themselves, as well as their respective citizens and subjects, may have
suffered until the tirrle of signing this treaty.
The renunciation of the United States will extend to all the injuries mentioned in
the convention of the 11th of August, 1802.
2. To all claims on account of prizes made by French privateers, and condemned by
French consuls, within the territory and jurisdiction of Spain.
3. To all claims of indemnities on account of the suspension of the right to deposit
at New Orleans in 1802.
4. To all claims of citizens of the United States upon the government of Spain,
arising from the unlawful seizures at sea, and in the ports and territories of Spain, or
the Spanish colonies.
5. To all claims of citizens of the United States upon the Spanish Government, statements of which, soliciting the interposition of the Government of the United States,
have been presenteu to the Department of State, or to the minister of the United
States in Spain, since the date of the convention of 1802, and until the signature of
this treaty.
The reni:mciation of his catholic majesty extends1. To all tpe injuri.es m~ntione~ in th~ convention of the 11th of August, 1802.
2. To the sums whiCh his cathohc maJesty advanced for the return of Captain Pike _
from the Provincias Internas.
3. To all injuries caused by the expedition of Miranda, that was fitted out and
equipped at New York.
4. To all claims of Spanish subjects upon the Government of the United States
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arising from unlawful seizures at sea, or within the ports and territorial jurisdiction
of the United States.
.
Finally, to all the claims of subjects of his catholic majesty upon the Government of
the United States in which the interposition of his catholic majesty's government has
been solicited, before the date of this treaty and since the date of the convention of
1802, or which may have been made to the department of foreign affairs of His Majesty,
or to his minister in the United States.
•
Aud the high contracting parties, respectively, .renounce all claim to indemnities for
any M the recent events or transactions of their respective commanders and officers in
the Floridas.
.
The United States will cause satisfactibn to be made for the injuries, if any, which,
by process of law, shall be established to have been suffered by the Spanish officers,
and individual Spanish inhallitants, by the late operations of the American arrpy in
Florida.
ART. X. The convention entered into between the two governments, on the 11th of
August, 1802, the ratifications of which were exchanged the 21st of December, 1818, is
annulled.
ART. XI. The United States,exoneratingSpainfromalldemands in future,on account
of the claims of their citizens to which the renunciations herein contained extend, and
considering them entirely cancelled, undertake to make satisfaction for the same, to an
amount not exceeding :five millions of dollars. To ascertain the full amount and validity
of tboso claims, a commission, to consist of three commissioners, citizens of the United
States, shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, which commission shall meet at the cit.yof Washington, and, within the space
of three years from the time of their.:first meeting, shall receive, examine, and decide
upon the amount and validity of all the claims included within the descriptions above
mentioned. The said commissioners shall taken a oath or affirmation, to be entered
on the record of their proceedings, for the faithful and diligent discharge of their
duties; and, in case of the death, sickness, or necessary absence of any such commissic)ner, his place may be supplied by the appointment, as aforesaid, or by the President
of the United States, during the recess of the Senate, of another commissioner in his
stead. The said commissioners shall be authorized to hear and examine, on oath,
every question relative to the said claims, and to receive all suitable authentic testimony concerning the same. And the Spanish Government shall furnish all such documents and elucidations as may be in their possession, for the adjustment of the said
claims, according to the principles of justice, the laws of nations, and the stipulations
of the treaty between the two parties of 27th October, 1795; the said documents to be
specified, when demanded, at the instance of the said commissioners.
The payment of such claims as may be admitted and adjusted by the said commissioners, or the maJor part of them, to an amount not exceeding :five millions of dollars,
shall be made by the United States, either immediately at their Treasury, or by the
creation of stock, bearing an interest ·Of six per cent. per annum, payable from the
proceeds of sales of public lands within the territories hereby ceded to the United
States, or in such other manner as the Congress of the United States may prescribe by
law.
The records of the proceedings of the said commissioners, together with the vouchers
and documonts produced before them, relative to the claims to be adjusted and decided
upon by them, shall, after the close of their transactions, be deposited in the Department of State of the United States; and copies of them, or any part of them, shall be
furnished to the Spanish Government, if required, at the demand of the Spanish minister in the United States.
ART. XII. The treaty of limits and navigation, of 1795, remains confirmed in all and
each one of its articles excepting the 2, 3, 4, 21, and the second clause of the 22d article, which, having been altered by this treaty, or having received their entire execution, are no longer valid.
With respect to the 15th article of the same treaty of friendship, limits, and navigation of 1795, in wh.ich it is stipulated that the flag shall cover the property, the two
high contracting parties agree that this shall be so understo.od with respect to those
powers who recognize this principle; but if either of the two contracting parties shall
be at war with a third party, and the other neutral, the flag of the neutral shall cover
the property of enemies whose government acknowledge this principle, and not of
others.
ART. XIII. Both contracting parties, wi&hing to favour their mutual commerce, by
tLffording in their ports every neceEsary assistance to their respective merchant vessels,
have agreed that the sailors who shall desert from their vessels in the ports of the other,
shall be arrested and delivered up, at the instance of the consul, who shall prove, nevertheless, that the deserters belonged to the vessels that claimed them, exhibiting the document that is customary in their nation: that is to say, the American consul in a Spanish
:port sha~l exhibit the document known by the name of articles, and the Spanish consul
m Amencan ports the roll of the vessel; and if the name of the deserter or deserters who
8 L 0-VOL III
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are claimed shall appear in the one or the other, they shall be arrested, held in custody
and delivered to the vessel to which they shall bel on g.
'
ART. XIV. The United States herebycertifythatthey have not received any compensation from France for the injuries they suffered from her privateers, consuls, and tribunals on the coasts and in the ports of Spain, for the satisfaction of which provision is made
by this treaty; and they will present an authentic statement of the prizes made, and
of their true value, that Spain may avail herself of the same in such manner as sb.e
may deem just and proper.
•
ART. XV. The United States, to give to his catholic majesty a proof of their oosire
to cement the relations of amity subsisting between the two nations, and to favour the
commerce of the subjects of his catholic majesty, agree that Spanish vessels, coming
laden only with productions of Spanish growth or manufactures, directly from the ports
of Spain, or of her colonies, shall be admitted, for the term of twelve years, to the ports
of Pensacola and St. Augustine, in the Floridas, without paying other or higher duties
on their cargoes, or of tonnage, than will be paid by the vessel~'! of the United States.
During the said term no other nation shall enjoy the same privileges within the ceded
territories. The twelve years shall commence three months after the exchange of the
. ratifications of this treaty.
ART. XVI. The present treaty shall be ratified in due form, by the contracting parties,
and the ratifications shall beexchangedin six months from this time, or sooner if possible.
In witness whereof we, the underwritten plenipotentiaries of the United States 'of
America and of his catholic majesty, have signed, by virtue of our powers, the present
treaty of amity, settlement, and limits, and have thereunto affixed our seals, respectively.
.
Done at Washington this twenty-second day of February, one thousand eight hundred and nineteen.
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. [L. s.)
LUIS DE ONIS.
[L. s.)
POLITICAL ACTION ON THE TREATY.
This treaty was unanimously ratified by the Senate of the United States. Spain did
not ratify at once, but let the time fixed for ratification expire. Congress, in expectation of an immediate ratification by Spain, passed an act authorizing the President to
take possession of the Floridas.
The hesitation of Spain to ratify was the cause of vigorous and urgent diplomat~c
action. De Onis was recalled as Spanish ambassador, and Don Vives sent out. He
came by the way of Paris and London. On his arrival at Washington he opened a correspondence with Mr. Adams, who demanded action upon the treaty already entered into
between the United States and Spain, upon full powers and in conformity to instructions. A stormy political discussion took place in Congress pending ratification by
Spain. Much was made of the proposed western boundary of Louisiana.
RATIFICATION BY THE

KING

OF SPAIN.

October 29, 1820, the treaty was ratified by the King of Spain.
Ratification* by His Catholic Majesty, on the twenty-fourth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty.
Ferdinand the Seventh, by the Grace of God and by the constitution of the Spanish
monarchy, King of the Spains.
Whereas on the twenty-second day of February, of the year one thousand eight
hundred and nineteen last past, a. treaty was concluded and signed in the city of Washington, between Don Luis de Onis, my envoy extraordinary and ·minister pL Hipoten1.iary, and John Qui-ncy Adams, Esq., Secretary of State of the United 1-it<1tes of
America, competently authorized by both parties, consisting of sixteen articl e-;, which
had for their object the arrangement of differences and of limits between 1Joth governments and their respective territories, which are of the following form aurl literal
tenor:
[Here follows the above treaty, word for word.)
'fherefore, having seen and examined the sixteen articles aforesaid, and h uvwg :first
obtained the consent and authority of the General Cortes of the nation wi1!1 re pect
to the cession mentioned and stipulated in the 2d and 3d articles, I approve and
ratify all and every one of the articles referred to, and the clauses which are con*Translation.
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tained in them; and, in virtue of these presents, I approve and ratify them; promising on the faith and word of a King, to execute and observe them, and to cause
them' to be executed and observed entirely as if I myself had signed them; and
that the circumst ance of having exceed~d the term of six months, fixed for the exchan(J'e of the r atifications in the 16th article, may afford no obstacle in any manner,
it is ~:V deliberate will that the present ratification be as valid and firm, and produce
the same effects, as if it had been done within the determined period. Desirous at the
same timo of avoiding any doubt or ambiguity concerning the meaning ·of . the 8th
article of the said treaty, in respect t o the date which is pointed out in it as the period
for the confirmation of the grants of lands in the Floridas, made by me, or by the
competent authorities in my royal name, which point of date was fixed in tb.e positive
understanding of the three grants of land made in favor of the Duke of Alagon, the
Count of Punonrostro, and Don Pedro de Vargas, being annulled by its tenor, I think
proper to declare that the said three grants have remained and do remain entirely
annulled and invalid; .and that n either the three individuals mentioned, nor those
who may have title or interest through them, can avail themselves of the said ·grants
at any time, or in any manner; under which explicit declaration the said 8th article
is to be understood as ratified. In the faith of all which I have commanded to despatch these presents. Signed by my hand, sealed with my secret seal, and countersigned by the underwritten my Secretary of Despatch of State.
Given at Madrid, the twenty-fourth of October, one thousand eight hundred and
twenty.
FERNANDO.
EVARISTO PEREZ DE CASTRO.

[Copies of the grants annulled by the foregoing treaty will be found in 8 Statutes at
Large, page 267, ct seq. ]
The treaty was again sent to the Senate of the United States for ratification, and
ratified February 19, 1821, there being but four dissenting votes.
PROCLAMATION OF TREATY.

February 22d, 1821, two years after the signing by the agents of the respective governments, President Monroe issued the following proclamation :
By the President of the United States : a Proclamation.

Whereas, a treaty of amity, settlement, and limits between the United States of
America and His Catholic Majesty was concluded and signed between their plenipotentiaries in this city, on the twenty-second day of February, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and nineteen, which treaty, word for word, is as follows:
[Here follows the treaty in full.]
And where as, his said Catholic Majesty did, on the twenty -fourth day of October, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty, ratify and confirm the
said treaty, which ratification is in the words and of the tenor following:
[Here follows the ratification by the King of Spain in full.]
And whereas, the Senate of the United States did, on the nineteenth day of tho
present month, ad vise and consent to the ratification, on the part of these United States,
of the said treaty, in· the following words:
"IN SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, February 19, 1821.
''Resolved, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, That the Senate, having
examined the treat.y of amity, settlement, and limits between the United States of
America and His Catholic Majesty, made and concluded on the twenty-second of Feb·
ruary, one-thousand eight hundred and nineteen, and eeen and considered the ratification thereof ~ade by his said Catholic Majesty on the twenty-fourth day of October,
one thousand e1ght hundred and twenty, do consent to and advise the President of the
United States to ratify the same."
And whereas, in pursuance of the said advice and consent of the Senate of the United
States, I have ratified and confirmed the said treaty, in the words following, viz.:
''Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United States of America, having
seen and considered the treaty :;tbove recited, together with the ratification of His
Catholic Majesty thereof, do, in pursuance of the aforesaid ad vice and consent of the
Senate of the United States, by these presents, accept, ratify, and confirm, the said
treaty, and every clause and article thereof, as the same are herein before set forth.
"In faith whereof I have caused the seal of the United States of America to be
hereto affixed.
"Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this twenty-second day of Feb·
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ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-one, and of the
Independence of the said States the forty-fifth.
"By the President:
"JAMES MONROE.
" JOHN QUINCY ADAMS,

''Secretary of State."
And whereas the said ratifications, on the part of the United States, and of His Catholic Majesty, have been this day duly exchanged, at Washington, by John Quincy Adams,
Secretary of State of the United States, and by General Dn. Francisco Dionisio Vives,
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of His Catholic Majesty: Now,
therefore, to the end that the said treaty may be observed and performed with good
faith, on the part of the United States, I have caused the premises to be made public;
and I do hereby enjoin and require all persons bearing office, civil or military, within
the United States, and all others, citizens or inhabitants thereof, or being within
the same, faithfully to observe and fulfil the said treaty, and every clause and article
thereof.
In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States to be affixed to
these presents, and signed the same with my hand.
Done at the city of Washington, the twenty-second day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-one, and of the sovereignty and Independence of the United States the. forty-fifth.
·
[L. s.]
JAMES MONROE.
By the President : .
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, Secretary of State.
THE SEVERAL ACTS AND DEEDS ACQUIRING POSSESSION OF THE FLORIDAS.

Col. Robert Butler was appointed commissioner under the treaty on the part of the
United States, and Don Jos6 Coppinger on the part of Spain, for East Flodda.
March 3, 1821, Congress authorized, by law, the President to organize a temporary
government for Florida pending legislation.
President Monroe, March 10, 1821, appointed Major-General Andrew Jackson governor, his commission vesting in him all the powers and duties heretofore held and
exercised by the captain-general, intendant, and governor under Spain.
SURRENDER OF THE FLORIDAS BY SPAIN.

July 10, 1821, Don Jose Coppinger, appointed a 'commissioner by the captain-general of Cuba, and Col. Robert Butler, appointed a commissioner on the part of tbe
United States, met at Saint Augustine and, after inventory, proceeded to turn over for
Spain and receive for the United States the province of East Florida.
Copy of the paper in the English language, signed by the commissioner on the part of the
United States, ancl the commissione1· on the pa1·t of His Catholic Majesty, upon the delive1-y
of possession of the province of East Florida to the United States.
In the place of St. Augustine, and on the lOth day of July, eighteen hundred and
twenty-one, Don Jose Coppinger, colonel of the national armies, and commissioner, appointed by his excellency the captain-general of the island of Cuba, to make a formal
delivery of this said place and province of East Florida to the Government of the United
States of America, by virtue of the treaty of cession concluded at Washington on the 22d
of February, 1819, and the royal schedule of delivery of the 24th of October, of the last
year, annexed to the documents mentioned in the certificate that form a heading to these
instruments in testimony thereof, and the adjutant-general of the southern division of
said States, Colonel Don Robert Butler, duly authorized by the aforesaid Government
to receive the same; we having had several conferences in order to carry into effect our
respective commissions, as will appear by our official communications, and having received by the latter, the documents, inventories, and plans, appertaining to the property and sovereignty of the Spanish nation held in this province and itM adjacent
islands depending thereon, with the sites, public squares, vacant lands, public edifices,
fortifications, and other works, not being private property, and the same having been
preceded by the arrangements and formalities that, for the greater solemnity of this
important act, they have judged proper, there has been verified, at four o'clock of the
evening of this day, the complete and personal delivery of the fortifications, and all
else of this aforesaid province to the commissioner, officers, and troops of the United
States; and, in consequence thereof, having embarked for the Havana the military and
civil officers and Spanish troops, in the American transports provided for this purpose,
the Spanish authorities having this moment ceased the exercise of their functions, and
those appointed by the American Government having began theirs; duly noting that
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we have tra.nsmitted to our governments the doubts occurring whether the artillery
ought to be comprebendp,d in tb~ fortification_s, and if the public. archives, relating to
private property, ought to remam and be ~elr~ered to th:e Ait;lencan ~overnment l?Y
virtue of the cession, and that there remams m the fort1ficatwns, unt1l the aforesaid
resolution is made, the artillery, munitions, and implements, specified in a particular
inventory awaiting on these points, and the others appearing in question in our corresponden'ce, the superior decision of our respective governments, and which is to
have whatever may be t)le result, the most religious compliance at any time that it
may 'arrive, and in which the possession that at present appears given shall not serve
as an obstacle.
In testimony of which, and that this may at all times serve as an expressive and
formal receipt in this act, we, the subscribing commissioners, sign four instruments of
this same tenor, in the English and Spanish languages, at the above-mentioned place,
and sa.id day, month, and year.
ROBERT BUTLER.
JOSE COPPINGER.
[To the original act there is a certificate in the Spanish language, of which the following is a translation:]
In faith whereof I certify that the preceding act was executed in the presence of the
illustrious Ayuntamiento, and various private persons assembled, and also of various
military and naval officers of the Government of the United States of America.
JUAN DE ENTRALGO,
Notm·y of the Gove1·nment and Sem·etary of the Cabildo.
ST. AUGUSTINE, lOth July, 1821.
TRANSFER OF THE PROVINCE OF WEST FLORIDA..

The Province of West Florida was transferred to the United States July 17, 1821. It
was received by General Jackson, commissioner on behalf of the United States, from
Jose Callava, commissioner on behalf of Spain, at Pensacola .

..

Copy of the paper in the English language signed by the commissioner on the part of the
United States, ancl the commissione1· on the part of his catholic majesty, upon the detit,ery
of possession of the p1·ot'ince of West FloTida to the United States.
The undersigned, Major General Andrew Jackson, of the State of Tennessee, com·
missioner of the United States, in pursuance of the full powers received by him from
James Monroe, President of the United States of .America, of the date of the lOth of
March, 1821, and of the 45th of the Independence of the United States of America, attested by John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State, and Don Jose Callava, commandant of the province of West FJorida, and commissioner for the delivery, in the name
of his catholic majesty, of the country, territories, and dependencies, of West Florida,
to the commissioner of the United States, in conformity with the powers, commission,
and special mandate, received by him from the captain-general of the Island of Cuba,
of the date of the 5th of May, 1821, imparting to him therein the royal order of the 24th
of October, 1820, issued and signed by his catholic majesty, Ferdinand the Seventh,
and attested by the secretary of state, Don Evaristo Perez de Castro.
Do certify by these presents, that, on the seventeenth da.y of July, one thousand eight
hundred and twenty-one of the Christian rera, and forty-sixth of the Independence of
tl1e United States, having met in the court-room of the government house in the
town of Pensacola, accompanied on either part by the chiefs and officers of the army
and navy, and by a number of the citizens of the respective nations, the said Andrew
Jackson, major-general and commissioner, bas delivered to the said Colonel Commandant Don Jose Callava, his before-mentioned powers; whereby he recognizes him
to have received full power and authority to take possession of, and to occupy, the
territories ceded by Spain to tho United States by the treaty concluded at Washington
on the 22c1 day of February, 1819, and for that purpose to repair to said territories, and
there to execute and to peform all such acts and things touching the premises, as may
be nece~sary for fulfilling his appointment conformably to the said treaty and the laws
of the United States, with authority likewise to appoint any person or persons in his
stead, to receive possession of any part of the said ceded territories, according to the
stipulaticns of the said treaty: Wherefore, the Colonel Commandant Don Jose Callava immediately declared, that, in vir1me and in performance of the power, commission, and special mandate, dated 'at Havana on the 5th of Ma;>, 1821, he th.enceforth,
and from that moment, placed the said commissioner of the United States in possession of the country, territories, and clependendes, of 'Vest Florida, including the fortress of St. Marks, with the adjacent islands dependent upon said province, all public
lots and squares, vacant lands, public edifices, fortifications, barracks, and othet lmild-
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ings which are not private property, according to, and in the manner set forth by, the
inventories and schedules which be has signed and delivered with the archives and
documents directly :relating to the property and sovereignty of the said territory of
·west Florida, including the .fortress of St. Marks, and situated to the east of the
Mississippi River, the whole in conformity with the second article of the treaty of cession concluded at Washington the 22d of February, 1819, between Spain and the
United States, by Don Lui.s de Onis, minister plenipotentiary of his catholic majesty,
and John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State of the United States, both provided wiLh
full powers, which treaty has been ratified on the one part by his catholic majesty,
:Ferdinand the Seventh, and the President of the United States, with the advice and
consent of the Senate of t~1e United States, on the other·part; which ratifications have
been duly exchanged at Washington the 22d of February, 1821, and the forty-fifth of
the Independence of the United States of America, by General Don Dyonisius Vives,
minister plenipotentiary of his catholic majesty, and John Quincy Adams, Secretary
of State of the United States, according to the instrument signed on the same day:
And the present delivery of the country is made in order that, in execution of the said
treaty, the sovereignty and the property of that province of West Florida, including
the fortress of St. Marks, shall pass to the United States, under the stipulations therein
expressed. .
·
·
And the said Colonel Commandant Don Jose Callava has, in consequence, at this
present time, made to the commissioner of the United States, Major-General Andrew
Jackson, in this public cession, a delivery of the keys of the town of Pensacola, of the
archives, documents, and other articles, in the inventories before mentioned; declaring that be releases from their oath of allegiance to Spain the citizens and inhabitants
of West Florida who may choose to remain under the dominion of the United States.
And that this important and solemn acf may be in perpetual memory, the within
named have signed the same, and have sealed with their respective seals, and caused
to be attested by their secretaries of commission, the day aud year aforesaid.
ANDREW JACKSON.
JOSE CALLAVA.
By order of the Commissioner on the part
Por mandato de su senoria el Coronel Comof the United States.
isario del Gobierno de Espana.
R. K. CALL,
JOSEY. CRUZAT,
Sec'y of the Commissiun.
El Sec:retario de la Comision.
July 17, 1821, tho date of the transfer of West Florida, General Jackson at Pensacola issued the following :
P?·oclamation by Major-General Andrew Jackson, governor of the provinces of the Fl01··idas,
exe?·cising the powers of the captain-general and of the intendant of the island of Cuba,
over the said provinces, and of the governors of said provinces, respectively.
Whereas, by the treaty concluded between the United States and Spain, on the 22d
da.y of February, 1819, and duly ratified, the provinces of the Floridas were ceded by
Spain to the United States, and the possession of the said provinces is now in the
United States:
And whereas the Congress of the United States, on the 3d day of .March, in the present
year, did enact that, until the end of the first session of the Seventeenth Congress, unless
provision for the temporary government of said provinces be sooner made by Congress,
all the military, civil, and judicial powers exercised by the officers of the existing government of the said provinces, shall be vested in such person and persons and shall be
exercised in such manner as the President of the United States shall direct, for the
maintaining the inhabitants of said territories in the free enjoyment of their liberty,
property, and religion; and the President of the United States bas, by his commission,
beari1_1g date the tenth day of saicl March, invested me with all the powers, and charged
me With the several duties, heretofore held and exercised by the captain-general, intendant, and governors, aforesaid:
.
I have, therefore, thought fit to issue this my proclamation, making known the premi es, and to declare that the government heretofore exercised over the said provinces,
under the authority of Spain, bas ceased, and that that of the United States of AmericB.
is e.stablished ov~r the same; that the inhabitants thereof will be incorporated in the
Umon of the P"m~ed States a~ soon as may be consistent with the principles of the
~edera~ <;Jonstttutwn 1 ~nd admitted to .the enjoyment of all the privileges, rights, and
Immu1_11t~e.s of the Citizens of the Umted States; that, in the mean time, they shall
be .m~mtamed and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty, property, and the
rel1gwn they profess; that all laws and municipal regulations which were in existence
at the ces~atwn _of the l~te government, remain in full force; and all civil officers
~harged w1th the1r executwn, except those whose powers have been especially vested
m me, and except, also, such officers as have been intrusted with the collection of the
revenue, are continued in their functions, during the pleasure of the governor for tha
time being, or until provision shall otherwise be made.
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And I do hereby exhort and enjoin all the inhabitants and other persons within the
s aid provinces, to be faithful and true in their allegiance to the United States, and
obedient to the laws and authorities of the same, under full assurance that their just
rights will be under the guardianship of the United States, and will be maintained
from all force and violence from without or within.
Given at Pensacola this [tenth day of July for East Florida, and seventeenth day of
July for West Florida,] one thousand eight hundred and twenty-one.
' ANDREW JACKSON.
By the governor :
R. K. CALL, Acting Secretary of the Flo1·idas.
ST. AUGUSTINE, EAST FLORIDA, July 10, 1821.
By the governor :
ROBERT BUTLER, United States Commissionm·.
And thus the banner of Spain, which was first raised in Florida April 8,1512, giving
place temporarily to the English from 173G to 1783, was on the lOth and 17th of July,
1821, after a period of about three hundred and eight year.s, replaced by the flag of the
United States.
BOUNDARIES OF THE FLORIDAS.

General Jackson bad serious difficulties thereafter with the Spanish officials in obtaining documents and papers relating to the transfer.
March 30, 1822, Congress passed an organic act for the Terri tory of Florida, providing a civil government, and thus superseding the laws of Spain, which continued in
force until this action by Congress. William P. Duval was appointed governor. The
treaty stipulation in regard to the western and southern boundary of the Louisiana.
purchase, or eastern and western boundary of the Spanish possessions (Mexico) west
of the Mississippi, were not carried out with Spain because of the war between Mexico
and Spain.
January 12, 1828, the United States entered into treaty with Mexico, J. R. Poinsett
acting on behalf of the United States, and S. Camacho and J. Y. Estev:1 on the part of
Mexico, at the City of Mexico. (Ratifications exchanged April5, 18~2; proclaimed April
5, 1832.) This treaty referred to the Florida treaty of 1819, and to the boundary line
which was established by Spain when Mexico constituted part of that monarchy,
and confirmed the third and fourth articles of the treaty of Spain wit·h the United
States of 1819. It was ratified by the Senate of the United States with only three dissenting votes. This treaty was carried out, and the boundary between th(,) United
States and Mexico fixed as follows :
The boundary line between the two countries, west of the Mississippi, shall begin on
the Gulf of Mexico, at the mouth of the river Sabine, in the sea, continuing north along
the western bank of that river to the thirty-second degree of latitude; thence by a.
line due north to the degree of latitude where it strikes the Rio Roxo of Natchitoches,
or Red River; then following the course of the Rio Roxo westward to the degree of
longitude one hundred west from London and twenty-three from Washington; then
crossing the said Red River, and running thence by a line due north to the river Arkansas ; thencE>, following the course of the southern bank of the Arkansas, to its source,
in latitude forty-two north; and thence, by that parallel of latitude, to the South
Sea; the whole being as laid down in Melish's map of the United States, published at
Philadelphia., improved to the first of January, one thousand eight hundred and eighteen. But if the source of the Arkansas River shall be found to fall north or south
of latitude forty-two, then the line shall run from the said source due sout.h or north,
as the case may be, till it meets the said parallel of latitude forty-two, and thence along
the said parallel to the Sonth Sea, all the islands in the Sabine, and the said Red and
Arkansas rivers, throughout the course thus described, to belong to the United States
of America; but the use of the waters and the navigatio"n of the Sabine to the sea,
and of the said rivers Roxo and Arkansas, throughout the extent of the said boundary
on their respective banks, s}lall be common to the respective inhabitants of both nations.
The two high contracting parties agree to cede and renounce all their rights, claims,
and pretensionH to the territories described by the said line; that is to say, the United
States hereby cede to his catholic majesty, renounce forever, all their rights, claims,
and pretensions to the territories lying west and south of the above-described line;
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and, in like manner, his catholic majesty cedes to the said United States all bis rights,
claims, and pretensions to any territories east and north of the said line ; and for himself, his heirs, and successors, renounces all claim to the said territories forever.
COST AND AREA OF THE PURCHASE.

The Florida treaty cost the Government of the United States $5,000,000 in bonds
similar to those issued for the Louisiana pu.rchase, and $1,489,768 of interest on the same
to the time of redemption, delivered to the Spanish Government, a total of $6,489,768,
and added to the national and public domain 59,261:3 square miles or 37,931,520 acres,
or the present State of Florida, including certain grants.
The land laws of the United States were afterward extended, as to surveys and disposition, over Florida, and the lands were disposed of thereunder, excepting certain
grants made by English and Spanish authorities.
Decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States under this treaty, in relation
to lands and land titles, were in the cases of Foster et al. v. ~eilson (2 Peters, 306); Soulard et al. v. The United States (4 Peters, 511); Delaware v. The United States (9 Peters,
117); Mitchel et al. v. The United States (9 Peters, 711); The United States v. Kingsley (12 Peters, 476); The United States v. Arredondo (6 Peters, 706); The United
States v. Percheman (9 Peters, 51).
Authorities cited hereunder: Hildreth, History of the United States, vol. 6; Benton, Thirty Years in the United States Senate, vol. 1; "Treaties and Conventions,"
State Department series, July 4, 1776-1871; American StatePapers, vol. 12, Waite &
Sons, 1817; Charters and Constitutions, Ben. Perley Poore, vol. 1; Reports Supreme
Court of the United States, Peters, vols. 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, and 12.

ANNEXATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF TEXAS.
POLITICAL HISTORY.

The area embraced in the Texas annexation of 1845 was originallyembrace.d in the
French or Spanish possessions west of the Mississippi. France never ceded her claim to
Texas due to discovery by La Salle in 1682, and colonization in 1685, February 18, at Matagorda Bay. In 1676 the Marquis Laguna, Viceroy of Mexico, sent an expedition to capture the country. In 1691 Don Domingo Teran was appointed governor of Cohahuila and
Texas, under Spain·. The United States purchased the province of Louisiana from France
in 1803 and her claims to this territory as well. By the treaty of purchase of Florida in
1819 from Spain, however, the United States agreed to the present eastern boundary of
the State of Texas as the eastern boundary of Spanish possessions. The United States
of Mexico obtained, under the treaty at Cordova, February 24, 1821, their independence of Spanish rule. By treaty at Mexico, of date January 12, 1828, the boundary
between the two countries was confirmed and. ratified as described and laid down by
the Spanish treaty of 1819. Cohahuila and Texas, the northeast provinces of Mexico,
were continued under one government and united as a state by the Mexican Government, with a governOJ;, remaining as they were under Spanish rule. A congress of
this State met at Saltillo in 1827 and framed a constitution, which was proclaimed
March 11, 1827, in which year Mr. Clay, Secretary of State under Mr. Adams, instructed J. R. Poinsett, minister of the United States to Mexico, to offer $1,000,000 for the
cession to the United States of Mexico's territory east of the Rio Grande, but Mr. Poinsett did not make this tender to the Mexican Government.
In 1829 Mr. Van Buren, Secretary of State under General Jackson, instructed our
minister to Mexico to offer four or five millions of dollars for the portion of Texas
this side of the Nueces River, but Mexico refused. In 1830 orders were issued to prevent any further emigration from the United States. Another constitution was
formed and a declaration of independence made at San Felipe de Austin by a convention which met October 17, 1835. It was signed November 13, 1835. Henry Smith
was elected governor of the provisional government which was created thereunder.
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REPUBLIC OF TEXAS ORGANIZED-REVOLUTION AND WAR WITH MEXICO.
A war ensued between the Mexicans and the Americans in Texas. A declaration of
independence was adopted at Washington, on the Brazos River, by a convention, together with an executive ordinance. On May 27, 1836, the Republic of Texas was proclaimed, aud David G. Burnet elected president. Its boun<J_aries by act of congress of
the Republic were :fixed on the north and east as settled in the treaty between the
United States and Spain, 1819, confirmed by Mexico in 1828; on the south and west from
the mouth of the Sabine along the Gulf; thence three leagues from shore to the mouth
of and np the Rio Grande River to its source, and thence due north to the forty-fourth
parallel north latitude.
REPUBLIC OF TEXAS RECOGNIZED BY THE UNITED STATES.
By joint resolution, March 3, 1837, the Republic . of Texas was recognized by the
United States. A convention was held between John Forsyth on behalf of the United
States, and Memucan Hunt for the Republic of Texas, at Washington, D. C., April25,
1838, for marking the boundary between them, the ratifications of which were exchanged October 12, 1838, and the treaty proclaimed October 13, 1838. The following
is a copy of the same :
Treaty between the United States and Texas.
Whereas the treaty of limits made and concluded on the twelfth day of January, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, between the
United States of America on the one part and the United Mexican States on the other,
is binding upon the Republic of Texas, the same having been entered into at a time
when Texas formed a part of the said United Mexican States;
And whereas it is deemed proper and expedient, in order to prevent future disputes
and collisions between the United States and Texas in regard to the boundary between the two countries as designated by the said treaty, that a portion of the same
should be run and marked without unnecessary delay :
The President of the United States has appointed .John Forsyth their plenipotentiary, and the President of the Republic of Texas has appointed Memucan Hunt its
plenivotentiary;
And the said plenipotentiaries, having exchanged their full powers, have agreed
upon and concluded the following articles :
ARTICLE I. Each of the contracting parties shall appoint a commissioner and surveyor, who shall meet, before the termination of twelve months from the exchange of
the ratifications of this convention, at New Orleans, and proceed to run and mark that
portion of the said boundary which extends from the mouth of the Sabine, where that
river enters the Gulph of Mexico, to the Red River. They shall make out plans and keep
journals of their proceedings, and the result agreed upon by them shall be considered
as part of this convention, and shall have the same force as if it were inserted therein.
The two governments will amicably agree respecting the necessary articles to be furnished to those persons, and also as to their respective escorts, should such be deemed
necessary.
ART. II. And it is agreed that until this line shall be marked out, as is provided for in
the foregoing article, each of the contracting parties shall continue to exercise jurisdiction in all territory over which its jurisdiction has hitherto been exercised; and that
the remaining portion of the said boundary line shall be run and marked at such time
hereafter as may suit the convenience of both the contracting parties, until which
time each of the said parties shall exercise, without the interference of the other,
within the territory of which the boundary shall not have been so marked and run,
jurisdiction to the same extent to which it has been heretofore usually exercised.
ART. III. The present convention shall be ratified, and the ra.tifications shall be exchanged at Washington, within the term of six months from the date hereof, or sooner
if possible.
In witness whereof we, the respective plenipotentiaries, have signed the same, and
hav-e hereunto affixed our respective seals.
Done a.t Washington this twenty-fifth day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, in t.he sixt.y-second year of the Independence
of the United States of America, and in the third of that of tbe Republic of Texas.
JOHN FORSYTH. [I•. s.]
MEMUCAN HUNT. [L. e.]
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ANNEXATION OF TEXAS TO THE UNITED STATES.

Texas made several applications 'for the recognition of her independence dming the
administrations of President Jackson and President Van Buren. Admission into the
Union was soon urged. President Tyler favored it, and the admission of Texas as a
State into the Union became a national political issue. In 1844 the annexation treaty
was rejected in the Senate by a vote of 16 to 35 nays.
March 1, 1845, the Congress of the United States passed a joint resolution for the
annexation of the Republic of Texas to the United States, as follows:
.TOINT RESOLUTION for annexing Texas to the United States.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Rqwesentatives of the United States of America in
Congt·ess assembled, That Congres._s doth consent that the territory properly included
within a.nd rightfully belonging to the Republic of Texas may be erected into a new
State, to be called the State of Texas, with a rep1,1blican form of government, to be
adopted by the people of Raid Republic by deputies in convention assembled, with the
~onsent of the existing government, in order that the same may be admitted as one of
the States of this Union.
SEc. 2. And be it fut·ther resolved, That the foregoing consent of Congress is given
upon the following conditions, and with the following guarantees, to wit:
First. Said State to be formed, subject to the adjustment by this Government of all
questions of boundary that may ar1se with other governments; and the constitution
thereof, with the proper evidence of its adoption by the people of said Republic of
Texas, shall be transmitted to the President of the United States, to be laid before
Congress for its :final action, on or before the :first day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and forty-six.
Second. Said State, when admitted into the Union, after ceding to the United States
aU public edifices, fortifications, barracks, ports, and harbors, navy and navy· yards,
docks, magazines, arms, armaments, and all other property and means pertaining to
the public defence belonging to said Republic of Texas, shall retain all the public
funds, debts, taxes, and dues of evocy kind, which may belong to or be due and owing
said Republic; and shall also retain all the vacant and unappropriated lands lying
within its limits, to be applied to the payment of the debts and liabilities of said
Republic of Texas; an!i the residue of said lands, after discharging said debts !Lnd
liabilities, to be disposed of as said State may direct, but in no event are said debts
and liabilities to become a charge upon the Government of the United States.
Third. New States, of convenibnt size, not exceeding four in number, in additiorrto
said State of Texas, and having sufficient population, may hereafter, by the consent of
said State, be formed out of the territory thereof, which shall be entitled to admission
under the provisions of the Federal Constitution. And such States as may be formed
<mt of that portion of said territory lying south of thirty-six degrees thirty minutes
north latitude, commonly known as the Missouri compromise line, shall be admitted
into the Union with or without slavery, as the people of each State asking admission
may desire. And in such State or States as shall be formed out of said territory north
of said Missouri compromise line, slavery or involuntary servitude (except for crimes)
shall be prohibited.
•
SEc. 3. And be it further resolved, That if the President of the United States shall, in
his judgment and discretion, deem it most advisable, instead of proceeding to submit
the foregoing resolution to the Republic of Texas, as an overture on the part of the
United States for admission, to negotiate with that Republic; t.hen,
Be it re8olved, That a State, to be formed out of the present Republic of Texas, with
suitable extent and boundaries, and with two Representatives in Congress, until the
next apportionment of representation, shall be admitted into the Union, by virtue of
this act, on an eq-ual footin(J' with the existing States, as soon as the terms and conditions of such admission, and the cession of the remaining Texan territory to the United
States, shall be agreed upon by the governments of Texas and the United States: That
the sum of one hundred thousand dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated to
de.fr~y the exper:ses o~ missions and negotiations, to agree upon the terms of said admiSSl?n and cesswu, mther by treaty to be submitted to the Senate, or by articles to be
snbm1tted to the two houses of Congress, as the President may direct.

This joint resolution passed the House of Representatives February 25, 1845, by a
vote of 120 ayes to 98 nays. It passed the Senate by a vote of 27 ayes to 25- nays
March 1, 1845, and was approved by President Tyler. A messenger was dispatched
with these resolutions at ':>nce to the Republic of Texas.
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CONSENT OF TEXAS TO ANNEXATION TO THE UNITED STATES.
The following was the consent of Texas to annexation:
Whereas the Government of the United States hath proposed the following terms,
guarantees, and couditiuns on which the people anu territory of the Republic of Texas
may be 6rected into a new State, to be called the State of Texas, and admitted as one
of the Stares of the American Union, to wit:
[Here follow the first and second sections of the resolutions of the Congress of the
United States, above set out, of March 1, 1845.]
And whereas, by said terms, the consent of the existing government of Texas is required ; therefore
Be it resolved by the senate and house of 1·epresentatives of the Republic of Texas, in congress assembled, That the government of Texas doth consent that the people and territory of the Republic of Texas may be erected into a new State, to be called the State
of Texas, with a republican form of government, to be adopted by the people of said
Republic, by deputies in convent~on assef!ibled, in or~er that the ~am~ may be admitted
as one of the States of the Amencan Umon; and sa1d consent 1s g1ven on the terms,
guarantees, and conditions set forth in the pream~le of this joint resolution.
SEc. 2. Be it fu?·ther resolved, That the proclamation of the president of the Republic of Texas, bearing date May :fifth, eighteen hundred and forty~ :five, and the election
of deputies to sit in convention at Austin, on the fourth day of July next, for the adoption of a constitution for the State of Texas, had in accordance therewith, hereby receives the consent of the existing government of Texas.
SEC. 3. Be it further resolved, That the President of Texas is hereby requested immediately to fu-rnish the Government of the United States, through their accredited
minister near this government, with a copy of this joint resolution; also, to furnish
the convention to assemble at Austin, on the fourth of July next, a copy of the same,
and the same shall take effect from and after its passage.
An ordinance.
Whereas, The Congress of the United States of America has passed resolutions providing for the annexation of Texas to that Union, which resolutions were approved by
the President of the United States on the :first day of March, one thousand eight hundred and forty-five; and whereas the President of the United States has submitted to
Texas the :first and second sections of the said resolutions, as the basis upon which
Texas may be admitted as one of the States of the said Union; and whereas the existing government of the Republic of Texas has assented to the proposals thus made, the
terms and conditions of which are as follows: [Here follow the resolutions, above
referred to, of March 1, 1845.]
.
Now, in order to manifest the assent of the people of this republic, as required in tho
above-recited portions of the said resolutions, we, the deputies of the people of Texas
in convention assembled, in their name and by their authorit.y, do ordain and declare
that we assent to and accept the proposals, conditions, and guarantees contained in
the first and second sections of the resolutions of the Congress of the United States
aforesaid.
Done at the city of Austin, Republic of Texas, July 4; 1845.
WM. J. RUSK, President.
PHIL .. M. CUNY.
ISAAC VAN ZANDT.
A. W. 0. HICKS.
H . G. RUNNELS.
S. HOLLAND.
JAMES M. BURROUGHS.
ROBERT M.. FORBES.
EDWARD CLARK.
H. L . KINNEY.
SAM LUSK.
GEO. W. SMYTH.
WILLIAM L. CAZNEAU.
JNO. CALDWELL.
JAMES ARMSTRONG.
A. S. CUNNINGHAM.
JOSE ANTONIO NAVARRO. JOHN M. LEWIS.
ABNER S. LIPSCOMB.
GEO. WM . BROWN.
JAMES SCOTT.
JOHN HEMPHILL.
GUSTAVUS A. EVERTS .
ARCHIBALD MCNEILL.
VAN R. IRION.
LEMUEL DALE EVANS.
A. C. HORTON.
VOLNEY E . HOWARD.
J. B. MILLER.
ISRAEL STANDEFER.
E. H. TARRANT.
R. E, B. BAYLOR.
J OS. L . HOGG.
FRANCIS M. WHITE.
J. S. MAYFIELD .
CHAS. S. TAYLOR.
JAMES DAVIS.
R. BACHE.
DAVID GAGE.
GEORGE T . WooD.
JAMES LOVE.
HENRY J. JEWETT.
G. w. WRIGHT.
WM . L. HUNTER.
CA.VITT ARMSTRONG.
H. R. LATIMER.
JNO. D. ANDERSON.
JAMES POWER.
W. B. 0CHILTREE.
ISAAC P ARinm..
ALBERT H. LATIMER.
OLIVER JONES.
P. 0. LUMPKIN.
WM. C. YOUNG.
B. C. BAGBY.
FRANCIS MOORE, JR.
J. PINCKNEY HENDERSON. CHAS. BELLINGER STEWART.
ISAAC W. BRASHEAR.
NICHOLAS H. DARNELL.
ALEXAl.~DER McGOWAN.
EMERY RAINS.
Attest:
JAS. H . RAYMOND, Secreta1·y.
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A constitutional convention met at Austin-named after a colonist of that name-July
4, ·1845, and completed its work August 27, 1845. The constitution so framed was submitted to the people October 13, 1845, and ratified by a vote of 4,174 ayes to 312 nays.
TEXAS ADMITTED INTO THE UNION.

December 29, 1845, Congress passed the following joint resolution:
JOINT RESOLUTION for the admission of the State of Texas into the Union.

Whereas the Congress of the United States, by a joint resolution approved March the
first, eighteen hundred and forty-five, did consent that the territory properly included
within, and rightfully belonging to, the Republic of Texas, might be erected into a
new State, to be called the State of Texas, with a r epublican form of government, to
be adopted by the people of said Republic, by deputies in convention assemLled, with
the consent of the existing government, in order that the same might be admitted ~s
one of the States of the Union; which consent of Congress was given upon certam
conditions specified in the first and second sections of said j.oint resolution; and
whereas the people of the said Republic of Texas, by deputies in convention assembled, with the consent of the existing government, did adopt a constitution, and erect
a new State, with a republican for·m of government, and, in the name of the people of
Texas, and by their _authority, did ordain and declare that they assented to and accepted the proposals, conditions, and guarantees contained in said first and secon~
sections of said resolution: and whereas the said constitution, with the proper evidence of its adoption by the people of the Republic of Texas, has been transmitted
to the President of the United States, and laid before Congress, in conformity to the
provisions of saM joint resolution : Therefore,
Resolved by the Se:nate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the State of Texas shall be one, and is he.r eby dec1ared to. be
one, of the United States of America, and admitted into the Union on an equal footmg
with the original States in all respects whatever.
SEC. 2. And beitjU1·therresolved, That until the Representatives in Congress shall be
apportioned according to an actual enumeration of the inhabitants of the United States,
the State of Texas shall be entitled to choose two Representatives.
This was approved by President Polk December 29, 1845.
AREA OF ANNEXED TERIUTORY.

The territory acquired by this annexation was equal to the area of the present State
of Texas, viz: 27 4,356 square miles, or 175,587,840 acres; and the land ceded by Texas
in 1850 to the United States for $16;ooo,ooo, amounting to ~6,707 square miles, or
61,892,480 acres, which became a part of the public domain. It added to the national
domain 371,063 square miles, or 237,480,320 acres.
The State of Texas retained the disposition of her public lands. The United States
never owned public lands in Texas. The State has a land office for the sale and disposition of her large unoccupied domain and makes grants to railroads, and for other
purposes, being sovereign over tlie land. She has her own settlement laws.

THE TREATY OF GUADALUPE HIDALGO-ACQUISITION OF TERRITORY
FROM .T HE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
PRELL'11NARY ATTEMPTS AT PURCHASE, AND HISTORY.

The treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, between the United States and the Republic of
Mexico, February 2, 1848, added to the national and public domain the territory lying
between the Rio Grande River north along the one hundred and sixth meridian of long"itnde west from Greenwich to the forty-second parallel north latitude, and along that
parallel to the Pacific Ocean. Prior to the time that Commodore Sloat took possession
of California., she bad been the object of jealous attention on the part of several foreign
nations. The Russians established themselves at Bodega, on the coast of California, in
the year 1812, by permission of Spain, for the purpose of fishing and obtaining furs.
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Then, after this, they brought cattle, raised herds, and produced :wheat. Forty miles
from Bodega, beyond the San Sebastian River, they built Fort Slawianski, called by the
Mexicans ." Fort of Ross." They :flew the Russian :flag, and the military governor appointed by the Czar of Russia was in command. During the Mexican revolution they
assumed to be th~ actual owners of the territory thus occupied. In the year 1842,
through the fostering care of the Russian home government, this colony possessed onesixth of the white population of California. After the United States :finally acquired
California this military colony was withdrawn.
In the year 1835, President Jackson proposed to the government of Mexico to purchase the territory lying east and north of a line drawn from the Gulf of Mexico along
the eastern bank of the Rio Grande up to the thirty-seventh parallel north latitude, and
thence along that parallel to the Pacific Ocean. This would have obtained the Bay of
San Francisco, but the negotiation failed. Fremont's expedition by land and Wilkes's
exploring expedition by sea and land, all under Government auspices, gave much
information to the country at large of the Pacific Coast.
In 1841, by order of Marshal Soult, minister of war of France, an attache of the
French mission to Mexico, M. Du:flot de Mofras, visited California and made a thorough
exploration. He remained there two years.
.
In 1846 an informal meeting of citizens and natives of California was held at Monterey to consider annexation. The consuls of England (Forbes), of France (Guys), and
of the United States .(Larkin) were working during this period to encourage in the
Californians a desire for annexation to one of their respective countries. Members were elected to a convention to consider annexation, but it never met. It
was claimed that Great Britain intended to seize California as an equivalent for the
Mexican debt due to British subjects. She had a :fleet in the Pacific waters watching
the American :fleet, and it entered the harbor of Monterey a few hours after Commodore Sloat bad there raised the American :flag, J41ly 7, 1846. It is presumed from
official action on the part of the naval and other officers of the United States Government, that our navy was to see that no foreign government took possession of California.
(See Mr. Buchanan's letter to Minister Slidell, April 10, 1845, as to the French and
English 9-esigns.)
After the terms of annexation offered to Texas by the United States had been accepted by Texas, President Polk, in 1845, ordered the army of the United States to
occupy the western portion of Texas, between the Nueces and Rio Grande rivers and
to hold it. A strong naval force in the Gulf was ordered to co-operate with the army.
Under date of November 10, 1845, Mr. Buchanan, Secretary of State, instructed John
Slidell, United States minister to Mexico, to offer the Mexican Government, for the cession of New Mexico and a boundary line on the Rio Grande and to the fatty-second parallel north latitude, the assumption of claims of American citizens against Mexico, and
$5,000,000; for the cession of the province of California, the assumption of claims of
American citizens against Mexico and $25,000,000; and for the bay and harbor of San
Francisco and north of it, $20,000,000.
WAR WITH MEXICO, 1\'.lAY

13, 1846.

On the 13th of May, 1846, Congress passed a law declaring· that "war existed by the
act of Mexico," and the war with Mexico ensued.
THE PRELIMINARY STEPS TOWARD PEACE,

April15, 1845, President Polk commissioned Nicholas P. Trist, esq., chief clerk of the
Department of State, to proceed, as the confidential agent of the Government and commissioner, to Mexico. He was furnished with a project of treaty, stating the purchase
prices to be paid for the extension of our boundary. Upon his arrival in Mexico, Mr.
Trist opened his negotiations with the Mexican authorities. On the 2d of September,
1847, he met the Mexica~ commissioners and tried to arrange a treaty, but failed. A
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temporary armistice was granted. September 6, General Scott notified Santa Anna that
he would resume military operations the next day, as the armistice had been repeatedly broken. On the 7th the war was resumed.
November 22, proposals were received from the Mexican authorities for negl)tiations
for a treaty.
THE TREATY OF GUADALUPE HIDALGO.
It was made by Nicholas Trist, esq., on behalf of the United SLates (although a long
time beft.re recalled), and Luis G. Cuevas, Bernardo Couto and Miguel Atristain on the
part of Mexico. This treaty was done at the City of Guadalupe Hidalgo, Mexico,
February 2, 1848. Mr. Trist transmitted it to Mr. Buchanan, Secretary of State, a::1d
President Polk sent it to the Senate with a message on Wednesday, February 23,1848.
He recommended that the tenth article should not be ratified. The Senate, after debate, amended it. It was :finally adopted with amendments, March 10, 1848, by a vote
of yeas 38, nays 14.
By and with the advice of the Senate, President Polk appointed Ron. Ambrose H.
Sevier (United States Senator), of Arkansas, and Ron. Nathaniel Clifford (AttorneyGeneral), of Maine, commissioners to Mexico, as envoys extraordinary and ministers
plenipotentiaries. They took with them a copy of the treaty, with the amendments
of the Senate duly ratified by the President, and had full powers to ratify the same
The protocol to the treaty was their work. They arrived at the city of Queretaro
May 5, 1848. The amended treaty was submitted to the Mexican Senate on that day,
and it passed by a vote of 33 ayes to 5 nays. It had previously passed the House of
Deputies.
On the 30th of May, at the same city, ratifications were exchanged, and afterwards
the commissioners at the city of Mexico paid over the $3,000,000 cash payment.

Treaty of peace, friendship, limits, and settlement, with the Republic of Mexico, concluded
Februa1·y 2, 1848; mtijications exchanged at Quereta1·o, May 30, 1848; proclaimed July
4, 1848.
In the name of Almighty God :
.
The United States of America and the United Mexican States, animated by a sincere
desire to put an end to the calamities of the war which unhappily exists between the
two Republics, and to establish upon a solid basis relations of peace and friendship,
which shall confer reciprocal benefits upon the citizens of both, and assure the concord, harmony, and mutual confidence wherein the two people should live, as good
neighbours, have for that purpose appointed their respective plenipotentiaries, that is
to say:
The President of the United States has appointed Nicholas P. Trist, a citizen of the
United States, anu the President of the Mexican Republic has appointed Don Luis
Gonzaga Cuevas, Don Bernardo Couto, and Don Miguel Atristain, citizens of the said
Republic;
Who, after a reciprocal communication of their respective full powers, have, under
the protection of Almighty God, the author of peace, arranged, agreed upon, and signed
the following treaty of peace, friendship, limits, and settlement between the United
States of America and the Mexican Republic:
ARTICLE I. There shall be :firm and universal peace between the United States of
America and the Mexican Republic, and between their respective countries, territories,
cities, towns, and people, without exception of places or persons.
ART II. Immediately upon the signature of this treaty, a convention shall be ent ered into between a commissioner or commissioners appointed by the general-in-chief oil
the forces of the United States, and such as may be appointed by the Mexican Government, to the end that a provisional suspension of hostilities shall take place, and that
in the places occupied by the said forces, constitutional order may be re-established,
as regards the political, administrative, and judicial branches, so far as this shall be
permitted by the circumstances of military occupation.
ART. III. Immediately upon the ratification of the present treaty by the Government .
of the United States, orders shall be transmitted to the commanders of their land and
naval forces requiring the latter (provided this treaty shall then hav~ been ratified by
the government of the Mexican Republic, and the ratifications exchanged) immediately
to desist from blockading any Mexican ports; and requiring the former (under the
same canditior) to commence, at the earliest moment practicable, withdrawing all
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troops of the United States then in the interior of the Mexican Republic, to points
that shall be selected by common agreement, at a distance from the seaports not exceeding thirty leagues; and such evacuation of the interior of the Republic shall be
completed with the least possible delay; the Mexican Government hereby binding
itself t.o afl"ord every "facility in its power for rendering the same convenient to the
-troops, on their march and in their new positions, and for promoting a good understanding between them and the inhabitants. In like manner orders shall be despatched to persons in charge of the custom-houses at all ports occupied by the forces
of the United States, requiring them (under the same condition) immediately to deliver possession of the same to the persons authorized by the Mexican Government to
receive it, together with all bonds and evidences of debt for duties ou importations
and on exportations, Lot yet fallen due. Moreover, a faithful and exact account shall
be made out, showing the entire amount of all duties on imports aud exports, collected
at such custom-houses, or elsewhere in Mexico, by authority of the United States~
from and after the day of ratification of this treaty by the government of the Mexican
Republic; and also an account of the cost of collection; and such entire amount, deducting only the cost of collection, shall be delivered to the Mexican Government, at
the city of Mexico, within three month;3 after the exchange of ratifications.
The evacuation of the capital of the Mexican Republic by the troops of the United
States, in virtue of the above stipulation, shall be completed in one month after the
orders there stipulated for shall have been received by the commander of said troops~
or sooner if possible.
.
ART. IV. Immediately after the exchange of ratifications o£ the present treaty aU castles, forts, territories, places, and possessions, which have been taken or occupied by the
forces of the United States during the present war, within the limits of the Mexican
Republic, as about to be established by the following article, shall be definitively restored to the said Republic, together with all the artillery, arms, apparatus of war,
munitions, and other public property, which were in the sa.id castles and forts when
captured, and which shall remain there at the time when this treaty shall be duly ratified by the government of the Mexican Republic. To this end, immediately upon the
signature of this treaty, orders shall be despatched to the American officers commanding such castles and forts, securing against the removal or destruction of any such
artillery, arms, apparatus of war, munitions, or other public property. The city of
Mexico, within the inner line of intrenchments surrounding the said city, is comprehended in the above stipulation, as regards the restoration of artillery, apparatus of
war, &c.
The final evacuation of the territory of the Mexican Republic, by the forces of the
United States, shall be completed in three months from the said exchange of ratifications, or sooner if possible; the Mexican Government hereby engaging, as in the foregoing article, to use all means in its power for facilitating such evacuation, and rendering it convenient to the troops, and for promoting a good understanding between
them and the inhabitants.
If, however, the ratification of this treaty by both parties should not take place in
time to allow the embarcation of the troops of the United States to be completed before the commencement of the sickly season, at the Mexican ports on the Gulf of Mexico, in such. case a friendly arrangement shall be entered into between the general-inchief of the said troops and the Mexican Government, whereby healthy and otherwise
suitable places at a distance from the ports not exceeding thirty leagues, shall be
designated for the residence of such troops as may not yet have em barked, until the
retm;n of the healthy season. And the space of time here referred to as. comprehending the sickly season shall be understood to extend from the first day of May to the
first day of November.
•
All prisoners of war taken on either side, on land or on sea, shall be restored as soon
as practicable after the exchange of ratifications of this treaty. It is also agreed that if
any Mexicans should now be held as captives by any savage tribe within the limits of
the United States, as about to be established by the following article, the Government
of the said United States will exact the release of such captives, and cause them to be
restored to their country.
ART. V. The boundaryline between the two Republics shall commence in the Gulf of
Mexico, three leagues from land, opposite the mouth of the Rio Grande, otherwise called
the Rio Bravo del Norte, or opposite the mouth of its deepest branch, if it should have
more than one branch emptying directly into the sea; from thence up the middle of that
river, following the deepest channel, where it has more than one, to the point where it
strikes the southern boundary of New Mexico; thence westwardly, along the whole
southern boundary of New Mexico (which runs north of the town called Paso) to its.
western termination; thence, northward, along the western line of New Mexico, until
it intersects the first branch. of the river Gila (or if it should not intersect any branch
of that river, then to the point on the said line nearest to such branch, and thence in a
direct line to the same); thence down the middle of the said branch and of the said
rivElr, until it empties into the Rio Colorado; thence across the Rio Colorado, following
the division line between Upper and Lower California, to the Pacific Ocean.
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The southern and western limits of New Mexico, mentioned in this article, are those
laid down in the map entitled 11 Map of the United Mexican States, as organized and
defined by 1'a1·ious acts of the cong1·ess of said Republic, and constructed · according to the
best authorities. Revised edition. Published at New York, in 1847, by J. Disturnell;"
of which map a copy is added to this treaty, bearing the signaturee and seals of the
undersigned plenipotentiaries. And, in order to preclude all difficulty in tracing
upon the ground the limit separating Upper from Lower California, it is agreed that
the said limit shall consist of a straight line drawn from the middle of the Rio GilR.
where it unites with the Colorado, to a point on the coast of the Pacific Ocean, distant
one marine league due south of i;he southernmost point of the port of San Diego, according to the plan of said port made in the year 1782 by Don Juan Pantoja, second
sailing-master of the Spanish fleet, and published at Madrid in the year 1802, in the
atlas to the voyage of the schooners Sutil and Mexicana; of which plan a copy is hereunto added, signed and sealed by the respective plenipotentiaries.
- In order to designate the boundary line with due precision, upon authoritative maps,
and to establish upon the ground landmarks which shall show the limits of both Republics, as described in the present article, the two government& shall each appoint
a commissioner and a surveyor, who, before the expiration of one year from the data
of the exchange of ratifications of this treaty, shall meet at the port of San Diego,
and proceed to run and mark the said boundary in its whole course to the mouth of
the Rio Bravo del Norte. They shall keep journals and make out plans of their operations; and the result agreed upon by them shall be deemed a part of this treaty, and
shall have the same force as if it were inserted therein. ';I'he two governments will
amicably agree regarding what maybe necessary to these persons, and also as to their
respective escorts, should such be necessary.
The boundary line established by this article shall be religiously respected by each
of the two Republics, and no change shall ever be made therein, except by the express
and free consent of both nations, lawfully given by the General Government of each,
in conformity with its own constitution.
ART. VI. The vessels and citizens of the United States shall, in all time, have a free and
uninterrupted passage by the Gulf of California;, and by the river Colorado below its confluence with the Gila, to and from their possessions situated north of the boundary
line defined in the preceding article; it being understood that this passage is to be by
navigating the Gulf of California and the river Colorado, and not by land, without
the express consent of the Mexican Government.
If, by the examinations which may be made, it should be ascertained to be practicable and advantageous to construct a road, canal, or railway, which should in whole
or in part run upon the river Gila, or upon its right or its left bank, within the space
of one marine league from either margin of the river, the governments of both Republics will form an agreement regarding its construction, in order that it may serve
equally for the use and advantage of both countries.
ART. VII. The river Gila, and the part of the Rio Bravo del Norte lying below the southern boundary of New Mexico, being, agreeably to .the fifth article, divided in the middle
between the two Republics, the navigation of the Gila and of the Bravo below said
boundary shall be free and common to the vessels and citizens of both countries; and
neither shall, without the consent of the other, construct any work that may impede
or interrupt, in whole or in part, the exercise of this right; not even for the purpose
of favouring new methods of naviga.tion. Nor shall any tax or contribution, under any
denomination or title, be levied upon vessels or persons navigating the same, or upon
merchandise or effects transported thereon, except in the case of landing upon one of
~heir shor~s. If, forth~ purpose of making the said rivers navigable, or for maintainmg them m such state, 1t should be necessary or advantageous to establish any tax or
contribution, this shall not be done without the consent of both O'Overnments.
The stipulations contained in the present article shall not impair the territorial
rights of either Republic within its established limits.
ART. -yni. Mexicans now established in territories previously belonging to Mexico,
and wh1eh remain for the future within the limits of the United States a,s defined by
the present treaty, shall be free to continue where they now reside or to'remove at any
tim~ to ~he Me~icall: Republic, retaining the property which they posesss in the sa,id
terntor.tes, ~r d1spo~mg thereof,_ and removing the proceeds wherever they please, without then bemg subJected, on this. account, to any contribution, tax, or charge whatever.
. Those who s_hall P!~fer to remam ~n the said te~~itories may either retain the title and
nghts of Mexican etttzens, or acqmre those of c1t1zens of the United States. But they
shall be under the obligation to make their election within one year from the date of
the ~xc~a.nge of ratific~tio~s of this treaty; and those who shah remain in the said
terr·3:tor1es after the exp1rat~on of that year, without having declared their intention to
retam the character of Mexicans, shall be considered to have elected to become citizens
of the United States.
. In the said territori~s, :property of every kind, now bAlonging to Mexicans not established there, shall be mVIolably respected. The present owners the heirs of these and
all Mexicam1 who may hereafter acquire said property by cont~act, shall enjoy ~ith
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Tespect to it guarantees-equally ample as if the same belonged to citizens of the United
States .
.ART. IX. The Mexicans who, in the territories aforesaid, shall not preserve the char~
acter of citizens of the Mexican Republic, conformably with what is stipulated in the
preceding article, shall be incorporated into the Union' of the United States, and be admitted at the proper time (to be judged of by the Congress of the United States) to th~
enjoyment of all the rights of citizens of the United Statf;}S, according to the principles
of the Constitution; and in the mean tim·e, shall be maintained and protected•in the
p-ee enjoyment of their liberty and property, and secured in the free exercise of their religion without restnction .
.ART. X. [Stricken out.]
.ART. XI. Considering that a great part of the territories, which, by the present treaty,
are to be comprehended for the future within the limits of the United States, is now
occupied by savage tribes, who will hereafter be under the exclusivecontroul of the Government of the United States, and whose incursions within the territory of Mexico
would be prejudicial in the extreme, it is solemnly agreed that all such incursions shall
be forcibly restrained by the Government of the United States when soever this may be
necessary; and that when they cannot be prevented, they shall be punished by the
said Government, and satisfaction for the same shall be exacted-all in the same, way,
and with equal diligence and energy,' as if the same incursions were meditated or
committed within its .own territory, against its own citizens.
It shall not be lawful, under any pretext whatever, for any inhabitant of the United
States to purchase or acquire any Mexican, or any foreigner residing in Mexico, who
may have been captured by Indians inhabiting the territory of either of the two Republics; nor to purchase or acquire horses, mules, cattle, or property of any kind, stolen
within Mexican territory by such Indians.
And in the event of any person or persons, captnred within Mexican territory by In·
dians, being carried into the territory of the United States, the Government of the
· latter engages and binds itself, in the most solemn manner, so soon as it shall know of
such captives being within its territory, and shall be able so to do, through the faithful
exercise of its influence and power, to rescue them and return theni to their country,
ordeliverthem to the agent orrepresentativeof the Mexican Government. 1 The Mexican
authorities will, as far as practicable, give to the Government of the United States
notice of such captures; and its agents shall pay the expenses incurred in the maintenance and transmission of the r~scued captives; who, in the mean time, shall be treated
with the utmost hospitality by the American authorit.ies at the place where they may
be. But if the Government of the United States, before receiving such notice from
Mexico, should obtain intelligence, through any other channel, of the existence of
Mexican captives within its territory, it will proceed forthwith to effect their release
and delivery to the Mexican agent, as above stipulated.
For the purpose of giving to these stipulations the fullest possible efficacy, thereby
affording the security and redress demanded by tbeir true spirit and intent, the Government of the United States will now and hereafter pass, without unnecessary delay, and
always vigilantly enforce, such laws as the nature of the subject may require: And,
:finally, the sacredness of this obligation shall never be lost sight of by the said Government, when providing for the removal of the Indians from any portion of the said territories, or for its being settled by citizens of the United States; but, on the contrary,
special care shall then be taken not to place its Indian occ·1pants under the necessity
of seeking new homes, by committing those invasions which the United States have
solemnly obliged themselves to restrain .
.ART. XII. In consideration of the extension acquired by the boundaries of the United
States, as defined in the :fifth article of the present treaty, the Government of the United
States engages to pay to that of the Mexican Republic the sum of :fifteen millions of
dollars.
Immediately after this treaty shall have been duly ratified by the government of the
Mexican Republic, the sum of three millions of dollars shall be paid to the said government by that of the United States, at the city of Mexico, in the gold or silver coin of
Mexico. The remaining twelve millions of dollars shall be paid at the same place, and
in the saq1e coin, in annual instalments of three millions of dollars each, together with
interest on the same at the rate of six per centum per annum. This intex;est shall begin
to run upon the whole sum of twelve millions from the day· of the ratification of the
present treaty by the Mexican Government, and the first of the instalments shall be .
paid at the expiration of one yearfrom the same day. Together with each annual instalment, as it falls due, the whole interest accruing on such instalment from the beginning
shall also be paid.
ART. XIII. The United States enga.ge 1 moreover, to assume an<l pay to the claimants
all the amounts now due them, and those hereafter to become due, by reason of the
claims already liquidated and decided against the Mexican Republic, under the conventions between the two Republics severally concluded on the eleventh day of April,
eighteen hundred and thirty nine, and on the thirtieth day of January, eighteen hun·
9 L 0-VOL III
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nred and forty-three; so that the Mexican Republic shall be absolutely exempt, for the
future, from all expense whatever on account of the sa~~ claims.
ART: XIV. The United States do furthermore discharge the Mexican Republic from
9-ll claims of citizens of the United States, not heretofore decided against the Mexican
Government, which may have ;:trisen previously to the date of the signature of this
treaty; which discharge shall be final and perpetual, whether the said claims be rejected or be allowed by the board of commissionerR provided for in the following
article, n.nd whatever shall be the total amount of those allowed.
ART. XV. The United States, exonerat.ing M{'xico from all demands on account of the
~laims of their citizens mentioned in the preceding article, and considering them entirely and forever cancelled, whatever their amount may be, undertake to make satisfaction for the same, to an amount not exceeding three and one-quarter millions of
dollars. To ascertain the validity and amount of those claims, a board of commissioners shall be established by tbe Government of tbe United States, whose awards
shall be final and conclusive; provided that, in rleciding upon the validity of each
claim, the board shall be guided and governed by the princi.ples and rules of decision
prescribed by the first and fifth articles of tbe unratified convention, concluded at the
city of Mexico on the twentieth day of November, one thousand eight hundred and
.forty~three; and in no case shaH an award be made in favour of any claim not embraced by these principles and rules.
If, in the opinion of the said board of commissiouers or of the claimants, any books,
- records, or documents, in the possession or power of the government of the Mexican
Republic, shall be deemed necessary to the just decision of any claim, the commis~ioners, gr the claimants through them, shall, within such period as Congress may
designate, make an application in writing-for the same, ac.ldressed to the Mexican minister for foreign affairs, to be transmitted by the Secretary of State of the United
States; and the Mexican ·Government engages, at the earliest pcssible moment after
the receipt of such demand, to cause any of the books, records, or documents so specified, which shall be in their possession or power (or authenticated copies or extracto
of the same), to be transmitted to the said Secretary of State, who shall immediately
deliver them over to the said board of commissioners; provided that no such application shall be made by or at the instance of any claimant, until the facts which it is
expected to prove by such books, records, or documents, shall have been stated under
oath or affirmation.
ART. XVI. Each of the contracting parties reserves to itself the entire right to fortify
whatever point within its territory it may judge proper so to fortify for its security.
ART. XVli. The treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation, concluded at the c~ty
of Mexico on the fifth day of April, A. D. lS:n, between the United States of Amenca
and the United Mexican States, except the additional article, and except so far as the
stipulations of the said treaty may be incompatible with auy st.ipulation contained in
the present treaty, is hereby rev!ved for the period of eight yea~s from the day of the
exchange of ratifications of ~his treat.y, with the same force and virtue as if incorporated therein; it being understood that each of the contracting . parties reserves to
itself the right, at any time after the said period of eight years shall have expired, to
terminate the same by giving one year's notice of sucb intention to the other part,y.
ART. XVIII. All supplies whatever for troops of the United States in Mexico, arriving at ports in the occupation of such troops previous to the final evacuation thereof,
although subsequently to the restoration of the custom·houses at such ports, shall be
entirely exempt from duties and charges of any kind; the Government of the United
States hereby engaging and pledging its faith to establish, and vigilantly to enforce,
all possible guards for securing the revenue of Mexico, by preventing the importation,
under cover of this stipulation, of any articles other than such, both in kind and in
quantit,y, as shall really be wanted for the use and consumptiun of the forces of the
United Stu,tes during the time they may remain in Mexico. To this end it shall be the
duty of a.U officers and agents of the United States to denounce to the Mexican authorities at the respective ports any attempts at a fraudulent abuse of this stipulation,
which they may know of, or may have reason to suspect, and to give to such authoritks all the aid in their power with regard thereto; and every such attempt, when duly
proYfU and esta1)lished by sentence of a competent tribunal, shall be punished by the
confiscation of the property so attempted to be fraudulently introduced.
A1tT. XIX. W:ith respect to all merchandise, effects, anc.l property whatsoever, iml'orted into ports of Mexico whilst in the occupation of the forces of the United States,
whether by citizens of either Republic, or by citizens or subjects of any neutra~
nation, the following rules shall be observed:
·
. 1. All such merchandise, effects, and property, if imported previously to the restoratiOn of the custom-houses to the Mexican authorities, as stipulated for in the thirfl
article of this treaty, shall be exempt from confiscation, although the importation of
the same be prohibited by the M-exican tariff.
2. The sam~ perfect exemption shall be enjoyed by all such merchanc.lise, effects,
and property, 1mported subsequently to the restoration of the cue>.tom-houses, and
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previously to the sixty days fixed in the following article for the coming into force of
the Mexican tariff at such ports respectively; the said_merchandise, effects, and property being, J;towever,_ at the t~me of th~ir im~ortation, subject to the Pl;l'iinent of duties, as provided for m the said followmg article.
3. All merchandise, effects, and property described in the two rules foregoing shall,
during their continuance at the place of importation, and upon their leaving such
place for the interior, be exempt from all duty, tax, or impost of every kind, under
whatsoever title or denomination. Nor shall they be there subjected to any charge
whatsoever upon the sale thereof.
4. All merchandise, effects, and property described in the first and second rules,
which shall have been removed to any place in the interior whilst such place was in
the occupation of the forces of the- United States, shall,. during their continuanc~
therein, be exempt from all tax upon the sale or consumptiOn thereof, and from every
kind of impost or contribution, \mder whatsoever title or denomination.
5. But if any merchandise, effects, or property described in the first and second
rules shall be removed to any place not occupied at the time by the forces of the
United States, they shall, upon their introduction into such place, or upon their sale
or consumption there, be subject to the same dut,ies which, uv.der the Mexican laws,
they would be required to pay in such cases if they had been imported in time of
peace, through the maritime custom-houses, and had there paid the duties conformably with the Me~ican tariff.
6. The owners of all merchandise, effects, or property, described in the first and
second rules, and existing in any port of Mexico, shall have the right to reship the
same, exempt from all tax, impost, or contribution whatever.
With respect to the metalA or other property exported from any Mexican port .
whilst in the occupation of the forces of the United States, and ·previously to the
restoration of the custom-house at such port, no person shall be required by the Mexican authorities, whether general or state, to pay any tax, duty, or contribution upon
any such exportation, or in any manner to account for the same to the said authorities.
ART. XX. Through consideration for the interests of commerce generally, it is agreed,
that if less than sixty days should elapse between the date of the signature of thi.s
treaty and the restoration of the custom-houses, conformably with the stipulation in
the third article, in such case all merchandise, effects, and property whatsoever, arriving at the Mexican ports after the restoration of the said custom-houses, and previously to the expiratiqn of sixt.y days after the day of the signature of this treaty,
shall be admitted to entry; and no other duties shall be levied thereon than the
duties established by the tariff found in force at such custom-houses at the time of
the restoration of the same. And to all such merchandise, effects, and property, the
rules established by the preceding article shall apply.
ART. XXI. If unhappily any disagreement should hereafter arise between the governments of the two Republics, whether with respect to the interpretation of any
stipulation in this treaty, or with respect to any other particular concerning the political or commercial relations of the two nations, the said governments, in the name
of those nations, do promise to each other that they will endeavor, in the most sincere
and earnest manner, to settle the differences so arising, and to preserve the state of
peace and friendship in which the two countries are now placing themselves; using,
for this end, mutual representations and pacific negotiations. And if, by these means,
they should not be enabled to come to an agreeme~t, a resort shall not, on this account,
be had to reprisals, aggression, or hostility of any kind, by the one Republic against
the other, until the government of that which deems itself aggrieved shall have maturely considered, in the spirit of peace and good noighborship, whether it would not
be better that such difference should be settled by the arbitration of commissioners appointed on each side, or by that of a friendly nation. And should such course be proposed by either party, it shall be acceded to by the other, unless deemed by it altogether
incompatible with the nature of the difference, or the circumstances of the case.
'
ART. XXll. If (which is not to be expected, and which God forbid) war should unhappily break out between the two Republics, they do now, with a view to such
calamity, solemnly pledge themselves to each other and to tho world to observe tha
following rules; absolutely where the nature of the subject permits, and as closely as
possible in all cases where such absolute observance shall be impossible:
1: The merchants of either Republic then residing in the other shall be allowed to xerr.am twelve months, (for those dwelling in the interior,) and six months, (for those
dwelltpg at the seaports,) ·to collect their debts and settle their affairs; during which
periods they shall enjoy the same protection, and be on the same footing, in all respects,
as the citizens or subjects of the most friendly nations; and, at the expiration thereof,
or at any time before, they shall have full liberty to depart, carrying off all their
effects withput molestation or hindrance, conforming therein to the same laws which
the citizens or subjects of the most friendly nations are required to conform to. Upon
iho entrance of the armies of either nation into the territories of the other, women
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and children, ecclesiastics, scholars of every faculty, cultivators of the earth, merchants, artisans, manufacturers, and fishermen, unarmed and inhabiting unfortified
towns, villages, or places, and in general all persons whose occupations are for the
common subsistence and benefit of mankind) shall be allowed to continue their respective employments unmolested in their persons. Nor shall their houses or goods
be burnt or otherwise destroyed, nor their cattle taken, nor their .fields wasted, by
the armed force into whose power, by the events of war, they may happen to fall;
but if the necessity arise to take anything from them for the use of such armed force,
the same shall be paid for at an equitable price. All churches, hospitals, schools, colleges, librari~s, and other establishments for charitable and beneficent purposes, shall
be respected, and all persons connected with the same protected in the discharge of
their duties, and the pursuit of their vocations.
2. Ill order that the fate of prisoners of war may, be alleviated, all such practices as
those of sending them into distant, inclem!3nt, or unwholesome districts, or crowding
them into close and noxious places, shall be studiously avoided. They shall not be confined i'n dungeons, prison-ships, or prisons; nor be put in irons, or bound, or otherwise
restrained in the use of their limbs. The officers shall enjoy liberty on their paroles,
within convenient districts, and have ,comfortable quarters; and the common soldier
shall be disposed in cantonments, open and extensive enough for air and exercise, and
lodged in barracks as roomy and good as are provided by the party in whose power
they are for its own troops. But if any officer shall break his parole by leaving the
district so assigned him, or any other prisoner shall escape from tlie limits of his cantonment, after they shall have. been designated to him, such individual, officer, or
other prisoner, shall forfeit so much of the benefit of this article as provides for his
liberty on parole or in cantonment. And if any officer so breaking his parole, or any
common soldier ,so escaping from the limits assigned him, shall afterwards be found in
arms, previously to his being ·regularly exchanged, the person so offending shall be
dealt with according to the established laws of war. · The officers shall be daily furnished, by the party in whose power they are, with as many ratidns, and of the same
articles, as are allowed, either in kind or by commutation, to officers of equal rank in
its own army ; and all others shall be daily furnished with such ration as is allowed to
a common soldier in its own service; the value of all which supplies shall, at the close
bf the war, or at periods to be agreed u•pon between the respective commanders, be
paid by the other party, on a mutual adjustment of accounts for the subsistence of
prisoners; and such accounts shall not be mingled with or set off against any others,
nor the balance due on them, be withheld, as a compensation or reprisal for any cause
whatever, real or }lretended. Each party shall be allowed to keep a commissary of
prisoners, appointed by itself, with every cantonment of prisoners, in possession of the
other ; which commissary shall see the prisoners as often as he pleases ; shall be allowed
to receive, exempt from all duties or taxes, and to distribute, whatever comforts may be
sent to them by their friends; and shall be free to transmit his reports in open letters
to the party by whom he is employed.
And it is declared that neither the pretence that war dissolves all treaties, nor any
other whatever, ·shall be considered as annulling or suspending the solemn covenant
contained in this article. On the contrary, the state of war is precisely t.hat for which
it is provided; and, during which, its stipulations are to be as sacredly observed as the
most acknowledged obligations under the law of nature or nations.
ART. XXIII. This treaty shall be ratified by the President of the United States of
America, by ancl with the advice and consent of the Senate thereof; and by. the President of the Mexican Republic, with the previous approbation of its general Congress;
and the ratifications shall be exchanged in the city of Washington, or at the seat of
government of Mexico, in four months from the date of the signature hereof, or sooner
if practicable.
In faith whereof we, the respective plenipotentiaries, have signed this t.reaty of
peace, friendship, limits, and settlement, and have hereunto affixed our seals respectively. Done in quintuplicate, at the city of Guadalupe Hidalgo, on the second duy of
February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty-eight.
N. P. TRIST.
[L. s.]
LUIS G. CUEVAS.
fL. s.]
BERNARDO COUTO. [L. s.]
MIGL. ATRISTAIN.
q.. s.]

Protocol.
In the city of Queretaro, on the twenty-sixth of the month of May, eighteen hundred and forty-eight , at a conference between their excellencies Nathan Clifford
and Ambrose H. Sevier, commissioners of the U. S. of A., with full powers from
their Government to ~ake to the Mexican Republic suitable explanations in regard
to the amendments whiCh the Senate and Government of the said United States have
made in the treaty of peace, friendship, limits, and definitive settlement between the
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:wo Republics, signed in Guadalupe Hidalgo, on the second day of February of the
present year; and his excellency Don Luis de la Rosa, minister of foreign affairs of the
Republic of Mexico; it was agreeu, after adequate conversation, respecting the changes
alluded to, to record in the present protocol the following explanations, which their
aforesaid excellencies the commissioners gave in the name of their Government a,nd in
fulfillment of the commission conferred upon them near the Mexican Republic :
1st. The American Government by suppressing the IXth article of the treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo and substHut.ing the Hid article of the treaty of Louisiana, did.
not intend to diminish in any way what was u.greed upon by the aforesaid article IXth
in favor of the inhabitant"! of the territories ceded by Mexico. Its understanding is
that all of that agreement is contained in the 3d article of the treaty of Louisiana. In
consequence all the privileges and guarantees, Civil, political, and religious, which
would have been possessed by the inhabitants of the ceded territories, if the IXth
article of tbe treaty had been retained, will be enjoyed by them, without any difference, under the article which has been substituted.
2d. The American Government by suppressing the Xt,h article of the treaty of
Guadalupe did not in any way intend to annul the grants of lands made by Mexico in
the ceded territories. These grants, notwithstanding the suppression of the article of
the treaty, preserve the legal value which they may possess, and the grantees may
cause .their legitimate [titles] to be acknowledged before the American tribunals.
Conformably to the law of the United States, legitimate title~:; to every description
of property, personal and real, existing in the ceded territories are those which were
legitimate titles under the Mexican law in California and New Mexico up to the 13th
of May, 1846, and in Texas up to the 2d March, 1836.
3d. The Government of the United States, by suppressing the concluding paragraph
of article Xllth of the treaty, did not intend to deprive the Mexican Republic of the
free and unrestrained faculty of ceding, conveying, or transferring at any time (.as it
may judge best) the sum of the twelve millions of dollars which the same Government
of the U. States is to deliver in the places designated by the amended article.
And these explanations having been accepted by the minister of foreign affairs of
the Mexican Republic, he declared, in name of his government, that with the understanding conveyed by them the same government would proceed to ratify the treaty
of Guadalupe, as modified by the Senate and Government of the U. States. In testimony of which, their excellencies, the aforesaid commissioners and the minister have
signed and sealed, in quintuplicate, the present protocol.
[SEAL.]
A. H. SEVIER.
[SEAL.l
NATHAN CLIFFORD.
[SEAL.]
LUIS DE LA ROSA.
First and fifth cwticles of the unratified convention between the United States and the Mexican
Republic of the 20th November, 1843, referred to in the fifteenth m·ticle of the p1·eceding
treaty.
ARTICLE I. All claims of citizens of the Mexican Republic against the Government of
the United States which shall be presented in the manner and time hereinafter expressed, and all claims of citizens of the Unit'e d St.ates against the government of the
Mexican Republic, which, for whatever cause, were not submitted to, nor considered,
nor finally decid ed by, the commission, nor by tbe arbiter appointed by the convention of 1839, :111<1 which shall he preseuted in the manner and time hereioafter specified, shall lJe referred to four commissioners, who shall form a board, and shall be appointed in tlw following manner, that is to say: Two commissioners shall be appointed
by the President of the Mexican Republic, autl the other two by the President of the
United States, with tho approbation and consent of the Senate. The said commissioners,
thus appointed, shall, in presence of each other, take an oath to examine and deci,d e
impartially the claims submitted to them, and which may lawfully be considered, according to the proofs which shall be presented, the principles of right and justice, tb,e
law of nations, and the treaties between the two Republics.
ART. V. All claims of citi,;ens of the United States against the government of the
Mexican Republic, which were considered by the commissioners, and referred to the
umpire appointed under the convention of the eleventh April, 1839, and which were not
decided by him, shall be referred to, and decided by, the umpire tv be appointed, as
provided by this convention, on the points submitted to tbe umpire under the late convention, and his decision shall be final and conclusive. It is also agreed, that if the
respective commissioners shall deem it exredient, they may submit to the said arbiter
new arguments upon the said claims.

THE EVACUATION OF THE CITY OF MEXICO BY THE UNITED STATES.
At 6 o'clock a.m., June 12, 1848, the flag of the United States was taken down from
the National Palace in the city of Mexico, and the colors of Mexico hoisted in their
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stead, the customary honors being paid to both. The last division of the American
army was withdrawn, and the occupation of Mexico by the United States was at an
end. July 4, 1848, Presid~nt Polk isstied proclamation of the foregoing treaty.
BOUNDARIES, AREA, AND COST OF CESSION.

By this cession, the United States obtained the acknowledgment of the boundaries
of Texas, annexed in 1845, and the territo~y west of the Rio Grande, and of a meridian north from its source to the forty-second parallel, north latitude, and lying between
these boundaries and the forty-second parallel on the north, the Pacific Ocean on the
west; ancl the national boundary on the south established by this treaty. (See Article
V.) This boundary was afterward altered by the addition of the land purchased by
the Gadsden treaty of 1853, and the present national boundary was established. The
area of territory obtained by this treaty (exclusive of the Texas _cession, in doubt as
to part) was estimated at 522,568 square miles, viz:
Square miles.

Lying now in the State of California, being the entire State-----· ...• ··---·
The entire State of Nevada ..................................................
Arizona (except the Gadsden purchase of 1853) ....... : .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
New Mexico west of the Rio Grande and north of the Gadsden purchase of
1853 .••.••••• -- ..•• - ••.••••..•••••.••••..•• -- ••••.. - ... - • -.. . • • • • • . • • • • .
Utah. entire ...............................................................
Colorado, west of the Rocky Mguntains ........................ _. .. .. . . . . . • ..
Wyotning, the southwest portion ..........................................

157,1:!01
112,090
82, 381
42, 000
84,476
29, 500
14,3~0

In all, estimated at .•.. ~ ................................................. 522,568
Or 334,443,520 acres.
All of this became national and public domain, and the land laws of the United
States were extended over it by Congress (for disposition and sale), excepting certain
grants made therein by Spanish and Mexican authorities. It cost, principal sum un'
'
de,r the treaty, $15,.01)0,000.
The southern and western boundary of this cession is (west of Texas) the bounda.ry
of the public as well as of the national domain. The boundary lines were settled and
surveyed by a joint commission. (See report in 1854-'55.)
DELIVERY OF THE CESSION.

The United States being in possession, by military force, no formal delivery of the
territory was had other than by the payment of the sum stipulated and fixing and determining the boundary line.
AUTHORITIES.

See" Treaty between the United States and Mexico, Thirtieth Congress, first session,
Ex. Doc. No. 52"; also, "Stocking's Areas and Political Division of the United States";
the ninth census; address .by John W. Dwinnelle, San Francisco, September 10,1866;
diplomatic correspondence, United States, 1819 to 1850; treaties and conventions,
United States, 1871; President's messages, 1841-1850.

T E X A-S P U R C H A S E , D E C E M B E R 1 3 , 1 6 5 0 .
-

BOUNDARIES OF TEXAS.

This wae an increase to the public domain, not to the national, being already included in the national area, having been acquired by the act of annexation of Texas,
March 1, 1845.
The State of Texas held, under claims of the republic of Texas which she succeeded
to, title to all the land lying east of the Rio Grande River and embraced within the
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limits of the Rio Grande on the west and south and the boundary between the United
States and Spain under the Florida treaty of 1819 on the east, viz, the Sabine River,
thence south to the Red River, thence northwest to the one hundredth meridian west
of Greenwich, to the Arkansas River, thence to the source of the Arkansas River, supposed to be at or near the forty-second parallel of north latikde. These boundaries
were confirmed by the Mexican treaty of 1828 with the United States.
Upon the admission of Texas by joint resolution December 29, 1845, these treaty
boundaries became the boundary of the State. They were indefinite, and the resolution said: "The territory properly included within and rightfully belonging to the
republic of Texas." The part of this claim now in New Mexico, all east of the Rio
Grande River, Texas, tried to organize into counties under act of her legislature in
January, 1849. The executive of Texas, Governor Bell, sent an agent to Santa Fe, the
people of which place denied that they were within the jurisdiction of Texas.
On the 22d of September, 1847, General Stephen W. Kearney, under orders of ·the
War Department (the United States then being at war with Mexico), having marched
overland and captured the Mexican province of New Mexico, and being military governor thereof, published a series of laws for its government. Texas had clai~ed all
the territory east of the Rio Grande, and Mr. Marcy, Secretary of War, in a dispatch
of date October 12, 1848, instructed the commanding officer at Santa Fe to respect the
authority of Texas therein.
'
September 9, 1850, an organic act for New Mexico was passed, giving it the present
easterp boundary and taking from the Texas claim about sixty-five thousand square
miles of territory.
CESSION BY TEXAS.

Congress, by act of September 9, 1850, made proposals for the cession by Texas of
her claim to the territory north of latitude 30° 30' north, west of the one hundred and
third meridJ.n of longitude west from Greenwich and north of the thirty-second parallel of north latitude, and to the Rio Grande River, to the United States. Texas was
to relinquish all claims against the United States for any payments or liabilities on the
part of the United States for the property of the republic of Texas, surrendered by the
State, which was turned over to the United States at the time of annexation, and the
United States proposed to pay to the State of Texas $~0,000,000 for such cession in five
per ceut. fourteen-year bonds.
November 25, 1850, the legislature of the State accepted, and by proclamation of the
President of the United States, of date December 13, 1850, the act of Congress of
September 9, ltl50, was announced to be operative, and the ceded territory came under
the control of the United States.
AREA AND COST OF THE PURCHASE.

The United States obtained by this cession for the public domain (estimated) 96,707
square miles of territory, being and lying in the following States and Territories:
In
In
In
In

Square miles.

the southwest corner of Kansas ____ .. ____ .. __ .... ________ .... ____ .. __ ..
the southeastern corner of Colorado .................. __ .. ____ .. __ .... ___
tho eastern portion of the Territory of New Mexico .... __ .. __ ......... __
the public land strip north of the Pan-Handle of Texas __ .... ____ .. ___ ..

7, 766
18,000
65,201
5, 740

Total .... -. -. -- -. -. -- -... -- -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -- -- -- -- -. -. -. -- -- -- - -- -- 96, 707
Or 61,892,480 acres.
Over all of the above, except the land lying in the "public land strip", and excepting
certain grants therein made by the Spanish and Mexican authorities, have the public
land laws of the United States, as to survey and disposition, been extended. It cost:
Principal sum, five per cent. fourteen-year bonds ..... ···o .... _____ ...... $5,000,000
Interest to date of redemption ...••.. _.••....••.. _........... _.••. _. ____ 3, 500, 000
Act of February 28, 1855 ...•....•
7, 500, 000
0

••••••

_ . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . .

•

•

•

•

•

•

Total.-.- ..... _..................•......•.......••••........•.... 16, 000, 000
The United States assumed jurisdiction at once upon the acceptance by the State of
Texas of the terms offered, and has since retained it.
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GADSDEN PURCHASE.

Under the administration of President Pierce, December 30, 1853, a treaty was
entered into by James Gadsden, United States minister to Mexico, and Don Manuel
Diez de Bonilla, secretary of state, Jose Salazar Ylarregui, :1nd J. Mariano Monterde, as
scientific commissioners on behalf of the Republic of Mexico, for the purchase of the
tract of lanu now lying in the southern part of the Territories of New Mexico and Ari·
zona, then in the Republic of Mexico and adjdining the Uuited States south of the
river Gila, and from the Rio Grande on the east to a point twenty miles below the
mouth of the Gila on the west, on the Colorado River. The Gib River and branches
from this point eastward was the boundary fixed by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,
in 1848. This purchase was for the purpose of more correctly uefining and making a
·more regular line and certain boundary between the United States and Mexico.
The treaty was as follows :
Treaty with Mexico. ' Concluded December 30, 185~; ratifications exchanged Jtme 30, Hl54;
proclai·rned June 30, 1854.

In the name of Almi.ghty God.
The Republic of Mexico and the United States of America., desiring to remove every
cause of disagreement which might interfere in any manner with the better friendship
and intercourse between the two countries, and especially in respect to the ~rue limits
which should be established, when, notwithstanding what was covenanted in the
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in the year 1848, opposite interpretations have been
urged, which might give occaRion to questions of serious moment: To avoid these,
and to strengthen and more firmly maintain the peace which happily prevails between
the two Republics, tlie President of the United States has, for this purpose, appointed
James Gadsden, t'nvoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the same near
the Mexican Government, and the President of Mexico has appointed. as plenipotentiary
"ad hoc" his excellency Don Manuel Diez de Bonilla, cavalier grand cross of the
national and distinguished order of Guadalupe, and secretary of state and of the office
of foreign relations, and Don Jose Salazar Ylarregui and General Mariano Monterde,
as scientific commissioners, invested with full powers for this negotiation; who, ha.ving communicatecl their respective full powers, and finding them in due and proper
form, have agreed upon the articles :following:
ARTICLE I. The Mexican Republic agrees to designate the following as her true limits
with the United States for the future: Retaining the same dividing line between the
two Californias as already defined and established, according to the 5th article of the
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the limits between the two Republics shall be as follows:
Beginning in the Gulf of Mexico, three leagues from land, opposite the mouth of the H.io
Grande, as provided in the fifth article of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo; thence,
as defined iu the said article, up the middle of that river to the point where the parallel of 31° 47' north latitude crosses the same; thence due west one hundred mil es ;
thence south to the parallel of :n° 20' north latitude; thence along the said parallel of
31° 20' to the one hundred and eleventh meridian of longitude west of Greenwich;
thence in a straight line to a point on the Colorado River twenty English miles below
the junction of the Gila and Colorado rivers; thence up the middle of the· said river
Colorado until it intersects tte present line between the Uniteu States aml Mexicr>.
For the performanr.e of this portion of the treaty, each of the two govern01ents
shall nominate one commissioner, to the end that, by common consent, the two thus
nominated, haviag met in the city of Paso del Norte, three months after the excha.nge
of the ratifications of this treaty, may proceed to survey and mark out upon the land
the dividing line stipulated by t.his article, where it shall not have already beeu surveyed and established by the mixed commission, accord'ng to the treaty of Guaualupe,
keeping a journal and making proper plans of their operations. For this purpose, if
they should judge it necessary, the contracting parties shall be at libert.v each to unite
to its respective commissioner scientific or other a sistants, such as astronomers and
surveyors, whose concurrence shall not be considered necessary for the settlement and
ratification ?f a true line of division between the two Republics; that line shall be
alone estabh bed upon which the commissioners may fix, their consent in this particular being considered decisive and an integral part of this treaty, without necessit.y o£
ulterior ratification or approval, and without room for interpretation of any kind by
either of the parties contracting.
The dividing line thus established shall, in all time, be faithfully respected uy the
two governments, without any variation therein, unless of the express and free con·
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sent of the two, given in conformity to the principles of the law of nations, and in
accordance with the constitution of each country, respectively.
.
Ill consequence, the stipulation in the 5th article of the treaty of Guadalupe upon
tho boundary line therein described is no longer of any force, wherein it may conflict
with that here established, the said line being considered annulled and abolished
wherever 'it may ·not coincide with the present, and in the same manner remaining in
full force where in accordance with the sa mo.
ARr. II. The government of Mexico hereby releases the United States from allliabili ·Y on account of the obligations contained in the eleventh article of the treaty of
Gu d!:IJupe Hidalgo; and the !'aid article and the thirty-third article of the treaty of
am ty, commerce, and navigation between the United States of America and the United
Me ican States, concluded at Mexico on the fifth day of April, 1831, are hereby abroga d.
·
T. III. In consideration of iheforegoingstipulations, tbeGovernmentofthe United
Staes agrees to pay to the government of Mexic.o, in the city of New York, the sum ot
teu illions of dollars, of which seven millions shall be paid immediately upon the excba ge of the ratifica.tions of this trea.ty, and the remaining three millions as soon as
the oundary line shall be surveyed, marked, and establi:;bed.
T. IV. The provisions of the 6th and 7th articles of the treaty of Guadalu.JleHidalgo
bav g been rendered nugatory for the most part by the cession of territory granted in
the st article of this treaty, the said articles are he1eby abrogated and annulled, and
the ovisions as herein expressed substituted iberefor. The vessels and citizens of
the nited States shall, in all time, have free and uninteriupted passage through the
Gulf f California., to and from their possessions situa.ted north of the boundary line
of th two countries. It being understood tha.t this passage is to be by navigating
the G lf o£ California. and the river Colorado, and not by land, without the express
conse of the Mexican Government; and precisely the same provisions, stipulations,
and · r trictions, in all respects, are hereby agreed upon and adopted, and !:!ball be
scrup usly observed and enforced, by the two contracting governments in reference
to the io Colorado, so far and for such distance as the middle of that river is made
their c mon boundary line by the first article of this treaty.
The veral provisions, stipulations, and restrictions contained in the 7th article
of the t aty of Guadalupe Hidalgo shall remain in force only so far as regards the Rio
Bravo d Norte, below the initial of the said boundary provided in the first article of
this trea ; that is to say, below the intersection of the 31° 47 1 30" parallel of latltude,
,·vith theboundary line established by the late treaty dividing said river from its
mouth u ards, according to the 5th article of the treaty of Guadalupe.
ART. V. ll the provisions of the eighth and ninth, sixteenth and seventeenth articles of the ·eaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, shall apply to the territory ceded by the Mexican Repn ·c in the . first article of the present tre~ty, and to all the rights of persons and p erty, both civil and ecclesiastical, within the same, as fully and effectually as if t said articles were herein again recited and set .forth.
ART. VI.
grants of land within the territory ceded by the first article of this treaty
bearing dat ubsequentto the day-twenty-fifth of September-when the minister and
subscribert his treaty on the part of the United States proposed to the government
of Mexico to rminate ·the question of boundary, will be considered valid or be recogni~ed by t United States, or will any grants made previously be respected or be
cnn"Sidered as ligatory which have not been located and duly recorded in the archives
of Mexico.
·
ART. VII. S uld there at any future period ( w bich God forbid) occur any disagreeIl!ent between two nations which might lead to a rupture of their relations and reCiproc~l peace, y bind themselves in like manner to procure by every possible method
the aclJu_stment every difference; and should they still in this manner not succeed,
n.ever w1ll they ceed to a decla.ration of war without having previously paid attenbon to wh.at ha been set forth in article 21 of the treaty of Guadalupe for similar
cases; whiCh ar o, as well as the ~2d, is here re-affirmed.
ART. VIII. Th exican Government having on the 5th of February, 1853, authorized
the early constru on of a plank and rail road acroEs the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and,
t? ~ecure ~he s~ab benefits of said transit way to t.ho persons and merchandize-of the
?1t1zens of 1\lexwo d the United Stat~s, it is stipulated that neither government will
mterp~se any obs! e to the transit of persons and merchandize of both nations; and
at no time. shall h1g charges be made on the transit of persons and property of citizens
of ~he Umted State ban ma.y be made on the persons and property of other foreign
nn,twns, nor shall
interest in said transit way, nor in the proceeds thereof, be
transferr~d to :my f ign government .
. The Umted States~ its agents, shall have the right to transport across the isthmus,
I? closed bagd, t}Je ~ of the Umted States not intended for distribution along the
lme of commumcatw also th e effects of the United States Government and its citizens, which may be innded for transit, and nov for distribution on the isthmus, free
of custom-house or ot~ charges by the Mexican Government. Neither passports nor
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security will be required of persons crossing. the isthmus and not rema~·n
./ g
m the country.
When the construction of the railroad shall be completed, the Mexican Governm nt
agrees to open a port of entry in addition to the port of Vera Cruz, at or near- the erminus of ~:;aid road on the Gulf of Mexico.
The two governments will enter into arrangem.e nts for the prompt transit of tr ops
and muuitions of thE{ United States, which that Government may have occasi to
send f-rom one part of its territory to another, lying on opposite sides of the conti~nt.
The Mexican Government having agreed to protect with its whole power the posecution, preservation, and security of the work, the United States may extend its protection as it shall judge wise to it when it may feel sanctioned and warranted by the
public or international law.
ART. IX. This treaty shall be ratified, and the respective ratifications shall be xchanged at the city of Washington within the exact period of six months from the te
of it~:; signature; or sooner if possible,.
In testimony whereof we, the plenipotentiaries of the contracting parties, ve
hereunto affixed our hands and seals at Mexico, the thirtieth (30th) day of Decem,er,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and :fift.y-three, in the thirtythird year of the Independence of the Mexican Republic, and the seventy-eighth of
that of the United States. . ·
[L. ~-]
JAMES GADSDEN.
MANUEL DIEZ DE BONILLA. [L. ;.]
JOSE SALAZAR YLARREGUI. [L.S.]
J. MARIANA MONTERDE.
[L.S.]
AREA AND COST OF THIS PURCHASE.

The territory thus purchased was in area (estimated) 45,535 square miles or 29,:42,400
acres, and now lies 14,000 square miles (west of the Rio Grande) in the south,astern
portion of the Territory of New Mexico and in the southern part of the Terrtory of
Arizona, south of the river Gila, running across the entire Territory from the western
boundary line of New Mexico to the Gila River on the west, and containin; in area
(estimated) ~H,535 square miles. This land is now under the land laws of tla United
States and is subject to disp9sition and sale, excepting certain grants maie therein
by Spanish or Mexican authorities.
The United States Government paid the Republic of Mexico for this cessicn $10,000,000; $7,000,000 was .p aid immediately after the ratification of the treaty, an1 $3,000,000
in 1%6, after the boundary commission surveyed and marked the boundarsline, which
was completed in 1855-'56. The tract embraces a large part of the Mesilla Vi.lley in New
Mexico. The entire area of this purchase became national as well as pubic domain.
TRANSFER.

There was no formal transfer of this ceded-territory to the United St~es other than
fixing and determining the boundary line. (See Reports of BoundaQ Commission,
1854-'55.)

THE PURCHASE OF ALASKA FROM RU

IA.

The purchase of Alaska from Russia, March 30, 1867, was the las f the treaties of
purchase of territory, and added to and completed our present ional and public
<1omain.
RUSSIA'S CLAIM TO THE TERRITORY, AND ITS BOUN

Rus ia claimed this territory by discovery. Captain Behrin ho was sent out in
1733 lly Empress Ann, discovered the mainland of North Amer::t in latitude 58° 28',
on the 18th of July, 1741. His colleague, Captain Tschirikow eing separated from
him in a storm, sighted the same coast in latitude 56o, on the h of July, 1741, whilo
Behring sailed up the coast, discovering many of the island f the Aleutian Archipelago, some of which, however, he had seen during his prcvi voyage in 1728. The
coast of British Columbia was discovered in 1790 by Vanco r, ~pon the strength of
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which England claimed its sovereignty. The discovery of the coast of Oregon by Ca.ptain Gray, in the same year, formed the uasis of a claim of our Government to the sovereignty of the whole coast, at least as far north as the Russian discoveries. The line
separating us from those discoveries waS fixed as the parallel of 54° 40' in the treaty
concluded at St. Petersburg, April 17-5, 1824, between Henry Middleton on behalf of
the United States and Le Comte Charles de Nesselrode and Pierre de Poletica on
behalf of the Emperor Nicholas.
This was settled by the following article:
ART. III. It is moreover agreed that, hereafter, there shall not be formed by the citizens.
of the United States, or under the authority of the said States, any establishment upon
the northwest coast of America, nor in any of the islands adjacent, to the north of
540 40' of north latitude; and that, in the same manner, thore shall be none formed by
Russian subjects, or under the authority of Russia, south of the same parallel.
The territory between that parallel and 49° was recognized as belonging to theEnglish, by virtue of Vancouver's discoveries. North of 54° 40' the claim of Russia..
seems never to have been questioned.
Great Britain, February 28-16, 1823, made a treaty with Russiuecognizingthe bound, aries of the Russian claim ·for Alaska. This boundary, 54° 40' north latitude, conceded to Russia as the southern boundary of her territorial claim on the Pacific Coast,.
with the claim and rights of Spain to the territory adjoining on the south, sold to
the United States in 1819, together with our claim of discovery by Captain Gray in
1790 to the whole coast to the southern line of the Russian possessions, formed tbe basis.
of the claim of the United States to the territory of Oregon, to the line of 54° 40'
north latitude.
The treaty of June 15,1846, between the United States and Great Britain, forced the
United States to withdraw this claim, and the intermediate country between 49° and
54° 40' north latitude went to Great Britain under Vancouver's claim of prior discovery iu 1790, the parallel 49° north latitude becoming the northern boundary line of
the United Sta,tes on the Pacific slope.
NEGOTIATIONS l!'OR PURCHASE.

Alaska was offered to the United States for a pecuniary consideration during the·
Crimean war in 1854, by Baron Stoeckl, Russian envoy at Washington, but this offer
was declined by the Pierce administration. During the administration of President
Buchanan, unofficial negotiations were set on foot by our Cabinet for the purchaseof Alaska, the sum of $5,000,000 being named as the price, but significant intimations were received that Russia expected a higher price. The legislature of Washton Territory, in January, 1866, memorialized the President in behalf of the immediateacquisition of the Russian territories of North America. A'strong pressure was brought
to bear upon both the legislative and executive departments of the General Government. When the fact became. generally known that the lease of the franchises of theUusso-American Fur Company by the Hudson Bay Company would expire in June, Ul67,.
and would probably be renewed unless we acquire<l the territory in the meanwhile, theanxiety for the measure i~creased. Formal negotiations were entere<l into between
Baron Stoeckl, the Russian minister at Washington: and Hon. W. H. Seward, Secretary
of State, resulting in the formation of the treaty of March 30, 1867, the signatures of'
the plenipotentiaries being affixed at 4 o'clock on ,the morning of that day.
Convention for the cession of the Russian poss£ssions in North America to the United StatCB.
Concluded March 30, 1867; 1·atijications exchanged June 20, 18G7 ; proclaimed June·
20, 1867.

. The United States of America and his majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, bemg desirous of strengthening, if possible, the good understanding which exists between
them, have, for that purpose, appointed as their plenipotentiaries, the President of
the United States, William H. Seward, Secretary of &tate; and his majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, the Privy Counsellor Edward de Stoeckl, his envoy extraordil}.ary and minister plenipotentiary to the United States;
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~ And the said plenipotentiaries, having' exchanged their full powers, which were
found to be in-due form, have agreed upon and signed the following articles:
ARTICLE I. His majesty the Emperor of all the Russias agrees to cede to the United
States, by this convention, immediately upon the exchange of the ratifications thereof,
.all the territory and dominion now possessed by his said maJesty on the continent of
America and in the adjacent islands, the same being contained within the geographical
limits herein set forth, to wit: The eastern limit is the line of demarcation between
the Russian and the British possessions in North America, as established by the convention between Russia and Great Britain, of February 28-16, 1825, and described in Arti-cles III and IV of said convention, in the following terms:
"Commencing from the southernmost point of the island called Prince of Wales
Island, which point lies in the parallel of 54 degrees 40 minutes north latitude, and
between the 13lst and 133d degree of west longitude (meridian of Greenwich), the
.said line shall ascend to the north along the channel called Portland Channel, as far
as the point of the continent where it strikes the 56th degree of north latitude; from
this last-mentioned point, the line of demarcation shall follow the summit of the
mountains situated parallel to the coast, as far as the point of intersection of the 14lst
degree of west longitude, (of the same meridian); and finally, from the said point of
i ntersection, the said meridian line of the 141st degree, in its prolongation as far as the
Frozen Ocean.
' "IV. With reference to the line of demarcation laid down in the preceding article,
it is understood" 1st. That the island called Prince of Wales Island shall belong wholly to Russia,"
{now, by this cession· to the United States).
"2d. That whenever the summit of the mountains which extend in a direction parallel to the coast from the 56th degree of north latitude to the point of intersection of
the 141st degree _of west longitude shall provo to be at the distance of more than ten
marine leagues from the ocean, the limit between the British possessions and tile line
<>f coast which is to belong to Russia as above mentioned, (that is to say, the limit to
the possessions ceded by this convention), shall be formed by a line parallel to the
winding of the coast, and which shall never exceed the distance of ten marine leagues
therefrom."
The western limit within which the territories and dominion conveyed are contained
!passes through a point in Behring's Straits on the parallel of sixty-five degrees thirty
minutes north latitude, at its intersection by the meridian which passes midway between the islands of Krusenstern or Ignalook, and the islarid of Ratmano:ff, or Noonarbook, and proceeds due north without limitation, into the same Frozen Ocean. 'rhe
s ame western limit, beginning at the same initial point, proceeds thence in a course
nearly southwest, through Behring's Straits and Behring's Sea, so as to pass midway
between the northwest point of the island of St. Lawrence and the southeast point of
Cape Choukotski, to the meridian of one hundred and seventy-two west longitude;
thence, from the intersection of that meridian, in a southw~sterly direction, so as to
pass midway between the island of Attou and the Copper Island of the Kormandorski
-couplet or group, in the North Pacific Ocean, to the meridian of one hundred and
ninety-three degrees west longitude, so as to include in the territory conveyed the
whole of the Aleutian Islands east of that meridian.
ART. II. In the cession of territory and dominion made by the preceding article are
O.ncluded the right of property in all public lots and squares, vacant lands, and all publi c buildings, fortifications, barracks, and other edifices which are not private individual
property. It is, however, understood and agreed, that the churches which have been
built in the ceded territory by the Russian Governmen t , shall remain the property of
suul.1 members of the Greek Oriental Church resident in the territory as may choose to
wo rship therein. Any government archives, papers, and documents r elative to the
te rrit ory and dominion aforesaid, which may now be existing there, will be left in the
po:;~ession of the agent of the United States; but an authenticated copy of such of
them as may be required, will be, at all times, given by the ·United States to the Russ ian Government, or to such Russian officers or subjects as they may apply for.
ART. III. The inhabitants of the ceded territory, according to their choice, reserving
t heir natural allegiance, may return to Russia within three years; but if they should
p ~c fer to remain in the ceded t erritory, they, wi th the exception of uncivilized native
tnbes, shall be admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights, advantages, and immunities of citizens of the United States, and shall be maintained and protected in the free
~njoy ment of their libert y, property, and religion. The uncivilized tribes will be sub_Ject to such laws and regulations as th e United Stat es may from time to time adopt in
r egard t o aboriginal tribes of that country.
ART. IV. His majesty, the Bmperor of all the Russias shall appoint, with convenient
despatch, an agent or agents for the purpose of formally delivering to a similar agent
-or ogent s, ~ppointetl on behalf of the United States, the territory, dominion, property,
d epend_enCies, and appurtenances which are ceded as above, and for doing any other
act wh1ch may be necessary in regard thereto. But the cession, with the right of im··
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mediate possession, is nevertheless to be deemed complete and absolute on the exchange
of ratifications, without waiting for such formal delivery.
·
ART. V. Immediately after the exchange of the ratifications of this convention, any
fort.ifications or mihtaryposts which may be in the ceded territory shall be fielivered tothe agent of the United States, and any Russian troops which may be in the territory
shall be withdrawn as soon as may be reasonably and conveniently practicable.
ART. VI. In consideration of -the cession aforesaid, the United States agree to pay at
the Treasury in Washington, within ten months after tke.exchange of the ratifications
of this convention, to the diplomatic representative or other agent of his majesty the
Emperor of all the Russias, duly authorized to receive the same, seven million twohundred thousand dollars in gold. The cession of territory and dominion herein made
is hereby declared to be free and unincumbered by any reservations, privileges, franchises, grants, or possessions, by any associated companies, whether corporate or incorporate, Russian or any other, or by any parties, except merely private individual property-holders; and the cession hereby made conveys all the rights, franchises, and ·
privileges now belonging to Russia in the said territory or dominion, and appurtenances
thereto.
·
ART. VII. When this convention shall have been duly ratified by the President of the
United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, on the one part, and,
on the other, by his majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, the ratifications shall be
exchanged at Washington within three months from the date hereof, or sooner if possible.
·
In faith whereof the respective plenipotentiaries haye signed this convention, and
thereto atfixeQ. the seals of their arms.
Done at Washington the thirtieth day of March, in the yearof our Lord one thousand 'eight hundred and sixty-seven.
·
WILLIAM H. SEWARD.
[L. s.]
EDOUARD DE STOECKL.
[L. s.]

THE TRANSFER OF ALASKA TO THE UNITED STATES. ,

Message from the President of the United States, in relation to the transfer of Alaska Tm·ritm·y from Russia to the United States.
To the Senate and House of Representatives :
I transmit a report from Secretary of State, and the documents to which it refers,
in relation to the formal transfer of territory from Russia to the United States, in
accordance with the treaty of the 30th of March last.
ANDREW JOHNSON.
WASHINGTON, January 27, 1868.

To the President:
The Secretary of ~tate has the honor to lay before the President a copy of a correspondence between the Secretary and General Lovell H. Rousseau, and papers accompanying the same, concerning the transfer of the Territory of Alaska to the United
States.
Respectfully submitted.
WILLIAM H. SEWARD.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, January 27, 1868.

Mr. Seward to General Rousseau.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
·
·
Washington, August 7, 1867.
GENERAL: You will herewith receive the warrant of the President, under the great
seal of the United States, appointing you commissioner on behalf of this Government,
to receive from a similar officer appointed on behalf of the Imperial Government of
Russia the territory ceded by that ~overnment to the United States, pursuant to the
treaty of the 30th of March last. You will consequently enter into coinmunioation
with Captain Pestchouroft~ the Russian commissioner, now here, and arrange with him
in regard to proceeding, as soon as may be convenient, to the territory referred to, in
order that your commission may be fulfilled.
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On arriving at Sitka, the principal town in the ceded territory, you will receive from
the Russian commissioner the formal transfer of that territory, under mutual national
salutes from artillery, in which the United States will take the lead.
Pursuant to the stipulations of the treaty, t,hat transfer will include all forts and
military posts, and public buildings, such as the governor's house and those used for
government purposes; dockyards, barrackR, hospitals and schools; all public lands,
anrl all ungranted lots of ground at Sitka and Kodiak. Private dwellings and warehouses, blacksmiths', joiners', coopers', tanners', and other similnr shops, ice-honses,
flour and saw mills, and any small barracks on the island, are subject to the control of
their owners, -and are not to be included in the transfer to the United States.
The respective commissioners, after distinguishing betwefln the property to be transferred to the United States and that to be retained by indiviuuals, will draw up and
sign full inventories of the same in duplicate. In order, however, that the said individual proprietors may retain their property as aforesaid, or if they should so prefer may
dispose of the same, you will, upon the production of the proper documentary or other
proof of ownership, furnish the said proprietors with a certificate of their right to hold
the same.
In accordance with the stipulations of the treaty, the churches and chapels in the
ceded territory will continue to be the property of the members of the Greco-Russian
church. Any houses and lots which may have been granted to those churches will
also remain 1heir property.
As it is understood that the Russian American Company possess, in that quarter, large
:stores of furs, provisions, and other goods now at Sitka, Kodiak, and elsewhere on the
mainland and on the island, it is proper that that company should have a reasonable
time to collect, sell, or export that property. For that purpose the company may leave
in the territory an agent or agents for the purpose of closing their business. No taxes
will be levied on the property of the company now in the territory, until Congress
shall otherwise direct.
It is expected that, in the transaction of the important business hereby intrusted
t o you, it will be borne in mind that, in making the ce"'sion of the territory referr.ed
to, his Imperial Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias has been actuated by a desue
of giving a signal proof of that friendship for the United States which has characterized his own reign and that of his illustrious predecessors. It is hoped, therefore, that
.all your intercourse with the Russian commissioner will be friendly, courteous, and
fr~k

I

This department understands from the President that, upon the conclusion of the
business with the Russian commissioner, you will have command. in the territory, to be
·exercised under the orders of t.he ·war Department.
I am, general, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD.
Brig. Gen. LOVELL H. ROUSSEAU.

M1'. Seward to General Rousseau.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, Janum·y 24, 1868,
GENERAL: I have had the honor to receive the report which, on the 5th of December last, you transmitted to me, of the execution of the agency confided to you for
receiving the formal transfer of the Territory of Alaska.
,
The report was accompanied by a certificate mutually executed and delivered on the
26th of October last, between yourself aud Alexis Pestchouroff, Russian commissioner;
an inventory of the property belonging to the Greco-Russian church at Sitka; a list
<Jf the names of persons holding ptoperty in fee-simple in the city of Sitka; an inventory of private property in the city of Sitka; an inventory of forts and public buildings in the island of Kodiak; a letter of the Russian commissioner to yourself, written
-on the 26th of October; a map of the city of Sitka; and the United States flag which
was used by you on the occasion of the transfer.
The proceedings ref~rred to have been submitted to the President, and I am directed
t o acknowledge the reception of the papers, and to communicate to you the President's
t~atisfaction with the manner in which your important and delicate trust was executed.
I have the honor to be, general, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD,
Secretary of St.tte.
Maj. Gen. LOVELL H. ROUSSEAU,
Headquarters Department of the Columbia, Portland, Oregon.
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Brigadier-General Rousseatt to Mr. Sewa1·d.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT O.F THE COLUMBIA,

· Portland, Oregon, Decernbe1· 5, 1867.
SIR: I have the honor to report that, on the receipt from you of my appointment
by the President as United States commissioner to receive the formal transfer of the
Territory of Alaska, and also your instructions touching that transfer, I repaired a.t
once to New York to make the necessary preparation to sail on the 21st of Angnst,
· but on reaching that city I found it impossible to get oft' on that <la.y.
I sought and obtained at once an interview with Baron Stoeckl, the Russian minister, and Captain Pestchouro:ff, of the Russian imperial navy, and Captain Koskul, rep- ·
resenting the Russian American Company; aud it was arranged that we should sail
from New York on the 31st of August, and we accordingly sailed on that day, vb
Panama, reaching San Francisco, Califomia, on the 22Ll of September. As we entered
the harbor of San Francisco the ba.tteries of the forts fired a salute.
On reaching San Francisco, we found 1he preparations for taking military possession of the new Territory completed by Major-General Halleck, who had ships lauen
with supplies for the troops, anu transportation all ready for the troops themselves toSitka.
Admiral Thatcher, also, had provided t-ransportation for the commissioners on the
propeller man-of-war Ossipee, Capt,aiu Emmo ns commanding. Returning the admiral's call, visiting him on board his fhtg-ship Pensacola, the commissioners received :t
salute of_ her batteries.
Hastening in preparation, we took our departure for Sitka on tile morning of the
27th of September.
When we set sail we intended to go directly by the open sea to New Archangel, but
after three or four days, durin g which th e sea was very rough, with little or no wind,
and making very slow progress, we concluded to go by way of Victoria and the straits,
thus taking the inland passage. The troops a.nd supplies had preceded us a day or
two from San Francisco, and as they could not land at 8itka before we reachec1 there,
it was thought best to take the inland route in order to insure our arrival at the latter place certainly within a reasonable time. This we could not do in the open sea,
as it was quite rough, and what wind we had or expected to have in October and till
the middle of November was from the northwest (a bead wind for us).
Our ship was very slow, and with a head wind or rough sea made not more than two
to four knots an hour. The winds in the Nort hern Pacific, from May to November inclusive, are from the northwest generally, and the balance of the year from the sout,heast. Besides, I suffered greatly from sea· sickness, followed by what I feared was congestive chills, and sought to avoid this sufl:'ering by taking the inland passage.
We reached Esquimalt, Vancouver's Islanu, on the night of the 4th of October,
took in a supply of coal, and steamed for Sitka on the rnoming of the 6th. After a
pleasant passage, taking it altogether, we cast ancl10r in the harbor of New Archangel
on the 18th of October, at eleven o'clock a.m., where we found the troops and supplies had preceded us several days. The day was bright and bea utiful. We landed
imm1-diately, and fixed the hour of three and a half o'clock that da\ for the transfer,
of which General Jeff. C. Davis, commanding the troops there; Captain Emmons,
United States ship Ossipee; Captain McDougall, United States ship Jamestown; Cap. tain Bradford, United States ship Resaca, and the officers of t.beir respective corn~a~ds, as also the governor of the TerriLOry, the Prince Maksoutoff, were notified and
mv1ted to be present.
The command of General Davis, about two hundred and fifty strong, in full uniform,
armed and handsomely equipped, were landed about three o'cloek, and marched np
to tbe top of the eminence on which stands the governor's hous8, where tho tr~mt'lft r
was to be made. At the same time a company of Russian soldiers were marclwd to
the ground, ancl took their place upon the left of the flag-staff, from whi0t1 tb0 Uut!sian
flag was then floating. The command of General Davis was formed under llis diroution on the right .
. The United States flag to be raised on the occasion was in care of a color-guard-<L
hentenant, a 8ergeant, aud ten men of General D .1 vis'~ command.
The officers above named, as well as th e officers under their command, the Prineo
Maksonto:ff, antl his wife the Princess Maksonto:ff, torrether with many Russia n a.ud
American citizens, and some Indians, were present. ""
The formation of the ground, however, was such as to preclude any consitleraule
demonstration.
It was arranged by Captain Pestchouro:ff and myself that, iu firing the salutes on
the ex_change of flags, tho U nited States should lead off, iu accordance with your instruct~ons, but th~t there should be alternate guns from the American and Russian
battenes,, thus giving th e flag of each nation a double national salute, the national
salute bemg thus ans wered in the moment it-was given. The troops, being promptly
formed, were, at precisely !Jalf past three .o'elock, brought to a present arms, the signal
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given to the Ossipee, (Lieutenant Crossman, executive officer of the ship; and for the
time in command), which was to fire the salute, and t.he ceremony was begun by lowering the Russian flag. As it began its descent down the flag-staff the battery of the
Ossipee, with large nine-inch guns, led off in the salute, peal after peal crashing and
re-echoing in the gorges of the surrounding mountains, answered by the Russian water
battery (a battery on the wharf), firing alternately. But the ceremony was interrupted by the catching of the Russian fla.g in the ropes attached to the flag-staff. The
soldier who was lowering it, continuing to pull at it, tore off the border by which it
was attached, leaving the flag entwined tightly around the ropes. The flag-staff was
n. native pine, perhaps ninety feet in height. In an instant the Russian soldiers, taking
different shrouds attached. to the flag-staff, attempted to ascend to the flag, which,
having been whipped around the ropes by the wind, remained tight and fast. At first
(being sailors as well as soldiers) they made rapid progress, but laboring hard, they
soon became tired, and when half-way up scarcely moved at all, and finally came to a
stand-still. There was a dilemma; but in a moment a "boatswain's chair," so called,
was made by knotting a rope to make a loop for a man to sit in and be pulled upward,
and another Russian soldier was quickly drawn up to the flag. On reaching it he detached it from the ropes, and not bearing the calls from Captain Pestchouroff below to
"bring it down," dropped it below, and in its descent it fell on the bayonets of the
Russian soldiers.
·
The United States flag (the one given to me for that purpose, by your direction, at
Washington) was then properly attached and. began its ascent, hoisted by my private
secretary, George Lovell Rousseau, and again the salutes were fired as before, the Russian water battery leading off. The flag was so hoisted that; in tho instant it re~tc~ed
its place the report of the last big gun of the Ossipee reverberated from the mountams
around. The salutes being completed, Captain Pestchouroff stepped up to me and
said: "General Rousseau, by authority from His Majesty the Emperor of Russia, I
transfer to the United States the Territory of Alaska," and in as few words I acknowledged the acceptance of the transfer, and the ceremony was at an end. Three cheers
were then spontaneously given for the United States flag by the American citizens
present, although this was no part of the programme, and on some accounts I regretted
that it occurred.
Captain Pestchonrotr, the governor; and myself, on the Monday following, went to
work to distinguish between the public and private buildings in the town of New
Archangel, and giving certificates to private individual owners of proper~y there.
All the buildings in any wise used for public purposes were delivered to the United
States commicsioner, taken possession of, and turned over to General Davis, as were
also the public archives of the Territory; and in a spirit of liberalit.y the wharf a.nd
several valuable warehouses belonging to the Russian-American Company were mcluded in the transfer by the Russian commissioner. Both the wharf and tho warehouses were very much needed by our people.
We could not visit Kodiak, or ·any other point in the new Territory, as the season in
which Wei might expect stormy weather was rapidly approaching.
~'or the fnrther action of the commissioners, in the execution of their commission,
your attention is respectfully called to the protocol, map, and inventories accompanying this report. With this report and accompanying papers I return to you the United
States flag used on the occasion of the transfer of the Territory.
In your instructions, both written and verbal, you were somewhat particular to imprees me with your desire that all the intercourse between the Russian and American
commissioners should be liberal, frank, and courteous; and I am pleased to say, that
from the meeting of Captain Pestchouroff and myself in your office till we parted after
our work was ended, all our communication and association with each other, personal
and official, were of the friendliest character, and just such as I am sure yon desired .
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Hoping that the President and yourself will be satisfied with my efforts to discharge
tho duty assigned me, in accordance with instructions given for my guidance, and
that the new Territory may provo as valuable an acquisition to our country as you
would desire it,
I have the honor to be your vuy obedient servant,
LOVELL H. ROUSSEAU,
United States Commissioner, and Brigadier-General U.S. A.
Hon. WILLIAM H. SEWARD,
Secretm-y of State.
[Here followed inventories and schedules of public and private property in New
Archangel, Sitka.]
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A.REA AND COST OF THE PURCHASE.

This purchase cost the United States $7,200,000, and added to the national and public
domain an area of 577,390 square miles, as estimated, or 369,529,600 acres-all lying 'in
Alaska, and subject to disposition and control by the Congress of the United States,
excepting certain grants made by the Russian Government. The land laws of the
United States have not as yet been extended over Alaska, and although public domain,
it is not yet open to settlement under United States land laws, because the lands have
not yet been opened for settlement or /surveyed by order of Congress (which is the
first step after the Indian title is extinguished), and after this, Congress, by law, directs
how, when, and by what system the lands may be disposed of.
AUTHORITIES.

See "Treaties and Conventions," July 4, 1776, to July 21, 1871; also, H. Ex. Doc.
No. 125, second session Fortieth Congress; Message from the President of the United
States in relation to the transfer of territory froni Russia to the United States.
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CHAPTER V.
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DECEMBER

1, 1883.

1'HE ORDINANCE OF 1787. -NORTHWEST AND SOUTHWESTERN
TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENT OF THE TERRITORY OF THE UNITED STATES NORTHWEST
OF THE RIVER OHIO.
CLAIM OF VIRGINIA AND NEW YORK TO THE LANDS THEREIN.

The entire territory east of the Mississippi River, north of the Ohio River, and west
the State of Pennsylvania, which bad, prior to the Revolutionary War, been subject
to the jurisdiction of the Province qf Quebec, was claimed by the State of Virginia.
at and prior to March 1, 1784, the date of her first cession to the confederated government. She was in possession of the French settlements of Vincennes and Illinois,
which she had occupied and defended during the Revolutionary War.
·
The first charter of Virginia (James I., April10, 1606) extended along the sea-coast
from the t·birty-fourth degree to the forty-first degree of 'n orth latitude, but only fifty
miles inland.
By the second charter for Virginia (James I., May 23, 1609) the limits of the colony
were extended so as to embrace "the whole sea-coast, north and south, within two
hundred miles of old Point Comfort, extending from sea to sea west and northwest,
and also all the islands within one hundred miles along the coast of both seas of the
precinct aforesaid," evidently meaning the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
The third charter, dated March 12, 1612, annexed to Virginia all the islands within
300 leagues of the coast. Those three charters were vacated by quo warranto before t?e
15th of July, 1624, on which day a commission isRued for the government of Virginia,
without making, however, any alteration in the boundaries established by the second
charter. The colony was afterwards curtailed on the north by the-grants to Lord
Baltimore and to William Penn, and on the south by that to the proprietors of Carolina.

~f

CLAIM OF NEW YORK CEDED.

New York, prior to the cession by Virginia, having conveyed to the United States,
March 1, 1781, her claims to this territory, being titles derived from treaties and purehases from the Six Nations of Indians, the Congress of the Confederation passed
the resolution for the government of the western territory, April23, 1784. This left
Connecticut and Massachusetts the only States that had or laid any claims to the
territory north of the river Ohio and west of Pennsylvania. The cessions of those
States to the United States, and the further confirmatory c~ssion by Virginia in 1788,
gave to the United States an indisputable title to the public lands within that territory as far west at~ the river Mississippi, which, by the treaty of Paris between George
m. of Great Brit ain and the King of Spain, February 10, 1763, had been established
as the boundary between _the :Sritish possessions in America and the province of
Louisiana.
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ON THE NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA.

CESSIONS, 178~.

The territory ceded by Virginia to the United States, Mar:ch 1, 1784, became .the subject of legislation on the part of the Congress of the Confederation, beginning on the
day of cession.
On the;lst of March, 1784, a committee, consisting of Mr. Jefferson, of Virginia, Mr.
Chase, of Maryland, and Mr. Howell, of Rhode Island, submitted to Cougress the following plan for the temporary government of the Western Territory:
The committee appointed to prepare a plan for the temporary government of the
Western Territory have agreed to the following resolutions:
Resolved, That the Territory ceded or to be ceded by individual States to the United
States, whensoever the same shall have been purchased of the Indian inhabitants and
offered for sale by the United States, shall be formed into additional States, bounded
in the following manner, as nearly as such cessions will admit; that is to say northwardly and southwardly by parallels of latitude, so that each State shall comprehend, from south to north, two degrees of latitude, beginning to count from the completi~n of thirty.one degrees north of the equator ; but any territory northwardly of
the 47th degree shall make part of the State next below. And eastwardly and west-wardly they shall be bounded, those on the Mississippi, by that river on one side and
the meridian of the lowest point of the rapids of · the Ohio on the other; and those
adjoining on the east, by the same meridian on their western side, and on their eastern
by the meridian of the western cape of the mouth of the Great Kanawha. And the
territory eastward of this last meridian, between the Ohio, Lake Erie and Pennsylvania, shall be one State.
That the settlers within the territory so to be purchased and off11red for sale, shall,
either on their own petition, or the order of Congress, receive authority from them,
with appointments of time and place, for their free males, of full age, to meet together, for the purpose of establishing a temporary government, to adopt the constitution and laws of any one of these States, so that such laws nevertheless shall be
subject to alteration by their ordinary legislature, and to erect, subject to a like alteration, counties or townships for the election of members for their legislature.
That such temporary government shall only continue in force in any State until it
shall have acquired 20,000 free inhabitants, when, giving due proof thereof to Congress, they shall receive from them authority, with appointments of time and place,
to call a convention of representatives to establish a permanent constitution and government for themselves.
Provided, That both the temporary and permanent government be established on
these principles as their basis:
·
1. That they shall forever remain a part of the United States of America.
2. That in their persons, property, and territory they shall be subject to the Government of the United States in Congress assembled, and to the Articles of Confederation in all tl!.ose cases in which the original States shall be so subject.
3. That they shall be subject to pay a part of the federal debts contracted or to be
contracted, to be apportioned on them by Congress according to the same common
rule and measure by which apportionments thereof shall be made on other States.
4. That their respective governments shall be in republican forms, and shall admit
no person to be a citizen who holds any hereditary title.
5. That after the year 1800 of the Christian era there shall be neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude in any of the said States otherwise than in punishment of crimes,
whereof the party shall have been duly convicted to have been personally guilty.
That whensoever any of the said States shall have of free inhabitants as many as
shall then be in any one of the least numerous of the thirteen original States, such
State shall be admitted by its delegates into the Congress of the United States on an
equal footing with the said original States, after which the assent of two-thirds of the
United States, in Congress assembled, shall be requisite in all those cases wherein, by
t~e confederation, the assent
nine States is now required; provided the consent of
mne States to such admission may be obtained according to the 11th of the Articles
of. Confederation. Until su?h admission by their delegates into Congress any of the
said. States, after the establishment of their temporary government, shall have autho~Ity to keep a sitting member in Congress, with a right of debating, but not
votmg.
·
That the territory northward of the 45th degree, that is to say, of the completion of
45 deg~ees from the equator, and extending to the Lake of the Woods, shall be called
Sylvama; that of the territory under the 45th and 44th degrees, that which lies westw~r~ of Lake ~ichigan shall be called Michigania; and that which is eastward thereof
Wlthm .the pemnsula formed by the lakes and waters of Michigan, Huron, St. Clair
and Ene shall be called Cherronesus, and shall include any part of th(tpeninsula which
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may extend above the 45th degree. Of the te.rritory under the 43d and 45th degrees,
that to the westward, through which the Assenippi or Rock River runs, shall be called
.Assenisipia; and that to the eastward, in which are the fountains of the Muskingnm,
the two Miamies of Ohio, the Wabash, the Illinois, the Miami of the Lake, and the
Sandusky rivers, shall be ·called Metropotamia. Of the territory which lies under the
39th and 38th de~rees, to which shall be added so much of the point of land within
the fork of the Ohio and Mississippi as lies under the 37th degree, that to the westward within and adjacent to which are the confluences of the river~ Wabash, Shawnee, Tamsee, Ohio, Illinois, Mississippi, and Missouri shall be called Polypotamia; and
that to the eastward farther up the Ohio, shall be called Polisipia.
This report was recommitted to the same committee on the 17th 'of March and a new
one was submitted on the 22d of the same month. The second report agreed in substance with the first. The principal difference was the omission of the paragraph
giving names to the States to be formed out of the Western Territory. It was taken
up for consideration by Congresl'! on the 19th of April, on which day, on the motion of
Mr. Spaight, 'o f North Carolina, the following clause was stricken out of the report:
That after the year 1800 of the Christian era there shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in any of the said States, otherwise than in the punishment of
crimes whereof the party shall have been duly convicted to have been personally guilty.
On the adoption of this proviso Maryland, Virginia, South Carolina voted" no."
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire, New York, and Pennsylvania voted" aye." North Carolina was divided. Georgia, Delaware, and New Jersey
were absent. Failing to receive a majority (seven) of the States for its retention, it
failed.
The report was further considered and amended on the 20th and 21st. On the 23d
it was agreed to (ten States voting'' aye" and one'' no"), without the clause prohibiting slavery and involuntary servitude after ,the year 1800. On the question to agree
to the report, after the prohibitory clause was struck out, the yeas and nays were required by Mr. Beresford. The vote was:
Ayes-New Hampshire, Mr. Foster, Mr. Blanchard; Massachusetts, Mr. Gerry, Mr.
Partridge; Rhode Island, Mr. Ellery, Mr. Howell; Connecticut, Mr. Sherman, .Mr.
Wadsworth; New York, Mr. Dewitt, Mr. Payne; New Jersey, Mr. Beatty, Mr. Dwk;
Pennsylvania, Mr. Mifflin, Mr. Montgomery, Mr. Hand; Maryland, Mr. Stone, Mr.
Chase; Virginia, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Mercer, Mr. Monroe; North Carolina, Mr. William.
son, Mr. Spaight.
Nays-South Carolina, Mr. Read, Mr. Beresford.
Absent-Delaware, Georgia~
RESOLUTIONS FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE WESTER~ TERRITORY, PASSED APRIL

23, 1784.
Resolved, That so much of the territory ceded or to be ceded by individual States t<>
the United States, as is already purchased or shall be purchased of the Indian inhabitants, and offered for sa,le by Congress, shall be divided into distinct States in the
following manner, as nearly as such cessions will admit; that is to say, by parallels of
latitude, so that ea~h State shall comprehend from north to south two degrees of latitude, beginning to count from the completion of forty-five degrees north of the equator; and by meridians of longitude, one of which shall pass through the lowest point
of the rapids of Ohio, and the other through the western cape of the month of the
Great Kanhaway; but the territory eastward or this last meridian, between the Ohio,.
Lake Erie, and Pennsylvania, shall be one State, whatsoever may be its comprehension
of lat~tude. That which may lie beyond the completion of the 45th degree, between
the sa1d merid~ans, s~al~ make part of the State adjoining it on the south; and that
part of the.Ohw, wh1ch 1s between the same meridians, coinciding nearly with the parallel of 39 degrees, shall be substituted so far in lieu of that parallel as a bounuary line.
rr:hat the f:!e~t~ers on any territory so purchased and offered for sale, shall, either on
th~1r own pet1t1.ou or on the order of Congress, receive authority from them, with appomtments of t1me and place, for their free males of full age, within the limits of their
tate, to meet ~oge~her, for the purpose of 6stablishing a temporary government, t<>
adopt the constttnt wn and laws of any one of the original States; so that such laws,
nev~rtheless, .shall be subject to alteration by their ordinary legislature; and to erect,
subJect to a like alterat ion, counties, townships, or other divisions, for the election of
members for their legislature.
That when any such State shall have acquired twenty thousand free inhabitants, on
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giving due proof thereof to Congress, they shall receive from them authority, with
appointments of time and place, to call a convention of representatives to establi~h a
permanent constitution and government for themselves: Provided, That both the temporary and permanent governments be established on these principles as their basis:
1. That they shall forever remain a part of this confederacy of the United States of
America.
·
2. That they shall be · subject to the Articles of Confederation in all those cases in
which the original States shall be so subject, and to all the acts and ordinances of the
United States in Congress assembled, conformable thereto.
.
3. That they, in no nase, shall interfere with the primary disposal of the soil by the
United States in Congress assembled, nor with the ordinances and regulations which
Congress may find necessary for securing the title in such soil to the bona-fide purchasers.
4. That they shall be subject to pay a part of the federal debts contracted, or to be
contracted, to be apportioned on them by Congress, according to the same common
rule and measure by which apportionments thereof shall be made on the other States.
5. That no tax shall be imposed on lands the property of the United States.
6. That their respective governments shall be republican.
,
7. That the lands of non-resident proprietors shall, in no case, be taxed higher than
those of residents within any new State, before the admission thereof to a vote by its
delegates in Congress.
'
That whensoever any of the said States shall have, of free inhabitants, as many as
shall then be in any one the least numerous of the thirteen original States, such State
shall be admitted by its delegates into the Congress of the United States, on an equal
footing with the said original States; provided the consent of so many States in Congress is first obtained as may, at the time, be competent to such admission. And in
order to adapt the said Articles of Confederation to the state of Congress when its
numbers shall be thus increased, it shall be proposed to the legislatures of the States,
originally parties thereto, to require the assent o~ two-thirds of the United States in
Congress assembled, in all those cases wherein, by the said articles, the assent of nine
States is now required, which, being agreed to by them, shall be binding on the new
States. Until such admission by their delegates into Congress, any of the said States,
after the eAtablishment of their temporary government, shall have authority to keep
a member in Congress, with a right of debating, ,but not of voting.
,
That measures, not inconsistent with the principles of the confederation, and necessary for the preservation of peace and good onler among the settlers in any of the
said new States, until they shall assume a temporary government as aforesaid, may,
from time to time, be taken by the United States in Congress assembled.
That the preceding articles shall be formed into a charter of compact; shall be duly
executed by the President of the United States in Congress assembled, under his hand,
and the seal of the United States; shall be promulgated; and shall stand as fundamental constitutions between the thirteen original States, and each of ,the several States
now newly described, unalterable from and after the sale of any part of the territory
of such State, pursuant to this resolve, but by the joint consent of the United States
in Congress assembled, and of the particular State within which such alteration is
proposed to be made.
Thus the substance of the report of Mr. Jefferson of a plan for the government of
the Western Territory (without restrictions as to slavery) became a law, and remained
so during 1784 to 1787, when these resolutions were repealed in terms by the passage of
the ordinance for the government of the "Territory of the United States northwest of
the river Ohio."
PRELIMINARY ACTION ON THE ORDINANCE OF ·1787.
In Congress, March 16, 1785, a motion was made by Mr. King, seconded by Mr. Ellery,
that the following proposition be committed :
That there shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in any of the States
described in the resolve of Congress of the 23d of April, 1784, otherwise than in the
punishment of crimes, whereof the party shall have been personally guilty; and that
this regulation shall be an article of compact, al!d remain a fundamental principle of
the Constitution between the thirteen original States, and each of the States described
in the said resolve of the 23d of April, 1784.
'I'he motion was, ''that the following proposition be committed "-that is, committed
to a committee of the whole House. It was a separate, independent pr~position. The
terms of it show that it was offered as an addition to the resolve of April 23, 1784,
with the intention of restoring to that resolve a clause that }Jail originally formed
part of it.
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Mr. King's motion to commit was agreed to; eight States (New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,' Pennsylvania, and Maryland) voted in the affirmative, and three States (Virginia, North Carolina, and South
Carolina) in the negative. Neither Delaware nor Georgia was represented.
After the commitment of this proposition, it was neither ca1led up in Congress nor
noticed by any of the co~mittees who subsequently reported plans for the government of the Western Territory.
The subject was not laid over from this time till September, 1786. It is noticed as
b~ing before Congress on the 24th of March, the lOth of May, the 13th of July, and
the 24th of August, of that ·year.
On the 24th of March, 178G, a report was made by the grand committee of the House,
to whom had been referred a motion of Mr. Monroe upon the subject of the Western
Territory.
On the lOth of May, 1786, a report was made by another committee, consisting of
Mr. Monroe, of Virginia, Mr. Johnson, of Connecticut, Mr. King, of Massachusetts,
Mr. Kean, of South Carolina, and Mr. Pinckney, of South Carolina, to whom a motion
of Mr. Dane, for considering and reporting the form of a ,temporary government for
the Western Territory, was referred. This report, after amendments, was recommitted
on the 13th of July following.
On the 24th of August, 1786, the secretary of Congress was directed to inform theinhabitants of Kaskaskia "that Congress have under their consideration the plan of a
temporary government for the said district, and that its adoption will be no longer
protracted than the importance of the subject and a due regard to their interest may
require."
On the 19th of September,l786, a committee consisting of Mr. Johnson, of Connecticut, Mr. Pinckney, of South CaTolina, Mr. Smith, of New York, Mr. Dane, of
Massac'Qusetts, and Mr. Henry, of Maryland, appointed to prepare a" plan of temporary government for such districts or .new States as shall be laid out by the United
States upon the principles of the acts of cession from individual States, and admitted
into the confederacy," made a report, which was taken up for consideration on the
29th, and, after some discussion and several motions to amend, the further consideratimi was postponed.
On the 26th of April, 1787, the same committee (Mr. Johnson, Mr. Pinckney, Mr.
Smith, Mr. Dane, and Mr. Henry) reported "An ordinance for the government of the
Western Territory." It was read a second time, and amended on the 9th of May, when
the next day was assigned for the third reading. On the lOth the order of the day
:for the third reading was called for by the State of Massachusetts, and was postponed.
On the 9th and lOth of May, Massachusetts was represented by Mr. Gorham, Mr. Kingt
and Mr. Dane. The proposition which, on Mr. King's motion, was "committed" on
the 16th of March of ' the preceding year, was not in the ordinance as reported by thecommittee, nor was any motion made in the Congress to insert it as an amendment.
The following is a copy of the ordinance, as amended, and ordered to a third reading:
.AN ORDINANCE for the government of the Western Territory.

It is hereby ordained by the United States, in Cong1·ess assembled, That there shall be ap-

pointed from time to time, a governor, whose commission shall continue in force for
the term of three years, unless sooner revoked by Congress.
There shall be appointed by Congress from time to time, a secretary, whose commission shall continue in force for four years, unless sooner revoked by Congress. It
shall be his duty to keep and preserve the acts and laws passed by the general assembly, and public records of the district, and of the proceedings of the governor in his
executive department, and transmit authentic copies of such acts and proceedings
every six months to the Secretary of Congress.
There shall also be appointed a court, to consist of three judges, any two of whom
shall form a court, who shall have a common law jurisdiction, whose commissions shall
continue in force dnring good behavior.
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And to secure the rights of personal liberty and property to the in1abitants and
others, purchasers in the said district, it is hereby ordained that the inhabitants of
such districts shall always be entitled to the benefits of the act of habeas corpus, and
of the trial by jury.
The governor and judges, or a majority of them, shall adopt, and publish in the distr~ct, such laws of the original States, criminal and civil, as may be necessary and best
suited to the circumstances of the district, and report them to Congress from time to
time, which shall prevail in said district until the organization of the general assembly, unless disapproved by Congress; but afterwards tb~ general assembly shall have
authority to alter them as they shall think fit: P1·ovided, however, That said assembly
shall have no pow~r to create perpetuities.
The governor for the time being shall be commander-in-chief of the militia, and appoint and commission all officers in the same below the rank of general officer. AU
officers of that rank shall be appointed and commissioned by Congress . .
Previous to the organization of the general assembly, the governor shall appoint
such magistrates and other civil officers in each county or township, as be shall find
necessary for the preservation of peace and good order in the same. After the general
assembly shall be organized, the powers and duties of magistrates and other civil officers shall be regulated and defined by the said assembly; but all magistrates and
other civil officers not herein otherwise directed, shall, during the continuance of this.
temporary government, be appointed by the governor.
The governor shall, as soon as may be, proceed to lay out the district into counties
and townships, subject, however, to such alterations as may thereafter be made by the
legislature, as soon as there shall be five thousand free male inhabitants of full age
within ..the said district. Upon giving due proof thereof to the governor, they shall
receive authority, with time and place to elect representatives from their counties or
townships as aforesaid, to represent them in general assembly, provided that for every
five hundred free male inhabitants there shall be one representative, and so on progressively with the number of free male inhabitants shall the right of representation
increase, until the number of representatives amount to twenty-five; after which the
number and proportion of representatives shall be regulated by the legislature, provided that no person shall be eligible or qualified to act as a representative unless he·
shall be a citizen of one of the United States, or have resided within the district three
years, and shall likewise hold, in his own right in fee-simple, two hundred acres of land·
within ·the same: Provided, also, That a freehold or life estate in fifty acres of land, in
the said district, of a citizen of any of the United States, and two years' residence, if
a foreigner, in addition shall be necessary to qualify a man as elector for said ·representatives.
The representatives thus elected shall serve for the term of two years; and in the.
case of the death of a representative or removal from office, the governor shall issue a
writ to the county or township for which he was a member, to elect another in his
stead, to serve during the residue of the time.
The general assembly shall consist of the governor, a legislative council-to consist
of five'members, to be appoint"d by the United States, in Congress assembled, to continue in office during pleasure, any three of whom to be a quorum-and a house of
representatives, who shall have a legislative authority, complete in all cases for the
good government of said district : Provided, That no act of the said general assembly
shall be construed to affect any lands the property of the United St1;ttes: And provided
ju1·ther, That the lands of the nou-resident proprietors Ahall in no insta.nce be taxed
higher than the lands of residents.
All bills shall originate indifferently either in the council or bouse of representatives, and having been passed by a majority in both houses, shall be referred to the
governor for his assent, after obtaining which, they shall be complete and valid; but
no bill or legislative act, whatever, sb~l be valid~ or of any force, without his assent.
The governor shall ·have power to convene, prorogue, and dissolve the general assembly, when in his opinion it shall be expedient.
The said inhabitants or settlers shall be subject to pay a part of the Federal debts
contracted, or to be contracted, and to bear a proportional share of the burdens of the
government, to be apportioned on them by Congress, according to the same common
rule and measure by which apportionments thereof shall be made on the other States.
The governor, judges, legislative council, secretary, and such other officers as Con- ,
gress shall at any time think proper to appoint in such district, shall take an oath or
affirmation of fidelity; the governor before the President of Congress, and all other
officers before the governor, prescribed on the 27th day of January, 1785, to the Sec- ·
retary of War, mutatis mutand·is.
,
Wh~nsoever any of the said States shall have of free inhabitants as many as a.r&
equalm number to the one-thirteenth part of the citizens of the original States, to be
~ompnted from the last enumeration, such State shall be admitted by its delegates
mto the Congress of the United States on an equal footing with the said original
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States, prov1aea the consent of so many States in Congress is first obtained as may at
that time be competent to such admission.
Resolved, That the resolutions of the 23<1 of April, 1784, be, and the same are hereby
annulled and repealed.*
Such was the ordinance for the government of the Western Territory when it was
ordered to a third reading on the lOth of May, 1787. It had then made no further
progress in the development of those great principles for which it has since been distinguished as one of the greatest monuments of Civil jurisprudence. It made no provision for the equal distribution of estates. It said nothing of extending the fundamental principles of civil and religious liberty; nothing of the rights of conscience,
knowledge, or education. It did not contain the articles of compact which were toremain unaltered forever. unless by common consent.
We now come to the time when these great principles were first brought forward.
On the 9th of July, 1787, ordinances were again -referred. The committee now consisted of Mr. Carrington, of Virginia; Mr. Dane, of Massachusetts ; Mr. R. H. Lee, of
Virginia; Mr. Kean, of South Carolina; and ¥r. Smith, of New York. Mr. Carrington, Mr. Lee, and Mr. Kean, the new members, were a m.ajority.
This committee did not merely revise the ordinance; they prepared and reported the
great Bill of Rights- for the territory northwest of the Ohio.
The question is here presented, why was Mr. Carrington, a new member of the committee, placed at the head of it, to the exclusion of Mr. Dane and Mr. Smith, who had
f!erved previously~ In the absence pf positive evidence, there appears to be but one
answer to this question: the opinions of all the members were known in Congress. In
the course of debate new views had been presented which must have been received
with general approbation. A majority of the committee were the advocates of these
views, and the member by whom they were presented to the House was selected as
the chairman. There is nothing improbable or out of the usual course in this. In·
deed, the prompt action of the committee and of the Congress goes far to confirm- it.
On the 11th of July(twodays after the reference) Mr. Carrington reported the ordinance for the government of the territory of the United States northwest of the Ohio.
This ordinance was read a second time on the 12th (and amended as stated below),
and on the 13th it was read a third time, and passed by the unanimous vote of the
eight States present in the Congress.
·
On the pa,ssage the yeas and nays (being required by Mr. Yates) were as follows:
.Ayes-Massachusetts, Mr. Holten, Mr. Dane; New York, Mr. Smith, Mr. Harney, Mr.
Yates; New .Jeraey, MF. Clark, Mr. Schureman; Delaware, Mr.Kearney,Mr.Mitcllell;
Virginia, Mr. Grayson, Mr. R. H. Lee, Mr. Carrington; North Carolina, Mr. Blount,
Mr. Hawkins; South Carolina, Mr. Kean, Mr. Huger; Georgia, Mr. Few, Mr. Pierce.
Nays-None .
.Absent-New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Maryland.
It appears that in five days it was passed through all the forms of legislation-the
reference, the action of the committee, the report, the three several readings, the discussion and amendment by Gongress, and the final passage.
On the 12th of July (as above stated) Mr. Dane offered the following amendment,
which was adopted as the sixth of the articles of the compact :
Article the sixth. There shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in the
said territory, otherwise than in the punishment of crimes whereof the party shall
have been duly convicted: P1·ovided always, That any person escaping into the satpe,
from whom labor or service is claimed in any of the original States, such fugitive may
be lawfully reclaimed and conveyeu to the person claiming his or her labor or service
as aforesaid.
This had in part been presented by Mr. Jefferson in 1784, and again by Mr. King in
1"7 5. In the proposition submitted by Mr. King in 1785 (which was never afterwards
~alled up in Congress) there was no provision for reclaiming fugWves; and without
*The manuscript of this ordinance-with alterations marked on it while under cor:sideration, just as
it was a.mendl}d at the President's table, among which the clanRe respecting slavery remains attached
to it as an amendment in M.r. Dane's handwriting, in the exact words in which it now stands in the
<>rdina.nce, is among the" Peter Force " archives.
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such a provision it could not have l.Jeen carried at all; besides,· the clause, as it now
exists in the ordinance, was proposed by Mr. Dane on the 12th of July, 1787, and carried by the unanimous vote of Congress when Mr. King was not present.
Mr. King was a member of the convention for framing the Federal Constitution.
He was present and voted in the convention on the 12th of July, 1787. The whole of
that day was occupied in settling the proportion of representation and direct taxation,
which was then determined as it now stands in the Constitution, viz, "by adding to
the whole number of free persons, including those bound to service for a term of years,
and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other persons."
The Congress and the convention were both in session at the same time in Philadelphia; there was of course free intercourse and interchange of opinion between the
members of the two bodies. To this may be attribut~d the adoption on the same day
of the clause in the ordinance and the clause in the Constitution.*
ORDINANCE FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE TERRITORY OF THE UNITED STATES
NORTHWEST OF THE RIVER OHIO.

In Congress of the Confederation, at Philadelphia, July 13, 1787, according to order,
the ordinance for the government of the territory of the United States northwest of the
river Ohio was re~d third time, and passed, as follows:

a

AN ORDJN .A.NCE for the government of the terri~ory of the United States northwest of the river Ohio,

Be it ordained by the United States in Congress assentbled, That the said territory, for
the purposes of temporary government, be one district; subject, however, to be divided into two districts, as future circumstances may, in the opinion of Congress,
make it expedient.
Be it ordained by the autho1·ity afo1·esaid, That the estates both of resident and nonresident proprietors in the said territory, dying intestate, shall descend to, and be distributed among their children, anu the descendants of a deceased child, in equal parts;
the descendants of a deceased child or grandchild to take the share of their deceased
parent in equal parts among them; and where there shall ·be no children or descendants, then in equal parts to the next of kin, in equal degree; and among collaterals,
the children of a deceased brother or sister of the intestate shall have, in equal parts
among them, their deceased parents' share; and there shall, in no case, be a distinction
between kindred of the whole and ha.lf blood; saving in all cases to the widow of the
intestate her third part of the real estate for life, and one-third part of the personal
estate; and this law relative to descents and dower shall remain in full force until
altered by the legislature of the district. And until the governor and judges shall
adopt laws as hereinafter mentioned, estates in the said territory may be devised or
bequeathed by wills in writing, signed and sealed by him or her,· in whom the estate
may be, (being of full age,) and a~tested by three witnesses; and real estates may be
conveyed by lease and release, or bargain and sale, signed, sealed, and delivered, by
the person, being of full age, in whom the estate may be, and attested by two witnesses, provided such wills be duly proved: and such conveyances be acknowledged,
Qr the execution thereof duly proved, and be recorded within one year after proper
magistrates, courts, and registers, shall be appointed for that purpose; and personal
property may be transferred by delivery; saving, however, to the French and Canadian inhabitants, and other settlers of the Kaskaskies, Saint'Vincents, and the neighboring villages, who have heretofore professed themselves citizens of Virginia, their
laws and customs now in force among them, relative to the descent and conveyance of
property.
Be it ordained by the authority afo1·esaid, That there shall be appointed, from time
to time, by Congress, a governor, whose commission shall continue in force for the
term of t,hree years, unless sooner revoked by Congress; he shall reside in the district,
and have a freehold estate therein, in one thousand acres of land, while in the exercise
()f his office.
:r'~ere shall be a;ppoi?ted, from time to time, by Congress, a secretary, whose commissiOn shall contmue m force for four years, unless sooner revoked; he shall reside in
the district, and have a freehold estate therein, in five hundred acres of land, while in
the exercise of his office; it shall be his duty to keep and preserve the acts and laws
passed by the legislature, and the public records of the district, and the proceedL1gs
of the governor in his executive department; and transmit authentic copies of such
acts and proceedings, every six months, to the secretary of Congress: There shall also
*Peter Force.
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be appointed a court, to consist of three judges, any two of whom to form a court, whoshall have a common law jurisdiction, and reside in the district, and have each therein·
a freehold estate, in :five hundred acres of .land, while in the exercise of their offices;
and their commissions shall continue in force during good behavior.
The governor and judges, or a majority of them, shall adopt and publish in the district, such laws of the original States, criminal and civil, as may be necessary, and best
suited to the circumstances of the district, and report them to Congress, from time totime; which laws shall be in force in the district until the organization of the general assembly therein, unless disapproved of by Congress; but afterward, the legislature shall have authority to alter them as they shall think :fit.
The governor for the time being, shall be commander-in-chief of the militia, appoint
and commission all officers in the same, below the rank of general officers; all general
o1'fi.cers shall be appointed and commissioned by Congress.
Previous to the organization of the general assembly, the governor shall appoint
such magistrates and other civil officers, in each county or township, as he shall find
necessary for the preservation of the peace and good order in the same. After the general assembly shall be organized, the powers and duties of magistrates and other civil
officers shall be regulated and defined by the said assembly; but all magistrates and
other civil officers, not herein otherwise directed, shall, during the continuance of this
temporary government, be appointed by the governor.
For the prevention of crimes and injuries, the laws to be adopted or made shall have
force in all parts of the district, and for the execution of process, criminal and civil,
the governor shall make proper divis~ons thereof; and he shall proceed from tim~ totime, as circumstances may require, to lay out the parts of the district in which the
Indian titles shall have been extinguished, into cOUJ;lties and townships, subject, however, to such alterations as may thereafter be made by tbe legislature.
So soon as there shall be :five thousand free male inhabitants, of full age, in the dis-·
trict, upon giving proof thereof to the governor; they shall receive authority, with time
and place, to elect representatives from their counties or townships, to represent them
in the general assembly; provided that, for every :five hundred free male inhabitants,
there shall be one representative, and, so on, progressively, with the number of free
male inhabitants, shall the right of representation increase, until the number of rep·
resentatives shall amount to twenty-five; after which the number and proportion of
representatives shall be regulated by the legislature; provided, that no person be eligible or qualified to act as a representative, unless he shalll:jave been a citizen of one
of 'the United States three years, and be a resident in the district, or unless he shall
have resided in the district three years; and in either case, shall likewise hold in his
own right, in fee-simple, two hundred acres of land within the same; provided also,
that a freehold in :fifty acres of land in the district, having been a citizen of one of the
States, and being resident in the district~ or the like freehold and two years residence
in the district, shaH be necessary to qualify a man as an elector of a representative.
The representatives thus elected, sball~ijerve for the term of two years; and in case
of the death of a representative, or removal from office, the governor shall issue a writ
to the county or township, for which he was a member, to elect another in his stead,.
to serve for the residue of the term.
The general assembly, or legislature, shaH con!'list of the governor, legislative council, and a house of representatives. The legislat,ive council shall consist of :five members, to continue in office :five years, unless sooner removed l>y Congress; any three of
whom to be a quorum: and the members of the council shall be nominated and ap-·
pointed in the following manner, to wit: As soon as representati-ves shall be elected~
the governor shall appoint a time and place for them to meet toaether, and when met,
they shall nominate ten persons, residents in the district, and ea~h posses.s ed of a freehold in :five hundred acres of land, and return their names to Congress ; :five of whom
Congress shall appoint and commission to serve as aforesaid: and whenever a vacancy
shall happen in the council, by death or removal from office, the house of representativ~s shall nominate two persons, qualified as aforesaid, for each vacancy, and return
their names to Congress; one of whom Congress shall appoint and commission for the
residue of the term: And every :five year:;, four months at least before the expiration of the time of service of the members of council, the said bouse shall n.ominate
ten persons, quali:fie_d as aforesaid! a_nd return their names to Congress; :five of whom
Congress shall appomt and comm1sswn to serve as members of the council :five years1
unless sooner removed. And the governor, legislative council, and house of representatives shall have authority to make laws, in all cases, for the good government of the
district, not repu.e;nant to the principles and articles in this ordinance established and
~eclared. A_nd all bilJs, having passed by a majority ~n the house, and by a majority
m the council, shall be referred to the governor for his assent ; but no bill or legislative act whatever, shall be of any force without hi~ assent. The governor shall have
power to convene, prorogue, and dissolve the general assembly, when in his opinion it
shall be expedient.
The governor, judges, legislative council, secretary, and such other officers as Con-
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gress shall appoint in the district, shall take an oath or affirmation of fidelity, and of
office; the governor before the President of Congress, and all others officers before the
governor. As soon as a legislature shall be formed in the district, the council and
house assembled, in one room, shall have authority, by joint ballot, to elect a delegate
to Congress, who shall have a seat in Congress, with a right of debating, but not oil
voting during this temporary government.
And for extending the fundamental' principles of civil and religious liberty, whichform the basis whereon these republics, their Jaws, and constitutions are erected; to
:fix and establish those principles as the basis of all laws, constitutions, and governments, which forever hereafter shall be formed in the said territory; to provide, also,
for the establishment of States and permanent government therein, and for their ,admission to a share in the federal councils on an equal footing with the original states,
at as early periods as may be consistent with the general interest:
It is h(ffeby m·dained and declared, by the au.thm·ity aforesaid, That the following articles shall be considered as articles of compact, between the original States and the
people and States in the said territory, and forever remain unalterable, unless by common consent, to wit :
.ARTICLE 1. No person, demeaning himself in a peaceable and orderly manner, shall
ever be molested on account of his mode of worship or religious sentiments, in the said
territory.
ART. 2. The inhabitants of the said territory shall always be entitled to the benefits
of the writ of habeas corpus, and of the tria,l by jury ; of a proportionate representation of the people in the legislature, and of judicial proceedings according to the course
of the common law. All persons shall be bailable, unless for capital offences~ where
the proo~shall be evident, or the presumption great. All fines shall be moderate; and
no cruel or unusual punishments shall be inflicted. No man shall be deprived of his
liberty or property, but by the judgment of his peers, or the law of the land, and should
the public exigencies make it necessary, for the common preservation, to take any person's property, or to demand his particular services, full compensation shall be made
for the same. And, in the just preservation of rights and propert.y , it is understood and
declared, that no law ought ever to be made, or have force in the. said territory, that
shall, in any manner whatever, interfere with, or affect, private contracts or engagements, bona fide, and without fraud, previously formed.
ART. 3. Religion, morality, and knowledge, being necessary to good government and
the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever be encouraged. The utmost good faith shall always be observed towards the Indians; their
lands and property shall never be taken from them without their consent; and in their
property, rights, and liberty, they never shall be invaded or disturbed, unless iu just
and lawful wars authorized by Congress; but laws founded in justice and huma,nity
shall, from time to time, be made, for preventing wrongs being done to them, and for
preserving peace and friendship with them. ,
ART. 4. The said territory, and the States which may be formed therein, shall forever
remain a part of this confederacy of the United States of America, subject to the Articles of Confederation, and to such alterations therein as shall be constitutionally made;
and to all the 'acts and ordinances of the United States in C(lngress assembled, conformable thereto. The inhabitants and settlers in the said territory shall be subject
to pay a part of the federal debts, contracted or to be contracted, and a proportional
part of the expenses of Government, to be apportioned on them by Congress, according
to the same common rule and medsure by which apportionments thereof shall be made
on the other States; and the taxes for paying their proportion, shall be laid and levied!
by the authority and direction of the legislatures of the district or districts, or new
States, as in the original States, within the time agreed upon by the United States in
Congress assembled. The legislatures of those districts, or new States, shall neverinterfere with the primary disposal of the soil by the United States in Congress assembled, nor with any regulations . Cong-ress may find necessary, for securing the title in
such soil, to the bona-fide purchaseriS. No tax shall be imposed on lands the property.
of the United States; and in no case shall non-resident proprietors be taxed higher than.
residents. The navigable waters leading into the Mississippi and St. Lawrence, and1
the carrying places between the same, shall be common highways, and forever free, aBo
'well to the inhabitants of the said territory, as to the citizens of the United States,.
and those of any other States that may be admitted into the confederacy, without any;
tax, impost, or duty therefor.
· ART. 5. There shall be formed in the said territory, not less than three, nor morethan five States; and the boundaries of the States, as soon as Virginia shall alter her
act of cession, and consent to the same, shall become fixed and established as follows~
to wit: the western State in the said territory, shall be bounded by the Mississippi,
the Ohio, and Wabash rivers; a direct line drawn from the Wabash and Post Vincents,
due north, to the territorial line between the United States and Canada; and by the
said territorial line to the Lake of the Woods and Mississippi. The middle States shall
be bounded by the said direct line, the Wabash, from Post Vincents to the Ohio, by the
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Ohio, by a direct line drawn due north from the mouth of the Great Miami to the s:tid
territorial line, and by the said territorial line. The eastern State shall be bouncliO\d by
the last-mentioned direct line, the Ohio, Pennsylva.nia, and the said territorial line:
Provided, however, and it is further understood and declared, that the boundaries of
these three States shall be subject so far to be altered, that, if Congress shall hereafter
find it expedient, they shall have authority to form one or two States in that part of
the said territory which lies north of an east and west line drawn through the southerly bend or extreme of Lake Michigan. And whenever any of the said States sha.ll
have sixty thousand free inhabitants therein, such State shall be admitted, by its delegates, into the Congress of the United States, on an equal footing with the original
States, in all respects whatever; and shall be at liberty to form a permanent constitution and State government: P1·ovided, The constitution and government, so to be formed,
shall be republican, and in conformity to the principles contained in these articles;
and, so far as it can be consistent with the general interest of the confederacy, such
admission shall be allowed at an earlier period, and when there may be a less number
of free inhabitants in the State than sixty thousand.
ART. 6. There shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in the said territory, otherwise than in the punishment of crimes, whereof the party shall have been
duly convicted: Porvided, always, That any person escaping into the same, from whom
labor or service is lawfully claimed in any one of the original States, such fugitive
may be lawfully reclaimed, and conveyed to the person claiming his or her labor or
service as aforesaid.
Be it ordained by the authority aforesaid, That the resolutions of the 23d of April,
1784, relative to the subject of this ordinance, be, and the same are hereby, repealed
and declared null and void.
·
WILLIAM GRAYSON,
Chairman.
Done by the United States, in Congress assembled, the 13th day of July, in the year
of our Lord 1787, and of the sovereignty and Independence the twelfth.
CHARLES THOMSON,
SeC'reta1-y.
REVIEW OF THE ORDINANCE OF 1787, AND CHANGE
UNDER.

IN

TENURES AND ESTATES THERE-

The ordinance of 1787 was the :first general legislation by the Congress of the United
:S tates on the subject of real property. Iu it the leading features of feudalism are
specifically repealed. Since the period of its passage the policy of the jurisprudence
of the United States is not to encourage restraints upon the power of alienation of
land. Free and unconditional alienation is now the rule of the National Government
in the disposal of the public domain, and encouraged by all the States and Territories
in land transfers.
The failure of the first aristocratic efforts at colonization upon the basis of feudalistic social organization now appears as an event giving decisive advantages to the
development of freedom. Under the charter of King James I., the lands of the first
and second colonies of Virginia were to be held by the mildest form of tenure, of free
and common socage, which in many of the States of the Union has been transferred
into allodial proprietorship, or freehold estate held in absolute individual right, and
free from feudal tenure or obligation.
The usual tenure of the colonial grants, after Raleigh's first one, was free and common socage.
The common law of England as to passing title by deed for lands so held, and the
provisions of the statute of frauds, were early invoked in some of the colonies, and
voluntary alienations of title, after purchase from proprietary or proprietaries or
from the Crown, were safely and legally guarded. There was in colonial times, in most
of the colonies, safe tenure for lands. Overlapping or twice-issued grants, or grants
several times ov~r for the same lands to different proprietaries, frequently caused
clash as to attornment for rents, but the individual titles usually were respected and
protected.
Socage tenure denoted lands held by a fixed and determined· service; not military,
nor in the power of the lord paramount (or charter grantee), to whom rents might be
due, to vary at his pleasure. The change in England, in relation to lands (3 Kent,
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510, 511) from knight-service to tenure by socage, was obtained only after a long and
bitter struggle, and was of vast social importance.
Most of the feudal incidents of tenure (which in the colonies were of mere form)
were abolished in many of the States after the Revolution, and by the United States
in the immortal ordinance of 1787, the most progressive and republican act ever performed by a nation i'n relation to the estates of her people. It made the individual
absolutely independent of the State, and the entire owner of his or her home.
Becoming the guardian of the public domain, the Congress of the Confederation, by
its system of holdings in the " ordinance," made the tenure of the land safe, and, by
the order of disposition afterward adopted, made from the public domain thousands
of free and happy homes.
After the Revolution in 1776 the lord paramount of all socage lands became the people of the State or States, and the quit-rents which were due for the King in colonial
grants, and whom the people succeeded by the Revolution of 1776, wereacted upon by
legislatures and generally commuted; or where proprietary rights were purchased by
the State, the State in selling, as in the case of unappropriated vacant crown lands
lying ~ithin States, gave patents to purchasers at their land offices in fee.
All lands granted or patented before the Revolution, within the colonies, were held
by socage tenure. After this came the allodial legislation by States and the National
Government. (3 Kent, 512; note A.)
A patent, grant, or deed in fee, in the sense now used in this country, is an estate of
inheritance in law belonging to the owner and transferable to his heirs. It may be
continued forever. (4 Kent, 406.)
Fee~simple is a pure inheritance, clear of conditions or qualifications, with certain
restrictions in law as to heirs. It is an estate of perpetuity, and carries with it and
confers an unlimited power of alienation. No person is capable of having a greater
estate or interest in land. (4 Kent, 406.)
In the first charter to Sir Wl}lter Raleigh for colonization in America, granted by
Elizabeth March 25, 1584, the right to him, his heirs or assigns, to dispose of lands in
fee simple, according to the laws of England, was granted. Tenure by 4night-service
was a rule then in force in England. It was abolished by statute of 12 Charles II.,
after the restoration in England, and the tenure of land was for the most part thereafter turned into free and common socage, and everything oppressive in that tenure was
abolished. This' statute essentially ended the feudal system in England, although
there ,q,re remaining some unimportant features in name in all socage tenures. (3
Kent, 509.) Homage was exacted in some of the colonial grants from the grantees to
the Crown. It was defined by Littleton as "the most honorable and the most humble
service of reverence that a frank tenant could make to his lord." (4 Kent, 511.)
All lands held by socage tenures would seem, in theory, to have been chargeable
with the oath of fealty. And every tenant, whether in fee, for life, or for years, was
by the English law obliged to render it when required, as being the indispensable service
due to the lord of whom he held. (4 Kent, 511, 512.) Fealty was an oath of fidelity
to the lord. It was the foundation and essence of the feudal association.
Littleton says: "When a freeholder doth fealty to his lord, he shall lay his right
hand upon a book, and shall say, 'Know ye this, my lord, that l shall be faithful and
true unto you, and faith to you shall bear for the lands which I claim to hold of you,
and that I shall lawfully do to you the customs and services which I ought to do by
the terms assigned. So help me God and his saints.'"
"The oath of fealty was the parent of the oath of allegiance, now exacted of subjects and officials ~y sovereigns," and of officials (and can be of citizens) in republics.
(3 Kent, 511.)
The highest title to land in the United Stapes is a Government grant, a patent either
from the National Government or a State.
A Government grant for land has been, and is held _to be," a contract executed.''
(Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cranch, 87.)
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In the United States we have adopted a fundamental principle of the English law,
derived from the maxims of the feudal tenure, that" the king [State] is the original
.proprietor or lord paramount of all the land in the kingdom, and the i;rue and only
source of title." It is a settled doctrine with us that all valid individual title to land
within the United States is derived from grants from or under the authority of the
governments of England, Sweden, Holland, France, Spain, Russia, Mexico, the chartered and crown colonies, or the Government of the United States and the several
States of the Union. (3 Kent, 5; note A.) In all treaties defining boundaries, cessions, or purchases n..ade by or to the United States by foreign nations or by States in
the Union, or in anywise relating to the territory now within the United States, individual rights, grants, and land holdings are provided for, guarded, and confirmed
either in the treaties or cessions, or by subsequent legislation by Congress.
Indian titles to lands within the limits of the United States are considered mere oc·Cnpancy titles, the Government claiming the right to purchase (the fee being consid-ered inchoate, but in the United States) by treaty; these -treaties being confirmatory
acts as to the fee. The lands are then a_d ded to the _public domain for sale and dispo·
-sition. (3 Kent.)
THE VITAL CHANGES IN LAND TENURES MADE BY THE ORDINANCE.

The second section of the ordinance of 1787 was vitally progressive.
It ordained and enacted "that the estates both of resident and non-resident pro-

,prietors in the said territory, dyiJ?g intestate, shall descend to and be distributed
, among their children and the descendants of a deceased child in equal parts, the descendants of a deceased child or grandchild to take the share of their deceased parent
•in equal part among them; and where there shall be no children or descendants,
then in equal part to the next of kin in equal degree; and among collaterals, the
children of a deceased brother or sister of the intestate shall have, in equal parts
among them, their deceased parent's share ; and there shall in no case be a distinction
•between kindred of the whole and half blood; saving, in all cases, to the widow of
the intestate her third part of the real estate for life and one-third part of the personal
·estate; and this law, relative to descents and dower, shall remain in full force until
altered by the legislature of the district. And until the governor and judges shall
adopt laws as hereinafter mentioned, estates in said territory may be devised or be-queathed by wills in writing, signed and sealed by him or her in whom the estate may
be (being of full age) and -attested by three witnesses ; and real estate may be con-veyed by lease and release, or bargain and sale, signed, sealed, and delivered by the
person being of full age in whom the estate may be, and attested by two witnesses,
provided such will be duly proved and such conveyances be acknowledged, or the ex-ecution thereof duly proved, and be recorded within one year after proper magistrate's
courts and registers shall be appointed for that purpose ; and personal property may
·be tranferred by delivery, saving, however, to the French and Canadian inhabitants,
and other settlers of the Kaskaskias, St. Vincent's, and the neighboring villages, who
have heretofore professed themselves citizens of Virginia, their laws and customs now
rin force among them relative to the descent and conveyance ol property."
"This statute struck the key-note of our liberal system of land law, not only in the
States formed out of the public domain, but also in the older States. The doctrine of
tenure is entirely exploded; it has no existence. Though the word may be used for
the sake of convenience, the last vestige of feudal import bas been torn from it. The
individual title derived from the Government involves the entire transfer of the own~rship of the soil. It is purely allodial, with all the incidents pertaining to that title,
as substantial as in the infancy of Teutonic civilization. Following in the wake of
this fundamental reform in our State land laws are several others which constitute
appropriate corollaries. The statute of uses was never adopted in the public-land
States, and hence the complex distinction between uses and trust has never embarrassed
-our jurisprudence. We have, however, adopted one of the methoda of conveyance to
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which that statute gave rise, to wit, the method of bargain and sale. Feo.ffments,
.fines, and recoveries are entirely dispensed with, as also livery of seisin and its consequences. A conveyance is completed by the execution ~nd delivery of the deed; en.-t ailments and perpetuities are . barred by the statute, which renders void all limita.t ions beyond persons in being and their immediate issue, and which provides that an
estate tail shall become a fee-simple in the heirs of the first grantee. All joint interests in land are reduced to-tenancies in common. Joint tenancies never bad an exist-ence, and coparceners are now on a footing of tenants in common. Real actions, with
their multitudinous technicalities, never had an existence in our western jurispru.dence, though some of the fictions of this form of action were and are still tolerated
in some localities, e. g., the allowance of fictitious parties to a suit. Ejectment is now
the universal remedy, being the only action for the recovery of lands. Action by
.ejectment is limited to twenty-one years, but refractory tenants may be more speedily
·dispossessed by the action for forcible entry and detainer. , A dispossessed claimant
.may, at the option of the ejector, either pay for the land, or receive pay for the improveL.lents. For waste the party is liable in simple damages, and no mor~. A tenant
ill dower forfeits the place wasted. In the older States we see evidences of the reflex
benefits of the land legislation of our public-land States.
"The Pennsylvania supreme court (5 Rawle, 112) holds that "our property is allodial,
.and escheat takes place, not upon principles of tenure, but by force of our statutes to
avoid the uncertainty and confusion inseparable from the recognition of a title founded
in priority of occupancy." Chancellor Kent says that tenure to some extent pervades
real property in the United States. 'fhe title is essentially allodial, ye.t designated by
the feudal terms fee- simple and free and common socage. These technicalities mar
the municipal jurisprudence of several States, though no vestige of feudal tenure re.mains, and ownership, free and independent, is the real character of individual title
to the soil. By the statute of F ebruary 20; 1787, New York abolished all military tenures, transferring them into free and common .socage and making all State grants entirely allodial.
"The revised statutes going into effect in 1830 abolished the last shadow of feudal
tenure, and made allodial proprietorship the sole title to private land~ and this property
'liable to forfeiture only by escheat.
"In other States these tenures have either been formally changed into allodial, or if
·they retain the technicalities of feudalism, the latter receive an allodial signification •
.An estate in fee-simple means one of inheritance, having lost its beneficiary or usufructuary character.
''It will be seen from the facts recited that the liberal principles embodied inourpub·Jic-land policy have reconstructed to a great extent the legal basis of our social order
'by liberalizing the ideas .of land ownership.
"The General Goveri).ment set this glorious example, and the justice and expediency
·of its policy in this respect are now universally ad.m itted." *
This great American Charter contains the basic propositions, as to land tenures of
'the laws of the United States and of most of the States of the Nation, and became
.and is the foundation of the same statutes in all the public-land States and Territories.
Under its care and provisions the Ce~tral and Western States and Territories of tho
Union, and the States in the territory south of the river Ohio, have grown from weak
.and straggling settlements to mighty Commonwealths and organizations containing
more than 25,000,000 of people. The "ordinance" began with a wilderness. Its principles, embraced in existing laws, now govern in area and population the domain of
an empire.
POLITICAL HISTORY AND ABSORPTION OF THE TERRITORY NOI~THWEST OF THE RIVER
OHIO.
\

Arthur St. Clair was appointed governor by the Congress February 1,17881 and Winthrop Sargent secretary. August 7th, 1789, Congress, in view of the new method ·of
*JosephS. Wilson, late Commissioner General Land Office.
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appointment of officers as provided in the Constitution, passed an amendatory act to
the Ordinance of 1787 providing for the nomination of officers for the Territory by the
President, and their appointment by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
August 8,1789, President Washington sent to the Senate the names of Arthur St. Clair
for governor, Winthrop Sargent for secretary, and Samuel Holden Parsons, John Cleves
Symmes, and William Barton for judges.
The first were re-appointments. They were all confirmed. President Washington,
in this message, designated the country as" The Western Territory." The supreme
court was established at Cincinnati (now Ohio, named by St. Clair in honor of the Society of the Cincinnati, he having been 'p resident of the branch society in Pennsylvania). St. Clair remained governor until Novelhber 22, 1802. Winthrop Sargent
afterwards, in 1798,~ went to Mississippi as governor of that Territory. William Henry
Harrison became secretary in 1797, representing it in Congress in 1799-1800, and he became go,vernor of the Territory of Indiana in 1800.
THE TERRITORY DIVIDED-WESTERN PORTION BECOMES INDIANA TERRITORY.
M~y 7, 1SOO, Congress, upon petition, divided this Territory into two separate governments. Indiana Territory was created, with its capital at St. Vincennes and from
that portion of the Northwest Territory west of a line beginning opposite the mouth
of the Kentucky River in Kentucky, and running nqrth to the Canada line .

•

EASTERN PORTION BECOMES THE STATE OF OHIO.

The eastern portion now became the "Territory Northwest of the river Ohio," with
its capital at Chillicothe. This portion, Nov. 29, 1802, was admitted into the Union
as the State of Ohio.
'
\

TERRITORY OF MICHIGAN.

Indiana Territory, the ·remainder after Ohio was admitted into the Union, was
divided by act of Congress January 11, 1805, and the northern central portion formed into
the Territory of Michigan. The original boundaries of Michigan as by this act defined
were changed by acts of Congress of April19, 1816, April18, 1818, J nne 28, 1834, and April
20, 1836. The act of 1818 made the Mississippi River the western boundary of the Territory.
The act of 1834 added to Michigan the lands between the Missouri and White Earth
rivers on the west and the Mississippi River on the east. The southern line of Michigan was the northern line of the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri ; its
western line the Missouri and White Earth rivers to the British line;· its eastern line
was Lakes Huron and Erie.
Michigan was admitted into the Union, with reduced and fixed boundaries, January ·
26, 1837, after the Territory of Wisconsin had been formed from its western portion
April 20, 1836, and afterward, May 2U, 1848, admitted into the Union.
INDIANA AGAIN DIVIDED-ILLINOIS CREATED.

February 3, 1809, Indiana was again divided, and the Territory of Illinois, with its
capital at Kaskaskia, was created from the part lying west of the Wabash River and
to the Canada line, the western boundary of Michigan. The enabling act of Congress
for Illinois, April18, 1818, gave her present boundaries, reducing her great north and
northwestern area, now lying in the States of Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota.
Illinois was admitted into the Union December 3, 1818.
The territory northwest of the river Ohio ceased to exist as a political division after
the admission of the State of Ohio into the Union November 29,1802, although in acts
of Congress it was frequently referred to and its forms affixed by legisla,tion to other
polit1cal divisions.
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THE BOUNDARIES OF THE TERRITORY OF THE UNITED STAT:Jj:S NORTHWEST OF THE
RIVER OHIO.

It was bounded on the west by the Mississippi River and international boundary
line; on the south by the Ohio River; on the east, going north from the Ohio River, ,
by the western boundary of the States of Pennsylvania and New York; and on the
north by the line b,e tween the possessions of Great Britain and the United States, as
described in the definitive treaty of peace of September 3, 1783..
The Territory northwest of the river Ohio, thus formed; was made up of claimfi of
different States, which had been ceded as follows:
Virginia's uncontested claims, which was all the territory west of Pennsylvania, north
of the Ohio, to the forty-first parallel north latitude, and above that her claim of capture to the northern limits of the lands under the Crown which had been subject to
the jurisdiction of the Province of Quebec, and to the Lakes Michigan and Huron.
Connecticut claimed from the forty-rl.rst parallel northward to the south line of the
Massachusetts claim, 42° 02' north latitude; from east to west, from the west line of
Pennsylvania to the Mississippi River.
Massachusetts claimed the north line of the Connecticut claim, viz, 42° 02' north
latitude, north to 43° 43' 12" north latitude; and from east to west, from the 'western
boundary of New York to the Mississippi River.
The belt or zone lying north of the Massachusetts claim and to the Canada line, and
lying east of the Mississippi River, was claimed to have been-obtained by the treaty
of peace with Great Britain September 3, 1783, and the cession of the State of Virginia.
Massachusetts and New York claimed the" Erie purchase," about three hundred and
sixteen square miles, now in Pennsylvania.
New York's claim was indefinite as to area, but was west of Pennsylvania and north
of the river Ohio, as set up under Indian title, and for the three hundred and sixteen
square miles in the "Erie purchase'' now in Pennsylvania.
The territory northwest o~ the river Ohio contained ,an area of 265,878 square miles,
and from it were formed and now lie in its original territory'

Square miles.

The State of Ohio .•••.•.•.......•.....•.........•......•....••••.•... ·---··
The State of Indiana ................................. ·······---·· ..........
The State of Illinois . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . .. . . . • . • . . ..
The State of Michigan .. .. . .. . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • . . .. . . • . . . . • . . .. .. . . . . • . . • . • • •
The State of Wisconsin .......................................... ··'· ..••••.
The State of Minnesota, east of the Mississippi River and international boundary of 1776, estimated to contain ...... ,............................... _..
The Erie purchase (in Pennsylvania) about . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. • . . .
Grand total, 170,161,867 acres.

39,964
33,809
55, 414
56, 451
53,924
26, 000
316

TERRITORY OF THE UNITED STATES SOUTH OF THE RIVER OHIO, COMMONLY CALLED THE SOUTHWESTERN TERRITORY.
May 26, 1790, the Congress of the United States passed the following act providing
for a temporary government for the territory of the United States south of the Ohio
River:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the .United States of .Amirica
in Cong1·ess assembled: That the territory of the United States south of the river Ohio,
for the purpose of temporary government, shall be one district, the inhabitants of which
shall enjoy all the privileges, benefits, and advantages set forth in the ordinance of
the late Congress for the government of the territory of the United States northwest
o!the river Ohio; and the government of the said territory south of the Ohio shall be
Similar to that which is now exercised in the territory northwest of the Ohio, except
so far c:ts is otherwise provided in the conditions expressed in an act of Congress of the
present session entitled" An act to accept a cession of the claims of the State of North
Carolina to a certain district of western territory."*
*See the ten conditions in the act of cession by the State of North Carolina. See fourth condition:
"Provided always, That no regulations made or to be made by Congress shall tend to emancipate
elaves."
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SE.C. 2. And be it further enacted, That the salaries of the officers which the President
' of the United States ~Shall nominate and, with the advice and consPnt of the Senate,
appoint by virtue of this act shall be the same as those by law established, of similar
offices in the government northwest of the river Ohio, and the powers, duties, and
emoluments of a superintenuent of Indian affairs for the southwestern department
shall be united with those of ~he governor.
ITS BOUNDARIES.

The territory of the United States south of the river Ohio was nominally bounded
on the north by the river Ohio; on the south, including nominal possessions, by the
thirty-first parallel, north latitude; on the west by the Mississippi River, and on the
east by the western boundary line of the States of Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Georgia.
CESSIONS INCLUDED,

Virginia ceded the belt between her western boundary line and the Ohio River on
the north, and the Mississippi River on the west, with parallel 36° 33' north la.titude,
for its southern boundary,, now in the State of Kentucky, and nominally in the territory south of the river Ohio.
·
North Carolina ceded the area from 36° 33' north latitude, going south to the parallel 35~ north latitude, and from her western boundary line to the Mississippi River,
now in the State of Tennessee, actually in this territory.
South Carolina ceded the area from 350 north latitude going south embraced in a
belt or zone t~elve to fourteen miles in width, extending from the western boundary
line of the State of South Carolina t~ the Mississippi River, now in the States of
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, actually in this territory.
From the south line of the cession of South Carolina, being about latitude 34° 47'
north, going south to latitude 31° north, and reaching from the western boundary line
of the State of Georgia to the Mississippi River, ceded by the State of Georgia and
now in the States of Alabama. and Mississippi, being the original line prior to the purchase of the province of Louisiana, between the United States and the French possessions west of the eighty-fifth meridian of west longitude, and embracing most of the
Bri~ish province of· West Florida, nominally in this territory.
STATES ERECTED THEREFROM.

South Carolina had already at the date of the passage of the act ceded her western
lands to the United States August 9, 1787, and North Carolina had made her cession
February 25, 1790, a total of about 50,500 square miles. The territory at this time embraced under this act was Kentucky (part of western lands of Virginia), nominally,
and the two above set out actually.
William Blount, of North Carolina, was appointed governor in 17UO, and Daniel
Smith secretary, with headquarters at Knoxville, now in Tennessee.
Kentucky, nominally in this territory, was admitted into the Union June 1, 1792.
At Knoxville, Tenn., under proclamation of Governor Blount, a convention was held,
and a constitution framed in February, 1796, and Tennessee was admitted into the
Union June 1, 1796. This absorbed the North Carolina cession. There remained the
South Carolina lands, now in Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia.
April 7, 1798, Uongress created the Territory of Mississippi; the northern part of
the lands therein was part of the territory south of the river Ohio, from the South
Carolina cession, called after the admission of the State of Tennessee" the territory
of the United States south of the State of Tennessee."
Mis is ippi, after division and creation of Alabama from it, was admitted into the
Union December 10, 1817. Mississippi and Alabama now contain the lands ceded by
Georgia to the United States.
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March 3, 1817, Alabama Territory was erected from the eastern portion of the Territory of Mississippi and admitted into the Union December 14, 1819. Alabama contains a strip on her northern boundary of the lands of the territory south of the river
Ohio from the South Carolina cession.
THE RE:\IAINDER OF THE TERRITORY.

The remainder of the territory of the United States south of the riv~r Ohio was
given to the State of Georgia, by the terms of the cession of her western lands to the
United States on June 16, 1802, under her act of April24, ltl02. This land now forms
the extreme northern part of the State of Georgia.
And thus all of the territory of the United States south of the river Ohio was embraced within State lines, and the act became obsolete.
AREA.

It contained an actual area of 50,500 square miles; actual ancl nomina.l of 176,758
square miles, as follows:
Sq. J..Uiles.

Kentucky, nominal ...•••...••...••••·.... •. . . • • • . . . . • .• . . . . ... • . • ••••..•• ••
Tennessee, actual...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . •••...••.... _... . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • • .
Alabama, Georgia, and Mississippi, actual ................................. "
Alabama, nominal ... _... _•••..•.••..•.••. _•... __ ... . . . . . • • ••• . • • ••• .. . ••• .
Mississippi, nominal.... . . . • .. . • • • • . . . . • . . . • .. . . . • . . . • • • . . .. .. . . • • • • . . • • • • .

37, 680
45, 600
4, 900
46, 7~2
41, 856

Total, actual 50,500, and nominal 126,258 -..... . .. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 176,758
Total, actual 32,320,000 acreR: nominal H0,805,120 acres.

CHAPTER VI.
To

JuNE

30, 1882.

[See pages 552-567.]
TO

JUNE

30, 1883, AND

DECEMBER

1, 1883.

[See pages 1230-1238.1

ADMINISTRATION AND SURVEYS.
JUNE

30, 1880.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR AND THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
The public lands being under the entire control and direction of Congress, that body
has from time to time enacted various laws creating agents to sell and otherwise dispose of the public domain, and from 1776 it has made grants. From May 20, 1785, and
after, under order of Congress, the Board of Treasury (three commissioners), the then
Treasury Department, made sales of the public lands and gave certificates. April21,
1792, Congres~ aut.hor~ed the President to give patent to "the Ohio Company of Associates" (Winthrop Sargent Cutler, Rufus Putnam, and others). May 5, 1792, the
President was authorized to give patent for lands to John Cleves Symmes and his associates. The money in these cases was paid direct to the Secretary of the Treasury. By
a9t of May 18, 1796, for the sale of the lands in theN orth western Territory, now in Ohio,
the Secretary of the Treasury received a set of plats of survey, kept check-books of
sales, gave notice of sales, and performed other executive duties. -He became the
executive power or agent in the sale or disposition of the public domain, issuing
patents for grants of iand, &c., with the aid of registers and receivers of district land
offices after 1810, and remained so until the organization of the General Land Office
in his Department.
GENERAL LAND OFFICE CREATED.

April 25, 1812, Congress created the office of Commissioner of the General Land
Office, and made his bureau in ancl subordinate to the Treasury Department, issuing
patents, and performing duties formerly executed by the several departments. The
Secretary of the Treasury, by a series of acts of Congress following this, obtained
supervision of the acts of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and appeals
from the action of the commissioner were made to him. July 4, 1836, the General
Land Office was reorganized by law.
·
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR CREATED.

March 3, 1849, Congress created the Home (now Interior) Department, and by section 3 of that law provided that the Secretary of the Interior" shall perform all the
duties in relation to the General Land Office of supervision and appeal now discharged
by the Secretary of the Treasury." Thereafter the General Land Office became and
cont inues to be a bureau in the Interior Department. The Secretary of the Interior
iS now charged with the supervision of the public business relating to the public
lands, including mines and pension and bounty lands. (See Chapter XI, section 441
page 75, Revised Statutes United States.)
'
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Secretaries of the Interior.

Name.

Whence
appointed.

Thomas Ewing.............................. .
Thomas M. T. McKennan . ................. ..
Alexander H. H. :stuart .................... .
Robert McClelland .......................... .

Ohio........
Pa ..........
Va ..........
Mich .. .. .. .
Miss.. .......
Ind.........
Ind .. . .. .. ..
Iowa . . . . . • .
Ills .........
Ohio .. .. .. . .
Ohio ........
Mich .......
Mo .........

:::::::::::.·:::::::::::

~;rw
il~~~~~:::::
~
James Harlan .............................. ..
~r:~g~~-c~~~~~i-~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Columbus Delano ........................... .
Zachariah Chandler ........................ ..
Carl Schurz ................. ................. .

of

Date commission.
Mar.
Aug.
Sept.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
May
July
Mar.
Nov.
Oct.
Mar.

Administration.

8,
15,
12,
7,
6,
5,
8,
15,
27,
5,

1849
1850
1850
1853
1857
1861
Ul63
1865
1866
1869
1, 1870
19, 1875
12, 1877

Taylor and Fillmore.
Fillmore.
Fillmore.
Pierce.
Buchanan.
Lincoln.
Lincoln and Johnson.
Johnson.
Johnson.
Grant.
Grant.
Grant.
Hayes.

Assistant Sem·eta1·ies of the Interior.
JohnP. Usher ................................
William T. Otto ..............................
:Benjamin R. Cowen ..........................
Charles T. Gorham................ . ..........
Alonzo Bell .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .

Ind ......... .
Ind ...... . ..
Ohio ....... .
Mich ..... ..
N. Y ...... .

Mar. 20,
Jan. 28,
April17,
Mar. 10,
April 9,

1862
1863
1871
1876
1877

I

Smith.
Usher to Delano.
D elano and Chandler.
Chandler.
Schurz.

Assistant Attorneys-Geneml fm· InteriO}' Department.
Walter H. Smith ............. . .............. .
Augustine S. Gaylord ....... , .. . .............
Edgar M. Marble.............................
Joseph K. McC!\mmon . ......................

Ohio.........
Mich ........
Mich . .. .. ..
Pa ......... .

Mar. 17, 1871
Nov. 4, 1875
Mar. 30, 1877
May 4, 1880

Delano.
Chandler.
Schurz.
Schurz.

Chief Clerks of Interior Department.
Daniel C. Goddard ....................... . .. . Ohio ...... ..
Va ......... .
N.H. . .... ..
Ind ..... ..
Hallett Kilbourn ........•. . .................. Ind ...... ..
WilliamP. Clarke ...................•....... .. Iowa ...... .
John C. Cox . ... .. ............... . ........... . Ills ...... . ..
Ashton S. H. White ............. .. .......... . N.H...... ..
Ohio ...... ..
Ohio .... . . . .
William C. Morrill . ......................... . Me ....... ..
Me ....... ..
N.Y . ...... .
George M. Lock wood . ...................... .. N.Y . ..... ..

~~\~~~nl:~~:~~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Y~h~g~.1efa~g~-~~:::::: :::::::: ~:: ::::::::::

~to~:J :;11~~~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Mar. 8,
July 1,
Oct. 24,
Oct. 16,
May 3,
May 1,
Sept. 10,
Mar. 11,
May 10,
D ec. 1,
D ec. 1,
.April 1,
Nov. 9,
April10,

1849
1852
1856
1861
1863
1866
1866
1869
1869
1870
1873
1874
1875
1877

Ewing to Stuart.
Stuart and McClelland,
McClelland· to Smith.
Smith -a nd Usher.
Usher.
H arlan.
Browning.
Cox.
Cox.
D elano.
Delano.
Delano .
Chandler and Schurz.
Schurz.

COMMISSIONER OF GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

Chapter III, section 453, page 77, Revised Statutes United States, provides thatThe Commissioner of the General Land Office shall perform, under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, all executive duties appertaining to the surveying and
sale of the public lands of the United States, or in anywise respecting such public
lands, and, also, such as r elate to private claims of land, and the issuing of patents
.for all [agents] [grants] of land under the authority of the Government.
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. .
C
ommiSSion:rs.

I_se_r_v_ic_e_.
Term of
WI
b
-[----Je_r_e_o_rn_._ _

Wh

e_n_ce_a_pp_o_in_t_ed_._

___
1

Edward Tiffin . .... .. .......... ........... . 1812-1814

England .............. Ohio.

~~~~~~L~~~· ::::: :::::::::: :::::::~::-:::. i~~ti~5 -N~~ j~~~ey ........... g~f~~ia.

George Graham . :. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .
Elijah lla.v ward . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Ethan A. Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
James Whitcomb ................. ........ .
Elisha M. Huntingdon ....... ............ .
' Tllomas H. Blake..........................
James Shields ............... .............
Richa~d M. Young .. .. .. . .. . . .. .... .. . . .. .
Justin Butterfield .•. . .. ... . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .
John Wilson ................ .............
Thomas A. Hendricks .............. __ .....
Samuel A. Smith _...... ...................
Joseph S. Wilson . .........................
JamesM.Edmunds ......... ...... .......
JosephS. Wilson .........................
Willis Drummond ..... ............ . .......
Samuel S. Burdett.........................
JamesA. Williamson ............... _......

1823-18:~0

1830-1825
18:15--1836
1836-1841
11:141-1tl42
11"42-184-:5
184;)-1847
1847-1849
1849-1852
18:i2-1855
1855-1859
18:19-1860
1tlii0-1861
1861-1866
lt:66-1871
ltl71-1874
1tl74-1876
1tl76

. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . • . • . District of Columbia.
... .... -- .............. Ohio.

Connecticut . . . . . . . . . .
Vermo!1t ........... ..
New York ........... .
Maryland.............
Ireland ..... .... ......
Kentucky .... _.......
New Hampshire ......
District of Columbia ..
Ohio..................

Ohio.
Indiana.

District of Columbia..
NewYork ...........
Di_strict~f Columbia ..
M1ssoun ..............
England .. .. .. .. . . .. ..
Kentucky .............

District of Columbia.
Michigan.
District of Columbia.
Iowa.
Missouri.
Iowa.

................... .

Indiana.
Illi'nois.
Illinois.
Illinois.
District of Columbia..
ITnedninaensas.ee.
•

DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER OF GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

The Commissioner of the General Land Office is appointed by the Presi~ent and
confirmed by the Senate; receives an annual salary of $4,000, and holds office indefinitely. He performs, under t,he direction of the Secretary of the Intetior, all executive duties appertaining to the surveying and sales of the public lands of the United
States, or in any wise respecting such public lands, and also such as relate to private
claims of land and the issuing of patents for all lands under the authority of the Government. His duties are fully set out in Chapter III, Revised Statutes of the United
States, pp. 76-78, sections 446 to 461; also, t]lerein, the organization of the General
Land Office. (See Report Public Land Commission, February 1, H380, for details as to
duties and importance of this blJ.reau.)
IMPORTANCE OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

The General Land Office holds the records of title to 'the vast area known as the
public domain, on which are hundred8 of thousands of homes. Its records constitute
the "Doomsday Book" of the public domain of the United States.
All the business pertaining to the survey, disposition, and pt1tenting of the public
lands of the United States is transacted through it, or under its order and supervision.
No more responsible bureau of the Government exists.
Important questions of law often arise in the various divisions of this Office as to
rules of evidence, as to boundaries, riparian rights, entries, locations, cultivation improvements, settlement, domicile, expatriation, jurisdiction of executive officers, such
as the power of the Commissioner of Pensions to cancel land' warrants under various
circumstances after they have issued or after they have been located; as to the authority of this Office to set aside or cancel patents after execution, and before delivery and
after delivery; as to nghts of way and water rights; as tow hen patents take effect; as to
when patents are valid, void, or merely voidable; as to when legal title passes without
patent; in constr·uing foreign treaties and Indian treaties; as to forfeitures, abandonmenta, assignments; as to rights of parties holding scrip of various kinds; as to the
rights of owners of lost instruments; as to advancements for surveys, deposits -and
excess.
The laws and decisions of various States and Territories have to be examill(d to determine who are the lawful wives, widows, heirs, de,visees, executors, administrators,
or guardians; to determine the jurisdiction of local courts and the validity of proceedings therein, and the legality of judicial sales.
Since the organization of the Government about three thousand acts have been
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passed by Congress concerning the public lands. Many of these acts are composed of
numerous sections, and many of these sections present a number of difficult questions
of construction. These provisions are generally construed in the first instance by this
office; it is often many years before a juqicial interpretation is obtained, if ever. The
Supreme Court of the United States has on more than one occasion declared that the
construction and practice of this Department is entitled to great respect, and such
construction is usually followed by the State courts. It is true that many of these
enactments have been repealed ; but under imperfect administration in former years,
titles acquired or supposed to be acquired under such repealed provisions are found to
be imperfect, and necessitate an examination and considerat,i on of the early acts of
Congress and of the rights of parties thereunder. /In determining and in deciding
these cases careful opinions must be written deciding the questions of fact and of ·l aw,
giving reasons for conclusions and citing authorities.
Rules of practice in cases before the district land offices, the General Land Office,
and the Department of the Interior are provided. (See circular approved October 9,
1878, and revised rules.
PRESENT ORGANIZATION OF THE GENERAL LAND - OFFICE.

[See page 1230.)

Commissioner, James A. Williamson, of Iowa.
Chief Clerk, Curtis W. Holcomb, of Connecticut.
This buteau is charged' with the survey and disposal of the public lands of the
United States. There are at the present time, subordinate to the Genflral Land Office,
sixteen surveying districts, each in charge of a surveyor-general, with a competent
corps of assistants and deputies, through whom the current and annual surveys are
made and reported to this bureau. For the duties of surveyors•general, see Revised
Statutes United States, section 2207 to section 2233, pp. 388-391.
There are also ninety-sixland districts, each with an office conveniently located for the
sale or other disposal of the public lands: These offices are in charge of registers, to
whom application is made for lands, and receivers of.public moneys, who, as the name
indicates, receive all moneys in payment for the same, and are situated in the different
pubJic-land States and Territories. For the duties of registers and receivers, see Revised Statutes United States, sections 2234 to 2247, pp. 392-394.
The transactions of these subordinate offices are at regular intervals of time reported
to the General Land Office, and the duty of classifying, examining, and definitely
disposing of the work done in these. offices, together with supervising and directing
the same, forms the principal part of the work 'of the General Land Office, giving employment to an average of two hundred clerks.
In the execution of this work the necessities of the case have led t.o~he system of
subdividing the office into divisions, each iiil charge of a principal clerk, and to each
of which respective work is r eferred when received from the district offices. These
divisions are at present designated by letters from A to N, and in all correspondence
sent from the bureau the initial letter of the division from which it emanates is marked,
in order that the same may be the more readily referred to in after days.
Division A..
The chief clerk has charge of this division. Its work consists in receiving, briefing,
and properly referring all communications received; in keeping the record of all appointments, resignations, or dismissals in the clerical force of the bureau ; in supervising the opening or closing of district land offices; investigating charges against
land officers; the matter of official bonds; the drawing of requisitions for printing;
the expenditure of the contingent expense fund ; and the assignment and general regulation of the clerical force of the bureau. In this division, also, all fees for exemplifications of records are received by a clerk designated for that purpose.
The chief clerk is, by law, made the Acting Commissioner. during the absence of
the Commissioner. (See section 447, Revised Statutes United States.)
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DiviBion B.

This division is in charge of the recorder of the General Land Office. (See section

447, Revised Statutes United States.)
In this divisiQn patents are prepared for all tracts sold or located with warrants or
scrip at the district land offices, after such transfers have been properly examined in
oth,er divisions of the bureau.
A correct record is here kept of all patents issued, and letters transmitting patents
are prepared.
The original papers forming the basis of patent are here filed, and all patents unde·
livered or uncalled for are retained in this branch of the office.
To this division are finally referred, for examination and proper action, the papers
in locations made in satisfaction of military bounty-land warrants issued by authority
of various acts of Congress. The same reference is made of locations by agricultural
college scrip, and the special scrip issued to Porterfield. In this division land warrants and scrip, submitted for official approval, are examined as to genuineness and
regularity of assignment.
All revolutionary bounty-land scrip is here prepared, as also are patents for lands
in the Virginia military district, Ohio.
The recorder is appointed by the President, and, by law, is required to countersign
all patents after they have received the signature of the President.
. The number of patent records in Division B is as follows :
Vola.

~~~~~~=-:~::::::~::: :::::::::::: :::::::::~:::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::·.::: ~:~~~

Home... • • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . • . • . . . • • • . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . .

353
375

Total (of 500 pages each) ...............•...•....•••....•...••...•.•... 5, 587
Miscellaneous, letter, and other records ...................................... 1, 793
Total books of record. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • .. . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 380
Patents-issued for agricultural entries.
Prior to

Patents issued.

1878.

1878.

1879.

- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - _ _
.-

1880.

Total.

-------

For cash sales...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 021, 356
2, 998
4, 209
6, 498 2, 035, 061
For homestead entries....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
103, 149 13, 418 12,702 15,781
145, 050
For a~ricultural-college ~crip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50, 479
123
91
74
50,767
For S1oux half- ~reed scnp. . ...........................
3, 5l7
12
3
11
3, 543
For Chippewa naif-breed scrip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 209
34
1, 243
On military land warrants, act 1847........ . • • . • • . . • . . .
98, 243 )
On military land wan-ants, act 1850....................
189, 120 l
552,932
1, 037
855
On military land warrants, act 1852..••••...•.•.• _.• _~.
11, 982 J 419
On military land warrants, act 1855..... . ..............
26, 276
Under military acts 1790,179l,1801, and 1812. .........
50,000 ........, ....... _
4
50,004
2, 732
On surveyor-general's certificates, &c ................. _
2, 732 ........ _...... _...... _
2. 723
1

~~rc~~~sit:~~~~:-~-~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_._-_-_-_-_·_::::~:::::::
Total.--.------ .. -..... . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..

...... ~·.:~~- ........
2, 785, 785

16, 970

.. ...

17, 895

i5-

23, 420

15

2, 844, 070

Division C.

In charge of the principal clerk of public lands. (See section 448, Revised Statutes
United States.) In this division are kept the numerous" tract-books," which show, in
well-arranged order, the status of every surveyed tract of land which is or has been included in the public domain.
'
All sales or other disposals of land made and r~ported in the district offices are
noted in the proper places in these books. They also show reservations for Indian,
military, or other purposes, private grants and special appropriationsof land.
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This division has charge of the examination and final action on all entries under the
homestead and timber-culture laws, of ordinary private purchase by cash or by sale at
public offerings, all selections under internal-improvement grants or under the various.
grants for educational purposes and locations with land scrip.

Division D.
In charge of the principal clerk of private land claims (see section 448, Revised
Statutes United States), who is by law also required to perform, ad interim, the duties.
of the recorder in the event of the absence of that officer. On this division devolves.
the examination of, and final action on, all claims based upon British, French, Spanish,
or Mexican titles recognized and protected by acts of Congress or treaty stipulations,
and which in the main lie within the territory acquired from foreign powers.
In this division, also, all location~ authorized by Congress of lands in lieu of lands.
injured by earthquakes in the county of New Madrid, Missouri, and all classes of private claims, are passed upon.
Also the adjustment of donation and mission claims in the State of Oregon and Territory of Washingtoi\, and donation cla~ms in the 'l'erritory of New Mexico. Likewise·
the examination and finalactionof allotments under treaty provisions to Indians, and.
the preparation and examination of scrip issued in accordance with law in lieu Qf
certain unsatisfied private claims.
Division E.
In charge of the principal clerk of surveys. This division is charged with the supervision of all work relating to the public surveys. Instructions to the surveyorsgeneral relative to the extension of surveys or the examination and correction of erroneous surveys are here prepared. All contracts for surveys by deputy surveyors are
here ex~mined and passed upon, and the adjustment of accounts for surveying service·
made and submitted to the Treasury Department for payment. All returns of surveys.
are referred to this division for examination as to correctness, and after approval are
filed in the division. All records and correspondence relating to Indian, military,.
light-house, live-oak, or other reservations are in charge of this division.
To this division are also referred matters pertaining to the establishment of boundary lines, by astronomical surveys, between States and Territories of the United States~
The plats and field-notes of all surveys are retained on the files of this division, in
charge of a principal draughtsman, who supervises all work of draughting or copying:
plats of surveys, and who compiles and prepnres the official map of the United States.
There are in this division more than 50,000 plats or maps of township and other·
surveys.
Division F.
This division is charged with the adjustment of grants, by congressional legislation,.
of lands for railroad purposes, military wagon-roads, and of laws relating to the right
of way through the public lands. Here also cases of conflict of title between persons.
claiming under other laws and the beneficiaries of the grants named are examined and
passed upon.
Division G.
This division has charge of entries made under the pre-emption laws.
In addition to this, all applications for entry under the town-site laws are here examined, and sales of Osage, Indian, trust, and diminished-reserved lands are referred.
to this division for proper action.
Division K.
This division has charge of the adjustment of the grants made to the States of'
swamp and overflowed lands, and the questions and correspondence arising Hereunder. It has, also, in connection with Division M, the adjustment of claims for indem·
nityfor swamp lands disposed of by the United States to individuals after the passage.
of said swamp grant.
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Division M.

To this division are first referred all returns made by registers and receivers of the
business of the district land offices. The various dispositions of lands are here classified, and the accounts of the registers and receivers are here kept.
A strict account is also kept of the five per cent. fund due the States from the sale of
public lands witliin their respective limits; an account of the receipts and expenditures of moneys collected from depredators of timl)er lands, and the accounts of sale
of Osage and other Indian lands. All applications for repayment of moneys received
for lands to which title cannot be given are here examined.
In this division is kept a classified statement of all disposals of public lands.
Division N.
The work of this division relates to mineral lands, and has in charge the examination and final disposition of applications for patents for that class of lands, and the
adjudication of contests growing out of such applications.
Here, also, the mineral or non-mineral classification of given lands is passed upon.
All patents for mineral and coal lands are here prepared, and the plats of survey of
all mines for which patents are sought are here filed.
Salaries of officers and employes of General Land Office.
1 Commissioner,at$4,000 ·-·--· ................ ··---· .................. .. $4,000
2,000
1 chief clerk, at $2,000 ..•. _................... _................ _........ .
1 recorder, at $2,000 ..•••........•.•.......... .. __ •...................... 2,000
1 law clerk, at $2,000 ........•.............. - ......... _................. . 2,000
1 principal clerk public lands, at $1,800 ................................ --. 1,800
1 principal clerk private land claims, at $1,800 ...... __ •....•••....• - .•... 1. 800
1 principal clerk surveys, at $~,800 ...................................... . 1,800
6 clerks class four, at $1,800 each ......................... . ............ .. 10,800
1,600
1 draughtsman, at $1,600 ......................... _.................... ..
22 clerks class three, at $1,600 each ....................................... . 35,200
1,400
1 assistant draughtsman, at$1,400 ....................................... .
40 clerks class two, at $1,400 each ................... _.. .. ............... . 56,000
80 clerks class one, at $1,200 each ..................... .. ................. . 96,000
30 clerks, at $1,000 each .................................................. . 30,000
8,100
9 copyists, at $900 each ................................................ ..
9 assistant messengers, at $720 each ........ _.................... __ ...... . 6,480
4,320
6 packers, at $720 each .. ·............................................... .
7,920
12laborers, at $660 each ........................ _. __ .. _. _... _........... ..
223

273,220

OFFICES IN THE LAND SERVICE SUBORDINATE TO THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

Geographer.
The first officer in charge of the surveys of the public lands was called the geographer
·Of the United States. He was appointed under the ordinance of Ma.y20, 1785. Thomas
Hutchins was the first and only incumbent of the office.
Surveyor-General of the N01·thwes.t Territory.
Under the act of May 18, 1796: creating the office, Rufus Putnam, in 1797, was ap,poiuted surveyor-general of the Northwest Territory (including Michigan Territory).
He remained until 1303.
Captain Jared Mansfield, U. S. A., succeeded as surveyor-general from 1803 to 1813.
Under Captain Mansfield, aided by the advice of Mr. Jefferson, mauy and important
changes and improvements were made in the surveying system.*
*The following letter, in answer to one of inquiry as to Captain Jared Mansfield, father of Ron. E. D.
:Mansfield, the writer of the letter below, was received by the editor of this volume September 25, 1880.
Mr. Mansfield died in October, 1880, and the data mentioned were not received:
MORROW, wARREN COUNTY, OHIO,

September 24, 1880.
DEAR Srn: I received a copy of your R eport on the Public Lands yesterclay1 for which I am obliged.
• I will write you in a few days what I know,of my father's snl'Vf'f'S (astronorincal),
and give you a brief
account of h1s first observatory. In Niles's Register you will see full accounts by the Commissioner of
the Land Office of my father's system of survey.
I have the bill of astronomical instruments bought in London for the Government, and Mr. JetTer.
aon'sletter on the subject.
Yours truly,
EDW. D. MANSFIELD.
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Josiah Meigs held the office of surveyor-general of this territory from 1813 to 1815.
He gave way to Ed ward Tiffin from 1815 to 1825.
These surveyors-general employed a sufficient number of skillful deputy surveyors;
who employed a force of men as chain men, &c. They were paid by the mile for each
mile of line run, the first rate being $3 per mile.
Sections of the country were laid out, over which from time to time Congress or the
Treasury Department appointed surveyors-general, who employed deputies, special
statutes in most cases regulating this.
SURVEYORS PRIOR TO 1825·

· Aaron Greeley, surveyor of Michigan Territory, 1812.
William Rector, surveyor of Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, 1814 to 1824.
William Clark, surveyor of Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, 1824 to 1825.
William McRee, surveyor of Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, 1825.
Isaac Briggs, surveyor south of Tennessee, 1803 to 1807.
Seth Pea~e, surveyor south of Tennessee, 1807 to 1820.
Thomas Fr~eman, surveyor south of Tennessee, 1820 to 1822
John Coffee, surveyor of Alabama, 1817 to 1825.
Robert Butler, surveyor of Florida, 1824 to 1825.
Silas Bent, surveyor of Louisiana, 1807 to 181_3.

Surveyo1·s·general within States or Territm·ies.
May 7, 1822, the first surveying 'district was created, viz, the State of Ohio, with on
-officer called a surveyor-genemlln charge.
A surveying district may be a State, a Territory, or two or more of any of them
joined together for such purpose by law and in charge of a surveyor-general, with
assistants. The surveys are made under the contraet system, the surveyor-general
.s electing the deputy, Congress fixing the compensation. These surv!'lying districts
are closed by act of Congress when all the public lands are surveyed, and certain
archives therein transferred to the State in which the lands lie.

Registers and Receivers.
[See page 556.]

The offices of register and receiver were created by the act of May io, 1800. Districts for the sale of lands were made at the same time and by the same act, and this
method has since continued.
A land district for disposing of lands, with a register and receiver, may cover a State
-or there may be ten "in a · State. Land districts are in no wise connected in boundary
with surveying districts. They are m·ade by law of Congress, or by the President in
mineral districts, and are abolished, consolidated one with another, reduced in area, or
closed by Congress or the President. They are simply points for sale and disposition
of land, more for the convenience of the people than of t.he Government. The land
being surveyed is duly returned and notice of filing of plats given, and the land laws .
.applicable to the district are put in force by the registers and receivers of the several
district land offices, in permitting the settlers and locators to proceed under the law.
When closed, their archives are sent to the General Land Office, which during their
existenc-e h::tS complete and entire control over them by a system of checks and notatioM on a set of duplicate plats, notes, and supervises each and all changes made on
the plats of the district offices, which are duly reported by them at the end of each
month to the General Land Office at Washington.
Through the agency of tliese district offices the United States proceeds to dispose of
ihe public lands in the methods contemplated in the laws providing for sales at ordi- ·
nary private entry, for pre-emptions, for entries for homestead, timber culture, town
site, and mining purposes, and in the laws making grants for specific objects, and
exceptional provisions with regard to abandoned military and other reservations.
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List of offices of surveym·-general f1·orn May 10, 1800, to June 30, 1880.
Location of office.

Surveying district.

When established.

Removed or discontinued.

Ohio .•••••.••••...•••••.... Cincinn'l.ti. .• • . . . • . . . . Act May 7, 182:2... To Detroit, Mich.
Indiana and Michigan ...• . . Detroit . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . June, 1845 . . . . . . . . Abolished.

South of Tennessee:

T~m:~;es~ee : .••••....•....•..
MlSSlSSlppl. . - - ••••• - •••••• .

Illinois and Missouri ...... .
Florida . ....••.••••..•......
Louisiana .•.•••.•••••.•••..
Ala.bama ..•.•••.•••......•.

. O~ic~asaw lands:

:MiSSlSSlppl .•••••••••••••.••.

Arkansas ................. .
Wisconsin a.nd Iowa .•.....
Oregon .................... .

~~~~co:::::::::::~::::

Washington Territory ..... .
Kansas and Nebraska ... - ..

Washington .......... May 7,1822 ...... .
Jackson ......... .. .... Aug.l,18:l3 ...... .
Saint Louis ........... Feb. 6. 1829 ...... .
Tallahassee . . ......... June31,1 828 .... ..
Saint Augustine . . . . . . Mar. 9, 1844 ...... .
Tallahassee. . . . . . . . . . . .................. .
Donaldsonville . . . . . . . Act March 3, 1831 .
Baton Rouge .......... Dec. !l, 1843 ....... .
New Orleans ... ........... ... . . . .......•..
Florence .....•........ Aug. 25, 1831. .... .

'l'o Jackson, Miss.
Discontinued.
Abolished.
To Saint Augustine.
To Tallahassee.

Pontotoc . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 7, 183:~ ..... .
LittleRock . ......... June30, 18::12 ..... .
Dubuque ....•..•..... June 12,1838 ..... .
Oregon City. . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 22, 1850 ..... .
Salem....... . . . . . . . . . . .................. ..
Eugene City ............................. .
Portland ................................ .
f:an Francisco . . . . . . . . Act March 3, 1851 .
Santa Fe .............. Aug. 1, 1854 ..... .
Olympia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 1, 1854 ... ... .
Fort Leavenworth... . Aug. 1, 1854 .. .... .

Abolished.
Discontinued, 1859.
Abolished.
To Salem.
To Eugene City.
To Portland.

~~~~~~~~ ?.i~~-::::::
~:~~::~~~~~-ity::::

::::::::::::::::::::
:::::: ::::::::::::::
Salt Lake City . ....... March 7,1855 .... .

Utah .. •••...•.•............
Nevada ..............•.•.... CarsonCity . . ........
Virginia City......... .
Dakota . ................... . Yankton ..............
Colorado ................. : . Denver ...............
Arizona .•.•...........•.... Tucson ... ............
Idaho ... .................. . BoiseCity .... , .......
Nebraska and Iowa . ....... . Plattsmouth ..........
Montana .....•............. Helena ........ .. ......
Minnesota .......•.......... Saint Paul. ........ ...
Wyoming ................. . Cheyenne ............

To Baton Rouge.
To New Orleans.
Discontinued Aug 28, 1d48.

To Wyltndotte City.
To Lecompton.
To N ebraskn. City.
To Leaven wort_? City.

March2i3,18Gl ... . To Virginia City.
Dec. 11, 1866 ...... .
March28,1861 ... .
April5, 186l. ..... .
May 6,1863 .. ..... .
Aug.13,1866 . . .. .
Aprill, 1867 ......•.
April18, 1867 ..... .
March 15,1866 ... . .
March 2,1870 . ... .

List of surveying dist1·icts where surv(}ys are now in prog1·ess, names of su1·vcyo1"8-general,
with their compensatio.n and location of offices, to June 30, 18tl0.
[See page 554.]

Districts.

Surveyors-general.

Location of offices.

Arizona .. .............. John Wasson ........ . Tucson, Ariz..... .. . .. ..
11
San Francisco, Cal .... . .
8~~~fu!. .::::::::::::: l~b~~;j~~~~~~::::::: Denver,
Colo . .. . .. .. . ..
Dakota . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . Henry Espersen ..... . Yankton, Dak .. .. . . . . ..
Florida . .. .. .. • • . . . .. . . LeRoy D. Ball . . .. .. . Tallahassee, Fla.. . . . . . . .
Boise City, Idaho . . . . . . .
New Orlen.ns, La . . . . . . . .
Minnesota . . . . .. . .. .. . . J. H. Stewart . ...... .. Saint Paul, Minn ...... .
Montana..... ... ....... Roswell H. Mason . .. . Helena, Mont . .........
Nebraska ..... ........ . GeorgeS. Smith ..... . Plattsmouth, Neb ......
Nevada ................ E. S. Davis . ....... .. . Virginia City, Nev......
New Mexico....... . . • . H. M. Atkinson ...... . Santa Fe, N. Mex. .. .. . .
0
Portland, Oreg......... .
Salt Lake City, Utah...
Washingt.on ..•••••.• .. . Wm. McMicken ..... . Olympia, Wash. .. . . .. ..
Wyoming.............. E. C. David .......... . Cheyenne, Wyo........ .

i~:U~~i~~~~~:: ~: ~ ~: ~: ~ ~: ii"H: ~~~~1~~~~~ :::::

~t!io~.:::::::::::::::: ~~s~fo~o; ~~~~-:::::

Per annum.
$3, 000
3, 000
3, 000
2, 000
2, 000
3, 000
2, 000
2, 000
3, 000
::1,000
2, 000
3, ooo
2, 500
3, 000
2, 500
3,000

Per annum.

$2, 50()
2, 75()
2,500
2,000
1, 800

2,500

1, 80(}
2, 000
2, 50()

2, 500
2, 000
2, 500
2, 500
2, 500
2, 50()
2,500
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List of local land offices (258 in number) under the laws of the United StateB,jrom May 10,
1800, to June 30, 1880, by States and Tm-ritm·ies, with date of establishment and discontinuance. ·
·
[See page 554.]
State.

Location.

Alabama ...... . Cahaba, originally located at

When est'l.blished.

Act Mar. 3, 1815 ... To Greenville. '

G:!~~~?lf:~~~l_e: -~~: ........... . .June 16, 1856 ......

Huntsville, originally estab·
lished at Nashville, Tenn.,
and afterward located at
Twickenham.
Saint Stephens.............. ..
Mobile ...................... ..
Demopolis ...•...... ... .•. .•• .
Tuscaloosa .................. ..
Conecuh Court-House., Sparta.
Elba ......................... .
Montevallo, Mardisville ...... .
Lebanon .................. .. ..

Act .Mar. 3, 1803 ... To Mobile, 1867.

Bismarck ................... .
Sheridan .................... ..
Deadwood ................... .
GmndForks .........•........
Florida ...... .. Newnansville ............... .
Tallahasse .................. .
Saint Augustine.............. .
Gainesville ................. ..
Tampa ...... . ............... .
.Jacksonville ..•.. ......•......
Indiana ....... .Jeffersonville ............... ..
Vincennes ................... .

Indianapolis . ...••.....•.. ... .
Crawfordsville ............. ..
Fort Wayne ................ ..
La Porte to Win~ma(} ...... ..
Idaho ......... Boise City ..... .. ............ .
Lewiston ................... ..
Oxford ...................... .

Act Mar. 3,1819 .. .
Act Mar. 3, 1819 . . .
Act May 8, 1822 . . .
Act Mar. 2, 1833 .. .
Nov. 6, 1866 . .. .. .
Sept. 23, 1867 . . .
Act .Feb. 4, 1879 ...

r~t~!~i~~~:: ~:: ~::::::: :~::::

Little Rock .... .............. .
Fayetteville.......•...........
Huntsville .................. ..
Dardanelle ................... .

P"a:~~~~~~~ :::: :::::~:: ::::::

Helena...................... ..
.Johnson Court-House ........ .
Clarksville .................. ..
Champagnole ................ .
Harrison ..................... .
Arizona ...... . Prescott ..................... .
Florence .................... ..
California ..... Benicia . ................... .. .
Los Angeles ................ ..
Marysville .......... ........ ..
Humboldt ................... .
Stockton.............. ...... ..
Visalia . ..................... .
Sacramento .... ............. ..
San Fmncisco. .. ............. .
Shasta ...... ~--··· .... ....... .
8usanville .................. ..
Independence...... .... . ..... .
Bodie . ....... .. . ............ . .
Colorado . ..... . Golden City.................. .
Denver .. ................... ..

r~~d.~Ai~: :::::::~::::::::~':::

Central City ................. .
Pueblo............. .......... .
Del Norte ......... .........·..
Dakota .......

~~~!iRn~ ·_-_-.-.-.-.- ~::::::::::::

Sioux Falls ............. .... ..
Mitchell ..................... .
Springfiel~ .................. .
Watertown .................. .

~~~t~~:==~~:::::::: :::.:~:::

May 11,1866.

Act Mar. 3, 1807 ..

Act Mar. 2, 1t:33 ...
Act May 11, 1820 ..
Act May 11, 1820 ..
Apr. I, 1854....... .
Act .July 10, 1832 ..
Apr. 12,1842 ..... .
Act .July 10,1832 ..
Act Feb. 17, 1838 ..
Act Feb. 17, 1838 ..
Act .June25,1832 ..
Nov. 5, 1860 ....'..
May 31, 1871 ...... .
Act .June 25, 1832 ..
Mar. 20, 1871. ..... .
Act .June 26, 1834 ..
Act .July 7, 1838 .. .
Dec. 1, 1847 ... , .. ..
Act Feb. 20, 1845 ..
Aug. 11, 1871. ... ..
Nov. 3, 1868 ...... .
May 8, 1875 ...... .
Mar. 3, 1853....... .
Mar. 3, 1853 . .... ..
Mar. 3, lt-153 ...... ..
Act Mat·. 29, 1858 ..
Act Mar. 29, 1858 ..
Act Mar. 29, 1858 ..
Nov. 4, 1867...... ..
.Jan.16, 1857 ...... .
Apr. 17, 1871. .... ..
.June 15, 1871. , ••..
May 31, 1873...... .
.July 10, 1878..... ..
Act .June 2, 1862 . . .
Sept. 12, 1864 ..... .
Oct. 29, 1867 ..... . .
.July 11, 1879...... .
Dec. 27, 1867 ...... .
Act May 27, 1870 ..
Act .June 20, 1874.
MayS, 1877. .......
Act Mar. 2, 1861. ..
.June 9, 1873 ..... ..
Oct. 4, 18f:l0 ....... .
Oct. 21, 1870 .. .... .
May 1,1880 . ... ..
Act May 5, 1870 .. .
.June, 1872 .. ...... .
Act Apr. 24, 1874.
May 22, 1877 ..... ..
.July 2, 1877 .. : .. .
Act .Jan. 21, 1880 ...
Act Aug. 30, 1842 ..
Act Mar. 3, 1823 ..
Act Mar. 3, 1823 .. .
.. .
.July 11, 1873
Act Aug. 5,1854 .. .
May 14, 18i7 .... . .
Act Mar. 3, 1807 .. .
Act Mar. 26,1804 ..

.A.rkanaas

Removed or discontinued.

March 30, 1866.
To Montgomery, 1866.
To Elba.
Aprilll, 1867.
To Lebanon.
To Montgomery.
To Little Rock, 1865.
To Huntsville.
Closed, 1865.
To Camden.
To Little Rock, .January 2, 18GO•
To Cla~;ksville.
Closed February 9, 1871.
Closed 1865. To Washington.

Consolidated with San Francisco.

To Bodie.
To Denver.
To Leadville.

To Sioux Falls.
To Mitchell.
To Watertown.

To Deadwood.
To Gainesville, 1867.
To Ga.inesville.
To Gainesville, 1867.
October 20,,1858•
To Gainesville.
April 9, 1855.
Discontinued under act of June
12, 1840 ; reopened by order of
April 20, 1853; finally closed
D ecember 20, 1861.
Mn.rch 3, 1877.
July 1, 1853,
.June I , 1852.
April 3, 1855.
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List of local land offices from 1800 to 1880-Continued.

State.

When established.

Location.

Iowa ..••••.... Dubuque ..................... Act June 12,1838.

Marion ....•••.•••••.•••••..•. Feq. 20, 1843 ...... .
Burlington ................... Act June 12,1838 . .
Fairfield ..................... Aug. 1,1842 .... .
Iowa City ......... ··•. •• ... . . . Act Aug. 8, 1846 .. .
Chariton .. .. .. .. . • . .. . • . • .. . . Act Aug. 2, 1 8 5~ ..
Fort Des Moines ......... , .. . Act Aug. 2, 1852 ..
Kanesville .. • • • .. . • • • .. . .. . .. Act Aug. 2, 1 85~ ..
Council Bluffs ...................... . .......... ..
Decorah ...................... Act Mar. 3, 1855 . ..

~E!:n&1~~ ~:::::::::::::: ~::: f~~ ·M!~: f ~~~r:

lllinois..•••••.. Kaskaskia ....... ~ ............
Shawneetown.................
Edwardsville .................
Vandalia . ....................
Palestine .. • • • . .. . • • • .. .. • . .. .
Springfield ...................
Danville ......................

Act Mar. 26,1804 ..
Act Feb. 21, 1812 ...
Act Apr. 2!:l, 1816 .
Act May 11, 1820 . .
Act May 11, 18\20 ..
ActMay8,1822 .. .
Act Feb. 19, 183L.

~~~~~ :::::: ~ :::::: :::·::: ::: 1:~~ j~~~ 1~. i~~~::

Dixon ........................ Act Nov. 2,1840 .. .

Kanaas .•••••..

£~~~~;t~it~::::::::::::::::::: t"~l;,Jg~,e;~~l~~~: :

Removetl or discontinued.
To Marion.
Closed June 21, 1859.
To Fatrfield.
No\"ember 12, 1S55.
July 8, 1856.
September 14, 1859.
To Council Bluffs.
May 31, 1873.
To Osage.
July ti, 1859.
May 31, 1873.
May 31, 1873.
February 25, 1856.
May 2, 1856.
August 8, 1855.
May 1, 1856.
August 14, 1855.
March 3, 1877.
December 16, 1856.
~~~i~~!~· 1855.
September 3, 1855.
Jul.v 31, 1855.
To Topeka.

Topeka...... . ..... • • .. . .. . • .. . Sept. 10, 1861. .... .
Doniphan
Mar. 3, 1837 ...... . To Kickapoo.
To Atchison.
December 26, 1863.
Ogden ........................ Mar. 3, 1857 ...... . To Junction City.
Junction City,...... . .. .. • .. .. Oct. 6, 1859 ....... . To Salina.
Salina ........................ May 1, 1871 ....... .
Fort Scott, ................... Mar. 3, 1857 ...... . To Humboldt.
Humboldt .................... Sept. 16, 1861. ... .. To Mapleton.
Mapleton ..................... Nov. 1, 1861. .... .. To Humboldt.
Humboldt .................... May 15, 1862 ..... . To ~ eodesha.
Neodesha ..................... Dec.15, 1871. .... .. To Independence.
Independence....... . .. • •• .. . . Oct. 3, 1871... . .. .
Augusta ...•••....••...•••..•. Act Mayll, 1810 . . To Wichita.
Wichita .. . . • • .. .. . • .. . . . • .. .. Feb. 20, 1872 ......
Concordia....... .. .. . . . . . . .. . . Act J ul.v 7, 1810 .. _
1
To Kirwin.

~~~ifo~:::~:::::::::::::-:

::: ~ee;t.~, t~~i: .-.-~ ~~ ~

~;v!~r-~~~~::::::~::::::::::· ~~~~·4, 1~~5::::: ::

Larned ....................... Act June20, 1874 ..

Louuiana ..... .

~~!::~~
~:::::::::: ~:::::: ~ ~~~ :~:~8~~i~~~~::
Ouachita...................... Act Mar. 1811. ..
3,

Monroe . . . • . • . . .. . • • .. . . • . .. . . Dec. 23, 1867 __ ....
New Orleans .................. Act Mar. 3,1811 . ..
Saint Helena Court House .... Act Apr. 25,1812 ..
Greensburg .................. Fob. 24, 1837..... ..
Baton Rouge............ .. .. .. Jan. 1, 1844 ....... .
Natchitoches .................. Act July7, 1838 .. .
Michl guu . ..... Detroit . .. . . • . .. .. . • . . . . .. .. .. Act Mar. 26, 1804 ..
Monroe ...................... Act Mar. 23, 1823 ..
White Pigeon Prairie ...•..........• ...... ... . ....
Bronson ............ : ......... ................... .
Kalamazoo .............................. .. ....... .
New Monroe .................. Act. Jan. 30,1833 ..
Genesee .. .................... Act June 15, 1836 ..
East Saginaw. .. . • • • .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. ......... .
Sault Ste. Marie............... Act Mar. 1, 1847 ...
Marquette .. . . • • .. • • • • .. . .. . .. July 13, 1857 ......

~~~~~:~~~~:::::: :~::::: :::

Traverse City .................
Ionia ..........................
Reed City ....................
Hl.n.uesuta • . ••• Brownsville .... ...............
Chatfield .. ....................
Winnebago City ..............
Jackson .. ....................
Worthington ..................
Minneapolis...................
Forest City-.. .................
Minneapolis ...................
Greenleaf .....................
Litchfield .....................
Benson ........................
Faribault. .. . • .. .. . .. .. .. .. • ..
Saint Peter...................

To Wa-Keeney.
February 16, 1861-'66.
To Monroe.
To New Orleans; Jan. 21, 18'tD.
To Greensburg.·
To Baton Rouge.
To New Orleans.
To White Pigeon Prairie.
To Bronson.
To Kalamazoo.
August 16, 1859.
Act June 12, 1840.
To East Saginaw.
To Marquette.

To Mackinac.
~:~. ~~i~~4- :~:::: To Traverse City.
Aug. 2,1858 . .... .. Consolidated with Reed City,
ActJune15, 1836 .. To Reed City.
Apr. 1,1878 . ..... .
Act Apr.12,1854 .. To Chatfield.
June h!, 1856 .... .. To Winnebago City.
Nov. 4,1861 ...... . To Jackson.
Sept. 1,1869 . .... .. To Worthington.
Apr. 20,1874 . .... .
act Apr. 12,1854 . . To Forest City.
Mar. 2:.!,1858 . .. . .. To Minneapolis.
Nov. 1,1862 .. ... .. To Greenleaf,
July 3,1866 ..... .. To Litchfield.
Jan. 27,1870..... .. To Benson.
June ·19,1876 .. ..
Act Apr. 12, 1854 .. To Saint Peter.
Dec. 2, 1854 _...... To New Ulm.
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List of local land offices from 1800 to 1880-Continued.
State.

Location.

Minnesota ..•.. New Ulm .....................
Treaxcyan·.tl·r·1.:,.... •••••--••••••••••••• .... •- •••·•••••·
A
1
Fergus Falls ................ ..
Oak Lake . ....................
Detroit . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .
Crookston ....................
Stillwater .....................
Cambridge ....................
Sunrise City ..................
Taylor's Falls . ................
Sauk Rapids....... . . . . . . . . . .
Saint Cloud...................
Henderson....................
Buchanan .....................
Portland ......................
Duluth .......................
Ojibway ............ _..... . ••.
Otter Tail City ............ ....
Redwood Falls ................
Mississippi .••• . Augusta ......................

When established.
Mar. 17,1870 ..... :
May
Sept.,18,1880
1868 . ......
. . . . . . ..
Dec.ll, 11:76 ... . .. .
Act Mar. 12, 1872 ..
. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .
.Jul_y 15,1878... ...
May 1, 1853 ... ....
Dec. 15,1958 ......
.July2, 1860 ... ....
Oct. 1, 1861. ...... .
Act Aug. 30, 1852..
Apr. 10, 1858 .....
Act Apr. 12, 1854..
.Jul.v 8, 1856 ... . ...
June 7,1850 .... ..
. .............•...•.
.July 8, 1856........
May 2,1859 .......
Act Ma.v 21,1872 ..
Act Apr. 25, 1812
and llar. 3, 1819 ..
Jan. 2,1860. _.... ..
Act Mar. 3, 1803 .. .
Act Mar. 2, 1833 . . .
Act May 6, 1822 ..
Aug. 10, 1836 . .... .
Act Mar. 2, 1833 ...
.July 4, 1840 ..... ..
Oct. 20, 1822 ..... .
Act Mar. 3,1811 .. .
Act Feb. 17, 1818 ..
.July 5, 1133;! ...... .

Paulding .........•....•.•....
Washington ................ ..
Columbus ................... .
Mount Salus ................ ..
.Jackson . .................... .
Chocchuma .................. .
Grenada .................. ... .
Pontotoc ................... ..
:Missouri .••.•.. Saint Louis ..... ............ ..
Franklin .................... ..
Fayette .•.................... .
Boonville ................... ..
Jackson .................... .. Act Feb. 17, 1818..
Ironton ........... _, ......... . .July 8, 1861 ......
Lexington ........ .... ...... . . Act Mar. 23, 1823 .
•Tuly 3,1843 ..... ..
~~r;~~:::::: ~::::::::::::::: July 18, 1855 .... ..
Calhoun ..................... .
Palmyra
Act May 26, 1824 ..
Springfieici:.:: :::::::::::::::: Act June2fi, 1834 ..
Plattsburg............ . .. .. .. . Act Aug. 29, 1842 .
Milan ......................... Act .reb·. 2li. 1849 ..
Montana ....•.. Helena . ..................... .June, 1867 ........ .
Nebraska ...... Omaha City............... ... . Jnly 22, 1854 . .... .
West Point ................... May 1,1869 . ...... .
Norfolk . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 8ept. 9, 1873 ..... ..
Brownsville .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Mar. 3, 1857 ..... ..
Beatrice _..................... .July7, 1868 ...... ..
Nebraska City ................ .July3, 1868 ...... ..
Lincoln ... ................... Sept. 3,1868 ..... ..
Dakota City .................. .Jul_y3, 1868 ...... ..
Niobrara .. ......... _......... Oct. 1, 1875 ...... ..
Grand Island ................. Act .July'27.1868 ..
North Platte .................. Sept. 21, 187:2 .... ..
Lowell ........................ Aug. 2, 1872 . .... ..
Bloomington ........... ....... ... _ ........ .... .
Nevada ....... . Carson City ................... Act July 2, 1862 ...
Austin .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. Oct. 15, 1f 67 ......
8

~~J~~~t ::~::::: ::~: ::~:~::::: ~:z.. ~~6~ :~::: :::

Removed or discontinued.
To Tracy.
To Fergus Falls.
To Detroit.
To Crookston.
/
To Cambridge.
To Sunrise City.
To Taylor's Falls.
To Saint Cloud.
May 9, 1863.
To Portland.
Name changed to Duluth.
To Otter Tail City.
March 31, 1863.
To Paulding.
January 12, 1867.
To .Jackson, 1866.
November 1, 1666.
To .Jackson.
To Grenada.
December 1. 1R60.
September 20, 1854.
·
To Boonville, September 1, 11361.
To Fasette.
To Boonville•
To Ironton.
To Clinton.
To Warsaw .
To Calhoun.
February 12, 1863.
March 2, 1859.
Order of March 25, 1863.
April10, 1859.
April 8, 1859.
To West Point.
To Norfclk.
To Beatrice.
To Lincoln.
To Niobrara.

To Bloomington.
To Eureka.

To Pioche. '
Pioche ... ................ ..... Apr. 30,1874 ..... . September 14, 1877.
Aurora .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. Aug., 11:378 ....... . To Independence, Cal., May 31,
1873.
Elko ......................... . May, 1873 ......... September 14, 1877.
New Mexico_.. . SantaFe ................ ..... . Act May 24, 1858 . .
La Mesilla ................... . Act Mar. 3, 1tl74 ..
Ohio .......... . Marietta . .................... . Act May 10, 1800 .. Act June 12, 1840.
Zanesville ....... ....... .. .... . Act Mar. 3, 1803 .. Act .June 12, 1840.
Act May 10, 1800 .. Act .June 12, 1840.
Act May 10, 1800 .. Act June 12. 1S40.
Chillicothe ................... . Act May 10, 1800 .. March 3, 1877.
Wooster .......... .. ...... ... . Act Mar. 3, 1807 .. . Act .June 12, 1840.
Piqua . .. .... .. .............. . Act Mar. 3, 1819 .. . .Juue 25, 1855.
Wappakonnetta ............ .. Act Mar. 3, 1819 .. . .June 25, 1855.
Lima ...... . ............... .. Act Mar. 3, 1819 ... June 25, 1855.
Upper Sandusky ...... .... ... . Act Mar. 3,181:9 .. . .June 2;';, 1855.
Detianc~ .................. . .. . Act Mar. 3, 1819 .. . .June 25, 1R55.
Delaware .. .................. . Act Mar. 3,1819 . . . Act June 12, 1840.
Bucyrus ....... .............. . Act Mar. 3, 18L9 .. . Act .June 12, 1tl40.
Tiffin .... .................... . Act Mar. 3, 1819 .. . Act .June 12, 1840.
Marion ..................... .. Apr. 23, 1c::36 .... .. February 27, 1845.

~~~~r:~:n~~ ~:::::::::::::::::
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Li&t of local land offices from 1800 to 1880-Continued.

State.

Location.

When established.

Removed or discontinued.

Oregon........ . Oregon City .................. July 17, 185<1 ..... .
Winchester.................. . Mar. 3, 1S55 ...... . To Roseburg.

f~sG~~~t ·.:::::·.::::::::: :::: ~~~: ri~~~~7· ::::::

Wisconsin ..•..

Washington . . .

Utah ......... ..
Wyoming ......

Link ville . .. .. • • . .. • • • .. . .. . .. Jan. 16, 1873 .... .. To Lakeview.
Lakeview ..................... Sept.1,1877 . .... ..
Dalles ........................ ActJan.ll, 1875 ..
Green Bay .................... Act.June26, 1834 .. To Menasha.
Menasha ........................................ ..
Muskoday .................... June 26, 1834 .... .. To Mineral Point.
Mineral Point...... . .. • .. . • .. . May 8, 1843 . .. ...• November 25, 1858.
Milwaukee ................... Act .June 15, 1836 .. February 14, 1856.
Hudson . ........ ................ Act Mar. 2, 1849 .. To Falls Saint Croix.
Falls of Saint Croix ........... Aug. 6,1860 ..... ..
Stevens Point. . .. • .. .. .. • • . . . . Act .July 30, 1852 .. To Wausaw.
Wausaw .... .................. Aug. 19, 1872. _.... .
La Crosse .. • .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. Act Aug. 2, 1852 ..
Superior City ................. Act Feb. 24,1855 .. To Bayfield, October 5,1860.
Bayfield ......................................... .
Eau Claire .................... Act Mar. 3,1857 .. .
Olympia ...................... .July 17,1854 ... .. .
Vancouver.................... Act May 16, 1860 .. .
Walla Walla .................. ActMar.3,1871 ..
Colfax....................... Act Aug. 15, 1876 ..
Yakima........ .. • .. . .. .. .. .. Act .June 16, 1880 ..
Salt Lake City .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. Act Mar. 9, 1869 ...
.Beaver City . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Act Apr. ~5, 1876 .. · Consolidated with Salt Lake City
Cheyenne ..................... Act Feb. 5, lfl7J...
Aug. 1, 1877.
Evanston ... ...•.....• .. ...... Act .Aug. 9,1876 ...

List of existing local land offices (96 in number) and nantes of officers, November 10, 1880.
[See page 555.]
State or Territory.

Land district.

Alabama ..... . Huntsville .•••.......•... .
Montgomery ........... ; •.
Arkansas ..... . Little Rock .............. ..
Camden ................. ..
Harrison ................. .
Dardanelle .. ... ......... ..
Arizona ....... . Prescott .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Florence . ............... ..
California ..... . Marysville ............... .
Humboldt . ..•........•....
San Francisco ............ .
Sacramento .............. .
Stockton .. .•.......•.•••..
Visalia ... ................ .
Los Angeles .. ............ .
Shasta. ................... ..
Susanville ............... .
Bodie .................... ..
Colorado ..... . Central City ... ........ . . ..
Denver City ....••.........
Leadville ............... ..
Pueblo ................... .
Del Norte ............... ..
Lake City ................ .
Dakota. ...... .. Mitchell ................ ..
Watertown ............. ..
Bismarck ................ ..

~~~i~~-;<i·::::::::::::: :::

Yankton ........ .. ...... ..
Grand Forks ............. .
Florida ...... .. Gainesville ............... .
Idaho .. ...... .. Bois6 City . ............. . ..
Lewiston ................ ..
Oxford ................... .
Iowa ......... .. Des Moines ............... .
Kansas ...... .. Topeka. .... ........... .. . ..
Concordia ..... .. .. .. .. ... .
Wa-Keeney .... .......... .
ID;de~endence ........... ..
Kirwin .................. ..

Larned .................. ..
Salina ................... ..
Wichita ................. ..

Register.
.JohnM. Cross .......... ...
Pelham .J. Anderson . . • . . . .
Mifflin W. Gibbs ... ........
Samuel W. Mallory........
.John Murphy .. .. . .. .. .. ..
Thomas M. Gibson . . . . . . . .
William N. Kelly..........
C. M. K. Paulison ..•.•• ....

Receiver.

W. H. Tancre.
Paul .J. Strobach.
Charles E. K elsey.
Alfred A. Tuffts.
Robert S. Armitage.
Thomas Boles.
George Lount.
Charles E. Dailey.
1

~~~~l~s ~-rR~~lrts:: ~:::::: ~~1~!~~ ~o~~~~·

William R. Wheaton . . . . . . Charles H. Chamberlain.
Edw. F. Taylor............ Henry 0. Beatty.
George A.. McKenzie . . . • • . Otis Perrin.
.Jeremiah D. Hyde......... Tipton Lindsey.
Alfred .James..... .. • .. . .. .J. \V. Haverstick.
William E. Hopping....... Adolph Dobrowsky.
William H. Crane.......... Andrew Miller.
.James E. Goodall.......... Henry· Z. Osborn.
Richard Harvey........... E. W. Henderson.
Louis Dugal . . • .. .. .. . .. . .. Samuel T. Thomson.
.John .J. Henry............. William K. Burchinell.
Ferdinand Barn dollar . . . . . Michael H. Fitch.
.John Cleghorn ............ /Charles A~ Brastow.
Henry C. Olney............ Corelon B. Hickman.
B. F. CampbelL............ .John M. Washburn.
Arthur C. Mellette . . . . . . . . L. D. F . Poore.
.John A. Rea ...... .. .. .... Edw. M. Brown.
Horace Austin . . . . • • . . . . . . Thomas M . Pugh.
A. S. Stewart . . . . • • • • • . . . . .John F. McKenna.
Gustavus A.. Wetter ....... LottS. Bayless.
Byram C. Tiffany...... .. .. William .J. Anderson.
Lewis A. Barnes . .......... .John F. Rollins.
John B. Miller . ............ .James Stout.
.Jonathan M. Howe........ Richard J. Monroe.
.Au~stus Dudenhausen ... A . W. Eaton.
Fehx G. Clarke . .. .. .. .. .. H. H. Griffiths.
William H. Fitzpatrick.... George W. Watson.
Boyd H. McEckson ........ Evan .J. .Tllnkins.
Benjamin .J. F. Hanna..... William H. Pilkenton.
Melville .J. Salter .......... Henry M. Waters.
Thomas M. Helm...... . . . Lewis .J. Best.
Charles A. Morris . . . . . . . . . Henry Booth.
John M . Hodge .. ... ...... Lewis Hanback.
Richard L. Walker ........ .James L. Dyer.
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List of existing local lcmcl offices and names of officm·s-Continued.
State or Territory.

Land district.

Louisiana ..••.. New Orleans ............. .
Natchitoches ..•...........
Michigan ..... . Detroit .. . ................ .
East Saginaw ............. .

~::C~c1~;e::::::: ::::::::::

Minnesota ..... Benson ...•................
Crookston ..•..•...........
DuLuth .................. .
Fergus Falls .....•........
Tracy .................... .
Red wood Falls ........... .
Saint Cloud . ............. .
Taylor's Falls ...•.........
Worthington .....•........
Mississippi ... . Jackson ..........•........
Missouri ..... . Boonville ...........•......
Ironton .....• . .....••••....
Springfield ..............•.
Montana ..... . Bozeman .........•........
Helena .. .. . .............. .
Miloa City ................ .
~euraska ..... . Beatrice ....••............
Bloomington ...••.........
Grand Island ............. .
Lincoln .........•........•.
Niobrara ... . ............. .
Norfolk .....•.............
North Platte ............. .
Nevada ..... . . . Carson City .•.............
Eureka ..•. ......•..•......
New Mexico . .. LaMesilla .•.....•........ .
gantaFe .. ...... . ....•••••
Oregon ....... . L o Grand .. ............•...
Lake View ............... .
Oregon City .... , ......... .
Roseburg ...•...••......•. .
The Dalles ..............•.
Washington ... Colfax ...• •.•..............
Olympia ................. .
Vancouver .•••.•••........
Walla Walla .•••••..•.... .
Yakima ...• •••.•.••••...••.
Wisconsin .....

~:~fic~~i~~-:::::::::: ~:::::

Wyoming .. ... .

Falls of Saint Croix ..•••..
La Crosse .•..•..•.••...•..
Menasha .••....•..........
Wausaw ..•..•...•••.•..•.

~~:~:~~;:::::: :::::::::::

Utah .......... . Salt Lake City .. •••••.•.••.

Register.
George Baldy ...........•••
Louis Dupleix ...........•.
J. B. Bloss ...............•.
Charles Doughty ......... .
Henry M. Stafford ........ .
Edward Stevenson .... . .. .
Darwin S. Hall . ......... ..
Thomas C. Shapleigh ..... .
Morris C. Russell ......... .
Soren Listol .....•.........
Charles B. Tyler .......... .
W. P. Dunnington .....•...
Daniel H. Freeman .... : .. .
John B. Owens ........... .
Mons Grinager .........•..
Richard C. K err .......... .
Gustave Reiche ... ....... .
George A. Moser ......... .
George A. C. Wooley ...... .
Davis Willson ............ .
James H. Moo ............ .
Edwa,rd A. Kriedler .. .... .
Hiram W. Parker ..•.......
Simon W. Switzer ........ .
Melville B. Hoxie .... ..... .
Joseph B. McDowell ...... .
Benjamin F. Chambers ... .
Ed ward S. Butler . ....... .
Alex. D. Buckworth ...... .
C. A. Witherell ........... .
F. H. Hinckley ...... : .... .
George D. Bowman ....... .
JohuC.Davis . . . ......... ..
Henry W . Dwight ........ .
James H. Evans . ......... .
Louis T. Barin . . . ......... .
William F. Benjamin ..... .
Laban Coffin .. ...........•.
James M.Armstrong . ..••.
Josiah T. Brown .. ...••.••.
Walter W. Newlin ........ .
Edw. H. Morrison ......... .
R. B. Kinne ... ............ .
John H. Knight ...•.•.....
J. Gardner Callahan ...... .
Michael Field .. ........... .
Ferdinand ..A.. Hush or ..... .
George W. Fay ......•.....
Stephen H. Alban ......••.
Edgar W. Mann ..•.....•••
William G. Ttmn ..•.......
H. McMaster ..........••••

Receiver.
William M. Burwell.
Alexis E. Lemee.
John M. Farland.
Fred. J. Burton.
James M. Wilkinson.
William H. C. Mitchell.
Heman W. Stone.
Paul C. Sletten.
Thomas H. Pressnell.
John H. Allen.
Charles C. Goodnow.
W. B. Herriott.
William B. Mitchell.
George B. Folsom.
Justin P. Moulton.
A. N. Kimball.
George Ritchey.

;¥~~~~l~~~a~~s._

J. V. Bogert.
Frank P. Sterling.
T. P. McElrath.
Robert B. Hartington.
George W. Dorsey.
William Anyan.
C.N.Baird.
James Stott.
William B. Lambert.
John Taffe.
Samuel C. Wright.
Harvey Carpe:w.ter.
Samuel W. ~Sherfey.
Elias Brevoort.
Daniel Chaplin.
George Conn.
John W. Watts.
James C. Fullerton.
Caleb N. Thornbury.
Edgar N. Sweet.
Robert G. Stuart.
Samuel W. Brown.
Alex. Reed.
James M . .Adams.
Isaac H. Wing.
Vincent W. Bayless.
Joel F. Nason.
John Ulrich.
Norman Thatcher.
William Calion.
William M. Garvey.
Henry R. Crosby.
Moses M. Bane.

Registers and receivers are paid an annual salary of $500 each, and are allowed fees up to and inoludin1
f3,000 per annum _each.
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CHAPTER VII.
To

JuNE

30, 1882.

[See pages 567-676.]
TO

JUNE

30, 1883,

AND DECRMBER

1, 1883.

[See pages 1239-1247.]

SURVEYS OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.
To

JUNE

30, 1880.

The cessions of the several States were organized from time to time into geographical divisions by the laws creating them and the lands were ordered to be surveyed,
including lands to which the Indian title bad .been or would be extinguished. The
same proceeding took place with purchased territory in 1803, 1819, 1R48, 1850, and 1853.
The extension of the surveys being authorized by Congress over a district of country,
the Commissioner of the General Land Office directs the surveyor-general of the district, whose office is created by the law prior to extending the surveys, to begin the
same.
THE RECTANGULAR SYSTEM.

The land surveJ sunder the United States are uniform and clone under what is known
as the " rectangular system." This system of surveys was reported from a committee
of Congress May 7, 1784. The committee consisted of Thomas Jefferson, chairman;
Messrs. Williamson, Howell, Gerry, andReas.
This ordinance required the public lands to be divided into "ltundreds" of ten geographical miles square, and those again to be subdivided into lots of one mile square
each, to be numbered from 1 to 100, commencing in the northwestern corner and counting from west to east and from east to west continuously; and also that the lands thus
subdivided should be :first offered at public sale. This ordinance was considered, debated, and amended; and on the 3d of May, 1785, on motion of Mr. Grayson, of Virginia, seconded by Mr. Monroe, the size of the townships was reduced to six: miles
square. It was further discussed until the 20thof May, 1785, when it was :finally passed.
The origin of this system is not known beyond tho committee's report. There bad
been land surveys in the different colonies for more than a hundred years; still the
method of granting land for settlements in vogue in all the colonies was in irregular
tracts, except in the colony of Georgia, where, after 1733, eleven ,townships of 20,000
square acres each were divided into lots of 50 acres each.
The act of cession of the State of Virginia of her western territory provided for the
formation of States from the same not less than one hundred nor more than one hundred and :fifty miles square.
This square form of States may have influenced Mr. Jefferson in favor of a square
form of survey, and besides the even surface of the country was known, the lack of
mountains and the prevalence of trees for marking it also favoring a latitudinal and
longitudinal system. Certain east and west lines run with the parallels of latitude,
and the north and south township lines with the meridians.
The system as adopted provided for sale in sections of 640 acres, one mile square. In
1820 a quarter-section, or 160 acres, could be purchased. In 1832 subdivisions were
ordered by law into 40-acre tracts or quarter-quarter-sections to settlers, and in 1846 to
all purchasers. On May 18, 17~6, the ordinance of May 20, 1785, was amended; also
on May 10, 1800, on the introduction of land offices and credit sales, and on February 11,
t805; April 24, 1820; April 5, 1832; and May 30, 1862. (For existing laws on surveys
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see chapter IX, United States Revised Statutes, "Survey of the public lands," sections
2395 to 2413.)
Since the inauguration of the system it has undergone modification in regard to the
establishment of standard lines and initial points, the system of parallels or correction lines, as also of guide meridians, having been instituted, contributing largely
toward its completeness.
SURVEYS OF BOUNDARY LINES BETWEEN STATES.

Surveys of boundary lines between States are done by special contract under special
laws authorizing the same, the Secretary of the Interior awarding the contracts thereunder.
Since 1862 the following boundary lines have been run at rates per mile as stated:
Total.

Oregon and Washington, at $46 per mile ................................. ..
Oregon and Idaho, ~GO per mile, about ............. _............ __ ......... .
North boundary of New Mexico, $60 per milo ............ _.............. --- ..
California and Oregf' n, $(i0 per mile .. _.................................... .
North boundary of U tab, $42 per mile ..................................... ..
East boundary of Nevada, $40 per mile ................................... ..
West boundary of Kansas, $40 per mile ... _.................. _............ ..
North boundary of Nevada, $50 per mile .................................. ..
South boundary of Wyoming, $60per mile ............................... ,. ..
·w est boundary of Wyoming, ~50 per mile ................................. .
North boundary of Nebraska, $36 per mile ................................ ..
Idaho and Washingtol,llim~, $00 per mile ................... - ............ - ..
North part of east boundary of .New Mexico and part of eas~ part of south
boundary of Colorado, $40 per mile ........... : .......................... .
Arizona and New .Mexico, $70 per mile ....................... ~ ............ ..
South part of the west boundary of Dakota, $'50 per mile ....... ~ ........... .
Colorado and Utah boundary, $53 per mile ............................... ..
Arkansas and Indian Terri tory boundary .................................. .

$4,500
9,600
19,000
13, 847
40,700
17, 000
8,400
15,400
22,056
13 850
069<
10,59().

s:

3,66::2

27,342
7,000
15,000
11,88().

Aggregate ...•.... ·...........•.........•.....•. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 254, 427
The boundary surveys were made by authority of various acts of Congress appropriliting money for that purpose from year to year.
SURVEYS OF ISLANDS.

Surveys of islands and keys on the sea-coast are made by the Coast Survey, under
special laws.
All other lands of the United States and classes of surveying are done by the surveyors-general and their contract or mineral deputies under direction of the Commistliomr of the General Land Office.
SURVEYS OJ!' INDIAN RESERVATIONS.

Surveys of Indian reservations by the act of April 8, 1864, now uevolve upon the
General Land Office. Prior to that act the surveys of Indian lands under treaty stipulation were made by direction of the Indian Office.
METHODS Al\D SYSTEM OF LAND PARCELL.'G SURVEYS.

Preliminary to surveying a district, a surveying meridian anu base line must be
established.
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITIONS OF THE PRINCIPAL SURVEYING MERIDIANS AND BASE-LINES.

Since the adoption of the rectangular system· of public surveys, May 20, 1785,
twenty-four initial points, or the intersection of the principal bases with surveying
meridians, have been brought into requisition to secure the certainty and brevity of
description in the transfer of public lands to individual ownership. From the principal
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bases townships of six lfiles square are run out and established, with regular series
of numbers counting north and south thereof, and from the· surveying meridiahs a
like series of ranges are numbered both east and west of tbe principal meridians.
During the period of ninety years since the organization of the system the following numerical and independent principal meridians and bases have been initiated, to

wit:
The fiTst pTincipal meridian divides the States of Ohio and Indiana, having for its
base the Ohio River, the meridian being coincident with 84° 51' of longitude west
from Greenwich. The meridian governs the surveys of public lands in the State of Ohio.
The second principal merid·ian coincides with 86° 2B' of longitude west from Greenwich, starts from the confluence of the Little Blue River with the Ohio, runs north to
t he northern boundary of Indiana, and governs the surveys in Indiana and a portion
of those in Illivois.
The third principal meridian starts from the mouth of the Ohio River and extends to
the northern boundary of the State of Illinois, and governs the surveys in said Sta.te
east of the meridian, with the exception of those projected from the second meridian,
and the surveys on the west to the Illinois River. This meridian coincides with 89°
10' 30" of longitude west from Greenwich.
The jou.1·th p·r incipalnwrid·ian begins in the middle of the channel of the mouth of the
Illinois River, in latitude 38° 5t:l' 12" north andlongi tude 90° 29' 56" west from Greenwich, and governs the surveys in Illi.uois west of the Illinois River and west of the
third principle meridian lying north of the river. It also extends due north through
Wisconsin and Northeastern Minnesota, governing all the surveys in the former and
those in the latter State lying east of the Mississippi and the third guide meridian
(west of the :fifth principal meridian) north of the river.
Thefifthpr[ncipal mm·idian starts from the mouth of the Arkansas River, and, with
a common base-line running due west from the mouth of -the Saint Francis River, in
Arkansas, governs the surveys in Arkansas, Missouri, low a, Minnesota west of the
Mississippi, and the third guide meridian north of the river, and in Dakota Territory
east of the Missouri River. This meridian is coincident with 90° 58' longitude west
from Greenwich.
The sixth p1'incipal meridian coincides with longitude 970 22' west from Greenwich,
and, with the principal base line intersecting it on the 40th degree of north latitude,
extends north to the intersection of the Missouri River and south to the 37th degree
of north l:ltitnde, controlling the surveys in Kansas, Nebraska, that part of Dakota
lying south and west of the Missouri River, Wyoming, and Colorada, excepting the
valley of the Rio Grande del Norte, in Southwestern Colorado, where the surveys are
projected from the New Mexico meridian.
In addition to the foregoing six principal meridians and bases governing public surveys, there have been establishecl the following meridians and bases, viz :
The Michigan mm·idian, in longitude 84° 19' 09" west from Greenwich, with a baseline on a parallel seven miles north of Detroit, governing the surveys in Michigan.
The Tallahassee meridian, in longitude 84° 18' west from Greenwich, runs due north
and south from the point of intersection with the base line at Tallahassee, and governs
the surveys in Florida.
The Saint Stephen's mm'idian, longitude 88° 02' west from Greenwich, starts from
Mobile, passes through Saint Stephen's, intersects the base line on the 31st degree of
north latitude, and controls the surveys of the southern district in Alabama and of
the Pearl River district lying east of the river and south of township 10 north in the
State of Mississippi.
The Huntsville meridian, longitude 86° 31' west from Greenwich, extends from the
northern boundary of Alabama as a base, passes through the town of Huntsville, and
governs the surveys of the northern district in Alabama.
Tlte Choctaw meridian, longitude 89° 10' 30" west from Greenwich, passes two miles
west of the town of J ackson, in the State of Mississippi, starting from the base line
twenty-nine miles south of Jackson, and t erminating on the south boundary of the
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Chickasaw cession, controlling the surveys east and west of the meridian and north
of the base.
The Washington meridian, longitude 91° 05' west from Greenwich, seven miles east.
of the town of Washington, in the State of Mississippi, with the base line corresponding with the 31st degree of north latitude, governs the surveys in the southwestern.
angle of the State.
The Saint Helena meridian, 91° 11' longitude west from Greenwich, extends from the·
31st degree of north latitude, as a base, due south, and passing one mile east of Baton
Rouge, controls the surveys in the Greens burgh and the southeastern districts of Louisiana, both lying east of the Mississippi.
The Louisiana meridian, longitude 92° 20' west from Greenwich, intersects the 31st
degree north latitude at a distance of forty-eight miles west of the eastern bank of the
Mississippi River, and, with the base line coincident with the said parallel of north
latitude, governs the surveys in Louisiana west of the Mississippi.
The New Mexico mericlian, longitude 106° 52' 09" west from Greenwich, intersects the
principal base line on the Rio Grande del Norte about ten miles below the mouth of
the Puerco River, on the parallel of 34° 19' north latitude, and controls the surveys in
New Mexico, and in. the valley of the Rio Grande del Norte, in Colorado.
The Great Salt Lake mm·idian, longitude 111° 53' 47" west from Greenwich, intersects
the base line at the corner of Temple Block, in Salt Lake City, U tah, on the parallel
of 40° 46' 04" north latitude, and governs the surveys in the Territory of Utah.
The Boise meridian, longitude 116° 20' west from Greenwich, intersects the principal
base between the Snake and Boise Rivers, in latitude 43° 26' north. The initial monument, at the intersection of the bar;;e and meridian, is nineteen miles distant from
Boise City, on a course of south 29° 30' west. This meridian governs the surveys in
the Territory of Idaho.
The Mount Diablo meridian, California, coincides with longitude 121° 54' west from
Gre~nwicb, intersects the base line on the summit of the mountain from which it takes
its name, in latitude 37° 53' north, and governs the surveys of all Central and Northeastern California and the entire State of Nevada.
The San Bernm·dino meridian, Cn.lifornia, longitude 116° 56' west from Greenwich,
intersects the base line at Mount San Bernardino, latitude 34° 06; north, and governs
the surveys in Southern California lying east of the meridian and that part of the surveys situated west of it which are south of the eighth standard parallel south of the
Mount Diablo base line.
The Humboldt meridian, longitude 1240 11' west from Greenwich, intersects the principal base line on the summit of Mount Pierce, in latitude 40o 25' 30" north, and controls the surveys in the northwestern corner of California. lying west of the Coast
range of mountains and north of township 5 south of the Humboldt base.
The Willamette meridian is coincident with longitude 122° 44' west from GreenwiciJ,
its intersection with the base line is on the parallel of 45° 30' north latitude, and it
controls the public surveys in Oregon and Washington Territory.
The Montana meridian extends north and south from the initial monument established on the summit of a limestone bill, eight hundred feet high, longitude 111o 40'
54" west from Greenwich. The base line runs east and west from the monument on
the parallel of 45° 46' 27" north latitude. The surveys for the entire Territory of
Montana are governed by this meridian.
The Gila and Salt River meridi«-n intersects the base line on the south sido of the
Gila River, opposite the mouth of Salt River, in longitude 1120 15' 46" west from
Greenwich, and latitude 33° 22' 57" north, and governs the public surveys in the Territory of Arizona.
The Indian meridian intersects the base line at Fort Arbuckle, Indian Territory, in
longitude 97° 15' 56" west from Greenwich, latitude 340 31' north, n.nd go erns the surveys in that Territory.
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[For instructions as to surveys in effect,Decerober 1, 1883, see pages 575-676.]
ADl\IINISTRATION AND METHOD OF THE SURVEYS.

The public surveys are conducted under the direction of the principal clerk of surveys, controlled by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and under the immediate superintendence of sixteen surveyors-general in their respective surveying districts into which, at present, the public lands are divided.
The surveyors-general, whose offices are conveniently located in their districts and
well appointed with personal and other facilities for the business, enter into contracts
with prgfessional surveyors, whom they commission as their deputies, and who are
thoroughly acquainted with the l'!ystem and the official requirements in regard to field
operations. Surveying contracts describe the particular field-work to be executed, time
within which it is to be completed, consideration stipulated at so much per lineal mile
of surveying, including all expenses of the surveyor, his party and instruments, together with the proper returns of smvey to the office of the surveyor-general, to be
accompanied by an affidavit of the surveyor to the effect that the work was performed
by him, in his own proper person, in accordance with his contract and the manual of
surveying instructions, and in strict conformity to the laws governing the survey.
The party of the deputy surveyor g~nerally consists of two chainmen, flagman, axeman, and two moundmen, whose duties are to assist him in running, measuring, and
marking the lines, and constructing and setting corner boundaries. ·They are sworn
to perform their respective duties with fidelity before they enter on the same, and on
completing the work they make affidavits to the effect that the deputy surveyor was
assisted by them in the survey which they desmibe, and that it bas been executed in
all respects well and faithfully.
To guard the Government from any loss that might be occasioned by erroneous or
fraudulent surveys on the part of the surveyor, he is required to give bond, with approved securities, in double the amount of his contract; and when his unfaithfulness
is detected the delinquent deputy aud his bondsmen are punishable by law, and the
surveyor debarred from future employment in like capacity.
Upon the return of surveys to the surveyor-general, consisting of original field-notes
and a topographical sketch of the country surveyed, the work is examined, and if, on
applying the usual tests, it is found to be correctly executed, the surveyor-general approves the field-notes; whereupon the draughtsman protracts the same on township
plats in triplicate, and, after approving the plats, the surveyor-general files the original in his office, to be ultimately delivered to State authorities upon closing of United
States surveys in the States; the duplicate is sent to the local land office to enable
the register and receiver of public lands to dispose of the lands embraced in the sever~l
towuships, and the triplicate is transmitted to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office for the information of the Government.
· 'l'he manual of instructions for surveyors-general to regulate the field operations
of deputy surveyors, prepared by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, 1855,
was, by the second section of the act of May 30,1862, legalized. '!'his manual was pre·
pared February 22, 1855, by the principal clerk of surveys. It describes tho method
in the field and is illustrated by diagrams. Special instructions are sometimes issued.
EXECUTION OF SURVEYS.

The United States surveyor-general for the district enters into co.ntract with a
deputy surveyor, after being commissioned, for the survey of either standards, townships, or subdivisions. The contract specifies the localities where surveys a.re to be
made, duration of the time within which the work is to be returned, the price of survey per lineal mile, including all contingent expenses to be borne by the dep\}ty surveyor, who is required to execute the work in his own proper person, sub-contracting
being illega.l, and the contract must be approved by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office.
The lines of public surveys over level ground are measured with a four-pole chain,
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sixty-six feet in length, 80 chains constituting one lineal mile, but with a two-pole
chain where the features of the country are broken and hilly. The lines thus chained
are marked through timber land by chops on line-trees on each side, and in the ab·s ence of such trees those standing nearest the survey on both sides are blazed diagonally toward the line run. Trees standing at the precise spot where legal corners are
required are made available. If no such trees are there, then the corners are perpetuated by posts or stones, with inscriptions, and the positions of the same are indicated
by witness trees or mounds, the angular bear in gs and distances from the corner being
ascertained and described in the field-notes. The lines intersecting navigable streams,
the area of which are excluded from sale, require the establishment of meander cornerposts, the courses and distances· on meandered navigable streams governing the calculations from which the true contents of fractional lots are computed and expressed on
township plats. Township corner-posts, or stones common to four town ships, are set
diagonally, properly marked with six notches on each of the four angles set to the
cardinal points of the compass; and mile posts on township lines are marked with as
many notches on them as they are miles distant from the town~hip corners respectively; the four sides of the township and section posts, which are common to four
townships or sections, are marked with the corresponding number of sections. See
accompanying diagrams.
The principal meridian, base, standard and, guides having been first measured and
marked, and the corner boundaries thereon established, the process of surveying and
marking the exterior lines of townships, north and south of the base, and east and west
.of the meridian, within those standard lines, is shown on accompanying diagrams.
The public lands are first surveyed into rectangular tracts, according to the true
meridian, noting the variation of the magnetic needle. These tracts are called townIShips, each six miles square, having reference to an established principal base line on
.a true parallel of latitude, and to longitude styled principal meridian. Any series of
contiguous townships, north or south of each other, constitutes a range; the town.s hips counting from the base, either north or south, and the ranges from the principal
meridian, either east or west. Each township is subdivided into 36 sections of one
mil~ square, or 640 acres, in all, 23,040 acres.
In establishing and surveying a base-line from the initial point east and west, quarter-section, section, and township corners are established at every 40, 80, and 480 chains,
.respectively, which are for sections and townships lying north of the base, and not for
those situated south.
·
In surveying the principal meridian north and sout.h of the initial point, similar
corners are established, which are common for townships lying immediately east or
west. Standard parallel or correction lines are run east and west from the principal
meridian with similar character of corners, as on the principal base and meridian,
and constitute special bases for township lines lying north thereof, the correctioulines
being run and marked at every four townships, or 24 miles north of the base, .tnd at
every five townships, or 30 miles south of the same,
Guide meridians are surveyed at distances of every eight ranges of townships, or 48
miles east and west of the principal meridian; the guides north of the principal base
starting either from it or from standard parallels. They are closed by meridional lines
on other standard parallels immediately north, while those lying south of the principal
bases start in the first instance from the first standard parallel south, and are closed
by meridional lines on the principal base. Then the guides begin on the second standard parallel south, and close on the first standard parallel south, again starting from
the third standard parallel south, and closing on the second standard parallel south,
.and so on. The closing corners on the principal base and standard parallel are established at points of convergency of the meridians, which occasion a double set of corners
on the principal base and correction, or standard parallels, styled "standard corners"
and" closing corners." This process requires offaetting of the guide meridians to the
extent of the convergency of the meridians on each of the standard :parallel& a».d
bases.
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The principal base, principal meridian, standard parallels, and guide meridians, constitute a framework of the rectangular system of public surveys. Within these limits
any errors are avoided which otherwise would result from adhering to the surveys
made as the law directs, to the true meridian, in consequence of the convergency of
meridians and of measurement over uneven surfaces.
The surveys of the standard lines are made with instruments operating independently of themagn~tic needle, the magnetic being noted solely to show the true variation. These lines divide the sphere of field operations into parallelograms of 48 by 24
miles north of the principal base, and 48 by 30 miles south, the convergency of the
meridians in the former instance being greater than in the latter.
The parallelograms formed by meridians and parallels are in their turn subdivided
into townships, and the latter ultimately into sections with an ordinary but perfectly
adjusted compass. These parallelograms also serve to connect distant surveys from
those progressing regularly from the initial point, if first required, for the convenience
of remote settlements or other considerations.
The township lines start from the standard corners, pre-established on the principal
base and standard or correction parallels, and are surveyed to the extent required
within each parallelogram. On those lines quarter-section, section, and township corners are fixed to govern the subdivisional work of the townships into 36 sections.
The sections of one mile square are the smallest tracts, the out-boundaries of which
the law requires to be actually surveyed. Their minor subdivisions, represented in
dotted lines on the accompanying diagram, are not surveyed an.d marked in the field·
They are defined by law, and the surveyors-general, in protracting township plats from
the field-notes of sections, merely designate them in red ink, the lines being imaginary,
connecting opposite quarter-section corners in each section from south to north, and
from east to west, thereby dividing sections into four quarter-sections of 160 acres each,
and thes~, in their turn, into quarter-quarter-sections of · 40-acre tracts, by imaginary
lines, starting from the equidistant points between the section and quarter-section
corners to similar points on the opposite sides of the section.
Each section containing 640 acres, subdivided into legal subdivisions, affords forty
different descriptions, susceptible of being disposed of to purchasers, from 640-acre
tracts to 40-acre parcels.
Thls convenient mode of subdividing sections with a view to economy and to facilitate sales of small tracts, although not ;;tctually marked on the ground by metes and
bounds, yet under laws of Congress are susceptible of demarkation by any surveyor
in the different States and 'l'erritories in accordance with the field-notes of the original
survey made by United States 9fficers.
The instruments employed in the field-work by United States survAyors consist of
solar compasses, transits, and common compasses of approved construction; four-pole
chains and two-pole chains, of 100 and 50 links, respectively, each link of the chain
being equal to 7.92 inches. The surveyors' chains are compared with standard chains
and standaru yard measures furnished surveyors~general by the government. The
measurement of the lines of public surveys is horizontal, requiring shortening of the
chain over abrupt and undulating surface; the navigable lakes and water-courses are
segregated from the land, the same being declared by law public highways and not
subject to sale.
SPECIAL SURVEYS MADE ON PRIVATE APPLICATION,

Under sections 2401 to 2403, Revised Statutes United States, settlers in any township
on the public domain, not mineral or reserved and unsurveyed, can make application
to a surveyor-general for a survey of the same-which is done in the manner above
set out-accompamed by a certificate of deposit from a United States depositary, covering the amount estimated as necessary to pay for the same. The lands are then
surveyed and duly returned. The triplicate certificate of deposit retained by the settlers is received at the variou{:! district land offices in payment for land'3 under th&.
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pre-emption and homestead laws. (See circular of March 5, 1880, General Land
Office.)
This system is in fact a temporary loan of money by individuals to the United Statee
to pay for surveys, which the United States repays to the lenders by receiving for
lands the evidences of deposit, which are assignable at their full value.
This law gives ample and frequent opportunities for gross and serious abuses. (See
annual reports of Commissioner of General Land Office for area and amonnt of these
special surveys.)
SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS OF SURVEYS.

[See page 1238.]

It is to be supposed that surveyors-general, acting in accordance with instructions,
exercise due care in the selection of deputies with whom they contract for the execution of surveys. The returns of the surveys are examined by them and forwarded to
the General Land Office for final examination, approval, or rejection. The deputy surveyors are provided with the general instructions authorized by law, embraced in the
volume well known as "The Manual," and special instructions adapted to the locality
or peculiar circumstances which may attend the operations they propose to execute.
When necessary, special instructions are .accompanied by diagrams, illustrating the
determinations of principal lines of public surveys with all the accuracy attainable
upon the uneven surface of a spheroidal body like the earth, where computations based
upon a given elevation abqve sea-level cannot apply with accuracy to all points of an
ever-changing surface upon the same degree of latitude. In all cases the instructions
set forth in detail the manner in which legal corners should. be established, marked,.
and witnessed for subsequent identification.
Notwithstanding these precautions, it is often found necessary, in response to charges
or complaints' filed by residents, to institute special exami~ations, testing the fidelity
of adherence by sworn deputies to the letter of their obligations.
For these examinations, se('l annual reports of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.
·
WHAT LANDS ARE SURVEYED.

Under date August 23, 1876, instructions, modified in accordance with the requirements of the act of appropriation, were issued by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office to the several surveyors-general, substantially as follows:
By an act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the government for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, and for other purposes, approved July 31, 1876,
there was appropriated :
1st. "For survey of the public lands and private land claims, three hundred thousand dollars: Provided, That the sum hereby appropriated shall be expended in such
surveys as the public interest may require, under the direction of the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and at
such rates as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe, not exceeding the rate herein
authorized: P1·ovided, That no lands shall be surveyed under this appropriation except" First. Those adapted to agriculture without artificial irrigation.
"Second. Irrigable lands, or such as can be redeemed, and for which there is sufficient accessible water for the reclamation and cultivation of the same, not otherwise
utilized or claimed.
"Third. Timber lands bearing timber of commercial value.
"Fourth. Coal lands containing coal of commercial value.
" Fifth. Exterior boundary of town sites.
" Sixth. Private land claims.
"The cost of such surveys shall not exceed ten dollars per mile for standard lin est
and the starting-point for said surveys may be established by triangulation; seven
dollars for township and six dollars for section lines, except that tne Commissioner of
the General Land Office may allow for the survey of standard lines in heavily timbered
land a sum not exceeding thirteen dollars per mile." "And provided further, That before
any land granted to any railroad company by the United States shall be conveyed to
euch .compan;r, or any person entitled thereto under any of the acts incorporating or
relatrng to sa1d company, unless such company is exempted by law from the payment
o:f such cost, there shall first be paid into the Treasury of the United States the cost
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Qf surveying, collecting; and conveying the same by the said company or persons in
interest."
In conformity to law the Secretary of the Interior, under date of the 22d instant
( Au~ust, 1876), out of said appropriation of $300,000, apportioned the sum of $13,500
for the surveys in your surveying district at the rates prescribed by law, which must
not be exceeded in letting contracts for the field-work, specifically authorized under the
'Six heads hereinbefore emtmerated, and you are hereby directed not to expend any portion
of the apportionment in the sarvey of any other ctuality of lands than such as are
prescribed.
This system still continues.
CLASSIFICATION OR DEFINITION.*

Under existing laws, the deputy surveyors note the character of the lands in their fieldnotes, as agricultural, timber, mineral, &c., and the natural and artificial objects. These
are entered upon the township plats in detail, showing the topography of the surveyed
township. This description is subject to correction or amendment by proof, in the
manner indicated by the "Instructions from the General Land Office;" also," Instructions in cases of contest and charges of fraud." See accompanying map for illustration
of classification by a deputy surveyor, being copy of a township plat on file in the
district land office at· Salt Lake City, Utah, and from which the lands are sold by the
district officers.
I

GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS UNDER GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

The lead, copper, and other mineral lands in Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
and Missouri were first the subject of a geological survey under the General Land
Office, and after this were surveyed under the rectangular or usual system, and sold
in legal sub-divisions, the soil carrying with it the mineral.
The following table shows the geological surveys of the public domain under the
General Land Office :
Geological surveys of public domain under the General Land Office.
·'

Names of geolo·
gists.

State and Territory.
S outhern Peninsula of Michi·
gan.
Chippewa land district., Wis'·
cousin and Iowa.
Lake Superior land district,
Michgan.
Do.
:Oregon and Washington .... .
Nebraska, Wyoming, and
Colorado.
Wyoming and Colorado.

States
Acts of Congress. United
s'tatutes.

Date of instructions.

Douglas Houghton. June 17, 1844

Vol. 5, p. 691.. June 25, 1E44.

David Dale Owen. March 3,1847

Vol. 9, p. 165 .. April16, 1847.

Charles T.Jackson. March 1, 1847

Vol. 9, p. 146 .. April16, 1847.

Whitney &Foster.
John Evans .....
Ferd. V.Hayden ..

Vol. 9, p. 146 ..
Vol. 10, p. ()50 {
Vol.l4, p. 470 ..

f

March
March
March
March

. ... do .............. July

1, 1847
3, 1853}
3, 1855
2, 1867
20, 1868

May 16, 1849.
April14, 1853.
March 20, 1855.
.April 29, 1867.

Vol.15, p.119 .. July 28, 1868.

The geological survey of the Territories of the Uniteq States by F. V. Hayden was
continued under authority of act of Congress approved March 3, 1869 (15 Stats., p. 306), ·
under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior exclusively, and discontinued ou
the 30th day of June, 1879. (See 20 Stats., p. 394.)
METHOD OF SURVEYING MINERAL CLAIMS.

Under the provisions of the mining net of July 26, 1866, the surveyors~general of the
~everal districts divided their jurisdictions into mineral surveying districts, by group-

* Section 2409, Revised Statutes, authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to introduce the geodetic
method of surveys of public lands in Oregon and California, if he deems it advisable, and section 2410
provides for a departure from the rectangular method of survey in California, if he deems proper. He
may also vary the lines of survey from a rectangular form-to suit the circumstances of the countryin Nevada.
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ing count~es or parts of counties, and gave each district a numerical designation from
·one upward. De:Ruty mineral surveyors were appointed for ea(;h of these districts by
the surveyors-general. Lode claims were limited in length to not exceeding 200 feet for
·each individual, with one additional claim for discovery; no location by an association
-of individuals to exceed 3,000 feet. The width of locations was regulated by the local
rules of miners in each district.
The method of application for survey and return of survey of a mining claim, in
·c ompliance with the act above stated, can be found in the act and in the instructions
from the General Land Office on this subject, of date January 14, 1867. This system
·of establishing mineral surveying districts for wineral surveys was discontinued by
the act of May 10, 1872.
The act of May 10, 1l:l72, was to cure the defects in the act of July 26, 1866, and to
<lomplete a system of survey and disposition of mineral lands, containing gold, silver,
o<Jinnabar, and other valuable minerals.
Under this act the surveyors-general appoint a sufficient number of surveyors of
mineral claims, called deputy mineral surveyors. The maximum rates of charges for
:such surveys may be fixed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. (SeeR .
.S., sec. 2334.)
Claimants pay all expenses of survey, and make deposits for platting and other
.expenses up to the issuing of patents. The statute provides the method of posting
and other incidents pert;tining to the procedure for obtaining patent. Mineral districts can be formed from the public domain, whether surveyed or not. (See chapter
on'' Mines on the Public Domain.")
CLASSIFICATION OF MINERAL LAND.

The method of classification of mineral lands on the public domain, when the lines
of the public surveys are being extended over them, is as follows:
At the time of survey·in the field the deputy surveyor notes on his :field-notes
{which remain permanently in the surveyor-general's office, a copy being sent to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office) the character of the country, both from
Qbservation and information from persons, if any there be, having knowledge of the
same. This makes up the general topography. He describes the country by sections
<me mile square. When the deputy makes up his plats he enters upon them the topography noted in his field-notes and returns the same to the surveyor-general, who prepares three copies thereof. One of the township plats, with a copy of the :field-notes,
is sent to the General Land Office, to be used in checking all entries or changes of
-entries made in the district land office. If the land .surveyed is returned as mineral,
the Commissioner at once issues notice to the land office of the district in which the
lands lie of the withdrawal of the same from agricult.ural or entry other than as
mineral. Claimants of 'mining claims may make appl·ication for survey to the surveyor-general, as provided by law, and the surveys of their claims will be made by a
mineral deputy, with or without reference to the lines of the rectangular system.
Still they can and may be used for points of determination and reference. Proof is
admissible, upon contest in the district land offices between claimants, as to its mineral or non-mineral character. The register and recei \'er render an opinion on the case,
which is forwarded to and approved or disapproved by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and after his action is subject to appeal to the Secretary of the I:n'tell'ior. In case the rectangular surveys are not extended over t")le lands containing min.eral, the claimant, whether a mining district has been formed by the miners or not,
.applies to the surveyor-general, who orders a survey by a deputy mineral surveyor,
a nd the law is followed. Mining claims are surveyed whether public land surveys
ihave been made or not. The survey of a mining clairp,-lode, vein, or placer-has no
refer_ence necessarily to any other surveys or system of surveys. (Sections 2330, 23:11,
R. S.; see accompanying maps.)
Placer claims, not exceeding lGO acres, located in conformity with law, may be surveyed independent of the land-parceling su,rveys; but when they are within the limits
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of surveyed lands and conform to legal ·subdivisions, no further survey is necessary.
All placer claims after May 10, 1872, must conform as nearly as possible to the landparceling or rectangular system of surveys. Ten-acre claims are recognized; forty.
acre lots being subdivided into ten-acre lots.
THE BENEFITS OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF LAND PARCELING.

The rectangular system came in at the birth of the public domain. It started prior
to the opening of the lands for sale in the territory northwest of the river Ohio, in th&
survey of the first seven ranges of townships therein adjoining Pennsylvania. It afterward covered the territory south of the river Ohio, and thence was applied to the old
Natchez settlement, in the present State of Mississippi. It now extends over portions,
if not all, of every land State and Territory in the Union. It has been in operation
for about ninety years, and has been a faithful friend to the settlers on the public
domain.
In the extensive sphere over which the surveys have progressed from Florida, on
the Atlantic, and westward to the Pacific, including all the public land States and
Territories of the Union, with t.he exception of Alaska., formerly Russian America, tb(}
system has worked satisfactorily, furnishing facilities for the aquisition of public lands
in any region of the country, and rnet,hods for the restoration of landmarks which may
be lost or destroyed by time or accident. Adequate means exist in the surrounding
landmarks of the adjacent public surveys, whereby missing metes and (bounds can b(}
restored iu accordance with the original :field-notes thereof, and the designations placed
on township plats. Its recommendations to, the public lie in its economy, simplicity,
and brevity of description in deeding the premises by patent and for future conveyancing, and in the convenience of reference from the most minute legal subdivision to
the corners and lines of sections, and of townships of given principal base and me-.
ridians. Its greatest convenience is its extreme simplicity of description. Any person,
by its monuments and markings, can readily :find the. tract sought for. It was ?rig·
inated for land-parceling for sale, and it has answered the purpose. The system now
extends over the whole surface of the States of Ohio, . Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
Arkansa», Mississippi, Alabama, Missouri, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, and portions of the
States of Florida, Louisiana, Nevada, Minnesota, Nebraska, California, Oregon, and
Colorado; also in the Territories of Washington, Utah, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming,
Arizona, New Mexico, and Dakota, and the Indian Territory.
AREA OF SURVEYED LANDS.

To .TUNE 30, 1880.
[See pages 574-1241.)

The total area surveyed under this system is 752,557,195 acres in the various land
States and Territories, as js shown by the following tabular statement:
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Tabular statement showing the number of acres of publio lands surveyed in the following land
States and Territm·ies up to June 30, 1879, during the present fisoal year, and the total of
·the publio lands surveyed up to June 30, 1880; ttlso, the total area of the publio domain 1'0maining unsurveyed within the same.
Area of public lands
in States and Territories.

Number of acres of public lands surveyed.

Land States and
Territories.

Wisconsin.......
34,511,360
53,924 34,511,360 . ........................ 34,511,360 ........... ..
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35, 228, 800
55, 045 35, 228, 800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 35, 228, 800 .• -- -- - .•...•
Minnesota... . . . .
53, 459, 840
83, 531 39, 536, 940 116, 224. 14
296, 253. 46 39, 949, 417
13, 510, 423
Kansas. .. .. .. .. . .
51, 770, 240
80, 891 51, 770, 240 .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .51, 'i70, 240 .. ---- .......
Nebraska .. . . .. . .
48, 636, 800
75, 995 40, 715, 571 159, 842. 68
709, 179. 3::1 41, 584, 593
7, 052, 207
California........ 100, 992, 640 · 157, 801 47, 979, 543 576, 875. 65 3, 792, 630. 10 52, 349, 048
48, 643, 592
Nevada . .. .. .. . . .
71, 737, 600 112, 090 12, 372, 308 .. .. .. .. .. ..
928, 694. 07 13, 301, 002
58, 436, 598
Oregon...........
60,975,360
95,274 21, 913,612 101, 1A6. B5 1, 052,221. 85 23, 067,020
37,908,340
Washington.......
44, 796,160
69,994 14,736,403 375, 176. 67
847,595. 29 15, 959, 175
28,·836, 985
Colorado . . . . . . . . .
66, 880, 000 104, 500 23, 354, 523
92, 196. 10 2, 775, 601. A1 26 222 321
40, 057, 679
Utah.............
54, 064, 640
84, 4 76 9, 341, 375 .. .. .. .. .. ..
440, 5E<5. 79 9: 781: 960
44, 282, 680
.Arizona..........
72, 906, 240 113, 916 5, 499, 353 . • .. .. .. .. ..
308, 521. 21 5, 807, 874
67, 098, 366
New Mexico......
77, 568, 640 121, 201 8, 843, 890
75, 603. ~7 1, 624, 156. 41 10, 543, 650
67, 024, 990
Dakota. . .. .. . . .. .
96, 596, 480 150, 932 22, 626, 770 *416, 798. 84 t2, 130, 808. 59 25, 174, 377
71, 422, 103
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . .
55, 228, 160
86, 294 6, 933, 429 329, 726. Qlj
225, 637. 24 7, 488. 792
47, 73q, 368
Montana.........
92, 016, f>40 143, 776 11, 062,551 .. .. .. .. .. ..
302, 413. 55 11, 364, 964
80, 651, 676
Wyoming........
&.2, 645, 120
97, 893 9, 079, 18ti . . . . . . . . . . . .
184, 449. 68 9, 263, 6:i5
53,-381, 485
Missouri........
41,836,931
65,370 41,836,931 ........... : ...... ....... 41,836,931 ... ........ ..
Alabama........ .
32, 462, 115
50, 722 32, 462, 115 .. • .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. 32, 462, 115 ............ .
Mississippi. . .. . ..
30, 179, 840
47, 156 30, 179, 840 . . • .. . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. .. 30, 179, 840 ........... ..
Louisiana . . . . . . . .
26, 46f, 440
41, 346 25, 232, 044 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80, 504.58 25. 312, !148
1, 148,892
Arkansas . .. . . . ..
33, 410, 063
52 202 33, 410, 063 .. - ... ..... . .. . .. . . .. .. . 33, 410, 063 ........... ..
Florida.. . . . . .. . ..
37, 931, 520
59, 268 30, 151, 946
23, 081. 51 . .. • .. • . .. • .. 30, 175, 027
7, 75fi, 493
Ohio ... ; . . . . . . . . .
25, 576, 960
39, 964 25, 576, 960 . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • . • • • . • . 25, 576, 960 .• ·- ....•••..
Indi~a .... ......
21,637,760
33,809 21,637,760 ......................... 21,637,760 . ........... .
Michigan . . . . . . . .
36, 1~8. 640
56, 451 :'l6, 128, 640 . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36, 128, 640 .•.••......••
Illinois..........
35,465,093
55,414 35,465,093 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 35,465,093 ...... .. ... ..
Indian Territory.
44, 154, 240
f>8, 991 27, 003, 990 . . . • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 27, 003, 990
17, 150, 250
.Alaska . . . . . . . . . . 369, 529, 600 577, 390 . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 369, 529, 600
Public land strip . __6_,:12, 000 ___!0, 800 ~=
6, 912,000.

.: .: .: .: . :. :. :. :. .... ... . ... . . . . .

1

Total. ...... 1, 814, 78A, 922 2, 835, 606J734, 591,236 2,266,712.4915,699,252. 96 752, 557, 195 1. 069, 143, 72.7
1

1

*208,299.30 acres are embraced in Red Cloud ~nd Spotted Tail Indian reservations.
f67,063.90 acres are embraced in Red Cloud and Spotted Tail Indian reservations.
COSTS OF SURVEYING UNDER RECTANGULAR SYSTEM.

The price per mile for surveying has varied with the several acts. Under the ordinance of May 20, 1785, the surveyor was allowed at the rate of $2 per mile for every mile ·
in length he t~hould run, including the wages of chain carriers, markers, and every other
expense attending the same.
Under the powers to the Board of Treasury to sell western territory, July 23,1787,
the Ohio Company were to survey the lands of their purchase into townships and other
subdivisions, as provided in the survey ordinance above set out, at their own expense,
and return the plat to the Board of Treasury. Under the ordinance of July 9, 1788,
supplemental to the one of May 20, 1785, the surveyors to be appointed by the geographer to lay off lands and locate warrants thereon were to receive for their compensation an allowance to be fixed by the governor and judges of the western territory.
Under the act of 1796, May 18, the President of the United States was to fix the compensation of the assistant surveyors, chain carriers, and axe men, provided the whole
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expense should not exceed $3 per mile. This price was continued in the act of Mayt
10, 1800.
The price has varied, owing to topographical features, as in wooded or swamp ~ountry,
for which from $3 to $20 have been paid in Missouri and other land States. The sev.
eral acts of Congress up to 1860 will give the prices paid per mile.
_TABLES SHOWING COST OF SURVEYS FROM

1860

1881.

TO

· The following table will give the variations in prices of su'rveys from 1860 to 1881:
Statement of mtes paid pm· linear mile, from 1860 to 1881, ·inclusive.
1860.

-d

States and Territories.

1861.

\·9-

..0

.9-

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

1862.

1864.

1863.

. :; .9-, . :; .e-

a ~~ -·~~

. :;

U:l66.

1865.

-~

-d

.s-

-d

.9-

..0

,g.

~ -~ .,

1::1

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .g l ~

'0 . ~ .::; '0

r:l -~

rn

E-1 o:n rn E-1 rn rn 8 o:n rn E.; rn rn 8 o:n rn E.;

~

srn2 rn~

E.;

';:I

1867.

~ -~ '0

'0

1

~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~

~ -~ '0

r:l .::; '0

s~ ~

~

- - - - - - i - 1 - ________ - - - - - - -

~

g ~ ~ r:n~ r:n~ E-lm
~:g

---~----r

Arizona . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . _ .. $15 12 10$15 12 10$1512 10$15112 10$1512,10
California .................. _....... $16 12 12 $16 12 12 $16 12 12 16 12 12 16 12 12 16 12 12 15~ 1~ 10 151210
Colorado..... ....... .... ........... . . .. .. _.. . . .. 10 8 7 10 8 7 10 8 7 10 E 7 10 8 7 10 817

~io~~j~·.:::::::::::::::::::::,:::::: 1~ ~ ~ -~0 -~ -~ -~~ -~ -~ -~~ -~ -~ -~~ -~ -~ -~~ -~ -~ -~~ _: -~i -~0 .: -~

Idaho ....... ................................ __ ....... __ ..... __ ..... __ 151210 151210 1512 10

ii~~~~~~t~:::::::::::::::::~::::::: 1g ~ ~ -io ·6 ·5 -io ·6 ·5 ·io ·o ·5 ·io ·9 ·6 ·io -, ·~; ·io~ -7 ·u ·io ·7 ·6

Montana .................................... . ......... .... . ............ . . . __ .... 1510 ~
N ebraska ......................... 10 6 5 10 6 5 10 6 5 10 6 ;.. 10 6 5 10 6 5 10 6 5 10 61 5
Nevada ........................ .... ............. 201:112151212 . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 12 10 1512l10
New Mexico ....................... 10 8 7 10 8 7 10 8 7 10 8 7 10 8 7 10 l: 7 10 8 7 10 8 7
Oregon ......... . ,...... . . . . . . .. .. . . 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 8 ll 8 8 G 15112 10 1512 10
Utah...... . .. .. . .... .. . . . . . . ... ... 20 1212 20 11! 12 20 12 12 20 12 12 .......................... ..
Washington ....................... 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 8 6 151210 151210 15l1210
1

1

1868.

States and Territories.

1871.

1872.

.-d .§<
.-d _g.
.-d
-d
~.;]~~~~~-;J.i~~.i

.e.

._~~.i
; .9'0

~

-~

.-d
~

"'

';:I

rn

E.;

rn

1870.

1869.

.e.

>:1
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';:I

~

.:;
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~ ~~ ~ ~~ j

~

~

.s

g

'0

~

:3

~

5 g

rnE-lrnrnt-1rn rn E-lm rn E.; rn

~ ~

1

1

1874.

1873.

.9~

.i

:3

~

g

g rn~ E-1~

,g.

I·

.-d
~~§
'0

~

rn rn

~ '$

0

E-1

lgr:n

$151210$15~~ $15~~~~~-;;~ ~~ ~~ ~~

Arizona .................... ..
$15
$15
·
I 5 15 12 I 0
15'12110
15 14 12 ~
102
C al 1' f orma..
..... ............ 15 1210 151210 15 1210 PBI1512
l8 16114 5 15
I
18115 12
1
Col~rado ..................... 151~HO 151210 1512 10 1512,10 1512110 15 12110 1~ 1~·-J
Dakota .. ..................... 10 7 6 10 7 6 10 71 6 101 7 6
10 7 6
10
7 6
1...
9 8
Florida.............. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. _ __ .. 10 7 6
10 7 6
10
7 6
10
7 6
Idaho ........................ ·151210 15 1210 15 1210 1512 10
15l12l10
15 12110
15 12 10
Louisiana ............................. . .......... ,.. 25 121 8 .... 10 8
10 8
10 8
Minnesota... ...... ....... .... 10 7 6 10 7 . 6 10 7 6 15112 10
1512 10
14 12 1 10
14 11! 10
Montana ........................... 151210 151210 15·1210
15!11210
15 1210
15 1210
Nebraska . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. 10 6 5 10 7 6 10 71 Cl 1017/ 6
10 6 1 5
12
6
12
0 8
Nevada ............ _.._....... 151210 151210 15 12110 15 12 10 { ~~~~~ 1~ { 15 ~:~ ~~ ~ 15 ~: ~~
New Mexico ................. 10 8 7 10 8 7 1512110 .......... 151210
15 5( 16 ·165 15 5
(16,16
1

!l:

121

Oregon....................... 151210 15 1210 (51185 15 110
12
Ut ah ....... . ........... ·--··· ... · · -- 151210 15 1210

~ay~~g_n__·.--.·.·.·. ·.·.·. ·.•.•.·.•.._._ ._ ._

15 12 10 151210
. .. .. .. . • . • . ..

15 12,'10
15 12 10

~ ~~~ ~~ ~~

15 112 110
18115 112 5
10
15112110 515121
P!:l,15112
15 12 10
151210
15 12 ,10
15,12,10

I

5

15

1nl10

15

12110

15
18
15
15

14,12
1614
12110
12110

1i
18
15
15

1412
16'14
12!10
12110

N
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Statement of mtes paid per linear 1nile, g.o.-( Continued.)
1875.

1879.

1878.

1877.

1876.

1880.

1881.
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HIGHEST PRICES FOR SURVEYS AT VARIOUS PERIODS.

The highest prices for surveying were as follows:
For State and Territorial boundary surveys, astronomically determined, $75 per linear
mile. For surveys of out-boundaries of Indian reservations, $25 per lineal mile. For
surveys of public lands, for principal bases and meridians, standard parallels, $20 per
linear mile, and for township Jines $18, and section lines $12.
·
The surveying rates prescribed by law for the survey of the public land has ranged
from $3 to $20 per linear mile at various times.
APPROPRIATIONS FOR SURVEYS.

It was the custom prior to July 31, 1876, for Congress to make appropriations annu-

ally for each surveying district by separate item.
· July 31, 1876 (19 Stats., p. 120), Congress changed the method of approijl.'iation by
giving a gross sum for annual snrveys, without specifying surveying districts, States1
or Territories; which system now exists. The Secretary of the Interior, under this
law, annually apportions the same to the several surveying districts as in his judgment
is deemed best.
PRESENT COST 01!' SURVEYING A TOWNSHIP.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

It now costs to survey the exterior and subdivision lines of a township of land the

following sums :
A township of, land contains 12 miles of exterior and about 60 miles of section lines.
The prices allowed by existing law are $12 for standard and meridian lines, $10 for exterior township lines, and $8 for section lines, per mile, except where the lands are
heavily timbered, mountainous, or covered with dense undergrowth, when $16 per
mile are allowed for standard, $14 for township, and $10 for section lines.
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The cost of survey of the lines of one township at the ordinary rates is $600, and at
the augmented rates is $768, not including anything for meander lines, or for the
standard and meridian lines run in reaching and controlling the township surveys.
At the ordinary rates it costs for the field-work alone about 2t cents, and at the augmented rates about 3l cents, per acre. Add one cent to each of the above sums for the
cost of disposing of the land, including expenses of the General Land Office, and it gives
3t cents as the cost of survey and sale of ordinary lands, and 4l cents as cost of survey and sale of timbered and mountainous lands, per acre.
COMPARATIVE PROGRESS OF SURVEYS

DURI~G

SIX YEARS LAST PAST.

The following table exhibits the comparative progress of the surveys and disposal
of public lands during the period of six years b eginning with the 1st day of July, 1874,
and ending on the 30th June, 1880. It also shows the cost of the surveys in the field,
including compensation to surveyors-general, their clerks and draughtsmen, and the
incidental expenses of' their 'offices, together with the number of tbe surveying and
land districts.
Progress of surveys and disposal of public lands during a period of six years,

,Jc.

Number of acresFi8cal year ending Jul\e 30.

Sumyod. [ Di•P'"'d of.
1875 ............................. -. : •. --. - .... .
1876 ........................ -·-·--· ..•. , .•...•.
1877 .................... ---- --- ....... --. -.... .
1878 .......................................... .
1879 .......................................... .
1880 ....................................... --- ·

17
17
17
16
16
16

97
97
99
98
93
97

$1, 030, 180 24
1, ~69, 321
550,054
523,786
525,707
673,763

94
03
76
00
69

26, 077, 351
20, 271, 506
10, 847, 082
8, 041,012
8, 455, 781
1~. 632, 189

7, 070, 2il
6, 524, 326
4, 849, 767
8, 686,178
9, 333, 383
9, 152, 356

29
26
70
88
29
62

COST OF SURVEYS AND DISPOSITION FROM 1785 TO 1880.

The cost of the surveys of the public land and private land claims from the beginning of the system to June 30, 1880, including maintenance of offices of surveyorsgeneral, is estimated at $24,468,691, covering the survey of 752,557,195 acres, or at the
rate of 31 cents per acre. T~e cost of disposition has been $22,094,611.07, or 2.9 cent.
per acre, a total cost of 6.2 cents per acre for survey and sale.

•

RE-ESTABLISHING THE LINES OF PUBLIC SURVEYS •

[See page 669.]

The original corners, when they can be found, must stand und~r the statute as the
true corners they were intended to represent, even though not exactly where strict professional care might have placed them in the first instance. Missing corners must be
re-established in the identical localities they originally occupied. When the spot cannot be determined by the existing landmarks in the field, resort must be had to. the
field-notes of the original snrvey. The law provides that the length of the lines, as
stated in the original field-notes, shall be considered as the true lengi:Jls, and the distances between corners set down in those notes constitute proper data from which
to determine the true locality of a missing corner; hence the rule that all such should
be restored at distances proportionate to the original measurements between existing
original landmarks.
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LAWS AND RULES GOVERNING THE SUBDIVISION OF SECTIONS OF PUBLIC LANDS.

Information is frequently called for in reference to the rules prevailing in the surveys and subdivi.~ions. The acts of Congress approved May 10, 1800, section 3 (2 Stats.,
p. 73), and l!'ebruary 11, 1805 (2 Stats., pp. 313, 314), regulate the mode of proceeding.
Although the statute of 1805 does not require actual running and marking the interior lines of a section by the Government surveyors, it prescribes certain principles
upon which the division lines may be ascertained and the lands sold by legal su-.dj.
visions, as laid down on township plats by surveyors-general.
The subdivision of a quarter-section, provided for by section 1, act of Congress
approved April24, 1820 (3 Stats., p. 566), is as follows~
And in every case of the division of a quarter-section, the line for the division
thereof shall run north and south, and corners and contents of half-quarter-sections
which may thereafter be sold shall be ascertained in the manner and on the principles
directed and prescribed by the second section of an act entMiled "Au act concerning
the mode of surveying the public lands of the United Stated," passed on the eleventh
day of February, eighteen hundred and five; and fractional sections containing •ne
hundred and sixty acres or upwards shall in like manner, as nearly as practicable,
be subdivided into half-quarter-sections, under such rules and regulations as may be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.
In pursuance of the foregoing act of Congress, the Secretary of the T-reasury, then
having jurisdiction, directed the subdivision of fractional sections into half-quar~rs
by north and south or east and west lines, so as to preserve the most compact and convenient forms, together with the quantity contained in each subdivision.
The act of Congress approved April 5 1832 (4 Stats., p. i03), provides for the Rubdivision of a half-quarter-sections thus:
And in every case of a division of a half-quarter-section, the line for the division
thereof shall run east and west, and the corners and contents of quarter-quarter-sections which may thereafter be sold shall be ascertained as nearly as may be in the
manner and on the principles directed a.llld prescribed by the second section of an act
entitled ''An act concerning the mode of surveying the public lands of the United
States," passed on the eleventh day of February, eighteen hundred and five, and fractional sections containing ft\wer or more than one hundred and sixty acres shall in like
manner, as ne~rly as may be practicable, be subdivided into quarter-quar,t er-sections,
un<ler such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.
In accordance with these legal provisions, the Secretary of the Tre~sury, in 1834,
directed the subdivision of sections into quarter-quarter-sections as follows:
In all cases where the quantity of the fractional section, or the portion thereof remaining unsold anu liable to be subdivided under the act of the 5th April1832, admits
of the sale of one or more quarter-sections, you wm subdivide such quarter-sections
into quarter-quarter-sections, and they will be described by the registers as quarterquarter-sections~

Fractional sections containing less than 160 acres, after the subdivision into as many
quarter-quarter-sections as it is susceptible of, may be subdivided into lots, each containing the quantity of a quarter-quarter, by so laying down the line of subdivision
that they shall be 20 chains wide; the distances are to be marked on the plat of subdivision, which must show the areas of the quarter-quarters and residuary fractions.
The aforesaid legal provisions govern the methods employed for the survey and calculation of areas of the fractional sections on the north and west of townships, such
surveys representing the ~roper boundaries, contents, and subdivisions of the several
sections, half-sections, quarter-sections, half-quarter sections, quarter-quarter-sections,
and fractions designated by special numbers.
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SURVEYS OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.
CLOSING UP THE SURVEYS IN A SURVEYING DISTRICT.

A surveying district, in charge of a surveyor-general, is closed upon recommendation
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, by special act of C~ngress when the
public domain therein is all surveyed, when the archives, plats, field-notes, &c., are
transferred to the authorities of the State in which the lands lie, and are kept at the
capital thereof, always subject, however, to the inspection of the United States.
The United States, under its system of surveys of public lands, has given to the land
States in which it has closed its surveys and disposed of its lands, and will give to the
States and Territories in which it is now closing surveys, a record of the same,
which for clearness and fidelity is unparalleled in the history of land surveys and
tenures. It is a complete transcript of the definition of metes and bounds of the surface of t.he States over which it is laid. It prevents litigation, makes holdings·certain, and the original derivation of title will never be obscured by musty vellum and
uncertain records.

SURVEYING DISTRICTS AND OFFCES OF SURVEYORS- GENERAL.

Statement showing dates of organizat·ion of the several sun;eying d·ist1·icts since the beginning of th e service, dates of closing the offices of surveyors-gene1·al in
States where the B1trveys have been completed, and dates when the oTiginal survey!ng archives w&e delivered to the State ·authorities.
Act creating

Name of district.

I office of sur- Statutes at I

Alabama .............. ,Apr. 20, 1818

VoL

3

Pag•IB<<.
466
1

Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Feb. 24, 1863 12

664

4

531

3,1851 9
28, 1861 12
2,1861 12
8,1822 3
29, 1866 14

617
112
239
718

3

325

June 15,1832
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
May
June

Illinois and Missouri ... Apr. 29, lt<16

Iowa and Wisconsin ... June 12, 1838 5
Kansas and Nebraska .. July 22, 18::4 10
Louisiana .••...........
Minnesota . ...•........
Mississippi ............
Montana ...•...•.......

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

3,1831 4
3,1857 11
3,1817 3
2,1867 14

r·····

11
1 17 ...••.

Utah .••..••......•.••. "Feb. 21,1855 10

61i

2

Washington . .•••.. ·.... July 17,1854 10
Wyoming .•.........•.. Feb• . 5,1870 16

229,10
305
64

d

t:tl

;3
~

[/).

0

~

By act of July 28, 1866, the surveying district of Nebraska
and Iowa was created.

~

d
00
~

308
464

w.

I-(

New Mexico ...•..•••.. July 22, 1854 10

496

Originally part of district south of Tennessee, subsequently
part of district of northern part of Mississippi Territory.
Attached to New Mexico by act of July 2, 1R64. Attachecl to
California district by act of March 2, 1867. Made separate
district, act July 11,.1870.
.Archives ~elivered to state auditor by the regi&ter of land
office at Little Rock during the war.
See r emarks for Arizona anil N evada.
See r emarks for Utah, Idaho, and Nevada.
See remarks for Montana.

~

344
209 I 17

9

1850 .••

tr.j

492
212
375
542

1

Remarks.

"%j

243
309 l1o

Oregon ..••........•••. Sept. 27, 1850

I

By the act of July 2, 1864, Idaho was attached to the Colorado
surveying district.

77

Northwest of Ohio ..... May 18,1796

Archives delivered to State
authorities.

,-----------------------------------------------1850 .....•......••••....

21 ..•...•.••............. . ...• .

Nebraska and Iowa .... July 28, 1866 14
Nevada ................ Mar. 2,1861 12

South of Tennessee .... Mar. 3,1803

. Otfice closed.

Large.

vey-or- general.

7

Originally part of district south of Tennessee.
By act of July 2, 1864, Montana was attached to Dakota surveying district. No surveys made until1867.
See Kansas and Nebraska.
By act :March 14, 1862, Nevada attached to California. Act
July 2, 1864, Nevada attached to Colorado. Act July 4, 1866,
Nevada separate district.
See remarks for Arizona.
This district embraced (Jhio, Indiana, illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and part of Minnesota. See Illinois and Missouri,
also Iowa and Wisconsin.
This district embraced Washingt{)n Territory. which was
made a separate district by act of July 17,1854.
Attached to Colorado by act of March 14, 1862. Made separate district by act of July 16, 1868.
·
Act of March 2, 1805, extended powers of surveyor south of
Tennessee to Territory of Orleans. See Ala. and Miss.
. sissippi.
See Oregon.
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CHAPTER VIII.
TO .JUNE 30 AND DECEMBER 1, 1883.

[See Page 676.]

· METHOD OF SALE, PRICE, AND DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN, FROM 1784 TO 1880.
·
To .JuNE ao, 1880.
The following several chapters (VIII to XXI inclusive) give details n.s to practical
results under the various laws or systems for the sale or disposition of the public domain, heretofore passed, and either obsolete by execution, limitatioD, or repeal, or still
in full force and effect.

- EARLY CONGRESSIONAL ACTION.

Soon n.fter the cessions to the United States of western lands, or claims to them, by
the States of New York and Virginia, Congress began to consider the subject of their
disposition. The territory northwest of the river Ohio contained some grants made by
French and English authority, but the State of Virginia had never opened a land office
for the sale of lands in the region north of the river Ohio, the act of her legislature of
1779 forbidding location or pre-emption there. The resolutions for its government were
passed in April, 1784, followed by the ordinance of 1787. October 30, 1779, Congress
passed a resolution requesting States having claims to the western territory not to
open land offices, and to forbear selling or issuing warrants for unappropriated lands,
or granting them during the continuance of the (Revolutionary) war. By their resolution of October 10, 1780, it was ordered that lands ceded to the United States should
be disposed of for the common benefit of the United States, and-" shall be granted or
settled at such time and under such regulations as shall hereafter be agreed on by the
United States in Congress assembled, or any nine or more of them."
On April 29, 1784, Congress, by resolution, called the attention of the States still
holding western lands to the fact of former resolutions of Congress asking for cessions;
and, "in presenting another request for further cessions," stated (speaking of persons
who had furnished supplies to carry on the war): ''These several creditors have a
right to expect that funds shall be provided on which they may rely for their indemnification; that Congress still considers vacant territory as au important resource,
and that, therefore, the said States be earnestly pressed, by immediate and liberal cessions, to forward these necessary ends, and to promote the harmony of the Union."
These western lands were looked upon by all the financiers of this period as an asset
to be cashed at once for payment of current expenses of Government and extinguishment of the national debt. Congress at this time (1785) issued a proclamation forbidding settlement on the public domain. The act of 1804 was of like import, and the
law of 1807 gave the President power of removal of settlers from the public lands
p ending sale. On the 20th of May, 1785, Congress passed an ordinance for ascertaining
the mode of disposing of lands within the western territory. It not only included. disposition, but it gave the first plan of survoy of the lands prior to disposition. Under
this ordinance the Board of Treasury (the Treasury Department prior to and under the
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Confederation; see ordinances of Congress of February, 17,1776, of July 30,1779, and of
May 28, 1784 ), consisting of three commissioners, were to receive the plats of surveys from
the geographer (now surveyor-general) in charge of surveys. The Secretary of War was
to then draw by lot certain townsllips for land bounties for the use of the Continental
army, and the Board of Treasury was to draw the remainder by lot in the name of
the Western States, who were to adverti2e and sell them at public sale for not less
than "$1 per acre, specie, or loan office certificate reduced to specie value by scale of
depreciation, or certificates of liquidated debts of the United States, including interest,
besides the expenses of the survey and other charges thereon, which :.>.re hereby rated
at $36 the township," &c. The "expense of survey v.nd other charges thereon" were
fixed at $36 per township, to be paid by the purchaser. The act of July 23, 1787, reduced the price per acre not more than one-third of a dollar, leaving 66! cents per
acre the price.
·
The system contemplated under this act was, as far as disposition was concerned; a
failure. The clause requiring the drawing for the thirteen States was repealed July 9,
1788, and additional regulations as to surveys were made. The clause relating to drawing by the Secretary of War for land bounties was also repealed. This ordinance gave
the Board of Treasury power to move about the United States and sell certain lands
at pleasure.
The ordinance of May 20, 1785, gave the commissioners of the loan office (a United
States office within the several States, and under the Board of Treasary) authority to
make deeds in the name of the United States for the lands.
The Board of Treasury were to give deeds for the lands drawn by and allotted to
the Secretary of War for bounties. Lauds unsold for eighteen months were to be returned to the Board of Treasury and sold as Congress should afterward direct.
This system of sale was for cash, or equivalent, in unlimited quantities above a minimum limit, at public sale after advertisement, by loan commissioners, who were agents
of the Board of Treasury (the same as district land officers are now the agents of the
General Land Office), at a price not less than $1 per acre. The lots to be sold were, first,
a township No.1 entire; second, township No.2, by lots of six hundred and forty acres;
third, an entire township and lots. By a resolution of date June 15, 1785, squatters
were warned and unauthorized settlements on public lands prohibited, and the commissioners were to issue proclamation to that effect.
By resolution of .April 24, 1785, the Secretary of War was authorized to remove unlawful settlers at Post Saint Vincent, in the Northwest Territory, a.nd to use the Army
for the same. Settlements at this time upon unsurveyed Ian ds were not desired. .April
21, 1787, Congress ordered, aft;er advertisement and :five months from the date of the
ordinance, that the remainder of the surveyed lands be sold in the place where Congress shall sit, from day to day, at not less than $1 per acre. It was a credit sale, onethird cash in hand, or in the public securities of the United States, to be paid to the
Treasurer of said United States, and the remaining two-thirds in three months from the
sale-failing in this, the :first payment to be forfeited and the lands to be resold, the
Board of Treasury to give title.
July 23, 1787, Congress agreed, after amendment, to a report by a committee consisting of Messrs. King, Dane, Madison, and Benson, instructing the Board of Treasury to
contract for the sale of western territory. This was the order for sale to The Ohio
Company of lands in the present State of Ohio. It was to sell to Winthrop Sargent
and Manasseh Cutler, on behalf of themselves and associates, a trust estimated at.
two million acres. This sale was at $1 per acre, with a rebate to two-thirds of a dollar under conditions, and the reservations in the ordinance of the 20th of May, 1785,
were to be respected ; $500,000 were to be paid down and the remainder after completion of the survey; the Board of Treasury to receive the plats from the geographer.
The land was on the Scioto and Ohio Rivers, and included the present city of Marietta,
?hio. 'l'his trust was reduced to 822,900 acres, and the order was confirmed by Congress July 27, 1787. Thereafter Congress, upon petition for purchase by individuals
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or companies, authorized the Board of Treasury to make sale nn<ler the said orders of
Congress and to execute the transfer, &c.
The next s~le was to John Cleves Symmes, of New Jersey, for a tract of lan<l, supposed at the time to contain one million acres, on the Ohio River, between the Great
and Little Miami rivers, in Ohio, near the present city of Cincinnati. On the 2d of
October, 1787, Congress directed the Board of Treasury to take action thereon. This
tract was patented by the President of the United States, George Washington, September 30, 1794, and countersigned by Edmund Randolph, Secretary of State. It was for
248,540 acres of land, for which he and his'associates paid $165,963.42. This was tlone
in pursuance of the act of Congress of May 5, 1792.
To the State of Pennsylvania was sold, by order of Congress, the tract no.w in Erie
County in that State, containing 202,187 acres. Thus but three tracts of land had been
sold by contract prior to the adoption of the present form of government. All of these
were sold at the rate of two-thirds of a dollar an acre, payable in evidences of the
public debt of the United States, and a part of the two last tracts was paid for in military land warrants, each acre in such warrant being received in payment for one acre
and a half of land. A right of pre-emption, at the rate of two dollars an acre, was
allowed to persons who had mn.de purchases from J. C. Symmes within the boundaries of
his first contract. All other public lands sold by the United States were sold under
general laws.
January 20, 1790, the House of Representatives called upon Alexander Hamilton,
Secretary of the Treasury, for the form of a plan of disposition of the public land9
of the United States. July 20, 1790, Mr. Hamilton transmitted the following report:
PLAN FOR

THE

DISPOSITION

OF

THE PUBLIC I-ANDS.

[Communicated to the House of Representatives July 22, 1790.]

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, July 20, 1790.
In obedience to the order of the House of Representatives of the 20th of Janua-ry
last the Secretary of the Treasury respectfully reports :
That in the formation of a plan for the disposition of the vacant lands of the United
Statel3 there appear to be two leading objects of consideration: one, the facility of
advn.ntageous sales, according to the probable course of purcha,ses; the other the
accommodation of individuals now inhabiting the western country, or who may hereafter emigrate thither. The former, as an operation of finance, claims primary attention; the lo.tter is important as it relates to the satisfaction of the inhabitants of the
western country. It is desirable, and does not appear impracticable, to conciliate
both. Purchasers may
contemplated in three classes: moneyed individuals and
nompanies who will buy to sell ' again; associations of persons who intend to make
settlements themselves ; single persons or families, now resident in the western
country, or who may emigrate thither hereafter. The two :first will be frequently
blended, and will always want considerable tracts. The last will generally purchase
small quantities. Hence a plan for the sale of th<~ western lands, while it may have
due regard for the last, should be calculated to obtain all the advantages which may
be derived from the two first classes. For this reason it seems requisite that the General Land Office should be estab!ished at the seat of Government. It is there that the
principal purchasers, whether citizens or foreigners, can most easily find proper agents
and that contracts for large purchases can be best adjusted. But the accommodation
of the present inhabitants of the western territory and of unassociated persons and
families who may emigrate thither seems to require that one office, subordinate to that
at the seat of Congress, should be opened iu the Northwestern and another in the
Southwestern government.
~ach of these officers, .as well th~ gen~ral one as the subordinate ones, it is conceived, may be placed w1th convemence under the superintendence of three commis·
sioners, who may be either pre-established officers of the Government, to whom th~'
duty m~y be assigned by law, or persons specially appointed for the purpose. Ths
fermer IS recommended by considerations of economy, and it i~ probable would embrace every advantage which could be derived from a special appointment. To obviate those inconveniences and to fllcilitate :md insure the attainment of those advantages which may arise from new and casual circumstances springing up from foreign
and d?mestic causes appear to be an object for which adequate provision should be
made m any plan that may be adopted. For this reason n.ml from the intrinsic diffi·
culty of regulating the details of a specific provision for the various ohjects which
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require to be consulted, so as ?either to do too m?ch nor too little fo~ either, it ~s
respectfully submitted whether 1t would not be advisable to vest a c?ns1derable latitude of discretion in the Commissioners of the General Land Office, subJect to some such
regulations and limitations, as follows, viz :
That no land shall be sold except such in respect to which the titleB of the Indian
tribes shall have been previously extinguished.
. .
That a sufficient tract or tracts shall be reserved and set apart for satisfymg the
subscribers to the proposed loan in the public debt, but that no location shall be for
less than five hundred acres.
That convenient tracts shall from time to time be set apart for the purpose of locations by actual settlers, in quantities not exceeding, to one person, 100 acres.
That other tracts shall from time to time be set apart for sales in townships of ten
miles square, except where they shall adjoin upon a boundary of some prior grant or
of a tract so set apart, in which cases there shall be no greater departure from such
form of location than may be absolutely necessary.
That any quantities may, nevertheless, be sold by special contract, comprehended
either within natural boundaries or lines, or both.
That the price shall be thirty cents per acre, to be paid either in gold or silver or in
public securities, computing those which shall bear an immediate interest of 6 per
cent. as at par with gold. and silver, and those which bear a future or less interest, if
any, they shall be at a proportional value.
That certificates issued for land upon the proposed loan shall operate as warrants .
within the tn!Ct or tracts which shall be specially set apart for satisfying the subscribers thereto, and shall also be receivable in all payments whatsoever for lands by
way of discount, acre for acre.
That no credit shall be given for any quantity less than a township of ten miles
square, nor more than two years' credit for any greater quantity.
That in every instance of credit at least one-quarter part of the consideration shall
be p~1id down, and security, other than the land itself, shall be required ·for the residue; and that no title shall be given for any tract or part of a purchase beyond the
quantity for which the consideration shall be actually paid. That the residue of the
tract or tracts set apart for subscribers to the proposed loan, which shall not have
been located within two years after the same bhall have been set apart, may then be
sold on the !'lame terms as any other land.
That the commissioners of each subordinate office shall have the management of all
sales and the issuing of warrants for all loca,tions in the tracts to be set apart for the
' accommodation of individual settlers, subject to the superintendency of the Commissioners of the General Land Office, who may also commit to them the management of
any other sales or locations which it may be found expedient to place under their
direction.
That there shall be a surveyor-general, who shall have power to appoint a deputysurveyor-general in each of the Western governments, and a competent number of
de£inty surve-yors to execute in person all warrants to them directef.l. by the surveyorgeneral or the deputy surveyors-general within certain districts to be assigned to
them respectively. That the surveyor-general shall also have in charge all the duties
committed to the geographer-general by the several resoHltions and ordinances of
Congress; That all warrants issued at the General Land Office shall be signed by the
commissioners, or such one of them as they may nominate for that purpose, and shall
be directed to the surveyor-general. That all warrants, issued at a subordinate office,
Bhall be signed by the commissioners of such office, or by such one of them as they
ru~y nominate for that purpose, and shall be directed to tht- deputy surveyor-general '
wttbin the government. · Tbat the priority of locations upon warrants shall be determ~nell lJy the times of applications to the deputy surveyors; and in case of two applications for the same land at one time, the priority may be determined by lot.
That the Treasurer o.f the United States shall be the receiver of· all payments for
sales made at the General Land Office, and ma,y also receive deposits of money or
securites for purchases intended to be made at the subordinate offices, his receipts or
certificates for which shall be received in payment at those offices.
That the secretary of each of the western governments shall be the receiver of all
payments adsing from sales at the office of such government. That controversies
c~mcerning rights to patents or grants of land shall be determined by the commisSiOners of that office under whose immediate direction or jurisdiction the locations in
respect to which they mn,y arise shall have been made. That the completion of all
contracts and sales heretofore made shall be under the direction of the Commissioners of the General Land Office. That the Commissioners oi the General Land Office,
~urveyor-general, deputy surveyors-general, and the commissioners of the land office
m each of the Western governments shall not purchase, nor shall others purchase for
them in trust, any public lands .
. That the secretaries of the western governments shall give security for the faithful
discharge o.f their duty as receivers of the land office. That all patents shall be
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signed by the President of the United States or by the Vice-President or officer of the
government acting as Pre,sident, and shall be recorded in the office either of the surveyor-general or of the clerk of the Supreme Court of the United States. That all
officers act.ing under the laws establishing a land office shall make oath faithfully to
discharge their respective duties previously to their entering upon the execution
thereof. That all surveys of land shall be at the expense of the purchasers or grantees.
That the fees shall not exceed certain rates to be specified in the law, affording equitable compensations for the services of the surveyors, and establishing reasoanble and customary charges for patents and other office papers for the benefit of the United
States. That the Commissioners of the General Land Office shall, as soon as may be,
from time to time, cause all the rules 3.nd regulations which they may establish to be
published in one gazette at least in each State and in each of the Western governments where there is a gazette, for the information of the citizens of the United
States. Regulations like these will define and fix the most essential particulars which
can regard the disposal of the western lands, and where they leave anything to discretion will indicate the general principles or policy intended by the legislature to be
obsel"Ved, for a conformity to which the commissioners will, of course, be responsible.
They will at the same time leave room for accommodating to circumstances which
cannot beforehand be accurately appreciated, and for varying the course of proceeding as experience shall suggest to be proper, and will avoid the danger of those obstructions and embarrassments in the execution which would be apprehended from
an endeavor at greater precision and more exact detail.
All which is humbly submitted.
ALEXANDER HAMILTON,
Secreta1·y of the Treasu1'!J·
The extraordinary character of the above plan can now be fully seen. It forms in
its several leading features the basis of the prior and existing methods of administration for the sale and disposition of the public domain. Mr. Hamilton's views upon
this subject, as well as upon every question he touched relatin.g to the organization of
t~e Nation, displayed his matchless practical ability.
ACT FOR SALE OF LANDS IN NORTHWEST TERRITORY.

March 3, 1795, Congress by law provided that ''the nett' proceeds of the sales of
lands belonging, or which shall hereafter belong, to the Un-ited States, in the ,Western
territory thereof," should constitute a portion of the sinking fund of the United
States for the redemption of the public debt.
May 18, 1796, Congress passed the act for the sale of the lands of the United States
in the territory northwest of the river of Ohio and above the mouth of the Kentucky
River (in the present State of Ohio). This act provided for a surveyor-general of the
district and for the parceling of the lands therein for sale. It gave the substance of
. the present rectangular syMtem of surveys for the public domain. It provided for
t he sale of the surveyed lands in sections of ()40 acres (a mile square) at public sale,
under the direction of the governor or secretary of the ·Territory and the surveyorgeneral, and they were to be sold at Cincinnati and Pittsburgh, and the price to be not
less t.han $2 per acre. Two months' notice of sale was to be given by advertisement,
and sale to take place one month thereafter. The remainder of the seven rmiges of
townships surveyed under the act of May 20, 1785, were to be sold at public sale vJt
Philadelphia, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, in quarter townships, eight sections of 640 acres each, taking out the four sections in the c~nter, w hicl.J.
were reserved.
'Nle townships directed to be sold in sections under the ordinance were to be sold at
Pittsburgh, under the direction of the governor or secretary of the Northwest Territory and such person as the President should appoint. They were to be sold to the
highest bidder, one-twentieth part of the purchase-money to be deposited, a moiety
of the sum bid to be paid in thirty days to the Treasurer of the United States, and
one year's credit for the residue; the President thereaHer to issue patents, countersigned by the Secretary of State, and recorded in his office. If the purchaser made
enti re payment at the time of sale, he was to have a deduction of 10 per cent. from
the credit part, and patent should issue immediately.
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The price, $2 per acre, was fixed so as to include aU costs of surveying and disposition, which were to be paid by the purchasers.
The money received at these sales was transmitted direct to the Treasury Department.
No more than 121,540 acres had thus been sold prior to the act of lOth May, 1800., •
viz: 72,974 acres at public sale at New York, in the year 1787, for $87,325, in evidences of the public debt; 43,446 acres at public sale at Pittsburgh, in the year 1796,
for $100,427; and 5,120 a.cres at Philadelphia, in the same year, at $2 an acre. Payments to be made in specie or in evidences of the publict debt, under act of March 3,
1797. In an act pa.ssed March 2, 1799, for the relief of persons who had made contracts
in writing with John Cleves Symmes for the purchase of lands not comprehended in
his patent, it was provided that such persons were to have a preference in purchasing
from the United States at $2 per acre, to be paid to the · Treasurer of the United
States; one-third paid before September 1, 1799; one-third in a year from that date,
and the remaining third part one year thereafter. The second section of this act contains the following:
That each and every person claiming the benefit of this act shall on or before the
1st day of September next give notice in writing to the Sel)retary of the Treasury or to
the surveyor-general that they claim the right of pre-emption by this act offered,
and that failure to give said notice shall forfeit the right of pre-emption.
All lands sold for the benefit of the United States prior to the opening of the land
offices under the act of May 10, 1800, were sold from the public domain in the pr~13ent
Stn.te of Ohio, and amounted to 1,484,047 acres, and realized $1,201,725.68.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS ESTABLISHED,

The act of May 10, 1800, introduced the present system of disposition of lands through
officers called registers, whose offices were situated within defined districts. It established four land offices within the Northwest Territory, with an officer for each
called a register, bonded for $10,000; one office at Cincinnati, one at Chillicothe, one
at Marietta, and the other at Steubenville. These were the first district land offices
established in the United States.
The . surveyor-general was to transmit to the register (as now) a copy of plats of
tracts to be sold, and another copy to the Secretary of the Tre::tsury (now to the Commissioner of the General Land Office).
Lands west of the Muskingum were to be subdivided into half-sections of 320 acres
each, and held as such; west of that river to be subdivided and sold as usual, in sections
of 640 acres. These lands were to be offered for sale at public vendue, after notice at the
offices, respectively, under the direction of the registero and the governor or secretary·
of the Territory. All such sales to close in three weeks, and the lands remaining unsold to be disposed of at private sal0; none to be sold at less than $2 per acre; payment
to be made in specie or evidences of the public debt at the time of purchase, the person
or persons to .pay, exclusive of fees, $6 for every section and $3 for every half-section,
for surveying expenses, and deposit one-twentieth part of the amount of the purchasemoney, forfeited in forty days if an addition of one-fourth part of the amount of pnrchase-money was not paid; another fomth part to be paid within two years; another
fourth part within three years, and the remaining fourth part within four years after
t he date of sale. Interest at 6 per cent. per annum from the day of sale to be charged
on the last three payments as they become due. A discount of 8 per cent. per year to
be allowed for prepayment of any of the last three payments.
If the first payment was not made, the lands became forfeited and might again be
sold, but not for less at private sale than the sum offered at public sale.
Lauds not paid for at end of one year after last payment became due were to be
advertised for thirty days and sold during court; the surplus, if any, after payment
of United States and expenses of sale, was to be returned to original owners. Lands
not sold were to revert to the United States and be disposed of as other lands.
This act also created the office of receiver of public moneys (a bonded officer) a.t
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each ln.nd office. He wa.s to receive all moneys on account of public lands and account
to the Secretary of the Treasury for the same, as at present. Fees were to be received
by the receiver.s of 1 per cent. of all money paid them; by the registers of t per cent.
• on moneys shown in receipts entered by them, and the following fees in addition from
applicants, for their own use and benefit, viz: For an application and a copy of the
same for a section of land, $3; for a half section 1 $2. For the first certificate of pay·
ment, 25 cents, and for each following one, 25 cents. Por final certificate, $1. For a.
copy of any paper relating to entry, 25 cents, or for permission to look at pln.ts (in
their presence) 25 cents.
The duties of register and receiver of land offices, as defined by this creating act,
continue in a large measure to t.his day. The passage of additional laws of sale and
settlement, adding to or tn.king from them ~ertain duties and authorizing certain fees,
details a.s to office duties, papers and notes, or maps, or plats, are defined, and remain
to this day with but little change. Patents were issued by the President upon presentation through the Secretary of the Tren.sury of the final certificate issued by the
receiver. Patents were to be countersigned by the Secretary of State, and recorded
m his office. Superintendents of public sales (officials named) were to receive $5 per
day for superintending such sales. Patent fees were, for a half section, $4; for a
whole section, $5; to be paid by the purchasers. This was afterward abolished by a.ct
of March 26, 1804.
LEASING OF RESERVED LANDS BY SURVEYOR-GENERAL.

Section 16 of the act provided that persons who had erected or had begun to erect
grist or saw mills might purchase at $2 per acre. Section 15 provided "that the lands
of the United States reserved for future disposition may be let upon leases by the surveyor-general in sections <1r half sections, for terms not exceeding seven years, on
condition of making such improvements as he shall deem reasonable."
The surveyor-general (there was but one at this time) by this act stood toward the
registers .and r:eceivers in the matter of sales and reports as does the Commissioner of
the General Land Office at present. The receivers disbursed under order of the Treasury Department and made returns thereto as now. There were no sub-treasuries
then in the western country, nor authorized depositaries or banks. There were no express companies, so that tb.e specie was generally transported to the seat of Government, ·washington, in stage-coaches.
CREDIT SYSTEM.

The act of 1796 was framed for the territory northwest of the river Ohio under the
ordinance of 1787. As soon as the territory was subdivided a change took place.
The spirit of the act, like all early legislation on the subject of the disposition of
the public lands, was to hurry their sale and get the cash into the Treasury. They
were sold in blocks, townships, ·eight sections, sections, and :finally half sections, and
in unlimited quantities. This act was afterward amended from year to year, until in
1820 it was repen.leclas to its credit featnres. (See acts of March 3, 1803; March 26,
1804; April15, 1 06; February 24, HHO; April 25, 1812.)
The price was fixed at not less than $2 per acre. (Under contract the :first sales of
lands by the Government were 66j- and 75 cents.) The United States at this time was,
an l bad been for ten years, in competition with several States who were disposing of
we tern lands-Connecticut selling her" Western Reserve" lands at 40 cents an acre in
Northeastern Ohio; Virginia with her rich lands in Kentucky in the market; North
Carolina selling in Tennessee; Pennsylvania with bel charter lands offered through her
State office; and Georgia with her lands in the territory now part of Alabama and
MissisE>ippi. Massachusetts, before this, had reducecl the price of her Maine lands t.o
!JU cents an acre to check we tern emigration. There began to be ~ serious exodus to
the we tern country. The roads were filled with moving families md. almost entire
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neighborhoods moved west. Pertile lands, at low prices, were abundant, aml speculators were numerous. Under this credit system men became loaded with large land
purchases, expecting to make sale of a portion at an early date to incoming immigrants.
at an advance, and to hold the remainder for themselves.
The sales under this system, from the opening of the land offices in the territory
northwest of the river Ohio by the above act to June 30, 1820, were as follows:
G1·oss quantity solcl

~mder

the credit system.

Location.

Acres.

In Ohio ....•... ..................•.....•.. . ...•• ......... .......... _... .
In Indiana ..................... . ................................. _..... .
In Illinois .....•....•..•...•.•.....•.•••.............•.•..... _......... .
In Missouri. ........................................................... .

8, 848, 152. 3l
2, 490, 736. 17
1, 593, 247. 5:3
1, 249, 1l3. 91
3, 957, 281. 00
1, 14}. 988. 10
45,277. 00
67,362.02

~~~~~~~pi~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~

In Louisiana .....•...•.... .... ........•.........••.•. . •........ .. ......
In :Michigan .....•..•.•....•................•....................•.....
Total. ...................................................... . ... .

19, 399, 158. 04

Amount.
$17,226, 186
5, 137, 350
3, 227, 805
3, 349, 465
16, 182, 147
2, 297,652
90,554
178,400

95
20·
20>
70>
67
9l
00
46.

47, 689; 563 09'

'This was afterward scaled down l;ly acts of Congress, by reversions and relinquishment, so that the government parted title, under the credit system, to 13,642,536 ·acres,
and received therefor $27,900,379.29.
A GENERAL SYSTEM OF DISPOSITION PROPOSED.

The act of May 10, 1800, was the first serious attempt at the creation of a general
system of disposition of the public lands. The usual method of Congress was, in the·
organization of a section of the public domain into a Territory, to enact some special
features in relation to the public lands therein, as well as adopting the old laws, such
as in the public-land act for Indiana Territory, March 26, lt:l04, making for each new
geographical division a new law, containing mllch of the old land laws, but constantly
improving. This act also provided for the sale of tracts of quarter-section in s~e, 160
acres, and put in the market all unsold offered land at $2 per acre.
The law creating Mississippi Territory, April7, 1798, extended the laws ~f the Northwest Terrjtory over it, with exceptions, but reserved the question of land disposition
for future laws. The surveyor-general of the Northwest Territory was the surveyor-general of the Indiana Territory under that act. He was known as" the surveyor-general,"
with no definition as to his district, as afterward became the law. The Indiana act also.
created additional district land offices. In all these acts the first condition, prior tosur>ey, was extinguishment of Indian title ; next, survey and return
the plats to thedistrict offices and Secretary of the Treasury (now General Land Office), advertisement
of sale, and public vendue for a period. Then the land remaining unsold, having been
offered at public sale and not sold, became ' " offered· iand," and was sold at the district land office at private sale to applicants at the fixed price of $2 per acre.
To December 28, 1814, the settled procedure has been described by Albert Gallatin,.
as follows:
1. All the lands are surveyed before they are offered for sale; being actually divided
into townships six miles square, and those subdivided into thirty-six sections one milesquare, and containing each 640 a,cres. All the dividing lines, running according to the
cardinal points, cut one another at right angles, except where fractional sections are
formed bythenavigablerivers,or by an Indian boundary-line. The subdividing lines
of quarter-sections are not actually surveyed, but tbe corners, boundaries, and contents
of these are designated and ascertained by fixed r-ules prescribed by law. This branch
of the business is conducted under the superintendence of two principal surveyors,.
who appoint their own deputies. The powers and duties of the first, who is called surveyor-general, extend over all the public lands north of the river Ohio, and over the
Territory of Louisiana. The other, known by the name of surveyor of the public lands
&outh of the State of Tennessee, superintends the surveys in the Mississippi and Orleans.

of
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Territories. Both make returns of the surveys to tile proper land office and to the
Treasury.
.
2. The following tracts are excepted from the sales, viz: 1. One thirty-sixth part
of the lands, or a section of 640 acres in each township, is uniform1y reserved, and
given in perpetuity, for the support of schools in the townsllip. 2. Seven entire townships, containing each 23,040 acres, viz: two in the State of Ohio, and one in each of
the Territories ofMichigan, Indiana, Illinois, Mississippi, and Orleans, have been also
reserved, and giv(!}n in perpetuity, for the support of seminaries of learning. 3. All
salt springs and lead mines are also reserved, but may be leased . by the Presillent of
the United States. Three other sections were formerly reserved in each township for
the future disposition of Congress; but this reservation has, since the act of 2Gth
March, Ul04, been discontinued. One section was also reserved in each township
within the boundaries of the tracts respectively sold to the Ohio Company and to
John Cleves Symmes, and this given in perpetuity for religious purposes; but this
reservation has not been extended to any other part of the public lands.
The Mississippi, the Ohio, and all the navigable rivers and waters leading into
either, or into the river Saint Lawrence, remain common highways, and forever free
to all the citizens of the United States, without any tax, impost, or duty therefor.
3. All the other public lands, not thus excepted, are, afrer the rightful private
claims have been ascertained and confirmed, offered for sale at public sale in quartersections of 160 acres each, but cannot be sold for less than $2 an acre. The lands not
purchased at public sale may, at any time after, be purchaited in quarter-sections at
·private sale, and at the rate of $2 an acre, and without paying any fees whatever.
The purchase-money, whether the land be bought at public or private sale, is payable
in four equal installments, the first within fort.y days, and the t.hree others within two
years, three years, and four years, after the date of the purchase. No interest is charged
if the payments be punctually made; but it must be paid fr m the date of the purchase, at the rate of 6 per cent. a year, on each installment not paid on the day on
which it is due. A discount, at the rate of 8 per cent. a year, 'is allowed for prompt
payment; which, if the whole purchase-money be paid at the time of purchasing the
land, reduces its price to $1.64 per acre. Tracts not completely paid for within five
years aft~· the elate of purchase are offered for sale at public sale, for a price not less
than the arrears of principal and interest due thereon; if the land cannot be sold for
that sum, it reverts to the United States, and the partial payments made therefor are
forfeited; if it sells for more, the surplus is returned to the original purchaser.
4. All the lands to which the Indian title has been extinguished are, for the convenience of purchasers, divided into districts, in each of which .a land office is established. Ten of these districts are in full operation, viz: those of Steubenville, Canton,
Zanesville, Marietta, Chillicothe, and Cincinnati, in the State of Ohio; thoso of
Vincennes and Jeffersonville in the Indiana Territory; and those of Nashville (for
Madison County in the great bend of t.h e river Tennessee) and Washington (near
Natches) in the Mississippi Territory. The sales have not yet commenced, t.he surveys not being yet completed, or the private claims not being yet decided upon, in the
four districts of Detroit in the Michigan, of Kaskaskia in the Illinois, of Mobile in the
Mississippi, and of Opelousas in the Orleans Territory. None have been authorized
in the Territory of Louisiana and in the eastern part of the Territory of Orleans. Each
land office is under the direction of two officers, a register who receives the applications and sells the land, and a receiver of public moneys who.receives the purchasemoney, unless the purchaser prefers paying it into the Treasury. Those two officers
operate as a check one on the other. Transcripts of the sales and of the payments,
together with the original receipts and assignments, are transmitted to the Treasury;
an1lno patent issues till after tb'e calculations have been examined, and it has'· been
a.."lcertained that the party has paid the whole purchase- money and interest. The system, as it relates to the accountability of the receivers, is better checked than that of
any other branch of the public revenue; but the various and contingent provisions
respecting the credits, interest, discount, . forfeitures, and otller conditions of sale,
renuer it rather complex, and for that reason liable to delays in the final settlement
of the accounts of the receivers.
'I'he total quantity of land sold under that system at the several land offices from
1st July, 1800, to 1st .July 1810, and including pre-emption rights in Symmes's purchase
and the Mississippi Territory, amounts to :3,386,000 acres, which have produced
$7,062,000. Of this sum, $4,888,000 have been paid, in specie or evidences of public
debt, into the Treasury or into the hands of the receivers of public moneys; the balance is due by the purchasers.
Intrusions on the public lands are equally forbidden, under various penalties,
whether the lands still continue in the possession of the Indians or have been puro?ased frot;n th.em. ~ntru sions subsequent to the 3d March, 1807, work a forfeiture of
title or cla.Im, If the mtruder had any such, not previously recognized and confirm ed
by the Un1ted States; and the President is authorized to remove such intruders, and
to employ, if necessary, military force for that purpose.
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CASH PAYMENTS FOR LANDS ORDERED.

In 1806, April18, Congress, by law, refused to receive in payment for purchases of
public lands any more certificates or receipts •f evidence of public debt after April30,
1806, saving all rights under the old -act. This required all payments to be made in
cash.
Petitions, resolutions, legislative enactments, and personal application~:~ for relief
from the pressure of land purchases from the government under the credit system
resulted in various acts of relief.
·
March 2, 1809, Congress passed an act to extend time of payment two years for residue of purchase-money due.
April 30, 1810, and December 12, 1811, Congress further extended the time for purchases made prior to January 1, 1806, and enacted conditions for re-entry of lands by
applicants where time of payment had expired and the lands had reverted to the
United States. June 30, 1812, Congress ordered that Treasury notes be taken at all
land offices for public lands and payments thereon, and that credit should be given for
principal and interest thereof. Acts for relief were further passed on April 23, 1812;
July 6, 1812; March 3, 1t:l13; February 19, 1814; February 4, 1815; April24, 1816; April
18, 1818; March 3, 1819; March 30, 1820; March 2, 1821; April 20, 1822; March 3, 1823;
May 18, 18'24; May26, 1824. These acts were all operative for the benefit of persons
holding not over 640 acres. The Congress of the United States, April24, 1820, provided
for the sale of half quarter-sections, or SO-acre lots of land, and that credit should not
be allowed for the purchase-money of any lands after July 1, 1820, but that complete
payment-must be made by the purchaser or applicant at t.he time of purchase ; and by
section 3 of this act, it was provided that the public lands ofiered should be sold at the
"minimum" price of $1.25 per acre at either public or private sale, and provided for the
entry or purchase by persons at the several district ·l and offices of all lands which, prior
to July 1, had been offered at public sale and remained unsold. It further provided for
the sale of reverted lands, which were forfeited for non-fulfillment of purchase terms
under the credit system. Previous to this time Congress had, by special acts, directed.
land sales to be made, but by this act it became the duty of the President, and has
so continued to this day, to issue proclamations of sale of public lands through the
Commi1:1sioner of the General Land Office. This act was a great innovation. It
reduced the price of all public lands which should be offered to the minimum of $1.25
per acre, and after they were offered (i.e., offered at public sale after due advertising
and notice) such as remained unsold were to be held for sale at the district land office
at $1.25 per acre, in unlimited quantities of not less than 80 acres (half quarter-sections) at private sale.
Thus, in the period from 1786 to 1820, the price bad fallen from $2 to $1.25 per acre
cash, and the quantity which might be sold was reduced from whole townships and
eight sections to sections (640 acres), half-sections (320 acres), quarter-sections (160
acres), and half quarter- sections (SOacres), thus fostering small holdings at a low price,
with deed in fee from the Government.
• The disastrous credit system spread over Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Michigan. The general policy of lu.nd legisliJ.tion by Congress was, for the first thirty years, to meet exigencies by temporary enactments from
time to time. This policy was continued down to the period of the passage of the
pre-empt ion act of 1841.
The stages developed to that period were: the sale by the Board of Treasury prior to
May, 1800, under and by order of Congress direct, purchasers of tracts going to Congress
by petitions, which were acted on and refeiTed to the Board of Treasury; public sale
at $2 per acre in tracts from townships, sections, and quarter-sections, until after 180;5,
when half quarter-sections were sold; all lands to be offered; then, if not sold at
public vendue, to be open to purchase at $2 per acre at private sale.
The act of 1800, May 18, instituted the office! of registers and receivers, who sold
land at definite points under orders of the Secretary of the Treasury; afterward, April
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25, 1812, under orders of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, then a bureau
in the Treasury Department, to whom they were and are now subordinate.
The act of April24, 1820, the general provisions of which have been carried into
the Revised Statutes, fixed the minimum price of the public lands at $1.25 per acre
.Thereunder the lands were sold to the highest bidder at public sales for not less than
the minimum rate per acre, and at private sale, after the offering, at the minimum
rate. The general pre-emption law of September 4, 1841, required payment at the
minimum rate for lands entered thereunder; that is, the minimum rate fixed '!:>Y the
.act of 1820 . . This is the price required of pre-emptors and parties who commute their
homestead entries under section 2301 of the Revised Statutes, except where the lands have
been enhanced to the double minimum price of $2.50 per acre, in which case the preemptor or homesteader is required by law to pay for the same at the increased rate.
Congress, upon making grants of alternate sections of land for railroad purposes within
·certain limits, provided that the sections within such limits reserved to the government
should be enhanced to the price of $2.50 per acre. This rate is double that .of the
minimum rate established by the act of 1820, and is, therefore, termed the "double-minimum" rate. These are the existing rates of disposal under the general provisions of
law for the sale of the public lands upon bringing them into market, or under the
pre-emption statutes and section 2301, Revised Statutes, above mentioned. Lands subject to entry, which had been enhanced to the double minimum price and put in market
prior to January, 1860, by reason of railroad grants, were reduced to the minimum price
by the act of June 15, 1880.
DISPOSAL 01!' PUBLIC LANDS BY PUBLIC OFFBRING AND SALE.

In some of the early acts of Congress pr0viding for bringing lands into market
l{}ates were fixed for the sales, and the superintendence of the sales was placed under
the register of the land office, or the governor or secretary of the Territory. In the
act of March 3, 1803, which, among other things, provided for the disposition of lands
belonging to the United States south of the State of Tennessee, it waM provided that
the President of the United States should make public proclamation of the sales, fixing therein a day or days for the same to take place. By this act it was provided that
the sales should be made under the direction of the governor of the Mississippi Territ ory, the surveyor of the lands, and the register of the land office, the sales to take
;place where the land offices were "kept." The act directing the survey and sale of
·t he public lands in the Territories of Orleans and Louisiana, approved March 3, 1811,
provided for proclamation of the sales of lands in the Territory of Louisiana by the
President, and that the same should be under the direction of the register and receiver
.of the land office and the principal deputy surveyor. In the acts of 1803 and 1811 it
was directed that the sales remain open for three weeks, and no longer.
The statutes and rules at present in force in respect to offerings are briefly stated
below.
The act of April 24, 1820 (see sections 2360,2353, eighth subdivision~ and 2238, R. S.),
provided that the public sales authorized thereby should be kept open two weeks,
and no longer; it also provided that the tracts to be sold be offered for sale in half.•
.quarter-sections; and thereby registers and receivers were allowed a fee of $5 each per
diem for superintending the sales.
The act of June 2ts, 1834 (section 2359, R. S.), provided that lands exposed to public sale by order of the President shall be advertised for a period of not less than three
nor more than six months prior to the day of sale, unless otherwise specially provided.
The act of August 3, 1846 (section 2455, R. S.), authorized the Commissioner of
t he General Land Office to order into market after due notice, without the formality
and expense of a proclamation of the President, such isolated or disconnected tracts
or parcels of unoffered lands which, in his judgment, it would be proper to expose to
sale, and required that public notice of the offering for a period of at least thirty days
should be given by the district officers pursuant to directions of the Commissioner. It
is the role to resort to published notice in such cases.
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By a regulation of the General Land Office, district officers are allowed a crier and a
clerk during the progress of the sales, at a etated per diem compensation.
Lands are offered for sale by public outcry, at not less than the minimum or double
minimnm price per acre, as the case may be, and are sold to the highest bidder in case
bids are received.
Technical quarter-sections ·a re so1d in half-quarter-sections. Where practicable the
north half of the section should be sold first, the order of offering being 'as follows:
East half of northeast quarter; west half of northeast quarter; east half of northwest
quarter; west half of northwest quarter; east half of southeast quarter; west half of
southeast quarter; east half of southwest quarter; west half of southwest quarter.
Such portions of sections as are designated by numbers on the plats are sold in the
order of the numbers, as follows: Lot 1, lot 2, lot 3, lot 4.
The regulations require the district officer~ to .keep a complete record in abstract
form, day by day, as the sales progress, of each subdivision offered, and to note the
sales made in tho margin thereof, such notings as the following being desirable:
Name of purchaser, date of sale, and the number of the certificate of purchase issued as
the basis of a patent (which is also the number of the receipt for the purchase-money
accompanying tho certificate, a duplicate of which is given to the purchaser); and
opposite the description of tracts offered, but not sold, the facts are required to be
noted as follows: "Offered; no bids." When the sale is closed, it is required that the
abstract of offerings be sent as a pa.rt of the official report of the district officers to the
General Land Office, after making a copy of the same to be retained as a record in the
district office. The practice in regard to making up the official reports of offerings
has varied to some extent, but the above is substantially the present method.
The authority to proclaim lands for sale is not limited by law to a stated period of
time after survey thereof. Of course it is not deemed safe or advisable to proclaim
lands for sale prior to survey, even if contracts for survey thereof have been entered
into.
The President is not empowered to proclaim lands for sale not autl?-orized to be exposed to public sale by law of Congress; the laws authorizing such sales have reference to particular localities therein mentioned. There is no general provision of law
authorizing public sales of all the vacant lands of the government, and a portion of
the lands iu the far west, the Territory of Utah, for instance, is not subject to be proclaimed for sale. The vacant lands generally in the Louisiana purchase are subject
to be proclaimed for sale under the act of 1811, referred to above. The lands in
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Plorida, which were restricted to homeste~d entry by the act of June 21, 1866, were authorized to be brought into market by
proclamation for sale at public offerings by the act of June 2:l, 1876. Lanrls within
the limits of the Pacific Railroad and branches, belonging to the government, in the
even-numbered sections, were restricted to homestead and pre-emption entry by the
act of March 6, 186S.
Iu view of a resolution of the House of Representatives, whicll passed some time
after the recent war of the rebellion, and the general drift of public sentiment expressed in various ways, it is the present policy to hold lands outside of the Southem
States above mentioned, not yet proclaimed for sale, for actual settlers.
The following is a printed form for proclamation of sales by the President:
P1·oclarnation by the P1·esident oj the United States.

In pursuance of an act of Congress of June 22, 1876, I, Rutherford B. Hayes, Presi~ent of the United States of America, do hereby declare and make known that a pubhe sale of valuable Government land will be held at the land office at Natchitoches, in
the State of Louisiana, on Tuesday, April 13, 1880, at which time will be offered all
laJ?-ds n~t previously disposed of in the undermentioned townships and parts of townships, VlZ:
North of base-line and west of the - -·- meridian :
[Here is given lists of townships to be sold.]
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Lands appropriated by law for the use of schools, military, or other purposes, or reserved for railroad purposes, will be excluded from the sale.
The offering of the above lands will be commenced on the day appointed, and will
proceed in the order in which they are tabulated in the lists of sectional subdivisions
until the whole have been offered and the sales thus closed; but the sale shall not be
kept open longer than two weeks, and no private entry of any of the lands will be admitted until the day after the close of the public offering. All lands held at double
minimum price will be disposed of at not less than :two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50)
per acre, and all the lands held at minimum price will be disposed of at not less than one
dollar and twenty-five cents ($1.25) per acre. Lists of sectional subdivisions are in the
hands of the district officers, and will be open for the examination of those desiring to
purchase.
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this - - day o f - - , A. D. 18-.
R. B. HAYES,
Preaident of the United States.
By the President :
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commissioner of the General Land Office. •
Notice to pre-emption claimants.

Every person entitled to the right of pre-emption to any of the lands within the
townships and parts of townships above enumerated is required to establililh the same
to the satisfaction of the register and receiver of the Natchitoches land office, and
make payment therefor a2 soon as practicable after seeing this notice, and before the
day appointed for the commencement of the public sale of the lands embracing the
tract claimed; otherwise such claim will be forfeited.
No pre-emption claim based on a settlement subsequent to the date of this proclamation, and prior to the offering, will be recognized by the Government.
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commissioner of the Generctl Land Office.
SEVERAL PRICES OF THE PUBLIC LANDS AT VARIOUS PERIODS.

·

The United States from 1785 to 1880 has sold land at various prices, as follows:
..dgricultural lands at the rates of 12-h 2G, 50, 6()t, and 75 cents, and $1.00, $1.25, and
$2.50 per acre. Under the cash sales and pre-emption acts a vast area containing coal~
and millions of acres of timber land, have been sold at the foregoing rates.
Mineral lands. In Michigan, Wisconsin, and other States lands containing copper
and lead were formerly offered at public sale at not less than $5 per acre, and if not
then disposed of they wore to be held for private sale at that rate. Persons in possession under leases from the War Department, however, were to have preference right
oLpurchase, at the rate of $2.50 per acre. Under present laws, except in the States
of Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri, and Kansas, lands valuable for min~rals
contained in veins or lodes, or "rock in place," including lead, copper, gold, silver, cinnabar, iron, &c., are sold at the rate of $5 per acre. Lands · containing "placer" deposits of minerals are sold at the rate of $2.50 per acre. In the States above excepted
all lands are sold as agricultural.
Coal lands are sold at $20 per acre where situated within fifteen miles of a completed railroad ; otherwise at $10 per acre.
Dlj[Jert landB are sold at $1.25 per acre;
Saline land11 at $1.25 per acre ; and
Timber and stone Zan dB at $2.50 per·acre.

CHAPTER
To

.TUNE

rx·.

30, 1882.

(See page 676.)

DONATIONS OF LAND AND SPECIAL GRANTS.
To

JuNE

30, 1880.

MISCELLANEOUS DONATIONS.
Running through the statutes of the United States for a period of ninety years is a
11eries of laws for the disposition of the public domain othor than by the cash,· preemption, or homestead methods, perhaps a thousand in number, most of them obsolete
because of execution, others still in force waiting confirmations under them or entire
execution.
Congress for many years aftet· the organization of the Government took up special
and meritorious cases, and made grants of land in satisfa.ction of conceded cases of
equity or merit.
'
LAND BOUNTIES TO .BRITISH DESERTERS.

The first act of the Congress of the United States as to the disposition of public land
was an act of the Continental Congress of August 14, 1776-an act offering to receive
and make citizens of deserters from the British army (Hessians and British), and tendering each deserter, and to him or his heirs, to be held by him or them in absolute
property, fifty acres of unappropriated land in some one of the States. By another act,
of August 27, 1776, Cong ress proffered a quantity of unapproprbted land in absoluto
dominjon to such officers as should leave the. armies of his Britannic majesty in America.
GRANT FOR RELIGIOUS PURPOSES.

Congress, July 23, 1787, in the ordinance defining the " powers to the Board of Treasury to contract for the sale of western territory," called attention to the reservation
by the ordinance of May 20, 1785, offour sections in each township, viz: sections Nos.
8, 11, 26, and 29, to the use of the United States and for future disposition by Congress, and ordered the Board of Treasury to give lot (section) No. 29 in each township
or fractional part of a township p erpetually for the purposes of religion. This grant was
made for this purpose only in the Ohio Company's (Putnam and Cutler'&) purchase
and in the John Cleves Symmes tract, now in the State of Ohio. The patents to both
the Ohio Company and John Cle'ves Symmes, issued by President Washington, set up
this resen·ation of the twenty-ninth section in each township in the several tracts for
the purpose of religion. This is the only direct and specific grant of land for religion
to be .found upon the United States statute books, although some grants have been
made for mission purposes.
THE DORHMAN GRANT.

Arnold Henry Dorbman was agent for the United Sta.tes at the court of Lisbon during the Revolutionary War. His house was an asylum for American sailors who bad
been captured by British cruisers. He fed, clothed, and nursed these unfortunates.
Congress, October 1,1787, after stating an amount, for which he produced vouchers,
recited that there was a still larger amount due him for such expenditures and for
14 L 0 -VOL III
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which he could not produce vouchers satisfactory to the Treasury Department, in con·
· sideration of which they granted him, free of cost of survey or other charges, with legal
>. reservations therein, a township of land in the now State of Ohio. The act of Febru·
-ary 27, 1801, directed the President to issue patent for the thirteenth township in tho
; seventh range to Arnold Hf'nry Dorhm an, or his legal representatives. This tract is
'kuown as the "Dorhman grant" or "tract."
GRANTS TO REFUGEES FROM CANADA AND NOVA SCOTIA.

During the War of the Revolution there was a force of Canadian officers and men in
•the Army of the United States, who were known as" refugees from Canada." Jonathan
.Eddy and others were also refugees from the province of Nova Scotia at the same time.
'They became refugees on account of their attachment to the cause and interests of the
iUnited States. Congress, April23, 1783, in considering the Canadian and Nova Scotian
<refugees, ordered "that they (the Canadian refugees) for their virtuous sufferings in the
•cause of liberty be further informed that whenever Congress can consistently make
grants of land they will reward, in this way, as far as may be consistent, the officers,
men, and other refugees from Canada." Like action was had in the case of the refugees
from Nova Scotia. With the addition of recommending them to'' the numanity and
particular attention of the several States in which they respectively reside." A long
series of acts of Congress followed. The ordinance of May 20, 17~5, reserved three
townships on Lake Erie-now in Ohio-for the satisfaction of the grants to these refu·
gees. This was never fully carried into effect, as other lands were appropriated in lieu
thereof by the act of July 18, 1801.
GRANTS TO EBENEZER AND ISAAC ZANE.

May 17, 1796, Congress granted to Ebenezer Zane three tracts of land one milo
square, one on the Muskingum, one on the Scioto, and one on the Hockhocking River,
i n the State of Ohio, for the purpose of building ferries on the road from Wheeling, Va.,
to Limestone, which road he was to open under the direction of the President of the
United States. These grants were confirmed to Zane and patented February 14, 1800.
The rates of ferriage at said ferries were to be "ascertained [fixed] by any two of the
judges of the territory northwest of the river Ohio, or such authority as shall be appointed for that purpose."
April 3, 1802, Congress ordered the same allowance to Isaac Zane, his heirs or
assigns, locatable within the Northwest Territory, now in the State of Ohio.
GRANT TO THE FRENCH OF GALLIOPOLIS.

The French grant to the French inhabitants of Galliopolis (now in Ohio) was made
by Congress March 3, 1795.
October 27,1787, the Board of 'freasury contracted with the Ohio Company for the
sale to them of certain lands in (now Ohio) the western teiTitory-Cutler, Sargent,
and others. Cutler and Sargent, October 29, 1787, assigned a moiety of the land described in the (second) contract with the Board of Treasury to William Duer and associates. This portion of the land Joel Barlow was sent to Europe to dispose of. Duer and
associates became the Scioto Company, to whom the lands purchased of the Ohio Com·
pany by Duer were conveyed. The agent of this company in conjunction with Barlow
disposed of the lands to companies and individuals in France. These purchasers came
to America, and were met by Duer as agent for the Scioto Company and sent to Galliopolis, on t h e Ohio River. Here each settler was presented with a deed for two lots
in town and a four-acre out-lot. The place of these locations was discovered to be
out side of the lands embraced in the first contract between the Unitefl States and the
Ohio Company, and also the land confi.rmetl to that company by Congress April 21,
1792. So, to quiet their title and give their holdings a legal status, Congress passed
t he severn.! relief bills, beginning March 3, 1795, and followed by two several acts
thereafter.
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GRANTS TO THE MARQUIS LAFAYETTE.

March 3, 1803, Congress directed the Secretary of War to issue land warrants to
Major-General La Fayette for 11,520 acres. The land was to be located, surveyed, or
patented at his option, or the warrants could be received in payment for lands within
the present State of Ohio. March 27, 1804, Congress ordered that the warrants above
~ranted might be located by General La Fayette in Orleans Territory.
Congress, December 28, 1824, ordered that $200,000 be paid to General La Fayette, and
granted him or his heirs a township of land, which was afterward located in Florida.
THE LEWIS AND CLARKE GRANT.

March 3, 1807, Congress granted Lewis and Clarke and their subordinates lands for
services in exploring the Louisiana purchase.
THE NEW MADRID GRANT.

February 17, 1815, Congress ordered that persons owning lands in the county of New
Madrid, in Missouri Territory (now State), November 10, 1812, and whose lands had
been materially injured by earthquake, should be permitted to locate the like quantity of land on any of the public lands of the said Territory, the sale of which was
authorized by law. This act was frequently amended, and scrip issued.
THE LEVEE GRANTS.

May 26, 1824, Congress granted tracts of land in their limits to the parish of Point
Coupee and the parish of West Baton Rouge on condition that they should keep a
good and sufficient levee on said land, in front and on the river Mississippi.
I

.

MORAVIAN INDIAN GRANTS.

John Etwein, president of the Moravian Brethren's Society, at Bethlehem, for Propagating the Gospel among the Heathen, petitioned Congress for a grant of land in the
weetern country for the use of certain Indians formerly residing thereon. The ordinance of May 20, 1785, provided "that the towns of Gnadenhutten, Schoenbrun, and
Salem, on the Muskingnm, and so much of the lands adjoining to the said towns, with the
buildings and improvements thereon, shall be reserved for the sole use of the Christian Indians wl10 were formerly settled' there, or the remains of that society." Congress, September :3, 1788, ordered that the reservations be made (which was done) of
4,000 acres for each of the three towns named, all being in Tuscarawas County, Ohio.
August 4, 1823, Lewis D. de Schweinitz, on behalf of the Society of the United Brethren for Promulgating the Gospel among the Heathen, and Lewis Cass, on the part of
the United States, at Gnadenhutten made an agreement whereby the Moravians retroceded the grants of land above set out to the United States. .After deducting leaseholds and grants made by the society, $43,356 was expended by the society under this
trust UP, and to August 21, 1822, and their receipts from the lands were $9,998.58!,
leaving a deficit of $32,587.50£-. The United States reimbursed the society for surveys and locations.
·
The agreement set out that the revocation of the trust and transfer to the United
States was conditioned upon the consent of the persons for whom the trust was created being first obtained-" the persons" meaning the Christian Indians, who were
formerly settled there, or the remains of that society, including Killbuck and his descendants, and the nephews and descendants of the late Captain White-Eyes, Delaware
chiefs-or such persons as are now entitled to the benefits of the trust: "the motives
of the society being to divest themselves of a trust. burdensome to them and useless
to the Indians, that their funds devoted to charitable purposes may be applied where
there is a prospect that they will produce some permanent advantage." This agreement
was affirmed by the society September 26, 1823.
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November 8, 1823, Lewis Cass, for the United States, made an agreement with the
Indians above named, or their heirs or descendants, known as the Society of Christian
Indians, affirming and consenting to the act of retrocession to the United States of
date August 4, 1823, with certain conditions as to reservation of land. This agreement
granted them annuities, which were realized by the sale of the lands in the tracts
named and placing the principal at interest. The deed of retrocession waa executed
April24, 1824, President Monroe having approved the agreement November 8, 1823.
GRANT TO POLISH EXILES.

June 307 1834, Congress granted a quantity of land for certain Polish exiles-two
hundred and thirty-five in number-embracing thirty-six sections, which agents
located for them. Two townships were surveyed for them near Rock River, in Illinois.
These exiles from Poland were sent to the United States under order of the Emperor
of Austria.
LANDS GRANTED TO THE DEAF AND DUMB ASYLUM OF KENTUCKY.

By the act of April 5, 1826 (6 Stats., p. 339), there was granted to the Deaf and
Dumb Asylum of Kentucky one township of land, excepting the sixteenth section, for
the education of indigent deaf and dumb persons, with authority to sell said lands
within five years, to be located in one of the Territories on lands to which the Indian
• title had been extinguished.
By the act of January 29, 1827 (4 Stats., p. ~02), the location of so much of the grant
as had been located on lands previously"taken by claims of pre-emptors in the Territory
of Florida was extenued to unappropriated and unreserved lands in either of the Territories of Florida or Arkansas.
By the act of March 3, 1843, the trustees of the Centre College of Kentucky were invested with all the rights of the Deaf and Dumb Asylum of Kentucky in the grant,
provideu that the proceeds of the sale of the lands were not diverted from the purposes
and intention of the original grant.
By the acts of Aprilll, 1836, July 20, i840, April14, 1842 (6 Stats., pp. 629, 810, 828),
February 18, 1847 (9 State., p. 684), March 11, 1852 (10 Stats., p. 726), and February 7,
1857 (11 Stats., p. 496), the time within which the lands were to be sold by the original
grant, was extended to 1862, excepting that portion located in Arkansas, which was
limited to two years from the 5th d&y of ApriJ, 1842.
The lands located and patented under the grant amounted to 22,508.65 acres, of
'Which 20 7411.22 were situated in Florida, and 2,097.43 in Arkansas.
GRANT TO JEFFERSON COLLEGE, IN MISSISSIPPI.

The grant to Jefferson College, Mississippi, is concisely stated in the order of the
Secretary of the Treasury dated October 5, 1812, as follows:
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

Whereas by an act of Congress passed on the third day of March, one thousand
eight hundred and three, entitled "An act regulating the grants of land, and providing for the disposal of t he lands of the United St~tes sooth of the State of Tennessee,'"
thirty-six sections of land to be located in one body, by the Secretary of the Treasury,
for the use of Jefferson College were excepted from the sales of public lands in the
Mississippi Territory ;
And whereas by another act of Congress passed on the twentieth day of February,.
one thousand eight hundred and twelve, entitled "An act authorizing the Secretary of
t~e ~reas~ry to locate ihe lands reserved forth~ use of J eflerson College in the MissisSippi Terntory," the Secretary of the Treasury IS specially authorized and empowered
t<? make the said locat~on on any !and~ within the said Territory not sold or otherwise
disposed of, and to which the Indian title has been extinguished.
Now therefore be it ~nown that. I, Albert Gallatin, Secretary of the Treasury, in
pursuance of the autbor1t;v vested m me as aforesaid, do hereby locate for the use of
Jefferson College the sectwns numbered one, two, three, four five six seven, eight,
nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, se;ente'en, ~ighteen, nineteen, twenty, twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-five, twenty-
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l!lix, twenty-seven, twenty-eight, twenty-nine, thirty, thirty-one, thirty-two, thirtythree, and thirty-six, in township numbered ten in the second range west of the basis
meridian, and the adjoining sections numbered thirty and thirty-one, in township numbered ten in the first range west of the basis meridian of the land district east of
Pearl River, in the Mississippi Territory.
Given under my hand and seal of office this :fifth day of October, in the year one
thousand eight hundred and twelve.
ALBERT GALLATIN,
[SEAL]
Secretary of the Treasury.
SPECIAL GRANTS AND DONATIONS.

These special grants or donations, comprising almost all of any note, run through a
period of more than fifty years. For a complete list thereof see Statutes at Large from
1789 to 1850. Considering the tens of thousand of schemes presented, asking for dona- .
tiona of lands, the past legislation would indicate a jealous care on the part of Congress
of special legislation relating to donations from the public domain.
The enactment of general settlement laws and the organization of a pre-emption
system prevented many more special grants from being made. The obtaining of grants
in many instances depends upon the energy and ability of the persons interested in them.
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The first enactment relating to pre-emption was the act of March 3, 1801, giving a
right of "pre-emption" to certain persons who had contracted with John Cleves
Symmes, or his associates, for lands lying between the Miami rivers, in the Territory
of the United States, northwest of the Ohio River. These persons were living upon
the lands once within the Symmes tract, but were not included in the patent :for the
reduced area, which he finally obtained.
This pre-emption or preference right thus first established was a step toward abolishing the sale of uno:ffered land, and giving a settler the first right or preference as
against a person desiring to purchase and hold for investment or speculation.
The essential conditions of a pre-emption are actual entry upon, residence in a
dwelling, and improvement and cultivation of a tract of land. The several pre-emption acts give a preference to the settlers.
Pre-emption is a premium in favor of and condition for making permanent settlement
and a home. It is a preference for actual tilling and residing upon a piece of land.
The original act was followed through the period from 1801 to 1841-forty years-by
sixteen acts; the most important being the act of 1830. Under the act of April
5, 1832, the Secretary of the Treasury, in 1834, ordered the subdivision of 80-acre
tracts into 40-acre lots-quarter-quarter sections-ancl the minimum subdivision for sale
or entry was a 40-acre parcel at $1.25 per acre.
EFFORTS TO CONFINE ITS BENEFITS TO CITIZENS.

During the consideration and prior to the passage of the pre-emption act of June
22, 1838, first session Twenty-fifth Congress, Mr. Merrick, of Maryland, in the Senate,
moved as an amendment : "That the benefits of pre-emption be confined to citizens
of the United States, excluding unnaturalized foreigners, or those who had declared
their intentions to become citizens."
The vote upon Mr. Merrick's motion was-yeas: Messrs. Bayard, Clay of Kentucky,
Clayton, Crittenden, Davis, Knight, Prentis, Preston, Rives, Robbins, Smith of Indiana, Southard, Spence, Tallmage, Tipton-15. Nays: Messrs. Allen, Benton, Brown,
Buchanan, Canioun, Clay of Alabama, Cuthbert, Fulton, Grundy, Hubbard, King,
Linn, Lumpkin, Lyon, Manton, Nicholas, Niles, Nowell, Pierce, Roane, Robinson,
Sevier, Walker, Webster, White, Williams, Wright, Young of Illinois-28.
So the amendment was not adopted.
June 1, 1840, and the more complete act of September 4, 1841, gave a preference
right only where the settlement was made subsequent to survey, which were amended
and improved by acts of March 5, 1843, March 3, 1853, March 27, 1854. The 'two latter
acts modified this rule as to settlement, so as to permit pre-emptions to extend t()
unsurveyed lands in California, Oregon, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, and New Mexico. The act of May 30, 1862, and sundry bills for relief of settlers passed at different
dates, extended the time of payment on account of drought, plague from grasshoppers, &c. The act of March 3, 1873, authorized joint entries, and the act of March 3,
1879, prescribed the manner of making "final proof."
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By the act of March 31 1853, preference rights attached to alternate even-numbered
sections n.long the lines of milroads where settled upon !l.nd improved prior to final
allotment of the gmnted sections, and to lands once covered by French, Spanish, or
other gr<tnts declared invalid by the ~upreme Court of the United States.
By act of March 27, 1854, persons were secured in lands withheld for ra.ilroads
where their settlements were made prior to the withdrawal from market
The mnnicip<tl town-site l::Lw of 1844, and the pre-emption provisions in the graduation P..Ct of 1854, gave way, the former to .the town property and coal-land legislation
of 1864 and 1865, the latter to the homcste~d statutes of 1862, 1864, 1866, the law of
30th May, 1862, intervening in regard to pre-emption and other important interests.
PRESENT LAW1 JUNE

301 1880.

The privilege of pre-emption now extends to settlement on unsurveyed as well as
on surveyed lands, and a credit of from twelve to thirty-three months is given the
pre-emptor by residence thereon.
By act of application at a district land office and the payment of a fee for the registration of his claim, a person gains the right to occupy thereunder a certain tract of
land, offered or unoffered, now not more than 1GO nor less than 40 acres (in the first
act the quantity was 640 acres), for a limited period, with obligation at the end of
that period to pay to the United States $1.25 per acre for the land in the tract claimed
or entered, and receive a patent therefor.
.Any person seeking the benefits of pre-emption under the laws now in force must
be the head of family, a widow, or a single man over twenty-one years of ~ge, a
citizen of the United States, or must have filed a declaration of intention to become
such, and that he is,not the owner of 820 acres of land within the United States, and\
must be a person who hn.s not quit or ahandoned his or her own land in the same Stateor Territory to reside upon the public lands.
Actual settlement upon the tract claimed, for the exclusive use and benefit of the
pre-emptor, and not for purposes of sale or speculation, must be shown, under the
rules and regultttions of the department, to the satisfaction of the register and re·
ceiver. Upon these simple requisites entry may be made to the extent of one quartersection or othe1· compact body, not exceeding 160 acres (unless the quarter-section subdivision exceeds this amount by a fractional number of acres) upon any of the public
lands of the United States to which the Indian title has been extinguished, not r~
served, nor included within the limits of any incorporated town or selected for townsite purposes, or actually settled and occupied for trad6 and business, or lands which
contain any knovvn salines Ol' minerals, also in the States of Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, .Arkansas, and Florida, in which, by special act of Congress of June 2, 1866,
the public lanrls were brought exclusively under the provisions of the homestead act,
but by act July 4, 1876, they are subject to private entry, after first being offered, and
are also subject to entry under the several settlement laws.
THE BENEFITS OF THE PRE-EMPTION SYSTEM.

The pre-emption system arose from the necessities of settlers, and through a series of
more than 57 years of experience in attempts to sell or otherwise dispose of the public
lands. The early idea of sales for revenue was abandoned, and a plan of disposition
for homes was substituted. The pre-emption system was the result of law, experience, Executive orders, departmental rulings, and judicial constrnction. It has been
many-phased, and was applied by special acts to special localities, with peculiar or additional features, but it bus always and to this day contains the germ of actual settlement, under which thousa.uds of homes have been made and lands made productive,
yielding a profit in crops to the farmer and increasing the resources of the Natiorr.
The necessity of protecting actual settlers on the public domain and giving a preference right to persons desiring to make homes thereon became more apparent. h the
years from 1830 to 1840. The receipts of the government from cash la.n d sales, during that period, was $81,913,017.83; in the years 1835 and 1836 being, respectively,
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'$15,999,804.14 and $25,167,833.06. The largest yearly receipts before or since, and
il'epresenting about 32,800,6uo of acres (approximating the area of the present State of
Alabama, and more than the area of Ohio or Indiana), were as follows:
In 1837 . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . $6, 770, 036 52
In 1838 -----· ---- ··-··· ....•....... ···-·· ....•...................... 3,081,939 47
In 1839 . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 076, 447 35
In 1840 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 242, 285 58
In 1841 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 363, 090 04
The number of entries thereunder, acreage, and locations cannot be given in detail,
because the system of the General Land Office carries them into "cash entries." Entries under the pre-emption act as to acres therein and cnsh receipts therefor are embraced in the annual cash receipts from sales of lands. '
The cash disposals of lands from the beginning of the land system to J nne 30, 1880,
are estimated at 169,8:~2,564.61 acres. Thts includes pre-emption, homestead commutation, and graduation act entries, together with perhaps 20,000,000 acres, originally
entered under some special settlement or other law, and are accounted ·for under
different titles as well as under this chapter.
FORM OF PATENT FOR CASH OR PRE-EMPTION ENTRY.

(4-407.)
Certificate No. -.
The United States of .America, to all to whom these p1·esents shall come, greeting:
Whereas - - - - ha deposited in the General Land Office of the United States
a certificate of the register of the land office at---, whereby it appears that full
payment has been made by the said - - - - - - :tccording to the provisions of
the act of Congress of the 24th of April, 1820, entitled'' An Act making further pro- .
vision for the sale of the Public Lands," and the acts supplemental thereto, for--- - - , according to the official plat of the survey of sa:i d lands, returned to the General Land Office by the Surveyor General, which said tract ha been purchased by the
said----,
·
Now know ye, that the United States of America, in consideration of the premises,
and in conformity with the several acts of Congress in such case m:tde and provided,
have given and gmnted, and by these presents do give and grant, unto the sai d - - ---and to-- heirs the said tract above described: to have and to hold the same
together with all the rights, privileges, immunities, and appurtenances, of whatsoever
nature thereto belonging unto the said - - - - , and to - - heirs and assigns
forever; subject to any vested and :tccrued water rights for mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, and rights to ditches and reservoirs used in connection
with such water rights as may be r ecognized and acknowledged by the local customs,
laws, and decisions of courts, and also subject to the right of the proprietor of a vein
<>r lode to extract and remove his ore t.herefrom, should t:Pe same be found to penetrate or intersect the premises hereby granted, as provided by law.
In testimony whereof, I , - - - - - - , President of the United States of America,
have caused these letters to be made patent, and the seal of the General Land Office
to be hereunto affixed.
·
Given under my hand at the city of Washington, the - - day of---, in the yeat'
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and--, and of the Independence of the
United States the one hundred and - - .

By the President:
[sEAL.]

.- - - - , Recorder of the General Land Office.
Re~orded, vol. -, page -.

- - --.
By-,- - - - - , Secretary .

CHAPTER XI.
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SALINE LANDS.
To .JuNE 30, 1880.
RESERVATIONS AND GRANTS.

In the act of Congress of May 18, 1796, which provided for the sale of the publio
lands in a portion of the territory northwest of the river Ohio, was a proviso that
salt springs were to be reserved for the use of the United States, together with a sec·
tion of one mile square, which should include the spring. A whole township of land
was to be reserved with one particular spring named in the act, situated on a creek
emptying into the Scioto River. By the act of 1800 the surveyor-general had authority to lease these reserved lands. The acts for the admission of all the public-land
States lip to Nevada, gave to them all the salines not exceeding iwelve in number
in the respective States, together with six sections of land with each spring for school
purposes and public improvements.
NOT SUBJECT TO ENTRY UNDER PRE-EMPTION OR HOMESTEAD LAW.

In the pre-emption act of September 4, 1841, sec. 10, it was ordered that'' no lands
on which are situated any known salines, or mines, shall be liable to entry under and
by virtue of the provisions of this act." The homestead act of May 20, 1862, reaffirmed
the exceptions in the pre -emption act of 1841, and its amendments. Salines were disposed of by speeial acts of Congress-until after the admission of the State of Nebraska
into the Union, March 1, 1867.
CHANGE IN SALINE LAWS.

The act of January 12, 1877 (see circular General Land Office AprillO, 1877), provided a new mode of proceeding by which such lands are rendered subject to disposal as other public lands. Under its provisions a hearing is ordered and witnesses
are examined as to the character of the land in question, and the testimony taken at
the hearing is transmitted to the General Land Office for its decision. Should the
tracts be adjudged agricultural, they will be subject to disposal as such. Should the
tracts be adjudged saline in character, they would be offered at public sale to the
highest bidder for cash, at a price of not less than $1.25 per acre. In case they are
not sold, t.h e same will be subject to private sale at a price of not less than $1.25 per
acre, in the same manner as other public lands are sold. This law is not operative in
the Territories nor in the States of Mississippi, Florida, Louisiana, California, and Nevada, because their former saline grants have not as yet been filled .
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SALINE LANDS.
AREA OF GRANTS TO THE SEVERAL STATES.

The following table shows the area and dates of grants, by Congress, of salines to
the.several States:
--------------------------------------------------~------~----------

States.

Area.

Under what acts
of Congress.

--- -----1------Ohio ................................................................... .
Indiana ................................................................ .
Dlinois ..................... . ........................................... .
Missouri ............................................................... .
Alabama ............................................................... .

~~~B~: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:: :~

Iowa .................................................................. .
Minnesota .............................................................. .

~~~~·:::::::::: :::: ::~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~ :::::::::::

Nebraska. .............................................................. .
Total ............................................................ .

Acres.
24,216 May 18, 1796; April
30, 1802; March26,
1 1804.
23, 040 .A. pril19, 1816.
121, 029 April18, 1818.
46, OF!O March 6, 1820.
23,040 December 14,1819.
46, 080 .Tune 23, 1836.
46, 080 .rune 23, 1836.
46, 080 March 3, 1845.
46,080 February 26,1857.
46, 080 February 14, 1859.
46, 080 January 29, 1861.
46, 080 April19, 1864.
559,965

NOTE.-With the exception of the States of Ohio, Indiana, and .Alabama, each of which were granted
86 sections of land lying contiguous to the salt springs, 6 sections for each, for the use thereof; and of
the State of lllinois which was granted all the springs in the State, and the same quantity of land for
ea(lh, the remaining States in tho above list were each granted 12 springs together with 6 sections of
land for the use of each spring, lying contiguous thereto. They were patented by the United States
to the several States, which disposed of them as they thought best.
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SWAMP AND OVERFLOWED LANDS.
To

JuNE

30, 1880.

LEGISLATION RELATING TO SWAMP LANDS.

The attention of the Congress of the United States was early called to tho fact of'
vast areas of worthless public lands, lying as marshes, or subject to periodical overflow by adjacent water-courses.
Efforts to make these lands the subject of national legislation were first made in
1826 by a senator from Missouri, who then unsuccessfully endeavored to obtain n. ces·
sion to Missouri and Illinois of the swamps within the limits of those States respectively.
Other efforts were made at intervals, but no definitive action was taken until the·
passage of the act of March 2, 1849, applicable exclusively to Louisiana, a large ex·
tent of the territory of which was annually overflowed. Along the Mississippi, the·
alluvial margin is from one to two miles wide; and to prevent tho inundation of that
river, an artificial embankment or levee system had been resorted to-extending, on
the east side of the river, from forty miles below New Orleans to a distance up theriver of one hundred and eighty miles, and on the west side generally to the Arkan·
sas boundary.
To aid Louisiana "in constructing the necessary levees and drains to reclaim t;he·
swamps and overflowed lands therein," Congress, by the act of Mar.ch 3, 1849, granted
to that State "the whole of those swamps and overflowed lands which may be, or are,
found unfit for cultivation."
The General Government, in the spirit of enlarged public policy, conceded this class.
of inundated lands to aid in the construction of permanent levees, with a view tosecure private property, the theory ~eing reclamation of the lands through the States,
and also as a sanitary measure.
Then followed the law of September 28, 1850, extending the grant to enable th~
"State of Arkansas to construct the necessary levees and drains to reclaim the swamp
and overflowed lands therein," the fourth and last section of which enlarged the grant
so as to embrace "each of the other States of the Union in which such swamp and
overflowed lands, known and designated as aforesaid, may be situated." When this
measure had its origin, and before it became general, the grant was estimated as taking some five millions of acres. This and subsequent enactments has taken from the
public domain to June 30, 1880, by patent, 51,952,196.10 acres; and there are now in
the Geneml Land Office claims by States under these several acts (including patented
lands) for 69,206,522.06 acres. Sec. 2480, R. S., gives the spirit and intent of the act
act a.J far as disposition of the proceeds from the sale of said lands by the States: "The
proceeds of said lands, whether from sale or by direct appropriation in kind, shall be
applied exclusively, as far as necessary, to the reclaiming of said lands, by means of
levees and drains." .
The reasons assigned for this donation to the several States were:
1. The alleged worthless character of the premises in their natural condition, and
the inexpediency of an at.tempt to reclaim them by direct national interposition.
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2. The great sanitary improvement to be derived from the reclamation of extensive
flistricts notoriously malarial, and the probable occupancy and cultivation that would
·
follow.
3. The enhancement in value, and readier sale, of adjoining Government property.
The measure as originally reported granted only such tracts as were designated on
the plats of the Government surveys as swamp and unfit for cultivation. Subsequent
amendments added to this the '' overflowed lands," conveying to the States the swamp,
or inundated, without'reference to their description on the plats of survey.
At an early day (1851) in the administration of the act, a decision was rendered by
tho then Secretary of the Interior, that the law was a gmnt in p1·resenti. Whilst this
class of lands was unsegregated, the laws for the public and private sales and location of the public lands were in active progress. The result was that multi~udes of
conflicts arose, growing out of entries and locations made by individuals oflandswhich
afterwards were selected and claimed as swamp.
With a view to protect individual sales and locations in conflict with the swamp
grant, which, under the said decision, took precedence, Congress deemed it proper to intervene by act, approved 3d March, 1855, conferring authority for the recognition and
patenting of such sales, and at the same time stipulating indemnity in cash for sales
which had been made by the United States of lands claimed as within the swamp
grant of 1850, and in other land for tracts of that class taken by individual locations.
In extending, by the act of March 12, 1860, the swamp grant of 1850 to the States of
Minnesota and Oregon, whjch had been admitted into the Union subsequent to the
origin~! grant, Congress have laid down two important and just principles, essential
indeed to the successful and harmonious administration of the various laws under
which the l{:tnd system is in operation; and these are, first, that the grant shall not include any lands which the Government '' m:ty have reserved, sold, or disposed of (in
pursuance of any law heretofore enacted) prior to the con:firmation.of title to be made
under the authority of said act " ; and provided a limitation for the time of selection.
By acts of March 4, 1849, September 28, 1850, March 2, 1855, March 3, 1857, Congress not only conceded swamp and overflowed lands "in place," but when lands of
this class had been sold as arable, or located with bounty walTants, the statute authorized the Department in the one case to pay over in money to the State authorities the amount of such sales, and in the other to give to the State an equivalent in
public lands.
This was a cash and land indemnity.
The total amount of indemnity adjusted and allowed since the pass:tge of the in.demnity acts to June 30, 1875, was $801,416.60 for cash entries of swamp lands, and
654,351.47 acres for swamp lands located with warrants or scrip. Special certificates
were issued to States for acres to be taken on other public lands in lien of tracts covered hy bounty-land warran,ts or scri~. The various laws fixed the method of selection and patenting.
With the exception of California, Michigan, Minncsoim., and Wisconsin, selections
of swamp lands are made by agents of the State and proof of the swampy character
of the land furnished.
In Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, selections aro made by the surveyor general, or the General Land Office, from the :field-notes of survey.
The tracts inuring to California are determined by three methods under the fourth
sect.ion of the act of July 23, 1866 (14 Stats., p. 218).
The proof required by the General Land Office is set out in a series of circulars of
instructions issued from that office, beginning in 1850. The annual reports since
1850 of the General Land Office contain the reports of the division (now K) in chn.rge
of such entries.
·
The swamp-land acts have been the subject of much complaint of fraud, actual
fraud, and deceit. Their execution has been attended with great difficulty, and lists
certified thereunder have required constant aBd most exact scrutiny. Millions of
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acres have beenJisted as swamp lands, which are now suspended for investigation.
Special agents have been, and are now, employed to unearth frauds under this act
aga.im!t the Government. The Commissioners of the General Land Office for years
have called the attention of Congress to the frauds and attempted frauds under theat}
seveml acts by States and their agents.
The amounts realized by the different States and the prices paid to them by individuals and corporations for these lands (many as low as 10 cents per acre, and now
the best agricultural land in some of these States), would be an interesting chapter.
Such grants are always fertile fields for schemes. See legislative and political history
€)f the several States for this.
The area thus far claimed, and jn process of being claimed, by the several States
under these various acts, about equals the whole surface of the States of New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Vermont, Maine, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and West Virginia.
A total of 69,206,522.06 acres of public lands hn.ve been claimed, to J'une 30, 188Q,.
as swamp and overflowed lands, by States in which they lie, and patents have been
issued for 51,952,196.10 acres.
FORM OF SWAMP LAND PATENT.

The following is the form used for swamp-land patents, except those for lands in
Minnesota and Oregon, in which reference is made to the act of March 12, 1860:
No.-.
The United States of America, to all to whom these presentB Bhall oome, greeting:
Whereas, by the act of Congress appl'oved September 28, 1850, entitled "An act to
enable the State of Arkansas and other States to reclaim the 'swamp lands' within
their limits," it is provided that all the "swamp and overflowed lands," made unfit
thereby for cultivation, within the State o f - - which remained unsold at the passage of said act, shall be granf;ed to said State :
And whereas, in pursuance of instructions from the General Land Office of tho
United States, the several tracts or parcels of land hereinafter described have been
selected as "swamp and overflowed lands," ip.uring to the said State under the act
aforesaid, situate in the di~:~trict of lands subject to sale at - - - , to wit: [Description of tracts, with the aren. in each township and the aggregate area embraced in the
patent] according to the official plats of survey of said lands, returned to the General
Land Office by the surveyor general, and for which the governor of tlte said State of
- - , did, on the - - day of - - - , one thousand eight hundred and - - , request
a patent to be issued to the said State, as required in the aforesaid act:
Now, therefore, know ye7 that the United States of America, in consideration of the
premises, and in conformity with the act of Congress aforesaid, have given and
granted, and by these presents do give and grant, unto the said State of---, in feesimple, subject to the disposal of the legislature thereof, the tracts of land above described; to have and to hold the same, together with all the rights, privileges, immunities, and appurtenances thereto belonging, unto the said State of - - , in feesimple, and to its assigns forever.
Iii testimony whereof I, - - - - , President of the United States of America,
have caused these letters to be made patent, and the seal of the General Land Office
to be hereunto affixed.
Gi-.en under my hand at the city of Washington, the - - day o f - - in the year
of ?u:- Lord one thousand eight hunfu;ed and - - , and of the Independence of the
Uruted States the one hundred and--.

By "Jle President :
(~EAL.]

----,

Recorder of the General Law,d Office.

-----,

B y - - --,Secretary.
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419,534.41
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EDUCATIONAL LAND GRANTS BY THE UNITED STATES TO PUBLIC·
LAND AND OTHER STATES.
To
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30, 1880.

GRANTS AND RESERVATIONS.

The lands grante<Lin the States and reserved in the Territories for educational purposes by acts of Congress from 1785 to June 30, 1880, wereFm· public m· common school81

Every sixteenth section of public land in the States admitted prior to 1848, and
every sixteenth and thirty-sixth section of such land in States and Territories since
organized-estimated at 67,893,919 acres.
For seminaries or universities,

The quantity of two townships, or 46,080 acres, in each State or Territory containing public land, and, in some instances, a greater quantity, for the support of semi·
naries or schools of a higher grade-estimated at I, 165,520 acres.
For agTicultuml and mechanical colleges.

The grant to all the States for agricultural and mechanical colleges, by act of July
2, 1862, and its supplements, of30,000 acres, for each Representative and Senator in Congress to which the State was entitled, of land "in place" where the State · contained
a sufficient quantity of public land subject to sale at ordinary private entry at the
rate of$1.25 per acre, and of scrip representiug an equal number of acres where the
State did not contain su~h description of land, the scrip to be sold by the State and
located by its assignees on any such land in other States and Territories, subject to
certain restrictions. Land in place, 1, 770,000 acres; land scrip, 7,830,000 acres; total, 9,600,000 acres.
In all, 78,659,439 acres for educational purposes under the heads above set out to
June 30, 1880.
The lands thus ceded to the several States we~·e disposed or' or are held for disposition, and the proceeds used as permanent endowments for common school funds. (See
Reports of the Commissioner of Education, Ron. John Eaton, to June 30, 1880; land
and auditors' reports of the several land States; Kiddie & Schem's Dictionary of Education; and also ninth census, F. A. Walker, Superintendent, for details of endowments
of the several States for common schools resulting from sales of United States land
grants for education.) As an illustration, the State of Ohio has a permanent endowment for education called the "Irreducible State Debt," the result of sale of all
granted lands for education, of $4,289,718.52.
EARLY EDUCATIONAL INTEREST.

The importance attached to education by the founders of the Republic is shown by
the provisions they made for its per!Ilanent endowment. Indeed, in the earliest set223
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tlements ou this continent of the Anglo-Americans, measures were adopted in the cause
of education, not only as essential to morals, social order, and individual happiness,
but as necessary to new and liberal institutions. Every immigrant ship had its schoolmaster on board, each settlement erected its school-house, and the cultivation of the
mind advanced with the culture of the soil from the landing of the Mayflower through
our colonial history.
Prior to the revolution, in the different colonies the subject of popular education hacl
attracted attention, and provision had been made for its practical realization. The
theory of general education found no basis in the aristocratic social constitution of the
mother country, while in the colonies themselves were to be found influences decidedly
hastile to it. The injustice and persecution, however, which had caused the immigration to this country, especially to the northern colonies, wonderfully neutralized
the religious and political prejudices of our forefathers, and prepared them to accept
doctrines of very opposite tendency. The comparative feebleness of aristocratic p?·estige in the forests of the New World permitted the development of the sentiment of
independent manhood. The establishment of democracy was followed by the natural
development of its principles, especially in the direction of popular education.
After the erection of th~ States into an independent republic, and before the adoption of the Constitution, the Continental Congress, by the ordinance of 20th May,
1785, respecting the disposition oflands in the Western Territory, prepared the way for
the advance of settlements and educa.tion as contemporaneous interests.
THE FIRST RESERVATION FOR SCHOOL PURPOSES-THE SIXTEENTH SECTION.

Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Dane, Mr. Mailison, and other statesmen of that day assumeo.
without question, that a government, as the organ of society, enjoys the right, and is
vested with the power, to meet the necessity of public education. So the question of
the. endowment of educational institutions by the Government in aid of the cause of
education seems to have met no serious opposition in the Congress of the Confederation, and no member raised his voice against this vital and essential provision relating to it in the ordinance of May 20, 1785, " for ascertaining the mode of disposing of
lands in the Western Terri tory." This provided: ''There ehall be reserved the lot No.
16 of every township for the maintenance of public schools within said township."
This was an endowment of 640 acres of land (one section of land, one mile square)
in a township 6 miles square, for the support and maintenance of public schools
"within said township." The manner of establishment of public schools thereunder,
or by whom, was not mentioned. It was a reservation by the United States, and advanced and established a principle which finally dedicated one thirty-sixth part of
all public lands of the United States, with certain exceptions as to mineral, &c., t()
the cause of education by public schools.
July 23, 1787, in the report from a committee consisting of Messrs. Carrington,
King, Dane, Madison, and Benson, reporting an ordinance of '' Powers to the Board. of
Treasury" to contract for the sale of western territory in the Continental Congress,
it was ordered "That the lot No. 16 in each township, or fractional part of a township, to be given perpetually for the purpose contained in said ordinance" (the ordinance of May 20, 1785, above referred to). This additional legislation made the reservation of t h e sixteenth section perpetual.
In t he Continental Congress, July 13, 1787, according to order, the ordinance for the
government of the "Territory of thE' United States northwest of the river Ohio"
came on, was read a third time, and passed. It contained the following:
ART. 3. Re~gion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to good government
and the happmess of mankmd, schools and the means of education shall forever be
encouraged.
The provision of the ordinance of May 20, 17tl5, relating to the reservation of the
sixteenth section in every township of public land, was the inception of the present
rule of reservation of certain sections of land for school purposes.
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The endowment was th~ subject of much legislation in the years following. The
question was raised that there was no reason why the United States should not organize, control, and manage these public schools so endowed. The reservations of lands
were made by surveyors and duly returned.
This policy at once met with enthusiastic approval from the public, and was tacitly
incorporated into the American system as one of its fundamental organic ideas.
Whether the public schools thus endowed by the United States were to be under
national or State control remained a question, and the lands were held in reservation
merely until after the admission of the State of Ohio in 1802.
Tho movement in the cause of education was not confined to the legislative department, for at an early period the public mind was aroused to the importance of the
subject by elaborate papers emanating from eminent men, among whom stands conspicuous Dr. Benjamin Rush, one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence,
who in 1786 memorialized the legislature of Pennsylvania in favor of a thorough system of popular instruction, maintaining · that it was favorable to liberty, as freedom
could only exist in the society of knowledge; that it favors · just ideas of law and
government; that learning in all countries promotes civilization and the pleaslire of
society; that it fosters agriculture, the basis of national wealth; that manufactures
of all kinds owe their perfection chiefly to learning; that its beneficial influence is
thus made coextensive with the entire scope of man's being, mortal and immortal,
individual and social. At a later period, 1790, the same great man addressed a Congressional representative from Pennsylvania, declaring that ''the attempts to perpetuate our existence as a free people by establishing the means of national credit and
defense" are "feeble bulwarks against slavery compared with the habits of labor
and virtue disseminated among our people"; adding, "Let us establish schools for
that purpose in every township in the United States, and conform them to reason,
humanity, and the state of society· in America," and then will "the generations
which are to follow us realize the precious ideas of the dignity and excellence of republican forms of government."
RESERVATION OF THE THIRTY-SIXTH SECTION IN ADDITION TO THE SIX'rEENTH.

The rese:rvation of a section, or one mile square, of 640 acres, in each township, for
tho support of public schools, was specially provided for in the organization of each
new State and Territory up to the time of the organization of Oregon Territory.
April 30, U:l02, Congress, in the act authorizing the formation of a State government in the eastern portion of the Northwestern Territory (Ohio), enacted the following three propositions, which were offered for the acceptance or rejection of the convention to form the constitution of Ohio. (Up to this time no transfers by the United
States of title or control of the sixteenth section of reserved school lands had taken
place.)
By section 7 :
First. That the section number sixteen in every township, and where such section
has been sold, granted, or disposed of, other lands equivalent thereto and most contiguous to the same, shall be granted to the inhabitants of such townships for the use
of schools.
The second was a saline reservation, and the third related to a moiety of the net
proceeds of the sales of public lands, for the laying out of roads, &c.
·
The three conditions above set out were in consideration of the non-taxation of the
public domain, for a period after sale, about which there was serious discussion as to
who should tax, or whether it shoulcl be taxed at all, prior to or after purchase. The
non-taxation compensation was that no tax on the land sold by the United States should
be laid by the authority of the State, county, or townships therein for the term of :five
years after the date of sale. The object of this stipulation was to prevent anyperson
from obtaining a tax title under the authority of the State before the United States
had received the full amount of the purchase money. Lauds were then sold on credit
by the United States of one, two, three, four, and :five years, at two dollars per acre.
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The people of Ohio complied with the above stipulations, November 29, 1802, and
were admitted into tho Union.
The act ot Congress of ·M arch 3, 1803, in addition to the above act of April 30, 180'2,
providedThat the following several tracts of land in the State of Ohio be, and the same are
hereby, appropriated for the use of schools in that State, and shall, together with all
the tracts of land heretofore appropriated for that purpose, be vested in the legislature of that State, in trust for the use aforesaid, and for no other use, intent, or purpose whatever.
Thus Congress transferred the reserved school lands, section 16 in each township,
and provided an indemnity for such sections as had already been sold or taken prior
to survey to the State of Ohio, in trust for the United States, and the people of the
State, for schools. Prior to this, laws were silent as to how the proceeds of these reserved lands were to be applied or by whom.
Congress thus made the State its trustee. Compacts between the United States on
the admission of the States of Indiana, Illinois, and Louisiana, and all the States·
admitted into the Union prior to 1820, also contained the provisions above set out.
TilE SIXTEENTH SECTION.

To each organized Territory, after 1803, was and now is reserved the sixteenth section (until after the Oregon Ten-itory act reserved the thirty-sixth as well) for school
·purposes, which reservation is can-ied into grant and confirmation by the terms of the
act of admission of the Ten-itory or State into the Union; the State then becoming
a trustee for school purposes.
These grants of land were made from the public domain, and to States only which
were known as public-land States. Twelve States, from March 3, 1803, known as
public-land States, received the allowance of the sixteenth section to August 14, 1!:!48.
(See table, page 228.)
OTHER SCHOOL GRANTS.

Congress, June 13, 1812, and May 26, 1824, by the acts ordering the survey of certain towns and villages in Missouri, reserved for the support of schools in the towns and
villages named, provided that the whole amount reserved should not exceed one-twentieth part of the whol.e lands included in the general survey of such town or village.
These lots were reserved and sold for the benefit of the schools. Saint Louis received
a large fund from this source. These acts benefited the towns and villages of Saint
Louis, Portage des Sioux, Saint Charles, Saint Ferdinand, Villa a Robert, Carondelet,
Saint Genevieve, New Madrid, New Bourbon, Little Prairie in the Ten-itory (now
State) of Missouri, and Arkansas in the Territory of Arkansas. The act of May 26,
1824, extended the benefits of both acts to the village of Mine a Burton.
'l'HE THIRTY-SIXTH SECTION.

In the act for the organization of the Territory of Oregon, August 14, 1848, Senator
Stephen A. Douglas inserted an additional gran+, for school purposes of the thirtysixth section in each township, with indemnity for all public-land States thereafter to
be admitted, making the reservation for school purposes the sixteenth and thirty-sixth
sections, or 1,280 acres in each township of six miles square reserved in public-land
States and Territories, and confirmed by grant in terms in the act of admission of
such State or Territory into the Union.
From Mareh 13, 1853, to June 30, 1880, seven States have been admitted into the
Union having a grant of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections, and the same area
ha~ been reserved in eight Territories. (See tabie, page 228.)
UNIVERSITIES.

July 23, 1787, Congress, in the" Powers to the Board of TreasUl'y to contract for the
sale of Western TeiTitory," orderedThat not more than two complete townships be given perpetually for the purpose
of an university, to be laid off by the purchaser or purchasers as near the centre as
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may be so that the same shall be of good land, to be applied to the intended objecli
by the iegislature of the State.
This related to lands now in the State of Ohio, in the Symmes and Ohio Company
purchases. This inaugurated the present method of taking from the public lands,
for the t>Upport of seminaries or schools of a higher grade, the quantity of two townships at least, and in some instances more, to each of the States containing public
lands, and special grants have also been made to private enterprises.
In the logisla1 ion relating to the admission of the public-land States into the Union,
from the admission of Ohio in 1802 to the admission of Colorado in 1876, grants of two
townships of public lands, viz, 46,080 acres each, for university purpDses are enumerated.
Ohio, Florida, Wisconsin, and Minnesota are the exceptions, each having more t,h an
two townships m area. Nineteen States have had the benefit of this pr.ovision, and
the two townships are reserved in the Territories of Washington, New Mexico, and
Utah. These will be granted and confirmed to them upon their admission into tho
Union. These reservations in each case require a special act. All school, university
or agricultural college lands granted are sold by the legislature::; of the several States
or leased, and the proceeds of sale cr lease applied to education. A table annexed
gives the States and Territories and areas, with dates of laws making reservations
or grants of university lands.
MANNER OF

SELECTI~G

SCHOOL LANDS.

As soon as, in running the lines of the public surveys, the school sections ''in
place" 16 and 36 are fixed and determined, the appropriation thereof for the educational object is, under the law, complete and lists are made out and patents issued to
the States therefor.
When sections 16 and 36 are found to be covered with prior adverse rights, such as
legal occupancy and settlement by individuals under settlement laws, prior to survey
of the lands, or deficient in area, because of fractional character of the townships, or
from other causes, selections for indemnity are made.
INDEMNITY SELECTIONS.

Selections from other public lands as indemnity for deficiencies in sections 16 and :36
and fractional townships under acts of May 20, 1826, and February 26, 1859, are ma,do
by agents appointed by the r espective States, which selections are filed in the local
offices of the district in which the laud is situated~ and if found to be correc.t are certified to the General Land Office by the register of the local office where filed. If,
upon examination by the Commissioner, the same are found to inure to the State, a.
list is made out and certified to the Secretary of the Interior for his approval. When
approved, a certified copy of the same is transmitted to the governor of the 'Stato in
which the selections are made, and a copy thereof tr:msmitted to the local office from
which the selections are received, to be placed on file, and the approvals to be noted
on its records.
By the approval of the Secretary, the fee is passed to the State. (See sec. 2449 Revised Statutes.)
The same course is pursued in making selections under the grants for internal improvements and agricultural colleges.
ACREAGE OF SIXTEENTH

. AI.~D

THIRTY-SIXTH SECTIONS.

The following statement shows the number of acres (estimated) to be embraced in
the grant of sections 16 in some of the States, and sections 16 and 36 in others, for
school purposes; also the number of acres estimated to be embraced in sections 16 and
36 reserved for the same purposes in the organized Territories by acts of Congress,
the .dates of which are given in the proper column.
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Statement of the gmnts to States and reservations to Territories for school purposeu.
States and Territories.

TotvJ. areD•.

Acres.
704,488
650,317
985,066
1, 199,139
902,774
837, 584

SKCTION 16.
Ohio ....................................................... .
Indiana ........................... -- .. -- ...... ----····-----·

~f~s~~i~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: :::::::::::::::: :~: :::::::::: ~::: ::::::::
.Alabama .......................... -......... -----·-----··--·Mississippi ................. . ...................... . ...... ..
Louisiana . .... .......... ~ .......... : ....................... ..

786,044

Michigan ................................................. ..
.Arkansas .................................................. .
Florida .................................................... .
Iowa ........... , .......................................... .
·wisconsin .................................................. .

1, 067,397
886,460
908, 503
905, 144
958,649

SECTIONS 16 AND 36.
California .................................................. .
:Minnesota .............................................. . .. .
Oregon ................ , .................................... .
Kansas .................................................... .
N ovada ................................................. . .. .
Nebraska . ................................................. .
Colorado ........... ·.................. : ......... . ..... . ... '.. .

6, 719,324
2, 969,990
3, 329,706
2, 801,306
3, !J85, 428
2, 702,044
3, 715,555
2, 488,675
4, 309,368

:~~h~~! ~:;m~g:::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::
j5;~~t;El,f~~t~cy::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :::
Montana Territory ........................................ ..

3, 003,613
5, 366,451
5, 112,035
4, 050,347
3, 068,231
3, 480,281

Total . ............................................... .

67, 893, 919

.~~~~~r:iq~:r;~:::: ~ ~ ~:::: :·:::::::::::::::::::::::~~::::

Dat.es of grants.

March 3, 1803.
April J!J, 1816.
April18, 1818.
March 6, 1820.
March 2, 1819.
March 3, 1803 ; May 19,
1852; March 3, 1857.
.April 21, 1806; February
15,1843.
J nne 23, 1836.
Do.
Mareh 3, 1845.
Do.
August 6, 1846.
Act March 3, 185'1.
February 26, 1857.
February 14, 185!J.
Januar.v 2!), 1861.
March 21, 1864.
April1!), 1864.
March 3, 1875.
March 2, 1853.
September 9, 1850; Jul:y
22, 1854.
September 9, 1850.
March 2, 1861.
February 28, 1861.
May 26, 1864.
March 3, 1863.
July 25,1868.

No grants to Indian and .Alaska Territories.
Lands in sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections in Territories not granted, but reserved.
Lands in place and indemnity for deficiencies in sections and townships, under acts of May 20, 1826,
and February 26, 1859, included in above statement.
UNIVERSIT~

GRANTS.

[See page 1249.1

The following statement shows the number of n.cres granted to the States and reserved in the Territories of Washington, New Mexico, and Utah, for university purposes, by acts of Congress; the dates of which are given in proper column:
Grants and reservations for univm·sities.
States and Territories.
Ohio ............................................... .
Indiana ........................................... ..

~8~~: ~:: :::::: ::~ ::::::::::::::::::: ~::: ::::::::

.Alabama ..................................... : .... .

~~~~~t.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:. ~: :::::
~:~~~s~~:

:::::::::::::::::: :::::~ ::::::::::::::::::

Florida ... ......................................... .
Iowa . ............................................. ..

~a.W~~~~:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

Minnesota. ......................................... .

~8~~::: :~:::: :· :: :~~:::::~::: ::::::::::::::::::::
Nevada ...... ......................... . ............ .
Nebraska ... ......................... ~ ............. .
Colorado ....... ................................... .

~i~:~~l!:~~~: :::::::: ~ ~: :~:::::: ::::::::::
Total ....................................... ..
Lands in the Territories not granted, but re~erved.

Total area.

.Acres.
6!), 120
46,080
46,080
46,080
46,080
46,080
46,080
46, 080
46,080
92,160
46,080
92,160
46,080
82,640
46,080
46,080
46,080
46,060
46, 080
46,080
46,080
46, 080
1, 165, 520

Under what acts.
.April21, 1702; March 3,1803.
.April19, 1816; March 26, 1804.
March 26, 1804-; .April18, 1818.
February 17, 1818; March 6,1820.
.April20, 1818; March 2, 1819.
March 3, 1803; February 20, 1819.
.April21, 1806 ; March3, 1811; March
3, 1827.
June 23, 1836.
Do.
March 3, 1845.
Do.
.August 6, 1846; December 15, 1854.
March 3, 1853.
March 2, 1861; Febru:~.ry 26, 1857;
July 8, 1870.
February 14, 1859; Mo.rch 2, 1861.
Janu:~.ry 29, 1861.
J nly 4, 1866.
.April19, 1864.
March 3, 1875.
July 17, 1854; Mn.rch 14, 1864.
July 22, 1854.
Febl'Uary 21, 1855.
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AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE GRANTS.

July 2, 1862, Congress enlarged the national educational endowment system by tho
donation to each St::tte of thlrty thousand acres of public land not otherwise reserved
(no mineral lands could be selected, and selections must be of qu::trter-s~ctions), for each
Senator and Representative (to which such St~te was entitled under the apportionm ent of 1tl60), for the support of colleges for the cultivation of agricultural and mechanical science and art. It was championed in the Senate by Hon: Justin S. Morrill,
of Vermont.
The law contained a provision for location in place, and an issue of scrip in lieu of
place locations. The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in 1875, in the case of
the new State of Colorado, ruled that the grant attaches to a new State without further legislation.
"In place" means that the States having public lands in their limits were to take
such lands in satisfaction of their allowance under this law.
"In scrip" means an issue of redeemable land scrip, assignable, which might be located according to law and stipulations in the act, to States which had no publio
lands within their limits from which their allowance could be satisfied.
Special certificates with printed forms of selections were furnished States making
selections from public lands within their limits. The scrip was issued by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. (See Regulations of General Laud Office, May
4, 1863, June 17, 1864, September 16, 1874, and July 20, 1875, and subsequently, to
registers and receivers.)
This scrip can be located upon land subject to sale at ordinary private entry at'
$1.25 per acre, or used in the payment of pre-emption claims, and the commutation
of homestead entries. Circular from the General Land Office of date July 20, 1875P
gives full details as to methods oflocation and entry.
The lands entered in "place" were sold by the several States, and the proceeds
thereof used to endow agricultural colleges. The "scrip" was sold by the several
States (in most cases) and the proceeds from the same used for the same purpose.
The following statement shows the number of acres granted for agricultural and
mechanical colleges 'by acts of Congress, the dates of which are given, to such of
the States as had sufficient public land within their limits subject to sale at ordinary
private entry at $1.25 per acre, inclusive of the scrip provided to be issued to the
to the other States of the Union by the act of Congress of July 2, 1862, and supple. mental acts :
~
States having land s·u.bject to selection, ''in place," under act of July 2, 1862, and acts amenda-tory thereof.
.Acres.

Wisconsin .......................... . ..............•. . ..........••.......
Iowa ................. - ... --- .•. -- .... - .....·... -........................ .
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .......•.................
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . - - -. -....................•..........
Minnesota ............................ ........... . .•....... ..............
Michigan .............................................................. .
California .............................................................. .
N~vada _(also under act of July 4, 1866) ........................... __ .... . _
M1ssour1 ........•..... . ............. . .............. ".. . ................ .
Ncbraska (also under act of July 23, 1866) ................ .. ...... _. _ .. ... .
Colorado ............. . .... . ...............................·. _. ........... .

240,00()
240, 0!)0

90,000
90,000
120,000
240,00()
150,000
90,000

330,00()
90, UOO
90, 000

Tot al .................... . ............•...................... . .... 1. 7i0. 000
States to tvhich scrip tvas issued, anil amo1mt.
Acres.

Rhode Islancl. ......................................... _. . . .. . .. .
Illinois .......... ... ....... . .. .. .. . .............. _............. .
Kent ucky .... .. . . ..... . . . .. . . _........................ . .... __.. .
V crmon t .. _......... .. . . .. . ........................... _.........
Now York .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P enm;ylv::mia ................................................... .

120, 000
480, 000
330, 000
1GO. 000
990; 000
780,000
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Acres.

New Jersey ...........•.......•....••.......••••................
Ne"\v Hampshire.... . . . . . • • • . • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • . . . . • . • . • • • • • • . . .
Connecticut.... . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • • . • . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . • • • • . . .
Massachusetts...... . • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • . • • • • • . . . . • • • . .
Ma1ne ...........................................................
Maryland .......•.....•....•.....•• ~ •.••.•••....•...•.....•..•..

Acree.

210. 000
150, 000
180, 000
360, 000
210,000
210, 000

~~~g~~:e~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::: ~88:888

Delaware.......................................................
Ohio.. • • • • • . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
West Virginia...... . • . • . • . • . • . • . . • • . . . • • . . . • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indiana ......•...........•....•.•......•...•.•..••••........... .
North Carolina ..•.••..........•..••••...•••.....•...............
Louisiana...... . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
.A.labama ........................................................
.A.rkansas ....•...•.............••...•.•..........•....••• ....... .
South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Texas . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . .

90,000
IJ30, 000
150, 000
390, 000
270,000
210, 000
240,000
150, 000
180, 000
180, 000

~~;~~~~~~:~:::::~:~:~:~~:::~:~~::~:::::::::~:::~::::~~~::::::~ ~~:~~~
Total ............................................................. 7,830,000
Total in place and scrip . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 9, 600, 000
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES.

The following statement shows the names and locations of agricultural colleges,
with the number of acres of scrip or land in place given to the several States, and
the amounts realized therefrom:
Agricultural colleges located by the ·several States under the act of July 2, 1862.

Name and location.

Agricultural and Mechanical College of Alabamal Aubnrn, Ala • • • • . . . . .
$216, 000
Arkansas Industrial University, Fayetteville, ArK ..••••. : . • . • • • • • • . • • •
135, 000
University of California, Berkeley, Cal.. ......... --- .......... ......... .
750,000
Agricultural College of Colorado, Fort Collins, Colo* .•••••...•.•••..••.•............
Sheffield Scientiftc School of Yale College, New Haven, Conn...........
135,000
Delaware College, Newark, DeL... . ....... .. .. . .• .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . ..
83,000

240, 000, scrip.
150, 000, scrip.
150, 000, place.
90, 000, place.
180, 000, scrip.
90, 000, scrip.

s~~e~cFn~t~~~g~~~)·. -~~~. ~~~~~. ~:. ~~~~~~~. ~~~~~i~-~~~~ ~. no, 806
90, 000, scrip.
Georgia. State Coll ege of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, Athens,
Ga. (departments of University of Georgia)...........................
243,000 ............ ..... .
North Georgia Agricultural College, Dahlonega, Gat................... . . .. . . . .. . . .
270,000, scrip.
illinois Industrial University, Urbana, Ill ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
319, 494
480, 000, scrip.
Purdue UniversityJ La Fayette, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • •• • . . • • • . . • • • •
212, 238
390, 000, scrip.
Iowa State AgrictUtural College, Ames, Iowa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . .
500, 000
240, 000, place.
Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kans...................
290, 000
96, 000, pla-ce.
165, 000
330, 000, scrip.
A gricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. . . . .
Loui siana State Agricultural and Mechanical College, Baton Rouge, Lat. . • • . . . . . . . . .
210, 000, scrip.
116, 359
210, 000, scrip.
Maino State College of .Agriculture and the Mechauic Arts, Orono, Me . .
:Maryland Agricultural College, College Station, Md....................
112, 500
210, 000, scrip.
*assachusetts AI:rigriculturfal Uollog ~. Amherst, Mass . . . . . . • • . • • . • • . . . . .
157, 53i!
360, ooo, scrip.
.w.assachusetts stitute o Techno ogy, Boston, Mass . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . .
78, 760
Michigan Stato Agricultural College~ Lansing, Mich.... . ...............
275, 104
240, 000, place.
University of Minncsot:l, Minneapolis, Minn.... .. .. ... . ...............
§178, OGO
120,000, place.

1

A~~~~~~·~l ~-~~-~~~-~i.e~:-~~~~~~~~~-~:~-~~~ ~~~~:.s~~~ ~~~::

113,400 }
.Agricultural aa.d Mechanical College of the State of Mississippi, Stark210, 000, scrip.
Tille, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
115, 000
Uui"ersity of the State of Missouri:
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Columbia, Mo . ...............
5, 000
330, 600, plaoe
School of M.i.lles and Motallul'gy, Rolla, Mo ..........................•.........
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Agricultural colleges located by the several States,

~c.-Continued.

Name and location.

University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr ................................. ·.......... ..
University of Nevada, Elko, Nev.... . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
$90, 000

N~~e~R~~~~ ~~~~~~ .~: :~-~-c-~-t-~~ ~-~ ~~~ -~~~~~~-~-~~~.
80, 000
Rutgers Scientific School of Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N.J....
116,000
002, 792
Cornell University, Ithaca1 N. Y........................................
UniverRity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C ... . . . ...... .... .• . ... . .
125,000
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
507, 913
State A~cultural College, Corvallis, Oreg .......•..........•.•.•..................
Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
439, 186
Brown University, Providence, R.I...... .... ..........................
50,000
South Carolina Agricultural College and Mechanics' Institute, Orangeburg, S.C .......................... .. .........................•..............•..
Tennessee Agricultural College, Knoxville, Tenn.......................
271,875 ~
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, College Station, Tex. ...
209, 000
University of Vermont and State Agricultural College, Burlington, Vt..
122,626
190,000
Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College.t....Blaclisburg, Va... .. . . . .
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute1.-..Hampton, Va...... . . . . . . .
95, 000
West VirgiiDa Universityl..¥organtown, W. v a.........................
90,000
2«, 805
University of Wisconsin, ..oa.adison, Wis ... .-.... .........................

90, 000, place.
90, o•o, place.
150, 000, scrip.
210, 000, scrip.
990, 000, scrip.
270, 000, scrip.
630, 000, scrip.
90, 000, place.
780, 000, scrip.
120, 000, scrip.

~

5

180, 000, scrip.
300, 000, scrip.
180, 000, scrip.
150, 000, scrip.
300, 000, scrip.
150, 000, scrip.
240, 000, place.

Total of 9,600,000 acres: In place 1, 770,000 acres; scrip, 7,830,000 acres.
*Prospective endowment is the Congressional grant to agricultural colleges, amounting in Colorado

to 90,000 acres; not yet in the market.

tReceives annually from the University of Georgia $3,500, part interest of the land scrip fund.
t$3271000 of State bonds scaled to $196,200. of new State bonds.
§ Estunated.

CHAPTER XIV.
To JUNE 30, 1882.

[See pages 711-721..)
To JUNE 30, 1883.

[See pages 1250, 1251.1

LAND BOUNTIES FOR

MILI~ARY

AND NAVAL SERVICES.

To JuNE 30, 1880.

From the earliest er~ of ·our history the policy of rewarding the defenders of ·the
eountry has been marked by great liberality, and land bount.ies were promised at a
period prior to the Nation's possessing public domain. These grants under general
laws to June 30, 1880, amount to 61 1 028,430 acres.
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION.

· The Colonial Congress, by a resolution passed September 16, 1776, made grants to
the officers and soldiers who should engage in the service, and continue therein to the
close of the war, or until discharged by Congress, or to the representatives of such
officers and soldiers as should be slain by the enemy. Such lands to be provided by
the United States-and the expense in procuring them to be borne by the States, as
other expenses of the war : For a colonel, 500 acres ; for a lieutenant-colonel, 450 acres;
for a major, 400 acres; for a captain, 300 acres; for a lieutenant, 200 acres; for an ensign, 150 acres; 'to each non-commissioned officer and soldier, 100 'acres.
September 20, 1776, the Colonial Congress amended the above resolve by providing
that Congress should not grant lands to any person or persons claiming under the
assignment of an officer or soldier.
August 12, 1780, the Continental Congress resolved tha.t th& land resolution of September 16, 1776, be extended so as to give a mcijor-generall,lOO acres and a brigadiergeneral 850 acres.
April 23, 1183-

Resolved, That when Congress can consistently make grants oflancl they will reward
in this way the officers, men, and other refugees from Canada.
The above was the origin in the United States of bounties of lands for military or
naval service.
In early legislation certain tracts of country with defined limits were set apart for
the satisfaction of the warrant&, to which in locating they were restricted. The reservations wore known as'' military districts."
MILITARY RESERV.A.TIONS AND LAND DISTRICTS.
LAND BOUNTIES FOR SO~IERS SERVING IN THE CONTINENTAL LINE UNDER AUTHORITY OF CONGRESS.

For services in the "Continental Line," during the war of the Revolution, as stipulated in the resolution of Congress of September 16, 1776, bounty lands might be located in theUNITED STATES MILITARY DISTRICT IN OHIO.

June 1, 1796, Congress set apart a tract of la.ncl for bounties in the "Northwestern
Territory," now in the State of Ohio, for the officers and soldiers serving upon their
establishment in the Revolutionary war, known as the ''United States Military District," Ohio, of about 4,000 square miles, or 2,560,000 acres, embracing within its
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. limits, m whole or in part, ~he counties of Tuscarawas, Guernsey, Muskingum, Monroe, Coshocton, Holmes, Knox, Licking, Franklin, Delaware, Noble, and Lake.
The land warrants granted by the United States, under the act above mentioned,
were restricted to and located exclusively in this military district, until after the·
passage of the scrip act of May 30, 1830, by which the revolutionary warrants, issued
either by the General Government or by the Common wealth of Virginia, could be
exchanged for scrip, and the same located either in Ohio, Indiana, or Illinois.
The United States military warrants could also be located in the said district up to
July 3, 1832, when it was provided by an act of Congress that all the vacant lands.
therein should be made subject to private sale, and the same were disposed of accordingly, and went into private hands.
·
Since that time these United States warrants could either be converted into scrip,.
under the said act of May 30, 1830, or the same could be located upon any of the public lands subject to sale at private entry, as the parties in interest might prefer. The
right to locate, under act 22d June, 1860,· however, expired by limitation of law June22, 18113.
The warrants issued under the act of June 1, 1796, amounted, June 30, 1880, to·
2, 095,220 acres.
VIRGINIA MILITARY DISTRICT IN OHIO.

The district known as the "Virginia Military District," lying in the "Northwestern Territory" now in Ohio, between the Little Miami and Scioto Rivers, north of the
Ohio River, and estimated to contain 6,570 square miles or 4,204,800 acres; was reserved
in the c~ssion by Virginia, in 1784, of her territory northwest of the river Ohio, for thepurpose of s9Jtisfying the warrants issued, or to be issued, to the officers and soldiers
of the Continental line, army and navy, under the laws of Virginia, for military services during the war of the Revolution, as they were promised by the legislature of the
State.
The United States assumed this military land obligation of Virginia, and issued
warrants in favor of individual owners.
The Virginia military district was ordered to be set aside in the ordinance of May
20, 17!::!3; which provided for ''ascertaining the mode of disposing of lands in the Western Territory,'' as follows:
Saving and reserving always, to all officers and soldiers entitled to lands on the
northwest side of the Ohio, by donation or bounty from the commonwealth of Virginia, and to all persons claiming under them, all rights to which they are so entitled
under the deed of cession executed by the delegates for the State of Virginia, on the
first clay of March, 1789, and the act of Congress accepting the same, and to the end
that the rights may be full~ and effectually secured, according to the true intent and
meaning of the said deed of cession, and act aforesaid, be it ordained, that no part of
the land included between the rivers called Little Miami and Scioto, on the northwest
side of the river Ohio, be sold, or in any manner alienated, until there shall first havebeen laid off and appropriated for the said officers and soldiers, and persons claiming
under them, the lands they are entitled to, agreeably to the said deed of cession and
act .of Congress accepting the same.
The State of Virginia, December 9, 1852, in consideration of the passage of the
"scrip" act by Congress of August 31, 1852, granted to the United States all the land
in the Virginia military district not previously located by warrants. Up to J nne 30, 1861,
the locations by warrants therein were 3,770,000 acres, leaving a small amount of liDlocated land. The '' scrip" issued by the act of August 31, 1852, and amended J nne 22,
1860, was for the commutation of all warrants fairly and justly issued or allowed by the
authorities of the State of Virginia for Revolutionary services prior to March 12, 1852;
the scrip thus issued in lieu of warrants to be locatable upon any of the public lands
of the United States subject to sale at private entry.
It was evident that the Virginia military district did not contain sufficient land
to satisfy all bounty claims. Up to June 30, 1880, there has been issued scrip for
1,041,976 acres. The unsurveyed and unappropriated lands in this district were ceded
to the State of Ohio, February 18, 1871. They amounted to 76,735.44 acres, and were
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appraised at $74,287.45. They were ceded by the State March 26, 1872, to the "Ohio
Agricultural and Mechanical College."
LA.J.~ BOUNTIES, WAR OF
(J

1812 WITH

GREAT BRITAIN.

Congress, December 24, 1811, Jn.nua.r y 11, 1812, and February 6, 1812, promised land
bounties for services in the Army of the United States. These acts were to increase
the existing military establishment, The :first promised a bounty in lands, for :five
years' service, of 160 acres to each non-commissioned officer or soldier, to go to his
heirs and representatives if he was killed in action or died in the service. In the
second act; for raising certain regiments of infantry, artillery, and dragoons, the same
bounty in lands was provided. These were for the permanent army. The act of February 6, 1812, gave authority to the President to caU out 50,000 volunteers for twelve
months. By this act the heirs of any non-commissioned of'Qcer or soldier who might
be killed or die in the service were to receive 160 acres of land.
By the provisions of the act of May 6, 1812, land, not exceeding 6,000,000 of acres,
was directed to be surveyed, reserved, and set apart for the purpose of satisfying the
land bounties promised by the acts above set out; 2,000,000 acres to be surveyed in
the then 'Territory of Michigan, 2,000,000 in the Illinois Territory, and 2,000,000 in
the Territory of Louisiana, between the river St. Francis and the river Arkansas.
By the subsequent act of Congress approved April 29, 1816, it was declared that so
much of the act of May 6, 1812, as directed that 2,000,000 acres should be surveyed,
&c., in the Territory of Michigan, should be repealed, and 1ihat in lieu thereof 1,500,000
acres should be laid off in the Illinois Territory, and 500,000 acres in the Missouri
Territory, north of the river Missouri. The great mass of warrants issued for that
service has been satisfied under a lottery system, by locations in Illinois, Arkansas,
and Missouri. The issue of such warrants, however, ceased 25th June, 1858, by limitation, in the act of 8th February, 1854, and even the right to locate them expired 22d
June, 1863, that being the limitation :fixed by the aforesaid act of 22d June, 1860.
The warrants for services in the war of 1812 could only be laid upon tracts in the
six million acres embraced in the "military districts of Illinois, Missouri, or Arkansas."
Subsequently, in virtue of the act of July 27, 1842, reviving authority for the issue of
warrants for services in the revolution and war of 1812, all military land warrants
could be located upon any of the public lands "subject to sale at private entry."
"MILITARY RESERVATIONS" OF PORTIONS OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR SATISFYING
LAND BOUNTIES.

The object of the "military reservation" system, or allotting a special tract or region
of land or country to the satisfaction of a specific bounty grant made by Congress,
was to induce settlement and cultivation in those localities by the soldier. The then
remoteness of those districts from the great centers of population, the Eastern and
Middle States, defeated the object, leaving the patented lands to pass into the hands
of speculators, or become liable to forfeiture for non-payment of State taxes. These
results.led to the abandonment of the system, and to the extension of the privilege to
the soldier or his assignee to select in satisfaction of the warrant any lands of the
United States subject to private entry.
The soldier was still further benefited and protected by a stipulation existing in all
the bounty-land laws prohibiting the seizure or sale by legal process of the warrant
to pay any debt contracted prior to the issue of patent f(tr the land selected, and all
salas, letters of attorney, or written instruments affecting the title to the warrants
executed prior to the issue thereof, are declared to be null and void, thus effectually
securing to the soldier, if so disposed, a home for himself and family.
WARRANTS FOR SERVICES IN TilE WAR OF

1812.

For services in the war of 1812 with Great Britain, there have been issued, pursuan~
to the act of May 6, 1812, and supplements, 29,186 warrants, embracing an aggregate of
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4,8537 600 acres. For nearly aU of these, patents have been iss,u ed to the individual
warrantees or their heirs, in tracts, the greater portion of one hundred and sixty acres
each, and the residue, or double bounties, of three hundred and twenty acres.
This includes the allowances to the inhabitants of the province of Canada who
joined the armies of the United States, and served in the war against Great Britain.
(Sec act of March 5, 1816.)
WARRA..i."'iTS FOR SERVICES IN WAR WITH MEXICO.

The war with Mexico was proclaimed on the 13th of May, 1846, and on the 11th of
February, 1847, an act was passed giving bounties for military service. It ordered
that non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates who served in the war with
Mexico in.the volunteer army of the United States for twelve months, or who should
be discharged for wounds or sickness prior to the end of that time, or in case of his
death while in the service, then his heirs should receive a certificate or warrant from
the War Department for the quantity of 160 acres of land, the same to be entered
at any district land office on lands open to private entry; the certificate to be returnecl
to the General Land Office, and patent to issue therefor.
There was in this act a provision for acceptance by applicant of a Treasury; scrip for
. $100 at 6 per cent. interest in lieu of 160 acre's ofland. Those who served less 'than
twelve months on like terms as to death or discharge for wounds were to receive each
a warrant for 40 acres of land, or a Treasury scrip for $25, ,if preferred. The privileges of bounty lands were extended by the act of September 28, 1850, granting an
SO-acre warrant, and relating to services in all the Indian wars since 1790, the war of
1812, and to the commissioned officers in the war with Mexico ; by act of March 22,
1852, making land warrants assignable, and extending the provisions of the act of September 28, 1850, and by the act of March 3, 1855.
This last· act made 120-acre, 100-acre, 60-acre, and 10-acre warrants, and extended
the bounty-land privilege so as to make the entire classes receiving the same some
32 jn number, in the .Army, Navy, and elsewhere. It was a comprehensive act, embracing almost all. the wars the United States had participated in. It granted to all
officers and soldiers who had served in any war in which our country had been engaged, from the revolution to the 3d March, 1855, 160 acres each, or so much, with
what had been previously allowed, as would make up that quantity. It extended the
concession to a service of only :fourteen days or an engagement in a single battle, and,
in case of death, to the widow or minor children. (See Mayo & Moulton's Pension and
Bounty-land Laws; see circular to registers and receivers, General Land Office, July
20, 1875, respecting the location and assignment of bounty-land warrants.)
TOTAL NUMBER OF WARRANTS ISSUED FOR MEXICAN WAR.

The total number of warrants issued under these several .acts to June 30, 1880, has
been 551,193, containing 61,028,430 acres (see statement, also showing outstanding
warrants and areas), or more than twice the area of the State of Ohio or Pennsylvania,
and a million of acres more in area than all the New England States with the addition
of New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland.
; All military bounty-land warrants under general laws are issued by the Commissioner
of Pensions. .After location they are forwarded to the General Land Office for examination and approval. .After approval patents are issued from the General Land Office
for the land.
Thousands of land bounties have been granted by special acts of Congress growing
out of the wars prior to 1861, and not herein specifically set out. (See Statutes.)
For existing laws upon this subject see chapter X, title "Bounty Lauds"; also
sees. 2414 to 2446, R. S.
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REVOLUTIONARY WAR A...~D WAR OF

1812.

The following statement exhibits the warrants in acres issued under several acts oi
Congress for the Revolutionary war and war of 1812:
~eros.

Revolu,tionary war:
Act of September 16, 1776 ....•. ~... . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 095, 220
Act of February 18, 1801...... . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .
58, 260
Act of March 3, 1803 ...................................... :. . . .
11, 520
- - - - 2, 165, 000
War of1812:
Act of May 6, 1812.... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 853, 600
Act of March 5, 1816.. • • • . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. .
76, 592
- - - - 4, 930 1W
Total ...•••....•....•••..................• ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 095, 192
The following exhibit shows the amount of "scrip" issued by the United States to
claimants, in lieu of land warrants for military service, to June 30, 1880:
" Scrip '' in lieu of land warrants.

.A.cres .

.Aet of May 30, 1830 ... _. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ... • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
393, 293
Act of July 13, 1832 ............................ ·.•....•.·...... .... .......
300,000
Act of March 2, 1833....... •.. .... .... ... . .. . . ... . .. ... . . ... .. .. .. . . .. ..
200,000
ActofMarch3, 1835....................................................
585,00()
Act of August 31, 1852 .................................................. 1, 041,976
Act of June 5, 1858 .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 666~
Act of Februa:ry 9, 1863 .................... :. • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .
11, 904
Act of Julv 2, 1862 ..................................................... 9, 600,000
It will be noted that the several acts of Congress on and after May 6, 1812, making
changes or alterations in the then existing laws, from time to time, down to July 2,
1862, generally presented as curative acts, and with the intention of covering existing
cases of hardship, always resulted in the increase of the land-bounty class, and further
depleted the public domain.
LOCATIONS OF WARRANTS FOR YEAR TO JUNE

301 1A80.

Statement of the total number of acres located at the va1·ious United States district land
offices with milita1·y-bou7!-ty land wm·rants issued under the acts of 1847, 1850, 1852, and
1855, in the seve1·al land States and Territories, for the yea1· ending June 30, 1880.
Acres.

Alabama ............................................................... _.. .
40
Arkansas ..............................•....................................
120
Arizona ...................................•.......................... ......
40
California ........... _......... _............... _........................... . 10,280
Colorado ....................................................•....•.... _~ .. . 1,340
Dakota .............................•.... ..............................•.... 9,64()
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .• -. . . . . . • - - ..
720
~~~?~!~~~ ~:: ~:::
~ ~::: ~ ~::::: 11,400
1,040
Michigan . ..•••.......•......••...•.............•..... _... ·...........•..... 41, 560
~finnesota ............................•.............. _..................... . 2,760
Mit:lsissippi ................. _..........•••....... __ ......... _....... _... _.. .
320
Missouri ............................... __ •.................................
200
Nebraska .................................................................. . 3,600
New Mexico . _..... _..................... _...................... _..... _.... .
1()0
6 0

_·_ ·_·_·_-_-_-_ ·_·_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_ -.-.- _· _._._._._·::::.·::. ::::

g~~~o~

::.::::

-_-_-.·_-_-_-_-_ ·_·_- -_-_-_ ·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_· _· _- _- _' _- _- _- _- _- _' _- _-." _- _- ."_-_- _- _- _- ."." _-_- ."_-."." ~: :: :: :: :: ::::

Washington ...•.....................................•. __ .. _............... .

3GO
280

Total acres ........................................................... 84,G40
Warrants outstanding (22,202) not located ....... _.. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 2,53fl, I) \0
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BOUNTY LAND GRANTS-NUMBER OF WARRANTS ANI; .ACRES.

The following table shows the bounty-land grants under the acts of 1847, 1850, 1852,
and 1855, which included nearly all the wars the United States has been engaged
in, and all operations thereunder to June 30, 1880:
Statement, under acts of 1847, 1850, 1852, and 1855, showing the issues and locations with
bounty-land wa1"rants, and the number outstand·ing, from the commencement of operations
nnder said acts to June 30, 1880.

Grade of.warrants.

Act of 1847, 160 acres . . • • . . . • . . • • • • .
Act of 1847, 40 acres . • . . . • . . . . • • . • . .

80, 666
7, 583

12, 906, 560
303, 320

78, 985
7, 070

12, 637, 600
282, 800

1, 681
513

268,960
20,520

Total ........ . .•••...•••.•••• ·•

88, 249

13, 209, 880

86, 055

12, 920, 400

2,194

289,480

Act of 1850, 160 acres ..•••••.....••.
Act of 1850, 80 acres .......•.•......
Act of 1850, 40 acres .......•.... : ••.

27,438
57,712
103,971

4, 390,080
4, 616,960
4, 158,840

26,791
56,206
100, 525

4, ~86, 560
4, 496,480
4, 021, 000

647
1, 506 ,
3,446

103,520
120,480
137,840

Total . . . . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . .

189, 121

13, 165, 880

183, 522

12, 804, 040

5, 599

361,840

Act of 1852, 160 acres ....•• •. .•.....
Act ofl852, 80 acres .. .• ••..•....•..
Act of 1852, 40 acres .....•••.....••.

1, 223
1, 698

195,680
135,840
362,600

1,192
1, 661
8, 874

190,720
132,880
354,960

31
37
191

4, 960
2, 96Q
7, 640

Total . • • • . • .. . . . . • • • . • • . . • . • • •

9, ou5

11, 986

694,120

11,727

678,560

259

15,560

160 acres .......•....•..
120 acres ............. . .
100 acres .............. .
80 acres ............ .. . .
60 acres ............... .
40 acres ...... ......... .
10 acres ............... .

114, 519
96,917
49,431
359
540
5

18,323,040
11,637,240
600
3, 954,480
21, 540
21, 600
50

108, 62{)
90,348
5
47,867
310
465
3

17,380,640
10,841,760
500
3, 829,360
18, 600
18,600
30

"· 890
6,629
1
1, 564
49
75
2

942,400
795,480
100
125,120
2, 940
3, 000
20

Total .......... --·-....... ....

261,837

33,958,550

247,627

32, 089,490

14, 210

1, 869, 060

Act of 1855,
Act of 1855,
Act of 1855,
Act of 1855,
Act of 1855,
Act of 1855,
Act of 1855,

6

""-=======-=1====1=====1==== -

SUMMARY.

Act of 1847.... •• . .. . . • • • . • • • . . • . . . • .
Act of1850............ ..............
Act of 1852 .•••••••.••• ~.. • • • • • . • • • • .
Act of 1855 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • .

88, 249
189; 121
11, 986
261, 837

13, 209, 880
13,165,880
694, 120
33, 958, 550

86, 055
183, 522
11, 727
247, 627

Total . .. .. • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • .. ..

551, 193

61, 028, 430

528, 931

12, 920, 400
12, 804, 040
678, 560
32, 089, 490

2, 194
5, 599
259
14, 210

-289, 480
361, 840
15,560
1, 869, 060

--1---------1-------------58, 492, 460

22, 262

2, 53 5, 940

CHAPTER XV.
To JUNE 30, 1882.
[See pages 721-727.]
To JUNE 30, 1883.
[See page 1251.]

TWO, THREE, AND FIVE PER CENT. FUNDS.
To JuNE 30, 1880.
GRA:WTS TO STATES OF

PO~TION

OF NET PROCEEDS FROM SALES.

Congress, bY, several acts of dates given below, granted and allowed to the several
States containing public lands, with the exception of California, two, three, and five
per cent. upon the net proceeds of the sales of public lands therein. These allowances
were in lieu of State taxation of United States public lauds within said States, and in
many instances took effect from the date of admission into tpe Union.
Per cent.

Alabama, September 4,1841, and March 2, 1855. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mississippi, September 4, 1841. ..................................................
Missouri, February 28, 1859 ..............•...............•...............•......
Ohio, April30, 1802, and June 30, 1892 .............................. '··--· .......
Indiana, February 1, 1816, and April19, 1816....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mississippi, March 1, 1817, and July 4, 1836. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
2
2
3
3
3

8 1

iR:~:i~I'l~;ch c1, ~J~o ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~:::: ~::::::: ~:::::::::::::::: ~:::: ~ ~ ~::: ~::: ~::: :: ~
Alabama, March 2, ltH9, and July 4, 1836...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Louisiana, act l?ebrnary 20, 1811... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

r:k~!s~~: ~~~: ~~: i~~g .· ::: ::: ::: _.:::: ~ .·: ~::: _. ::: ~: _. :: ~ ~: _· ::: ~ :;:::: ::::: :~ ~:: ~ : ~
Florida, March 3, 1845.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Iowa, March 3, 1845, and December 28, 1846 ............... --~ .................... 5

~ o7!a~o~r~a;~£S:; i875:::::::: :: ~: :::::: ::::·_ ::::::::::: :::: ::::::: :~ :::::::::~ ~

0

Nebraska, April19, 1864 ........................................................ .
Nevada, March 21, 1864 ...•...........•....................... _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . .
Oregon, February 14, 1859 ........•.•............. .... : . .........................
Minnesota, Febrnary 26, 1857, and May 11, 1858 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wisconsin, August 6, 1846, and May 29, 1848.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5
5
5·
&
5-

Statement of the amounts which have accrued to the follqwing named States O"n account of tk8
t1oo, thtree, and five per cent. upon the net proce~ds of the sales of p1~blic lands to June 30,
1880, incluiive.
·
States.

Two per cent. j Three per cent. Five per cent.
I

.

Aggregate.
$1, 004, 365 57
227,359
9, 589
28,975
626,075
712,744
618,277
258,842
315,612
471,344
9!), 409
987,832
551,423
116, 578
8, 310
596,634
' a4, 911
455,253

Total .......................... -·
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0!).

73
44
1682
50 .
11
8!)
55
47
28·
83
67
H4
10
0973

-------------------812, 512 09
3, 658, 766 01
2, 652, 211 7a I 7, 123, 54o 83-

------~--------~-------------------
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TAXATION OF PUBLIC LANDS.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

Under the present practice, after the register's certificate and receiver's receipt have
been issued for lands purchased of or acquired from the United States, the authorities
of the States or Territories in which they lie list them for taxation although no patent
has issued. Prior to this only the value of improvemenLs is taxed, not the land, as
tha fee is in the United States. States containing public lands renounce their right to
tax the public domain at the time of their aumission into the Union. A State may tax
land after it has been entered and paid for, although no patent has been entered (issued) therefor. (Carrollv. Safford, 3 How., 441; Leviv. Thompson, 4How., 17; Carroll
v. Perry, 4 McLean, 25; Astrom v. Hammond, 3 McLean, 107 ; Withersvoon v. Duncan, 4 Wall., 210; S.C., 21 Ark., 240.)

C H A PTER XVI.
T o .TuNE 30, 1882.

[See pages 727-747.]
To .ruNE 30, 1883.

[See pages 1251, 1258.]

INDIAN RESERVATIONS FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.

.

TO .TUNE 30, 1880.

EXTINGUISHING THE INDIAN TITLE TO LANDS.

Preliminary to survey of lands within the public domain the United States requires
the extinction of the Indian title or Indian right of occupancy thereof. Without this
being done the surveys will not be made.
The ninth article of the Articles of Confederation declaredThe United States jn Congress assembled have the sole and exclusive right and power
of regulating the trade and managing all affairs with the Indians not members of any
. of the States: P1·ovided, That the legislative right of any State within its own limits
be not infringed or violated.
Under this, September 22, 1783, Congress issued a proclamation prohibiting and forbidding all persons from making settlements on lands inhabited or claimed by Indians
without the limits or jurisdiction of any particular State, and from purchasing or re-c eiving any gift or ces~ion of such lands or claims without the express authority and
·-direction of the United States in Congress assembled.
It further declared that every such purchase or settlement, gift or cession, not having the · authority aforesaid should be "null and void," and that no right or title
.should accrue in consequence of any such purchase, gift, cession, or settlement. ·
INDIAN OCCUPANCY TITLE TO THE PUBLIC DOMAIN-HOW EXTINGUISHED.

From the organization of the National Government it has been the rule of the Nation
to purchase the occupancy right from the Indians, generally giving them more value
in the compensation than the use of the ceded lands is worth to the Indians. The
Government has never attempted to surVey and dispose of lands prior to their cession
by the Indians.
The civil status of the Indians has been defined by a long series of statutes and
court rulings.
In the cases of the Cherokee Nation v. Georgia (5 Peters,· 1), and Worcester v.
Georgia (6 Peters, 515), the Indian tribes residing within the United States were recognized in some sense as political bodies, not as foreign nations nor as domestic nations, but still possessing and exercising some of the functions of nationality; but by
'act of Congress of March 3, 1871, it was provided that her6after no recognition by
treaty or otherwise should be made by the United States of the claim of any Indi,an
tribe as being an independent nation, tribe, or power. They hold a relation of wardship to the General Government and are subject to its control. .A State legislature
has no jurisdiction over the Indian territory contained within the territorial limits of
the State; but in the case of New York v. Dibble (21 Howard, 366), it was decided
that the State holds the sovereign police authority over the persons and property of
the Indians, so far as necessary to preserve the peace and protect them from imposition and intrusion.
In regard to right of soil it was settled in the case of the United States v. Rogers (4
How:ud, 567), that the Indian tribes are not the owners of the territories occupied by
them. These are vacant or unoccupied public lands belonging to the United States
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In th~ case of Johnson v. Mcintosh (8 Wheaton, 543), it was held that the Indian
tribes were incompetent to transfer any rights to the soil, and that any such conveyances were void ab initio, the right of property not subsisting in the grantors. The
right of making such grants was originally in the Crown, but by the t.reaty of 1783 it
was surrendered to the United States. In previous pages has been shown the process by which several of the States originally composing the American Union divested
themselves of this right by transferring both territorial jurisdiction and title to the
soil by cession to the General Government. In the case last mentioned Chief Justice
Marshall, in delivering the opinion of the court, thus grounded the right of the Government upon prior discovery :
The United States, then, have unequivocally acceded to that great and broad rule
by which 'its civilized inhabitants now hold this country. They hold and assert in
themselves the title by which it was acquired. They rna ntain, as all others have
maintained, that discovery gave an exclusive right to extin~uish the Indian title of
occupancy, either by purchase or by conquest, and gave also a right to such a degree
of sovereignty as the circumstances of the people would allow them to exercise.
The power now possessed by the Government of the United States to grant lands,
resided, while we were colonies, in the Crown or its grantees. The validity of the titles
given by either has never been questioned in our courts. lt has been exercised uniformly over territory in possession of the Indians. The existence of this power must
negative the existence of any right which may conflict with or contr<;>l it. An absolute
title to lauds cannot exist at the same time in different persons, or in differe-nt governments. An absolute must ue an exclusive title, or at least a title which excludes all
others not compatible with it. All our institutions recognize the absolute title of the
Crown, subject only to the Indian right of occupancy, an<lrecognize the absolute title
of the Crown to extinguish that right. This is incompatible with an absolute and
complete title in the Indians.
We will not enter into the controversy whether a.gricultnrists, merchants, and man- .
ufacturers have a right, on abstract principles, to expel hunters from the territory they _
possess, or to contract their limits. Conquest gives a title which the courts of the
conqueror cannot deny, whatever the private and speculative opinions of individual&
may be respecting the original justice of the claim which has been successfully asr
serted. The British Govemmeut, which was then our government, and whose rights
have passed to the United States, asserted a title to all the lanlls occupied by Indians within the chartered limits of the British colonies. It asserted also a limited
sovereignty over them, and the exclusive right of extinguishing the title which occupancy gave to them. These claims have been maintained a.nd established as far west
as the Mississippi River by the sword. The title to a vast portion of the lands we now
hold originates in them. It is not for the courts of this country to question the ·validity
of this title or to sustain one which is incompatible with it.
Although we do not mean to engage in the defense of those principles which Euro..
peans have applied to Indian title, tney may, we think, :find some excuse if not justi':"
1ication, in the character and habits of the people whose rights have been wrested from
them.
The title by conquest is acquired and maintained by force. The conqueror prescribes
its limits. Hnmanity, however, acting on public opinion, has established, as a general
rule, that the conquered shall not be wantonly oppressed, and that their condition
shall r•main as eligible as is compatible with the objects ofthe conquest. Most usually
they are incorporated with the victorious nation, and become subjects or citizens of
the government with which they are connected. 'rhe new and old members of society
mingle with each other; the distinction between them is gradually lost, and they make
one people. Where this incorporation is practicable, humanity demands, and a wise
policy requires, that the right of the conquered to property should remain unimpaired;
!·ll::tt the new subj ects should be governe<l as equitably as the old, and that confidence
w their secndty shonld gradually banish the painful sense of being separated from
their ancient connections and united by force to strargers.
When the conquest is complete, and the conquered inhabitants can be blended with
the conquerors, or safely governed as a distinct people, public opinion, which not
even tho conqueror can disregard, imposes these restraints upon him; and he cannot
n eglect them without injury to his fame and hazard to his power.
B.nt the trlbes of Indians inhabiting this country were fierce savages, whose occupatiO!~ " ·as war1 and.who.se subsistence was drawn chiefly from the forest. To leave
them rn possesswn of therr country, was to leave the country a wilderness; to govern
~hem as a distinct people was impossible, because they were as brave and high-spirIte<l as they were fierce, and were ready to repel by arms every attempt on their independence. What was the inevitable consequence of this state of things ' The
Europeans were under the necessity either of abandoning the country and relinquish•,
16 L 0 -VOL III
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1ing their pompons claims to it, or of enforcing those claims by• the sword, and by the
adoption of principles ada.p ted to the condition of a people with whom it was impossible to mix, and who could not be governed as a distinct society, or of remaining in
their neighborhood, and exposing themselves and their families to the perpetun.l haz·,ard of being massacred.
·
Frequent and bloody wars, in which the whites were not always the aggressors, un. avoidably ensued. European policy, numbers, and skill prevailed. As the white
population advanced, that of the Indians necessarily receded. The country in the
' Immediate neighborhood of agriculturists became unfit for them. The game :fled into
...thicker and more unbroken forests, and the Indians followed. The soil, to which the
.Crown originally claimed title, being no longer occupied by its ancient inhabitants,
was parceled out according to the will of the sovereign power, ancl taken poi3session
·of by persons who claimed immediately from the Crown, or mediately through its
:-grantees or deput.ies.
That law wl).ich regulates and ought to regulate in general, the relations between the
~conqueror and conquered, was incapable of application to a people under such circum-stances. The resort to some new and different rule, better adapted to the actual
-state of things, was unavoidable. Every rule which can be suggestecl will be found
to be attended with great difficulty.
However extravagant the pretension of converting the discovery of an inhabited
country into conquest may appear, if the principle has been asserted in the first instance and [.l,fterward sustained; if a country has been acquired and held under it; if
property of the great mass of the community originates in ·it, it becomes the law of
the land, and cannot be questioned. So, too, with respect to the concomitant principle that the Indian inhabitants are to be considered merely as occupants, to be protected, indeed, while in peace, in the possession of their lands, but to be deemed incapable of transferring the absolute title to others. However this restriction may be
opposed to natural right and to the usages of civilized nations, yet, if it be indispen
sable to that system under which the country has been settled, and be adapted to the
actual condition of the two people, it may, perhaps, be supported by reason, and certainly cannot be rejected by courts of justice.
(See also Fletcher v. 'Peck, 6 Cranch, 87; Mitchell v. U. S., 9 Peters, 711; Clark v.
Smith, 13 Peters, 195 ; Latimer v. Poteet, 14 Peters, 4 ; Jackson v. Porter, 1 Paine, 457;
Blair v. .Pathkiller, 5 Yerger, 230; Vanhorn v. Dorrance, 2 Dallas, 304; Choteau v.
Molouy, 16 Howard, 203; Godfrey v. Beardsley, 2 McLean, 413.)
.
The coart confin,ed itself to the discussion of questions essential to a statement of
the actual law governing the relations of the Indian tribes. It assumes the concrete
.fact that the General Government holds the right of eminent domain as well as the
title to ~he soil in the public lands, subject, however, to the right of occupancy by the
Indians, and that" the Indian inhabitants are considered merely as occupants, to be
protected while in peace in the possession of their lands, but incapable of transferring
an absolute title to others." The Constitution of the United States gives to Congress
the "power to dispose of and to make all needful rules and regulations respecting the
territo·.ry, or other property, belonging to the United States." 'l'he " .territory" or
soil, here classeu with other property, may be disposed of under rules and regulations
prescribed by the legislative authority. The question now arises whether Indian
<>ccnpancy is an indefeasible right, or whether it is merely a privilege which the Government may withdraw when the interests of civilization or the pressure of immigration may demand it.
According to the above rulings in the case of Johnson v. Mcintosh, the General Government has the right to terminate the occupancy of the Indians by " conquest or
purchase." Does this involve the right of forcibly dispossessing them of that occupancy?
Very large portionsofthepublic domain have been acquired by peaceable purchase;
ether portions have been acquired by conquest, various tribes having been successively subjugated, and, as the price of peace, they were compelled to part with a
portion of their hunting-grounds and move upon reservations.
INDIAN HOMESTEADS.

The fifteenth and sixteenth sections of the act of March 3, 1875, extend the benefits
of the homestead act of M1~y 20, 1B62, and the n,cts amendatory tbere_o f (now embodied
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in sections 2290, 2291, 2292, and 2295 to 2302, inclusive, of the Revised Statutes) to
any Indian born in the United States, who is the head of a family, or who has arrived
.at the age of twenty-one years, and who has abandoned or may hereafter abandon his
tribal relations, with the exception that the provisions of the eighth section of said
.act of 1862 (section 2301 of the Revised Statutes) shall not be held to apply to entries
made thereunder~ and with the proviso that the title to lands acquired by any Indian
by virtue thereof shall not be subject to alienation or incumbrance, either by volun-·
tary conveyance, or the judgment, decree, or order of any court, and shall be and remain inalienable for a period of five years from the date of the patent issued therefor.
An Indian desiring to enter public land under this act must make application to the
['egister and receiver of the proper district land office; also, an affidavit setting forth
the fact of his Indian character; that he was born in the United States ; that he is
the head of a family or has arrived at the age of twenty-one years; that he has aban-doned his tribal relations and adopted the habits and pursuits of civilized life; and
this must be corroborated by the affidavits of two or more disinterested witnesses.
If no objectio~ appears, the register and receiver will then permit him to enter the
tract desired according to existing regulations, so far as applicable, under the home;stead law, the register writing across the face of the application the words "Indian
homestead-act of March 3, 1875" ; they will note the entry on their records and
make,return~ th~reof to the General Land Office, with which they will send the affidavits submitted. It will be observed that the provisions of the eighth section of the act
()f May 20, 1862 (section 2301 of the Revised Statutes), which admits of the commuting
()£homestead to cash entries, do not apply to this class of homesteads.
All lands obtained under the above act are exempt from liability for debts contracted
prior to the issuing of p.atent therefor.
When Indians become citizens of the United States· they are entitled to the benefits
.of all the settlement and other land laws, as are other citizen!:!.
·
Homesteads of' all classes are returned upon monthly abstracts by registers and receivers, and the class or kind noted in ''Remarks." No list or statement of the number of entries made under the above act can be (at this time) obtained, but the total
number of entries made under it in all States and Territories will not exceed 100 to
June 30, 1880.
There have been several acts passed relating to settlements by Indians upon the public loo.ds, such as the acts of June 10, 1872, and May 23, 1876, which were for the Indians
()f the tribes known as Otto was and Chippewas of Michigan. These were allowed to
make entries of''lands of former Indian reservations of Michigan. Probably some 500
or more of such entries have been made ancl perfected. (See Statutes at Large and
Revised Statutes.)
PROCEDURE IN MAKING AN INDIAN RESERVATION.

The method of making an Indian reservation is by an Executive order Withdrawing certain land~ from sale or entry and setting them apart for the use and occupancy
of the Indians, such reservation previously having been selected by officers acting
under the direction of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs or that of the Secretary of
the Interior, and recommended by the Secretary of the Interior to the President.
The Executive order is sent to the Office of Indian Affairs, and copy thereof is furnished by that office to the General Land Office, upon receiptofwhichthe reservation is
noted upon the land office records and local land. officers are furnished with copy of
the order and are directed to protect the reservation from interference ; after this the
Indians are gathered up and placed upon the reservation.
·
PROCEDURE IN ABOLISHING AN INDIAN RESERVATION.

When such reservation is no longer required, and the President is so informed by the
'Secretary of the Interior, an Executive order is issued restoring the lands to the
public domain, and the order being received by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
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copy thereof is furnished to ~he General Land Office, where it is noted and information
is communicated to the United States land officers, after which the lands are disposed
of as other public lands.
Indian reservations existing by virtue of treaty stipulations are usually abolished in
the manner following:
agreement is entered into between the chiefs and headmen
of the Indians, and agents or commissioners appointed by the Secretary of the Inte•rior, with or without authority of Congress, for that purpose; such agreement is submitted to Congress for acceptance and ratification, and provides for the relinquishment,
for valu11ble considerations, of a part or the whole of the lands claimed by the
Indians either under t!'eaty stipulations or otherwise.
By a clause in the Indian appropriation act approved March 3, 1871 (16 Stat.,.
p. 566), it is declared thnt no Indian nation or tribe within the territory of the United
States shall thereafter be acknowledged or recognized as an independent nation, tribe, or
power with whom the United States may contract by treaty, hence, sincethattimeruere
agreements have been entered into, subject to ratification by Congress and the President, such agreements being sometimes entered into under authority of a prior act of
Congress, and sometimes, as in the case of the last Ute agreement, agreed upon and
then subinitted to Congress. ln a case like the last mentioned, the agreement, as.
ratified by Congress, still remains to be ratified by a certain proportion of the Indians
affected by such agreement, before it becomes va,lid.

An

NUMBER AND LOCATION OF RESERVATIONS.

The total number of Indian reservations in the United States, June 30, 1880, was.
147, two-thirds of the area of which will eventually be r estored to the public domain
for sale and disposition, after purchase of occupancy title from the Indians, and setting aside portions of the same to be held by the Indians in severalty or otherwise,
as may be ordered by Congress.
These reservations contain 154,436,362 acres, with an estimated population of 255,938,
or about 603.41 acres to each Indian, and are situated in the following States and Territories:
Location and names of reservations, together with a1·ea and population, to June 30, 1880.

.

States and Territories.

Areas in acres.

Indian population of
r eservations.

1, 038'
*5, 000
1, 70(}
*6, UlJ()

4, 878
*ir~

*2, 58(}

Total in Arizona .......... . ................................ .
CALIFORNIA.

~?~~~n~~~:: ::::~::: :·::::::::. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.

RotlJld Valley..... . .................................................. .

B!!t~~l{i;~;:: ~ ~ ~: ~:: :::: ~::::::::: ~: ::: ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

a, 092,720

1~~: gb~

207,360

~~: ~g~

Not on reservation ................... _... _.. .......... .. .... ......... ... .......... ... _..
Total in California .................... ..... ................ .

21,361
414
3, 00()
534-.

16().

J, 12&
*5, 436

---- - - - 10,
- G6!}
501, 083

1========~---1------

COLORADO.

Ute...................................................................

12,467,200

1 200
1:330

Total in Colorado .......................................... .

12,467,200

2, 53(}

Do . .... .............. ......... .... ................................ .......... ........
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Location and names of reservations, together with area and population, 4-c.-Continued.

States and Territories.

Areas in acres.

Indian popu·
lation ef
reservations

DAKOTA TERRITORY.

Crow Creek. . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . •• • •• . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. • .. • • .. • .. .. ..
205, 415
D evil's Lake .. .. • • .. .. • • .. • .. • . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . • .. • • • • ... • .. . • .. .. ..
230, 400
Flandreau ............................................................................ .
Fort Berthold . . .'.......................... . ...........................
2, 912,000
L ake Traverse ...... .. .......... ".....................................
918,780

-~~~=~~~~~~~~-::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::~: ::::::::::::::::::

None.
None.

4~~: ~gg

ffio·i~ m::H~ :~:~ ~ :~ii:::mi: ::L::::::E:::::::H~:::::: : } · ·~

430, 405

1, 764
1,300
7,200
7, 314
2,611
2,019

1!6, 618, 456

27,472

1
•

Yankton ...................... . .......... . .................... - ......

961
1,089
304
1,402
1,500

551
{

IDAHO TERRITORY.

C reurD'Alene ......... ~ ..............................................
736,000
Fo1·t Hall . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. . . . .. .. • . . .. . .. .. • .. • .. . .. .. .. ..
1, 202, 330
Lapwai............. . ............................. . ...................
746,651
Lemhi . .. .. • .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. ..
64, 000
Not on reservation . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. • . . . .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. . . ................ .
Total in Idaho Territory ................................... .

2, 748,981

450
1, 500
1, 208
712

*600
4,470

-----========= 1 ------~·~

INDIAN TERRITORY.

Arapahoe and Cheyenne . ..... .. .......... . ......................... ..
Chel'okee ................................... ... .. . .... : ........... . .. .
C hickasaw . ........................... . .............................. .
Choctaw ...... . . .. . . .... . ............... .. ...... .. .................. ..
C reek . . . .... .. ............................. . .. . ..................... ..
Kansas . ... .. .... . ....... .. ........................................... .
Kiowa and Comanche ................... . ........................ . ... .
M odoc ..................... . ......................................... .

8~t.~!~: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: ::: ::: ::::::::::::::

Pawnee . . . .... . .............. . .......... .. ... . ....................... .
P eoria and Miami . . ................. .... ... . . . . ... . . ................ ..
P ottawatomie ....................... . .................. .. ............ .

~~~'1E~r F-o~::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::: :::::: ::::::

S eminole ........... . ................................................ ..
Seneca .................................................... . .......... .
S hawnee ...... . ....................... . ... . ......................... ..
Wichita .................................. . .......................... .
'\Vyandot . .................... . ..................................... ..
P onca ............................................................... .
N ezPerces . .. .. ...................................................... .
Unoccupied land .................................................... ..
Total in Indian Territory ........•••••.•••••••••••.••..•.•..

4, 297,771
5, 031,351
4, 650,935
6,688, 000
3,215,495
100,137
2, 968,893
4, 040
1, 470,059
14,860
283,026
60,301
575,877
56,685
479,667
200,000
51,958
13,048
743,610
21,406 .
101,894
90,735
9, 991,167
41,100,915

5,899
19,720
6,000
15,800
15,000
397
3, 945
99
2,008
114
1,306
210
300
35
1,461
2,667
224
77
198
251
630
344

76,585

I~=============J----~=====

IOWA.

Sac andFox ................ .. ......................................... .

692

355

Total in Iowa . .................. .. ........................ ..

692

355

KANSAS.

-=-====
75.
60
234
N une.
450
*150

Total in Kansas .. .......................................... .

-------------137,747
969
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Location and names of reservations, together with area and population, g-c.-Coutinued.

States and Territories.

I

Areas in acres.
.

Indian popu•
lation. of

Ireservations.

MINNESOTA.

Bois Forte ........................................................... .
Fond duLac ..... .. ............. ............ ......................... .
Grand Portage (Pigeon River) ........................................ .
Leech Lake ................................................ ~ ......... .
Mille Lac .......... ......... ... . .......................... : . ......... .
RedLake ........................................................... ..
White Earth ............. . ...... ............ : . .............. ......... .
Winnebagoshish (White Oak Point) ....... ....,..................... .
Total in Minnesota ......................................... .

107, 509
100, 121
51,840
9-l,
440 }
01,014
3, 200, 000
1, 091, 523
320,000

6,198-

7,680•

5, 026,447

MONTANA TERRITORY.

DlacBf~~~::: ~ ~.::::: ::::: ~ ~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1

797
404
271

21, 651,200 {

~: ~:

Crow . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .
6, 272, 000
3, 470
Jocko .................................................................. ____1_,_4a__3_,6_o_o_ I___I_,_s3_s
Total in Montana Territory................................

1

29,356,800

21,

65~

NEBRASKA.

Iowa ................... : ..............................................
16,000
176Niobrara...... . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • • . . . . . .. .. . . . . .
115, 076
764
Omaha ...... :. .... . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. • .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .
143, 2:l5
1, 12()
Otoe . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . ..
44, O!l3
.(38
Sac and Fox...........................................................
8, 014
75Winnebago ................................... ; ....................... _ _ _ _1_09_,84_4 _ _ _1_,4_29-_
436,252

4,00~

~~g
~~~: ~~~

3,800<
10()500
50()
*1, 90()

885, 015

6, 800

Mescalero Apache (Fort Stanton).....................................

570, .240
5, 468, 160

1, 20G
12,000.

.Jemez ... . .. .......... ...... . . .. ...... .... .. . .... . .. . .... . . .... . . .
Acoma . ...........................................................

17, 510
95, 792

Total in Nebraska ........................................ ..
NEVADA.

~~~~a'iti~:~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::~::::::~: ::::::::::::::::::
~!lk~~dR~:!:. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

24i:

Not on reservation ..................................................................... .
Total in Nevada ........................................... .
NEW MEXICO TERRITORY.

J::~ig~;...

...........................................................

~~~is~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~o!~~~~- ::~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Cochiti.... . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .
0

~~~~ -~~~~-~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

g: ~~~

. ~~: ~~
2~

256

i~: ~~i

Santa Clara . . . .. . .. . .. . .• .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

17, 3"69

Pojoaque . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .
Zia ..... ... . ......................................................
Sandia . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Isleta . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. • .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Nambe........................... ... .. .. . .. .. .. . ... .. . . . .. .... .. ..

17,515
24, 187
110, 080
13, 586

Total in New Mexico ................... ~ ................ .

6, 921,531

23,452

Tuer.arQra ........................................................... .

30,469
21,680
640
288
6,100
14,640
7, 549
. 5, 000

92S
1, 664.
93
186408
7ffT
607
471

Total in New York ........................................ .

86,366

5, 13S.

~:~u:&d:ro;;8~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

g: ~~~
13, 520

t4fi"~~~~: ~ ~:: ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~:::: ~:: ..........:!l: f!l_

9,50&

75Z

NEW YORK.

lr;c;;;H;H;_ H-:::.~::_-:j_:____ U~H!_llH!
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Location and names of reservations, together with area and population, g·c.-Continund.

States and Territories.

Indian population of
reservations.

.Areas in acres.

•
NORTH CAROLINA.

,

Cheoah Boundary...... ...... . ....... . ......... . ......................
Qualla .Boundary ................................. ---..................

15,211 }

2, 20()
60,000 ,___________
,_____________

Total in North Carolina, .... . ... ---- .... -------.............

2, 200-

65,211

OREGON.

Grand Ronde .. ..................... -----------·................. . ....
61,440
Klamath . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . • . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . • . . • . . . . ..
1, 056, 000
Malheur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . •
1, 778, 560
Siletz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • • • .. . . .. . . . . . . • . . . • .. . . .. • .. . . • . . •
225, 000
Uma.tilla .. .. ·. ......... . ............•. . ... ---.··---· ....... ..•. .... ...
268,800
Warm :::iprings . ..... ..... ........ ....... ... . .... ••.... ........ .•.. ...
464,000
Nut on reservation ............ -----· . ... . ..................................... . ... . .... .
Total in Oregon.............................................

8691, 023

None.
1,109
1, 000
554
*800 ·

3, 853,800

5, 355

l======~;r== l =======~

UTAH TERRITORY'.

Uinta Valley... . ............... . .. . ...................................
2, 039,040
Not on reservation. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . • . • .. • • . • . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . ......... . ...... .
Total in Utah.................... .. .........................

2, 039,040

450 ·
*390
1

840 .

W .ASHL'IGTON TERRITORY.

Chehalis... ............................ . ........................... .. .
Colville . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . • . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . ..
Makah ... . ......... . .. . ...... ............ . ..... ......................

4,225
2, 800, 000
23,040

1~: gH

f~i:!!i~: ~ ~ ~:: ::::::::::::: ~::: ~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Squaxin Island (Klah-che-min)...... ...... . ..... ...... . ...............
Lummi (Chah-choo-sen) .. . .... ... . .... . . .....• ...•.. ..••. .•...•.... .•.
Muckleshoot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • . . • • •
Port Madison . . ....... . .... . .......·. .......... ................... ....

2053,053
728-

}

1, 494
12,312 }
3, 367
7, 284

~~~~~}:~ !.~~~~i~~~~~~):::: ~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

2:!: !~.

Skokomish ...... . ... . ... .. .. . .. .. ..... ·-----.. ... .•. .•.••• ...... ......
4, 987
Yakama . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • .. . • .. . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
800, 000
Columbia (Chit>fMoses). . . .. . . . . . ..... ...... . ................... .•.••.
2, 992,240
Not on r eservation . ... . ............. . ............ __ . .................................. . .
Total in Washington Territory ........................... ..

1,365-

2,898 486
775
3,930
150·
*!3.10

6, 925,748

13, 90().

Menomoneo . ...... ------ .. ....... . .............................. ·•...•.
Oneida .. ..... . . . .... . ........ . ....... --··--·-----·................ . ...

69,136
69,824
!24, 333
13,993
231,680
65,540

1,093
542
736
726
1,450
1,492
126
1,210

Total in Wisconsin ........ . ...................... ~ ••••.•....

586,026

7,375

WISCONSIN.

Lac Court Oreilles . .. .. .. .. .. .. ....•. .... .. . ..... ..•••. .... .. ..........
Lac de Flambeau . ................. . ..... . .............................
La Pointe (Bad River) .. .. ...... .. .... -----· .... .. ...... ....... •••. ••.
Red Cliff . . . .• .. . ... . .•. •. . .... • •• . ... .. ............ ..................

~g~~~~~:e~~ti~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..........-~~~-~~~.
WYOMING TERRITORY.

Wind River ............. .. .... . ... . _... . . _........................... .

1, 520,000

2, 063

Total in Wyoming ......................................... .

1, 520,000

2, 063

!~===========! =~=======

~~rr~:::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::: ::~::: ::::::· i:::::::
~::: ~ :::::: 1
=====

1. 000·

.Grand total ..................... ~ --··· ......................

154,436,362

255,038

1

* Eatilooted.

Total number of reservations, 147; total acreage, 154,436,362 acres.
The total number of Indians is 255,938, which gives about 603.41 acres to each Indian.
The tota.l number of reservations includes the twenty Indian pueblos in New Mexico, sixteen of which have been patented to the. Indians; also the Moqui pueblos in
Arizona.
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The following note was received through the General Land Office in relation to the
two items mentioned:
The Indian Office has no publication giving the original method of dealing with the
Indians as to titles and changes in methods, neither has the office anyt,hing showing
h ' •w much it has cost the Governmf'nt to extinguish Indian titles to public domain,
aiHl the preparation of such information woul(l be so extensive a work as to preclude
the possibility of its being furnished at present.
REFERENCES HEREUNDER.

See Report of Public Land Commission, 1880; Laws and Decisions; Revised Statutes of the United States, sees. 2039 to 2178; same, on performance of engagements
betwe~n the United States and Indians, sees. 2079 to 2110; same, on government and
protection of Indians, sees. 2111 to 21t6; same, on government of the Indian country,
sees. 2127 to 2156; 6 Cranch, 646 ; 8 Wheaton, 543 ; 7 Johnston, 246 ; Indian treaties,
U.S. Stats. at Large; act of Congress March 26, 1804, sec. 15, dividing Louisiana into
t 'wo Territories; Bump's Notes of Constitutional Decisions, titles "Indians" and
4 'Territories.'' •

CHAPrrER XVII.
To JuNE 30, 1882
(See pages 748-752.] .
To JuNE 30, 1883.
[See pages 1258-1260.]

MILITARY RESERVATIONS UPON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
To JuNE 30, 1880.
HOW RESERVATIONS ARE MADE.

The present method of creating a military reservation from the lands of the public
domain is as follows:
The commanding officer of a military department recommends the establishment of
a reservation with certain boundaries; the Secretary of War refers the papers to the
Interior Department to know whether any objection exists to the declaration of the
reserve by the President. If no objection is known to the General Land Office and it
is so reported, the reservJttion is declared by the President upon application of the
Secretary of War for that purpose, and tbe papers are sent to the General Land Office,
through the Secretary of the Interior, for annotation upon the proper records. If
upon surveyed land the United States land officers are at once instructed to withhold
the same from disposal and respect the reservation. If upon unsurveyed land the
United States surveyor-general is furnished with a full description of the tract and
is instructed to close the lines of public surveys upon the outboundaries of the reserve:
the United States land officers are also instructed not to receive any filing, of any kind
for the reserved lands.
HOW RESTORED TO PUBLIC DOMAIN.

There is at present no authority for restoring military reservations to the public domain, in view of the act of Congress approved June 12, 1858 (11 Stats., p. 336), which
interdicts the sale of any lands in a reservation without a special act of Congress, and
provides that such lands shall not be subject to the pre-emption or homestead laws,
except in Florida, where under the act of Congress approved August 18, 1856 (11
Stat., p. b7), the Secretary of War may relinquish, in writing, to the Secretary of the
Interior any reservation not needed, and it may be disposed of as are other public
lands. The act of J 11ly 2, 1864, provides for the sale by the Commissioner of the General Land Office of reservations of public lands, which shall be brought into market
under existing laws. The minimum price fixed is $1.25 per acre. Such lands cannot
be sold for less than this sum.
'
The act of March 3, 1819, made it the duty of the War Department to sell abandoned
military sites and bodies of land once reserved for military purposes. The present
method of unmaking a military reservation, or throwing the lands therein into the
market for sale, is usually through and by an act of Congress specially for each reservation, or an act providing for the sale of one or more of them. Congress acts upon
information received from the vVar Department as to reservations being no longer
necessary for military purposes. These acts of Congress usually contain (see act of
February 24, 1871, for illustration) a provision for appointment of appraisers to value
the land, and advertising and selling at not less than the appraised value nor at less .
than $1.25 per acre. The Secretary of War after the act is passed transfers the control of the lands to the Secretary of the Interior, who proceeds as the law directs. The
249
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theory of the appraisal before sale of these lands is that time enhances their value by
increase of population surrounding them, as the fort or post on the frontier or in the.west is usually the nucleus of a settlement, which grows into a town or city.
The fo1lowing list shows that the total number of military reservations in land
States and Territo:r;ies is 179, containing 2,920,580.68 acres of land, as follows:
Military reservations in public-land States and Territo1'ies, July 1, 1880.

Alabama (1 reservation):
A small reserve at Mobile Bay, area not known.
Alabama and Mississippi:
Acres.

6, 061.64

Islands in Gulf of Mexico ••••.•.••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••

Arizona (13 reservations):
Camp Apache .•.•...............•••..•••....••••.•••••.••••...••••
7, 421.14
Camp Crittenden .......•••..•••.••••.••••....•.......•.....••.•.•.
3,278.08
Camp Bowie .............••....•••••.•..·......•• ~ ••....•...•..•••. 23,040. 0(}
2,031.70
Camp Grant (old) ......•.....•..•.••...•••..•..•.•.•••..••••.•••.•
Camp Grant (new) .......••.......•......••••...••..•...••••.•••• 42,341.00
23,040.0(}
Camp Goodwin .........•..•...•.•.•••....•.•.••....•••.••....•.••.
6,486. 81
Camp Mojave ............•....••................•...••..•..•.......
Camp McDowell ..........••....•................ .•••• .....•..•.... 24,750.15
Camp Lowell ....................••••...•....•...•••..•..•.•••...... 49,920.00
10,487.00
Camp Thomas .........................•..•.......• ~ •••..•••.......
12,293.79
Camp Verde .. .... ........•...........••••. .•••••••••.....•••••....
1, 730.00
Fort Whipple .............•••••..•.••...........•.....•...........
720.00
Timber reserve for Port Whipple .•..•...•..........•..••.•.•..•..•.
Fort Yuma, mostly in California, small part in Arizona.
Area of military reservations in Arizona not counting Camp Thomas,
which is mostly comprised in Camp Goodwin Reservation ..•••••.. 197,052.67
Arkansas (2 reservations):
Fort Smith Cemetery ........................................ ...•.••
Quarrying reservation ...............••...... ......•....••..• ......
Total in Arkansas ............... .

===

14.81
260.96
275.77

====

Califorriia (19 reservations):
Ang~l. and Alcatraz Islands, area not known.
Ben1c1a .......................................................... .
Fort Bid well .............................. .• ..........•••.••.•.•.•
Camp Cady .........................•.•....••...• ...••............
Fort Crook .... .............................••......•...••....•.•••

g:~~mJ:~~o~~~~~--_- _-_-_-_· _-_-_-_- ::: ~::::::: ~: --~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

344.90
3, 201.45
1,fi6~.00

2,560.00
2.00
451.50

Fort Hill or Monterey, area not known.
Camp Independence ............................................. .
Molate Island or Golden Rock, area not known.
Presidio Reserve No. 1 ............................................ .
Point San Jose (less the area relinquished to city and county of San
Francisco by act of Congress approved July 1, 1870) .........•...•
Peninsula Island, area not known.
Fort Reading ... ••..............•.........•••••.•.•.....••.••••.•••
Point Lorna, area not known.
San Solit o, Bay Point, area not known.
Three Brothers, Three Sisters, and Marin Islands at San Pablo Bay
entrance, area not known.
Yerba Buena Island, area not known.
Fort Yuma .........................................•••••...••.••..
Total in California as far as the areas are known ...•...•.......•• ·.

2,650.18
1,382.22
130.24
3,962.90

5,214.30
21, 461. 69

=--=
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Co :orado (5 reservations):

.Acrt's.

Fort Gar] and .•••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••
Fort Lyon ...•..•..•••••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••.
Pike's Peak ...•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Fort Sedge wick .••••...•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fort Lewis ...••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

2,560.00
5,864.00
8,192.00
40,960.00
22,400.00

Total in Colorado .•.•••....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

79,976. 0()

Dakota (10 reservations):
Fort Abraham Lincoln, area not known.
Fort Buford, partly in Montana .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 576, 000. 00,
1, 899. {)8·
Fort Pembina .•••••......•••••••..•••••••••••••••.•••••.•.••••••••
Fort Randall, estimated at ......................................... . 96,000.00
Fort Rice, estimated at ...••.••.•••••••••••••.••••••.••••.•••••••••• 102, 400. 0(}
Fort Stevenson, estimated at •.•••••.•••••••.••••..•••••.•••••.• : • •• 48,000.00
Fort Sully, estimated at ...••.•.••••••.••••••••••.•.•••••••••••.••••• 28,800. 0(}
46,000. 0(}
Fort Totten est.i mated at ...••.•.•••• ~ ..••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••
Fort Wadsworth ...••••.....•..••••••.••.•••••••.••••..•••.•••••..•• 78,400.00
7,840. 00·
Fort Meade .••••...••••.•••••.•••••.••••••.•••••.••••.• ····"~-· .••••.
Total area in Dakota, not including Fort Abraham Lincoln, but including one-half of Fort Buford in Montana .•••••••• ~..... . • • • • • 985, 339. 08·
Florida (16 reservations):
North end of Amelia Island .•.•..••••.•••••••.••••••..••••.••••••••
Fort McRee, area not knewn.
Battard Island and adjacent lands, area not known.
Fort Brooke ..........•...••.•....•.......••••....•••••••.•••••.•••
Cedar Keys.... . . . . . . . . . ....••..••••..•.•.•••.••.••••••••••••••••.
Islands in Charlotte Harbor ..•••..•....•••.••••••••••••••..••••••••
Dry Tortugas, area not.known.
Egmont Island, a:J?ea not known.
Fort Barrancas, area not known
Neck of land at Saint Andrew's Sound, area not known.
Fort Marion and blocks in Saint Augustine and land at Matanzas
Inlet, area not known.
At Saint George's Sound, lands mostly disposed of, they constituting .
a part of what is known as "Forbes's Purchase."
Saint Joseph's Bay, Point Saint Joseph •.•••••..•.••••••••••••••••.
Saint Mark's .....................••.••...•.••••••·•••••••••••.••••.
At Santa Rosa Sound .............••....••..••••..•••••.••••..•••••
Key West Shoals, area not known.
Total area of reservations in Florida, as far as known •.••••••••••
Idaho (5 reservations):
Fort Boise .............••....•.••••..••••••••••••••••••••.••...•..
Fort Hall .......•.. . ....••••...••..•••••.•••••••••.••••.•••••••••.
Fort Lapwai .........•...•.. •..•.••••.••••.••••.••••••.••••••••••.
Camp· Three Forks, Owyhee .•••••••.••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•• ~ ..
Fprt Creur d'Alene .........•••...•••..••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••.
Total in Idaho .......... .- ..•••••••••••.•••••••••••• : •••••••••••

419.44.
155.50211. (35:
2, 143.38-

3 851.21
305.75
5,95t!.20
13,045.13:
. 1,225.55·
646 50
1, 226. 00·
4,800. 00 '
1,280.00·
9,178.05-

====-

lliinois:
Fort Armstrong (Rock Island), area not known.
Kansas (6 reservations):

!~~i~:~:a~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~ ~~1fa~~- :::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

43,461.00
7,600.00
10,240.00
2,750.00
1!l,899.22
8,960.00

Total in Kansas . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • .

92, 910, 22

Fort Leavenworth .•••..••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••

=====
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Louisiana (7 reservations) :
Battery Bienvenue, area not known.
Baton Rouge ...•........••......••••..••..••.•••••••••••.•••••..••
On the coast of the Gulf of Mexico quite a number of reserved tracts,
area not known.
·
·
Fort Jackson ...•........•...••.••••...•••••••••••••••••••.•••..••
Fort Pike, area not known.
Fort Saint Philip .......•....•••.••••.•••••.•••••••••••.•••••.•••••
Tower Dupres, area not known.
Total in Louisiana, as far as known .••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••
Michigan (6 reservations):
Fort Br:ady, exact area not known.
Fort Gratiot, all sold.
Fort Mackinac, area not known.
Boi~ Blanc Island ...•• : •••• .•••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fort Wilkins ...•..•....••..•••••.••• ·••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••
Total in Mic4igan, as far as knoWn. •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.
Minnesota (2 reservations):
Fort Snelling, area not known.
Reserve on Saint Louis River ..••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••.....
Missouri (3 reservations) :
Grand Tower Rock, area not known.
Island in Missouri River, township 50 north, range 33 west .•••.••••.
Fort Leavenworth, area not known.

Acree.

44.17
740.97
556.12
1, 341.26
====

9,199.43
148.35
9,347. 78

===
7.32
====
54.79

Montana (8 reservations):
2.400.00
Camp Baker .......................••••..•••••.••••..••••..•••....
Fort Benton, area not known.
Fort Buford (see nuder Dakota).
Fort Ellis .................•.......•••..••••••••••••...••••..••••.. 32,160.00
Fort Shaw ....................•.......•••.•••••...••••••••.•...•.. 32,000.00
Fort l{eogh .............••...•........•..•••••.......•••••.•...•.. 57,619.00
Fort Assiniboine, estimated ....................................... . 704,000.00
2,777.64
Fort Missoula .....•....•......•••..••••..•••.•.••••....•.....•....
Total in Montana, as far as known...... . • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . • . . • • • . • .
Nebraska (6 reservations):
On North Fork of Loup River .................................... .
}'ort McPherson ••••.... . .........•...•.••.•.•••.•••...•••••..•••..
Fort Niobrara ...•........••••........••...••••..•••• : .•••....•••..
Fort Robinson ..••.•.........•......•••....••....•....••.••.......
Camp Sheridan ..•••............••...........••••...•.....••......
Fort Sidney .............• ~ ..•••••..•••.••..••.•.•..•..••••....•...
Total in Nebraska .•••.....••..••••....•.••••......••••.•••••....
.New Mexico (1:3 reservations):
Fort Bayard ....................•••••.••••.••••..••••..•••..•.•...
]'ort Butler (never declared) ...................................... .

~~~~~~~~~:::::~::::~::~::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::~

Fort McH.ae ......•••..............••..•..•..•••.•..•••••...••....
'On Moro River ................................................... .
Fort Selden. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . • • . • . .••.......
.Fort Stanton .. ......•••..........•...•....••...........•..........
.Fort Sumner Cemetery ......••••.......•..••...•••••.•.•.....•....
Fort Thorn ..................••••••••.•.•.•••••••••••.•.•........•
Fort Union ...................................................... .
Fort Win gate .................................................... .
Total in New Mexico, not including Fort Butler, never declared..

830, 956. 64

===
3, 251.41
19,500.00
6,194.84
15,360.00
18,225.00
3,835.35
66,366.60

===
8,840.00
76,!:::00.00
24,895.00
2,5fi0.00
17.77
2,560.00
5,120.00
9,613.74
10,240.00
320.00
23,040.00
66,~0.00

64,000.00
218,086.51

===
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Nevada (3 reservations) :

Acres.

Carlin .............••••...........•..•.••....•...•.••••..•••.. __ ..
Camp Halleck:··· .........•... •.••. ·-~-:- ••••••••..•••.••••.•••••
Camp J\icDerm1tt ....••........••....•..••••.•.•.••••.•••• --~- ••••
Total in Nevada .•...... - .....•...•••••..•••..•• - •.. ~.: .•••.•. - ••

920. 0()
10,900.93
10,374.40

----22,195. ~3

Oregon ( 4 reservations):
Fort I{lamath .............•.....••...•••••..••••.••••.•••••.••...•
Sand Island. .. . • . . .••.•...•....••• ·..: •••..•••••.•••.••••••••.••••
Point Adams ..•......•..........•...•••.•.•••.•••••..•••.•••••...
Fort Orford, area not kri.own

3,135.68
192.07
1,250.U

Total in Oregon, as far as known .••••••.•••••..•••••••••••.•••••

4,577.86

Utah (4 reservations):
Fort Cameron ...........•.••...•••.•.••••....••....•..••••.••.•••.
Camp Douglas ...•.....•. : ..•......•••••.••.....•.••.•..•••..•.•••
Camp Floyd ............•••....•••..••.•.••••...••••...•.•.....••.
Rush Lake Valley ..............••..••••..••••....•...•.•.•.••..•••

23,378.0(}
2,560.00
94,550.0()
5, 131.47

Total in Utah .....................................................

125,599.47

. ====

Washington Territory (35 reservations):
Port Angeles and Ediz Hook, area not known.
Canoe Island .......... ,. •............••.•.••....•••.••••.•••...•••.
Fort Cascades ....................•..•...••.••••.......••••••••.•.•
Fort Colville .................•....•••....•...••••... : •....•....••.
Cape Disappointment .........•...••....•••..•.......••......••••.
Lopez Island ....................•.......•••......••...••.•..••....
Straits Juan de Fuca .....•...••....•...••.••.•...•...•••...•..•..•
Point Roberts ...............•...•...•.•.••••.•••... ~ •••.••••..••.•
On San Juan Island ................................................ .
Shaw Island .............•............•••..••••..•......•.•••••...
Fort Three Tree Point ...........·........••..••••.•...•••••..•...••
Port Townsend ................•......•...•...•••........•....•••••
Fort Vancouver ..................................·................ .
Fort Walla Walla ......................••..........•...•.•.•.••••.
On north side of New Dungeness Harbor •.••..... ~ ................. .
South side New Dungeness Harbor ............................... .".
West side of entrance to Washington Harbor ...•...••••.........•..
East side of entrance to Washington Harbor...... . ••••......••.•••
Challam Point ................................ _......••..••••.. _..
Opposite Challam Point ............................................
Opposite Protection Island ....................... _............... .
Van con ver Point ...................•.•.••••.•......•••..•••.... _..
Point Wilson ...................•..•..........................•...•
Admiral t.y Head. . . . . . . . . . .•.........•.••••••..•..............•••.
Marrowstone Point .........•.....••....... ~ •....................•.
North of entrance to Deception Pass (including islands) ........... .
South of entrance to Deception Pass ............................. ..
Two islands east of Deception Pass ............................... .
Tala Point, near Hood's Canal .................................... .
Hood's Head, near Hood's Canal ........... ..• : •••• ••••.......•.•••
Foulweather Point .............. ---- ........•.•••.••••...•.. -----·
Double Bluff .... ·----· ...... --------.: .........••••. ---- .....•••••
Point Defiance .................•..........•...................•.••
Three tracts on west side of nalTows of Puget Sound (each 640) ... ..
Most northerly point of Whidbey's Island ..••••......••..... ~ .... ..

43. 10
320.21
1,070.00
536.20
1, 233.90
2, 098 ()(}
2,434.55
1,148.33
1,110.20
640.0()
621.97
640.00
619.57
300.0(}
640 •.00
640.0(}
640.00
640.00
640 •.00
640.00
640.0(}
640.0()
640.00
640.00
640.00
640.0(}
200. 0()
640.00
640.00
640.00
G40.0()
640.01)
1,920.00
640.00

Total area reserved in Washington Territory, including some lands
disposed of prior to date of the orders declaring reservations....

25, 446. 00

Wisconsin (1 reservation):
Stone QuaiTy Reservation in township 28 north, range 25 east ...... .

1,046.10

----

====

.
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Wyoming (9 rese1 vations):
Acres.

FoJ*~~t~:~~~e~::::::::::::~:::::

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Laramie .... ~. . . . • . . . . • • • . . • . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .
Fort D. A. Russell ....•.............•....•..•... : •...•••. ~ . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . •
Fort Sanders. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . • • • . . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
}'ort Fred Steele . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . • • . . . .
Sulphur Creek (for coal)..................................................
Fort McKinney...... . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • . • • . • • . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . .
Depot McKinney ..••••.••••••.••.•.•••.. :. . • . • . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

~g:~~~-~

34, 560. 00
4, 512. 00
21, l:l8'2. 64
23, 040. 00
100,00
25,600. 00
640. 00

----

Total in Wyoming ...•....••.•••••••••••.••• :................... 210,254.64

Recapitulation of areas as far as kncrwn or estimated.

States and Territories.

Area.

16
5
1
6
7
6
2

Acres.
Alabama ...................................................................................... .
Islands in Gulf, .Alabama. and Mississippi . . . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 061. 64
Arizona .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197, 052. 67
Arkansas.........................................................................
275.77
California.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . • . . . . . . • . . . . .
21, 461. 69
Colorado............................. ...... . . .... ...... ..... ... ...... ...... ......
79, 9i6. 00
Dakota, including that part of Fort Buford in Montana . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
985, 339. 08
Florida . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
13, 045. 13
Idaho ... . .. . ............ ---· ............. --···----................................
9,178. 05
illinois, Fort Armstrong (area not known) ............................................... .. ... ..
Kansas . ........................ .-...................... .•• . .. . . .. . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
92, 910. 22
Louisiana.........................................................................
1,341.26
Michigan . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . • • .. • . . . • .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .
9, 347. 78
Minnesota, besides Fort Snelling ......•....•...•.... _....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. 32

6
13
3

Nebraska . ...................................................... ..................
New Mexico (Fort Butler nAver declared) • .. • . . .. . .. • • • . • . .. • . .. . . . • . . . • . . .. . . . • .
Nevada . . . . . . .. ................................................ ..... .......... ·. .•

13
2
19
5
10

~ ~~~~~-(~-~~ -~~~~ ~::::~::: ::~::: ~ ::::: ::~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :~

!)~~: ~

830,
60, 3GG. 60
218, 080. 51
22, !95. 33

!

%~:t ~.: ~:: ~:·.: •• ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ .: • :::::::::::::::

3~ ;~~!~;:::::: ::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

12t ~~b: :~
~:~: ~~: ~

.i79

Grand total.... . . •. •• . . . . . • . •• . . •• • • • . • • .. •. • •• . • • . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 9'.!0, 580. 68

0

CHAPTER XVIII.
To

JuNE

30, 1882.

[See page_ 752.]

STATE SELECTIONS.
To

JUNE

30, 1880.

September 4, 1841, Congress granted, by the eighth section of the "State selection
.act," to each State named, and "to each new State that shall hereafter be admitted.'
into the Union," 500,000 acres of public lands for internal improvements, which induded the quantity that was granted to such State before its admission, and while
under a Territorial government, for such purpose. (See U. S. Statutes at Large, and
Regulations of the General Land Office, for method and details of selection and
patenting.)
The selections under this act _have amounted to 7,806,554.6i acres, most of which
have been patented to the.several States, viz:
Statee.

i¥f~s~~ri:: ::::::::: :·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Alabama .......... . ................ .. .......... . ........ .

r~~~~!tt:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Michigan . .. ·............................................. .
Arkansas ...... . .. . ............................. - . . . -----.
Florida ...... . ••..•............. . .........................

~~~o~s~ ·_
·::.:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

'California ............................................... .
l~ansas

...•••.•••••..••• , ••.•.••••••••...••....•..•••.. - ..

Minnesota .............................. .. .. ............ .

~~e;~da -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:::::.:·:.::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::: :: :

Nebraska ................ . ............................... .
Colorado .•••...•....•..••...•...•. . ....•••............... .

Acres.
209,085.50
500,000
97,469.17
500,000
500, uoo
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000

Disposition.
Satisfied.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
484, 184 acres selected.
Satisfied.

Do.
487,709 acres selected.
Satisfied.

Do.
Do.

(70,014 acres selected.
Satisfied.
302,541. 26 acres aeleoted.

Total . • • . • • • • • • • • • .. • • . . • • .. • • • . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 7, 806, 554. 67
IDinois and Alabama received part of the 500,000 acres under previous grants.
-Ohio and Indiana received their quotas for internal improvement prior to the act of September f, 18&1.
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CHAPTER XIX.
TO DECEMBER 1, 1883.
[For table showing allowance to all States and Territories, see pages 753,1260.]

DISTRIBUTION ACT OF SEPTEMBER 4, 1841.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NET PROCEEDS OF THE MONEYS ARISING FROM THE SALES
OF PUBLIC LANDS IN THE SEVERAL PUBLIC LAND STATES AND TERRITORIES.

The act of September 4, 1841, provided that after deducting 10 per cent. of the
net proceeds of the sales of public lands within the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Alabama, Missouri, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Michigan, a.ll the net proceeds of the sales of public lands in all the States, subsequent to December 31, 1841,
were to be divided pro rata among the twenty-six States and the Territories of Wisconsm, Iowa, and Florida, and the District of Columbia, according to their respective
J<'ederal population, as ascertained by the census of 1840 ..
Statement of the a.mo-unt allowed and paid to the States of Ohio, Indiana, Ill·inois, Alabama,
Missouri, Mississippi, Louisiana, A1·kansas, and Michigan under the distribution act of
September 4, 1841.
Ohio .................•.... _•................. _... _. __ ... ___ ............ $61, 046 33
Indiana...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,278 13
Illinois.....................................•......... ;_.... . . . • . . . . . . . . GO, 56:3 10
Alabama ............................................................. 25,125 23
Missouri . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 246 55
Mississippi............................................................. 14,088 14
Louisiana...... . • • • • . • • • • .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . 14, 1u8 99
Arkansas .•.•.. .... .••.•. ...• ...... ...••. .... .... .... ....•. .•••.. ...••.
5, 012 16
Michigan...............................................................
9,72~ 57

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233, 25t:l 20
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CHAPTER XX.
To

.JuNE

30, 1882.

[See pages 753-949.]
TO

.TUNE

30, 1883.

[See pages1260-1276.]

CANAL, WAGON, AND RAILROAD GRANTS.
To

.JuNE

30, 1880.

LAND GRANTS FOR PUllLIC IMPROVEMENTS.

The granting of subsidies of public lanus to aid in constructing canals, wagon, and
railroaus grew out of the fierce political battles, after the year 1803, on the subject of
internal improvements by aid of the National Government. It was contended by the
various factions favoring these improvements that the power of Congres·s to act in
such cases was derived from the clause for "common defense and general welfare,"
or the clause authorizing Congress "to establish post-offices and post-roads," and
unucr the clause to "regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the sever~!
States and with the Indian tribes." (See report of ~ohn C. Calhoun, Secretary oi
War un<.ler President Monroe; the message
President Monroe favoring internal improvements nuder the general government, May 4, 1822; veto message of President
Monroe of Cumberland road bill, May 4, 1822; veto message of President Ja.ckson of
Maysville road bill (Kentucky), May 27, 1830, and same of date December 2, 1834, on
Wabash improvement bill in sixth annual message; see also veto message of President Polk upon the river, harbor, and improvement bill; the report of Mr. Calhoun
to the Memphis convention upon the improvement of the Western rivers; Mr. Benton's
Thirty Years in the United States Senate; Wheeler's Biographical Dictionary of Congress; Williams's Statesman's Manual; Presidents' messages to 1880, and reports of
committees of Congress to 1880.)

of

FIRST ACT GRANTING LANDS FOR PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS-OHIO,

1802.

April 30, 1802, Congress made the first appropriation of public lands in favor of
public improvements. In the enabling act for the State of Ohio it was provided that
one-twentieth part of the net proceeds from the sales of public lands_lying in said
Sta... e and sold by Congress should be given to the State for the purpose of laying out
and making public roads from the navigable waters emptying into the Atlantic to the
Ohio River-1·oads to be laiu out under authority of Congress with the consent of the
several States through· which they passed.
The act giving Ohio 3 per cent. of the net proceeds of _land sales for laying out,
opening, and making roads within said State was passed March 3, 1803.
CANAL GRANTS, OHIO, INDIANA, AND ILLINOIS.

Legislation of like character was passed until after the year 1823. A canal act,
with right of way, for .I ndiana, was passed March 26, 1824. This was not utilized.
The act for Indiana, passed March 2, 1827, abrogated the act of 1824, and an act of
like date gave to Illinois-as did the act to Indiana-grants of land in aid of the construction of two canals .. The Indiana canal, the Wabash and Erie, was to connect
the Wabash River with Lake Erie, and the Illinois canal was to connect the waters
of the illinois River with those of Lake Michigan. The act of May 24, Ul'28, gave
to the State of Ohio a grant to aid in the construction of the Miami Cannl from Dayton to Lake Erie.
17 L 0-VOL III
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LAND GRANTS FOR CANALS.

Land equal to two and one-half sections in width on each side of. the canal was
granted, the United States reserving each alternate section, which reservation then
inaugurated has become the rule in land-grants for improvements.
When the lines of tho canals were established selections of land were to be allowed,
and the title in fee at once passed to the States, who were to dispose of the same.
The act provided that the construction of the canals shoulcl be commenced within five
years and completed within twenty years, and upon failure to comply with these conditions the States were to pay the United States the amount received for any lauds
previously sold. Purchases from the States were protected by the title in fee having
passed to the State upon location of the canals. 'l'his was equal to a cash advance by
the Nation for construction purposes, as the lands were sold by the States and the
money thus obtained built the improvements.
These acts of March 2, 1827, and May 24, 1828, (with the subsequent legislation
thereunder), granting lands to Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois in aid of the construction
of the canals named, resulted in the vesting to those States for such purpose of 2,014,816
acres of land; the grant to the Wabash and Erie Canal being, in Indiana 1,457,366.06
acres, in Ohio 266,535 acres, a total of 1,72:~,901.06 acres; and the Illinois canal, con' necting the Illinois River with Lake Michigan, 290,915 acres. (See act of March 2,
1833, which authorized Illinois to use the lands granted for the construction of a railroad.)
The total number of grants,'beginning in 1824 and ending 1866, and area thereof,
viz,4,424,073.06 acres, made by the United States to the States for canal purposes are
shown in the following table:
Land concessions by acts of Congress to States for canal purposes j1·om the yea1· ltl24 to
June 30, 1880.

States.

Date oflaws.

::I

q)

r:n

~

~

Indiana. ......•••.
Do ......••...
Do .••...••••.
Do ... •••.....
Do ..•.••.....
Do .. ..•... . ..
Do .. . .•.•..• .
Ohio .. .. . .....••.
Do ......
Do ...•••. ::::
Do . .. ... .. ...
Do. (sec. 5) ...
lllinois ......•....
Do ...........
Wisconsin .......
Do .... •...••.
Do ..• .••• ..•

Mar. 26, 1824 4
M:1r. 2,1827 4
May 29,1830 4
Feb. 27,1841 5
Aug.29, 1842 5
Mo.r. 3,1845 5
May 9, 1848 9
Mar. 2,1827 4
.June30, 183! 4
May 24,1828 4
Apr. 3, 18i:!O 4
May 24, 1R28 4
Mar. 2,1827 4
Aug. 3, 1854 10
.June18, 1838 5
Apr. 10, 1k66 14
Mar. 1,187i 1 10

Do ... ... .... . Mar. 7,1874
Michigan ........
Do . .••••• ...
Do ...........
Do ...........

N amo of cana.I.

j

18

Aug. 26, 1852
"""· 3, ISG5
.July 3,18G6
.July 6, 1866

10
13
14.
14

1

bJl
~

·
{

47
236
416
Wabash and Erie Canal . • • . .. .. • . .. . .. . .. .
414
542
~
731
219 J
236 } Wabash and Erie Can:1L ............... - .. {
716
305 } Miami and Dayton ........................ ~
393
1106 General canal purposes....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
234 5 Canal to connect the wat11rs of the Illinois ~
344 l River with those of Lake Michigan . .... 5
245 Milwaukee and Rock River Canal . ...........
39 Breakwater and Harbor Ship Canal. ........ )
32 Act extending the time for completion
canal to April10, 1874 ... ........ . _.. . . _. .
20 Act extendin_g t.he time for compleUon of
canal to .A pril10, 1876 ............ _.. ..... .
1
35

lI

o!J

f>l9

81
80

·2:i4,"246."7a
29,552.50
259, 368. 48
24, :.!19. 83
796, U30. 19
~~a

266,535.00
333, 826. 00
500, 000. 00
290, 915. 00
125,431.00
200, 000. 00

~~~~:L~~se~~E r~k: s~~perl~~. Ship" c~~ili . ~~~: ~~~: ~~
"I:a:~ i~=s~u~· s"hip ca~~i~ ~::~ :::::::::::::::::I i~~: ~~~: ~g
1, 457, 360. 06
1, 100, 361. 00
290,915. 0()
325,431.00
1, 250, 000. 00

Total quantity granted and certified for canal purposes............................ '· i24, 073. 06
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LAND GRANTS FOR CANALS.

Session of Congress and adminiBtratiO'n when enacted.
Acres.

President Monroe :
1824. 1st sess., 18th Cong.:
.
.
Indiana.-March 26: Wabash and Erle Canal (not utilized).
President John Quincy Adams :
1827. 2d sess., 19th Cong.:
Indiana.-March 2 : Wabash and Erie Canal...... . . • • . .
Ohio.-March 2: Wabash and Erie Canal (see act ot
June 30, 1834). . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . • . • • . .. ..
Illinois.-March 2: Illinois River and Lake .M ichigan (see
act of August :~. 1854).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1828. 1st sess., 20th Cong.:
Ohio.-May 24: Miami and Dayton (see act of Apri13,
1830)- -- . - . - - - -. - - - - - . --- - -- -..... . - - -- .... - .. -. - - . .
May 24 : sec. 5, general canal purposes .• ~. . . . . . . .

Acres.

234, 246. 73
266, 535. 00
290, 915. 00
333, 826. 00
500, 000. 00

Total under President J. Q. Adams.. .. . • .. . . . . . . • .. . . . . • • . . . . • • • 1, 625, 522. 73
J a.ckson :
1830. 1st sess., 21st Cong. :
Indiana.-May 29: Wabash and Erie Canal .. ·•..• . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . .
29, 552. 50
President Van Buren :
1838. 2d sess., 25th Con g. :
Wisconsin.-J une 18 : Mil waukee and Rock River Canal. 125, 431. 00
1841. 2d sess., 2Gt.h Cong. :
Indiana.-February 27: Wabash and Lako Erie CanaL. 259, 368. 48

Pre~;ident

Total nuder President Van Buren ............ ·...... . . • • • . . .. . . . •
President John Ty.ler:
1842. 2d sess., 27th Cong. :
Indian a.-August 29: Wabash and Erie Canal.......... 24,219.83
1845. 2d sess., 28th Cong.:
Indiana.-March 3: Wabash and Erie CanaL ........... 796,630.19

379, 799. 48

Total under President Tyler .. . • • . . .. . .. .. . • . • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. . . ..
President Polk:
1848. 1st sess., 30th Con g. :
Indiana.-May 9: Wabash and Erie Canal .. • • • . .. • • • • . •• • • .. • • • • .
President Fillmore :
1852. 1st sess., 32d Cong. :
·
Michigan.-August 26: Saint Mary's Ship Canal...... . • • • . • • • • • . • .
President Lincoln :
1866. 2d seas., 38th Cong. :
Michigan.-March 3 : Portage Lake and Lake Superior
Ship CanaL....................................................
Pre::!ident Johnson:
18G6. 1st sess., 39th Cong. :
Michigan.-July 3: Portage Lake and Lake Superior
Ship Canal ......................................... 200, 000. 00
Wisconsin.-April 10: Breakwater and harbor ship canal
(see acts of April10, 1874, .and AprillO, 1876) ....•... 200,000. 00
Michigan.-July 6: La~ La Belle Ship Canal...... . • • . . 100, 000. 00

820, 850. 02

Total under President Johnson...... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . . .. .. . . . ..

GOO, 000. 00

113, 348. 33
750, 000. 00

200,000.00

Grand total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 4, 424, 073. 06
TERRITOIUAL GRANTS IN AID OF INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS.

The Des Moines River grant of lands to the Territory of Iowa for the purpose of
improving the navigation of tho Des Moines River from its mouth to the Raccoon
~,ork, was a peculiar one. (See 9 Stats., p. 77.) 'l'he act was approved August B, 1846,
and was the subject of much departmental and judicial construction, running through
a long period of years. (See Railroad Company vs. Litchfield (23 Howard, 66), and
acts of legislature of Iowa of Ma1·ch 22, 1858, and of Congress July 12, 1862, 12 Stats.,
p. 54:3,) 'l'hia grant was partially merged into the grant in aid of the Keokuk, Fort
Des Moines and Minnesota Railroad.
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LAND GRANTS FOR 'VAGON ROADS.

The grant to the Territory of Wisconsin took effect upon the admission of Wiscon·
sin as a State, and was for the improvement of the Fox and Wisconsin rivers, in that
State, and to aid in constructing a canal connecting those two rivers. It was ap·vroved August 8, 1846, the same day as the Iowa grant. In this act was the first provisions for increasing the price of reserved sections of land to double minimum, $2.50
per acre.
WAGON ROAD AND MILITARY WAGON-ROAD GRANTS.

The Ohio wagon-road grants of money to aid in constructing roads, in 1802 and
,1803, and others of like character, gave way to grants of land for wagon-road pur·
pose!:!.
March 2, 1827, Indiana was granted a piece of public land (Pottawatomie Indian
lands), or the money from the sale thereof, for building a road from Lake Michigan,
t.hrough Indianapolis, to the Ohio River.
March 3, 1827, Ohio was granted one-half of two sections along its line to construct
a road from Columbus to Sandusky.
Other grants of like character were made. (See statutes of the United States,
from 1827.)
The following shows the military wagon-road grants of public land made by the
United States from 1863 to June 30, 1863:
Military 1vagon-road grants by act of Cong1·ess to States or corporations jrorn 1824 to June
30, 1880.

~~ §

Statutes
at Large.
States of- Date oflaw.

i3

~
Wisconsin. Mar. 3, 1863 12
Do . .... Juna 8,1868 15
Do ..... May 6,1870

16

Do .. ... June 25,1864 13
Michigan .. Mar. 3,1863 12
Do ..... June 8, 1868 15
Do . .... May (i, 1870 1(i

Do . . ... Apr. 24, 1872 17
Do ..... June 20, 1864 13

Ore~~-::: :

July 2, 1864 13
Dec. 26, 1866 14

Do ..... Mar. 3,1869 15
Do .. ... July 4,1866 14
Do .... July 5, 186(i 14

Do . .... Feb. 27, 1867 14
Do ..... Mar. 3, 186fJ 15

Mile limits.

Wagon roads.

0 I
::;

QP.

Cill-<'-:>
"-'0

ci

t:J)

§~~0

,_

Cil

~as-So

$~~~

~Q<Iicr.>

P--;

--From Fort Wilkins, Copper Harbor, )
Mich., to Fort Howard, Green Bay,
Wis.
3 and 15
67 Act extending time-for completion of
road to March 1, 1870.
Act extending tim a for completion of
1~1
road to January 1, 1872.
3 and 6
183 Act. granting lands to the State to
build a military ron.d to Ln.ke Superior.
7fJ7 From .F ort Wilkins, Copp<'r Harbor, ·)
Mich., to Fort Howard, Green Bay,
Wis.
67 Act extending time for completion of
3 and 15
mw to
'·mo.
1
121 Act exten(1ing time for completion of I
road to January 1, 1872.
,
56 .Act extending time for completion of
road to January 1, 1874.
)
140 Noma~ filed; limitations of g-rant ex- ----- --.--- ...
pire June 20, 1869.
3
3:"i5 Oregon Central milit.aryroad .. __ .. __ .
6
374 Act making provision for indemnity
limit-s.
338 .Act ext ending timo for completion of ............. .........
road to J 'uly 2, 1872.
6
86 Corvallis and .Atluinna nay . ___ . _____
89 Willamette Va ey and Cascade 3 alternate
Mountain.
sections to
be selected
I
within six
wiles.
40fJ Dalles militaryroad . ----- -- ------- 3 and 10
340 Coos Bay military road . __ . ___ .. ____ .
3 and 6

797

}

302,930.36

....................

I

"'•"h

r

,

221,013.35

................
361,327.43
......... . ..........

......................
76,885. DB
107, 893.01

126,910.23
104, 060. 11

Total acres . --· _-- ---·- ____ ... _. . ....................... 1, 301, 040. 47
RECAPITUL.ATION.
Wisconsin _.•.••.... __ . _.. _. _....•. _________ . _____________________ • __ .............. _____ .

~;:!~a~ _- _-: _- _- ~: ~ ~ ~::::: ~ .":::: ~: ." ~ ~:: ." ." ." .": ."::: ." .":::: ." _
-:.": ." .": .":: ::.": .": .":: ~ ~ ~ ." ~ ~ ." .":." ." .":: ." ." ."

Acres.

302, 930. 3G

~ii: gJ~: ~~

-----

Total ...•.• -·-··· -·-- ...•......•••... ___ ........•..••.......••......... ______ ··-·- _ 1, 301,040. 'l7

LAND GRANTS FOR RAILROADS.

Session of Congress and acln~inistration when enacted.

261
Acres.

President Lincoln:
1863. 3d. sess., 37th Cong.:
Wisconsin.-March 3 : From Fort Wilkins' Copper Harbor, to Fort Howard, Green Bay, Wis. (see acts of June
8, 1868, and May 6, 1870 ............................. 302,930.36
Michigan.-March 3: same road in Michigan-(see acts
of June 24, 1864, June 8, 1868, May 6, 1870, and April
- 24, H~72 .. ___ ............... _. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. 221, 013. 35
1864. 1st sess., 38th Cong.:
Oregon.-July 2: Oregon Central Military Road-( see
acts March 3, 1869, and December 26, 1876) ........... 361, 327. 43
Total under Presiuent Lincoln...... .. . . .. . • .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. ..
President Johnson :
•
1866. 1st sess., 39th Cong. :
·
Oregon.-July 4: Corvallis and Aquinna Bay...........
Oregon.-July 5: vVillamette Valley and Cascade Mount~
ains ........... "... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
1867. 2d sess., 39th Cong.:
Oregon.-February 27: Dalles Military Road ...... - .....
1869. 3d sess., 40th Con g. :
Oregon.-March 3 :. Coos Bay Military Road ......... -..

885. 271. 14

76,885.98
107, 893. 01
126,910. 23
104, 080. 11

Total under President Johnson ........... -. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..

420, 769. 33

Grand total. .. --·· .............................................. 1, 301,040.47

GRANTS OF PUBLIC LANDS FOR RAILROADS FROM 18GO TO JUNE 30, 1880.
THE GRANT TO THE STATE OF ILLINOIS.

:March 2, 1833, Congress authorized the State of Illinois to divert the canal grant of.
March 2, 1827, and to construct a railroad with the proceeds of said lanus. This was
the first Congressional enactment providing for a land g;ant in aiu of a railroad, but
was not utilized by the State.
1
The first right of way (30 feet on each side of its line) through the public lands for
a railroad, with use of timber within 300 feet on either side and 10 acres at terminus,
was granted to a Florida company March 3, 18:35.
In the right of way to the New Orleans and Nashville Railroad Company granted
July 2, 1836, first appears the requirement of filing a description of the route and
surveys with the General Land Office. Easements were granted for necessary depots,
water stations, and workshops, in blocks f not more than five acres on the line of
the road, and adjacent, and at least fifteen miles apart. Material for constructionearth, stone, or timber-might be taken from the pul>lic lauds. A limitation as to
beginning the road within two years and completing the sarue in eight years, was
provided, with a forfeiture of the grant unless construction was carried out as above.
Abandonment of the road caused the grant to "cease and determine." The East
Florida grant required mv-ps to be fileu wit.h the Commissioner of the General Land
Office showing the location of the lands, as also did grants for other railroads.
The act of September 20, 1tl50, was the first railroad act of real importance, anu iiJitiateu the system of grants of land for railroads by Congress which prevailed until
after July 1, 1862. This grant gave the State of Illinois alternate sections of land
(even-numbered) for six sections in width on either side of the road and branches, being a grant of specific sections.
The second section initiated the "indemnity" practice, or the granting of lanus to.
the company in lieu of lands within the original grant occupied by legal settlers at
the time of the definite location of the route, to be taken within fifteen miles of the.
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road, and designated the method of disposition. The third section provided that
lands of the United States within t,he grant limits should not be sold at less than
'louble minimum price ($2.50) ueing au increase of the price of lands from $1.25 to
·$2.50 per acre, or from single to double minimum. It provided for a forfeiture of the
:grant, with payment by the State to the United States for lands sold, in case of failure
to construct within a certain fixed time. Unsold lands were to revert to the public
·domain, and purchasers ii:om the State to have good title. This was providing for
·default and reversion thereafter.
The road was t.o be 'a public highway, to be used by the Government free of toll or
.other charges, and the mails were to be carried at prices to be fixed by Congress.
TERMS OF THE ACT EXTENDED TO ALABAMA AND MISSISSIPPI.

This act extended like terms and conditions to the States of Alab:a,ma aud Mississippi
in aid of the Mobile and Ohio road which was to connect with the Illinois Central and
branches-all of which roads' ure now established.
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE ILLINOIS ACT OF

1850.

The following legislative history of the passage of this law is from a statement made
by the Ron. Stephen A. Douglas, noted and written out by Col. J. Madison Cutts,
U.S.A.:
The Illinois bill was the pioneer (railroad) bill, and went through without a dollar,
pure, uncorrupt.
As early as 1835 the TI1inois legislature granted to D. B. Holbrooke a charter for the
Illinois Central Railroad, and also for the construction of a city at the mouth of thE\
Ohio River, called Cairo, and various other chal'ters for enterprises connected with
his proposed improvements at Cairo. Before Mr. H. hacl taken any steps to construct
the road, the Illinois legislature, at the session of 1836-'37 commenced a system of
internal improvements at the expense and under the control of the State, which system embraced the construction of the Illinois Ce.ntral Railroad among other works,
and they repealed the charter granted to Mr. H. for that road.
After spend.ing a large amount of money on theHe various works, includin()' over a
million of dollars upon the Illinois Central road, rhe credit of the State failecf during
the pecuniary revulsions of 1837, 18:~8, 18:~9, and 1840, and the works were all allan• doned. Mr. H. again applied to the State for a charter to construct a road, which
was granted to him and his IU!sociates, together with all the work that had been
already done, on condition that he would proceed and construct the road.
Mr. H. through his friend and partner, Judge Breese, Senator from ll1inois: applied
to Congress for a pre-emption ri<Tlit to enter all the lands at any p~riod within ten
years, on each side of the line of said road, at one dollar and a quarter per acre, and
Senator Breese reported a bill to that effect from tho Committee on Public Lands of
the Senate, and urged its passage. His collea.gue, Mr. Douglas, denounced the proposition as one of extrava.gant speculation, injurious to the interests of the State, inasmuch as its effect would be to withhold eight or ten million acres of land from settlement and cultivation for the period of ten years, until they should become valuable
in consequence of the improvements made by the settlers upon the adjacent lands,
without imposing any obligation on the company to make the road or to pay for any
of the lands except those which they shonlci in the mean time sell at ad vancecl prices; the bill, in fact, creating a vast monopoly of the public lands. Mr. Douglas then introduced into the Senate a cmmter propositi_on, which was to make the grant to the
State of Illinois of alternate sections. Mr. H. and his agents used their influence to
c1efeat thi3 bill, because the grant was macle to the State instead of to the company.
Mr. Douglas ncceeded in passing it in the Senate, with almost certain prospect of
its pa sago in the House, where it was supposed that the grant was certain to become
a law. Mr. H. and his agents went directly to Illinois, where the legislature was in
session, but at a timo wheu no person in Illinois 3Upposecl that the bill would pass
Congress, and procured the passage of a law making several important amendments
to its charter. After the legislature adjourned, and after tho land grant had been
defeated in Congress, fortunately, but unexpecte<1ly, by two votes, Mr. Douglas returned home, and upon examining the manuscript acts of the legislat,ure 'before they
were printed, di covered that a clause had b en surrepLitiously inserted into the amendment conveying to the nompany aU the ]a.nds granted or w-hiCh hould be ~;ranted to
the State of Illinoi , to aid in the construction of rai-lroads in that State. 'rhis act
purported to have passed the Illinois legislature on the very day on which the final
vote was taken in Congress upon the grant of lands. Upon inquiry of the governor,
Hecretary of state,. and..merubers of the legislature, they all d.enied any know ledge of
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this particular clause in the act, and no one could account for its being in the act, nor
did any one know at what time it was inserted, or by whom.
By an examination of the .Journals, it appeared that the legislat ure had at the same
time passed resolutions instructing their Senators and req nesting their Represen tatives
in Congress to vote for the grant of land, although it had already passed the Sena.te,
and all the Representat ives were supporting it in the House.
Mr. Douglas, * * * at Chicago, made a public speech, in which he exposed this
act of the Illinois legislature in giving away the lands which Congress proposed to
grant to the State, and denounced it, and pledged. himself to defeat any grant of lands
in Congress which should come to * * * anybody except tho State of Illinois.
It was never ascertained how the amenument was introduced. When Congress assembled n.t the next session, Mr. Holbrooke * * * urged Mr. Douglas to renew his
bill for the grant of land. Mr. Douglas showed him a bill which he was about to introduce, commencing the road at a different point on the Ohio River, and runmng it
to Chicago on a different line from the Illinois Central, and making it a condition of
the grant that, it should not inure to any railroad company then in existence.
Mr. H. begged Mr. Douglas to save Cairo, where he had lodged his entire fortune.
Mr. D. consented, provided he would release his charter for the roau, and his charters
for the various improvements at Cairo. Mr. H. went toN ew York * * * ''and after
a time" brought back a satisfactory release. "I immediately sent the release to the
secretary of state of Illinois, to be filed and recorded, and requested him to telegraph
me upon its reception. I waited until I received the dispatch and then called up the
bill and passed it through the Senate. The bill, when first introduced, had been opposed by the Senators from Mississippi, Davis and Foote, on the ground of its unconst.i tutionality, and also by the Senators from Alabama, King and Clement, and by the
members of the House from those States. Immediately after its first defeat I went to
my children's plantation in Mississippi, and from there to Mobile, intending to see the
president. of the Mobile Railroad, then builuing, but which had been stopped, and
failed for want of means. I inquired the way to the office, found it and himself, and
fortunately all the directors, who had just had a meeting and knew what to do. I
proposed to him to procure a grant of lands, by making it a part of my Illin.o is Central
Uailroad bill, which they assented to. I told them that their Senators and Representatives must vote for the bill. They said they would. 'No,' I replied, 'they already
voted against it. It is necessary to instruct them by the le~islatures of your States.'
One of the directors, ·Foote, was related to Senator Foote, ot Mississippi, and said he
would have this done, and that Foote would never be re-elected to the Senate unless
he did vote as he was required. The others all thought they had sufficient influence
to secure instructions from the legislatures of Alabama and Mississippi. I told them it
was necessary to keep quiet, and secret, as to my connection in the matter. They
promised this, and we all returned to Montgomery, Alabama. They begged me to
stop with them, but I went straight to Washington, being afraid to be seen in those
parts. After I arrived in Washington, the instructions came from Alabama, and King
came, and * * * stormed at tlte legislature. Davis did not know what in the world
was the matter, and refused to believe it. Soon after came instructions, by telegra.pic report, from Mississippi. Davis stormed, and a few days after came his letters
and written instructions. '.rheu they wanted me to assist them. I told them, * * ,.
to conceal my connection with their instructions, that they had refused to support my
bill, a.nd that I could carry it without them; but I :fi.nall;y yielded, and consented to
King's proposition (I allowed it to come from him) to amend my bill, so as to connect
the Mobile road, thus making a connection between the latter and the Gulf of Mexico.
Some time afterwards I prepared an amendment-Mr. Rockwell, of Connecticut, a
good lawyer, assisting me-and gave them notice that I was going to call up the bill
in the Senate. When I did so, I found that Foote, Davis and King, and others, were
absent from the Senate room, and I sent a boy to their committee-rooms to summon
them. They came in haste, King saying that he bad not prepared an amendment,
and that he did not know what was requireu, and asking me to draw one for him. I
tolU him 1 had anticipated this, and showed him the amendment which I had prep~rc?. I then made my m?tion i~ t~e Senate, and Mr. King then r?se, and with great
dJgmty asked the Senator from Illm01s to accept an amendment whiCh he bad to offer.
I did ao. They all voted for the bill, anu it passed the Senate and weut to the House.
''When the bill stood at the head of the calendar in the House, Mr. Harris, of Illinois,
moved to proceed to clear the Speaker's table, anu the motion was carried. We had
counted up1 and had fifteen majority for the bill, pledged to support it. We had gained
votes by lending our support to many local measures. The House proceeded to clear
the Speaker's table, and the Clerk announced 'a bill granting lands to the State of
llliuois,' &c. A motion was imrneuiately made by .the opposition, which brought
on 3; vote, and we found onrsel\es in a minority of one. I was stan4ing in the lobby,
paymg ea.ger attention, and would have given the world to be at Harris's side, but was
too far off to get there in time. It was all in an instant, and the next moment a mo- .
tion would have been rnal1e which would lutve brought 'on a decided vote and have
deteated the bill. Harris, quick as thought, pale and white as a sheet, jumped to his
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feet and moved that the House go into Committee of the Whole on the slavery question. There were :fifty members ready with speeches on this subject, and the motion
was carried. Harris came to me in the lobby and asked me if he had made the right
motion. I said 'yes,' and asked him if he knew what was the effect of his motion.
He replied, it placed the bill at the foot of the calendar. I asked him how long it
would be before it came up again V He said, it would not come up this session; it
was impossible; there were ninety-seven bills ahead of it. Why not, then, have suffered defeatV It was better that we did not. We then racked our brains, or I did,
for many nights to find a way to get at the bill, and at last it occurred to me that the
same course pursued with other bills would place them, each in its turn, at the foot
of the calendar, and thus bring the Illinois bill at the head. But how to do this waa
the question.
"The motions to clear the Speaker's table, and to go into Committee of the Wl10le
on the slavery question, would each have to be made ninety-seven times, and while
the first motion might be made by some of our friends, or the friends of other bills, it
would not do for us, or any one known to be a warm friend or connected with us, to
make the second motion, as it wonld defeat the other bills and alienate from us the
support of their friends. I thought a long while, and :finally :fixed on Mr.--, who,
though bitterly opposed to rue (politically), I yet knew to be my personal friend.
Living up i n - - , he supported the bill, but did not care much one way or the
other whether it passed or not; voted for it, but was lukewarm. I called him aside
one day, stated my .case, and asked him if he would place rue under obligations to him
by making the second motion (to go into Committee of the Whole), as often as it was
necessary. He said yes, provided that Mr.---, of - - , whom he hated, should
have no credit in the event of the success of the measure. I replied that he would
have none.
"Harris, then in the House, sometimes twice on the same day, on others once, either
· made himself or caused the friends ~f the other bills to make the first motion, when
Mr. - - would immediately make the second. All praised us; said we were acting
nobly in supporting them. We replied, 'Yes, having defeated our bill, we thought
we would be generous and assist you.' All cursecl Mr. - - . Some asked me if I
had not influence enough to prevent his motion. I replied, he was an ardent antagonist, and I had nothing to do with him, to the truth of which they assented. Finally,
by this means, the Illinois bill got to the head of the docket. l!arris, that morning,
made the :first motion. We had counted noses and found, as we thought, twenty-eight
majority, all pledged. The clerk announced 'a bill granting lands to the State of
Illinois,' and so on, readin~ by its title. The opposition again started; were taken
completely by surprise; sa1d there must be some mistake, that the bill had gone to
the foot of the calendar. It was explained, and the Speaker declared it all right.
A motion was immediately made by the opposition to go into Committee of the Whole;
it was negatived by one majority, and we pa.ssed the bill by three majority. If any
man ever passed a bill, I did that one. I did the whole work, and was devoted to it
for two entire years. The Illinois Central Railroad hold their lands now by virtue of
the release from Holbrooke, which I procured.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.

By an act of the Tiliuois legislature, of date February 10, 1851, the Illinois Central
Raih·oad Company was incorporated as a body politic and corporate. The incorporators were Robert Schuyler, George Griswold, Gouverneur MoiTis, :F'ra1;1klln Haven,
David A. Neal, Robert Rantoul, jr., Jonathan Sturgis, George W. Ludlow, John F. A.
Sanford, Henry Grinnell, William H. Aspinwall, Levy Wiley, and Joseph Alsop.
The fifteenth section of the act gave the lands ceded to the State for railroad purposes to this company, the governor of the State to make deed in fee therefor to
the corporation. Section 18 provided for certain tax conditions and for the payment
by the company to the State of 5 to 7 per cent. of the gross r eceipts of the corporation,
to be paid semi-annually to the treasurer of State. This was in consideration of the
grants, privileges, and franchises conferred by the charter. The conditions of the Congres~:~ional grant to the State of lands were set np in the charter, and became obligations.
Under this charter the State of Illinois has received from the Illinois Central Railroad Company 5 to 7 per cent. of its gross income.
Frot;n March 24, 1855, to April30, 1880 (paid intq the State treasury) ... $7,938,868 51
Apnl 30, 18d0.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
165, 787 o8
Total ................................................•• _.. . . . .

8, 104,656 19
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The road received from the State the lands granted by theN ational Government, viz:
2,595,053 acres. The State thus far has received in interest alone (the Illinois Central Railroad's gross income being a perpetual source of income to the State) more
than $3 per acre for the lands. The State debt of Illinois, September 14, 1880, was
$265,000-which will be paid January 1, 1881, from cash now on hand-and thus the
State will be free from debt, and the income from this railroad will constitute a fund
for State expenses, doing away, to a great extent, with the necessity of taxation fo:r
State purposes. The income from this source in 1879 was over $325,477.38.
AMENDMENT TO THE STATE CONSTITUTION RELATING TO THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.

July 2, 1870, the people of Illinois voted on the following constitutional amendment~
No contract, obligation, or liability whatever, of the Illinois Central Railroad Company, to pay any money into the State treasury, nor any lien of the State upon or
right to tax property ofsaid company, in accordance with the provisions of the charter of said company approved February tenth, in the year of our Lord one thousand
ei~ht hundred anu .fifty-one, shall ever be released, suspended, modified, altered, renntted, or in an.y manner diminished or impaired by legislative or other authority~
and all moneys derived from said company, after the payment of the State debt, shall
be appropriated and set apart for the payment of t.he ordinary expenses of the State
government, and for no other purposes whatever.
This was adopted by a vote of 147,032 in the affirmative, and 21,310 in the negative~
and was duly proclaimed as part of the organic law of the State.
OTHER GRANTS AFTER

1850.

The Hannibal and Saint Joseph and Missouri Pacific Railroads were the reads built
under the act of June 10, 1852, donating to the State of Missouri certain lands.
This act contained two features in addition to the main provisions of the Illinois ·
grant, viz, a plan of disposition of the lands granted, and a clause directing the
Secretary of th~ Interior to offer at public sale, at periods, at the double minimum
price ($2.50 per acre) the reserved Government sections. The provisions of, the Illinois
bill requiring the States to reimburse the Government for lands sold, in case of default, were not in the Missouri act; and in the Arkansas act of February 9, 1853, the
section to" offer" the reserved lands was omitted. June 29,1854, a grant was made
to the Territory of Minnesota for the purpose of aiding the construction of a railroad
from the southern line to the eastern line of the Territory. This act was very different
from any yet passed. It was an unusual thing to make a grant to a Territory, which
is not a sovereignty. Its provisions were more full and definite, and selection under '
authority and supervision of the Interior Department was ordered. (See Statutes at
Large for full details). This act was repealed by Congress by act of August 4,
1854. In Rice v. Minnesota and Northwestern Railroad, the Supreme Court of the
United States sustained the repealing statute, and this grant became forfeited.
The series of grants to Iowa and other States in 1856, and the Minnesota act of 1857,
were in the form and subetance of the Missouri grant8 of J nne 10, 1852, with the change
of "odd" for "even" in t.h e description of the sections granted to the States.
THE RAILROAD TO THE PACIFIC-PROPOSED LEGISLATION PRIOR TO

1862.

Pqor to July 1, 1862, there had been constant agitation of the question of a railroad to the Pacific, beginning seriously from about the time of the settlement of the
northern boundary by the Webster-Ashbnrton treaty of 1842, and the organization
of Washington Territory. A public meeting was held at Dubuque, Iowa, abo~1t the
year 1838, on tJtis subject; After It:i45 Asa Whitney petitioned Congress for a gra.nt of
one hundred millions of acres of land to enable him to construct a railroad to the
Pacific Ocean. This application was vigorously pushed.
In 1845 Senator Douglas proposed a grant of alternate sections of land to the States of
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, to aid in the construction of a railroad from Lake Erie,
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via Chicago and Rock Island, to the Missouri River, and prepared a bill (upon which he
issued an address to his constituency) to organize the Territory of Nebraska, extending
from the Missouri River westward, &c., as well as a bill to organize the Territory of Oregon, from the summit of the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean, and to reserve to each
of said Territories the alternate sections of land for forty miles on each side of a line
of railroad, from a point on the Missouri River where the Lake Erie road should cross
the same, aucl thence to the navigable waters of t.h e Pacific, in the Territory of Oregon, or on the .Bay of San Francisco, in the event that California should be annexed
in time.
After the admission of the State of California into the Union, in 1850, and up to
1862, a host of measures were proposed in Congress for a rai4oad to the Pacific
Ocean. Frequent reports were made by a select committee in each house (see co~
mittee reports of Congress, 1850 to 1862; and Journals of both houses of Congress,
and the Globe). The main provisions of the bills reported favorably were, that
Congress should make an appropriation of la_nds, varying in the different bills from
fifteen to forty sections per mile, from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean,
and then providing th,at t.he President of the United States should receive sealed proposals from contractors for the construction of the road, contractors to construct at
their own expense, and own it when constructed, the United States to make conveyance of the lands granted as fast as the road should be completed through the same.
The Government was to make a contract in advance for the transportation of the mails;
Army and Navy supplies, and all other freights for the Government, to be determined
by bids. These bids were to be received on the following points: :First, within how
.ehort a time will the contractors complete the road? Second, at what rate per annum
willt;he contractors carry the mails and Government freights for a perio<l of twenty
years from the completion of the road f When all the bids were received, the Presi.· ident, in the presence of the Cabinet, and other persons, was to open the bids and
assign the contracts to those contractors whose bids should be most favorable to the
interests of the United States, having in view the shortness of time for completion
and the cheapness of transportation upon it.
A bill reported to the Senate in 185t! proposed that the United States should loan
to the contractors its 5 per cent. bonds to the am~unt of twelve thousand five hundred dollars per mile for each mile of the road, which was to be 1·epaid to the United
.S tates in transportation of the mails and other Government service to be rendered by
the road.
In his annual report ' for 1849, Secretary of the Interior Ewing c~lled attention to
the "Recent Pacific Railroad meetings at Memphis and Saint Louis."
GOVERNMENT SURVEYS FOR A ROUTE.

The Government of the United States, nuder the War Department, organized and
-executed a series of transcontinental surveys and explorations from the Mississippi
River westward to the Pacific Ocean, for ascertaining the most practicable and economical railroad route to the Pacific. The report reviewed the resources and prospects
-of the following routes: The extreme northern route (Steven's), between the 47th and
49th parallels, north latitude; the routo oftbe 41st parallel (Mormon route); the route
of the 38th para.llel (Benton's great central or Buffalo Trail route); the route of the
.35th parallel (RUBk's route), and the route of the 32d parallel (El Paso and the Gila to
the Pacific) through the Gadsden purchase.
•
POLITICAL ACTION

AJ.~D

PETITIONS.

Legislatures petitioned, mass meetings were held, and conventions~£ political parties urged the passage by Congress of a law to build a railroad to the Pacific Ocean.
In 1856 the Democratic party, in national convention at Cincinnati, in June, passed
.a resolution (in their platform) asserting that it was the duty of the Federal Govornment to exercise all its constitutional power to aid in building the railroad to the Pa.-
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-cific. The Uepublican party, at its national convention at Philadelphia m June,
1856, passed a resolution (in their platform) that the Federal Gov~nment ought to
Tender immediate and efficient aid in the con&truction of such a road, and also for the
-construction of an overland wa.g on-road as preliminary. The Douglas wing of the
D emocratic party at Charleston and Baltimore, in April and June, 1~60, in tbeii· platform , after declaring the necessity, said: "The Democratic party pledge such constitut ion al Government aid as will insure the construction of a railroad to the Pacific Coast."
The Breckenridge wing, at Charleston-Richmond, in April and June, 1860, after
v ledging their party to the use of every means to secure the building of such a road, urged
the " passage of some bill to the extent of the constitutional authority of Congress."
The Republican party, at its national convention at Chicago, in June, 1860, again
a sserted the platform of 1856, with the additional clause that "preliminary thereto
{constructing the Pacific Raproad) a daily overland mail should be 1)romptly establ ished."
The three Presidential candidates in 1856, Messrs. Buchanan, Fremont, and Fillmore, wrote letters favoring the road. For political views of the different Presidents
<m this subject, see messages of President Pierce, especially that of December 5, 1853,
<>n the question of the right or policy of Congress to incorporate in a State or Territory a railroad from the Atlantic to the Pacific, wherein he says: "I shall be disposed, so far as my own action is concerned, t.o follow the lights of the Constitution
.as expounded and illustrated by those whose opinions and expositions constitute the
-sta.ndard of my political faith in regard to the powers of the Feder•l Government."
See also messages of President Buchanan, 1857, &c.
In his message of December u, 1858, President Buchanan speaks of the importance
<>f the road, and says: "It would be inexpedient for this Government to exercise the
power of constructing the Pacific Railroad by its own immediate agents." "The
e onstruction of this road ought, therefore, to be committed to companies incorporated
h:- tbe States," and "Congress might then assist them in the work by grants of land
<>r money, or both, with comlitions and restrictions as to transportation of troops and
munitions of war, free of charge, and the carrying of the mails at a fair price." The
old system of grants of lands to States, leaving the State to incorporate companies to
build railroads, was the basis of the above arguments.
President Lincoln's messages, 1861 to 1864, contained recommendations and suggestions upon this subject.
THE CHARTER OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

The public having by petition evidenced their opinion to Congress, the Union Pacific
Railroad Company was incorporated by a direct act of the Congress of the United
States July 1, 1862. They were to build a railroad and telegraph line from the Mis.souri River to the Pacific Ocean. This was. a complete change in the system of land
bounties to aid in the building of railroads. · The grant was direct to the corporation,
t hus avoiding the established rule of using a State as a trustee and agent of transfer.
It bad been fiercely contended prior to this that Congress could not create a corporat ion to do business in a State without the consent of the State. The company was
g iven right of way, allowances for shops, stations, &c., and in aid of construction
'' every alternate section of public land," by odd numbers, unless previously disposed
<>f, reserved, or mineral (coal and iron afterward construed not to be reserved by this
term), to the extent of five alternate sections per mile on each side of the road.
Bonds in aid of construction were to be issued. 'l'he route was to be laid out and
maps thereof to be filed (before definite location) with the Department of the Interior;
.after the filing of maps the lands within fifteen miles of the road were to be withdrawn.
'fbere was no indemnity provision in this law. Thus was inaugurated the system
of grants by Congress direct to corporations for railroad construction, which has resulted in the incorporation by Congress, since July 1, 1862, of the Pacific Railroads,
&a shown by the accompauyiug table.
In some of these grants iron and coal lands
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are specifically granted; in others they are not. (See form of patent and acts grant.
ing lands for railroad purposes, and cessions of lands to States for railroads.) l<'or an
interesting review of this subject see the chapter on "Land grants in aid of internal
improvements" (by Willis Drummond, jr.) in Maj. J. W. Powcl.l's "Report on the
Lands of the Arid Region," 1878; see also Poore's Railroad Manual, 1880, and Statutes
at .Large.
It was estimated that if the lands embraced in limits of grants to railroads to June
30, 1Ri30, were all available, and that the corporations, State and Nat.ional, built their
roads, and complied with the laws, it would require 215,000,000 of acres of the public
domain to satisfy the requirements of the various laws . . The estimate of the General
Land Office in 1!:l78 was that it would require 187,000,000 of acres, which in all probability will be reduced by actual selections, forfeitures, &c., to 154,000,000 of acres.
The present estimate is 155,514,994.59 acres.
REGULATIONS AND REFERENCES.

For full details respecting railroad grants, regulations governing the same, with
details as to surv~y, selections, verification of lists and proper certification, and
authentication of plats of survey &.c., see Circular of Instructions, General Land
Office, November 7, U:!79.
CON,TRUCTION OF LAND-GRANT RAILROADS TO JUNE

30, 1880.

The reports of construction of land-grant railroads during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1880, show an aggregate of 359 miles, which, taken with those previously
reported (viz, 15,071.14 miles), make a total of 15,430.14 miles of such roads, distributed as follows:
Miles.

In Alabama ..... __ •. _. . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .......•......
In Arkansas ....••....•.........•.....•.....•••..•••....•..•.. ~ •••.... _
In California .•••...•.....•••......••...............••..••.•.......•••..
In Colorado .•••••••••....•••...•••.•.••.........•.••....•..............
In Dakota .••...•••..•...........•..••..•.....••••••..... _............ .
In Louisiana ......•••...•....•.•..•......•...•••....•..•.... _.•........
In Michigan .••••..•••••......•..•..•.• •..•••••.....•.•.•...••...........
In Minnesota ...•...........••............••••.•..••..••.•..............
In Mississippi .....•..............•...•••...••...•.•••.••••. ···--· ...•..
In Missouri ............................ _•........•..... . ....•...•••.•..
In Nebraska .. ___ ... _....••.......•••......•...........•••..............
InN evada ..... _...........•..... _........ _........•.......... _..... _.•
In ]!'lorida ...••.... _•........... _..... _.................•.......... ___ . _
In Il1inois .. ___ .... _........ _...... _................. __ ................ .
In Indian Territory ....... _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . ... _......... _.... _..... .
In Iowa .. _.•.... _.... __ ......... _•............ _ . . _...... _..... - .. _.. -. Iu l{ausas ... _........ _..... - .•..... -.. , .............. -.....••......... In Oregon ... __ ......... -- _......... _..... - ....... -.... -- ..... ---- ..... .
In Texas (where there are no United States lands, grants being ma(lc by
State) ........................ __ . _. _.. ___ .. _.... ___ . ___ .... ____ .. ___ .
Utah ....... ---·· .. ____ ........... _........ ___ .......... _... ·-- ........ .

;~~~:sT~~~. ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -. ~ ~::: -. ·_ ·_:: ~ ·.: ~ ~ ~: ·_::::: -. ~ ~::: ::: ~::: ~ ~ ::: :::: ::::
Wyoming ...... ··---· ............................ ----·: ............... .

822.00
620.16
1, 228.89
291:!.00
196.00
i52. 00
1, 005.00
2, 389.50
406.00
703.00
832.00
460.00
247.00
705.72
155.00
1, 672.00
1,654.00
227.00

I

342. t;7
255.00
lOG. 00
553.00
400.00

lG, 430.14
TADLE OF LAND GRANTS Alo.'D ESTHIATES.

The following statistical tables show the land concessions in aid of canals, railroa.ds,
and military wagon-roads from 1824 to June 30, 1880:

A1·eas of lantt-grants for ,·ail1·oads to States and corporations by Cong1·ess, actually cm·tified and patented, to June 30, 1880, with the year of grant, session of
Cong?'Css, and administ1·aUon.
·
.Administration and Congress. I Granted to State of-

President Fillmore (lst ·scss.
31st <..:ong.).

President Fillmore (1st sess.
32u Cong.).

President Fillmore (2d sess.
3:!u Cong.).

Date. ·

A.cres patented\ Estimated acres necess~ to comor certified.
. plete the grant~, including acrea
already patenteu.

Name.

1850.
Sept. :w
Sept. 20
Sept. 20
Sept. 20

} 2, 595, 053. 00
2, 595, 053. 00
737,130.29
}
1, 156, 658. 73
419,528.44
3, 751, 71L 73

3, 751,711.73

1, 161, 204. 51
603,506.39

1, 161, 205. 00
603,506.00

1852.
.Jnne 10
.Jnne 10

--=== =--=

1853.
Feb. 9
Feb. 9
Feb. 9
Feb. 9

==
===-=
1, 115, 408. 41
1, 415, 408. 00

-- - - -1,1, 764, 710. 85
764,711.00
550,520.18
127,238.51
63,294.17

----- ----1, 856, 461. 27

-

Preaident Pierce (1st sess.
34th Cong.).

1856.
May 17
May 17
May 17
May 17
May 17
May 15
};lay 15
May 15
May 15
May 15
.Jnne 3
.Jnne 3
.Jnne 3
.June 3
.June 3
Jnne 3
.Juno 3
.June "3
.Jnne 3

See 1866.
1, 056, 378. 00 See 1866.
141,845.00 See 1866.
68,540.00 See 1866.
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•• 0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

°

0

••• 0

••••••••••• 0

0.

0

••

0

0

0

0

0

0. 0

0

0

0

°

•••••••••

0

0

0

00

00 00 00 . . . . . . 00 . . . . . 0

•• 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•••• 0

0

0

0

•• 0

. . 00 . . 00

00 . . . . 00 . . . . . . 00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0. 0

0

0

0

•• • • • • • 0

0

0

0

0

0

°

0

•

•

•

°

0

0

00 . . . . . 00 . . . . . . . - -

............... 0

•

0

. . 0.

0 0 . 00 . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

............. 0

•• 0

0

0

0

0--0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

••

0

0

0

0. 0

0

00 0

0. 0

0

0

0

•• o

••• 0

0

0

0

••

0

0

0

0

--·

•• 0

°

0

0

::::::=::::::=====:-====

7, 372, 883. 85

8, 198, 593 73

~===

=====-=

Florida Railroad........................................
Florida and Alabama .........
Florida, .Atlanta and Gulf Central. ..•...•••.
Pensacola and Georgia .
.Alabama and Florida .........
Burlirigton and Missouri River
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River .
Dubuque and Sioux City· .........
Iowa .Falls a:nd Sioux City.
Selma, Rome and Dalton .
Coos:~ and Tennessee ....
Mobile and Girard
Alabama and Chattanooga ......
South and NorthAlabamao ..........
Coosa and Chattooga ..•
North Loui.sian;J. and Texas .
New Orleans, Opelousas ~nf!. Great Western. 0..... 0.....
Port Huron and Lake Mwhigan ooo··-- .•••••.••..••.••• o
0

2, 682, 171. 00

281,984.17
165, 688. 00
37, 583. 29
1, 275, 212. 93
394, 522. 99
292, 172. 80
482, 094. 36
782, 069. 83
550, 467. 96
683, 023. 80
457, 407. 37
67, 784. 96
504, 145. 86
553, 581. 34
433,600.80

0---0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

•

0

353, 211. 70
719, 193. 79
37,427.43

281,984.00
165,688.00
37,583.00
1, 275, 212. 00
394,420.00
389, 134. 00 See 1864.
645, 307. 00 See 1864.
1, 156, 988. 00 See 1864.
552,000.00
683,500.00
460,700.00
68,000.00
505,000.00
460,000.00
440,000.00
60,000.00
353,212.00
719,193.79
37,428.00

"
~

~
Q
~

>
z
t-3

rn
~

0

~
~
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~
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~
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.Areas of land-gi'Wtls for milroads to States and corjJ01'ations by Confp·ess, .J·c.- Continued. ·
Administration and Congress.

Grant to State oi-

Name.

Date.

t-:)

-1

Acres patented' Estimated acres necessar;y to com·
or certified.
plete tho grant, includmg acre~t
already patented.

0

I
Prcsluent Pierce (1st seas.
84th Cong.)-Continueu.

Presiclent Pierce (3d aess.
34th Coug.).

1864.
.Ttme 3
.June 3
.June 3
.Ttme 3
.June 3
.June 3
.Tuno 3
.June 3
.June a
..Aug. 11
..Aug. 11

.Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw
Flint and Perc Marquette ........... - ...... .
Marquette, Houghton and Ontonagon
Grand Rapids and Indiana ........... .
Chicago, Saint Paul and Minneapolis .... ..... - .. - .. -.- ..
·wisconsin Railroad ]'arm Mortgage Land Compa.n y . ... .
l:laint Croix and Lake Superior (see act of May 5, 1864) ..
Br~nch to Bayfield (see act of May 5, 1864)
Ch1cago aml North western·.........•....
Vicksburg and Meridian ....... . ....... .
Gulf and Ship Island .................. ..

1857.
Mar. 3 First Division Saint Paul and Pacific ................... .
Mar. 3 Western Railroad (formerly B. B. St. P. P.)
Mar. 3 Minnesota, Central ............. . ... .
Mar. 3 Winona and Saint Peter ....... .
Mar. a Saint Paul and Sioux City .... .
Total .

743, OO!l. 36
512,337.03
437,385.00
629, [)03.11
474, !Jl:J. 20
40, 04!>.11
524,538.15
318,959.41
545,575.76
198,927.82

750,000.00
513,000.00
552,515.00
855, 000.00
805, tll<i. 00
40,049.00
843,000.00
5G5, 000. 00
5[;0, 000.00
200,000.00
200,000.00

12, 505, 959. 13

14, 5ii9, 729. 79

466,403.48
436,695.16
176,456.08
341, 5G3. 48
959,319.24

1, 248,450.00
815,000.00
180,000.00
1, 670, 000. 00
1, 205, 000. 00

2, 380,437. 34

President Lincoln (2d sess.
37th Cong.).

.July

1

1863.

Lincoln (3d seas. Kansas ............... , Mar.
37th Cong.)
...... do ............... Mar.
...... do ............... Mar.

3
3

3

t:1

fap..
z1-:3

See 1865.
See 1865.
See 1865.
See 1865.
See 1864.

00
"%j

0

pj

5, 118, 450. 00

!:d

Central Pacific, successor to Western Pacific .................. _... . ............... _.. __
Central Pac~fic .................. -......... - .......... ---.
424, 727. 58 ~
Central Pamfic (see act of .July 2, 1864) ........... -......
708, 862. 17 S6• 500• 000• 00
Central Branch, Union Pacific (see act of .July 2, 1864). ..
187,607.99
265,000.00
Kansas Pacific (see act of .July 2, 1864) ...... . -..........
il28, 830. 44
6, 000, 000. 00
Un_ion Pacific (see act of .July 2, 1864) ......... -.........
1, 85D, 474. 59
9, 050, 000. OG
ChwagoandNorthwestern................. . ............
517,914.15
520 000.00
Des Moines Valley Railroad( (confirming act of August
569,001.61
369; 0.01. 61
8, 1846), old Des Moines grant to Iowa.
Denver Pacific .......................... . .... - ................ _.........
800, 000. 00

tot
!:d
0
p..

e:

=====

Total. ......................... ..
Prt~shlont

e

See 1864.
See 1864.
See 1864.

===
19,678, 179. 79

Total under President Pierce ...................... .
1862.
.Tuly 1
.ruly 2
.July 1
.Julv 1
.July 1
.Tuly 1
.July 5
.July 12

See 1871.
See 1865.
See 1864.
See 1864.

Atchison, Topeka and Santa. F6 ....................... ..
Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston ................ .
Missouri, Kansas and Texas ........................... .

5, 096, 418. 53

t:1
f/2

•

See 1864 and 1869.

23, 504, 001. 61

2, 474, 686. 47

2, 995, 200. 00
260,000.00
660, 009. 00 See 1864 uud 1866.

*250, 281. 66
*658, 068. 13

'l'otal (not deducting forfeits) .. _.. _............... -I_ 3, 388, ,;36.--~6

See 1864•
See 1864.
See 1864.
See 1864.
See 1865.

1

3, !115, 200. oo

Liucolu (lst acss.
38th Cong.).

Prt~aidcnt

\Visconsin

May 5
May 5
May 5
May 5
Iowa . ................ . May 1:!
...... do .............. . May 12

1

I.....
::::::do
j~ .:~: : ~ :: ~: :: :: ~ :
.•.............

Ma.y 12

Minnesota ........... .
...... do .....•.........
Iowa ................. .
...... do
...... do .............. .
••.•.. do .............. .
Corporation .......... .
••••.. do .............. .
.••••. do .............. .
...... do .............. .
...... do .............. .
Kansas ............. .
COl'POration .......... .

M:LY

Juno
June
June
June
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July

(:::~g ::::::::::::::
Prcs1dcnt Lincoln (2d seas.
38th Cong.).

5

2

2
2

7
2

2
2
2

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

\Visconsin Central.... . ...... . . .......•.. ...... .... . .
Chicago, Milwaukee anu Saint Paul.................... .
Sioux City and Saint Paul . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Saint Paul and Sioux City...............................
Lak_~ Superior an~ Miss~sSiJ>pi... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
llur.mgton and M1ssoun R1vcr..........................
Chicago, Hock Island and Pacific........................
Cedar ltapi<.ls and Missouri RiYer . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grand Rapids and Indiana...... . .......................
Bul'lington and Missouri River..........................
Sioux City and Pacific . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
Northern Paciiic................ .... .. .......... ... ... . .

2

Union Pacific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

3
3

3

3
3
3

I

6, 213, 899. 50

Do.

46, 848, 600 00

======== ===========

Cllica.go and North \Vestern . ........................ , ................................. See Wisconsin, 1856.
Marquette, Houghton and Ontonagon (see act June 3, .••..•.....•....•...........• See Michigan,1856.
1856.
Chicago and Northwestem (sec act July 5, 1862) ....................................•. .' See Michigan, 1862.
Bay De Noquet and Marquette..........................
128,000.00
128,000.00
·western Hailroad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . . . . . . . . .. .
222, 649. 57 .... , . . . . . . .. . See Minnesota, 1857.
First Division Saint Paul and Pacific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
784, G42. 66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
Minnesota Central . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .
3, 279. 93 . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Do.
·winona and Saint Peter ........................... :. . . .
1, 326, 444. 42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do,

Total under President Lincoln ....... .
186G.
July 4
July 4
July 25
July 25
July 25
July 25
July '2.7
July 28

Soutllem Minnesota ............. .
Hastings and Dakota .................................. ..
Oregon llrancll of the Central Pacific
Missoul'i River, Fort Scott and Gulf.••..••••............
Oregon and California .................................. .
.Atlantic and Padfic .................... .
Southern Pacific ....................................... .
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern.

•••••. do ............... , July 28
.••... do ............... July 28
Co1'Poration .. . . . . . . . . July 28

Little Rock and Fort Smith ............................ .
Memphis and Little Rock ............... .
Saint Josepll and Denver City

Minnesota ........... .
...... do ........ . ..... .
Corporation ... ....... .
Kansas .............. .
Corporation .•..•......
••.••. do ............. .
·••••.. do .............. .
Arkansas ...... . ..... .

'~rco~sin,

~§'~~;~M#{~¥~~:::;·:··:_::H:::i:; ):.: . ::~~-·-:::~::~~( ·i~·-· :·:·-:-: IE~~~~~:::

Total. ... . ... . .......... . ... . .. .

President Johnson tlst seas.
39th Cong.).

:::::::::: :::::: ::~::: :

see
1856.
575,844.56 750,000.
138,284. 69 350,000.
396, 998.80 400,000.
241,038.77 .............. See Minnet>ota, Jil57.
SGO, 564.09 8G2,000.
96, 64G. 55 ............ .. See Iowa, 1856.
1Gl, 212.81
Do.
358,423. 70 , ............. .
Do.
222,967.01 ............. . See Michigan, 18ri6.
2, 374, 090.77 2,441,GOO.
41,318.23 45,000.
746,509.52 42,000,000 .

2

2
1
2

1865.
Wisconsin ••••....... I Mar. 3
Michigan ........... --~ Mar. 3
•••.••. do ...............
...... do ...............
Minnesota ............ 1
...... do ...............
...... do ...............
•••••. do ............... ,

~e~~~~~~~~lti~~~~~~~f~-~~l~~~:~~:::::::::~:::::::::: :::~;:

2, 4G5, 016. 581

128, 000. 00

=======-====
74, 395,801 61

17, 164, 270.87

454,956.86
500,000.00
225,178.66
350,000.00
1, 338, 039. 27
2, 1'.l7, 000. 00
21,341.77
21,341.77
323,148.68
2, 500, 000. 00
504,536.60 22, 672, 000. 00
952,597.00
5, 260, 000. 00
207,681.08 .............. See Arkansas and
Missouri, 1853•
366,196.26 . . .. . . . .. .. .. . See .Arkansas, 1853.
Do.
14,606.19 ..............
.61, 813.24
<i70, 956.00

* The two last ~rants forfeited by a<lt of Congress, and lands placed in public domain.
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.A.t·eas of land-gt·antB for railroads to States and cmporations by CongreBs, ~c.-Continued.

-l

~

Admbrletration and c...,..._, G<ant.a to St.to of-

President Johnson (1st sese.
89th Cong.)-Continued.

Date.

I

Name.

IAcres
patented I Estimated
toacres
comor certified.
plete theacres
grant,ne;cessarymcluding
already patented.

.
1866.
M1ssouri .............. July 4
Kansaa .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . July 26

100, 000. o~ See Kansaa, 1863.

1.:..:.:..:.::.:.::..:.:.:..::.
Total. ........... .

President J o)lnson (3d seas.
40th Cong.).
President Grant (2d seas.
4l.llt Cong.)
Prcsidont Grant (3d seas.
41st Cong.).

I Corporation..... .. . ..I

1870.
Corporation .... ....•. May 4
1871.
Minnesota .......... .. Mar. 3
C~rp'?ration ..•....... Mar. 3
Michigan .......... .. Mar. 3 -

···1

t"4

1869.
Mar. 3 I Denver Pacific ................... ..

Corporation .......
Mar. 3
Louisiana ............. .Mar. 3
1872.
President Grant (2d sese. I Michigan............. May 23
42<1 Cong.).

See Colorado, 1862.

Oregon Central ................ .

I, 000, 000. 00

Saint Vincent {extension of Saint Paul and Pacific) .... .
Branch Line Southem Pacific .......................... .
J ackson, Lansing and S:tginaw ......................... .

1, 500, 000. 00
2, 500, 000. 00
. . . . . .. .. .. .. See Michigan, 1856.
1, 000, 000. 00
2, 000, 000. 00
10, 000, 000. 00
903,218.00

Texas Pacific ... _.......... .
New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg .......... ·... .
Chicago and Northwestern ..... ...... .................. .

327,903.69

~tal.!ID~R.~;e~l4~!lJ .~.;_~- ,,;: ;-; ;-;-j z:--6j})~: • • · • • ·

1, 2oa, 689. o9

327,903.69
1

19, 2a1, 121. 69

~
~
~
1-3

r:n
llr;l

0

~

P:l

e:
~

~

0

~
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LAND GRANTS FOR RAILROADS •
.TIECAPITULATION. •

Administration and Congress.
1850.-President Fillmore (1st sess. 31st Cong.) ....................... .
1852.-President Fillmore (1st sess. 32d Cong.) ....................... .
1853.-President Fillmore (2d sess. 32d Cong.) ...•••.••.•••..•••.•••.••.
Total under President Fillmore ............................. .
1856.-President Pierce (1st sess. 34th Cong.) .•••••.•••••••.•••..•..•••
President Pierce (3<1 sess. 34th Cong.) ........................ ..
I

Total under President Pierce ........ : •.......................
1862.-President Lincoln (2d sess. 37th Cong.) ...................... ..
1863.-President Lincoln (3d seas. 37th Cong.) ..•••.•••.•••••••.••••••.
1864.-President Lincoln (1st seas. 38th Cong.) .•...•••••••••••••••.••.
1865.-President Lincoln (2d sess. 38th Cong.) ........................ .
Total under President Lincoln ............................. ..
1866.-President .Johnson (1st seas. 39th Cong.) ....................... .
1869.-President .Johnson (3d seas. 40th Cong.) ....................... .
Total under President J'ohnson ............................. .

Acres patented or certified.

Acres granted.

3, 751, 711. 73
1, 764, 710. 85
1, 856, 461. 2'Z

3, 751, 711. 73
1, 764, 711. 00
2, 682, 171. 00

7, 372, 883. 85

8, 198, 593. 73

2, 380, 437. 34

5, 118, 450. 00

14, 886, 396. 47

19, 678, 179. 79

3, 388, 936. 26
6, 213, 899. 50
2, 465, 016. 58

3, 915, 200. 00
46, 848, GOO. 00
128,000.00

17, 164,270. 87

74, 395, 801. 61

=
===
==
14, 559, 729.79
12, 505, 959. 13
==
=
===
5, 096, 418. 53
23, 504, 001. 61

4, 970, 295. 61
34, 001, 297. 77
. 49, 811.59 .. .. .. . ...........

-

5, 020, 107. 20

1870.-Pres~dent Grant (2d seas. 40th Cong.) .................. .'....... . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • .
1871.-President Grant (3d seas. 4lst Cong.)...... ... • • .. . • .. . • .. ... • • •
875,785.40
327,903.69
1872.-President Grant (2d seas. 4:!dCong.)..... .... • ...... .••.• ••.. ••.
Total under President Grant.................................

~

-

34, 001, 297. 77
1, 000, 000. 00
17,903,218.00
327,903.69

1, 203, 689. 09

19, 231, 121. 69

Grand total ..................................-: ............... t45, 647, 347. 48

155, 504, 994. 59

*This statement includes some forfeited grants.
tThe grand total as given by General Laii.d Office is 45,650,026.33.
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I

Statement showing gmnts of lands jq1· railr.oad and military ·wagon-road purposes, States, date of law, mile limits, and acres certified and patented, and all land
concessions by acts of Congress to States and corporations for railroads and military ·wagon-road purpoBes, from the year 1850 to June 30, 1880.

Name of road.

States or corpora- 1Date of laws.
tions.

] I :o
~~ p'!l

------l
lllinois ........... .
Do . ... . ... . ... .
Mississippi ....... .
Do ......... . .. .
Do ............ .
Alnbama .......... .
Do . •••..••.....
Do ........ . ... .
Do.

Sept. 20, 1850
Sept. 20, 1850
Sept. 20, 1850
Aug. 11, 1856
Aug. 11, 1856
Sept. 20, 1850
May 17,1856
J un6 3, 1856
May 23,1872

Do. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do .............
Do .............
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do .. . . . ........
Do .•••.••••..•.
Do . ..•.........
Louisian::~o. . . . . . . . . .
Do .............
Do............

June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
June 3,1856
Apr. 10, 1869
.rune 3, 1856
Mar. 3,1857
Mar. 3, 1871
May 17, 1856
May 17, 1856
May 17,1850
May 17,1856
June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
July 14,1870

Arkansaa . ........ ·' Fob. 9, 1853
Do ............. July 28,1866
Do ............. May 0,1870
Do............. Feb. 9, 1853
Do ............. Jnly 28, 1866
Do....... . . . . . . Apr. 10, 1869
Do ............. Mar. 8, 1870
Do ............. Feb. 9, 1853
Do ............. July 28, 1866
Do . . . .. . . . . . .. . July 4, 1866
MiBBouri .......... . June 10, 1852
Do •••••••• , .... June 5,1862
Do ............. June 10,1852

9
9
9
11
11
9

11
11
17

30

Vicksbur~ and Meridian ......••.

15

Alabama and Florida .......•...................................................

4~& ~~~il~~n~h8hfg :&f:~~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~:::::::::::::::::

ro

155

11
11

w

11
11
ll
li
11

11

M

M

ro

M

H
H
H

1

::::

1~~ ~~~~n~T::~;;~~ret.Of-~~6-,~~:;tilled -t~ ·th~ ·s~ie. !~~·the. :Ai;i>~~~ "a"~a {

w

w

lllinois CentraL ................. .

!~~ ~~~fr: !~g 8~I~1fv~:;~~:::::: ::: ............................................. .

17
17
17
45
17
200
580
15
15
15
15
18
18
277

11
11
11

I

466

5

Tennessee Railroad.
Coosa and Tennessee .......................................................... .
Mobile and Girard ............................................................ .
Alabam_a and Chat~nooga ............... ····:· .............................. ~
Act to Ienew certam grants ofland to the State of Alabama .................. 5
South and North Alabama ................................................... }
Act amending the sixth section of original act ............................... .
Act to re11.ew certain grants of land to the State of Alabama ................. .
]!'lorida Railroad ............................................................... .
Florida and Alabama .......................................................... .
Pensacol:1 and Georgia ........................................................ .
Florida, Atlantic and Gulf Central ......................•........
North Louisiana and Texas ................................................... .
New Orleans, Opelousas and Great Western .................................. }
Act declaring forfeited to the United States all the lands not lawfully disposed
of by the State.
S::~.int louis, Iron Mountain and Southern ..................................•. {

I

w

I
2, 595, 053. 00
*737,130. 29
198,027.82

6 and 15
6 au<:l15
6 and 15

t67, 784.96
t504, 145.86
553, 581.34

6 and 15

433,600.80

0 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15

281,984.17
165,688.00
j 1, 275, 212. 93
37,583.29
353,211.70
+719,193. 79

419, 528. 44 '
394, 522. 99
457, 407. 37

1

I

6 and 15~- · · · ·- · · · · .. · · · -~
.••.•.... -. ~....
155 Little Rock and Fort Smith .................................................. }
6 and 15 .. -- ........... 3
!~ ·A~t·:;~~d.h;g.ti~~- f~~-~~~pi~ti~~ ·o"it~~~i;;rcii~; -~i ·;~~d.::::::::::::::::::: Additional5 .....•..•..... -.
76 Act repealin <T provision in act of .A.prillO, 1869, as to mode of sales of lancl . . .
1
155 Memahis an8 Littlo Rock .................................................... -6 and 151· · •• · · · · · · · ··· ·

~~~ R~~~~ti~;; ~~t~~di~g "th~ -ti~e· f~; ~o"~j;i~ti~;; ~f"fu~t ·t·~~;;ty -~ri~~ o"i ~~~d::: 5 Additional 5
0

422
8

'I

t~e

.Act extending
time for completion of road ten years .... -- .... ···---·· .... ·}
Hannibal and Samt Jose-pu . ...... .. . .... . .
. .. ... ...... ...... -.--- ...... ·- ·

~

Number of
acres certified
or patented
up to June 30,
1880.

6 an<:l15
6 an<:l15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 anc115
6 an<:l15
6 and 15

M
MI.
w 3~ -~~-~t~i~~s~~~~~~~fr*~~~!~!i~:~~~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:::::::::: Ad~~i~{ig

H

Number-of
acres certified
or patented
for the year
ending
June 30, 1880.

Mile limits.

1:-.!)

-l

~
~

>-

z~
lJJ

hj

0

~
~

>~

-~

0

>t;:j

rn
1, 115, 408. 41
207, 681. 08
550, 520. 18
366,196.26

··1

::::::::::::::::
6 nnd 15 _... .. . .. . ......

t:"4

~
t;:j

127• 238· 51

····j;

i~;:-;~;:~;

603,506.34

Do. ...... . • • • • •
Do ••••.••••••••
Do .............
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do .......•••.••
Do ........•..••
Do . . . . . . . . • . • • •
Do .......••••.•
Do .•••••.••••••

Do. . . . . . . . • • . . .
Do .............
Do ......•••••••
Do.............
Do .......••.••.
Do. . . . . . . . . . • . .
Do. . . . • . . . . . . . .
Do .....•.••..•.
Do ....•.....•..
Do ........•••••
Do .............
Michigan . . . . . . . . . .
Do ......... ....

Do ....... -.- .. -~
Do .............
Do.............
Do ...... .. ......

ro
H
w

Feb. 9,1853
July 28, 1866
July 4,1866
May 15, 1856
June 2,1864
Feb. 10,1866
May 15, 1858
June 2,18'64
Jan. 31,1873
J 1me 15, 1878
May 15,1856
June 2,1864
May 15, 1856
June 2,1864
Mar. 2, 1868
May 15, 1856
Aug. 8,1846
July 12,1862
May 12,1864
May 12,1864
June 3, 1856
Mar. 3, 1879
June
July
Mar.
Mar.

a~g ·:e:~!!:Z-Zt~~~;-::~~::j~~ :~~~~i~£i~~ ~:;~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: l

ll

u

H

!~~ ·iriEl~~t~i:;~-~~j;~i~~:!~~~JJ:~i~i!~r:i~~~~~~~i~~j). :~~~}

11

u

TI

w

11

H

u

11
~

11
14

I

14
16
11
13
14
16
11
13
13

g

5l! - ~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~~: :~: ==::::::::::::::::: :~::::: :::::::::::::::::::: "}

6 and 15

743,009.36

Dubuque and Sioux Ci.t y ......... ."... . .. . ....... ....... : ......................
Act authorizing: said road to change its line .......................•..........
Act extending the time for completion of road to January 1, 1872 •••.•.•......

Cbicajro, Milwaukee and Saint Paul (formerly McGregor and Missouri River) ..
Sioux City and Saint Paul ............. .. ......•. ................. ...•.. ...••...
Port Huron and Lake Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. ~
Joint resolution releasing the reversionary claim and interest of the United
States in and to certain lands in the State of Michigan.
.
21 Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw .... .. ..... .. ... ..... ......................... }
78 Act extending the time for completion of road seven years, &c .... .• •...•....
425 Act extending the time for completion of first twenty miles of road ......... .
586 Act authorizing change of northern terminus from Traverse Ba,y to Straits of
Mackinac, and for other purposes.
21 Flint and Pere Marquette ......... . ........ . ................... ·: ............. }
569 Resolution extending time for completion of road .... . ..........•........ .. . .
78 Act authorizing the company to change its westel'B terminus of road ....... .
582 Act extending time for completion of road five years ........................ .
21 Grand Rapids aml Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... }
119 Grand Rapids and Indiana, from Fort Wayne, Ind., to Grand Rapids ....... .
520 Act extending time for completion of road eight y~ars ....... , .............. .

72
72
21
490

ill

I

482,094.36
161, 212. 81 ·

683,023.80
369,001.61
138,284.69
396,998. f:(l
37,427.43

98
38

9

6 and 15
20

6 and 15
5
10 and 20
10 and 20
6 and 15

9

~

202,170.80
96,646.55

20

l

Cedar Rapids and Missouri River .......... .

96 .•.••• do ..........•••.................... ····

11

6and 15
Additional 5
10 and 20
6 and 15

6 and 15
20
6 and 15

9

u
ll
u

3, 1856
3,1866
2, 1867
3,1871

Do ••,•••••••••• : 1 June 3,1856
Do .•••...•..... Feb. 17, 1865
Do .•••..••..... July 3,1866
Do ........ .' .... Mar. 3,1871
Do .........•... June 3, 1856
Do . .•••.•...... June 7,1864
Do ............. Mar. 3,1865
Do .....•..•.••. June 13,1856
Do ........•.•.. Mar. 3, 186fi
Do ..•.....•.... May 20,1868
Do ..•.......•.. Apr. 20,1871

155 Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern .••• .
338 •••••• do ......... ....... .......................................... .
83 Saint Louis and Iron Mountain .................................. .

5~~ -~~:~Joe_t~~~::~~~~~~~~~-~~:~~-~~~~-

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::}

I

782,069.83
358, 423. 70
550,467. ~d

I

252
643

~
0
0

pj

p;..

z

~
U1
~

0
512,337.03

~
~

p;..

629,993.11
322,967.01

~

pj

0

p;..

437,385.00

Resolution extending time/for completion of road, &c ................. ..... . .
Act authorizing the Houghton and Ontonagon Railroad Company to resurvey
anc;llocate anew a part of its road.
Do: ..••....... -~ Mar. 3, 186~
13
5~1 Ba:y de Noquet and Marquette ••••••.................... ~ ...................... 1200 sectional ..............• ·1
128,000. 00
Do ..........•. . Jnly 5, 186w
12
620 Chicago and Northwestern .•••.•.................................•.....•..... }
.6 and 15 ~ ·
Do .........•.•• Mar. 3,1865
13
520 .•.... do................................................................... ... .
20 5
4G. 00
517, !)14. 15
Do ... -.... ..... May 23,1872
17
160 Act authorizing change of route in Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 and 15 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
327, 903. 69
*In the adjustment of this grant, the road was treated as an entirety, and without reference to the State line; hence Alabama bas approved to her more ancl Mississippi
'
leas land than they would appear to be e~titled to in proportion to the length of road line in the respective States.
. t No evidence of the construction of any part of these roads, as required by the a()ts, having been file<l in the General Land Office, the grants al'e presumed to have lapsed,
but the lands have not been restored to the mass of public lands, Congress having taken no action to that end.
Lands earned by the construction of eighty miles of road prior to June 3, 1866, 51,452.03 acres.
t { Lands within the limits of New Orleans, :Baton Rouge and Shreveport Railroad grant of March 31 18711 227,879,94 acreli.
Lands restored to market March, 1873, under the act of July 14, 1870, 489,861.82 oorea
' ,
15
17

t-1

t;j

rn

~

-.1

Ol

~

Land oonoession8 by act of Congress to States and COt'porationB, g-c.-Continued.

-..r
0":1

States or corpora- IDateoflaW&
tiona.
I

j
I

Wisconsin ......... June 3,1856
Do ....... ...... May 5,1864
Do .......... ... Mar. 3,1873

Name of road.

~

P-4

1a
17

9,1874
ar. 3,1857
Mar. 3,1865
Mar. 3,1873
Mar. 3,1857
Mar: 3,1865
July 12, 1862

18
11
13
17
11
13
12

6'31

! Mar. a, 1871
Mar. a.IS73
June22, 1874
Mar. 3,1857
Mar. 3,1865
Mar. 3,1857
Mar. 3,1865
July 13,1866

20
238

Jan.
Mar.
Do ............. , Mfty
Do ... .. ........ July

13, 1873
3,1857
12, 186-lc
13, 1866

I

20
618
520
3~~

36o

Chioago and Northwestern ................................................... }
Resolution authorizing change of route in Wisconsin, &c .••••...............
Act extending time for completion of road five years ........................ .
Al~thori~inl! selections of lands along the full extent of original route of road

~ :~1~To~ ~~t~ato~Y: -~i ·tb~ ·~ct. "o"t" ·:Ma:Y· 5~ ·is64,· -a~ a- a~ih~~i~h;g. oo~}
1

474,913.20

t"'4

~

Wisconsin Railway Company.
Wisconsin Railroad Farm Mortgage Land Company .••...•••••..........••••. ~
Act amendatorl of thfi original act ........................................... 5

40,049.11

ft :;;i~;~~;t:?7:~~:::::: ::::::::::::~:~: ::~ ~: ~~~~ ~: ~ ~~ ~ ~ :~: ~~~~:: l

524,538.15
318,959. 41

.............................

545,575. 7G

~~i .~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~m~~~~~~~ :~~ :~~~~:~ :~;;;~~~~ ~;: ~;;;:: ~ ~::::::: {5

z1::'
0

~
~

z~

U1

10 and 20 I

29,398.51

1

575,844.56

~

0

pj

changes of width, in accordance with the act of the Sta.t e legislature.

pj

,.......~- ;;;:;.;

466,403.48
784,642.66

1-1

~~~ _~~~~~-~~~~a-~,-~~~~~1-~ -~~~~~~~~- ~~~~ ~~- ~~-in_t_ ~-~u~ ~-~~ -~~~-i~~:: :::::::}

6and15 ................
10 and 20
*121, 502. 31

436,695.16
t222, 649. 57

0

16

588

10 and 20

...............................

780,291.75

17
18

631
:.!03

6 and 15
10 and 20
6 and 15 ............................
10 and 20
2, 929.52

} ::::::::::::::

176,456.08
3, 279.93
341,563.48
1, 326, 444. ~

1~ :~~ ~g I } ·· ···· ··5os: 94 ·,

959,319.24
241,038.77

624

I

Do_ .. .. .. .. . ..

1-

J~ 1- ~:~~:~::h::::: :::::~~~~::~:::~ ::~~ :;::~:~:~~ :~~~i}

~r-

Do . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Do .. ...........
Do . .......... ..

Number of
lfumberof
acres certified acres certified
or patented
for the year up
to June 30,
ending
1880.
June 30, 1880.

I or patented

I

I

11

June 3,1856
July 27,1868
June 3, 1856
May 5,1864
June 3,1856
May 5,1864
J'nne 3, 1856
tfar. 25, 1862
ar. 3,1865
Mar. 3, 1869
May 5,1864
June 21, 18G6

Do . ----- ~ ------~

r 't
e mu 8 •

<lS

11
15
11
1a
11
1a
11
12
13
15
13
14

Do .............
Do .............
Do . .. . .. . . .. .. .
Do .............
Do ........ : ....
Do . _...........
Do . ........... _
Do ............ _

Mil

13
111
11
13
14

Act extending time for complE>tion of road nine months ................•.....

Resolution authorizing t.he State to change the branch line under certain conditions.
Saint Vincent Extension Saint Paul ancl Pacific, south terminus cha-nged from}
Crow Wing to Saint Cloud.
Act extending t.i me for completion· of road ninf' months ..................... .
Act extending t.ime for completion of road to March 3, 18W, &c .............. .

i~~
I~:~::~~:~::~~~~:: ::::: ••• ::: •::··:.:. •:. •:.::.:: :::::::::::::::::.:.:l
5
~~ ·.A~i ·at>~~-~i ·s-e:I~cii~it8. ~iiili{ t;;e;t,y· ~ile·s· ~r·i~~d. ·~lie~-~r ia~<is ·s-old.. ~8~}

definite location but prior to wit.hurawal, &c.
409 Act extending the timo for completion of road ............................. ..
17 1 195 Saint. Paul and Sioux City .................. -...... - - -- - - ------- - ---- ---- · · ·11
74 ...... do . .................. --·--· --··· ....................................... .
13
14 I 97 I Act extending the t.i me for completion of ron.d seven years ..........•.. -·····

·l

.~ ;:::~ i~

~

t"-1

~

b
rn

Milmosota..... . . • . May 5, 11:s64
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . July 13, 1866

13
14

July 4,1866
July 4,1866
Mar. 3,1863
July 1, 1864
.Apr. 10,1871
July 24,1876
Mar. 3,1863
July 1,1864
July 26,1866
Mar. 3,1863
July 23,1866
July 25,1866Mar. 3,1877

14
14
12
13
17
19
12
13
14
12

July
July
July
July
.Apr.

1,1862
2,1864
3,1866
26, 1866
10, 1869

12
13
14
14
16

May 6,1870

16

May
July
July
July
.Apr.

7,1878
1,1862
2,1864
3,1866
10, 1869

20
12
13
14
16

Do .••••••...... May 6,1870

16

Do .............
Do .............
Do ••••••.•.....
Do.............

7, 1878
1,1862
2,1864
3, 1865

20
12
13
13

Do .•.......•.•. I May 21, 1866

14

Do .............
Do ..••...•.....
Kansas .....•...••.
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do .............
Do . ............
Do .......•.....
Do ..•••........
Do ...•••.•••••.
Do ........•••..
Do . ••••••......
Do .••••••......
Do . ••.••..••••.

May
July
July
Mar.

14

14
Hl

64

93

0

i~~~~rlo~ ~:n!~~~~t:~!f!~~~i>~;;y ·t~ -~a:ke. ~P -ci~fi~iei{~y "di iaiJ.d :;ithb;. {

5

thirty miles of west line of road:
87 Southern Minnesota .................... . ................•..............•.......
87 Hastings and Dakota .......... . .... _.................... . ..................... .
772 Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston .......... _........................... }
339 .Act authorizing change of route of branch line .................. . .......... .
5 .Act authorizing the company to relocate a portion of its road ........... . ... .
101 .Act declaring a portion of the grant forfeited ....... . ....................... .
772
339
289
772
210
·_:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::
236 Missouri River, Fort Scott and Gulf .................... _.. _......... _..... ... }
404 .An act to secure the Pights of settlers upon certain railroad lands, and torepeal the :first :five sections of an act granting lands to the State of Kansas to
aid in the construction of the Kansas and Neosho Valley Railroad, &c.
489
356 ~~~~~ ~!~~~ ~r.-~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~:·_ ~~ _~ -~~~~ ~~~r -~~-~~~·-~ -~-t-~~ ~~~~·~t-~~~:::}
79 .Act authorizing location of Union Pacific Railroad fi·om Omaha westward .. .
367 Resolution granting right of way through military reserve, &c _............. .
56 Resolution for the protection of the interests of the United States in the}
UnionPacificandCentra.l Paci:tic Railroads, and providing that the common
terminus of the road sha.U be at or near Ogden, Utah Ten-itory, &c.
121 .Act fixing the point of junction of tho Union Pacific and Central Paci:tic Railroads, &c.
·
56 .An act amendatory of the acts of July 1,1862, and July2, 1864 .....••...•...••
480 Central Paci:tic ........... _....................................................
356 ...... do ...................................................................... .
79 .An act authorizing location of Central Pacific Railroad eastward ........ _.. .
56 Resolution for the protection of the interests of the United States in the Central Pacific and Union .Pacilic Railroads, and providing that the common
terminus of the road shall be at or near Ogden, Ut..<th Territory, &c.
121 .Act :fixing the point of junction of the Central Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads.
·
56 An act amendatory of the acts of July 1, 1862, and July 2, 1864 ......•.....•.•
489 Central.Paci:tic, successor by consolidation with Western Pacific
356 Central Pacific_ . .......................... .. ................................ .
594 .Act ratifying the assignment made by the Ce:qtral Pacific Railroad Company
to the Western Pacific Railroad Company of that portion from San Jose to
the-city of Sacramento.
.
356 Resolution extending the tilne for completion of :first section of twenty miles
of Western Pacific Railroad upon certain conditions.
J

~r:~~1:ili~:~;!~i8~~~~tii~~~t~~~~i~~i~ ~i~i~~~~i~i~:::: 1
ta~~~j~~~!~~aDa!~~:c\~J.~: ~ ~::::::::::: ~

860,564. Oil

10 and 20
10 and 20
10 and 20
10 and 20

169,553.12
55,387.85

454,956.86
225,178.66
t 256, 281. 66

10 and 20

+658, 068. 13

10 and 20
10 and 20
19 and !:10

2, 474, 686. 47
461,813.24
21,341.77

10
20

~
1:1>-

zt:1

1, 859, 474. 59

0

~

1:1>-

~

1-3

Ul
~

0

~g 11 ....... _,..... .

~

708,862.17

~

>
.....
t'"

~

0
10
20

>
t:1

424,727.58

rn

I

*Includes 35,685.49 acres of the Chicago, Rock Island and Paci:tic Railroad; 109,756.85 acl'es of the Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad, and 77,535.22 acres of the
Dubuque and Sioux City Railroad, situated in the old Des Moines River grant . of .August, 1846, which amounts are a loss to the roads, by the decision of the United States
Supreme Court in the case of Wolcott vs. Des Moines Company (5 Wallace, 681).
tlncludes 89,383.87 acres heretofore certified to the State of Minnesota for the Brainard Branch.
tlncludes186,936.72 acres of the Leavenworth, Lawre:iwe and Galveston Railroad, and 260,425.35 acres of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway, situated in the "Osage
oeded resen-il>tion." which amounts are a loss to the roads, by the decision of the United States Supreme Court at its October term, 1875.

~

-l

-l

I

.

Land concession• by acts of Congress to States and corporatitms,

States or corpora- I Date of laws.
tiona.

j

rn

12
13
12
13

1,1862
2,1864
1,1862
2,1864
3,1866
7,1866
6,1868

14
15

Do ............. I :Mar. 3,1869

15

Cor~~~~~~~:::::::

Do ............ .
Do ............ .
Do ............ .
Do ............ .
Do .... .. ...... .

July
July
July
July
July
May
Mar.

14

Do ............. Mar. 3, 18G9

15

Do ....... : .....
Do . ............
Do. .. .. .. . . . . ..
Do . ............

Mar. 3, 1869
June 20, 1874
July 2, 1864
May 6,1870

15
18
13
16

Do.............
Do .. .......... .
Do ....... ......
Do ....•••••••.•
Do .............
Do .............

July
July
?!1ay
July
Mar.
.Apr.

2, 1864
2, 1864
7,1866
1, 1868
1,1869
10, 1869

13
13
14
15
15
16

Do ........ : .... May 31, 1870

16

Do ...... ...... . July 15,1870

16

Do . ............
Do .............
Do . ... . ...... .
Do . ............
Do .............

July 13, 1866
.Apr. 15, 1874
July 25,1866
J nne 25, 1868
Apr. 10, 1869

14
18
14
15
16

Do ...... . .... . July 25, 1866
Do ............. June 25, 1868
Do ............. .A.pr.10, 1809

14
15
16

t-!.

~c.-Continued.

~
00

Mile limits.

Name of road.

~

~

~g

Number of
acres certified
or patented
for the year
ending
June 30, 1880.

Number of
acres certified
or patented
up to June 30,
1880.

I}

489 Central Branch, Union Pn.cific .. . " ................................. .
356 ...... do .............................. .. ......... .............................. ..
1, 154.71
489 Kansas Pacific ........... .. . . .. . .. ....... .. . . ....... . .. . ................ -- ... ]
10 l
356
12 950.43
20
79 ·.A~t -r~~~i~~i ·th~ _co~ii:IDy.to Ci~~i~at~ -~o~te b.c±-o~·e· ri~~e~'be~· i,' is66:::::: ~
355 l~esolutwn extending trme for completiOn of road . ................ . ........ ..
39 Act restoring the even-numbered sections on line of Pacific railroads and
branches, at $2.50 per a.cre.
324 Act extending the Union Pacific Railway, eastern division, line of road to
Denver City, ~md authorizing transfer of lands by said company to the Denver Pacific Railroad Com any, between Denver antl Cheyenne.
348 Resolution authorizing the llJnion Pacific Railway Company, eastern division,
to change its name to Kansas Pacific.
'
. .
324
20
111
·the
2; is64: }
364 Burlmgton and Missouri River . .. .. .. . ........ ..... ........ . .. .... ..... .' ... } 20 sections
118 Act authorizing the chan~ of route and connection with the Union Pacific
p er mile.
Railroad at·or near Fort .li.earney.
363
365
::::::::::::::::
:::: ::: :·::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ·)·1
3, 016.08
355
2&5
346 Resolutwn authonzmg 1ssue of bonds, &c. . . . .............. .. ..... · · ... · . .. ·
50, and 60.
[,7 Resolution authorizing the company to ext end its branch line from Portland
to Puget Sound, &c.
378 Resolution authorizing the issue of mortgage bonds, reversing locations of
main and branch lines, in Washington Territory, extending indemnity limits, &c.
305 Act requiring the Northern Pacific Railroad Company to pay the cost of surveying, &c.
94 *PlacerVille and Sacramento Valley ..............••......••................. l
10 and 20
29 Act declaring the grant forfeited to the United States ........................ .5
787,274.37
20 a.nd 30
239 Oregon Bra:nch of t~e Central Paci!ic .... .................................... }
80 Ac't oxtendm« the t1me for completwn of ron.d ........... --------···· ..•.....
Act
amendatory
of
the
original
act
and
provicling
for
the
sale
of
the
lands
to
47
actual settlers a.t a fixed price and lim1ted quantity.
20 and 30 ............... .
239 Orerron and California .. ...................................................... }
80 Act"'extendin« t.he time for completion of road . ............................. .
Act
amcndatgry
of
t.he
original
act
and
providing
for
the
sale
of
the
lands
to
47
actual settlers o.t a. fixed price and limited quantity.

·

s

187,607.99
828,830.44

~~rt~~j~Yp~~fi~~~~~~:

£it"e"e~th ·;~ctio~ ~i th:~ act.ai>i?~o-;ed. .i;iy:

I

~::

States,20,3~~

.~~~~1U:~~~-~~~~~~~-~. ~~-~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~-:n~ -~~~~:~~~-~ ~-~~~~:::::::::::: fI\ :u~:i~s;r4e~-

~
P>

zt-3

m

49,811.59

2, 374,090.77
41,318.23
746,509.52

I

~

0

~

~

P>
~

tot

~

0

P>

t:J

~

J

,

~
t:'

I

~~~~~~~~i~dditi~~~-i~

· tot

1, 338, 039. 27

8!!8,148. 68

} Sta..,.,20and [••••••.•••.••••• [
30; Territories, 40 and
50.
Southem Pooifto .. , . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .... • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .......••. }
20 =d 30
~ 720. 00 I
Act to extend the t.1me for the construction of the road, &c ................•.
Joint resolution concerning ·the Southern Pacific Railroad of California . . . • • •
,
!
~ranch line of f:;outhe.rn P?cific ....................................•.•....... }
20 and 30 .. ; ............. ,
StocktonaudCopperopolis ....... •.. . .. .............: ·········· , ··············
10and20.
.A.ct declaring the grant forfeited to the United States ..................•...•..
Oregon Central.................................................................
20 and 25
} CalifO'nia20

Do ........••... , July 27,1866
Do ............. .A.pr. 2Q, 1871

17

292
19

July 27, 1866
July 25, 1868
June 28,1870
Mar. 3,1871
Mar. 2,1867
Jtme 15,1874
May 4,1870

14
'15
16
16
14
18
16

292
187
382
579
548
72
94

Do ..••••.••••• Mar. 3, 1871
Do . ........•... June 22,1874

16
18

i~~ J.~~~~:1;.~~~~~. :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ::::::::::: :::: :::: :: ~ ::~ :: ~ :::: :::::~ ~ :::: :::::: ::::

·1

14

I

Do ........... -~ Mar. 3, 1871

16 1 579

ll04, 536.60

Atlantic and Pacific ......•.•••.••....•..•.....•.•....•.•••.•••...•.•••.... --.
.A.ct authorizing the company to mortgage its road. . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

I New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

952,597.00
95,493.65

~;Ii;e:o

t:-t

z~t;;

20 and 30

WAGON ROADS.

Mar. 3,1863
June 8,1~68
May 6, 1870
June 25,1864
Mar. 3,1863
Jtme 8,1868
May 6,1870
.A.pr. 24,1872
June 20, 1864
July 2,1864
Dec. 26, 1866
Mar. 3,1869
July 4,1866
July 5,1866

Do .•••.•••..... , Feb. 27,18671
Do .•••••.•••••• Mar. 3,1869

- 12
• 15
16
13
12
15
l(j

17
13
13
14
15
14
14

141
15

797 From Fort Wilkius, Copper Harbor, Mich., to Fort Howard, Green Bay, Wis. }
3 and 15 ..........................
67 A.ct extend~g t~me for complet~on o~ road to March 1, 1870 ..... J • ••••••••••••
121 .A.ct extendmg trme for complet10n of road to January 1, 1872 . . . . ............
183 .A.ct grn.nt~lands to the State to build a military road to Lake Superior ......
3 and 6
797 Fmm Fort ilkin•, CoppO< Harbor, Mich .• to Fort Howar<i, Green Bay, Wia. }
3 and 15 .......................
67 .A.ct extending time for completion of road to March 1, 1870 ..................
121 .A.ct extend~g t~me for complet~on o±: road to January 1, 1872 .................
56 .A.ct exteJ?-ding ~1m_e f~r comfletwn of r_oad to January 1,1874 ................
140 No map filed; limitations o grant expiTed J nne 20, 1869 .....................
355 Oregon Central ~iJ!tallc r~ad .... ·........ : . ............... -................ - · .. }
3
..............
374 .A.ct makmg prOVISion or mdemruty hm1ts ...................................
6
338 .Act extending time for completion of road to July 2, 1872 .....................
86 Corvallis and A.quinna Bay ....................................................
3
19,485.14
89 Willamette Valley and Cascade Mountain ...................................... 3 alternate ..... - ... -..................
sections to
be selected
within six
miles.
3 and 10 ......................
j
::::::
3aud6 .............................

}

~

:lg

~~eB~~l~~·ad::

~::::::: ~:::::::::::::::: ~::::::::: ~:::::::::::::I

302,930.36

0

221, 013.35

z>~

~

C/:1.
1-:rj

0
361,327.43
76,885.98
107,893.01

~
~
~

H

t:-t
~

0

~

126,910. 2B
104,080.11

t:1

w.

,. Grau.ta declared forfeited by Congreu.

~

..

~

CQ
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LAND GRANTS FOR RAILROADS.
RECAPITULATION.

States.

Illinois ................................................................................ .

e\!51::
~: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::: ;:: : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : ;~;~~ ~:
tfi:sa:-!f:::::·. :::::::: ::·.::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
::~:~

2, 595, 053. 00
935,158.11
2, 830, 571. 76
1, 7ll0, 468. 39
1, 072, 405. 49
2, a81, 650. 63
1, 828, 005. 02
4, 62a, 173. 46
3, 229, 033. 09
2, 807,183. 88
7' 279, 48!. 15
3, 872, 191. 27

Iowa . .. . .. ..... • . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . • .. .... .. .... .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .

113, 338. 96

Minnesota................................... .............................
Kansas......................................................... ........ ..

228,047.17
8,807.39

351, 259. 42

35, 214, 978. 25

Coi'J!orations :
Pacific railroads ...................................................... - -.-

806, 115. 59

10, 435, 048. 08

1, 157, 375.01

45, 650,026.33

~\~:~~hi::::::::::~::~::::::::::::::::~::~:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ········4o: oo·

.

, W~gon roads:
WlBCOni!In............ .................................................... ..............

~~-:!~~::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::::::~:::::::::::::~: ::::::::::::: :::::: :·:::::::

302,930.36

~~~: ~~~: ~~

1, 157, 375. 01

46, 951, 066. 80
Deduct for land declared forfeited by Congress............. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
607, 741. 76

Total.......................... ..................................... 1, 157, 375. 01 *46, 343, 325. 04
*Including railroad and wagon road grants.
, RECAPITULATION OF CHAPTER.

Railroad grants :
Acres.
Grants to States ........................................... __ _. ..... . 35,214,978.25
Grants to c01;porations and Pacific roads .......................... .. 10,435,048.08
Total grants certified and patented ...................... : • .... 45,650,026.33
Military wagon road grants ...•....... . ...•........ .............. . ·: 1,301,040.47
Deduct lands forfeited ...••. ·. .•. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . .

46,951,066.80
607, 741. 76

.Grand total for railroads and military wagon roads...... . . . . • . . . • . • . 46, 343, 325. 04
Acres necessary to fill grants provided all roads are constructed, including patents already issued ...... .... ____ .......................... 155,504,904.59
ATTACHMENT OF RAILROAD RIGHTS.

nme when the various railroad rights attach to the lands granted, so far as at present dete-rmined.
States or corpo~

tiona.

Names of roads.

Dates.

Illinois . .......... Illinois Central............ .... .... September 20, 1850. (Grant fully adjusted.)
lfississippi ... • . . Mobile and Ohio River.......... .. September 20, 1850. (Grant fully adjusted.)
Vicksbur~ and Meridian......... . August 31, 1850. (Grant fully adjusted.)
Gulf and ::.hip Island . . ............ *Novcmber, 1860.
Alabama......... Mobile and Ohio River............ September 20, 1850. (Grant fully adjusted.)
Alabama and Florida .............. *August 30, 1856.
Selma, Rome and Dalton .......... 1 May 20, 1857.
Coosa and Tennessee .............. 1•December 27,1858.
Coos!! and Chattanooga .......... ·I*.Tuly 3, 1858.
•
Mobile and Girarll ................ t May 13, 1858.
Alabatn.a and Chattanooga, form- ,*October 11, 1858.
erly theNortheastern and South·
western and Wills Valley.
• Time taken 9.8 definite location from data on file in General Land Office, subject, however, to correction upon receipt of evidence to the contrary.
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LAND GRANTS FOR RAILROADS.

Time when the variOltB railroad rightB attach, :f'c.-Continued.
States or corporations.

Names of roads.

Alabama-Cont'd South and North Alabama, f01merly the Tennessee nnd Alabama
Central.

Dates.

May 22, 1866, between Decatur and a junctwn
with the Al:tbama and Tennessee Railroad, in
township 22 south, range 2 west, and May 30,
1871, between that point and Montgomery.
Florida ......... . Florida Railroad .................. *From survey in the field, which was between
,
· May 17, 1856, and January 10, 1857.
Florida and Alabama ............. *From May 17 to 31, 1856.
Pensacola nnd Georgia ............ *March 3, 1857, between Tallahassee and Alligator, in township 13 south, range 17 east, and
·
from September 1 to October 22, 1857, between
TallaliasseP- :md Pensacola.
Florida, Atlantic and Gulf CentraL *February 17, 1857, in the granted, and September
7, 1857, in the indemnity limits.
Louisiana ....... . North Louisiana and Texas, fmm- January 27,1857.
erly Vicksburg, Shreveport and
Texas.
,
New Orleans, Opelousas and Great tOctober 9, 1856, between New Orleans and
Westem.
Brashear Uity.
Arkansas .••.. .. . Little Rock and lfort Smith ....... August 13, 1855, and, under the reviving act, May
13, 1867.
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and January 17, 1855, and, under the reviving act,
Southern, formerly Cairo and
July 28, 1866.
Fult.on.
Memp':J.is and Little Rock ......•.. August 18, 1855, and, under the. reviving act.
May 13, 1867.
·
:Missouri. •• :..... Hannibal and Saint Joseph . .... .. March 8, 1853, in the granted, and June 16,1853,
in the indemnity liffiits. (Grant virtually ad•
justed.)
Pacific and Southwestern Branch. 1853. (Grant fully adjusted.)
Saint Louis and Iron Mountain tApril7, 1870.
Extension.
Iowa. . . . . . . . • . . • . Burlington and Missouri River.... March 24, 1857. (See Supreme Court Reports,
9 WallacE', p. 89, Railroad Compa.n y vs. Fro·
mont County.)
Chica-go, Rock Island and Pacific.. Survey in tho field, which was fro"ll October 21,
1856, to March 2, 1857.
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River. Survey in the field, which was from September
1, 1856, to July 12, 1857.
•
Dubuque and Sioux City.......... Survey in the field, which was from May 30 toAugust 31, 1856.
Iowa Falls and Sioux City ........ Survey in the field, which was from May 30 to·
August 31, 1856.
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint *August 19, 1864, from McGregor to section 12,
Paul, f01merly McGregor and
township 95 north, range 35 west.
From that point to the southwest corner section.
Missouri River.
18, ·township 96 north, mnge 38 west, betwccu
November 30 and December 5, 1868 a.nd from
that point to a connection with the Saint Paul
and Sioux City Road, between June 28 and ao.
1869, the dates of survey in tho field.
Sioux City and Saint Paul . . . . . . . . Survey in the field, which was between September 27 and October 4, 1866.
Jllchlgan........ Ja<:kson, Lnnsing and Saginaw.... August 4, 1858.
Flint and Perc Marquette ......... August 3, 1857.
_
Grand Rapids a.nd Indiana ..•..... November 17, 1857, between Grand Rapids and
the Straits of ;Mackinac.
March 15,1856, between Graml Rapids and Fort
Wavno, Indiana.
Bay de Noquet and Marquette ..•• December 1, 1857. (See Secretary's decision of
· Aprill2, 1850.-Lester.)
Houghton nnd Ontonagon......... June 23, 1859.
Chicago and North western ....... .
Wisoonsin ....... Chicago anu Northwestern . ...... . From Fond du Lac to the north boundary of tho
State. Survey in the field, which was betwepn
May 1, 1856, and October 16, 1857.
Wisconsin Central. ........ . ..... . September7, 18119.
Chicago, Saint Paul and Minne- July 13, 1857, from Tomah to Lake Saint Croix;
apolis, forme11v th~ West WisMarch 23, 1865, to additional grant under act
consin.
•
of May 5, 1864.
Madison and Portage . ...... . .... . June 16, 1857.
Wisconsin Railroad Farm Mort- July 13, 1857.
gage Company.
. • Timo taken as definite location from data on file in General Land Office subject, however, to correc'
tion upon receipt of evidence to the contrary.
t By the act of July 14, 1870, the lands granted west of Brashear City were declared forfeited to the
~ovornment, and have since been restor.e d to homestead entry exce.pting those falling within the limlts of the grant of March 3, 1871, to the New Orleans Baton Ro'u"e and Vicksburg Railroad.
t The grnnt has never been accepted by the compMty' but the ltinds are still reserved' await:ng a.ctio:a
by Congress.
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LAND GRANTS FOR RAILROADS.
Time when the various railroad rights attach,

States or cocyora.tions.

Names of roads.

Wisconsin-Con- Saint Croix and Lake Superior,
tinned.
and branch to Bayfield.

Minnesota • . • . . • . Saint Paul and Pacific ........... .

Saint Paul and Pacific (Saint Vincent extension).
Winona and Saint Peter ....•.....

Minnesota Central ............... .

Saint Paul and Sioux City ......• .

Lake Superior and Mississippi. ...
Hastings and Dakota ....•........
Southern Minnesota ••...••..•....

Xanaaa . •• • . • . • . . Missouri, Kansas and Texas ..... .
Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston.
Saint Joseph and Denver City ... .
Atchison, Topeka and Sauta ll-6 .. .

~c.-Continued.

Dates.
November 2, 1857, entire main line, except between Prescott and the south line of township
34 north, which was from November 24 to December 8, 1857. Survey in the field.
Branch line, from survey in the field, whi:oh
was between May 3 and June 10, 1858.
April 22, 1865, to a.dditional grant under act of
May 5, 1864.
November 9,. 1857, within six-mile limits, and
January 16, 1858, between six and fifteen mile
limits of the main line and branch to Crow
Wing, and March 3, 1865, to additional grant
under that act.
From survey in the field, which was between
May 18 and September 21, 1871.
July 17, 1857, from Winona to the west line of
township 110, range 31 west, in the six-mile
limits, and March 22, 1858, between the six
and fifteen mile limits.
From that point to the west line of township
108, range 37 west. Survey in the field, which
was in April, 1864. (See Secretary's decision
of August 15, 1874.)
January 19, 1867, from that :point to the Big
Sioux River, in Dakota Territory.
To original grant, from survey in the field, which
was between June 8 and July 25, 1857, and to
additional grant under act of March 3, 1865,
date of act.
From Saint Paul to section 28, township 106
north, ran~e 34 west, survey in the field, which
was from v uno 8 to Octob"er, 1857, in the sixmile limits, and March 28, 1858, between the
six and fifteen mile limits.
From that point to section 30, township 104
north, range 39 west, from October 31 to November 8, 1858, within both six and fifteen
mile limits.
From that point to tho southern boundary of
Minnesota, June 29, 1866.
To the aduitional grant unuer the act of May
12, 1864, from date of act, where the road was
already definitely located.
September 25, 1866.
March 7, 1867.
From the Mississippi River to Houston, survey
in the field, which was from July 21 to August
5,1857.
From Houston to section 22, township 104 north,
range 8 west, July 4, 1866.
·
From that point to section 2, township 103 north,
range 18 west, January 1, 1867.
From t.h at point to section 21, township 104
north, range 37 west, November 29, 1866.
From that point to section 4, township 104 north,
range 39 west, October 24, 1866.
From Lha~point to the western boundary of the
Stare, from survey in the field, which was
betwern October 18 and 26, 1870.
From Junction City to Humboldt, December 3,
1866.
From Humboldt to southern boundary of State,
January 7, 1868.
.
November-15, 1866, from Lawrence to the north
boundary of the Osage lands.
Nevember 26, 1867, to the southern boundary of
Kansas.
March 21, 1870.
From Atchison to Emporia, survey in the :field,
which was from November 28, 1865, to January 13, 1866.
From Emporia to Wichita, survey in the field,
which was from May 18 to July 13,1869.
From the sixth principal meridl.an, near Newton, to section 27, township 23 south, range 5
west, September 23, 1871.
From that point west to section 33, township
22 south, range 6 west, October 8, 1870.
From that pomt west to the mouth of Pawnee
Creek, in township 22 south, range 16 west,
survey in the fielu, which was from June 21
to December 1, 1870.
•
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LAND GRANTS FOR RAILROADS.
Time token the va1·ious railroad 1·ights attach, c)·c,-Continued.
8tUee or corporations.

•

Names oJ roads.

Dates.

Kaneas-Cont'd .. Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe- From that point to the west line of range 27
Continued.
west, March 22, 1372.
From tllat point to the westorn boundary of the
State, May 30, 1872.
'
Corporation ..•••. Union Pacifto .••.••.•••••••••..••. First one hundred rr::.es west from Omaha, October 10, 18M.
Second one hundred miles, .June 20, 1866.
From tile 200Lh to 380th mile post, November 23,
1866.
From the 380th mile post to Brown's Summit
(nearly to the 700th mile post), survey in the
field, which was from .April1 ·t o November
15,1867.
From Brown's Summit to Ogden, survey in the
field, which was from May 1 to .July 30, 1868.
Withdrawal takes effect for the first hundred
miles of road within 15-Plile limits December
16, 1863, the date wllen the company filed their
map of general route .n the Department, and
between the 15 and 201mile limits July 2,1864,
date of additional grant. Withdrawal takes
effect from the 100th mile post west from
Omaha to Salt Lake City June 28, 1865, the
date when the map of general rGute was-filed
in the Department. (See Secretary's decision
of February 27, 1875.)
Central Pacifto... ••• •••••• •• . ••• . . From Sacramento east to the south line of town- ship 13 north, range 8 east, within ten miles of
the road, June 1,1863, and within twenty miles,
July 2, 1864, date of act.
.
*From that point to the east line of township 17
north, range 13 east, September 14, 1866.
*From that point to the Big Bend of the Truckee
River, in township 20 north, range 24 east,
Nevada, October 25, 1867.
From that point to Humboldt Wells, December
18,1866.
From that point to Monument Point (head of
Salt Lake), January 16, 1867.
,
From that point to Ogden, July 18, 1868.
, Western Paci:flc .• ."..••.. :. . . . . . . . First twenty miles northward from San .Jose,
October 3, 1866.
From that point to Sacramento, from survey in
the fi{lld, which was between .January 28 and .
December 15, 1868.
Kansas Pacific ...•...••.••....•... From tho !9oundary line between_Missouri and
Kansas to section 17, township 11 sout:Q, range
18 east, Kansas, February 13, 1864.
From that point to Fort Riley, from survey in
the field, which was between February 13,
1864, and February 18, 1865.
From Fort Riley to the 405th mile post (Sheridan, Kans.), July 11, 1866.
From that point to Denver City, from survey in
the field, beginning .June 29, 1869, and ending
April ~5, 1870, at the 635th mile post.
Denver Pacific.................... March 3, 1869, date of act.
Central Branch Union Pacific ..... January, ]864, within the 10-mile limits, and
July 2, 1864, date of act, within the 20-mile
limits.
Burlin!rtonanu Missouri River .••• June 15,1865.
Sioux City ami Pacific ............ November 9, 1866, in Nebraska, and in Iowa,
from survey in the field, which was between
November 20 and December 7, 1866.
Northern racific .................. From a junction with the Lake Superior and
Mississippi !toad, in Minnesota, to the Red
River of the North, November 21,1871.
From the Red River of the North to the Missouri River, in Dakota Territory, May26, 1873.
From the Missouri Rive1·, in Dakota Territory,
to the Little Missouri River, in said Territory,
J ul.Y 20, 1880, the date of filing map of definite
location in General Land Office.
From Kalama, Wash., north to Tenino, sixty·
five miles, September 13, 1873.
From Tenino to Tacoma, on Puget Sound, May
14,1874.
According to a decision of the Secretary of the
Interior, dated March 22, 1873, the first with·
dra.wal of lands takes effect from the accept;..
ance of the map of' general l'Oute by tho
• Time taken as definite location from data on file in the General Land Office, subject, however, to
eorrection upon receipt of evidence to the contrary.
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LAND GRANTS FOR RAILROADS.
1'ime when the variou8 rail1·oad right8 attach, J-c.-Contmued.

States or corporations.

Names 'or corporations.

Corporation . ••.•. Northern Pacific-Continued .....

Atlantic and PacifiQ .••..•••••.•• .

Texas Pacific .................... .

New Orleans, Baton Rouge and
Vicksburg.

Oregon Branch of the Central Pacific, formerly California and
Oregon.
Southern Pacific .......•... . .... ~

Oregon and California ........... .

Oregon Central ...•••.•.. .. ..... ..

Dates.
Department, from which time settlement is
excluded from the granted sections, and the
alternate reserved sections are raised to $2.50
per acre.
The first map of general route through Minnesota and a portiOn of Washington •.rerritory
was accepted August 13, 1870, subsequently
amended in parts both in Minnesota and
Washington Territory.
The map of general route through Dakota,
Montana, Idaho, and a portion of Washington
Territory was accepted February 21,1872.
The map of general route of the branch line in
Washington Territory was a~cepted August
15, 1873, and the map of amended route of
branch line was accepted June 11, 1879, but
the withdrawal takes effect, so far as respects
the lands affected by the chan~e, from the receipt of the letters at the district offices.
From Springfield, Mo., to the western boundary
of the State, December 17, 1866.
From that point to the mouth of Kingfisher
Creek, in Indian Territory, December 2, 1871.
From that point to the eastern boundary of
New Mexico, February 7, 1872.
From that point to the eastern boundary of
California, March 12, 1872.
From San Francisco to San Miguel, Cal., March
12,1872.
Through the county of Los Angeles and part; of
San Bernardino, California, March 12, 1872.
Froin San Miguel Mission to the Los Angelea
County line, .August 15, 1872.
From a point in township 7 north, range 7 east
S. B. M, San Bernardino County, to the Colorado River, August 15, 1872.
Road not yet definitely· located. Lands withdrawn upon a preliminary line, withdrawal
taking effect from date of receipt of the order
at the district land offices, which was as follows: New Mexico Territory, December '•
18~~ i Arizona Territory, December 26, 1871;
Calitornia, Oc·to ber 15, 1871.
Road not yet definitel.v located. Lands with·
drawn upon a preliminary line, taking effe~t
from date of receipt of the order at the dis·
trict offices, which was ~s follows: Letter of
November 29, 1871, received at New Orleans
December 11, 1871; letter of November 29,
1871, receivecl at Natchitoches, December 20,
1871; letter of March 27, 1873, received at
New Orleans, .d. pril 3 1873.
From Roseville (on the Central Pacific Railroad)
to Sa.lt Creek, in township 32 north, of range
5 west, September 13, 1867.
From that point to north line of township 46
north, of range 5 west, August 5, 1871.
First withdrawal became effective January 8,
1867, date of filing the map of general route
in the General Lan<l Office. (See Secretary's
decision of .April 23, 1875, in case of Alfred
Queen, and decision of August 2, 1878, in
Samuel Tome et al.) "'Vithdmwal for branch
line under act of ?tbrch 3, 1871, became effect- •
ive April3, 1871. Right of road atta<lhesfrom
ifo~d!ti~~~~~~r~lt~:ndaJffi~:. definite locaFrom Portlanu, Oreg. south to township 10 south, range 2 west, 6ctober 29, 1869.
From that poiut to the south line of township
27 south, March 26, 1870.
From that point to near the south line of town·
ship 30 south, January 7, 1871.
May4, 1870.

.Rtailroad land grants which have lapsed by reason of non-completicm of roads 'I.Di~hin periQds prescribed by acts making the g1·ants .
Grant by act-

Grant

]
~
§"'

te-

(,)

-d
c:.>
~

Name of

nwroad.

0

Stats.

..cl

--

.s

:aII:

.a

]

"'

~

0

tlf and Ship Island .......
osa and Tennessee .......
>bile and Girard ..........
osa and Chattanoo~a . .. ·..
nsacola. and Georgia ......
F >rida Atlantic and Gulf
Jentral .....•.............
N, •rth Louisiana and Texas,
:ormerly Vicksburg,
lhreveport and Texas
{ailroad .... _. . ...........
N >W Orleans, Baton Rouge
md Vicksburg . ... . .......
lnt Louis and Iron Mouni&in . --------------- -· -··· ·
H •ughton and Ontonagon, ~
'ormerly Marquette and
)ntonagon Railroad.
N •rth Wisconsin, formerly)
iaint Croix and Lake Su-J
Jerior, and branch toBa.yield. t
w i!consin Central. ......•..
egon Central .............

Mississippi
Alabama ..
•... do .....
... . do .....
Florida ...

.A.ug.ll, 1856
June 3,1856
June 3,1856
June 3,1856
May 17,1856

~

11 "30 State ....
11 17 ... do ....
11 17 .. . do ..•.
11 17 ... do .••.
11 15 ... do ..•.

.... 'di

--

~

~

Miles. Miles.

so~

Q~

t=~"""

~

Jl

~
~

~

6 1 15
6
15
')6 115
15
6
15

.A.ug.ll, 1866
June 3,11166
June 3,1866
June 3,1806
May17, 1866

......................... ... ...
.................... ......
........................ .
.................. . .......
..........................

I

15

M:ty17, 1866

.........................

Lonisiana. _ June 3,1856 11 18 ... do ....

6

15

June 3,1866 ............................

20

30

Mar.

"I"

"'

I»

~.-;;;
..... Q)

so~

~
·s.
~

~

.c.

~

~+>
.,_.bli

c:.>

'0

.s
.....Q

t=l

ai

.~

6

16579 Company

~
G)

o.S

Approved-

Q

.... do ..... Ma.y 17,1856 11 15 ... do . •·..

.... do ..... Mar. 3,1871

~

c:.>

,.Q

~
t=l

.a

~

,.Q

State.

s

---- --

I»

"'
~~

G)

~

<:;!

Extended by act-

Q

·;
'd

11

q;i
bll

p.. P-i

w

~

G)

4i

G)

j

~

Approved-

..,:,

be
-,:::

I

'd ....

$~

$bll

~

~o:s~-~

t=~+>

o:t=l
I=SO:S

O'SO

OF-<
~-<

.....

~

0~
p.,G>

~ -~

~~~~~

]
~

~e;
~~

"'

.....
oc;;
'd"'

Q)G)

~§

fi)~

ssEil

~~

H

~

Ci

§~

~

....

~:~

..clQ)

]

~-

.........

....
....bll'-'..,

~
0~

'd

'"'~
00

· ~~

Acres.

Miles.

132,480.00
840,880.00
150,000. 00
1, 568, 729. 87

None
None
None
None

...,Q)o:s

~gs~

Acres.

00

p.,+>
~

~

=

Acres.

. ..................... *652, 800. 00 None :Xone . ..... None.

................. .
. ..................

....................

. ...............
. ....................

67, 784.96
None .. ....
None ...... 504,145.86
None ...... None.
None ...... 1, 275, 212. 9S

183,153.99 None None .•.•..

--- ... . ................. 610,880.00
3,1876 ......................... ... ... .. ................... 1, 600, 000. 00

94

100,652.70

37,583. 2~

353,212. 6S

None None ...... None.

State ....
Missouri .. July 4,1866
1856 11 21 ... do .. . .
.... do .••.. { June3,
Mar. 3, 1865 13 521 ... do ....

10
6
10

20
15
20

July 1,1871 ..................... . ... ... .. ..................... *100, 000. 00 None Nono ...... None.
June 3,1866 June 18,1864 13137 June 3,1871 } 552, 515. 00
76,800.00 437,385. oc
20
June 3,1871 May 20,1868 15252 Dec. 31, 1872

1856 11 20 ... do ....
Wisconsin. {JuneS,
May 5,1864 13 66 ... do ....

6
10

15
20

June 3,1866 }May 5,1864
May 5,1869

.... do . .... May 5,1864 13 66 ... do ... .
Oregon .. .. May 4,1870 16 94 Company

10
20

20
25

May 5,1869 .A.pril ~. 1874 18 28 Dec. 31, 1876 1, 800, 000. 00
May 4,1876 .........................
\ "' . ........................ 1, 200, 000. 00

13 66 May 5,1869 1, 408, 455. 69 None None ......

~

z>
t;
Q
~

>
z
~

(/2

~

0

~
~

>

1-4

t-t

~

0

>-

1:::1

fll

843,497. 5f

240 1, 536, 000. 00 536,446. 0~
47§ 608,000.00 None.

*Number of acrca shown by examination of the official records o.ctually subject to the operation of the grants.
t Evidence of the con11trnction of 60 miles of the North Wisconsin Railroad hfl.a been filed, but the Secretary declines to take action thereon.
\

to.:)

00
~
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LAND GH.ANTS FOR RAILROADS.
.Rights of way granted to railway companies in certain States and 1erritoriel.
orj
a;>

States and

Tcrritorio~.

Date of laws.

d
~

rll :
Arizona. ....................
California ..................
Do ....................
Do .......... : . ........
Do ....................
Colorado ...••...•..........
Do ...":. ................
Do ............ .' .......
Do ....................
Do ................... .
Do ....................
Do ....................
D"' .................. -Do ....................
Do ....................

Mar. 3,1875
Aug. 4,1852
.June 20, 1874
Mar. 3,1875
Aug. 4,1852
.June 23, 1874
:Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3, 1875 '
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
.June 8,1872
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875

18
10
18
18
10
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
18
18
18

Do .................... Mar. 3,1875

18

Do .................... Mar. 3,1875
Do .••..•.• ; ........... Mar. 3,1875

18
18

Do .................... Mar. 3,1875
Do .................... Mar. 3,1875
Do .................... Mar. 3,1375

18
18
18

Do .................... Mar. 3,1875
Colorado and Wyoming .... Ma.r. 3,1875

18
18

Mar. 3,1-875
Mar. 3,1875
.June 1, U!72
May 27,1872

18
18
17

Dakota ................... .
Do ....................
Do ....................
Do ....................

17

Do .................... Mar. 3,1875

18

Do .................... Mar. 3,1875
Florida .................... M"r. 3,1875

18
18

Do ....................
Do ....................
Do ....................
Florida and Alabama •••••.
Do ....................
Iowa .......................
Knnsaa ................... .'
Louisinna. ..................
l!inneeota .................

17
17
18
17
18
17

June
.June
Mar.
June

4,1872
7,1872
3,1875
8,1872
M~tr. 3,1875
.J una 4, 1872
~

.... -..
~

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Minnesota Nld Dnkota ••• { .Apr.

-.- .. ......

<!)

l:l.ll
~

Pot

I

Name of company.

482 Southern Pacific Railroad of Arizona.
28 California and Northern Railroad.
130 .Nevada County Narrow Gange Railroad.
482 Salmon Creek Railroad.
.Joaquin and Mount Diablo Railroad.
28 {San
Souther.n Pacific Coast Railroad.
274 Arkansas Valley Railway.
482 Arkansas Valley and New Mexico Railway.
482 Canon City and San .Juan Railway. '
482 Colorado and New Mexico Railroad.
482 Colo1·ado Western Railroad.
482 Denver and Middle Park Railway.
339 Denver and Rio Grande Railway.
482 Denver, South Park and Leadville Railway.
482 Denve1'i>South Park and Pacific Railway.
482 Gray's eak, Snake River and Leadville RaUroad.
{Mount C"'bou, Gunni""u mu1 Lol<o City Ran·
road.
482
MonarclJ., Paso, Gunnison und Dolores RiUway.
·
482 Pueblo and Arkansas Valley Railroad.
{Pueblo
and
Salt
Lake
Railway.
482
Pueblo and Silver Cliff Railway.
Vrain Railroad.
482 {Saint
Baker's Park and Lower Animas Railway.
482 Spanish Range Railway.
482 Upper Arkansas, San .Juan and Pl\clfio Rlill·
road.
482 ' Wet Mountain Valley Railroad.
~ Colorado Central Railroad.
482
Deadwood and Redwater Valle~ RaUw~.
Milwaukee and Saint aul Rw way.
482 ~Chica~o,
Bear Butte and Deadwood Railway.
482
akota Central Railway.
202 Dakota Grand Trunk Railway.
Sout.hern Railroad.
162 {Dakota
Dakota Railroad.
{ Sioux Falls Railroad.
482
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba RAil·
and Pembina Railroad.
482 { Si::i'City
Trovare and .Jamestown Railroad.
482 Atlantic, Gulf and West India Transit Ratl·
road.
- 224 Great Southern RaHway.
280 .Jacksonville and Saint Au~ustine Railroad .
482 .Jacksonville, Pensacola an Mobile Railroad.
340 Pensacola and Louisville Railroad.
482 West Florida and Mobile Railroad.
220 Davenport and Saint Paul Railroad .
Kansas and Western Railroad.
........ ~Southern
Saint Louis, Wichita and W ostern Railroad.
482
ouisiana Western Railroad.
Chioa~n and Dakota R&ilw•y.
·
482
Saint loud and Lake Traverse Rallwo.y.
482
Worthington
and
Sioux
FaHs
Railroad
.
32

l

3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
2, 1&78

18
18
18
20

N evado. and Oregon .. : . .. _. Feb. 5,1875

18

306

New Mexico .. ............. June 8,1872
Do .................... Mar. 3,1875
3,1875
Oreg~o::: ::::::::::::::::: Mar.
Mar. a,1875
0 rcgon Jt.D d Utah .... - ·.. { ~r.
12,
ar. 3, 1872
1873
Utah ...................... Mnr. 3 1875
Do .................... Mar. a: 1875
Do ...... :.............. Mar. 'll 1875
Do .................... Dec. 15: 1870
Do ................... Mar. a, 1875
Do .................... liar. 3,1875
Do . ................... Mar. 3,1875
Do .................... Mar. 3,1875
UtAh, Idaho, and 1lontana . .June 1,1872
D
{ Mar. S, 1873
o ..................
.June20,1878
Waablngton ............... l:lar. 8,1875

17
18
18
18
17
17
18
18
18
16
18
18
18
18
17
17
20
18

343
482
482
482
52
612
482
482
482
395
482
482
482
482
212
612
241
482

{Oregon Contrnl Railway.

Carson and Colorado R ailroad.
Eureka and Plt'lisacle Railroad.
Nevada Centl'lll Railway.
·
New Mexico and Gulf Railw'l.y.
New Mexico and Southern Pacific Railroad.
Port Orford and Roselmrg Railroad.
Blue Mountain and Columbia River Railroad..
Portlllnd, Dalles and Salt Lake Railroad.
Oregon RaHway and Navigation Comfra~.
Bingham Canon and Camp Floyd Rai ro .
San Pete Vlllley Railroad.
Utah and Pleasant Valley Railroad.
Ut-ah Central Railroad.
Utah Southern Railroad.
Utah Southern Extension Railroad.
Utah Western Railroad.
Wasatch and .Jordan Vallefi Railroad.
Utah, Idaho and Montana ailroad.
} Utah and Northern Railroad-Utah 'lnrl North.ern Railway.
1 Occiclentll1 :m<l Orirnt:tl Railroad.
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LAND GRANTS FOR RAILROADS.
Rights of ~oay granted to railway compan·ies, <]·c.-Continued.
I
States and Territories.

ui
~

Date oflaws.

....~
~

w.

.
Washington ........... . ... Mar.
Mar.
Do .................. { Mar.
Mar.
Wisconsin ................. Mar.

3,1875
3,1869
3,1873
3, 1875
3, 1875

18
15
17
18
18

Do .................... Mar. 3,1875

18

Wyoming ...... : ........... Mar. 3,1875
Do .................... Mar. 3, 1875

18
18

a5

Name of coptpany.

bD
~

P-4
482 Seattle and W al1a Walla Railroad.
325 ·
613 } Walla Walla and Columbia River Railroad.
482
482 .Black River Railroad.

{Wisconsin Central Railroad.
Menomonee Railway, and North Wisconsin
Railway.
482 Evanston and Montana Railroad.
482 Wyoming Central Railroad.
482

I

Grand total of railroad and rnilitary road grants patented since 1850 to June 30, 1880•
.Acres.

Grants to States ............................•.••••...••..............
Grants to corporations and Pacific railr(!)ac.ls .........•...............

35,214,978.25
10,435,048.08

Deduct lands forfeited by act of Congress...........................

45,650,026.33
607,741.76 '

Railroad, actual area in acres ...................................-... .
Military wagon-road grants ........................................ .

45,042,284.57
1,301,040.47

Grand total.... .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

46, 343, 325. 04

Canal grants ........................................ :.............. 4, 424,073.06
Estimated area, including lands already patented, necessary to fill and
complet~ a.I~ grants to railroads under existing laws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155, 504, 994. 59
RECAPITULATION.

Estimated a1·ea of the grants of_land made by Cong1·ess to States and Tertitories and to corporations j1·on~ the yea-r 1850 to June 30, 1880.
Acres.

In Illinois ..............•..•..........•.......•....................••..
ill Mississippi ...........................•.........•.......•.•••.••••..
In Alabama ...........................••••.............••....••..••...
In Florida ..........................................••..•....•..••.•..
In Louisiana .................................•.....•••.••••..•••....•.
In Arkansas ........................•..••.....•••..••.••• ~ •.••••.....•.
In !1issouri ..............................•..••....•....•.•............
In Iowa ............................................................. .

~~~\~~~~~~~~::~~::~:::::~~::~::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~::

In Minnesota .........................•.....••.•..•..••........•••••...
In l{ansas .........•... ~ ................•....•....•...••..•...••••.....
In Nebraska .......................•....•••.••••....•••.•.• ·.•....•...•
In Colorado ..•...•..........•....•.....•...••••.....•••.....•.....••..
In Nevada .........................•....••....•....•....•...•.•.•....•
In California ...............................•.•...••..••••..•••.•..••..

2,595,053 .
1,137,130
2,807,648
1,760,467
1,256,430
2,613,631
2,605,251
4,181,929
3,355,943
3,553,865
9,8~0,450

8, 223, 380'

6,409,376
3,000,000
4,000,00().
16,387,000
5,800,000
i~~~~~~ ::::~::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~::::~::~::::::::::::::::: 8,000.000
4,-500,000
~~~l:t~~~~:::~:::::::::::::::~_:::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::: 17,000,000
In Idaho .......................•...•.•... -- ....... ·- ·- - · • ·-- · • · - • •• · · - 1,500,000
11,700,000
~~ ~~~i~-~~~~:::: ~
~ ~::
1,850,000
11,500,000
In New Mexico .•.................•.••......••.••.•••••.••••••••. - ..•. 18,500,000
In Arizona ...•.........................••....•..•.•••.• - •• - - - -- - · · - · • ·

:::: ::::: ::::::::: ::: :::: : ::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::

Total .........•.........................•..•••............•.•.•. 154, 067,553
The abovo estimate is for the quantity.of laud which will be given by the United
States to the val'ious roads if they are constructed.
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LAND GRANTS li'OR RAILROADS.
FORM OF PATENT FOR RAILROAD GRANT LANDS.

The following is the general form of patent used to convey title to grants of lands
made to aid in the construction of railroads, but these are modified, of course, according to the statute authorizing the same:
The United States of America, to all to 1vhmn these presents shall come, g1·eeting:
Whereas, by the act of Congress approved July 1, 1862, as amended by the act of
July 2, 1864, "to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the
Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the Government the use of the
same for postal, military, and other purposes," authority is given t o - - , a corporation existing under the laws of the State, ''to construct a railroad and telegraph line,"
under certain conditions and stipulations, as expressed in said acts; and provision is
made for granting to the said company " every alternate section of public land desig·
nated by odd numbers, to the amount of---- per mile on each side of the said railroad on the line thereof and within the limits of--- miles on each side of the said
road, not sold, reserved, or otherwise disposed of by the United States, and to which
a pre-emption or homestead claim may not have attached at the time the line of said
road is definitely fixed;"
And whereas an official statement, bearing d a t e - - , - - - , from the Secretary
of the Interior has been filed in the General -Land Office, showing that the commissioners appointed by t,h e President, under provisions of the sixth section of the said
act of Congress approved July 2, 1864, have reported to him that the portion of the
line of railroad and telegraph from - - - , - - , has been constructed and fully completed and equipped in the manner prescribed by the acts of Congress relative to the
Pacific Railroad and Telegraph Line; and the vice-president of the said-- com·
pany has applied for a conveyance of the title to the lands granted to said company
by the said acts of Congress of---, - - ;
And whereas certain tracts have been selected under the acts aforesaid b y - ---,the agent for the said--- company, as shown by his original lists of selections, dated - - - , - t - - , certified under dates o f - - , - - , by the register and
receiver a t - - - - - , the said tracts of land are particularly described as follow s,
to wit: - - - - - - o f base line, and--- o f - - - meridian,-- township
- - - , range - - .
The said tracts, as described in the foregoing, make th e aggregate area - - .
Now know ye, tha,t the United States of Awerica, in comdderation of the premises
and pursuant to the said act,s of Congress, have given and granted and by these presents do give and grant unto the said - - - - - - company and to its assigns, the
tracts of lands selected as aforesaid and described in the foregoing ; yet excluding and
excepting from the transfer by these presents "all mineral lands," should any such be
found to exist in the tracts described in the foregoing, but this exclusion and exception, according to the terms of the statute, "shall not be construed to include coal
and iron lands."
To have and to hold the said tracts, with the appurtenances, unto the said-company and to its assigns forever, with the exclusion and exception ~s aforesaid.
In testimony whereof, I , - - - - - - , President of the United States, have caused
these letters to be made patent and the seal of the General Land Office to be hereu ot o
affixed.
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this-- day of---, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and - - - , and of the Independence of t,h e
United States the one hundred and--.
By the President:
------,
[SEAL.]
By----,
Secretary.

-----,

Recorder of the General Land Offict.

CHAPTER XXI.
To ,JuNE 30, 1882.

[See pages 949-962.]
To JUNE 30, 1883

[See pnge 1276 ]

•
SCRIP.
To JuNE 30, 1880.
FOTI CO:\'FIRMED PHIVATE LAND CLAE11:S 1 OH EQUITABLE LAND CLAL'\'IS 1 INDIANS, ETC.
Congres~, in 180o, began the practice of ordering the issuiug of indemnity scrip for
confirmed private land and other lantl claims, which had been left entirely or partially
unsat.isfied as to location, by reason of non-location, conflict with other claims or
grants, entries, or reduc3cl by deficieu~ sur.veys. This practice continued to 1t)72 .•
Many of these acts of Congress were for separate cases, were local or temporary,
and were enacted from time to time, to meet reported cases.
Congress, Jup.e 2, 1858 (3 Stats., pp. 204, 295), made provision for all claims previously confirmed by Congress, a,ud then remaining unsatisfied.
This act placed the labor and responsibility of ascertaining and satisfying these
claims upon the executive officers of the Government. The scrip thus issued was
and is locatable upon the public lands, under certain conditions anti regulations, issued
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
•
The following em braces the scrip issned by the Geneml Land Office to June 30, l880,
other than bot1nty-land scrip for milit_ary service, hereinbefore mentioned under the
bead of "Bounty Lands"-in all 2,893,034.44 acres.

Chippewa half-breed scrip.

Under and pursuant to the seventh clause of the second article of the tre~ty of SepteLnber 30, 1854, with the Chippewa Indians of Lake Superior and the .Mississippi (10
Stn.ts., p. 1110), Chippewa half-breed scrip was issued as follows: 1,172 pieces for 80
acres ca.ch, making an aggregate of 93,760 acres.
Red Lake and Pembina Chippewa halj-bTeed scrip.

Uuuer art.iclo 7 of supplemental treaty of AprH 12, 1tl64 (13 Stats., p. 469), 464 pieces
of Red Lake aud Pembina Chippewa half-breed scrip were issued for 160 acres each,
making an aggregate of 74,240 acres.
SIOUX HALF-BREED SCIUP.

Under act of July 17, 1<3.>4 (13 Stats., p. 304), Sioux half-breed scrip was issued as
follows : To each oue of 640 half-breeds, five pieces described as follows: 1 A, 40 acres;
1 U, 40 acres; 1 C, 80 acres; 1 D, 160 acres; and 1 E, 160 acres; malring 480 acres
each, an<l au aggregate of 307,':200 acres ..
Under the same net, scrip was also issued as follows: To each one of 38 half-breeds,
one piece of scrip for 40 acres, and two pieces for lGO acres; making 3GO acres to each,
and an aggregate of 13,680 acres.
Acres.
Scr~p ~ssued

by surv13yor-g.1ncral of Louisiana, under act of June 2, 1858 .. 206, 63G. 664
Scr~p ~ssued by surveyor-gener:.Ll of Plorida, under act of J nne 2, 1858 .. _.
3, 750. 000
'cnp Issued by surveyor-general of Missouri, under acts of July 4, 1836,
aud J 1me 2, 1858 __ . _. . _...... ___ .. ___ ... ____ .... _... ____ ... ___ ... ___ . 283, 567. 400
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SCRIP.
Acrea.

Scrip issued by the Commissioner of t.he General Land Office, pursuant to
dcc~ees of the United States Supreme Court, under act of .Jnne 22,1860,
and supplemental legislation ...•..........•••....................... 606,512.770
This issue relates to indemnity for print.te land claims in Lonishma.
No est.i mate can safely be made of the amount yet to be issued under this
decision.
Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claims of Israel Dodge, ·walter Fenwick, and Mackey Wherry, und.er act of .June 21, 1 ~fi0... ... .... ...... 15, H70.610
Scrip issued in satisfaction of tho claim ofT. B. Valentine, under act of
· April 5, 1872, nearly all in 40-acre v!eces ................... :. . .. . . . . . . 1, 51 G. 000
Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claim of Pascal L. ·cerro, under act of
January 26, ll:l57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 004. 5!0
Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claim of Samuel \Yare, under act of
December 2H, '1876.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
640. 000
Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claim of the heirs of Joseph Gerard,
under act of Febru:uy 10, 1855 .......•.. . ......... .• . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 920. 000
Scrip issued by surveyor-general of Floricla, in satisfaction of the claim
of Fernando de la Maza Arredondo, under act of May 2:3, 1828 . . . . . . . . . 3d, 000. 000
Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claim of Coleman Fisher, nuder act of
May 14, 1834 .... .. . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
610. 000
Scrip issued by recorder of land titles for Missouri, u mler act. of February
17, 1815 ...................... - ............... - ... . - .......... -...... 174,910.420
Scrl'p issued under fourteenth article of treaty of March 17, 1842, with
Wyandot Indians .......... : ................. .... ................... 22,400.000
Scrip issued hy surveyor-general of Louisiana, under act of June 20, 1854.
2, 671. OGO
Choctaw scrip issued under treaty of 1830, il1e fJ1'eater p01·tion of which has been loca ted and
patentecl.
Acres.

Heads of families _.......... _...... __ . __ ...... _. _.. _ .... _..... __ .. 1, 150
Amount each (acres)......................................... .....
3~0
'l'otal acreage . _.......... _.......... ........ _................. _. . . . . . . . .
Children over 10 years ............................................ 1,460
Amount each (acres)............ .. ................................
320
Total acreage ...... _....... _. __ ........ _.......... _..... _... __ . _. . . . . . . .
Children nuder 10 years .... ____ .... ............................... 1, Hl2
Amount ca,ch (acres) .................... __ . _........ _... .. . . . . . . ..
1CO
Total acrca~o ........... ___ ................. _.. __ .... _.............. __ ..
Total .................................................. ____ acres ..
In aU, a grand total of -:2,89:3,034.44 acres.

370, 8t!O
4Gi, 2(1()

1!:10, i20
1,0~:::!, 800

CHAPTER XXII .
To Jmm 30, 1882.
(See page 962.)
To Jmm 30, 1883.
[See page 1277.)

GRADUATION AC'I' .
To JuNE 30, 1880.

The gmduation act of August 4, 1854, and amendment!'!, was to ·'cheapen the price of
lands long in market for the benefit of actual settlers and for adjoining farms." lt
graduatctl tho price of public lands, which had been in market and remained unsoltl
for ten years and upward, to actual settlers, the prices varyi:c.g from $1 to 12t cents
per acre, according to the length of time the tracts were in markeb, respectively. All
lands th at had been in the market for ten years, and were unsold, were to be sold at
$1 per acre ; for fifteen years or upward, and remaining unsold, were to be sold at 7r,
cents per acre; for twenty years or upward, and remaining unsold, \\ere to "Lo sold a,t
50 cents per acre; for twenty-five years or upward, and remaining unsold, were to he
sold at 25 cents per acre ; for thirty years or more, and remaining unsold, were to "Lo
sold at 12-t cents per acre. Thousands of entries were made under tho 'provisic;ms of
this act, and in pursuance of regulations.made by tho Commissioner· of the General
Land Office, tho periods and principles of which were confirmed py act of Congress of
March 3, 1855. These entries were of two classes : The first, consisting of such as 1\ero
made by persons already residing upon and cultivating adjoining farms, and who entered the lands for the use of such farms; and the second, consisting of such as were
made by parties who either already were settlers aml cultiYators of the entered tracts,
or who contemplated at once becoming such. In entries of tho first class, ifun examination at tho General Land Office they were found regular in every respect, as reported from the clistrict land offices; if the preliminary affidavit of the person on
which tho entry was allowed was found to de~gnato tho original farm tract, and this
to adjoin tho tract entered for its use, according to law, tho entries were patcnte.d and
tho patents delivered in regular course, without further proof being required.
In entries of the second class, proof that settlement and cultivation of tho entered
tract had been made as contemplated in tho law was required to oo produced "Lef'ore
the patents were delivered. Many entries of this class were made, the proof of settlement and cultivation produced, and tho patents delivered accorcJing to rule; out there
were many other cases in which tho required proof was not forthcoming, and in these
the delivery of tho patents was suspouclcd to await its production. Under the confirmatory act of March 3, 1857, the patents were delivered, on application therefor, without i.he proof being required in all such cases, where tho entry was al1owed prior to
the passage of that act, and where it was not fom1d to have been framlulently or eva- '
sivcly made. Subsequent to the passage of that act, and prior to the 2d June, 1862,
when tho graduation law was repealed, a largo number of entries were allowed under
th:rt law, and in the course of business there came to be many patents for entries so
allowed, tho delivery of which was suspended for the reason that the required proof
of settlement and cultivation was not forthcoming.
To this elass of cases the confirmatory principles of tho act of March 3, 1857, wcro
made applicable by the act of ·February 17, 1873, and tho issuing of patents has sinco
(·ontinucd.
Tho quantity of land sold under the graduation law of August 4, 1!;54, as shown
from the General Land Office reports, is 25,696,41!>.73 acres.
Lands sold at graduation prices in the third f)Uarter, ending September 30, 18G2,
niter the repeal of the graduation law, June 2, 1862, and before district officerR wer e
awa.re of such r<'pcal, are included in the above.
2!)1
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COAL LANDS.
To .JuNE 30, 1880.

'·
Prior to 1864 coal lands were not specifically noted for reservation or sale, but
were disposed of as other public lands under settlement or other laws, until the passage of the pre-emption act of 1841.
The act of Congress of July 1, 1864, for the disposal of coal lands and town }Jroperty on the public domain, authorized the sale of the coal lands whj.ch bad bren
excluded from sale, as mines, by the pre-emption act of 1841. Under this act they
became snbject to pre-emption at the minimum of $20 per acre, after offering, under
proclamation of ·the President, at public sale to the highest bidder, in suitable legal
subdivisions.
March 3, 1865, an act was passed by Congress supplemental to the act of .July 1,
1864, giving citizens of the United States, who were enga.ged in coal mining for commerce, the right to enter, at the proper district land office, 160 acres of land, or less,
at $20 per acre.
The act of March 3, 1873, ga\e a pre-emption right of lGO acres of coal land to a
person, and 320 acres to an association, upon payment of not less than $10 per acre,
where the lands lie not more than 15 miles from a completed railroad., and. $20 per acre
where the lands lie within 15 miles of such a road; and further proviued that when
any assoniation of not less than four persons have expended $-;,,ooo in working and
improving any mine, located within limits as above, they may make an additional
entry of 640 acres at the severallimit prices. (See sees. 2347-2352 n. S.; Regulations
of General Land Office, April15, 1880.).
The rectangular system of surveys is extended over coal lands, and they are sold in
.conformity with the legal subdivisions thereof.
The method of designation or classification, by noting character of bud. in field
notes by deputy surveyor, and marking ou plats, when knovm, or of proof at the
district land office prior to time of filing, is similar to the method of segregation un·
der the mineral act, and is given in detail in the Rcgnlations of the General Land
Office, April15, 1880.
ESTIMATE OF AREA OF COAL MEASURE.

The estimated area of coal lands on the public domain, tho property of the United
States, is as follows:
W ashiugton Territory :

.Area ______ . ___ - . _. ____ . ____ .. -. - - _- - - - -- - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - .
Sold ____________ .. _. __ . _____ . _. ____ .. _______________ . ____ .
Oregon:
.Area ___ . _. ____ ... ____ ... __________ . _. _____ . ___ . __________ _
Sold . _________ .... _. _. __ .. ___ . __ . ________ . ____ . __________ _
California :
Area _______ ... _.... _. _ __________ .. _... _. __ . _.. ______ .. ___ .
Sold . _. ___ . ____ . __ .. _. __ . ___ .. _________ . __ .. ____ .. _. _. ___ _

· .Acres.

.Acres.

829,440
3,350
826,090
414,720
18f>

414,535
247,820
1,800
246,020
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Color[Ldo :
Acres.
Acres.
Area.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 128, 225
Sold............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
- - - - 1, 127' 625
Utah:
Area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 764, 800
Sold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~ . 180
- - - ~. 762, 620
New Mexico:
Area .................................................... _.
10,800
720
Solu ............................... ~ ..................... .
10,080
4~,000
Wyoming, at least ..................................................... .
50,000
Dakota, at least ........................•...............................
50,000
Montana, at least ... ......................... .... ...................... .
.Arizona, no coal yet discovered.
.
Nevada, no coal yet discovered.
Nebraska, t,he coal-bearing rocks cover an area of :1,600 square miles, but on
-account of the smallness of the veins-none exceeding one foot-the coal
is of no commercial value.
Indian Territory, the coal-bearing rocks cover an area of 13,600 square
miles.
,.
Arkansas, the coal-bearing rocks cover an area of 12,000 square miles.
Total acres .......................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,528, 970
New discoveries in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and Dakota will increase the amount
given above considerably.
ENTRIES UNDER THE COAL LAND ACTS.

From 1866 to June 30, 1880, under t,he coal land acts there h:1Ve been 78 entries at
district land offices, containing 10,750.24 acres, for which the United States received
$146, 999:25, as follows:
Entries.

State or Territory.
California ... .... ..................... . ............................ .

Colorado . .....•....... . ..............••.....•......................

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: : ~:.

18
2
13
26
6
5
8

Total. ........... ... ..................... : ................. ..

78

%~~to~_::~~::::::::.'·::::::::::::::::::~::::::: :::::~::::::::::::: .

~;:~!io~:-· :~~::::::: ~ :~:

.Aeres.

Amount.

2, 154.79
ll:i5.18
1, 815.64
3, 556. 92
1, 355. 00
721.35
95l. 3()

$32.972
1, 831
21, 524
45,109
27,100
7, 220
11,221

75
80
00
00
00
10
60

10, 750.24 1 146,999 25

Cash sales of coal lands by fiscal years to June 30, 1880:
18()7.

1866.

States and Territories.

ai

]

>:1

ril
California . . . . . . . . . • .

2

..,;
rn

§

Q

s
-<!j

...

Q)

-<!j

240. 00

0

$4, 800 00

a2

Q)

:5>:1
ril

1

l1i

...cV
Q

<Q

160. 00

1868.

§

a2

Q)

0

s
-<!j

al
Q)

~:;:)

~

a.
<Q

1

160. 00

$3, 200 00

160. 00

3, 200 00

~

$3, 200 00

0

s

-<!j

~~~::·~-F:: •-• •· · ~•~• • -~- •: : :.-- :~:_:_ _ _ -:1•--·•• .Ui l: :_ _ :: Yn_•-•
1

TotaL ...... ~ ...

-,2

~ 4:SOOOO - 1 J~J--;.2oooo

l
1

-
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Cash sales of coal lands by fiscal years to June 30, 1880-Continucd.
1870.

1860.

States and TetTitorics.

ttiQ)

~~

ol

:5i:l

--------+--

1871.

...

Q)

~

Q

]

a3
ri>

:Ei:l

0

...
(t

0

8

()

~
<l
~
<1
<1
-----1-----1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

California ...... ..... 4
200. 00
$4,000 00
160.00
$3,200 00
2
274.70
$3, 77:l 75
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . ... . ......... . .. . ... . .. .. ... .
Utah .............•..... . .......•.. ------------ .... ----- - . .. .. . .. ..•... . ... .....................
'Vashington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . ------ .. . --. ---- -- . - .. .. - -. -- -. . -- --- -.- ...

ifJ~~~~i~~:::::::: ·.. :: .. ::::::::: ::::::::::::

·::·I·,::::::::::
·::::::::::: .::. ::::::::::::::::::::::
.........................
.... -- .... .... ......
1 1---wo.oo 3;2Uooo 2
21~. 10
3, m 75

Colorado.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Total ... __ . ..••..

~

2oo. oo

4, ooo oo

1

1872.

States aml Territories.

al

]

i:l
~

1874.

1873.
...;

ai
~
Q

§

<l

<1

...;

al

B

0

a

i:l
~

~
]

§

cti

...

Q)

0

~

Q

<1

.§. .

ai

...
Q)

0

8
<l

(.)

i:l
~

<l

coalifornia .. .... .. .•• .. .. -····· · ··· ······------ --- · ····------ ---······ - - ---- . .•
reg:ou.............. . .• . ..•. ....•. .••......... . .. ..•.... . .. ..... ... . .. .
Utah . .........••.•.......••..•.••..•••• :...... .. . .• .....•.. . ... . ..... .

iiio:oo· ---~i.-ooo oo
'I'

8

~~~~~ftf~~~: :::::::: :::: :::.:::::: .::::::::::: :::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: .. -~ - .--~ ~:~~-

. ...... ..•••
4

. ___

·-~-~~

~~~~;.::::::::::::i0.~~:~0.j~~0.::;~:;i~;~
1875.

1876.

1

~

States and Territories.

~

.3

~

~

"<t

1

ai

-T-~ .--~--- -- ~

s

<l

<1

1 - - - - -1- - - - - - - - --·-

Cnlifomia ... . . ... -.. 1
Orog:on - . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1
Utah.-- ... -........ . 4
Washington......... 10

100. 00
2:>. 18
570. 70
1, 390. 77

$1, 000
231
7, 533
13,907

1877.

1

·~

'F-1

00
2
400. 00
$4, 000 00
4
80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . .
20
1
122. 40
1, 224 00
4
70
3
480.00
0, 400 00
3
7

~~~~~~ic"o":::::::: .: ---~~~--~~- ---~·-~~~-~~- ..:.... ~~:~~- --~~·.:~~-~~ - --~-

colora.Uo . -- .. - - .. - -.. - .. - ~ . - . - - .. - . ---- - -- . - .. ---- ---- -- - -. -.-- -- - - -- -.
Total.. . --....... 10 1 2, 001. 71

1

a~. 18-l 70

j

8

1, 762. 40

1878.

St.a.tes and Territories.

ol
<tl

]
i:l
~

~

(.)

<l

al

·C'

ai
~
(.)

<1

~

<l

~

48o.oo
400. 00
155. 00

20, 824 oo

13

Nl~'M~~~~:::::::::

1

1

160.00
40.00

80. 00

1, 600 00

1R, 700 OQ

1880.

§
0

~

$3,200 00 .. .. . ••.•..••. -----------800 00 -- -· -----·---· ............

3

(j

::::::::::::

4-76.48
753.15 .

$4,764 SO
15,063 oe

:::: :::::::: :· :::::::::::: ::::2 ::::::::::
::::::::::::
--5·5 -- ·72i."s5·
-- ··1:7,205
22o- 60io
200.80
$2,410 00
680.50

Coloudo . .......... ---- ......................
Total...... . . . . . .

4, 000 00
3, 100 00

1, 553. oo

g;!~~::U-~:::::::.::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::.--- :::: :::::::::: :::::::::::. :::: ::::----..

Uta'-.------------·-·
~as'lt~gton . ....... .

----4. soo-oo

...;

0

s

$3,200 00

440.00

- - - - - ----1-----

1879.

§

-<s

6

<1

- -1-----l---·--·1--1----- - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - 2

200. 00

4, 000 00

2

200. 80

I

2, 416 00

19

2, 63L 54

34,253 5I

CHAPTER XXIV.
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DONATION ACTS.
To Jmm 30, 1880.
[ERRITORY OF EAST FLORIDA, OREGON TERRITORY, WASHINGTON TERRITQRY, AND
TERJUTORY OF' NEW MEXICO.

Angust 4, 1842, in view of Indian difficulties therein, in ''An act for the armed occupation· and settlement of the unsettled part of tho peninsula of East l!...,lOiida," Congress provided "that any person being tho head of a family, or a single man over
eighteen years of age," able to bear arms, who had made or should "within one year
from and after the passage of this act make an actual settlement within," a certain
portion of the peninsula, should he entitled to one-quarter section of land for which ho
slwuld receive a permit. The whole donation was limited to 200,000 acres of land.
This was tho :first of the donation acts to induce settlements on the public domain in
dangerous or distant portions of tho nation.
By an amendatory act of the 15th of J nne, 1844, settlers might erect their dwellings
und reside upon other than tho quarter section described in their permit., provided the
lands upon which they erected their habitation should be paid for; and authority was
given to certain settlers to perfect their title to tho quarter sections described in their
permits, by paying for the same. And by an act approved July 1, 1848, all persons to
-whom permits were granted, and 'who made settlement without having voluntarily
relinquished and abandoned the same, hut continued to reside south of the line specified
in the act of 1842, were declared entitled "to a grant and patent for the lancl so occupied or settled by him, the same as if all the conditions and stipulations of said ~cts
" * * had been fully and strictly complied with."
This act also provideu for an agent to take testimony, and required him, within five
months from the commencement of his duties, to transmit all proofs and report his
opinion to the Commissioner of the General Land Office for decision. Accordingly,
Hugh Archer, esq., of Florida, was appointed agent on the 18th of August, 1848.
His duties commenced ou the 12th of October, 11:348, and terminated on the 12th of
March, 11:349. lly a clause ln the general appropriation act of June 3, 1849, the provisions of the act of July 1, 1848, were extendeu until the 1st of October, 18-19.
There were no entries made under the act of August 4, 1842, but it was amended
niter U3-13. This act resuJted in the patenting of 1,317 claims, as f0llows:
Number of entries made under the a1·med-occztpation act of August 4, 1842, with the app1·oximate acreage, and number of entries made in each land district in Florida.
Districts.

I

Number Approximate
Year. of
entries.
acreage.

------------------------------------------------·I------------1 --A
- c-r_u___ _

:":.g;'~:~;;:::: :: :;:: :; : : :;: : : ;:: : : : : : :: ;: ~: : ilii
Total._. ................................................................. ,

jm

:H
1, 317

210,720
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OREGON DONATION ACT.

The next donation act was passed for Oregon Territory September 27, 18:-,o. Tho act
provided for making surveys and donations of pulllic lands in Oregon, auu related to
two classes of settlers. It granted to the first class of actual settlers of 1he public
lands there, who were such prior to the 1st September, 1850, a donation of the quantity of a half section, or .320 acres, if a single rnnn; and ·if married, the quantity of au
entire section, or 640 acres, one half to the husuand and the other to the wife iu Ler
own right; and to' the second class, who were or should become settlers between the 1st
December, 1850, and the 1st December, 18.)3, it granted the quantity of a quarter section: HiO acres, to a single man; and if married, the quantity of a lulf section, or 320
acres; one-half to the husband :wd the other to the wife, in her own right.
The first class of beneficiaries embraced 'Yhite settlers or occnpa.nts, Am(~rica,n halfbreell IwJians included, aboYe the age of eighteen years, who wore Citizens of tho
Unite(1 States residing in that Territory, and those not being citizens who should make
their declaration of intention to become snell on or before the 1st Dccemuer, 1831.
The second class embraced white male citizens of the Uniteu States above the agtl
of twent;;'-one years, or persons 'Yho hall made a declaration of intention to l>ecowe
citizens, emigrating and settling in that Territory between the 1st December,· li::iGO,
and 1st, December, 185;t
The act of February 14. 1853, extended this time to December 1, 1835. Emigrants
uecoming married within one year after arriving in the Torritory, or within one year
after becoming twenty-one years of age, were entitled to the advantages accorded to
married mell. Residence on and cultivation of the land for four consecutive years was
necessary to insure a patent from the Government. Mineral lands were excluded from
being located under tlle act.
The act of February 14, 1853, amendatory of the said act of 1850, provided that
in lieu of the term of four years' continued occupation after settlement, required by
said act, claimants should ue permitted, after two year::;' continuous residence a.nJ
occupation, to pay for their lands at the rate of $1.25 per acre, and subsequent legislation still further reduced this time to one year. The act expired by limitation December 1, 1855. It resulted as follows:
Number of donation certificates issued in Oregon, under the act of September 27, 1850, and Sllpplementallegisla.tion (9 Stats., p. 49G). . . • . • .
'i, 317
Number of acres of land covered thereby .............................. 2, 563,757. 0'.!
WASlliNGTO~

TERRITORY DONATION ACT.

By the act of March 2, 185:3, establishing the Territorial government of Washingington, part of tho then Territory of Oregon was d~tached and constituted the 'l'erritory of Washington, and by the sixth section 9f t.he act ot .July Ii, 1834, all the provisions of the donation law were extended to the latter Territory. The act expired
December 1, 1855. The following statement sho\YS the entries under the same:
Number of donation certit1cates in ·washington Territory, under act of
March 2, 1853, and supplemental legi:slation (_10 Stats., p. 172) ..... _...
985
Number of acres ofland covered thereby ................................ 290,215.:35
The year when the donees entered their respective claims, under the various acts of
Congress, in Oregon ancl vVashington Territory canuot be determined in the General
Land Office, a some of the notifications arc datecl and some are not. These entries
should all ba7e been mado us directed by the sixth section of said act of Septemller
27, 1850, amended by the third section of the act of Jnly 17, 1834 (10 Stats., p. 303).
Those who failed to file their notifications as requirecl by law, were relieved by the
act of June 25, 1 {).1 (1:-l Stats., p. 18-t).
NEW MEXICO TERRITORY DO:XA1ION ACT.

Congress, July 22, 1 54, in the "act to establish ihe offices of surveyors-general of
New Mexico, Kan as, and N~brn.ska," provided iu the st·cond section for a grant of 160
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acres of land to eYery white ma,le citizen of the United States, or who bad declared
his intention to become snch, al.Jove the age of twenty-one years, who was residing in
the Territory of New Mexico prior to January 1, 1853, and at the date of the passage
of the act of July 22, 1t354. The same grant was made to the same classes of persons
who r emoved or should remove to said Territory between .J a.nua.ry 1, 185:3, and .January
1, 1858. The a.pplications were filed with the surveyor general, and afterward in thedistrict laud office. Actua.l settlement and cultivation for ionr years were made conditions of this grant, except where the grantee desire to pay cash, at $1.25 per acrer
which was permitted under the seventh section of the act. This law is still in force.
The following table shows entries by the year under this act :
New Mexico donatiotts, under the act of July 22, 1854 (10 Stat., 308) repm·tecl to the Geneml
.
Land Office up to Jur1e 3u, 1880.

Year when notification was filed.

No. of certificate.

Area.
Acres.

1870 .• ••.•.• --.- ••• -- ............ - .................... ·...................... ..
1873 ....... ......................... ..... ...... ..... ......................... .
18i4 ............................ ..................... _....................... .
1876 ...... .. : ................................................................ .
1877 ........................ .. . ~ ............................... ............ ..
1880 ......................................................................... .

Total .................·.............................................. ..

7
29
6
7

1, 120. 0()>

18

1, 520. 00

68

10,863.84

1351

20, 104. 9!)

4, 51!l. 1!).

9GO. 0(}
1,1:20. 01}

OI-IAPTER XXV.
To JuNE 30, 1882.
(See pages 910-97H.]

To Jmm 30, 1883.
(See pages 1278, 1279.)

TOWN-SITE AND COUNTY-SEAT ACTS.
To Jmm 30, lSHO.

Under the town-site acts there have been located on the public domain 420 towns,
with an acreage of 144,1:31.23 acres.
Unuer the county-seat act eight counties have secured a total of 886.68 acres.
Tho benefit of the town-lot act has been taken by .six towns, and a total of 6-iS
b1·wks loct1ted thereunder, or 3,840 acres.
l"nder the law authorizing the President to reserve town sites, but one town bas
l1et•n reserved-the town of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., containing 59 acres-was con6nued by the act of September 26, 1850. Under all acts, 141-3,illU.91 acres.
TO,'\'"N SITES-TilE FIRST ACTS.

The acts of Congress of June 13, 1812, and May 26, 18~4, and subsequent bws, confin11ed to the inhabitants of certain towns and villages in the Territory of Missnuri,
1lll'i r holdings, which they bad inbabiteu, culti vatcd, or possessed prior to December
~o. l803. This rule as established was uniformly followed in the approval of town
lwltliugs in tho portions of tho Nation which were acquired by purchase or annexations
TOWN-SITE LAWS.

Tho laws of the United States providing for the reservation and sale of town sites
on tho 1mblic lands are found in Title 32, Chapter VIII, of the Revised Statutes of tho
United States, sections 2380 to 2390, inclusive.
These laws arc very liberal in their provisions, and contemplate not only the entry
of land already settleu upon for purposes of trade, for the benefit of the citizens
of the town, but provide for tho selection and reservation of land, whether surveyed
or nnsurveyed, for town sites "on the shores of harbors, at tho juncti.:m of rivers,
i111portant portages, or natural or prospective centers of population," in advance of
tlH• settlement thereof, or of the surrounding country.
ln the pre-emption law of 1841 (sec. 10, 5 Stats., p. 455, anfl sec. 2258 R. S.), the foll''"·ing classes of lands were reserved from pre·emptionsett:ement and entry, viz: 1st
'' Lands included within the limits of any incorporated town, or selccteu, as the site
of ~t city or town"; and 2d. "Lanus actually settled and occupied for purposes of tra.de
a11d business, and not for agriculture."
The same provisions apply to lands subject to entry under the homestead law. (Act
May ~0, 1862, 12 Stats., p. 392; sec. 2289 R. S.)
The same reservation is made in direct terms, or by implication, iu nearly all the
acts of Congress proviuing for the various classes of scrip. (See cases of Seattle town
site; the City of Cbicagovs. Valentine; Superior City vs. Scrip, Secretary's decision,
Jm1e 23, 1862.)
The ohjects and benefits to arise from this reservation from settlement and entry on
laulls within tho corporate limits of a town are, to a great extent., set forth in the decision of Mr. Justice Miller, in Root t'B. Shields. (1 'Voolworth, C. C. Reports, 342.)
The act of March 3, 18i7, cntitlell "An act respecting tho 1imits of reserva.tions for
town aites upon tho public domain", (19 Stats., p. 392), was passed to remedy tho evil,
in certain cases, of tho incorporation by the State or Territorial legislature of a town
with limits covering larger areas than the maximum quantity of 2,5GO acres.
~8
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Tho Jaw provicles thr(\e m ethods of acquiring title to town property:
First. \Vhcro the President of the United States bas directed tho rP.servation pro·
vided for by section 2380, Revised Statutes.
Second. In cases where towns have already been established, or where parties desire to found a town; and
Third. Under section 2:187 of the R evised Statutes, tho entry of land, settled and
occupied as a town site', by tho corporn.te authorities, if tho town bo incorporated, or,
if nninco1·pomted, by the county juclgo, for tho use and henefit of the several occupauts.
Tho m:tnncr in which these entries aro to bo made is fully prescribed by the statute,
and 11ceu not bo mentioned b ere in detail.
Under tho provisions first mentioned, there is no limit ·presc;ribed by the law as to
t.ho area that sllall be disposed of for the benctit of tho town or its inhabitants, or of
tho f]Uantity that may be purchased by aay one person.
Under the secoutl method. tho town is to be surveyed into lots and blocks, and a plat
thereof constructed, the exterior limits of which shall not. d escribe an area of e xceeding 640 a cres.
U11tlcr the third method the area that may be euteretl for tho benefit of tho town
will depend upon tho number of the occupants.
\Vhcre title is to ho acquired under either the first or secontl method, the 'patent will
issue from tho United States directly to tho party purchasing or to his assignee.
Wllcre au entr.v bas been matlo under tho thinl metbod, which is, probab'ly, tho least
expcnsi vo manner of acquiring title, the patent wili be issuetl to tho mayor or trustees
()f tho town, if incorporated, or to tho judge if not incorporn.ted, who receive the
title as trustees for tho benefit of the several occupants of tho town. This trust is to
be executed in accordance with tho l.aws of the State or Territory in which tbe town
is located.
Tile statutes referred to aro the only general laws providing for the establishment
and entry of town-sites upon the public domain.
Tile act of May 2G, 18.24 (sec. 2286, R. S.), provided for the pre-emption, at the
minimum price, of a quarter section of land iu each county or parish~ respectively,
for the establishment of scats of justice therein. Under these provisions several entries
for county seats have been made in recent years.
·
The act of August 11, 18i6 (19 Stats., p. 227), providing for the disposal of the Osage
.celled lauds in Kansas makes special provision for the <lisposal of lands for town sites
~nd to town companies. But two applications have been presented under this law,
namely, tile towns of Parsons and Oswego, in the Independence land district.
Besides these, aml prior to the enactment of the genern.l laws, many towns upon the
t)nh1ic lands had been established by special laws of Congress.
Tile act of March 3, 1863 (sec. 2380, R. S.), was for increasing the revenue by res-ervation and sale of town sites on public lands. Tho President was to reserve by
proclamation town sites at points where his judgment might dictate, allfl the Secr~
t ary of the Interior was to cause the same to be surveyed into urban or suburban lots,
tlo appraised, value fixed, and sold at public outcry to highest bidder; after this, to
b n heltl for private entry as Secretary should direct. Under this act, the register and·
receiver directed sales and made returns for the same, and the United States issued
patent. (See Report Commissioner General Land Office, 1866.)
Under this act but one town has been established.
Under Sec. 2:382 of the Revised Statutes six towns have filed the required plats, and
the occupants have made entries as provided by law.
Under the act of lij67 (sec. 2387, R. S.), many of tho most flourishing towns in the
'Vest have been entered.
·
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List of town sUes on the pubz.ic lands, the dale of ent1·y, and area, and the act under which
the entries were made, as shown by the town-site docket, Gene·r al Land Office, to June :iO,
1880.

I Statetorv.
or Terri-

D a t eo f en t'ry.

Town site.

25,
October 17,1861 .....
January 26, 1872 .. .... .
Sept ember 7, 1859 . . .
-Tune 9, 1857 ........
Novemuet·12, 1861. ...

Garnett .....................
Prescott .. . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .
Ogden . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . .
Shelbyville .................
Burlingame ..... . . ..........

Oc~ober 185~~· O~oeta.... .. . .............. Minneso~a

.. . .. .
Kansas ....... ..
Arizona .... .. ..
Kansas .
Minnesota .... ..
Kansas ........ .

t~P;Y.!lWt .::::::: Le
~~~~~~~:-~~~:::::::::::::::::
:: :~~ :::::::::::
Sueur . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . Minnesota ..... .

August 30, 1858 .. .. ..
· November B, 1860 ....
August 4, 1860 . .. . .. .
~rilll, 1861 . .......

LeSueur City ..... . . . .. .. ..
tlo .......... .
Irving . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. Kansas ........ .
Crescent City.............. CnJ.ifornia ...... .

J ~~~1,}8s;~.
~~~-~~~~~~::
~~d~a~-:: ~: :
November 24, 1860 ... B elle Prairie ................ Minnesota . ... .

:: ::: :::

·.::::::: ::::: ::: .

~tit;~~: 1~~l8~~::.; ~: -~-r-~i~~~ ~~~j:

::::

::::::::::::::::: -~~d~a_s_:::::::::

February 25,1859 ... . Archer ............ . ....... Nebraska ... ·.. ..
December 11, 1850 . .. Ashland . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Wisconsin ..... .
SPptember 16,1857 ... Americus ... ............ ... Kansas ..... . ..

~;rifa~~f~58·: :~~: ::: ~~~~n;ill;_: :::: :::~---.: :::::

:: : :~~ · : ::::::: :·
August 12,1859 ...... B eatrice ......... . .......... Nebraska ...... .
April 28, 1858 . • . . . . . Bloomington................ K ansas ........ .
July 12,1859 . ...... . Canton.
.. .................. do .......... .
July 23,1858 ......... Cleveland City .. ...... ...... Nebraska ...... .

i~l~1:\~fg~:~~:
~ ~:::: £~!~~~~:::::::::: ~::::::: .~~~!a~: :::::::::
.A11gust 0,1859 ... .... Capiomn. ... ..................... do ......... ..
November 29,1860 ... Geneva..................... . do .......... .
July 20, 1!!58 . ........
do ..................... Nebraska ..... ..
October 24,1857 ..... . Eldorado .. .............. .... . ... do .......... .
November27,1860 ... El<loro ...................... Kansas ........ .
January 24, 1!!72 ..... Elk City ................. .. .... do .......... .
Aprilll, 1859 . . . . . ........ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minnesota ..... .
July 11, 1860 .. .. .. . .. Eliza.bethtown .. .. .. . .. .. . .. Kansas ....... ..
August 26, 1857 .. .. .. E I k Horn . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Nebraska ...... .
February 4. 1858 . .. Elk Horn City .................. do . ......... .
August 27, 1858 .. .. .. Glen Rock ...................... do ......... ..
August 18,1859 .... Hampton ...... .... ·.... ..... Kansas ....... ..
November 23,1860 ... lola. . ..... .... .. . .. . . ... .. . ... do .. ...... . ..
July 23, 1858 ... ..... . London ..................... Nebraska ..... ..
September 12, 18:i7 . .. L eroy ........ .... .......... Kansas ..... . .. .
6

~~f~:~~:\~~~ .:::::: ir~~!xl~~: -::::::::::::::::: fE;~a;; ·::::::::
June 17,1858 .... . ...
August 10, 18:i8 .. .. ..
September 1,1860 ....
November 15,1800 ...
May 2<!, 1858 .. ... . ...
Octob er 30.1860 ......
May 5, 1850 .. . .. .. .. .
N' o\·ember 3, 1860 . . ..
ranuury ll, 1859......
fanuar.v 10, 185!L .....
A.ugust 11, 1859 .. . ..
A.u ~ ust 27,1858 .....

Georgetown . ...............
Falls City .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .
Sa,int Joseph ................
Saint Cloud.... .............
S:tlem .. ....................
Map1oLake .............. .. .
Robinson . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ..
R ed Stone .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Toledo . .. _.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
T ecumselt ..................
Topekn. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
Table Rock ................

Colorado ...... ..
N cbraska .... _..
Minnesota ..... .
do ......... ..
Nebmska .... ..
Minnesota ..... .
Kansas ........ .
Minnesota .. ... .
Kansas ....... ..
Nebraska ..... ..
Kansas ....... ..
Nebraska ...... .

~~v ~5~~~~8: ::::: ::: ;~.ilii~~~~e·::::: :::::::::: -~~d~a~_: ::::::::
October 6, 1860 ....... Yonng America .... ........ Minnesota ..... .
0 2
9
:::::. :::
·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_-_-_: :::::::::::

[ru:v 2 o~·f :o

:

~~~;~

~:~~~~~~:::::::

~~~~2~~ t~~~~~~:: ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~h·:·:: :::: :~: ::::::::: ::: :~~ ::::: ::~: ::

December 14,1875 . ..
Januar.v 14,1858 .....
September 1, 1858 ... .
Juno 10,1857 .........
July 12, 1859 .
. ..
Nove~ bar 14,1860 . ..
Septemb r 14, 1859 ..
June 3, 1850 . .. .. .. .. .
Juue23,1838 . . . ....
Jnnaar_y13, 1859 .....
Jnn~23,1858 .........

Smith Centre . .............. . ... do ...... .. ..
Pleasant View .................. do ......... ..
Pa.wneo City ................ Nebraska ..... ..
Paris ..................... Kansas ...... .
Pottawatumie .............. .... do .......... .
Neosho :Falls ....... . ........ . . do ....... ... .
Mounrl City . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . do . ........ .
New Ulm . . . . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. Minnesota .... ..
NemahaFalls .............. Nebraska ...... .
Marion ................. ... Kansas ....... ..
N ew Lexington . ................ do .......... .

. Area
acres.in
320
320
322.44
160
80
320
191.30
320
320
120
280
280
260.75
320
240
240.40
320
320
255.97
280.53
3:W

160
320
320
320
100
280.50
160
320
80
320
320
320
320
160
160
297.03

so

400
320
320
280
320
100
320
240
320
390
320
100
176.77
200
197.28
320
320
320
320
62.60
320
320
297.25
172.40
320
320
320
320
320
160
80
100
160
320
320
320
314.40
200. 55
320
320

A. ct.

May 23, 1844.
Do.
March 2,1867.
May 23, 1844.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
M~trch 2, 1867.
May 23, 1844.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
March 2, 1867.
May 23, 1844.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
March 2, 1867May 23, 1844.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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List of town sites on the Jmblic lands, the date of entl',l], a11ll area, g·c.-Continueu.
Date of entry.

Town site.

State or Territory.

Area in
acres.

~~;il1~~1~~~8-:::::::. ~~~h;fl_ ?.i~!.:::::::::::::: : ~~~~~~~~: .... ..

320
320
3:l0
200

~;~n i!~~~56. :::::::: ~~~e~~~ : :~:: :~::::: ~::::: : ~~~~:o·t~- ::::~.
~~~~£~;~~~858:. ::::: g~~~~~rCity . : :::::::::: : ::. Nt'~~a~k~: ::::::

320

September 25,1858 ...
{)ctober 12, 1860 ......
June 8, 1S60 .. . .. . . . . .
November23, 1860 ....

Palmetto. ...... . .. . . . .. . . ..
do ....... . . . .
Fremont City . ...... . ... .... Minnesota .. ... .
Columlms .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . N ebrask<1 ..... ..
.Arlington .. .... ...... ... .... Minnesota .. ... .

3

October 31, 1862 .. . . . .
December 22, 1860 . . .
Janu:ny7 1SGO .......
.July 9, 18~8 . . .. . . . .. .
October 28, 1858 .. . . . .
September 18,1858. ..
Septe!.Dber 27, 1877 .. .
March 14, 1857 . . . . . . .
June 11, 185~ .. .. . . .
Februm.·,y tl, 1836 . . . . .

<Jcar_v City . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .
Colu Springs City . . . . . . . . . .
Niollrara ........ .. ... ...... .
North Rock Bluffs .. . . . . . . . .
Tecumseh .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .
.Ashuelot........... . ......
~un City... .... ... ...... . .
Saint Clair..................
Addison ... .. ...............
Tra.vyrse..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

K~nsas . . . .... .
Minnesota .. ... .
.Nebraska ..... . .
do . . . . .... .
Kansas . ....... .
Iowa ...... ..... .
Kansas ........ .
Minnesota ..... .
Iowa .. .
Minnesota .... . .

~~fa~:~~-~~~i:::: J 8€E~~:~~-~-_~_:_:_:_:_:_::::::::::: :: : ~~ :::::::::::

March 31, 185G .... ... - ~
August 5, 18GG .......
May 25, 1857 . . . . . . . . .
June 8, 1838
.... ..
September 1, 1838 . .
July 30, 1858 . . . . . . . . .

Minneiska . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . ..
Vernon Springs .............
Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ossaw:ttamio . . . . . .. . .. .. . ..
l<'ontenelle . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .
Holton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . do ..... .... ..
Iowa ........... .
Nebraska ..... . .
Kansas ... ... '\".
N cbmska . . .... .
Kansas . .. ..... .

June -, 1859. . . . .. . . .
.August 30, 1836. . . . . . .
October 18, 1858 . . . . ..
June 2!J, 1864 ..... . ...
.April22,1858 ........
_March17,1857 .......
May 27, 1874 . .. . . . . ..

Eureka . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
:Forest. City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lexington ..................
.Arcata, or Union .... ".. . ..
~umner ....................
Omaha ............. . ......
Central City .. .. ...........

California .... . ..
Iowa ........... .
Kansas .... ..... .
California ..... .
Kansas ....... ..
Nebraska ... ... .
Colorado . .... .. .

.A. pril 20, 1861. . . . . . . .
.April18, 1861 . .... . . .
September 1, 1S58 ..
December 14, 1S61. ...
April 8, 1864 . . . . . ..

Monticello . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M.oritzious . ... . .. ..........
Ka-nosha- . . ...... ... ........
Granada ................. . ..
Middle Superior . . . . . . . . . . . .

Minnesota. ... .. .
.. .. do .......... .
Nebraska ..... . .
Kansas ...... . .. .
Wisconsin ...... .

Jnne 3,1859 .... . .... :
September 27,1862 . . .
Jul.J: 17, 1865......... .
.A. pnl 10, 1858... . . . . . .
October 11, 1865 . . . . . .
March 21, 1878 . . . . . . . .
.] anu:tl'.Y 18, 1864 ... .. _
January 18,1869 . . . .
Juno 10, 1870 . . .. . . . .
Jnne1U, 1863 ...... ..
.August 16, 1855 . ......
October 7, 1873. ......

Twin Mounds .......... .....
Jacksonville ........ ........
Walla Walla ........... .....
Lafayett". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
!ted .Blu.ff . . . . . • • . • . • • . . • . . . .
D:tlles . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .
Golden City. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .
Knig:ht's Landing .... .......
Guaualupo . ....... . .... . . ..
Sa,Jina .... . ........... . ....
Winona ...... ..... ... .. . . . .
Unionville ...... . ...........

... . do .... ..... . ..
Oregon . ... ... .
Washington . . . . .
Oregon . .... .... .
California ...... .
Oregon .. ....... .
Colorado . ..... ..
California ....•.•
Colorado . .... .. .
Kansas ..... . .. ..
Minnesota...... .
Nevada .. ...... ..

Dctobcr 24, 1864 ... .
November 19,1873 . .. .
October 26, 1869 ..... .
June 25, 1!:!73 .••..••.
July 1, 1865 .... ... .. . .
March 26, 1864 .. . .... .
July 7,1875 ..... .. .. .
July 25, 1865 . . .. . .. .. .
.April 20, 1873 .. . .... . .
N ovem bcr 3, 1869 .... .
.A prilll, 187:J . . . .. . .
:F'ebru:w,v 10, 1873 .... .
Februar.v 28, 1873 •. ...
.AprilS, 187U ........ .
February 5, 1869 . ... .
November4, 1872 ... .
Fcbmary 20, 1876. . ..
Aprilll, 1873 ...•....

Branciforte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . California . ..... .
Phmnix ........ ....... .-..... Arizona ....... ..
Clng;Contre ............. . . . Kansas ........ ..

t~~~;·2~~~~(;3. ·.·.:·~ ~: :~~~ka ~~~i-~~~~ : :: :::::::::: ·:: ·3~.::: ::~: ~ ::

tJ~-~1 il,·{~J8 _-_-_·: ·:: · f~h~~ .r:-.~":~::~: :::: :~~::: :: Uta~.--· _-_-_·:::::::

g~~t,~~~~:i~~~ :::::: gtr~~r~~- ::::: ::~::.::::~:::: -~-~d~a~·.-.·.: ::::::

~~~~~~us:-~~:~.~:: b~;~:i ·:::::::::::::::::::: c~1~~ad~-::::::::

3Ul. 50

120
3:20
284. 80
312.25
280
3::?0
340. 20
il09. i!O
175
320
Hi3. 23
320
240
i!20

40
264.89
3:W

289.15
120

317. 08
320
3<!0
344.28
3:20
320
120
240
320
120
285.50
298.20
629.28
400
1 280 •
'267. 72
268.48
304. 20
160
53. 50
134.38
320
160
114.69
40
163. 46
297.38
38
320
208.61
160
320
217.40
80
400
960

320
320
320
87
480
320
.A.rillona City, or Yuma .... .. .Arizona .. .... .. 1, 208. 37
120
La Plata . .................. California ...... .
Genoa ... . .... ...... ........ Nevada ...... . ..
320
332
Silver Cit.v .................... . . do .. ...... ... .
80
Green City ........ . ... . ... Colorado ... .... .
40
160
160
Belmont................... .. Nevada ..... ... .
644.68
N evada City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . California ...... .
320
Tularosa .............. . ..... New Mexico ... .
733.07
Palomas .... .. . ................. do .......... . .
6:19.60
Silver City ... ................... do ........... .

~~lirt3~v:::::

::::::::::: :~:~~{~~:-:-~-~-:- :::::

~~~bkc~~~::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~i-~:::::::

.A. ct.

May 23, 1844.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
D o.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
March 2, 1867.
May 23, 1844.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do:
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
March 2, 1867.
Do.
Do.
May 23, 1844 .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
March 2, 1867
Do.
May 23, 1844.
Do.
March 2, 1867.
Do.
May 28, 1864 {special
act).
May 23, 1844.
March 2, 1867.
Do.
Do.
Do.
May 23, 1844..
March 2, 1867.
May 23, 1844.
Do.
March 2, 1867.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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List o.f town sites on the pnblic la.nds, the elate of mtry, and aTea, 9·c.-Contillnt·•t.
Date of entry.

Town site.

State or Territory.

Area
acres.in

I

Act.

---- - - - :I'!f.ay 15,1808 ......... .
July 10, 18GO ........ .
October 11, 18G!) .... .
1Uay:!7, 1871. ...... ..
Decem 1.Je1· 2G, 1873 .. .
August 10, 1873. .... .
August 27, 1873 ..... ..
January10,1SGO ... ..
June 10,1873 ....... ..
MayG, 1872 ....... . . ..
October 7, 18G!) ...... .
March 2, 18G!) ...... .
N oYcm lJcr 21, 1871. .. .
Juno4, 1804 ........ ..
March 23, 1870 ...... ..
July 10, 187:d ....... ..
July 10,1871 ........ .
Jnl y 20. 1871. .... ..
July 2G, 1872 . .. .. .. .
Deccmi.Jcr 18, 187-! .. ..
Marrh 28, 1871. . .... .
Aprilll, 1872 ........ .
July 13, 187-J, ....... ..
Jan nary 1a, 18G8 .... ..
April4, 1878 . ..... .. .
Juno 5, l8G!) ......... .
Octo uer !J, 18G!) ..... ..
May 1, 1871 ......•....
May 10, 1871. ........ .
May 10,1871 ...••.... .

Mendocino . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . California.......
Deer Lo(1_ge . ...... . .. ...... Montana........
Aulmrn (iirstentry) ......... California.......
Trini<hlll .................... . .. do . ...........
S:m Mateo .... ................. do............
llonnt V crnon .............. Colorado........

'iO. 'iO
238. 1!0
G40
111. 0!)
600.70
1GO

March 2, 1867.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
~~~bl~~~l~-~--::: :
:~i~ ·: :: :~:
5~~
Do.
Sonor.'1
.................. Californi::l........
GOO
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Salt Lako City ............. Utah .. .. . .. .. .. 1:, 730.43
Do.
HockYille ................... Miuncsota.......
400
l!Iay 23. 18-14.
Bozeman . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. hlou tann. .. . . . . . .
40
.hlarch 2 1867
Do. '
•
w-glfl~~-~~~~:::
~:: ':K':i~~;~ .-.---~:::::: 1ci~
Do.
Do.
t~t~~~~~s -~~~~
:3~::
~:::: !~~
Do.
Sebastopol. ................. California.......
121.43
Do.
1\lissonl:'t .... ................ 1\font:ma........
40
Do.
Do.
r~-~~-Ci~:_-_·
~gl~~~il·o·.·_-·~:::.· ~~~
Do.
Do.
~~~1~-iWJ~_·::.·::: :
g~~~~~-·.:·::.:: : :
i~5
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Hymm City .................... do...........
640
Do.
llichmond City ................. do .. . .. .. . . . .
840
Do.
Kaysville .................. ..... do........... .. . .. ..
Do.
May21,18GG ........ .. ProvoCit.y ...................... do ........... 1,GOO
Do.
N oYemi.•cr 4, 1870..... Fillmoro City ................... do .. .. .. .. . .. 1, 120
Do.
Juno7,1872 ....... .. Indepen c: eneo ............... Kansas.........
5:20
Do.
Fouru:u·y 10, 1873. ..
D el N' ort o...... .. .. .. .. . . . .. Colorauo...... ..
320
Do.
December 31, 1870.... Beaver City ............ . _.. Utah . .. .. .. .. .. 1, 28tl
Do.
l!~el)l·uary24, 1872 ..... .Adamsville ................. .... (10 . . . . . . . . . . .
320
Do.
July2G,J877 ......... ]>ortago ................. . ....... do.... .... .. .
1GO
Do.
August 1, 1812 . . . .. .. Spanisll Fork City ..... ·......... uo . .. .. .. .. ..
8-10. !ll
Do.
Jnno5, 18GG ...... .... Ephraim City ................. do...........
G-!U
Do.
AprillO, 1871......... Saint George City ....... .. . ..... do .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 285. 2G
Do.
Juno 7, l 8G!l.......... Le\an ........................ l1o .. .. .. . .. ..
240
Do
.Apr·ilJ.5,1871. ........ Cedar City ...................... c1o ...........
3:20
Do.
Do.
Do.
1
Do.
Do.
May 31, 18GO .......... CenterYillo ................ . ·.... clo. ........ ..
640
Do.
May3l,l8G!l ...... ... B :mntiful. ................ ·...... do .......... 1,280
Do.
March 7, l8G!) ...... . Farmington
............. ... do....... ...
320
Do.
August 12, 1870 ...... South Park City ............ Colorado........
3:!0
Do.
Do.
May 2!), 1871.......... .American l!'ork City........ Utah .. .. .. .. . .. 1, 020
July !l, 1872 . . .. .. .. .. Tncson . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .Arizona. . .. .. . .. 1, 280
Do.
September 28, 187G . .. Satforcl ..... ...... .. ........ .... do .. .. .. • .. . .
1GO
Do.
January 18, 18GG ...... Grass Valley ................. California........
3fi0
Do.
Apri11;18n .......... SouthGrassValley ....... .... .. do...........
1GO
Do.
May 30, 1872....... . .. Pcscauero .. ............. . .. .... do .. .. .. .. . ..
87. 80
Do.
J tlly 12, 18GU . • • . . . . . . Dayton
. . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . N enda . . . . . . . . .
720
Do .
.Tune21,1870 .... ..... Ste,ens\ille .... : ...... . .. 1\Iontana........
40
Do.
Do.
Nov:crubcr23,1870 .... Colf'ax ...... ..... .. ........ California.......
1GO
May 20.lfiO!L ........ Sprinn-vi!le .................. Utah .. .. .. . . .. .
800.42
Do.
Juno 22, 187.:.......... Cuifey>illo...... .. . .. . . .. .. K ansas .. . .. .. ..
231.23
Do.
July 2,1872 ...... .... Sprin;J.>illo .................. Montana. . .......
80
Do.
Do.
Do.
Jnne 2, 18G!).......... Cetlar l~ort.............. ... . ... c1o . .. .. .. .. ..
5!l!). 40
Do.
Scptcmucr 18, 18G!) ... l•'airfielcl
.................... uo . .. .... .. .
440
Do.
.April:2H, l873 ......... I'llHlipshurg .............. Kansas .........
1GO
Dn.
M arcl.J8,1872 ........ Clarl•s•illo ................ California.......
40
Do.
Do.
·
: ::::: ::::: ::: :::
· ::::::::::
Do.
May 20, 1872.......... Sns:uwillo ...................... clo .. .. .. .. .. .
200
Do.
Do.
:::::::::::
Do.
Av ril8, 1873 ........ llol'Ditas........ ............ .. U.o .. . .. .... ..
G4o·
Do.
1
No•omhcr18,18il ... ~anUafacl ................. .... <10 ...........
103.1!)
Do.
Dccrmuer1Cl,1877 .... Aubnrn(scconuentry) ·---~ - -- clo ...........
200
Do.
March 4, 187~ ...... .. S.m Jnau ...................... llo. ..•.... ...
303. :iG
Do.
l~· ·hruar.v 13,1873 ... I Alta>illo ... .. .... .. .... .. . . .. clo.. .• .. .. ...
400
Do.
July7,18i1 ......... I>laccrvillo ...... .... ....... .... do .......... l,lGO
Do.

:: :::

::::::::::: :::

~11~~~~~~~~::-:-~:-~-~::::::: ~:~i::~-:- ::::::: jj~~
:::::-:::::

:::::::::::::: :::
-_-_· :::::::: :::::
:::::::::::

::::.

::

: : :::::::::: t~~g

¥~~~~~l~~tt.::::::::::::::: :~~:

~~~~!:}~~~-:~~~~-:~· ·ii'J~~~~-~~~:.::::~~:::::::::: ::::X~::::::::::: ~~~
¥;~io g,' f~gg_ ::::::.:: ~~~~~~~~~: :::::: : ::~::: ::: ·:: - ~~ ·:::::::::: ~~~

~~~~~.ut"{oJ~·-~~:~ . ::. ~~~fa~~~~~::~~:~::::::::::::: ~f:~l~a~-~::::::::

!~~

¥~~~~u2~~-~8\a ~~~~- ::: ~hua~1~: :~: ~ :: ~
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TOWN SITES AND COUNTY ' SKL\.TS.

List of town sites on the pttblic lands, the date of entry, area, g-c.-Continucd.
Dato of entry.

State or Territory.

Town site.

.A.rca in
acres.

.\. t.

- - - - - - - - 1 - -- - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - = - + - - - - -- - ---·····----

Mn.y31, 1871 ..•....
October :!0, 1870 ..•..
N ovom Lter 20, 1fi70 .•
January28, Ul71 ..•..
November 10, lSi-! . .. .
J nne 13, 1873 .... ... .
March 3, 1874 . .... .
November23, 1874 .. . .
No>eml.Jer21, 187;! ... .
Juncl~. 1873 .. .... .. .
February 20,1872 . .. .
Marcll1, 1 ~:>71 ....... .
March 1, 1871 . ...... .
.Marcil I, 1871 . . . . . .
March 1, 1871 ....... .
:May2, 1871 .. ........ .
M:.y30,1871 ........ .
1llayil0,1871 .. ...... .
July 5,1871 ......... .
July 8, 1871. .... ·.·· .. .
Februar_y 27,1873 . .. .
.A ugu;;t 24, 187~ ..... .
June 26, Ui60 .•......
J 1:ne 23, 1!l60 . ....... .
June 23, 1860 ........ .
.Tnnc 2-!, 1860 ........ .
July 2, 18GO ......... .
July2,1860 ........ .
July 2, 18GO ......... .
l:;eptember 1, 186!) ... .
.April 27, 1870 ....... .
May7, 1870 ......... .
May 7, 1870 . ... .... .
May7, 1870 . ........ .
August 22, 1870 . . J •••
October 22, 1870 . .... .
N ovem l.Jcr 1, 1870 ..
November 4,1870 .... .
May10,1871 ........ .
Dectmller 5,1871 •....
January '!.7, 1872 ..•...
Septemi.Jer U, 1872 ... .
Septemi.Jer 3, 1874 ... .
J Wle U, 1872 ...... ... .
Jn!y 10,1871 ........ .
May11,1871 ...... .
July 11, 1871 ...... •• .
May 11,1871 ........ .
May 15, 1871 ..•......
May 25, 1871 ..•......
June 1, 1871..... . ...
Juno 1, 187 L .. ••.. .. . .
June 1,1871 ........ .
Juno 24, 1871 .... . .. . .
July 3,1871 ...•.• ....
.ruly 11, 1871. . . ..... .
Jan nary 12, 1872 .•... .
January 12, 1872 ..... .
Octoller 14, 1871 . ... .
Follruary 10, 1872 .• ..
February 10, 1872 ....
January 13, 1872 ...•..
October 22, 1875 ..... .
Octoi.Jer 7, 1873 ...... .
Docemller 6, 1871. . .. .
Fcbruar.Y 2G, 1873 ... .
July 25, 1871 ........ .
Au:rust 21, 1871 ..... .
.A.prillD, 187<! ........ .
.A pril1!l, 1872 .. .. ... .
October l!l, 1872 ..••.•
Octoller 21, 1872 .... .
January 24,1873 .. .. . .
Jan nary 2!.1873 . ..•..
Scpten:iller 23, 1872 .. .
February 26, 1873 .. . .
.A.prill8, 1873 ........ .
J nne 2~, 1872 . . . . . .. .
July 3,1872 .... ... .. .
July 6, 1872 ....... •..

Oroville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . California ....•..

t~~fii:t~~i~~~:~:::~::::::: ::::~~ :::::::::::

281. co
14a. oo
1GO
532.63

Jamestown ..................... do ......•....

640

¥~~r~ ~~-~~~~-(~~:::::::::::-::·a~:::::::::::
~J~~n°~~~~C<~ ·~:::::::::::::: ~;~d~~~ ~: ·::::

511
637.47

Panoc:t . ... .... ................ do .... . ... .
Corinne . ... ... . ... . .... ... . Utah ....••. ...
Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . California ...... .
I'ino Grove . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . do .. ........ .
I•!d<lbtown ...... . ...... •.. . .. .. do ......•....
Drytown ... ..... .......... .. . ... clo . ......... .
Volcano .............•........ do . .......•.•
El D01·udo .. ............•... . .. . do .... ...... .

B~~t:~~:~r~~:g:~ :::~::~:::: ::::~~ :: ::::::::~
Mokelumne Ilill ....... ."........ do . . . . . . ... .

San ArH.Ireal:l .................. do .......... .
11 .loasant Grove . . . . . . . . . . . . Utah .......... .

~~!~:~z~D:::::~~~~~~~ J~ ::-~~::::
~~l~-Qi~~j::::·::::::::::::: :::~a~:::::-~:::·

Mount Pleasant ........ •...•.... do . . . ...... .

~i~~~tr+:_E:~-::- _:-~~ •: • :• •:-

314
200

3UO
1G8
GOO

~~~:;{ilrt

::::~~

~~fgn_ : :

&~£g;~t(~~:: ·:: ·::: :::::::::: ~~~~~~~~:::::::
~~~d~~~~t:Y.::::::::::::::::: ::.~~ .::::: ·::::
Elk Falls

. . . . .•.. •. . . .

. .. . do ........ . .

~;:;;~~ll~i~~:::: ::::::.::::. · c~1Yro~~1;::.: ·: ·
~1 1~~l~~s~l~~::s~ :::::::::::

:::::::::::::::::

Do.
Do.

Do.

lOU

Do.

1:.!6. 7!)
501. 8-t
G!O
640
640
800
2,480
RlH. 78
440
320
1, 270.84
582.40
120
480.54
40
280
100
120
1G0.13

640

Do.

Do.
Do.
lJo.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
D<>.

Do.

320
80

llo..

}(jl)

280
40
320

320
160

240
320
366.24

40

278.40

:::::::::::
Grcenwoo<l ... . ...•.•.••..•.. do .......... .

40
160
160

Randolph ............ ........... clo .. ........ .

Do.

Do-.
Do.
Do..
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
D<>.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

120

Coloma . .. ...... .. .. ........ .. do ........••.

~:Fe~~~~~~-·:::~~::~:::::::::~~~~:~::::·: :::

Do.
Do.

440
203.20

120
400

g~.~~~l~il~~~~~~::::::::::::: ::::~~

Do.

80
80

80

:

: : : : dL::::_j

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

160

1, 280
2, 521.50
200
240
120
480
321.62
120
:::::::::::::::::::
:::: ::::: :.
80
Paragonah . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . do ....... . . . .
200
Parowan .......... . ....... .. .... do .......... .
320

~~~W~·~<:-~~::: :- A~:~~~~~

Do.
Do.

Do.
D<:>.
Do .

Mincr·svillc . . .... ··········-~- ... do .. .. . ..... .
Holden ......................... do .. .. . ..... .
Oak Cit.y . ................•...... do .... .. .... .
Smithficlcl . ........•............ do ... , . ..... .
800
7;"), 68
Opi.Jir City ... ............... .... do .. ·....... .
],incoln Centre . . . . . . . . . . . . . Xansas . .• .... . .
160
Great Bend ...•............ . . . do .....•.....
G40
Columbia, . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . California ...... .
640
L ewiston . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . Idaho . . , . . ....•.
501. 21
Wells ville .... .. ........ ... Utah ... . .. .... . 1, !GO
Mill vi.llo . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . ... do . .... . .. . . .
440
Providence .......... .. . ...... .. do .......... .
640

~~~~t_~r:~:::::::::::::::::: ~:: ·~~ :::::::::::
i~~~~-:~it~::: ~: ~:::: ~:: ~.: ~ ::::a~ :::::::::::

:MarcL
Do.

240

280

:~.

1i"\ti7.
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TOWN SITES AND COUNTY SEATS.

List of town sites on the public lands, the date of enflry 1 and a1·ea, g·c.-Continued,
Date of entry.

State or Territory.

Town site.

July 8, i872 ......... . Goshen-----··---------·---- Utah----------·
J ul.v 6, 1872 ......... _ Ithica .................. ---- .••. do----------July 9, 1872 -. -.. - -- -- Huntsville .. _. __ .. -- . -- .. -- .. - . . do . ----- .. -.July 12, 1872 ..• ---- ..
March 12,1873. _. _. __ _ ~~~:a~v9ft~i-~~::::::::::::: :::·~~ ::::::: : :::
January 21, 1873 ... _.. West W1ch1ta . __ -. __ .--.... Kansas . -... --.April15, 1877 ___ -- ...
~~
February 23, 1S76 .. -. J!~~f 8~~~8:
July 22, 1S73 -- . _-- __ Caldwell . ____ .. ___ •. __ .. _-- ___ .do . _------.-June 2S, 1S73 -- -- -- . -February 26, 1S74 . __ .
August 20, 1S73 . _.-. Belle P.lain . _-- - . _-- . - .. -- .. -- - do . - -- - - .. - -November 11, 1S73.--. Kirwin -------·---------·--· .... do----------N o>ember 21, 1873 ... L:uned. _...... __ .. __ ..... -- ... _ do ........ - ..
March 22, JS73 _. _-- __ Woodbridge .... ____ --.-- _. Cn.lifornia .. -- _-April 23, 1S73 .. _.... _.
April28, 1S73 . ___ . _.. ~~:t~~~~:::::~:::
::~~
.July 10,1873 . -- ... --- Winusor ------------------ .... do----------]~ebruar.v 11, 1S74 . __ . Springfield __ - ... _... . - .. -- ... _.do . ----.---.July 1, 1874 . - .... --. Amador City __ .. ---- __ -- ..... _ do . ___ -.--- ..
July 1, 1S74 ---- -· .. .. Sutter Creek. ____ -_ .. - ... _-- ___ .. do ... --- ... ..
April10,1S73 ..... --· Taylorsville . . .. _.. -- .. __ -- .. . _.. do ---- ...... .
July 14, 1S73 -- ... . --- Quincy . .. . .. ___ . _.... _.. . . . . __ do _.. - -- . . . .
September 19, 1S74 __ _ French Corral-------··----- .... do -- -------August 1, 1873 . --.-- _
A pril16, 1S77 . _... __ . ~~~~fd~Rri~~~: :::::::::::::: _?_o:g~a~~ ~ :::::::
J anu:.uy 25, 1877 .... -January 2, 1SSO.------ ~il~!r. dift'::: :::·: :::::::::: ::: :~~ :::::::::::
July 13, 1S72 .... -..... Honflyville ------- _.. _.. . . __ Utah .. -----.--.
June 24, 1S73 _. __ -- . -- Miltou -- --- ----------------- .... do----------June 24, 1S73-- ..... .. Richville ... ___ ... _. _... _. _. _ . __ . do .. _... - ....
June 24, 1S73- ..... --. Peterson·------------------ .... do----------,Tune 24, 1S73 . -- - .... . Enterprise .. .. -- .. __ -- . ___ - _ __ do . -- _...... .
June 24, 1S73--- •.. --. Porterville . . _.. _____ . __ ..... ___ .do . ____ - .. _..
Ap1·il 9, 1S73 ... - ..... Scipio . -- .. ___ ... _... _. __ __ __ __ do ... _-- _-- ..
June 24, 1S73 -- - _-- ... Croyden ------ ------------- .... do-------- - -May 26, 1S73 . - . ... _.. Salem ... _...... __ . . _. __ ... _.. __ .do .. ___ .... _.
February 17, 1S74 . __ _ Richfield ________ .. __ . __ __ ___ __ _. do _______ .. ..
September 12, 1S76 .. Bismarck __ ... _. -- -- ___ . _.. Dakota . _-- . . _..
December 11, 1S75. _.. Osborne ...... ------------- Kansas-··-----January 12, 1875 ...... McPherson----------------- .... do--------- -Aprill6, 1S74. ------ .. Cofl'eyville ... __ .. ___ . __ ...... __ .do . ... _... __ .
June 4, 1Si3 _______ . (
Concordia (2 entries) .... ____ __.. do .. -.---.- ..
July 12, 1S77-- --- - _, 5
December 27, 1S71. _.. North Peabody------------- .... do---- - -----,January 13, 1S75. ____ _ North San Juan .. -_ .. _... _.. California . -- ....
J anun-r,y 13, 1S72 ......
::::~~
Felmiary 3, 1875 .. _- .. ~1~~-~~r~~~::::·;
March 9, 1S75 .. . - . .. North Bloomfield _____________ .. do __ . __ ... _..
:November 11, 1S75. __ . San Juan Cap~strano. ______ . __ .. do . -- ___ . ..
December 13, 1S75 ... . Vallicito _. ________ . ___________ .do _______ . _..
1Jecember 15, 1S75 . .. . Murph.v _______________ .. ___ .... do - ----- -- - April 25, 1876 . __ .. _.. Phillipsburg. __________ .. __ . Montann. . .... __ .
July 2S, 1S76 .. - .. __ __ I•'ort .Benton --. -·--. ____ .. __ . _._.do _. ____ - .. -.
lfebruar,y 22, 1S76 .... Weavt~rvil!e -- ___ -- _____ . ___ California .... __ .
S cptt-muer 9, 1876 . __ . Smartsville ----------------- .... do------- -- -A prill3, 1S77 _... __ .
October 13, 1876 . ___ . _ ~~~~~E~~k~·:::~::·::::::::: ::::~~
January 27, 1S77 _____ _ Contidence ...... ______ . _____ . __ do __ .... _. __ .
October 15, 1S75 _.. __ _
01
April 7, 1876 . -.--- .. _.
}iovomber 10, 1S71 . _.. llemferville __ .. _______ • __ .. Utah ......... ..
O<Jtober 31,1879. ____ _ Schell bourne .. ___ -- ______ ... Nevada __ .... __ .
J ul,v 25, 1S76 _______ __ Butt{! ------ ... - ... ____ -- - . _. Montana._ ... _. .
June 30, 1S77 ______ __ T.vbo .. -- - - -- .. -- ___ -. -- -- -- Nevada .. _____ .
Octoh ~ r 23, 1S77 _____ _
Oetober 6,1879 .. ____ _
Jun e 28, 1S76 .... ___ __ Franklin __ ...... ____ .. __ __ __ Idaho ____ . . . _..
J urJP 22, 1Si6 . _..... __
Juno 17,1 79 ____ __ __ _
A.]lril 9, 1 SO _-- ...... Tombstone ____ ----- ------ Arizona ....... ..
May 12, IS7i. --------- Gaylord--_--_ . . __ .. _.. ___ ... Kansas . ____ . _..
Juno 12, 1S78
_. . __ .
January :30, JSSO . _. __ . ~t~~t~~;::::~~
July U, 1877 . -- _.. La Grange. _________________ California ... __ ..
Deccmberll,1878 -- - West Point _________________ ... do----------August 26,1879 . ..... , Goodyear's Bar . ______ . _______ .. do _. _______ ..
Nov m ber 5, 1879 __ __ Shoop Ranch .. ______________ __ do ________ . __
Dec<•mber5,1877 . .... Conlterville. ______ ____________ do----------·
Mar ell 4, 1880 __-- .. -I Straw berry Valley_ _________ __.. do _________ __

:·_:::::::::::: :::. :::::::::::
~~t~ei~~-~~-~~~::::::::::::: ::::~~ :::::::::::
:::::.·::

:::::::::::

:::::::::::

:::::::-::-

:::::::::::
~il~~r~~ : :::::: :::::: ::::: :..?. . d~~~~:::::: ::
b~~~lms· ::::::::::::::::::: -~~d~a~~-:::::::

~:l~:1?~~:_:::::::::::::: ::: ::: :~~ : ::::::::::

::::: :: -: ::: ::: -::: :::: :::::::

Area in
acre fl.
160
160

so

339.50

sso

144
200
160
116.23
160
137
319.99
640
160
72
160
240
160
120
190. 07
908.31
1GO
1GO
480
105.43
2SO
300
320
319. 9S
80
160
200.13
280
160
HiO
320
fl40
540
240
80
320
·40!>.18
515.15
:320
400. 97
240
78.47
40
507
109.30
640
35.65
185.69
516.94
165
1GO
160
1SD. 23

:wo

320
240
160
183. S3
120
120
40
640
280
200
-320
80
320
3:W
50
120
80
137.59
225.63
320

Act.

March 2,1867.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do..
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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TOWN SITES AND COUNTY SEATS.
List of town sites on the public lands, the date of entry, and area,

March !),1879 ..•..•..
March 1, 1879 . . . . . . . .
October 16, 1879 ..•••.
October 16,1879. .. . . .

Glenwood ................... Utah
Monroe ......................... do
Glendale ..............•......... do
Rockville ....................... do

8~~~~~~ i~; i~~g :::::: ~~~~n~i_t!.::::::::::::::::.
October 16, 1879......
October 16,1879 ......
October Hi, 1879 . • . . . .
March 22, 1876 . . . . • . .
October 7, 1869 . . . . • .
November 30, 1860 ..•.
December 22,1856 ....
October 20, 1855 .. ·....
July 10, 1874 . . . . • . . • .

Area in
acres.

State or Territory.

Town site.

Date of-entry.

~c.-Continued.

520
560
120
320
200
80
640
40
120
36!)
569.72
166.40
120
284.50
129.20

.......... .
.. .. ... ... .
...... .... .
.......... .

::: . ~~ ::: ~.::::::
Kanab...... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . ... do .......... .
Mount Carmel ......... . ... . ... do .. .. ...... .
Duncan's Retreat .............. do . . . .... . . .
Rosita . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colorado .. .. ... .
Virginia City . .............. Montana ....... .
Saint Lawrence ............. Minnesota ..... .
Saint Charles ................... do .. .. .... ... .
Rome ...... . .................... do . ........ .
Vancouver.................. Washington ... .

Act.
March 2,1867.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
.
May 23, 1844.
Do.
Do.
March 2, 1867.

COUNTY SEATS.

The act of May 26, 1824 (see sec. 2286, R. S. ), authorizes the pre-emption of quarter
sections of public land, at $1.25 per acre, for the establishment of seats of justice
(court-houses) in counties.
County.

Date of entry.

Area in
acres.

Sta.t e or Territory.

October 7, 1854 . ......
January 10,1857 . . . . .
June 26, 1863 .. .. .. .
September 15,1871 ...
October 26, 1872 . . . • ..

Green County .............. Iowa .......... ..
Sibley County . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minnesota ..... .
Polk County................ Oregon ....... .
Merrick County ........... . Nebraska ..... .
Hamilton County ............... do . .. ..... ..
.April3,1878 ........ . San J~an ~ounty .......... . Washington ... .
July 30,1857 ......... Washington County ......•. Oregon ........ .

160
160
160
80
160
153.45
3:1.23

ACT AUTHORIZING THE PRESIDENT TO RESERVE-SEC.

Town site.

Act.
May 26, 1824.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

2380, R. S.

State or T&rritory.

Act.

Port Angeles ......................................... Washington .. . . . . . . . .. . . March 3, 1863.

TOWN LOT ACT-SEC.

Town.

2382, R. S.

State or Territory.

No. oflots.

Act.

Petaluma . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . California ................ .......... . J ul:bC:.· 1864.

~~~il~~~~: ~ ~::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::: .~ ~d~~~:::::::::::::::: . i~~ ~l~~~=:

~;:::~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:~!~0~:::::::::::::::::: l~g
20 L 0-VOL III

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

CHAPTER XXVI.
To JUNE 30, 1882.
[See pages 978-1015.]
To

JUNE

30, 1883.

[See pages1279-1282.]

MINES ON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
To

JuNE

30, 1880.

PRECIOUS METALS AND OTHER VALUABLE DEPOSITS.
The-precious-metal bearing States and Territories of the public domain are California,
Colorado, Oregon, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Wybming, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona,
Dakota, and Washington.
Lead and copper lands in Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, Michigan, Minoosota, and Wisconsin were &old under special mining laws, the mineral being conveyed with the soil,
and are included in cash entries.
Under the act of 1866 and 1872, and the placer act, there have been patented to
June·30, 1880, 3,978lode or vei:a claims, containing 38,435.11 acres, at $5peracre, realizing $197,778, and 1,303 placer claims, containing 110,186.03 acres, at $2.50 per acre,
realizing $288,767; total, 51281- claims, containing 148,621.14 acres 1 and realizing
$486,545.
.
MINERAL RESERVATIONS IN NORTHWEST TERRITORY.

In the ordinance of May 20, 1785, for the disposal of lands in the " Western Territory," it is ordered that there shall be reserved "one-third part of all gold, silver,
lead, and copper mines, to be sold, or otherwise disposed of as Congress shall hereafter
direct," the deed to be given by the Commissioners of the Loan Office, with a clause of
reservation in the words of the act.
The mineral resources of the country at that time were but little known. Our present Western precious metal regions, and the base-metal belt of the Mississippi, were
almost entirely within the domain of France and Spain. The copper regions of Lake
Superior had just come into possession of the United States by the definitive treaty
of peace with Great Britain. Some gold and lead had been found in the Southern
colonies-now States-but not on public domain, and economic minerals were but little known or used. The reserving clause in the ordinance of 1785 sugge~ts the reservations as to minerals, by way of royalty or sovereign dues, in some of the crown
charters for colonization in America, and further shows the existing doubt as to the
policy of the Government in relation to holdiug, leasing, or selling mines and mineral
lands.
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION.

By resolution of April16, 1800, Congress authorized the President to employ an agent
to collect material information relative to the copper mines on the south side of Lake
Superior. This contained a clause "and to ascertain whether the Indian title to such
lands as might be required for the use of the United States in case they should deem
it expedient to work the said mines, had been extinguished." Thus Congress at this
period seems to have had in mind the direct working and control of mines by the United
States.
March 3, 1807, Congress, b;r section 5 of an act for the sale of certain lands now in
Ohio and Indiana, provided that lead mines in Indiana, with as many c·mtiguous sec306
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tions of land to each as 'the President might deem necessary, should be reserved for
future disposal by the United States; andAny grant which may hereafter be made for a tract of land containing a lead mine
which has been discovered previous to the purchase of such tract from t(he United
States shall be considered fraudulent and null; and the President of the United States
shall be, and is hereby, authorized to lease any lead mine which has been or may hereafter be discovered in the Indiana Territory, for a term not exceeding five year::>.
This inaugurated the policy of the United States of leasing mineral lands . .
It will be noted that this reserving clause contained a proviso for reserving lands
for mine easements. These reserved adjacent se'ctions were afterwards used by the
lessees for dum page-grounds, and the timber thereupon used for smelting. The leases
provided for this.
'
Congress, March 25, 1816, in an act relating to settlers on the public lands of the
United States, providedThat in all cases where the tract of land applied. for includes either a lead mine or
salt spring, no permission to work the same shall be granted without the approbation
of the President of the United States.
·
This provision of law was continued by two separate acts until March 3, 1819.
The House of Representatives, February 8, 1823, by resolution, asked for information in regard to the mining regions of the West. The President in reply transmitted
such information as he at that time had (see Ex. Doc. 128, fust session Eighteenth
Congress). This Congressional inquiry and the reply related to lands containing base
metal and iron.
By act of March 3, 1829, Congress conferred authority on the President to expose to
sale as other public lands "the reserved le~d mines and contiguous lands ln the State
of Missouri," with this qualific·ation,· that at least six months' public notice should be
giveR, "with a brief description of the mineral region in Missouri and the lands to be
offered for s~le, showing the number and the localities of the different mines (then)
known, the probability of discovering others, the quality of the ore, the facilities
for working i1i, the further facilities, if any, for manufactures of shot, sheet lead, and
paints, and the means and expense of transporting the whole to the principal markets of the United States."
February 6, 1839, the House of RepresentativesResolved, That the President be requested to cause to be prepared a plan for disposal
of the public mineral lands, having reference as well to the amount of revenue to be
derived from them, and their value as public property, as to the equitable claims of
individuals upon them; and that he communicate to Congress all the information in
the possession of the Treasury Department relative to their location, value, productiveness, and occupancy, and that he cause such further information to be collected and
surveys to be made as may be necessary for this purpose.
Dr. David Dale Owen explored the Territories of Iowa and Wisconsin, by order of
the President, under this resolution. (See report Dr. Owen, Ex. Doc. No. 239, l!'irst
session Twenty-sixth Congress.)
I:p. the pre-empti8n act September 4, 184l,·section 10 provided that "No lands on
whi-ch are situated any known salines or mines shall be liable to entry under and by
virtue of the provisions of this act."
In United States v. Gear (3 How., 120), the Supreme Court of the United States, 18451
held that the act of June 26, 1834, did not subject lead mines to ordinary.sale or preemption in certain districts thereby created.
EXECUTIVE ACTlON AS TO MINES.

President Polk, December 2, 1845, in his first annual message said:
The pre.sent system of managing the mineral lands of the United States is believed
to be radiCally defective. More than a million acres of the public lands, supposed to
contain lead and other minerals, have been reserved from sale, and numerous leases upon
~hem have been granted to individuals upon a stipulated rent. The system of grantmg leas~~ has proved to be not only unprofitable to the Government, but unsatisfactor,y
t? the Citizens who have gone upon the lands, anu must, if continued, lay the foundation of much future difficulty betwee"l. the Government and the lessees. According to
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the official records, the amount of rent.s rccel Yed by the Government for the years
1841, 1842, 1843, and U:l44, was $o,354.74, while the expenses of the system during the
same period, including salaries of t"b.e superintendents, agents, clerks, and incidental
expenses, were $26;111.11, the income being less than one-fourth of the expense. To
this pecnniary loss may be added the injury sustained by the public in consequence
of the destruction of timber, and the careless and wastful manner of working tho
mines. The system has given rise to much litigation between the United States
and individual citizens, producing irritation and excitement in the mineral region,
and involving t.he Government in heavy atldit,i onal expenditures. It is believed that
similar losses and embarrassments will continue to occur ·w hile the present system
of leasing these lands remains unchanged. These lands are now under the superintendence and care of the ·war Department, with the ordinary duties of which they
have no proper or natural connection. I r ecommend the repeal of the preseutsy~:~tem,
and that these lands be placed under the superintendence and management ofthe
General Land Office as other public lands, and be brought into market and sold
upon such terms as Congress in t.h eir wisdom may prescribe, reserving to the Government an equitable percentage of the gross amount of mineral product, and that the
pre-emption principle be extended to resident miners, and settlers upon them, at the
minimum price which may be established by Congress.
April18, 1876, the Attorney-General of the United States, in an opinion respecting
the mineral lands on Isle Royal, Lake Superior, held, that ''salines, gold, silver, lead,
and copper mines" were reserved for "future disposal of Congress."
CASH SALES OF MINERAL LANDS ORDERED.

By act approved 11th July, 1846, Congress ordered "the reserved lead mines and
contiguous lands in the States of Illinois and Arkansas and" then ''Territories of Wisconsin and" Iowa" to be exposed to sale as other public lands, with the exception:
that six month~' notice be given, with brief description of the mineral region, as required by the act of 1829 respecting Missouri; stipulating further that such lands
should not be subject to pre-emption until after public offering, and subject to private
entry; that upon proof to the register and receiver of any tract containing lead ore,
and of being so worked, no bid should be received at lesil than $2.50 per acre, but if
not sold at that price, nor entered at private t<ale within twelve months thereafter, to
be subject to sale as other public lands. (See D. D. Owen's survey.)
By an act of 1st March, 1847, Congress ordered the organization of the Lake Superior district in the upper peninsula. of Michigan, directed that a geographical examination and survey be made of those lands, and conferred authority on the President for
the public sale, after six months' notice, of such land as contained "copper, lead, or
other valuable ores," with description of locality of mines, &c., the minimum price
at public sale to be $5 per acre, and where not thus disposed of at public auction, to be
subject to private sale at that price. (See Foster and Whitney's survey.)
By the act of 3d March, 1847, the Chippewa land district in Wiscon!:!in was organized, a geological examination and survey ordered, and the lands disposed of in like
manner to tbose in the Lake Superior district, in Michigan.
Congress March 3, 1849, created the Department ("Home Department") of the
Interior, and thereafter the supervision of mineral lands was t.ransferred to the General
Land Office in that Department.
MINERAL LANDS IN CHARGE OF THE WAR DEPART;'11ENT.

The acts of July 11, 1!:!46, and March 1 and 3, 1847, made a radical change in the
method of uispositiou of mineral lands on the public domain, abolished leases, and
sub tituted cash sales. The act of 1840 transferred the charge of these lands from theWar Department, where they had been since the ordinance of Congress of 1785, to theDepartment of the Intenor.
August 28, 1850, the Attorney-General of the United States held ·that public lands
containing "iron ore merely" are not the "mineral lands" referred to in the second
section of the act of March 1, 1847 (act for the sale of copper, lead, or other valuable
'ores in Lake Superior district).
The act of 26th Septemb r, 1850, ordered tbe minerallandH in the Lake Superior dis·
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trict in Michigan, and Chippewa district iu·Wisconsin, to be offered at public sale
in the same manner, at the minimum, and with same 1·ights of pre-emption as other
public lands, but not to interfere with leased rights.
THE DISCOVERY OF GOLD IN CALIFORNIA.

The discovery of golu at Coloma, Cal., by John W. Marshall, January 19, 1848,
necessitated a change in the mineral laws of the United States. Copper, lead, and
iron had prior to this been the minerals for whkh t.l.te laws were maue. In the ordi•ance of 1785 gold and silver were reserved out of abundant caution, but now gold had
actually been Jiscovered on the public Jomain, and legil':!lation was necessary.
EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS.

President Fillmore, in his annual message of December 2, 1849, said:
I also beg leave to call your attention to the propriety of extending at an early day
our system of land laws, with such modifications as may be necess:u·y, over the State
of California and the Territories of Utah and New Mexico. The mineral lands of California will, of course, torm an exception to any general system which may be adopted.
Various methods of dispor:;ing of them have been suggested. I was at first inclined to
favor the system of leasing, as it seemed to promise the largest revenue to the Government and to afford the best security against monopolies, but further reflection and our
experience in leasing the lead mines and selling lands upon credit have brought my
mind to the conclusion that there would be great difficulty in collecting the rents, and
that the relation of debtor and creditor between the citizens and the Government
would be attended with many mischievous consequences. I therefore recommend
that instead of retaining the mineral lands under the permanent control of the Government, they be divided into small parcels and sold, under such restrictions as to
quantity and time as will insure the best price and guard most e:fi:'ectually against
combinations of capitalists to obtain monopolie~.
December 3, 1849, the Secretary of the Interior, Hon. Thomas Ewing, ca.lling attention of Congress to t.he discovery of gold in California, said:
·
The right to the mines of precious metals, which, by the laws of Spain, remained
in the Crown, is believed to have been also retained by Mexico while she was sovereign
of the territory, and to have passeu by her transfer to the United States. It is a right
of the sovereign in the soil as perfect as if it had been expressly reserved in the body
of the grant; and it will rest with CongTess to determine whether, in those cases
where lands duly granted contain gold, this right shall be asserted or relinquished.
If relinquished, it will require an express law to effect the object,· and if retained,
~egislation will be necessary to provide a mocle by which it shall be exercised. For it
IS to be observed that the regulation permitting the acquisition of' a right in the
mines by registry or by denouncement was simply a mode of exercising by the
sovereign the proprietary right which he had in the treasure as it lay in and was connected with the soil. Consequently, whenever that right was transferred by the
transfer of the eminent domain, the mode adopted for its exercise ceased to be legal,
~or the same reason that the Spanish mode of disposing of the public lands in the first
mstance ceased to be legal after the transfer of the sovereignty.
Thus it appea.rs that the deposits of gold, wherever fouuu in the Territory. are the
property of the United States. Those, however, which are known to exist upon the
lands of individuals are of small comparative importa.uce, by far· the larger part being
~po.n unclaimed public la.nds. Still our information respecting them is yet extremely
hmlted; what we know m general is that they are of great extent and extraordinary
productiveness, even though rudely wrought.

*

*

*

*

*

*

No existing law puts it in the power of the Executive to regulate these minesf or
protect them from intrusion. Hence, in addition to our own citizens, thousands of
person~, of all nations and l~nguages, flouk in and gather gold, which they cauy away
to ennch themselves, leavmg the lands the less in value by what they have abstracted, and they render for it no remuneration, direct or indirect, to the Government
or people of the Unite~ States. Our laws, so strict in the preservation of public
property that they punish our own citizens for cutting timber upon the public lands,
eught not to permit strangers, who are not and who never intend to become citizens,
to enter at pleasure on these lands, and take from them the gold which constitutes
nearly all their value.
·
So~e .legal provision is necessary for the protection and disposition of these mines,
and 1t IS a matter worthy of much consideration how they sho:uld be disposed of S()
as best to promote the public interest and encourage individual enterprise. In the
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division of these 1anc1s regard should he had to the convenieueo of working (Wery part
of them containing gold, whether in the alluvion merely or in the fixed rocks. And,
that such division may be made in the best manner practicable to promote the general
int~rest and increase the value of the whole, a geological and mineralogical explora.
tion should be connected with the linear surveys, which shouhli. be made with the assistance and under the supervision of a skillful engineer of mines.
The mining ordinances of Spain provide a mode of laying out the mines, which applies only to districts where veins of ore occur in the rocks, and where it it> to be
lUined by following the metalife.rous dike or stratum in th·· dircctiou of it8 dip, and
along its line of strike. But the gold which is found in the alluvion in California is
continuous over a great extent of country, and it may be wrought upon any lot having
surface earth and access to water. This district may be, therefore, divided into small
lots, with a narrow front on the margin of the streams, and extending back in tho
form of a parallelogram. Where gold is found in the rocks in sit1t, .the lots to embrace
it should be larger, and laid off according to the Spanish method with regard to dip
and st.rike. But so various are the conditions under which the precious metals may
be found by a careful geological exploration, that the mode of laying off the ground
cannot be safely anticipated, but must be left to the direction, on the spot, of a skillful
·
eng;ineer, whose services will be indispensable.
The division, disposition, and management of these mines wHl require much detail;
but, if placed on a proper footing, they may be made a spurce of considerable revenue.
It is due to the Nation at large that this rich deposit of mineral wealth should be
macle productive, so as to meet, in process of time, the heavy expense incurred in its
acquisition. It is also due to those who become the lessees or purchasers of the mines
that they should be furnished by the Government with such scientific aid and directions as may enable them to conduct their operations not only to the advant.age of
the Treasury, bnt also with convenience and profit to themselves. This scientific aid
cannot be procured by individuals, as our people have little experience in minin~,
and. there is not, in the United States, a school of mines, or any in which mining IS
tanght as a separate science.
·
If the United States sell the mineral lands for cash, and transfer at onee ali title to
the gold which they contain, but a very small part of tlieir value will probably be
realized. It would be better, in my opinion, to transfer them by sale or lea8e, re-serving a part of the gold collected as rent or seignorage.
After mature reflection, I am satisfied that a mint at some convenient point will be
advantageous to the miner, and the best medium for the collection and transmission •
of the gold.reserved. Gamboa, a Spanish author of much science and practical observation, and at one time president of the Royal Academy of Mexico, strongly recommended the establishment of a mint in their principal mining district., as a means . of
collecting and transmitting the rents reserved by the Crown, and especially to give a
legitimate currency to the miners, that they might not be compelled from necessit~T to
barter their bullion in violation of law. . The same reasons would apply here with
equal force.
When the land is properly divided, it will, in my opinion, be best to dispose of it,
whether by lease or sale, so as to create an estate to be held only on condition that
the gold collected from the mine shall be delivered into the custody of an officer of
the branch mint. Out of the gold so deposited, there should be retained for rent and
assay, or coinage, a fixed per cent., such as may be ueemed reasonable, and the residue passed to the credit of the miner, and paid to him at his option in coin or stamped
bullion, or its value in drafts on the Treasury or mint of the United States. The gold
in the mine, and n,frer it is gathered, until brought into the mint, shonld be and remain the property of the United States. The barter, sale, gift, or exportation of any
portion of it before it shall have been delivered at the mint, and so coined, or assayed
and stamped, or its concealment with intent to avoid the payment of rent or seignorage, should involve a forfeiture of the gold itself, and also of the mine. The terms of
lease or sale shoulfl be favorable to the miner, and the law should be stringent to enfiJrce the payment of seignorage and rents.
So far as the surface deposits extend, I am of opinion that leases will, for yet a
further reason, be preferable to the Rales of lands. If sold, they will pass at once
into the hands of large capitaliAts; if leased, industrious men without capital may
become the proprietors, as they can work the mines and pay the rent out of the pro·
ceeds. But where gold is found ju the rocks in place, the caiSe is different. These
must neces arily fall at once into the hands of largo capitaljsts or joint stook com·
panies, as they cannot be wrought without a heavy investment.
Some peroons, whose opinions are entitled to much weight, apprehend difficulty in
c-:>llectin~ the rents, if the mode of disposition which I suggest be adopted; but this,
I think, IS without a full consideration of the condition of the country and the means
of enforcement. Gold, unless coined or stamped at the mint, could not circulate in
C'alifornia against a legal provi ion, and subJect to a penalty such as is suggested. It
c.uulQ not Q~ · carried aero s the continent without risk of loss or detection, which
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would make the value of insurance equal to the rent. In any other direction it must
pass the ports of California, and he 'there liable to detection.
Since the discovery of the mines, gold in California has not ranged higher than $16
per ounce ; its actual value is a fraction over $18. The difference between its true
value and the highest price at which it has sold, or would probably ever ·sell, except
to houses transacting an open, regular and legal business, is therefore one-ninth, being
more than half the amount that ought to be reserved as rent or seignorage.
If the penalty suggested above should be prov1ded for an attempted evasion, and
the ordinary advantages given to the officer or ot.her person who should det~t the
fraud, as in case of smuggling, it would not be the interest of any one to become a
dealer in the prohibited article at a small profit and great risk ; nor would the miner
risk a sale at a small advance of price, to ue obtained at the hazard of a heavy forfeiture. The absolute security of the lawful business, the safety of the fund when
deposited in the Treasury of the United States, and the small profit and great r1sk of
attempted frauds, would be reasonable security against them.
The property of the United States in the mine::; of quicksilver, derived from Spain
through Mexico, with the eminent domain, is, as I have shown, the same· as that to
the gold, already considered. In<leed, the laws of Spain asserted more sternly and
guarded more strict.ly the rights of the Crown to that m.e tal than to gold and silver.
This arose from the scarcity of quicksilver, it being found in sufficient quantities to
be worth mining in but few known places on the globe; while its necessary use in
separating silver from its matrix, makes it an essential ingredient in silver mining
operations.
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION AS TO THE PRECIOUS METALS ON THE PACIFIC SLOPE.

Congress, in the act of 27th Septemuer, 18=>0, creating the of(ice of '@urveyor-general
of Oregon, and providing for surveys and making donations to settlers, directs that "n~
mineral lands, nor lands reserved for salines, shall be liable to any claim under and
by virtue of the provisions" of that act. This embraces the present Washington Territory. Then, in the 14th article of the treaty with Peru, concluded on 26th July,
1851, it is agreed upon that "Peruvian citizens shall enjoy the same privileges in frequenting the mines, and in digging or working for gold upon the public lands situated
in the State of California, as are or may hereafter be accorded by the United States
of America to the citizens or subjects of the most friendly nations." ·
Subsequently Congress, in proYicling by the act of 3d March, 1853, ''for the survey
of public lands in California, the granting pre-emption rights therein, and for other
purp,oses,'' directed that " none other than township lines shall be. surveyed where
the lands are mineral or are deemed unfit for cultivation;" excluding in express
terms "mineral lands" from the pre-emption act of 4th September, 1841, and further
interdicting "any person." from obtaining "the benefits of this act by a settlement
or location on mineral lands."
By the fourth section of the act of 22d July, 1854, to establish "the offices of surveyors-general of New Mexico, Kansas, and Nebraska, to grant donations to actualsettlers therein, and·for other purposes," it is directed that ''none of the provisions of that
act shall extend to mineral or school lands, salines, military or other reservations, or
lands settled on and occupied for purposes of trade and commerce and not agriculture."
The Attorney-General'~:~ opinion of February 14, 1860, states that Congress had not
then made any proYision concerning· mineral lands in California, except reserVing
from pre-emption and donation.
The act of July 4, 1866, giving authority for varying surveys inNevada fr·om "rectangular form to suit the circumstances of the country," reserves from sale " in all
cases lands valuable for mines of gold, silver, quicksilver, or copper."
LOCAL

MINL~G

LAWS IN CALIFORNIA.

Prom the discovery of :Qi.ch gold fields in California, January 19, 1848, to July 26,
1866, there was no mining law of the United States relating to the precious metaJs on
the public domain other than those above set out; and the mineral lands of the
United States, copper, lead, &.c., bad all been disposed of, under the above laws,
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in blocks conforming to legal subdivisions of the surYeys, the soil carrying with it the
minerals.
In California the Spanish and Mexican law and mim~rs' usage were the law. The
fee of the land was in the United States, but the occupancy or equitable title WM
recognized by Congress, by resolution of February 27, 1865, which f1rst called attention
thereto.
Locil usage and re~ulations governed mining camps and towns and regnla.ted the
size and conditions of working mining claims. 'fhese regulations first applied to
placer mining, and afterwards extended over and included quartz claims. The rush of
emigrants to California after Marshall's discovery was first from Oregon, Mexico, and
the Sandwich Islands. Then followed the emigrants from the older States of the
Union. The Mexican min.er and Georgia gold-washer joined hands, and "local usage,
consent, and mutual agreement made law.
·
In 1847 the population of California was estimated at 15,000. In 1850 it was 100,000,
and the average increase annually for five or six years was 50,000 souls. There was no
Territorial or Congressional form of government. The military of the United States
were in control, enforcing the laws found in existence there when the country came to
the United States under the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, in 1848, and thus continued
until December 20, 1849, the date of the organization of the State government.
The condition of the placer mining regions of California in 1848 is shown hy the
following report. made to the Adjutant-General United States Army, by Col. R. B.
Mason, First Un ted States Dra~oons.
REPORT OF COL. R.

n.

M:ASON ON THE GOLD-FIELDS OF CALIFORNIA.

HEADQUARTERS TE!IITH MILITARY DEPARTMENT,

Monterey, Cal., AuguBt 17, 1848.
SIR: I have the honor to mform you that, accompanied by Lieut. W. T. Sherman,
Third Artmery, acting Assistant Adjutant-Genera.], I started on the 12th of June last
to make a tour through the northern part of California. My p.incipa.l purpose, however, was to visit the uewly-discovered gold placer in the valley of the Sae1:am~nto.
I had proceeded about 40 miles when I was overtaken by an express, brmgmg me
intelligence of the arrival at Monterey of the United States storeship Southampton,
with important letters from Commodore Shubrick aud Lieutenant-Colonel Burton.
I returned at once to Monterey, and dispatched what business was most important,
and on the lith resumed my journey. We r eached San Francisco on the 20th, and
found that all, or nearly all, its male population had gone to the mines. The town,
which a. few months before was so busy and thriving, was then almost deserted. On
the evening of the 24th, the horses of the escort were crossed to Sansolito in a launch,
and on the following day we resumed the journey, by way of Bodega and Sonoma, to
Sutter's Fort, where we anivcd on the morning of the 2d of July. Along the whole
route mills were lyin~ idle, fields of wheat were open to cattle and horses, houses
vacant., and farms gomg to waste. At Sutter's there was more life and busines .
Launches were discharging their cargoes at the river, and carts were hauling goo~s
to the fort, where already were established several stores, a hotel, &c. Captam
Sutter had only t~o mechanies in his employ-a wagon-ma.ker and blacksmi~h-whom
he was then paymg $10 per day. Merchants pay him a monthly rent of $100 per
room, and whilst I was there a two-story house in the fort was rented as a hotel for
$500 a month.
At the urgent solicitation of many gentlemen, I delayed there to part.icipate in the
first public celebration of onr national anni~ersary at that fort, but on the 5th resumed the journey and proceeded ~5 miles up the American Fork, to a point on it now
known as the lower mines, or Mormon diggings. The hillsides were thickly strewn
with canvas tents ancl bush arbors. A store was erected, and several boardin~ shanties
in operation. The day wa intensely ho t ; yet about 200 men were at work m the fnll
glare of the sun, washing for golll, some with tin pans, some with close-woven Indian
ba kets, bnt the greater part had a rude machine known as the cradle. This is on
rockers 6 or 8 feet Jong, open at the. foot, and at its head has a coarse grate and. sieYe;
the bottom is rounded, with small elects nailed across. Four men are required to
wor~c t.~1i machine; one digs the gravel in the bank close by the stream, another
carnes 1t to the cradle aml empties it on the grate, a third gives a violent rocking
mot10n to the machiue,.whilst a fourth dashes water on from t h e stream it elf. The
sieve keeps the coar e stones from entering tho cradle, the cniTen of water wa bes
off the earthy matter, and the gravel is gradually carried out at the foot of the machine,
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1eaving the golll mixed with fine heavy black sand above the first cleets. The sand
.and gold, mixed together, are then drawn off through anger holes into a pan below,
.are dried in the sun, and afterwards separated IJy blowing off the sand. A. party of
four men thus employed at the lower mines averaged $100 a day. The Indians, and
those who have nothing but pans or willow baskets, gradually wash out the earth
.and separate the gravel by hand, leaving nothing but the gold mixed with sand,
which is separated in the manner before described. The gold in t.he lower mines is
in fine bright scales, of which I send several specimens.
As we ascended the south branch of the American Fork the country became more
broken and mountainous, and at the saw-mill, 25miles above the lower washings, or
-50 miles from Sutter's, the hills rise to aoout 1,000 feet above the level of the Sacramento
plain. Here a species of pine occurs, which led to the discovery of the golu. Captain
Sutter, feeling the great want of lumber, contracted, in September last, with a Mr. Marshall to build a saw-mill at that place. It was erected in the course of the past winter
and spring~a <lam and race constructed; but when the water was let on the wheel 7
tho tail race was found to be too narrow to permit the water to escape with sufficJent
rapidity. Mr. Marshall, to savo labor, let the water uirectly into the race, with a
:s trong current, so as to wash it wider and deeper. He effected bis purpose, and a large
bed of mud and gravel was carried to the foot of the race. One day Mr. Marshall
when walking down the race to this deposit of mud, observed some glittering
particles at its upper edge; be gathered a few, examined them, and beeame satisfied
of their value. He then went to tlie fort, told Captain Sutter of his discovery, and
they agreed to keep it secret until a certain grist-mill of Sutter's was finished. It
however got out and spread like magie. H.emarkable success attende<l the labors of
the first explorers, and in a few weeks hundreds of men were drawn thither. At the
time of my visit, but little more than three months after its first discovery, it was
estimated that upwards of 4,000 people were employed. At the mill t,here is a fine
deposit, or bank of gravel, which the people respect as the property of Captain Sutter,
although he pretends to no right to it, and .would be perfectly satisfied with the simple
promise of a pre-emption, on account of the mill which be bas built there, at considerable cost. Mr. Marshall was living near the mill, and informed me that many
persons were employed above and below him, that they used the same machines as at
t.h e lower washings, and that their success was about the same, ranging from 1 to 3
ounces of gold per man daily. This gold too is in scales, !1 little coarser than those
of the lower mines. From the mills Mr. Marshall guided me up the mountain, on ·the
opposite or north bank of the South Fork, where, in the beds of small streams, or
ravines, now dry, a great deal of the coarse gold has been found. I there saw severa.l
parties at work, all of whom were doing very well. A great many specimens were
shown me, some as heavy as 4 or 5 ouncet~ in weight; and I send three pieces, labeled
No. 5, presented by a Mr. Spence. You will perceive that some of the specimens
accompanying this hold, mechanically, pieces of quartz, that the-surface if? rough, and
evidently molded in the crevice of a rock. This gold cannot have been carried far by
water, but must have remaineclnear where it was deposited from the rock that once
bound it. I inquired of many people if they had encountere<l Lhe metal in its matL"ix,
but in every instance they sai<l they ha<l not, but that the golu was invariably mixed
with washed gravel, or lodged in the crevices of other rocks. All bore testimony that
they had found gold in greater or less quantities in the numerous small gullies or
ravines that occur in that mountainous region. On the 7th of July I left the mill
an<l crossed to a small stream emptying into the American Fork, 3 or 4 miles below
the saw-mill. I st ruck this stream {now known as Weber's Creek) at the washings of
Suual & Co. 'fhey bad about 30 Indians employed; whom they pay in merchandise.
They were getting gold of a character similar to that found in the main fork, and
uoubtless in sufficient quantities to satisfy them. I send you a small specimen, presented by this company, of their golu. From this point we proceeded up the stream
about 8 miles, where we found a great many people and Indians; some engaged in
the bed of the stream, and others in the small side valleys that put into it. These
latte.r are exceedingl:v rich, and 2 ounces were considered an ordinary yield for a day's
work. A small gutter, not more than 100 yards long uy 4 feet wide and 2 or 3 feet
ileep, was pointed out to me as tho one where two men, William Daly and Perry
McCoon, had, a short time before, obtained in seven days $17,000 worth of gold.
c.aptain Weber informed me that h~ knew that these two men had employed four
white men and about a hm1dred Indians, and that, at the end of one week's work,
they paid off their party and had left with $10,000 worth of this gold.. Another small
ravine was shown me fi.·om which had been taken $12,000 worth of gold. Hundreds
?f similar ravines, to all appearances, are as yet untouched. I could not have credItec~ these reports ba~ I not seen, in the abundance _of the precious metal, evidence of
theu· truth. Mr. Neligh, an agent of Commodore ~tockton, had been at work about
three wc~ks in the neighborhood, and showed me, in bags and bottles, over $2,000
W?rl h of gold; and Mr. Lyman, a gentleman of education and worthy of every creuit,
e:wll1c hacl hecn cnga.gecl, with tour ot.hers. with a machine on the American Fark,·
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just bAlow Sutter's saw-mill, that they worked eight clays, and that his share waa
at th.e rate of $50 a day ; but, hearing that others were doing better at Weber's place
they had removed there, and were then on the :point of resuming operations.
'
I might tell of hundreds of sim\lar instanees; but, to illustrate how plentiful the
gold was in the :pockets of <Jommon laborers, I will mention a simple occurrence which
took :place in my presence when I was at Weber's store. This store was nothing but
an arbor of bushes, under which he had exposed for sale goods and groceries suited to
his customers. .A. man came in, picked up a box of seidlitz powders, and asked its
:price. Captain Weber told him it was not for sale. The man offered an ounce of
gold, but Captain Weber told him it only cost 50 cents, and he did not wish to sell it.
The man then offered an ounce and a half, when Captain Weber had to take it. The
:prices of all things are high; and yet Indians, who before hardly knew ,what a breechcloth was, can now afford to buy the most gaudy dresses.
The country on either side of Weber's Creek is much broken up by hills, and is intersected in every direction by small streams or ravines, which contain more or less
gold. Those that have been worked are barely scratched, and, although t.housands
of ounces have been carried away, I do not consider that a serious impression has
been made upon the whole. Every day was develo.ping new and rich deposits, and
the only apprehension seemed to be that the metal would be found in such abundance
as seriously to depreciate in value.
On the 8th of July I returned to t.h e lower mines, and on the following day to Sutter's, ·where, on the lOth, I was making :preparations for a visit to the Feather, Yubah,
and Bear Rivers, when I received a letter from Commodore .A.. R. Long, UnHed States
Navy, who had just arrived at San Francisco from Mazatlan, with a crew for the sloopof-war ·warren, and with orders to take that vessel to the squadron at La Pa-z. Captain Long wrote to me that the Mexican Congress had adjourned without ratifying
the treaty of peace, that he had letters for me from Commodore Jones, and that his
orders were to sail with the Warren on or before the 20th of July. In consequence of
these, I determined to return to Monterey, and accordingly arrived here on the 17th
of July. Before leaving Sutter's, I satisfied myself that gold exists in the bed of the
:F'eather River,.in the Yubah and Bear, and in many of the small streams that lie between the latter and the American Fork; also that it had been found in the Cosurnnes
to the south of the American Fork. In each of those streams the gold is found in small
scales, whereas in the intervening mountains it occurs in coarse lumps.
Mr. Sinclair, whose rancho is 3 miles above Sutter's, on the north side of the American, employs about 50 Indians on the North Fork not far from its junction with the
main stream. ' He had been engaged about five weeks when I saw him, and up to that
time his Indians had used simply closely-woven willow baskets. His net :proceeds
(which I saw) were about $10,000 worth of gold. He sho~ed me the :proceeds of his
laRt• week's work-fourteen pounds avoirdupois of clean washed gold.
'l'he principal store at Sut.ter's Fort, that of Brannant & Co., had received in payment for goods $36,000 wort.h of this gold from the 1st of May to tho lOth of July r
other merchants ha.d also made extensive sales. Large quantities of goods were daily
seut forward to the mines, as the Indians, heretofore so poor aud degraded, have suddenly become consumers of tho luxuries of life. I before mentioned that the greater
:part of the farmers and rancheros had abandoned their fields to go to the mines; this
is not the case with Captain Sutter, who was carefully gathering his wheat, estimated
at 40,000 bushels. :F'lour is already worth at Sutter's $36 a barrel, and soon will b&
$50. Unless large quantities of bread-stuffs reach the country, much suffering will
occur; but as each man is now able to pay a large :price, it is believed the merchants
will bring from Chili and Oregon a plentiful supply for the coming winter.
The most moderate estimate I could obtain from men acquainted with the subject
was that upward!! of 4,000 men were working in the gold district., of whom more than
half were Indians, and that from $30,000 to $50,000 worth of gold, if not more, was
daily obt.aiued. The entire gold district, with very few exceptions of grants made
some years ago by the American authorities, is on land belonging to tbe United States.
It waR a matter of serious reflection with me how I could secure to the Government
certain rents or fees for the privilege of procuring this gold; but, upon considering
the large extent of country, the character of the people engaged, and the small scattered force at my command, I re::;olved not to interfere, but pel'mit all to work freely~
nnless broils and crimes should call for interference. I was surprised to learn that
crime of any kind was very unfreqnent, and that no thefts or robberies had been committed in the goJd district. All live in tents, in bush housei, or in the open air, and
men have frequently about thE:ir persons thousands of dollars' worth of this gold;
and it was to me a maLter of surprise that f;!O peaceful and qniet a. state of things
should continue to exist. Conflicting claims to :particular spots of ground may cause
collision. , but they will be rare, as the extent of country is so great, and the gold so
abundant, that for the present there is room and enough for all; still the Government
is entitled to rent for this land, and immediate steps should be devised to collect
th m, for the longer it is delayed the more difficult it will b como. One :plan I would
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suggest is to send out from the United States surveyors, with high salarieR, bound to
serve 3pecified periods; a superintendent to be appointed at Sutter't~ Fort, with power
to grant licenses to work a spot of ground, say 100 yardf. square, for o:rro year at a.
rent of from $100 to $1,000, at his discl'etion; the surveyors to meat!nre the grounds aud
place the renter in possession. A bet.ter plan, however, will be to have the district
surveyed and sold at public auction to the llighest bidder, il:. small parcels, say from
20 to 40 acres. In either case there will be many intruders, whom for years it will be
almost impossible to exclude.
.
The discovery of these vast deposits of gold has entirely changed the character of
Upper California. Its people, before engaged in cultivating their small patches of
ground and guarding their herds of cat.tle and horses, have all gone to the mines, or
are on their way thither; laborers of every trade have left their work-benches, and
tradesmen their shops; sailors desert their ships as fast as they arrive on the coast, and
several vessels bave gone to sea with hardly enough bands to spread a sail; two or
three are now at anchor in San Francisco with uo crews on board. Many desertions,
too, have taken plase from the garrisons wit.hin the influence of the mines; 26 sol<liers have deserted from the post of Sonoma., 24 from that of Sa.n Francisco, and 24
from Monterey. For a few days the evil appeared so threatening that great danger
existed that the garrisons would leave in a body; and I refer you to my orders of tile
25th of July to show the steps adopted to meet this contingency. I shall spare no
exertions to apprehend and punish cleserters; but I believe no time in the history of
our country has presented such temptations to desert as now exist in California. '.rhe
danger of apprehension is small, and the prospect of higher wages certain; pay and
bounties are trifles, as laboring men at the mines can now earn in one day more than
double a soldier's pa.y and allowances for a month, and even the pay of a. lieutenant
or captain cannot hire a servant. A carpenter or mechanic would not listen to an
offer ofless than $15 or $~0 a day. Could any combination of afra.irs try a man's fidelity more than this? And I re~lly think some extraordinary mark of favor should be
given to those soldiers who remain faithful to their flag throughout this tempting
crisis. No officer can now live in California on his pay. Money has so little value,
the prices of necessary articles of clothing and subsistence are so exorbitant, and
labor so high, that t.o hire a cook or servant has become an impossibility, save to those
who are earning from $30 to $50 a day. · This state of things cannot last forever; yet,
from the geographical position of California, and the new character it bas assumed
as a mining country, prices of labor will always be high, and will hold out temptations to desert. I therefore have to report, if the Government wish to prevent desertions here on the part of men, and to secure zeal on the part of offic~rs, their pay must
be increased very materially. Soldiers both of the volunteer and regular service dis.:.
charged in this country should be permitted at once to locate their laud warrants in
the gold district. Many private letters have gone to the United States giving accounts
of the vast quantity of gold recently discovered, and it may be a matter of surprise
why I have made no report on this subject at an earlier date. The reason is, that I
coulcl not bring myself. to believe the reports that I heard of the wealth of the gold
district until I visited it myself. I have no hesitation now in saying that there is
more gold in the countl'y drained by the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers than
will pay the cost of the present war with Mexico a hundred times over. No capital
is required to obtain this gold, as the laboring man wants nothing but his pick,
shovel, and tin pan, with which to dig and wash the gravel; and many frequently
pick gold out of the crevices of rock with their butcher kniveR in pieces from oue to
six ounces.
Mr. Dye, a gentleman residing in Monterey, and worthy of every credit, bas just ·
returned from Feather River. He tells me that the company to which he belonged
worked seven weeks and two days, with an average of 50 Indians (washers), and
that their gross product was 273 pounds of gold. His share, one-seventh, after paying all exp~nses, is about 37 pounds, which he brought with him and exhibits in
Monterey. I see no laboring man from the mines "bo does not show his two, three,
and four pounds of gold. A soldier of the artillery company returned here a few days
ago from the mines, haviu(J' been absent on furlough 20 days; he made by trading and
working during that time ~1,500. During these 20 days he was traveling 10 or 11 days,
leaving but a week, in which he made a sum of money greater than he receives in
pay, clothes, and rations during a whole enlistment of five years. These statements
appear in~redible, but they are true.
'
Gold is believed also to exist on the eastern slopes of the Sierra Neyada, and when
at the mines, I was informed by an intelligent Mormon that it had been found near
the Great Salt Lake by some of his fraternity. Nearly all the Mormons are leaving
California to go to t.h e Salt Lake, and th1s they surely would not do unless . they
were sure of finding gold there in the same abundance as they now do on the Sacramento.
The gold "placer" near the mission of San :Fernando bas long been known, but bas
been but little wrought for want of water. This is a spur that puts oft' from the
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·s ierra N'eva.da (see Fremont's map), the same in which the present mines occur,
There is, therefore, every rea~on t,o uelieYe that in the intervening space of 500 miles
(entirely unexplored) there ri:mst be many hidden and rich deposits.
The placer gold is now substituted as currency of this country; in trade it passes
freely at $lo per ounce; as an art ide of commerce i t.s value is not yet fixed. 'fhe
only purchase I made was of the specimen No.7, which I got of Mr. Neligh at $l~the
ounce. That is about the presenr. cash value in the country, although it has beeu
sold for le:-s. 'rhe great demand for goous and provisions ma.de by this sud<}cn development of wealth has increased the ~tmount of commerce not San Francisco very much,
a.nd it will cont.inne to increase.
I W()uld recommend that a mint be established at some eligible point on the bay
of s . m Francisco, and that machinery, and all the apparatus and workmen, be sent
by sea. These workmen must be bound by high wages, and evou bonds, to secure
:their faithful services; else the whole plan may be frustrated by their going to the
mines as soon as they arrive in California. If this <:ourse he not adopted, gold to the
amount of mauy millions of dollars will pass yearly to other countries, to eurich their
merchants and capitalists. Before leaving the subject of mines, I will mention that
on my return from the Sacramento I ton•·hed not New Almoclen, the fJnicksilver mine
of Mr. Alexander Forbes, consul of her Britannic Majesty a.t Tt·pic. This mine is in a
spur of mountains 1,000 feet above the level of the bay of San .f!,rancisco, and is distant in a southern direction from the Pueblo San Jose ahout. l<Z miles. The ore (cmnabar) occlirs in a large vein dipping at a strong angle to the horizon. Mexican miners
are employed in working it, by driving shafts and galleries about 6 feet by 7, following the vein.
.
The fragments of rock and ore are removed on the backs of Indians in raw-hide
f:lacks. The ore is then hauled in an ox wagon from the mouth of the mine down to
a valley well supplied with wood and water, in which the furnaces are situated.
TheRe furnaces are of the simplest construction, exactly like a common bake-oven, in
the crown of which is inserted a whaler's trying ket.tle; anotherinverted kettle forms
the lid. From a hole in the lid a small brick channel leads to an apartment or chamber, in the bottom of which is inserted a small irou kettle. This chamber has a
~himney.

In the morning of each day the kettles are filled with mineral (broken in small
pieces), mixed with lime; fire is then applied, aucl kept up all day. The mercury,
volatilized, passes into the chamber, is condensed on the sides and bottom of the
~hamber, and flows into ·the pot prepared for it. No water is used to condense the
mercnry.
During a visit 1 made last spring, four such ovens were in operation, and yielded in
the two days I was there 656 pounds of quicksilver, worth at Maz~ottlan $1.~0 per poun~.
Mr. Walkinshaw, the gentleman now in charge of this mine, tells me that the vein1s
improving, and that he can afforcl to keep his people employed even in these extraordinary times. This mine is very valuable of itself, and becomes the more so, as mercury
i11 t·:x:tensiYely usud in obtaining gold. It is not at present used in California for that
purpose, buL will be at some future time. When I was at this mine last spring, other
parties were engaged in searching for veins; but none have been discovered that are
worth following up, ahhough the earth in that w.h ole range of hills is highly discolored, indicating the presence of this ore. I send several beautiful specimens, properly
labeled. Tho amount of quicksilver in Mr. Forbes's vats on the 15th of July was
abont 25,000 ponnds.
•
I inclose you herewith sketches of the country through which I passed, indicating
the. l~ositiou of the mines, and the topography of the country in the vicinity of those
I VJsJtcd.
Some of tho specimens of gold accompanying this were presented for transmission
to t.he Departmt"nt by the gentlemen 11amed below; the numbers on the topographical
s,ketch, corresponding to the numbers on the labels of the respect.ive specimens, show
from what part of the gold region they were obtained:
1. Capt. J. A. Sutter.
2. John Sinclair.
3. Willi,am. Glover, R. C. Kirby, Ira Blanchard, Levi Fairfield, Franklin H. Ayer;
Mormon Dtggmgs.
4. Cbas. Wel5er.
3. Rob rt pence. •
6. una 1 & Co.
7. Rob rt D. Neligh .
. C. E. Picket, American' Fork, Colnma.
9. E. C. Kemble.
10. 'r. H. Green, from an Fernando, near Los Angeles.
A. Two ounces pnrcha. ed from Mr. Neligh.
B. and fonnd in wa hing gold, which contains small particles.
11. Captaia .Frisbie Dry Digging , Weber's Creek.
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12. Cosumnes.
13. Cosumnes, Hartnell's Ranch.
14. A small specimen, supposed toLe platina, found mixed with the finer particlos
of the gold.
I have the honor to be your obedient servant,
R. B. MASON,
Colonel First Dragoons, Commanding.
General R. JONES,
Adjutant-General, U. S. A., Washington, D. C.
ML.~ING

DISTRICT U:NDER LOCAL USAGE-HOW

ORG.AJ.~IZED.

As an illustration of bow a miner's camp, and placer mining dist.r ict as well, was organized in California in t.be eaTly days and is at the p~esent time, to a certain extent, in
many portions of the precious-metal mining Sta-tes and Territories, tho following laws
and regulations for the internal government of the encampment of Jacksonville, Cal.,
in 1850, are herewith given.
The residents of the camp or town, twenty or thirty in number, helu a meeting in
front of Colonel Jackson's store on the 20th of January, 1850, and proceeded to organize
a placer mining district. This local law, it will be noticed, assumed both civil and
criminal jurisdiction, there being no legal tribunals of justice, and this course was
necessary for the maintenance of social order:

..Mining Cantp at Jacksonville, Cal.-Organization and Rtdes.
ARTICLE I. The officers of this district shall consist of an alcalde and sheriff, to beelected in the usual manner by the people, and continue in office at the pleasure of the·
electors.
ART. II. In case of the absence or disability of the sheriff the alcalde shall have·
power to appoint a deputy.
ART. III. Civil causes may be tried by the alcalde, if the parties desire it; otherwise
they shall be tried by a jury.
ART. IV. All criminal ca"::>es shall be tried by a jury of eight American citizens, unless the accused should desire a jury of twelve persons, who shall be regularly ::>ummoned by the sheriff and sworn by the alcalde, and shall try the case according to·
the evidence.
.
ART. V. In the administration of law, both civil and criminal, the rule of practice·
shall conform as near as possible to that of the United States, hut the forms and customs of no particular State shall be required or adopted.
ART. VI. Each individual locating a lot for the purpose of mining shall be entitlAd
to twelve feet of ground in width, running back to the hill or mountain and forward.
to t.he center of the river or creek, or across a gulch or ravine (except in cases hereinafter provided for), lots commencing in all cases at low-water mark aml running at
right angles with the stream where they are located.
ART. VII. Iu cases where lots are located accor<ling to Article VI and the parties holding them are vrevented by the water from working the same, they may be represented by a pick, shovel, or bar, until in a condition to be worked; but should tbe tool
or tools aforesaid be stolen or removed, it shall not dispossess tho::;e who loca.ted it,
provided he or they cau prove that they were left as required ; and said location shall
uot remain un worked longer than oue week, if iu condition to be workecl; otherwise
it shall bH considered as abandoned by those who located it (except in cases of sickness).
ART. VIII. No man or party of meu shall be permitted to hold two locations, in a
condition to be worked a-t the same time.
·
ART. IX. No party shall be permitted to throw dirt, stones, or other obstructionsupon located ground adjoining them.
ART. X. Shonld a company of men desire to turn tha eon!'se of a river or stream for
the purpo~:~e of lllining they may do so (provided it does not interfere with those
w?rk_ing ~elow them), and hold ancl work all the ground so drained, but lots located
w1thm 8a1d ground shall be permitted to be worked by their owners, so far as they'Could
have been worked without the turning of the river or stream; and this shall not be
construed to affect the rights and privileges heretofore guaranteed. or prevent redress
by suit at law.
ART. XI. No person coming direct from a foreign country shall be permitted to locate or work arry lot within the jurisdiction of this encampment.
ART. XII. Any person who shall steal a mule, or other animal of draught or burden,
or hall enter a tent 01~ dwelling and steal thereirom gold. dnst, money, provisions,..
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good~, ?r other ar~icles am_?unting i? value to one hundred dollars or over, shall, on
conviCtiOn thereof, be considered gmlty of felony, and suffer death by hanging. Any
.aider or abettor therein shall be punished in like manner.
.
ART. X1II. Should any person willfully, maliciously,and premeditatedly take the
Hfe of another, on conviction of the murder, he shall suffer death by hanging.
ART. XIV. Any person convicted of stealing tools, clothing, or other articles, ofless
vu.lue than one hundred dollars, shall be punished and disgraced by havin(J' his head
and eyebrows close shaved and shall leave the encampment within twenty-four hours.
ART. XV. The fee of the alcalde for issuing a writ or search-wanant, taking an
attestation, giving a certificate or any other instrument of writing shall be five dollars; for each witness he may swear, two dollars; and one ounce of gold dust for each
.and every case tried before him.
·
The fee of the sheriff in each case shall be one ounce of gold dust and a like SUI!].
for each succeeding day employed in the same case. The fee of the jury shall be hal'f
an ounce in each case.
·
A witness shall be entitlecl to four dollarsin each case.
ART. XV1. Whenev~r a criminal convict is unable to pay the costs of the case, the
alcalde, sheriff, jurors, and witnesses shall render their services free of remuneration.
ART. XVII. In case of the death of a resident of this encampment, the alcal'de shall
ta.ke charge of his effects and dispose of them for the benefit of his relatives or
friends, unless the deceased otherwise desire it.
ART. XVIII. All former acts and laws are hereby repealed and made null and void,
except where they conflict with claims guaranteed under said laws.
·
ABNER PIT'l'S, JR., Seoretary.
JACKSONVILLE, January 20, 1850.

THE PRESENT METHOD OF ORGANIZING A MINING DISTRICT.
This, ofcourse, was in ,theearly days when therewasneitherState norcounty organization. At this date the following system of organization of mining districts, quartz
or-placer, obtains: Meetings .of two or more miners or others are held. 'l'he metes
and bounds of the district, quartz or placer, are agreed upon. A code of rules and regulations is made for location and size of claims, a compliance with which gives possessory
title to claims. A recorder is elected, who charges a fee for recording, and the district
is organi~ed. Thit> proceeding is pr~tected by State or Territorial law, and confirmed
by the United States mining laws, which require that claimants shall comply with
the local regulations of miners. Thus the titles to properties which may yield millions.
are initiated.
EXECUTIVE AJI."D DEPARTMENTAL RECOMMENDATIONS.
The Secretary of the Interior, Hon. Caleb B. Smith, in his annual report for 1861
called the attention of Congress to the fact thatThe valuable and extens1ve mmeral lands owned by the Government in California
and New Mexico have hitherto produced no revenue. All who .chose to do so have
been permitted to work them without limitation. It is believed that no other government owning valuable mineral lands has ever refused to avail itself of the opportu:llty of deriving a revenue from the privilege of mining such lands. They are the
~roperty of the whole people, and it would be obviously just and proper to require
cihose who reap the advantages of mining them to pay a reasonable amount as a conaideration for the advantages enjoyed.
And, again, in his report for 1862, he urged attention to this subject, and referred to
the report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office. The Secretary suggested two
systems of disposal. The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his annual report for 1862, after a review of the area of the precious-metal bearing territory and
the yield from the mines, gave tho following opinion:
An immense revenue may readily be obtained by subjecting the public mines eith~r
to lease under quarterly payments or quarterly tax as seigniorage upon the actu'al
product, under a well-regulated ancl efficient system, which would stimulate the energies of miners and capitalists by securing to such classes an undisputed interest in
localities so specified, and, when the conclitions as to payment for the usufruct are
complied with, for unlimited periods, and while effecting this with beneficial results
to them would relieve the necessities of the Republic.
In 1863 the Commissioner of the General Land Office again called attention to the
mineral lands, re.commending legislation for-
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Opening the mines and minerals of the public domain, the property of the nation,
to the occupancy of all loyal citizens, subject, as far as compatible with mode:x:ate
seigniorage, to existing customs and usages, conceding to the discoverer for a small
sum a right to one mine, placer, or lead (quartz), withea pre-emptive right in the
same district to an additional claim, both to he held for the term of one year, for testing the value.
Collectors of iuternu,L revenue were to be the collectors of royalty.
December 6, 1864, President Lincoln called the attention of Congress to the mineral
lands, and also to the report of the Secretary of the Int~rior on the subject. 'rhe
Secretary of the Interior in his report asks for u,n appropriation to enable the Department to have made a scientific examination of the principal mining localities, and of
the miueml regions generally. Former geological and minemlogical survey:s of the
public domain had been done under the direction of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office and the Interior Department.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his report for 1804, entered at length
into a description of the precious-metal bearing regions. He repeated the recommendation contained ln his report for 1863 (see above), in regard to method of disJ>2Sition of these lands.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office, ,i n his report for 1865, a.gain showed
the necessity for Congressional act.ion.
The Secretary of the Interior, in his report for 1865, said:
The organization of a bureau of milling was recommended in the last annual report
of this Department. The attention of Congress is again invited to the subject: All
lands denominated mineral which do not bear t.he precious metals should be brought
into market, and thus placed under the guardianship of private owners. * * *
Individual proprietorship, it is conceded, would stimulate the development of coal
fields, petroleum, deposits of iron, lead, and of other gross metals, and mineral formations. There can, therefore. be no sufficient reason for withholding such mineral
lands from market. Congress has not legislated with a view to securing an income
from the product of the precious metals from the public domain. It is estimated that
two or three hundred thousand able-bodied men are engaged in such minin~ operations
on the public lands, without authority of law, who pay nothing to the uovcrnment
for the privilege, or for the permanent possession of property worth, in many instu,nces,
millions to the claimants.
The existing financial condition of the Nation obviously requires that all our national resources and the product of every industrial pursuit, should contribute to the
payment of the JjlUblic debt. The wisdom of Congress must decide whether the public
interest would be better promoted by a sale in fee of these mineral lands, or by raising
a revenue from their annual product.
RETROSPECT OF MINING LEGISLATION PRIOR TO

1866.

The miuing laws of the United States began with the reservation, in the ordinance
of May 20, 1785, of one-third part of all gold, silver, lead, and copper mined; next
came the Indiana act of March 3, 1807, authorizing the lease of lands containing
lead, with lease of adjoining land for easements, and forest lands for wood for smelting .
'purposes, for a term 'of not more than five years. The authority to make leases and
to collect rents from the same, was in charge of the War Department (until March
4, 1849), which had a corps of employes, headed by a superintendent, to overlook the
business, watch wastage, aml receive rents; the act of March 25, 1816-the occupancy
and trespass act-provided that t.he working of lead mines on the public lands was
only to be granted after approval by the President.
The fir~t sale of mineral lands was that of the reserved lead mines and contiguous
lands in the State of Missouri, under act of March 3, 1829. They were to be exposed
for sale as other public lands, at $2.50 per acre; but lea(l and other mineral lands on
the public domain, clsew here than in Missouri, were still reserved from sale.
The act of July 1, 1846, ordered the reserved lead mines and contiguous lands in
Dlinois, Arkansas, and the Terr~tories of Wisconsin and Iowa, to be sold as other
public lands, after six months' public notice, following the Missouri act of 1829, with
the addition of the provision that the l~nds should be offered and held subject to pri-
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vate entry 1)efore pre-emptions were allowed. The register and receiver were to take
proof as to character of lands, whether minera.l (i. e., containing lead) or agricultural.
The act of March 1, 1847 ,.opened for sale lands containing copper, lead, and other
-valuable orcs after geographical examination and snrvey, and provided that therfr
should be public advertisement of six months; and then public sale at not less than
$5 per acre, those not disposed of at public auetion to be subject to private sale at $5
per acre.
The act of March 3, 1847, ordered sale of mineral 1eac1 lauds in Chippewa District,
in Wisconsin, and the act of 1850 ordered sale of the remaining minera.llauds in Lake
Superior District in Michigan, in the same manner, at the same minimum, and with
the same rights of pre-emption, as other public lands.
From the period of 1785 to the discovery of the great gold fields of California, in
1848, the legislation of the Congress of the United States as to snrvey, le::~se, and sale
of mineral lands, had been for lead, copper, and other base metals, and applied tOo
the territory in the region of the grea.t lakes in the .now States of Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois, embracing the lea(l mines at Galena and. t.be point now
known as Dubuque (where a miner of that name in 1788 first worked lead mines, ancl.
subsequent.ly, under permit from Carondelet, the Spanish governor-general) and thepresent State of Missouri. Under these various laws, the copper, lead, a.nd iron lan1ls
(also the silver lands since discovered) of the above-mentioned regious were sold.
Since the discovery of gold in paying quantities in California, in 1848, there has been
produce<.l in the Unit.ed States t.he sum of $1,980,463,792 in gold and silver. All but
about $1,000,000 of this sum (which would represent the gol<l and silver extracted in theStates other than public-land Stat~s) has been extracted from the lands of the publicdomain.
.
Tile following estimate of the yearly production of gold and silver from 1848 to 1880,
is ti·om the reports of the Director of the Mint.:
Estimate of the production of the p1·ecious metals in the United States from. 1848 to 18:-!0, b!J'
fiscal years.
(See page 980.]
- - - - - - - - - - - - - , · - - -- - - : - - - - - - - - -·--- .. -

Date.

Silver.

Gold.

1848 - . .•..... . - •..•..• --.- .••......• - .... - .........• -.--..
1849 - ..... -- •. -- : ... . •...........................•..... - . .
1850 .. ........•......•...••.....•.•.........•.. _. . ........
1851 ..........••.•...•.••..... _.•...• •. ............. _. . • . .
1852 - -- ... --- .. -- ... -- ... - ... -.--- .. - ..... •. .. -.- ...... -..
1853 ... _.. •..•.••..........••.......... _.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
1854 ...........•.... _..•....• ____ ..... _.......•. _.. __ . . . . .
1855 ......••...•...............•....•... . _. _..............
1856 •. .... •. . .••....•.....•.. . ....•........ .. _..• _.. _. . . . .
1857 . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
1&58 ......... .•........•....•..•. _........................
1859 . ..•.. -- .. .•. .... - - -.- .. - ..... - - - ...... - .•... - .. - .. --.
1860 .......•. ..•......•...•.•.... . .•....••...•........ __ . .
1861 - ....••.. -- ..... -..... -- ...•... -- ... - ... - . • .. . . -.. . . . .
1R62 . ...•.•. • .. •.•.....••.......•........•.. . ...• .... .•.. _
1863 ... - - ... - .. --- .•. - •. -.-.- •..• - . -- - -•.. - ......... - ... - 1864 .... - .. - .• --.- .... - • .... - ... - ..•• - ..•..... - ... - •. --...
1865 . - ... - ..••... --.-.-- .... - .. - ... . •.......... - ... - ... --.
1866 ....... •.• -.......... . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . .
1867 ..... .. -- .. - --.-- ••• -- ..•... -. --- -- .. - - ...... - ...•• -.1868-- ----- -----···················---------- --·-····· ····
1869 ....•... . -............................................
1870 •.•.....•.....•.•...••.•..•..........•.....•.•..•.....
1871 - .... - •• --.- .• ---- .•... --- .. -- .• - ...... - .•. -- . -- .. --..
1872 .. -- .• ---.............................................
1873 •...••..•••••....•••......•..•.•.•.•.•..•. _•• _.... _...
1874 ....•.... _. _. ___ ••.••..•.•...... _.. _...... . ..•. _•.•. . _
1875.......................... ...••..•..........•....•...
1876 . - .. -..•...• -.-.- .•.•.•..•••...•. --.- .•. --.- .. - •• -.. .
187i .......•• ...•. ... •.. _... __ ••• _... ____ .• _.. _____ ..•. _. _
1878 .......••• -.- •...••... -.- •• --.-- .•• - .••.••. -- ... - •. -.-

$10, 000, 000
40, 000. 000
50, 000, 000
5.'), 000, 000
60, 000, 000
65, 000, 000
60, ooo, ooo
55, 000, 000
53, 000, 000
fi5, 000, 000
50, 000, 000
50, 000, 000
40, 000, llOO
4:!, 000, 000
30, 20<', 000
40, 000, {100
4t:, 000, 000
53, 223, 000
53, !iOO, 000
51, 72;, 000
48,000,000
49, fiOO, 000
50,000,000
43, 000, 000
36, 000, 000
36, ooo, ooo
33, 490, 902
33,407,856
39, 920, 166
46, 897, 300
51, 206, ll60

Total. .... -- .... -. ... ... -... -....... . .............. .

1, 520, 041, 532

$.'\0, 000
50, 000
50, 000
50, 000
50, UOU
50, ouo
!iO, OllO
50, 000
iiO, 000
50, OliO
100, 000·
HiO, 000
2, 000, 000
4, 5<!0, 000
8, 500, 000
lJ I 000, 000
11, 250, 000
10, 000, 00 '
13, flO(), uoo
1 ~,000,000

I
1

1

I
I

I
~~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~: ~~~: ~gg I

$1 u, 000, 000
40, 030, 000
5o, O:iO, 000
55, 030, GOO
60, 050, ouu
65, 0-iU, OUO
60,
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55, li50, 000
55, Oi:iO, 000
55, O;iO, 000
50, O::iO, 000
50, 100, 000
46, 1:jO, 000
45, 000, 000
43, 700, 000
48, 500. 000
57, 000, DOL
64, 47::i. 000
63, 500, 0(10
6fJ, 225, 0111}

uo,oou,ooo

12, 000, 000
16,000,000
2:J, 000, 000
28, 750, l'00
a;>, 750, ooo
37, 3~-1. 594
!H,727,500
38, 7~H, Ol!i
30, 793, 573
45, 281, 385

61, 500, 000
66,000,000
f.O, 000, 000
04, 750, OOll
11, 750, ooo
70, s1s, 406
05,195,41&
78, 712, 1S2
86, ooo, 963
96, 487, 745

4GO, 4.22, 260

1, 980, 4G3, 79~

~¥: ~~~: ~~~

~~: ~~~: ~~
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The ordinance of 1785, for the sale of the Western Territory, reserved one-third part.
of gold and silver from the public lauds. The present gold and silver regions of the
West were then in the province of Spain. The laws of the United States, excepting
the comprehensive word "mineral," as applied to reserved lands, and the pre-emption
act of September 4, 1841, the Oregon act of September 27, 1851, and other incidental
mention prior to that time, were silent as to gold, silver, and cinnabar.
The act of March 3, 1853, creating the office of surveyor-general of California, ex- '
cepted, in express terms, mineral lands from lands subject to entry under the preemption act of September 4, 1841, and no person was to have the benefit of the act
by settlement or location on mineral lands.
The act of July 22, 1851, relating to the surveyor· general's office in New Mexico,
&o., provided by the fourth section for the exemption of mineral lands from the operations of the acts named. This was the status at the period of the passage of the
first general mining law of the United States, July 26, 1866.
THE CONDITION OF THE PRECIOUS-METAL B'EARING REGIONS PRIOR TO

1866.

In the precious-metal-bearing regions on the public domain in California, Oregon,
Nevada, Colorado, and"' the Territories, there had grown up a system of local regulations governing the location, size, and possession of mining claims, with water rights
appurtenant thereto. · These regulations were not uniform, but varied with different
localities, and at :first related only to placer claims. Quartz mining was a secondary
stage, and regulations for this system were established as soon as required. Mineral
districts were organized by the miners of each particular locality,at meetings held for
the purpose, and for each district an officer, known as the recorder, was elected, whose
duty it was to record, in a book kept for that purpose, all notices of mining locations
or claims :filed with him. It was generally made essential to the validity of a claim
that it should be recorded. These regulations at :first rested entirely upon the consent of the miners; but they became recognized as customs by the courts, and were
·held to be binding in all matters relating to the possessory title to mining claims .. In
the civil codes enacted by the State or Territorial legislatures these local rules were
respected and generally specitically recognized. They sprung from the sterling good
sense of the American miner, and were adapted to the wants and necessities of a great
industry for which there would otherwise have bet3n no protection. They protected
millions of property and aided in opening up a region of incalculable wealth. Prospectors, under this code of laws, with pick, pan, and shovel, on mountain side, amidst.
winter's rugged grasp, on the plains, under sunny skies, in the quiet nooks and flowery
ravines of the lower slopes of the Sierras, lifted from the matrix of nature the golden
treasure, and toiled on as safely protected in their property as if in the midst of the
highest civilization.
These laws protected and controlled the possession, and provided for the distribution
of hundreds of millions of dollars of property, and affected the people of a half million
square miles of territory. (For a list of mining districts, deputy mineral surveyors,
&c., see Preliminary Report Land Commission, 1880, and Reports General Land Office
from 1866 to 1880.)
The Congress of the United States by the act of general mining, July 26, 1866, and
the supplemental act of May 10, 1872, confirmed these local usages.
THE MINING ACT OF JULY

26, 1866. .

The act of July 26, 1866, ordered that" the mineral lands of the public domain,
both surveyed and unsurveyed," were "to be free and open to exploration and occupation by all citizens of the United States, and those declaring their intention to become
citizens, subject to such regulations as may be prescribed by law," and "subject also
to the local customs or rules of miners in the several mining districts, so far as the
same may not be in conflict with the laws of the United States."
The second section of this act provided "that whenever any person or association
21 L 0 -VOL III
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of persons claim a vein or lode of quartz, or other rock in place, bearing gold, silver,
cinnabar, or copper, having previously occupied and improved the same according to
the local custom or rules of miners in the district where the same is situated, and
, having expended in actual labor and improvements not Jess than $1,000," such claimants, where there is no conflict, after filing in "the local land office a diagram of the
same," according to local laws, customs, and miners' rules, can "enter such tract and
receive a patent therefor, granting such mine, together with the right to follow such
vein or lode, with its dips, angles, and variations, to any depth."
The other sections of the law prescribed with specialty the mode of consummating
individual rights, surveys, &c.; also in reference to conflicts, rights of way, priority
"of possession," right to the use of water for mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or
other purposes; to homesteads existing prior to the date of the act, which are used for
agriculture, on which valuable mines are not discovered, the law conferring authority
on the Secretary of the Interior for setting apart, after survey, the agricultural lands
. so as to subject them to pre-emption and sale.
PLACER-MINING ACT, JULY

9, 1870.

July 9, 1870, Congress provided for a class of "placer" mining not recognized in
the lode act of July 26, 1866 (see Stats. at Large). This act provided for the survey
and sale of the placer-mining lands of the United States at $2.50 per acre.
THE MINING ACT OF MAY

10, 1872.

The mining act of May 10, 1872, amended the original mining act of 1866, and constituted mineral lands a distinctive class subject to special conditions of sale and affixed
prices differing wholly from the requirements in these respects as to other lands. It
provided for the survey and sale of mineral lands, fixing the price of placer lands at
$2.50 per acre and $5 for lode claims, and repealed, in effect, the ditch and water
rights' act of July 26, 1866. The present laws for the disposition of of the mineral
lands of the United States are found in chapter 6, of the Revised Statutes, title "Mineral Lands and Mining Resources," and in the Regulations of the General Land Office
of date April1, 1879.
PROVISIONS OF THE EXISTING ML.'UNG LAW.

Under section 2318, Revised Statutes, lands valuable for minerals are reserved from
sale except as otherwise expressly directed by law. Section 2319 provides for their
location by citizens of the United States or those who have declared their intention
to become such. The law covers claims for lands bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead,
tin, copper, or other valuable deposits, and for the above and other valuable and economic minerals, found in lodes of quartz. or other rock in place, titles can be obtained
from the United States under the existing laws at $5 per acre.
Claims cannot exceed 1,500 feet in length along the veiu or lode, and 300 feet on
each side of the middle of the vein at the surface, the end lines of the claims to be
parallel.
No vein or lode claim located after May 10, 1872, can exceed a parallelogram 1,500
feet in length by 600 in width. The size below this maximum may be regulated by
State or Territorial laws or the rules of the several mining districts.
No local regulation or State or Territorial law can limit a vein or lode claim located
since May 10, 1872, to less than 1,500 feet along the vein or course thereof, whether the
location is made by one or more persons, nor can surface rights be li.nited to less than
50 f0et in width, unless adverse rights existing on the lOth day of May, 1872, render
such lateral limitations necessary. This saving clause is essential from the fact that
in many of the mining States and Territories, the local rules did not permit the locution of surface ground. There are now three classes of location recognized-those
made prior to J u1y 26, 1866 ; those between that date and May 10, 1872; and those
made since May 10, 1872. The variety in size and quantity of locations cannot here
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be detailed at length. Under the United States mining law, the maximum of n. quartz
lode or vein claim is 1,500 by 600 feet, and the minimum 1,500 by 50 feet, being about
20.66 acres maximum, or 1.72 acres minimum. Cost of surveys, &c., are paid by the
claimants, and the land is paid for at $5 for each acr~ or fraction of an acre.
'
Locations are made under regulations prescribed by law, and according to the local ·
customs or rules of miners in the several mining districts, so far as the same are applicable, and not inconsistent with the laws of the United States. The United States
has the authority and can provide a general and uniform system of location, areas,
&c., entirely superseding the various State, Territorial, and district laws. Some of
the mining States and Territories have adopted the United States mining law of May
10, 1872, as to area; others protect other forms and areas of location by law. (For a
full statement of the various methods of locations, holdings, miners' rules, &c., see
Preliminary Report of Public Land Commission and Testimony, 1880, which gives the
methods prevailing, and the legal status in California, Oregon, Nevada, Colorado,
Idaho, Dakota, Arizona, Montana, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, and New Mexico.)
COST OF PATENTS TO THE UNITED STATES 4ND CLAil\UNTS.

It costs the United States on au average $20 to patent each mining claim. During
the year ending June 30, 1880, there were issued 886 patents to mining claims. All of
the work appertaining thereto, involving an examination of the evidence accompanying the entry papers, including that relating to contests, was executed by the mineral division of the General Land Office, at a cost to the government for salaries of
$17,600, an average of about $20, in each case. Where the survey and papers have
been properly prepared, and no controversy exists, the cost in a particular case will
not exceed $3.
The cost to the claimant is as problematical as that of a lawsuit. He is required
t o pay the expense of survey, including platting and other office work of the surveyorgeneral's office., which will average about $160; also, fees to the register and receiver,
$10, and expense of publication of notice, averaging $30; in all, $200. Practically,
however, it is estimated that the average cost to the claimant falls but little, if any,
short of$1,000 in each case.
PLACER CLAIMS-PATENTS THEREFOR.

The proceedings to obtain patent for placer claims, including all forms of deposit,
are essentially similar to the proceedings prescribed for obtaining patents for lode or
vein claims. But pla.c er claims, when on surveyed lands and conforming to legal subdivisions, require no further plat or survey, and 40-acre subdivisions ruay be cut into 10acre lots and sold as placer claims. Where placer claims cannot be conformed to'legal
subdivisions, survey and plat must be made as on unsurveyed lands; but where such
claims are located previous to the public surveys, and do not conform to legal subdivisions, survey, plat, and entry thereof may be made according to the boundaries
t hereof, provided the location is in all respects legal.
These lands are sold at $2.50 for each acre or fraction of an acre.
No location of a placer claim made after July 9, 1870, can exceed 160 acres for any
one person or association of persons.
All placer-mining claims located after May 10, 1872, must conform as nearly as pract icable with the United States system of public surveys and the subdivisions of such
surveys, and no such locations can include more than 20 acres for each individual
claimant. The act of July 9, 1870, absolutely required locations made after its passage to conform to legal subdivibions, but the act of May 10, 1872, modified this requirement by making such conformat ion necessary only where practicable.
The foregoing provisions of law are construed to mean that after the 9th day of
July, 1870, no location of a placer claim can be made to exceed 160 acrea, whatever
may be the number of locators associated together, or whatever the local regulations
of the district may allow ; and that from and after May 10, 1872, no location made by
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an indi>idu.al can exceed 20 acres, and no location made by an association can exceed
20 acres for each pel'son. In order to locate 160 acres, eight bona-fide loca.tors are
required. No local laws or mining regulations can restrict a placer location to less
than 20 acres, although the locator is not compelled to take so much.
· Mill sites must be located on non-mineral lands not contiguous to the vein or lode,
and not exceed five acres, and may be included in the patent for a mine at $5 per acre.
(See sec. 2337 R. S.)
Tunnel rights, in tunnels run for the development of a vein or lode or for the discovery of mines, are provided. Proprietors of a mining tunnel, run in good faith, are
entitled to the possessory right of all bliml lodes cut, discovered, or intersected by
such tunnel, which were not previously known to exist, within 3,000 feet of the face or
point of· commencement of such tunnel, to the same extent as if such lodes had been
discovered on the surface, and other parties are prohibited, after the commencement
of the tunnel, from prospecting for and making location on the line thereof and within
said distance of 3,000 feet, unless such lodes appear upon the surface or were previously
known to exist. (See sec. 2323 R. S.)
.
For requirements necessary to obtain the benefit of this law, seepages 16-17, "Regulations General Land Office, April1, 1879."
IRON HELD TO BE A. VALUABLE MINERAL.

Iron has been held, along with many other minerals when on the public domain, to
co~e within section 2325 of the Revised Statutes, under ~he denomination of valuable '
deposits, and can be paid for at the rate of $2.50 or $5 per acre, depending upon
whether the deposit is in placer or lode form.
THE POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES IN RELATION TO MINERAL LA.l.'IDS.

The policy of the United States in relation to the sale and disposition of the mineral
lands of the public domain-beginning with its reservation of -portions of the metal
therefrom, next occupancy rights, then leases, followed by public offering and private
entry and sale, thereafter culminating in the several mineral acts of 1866, 1870, and
1872-now permits their free exploration and development by citizens, or persons who
have declared their intention to become citizens; and a nominal price for the lands
(placer $2.50, and quartz, gold, silver, cinnabar, or other valuable deposits $5 per acre)
is charged should the owner of the possessory title desire to procure a fee-simple title.
This price barely covers expenses of making title on the part of the United States.
The material wealth added to the circulating medium by extraction from the earth
through individuals or corporations, together with costs of mining and extraction, and
the great and dangerous risks to fortune caused thereby, are considered equivalents
for the value of ·the land. The United States protects exploration and developments
by the miner on the public domain. As an evidence of the liberality of the Nation in
this respect, coal lands are sold at from $10 to $20 per acre. Twenty acres of coal land
at $20 per acre cost the purchaser $400, while 20 acres of lode minera.lland on the Comstock lode at $5 per acre are sold for $100, and, as in the case of the Consolidated Virginia and California mines, may yield more than $60,000,000.
NUMBER OF LOCATIONS AND OF PATENTS.

In the twelve States and Territories containing the precious metals and forming part
of the public domain there are known to have been made more than 200,000 mining locations, yet the total number to June 30, 1880, of lode, vein, or other valuable
deposit claims to which titles have been obtained by compliance with the mining laws
is but 3,978, containing 38,435.11 acres at $5 per acre, and for which the United States
has received $197,778. The total number of placer-mining claims patented in the same
region by the United States is 1,003, containing 110,186.03 acres, at $2.50 per acre, and
for which tho United States has received $288,767. Iu all a total number of 5,261lode
and plu.cor claims have been patented to June 30, 1880, containing in all148,621.14
acres, for which the Government received a total of $486,545.
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ESTIMATE OF AREA OF WESTERN PRECIOUS-METAL REGIONS.

The estimated area of the entire precious-metal bearing region of the· public domain
is 65,000,000 acres, within which lie the veins, lodes, or deposits of precious and valuble minerals. Deducting the 148,621.14 acres already patented, and the grand total
remaining, the property of the Nation exceeds 64,800,000 acres, all situated and lying
in the States and Territories named in the tables hereto attached, and being south of
the Dominion of Canada (British Possessions), west of the Missouri Riy-er, and north of
t he boundary line between Mexico and this country. All of this is independent of the
unexplored area within the unorganized Territory of Ala&ka, which in the future may
form no unimportant portion of our precious-metal-bearing country. The above estimate, however, includes avastnumberoflocatedclaims held and worked under a possessory title alone, there being no statute compelling the claimants to purchase the fee from
the Government. For many of these claims applications for patent have been made,
but proceedings are suspended either on account of litigation in the courts, initiated
in the manner aud within the time prescribed by the statute, or by reason of failure
of claimants to produce satisfactory evidence of compliance with law and right to
purchase aud make entry. The difficulties of obtaining patent under existing laws
are so great, and the practice of levying blackmail is so extensive, that many mine
owners prefer to rely upon their possessory title rather than purchase the fee from the
Government.
PATENTS ISSUED.

Statement of the nurnber of placer mining claims patented in the several precious metal-bearing States and Territories of the public domain from 1867 to June 30, 1880, togethet' with
the acreage and amount paid therefor, under the several mining acts of July 26, 1866, July
9, 1870, and May 10, 1872.
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Colorado ............................... . .................................. · .. · · .... ·-- · · · .... - .. ..
Dakota .................................................................................. . ........ .
1872.
States and Territories .

.,_..,;
01iJ

a5

0~

"'

~'a

~

0

~

1874.

1873.

§
0

~

~·I
~~
0~

--- ----

Po

.,_;
a5

<P

~

~

§
0

a

~

~·I
0~

0~

~'a

-------

~

a5

...<P
0

..q

1=1

;:l
0

~

------

California ................. 79
Oregon.................... 5

8, 680.57 $20,837 00 130 10,748.32 $26,973 50 104
324.06
814 50 4
147.97
445 00 7

9, 562.67 $23,979 50
288.48
677 50

Montana. .................. 29

2, 566.27

2, 714.91

~~h~~-::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
6,479 50

66

3, 822.08

9,671 50 42

6, 842 50

ir~~~~--:::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
%~~~~~-:: ::::::::::::::::1-- ~ .... ~~~·-:~. --~·-2_0_7_ ~~- .:~ .. ~·-~~~~ ~~ .. ::~~-~~- . ~~ .... ~::~ ~~ .. -~: :~~. ~
I
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· Statement of the number of placer rnining claims patented,
1875.

States an!! Territories.

..,...sl

g-c~-Continued.

1876.

1877.

~

..,..,; !
§
riJ
= 0~
·o
t5
a
""
z-A ..q
Z-a ~
..q
~ Z-a ~
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 0~

0~

§
s
~

ai
Q;)

0

0

'"~I

.,;
<1)
....
0

0~

Q;)

0

0

0~

---

California ................. 107 12, 439. 51 $29,874 oo 57 6, 789. 05 $16,982 00 67 6, 371. 49 $16, 030 00
Oregon.................... 10
697. 39
1,745 50 8
468. 94
1,276 00 7
386.59
987 50
Nevada..................... 3
400. 00
1, 000 00 1
160. 00
400 00 1 1, 280. 00 3, 200 00
Idaho ...... . ...... . ................................... .. ....... .. ................................ .
, Montana. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 40 1, 970. 15
4,994 50 17
875. 47
2,207 00 12
498. 57 1, 254 00
Wyoming .................... ... .................. 4
320.00
1,05000 ....................... .
Utah .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1
8. 20
22 50 1
32. 28
82 50 ...................... ..
Colorado .. • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. . 12 1, 248. 16
3,27~ 00 17 1, 038. 34
2,762 00 17 1, 203. 83 3, 275 00
Dakota.................................................................... 5
25.07
67 50
1878.
States R.nd Territories.

\

..,.,;,

c:~
z~A

~>:!

.,;
Q;)

1880.

1879.

0

..,.,;,

1

.;

0~

Q;)

..,..,;

§

.,;

0~

Q;)

0

0~
0~
a
s z""
Z-a oC1""
~
~
~
A
-<
------- --- --- - ------

""
--<
0

0

0

California................. 95 11,409.17 $28,615 50 72 4, 719.32 $14,142 00 36 4, 266.55 $11,005 00
Oregon.................... 7
414.18
1,055 00 1
20.00
50 00 3
71.90
182 60
Nevada .......................................................................................... ..
Idaho .. . . .. .. • .. . . . .. .. . • • 1
19. 86
50 00 2
36. 15
185 00 .................... .. ..
:Monta~a .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. 15
907. 19
2,285 00 15
831. 16
2,132 50 17 1, 268. 09 3, 197 50

~~h~~-::::~~~:::·.:::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::::: --2· .....o:oo·

Colorado................... 12
Dakota .................... 17

118. 31
154.17

2,807 50 23
33000 4

1, 799.01
61.80

....4,632
aioii(>50 ::::
:::::~:::: :::::::::·.
30 · 2, 593.80 6,516 50
17200

1

1.66

500

RECAPITULATION.
No. of
placers.

States' and Territories.

California ................................................. .
Idaho ..................................................... .
:Montana ................................................. ..

~~~~:::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Total. .............................................. ..

Total amount.

$199,661 00
9, 206 50
4,600 00
235 00
42,099 00
1, 050 00
725 00
30,515 50
574 50

79,620. 00
3, 561.08
1, 840.00
56.01
16,677.50
320.00
80.48
10,943.26
242.70

786
59
5
3
263
4
4
152
27

~~::~:::: ~ ~ ::::: ~ ·_:::: :~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Colorado .................................................. .
Dakota. .................................................... .

Total acres.

---- - -110,186.03
1, 303

288,767 00

Statement of the number of quartz vein or lode, or other valuable deposit mining claim8
patented in the several precious metal bearing States and Ter1'itories of the public domain
from 1867 to June 30, 1880, together with the acreage and amount paid therefor, under the
several mining acts of July 26, 1866, July 9, 1870, and May 10, 1872.
1867.
States and Territories.

..s0

P'd
0

H

.,;
Q;)

~
~

1869.

1868.

~r

~

=
0

s H
-<
----

P'd
0

.,;
0
....
0

~

§
0

s

~

--- ----

..,;
Ill

a:>
P'd
0

1-=l

1'1

.,;
fj

=

~

~

a:>

0

s

- - -----

California .. • .. .. .. • • • .. • .. 4
138. 68
$700 00
2
147. 09
$740 00
6
207. 84 $1, 045 00
Oregon .......................................................................................... ..
Nevada................... a
16.19
90 oo 26
287.19 1,485 oo 31
255.16
1,320 00
Idaho ............................................................................................ .
:Montru;ta ................................ -------~-- 9
53.93
290 00
7
50.52
280 00

~~~~~::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::::::: ::::--::::
Colorado .. • • .. . • .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. . • .. .. • . .. • • .. .. • .
NewMe:rlco ......................................

3

3. 42

25 00

27

39. 42

245 00

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. : ....... ........ ..

~kgra~:·:::::.:::::::::::: :::· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
1
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Statement of the number of qtta1·tz vein or lode, or other valuable de]JOBit, 4"c.-Continued.
1870.

States and Territories.

crl

Q;)

'1;j

0

H

1872.

1871.
.,3
1'::1

Q;)

0

s
-<!j

F-<

<:)

-<!j

~
F-<

crl

::s

rn

Q;)

'1;j

0

--- ----

H

I

~p

.,3

0

crl
Q;)

crl

'1;j

F-<

1'::1

p

Q;)

0

a
-<!j
-<!j
H
~
~
- - - - - - - - - - ---s

Q

Q

0

California................. 6
348.15 $1,755 00 13
740.'00 $3,725 00 54 1, 182.46 $6,020 00
Oregon.................... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
13. 76
70 00
4
13. 76
-70 00
Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 44
249. 53 1, 295 00 23
115. 23
595 00 26
179. 93
925 00
Idaho ............................................. --·· .................... ··· ................... .
Montana .... .-............. 5
45. 70
240 00
2
13. 77
75 00 16
73. 76
420 00
Wyoming ......................................... ·•· ........................................... .
Utah...................... . . .. ... .. .. . .. . . . .. .... . 8
49.28
270 oo 36
171.46
040 00
Colorado.................. 61
104.93
670 00 72
117.82
775 00 123
189.38
1, 340 00
New Mexico .. . . .. .. .. . . .. 1
20. 66
105 50 ............................................... .
Arizona..... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. • . . • . • . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. 3
45. 63
248 00

Dakota .......................................................................................... ..

States and Territories.

crl
Q;)

'1;j

0

H

.,3

~p

crl

<ll

crl

0

<ll
'1;j

~

H

s

F-<

<:)

-<!j

1875.

1874.

1873.

0

.,3

1'::1

crl

p

~
-<!j

a

<ll

crl

crl

'1;j

F-<

Q;)

0

Q

0

-<!j

~
a

<ll

~

H

~

---- --- ---- --- ---

California ................. 84 1, 950.57 $10,090 00 81 2, 123.69 $9,650 00 88 2, 753.86 $14,040 00
Oregon ......................................................................................... '..
Nevada .................... 63
459.27 2, 370 00 73
741.86 3, 450 00 70
706.92
3, 620 00
Idaho ......-... . • .. . • . . • • .. 1
7. 23
40 00
1
5. 50
30 00
5
68. 50
350 00
Montana .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. 20
85. 00
500 00 24
277. 98 1, 505 00 25
632. 40
3, 275 00
Wyoming ....................................................................................... ..
Utah...................... 46
252. 76 1, 365 00 34
84.16
460 0() 31
296. 58
1, 375 00
Colorado .................. 188
342. 89 2, 145 00 114
222. 36 1, 500 00 138
453. 53
2, 645 00
New Mexico . • • .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2
13. 77
70 00
1
20. 66
105 00
Arizona . . • . .. • . • . . . . . .. . . . 13
163. 49
845 00
6
116. 40
600 00
7
133. 59
680 00

Dakota ............................................ ·••· ........................ ····••••••···•···•··
1877.

1876.

States and Territories.

crl
Q;)
'1;j

0

H

~

crl

Q;)

crl

..q

>"C
0

H

- - -- - - -

1'::1
p
0

crl
Q;)

<ll

0

a
...q

F-<

Q

1878.

~

.,3
F-<

crl
Q;)

~
--- --Q

-<!j

crl
Q;)

a"'
- -------0

F-<

'1;j

Q

0

-<!l

H

~

California ................. 61 1, 701.45 $8,320 00 76 1, 696.60 $7,955 00 59 1, 167.02 $5,875 00
Oregon ........................................................................................... .
Nevada ................... 77
872.18 4, 450 00 68
737.76 3, 865 00 83
814.40
4, 180 00
Idaho ........................................................................................... ..
Montana .. . . . . • .. •• • • . . . . . 30
307. 40 1, 605 00 35
372. 02 2, 045 00 72
837. 96
4-, 365 00
Wyoming.................

Utah ......................
Colorado ..................
NewMe:rico ..............
Arizona . . • . .. . • .. . • . . .. . . .
Dakota....................

1
57
173
1
10

8.89
455.87
818.37
20.66
169. 32

45
1, 840
4, 534
105
870

oo· .............................................. ..
~17. 94
1, 403.79
31.01
97. 26
17.90

00 63
375.91 2, 010 00 67
00 139
676.88 3, 755 00 242
00 ........................ 2
00 18
207. 23 1, 065 00
7
.... .......... .......... .... .......... .......... 3

3,160
7, 570
160
500
92

00
00
00
00
00

1

1879.

States and Territories.

crl
Q;)
'1;j

0

H

crl

Q;)

F-<

Q

...q

1880.

~
0

s
...q

crl

<ll

cri
Q;)

0

Q

>"C

H

F-<

...q

§
0

~

California...............................
73
1, 427. 41
$6 675 00
65
508. 97
$2, 700 00
Oregon . . . . . . .. • .. . . .. .... • . . • • • . . . . .. . ..
1
20. 25
' 105 00
1
20. 66
105 Ov
Nevada.................................
81
855.17
4 350 00
33
407.28
2, 075 00
Idaho ......................................................... : ................... ······ ······ ..... .
~onta~a...... ..........................
51
535.77
2, 875 00
26
308.94
1, 595 00
vonung .......................................................................................... .
72
675.10
3 040 00
59
406.06
2,117 00
185
1, 149.60
6:265 00
207
1, 398.47
7, 535 00
New Mexico............................
1
20.66
105 00
2
40.88
210 00
Arizona .. . . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
12
203. 92
1 050 00
9
180. 44
915 00 ·
Dakota .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .
15
124. 43
' 670 00
7
46. 59
245 00

Utah...................................

Colorndo....... ... .. . ... ...... ..........
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RECAPITULATION.

Lode claims patented from 1867 to June 301 1880.
States and Territories.

Number of
patents.

California .................................................. ... .

Dakota ........................................................ .

672
7
704
7
322
1
473
1, 672
10
85
25

g~~:fa'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'::::::::: :: ~ ~::::::: ::::::::::

Idaho ......................................................... .
Montana .......................................................·

~~h~~~--: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Colorado ..................................................... ..

~~f:o~:~~~~: :: :::: ::::: :: :~: ::::::: ::::: :::: ::::: :: ::: ::: :: ::::

Acres.

Received by
UnitedStates.

16,094.23
68.43
6, 596.07
81.23
3, 605.M
8.89
3,384. 92
6, 020.36
168.24
1, 318.28
188.92

$79,690 00
350 00
34,070 00
420 00
18, 990 00
45 00
16,577 00
39,004 00
860 00 .
6, 765 00
. 1, 007 00
197,778 00

Number of claims patented ... ........... ............... .

3, 978

38,435.11

Number of placer claims patented from 1866 to June 30, 1880 .•..
Number of vein or lode claims pa,.tented from 1866 to June 30,

1, 303

110,186.03

288,767 00

1880 ..........................................·............... .

3, 978

38,435.11

197,778 00

Total. ................................................... .

5, 281

148,621.14

486,545 00

Washington Territory, although having no mining claims patented, contai:U's valuable deposits of the precious metals.
REFERENCES HEREUNDER.

For lists of patents issued for mining claims from July 26, 18661 to August 1, 1877,
see Copp's Hand Book of Mining Law; also, annual reports Commissioner General
Land Office, from 1868 to 1tl79.
United States Statutes at Large, vols. 1 to 18.
Revised Statutes of the United States, chap. 6; title, "Mineral Lands and Mining
Resources."
Annual reports General Land Office, 1812-1880.
Public Lands, Laws, Instructions, and Opinions, 2 vols., 1838.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1866-1867, 1868, United States Government.
J. Ross Browne and James W. Taylor, Commissioners.
Mineral Resources west of the Rocky Mountains, annual reports for 1869, 1870, 1871,
1872, 1873, U:l74, 1875, 1876. Rossiter W. Raymond, United States Commissioner of
Mining Statistics.
Preliminary Report and Testimony, United States Public Land Commission, February, 1880.
The Land of Gold, Hinton R. Helper.
Sights in the Gold Mines, Wood, 1852.
Messages of the Presidents of the United States from 1829 to 1874.
Reports of the War Department of the United States to 1849, on lease of lead and
mineral lands.
Reports of the Secretary of the Interior, 1849 to 1880.
Message of the President of the United States, January 241 18501 transmitting information in answer to a resolution of the House of December 31, 1849, on the subject of
California and New Mexico. Ex. Doc., House, No. 17, Thirty-first Congress, first session.
Reports of Foster & Whitney, D. D. Owen, J. Evans.
Lester's Land Laws, Regulations, and Decisions, 2 vols.
Copp's Land Laws; Copp's Mining Decisions; Copp's Land Owner; Copp's Handbook of Mining Laws; Henry N. Copp, Washington, D. C.
Zabriskie's Land Laws.
Rockwell's Spanish and Mexican Laws.
Morrison's Mining Digest.; Morrison's Mining Rights.
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Sickels' Mining Decisions, 18f:l0, A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Francisco.
Blanchard and Weeks's leading cases in Mines, Minerals, and Mining Water Rights.
Weeks on Mineral Lands.
Skidmore's Mining Decisions.
De Fooz on the Laws of Mines.
Yates's Legal 'l'itles to Mining Claims and Water Rights in California.
Land Laws in California, Oregon, Texas, &c.; Joseph M. ·white, 2 vols.
L and Laws and Decisions; J. V::m ce Lewis, 2 vols.

]'ORM OF PATENT FOR PLACER CLAIM.

General Land Office, No. 4,458.

Mineral certificate No. 448.

T he United States of America to all to whom these p1·esents shall come, greeting:
Whereas, in pursuance of the provisions of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, chapter six, titl~ thirty-two, there has been deposited in the General Land
Office of the United States the certificate of the regi::~ter of the laud office at
Helena, in the Territory of Montana, whereby it appears that, in pursuance of the
said Revised Statutes of the United States, James G. Hammond did, on the ninth day
of June, A. D. 1879, enter and pay for certain placer mining premises, being mineral
entry number four hundred and forty-eight ( 448) in the series of said office, embracing
t he west half of the southeast quarter and the southeast quarter of the southwest
quarter of section twenty-three (23), and the northeast quarter of the northeast quart er of section twenty-eight (28), in township ten (10) north, of range four (4) east of
· t he principal meridian, containing one hundred and sixty (160) acres of land, more
or less, as shown by the official survey and plat of said township; said placer mining
claim or lot of land being situate in the Summit Valley minin~ district, in the county
of Lewis and Clarke, and Territory of Montana, in the district of lands subject to
sale at Helena, and commonly known as the "Jennie Placer Mine."
Now know ye, that the United States of America, in consideration of the premises
and in conformity with said Hevised Statutes of the United States, have given and
granted, and by these presents do give and grant, unto the ooid James G. Hammond,
and to his heirs and assigns, the said placer mining premises above described as the
west half of the southeast quarter and the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter
of section twenty-three (~3), and the northeast quarter of the -n ortheast quarter of sect ion twenty-eight (23), in township ten (10) north, of r ange four ( 4) flast of the principal meridian.
To have and to hold said mining premises, together with all the l'ights, privileges,
immunities and appurtenances of whatsoever nature thereunto belonging, unto the
said James G. Hammond, and to his heirs and assigns forever; subject, nevertheless,
t o the following conditions and stipulations:
First. That the grant hereby made is restricted in its exterior limits to the bounda:
r ies of the said legal subdivisions, as h ereinbefore described, and to any veins or lodes
of quartz or other rock in place, bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, copper, or
other valuable deposits, which may hereafter be discovered within said limits, a,nd
which are not claimed or known to exist at the date hereof.
Second. That should any vein or lode of quartz or other rock in place, bea1ing gold,
silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, copper, or other valuable deposits, be claimed or known to
exist within the above-described premises at the date hereof~ the same is expressly
excepted and excluded from t.h ese presents.
~bird. That the premises hereby conveyed may be entered by the proprietor of any
vem or lode of quartz or other rock in place, bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin,
copper, or other valuable deposits, for the purpose of extracting·and removing the ore
from such vein, lode, or deposit, should the same, or any part thereof, be found to penetrate, intersect, pass through, or dip into the mining ground or premises hereby
granted.
Fourth. That the premises h ere by conveyed shall be held subject to any vested and
a.ccrued water rights for mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, and
nghts to ditches and reservoirs Llsed in connection with such water rights as may be
rec~guized and acknowledged by the local laws, customs, and decisions of courts.
F1fth. That in the absence of necessary legislation by Congress, the legislature of
~onta~a may provide rules for working the mining claim or premises hereby granted,
mvolvmg easements, drainage, and otlier necessary means to the complete development thereof.
In testimony whereof, r; Rutherford B. Hayes, President of the United States of
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America, have caused these letters to be made patent, and the seal of the General
Land Office to be hereunto affixed.
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, the tenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty, and of the I;ndependence of
the United States the one hundred and fifth.
By the President :
[SEAL.]
R. B. HAYES,
By WM. H. CROOK,
Seareta1'y,
S. W. CLARK,
Recorder of the General Land OjJlcfJ.
Recorded, vol. 54, pages 41 and 4~.

FORM OF PATENT FOR VEIN OR LODE CLAIM.

General Land Office No. 4398.-Mineral Certificate No. 419.

The United States of America, to all to whom these presents shall come, greeting :
Whereas, in pursuance of the provisiOns of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, chapter six, title thirty-two, there have been deposited in the General Land
Office of the United States the plat and field notes of survey of the claim of John W.
Roe upon the Brooklyn lode, accompanied by the certificate of the register of the
land-office at Salt Lake City, in the Te:r_ritory of Utah, whereby it appears t1iat, in
pursuance of the said Revised Statutes of the United States, John W. Roe did, on the
thirty-first day of December, A. D. 1H79, .enter and pay for said mining claim or premises, being mineral entry No. 419, in the series of said office, designated by the Surveyor-General a8lot No. 60, embraeing a portion of the unsurveyed public domain, in
the Ophir Mining District in the county of Tooele and Territory of Utah, in the district of lands subject to sale at Salt Lake City, containing one (1) acre and eighty-four
hundredths ( M) of an acre of land, more or less, and, according to the returns on file
in the General Land Office, bounded, described, and platted as follows, with magnetic
variation at sixteen (16) degrees and thirty-five (35) minutes east, to wit:
Beginning at corner No. 1, a cottonwood post, four ( 4) inches in diameter, marked
"U.S. L. 60, No.1"; thence north sixty-five (65) degrees thirty (30) minutes west,
fifty (50) feet to centre of southwestercy boundary of the claim, from which discovery
bears north twenty-six (26) degrees east, at the distance of four hundred (400) feet,
ninety-eight and seven-tenths (98{10 ) feet to a point on easterly boundary of lot No.
63, made for the Noyes lode, from which corner No.1 oflot No. 63 bears south fourteen
(14) degrees west at the dlstance of seventeen and seven-tenths (I7lo) feet, one hundred (100) feet to corner No. 2, a cottonwood post four (4) inches in diameter, in
mound of stones, marked "U. S. L. 60, No. 2," from which U. S. Mineral Monument
No.6 bears south ten (10) degrees west at the distance of nine hundred and ninetyeight (998) feet; thence from said corner No.2 north twenty-six (26) de~rees east,
six (6) feet to a point on easterly boundary of said lot No. 63, from which corner
No. 1 of said lot No. 63 bears south fourteen (14) degrees west, at the distance of
twenty-three and eight-tenths (23fb) feet, eight hundred (800) feet to corner No. 3,
a cottonwood post four (4) inches in diameter, marked "U.S. L. 60, No.3"; thence
south sixty-five (65) degrees thirty (30) minutes east, one hundred (100) feet to corner No.4, a cottonwood post four (4) inches in diameter, marked "U.S. L. 60, No.4";
thence south twenty-six (26) degrees west, eight hundred (800) feet to tha. place of
beginning, containing one (1) acre and eighty-four hundredths ( fJo) of an acre of land
more or less, and embracing eight hundred (800) linear feet of the Brooklyn lode, to
wit, four hundred ( 400) linear feet northeasterly and four hundred ( 400) linear feet
sou~hwesterly from discovery on said lode, as represented by yellow shading in the followrng plat: [Here follows diagram of claim, shaded in yellow.]
Now know ye, That the United States of America, in consideration of the premises,
and in conformity with the said Revised Statute!) of the United States, have given
and granted, and by these presents do give and grant unto the said John W. Roe and
to his heirs and assigns, the said mining premises hereinbefore described as lot No. 60,
embracing a portion of the unsurveyed public domain, with the exclusive right of
possession and enjoyment of all the land included within the exterior lines cof said
survey not herein expressly excepted from these presents, and of eight hundred (800)
linear feet of the said Brooklyn vein, lode, ledge, or deposit for the length hereinbefore
described, throughout its entire depth, althou~h it may enter the land adj0ining, and
also of all other -veins, lodes, ledges, or deposits throughout their entire depth, the
tops or apexes of which lie inside the exterior lines of said survey at the surface extended downward vertically, although such veins, lodes, ledges, or deposits in their
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downward course may so far depart from a perpendicular as to extend outside the
vertical side lines of said survey: Provided, That the right of possession hereby granted
to such outside parts of said veins, lodes, ledges, or deposits shall be confined to such
portions thereof as-lie between vertical pla.nes drawn downward tbJ:ough the end lines·
of said survey at the surface, so continued in their own direction that such vertical
planes will intersect such exterior parts of said veins, lodes, ledges, or deposits: And
provided further, That nothing in this conveyance shall authorize the grantee herein,
his heirs or assigns, to enter upon the Burface of a mining claim owned or possessed
by another: To have and to hold said mining premises, together with all the rights,
privileges, immunities, and appurtenances of whatsoever nature thereunto belonging,
unto the said John W. Roe, and to his heirs and assigns forever, subject, nevertheless,
to the followinO' conditions and stipulations:
First. That the grant hereby made is restricted to the land hereinbefore described
as lot No. 60, with eight hundred (800) linear feet of the Brooklyn vain, lode, ledge,
or deposit for the length aforesaid throughout its entire depth as aforesaid, together
with all other veins, lodes, ledgesz.or deposits throughout their entire depths as aforesaid, the tops or apexes of which lie inside the exterior lines of said survey.
Second. That the premises hereby conveyed, with the exception of the surface, may
be entered by the proprietor of any other vein, lode, ledge, or deposit, the top .or apex
of which lies outside the exterior limits of said survey, should the same in its downward course be found to penetrate, intersect, extend into, or underlie the premises
hereby granted, for the purpose of extracting and removing the ore from s11ch other
vein, lode, ledge, or deposit.
Third. That the premises hereby conveyed shall be held subject to any vested and
accrued water rights for mining, agricultural, manufacturing or other purposes, and
rights to ditches and reservoirs used in connection with such water rights as may be
recognized and acknowledged by the local laws, customs, and decisions of courts.
Fourth. That in the absence of necessary legislation by Congress, the legislature of
Utah may provide rules for working the minmg claim or premises hereby granted,
involving easements, drainage, and other necessary means to its complete development.
In testimony whereof, I, Rutherford B. Hayes, President of the United States of
A.merica1 have caused these letters to be made patent, and the seal of the General
Land Oflice to be hereunto affixed.
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, the tenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty, and of the Independence of
the United States the one hundred and fifth.
By the President :
(SEAL.]
R. B. HAYES,
By WM. H. CROOK,
Secretary.
S. W. CLARK,
Recorder General Land Office.
Recorded, vol. 54, pages 43 to 45, inclusive.
A
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CHAPTER XXVII.
To JuNE 30, 1882.
[See pages 1015-1047.]
To JUNE 30, 1883.
[See pages 1282-1284.]

HOMESTEADS.
To JuNE 30, 1880.
ACT OF MAY

20, 1862,

AND AMENDMENTS TO JUNE

30, 1880,

The general policy of Congress in the disposition of the public domain after 1783 is
traced in the first part of this work down to about the year 1841, concluding with
the pre-emption act. The homestead bill, or the granting of free homes from and on
the public domain, became a national question in 1852. The Free Soil Democracy, at
Pittsburg, Pa., August 11, 1852, in National Convention, nominated John P. Hale, of
New Hampshire, and George 'N. Julian, of Indiana, for President and Vice-President,
and n.dopted the following as the 12th plank or resolution in their platform:
That the public lands of the United States belong to the people, and should not be
sold to individuals, nor granted to corporations, but should be held as a sacred trust
for the benefit of the people, and should be granted in limited quantities, free of cost,
to landless settlers.
Thereafter it became a 11ational question until its passage in 1862, and was in the
platforms of political parties. It was petitioned for and against. Public sentiment
was aroused. It was a serious innovation and would cause an almost entire change
in the settlement laws. Instead of the public lands being sold for cash, for profit, or
being taken, first, under the pre-emption system, which eventuated in cash purchases,
they were to be given to actual settlers who would occupy, improve, and cultivate
them for a term of years, and then receive a patent free of acreage charges, with fees
paid by the homesteader sufficient to cover cost of survey and transfer of title.
It was the third and most important step in the history of the public land system.
()nee adopted, no person could estimate its moral, social, and political effects.
The public land system for eighty years prior to 1862 had attracted tl;le attention of
the ablest men in the Nation. The chairmen of committees in Congress charged with
its care were able and inquiring men. This third change and new system was the
result of experience and investigation by some of the profoundest men of the ago.
Philosophers rung the changes upon it. Political economists had foretold its failure,
-or had dwelt upon the evil effects of large holdings. Prior to this time, large purchases from the Government or States had usually resulted in the bankruptcy of the
holders. (For tables showing the decrease of the area of farms in the land States
and Territories, from decade to decade, see "Compendium· of eighth and ninth censuses.")
The land system has had the benefit of the marvelous ability of Alexander Hamilton, the experience of Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Madison, Albert Gallatin, the officers of the
Treasury Department, the Commissioners of the General Land Office after 1812-who
were, in many instances, men of great ability and practical sense-the Secretaries of the
Interior after 1849, Congressional committees by reports and investigations, the rulings
of Departments and courts, the aid of numerous able land attorneys, and :finally the
<Jomplaints or commendations of settlers r elative to existing laws, with their petitions
for or against measures-the most potent of all agencies with Congress.
The rich and fertile lands of the Mississippi Valley were fast :filling up with settlers. Agricultural lands in the Middle States, which, after the year 18"24, were
bought for '1.25 per acre, now solcl at from $50 to $80 per acre. Former purchasers
of these Government lands in the Middle, Western, and Southern States, were selling
thE".ir early pnr ha e for this great advance, and moving we t, to Iowa, Wisconsin,
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Minnesota, and Missouri, and there again taking cheap Government lands under the
pre-emption laws.
The western emigration caused a rush-a migration of neighborhoods in many localities of the older Western States. Following the sun, their pillar of fire, these
State founders moved westward, a resistless army of agents of American civilization,
and there was a demand for homes on the public lands, and a strong pressll!e for the
enactment of~ law which should confine locators to small tracts, and require actual
occupation, improvement, and cultivation.
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION ON THE HOMESTEAD LAW.

A fierce political battle now ensued, beginning in 1854, and continuing until 1862,
the year of the passage of the law. The demand of the settlers was incessant and
constant. January 20, 1859, in the House of Representatives, a bill relating to preemption was pending. Mr. Galusha A. Grow, of Pennsylvania, moved to amend as
follows:
Be it further enacted, That from and after the passage of this act no public land shall
be exposed to sale by proclamation of the President, unless the same shall have been
surveyed, and the return of such survey duly filed in the Land Office, for ten years or _
more before such sale.
A motion now followed to refer the bill and amendments to the Committee of the
Whole. Defeated. Yeas, 90; nays, 92.
On the motion to incorporate the above clause with the pre-emption act, the yeas
were 98 and the nays 81, and it was so ordered.
The bill, as amended, was put upon its passage, and defeated. Yeas, 91; nays, 95.
February 1, 1859, the question before the House was House bill No. 72, a bill to secure homesteads to actual settlers, being in the words following :
A BILL to secure homesteads to actual settlers on the public domain.

SEc. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That any person who is the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of twenty-one years, and is a citizen of the United States, or who shall
have filed his intention to become such, as required by the naturalization laws of the
United States, shall, from and after the-passage of this act, be entitled to enter, free
of cost, one quarter-section of vacant and unappropriated public lands which may, at
the time the application is made, be subject to private entry, at $1.25 per acre, or a
quantity equal thereto, to be located in a body, in conformity with the legal subdivisions of public lands, and after the same shall have been surveyed.
SEc. 2. And be it fwrther enacted, That the person applying for the benefit of this act
shall, upon application to the· register of the land-office in which he or she is about to
make such entry, make affidavit before the said register that he or she is the head of
a family, or is twenty-one years or more of age, and that such application is made for
his or her exclusive use and benefit, and those specially mentioned in this act, and not
either directly or indirectly for the use or benefit of any other person or persons whomsoever; and upon making the affidavit as above required, and filing the affidavit with
the register, he or she shall thereupon be permitted to enter the quantity of land already specified: Provided, howeve1·, That no certificate shall be given or patent issued
therefor until the expiration of five years from the date of sucli entry; and if, at the
expiration of such time, or at any time thereafter, the person making such entry, or,
if he be dead, his widow, or, in case of her death, his heirs or devisee, or in case
of a widow making such entry, her heirs or devisee, in case of her death, shall prove
by two creditable witnesses that he, she, or they, have continued to reside upon and
cultivate.such land, and still reside upon the same, and have not alienated the same,
or ~ny part thereof, then, in such case, he, she, or they, if at that time a citizen of the
Uruted States, shall, on payment of t en dollars, be entitled to a patent, as in ·other
cases provided for by law: And provided, f urther, In case of the death of both f~ther
a?d mother, leaving an infant child or children under twenty-one years of age, the
nght and the fee shall inure to the b enefit of said infant child or children, and the execut or, administrator or guardian may~ at any time within two years after the death
of .the surviving parent, and in accordance with the laws of the State in which such
children for tlie time being have their domicil, sell said land for the benefit of said infants, but for no other purpose; and the purchaser shall acquire the absolute title by
the purchase, and be entitled to a patent from the United &,tates.
SEC. 3. :4-nd be it further enacted, That the register of the land-office ehall note all
such ap1>hcations on the tract-books and plats of his office, and keep a register of all .
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such entries, and make a return thereof to the General Land Office, ~ogether with the
proof upon which they have been founded.
.
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted, That all lands acquired under the provisions of this
act shall in no event become liable to the satisfaction of any debt or debts contracted
prior t.o the issuing the patent therefor.
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That if, at any time after the :filing the affidavit, as
required in the second section of this act, and before the expiration of the five years
aforesaid, it shall be proven, after due notice to the settler, to the satisfaction of the
register of the land-office, that the person having filed such affidavit shall have actually
changed his or her residence, or abandoned the said entry for more than six months at
any time, then, and in that ev~nt, the land so entered shall revert back to the Government, and be disposed of as other public lands are now by law, subject to an appeal
to the General Land Office.
SEC. 6. And be it further enacted, That no individual shall be permitted to make more
than one entry under the provisions of this act; and that the Commissioner of the
General Land Office is hereby required to prepare and issue such rules and regulations,
consistent with this act, as shall be necessary and proper to carry its provisions into
e:ffect; and that the registers and receivers of the several land-offices shall be entitled
to receive the same compensation for any lands entered under the provisions of this
act that they are now entitled to receive when the same quantity of land is entered
with money, one-half to be paid by the person making the application, at the time so
doing, and the other half on the issue of the certificate by the person to whom it ~ay
be issued: Provided, That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to impa1r or
interfere in any manner whatever with existing pre-emption rights.
The previous question having been ordered, the House proceeded to vote upon the
bill without debate.
A. motion to lay on the table was lost; yeas 77, nays 113; and the bill was then
pas~ed; yeas 120, nays 76.

Yeas.
Mcine.-.Abbott, Foster, Gilman, Morse, Washburn.
New HampBkire.-Cragin, Pike, Tappan.
Vermont.-Morrill, Royce, Walton.
MaBBachusetts.-Buffinton, Burlingame, Chaffee, Comins, Davis, Dawes, Gooch, Hall,
Knapp, Thayer.
Rhode IBland.-Brayton Durfee.
Connecticut.-Bishop, clark, Dean.
.
New York.-Andrews, Barr, Burroughs, C. B. Cochrane, John Cochrane, Cormng,
Dodd, Fenton, Goodwin, Granger, Haskin, Hatch, Hoard, Kelsey, Maclay, Matteson,
Morgan, Morse, Murray, Olin, Palmer, Parker, Pottle, Russell, Spinner, Taylor, Ward.
New Jersey.-Adrian, Clawson, Robbins, Wortendyke.
PennBylvania.-Covode, Dick, Florence./ Grow, Hickman, Keirn, Morris, Phillips,
Purviance, Reilly, Roberts, Stewart, Kunkel.
TtmneBsee.-J ones.
Kentucky .-Jewett.
Ohio.-B:ngham, Bliss, Burns, Cockerill, Cox, Giddings, Groesbeck, Hall, Harlan,
Horton, Lawrence, Leiter, Miller, Pendleton, Sherman, Stanton, Tompkins, Vallandigham, Wade.
Indiana.-Case, Colfax, Davis, Foley, Gregg, Kilgore, Pettit, Wilson.
Illinois.-Farnswortb, Hodges, Kellogg, Lovejoy, Morris, Smith, Washburne.
Michigan.-Howard, Leach, Wallbridge, Waldron.
Wisconsin.-Billinghurst, Potter, Washburn.
Minnesota.-Cavanaugh, Phelps.
Iowa.-Curtis, Davis.
·
Mi88ouri.- Craig.
OaZifornia.-McKibbin, Scott.-Total, 120.

Nays.

I

PennBylvania.-Leidy.
Delaware.-Whiteley.
.
Maryland.-Bowie, Davis, Harris, Kunkel, Ricaud, Stewart.
Virginia.-Bocock, Casltie, Edmundson, Faulkner, Garnett, Goode, Hopkins, Jenkins, Letcher, Millson, Smith.
No'rth Carolina.-Bra.ncb, Craige, Gilmer, Ruffin, Scales, Shaw, Vance, Winslow.
South Carolina.-Bonham, Boyce, Keitt, McQueen, Miles.
Georgia.-Crawford, Gartrell, Hill, Jackson, Seward Stephens, Trippe, Wright.
Alabama.-Cobb, Curry, Dowdell, Houston, Moore, 1t:)borter, Stallworth.
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Mi8sissippi.-Barksdale, Lamar, McRae, Singleton.
Louisiana.-Eustis.
Texas.-ReaO'an.
Arkansas.-Greenwood.
Tennessee.-Atkins, Avery, Maynard, Ready, Smith, Watkins, Wright, Zollico:ffer.
Kentucky.-Burnett, Marshall, Mason, Peyton, Underwood.
Ohio.-Nichols.
In.diana.-English, Hughes, Niblack.
Illinois.-Marshall, Shaw.
Missouri.-Anderson, Clark, Woodson.-Total, 76.
In the Senate, February 17, 1859, Mr. Wade, of Ohio, moved to postpone all ,prior
orders and take up the homestead bill, which had passed the House.
Mr. Wade's motion was adopted.
YEAs.-Messrs. Bright, Broderick, Chandler, Collamer, Dixon, Doolittle, Fessenden,
Foot, Foster, Gwin, Hale, Hamlin, .Harlan, Johnson of •rennessee, King, Pugh, .Rice,
Seward, Shields, Simmons, Smith, Stuart, Trumbull, Wade, and Wilson-26.
NAYS.-Messrs. Allen, Bayard, Benjamin, Bigler, Brown, Chestnut, Clay, Clingman,
Davis, Fitch, Fitzpatrick, Green, Hammond, Hunter, Iverson, Lane, Mallory, Mason,
Pearce, Reid, Slidell, Toombs, and Ward-23.
:Mr. Hunter, of Virginia, moved that the homestead bill be laid aside so as to take
up the diplomatic and consular appropriation bill.
Pending debate upon Mr. Hunter's motion, the hour of twelve o'clock anived, an.d
t he Vice-President decided that the Cuba bill, having been assigned for that hour•
was now before the Senate.
Mr. Wade moved to postpone the twelve o'clock order, and continue the considerat ion of the homestead bill. It was adopted.
YEAS.-Messrs. Bell, Bright, Broderick, Chandler, Clark, Collamer, Dixon, Doolitt le, Douglas, Durkee, Fessenden, Foot, Foster, Hale, Hamlin, Harlan, Johnson of Tennessee, King, Pugh, Rice, Seward, Simmons, Smith, Stuart, Trumbull, Wade, and Wilson-27.
NAYS.-Messrs. Allen, Bates, Benjamin, Bigler, Brown, Clay, Clingman, Davis, Fitch,
Fitzpatrick, Green, Gwin, Hammond, Hunter, Iverson, Johnson of Arkansas, Lane,
Mallory, Mason, Pearce) l{eid, Sebastian, Slidell, Toombs, Ward, and Yulee-~6.
The question, as stated by the Vice-President, was now upon Mr. Hunter's motion
t o set it aside, and take up the consular and diplomatic appropriation bill.
The vote on Mr. Hunter's motion resulted as follows :
YEAS.-Messrs. Allen, Bates, Bayard, Benjamin, Bigler, Brown, Clay, Clingman,
Davis, Fitch, Fitzpatrick, Green, Gwin, Hammond, Hunter Iverson, Johnson of Arkansas, Kennedy, Lane, Mallory, Mason, Pearce, Reid, Sebastian, Slidell, Toombs,
Ward, and Yulee-28.
NAYS.-Messrs. Bell, Bright, Broderick, Chandler, Clark, Collamer, Dixon, Doolittle, Douglas, Durkee, Fessenden, Foot, Foster, Hale, Hamlin, Harlan, Houston, Johnson of Tennessee, King, Pugh, Rice, Seward, Simmons, Smith, Stuart, Trumbull, Wade,
and Wilson-28.
The vote being a tie, the Vice-President, Mr. Breckinridge, voted in the affirmative,
and the homestead bill was laid aside.
February 19 Mr. Wade moved to set aside all prior orders and take up the homestead
bill. This motion was negatived by the following vote :
YEAS.-Messrs. Btoderick, Chandler, Clark, Collamer, Dixon, Doolittle, Durkee,
l!'essenden, Foot, Hale, Hamlin, Harlan, Johnson of Tennessee, Jones, King, Pugh,
Rice, Seward, Shields, Simmons, Stuart, Trumbull, Wade, and Wilson-24.
NAYs.-Messrs. Allen, Bates, Bayard, Benjamin, Bigler, Bright, Brown, Chestnut,
Clay, Clingman, Crittenden, Davis, Fitch, Fitzpatrick, Green, Hammond, Houston,
Hunter, Iverson, Kennedy, Mallory, Mason, Pearce, Polk, Reid, Sebastian, Slidell,
Smith, Toombs, Ward, and Yulee-31.
February 25, upon the occasion of a motion by Mr. Slidell to postpone all prior orders
a nd t ake up the bill for the purchase of Cuba, Mr. Doolittle, of Wisconsin, resisted,
and called upon the fri ends of homesteads to vote it down, so that he himself might
submit a motion to take up the homestead bill.
The vot e was then taken, and the motion to take up the Cuba bill was adopted':
YEAS.-Messrs. Allen, Bayard, Bell, Benjamin, Bigler, Brown, Chestnut, Clay, Clingman, Davis, Fitch, Fitzpatrick, Green, Gwin, Hammond, Houston, Hunter, Iverson,
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Jones, Lane, Mallory, Mason, Polk, Pugh, Reid, Rice, Sebastian, Shields, Slidell, Smith,
Stuart, Toombs, Ward, Wright, and Yulee-35.
NAY.S.-Messrs. Broderick, Cameron, Chandler, Clark, Coll~mer, Dixon, Doolittle,
Douglas, Durkee, Fessenden, Foot, Foster, Hale, Hamlin, Harlan, Johnson of Tennessee, Kennedy, King, Pearce, Seward, Simmons, Trumbull, Wade, and Wilson-24.
Ten o'clock in the evening Mr. Doolittle moved to set aside the Cuba bill and take
up the homestead bill.
Mr. Doolittle's motion was lost.
YEAs-Messrs. Broderick, Cameron, Clark, Chandler, Collamer, Doolittle, Fessenden,
Foot, Foster, Hale, Hamlin, Harlan, Johnson of Tennessee, King, Seward, Simmons,
Trumbull, Wade, and Wilson-19.
NAYs-Messrs. Allen, Benjamjn, Bayard, Bigler, Brown, Chestnut, Clay, Clingman,
Douglas, Fitch, Fitzpatrick, Green, Gwin, Hunter, Iverson, Johnson of Arkansas,
Lane, Mallory, Mason, Polk, Pugh, Reid, Rice, Sebastian, Shields, Slidell, Toombs,
Ward, and Wright-29.
And this ended attempts at legislation on the subject at that session of Congress.
March 6, 1860, in the House of Representatives, Mr. Lovejoy, of Illinois, from the
Committee on Public Lands, reported the following bill (previously introduced by Mr.
Grow), which was read twice and committed to the Committee of the Whole.
. A. BILL to secure homesteads to actual settlers on the public domain.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Ame1·ica
in Congress assembled, That any person who is the head of a family, or who has arrived
at the age of twenty-one years, and is a citizen of the United States, or who shall have
:filed his intention to become such, as required by the naturalization laws of the United
States, shall, from and after the passage of this act, be entitled to enter, free of cost,
one hundred and sixty acres of unappropriated public lands, upon which said person
may have :filed a pre-emption claim, or which may, at the time the application is made,
be subject to pre-emption at one dollar and twenty-five cents, or less, per acre; or
eighty acres of such unappropriated lands, at two dollars and :fifty cents per acre; to
be located in a body, in conformity to the legal subdivisions of the public lands, and
after the same shall have been surveyed.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That the person applying for the benefit of this act
shall, upon application to the register of the land office in which he or she is about to
make such entry, make affidavit before the said register or receiver that he or she is
the head of a family, or is twenty-one years or more of age, and that such appUcation
is made for his or her exclusive use and benefit, and those specially mentioned in this
act, and not either directly or indirectly for the use or benefit of any other per~>on or
persons whomsoever; and upon :filing the affidavit with the register or receiver, he or
she !ilhall thereupon be permitted to enter the quantity of land specifiecl: P1·ovided,
however, That no certificate shall be given or patent issued therefor until the expiration of five years from the date of such entry; and if, at the expiration of such time,
or at any time within two years thereafter, the person making such entry-or if he be
dead, his widow; or in case of her death, his heirs or devisee; or in case of a widow
making such entry, her heirs or devisee, in case of her death-shall prove by two credible witnesses that he, she, or they have resided upon and cultivated the same for the
term of five years immediately succeeding the time of filing the affidavit aforesaid;
1hen, in such case, he, she, or they, if at that time a citizen of the United States,
shall, on payment of ten dollars, be entitled to a patent, as in other cases provided
for by law: And provided fu1·the1·, That in case of the death of both father and mother,
leaving an infant child or children, under twenty-one years of age, the right and fee
shall inure to the benefit of said infant child, or children i and the executor, administrator, or guardian may, at any time within two years atter the death of the surviving parent, and in accordance with the laws of the State in which such children for
the time being have their domicil, sell said land for the benefit of said infants, but for
no other purpose; and the purchaser shall acquire the absolute title by the purch.ase,
and be entitled to a patent from the United States, on payment of the office fees and
sum of money herein specified.
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That the register of the land office shall note all
such applications on the tract-books and plats of his office, and keep a register of all
such entries, and make return thereof to the General Land Office, together with the
proof upon which they have been founded.
SEc. 4. And be it further enacted, That alllancls acquired under the provisions of this
act shall in no event become liable to the satisfaction of any debt or debts contracted
prior to the issuing of the patent therefor.
SEc. 5. And be it further enacted, That if, at any time after the :filing of the affidavit,
as required in the second section of this act, aud before the expiration of the :five years
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aforesaid, it shall be proven, after due notice to the settler, to the sa.tisfaction of the
register of the land office, that the person having filed such affidavit shall have actually changed his or her residence, or abandoned the said entry for more than six months
at any time, then, and in that event, the land so entered shall revert to the Govern.:.
ment.
SEC. 6. And be it fttrther enacted, That no individual shall be permitted to make more
than one entry under the provisions of this act; and that the Commissioner of the
General Land Office is hereby required to prepare and issue such rules and regulations,
consistent with this act, as shall be necessary and proper to carry its provisions into
effect; and that the registers and receivers of the several land offices shall be entitled
to receive the same compensation for any lands entered under the provisions of this
act that they are now entitled to receive when the same quantity of land is entered
wit.h money, one-half to be paid by the person making the application at the time of
so doing, and the other half on the issue of the certificate, by the person to whom it
may be issued: PTo!Jided, That nothing contained in this act shall be so construed
as to impair or interfere in any manner whatever with existing pre-emption rights:
And pTovidedfurther, That all persons who may have filed their applications for a preemption right prior to the passage of this act shall be entitled to all privileges of this
act.
Subsequently a motion was made by Mr. Lovejoy to reconsider the vote by which the
bill had been referred to the Committee of the Whole. On Monday, March '19, Mr.
Lovejoy called up this motion, and under the operation of the previous question it was
agreed to, 106 to 67, as follows:
YEAs-Messrs. Adrain, Aldrich, Ashley, Babbitt, Bingham, Blake, Buffinton, Burlingame, Campbell, Carey, Carter, Case, J.ohn Cochrane, Colfax, Conkling, Cooper,
Corwin, Covode, Cox, James Craig, Curtis, John G. Davis, Dawes, Delano, Duell,
Dunn, Edgerton, Elliot, Fenton, Ferry, Florence, Foster, Fouke, Frank, French, Gooch,
Graham, Grow, Gurley, Hale, Hall, Haskin, Hehnick, Hoard, Holman, Howard, Hutchins, Junkin, Francis W. Kellogg, William Kellogg, Kilgore, Killinger, Larrabee, De Witt
C. Leach, Lee, Logan, Loomis, Lovejoy, Maclay, Marston, Charles D. Martin, McClernan~, McKean, McKnight, Millward, Moorhead, Morrill, Edward Joy Morris, Morse,
Olin, Pendleton, Perry, Porter, Potter, Pottle, Rice, Riggs, Christopher Robinson, James
C. Robinson, Royce, Schwartz, Scott, Scranton, Sedgwick, Sherman, Somes, Spinner,
Stanton, Stout, Stratton, Tappan, Thayer, Tompkins, Train, Trimble, Vallandigham,
Vandever. Verree, Waldron, Walton, Cadwalader C. Washburn, Ellihu B. Washburne,
Israel Washburn, Wells, Windom, and Woodruff-106.
NAYS-Messrs. Green Adams, Thomas L. Anderson, WUlin.ni C. Anderson, Avery,
Barksdale, Bocock, Bonham, Brabson, Branch, Bristow, Burch, Burnett, Clopton, Cobb,
Carry, Reuben Davis, DeJarnette, Edmundson, English, Etheridge, Garnett, Gartrell,
Gilmer, Hardeman, .J. Morrison Harris, Hatton, Hill, Hindman, Houston, Hughes,
Jackson, Jenkins, Jones, Keitt, Lamar~ Landrum, Leake, Love, Mallory, Elbert S.
Martin, Maynard, McQueen, McRae, Miles, Millson, Montgomery, Nelson, Niblack,
Noell, Peyton, Pryor, Pugh, Reagan, Ruffin, Sickles, Simms, Singleton, Willia.m
Smith, William N.H. Smith, Stevenson, Stokes, Underwood, Vance, Webster, White·
ley, Woodson, and Wright-67.
So the motion was reconsidered, and the bill was before the House. Mr. Lovejoy
moved that the bill be engrossed and read a third time. Mr. Branch (N. C.) moved to
lay the bill on the table. Lost, 62 to 112.
The Honse refused to lay the bill on the table ; and it was read a third time and
passed.
Yeas.

Maine..-Foster, French, Morse, Perry, Somes, Israel Washburn.
New Hampshire.-Marston, Tappan.
Vermont. -Morrill, Royce, Walton.
Maesachusetts.-Buffinton, Dawes, Delano, Elliot, Gooch, Rice, Thayer, Train.
Oonnecticut.-Burnham, Ferry, Loomis, Woodruff.
Rhode lsland.-Christopher Robinson.
New Yo1'1c.-Barr, Briggs, Carter, John Cochrane, Conkling, Duell, Fenton, Frank,
Graham, Has~in, Hoard, Humphrey, Lee, Maclay, McKean, Olin, Pottle, Sickles, Spinner, Van Wyc'k, Wells.
New Jersey.-Adrain, Riggs, Stratton.
Pennsylvania.-Babbitt, Campbell, Covodo, Florence, Grow, Hale, Hall, Hickman,
.Junkin, Killinger, McKnight, McPherson, Mill ward, E. Joy Morris, Schwartz, Scranton,
Verree.
Ohio.-.A.shley, Bingham, Blake, Carey, Corwin, Cox, Edgerton, Gurley, Helmick,
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Howard, Hutchins, Charles D. Martin, Pendleton, Sherman, Stanton, Tompkins, Trim.
ble, Vallandigham.
Michigan.-Cooper, Francis W. Kellogg, DeWiWC. Leach, Waldron.
Indiana.-Caso, Colfax, John G. Davis, Dunn, English, Holman, Kilgore, Niblack,
Porter, Wilson.
Illinois.-Fouke, Wm. Kellogg, Logan, Lovejoy, McClernand, James C. Robinson,
E. B. Washburne.
Wisconsin.-Larrabee, Potter, C. C. Washburn.
Iowa.-Curtis, Vandever.
Minncsola.-Aldrich, Windom.
California.-Burcb, Scott.
Oregon.-St.out.
Missouri.-James Craig. Total, 115.

Nays.
Pennsylvan·i a.-Montgomery.
Delawm·e.-Whiteley.
Maryland.-H. Winter Davis, J. M. Harris, Hughes, Webster.
Virginia.-Bocock, De Jarnette, Edmundson, Garnett, Jenkins, Leake, Elbert S.
Martin, Wilson, Pryor, William Smith.
North Cm·olina.-Branch, Gilmer, Ruffin, William N. ti. Smith, Vance.
Sonth Carolina.-Bonham, Keitt, McQueen, Miles.
.
Geo1·g·i a.-Gartrell, Hardeman, Hill, Jackson, Jones, Love, Underwood.
Alal!ama.-Clopton, Cobb, Curry, Houston, Suydenbam Moore, Pugh.
Mississippi.-Barksdale, Reuben Davis, Lamar, McRea, Singleton.
Louisiana.-Landrum.
Arkansas.-Hindman.
Texas.-Hamilton, Reagan.
Missouri.-Thomas L. Anderson, ~oell, Woodson.
1'ennessee.-Avery, Etheridge, Hatton, Maynard, Nelson, Stokes, Wright.
Kentucky.-Green Adams, William C. Anderson, Bristow, Burnett, Mallory, Peyton,
Simms, St·evenson. Total, 65.
This bill was sent to the Senate, and referred to the Committee on Public Lands,
and on the 17th of April, Mr. Johnson, of Tennessee, the chairman of that committee,
reported a substitute for the House bill, granting homesteads to actual settlers, at 25
cents per acre, but not including pre-emptors then occupying the public lands. When
this bill came before the Senate for a~tion, Mr. Wade, of Ohio, moved to amend, by
substituting the House bill, which was lostYEA.S-Messrs. Anthony, Bingham, Cameron, Chandler, Clark, Collamer, Dixon,
Doolittle, Douglas, Durkee, Foot, Foster, Grimes, Hale, Hamlin, King, Rice, Seward,
Simmons, Sumner, TenEyck, Toombs, Trumbull, Wade, Wilkinson, and Wilson-26.
NA.YS-Messrs. Baya.rd, Bigler, Bragg, Bright, Brown, Chestnut, Clay, Clingman,
Davis, Fitch, Fitzpatrick, Green, Gwiu, Hammond, Hemphill, Hunter, Iverson, Johnson of Arkansas, Johnson of Tennessee, Lane, Latham, Mason, Nicholson, Polk,
Powell, Pugh, Saulsbury, Sebastian, Slidell, Wigfall, and Yulee-31.
The Senate, May 10, 1860, passed Mr. Johnson's bill, 44 to 8, the nays being Messrs.
Bragg, Clingman, Hamlin, Hunter, Mason, Pearce, Powell, and Toombs. The House
refused to concur; the Senate refused to recede, and the result was a protracted conference on the part of the committees of the two Honses. They finally cam·e to an
agreement on Jnne 19th, by the House accepting the Senate bill with slight amendments. On that day Mr. Schuyler Colfax reported to the House as follows:
Mr. COLFAX. I 1'ise to a question of privilege. I am instructc<l by the committee
of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on tho homestead bill, to
report that, after twelve meetings of the three different conferences that have been
appointed, they this morning finally agreed. I hold in my hand the report of the committee, which can be read if any ~entleman desires it. But perhaps it would render
the report clearer and more intelligible if I should briefly state its leadin~ features.
The Senate bill all the members of the House are familiar with. Tile conferees upon
the part of the Honse finding, after the most earnest efforts, that it would be utterly
impossible for them to induce the Senate to agree to the House bill, have been discuss
ing what changes could be made in the Senate bill, so as to render it acceptable enough
for the House to accept, rather than the whole should fail. They have finally agreed
upon a report as follows : In the first place, I will say that the bill, as it passed the
Senate, provided that the prc-emptors now upon the public lands might remain there
two years before they should be required to purchase their lands, but shoul<l then pay
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for them at the rate of $1.25 per acre, thus removin~ them entirely from within the purview of the benefits which would apply to the settlers hereafter upon the public lands.
This point the House conferees refused to accede to, and if persisted in, we should have
again reported a disagreement. Finally, however, a compromise was arranged on this
point, and to protect the pre-emptors now on the Government land, which was to
be advertised this fall for sale, we changed the Senate bill so as to protect them for
at least two years from land sales, and to allow them then to secure their homes at
one-half the Government price, namely, sixty-two-and-a-half cents per acre. I neecl
scarcely add, that, if the Senate could have been induced to give them the benefit of
their twenty-five-cent-per-acre provision, we should have insisted on it inflexibly;
but what I have stated is the very lowest point that could be obtained. The second
change we have made in the Senate bill is in relation to the scope of land coming under
the operations of the law. The House bill embraced all the Government land, offered
or unoffered, except such as was specially reserved. The Senate bill confined its provisions to land subject to private entry, exclusively. As I have explained on a former
occasion, the expression "subject to private entry" means such as are left after the
lands have been once regularly brought into market, exposed to public sale, and the
speculators have taken such as they see fit to purchase. The difference between these
two bills seemed so radical as to be incapable of adjustmeut; and the scope of farming
land covered by the Senate bill was so limited, there being but little, if any, in Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, California, Oregon, aud Washin~ton, that the House conferees declined to accept it. But on this, too, we finally ettected a compromise: By
our report, all the land subject to private entry is included, and, in addition, all the
odd-numbered sections of the surveyed public lands, which have not been opened to
public sale-a most material and beneficent enlargement of the Senate hill. We were
oftered, after this agreement, whichever half of the.unoffered lands we chose, an~ we
took the odd-numbered sections. The reason for this was, that the 16th section of
a township, being reserved for school purposes by our land laws, the four adjoining
sections to it, on the north, west, east, and south, are sections 9, 15, 17, and 21, all
odd-numbered sections, which are thus saved for homestead settlers, who have reserved for them 18 out ot the 35 disposable sections in each township of six miles
square.
On all these lands actual settlers, who are heads of families, are allowed, after having occupied the land for five years, to purchase at 25 cents per acre, whi.ch is 'about the
average cost price of the public lands to the Government. We struggled, of course,
to include all young men over 21 who are not heads of families, and to adopt the free
homestead principle of the House bill; but on these points the Senate was inflexible,
and we took what we did because it was the very best we could get. The Senate bill
originally provided that the homestead settler might acquire title to his land at any
time by paying full Government prices; but desiring to promote actual settlement., we
now provide that he cannot do this till after he has been on the land six months.
When he stays, or his family if he deceases, the full five years, he obtains it at 25 cents
per acre. The Senate have also agreed to strike out the eighth section of their bill,
which made it imperative upon the President to expose all public lands to sale within
two years after they shall have been surveyed, which we held would be peculiarly
oppressive upon the pioneers who bad gone to the frontier to settle upon the public
landE~, and to which we could never have consented. Now, Mr. Speaker, I desire to
state, in conclusion, that the compromise we have made upon the .subject is not in
accordance with what I should desire to have pa.ssed, if I had the power to frame the
bill myself; but it is the very utmost we could obtain from the Senate, as now constituted. The Senators who served with us on the conference have been notified by
me, and also by my colleague (Mr. Windom, of Minnesota), that we regard this as but
a single step in ad vance toward a law which we shall demand from the American
Congress, enacting a comprehensive and liberal homestead policy. This we have
agreed to as merely an avant comTier. We shaH demand it at the next session of Congress, and until it is granted-until all the public lands shall be open to all the people
of the United States; and I state this publicly, tha.t no one shall regard us as estopped
hereafter, because we accepted this half-way measure rather than to .allow the whole
to fail. I should have added that all persons, whether citizens or those who have only
de~lared their intentions, are allowed to go on the lands under this bill, but are requued to perfect their naturalization before the five years expire and the patent issues;
I now demand the previous question on concurring in the report of the committee,
and passing the bill as thus amende(l.
1\Ir. F~nNSWORTH. I desire to ask the gentleman from Indiana whether this bill
confines 1ts benefits to those who are beads of families.
Mr. ~OLFAX. It does, because we failed, despite our utmost efforts, in procuring its
extens10n to all; but we shall appeal to the young men to demand of those who make
and who execute the laws that the system inaugurated by this bill shall be widened
so as to admit them to its benefits; and I will join them in this demand.
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Mr. GROW. I just desire to say that we have taken this bill, not because it is what
we want, but on the principle that ''half a loaf is better than no bread."
The House agreed to the report of the committee, 115 to 51 1 as follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Ashley, Babbitt, Barr, Bingham, Francis P. Blair, Samuel S. Blair,
Blake, Brayton, Briggs, Buffinton, Burch, Burlingame, Burnham, Butterfield, Campbell, Carey, Carter, Case, Horace F. Clark, Cobb, Colfax, Corwin, Covode, Cox, Curtis, John G. Davis, Dawes, Delano, Duell, Dunn, Edgerton, Edwards, Elliot, Ely,
Ferry, Florence, Foster, Fra.n k, French, uooeh, Graham, Grow, Gurley, Hale, Hall,
Haskin, Helmick, Hoard, vVm. Howard, Humphrey, HutQhins, Junkin, Francis W.
Kellogg, Wm. Kellogg, Kenyon, Kil1mger, DeWitt C. Leach, Lee, Longnecker,
Loomis, Maclay, Marston, McKean, McKnight, McPherson, Millward, Moorhead, Morrill, Edward Joy Morris, Isaac N. Morris, Morse, Niblack, Nixon, Olin, Palmer, Pendleton, Perry, Pettit, Phelps, Porter, Potter, Rice, Riggs, Christopher Robinson, Royce,
Sedgwick, Sherman, Somes, Spaulding, Spinner, Stanton, William Stewart, Stout, Tappan, Taylor, Thayer, Theaker, Tompkins, Train, Trimble, Vandever, VanWyck, Verree, Wade, Walton, Cadwalader C. Wat!hburn, Elihu B. Washburne, Israel Washburn,
Wells, Wintlom, and YVoodruff-115.
NAYs-Messrs. Green Adams, William C. Anderson, Ashmore, Avery, Barksdale,
Bocock, Bonham, Boyce, Brabson, Branch, Burnett, Clopton, Burton Craige, Crawford, Curry, DeJarnette, Gilmer, Hardeman, J. Morrison Harris, John T. Harris, Hatton, Houston, Jenkins, Jones, Keitt, Landrum, James M. Leach, Leake, Love, Mallory,
Maynard, McQueen, Miles, Millson, Suydenham Moore, Nelson, Peyton, Quarles, Reagan, Ruffin, William Smith, William N. H. Smith, Stevenson, Stokes, Thomas, Underwood, Vance, Webster, Winslow, Woodson, aud Wright-51.
TJte Senate agreed to the report.. of the conference committee, 36 to 2-Messrs. Bragg
and Pearce.
The following is the bill as it was finally reported by the conference committee and
passed both Houses :
AN ACT to secure homesteads to actual settlers on the public domain, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House .of. Representatives of the United States of America
in CongresJ assembltd, That any person who is the head of a family and a citizen of the
United States shall, from and after the passage of this act, be entitleu to enter one
quarter-section of vacant and unappropriated public lands, or any less quantit.y, to be
located in a body, in conformity with the legal subdivisions of the public lands, after
the same shall have been surveyed, npon the following conditions: That the person
applying for the benefit of this act shall, upon application to the register of the land
office in which he or she is about to make such entry, make affidavit before the said
register or receiver of said land offi'ce that he or she is the head of a family, and is
actually settled on the quarter-section, or other subdi\'ision not exceeding a quartersection, proposed to be entered, and that such application is made for his or her use
and benefit, or for .the use and benefit of those specially mentioned in this section, anu
not either directly or indirectly for the use or benefit of any other person or persons
whomsoever, and that he or she has never at any previous time had the benefit of
this act; and upon making tbe affidavit as above required, and :filing the same with
the register, he or she shall thereupon be permitted to enter the quantity of land alreacly specified: Provided, howeve1', That no final certificate shall be given, or patent
issued therefor, until the expiration of .five years from the date of such entry; and if,
at the expiration of such time, the person making such entry, or, if he be dead, his
widow, or, in case of her death, his child or children, or in case of a widow making
such entry) her child or children, in case of her death, shall prove, by two credible
witnesses, that he, she, or they-that is to say, some member or members of the same
family-has or have erected a dwelling-house upon said land, and continued to reside
upon and cultivate the same for the term of :five years, and still reside upon the same
(and that neither the said land or any part thereof has b een alienated); then, in such
case, he, she, or they, upon the payment of 25 cents per acre for the quantity entered,
shall be entitled to a patent, as in other cases provided by law: .And provided fnrther,
I?- case of the death of both father and mother, leaving a minor child or children, the
n ght and the fee shall inure to the benefit of said minor child or children, and the
guardian sh:all be au~horized to perfect the entry for th e beneficiaries, as if there had
heel?- a contmued residence of the settler for five years : P1·ovided, That nothing in this
section ~hall be so constr~ed as to embrace or in any way include any quarter-section
or [ractio?-al quarter-sectiOn of l~nd upon which any pre-emption 1ight has been acqmred pnor to the pa sage of th1s act: Ancl provided furthm·, That all entries made
under the provisions of this section, upon lancls which have not been offered fo1' public sale,
shall be confined to and upon sections designated b.IJ odd numbers.
SEC. 2. Ancl be it ju1·ther enacted, That the register of the land office shall note all such
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applications on the tract-books and plats of his office, and keep a register of all such
entrie§, and make return thereof to the General Land Office, together with the proof
upon which they have been founded.
SEC. 3. And be it jU1·tlter enacted, That no land acquired under the provisions of this
act shall in any event become liable to the satisfaction of any debt or debts until after
the issuing of the patent therefor.
SEc. 4. And be it fU1·ther enactecl, That if, at ariy time after :filing the affidavit, as required in the :first section of this act, and before the expiration of the :five years aforesaid, it shall be proved, after due notice to the settler, to the satisfaction of the regist er of the land office, that the person having :filed such affidavit shall have sworn
falsely in any particular, or shall have voluntarily auandoned the possession and cultivation of the sa.id land for more than six Il)Onths at any time, or sold his right under
t he entry, then, and in either of those events, the register shall cancel the entry, and ·
the land so entered shall revert to the Government, and be disposed of as other public
lands are now by law, subject to an appeal to the Secretary of the Interior. And in
no case shall any land, the entry whereof shall have been canceled, again be subject
to occupation, or entry, or purchase, until the same sha.U have been reported to the
General Land Office, and, by the direction of the President of the United States, again
advertised and offered at public sale.
SEc. 5. And be it jurtheT ena.ctell, That if any person, now or hereafter a resident of
any one of the States or Territori es, and not a citizen of the United States, but who at
the time of making such application for the benefit of this act shall have filed a declaration of intention, as required by the naturalization laws of the United States, and shall
have become a citizen of the same before tho issuing of the patent as provided for in
this act, such person shall be entitled to all the rights conferred by this act.
SEC. (). And be it fttrther enacted, That no individual shall be permitted to enter more
than one quarter-section or fractional quarter-section, and that in a compact body;
but entries may be made at different times, under the provisions of this act; and that
the Secretary of the Interior is hereby required to prepare and issue, from time to
· time, such rules and regulations, consistent with this act, as shall be necessary and
proper to carry its provisions 'i nto effect; and that the registers and receivers of the
several land offices shall be entitled to receive, upon the :filing of the first affidavit, the
sum of 50 cents each and a like sum upon the issl}.ing of the :final certi:fi.cate. But this
shall not be construed to enlarge the maximum of compensation now prescribed by·
law for any register or receiver: Provided, That nothing in this act shall be so con~trued a.s to impair the existing pre-emptiou, donation, or graduation lawt>, or to embrace lands which have been reserved to be sold or entered at the price of $2.50 per
.acre; but no entry under said graduation act, shall be allowed until after proof of actual
settlement ancl cultivation or occupancy for at least three months, as provided for in sec. 3
of the said act.
SEc. 7. .Ancl be it further enacted, That each actual settler upon lands of the United
States, which have not been offered at public sale, upon :filing his declaration or claim,
as now requirecl by law, shall be entitled to two year<; from the commencement of his
occupation. or settlement; or, if the lands have not been surveyed. two years from the
receipt of the approved plat of such lands at the district land office, w~thin which to
complete the proofs of his said claim, and to enter and pay for the land so claimed, at
minimum price of such lands; and where ~mch settlements have already been made
in good faith, the claimant shall he entitled to the said period of two years from and
a.fter the date of this act: Pr·ovided, That no clai.m of pre-e01ption shall be allowed for
more than 160 acres, or one-quarter section of land, nor shall any such claim be admitted under the provisions of this act, unless there shall have been at least three
months of actual anc1 continuous residence upon and cultivation of the land so claimed
from the date of Het.tlement, and proof thereof made according to law: Provided fur·ther, That any claimant under the pro-emption laws may take less than 160 acres by
legal subdivisions : Provicledftt1·the1", That all persons who arc pre-emptoTs, on the date
of this act, shall, upon the payment to the proper· authority of 6-<!t cents per acre, if paid
within two yect?"Bfrorn the passage:, of this act, be entitled to a patent from the Government, as now provided by the existing pre-emption laws.
SEc. 8. .And be it ju1·ther enacted, That the 5th section of the act entitled "An act in
addition to an act more effectually to provide for the punishment of certain crimes
a gainst the United States, and for other purposes," approved the 3d of March, in the
year 1857, shall extend to all oaths, affirmations, and affidavits required or authorized
b y this act.
SEc. 9. And be it jurthe1· enacted, That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to
prevent any person who ha1:1 availed him or herself of the benefit of the :first section of
this act from paying the minimum price, or the price to which the same may have graduat ed, for the quantity of land so entered at any time after an actnal settlement of six
mouths, and before the expiration of the :five years, and obtaining a patent therefor
(rom the Government, as in other cases provided by law.
SEC. 10 . .Ancl be it fnrther enacted, That all lands lying within the limits of a State
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which have been subject to sale at private entry, and which remain unsold after the
lapse ofthirty years, shall be, and the same are hereby, ceded to the State in which
thesame may be situated; Provided, These cessions shall in no way invalidate any inceptive pre-emption right or location, or any entry under this act, nor any sale or sales
which may be made by the United Sta,tes before the lands hereby ceded shall be certified to the State, as they are hereby required to be, under such regulations as may be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior: And provided further, That no cessions
shall take effect until after the States, by legislative act, shall have assented to the
same.
.VETO OF THE HOMESTEAD BILL.

June 23 the President Buchanan returned the bill to the Senate with his veto, as
follows:
To the Senate of the United States :
I return, with my objections, to the Senate, in which it originated, the bill entitled
"An act to secure homesteads to actual settlers on the public domain and for other
purposes," presented to me on the 20th instant.
This bill gives to every citizen of the United States" who is the head of a family," and
to every person of foreign birth residing in the country who has declared his intention
to become a citizen, though he may not be the head of a family, the privilege of appropriating to himself one hundred and sixty acres of Government land, of settling and
residing upon it for five years; and should his residence continue until the end of
this period he shall then receive a patent on the p3,yment of twenty-five cents per acre,
or one-fifth of the present Government price. During this period the land is protected
from all the debts of the settler.
This bill also contains a cession to the States of all the public lands within their respective limits "which have been subject to sale at private entry, and which remain
unsold after the lapse of thirty years." This provision embraces a present donation
to the States of twelve millions two hundred and twenty-nine thousand seven hundred
and thirty-one acres, and will, from time to time, transfer to t.h em large bodies of such
lands which, from peculiar circumst!lnces, may not be absorbed by private purchase
and settlement.
'l'o the actual settler this bill doee~ not make a.n absolute donation; but the price is
so small that it can scarcely be called a sale. It is nominally twenty-five cents per
acre; but considering this is not to be paid until the end of five years, it is, in fact,
reduced to about eighteen cents per a.cre, or one-seventh of the present minimum price
of the public lands. In regard to the States, it is an absolute and unqualified gift.
'
I. This state of the facts raises the question whether Congress, under the Constitution, has the power to give away the public lands, either to States or individuals. On
this question I expressed a decided opinion in my message to the House of Representatives, of the :24th Februar.v, 1859, returning the agricultural college bill. This
opinion remains unchanged. The argument then used applies, as a constitutional objection, with the greater force to the present bill. There it had the plea of consideration, growing out of a, specific beneficial purpose; here, it i~ an absolute 'gratuity to
the State without the pretext of consideration. I am COll,lpelled, for want of time, in
these last hours of the session, to quote largely from this message.
I presume the general proposition will be admitted, that Congress does not possess
the power to make donations of money, already in the Treasury, raised by taxes on
the people, either to States or individuals.
But it is contended that the public lands are placed upon a different footing from
money raised by taxation, and that the proceeds ari~:>ing from their sale are not subject to the limitations of the Constitution, but may be appropriated or given away
by Congress, at its own discretion, to States, corporations, or individuals, for any purpose they may deem expedient.
,
·
The advocates of this bill a.ttempt to sustain their position upon the language of
the second clause of the third section of the fourth article of the Constitution, which
declares that "the Congress shall have power to dispose of, and make all needful
rul~s and regulations respecting, the territory or other property belonginR to the
Umt~d States." They contend that by a fair interpretation of the words 'dispose
of" m this clause, Congress posse ses the power to make this gift of public lands to
the tates for purposes of education.
I t would require clear and strong evidence to induce the belief that the framers of
the Constitution, after having limited the powers of Congress to certain precise and
specific objects, intended, by employing the words "dispose of~" to give that body
~nlimited pow~r over the vast pubUc domain. It would be a strange anomaly
mdeed, to have created two funds, the one by taxation, confined to the execution of
the enumerated powers delegated to Congress, and the other from the public lands,
applicable to all subjects, foreign and domestic, which Congress might designate.
That this fund should be "dispo eel of," not to pay the debts of the United States,
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nor "to raise and support armies," nor "to provide and maintain a navy," nor to accomplish any one of the other great objects enumerated in the Constitution, but be
diverted from them to pay the debts of the States, to educate their people, and tocarry into effect any other measure of their domestic policy-this would be to confer
upon Congress a vast and irresponsible authority, utterly at war with the well-known
jealousy of the Federal power which prevailed at the formation of the Constitution.
The natural intendment would be that, as the Constitution confined Congress to welldefined specific powers, the funds placed at their command, whether in land or money,
should be appropriated to the performance of the duties corresponding with these powers. If not, a Government has been created, with all its other powers carefully limited, but without any limitation in respect to the public lands.
But I cannot so read the words" disposed of" as to make them embrace the idea of
"giving away." The true meaning of words is always to be ascertained by the subject to which they are applied, and the known general intent of the law-giver. Congress is trustee under the Constitution for the people of the United States to ''dispose
of" their public lands, and I think I may venture to assert with confidence that no
case can b.e found in which a trustee in the position of Congress has been authorized
to '!dispose of" property by its owner, where it has ever been held that these words authorized such trustee to give away the fund intrusted to his care. No trustee, when
called upon to account for the disposition of the property placed under his management before any judicial tribunal, would venture to present such a plea in his defense.
The true meaning of these words is clearly stated by Chi8'f-Justice Taney in delivering the opinion of the court (19 Howard, p. 436). He says, in reference to this clause
of the C1mstitution, "It begins its enumeration of powers by that of disposing; in
other wordst making sale of the lands, or raising money from them, which, as we have
already said, was the main object of the cession (from the States), and which is the
first thing provided for in the article." It is unnecessary to refer to the history of the
times to establish the known fact that this statement of the Chief-Justice is perfectly
well founded. That it never was intended by the framers of the Constitution that
these lands should be given away by Congress is manifest from the concluding portion
of the same clause. By it, Congress has power not only "to dispose of" the territory1
but of the "other property of the United States." In the language of the ChietJusticc (p. 437): "And the same power of making needful rules respecting the territory is in precisely the same_language applied to the other property of the United
States, associating the power over the territory, in this respect, with the power over
movable or personal property-that is, the ships, arms, or munitions of war, which
· then belonged in common to the State sovereignties."
fhe question is still clearer in regard to the public lands in the States and Territories within the Louisiana and Florida purchases. These lands were paid for out of the
public Treasury from money raised by taxation. Now, if Congress had no power to
appropriate the money with which these lands were purchased, is it not clear that the
power over the lands is equally limited' The mere conversion of this money into
land could not confer upon Congress new power over the disposition of land which
they had not possessed over money. If it could, then a trustee, by changing the
character of the fund intrusted to his care for special objects from money into tand,
might give the land away, or devote it to any purpose he thought proper, however
foreign from the trust. The inference is irresistible that this land partakes of the very
same character with the money paid for it, and can be devoted to no objects different
from those to which the money could have been devoted. If this were not the case,
then, by the purchase of a new Territory from a for.e ign government out of the public
Treasury, Congress could enlarge their own powers, and appropriate the proceeds of
the sales of the land thus purchased, at their own discretion, to other and far different objects from what they could have applied the purchase money which had been
raised by taxation.
II. It will prove unequal and unjust in its operation among the actual settlers themselves.
The first settlers of a new country are a most meritorious class. They brave the dangers of savage warfare, sufferthe privations of a frontier life, and, with the hand o£
toil, bring the wilderness into cultivation. T'..J e "old settlers," as they are everywhere
called, are public benefactors. This class 1 ave all paid for their lands the Governm~nt price, or $1.25 per acre. They have constructed roads, established schools, and
la1d the foundation of prosperous Commonwealths. Is it just, is it equal, that,
after they have accomplished all this by their labor, new settlers should come in among
them and receive their farms at the price of twenty-five or eighteen cents per acre 'I
Surely the old settlers, as a class, are entitled to at least equal benefits with the new.
If 70~ give the new settlers their lands for a comparatively nominal price, upon every
PTIDCiple of equality and justice, you will be obliged to refund out of the common
Treasury the difference which t-he old have paid above the new settlers for their land.
Ill. This bill will do ~Teat injustice to the bld soldiers who have received land warrants for their .services m :fighting the battles of their country. It will greatly reduce
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the market value of these warrants. Already their value has sunk, for one-hundredand-sixt.y-acre warrants, to sixty-seven cents per acre, under an apprehension that
such a measure as this might become a law. What price would they command, when
any head of a family may take possession of a quarter-section of land, and not pay for it
until the end of five years, and then at the rate of only twenty-five cents per acre' The
magnitude of the interest to be affected will appear in the fact that there are outstanding unsatisfied land warrants., reaching back to the last war with Great Britain, and
even RevolutioJ;lary times, amounting in round numbers, to seven and a half million
acres.
IV. This bill will prove unequal and unjust in its operation, because from its nature, it is confined to one class of our people. It is a boon expressly conferred upon
the cultivators of the soil. While it is cheerfully admitted that these are the most
numerous and useful class of our fellow-citizens, and eminently deserve all the advan
tages which our laws have already extended to them, yet there should be no new
legislation which would operate to the injury or embarassment of the large body of
respectable artisans and ·laborers. The mechanic who emigrates to the West, and
pursues his calling, must labor long before he can purchase a quarter-section of land;
while the tiller of the soil who accompanies him obtains a farm at once by the bounty
of the Government. The numerous body of mechanics in our large cities cannot,
even 1by emigrating to the ·west, take advantage of the provisions of this bill without
entering upon a new occupation, for which their habits of life have rendered them unfit.
V. This bill is unjust to the old States of the Union in many respects; and among
these States, so far as the public lands are concerned, we may enumerate every State
east of the Mississippi, with the exception of Wisconsin and a portion of MinnPsota.
It is a common belief, within their limits, that the older States of the- confederacy
do not derive their proportionate benefit fi·om the public lands. This is not a just
opinion. It is doubtful whether they could be rendered more beneficial to these Stat.es
under any other system than that which at present exists. Their proceeds go into
the common Treasury to accomplish the objects of the Government, and in this manner all the States are benefited in just proportion. But to give this common inherita.n ce away would deprive the old States of their just proportion of this revenue,
without holding out any, the least, corresponding ad vantage. While it is onr. common glory that the new States have become so prosperous and populous, there 1s no
good reason why the old States should offer premiums to their own citizens to emigrate
from them to the vVest. 'fhat land of promise presents in itself sufficient allurements to our young and enterprising citizens, without any advent.itious aid. The
offer of free farms would probably have a powerful effect in encouraging emigration,
especially from States like Illinois, Tennessee, and Kentucky, to the west of the ¥1.ssissippi, and could not fail to reduce the price of property within their limits. An individual in States thus situated would not pay its fair value for land when, by crossing the Mississippi, he could go upon the public lands, and obtain a farm almost wit hout money and without price.
·
VI. This bill will open one vast field for speculation. ¥en will not pa.y $1.25 for
lands when they can purchase them for one-fifth of that price. Large numbers of actual
settlers will be carried out by capitalists upon agreements to give them half of the land
for the improvement of the other half. This cannot be avoided. Secret agreements
of this kiud will be numerous. In the entry of graduated lands the experience of the
Land Office justifies this objection.
·
VII. We ought ever to maintain the most perfect equality between native and naturalized citizens. They are equal, and ought always to remain equal, before the laws.
Our laws welcome foreigners to our shores, and their rights will ever be respected.
While these are the sentiments on which I have acted through life, it is not, in my
opinion, expedient to proclaim to all the nations of the earth that whoever shall arrive in this country from a foreign shore, and declare his intention to become a citizen, shall receive a farm of 160 acres, at a cost of 25 or 20 cents per acre, if he will
only reside on it and cultivate it. 'rl1e iuvitation extends to all; and if this bill becomes a law, we may have numerous actual settlers from China, and other Eastern
nations. enjoying its benefits on the great Pacific slope. The bill makes a distinction
in favor of snch persons over native and naturalized citizens. When applied to such
citizen, it is confined to such as are the heads of families; bnt when applicable to
per ons of foreign birth recently arrived on our shores, there is no such restriction.
Such per ons need not be the heads of families, provided they have filed a declaration
of intention to become citizen . Perhaps this distinction was an inadvertence; but
it i , nev rthele , a part of the bill.
VIII. The bill creates an unjust distinction between persons claiming the benefit of
the pre-emption laws. While it reduces the price of the land to existing pre-emptors
to 62i cent per acre, and give them a creditJJu this sum for two years from the present
date, no matter how loner they may have hitherto enjoyed the land, future pre-emptors
will be comp llecl to pay doniJl t his price per acre. There is no reason or justice in
thi discrimination.
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IX. The effect of this bill on the public revenue must be apparent to all. Should
it become a law, the reduction of the price of lands to actual settlers to 25 cents per
acre with a credit of five years, and the reduction of its price to existing pre-emptors
to 62-t cents per acre, with a Qredit of two years will so diminish the sale of other
public lands as to render the expectation of future revenue from that source beyond
the expenses of survey and management illusory. The Secretary of the Interior estimated the revenue from the public lands for the next fiscal year at $4,000,000 on the
presumption that the present land system would remain unchanged. Should this bill
.become a law. he does not believe that $1,000,000 will be derived from this source . .
This bill lays the ax at the root of our present admirable land system. The public
land is an inheritance of vast value to us and to our descendants. It is a resource to
which we can resort in the hour of difficulty and danger. It has been managed heretofore with the greatest wisdom under existing laws. In this management the rights
of actual settlers have been conciliated with the interests of the Government. The
price to all has been reduced from $2 per acre to $1.25 for fresh lands, and the claims
of actual settlers have been secured by our pre-emption laws. Any man can now acquire a title in fee simple to a homestead of 80 acres, at the minimum price of $1.25 per
acre for $100. Should the present system remain, we shall derive a revenue from the
public lands of $10,000,000 per annum, when the bounty land warrants are satisfied,
without oppression to any human being. In the time of war, when all other sources
of revenue are seriously impaired, this will remain intact. It may become the best
security for public loans hereafter, in times of difficulty and danger, as it has been
heretofore. Why should we impair or destroy this system at the present moment~
What necessity exists for it~
The people of the United States have advancPd with steady but rapid strides to
their present condition of power and prosperity. · They have been guided in their progress by the fixed principle of protecting the equal rights of all, whether they be rich
or poor. No agrarian sentiment has ever prevailed among them. The .honest poor
man, by frugality and industry can, in any part of our country, acquire a competence
for himself ·and his family, and in doing this he feels that he eats the lJread of independence. He desires no charity, either from the Government or from his neighbors.
This bill, which proposes to give him land at an almost nominal price, out of the
property of the Government, will go far to demoralize the people, and repress this noble
spirit of independence. It may introduce amon~ us those pernicious social theories
which have proved so disastrous in other countnes.
JAMES BUCHANAN.
WASHINGTON, June 22, 1860.
In the Senate the question, Shall this bill pass notwithstanding the objections of
the President? was lost :
YEAS-Messrs. Anthony, Brown, Chandler, Clark, Doolittle, Durkee, Fessenden,
Fitch, Foot, Foster, Gwin, Hale, Hamlin, Harlan, King, Lane, Latham, Nicholson,
Polk, Pugh, Rice, Simmons, Sumner, Ten Eyck, Trumbull, Wade, Wilkinson, and
Wilson-~8.

NAYS-Messrs. Bragg, Chesnut, Crittenden, Davis, Fitzpatrick, Green, Hemphill,
Hunter, Iverson, Johnson (Tenn.), Johnson (Ark.), Mallory, Mason, Pearce, Powell,
Sebastian, Wigfall, Yulee-18.
So the bill failed, not having received the requisite two-thirds vote necessary to pass
it over the Executive veto.
IN CONGRESS,

JULY

8, 1861.

During the first session of the Thirty-seventh Congress, on July 8, 1861, Mr. Aldrich,
by unanimous consent, introduced a bill to secure homesteads to actual settlers upon
the public domain; which was read a first and second time and referred to the Committee on Agriculture.
December 4, 1861, Mr. Lovejoy, chairman of the Committee on Agriculture, reported
back bill of Mr. Aldrich and moved. the previous question. Mr. Vallandigham desired
Mr. Lovejoy to withdra.w ;his call for the previous question. Mr. Lovejoy refused.
Mr. Vallandigham then ca.Ued for a eli vision. 'rhe call for the previous question was
seconded-ayes 55, noes 3S. :M:r.Va.lla.ndigham demanded the yeas and nays on ordering the ma.in question to be put. The yeas and nays were ordered. The question
was ta.ken, and decided in the negative-yeas 58, nays 69-as follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Aldrich, Arnold, Babbitt, Baker, Baxter, Beaman, Bingham, Jacob
P. Blair, Samuel S. Blair, Blake, Buffington, Burnham, Chamberlin, Clark, Colfax,
Fred. A. Conkijng, Conway, Davis, Delano, Diver, Duell, Edgerton, Fenton, Fessen-
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den, Franchot, Hanchett, Hickman, Hooper, Loomis, Lovejoy, McPherson, Marston
Mitchell, Moorhead, Anson P. Morrill, Batton, T. G. Phelps, Pike, Alex. H. Rice, JnO:
H. Rice, Sargeant, Sedgewick, Sheffield, Sherman, Sloan, Spaulding, Stevens, Trowbridge, Upton, Vandever, Van Horn, VanValkenburg, Van "\Vyck, Wallace, Chas.
Vv. Walton, Wheeler, AlbertS. White, and Wright-58.
NAYS-Messrs. Allen, Alley, Ancona, Ashley, Biddle, Campbell, Cobb, Roscoe Conkling, Corning, Cox, Cravers, Crisfield, Daws, Dunlap, Dunn, Edwards, Elliot, English,
Gooch, Goodwin, Granger, Harding, Harrison, Holman, Horton, Hutchins, Julian, Kelley, Wm. Kellogg, Law, Lazear, Leary, Lehman, McKnight, Maynard, Menzies, Justin
S. Morrill, Morris, Nixon, Noble, Noell, Norton, Odell, Olin, Perry, Pott~r, Richardson,
Riddle, Robinson, Edward H. Rollins, Shellabarger, Shiel, Smith, Jno. B. Steel, Wm.
G. Steel, Stratton, Benj. F. Thomas, Francis Thomas, Train, Trimble, Vallandigham,
Wadsworth, Wall, E. P. Walton, \Vashburne, Chilton A. White, Woodruff, and Worcester-69.
Mr. Potter moved that the bill be refcrreu to the Committee on Public Lands; Mr.
Vallandigham demanded the previous question. The bill was referred-~ayes 91, noes
not counted.
February 22, 1862, the Speaker announced that the homestead bill was made a
special order, and that Mr. Holman, of Indianat was entitled to the floor. Mr. Holman
moved to postpone consideration of the bill until the following day, which was
agreed to.
On February 28 the Speaker announced that the regular order of business was the
consideration of the bill (H. R. No. 125) to secure homesteads to actual settlers on the
public domain, reported from the Committee on Public Lands, the pending question
being the motion to recommit t4e bill with instructions to strike out the eighth section and insert the following:
And be it jurthe:r enacted, That the provisions of an act entitled "An act in addition to certain acts granting bounty land to certain officers and soldiers who have
lleen engaged in the military service of the United States," approved March 3, 1855,
shaU extend to and be constructed to embrace the officers, soldiers, and seamen who
have been engaged in the military or naval service of the United States since the 12th
of April, 1861, or who shall be engaged in such service during the present war: P1·ovided, however, That no officer, soldier, or seaman shall be entitled to the benefit of
said act unless he shall have been en~aged in the service aforesaid for a period of not
less than sixty days, or been honorably discharged on account of wounds received or
sickness incurred while in the line of his duty in such service: PTovided, That the
widows and children of officers, soldiers, and seamen who shall die from wounds
received or sickness incurred while in the service of the United States, as aforesaid,
shall be entitled to the benefits of said act.
It was further provided that the act, except the above section, should not go into
operation for the period of one year after the close of the war of the rebellion.
Mr. Potter moved to strike out the words in the :first section, "passage of this act,"
and in lieu thereof to insert "1st January, 1863," so that it should readThat any person who is the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of twentyone years, and is a citizen of the United States, or who shall have :filed his declaration
of intention to become such, as required by the naturalization laws of the United
States, shall, from and after the lstof January, 1863, be entitled to enter, free of cost, one
hundred and sixty acres of unappropriated public lands, upon which said person may
have :filed a pre-emption claim, or which may, at the time the application is made, be
subject to pre-emption at $1.25 or less. &c.
This amendment was agreed to, and Mr. Potter demanded the previous question on
the passage of the bill. Mr. Washburne demanded the yeas and nays; upon which the
question, being taken, was decided in the affirmative-yeas 107, nays 16, as follows:
YEAs-Messrs. Aldrich, Alley, Arnold, Ashley, Baker, Baxter, Bingham, Samuel S.
Blair, Blake, Buffington, Campbell, Chamberlin, Clark, Clements, Cobb, Colfax, Fred.
A. Conkling, Roscoe Conkling, Conway, Covode, Cox, Cravens, Cutler, Davis, Dawe ,
Delano, Diven, Duell, Dunn, Edgerton, Edwards, Eliot, Ely, Fessenden, Frank, Goodwin, Granger, Gurley, Haight, Hale, Hanchett, Harrison, Holman, Hooper, Horton,
Hutchins, Julian, Kelley, Francis W. Kello~g, William Kellogg, Knapp, Lansing, Law,
Lazear, Lovejoy, McKnight, McPh~rson, M1tchell, Moorhead, Anson P. Morrill, Justin
S. Morrill, Nixon, Nugen, Olin, Patton, Pendleton, Perry, Timot.h y G. Phelps, Pike,
Pomeroy, Porter, Potter, Alexander H. Rice, John H. Rice, Richardson, Riddle, Robinson, Edward H. Rollins, Sargeant, Sedgewick, Shanks, Sheffield, Sloan, John B. Steele,
Stevens, Stratton, Benjamin F. Thoma , Train, Trimble, Trowbridge, Vallandigham,
Van Valkenburg, Van "\Vyck, Verree, Voorhees, Wallace, E. P. Walton, Ward, Wash-
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burne, Whaley, Albert S. ·w hite, Wilson, Windom, Woodruff, ·worcester, and Wright-107.
.
NAYS-Messrs. Joseph Bailey, J acob P. Blair, George H. Brown, '\Vm. G. Brown,
Corning, Crittenden, Dunlap, Grider, Harding, Mallory, Maynard, Menzies, Norton,
Shiel, Vibbard, and Wickliffe-1G.
And so tho bill passed•.
In the Senate, March 25, 1862, Mr. Harlan, of the Committee on Public Lands, towhom was referred bill H. R. No. 125, known as the homestead bill, reported it with
amendments. On April 30 Senator \Vade moved to take it up, and the motion was
agreed to; but Senator Harlan, of Iowa, being absent, Senator \Vade suggested that
the bill be laid over until Senator Harlan was present. It was so ordered. On the
2d of May Senator Wade again moved the consideratio:1 of the homestead bill, and
the motion being agreed to, the amendments offered by tho committee were then
agreed to. Whereupon Senator Carlisle, of Virginia, offered a substitute for the
whole bill (see Congressional Globe, Part 2, 2d session, 37th Congress, page 1915).
On motion of Senator Pomeroy, the bill was made a special order for the succeeding
Monday, and on May 5, the Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed consideration of it, Mr. Pomeroy speaking on the bill until it was set aside by the special
order of the day, namely, the confiscation bill. Considnration of the homestead bill
was resumed on the following day, and Mr. Cailrsle, of Virginia, offered a substitutefor the whole bill. The question being taken by yeas and nays resulted-yeas 11,
nays 28, as follows :
YEAS-Messrs. Carlisle, Davis, Henderson, Kennedy, McDougal, Powell, Saulsbury,.
Stark, Willey, Wilson of Missouri, and Wright-11.
.
NAYS-Messrs. Anthony, Bayard, Browning, Chandler, Clark, Collamer, Cowan,.
Dixon, Doolittle, Pessenden, Poot, Poster, Grimes, Hale, Harris, King, Lane of Indiana, Lane of Kansas, Morrill, Pomeroy, Sherman, Simmons, Sumner, Ten Eyck,
Trumbull, Wade, Wilkinson, and Vvilson-28.
So Senator Carlisle's substitute was rejected.
The bill was then reported to the Senate as amended, and the amendments, of thecommittee were concurred in. Mr. Powell called for the yeas and nays, with the following result-yeas 33, nays 7.
YEAS-Messrs. Anthony, Browning, Chandler, Clark, Collamcr, Cowan, Dix~n~
Doolittle, Pessenden, Poot, Poster, Grimes, Hale, Harris, Henderson, Howe, Kennedy, lUng, Lane of Indiana, Lane of Kansas, 1\fpDougal, Morrill, Pomeroy, Sherman, Simmons, Sumner, Ten Eyck, Trumbull, vVade, Wilkinson, Wilson of Ma.ssa.
chusetts, Wilson of Missouri, and Wright-33.
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Carlisle, Davis, Powell, Saulsbury, Stark, and Willey-7.
And so the bill was passed.
On May 12, a message was received from the House of Representatives disagreeing.
with the amendments of the Senate. The Senate insisted on its amendments and appointed Messrs. Harlan, Clark, and Wright as a Committee of Conference to meet a
similar committee from the House of Representatives, consisting of Messrs. John P.
Potter, of Wisconsin, Aldrich, of Minnesota, and Edwin !J. Webster, of Indiana.
On May 15, Senator Harlan, from the committee on the disagreeing votes of the twohouses on the homestead bill, reported that the committee had agreed, the House of
Representatives having receded from all of its disagreements except one changing the
word ''entry" to ''land" in one of the sections. The following day a message from the
House announced that it had agreed to the report of the committee of conference, and
on the 19th another message announced that the Speaker had signed the homestead
bill; which thereupon received the signature of the President of the Senate pro tempore.
Pinally, on May 27, a message from the President of the United States, Abraham
Lincoln, announced that he had, on the 20th of May, 1862, approved and signed "An
act (H. R. No. 125) to secure homestcadAto actual settlers on the public domain.''
The act approved is as follow s :
.AN ACT to secure homesteads to actual settlers on the public domain.

Be it enactecl by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
ln. Cong1·es'J assembled, That any person who is the head of a family, or who has arrived
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at the age of twenty-one years, and is a citizen of the United States, or who shall
have filed his declaration of intention to become such, as required by the naturalization laws of the United States, and who has never borne arms against the United
States Government or given aid and comfort to its enemies, shall, from and after the
'first January, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, be entitled to enter one quarter-section or a less quantity of unappropriated public lands, upon which said person may
have filed a pre-emption claim, or which may, at the time the application is made,
be subject to pre-emption at · one dollar and twenty-five cents, or less, per acre; or
eighty acres or less of such unappropriated lands, at two dollars and fifty cents per
acre, to be located in a body, in conformity to the legal subdivisions of the public
lands, and after the same shall have been surveyed: Provided, That any person owning or residing on land may, under the provisions of this act, enter other land lying
contiguous to his or her said land, which shall not, with the laml so already owned
and occupied, exceed in the aggregate one hundred and sixty acres.
SEc. 2. And be it further enacted, That the person applying for the benefit of this act
shall, upon application tfl the register of the land office in which he or she,is about to
make such entry, make affidavit before the said register or receiver that he or she is
the head of a family, or is twenty-one or more years of age, or shall have performed
service in the Army or Navy of the United States, and that he has never borne arms
against the Government of the United States or given aid and comfort to its enemies,
and that such application is made for his or her exclusive use and benefit, and that
said entry is made for the purpose of actual settlement and cultivation, and not, either
· directly or indirectly, for the nse or l>enetlt of any other person or persons whomsoever; and upon filing the said afl!davit with the r egister or receiver, and on payment of ten dollars, 'he or she shall thereupon be permitted to enter the quantity of
land Hpeciiied: Pr·olJ·ided, however, That no certificate shall be given or patent issued
therefor until the expiration of five years from the date of such entry; and if, at
the expiration of such time, or at any time within two years thereafter, the person
making such entry-or if he be ·dead1 his widow; or in case of her death, his heirs or
devisee; or in case of a widow making such entry, her heirs or devisee, in case of
her deat.h-shall prove by two credible witnesses that he, she, or they have resided
upon or cultivated the same for the term of five years immediately succeeding the
time of filing the affidavit aforesaid, and shall make affidavit that no part of said land
has been alienated, and that he has borne true allegiance to the Government of the
United States; then, in such case, he, she, or they, if at that time a citizen of the
United States, shall be entitled to a patent, as in other cases providecl for by law: And
pro!iidecl, further, . That in case of the death of both father and mother, leaving an infant child or children un4er twenty-one years of age, the right and fee shall inure to
the benefit of said iD.fant child or children; and the executor, administrator, or guardian may, at any time within two years after the death of the surviving parent, and
in accordance with the laws of the State in which such children for the time being
have their domicil, sell said land for the benefit of said infants, but for no other purpose; and the purchaser shall acquire the absolute title by the pnrchase, and be entitled to a patent from the United States, on payment of tho office fees and sum of
money herein specified.
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That the register of tho land office shall note all
such applications on the tract books a.nd plats of his office, and keep a register of all
such entries, and make return thereof to the General L:md Office, together with the
proof upon which they have been founded.
SEc. 4. And be it further enacted, That no lauds acc1nired under the provisions of this
act shall in any event become liable to the satisfaction of any debt or debts contr:wtecl
prior to the issuing of the patent therefor.
SEC. 5. And be it ju1·ther enacted, That if, at any time after the filing of the affidavit,
a.s required in the second section of this act, and before the expiration of the five years
aforesaid, it shall be proven, after due notice io the settler, to the satisfaction of the
register of tho land office, that the person having filed such affidavit shall have actually changed his or her residence, or abandoned the said land for more than six months
at any time, then and in that event the land so entered shall revert to the Government .
. SEc. 6. Anil be it fnrther enacted, That no individual shall be permitted to acquire
title to more than one quarter-section under the provisions of this act; and that the
Commis ioner of the General Land Office is hereby required to prepare and issue such
rules and r egulations, consistent with this act, as shall be necessary and proper to
carry it provisions into effect, and that the registers and receivers of tho several land
offices shaH be entitled to receive the same compensation for any lands entered under
the provisions of this act that they are now entitled to receive when the same quantity
of land is entered with money, one-half to be paid by the person makin~ the application at the time of so doing, and the other half on the issue of the certificate by the
person to whom it may be issued; but this shall not be construed to enlarge the maxImum ot compensation now prescribed by law for any register or receiver: Pro'l:'ided,
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That nothing contained in this act shall be so construed as to impair or interfere in
any manner whatever with existing pre-emption rights: .And provided, further, That
all persons who may have filed their applications for a pre-emption right prior to the
passage of this act shall be entitled to all privileges of this act: Provided further, That
no perso• who has served, or may hereafter serve, for a period of not less than fourteen days in theArmy or Navy of the United States, either regular or volunteer, under
the laws thereof, during the existence of an actual war, domestic or foreign, shall be
deprived of the benefits of this act on account of not having attained the age of twenty-one years.
SEc. 7. .And be. it fut·ther er~acted, That the fifth section of the act entitled "An act in
addition to an act more effectually to provide for the punishment of certain crimes
against the United States, and for other purposes," approved the third of March, in
the year eighteen hundred and fifty-seven, shall extend to aJl oaths, a.ffirmations, and
affidavits required or authorized by this act.
SEC. 8. And be it fm·ther enacted, That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to
prevent any person who has availed him or herself of the benefits of the :first section
of this act from paying the minimum price, or the price to which the same may have
graduated, for the quantity of land so entered at any time before the expiration of
the five years, and obtaining a patent therefor from the Government, as in other cases
provided by law, on making proof of settlement and cultivation as provided by existing laws granting pre-emption right.
PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S OPINION.

President Johnson, one of the original promoters of the homestead act, in his annual
message for 1865, says of the act, after calling attention to its successful operation:
The homestead policy was established only after long and earnest resistance. Experience proves its wisdom. The lands in the hands of in.;tustrious settlers, whose
labor creates wealth and contributes to the public resources,' are worth more to the
United States t.han if they had been reserved as a solitud.'e for future purchasers.
HOMESTEAD ACT AND AMENDMENTS.

This original

homest<;~ad

act has been amended several times. (SeeR. S., sections

2289-2317, inclusive, and session laws of Congress since 1878, for additions.)

The principal amendments were in the nature of extension of its privileges, and the
limit of 80 acres of land of the double mininium class, $2.50 per acre, within certain
road limits, has since been done away with by acts of March 3, 1879, July 1, 1879, and
June 15, 1880; there now being but one class of agricultural lands, so far as regards
the minimum quantity in homestead entries.
The act of June 8, 1872, was known as the soldiers' and sailors' homestead act. It
gave honorably discharged soldiers and sailors from the Army and Navy of the United
States lands under the homestead act in any locality, and deducted from the five
years' residence which was required to make title their term of service in the Army
and Navy during the war of the Rebellion. One year's residence and cultivation,
however, were necessary, and they have six months from the filing of application to
make entry and commence settlement and improvement, and actual service in the
Army or Navy is an equivalent to residence under certain conditions.
The soldiers' additional homestead provision was to give those soldiers who had
had the benefit of the homestead act, to the extent of a quantity under 160 acres, an
additional amount, so as to make their allowance 160 acres. The act of March 3, 1875,
gave homesteads and patents for the same to certain Indians. (See chapter XVI,
on "Indian Reservations," as to Indian homesteads.)
By act of March 3, 1879, additional rights were given to homestead settlers on the
public lands within railroad limits, and an act of the same tenor for the States of Missouri and Arkansas was passed July 1, 1879.
Special acts have frequently been passed favoring localities where crops have been
destroyed by drought or insects, and the time of settlers bas been extended.
In making final pr0of of homestead entry, or in commuting under the eighth section of the homestead act (section 2301, R. S.), upon lands situate in recognized mineral districts, a non-mineral affidavit, showing that there is no known mineral on the
tract to be entered, is required of all claimants.
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THE ESSENCE OF THE HO.l\-IESTEAD LAW AND ITS BENEFITS.

The essence of the homestead law and the amendments is embodied in the conditions
of actual settlement, dwelling on, and cultivation of the soil embraced in an entry.
It gives for a nominal fee, equal to $34 on the Pacific coast and $26 in the other States,
to a settler-a man or woman over the age of twenty-one years, head of a family, or
a single person above the age of twenty-one years, a citizen of the United States or
having declared an intention of becoming such-the right to locate upon 160 acres of
unoccupied 'public land in any of the public-land States and Territories subject to
entry at a United States land office, to live upon the same for a period of five years,
and, upon proof of a compliance with the law, to receive a patent.therefor free of cost
<>r charge for the land. l!'ull citizenship is requisite to obtain final title.
The present homestead law contains all of the beneficial features of the pre-emption
act with the additions suggested by experience and the changed condition of national
life. The eighth section of the act contains the substance of the pre-emption act in
the matter of purchase. If the locator desires to buy his homestead outright at the
end of six months, he can, upon due proof~ pay for his land at $1.25 or $2.50 per acre, as
t·he case may be, which is called commutation of a homestead. It contains one feature as broad iu its terms and as beneficial in its principle as the domain it covers. It
is as follows :
No lands acquired under the provisions of this act shall, in a.ny event, become liable
to the satisfaction of any debt or debts contracted prior to the issuing of the patent
therefor.
The homestead act is now ·the approved and preferred method of acquiring title to
the public lands. It has stoo·d the test of eighteen years, and was the outgrowth of
a system extending through nearly eighty years, and now, within the circle of a hundred years since the United States acquired the first of her pnbli9 lands, the homestead act stands as the concentrated wisdom of legislation for settlement of the public
lands. It protects the Government, it fills the States with homes, it builds up communities, and lessens the chances of social and civil disorder by giving ownership of
the soil, in small tracts, to the occupantS thereof. It was copied from no other nation's
system. It was originally and distinctively American, and remains a monument to its
originators.
FINAL ENTRIES .Al\"'D CASH COMMUTATIONS.

The total number of entries under this act from May, 1862, to June 30, 1880, was
469,782; the area embraced therein was 55,667,044.95 acres. The :final entries during
the same period, for which patents have been issued, were 162,237; the area embraced
therein being 19,265,337.06 acres.
Under the eighth section of the cash or commutation clause, a homestead settler can
.at the end of six months, upon proof of settlement and improvements, make cash payments, at the legal rate, but not more than four per cent. of the homestead settlers
have made use of this privilege. They prefer to live upon their land the prescribed
five years.
Commutations of homesteads are reported as part of the " cash" ~:~ales of each year's
bueiness, and therefore cannot be stated.
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homestea~ act, by States and Tcrritor·ies, from May 20,
1862, to June 30, 1880.

Numler and area of entries under the

1864.

1863.

States and Territories.

Homesteads.
a:i
~

-~

~

~

Homesteads.

Final homesteads.
<ti
~

<ti
<:)
!j
-<tj

:a
~

~

al
<:)

"'
-<tj
<:)

<ti
~

'f;l

~

~

Final homesteads.
<ti

..;

~

~

"'
-<tj

'0

~

..;
<l)

"'
-<tj
0

Alabama. ........................ .' ................................................................ ..
Arkansas ................. . ......... ... ... .... .................................... ···· ........... .
Arizona. .......................... ........... ... ..... .............................................. .
California..........
343
52, 289. 67 .. . . . . .. .. • • • • .. .. • •
494
75, 919. 41 .................. ..
Colorado ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. ..
304
45, 306. 90 ....... . ........... .
Dakota.............
75
11,829.23 . .. . . • .. ... ... .... ..
111
17,669. 15 ................... .
Florida ........................................................................................... ..
Indiana ............................... ·............................................................ .
lllinois.............
3
118. 16 .. • .. . .. .. .. • • ... .. • .. .. .. . .. ............................. .
Iowa...............
184
18,978.31 . .. .. .. . . ..... .... • .
284
29,546.82 ................... .
Idaho ............................................................................................ .
Kan.s~s.. ...........
1,149 173,725.70 ........ ............
678
96,258.65 .................. ..
LouiSiana. . . . .. .. .. . ~ ...................... .... ................. · · ........... -. · · · .. · ...... · • • .. • ..
Missouri. .. .. . .. . ..
20
1, 400. 00 . • • .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
216
22, 408. 96 ................... .
Michigan........... 1, 531 195, 939. 66 ...... :. .. .. • .. .. .. . 1, 572 207, 879. 33 .................. ..
~eS?ta_.........

2, 299

277,526.45 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

3, 258

428,487.79 .............. •••• ••

~~~~=~Ir~_I:: : :::::: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::
Nevada............ .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ...
43
6, 452. 07 .................. ..
New Mexico ..................................................................................... ..
Nebraska.. .. .. .. . .
349
50, 775. 13 . .. .. .. . .. • .. . .. .. . .
769 114, 649. 10 ................... .
Ohio . . . . . . .. .. .. . ..
52
3, 649. 27 . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
6
443. 55 .................. ..

g~~t~~:::::·:.:::::: .... ~~~- .. ~~:~~~: ~- :::::::: :::::::::::: .. --~~- --~~·-~~~:~~- :::::::: ::::::::::::
Washington........
341
53,183.55 ..... . .. ............
447
69,998.67 ................... .
Wisconsin......... 1, 677 164, 643. 07 .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 079 111, 058. 23 ................... .
Wyoming ......................................................................................... .
TotaL.........

8, 223 1,032,871.74 ........ ............

9,405 1,247,170.76 ................... .

1865.

States and Territories.

Homesteads.
..;
~

:5
~

~

..;

~

"'
0

-<tj

1866.

Final homesteads.
..;

..;

~

a:i
Q

~

~
-<tj

-~
~

. HRmesteads.
~

]

~

~

'Final homesteads.

..;
~

!j
<11

Alabama........... .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
4
634. 22 .................. ..
Arkansas ........................................................................................ ..

Arizona ........................................................................................... .
279
41, 822:49 .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. • .. . .
449
65, 231.14 ................... .
California...... .. .. .
Colorado...........
157
24,284.71 . .... . .. ............
208
31,259.14 ................... .
Dn.kota.............
64
10, 107. 55 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
154
23, 676. 34 .................. ..
:Ei.orida.............................................................................. ~ ............. .

~~~~::::.:::::: ....... 2 ...... 74."25' :::::::::::::::::::: '"'''"2' ...... 79."62" ::::::::::::::::::::

Iowa...............
578
64, 540. 86 . . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .
905 106, 355. 85 .................. ..
Idaho .... .............. .. ........... . ...... ... .................................................... .
K:m.s~s.............
383
51, 544. 76 .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 1, 212 146, 917. 0). ................... .
~,..<~UISla!!a ......................................................................................... .
=~ss~uri... ...

. .. ..

Jll.!cbigan......... ..
M~es?ta._..... ....

786
741
3, 972

66, 498. 87 .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. . .. .
94, 659. 03 .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .
531, 707.89 ... .. . .. . .. .. .... . ..

3, 193
2, 133
3, 789

315, 363. 80 ................... .
263, 597. 23 ................... .
497, 379.77 ................... .

~~~[~~~ :~~: ::: ::: :; ::::::~;:;;: ::::::: :~:::: :::~: ~ ::::::;: ::::::#: ;;: ::::: :· ::::~:::~~~~
Ohl
rask~ .... -.....
0 ° ..... ..........

812 114, 875. 28 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 456 203, 980. 71 ................... .
2
78.91 ........ ...... ......
15
883.39 .................. ..
203
30, 051. 67 .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .
482
70, 972.09 ................... .
w b . .... .................. .. ....................................................................
w:ts in~on........
211
33, 227.16 .. • .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
208
32, 549. 79 ................... .
Wisconsm..........
733
77,929.94 ........ ............ 1, 054 131,887.48 ................... .

u~o~

.... . .. .. . ..

yoming ......................................................................................... .
TotaJ....... ....

-8,-924-1·
- - - -1·- - - -------·-------1---1,141,443.37 .................... 15,355 1,890,847.58 ................... .
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- - - - - - : - - - - . - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ,- -- - - - - - · - - - - 1867.

States and Terri·
ries.

Final homesteads.

Homesteads.
rti

~

1868.

~

~
Q

B

~

~

~

~

Final homesteads.

,;,

rti

,;,

B

Homesteads.

rti

~

~

<73
~

rti

F-<

Q

:5

F-<

Q

:s

~

~

80

~

~

1'>:;1

'<l1

<11

~

~

ril

Alabama...........
616
47,224.87 .................... 1,646 124,085.15 ................... .
Arkansas .. .. .. .. ..
835
50, 418. 72 .. • . . . • . .. . . .. . .. . . . 2, 830 183, 232. 36 ................... .
Arizona. ............................... .
California..........
310
44,260.65 :::::::: :::::::::::: .. "527 · "75; 674:67 · --- "79 · · "i2; 285.'55
Colorado...........
129
18,315.86 ........ ............ .
59
5,915.14 .................. ..
Dakota.............
187
29, 545.10 .. . . . . . . . • . • • . • • . • . .
614
96, 869. 14
29
4, 602.36
Florida....... . .. . .
1, 505 111, 878. 15 .. • . . . .. . . • . • • • .. . .. 1, 781 115, 935. 81 ................... .
Indiana. ....... ..................... .. __ ...................................................... __ ... .
Illinois .......................... __ ...................... ... __ .................................... ..
Iowa...............
733
67, 710. 96 .. . .. . .. • • • • . .. • . . ..
744
71, 148. 30
80
8, 107.12
Idaho .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .
44
6, 187. 37 ................... .
Kansas....... .. .. .. 1, 326 155, 105, 37 ................. ".. 1, 4_96 166, 214. 37
456
68, 602. 51

~i~~:i~:::::::::: 2,~~~ 2ig:l~~:~~

.................... "2;5ii' '237,'965:78' . ....... --------·:::

Michigan __ ........ 1, 687 203, 901. 96 :::::::: :::::::::::: 1, 869 205,438.65 .. "485 · .. ·iii; 4o2. 42
Minnesota .. . .. .. .. 2, 985 363, 934. 78 .. .. . . .. . . • • .. .. . • • . 2, 946 358, 241. 78
913 113, 800. 16
Mississippi.........
555
31, 427. 75 .. • • . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . 1, 602 102, 824. 45 .... -- ............ -Montana. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. -- .... -5
440. 00 . .. .. . . . . . . • • • .. .. ..
11
1, 348. 15 .. . .. .. . . ......... -Nevada . .. . . .. .. . . •
NewMexico ................ ;. ... ......
. ·· -·
-- ············
Nebraska. .......... 1,628 225,856.74 :::::::::::::::::::: "2;844' ' 325;459.52 ."i39
20,536.27
Ohio...............
3
315.00 . .... ... ...... ......
7
447.45
3
200.00
Oregon.. .. .. .. . . . ..
490
72, 424. 12 .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . ..
549
78, 393. 83
17
4, 068. 22
Utah ............................................................... ----------------·--·---·-------Washington.. . .. .. .
190
30, 213. 83 .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . ..
171
26, 222. 00
59
9, 270. 37
Wisconsin .. .. . .. . . 1, 457 141; 965. 70 .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . 1, 495 150, 547. 26
512
52, 211. 06
Wyoming ...................................................................... -------- ........... .
Total. .......... 16,9571,834,512.82 ~

~~ 23,746,2,332,151.18

2, 772

355,086.04

1870.

1869.

Final homesteads.
Homesteads.
Final homesteads.
States and Terri·
Homesteads.
1------~
•--1---~~---------1---~-----l---.------tories.
rti
.:!;

rti

~

1-<
0

13

1'>:;1

~

'<l1

rti

·t:

rti

~

F-<

~

Q

~

1'>:;1

rti

.,;

~

rti

~

:5

rti

~

F-<

~

Q

-<11

j:i:l

-<11

•;j
~

<ll

Q

~

""

AL'l.baroa........ .. . 2, 192 209, 004. 44 .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. 2, 565 243, 833. 26 ..•... -- ------ ·• • • • •
Arkansas .. . .. .. . .. 2, 214 196, 418. 86 .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 4, 596 431, 797. 51 .. ...... . ---- · ·--- • ·
Arizona ......................................... .............. ..... ....... ............ . .......... ..
California. ..........
446
59,666.26
246
38,569.77
495
67,694.31
171
26,231.86
Colorado...... . . . . .
70
6, 600. 49
57
8, 837. 48
616
68, 906. 59
77
11, 669. 12
Dakota .•.•.. ......
523
67,978.86
28
4, 391.95
576
90, 546. 76
20
3, 200. 00
Florida.......................

744

75,209.47 ....... . ..... .......... ............

678

69,778.10 ................................... ..

~~~::.-.-.-:.·: ::::: ..... -~- ----- ~~~: ~~- .::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::: .. ""2' """'"78: i6

Iowa... ... . . . . . . . . .
Idaho..............
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . .
Louisiana..........
Missouri...........
Michigan . . . . . . . . . .
.Minnesota.........
Mississippi . . . . . .. .. .. .
Montana............
Nevada.............

1, 770
53
1, 900
• 582
2, 675
1, 525
3, 3P.9
935
48
16

163, 782. 26
7, 171. 52
225, 518. 41
63, 003. 21
257, 738. 49
154, 824. 03
865, 660.99
78, 809. 51
7, 624. 78
2, 380. 01

115
12, 765. 19
. .. . .. .. .. .
393
48; 57i: i9'

i;

-- .. · 2i · · .. 974:38 ·
617
78, 139. 18
1, 344 164,843.73
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .
.. . .. .. . .. . .. .. • . • ..
................. _,__

2, 049
53
5, 024
711
3, 786
1, 163
3, 025
1, 109
213
53

189, 822. 70
7, 207.15
646, 609. 96
90, 101. 50
402, 269. 90
120, 825. 35
334,792.78
100, 806. 53
33, 458. 79
8, 161. 96

248
29, 652. 12
.. . ........... · .. --252
37, 143. 63
· ....i66 .. ·iii," 743. 61
351
43, 081. 96
1, 603
212, 887. 78
............... . ...... - .. - ----- ............ -- .... -10
1, 440. 00

~:~~~-c-~::::::·. --3;596. '376,"86o:42- .... 277· --4~-687:92. 4,5~g 5o~;g~g:~! ----285- --·42;i34:42
Ohio .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .
14
930. 81
13
1, 107. 19
6
439. 26
9
559. 11
Oregon .. .. .. .. . . ..
484
69, 896. 90
68
9, 528. 57
642
91, 881. 01
103
15, 371. 17
Utah .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
661
96, 764. 65 ............ __ . .. .
233
29, 627. 79 .......... -- .. -----Washington . . .. ..
293
45,488. 04
225
85, 127.30
398
61, 164.80
134
20,960. 31
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . 1, 496 166, 960. 46
566
58, 758.12
1, 388 153, 836. 26
010
62, 074. 53
Wyoming ..................................... . ........................ ........... ................ .
Total........ 25,028 12,698,481.87 1 3, 965 j 504,301.97 1 33,972 3, 754,203.21

4, 041 j 519,727. 84
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1871.

States

~d

'.rerri-

Wrl~.

Homesteads.

1872.

Final homesteads.

Homesteads.

g

ril

ril

"'

e

1, 388
4, 571

129, 300. 95 . .. .. .. . .. • . . . . .. .. .
367, 021. 74
11
824. 55

1, 64 7
3, 716

162, 762. 36
366, 623. 16

Colorado...........
Dakota ... .. . ... . . .
Florida .. • .. .. .. • ..

761
861
217

98, 783. 81
88
13, 222. 88
134,642.31
33
5, 199.05
24, 969. 55 .... _.. _ . .. .. .. . .. ..

347
1, 009
697

46, 588. 45'
157, 237. 33
80, 783. 20

~t~~~:::~::::: '"i,"228- "i69,'7oi."4a· .... 212 "3ii,'5i2.'4s· 1,01~ 13!:~~~:~~

Iowa...............
Idaho..............
Kansas ...... ..... .
Louisiana..........
Missouri....... .. ..
:Michigan..........

~~~::f;~i·

Nevada............
New :Mexico . .. . .. .
Nebraska..........
Ohio .. .. . .. . .. . . . ..
Ore~on . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ut:ln .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Washington.......
Wisconsin.........
Wyoming. . .. . .. . ..

20
72
.... i4670
73
23

1, 564. 85
, 3, 947. 10

... 2i,'399."~

10, 580. 3G
11,448. 0~
1, 288. 12

......~ ....... ~~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::: ...... i ....... 28."94.......2.. ...... so:oo

:::: ::::

Montana...............

~

ril

ril

Alabama...........
Arkansas..........

11m~:_-_·::::::::::

Final homestead&.

l------~-------1 -----~---------l-----~--------l----~--------al
cti
al
Q)
<l)
<l)
Q)
al
cti
cti
<l)
-~
Q)
]
]
....
....
0
0
0
0
~
>=
>=
...q
...q
...q
...q

1, 843 186, 601.79
348
39, 891.49
146
22, 170.37 . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
9, 456 1,261,632.79
309
39,346.59
1, 023 133,430.55 . .. .. .. . .... .. ... . ..
2, 533 276, 793. 12
716
65, 490. 27
1, 662 ]87, 084. 88
681
84,021. 69
3,

2, 579 264, 698. 35
320
33, 505.57
52
!7, 723. 88 . - ................ -.
9, 093 1.224,830.83
532
65,086.30
1,194 142,172.94
9
703.07
1, 609 166, 2M. 65
698
66, 988. 10
1, 175 131,342. 80
8:16
105, 559. 55

~~~ 4~i: ~~?: gg .. ~·-~~~. . ~~~·-~~ ~~ ~~. ~: ~~g ~~~: ~g~: ~:

309
58
151
6, 021
14
648
292
618
1, 177
8

48,338.78
8, 845.47
22, 825. 60
713,306.63
880. 00
84, 390. 36
38, 498. 51
84,356. 67
130, 013. 37
880. 00

............ . ......................
160 00
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. ..
437
61,465 88
5
261. 05
153
23, 498. 89
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
101
15,896.03
539
59,723. 97
. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ..

265
57
10
5, 970
14
795
377
458
1, 361
13

~~~: ~~

1, 49g
181,
41,366.26
..................... .
7, 863.78
3
440.00
1, 377. 58 .......... - ....... ..
696,620.30
649
91,446. go
1, 060. 74
4
' 256. 57
101, 023. 00
183
26, 971. 45
50, 495. 91 ........... - ...... ..
49,301.40
~2
14,097.66
152, 053. 43
663
69,829.73
1, 585. 34 . .... - ............. .
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Homesteads.

States and Territories.

rti
<l)

Alabama ..........
Arkansas ..........
Arizona ...... ......
California ....•....
Colorado . .••.......
Dakota ............
Florida ............
Indiana ............
lllinois ............
Iowa ............ . .
Idaho ...... . .......
Kansas . .......... .
Louisiana ......... .
Missouri. ..........
Michigan ......... .
Minnesota .........
Mississippi ........
Montana . ......... .
Nevada ............
New Mexico .......
Nebraska .......•..
Ohio .. . . . ......... .

%t'lo~__- _- _- _- ~ ·. ~--~ :·:.
Washington .......
Wisconsin . ........
Wyoming ..... . ...

rti
<l)
-~

;...

~

Q

<tj

1, 260
1,235
28
2,080
435
812
956
8
6
242
103
2, 728
474
522
1,467
2,463
410
38
66
41
2, 281
17
514
289
305
1, 858
30

~

12?, 238.88
128,230.45
4, 244. 28
266,707.01
63,343.45
119,306.81
115,,430. 50
760.00
440.00
20,137.88
15,965.60
362, 283. 30
50,104.19
52,882.43
164,531.97
229, 835.44
36,702. 02
5, 286.28
8,462. 97
6, 200.00
265,548.46
1, 243.07
62,372.52
35,423.83
34,759.23
192,763.86
3, 577.67

- --

Total ........ 20, 668 2,369, 782.10

442
1, 344
·· · --· ·
575
197
407
336
8
4
1, 328
31
2, 578
177
1, 510
906
3,368
162
54
10
8
2,828
17
328
194
178
1, 300
3

118,"293

rti
<l)
;...
Q

<tj

43,735. 16
122,299.46

---63,282.
-- -----·
·
21
24, 533. 36
62,342.31
31,661.00
760.00
360.00
137,199.87
4, 411.40
344, 880.30
21, 093.86
148,567. 95
98,849. 57
353,295. 59
13,706. 69
8, 481.91
1,437. 04
1, 284.19
344,345.57
1,433. 81
47,619. 89
26,907.47
27,874. 59
137,694.54
480.00

---2,068,537.74

gj

B
>=I

~

1, 575
1, 593
26
3, 584
435
1, 629
2, 049

.......... .
2
171
97
3, 232
626
504
1,435
2,664
540
86
68
27
1, 984
6
579
409
465
1, 282
36

Homesteads.
rti
<l)

a.i

]
1':1

~

Alabama ..........
Arkansas . .........
Arizona . .. ..... . .. .
California ..........
Colorado .. ........ .
Dakota ...... . .....
Florida . .. . ... . ....
Indiana .. . . ........
Illinois .... . .. .....
Iowa . .. ...... . .. .. .
Idaho . ... ...... ....
Kansas .... .. . .... .
Louisiana . . ........
Missouri ....... . • ..
Michigan .. . ..... . .
Minnesota ...... ...
Mississippi .... . ...
Montana . . . .. .. ....
Nevada ......... .. .
New Mexico ... .. ..
Nebraska ...... . ...
Ohio ...... .. ......

%~~~~-~ ·::::.:::~ ~ ~

Washington ... .. . .
Wisconsin . ........
Wyoming ..........

1, 240
1, 619
51
1, 507
289
828
1, 600
3

I

-- ---- -·
78
188
3, 385
472
400
947
1, 678
391
52
40
21
1, 345
1
598
479
473
965
25

~
<tj
Q

120, 833.24
151,731. 62
5, 359.45
200, 373.96
38, 066.32
123, 779.85
185, 773. 80
272. 28
.. ...... . ... .. . .
6,272. 79
27, 641.18
435,857.48
52, 723.50
37, 664.82
104,173.21
183, 881.33
40,489. 16
6, 597.60
5, 220.75
2, 961.87
163,312.43
40. 00
70,497. 60
60,888. 90
54,703.31
93,940.56
3, 200.00

Total ....... . 18,675 2,170,257.01

rti
<I)

rti
<I)

'f::
~

H

Q

<tj

~

ai
Q)

....

Q

<tj

99,292.15
906
157,624.61
188,617.54
1, 963
158,666.70
.........
.
3, 274.63
---·-· ···-· ·
206,579.74
2, 062
381,183.25
35,461.81
296
57,008.36
90,922.64
653
239,179.79
28,387.77
273
252,492. 57
120.00
z
. . .... . . -..... 199. 92
2
199.92
131,744.29
1, 236
13, 507.16
7, 113.92
46
14, 560.99
3,404 457, 593.31
423,844.70
30, 355.72
256
66,983.44
128,689.60
1, 286
50,412.95
112,501.04
1, 010
166,063.38
363, 074.40
3, 203
267,437. 62
20,002. 51
211
50,481.07
21,806.49
137
12,179.14
1, 990.55
16
9, 024.08
5, 540.97
37
2, 824. 52
418, 962.30
3, 590
237,786.79
1, 080.00
14
440.00
44,795.59
313
69, 589. 37
23, 165. 62
168
49,716.61
38,839.76
285
51, 609.53
132, 235.17
1,148
127,766.43
1, 480. 00
13
3, 956.13
~

25,104 2,867,813. 74

1877.

States and Territoties.

Final h~mestead&.

J;fomesteads.

Final homesteads.

rti
<I)

~
~

·--·

1876.

1875.

22,530 2, 590, 552. 81

1878.

Final homesteads.
rti
<I)

E
1':1

~

610
1, 735
5
605
211
563
171
3
1
1,182
43
4,190
352
1, 230
772
2, 401
192
149
29
7
3, 507
13
412
236
270
1, 005
6

a.i

<I)

....
Q
<tj

Homesteads.
rti

]

1':1

~

a.i

<I)

~
<tj

59,540. 64
177,853. 52
800. 00
80,276.84
26,489.13
88, 003. 93
17,693. 80
272.28
28. 94
118, 182.83
5, 959. 07
568,158. 48
43,432.04
135,142. 20
90, 094.54
286, 019.27
20, 446.84
23,323.64
3, 984.51
1, 039.82
422,147.76
838.51
58,289.64
29,200.93
36,820. 61
112,913.42
880. 00

1, 695 169,466.29
2, 293 225, 915.97
37
4, 903. 81
1, 987 246, 334.99
83, 994.30
624
4, 885 739, 606.63
1, 348 150, 413. 61
2
80.00
46
3, 882. 42
101
8, 404. 21
250
37, 555.10
7, 915 1,103, 203. 50
462
50,544. 38
62,894. 62
654
1, 082 120,895. 02
4, 986 592, 724. 52
52,841. 47
508
134
29,494.64
47
6, 050. 52
31
4, 559.85
3, 015 407,949.57
2
49. 75
750
87, 094.36
654
82,828.95
968 111,710. 49
1,128 110,178. 09
26
3, 277'. 53

19, 900 12,407,828.19

35, 630 14,496,854.59

- -- -

Final homesteads.
OJ

ai

<I)

B
1':1

~

584
1, 808
5
1, 670
280
845
216
2
47
979
54
5, 058
406
999
1, 047
2, 645
386
126
35
8
3, 897
5
422
236
330
963
7

<I)

H

Q

~

60, 077. 87
185,030.29
800.00
120, 398.17
37,478.91
122, 153. 24
23, 856.33
120. 00
4, 006. 69
92,349. 84
7, 424. 88
670, 337. 41
51, 339.52
104, 943. 98
124,988. 17
302, 651. 21
40, 193.30
19,344.72
4, 658. 38
1, 159.06
456,075. 41
262.25
54,749.09
31,538.12
37,140. 94
108, 9HJ. 04
960. 00

22, 460 ,2, 662,

f)

0. 82
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Nurnber and a1·ea of entries under the homestead act,

,,
States :md Territories.

ai
a:>

Ahb:tma ........... 1, 622
Arkansas .......... 2, 317
Arizon:t ............
40
California .......... 1, H87
Colorado ...........
477
Dakota ............ 5, 688
Florida ............
529
Indiana ............
2
Illinois •............
2
Iowa ...............
42
Idaho ..............
380
Kansas ............ 11, 337·
Louisiana .... . . . .. .
246
Missouri. ..........
434
-Michigan .......... 1, 268
Minnesota ..... . . .
5, 669
Mississippi ...... . .
195
Montana ...........
140
Nevada ............
70
New Mexico .. •. .. .
87
Nebraska ......... . 4, 905
Ohio ...............
1

%~io~:::: ·:.::::::
Washington .......
Wisconsin .........
Wyoming ..... ! .. ..
Total ....

...

1879.

Homesteads.

~
P'l

653
548
1, 328
1,104
34

~c.-Continued.

I Fin:tl homesteads.
00

a:>

r/;
a:>

El=l

....

0

-<1
158,162.59
203,343.70
5, 059. 97
224,014.29
65,362.42
864,855. 65
57,500. 58
53.85
40.71
·. 3, 173.31
51,132.47
1,584,377. 68
26,451. 90
39,434.30
156,098. 54
648,221.88
19,338.52
18,093.43
9, 710. 82
12,658.82
703,750.86
80.00
74,562.97
71,685.69
145,680. 84
119,649.68
4, 889.47

1880.

P'l

544
987
6
1, 001
317
1,136
214

~

.. -. - -- 1
539
91
3, 7f\9
334
449
622
2,4H5
309
72
41
9
2, 960
2
295
99
409
725
5

Final homesteads.

Honiesteadd.
riJ

"

r/;

-~

Q)

....

~
P'l

<.)

-<1

I

ai

r/;

a:>

r/;

l=l

<.)

:s

~
<Q
<.)

P'l

...

Q)

-<1

55,608.97
10il, 675.27
958.53
llO, 423.29
42,403.94
162,999. 27
22,583.72

3, 013 310, 885.72
5, 372 372,437. 52
7, 636. 89
50
1, 735 230, 094.18
738 1(13, 538. 20
8, 613 1,326,945. 66
820
86,213. 82

399
986
14
854
418
1,147
271

43, 834. 21
110,195.14
1, 889.62
111, OQ5. 48
58,442.36
159,650.33
33,042.97

9, 784.22
514, 816. 57
41,045. 58
47,672.98
71,710. 94
262,967.94
35,709.49
10, 514. 72
5, 202.68
1, 258. 98
340,373.27
197. 91
36,024.76
12,746.60
38,561.58
.83, 813.24
753.09

47
3, 134.78
424
63,421.12
7, 575 1,059,047. 00
676
81, 626.08
981
92,046. 17
1, 001 118,388. 37
5,191 687, 906. 67
531
55, 901.23
39, 139.52
282
59
7, 979.91
69
10, 185.15
5, 648 827,112.06
40.00
1
1, 092 138, 814. 67
68, 60ll. 55
508
1, 762 240,631.36
1, 048 114,742.14
57
8, 237. 08

218
200
3, 531
197
360
621
1, 915
95
30
15
15
2, 559
2
338
161
322
758
15

18,116.35
27, 399. 27
496,713.23
25,280.00
39, 502.90
74, 583. so
219,931. M
10,768.92
4, 441.39
1, 761.80
2, 000. 00
315,501.47
120.00
39,873.50
19,762.78
35,795.50
86,484.63
2, 077.68

------------ -------· ------·-·--------- · ----- -·----40.00 -------- ........ . ........ .......... -----------49, 994.85

- - - -- -- - - - - --41, 005 5,267,384.94 17,391 2,070,842.39 47,293 6, 054,708.85

15, 441 11· 938, 234. 89

RECAPITULATION.
Aggregate of entries and acrca.

States and Territories.

Homesteads.

Alabama ..................................... . ......... . 23,858 2, 306, 550. 80
37,996 3, 321, 318. 55
248
32, 952. 18
21,027 2, 685, 546. 56
6, 707
905, 029. 75
29,704 4, 547, 859.03
13, 972 1, 448, 097. 02
19
1, 366. 13
65
5, 024. 02
Iowa ............................ . . . . . .................. . 13,885 1, 341, 969. 01
Idaho ...................................... . ............ . 1, 964 . 287, 576. 26
Kansas . .. ....................................... .'...... . 79,961 10, 762, 353. 69
Louisiana ............................................... . 8, 308
959, 627. 66
24,641 2, 489, S!lO. 64
25,086 2, 911, 749. 13
62,379 7, 346, 038. 96
10,422
927, 031. 23
1,638
249, 642. 83
765
106, 902. 05
475
68, 848. 52
58, 560 7, 295, 215. 20
169
11, 659. 93
9, 785 1, 268, 899. 51
4, 891
641,064. 60
9, 504 1, 216, 127. 70
23,498 2, 495, 503. 48
255
33, 199. 61

Final homeateads.

3, 717
381, 425. 2l
9, 945
. 975, 844. 69
30
4, 448. 15
7, 480
887, 802. 79
2, 214
297, 736. 57
5, 465
796, 447. 59
1, 979
192, 703. 49
15
1, 272. 28
59
4, 793. 71
8, 105
831, 969. 27
494
66, 434. 60
27, 282
3, 684, 187. 65
1, 774
217, 524. 57
9, 617
975, 050.48
10, 062
1, 186, 372. 48
27, 818
3, 224, 263. 59
l, 688
162, 080. 06
572
88, 547. 82
162
21, 394. 96
89
13, 083. 02
25, 604
3, 105, 841. 92
102
7, 313. 16
3, 150
437, 328. 91
1, 294
173,497.12
2, 603
340, 516. 45
10, 868
1, 180, 825. 75
49_ _ _ _
o,_o3_o_.7_7
1
Total ............................................. . 469, 782 :55, 667, 044. 951162, 237 19, 265, 337. 06

Arkansas ............................................... .
Arizona ................................................ .
California ................................ . .............. .
Colorado ................................................ .
Dakota ............................ . .................... .
Florida ............................. . ................... .

ill~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::

l__
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FORM OF PATENT FOR HOMESTEAD.

Homestead certificate No.-.

Application-.

The United States of Ll.mm-icq., to all to who'm these p1·esents shall come, {)1'eeting:
Whereas there has been deposited in the General Land Office of the United States a
·certificate of the register of the land office at---, whereby it appears that, pursuant to the act of Congress approved 20th May, 1862, "to secure homesteads to actual
-settlers on the public domain," and the acts supplemental thereto, the claim of-- - has been established and duJy consummated, in conformity to law, for the
- - - ---according to the official plat of the survey of the said land, returned to
the General Land Office by the Surveyor-General.
Now know ye, that there is, therefore, granted lJy the United States tmto the said
- - - - -...... the tract of land above described, to have and to hold the said tract of
land, with the appurtenances thereof, unto the said------and to--heirs and
assigns forever, subject to any vested and accrued water rights for mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, and rights to ditches and reservoirs used in
connection with such water rights as may be recognized and acknowledged by the
local customs, laws, and decisions of courts, and also subject to the right of the proprietor of a vein or lode to extract and remove his ore therefrom, should the same be
found to penetrate or intersect the premises hereby granted, as provided by law.
In testimony whereof, I , - - - - , President of the United States of America,
have caused these letters to be made patent, and the seal of the General Land Office
to be hereunto affixed.
·
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, the--day of---, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and--, and of the Independence of the
United States the--.
By the President :
[SEAL.

J

----,

Recorder of the General Land Office.
Recorded, vol.-, page-.

----,

By------,
Sem·etary.

CHAPTER XXVIII.
To JuNE 30, 1882.
[See pages 1047-1088.]
To JuNE 30, 1883.
[See pages 1285-1289.]

TIMBER AND STONE ACTS.
To JuNE 30, 1880.
LEGAL PROCEDURE AND DECISIONS.

The protection of the timber on the public lands from :fire and depredations has,
since the origin of the Government, been a serious problem.
The original public domain, or lands embraced in the cessions by States, contained
vast areas of forest lands, heavily timbered in the central and middle western portion.
The lands in Illinois were the first of the prairies, which beyond the Mississippi be- ·
came the plains. The :first disposition and settlement laws were made for a humid
and wooded country, where the agricult ural purchaser's :first labor was to clear the
wood from the soil. The Louisiana purchase added the treeless plains between the
Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains to the area of the public domain.
March 1, 1817 (amended May 15, 1820, and March 3, 1827, section 2458, R. S.), Con_
gress passed the :first act for the preservation of live oak and red cedar forests, and
authorized the exploration and selection of such tracts as were necessary to furnish the
Navy with such timber. The authority of selection was placed in the Secretary of the
Navy, under the direction of the President.
February 23, 1822, Congress authorized the President to employ the Army and Navy
for the protection and preservation of the live-oak and red-cedar timber of the United
States in Florida. (See section 2460, R. S.)
March :.!, 1831, Congress made it a felony, with penalty of :fine and imprisonment,
for cutting 'or removing timber from the public lands without due permission. (See
sections 2461, 2462, 2463 and 4751, R. S.)
The Supreme Court of the United States, in United States v. E. Briggs (9 How. ,
351), construed this statute to authorize the protection of all timber on public lands,
and punishment for trespass.
Mr. Attorney-General Nelson, August 11, 1843, also gave an opinion to the same effect.
July 16, 1845, Mr. Attorney-General Masori, in an opinion, considered it the preemptor's privilege to destroy and use any trees on the tract claimed necessary to clear
and inclose with a view to cultivation and the making of a home.
Under the a~t of March 2, 1831, for the care and custody ~f the timber there wa.s
established a system of agencies under the supervision of the Solicitor of the Treasnry.
In 1855 the management of the timber interest was transferred to the General Ln.nd
Office, which employed the registers and receivers, without additional compensa,tion,
to act as timber agents. (See circular of instructions, General Land Office, December
24, 1855.)
Where trespass was committed by timber dealers, stumpage was exacted, or the
timber was seized and sold, and the proceeds paid into t.he Treasury. \Vhere there had
been trespass through ignorance, and with no purpose of spoliation, ·a ctual ent ry of
the land was required, with payment of costs; but, in all cases, pre-emptors and parties entering under the homestead act were protected and secured in the privilege of
using trees on the land claimed, for clearing, fencing, cultivation, and construction of
a house to live in ; also for ordinary domestic purposes; and, if sanctioned by the head
of the Department, it might be extended, nuder reasonable ,limitations, to interests
under act of July 26, 1866, which conferred the right of mining, where the extension.
might not be beyond individual necessities, nor n.mount to waste or spoliat.ion.
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This continued under direction of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
under his orders, and until .A.pril5, 1877, when special agents were employed-either
detailed clerks or persons specially appointed.
Registers and receivers were instructed to seize and sell all timber found to have
been cut on the public lands contrary to law and deposit the proceeds in the Treasury
of the United States. They were also to report the cases to thA proper district attor. neys for the prosecution of the offenders under section 2461 Revised Statutes, except
where, with the previously obtained ·approval of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, a compromise was effected in view of mitigating circumstances.
By act of .A.pril30, 1878 (20 Stats., p. 46), an appropriation was made of $7,500 for the
actual expenses of clerks detailed to investigate fraudulent land entries, trespassers
on the public lands, and cases of official misconduct, with the provisosThat all moneys heretofore, and that shall hereafter be, collected for depredations
upon the public lands, shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States as other
moneys received from the sale of public lands: And p1·ovided further, That where wood
and timbered lands in the Territories of the United States are not surveyed and
offered for sale in proper subdiviaions, convenient of access, no money appropriated
'hall be used to collect any charO'e for wood or timber cut on the public lands in the
Territories of the United States, for the use of actual settl~rs in the Territories, and not
for export from the Territories of the United States where the timber grew: And p?'Ovided ju1·ther, That if any timber cut on the public lands shall be exported from the
Territories of the United States, it shall be liable to seizure by United States authority wherever found.
In the act of June 20, 1878 (20 Stats., p. 229), "to meet expenses of suppressing depredations upon timber on the public lands," an appropriation of twenty-five thousand
dollars was made. This was expended, under direction of the Secretary of the Interior, by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, who appointed or detailed special
agents to investigate the depredations. For a full report of the operations of these
agents, and the measures taken to suppress violations of the timber acts, see reports
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office for 1878, pp. 122-124, 1879 and 1880.
The appropriation has been continued from year to year.
The appropriations for keeping these special agents in the field were, for the year
ending June 30, 1877, $12,500; for the year ending June 30, 1879, $25,000; andforthe
year ending June 30, 1880, $40,000; making a total down to June 30,1880, of $77,500
since the inauguration of the present system.
RESULTS OF SERVICES OF SPECIAL AGENTS.

During the twenty-two years from December 24, 1855, to the 5th of .A.pril, 1877,
while all action as to timber depredations took place under the circular of 1855 first
mentioned, the sums recovered and turned into the Treasury amounted in gross to
$248,795.68. During three years and three months from .A.pril5, 1877, to the 30th of
June, 1880, the proceeds actually collected from the same source amounted to
$2(2,376.68. The amouut for which judgment has been obtained-not yet collectedis about as much more. . The proceeds of the last three years and a half have been
much larger than those of the twent·y -two years preceding.
CONDONING ACT.

Congress, J nne 15, 1880, passed a condoning act for trespassers on the public lands
for acts committed prior to March 1, 1879. Persons against whom suits were pending
prior to that date were to make entry of lands upon which trespass was committed,
and upon presentation of the evidence of such entry, and payment of costs accrued
to the proper officer, suits and proceedings to be discontinued. This act took effect
March 1, 1879. Trespassers since that date will await the action of the officers under
existing laws.
STONE AND TIMBER ACTS.

Jnne 3, 1878, Congress passed au act authorizing the sale of timber land unfit for
cultivation in California, Oregon, Nevada, an<l the 'l'erritory of Washington at $2.50
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per acre. This act confined its benefits to citizens, or those who may declare their
intentions to become such, no one person or asBociation of persons to enter more than
160 acres. Proof must be shown of the non-mineral and non-agricultural character of
the land desired.
This act also provided for the sale of lands valuable chiefly for stone in the same
quantity and on the same terms n,s timber lands. Application must be made to the
district land office, which is posted for sixty days and published in a newspaper for
sixty days. If no adverse testimony as to the character of the land is shown after sixty
days, then he or they can pay for and enter it. (See circular General Land Office,
.August 15, 1878, and especially circular of May 1, 1880.
The fourth section of that act is a trespass act for the States and Territory named,
with a penalty of not less than $100 nor more than $1,000 for violation of the provisions against remuving, or causing to be removed, timber from public lands with intent
to export or dispose of the same.
By act of June 3, 1878, Congress provided that all persons, citizens and bona-fide
residents of Colorado or Nevada, or either of the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona,
Utah, Wyoming, Dakota, Idaho, or Montana, ancl all mineral districts of' the United
States, shall be permitted to fell and remove for building, agriculture, mining, or other
domestic purposes, timoer or other trees on the public lands which are mineral and
subject to mineral entry only. Railroad corporations are exempt. Registers and receivers are to ascertain as to the execution of the above from time to time. (See
circular Commissioner General Laud Office, August 15, 1878.)
RESULTS OF THE ACT.

The stone and timber act has not been of much practical value, and furnishes but
small relief to the settlers in the States and Territories named.
Under it, from 1878 to June 30, 1880, there have been sold 20,782.77 acres at $2.50 per
acre.
The following exhibit shows the total entries, location, and areas of lands sold under
the timber and stone act of June 3, 1878, from June 30, 1878, to June 30, 1880, inclusive:
States and Territories.

Year 1879.

California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Acres.

486. 49

~~~a~na: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ___ .. _~~~ :~~ _.

Washington Territory. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Year 1880.

.Aggregate.

Acres.

Acres.

4, 798. 49

~; g~g: ~~

10,889.28
2, 845.54
2, 249.46
4, 798.49

20, 019. 26

20,782.77

10, 402. 79

1- - - - -:------- - - - 763. 51 j

REFERENCES.

For details of depredations and trespasses on, aud destruction by fire of, the timber
on the public domain in the West, together with recommendations as to sale and disposition of timber lands, with testimony of experts and persons practically engaged
in lumbering, see Preliminary Report, with Testimony, of the Public Land Commission, Washington, D. C., 1880; Annual Reports of Secretary of the Interior, 1849 tQ
1880; .Annual Reports of Commissioner of General Land Office, 1854 to 1880.

CHAPTER XXIX.
To .JuNE 30, 1882.
(See pages 1088-1103.]
To .JuNE 30, 1883.
[See pages :1,289, 1290.]

TIMBER CULTURE.
To JuNE 30, 1880.
LAND BOUNTIES FOU CULTIVATION OF TIMBEH.

The attention of Congress was early called to the necessity of legislation on the
subject of the treeless public domain of the West. Many of the Western States,
Kansas as an illustration, began, under authority of law, a system of bounties for
tree-planting. By local usage and consent of •the people, a day was set apart upon
which a festival was helcl, and all planted trees; this became a holiday. Planting
groves of trees became the method of providing windbreaks against the fierce winds
of the plains. The lack of fuel was the principal inducement, coupled with the belief
that forests of trees cause an increased rainfall, and knowledge of the fact that wooded
countries retain moisture much longer than treeless plains and give a more equal and
beneficial distribution of water. Government aid was solicited; agricultural, horticultural, and arboricultural societies petitioned; State legislatures took action; and
timber culture became a subject of general discussion in the West.
The reports of the geological surveys of Hayden and Powell; for 1870, and following, called attention to the subject.
It was and is conceded that where land can be irrigated (below the timber line) trees
can be grown. Irrigating ditches and canals are usually lined with trees; but trees
cannot be grown in the West or elsewhere without water.
The first timber culture act was passed by Congress March 3, 1873, and amended March
13, 1874. It was for the promotion of the growth of timber on the Western plainsmeaning within the humid or subhumid region. This act provided a method of
acquiring title to public lands on condition that timber should be grown thereon, so
that persons might take "timber" farms as well as "agricultural" farms-the land to
be given them as a reward or bounty for raising trees. It is a timber bounty act,
with the additional clause (sec. 2,468) that land in cultivation for timber is not
liable for debt or debts contracted prior to the issuing of the patent therefor. Entry
of not more than 160 nor less than 40 acres can be made under this act. One-fourth part
of the tract entered must be devoted to timber for eight years; after eight years, on
proof of these facts at the district land office, certificate for patent will issue. The
fee at date of filing application is $10; the fee of the register and receiver is $2 each,
and the same at final proof and entry; in all, $18. The effects of this act cannot be
stated. The first filings under this law were made in the fall of 1873, but they were
few and of small area. The eight years' limit has as yet expired in but a few cases, and
no reports have been received as to the practical effects of the law. A person files an
application with the district land officers, and need not nuder the law take further
action until the expiration of the legal time to make final proof to obtain patent, viz,
eight ywrs.
The act thus far is experimental so far as practical effects are officially known.
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Statement Bhowing the number of timber-culture entrieB, with areaB, made in each State and'
Territory unde1· the timber-culture act of March 3, 1873, to June 30, 1880, inoZuBive.
1873.

1874.

1876.

1875.

1877.

Sm~~~~:e~l---.-------r--~-------l·----~------1----~------·l----.------No.
Arizona. . . .....
.Arkansas... ...
California......
Colorado... ....
Dakota . . . . . . . .
Idaho ..........
Iowa . . .........
Kan.s~s . ..... :.

....
....
2
. . •.
24
.. . .
1
60

Acres.

No.

Acres.

No.

Acres.

No.

Acres.

No.

Acres.

. . .. . . . . . . .
2
196. 51
2
320. 00
10
1, 197.15
21
2, 440 00
.••... ...•. .••... ...... . . . . . ...... .••••• .. ...
3
231.92 .•..•..•••.. . ....
329.75
59
8,878. 06
195 29,065.53
136 20,524.33
75
10,586.05 ·
. .. . . •. . . . .
17
2, 272.24
27
3, 453. 82
45
6, 514.22
28
3, 343. 33
3, 560. 00
865 124, 997. 29
451 61, 969. 75
842 119, 835. 23
476
68, 266. 9Z
. •. . . . . . . . .
2
180. 83
21
2, 583.25
17
1, 973. 89
52
7, 035. 91
145. 90
33
3, 816. 05
92
9, 127. 52
99
8, 563.42
59
4, 791. 5G
9, 642.17 1, 954 282,479. 07 1, 265 !tiS, 269. 06 1, 354 185, 596.43 1, 666 238, 020.44

i:fi~hl.~: .:::::·:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::
~eso_ta . . . . . 95

14, 110. 15
804 113, 131. 63
499 63, 673. 73 1, 010 140, 126. so
561
76, 021. o3
Missouri. ....................................................................................... ..
Montana ... ....... ' .. . . . .. . . . . . •. . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
3
398. 59·
Nebraska ...... 137 21, 858. 07 2, 164 312, 712. 09 1, 061 130, 894. 26 834 106, 499. 74
706
90, 812. 90·
Nevada . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . • • • . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. ..
2
240. 00
New Mexico .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. ..................... : .. . .
7
1, 128. 00

~r:_to~-::::: ::: :::.

:::::: :: :: : :::::: ::::: ~ ::::: .___ ~. .___ ~~~-- ~~.

Washington .. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wyoming...... . .. ...... .. . . .
Total ...... 319

22
1

2, 482.22
80.00

31
1

3, 324.14
130.47

1~

54
1

1, ~~~: ~~
5, 374.28
160.00

1~

148

50, 246.04 5, 923 851,225.99 3, 652 473, 694. 21 4, 488 599, 917. 97 3, 819

524,551. 85·

Total.

1880.

1879.

1878.

2, ~~~: ~b
19,746.75

Su~~~~s:e~~----~---------1----,,--------l------.--~-----l-----,---------No.

Acres.

No.

Acres. ·

No.

Acres.

Arizona. . . . . . . .
11
1, 600. 00
21
3, 280. 00
6
719. 65
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
California......
6C
8, 029.42
112
14,458.81
99
12, 120. 31
Colorado... .. ..
125
17, 436 .73
121
16, 142.03
214
30, 302. 14
Dakota . . . . . . . . 3, 769
579, 804. 04 4, 675
728, 687. 83
5, 575
868,748. 39
Idaho . . . . . . . . . .
158 ·
22, 169. 53
162
22, 013. 93
181
23, 300. 04
Iowa...........
89
7, 535.47
73
6, 577.67
57
4, 714. 05
Kansas . . . . . . . . 4, 031
593,295.17 7, 776 1, 167, 582. 77
2, 891
408, 261. 74
Louisiana.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .
1
80. 43
1
40. 00
Mir..higan ........... . . ............................ . .... ... ... ............ ...
M.iunesota ..... 2, 693
377,017.78 1, 847
257,642.50
309
123,735.36
Missouri. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... ~ . . . . . . . . . .. - . · - · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · ·
····
Montana.......
9
960.00
27
3, 134. 20
61
6, 835. 32
Neuraska. .... . 1, 408 195, 306. 68 3, 183 465, 968. 94
3, 202
475, 275. 87
Nevada.... .
5
600. 00
1
160. 00
5
560.00
New Mexico...
2
320.00
14
J, 891.93
24
2, 887. 95
Oregon .. .. . ..
130
18,446.21
117
17,046.59
482
73,061. 66
Ut,<th .. .. .. .. ..
9
1, 280. 00
20
2, 328. 93
35
4, 044. 05

~;~~~~~-:::

___ ~~~ _ . _.:~·-:~:·. ~~ ... _~:~ _ . __ ~s,_ ~~~--~~.

89g

134, ~b: gg

No.

Acres.

73
9, 753. 31'
3
231. 92
738
103,992. 2G
577
79,464.51
16, 677
2, 555, 869. 45·
593
79, 257. 38
503
45,271. 64.
20,997
3, 053,146.85
2
120. 43.
········ ······ · ·····•·
8,478
1,166, 058. 98·
· · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·· · · ·
100
11,328.11
12, 695
1, 799, 328. 55
13
1, 560. 00·
47
6, 227.88
768
113,739. 69·
70
8, 391. 3G
2, 1~~

312, ~~g: !~

~:.;:~~~~~,~~29.':77':50~:~~ ~··-~·-=~ ~~.
CULTIVATION OF TREES ON HOMESTEAD TRACTS.

Revised Statutes, section 2317, in the chapter rela.ting to homesteads, is as follows:
Every person having a homestead on the public domain, under the provisions of
this chapter, who at theend of the third year of his residence thereon, shall have had
under cultivation, for two years, one acre of timber, the trees thereon not being more
t~a.n twelve feet apart each way, and in a good, thrifty condition, for each and every
sixteen acres of such homestead, shall, upon due proof of the fact by two crediblewitnesses, receive his patent for such homestead.
This is also a bounty for planting timber.
.
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Regulations General Land Office.
Public Land Commission, Preliminary Report, wit"9- Testimony, 1880.
Report on the Lands of the Arid Regions of the United States, Prof. J. W. Powell,
1878, Washington, D. C., as to water supply of the arid regions.
Report upon Forestry, vols. 1 and 2, prepared under direction of the Commissioner
of Agriculture, in pursuance of an act of Congress approved August 15, 1876, 1878,
Franklin B. Hough; containing statistics of lumbering, laws of States and Territories
·On forestry, suggestions, and a vast amount of practical information on tree cult ure
in all lands. Also, Report of State Forestry C01;nmissioners.
Report from Committee on Public Lands, first session Forty-third Congress (H. R.
259), on cultivation of timber and the preservation of forests, by Mr. 'Dunnell, of
Minnesota, in reference to the special message of Presi(len~ Grant of February 19,
1874, on the subject.

CHAPTER XXX.
To .JuNE 30, 1882.
[See pages 1103-1111.]
To .JuKE 30, 1883.
[See page 1201.1

DESERT LANDS.
To .Ju.

E

:10. 1881l.

SPECIAL AND GENEHAL LEGISLATION.

The act of March 3, 1875, providing for the sale of desert lands in Lassen County,
California, permitted the entry of 640 acres of land, and required that water be put
upon the same by claimants, and the land paid for at the rate of $1.25 per acre, within
two years.
March 3, 1877, Congress enacted the" Desert land act," which applies to California,
Oregon, Nevada, and Washington, Idaho, Montaha, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, New
Mexico, and Dakota. It is for the reclamation of desert lands, an entry of 640 acres
being permitted, and three years are given from the date of filing iu which to conduct water on the same. At time of filing application 25 cents per acre is to be paid at
the district land office, and on proof of compliance with the law, final payment of $1 additional per acre can be made at any time within three years. All lands, exclusive of
timber and miferallauds, which will not, without irrigation, produce some agricultural crop, are deemed and held to be desert land under this act. The determination
of what may be considered such desert lands is subject to the decision and regulation
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office. (See circulars of General Land Office
of June 25, 1878, and September 13, 1880.
Under this act, since March 3, 1877, to June 30, 1880, there have been made 2,855
entries embracing 897,160.57 acres; the first payments received (25 cents per acre)
being $223,470.72.
For est,imates of areas and conditions of desert lands, see " Report on the Lands of
the .Arid Region of the United States," by Prof. J. W. Powell, 1878; and for details of
irrigation and methods, see " Preliminary Report, with Testimony, of the United
States Public Land Commission," 1880.
RESULTS OF THE ACT.

The following table gives full exhibit of totals of operations under this act:
Sales of desert lands unde·r the act of

~March

3, 1877, to June 30, 1880.

1877.

1878.

State or Territory.
No. of
entries.
Ari~ona:... ................. . .........

.Area.

.Amount.
$9, 665 25
42,07113

Cahforrua . . ... .... .. . . . . . •. . .. . . .. . . . .

74
467

30, 653. 35
168,282.79

N ontana .. -.. -........................
N ~~ada. · ·: -- · -- - - ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Men co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .
~egon . .•.•....... ... .• . . ... . . . ... .. .

3
54
1
3

361. 65
18, 829. 93
80. 00
1, 744.25

Total •••••••••••••••••.•... •... ,

741

271, 604, 91

No. of
entries.

.Area.

.Amount.

42
48
00
06

72
202
5
32
107
255
17
24
162
6
75

29,982.75
'72, 818.28
1, 541.00
17,916.45
29,842.01
85,650.96
6, 183.62
10,091.32
25,827.58
540.49
18,101.61

$7,499 50
18,204 58
385 25
4, 479 16
7, 460 52
20,928 59
1, 545 91
2, 522 .84
6,458 47
135 12
4, 548 53

67, 654 69

957

298,586.07

~~~~t~-·. ::::. :::::::::::::::::: ::~:~~-· :::::::: :::::. :~:~ ~: ::::::::::::
90
4, 707
20
436

;;~=~~::~::::::::~::::::~~:::::: ::::~~~: ::~~·:~~~:~~: ::~~·: ~~~:~~-

74,168
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Sale8 of desert lands under the act of March 3, 1877,

~c.-Continued.

1879.

State or Territory.

No. of
entries.

.Arizona ..••..••.......................
California . .•.•...••••.....•••........ .

Dakota .............................. .
Idaho ....•••....................••... .
Montana •..•.. .. ... . . .. ...•.•........ .

Nevada . ...................... ... .... .
New Mexico .•.•....... . ••••••..•..•..

g~~t~~.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
;;~=~~.::::: :::::::::::::::::::::
Total •....•....••...•....•.•....

43
96
2
18
126
128
16
13
74
6
89

Area.

14~ 136. 28
23,707.42
720.00
4, 592.09
38,902.84
29,316.82
6, 570.52
6, 115.82
12,704.78
1, 000.00
26,601.73

1880.

.Amount.

$3,434
5, 926
180
1, 148
9, 725
7, 329
1, 642
1, 528
3, 177
250
6, 650

No. of
entries .

50
85
00
28
78
74
63
95
87
00
35

10
77
32
134
77
27
10
69
12
98

Area.

2, 559.60
19,321.60

Amount.
$640 00
4, 831 20

··--- --- ---- ·---·--·- ·
10, 150.36 2, 537 63

53,447.74 13,362 03
16, 189.48 4, 047 57
P, 473.00
2,118 25
3, 876.73
9G!l 18
13,454.61 3,114 21
2, 558.11
639 54
33, 570.06
8, 392 93

------ --------- - - - -40,994
611 164,368.30
546 162, 601.29 40,652 63
95 1

RECAPITULATION BY

FISCAI~

YEARS.

Years.
1877 ................................................................
1878................................................ . ........ • . .•..
1879 -.... - ... -....... -- ... -........... -. -..... .... -....... -.-... .. •
1880 -..... -•••••.•.•.•..•••••. - .• - -... • ...•••• -..• -. - . - -- •.. -. --- .. TotaJ........................................... .......... .....

Entries.
741
957
611
546

Acres.
271,604.91
298,586.07
164, 368. 30
162, 601. 29

Amount.
$67,654 69
74,16845
40, 994 95
40, 652 63

-----1--------1
- ----2,855 897,160.57
223,470 72

CHAPrrER XXXI.
To JuNE 30, 1883.
[See pages 1111-1157 and 1292.]

PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
To

JUNE

30, 1880.

ORIGIN AND NATURE.

Priva ~e land claims are a class of titles situated in different sections of country, now
constituting a part of the Union, having their origin lmder the governments preceding
the United States in sovereignty.
In virtue of the treaties of cession hereinbefore shown, the area of the public domain has been increased several times its original extent. This immense increase of
national territory embraced numerous individual. foreign titles founded on written
grants or otherwise, in form extending even to nascent claims resting upon actual
-settlement before change of government. The whole scope of Congressional legislation thereon shows how scrupulously this Government has made provision for fulfilling
treaty stipulations and the requirements of public law, so as to secure to individuals
their rights which originated under former governments. No nation has shown a
higher sense of justice in this respect or a more liberal spirit. We have acknowledged
and carried out the principle that, although sovereignty changes, private property is
unaffected by the change, and that all claims in this relation are to be maintained
sacred, including those in contract, those executory, as well as those executed. Such
are the rulings of boards of commissioners for the examination of foreign titles, and
the decisions of the district courts and of the Supreme Court of the United States.
These courts in their rulings show how zealously private rights have been vindicated
and confirmed, while the records of our Government bear evidence of the fact that
multitudes of titles, derived under the former sovereignties of Great Britain, France,
Spain, and Mexico, depending for validity on their colonial laws (in some very few
instances they were direct from the Crown, although usually made through the in-strumentality of the governors-general, intendants, subdelegates, and military commandants), have been secured to the lawful owners.
Turning to the national map it will be seen that these private claims or grants,
marking the progress of early explorations and settlements on this continent, begin
<>n the northern shores of the Michigan lower peninsula, come down to the old
French settlement at and near Det roit, pass over to Green Bay and Prairie du Chien
in Wisconsin, enter into Indiana at the old Vincennes post, down the eastern side of
the Mississippi, and in Illinois reach Peoria, Prairie du Rocher, and the Kaskaskias,
there resting on ancient British and F rench grants, and all within the limits of
the United States according to tho treat y of limits in 1783. Thence such ancient
claims are found in descending the Mississippi under other forms of grant and granting
officers, to the Gulf of Mexico, extending into the southern portions of Mississippi and
.Alabama, and scattering all over both E ast and West Florida, crossing the MissiRsippi
and following the shores of the Gulf, they are found thickly scattered over Louisiana,
existing in Arkansas, and in great numbers in Missouri.
In those localities south of the thirty-first degree, east of the Mississippi, to the
Perdido, and those west of the Mississippi to the present State of Missouri, inclusive,
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the claims are ·founded on Spanish and French titles, under treaty of 1803 and ar:.cient
settlements; those east of tho Perdido,' in the Floridas, upon Spanish titles under the
treaty of 1819, and under old settlements.
In New Mexico, Colorado, Arizona, and California, as we advance westward, there
exist ancient Spanish titles, municipal and rural, claimed under the treaty of 1848
with Mexico, and what is known as the Gadsden purchase of December 30, 1853.
These claims are for irregular tracts, illy defined, bounded by streams or marked by
headlands, or natural objects in many cases since removed. They were made for
agricultural, mining, stock-raising, or colonization, in all sizes from a village lot to a
million-acre tract. The records kept by the granting authorities of Spain anu Mexico
have been a Jilerious hindrance in some cases toward a satisfactory solution, being frequently of doubtful meaning. ·
These titles, in view of the obligations assumed by the United States to respect
private property where the same had legal inception under the former governments,
have passed under the examination of Congress, and, in other cases, the power of
confirmation has been delegated to the district courts, with a right of appeal to the
Supreme Court of the United States, by whose labors the edifice of provincial land
law has risen to its present complete proportions, but the greater number haYe been
confirmed by the judicial tribunals of the United States and others by direct legislative acts operating upon official reports submitted.
The United States, by the enlargement of the national domain, assumed obligations
under the public law, and by treaties, to recognize all titles which had lawful inception prior to the transfer of sovereignty and soil.
A primary and important duty required the separation of private from the public
property.
There is no one branch of jurisprudence where greater research and extent of legal
erudition have been displayed than in the discussion and determination by the judicial
tribunals of the intricate questions which in this connection have arisen.
The rule of recognition of private land claims generally has been a broad one, and
they have been confirmed under the largest possible allowance of equity.
Ever since the province of Louisiana was acquired from France by the treaty of
30th April, 1803, the United States have earnestly and patiently sought by every
proper expedient to induce persons claiming property in lands by virtue of grant,
concession, order of survey, permission to settle, or any other authority whatsoever
derived from former sovereigns, to make known their claims to the new Government,
in order that their lands might be distinguished from the mass of the vacant domain
which had vested· in that new Government by the treaty, and which policy and necessity demanded should be surveyed, brought into market, and speedily sold to reimburse the price paid by the United States for the province. In practically carrying
out this obvious and just design, many acts were passed, beginning with that of
March 2, 1805. They are very numerous, and for the most part have long since been
repealed, have expired by limitation, or have become obsolete; some of them a11plied
only to particular districts, others to the whole State; some were of short duratiou,
others were more extended, while others still revived, re-enacted, explaiued, or modified
those preceding; some provided boards of commissioners, with deputy commissioner ,
before whom the claims were to be presented, while others, and the larger nnmber,
made the registers and receivers for the established land districts ex-officio commissioners for receiving and reporting on the claims; some conferred ample, others lim
ited, powers upon the commissioners, and all denounced severe penalties from time to
time against those who failed to present their claims.
DECISIONS OF TilE SUPRE:\l:E COURT OF THE UNITED STATES RELATING TO LOU TSIA..~ A.
AND FLORIDA PU£CIIA.SES.

The decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States in cases relating to the
Louisiana purchase of 1!;03, and the Florida purchase of 181~, as to grants or private
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land claims, are given below. The principles and law laid down therein fix the rule
of interpretation governing this class of claims, under the treaties applicable thereto.
The decisions of the Supreme Court, in cases arising under these treaties, have been:
By the treaty of St. lldefonso, made on the first of October, 1800, Spain ceded Louisiana to France; and France, by the treaty of Paris, signed the 30th of April, 1803,
ceded it to the United States. Under this treaty the United States claimed the countries
between the Iberville and the Perdido. Spa.i n contended that her cession to France
comprehended only that territory which, at the time of the cession, was denominated
Louisiana, consisting of the island of New Orleans, and the country which had been
originally ceded to her by France west of the Mississippi. The land claimed by the
plaintiffs in error, under a grant from the Crown of Spain, made after the troaty of
St. lldefonso, lies within the disputed t erritory; and this case presents the question, to
whom did the country between the Iberville and Perdido belong after the treaty of
St. lldefonso f Had France and Spain ag reed upon the boundaries of the retroceded
territory before Louisiana was acquired by the United StateH, that agreement would
undoubtedly have ascertained its limits. But the declarations of France, made after
parting with the province, cannot be admitted as conclusive. In questions of this
character, political considerations have too much influence over the conduct of nations
to permit their declarations to decide the course of an independent government in a
matter vitally interesting to itself. (Fost er et al. v. Neilson, 2 P.eters, 306.)
If a Spanish grantee had obtained possession of the land in dispute, so as to be the
defendant, would a court of the United States maintain his title under a Spanish grant,
made subsequent to the acquisition of Louisiana, singly on the principle that the
Spanish construction of the treaty of St. Ildefonso was right, and the American construction wrongf Such a decision would subvert those principles which govern the
relations between the legislative and judicial departments, and mark the limits of eacl:..
(Ibid., 309.)
The sound construction of the 8th article of the treaty between the United States
and Spain, of the 22d of February, 1819, will not enable the court to apply its provisions to the case of the plaintiff. (Ibid., 314.)
The article does not declare that all the grants made by his catholic majesty before
the 24th of January, 1H18, shall be valid to the same extent as if the ceded territories
had remained under his dominion. It does not say that those grants are hereby confirmed. Had such been its language, it would have acted directly on the subject, and
it would have repealed those acts of Congress which were repugnant to it; but its language is that those grants shall be ratified and confirmed to the persons in possession,
&c. By whom shall they be ratified and confirmed f This seems to be the language
of contract; and if it is, ·the ratification and confirmation which are promised must
be the act of the legislature. Until such acts shall be passed, the court is not at liberty to disregard the existing laws on the subject. (Ibid.)
By t.h e treaty by which Louisiana was acquired, the United States stipulated that
the inhabitants of the ceded territories should be protected in the free enjoyment of
their property. The United States, as a just nation, regard this stipulation as the
avowal of a principle which would have been held equally sacred, although it had not
been ins~rted in the treaty. (Soulard et al. v. The United States, 4 Peters, 511.)
The term property, as applied to lands, comprehends every species of title, inchoate
or complete. It is supposed to embrace those rights which lie in contract; those which
are executory, as well as those which are executed. In this respect the relations of the
inhabitants of Louisiana to their government is not changed. The new government
takes the place of that which h as p assecl away. (Ibid.)
The s.tipulations of the treaty ceding Louisiana to the United States, affording that
protection or security to claims under the French or Spanish government to which the
act of Congress refers, are in the first , second, and third articles. They extended to all
property, ~ntil Louisiana became a member of the Union; into which the inhabitants
wer~ to be~~orporated as soon as possible, " and admitted to all the rights, advantages,
and lffiiDumt~es of citizens of ~he U ni teu States." The perfect inviolability and sec~dty
of property 1s among t h ese n ght s. (Delassus v. The United Stn.tes, 9 Peters, 117.)
The righ~ of l?roperty is protected and secured by the treaty, and no principle is better set tled m this country t han that an inchoate title to land is property. This right
~oul~have been sacred, independent of the treaty. The sover eign who acquires an
inh3:b1ted country, acquires full dominion over it; but this dominion is never supposed
to ~vest t~e. vested rights of individuals to property. The language of the treaty
ceding Loms1ana excludes any idea of interfering with private property. (Ibid.)
~ter the acquisition of Florida by the United States, in virtue of the treaty with
Spam of 22d of February, 1819, various acts of Congress were passed for the adjust-
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ment of private land claims within the ceded territory. The tribunals authorized to
decide on them were not authorized to settle any which exceeded a league square; on
those exceeding that quantity they were directed to report, especially, their opinion
for the future action of Congress. The lands embraced in the larger claims were
defined by surveys, and plats retained. T~ese were reserved frorr. sale, and remained
unsettled until some resolution should be adopted for a final adjudication \..f them,
which was done by the passa~e of the law of the 22d May, 1828. By the sixth section
it was provided "that all cla1ms to land within the Territory of Florida, embraced by
the treaty, which shall not be :finally deciil.ed and settled under the provisions of the
same law, containing a greater quantity of land than the commissioners were authorized to decide, and above the amount confirmed by the act, and which have not been
reported as antedated or forged, shall be recei nd and adjudicated by the judges of the
superior court of the district in which the land lies, upon the petition of the claimant,
.according to the forms, rules and regulations, conditions, restrictions, and regulations
prescribed to the district judge, and to the claimants, by the act of 26th May, 1824."
By a proviso, all claims annulled by the treaty, and all claims not presented to the
commissioners, &c., according to the acts of Congress, were excluded. (United States
v. Arredondo et al., 6 Peters, 706.)
The validity of concessions of land by the authorities of Spain in East Florida ia
expressly recognized in the Florida treaty, and in the several acts of Congress. (Ibid.)
The eighth article allows the owners of land the same time for fulfilling the conditions of their grants from the date of the treaty as is allowed in the grant from the
date of the instrument, and the act of the 8th of May, 1822, requires every person
claiming title to lands under any patent, grant, concession, or order of survey dated
previous to the 24th of January, 1818, to file his claim before the commissioners
appointed in pursuance of that act. All the subsequent acts on the subject observe
the same language; and the titles under these concessions have been uniformly confumed when the tract did not exceed a league square. (Ibid.)
A claim to lands in East Florida, the title to which was derived from grants by the
Creek and Seminole Indians, ratified by the local authorities of Spain before the cession
of Florida by Spain to the United States was confirmed. It was objected to the title
claimed in this case, which had been presented to the superior court of Middle Florida,
under the provisions of the act of Congress for the settlement of lancl-claims in Florida,
that the grantees did not acquire, under the Indian grants, a legal title to the land:
Held, That the acts of Congress submit these claims to the adjudication of this court
as a court of equity; and those acts, as often and uniformly construed in its repeated
decisions, confer the same jurisdiction over imperfect, inchoate, and inceptive titles,
as lega.I and perfect ones, and require the court to decide by the same rules on all
claims submitted tv it, whether legal or equitable. (Mitchell etal. v. The United States,
9 Peters, 711.)
Under the Florida treaty, grants of land made before the 24th January, H:l18, by his
catholic majesty, or by his lawful authorities, stand ratified and confirmed to the same
extent that the same grants would be valid, if Florida had remained under the dominion of Spain; and the owners of conditional grants, who have been prevented from
fulfilling all the conditions of their grants, have time by the treaty extended to them
to complete such conditions. That time, as was oeolared by the Supreme Court in
Arredondo's case, 6 Peters, 478, began to run in regard to individual rights· from the
ratification of the treaty; and the treaty declares, if the conditions are not complied
with within the terms limited in the grant, that the grants shall be null and void.
(United States v. Kingsley, 12 Peters, 476.)
The treaty with Spain by which Florida was ceded to the United States, is the law
of the land, and admits the inhabitants of Florida to the enjoyment of the privileges,
rights, and immunities of the citizens of the United States. They do not, however,
participate in political power; they do not share in the Government until Florida
sha:ll become a State. In the mean time Florida continues to be a T erritory of the
Umted States, governed by virtue of that clause in the Constitution which empowers
1
' Congress to make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or other
property belonging to the United States." (American Ins. Co. v. Three Hundred and
Fifty-six Bales of Cotton, 1 Peters, 542.)
The object of the treaty with Spain which ceded Florida to the United States, dated
22d February, 1819, was to l.nvest the commis ioners with full power and authority to
rec~ive, examine, and decide upon the amount and validity of asserted claims upon
Spam, ~or damages and injuries. Their ,decision, within the scope of this authority, is
conclusiVe and final, and is notre-examinable. The parties must abide by it as a decree
of a. competent tribunal of exclusive jurisdiction. A rejected claim cannot be brought
ag.am unde~ review, in any judicial tribunal. But it does not naturally follow that
this anthonty extends to adjust all conflicting rights of <.lifferent citizens to the fund
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so awarded. The commissioners are to look to the original claim for damages and
injuries against Spain its~lf; and ~tis wholl~ imma.t~rial who is the legal or equitaibl&
owBer of the claim, prov1ded be Is an Amencan e1t1zen. (Comegys et al. t'· Vasse, 1
Peters, 212.)
After the validity and amount of the claim has been ascert.ained by the a~ard ?I
the commissioners, the rights of the claima:nt to the fund,. w~1~h has pass~d m.to h1s.
hands and those of others, are left to the ordmary course of J udlCwl proceedmgs m the:
established courts of justice. (Ibid.)
The treaty with Spain recognized an existing righb in the aggrieved .parti~s to c~m
pensatiou, and did not, in the most remote degree, turn upon the notiOn of donatiOn
or gratuity. It was demanded by our Government as matter of right, and as such was
granted by Spain. (Ibid, 217.)
The right to compensation from Spain, held under abandonment made to underwriters, and accepted by them for damages and injuries, which were to be satisfied
under the treaty by the United States, passed to the assignees of the bankrupt, who
held such rights by the provisions of the bankrupt law of the United States, passed
April 4, 1800. (Ibid.)
'
The King of Spain was the grantor in the Florida treaty; the treaty was his deed;
the exception was made by him; and its nature and effect depended on his intention,
expressed by his words, in reference to the thing granted, and the thing :reserved and
excepted in the grant. . The Spanish version was in his words, and expressed his intention; and although the American version showed the intention to be different, f;.he
Supreme Courb cannot adopt it as a rule to decide what was granted, what excepted,
and wha~ r eserved. (United States v. Arredondo et al., 6 Peters, 741.)
Even in cases of conquest it is very unusual for the conqueror to do more than to.
displace the sovereign and assume dominion over the country. The modern usage of
nations, which has become law, would be violated; that sense of justice and of right,
which is acknowledged and felt by the whole civjlized world, would be outraged if
private property should be generally confiscated, and private rights annu1led, on a
change in the sovereignty of the country by the Florida treaty. '£he people changetheir allegiance, their relation to their ancient sovereign is dissolved, but their relations to each other, and their rights of property remain undisturbed. Had Florida
changed its sovereign by an act containing no stipulation respecting the property o:I
individuals, the right of prope;rty in all those who became subjects or citizens of thenew government would have been unaffected by the c~ange. It would have remained
the same as under the ancient sovereign. (United States v. Pe:Jl'cheman, 7 Peters, 51.)
The language of the second article of the treaty between the United States and
Spain, of ~.id February, 1819, by which Florida was ceded to the United States, conforms to this general principle. (Ibid.)
The eighth article of the treaty must be intended to stipulate expressly for the se·
curit.y to private property, which the laws and usages of nations would, without express stipulation, have conferred. No construction which would impair that security,
further than its positive words require, would seem to be admissible. Without it, the
titles of individuals would remain as valid under the new government as they were
nuder the old. And those titles, so far at least as they were. consummated, might be •
asserted in the courts of the United States, independently of this article. (Ibid.)
The treaty was drawn up in the Spanish as well as in the English languages. Bath
are oriO'inal, and were unquestionably intended by the parties to be identical. The
Spanish has been translated; and it is now understood that the article expressed in
that language is, that "the grants shall remain ratified and confirmed to the persons.
in possession of them, to the same extent," &c., thus conforming exactly to the universaUy recei veu law of nations. (Ibid.)
Ifthe English and Spanish part can, without violence, be made to agree, that construction which establishes this conformity ought to prevail. (Ibid.)
.
No violence is done to the language of the treaty by a construction which conforms.
the English and Spanish to each other. Although the words "shall be ratified and
confirmed" are properly words of contract, stipulating for ~me future legislation~.
they are not necessarily so. They may import that "they shall be ratified and 'confirmed" by force of the instrument itself. When it is ooserved that in the counterpart,
of the same treat;)-', cxecut~d at the same time, by the same parties, they are used in
this sense, the coustructio:tr'is proper, if not unavoidable. (Ibid.)
Iu the case of Foster v. Neilson, 2 Peters, 253, the Supreme Court considered thos& ·
words importing a contract. The Spani:sh part of the trea.ty was not then brought
into dew, an(l it wa!; tueu supposed therewas1;1o variance between them. It wasnot- ·
~ -! L 0-VOL III
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supposed that there was even a formal difference of expression in the same instrument,
drawn up in the language of each party. Had this circumstance been known, it is believed it would have produced the construction which is now given to the article.
(Ibid.)
I'RIYATE LAND CLAE\:IS UN!>ER THE DEFINITIVE TREATY WITII GREAT BRITAIN, SEP'fEMBER

3, 1783,

The :first private land claims the United States bad to consider were within the
national domain as settled by the definit,ive treaty of peace with Great Britain, September 3, 1783. They were in the Northwestern Territory, at Post Vincennes, now in
lucliana, aud at Kaskaskia, now in Illinois, and up the Mississippi H.iver. These
grants or concessions were made to French or British citizens, and others, for agricultu al fands, far!lls, town lots, &c. They were made by French and British military
commandants prior to the year 1783, but usually were written upon a small scrap of
paper. They were seldom, if ever, recorded in the notary's office, and so were lost or
destroyed. One of the royal notaries, during the government of France, ran away
with all the records of Post Vincennes. These were mentioned and the lands embraced
in them reserved by the State of Virginia in her cession to the Nation of her western
lands. Go'v. Arthur St. Clair issued a proclamation at Kaskaskia in March 1790, calling upon all claimants to file evidepce of their title.
-Grants were attempted by John Todd, for Kaskaskia, sent by Virginia to regulate
the government of Post Vincennes and the country claimed by the State of Virginia,
in his proclamation o! June 15, 1789. Tile British and French commandants of Poat
Vincennes delegated their authorit~ to grant lands, -which they assumed to have, because such usage was the rule with their respective governments, to a court of civil
and criminal jurisdiction, whose grants, before 1783, amounted to 26,000 acres, and
after that time and to 1787 to 22,000 acres, in parcels of 400 acres to heads of families
for house lots. (For details of these grants see American State Papers, vol. 1.) The
State of Virginia opened such a court in the year 1780. (See American State Papers,
vol. 1, Public Lands; also proclamations of General Gage, British commander, from
Naw York, December 30, 1764, and AprilS, 1772.)
These grants were all equirobly adjusted by the United States, by aid of a series of
commissions and commissioners, running through a space of more than forty years.
(See Stats. at Large.)
During tho British government of the Northwestern Territory, now Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, &c., beginning in the Wabash country, numbers of persons organized themselves into companies for colonization and trading, holding lands, &c. They
were orgu.nized under different names, such as the Ohio, the Wabash, the Illinois,
the Mississippi, and VandaHa companies. These companies claimed a vast region of
country l'XI ending north of the Ohio, from the Muskingum to and beyond the Wabash
and north into Michigan. Some of them obtained permits on conditions which were
never fulfilled, and others were in negotiation when the definitive treaty of peace in
1783 ended British mle. Their titles were never confinuetl by grants. The Illinois
and Wabash Companies claimed several millions of acres on those rivers on titles
derived solely from Indian purchases, made in 1773-'75, by unauthorized individuals.
Such purchases were expressly forbidden by the King of England in his proclamation
of 1763, under which England assumed government of the country embraced within
the Northwestern Territory. A commission was appointed, under authority of Congress, which reported against most of their claims.
Among claims of th: character above set out was one known as the Captain Carver
claim for six or seven millions of acres of laud on the east side of the Mississippi River,
between the falls of Saint Anthony andLakePepiu, in Il · ois Territory. The alleged
grantee claimed title on a deed of gift from the Naudowessie Indians, with whom he
passed the wmterof 1766-'6i, being contrary to the King's proclamation of 1763, in relation to lands held by Inilians, which prohibited and forbi<l such transfcxs of titles to
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lands or acceptance of the same. Shares were s'old in this grant, and its limits can be
found marked on the. map of the United States published by Melish in 1811-'12. T~is
claim was not confirmed. For a list of land commissioners at various times, beginning
with Arthur St. Clair, December 10, 1794, and running through a series of more than
40 years, see Laws Relating to Public Lands, by Matthew St. Clair Clarke, Washington,
D. C., 1878.

.

There were also some la-rge grants made by Col. John Wilkins, British commander
near Kaskaskia., Illinois, in favor of J. Edgar and J. M. St. Clair, at Fort Chartres,
April 12, 1769. There was no evidence that these grants were ever confirmed by
the British Government. August 12, 1800, Gov. Arthur St. Clair, commissioner to adjust titles in the lllinQi.S country and at Vincennes, on the Wabash, under acts _of Congress of June 20 and August 28, 1788, issued an act of confirmation, but this was void,
because his powers over that part of the territory had ceased July 4 preceding, by the
eatablishment of Indiana Territory. This tract contained about 30,000 acres. For
details of these grants and claims for grants, see AIJ?-erican State Papers, vol. 1, Publie _
Lands, and '' Laws of United States having operation and respect to the Public Lands,"
Albert Gallatin, Washington, D. C., 1817.
·
The grants in what is now the State of Michigan were for agricultural lands adjacent to the town of Detroit. Some of these grants dated back to the French discovery
and occupation, and came from the French govei·nor of Canada and Louisiana. About
th~ year 1700 they were issued by the commandant of the King, at Detroit; next by the
governor and intendant of New France and.Louisiana, in the years 1735 and 1737, and
confirmed by the King. There were additional grants after this by the same power.
After 1763, by :proclamatioH of the .King of Great Britain, grants of land were made
by the governor of the province of Quebec (of which the present State of Michigan
formed a part), until after 1783.
Commissioners were appointed by Congress, under the act of March 26, 1809, to con
sider and report upon all these claims. (See report of G. Hoffman and Fred. Bates;
also of Judge A. B. Woodward, vol. 1 Public Lands, American State Papers.)
These claims, as reported, were confirmed upon equitable principles, and were for
small tracts of land, and affected a little more than 500 settlers. The largest gran-N
made under the French governors seldom exceeded 360 American acres, but were .
generally much less. Under British rule \here were abou't 100 claimants for lands held
under grants. These are still pending in the General Land Office.
GRANTS IN WEST FLORIDA.

There were a series of grants in what is now the State, of Mississippi, within the
jurisdiction of the United States, which had been made by the British governors of
the British province of West Flerida prior to 1783. This province embraced so much
of the present State of Alabama and Mississippi as lie north of the parallel 31 o north
latitude (the presen north boundary line of the State of Florida) to a line drawn east
across the two States from the mouth of the Yazoo River.
The United States, by the act of Congress of March 3, 1803, provided for the confirmation of these claims, requiring, in the first inst.ance, "actual settle~ent upon the
laud. These claims have been settled anu confirmed. They were few in number, and
the area small. (See American. State Papers, Public Lands, vols. 1 and 2.)
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS UNDER THE TREATY OF APRIL

3<}, 1803,

WITH FRANCE, FOR

THE PURCHASE OF THE l'ROVINCE OF LOUISIANA.

April 30, 1!:>03, the United States purchased from France the province of Louisiana.
The area embraced within this purchase contained numerous grants and claims for
grants alleged to have been issued from under the hand of the agents of the two great
colonizing power.;~ which preceded the United States in sovereignty.
Tho first man that crossed the Mississippi was undouhtedly DeSoto, wlwreachedit
by land more than two and. a quarter centuries ago, taking a northwesterly direction
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fr.om th; countrJ· of t.he Appalachico\as in Florida., east of Flint River; and yet the
Spaniards had navigated the Gulf of Mexico for nearly two centuries without being
aware that the largest river on the globe discharged its waters into that American sea.
In 1672 the French, who had settled a century before in Canada, had learned from
the Indians that the sources of a great river running south existed in the vicinity 01
the lakes. In the year following, Marquette and Joliet crossed the country from Lab
Michigan to the Mississippi, descending that river to the Arkansas. A few yearslatu
(1679) La Salle set out on an exploration of the Mississippi Valley, and subsequently
descended the Illinois to its junction with the Mississippi, passing the mouth of th&
Missouri, erecting the cross by the Arkansas, and planting the arms of France near the
Gulf, taking possession, on behalf of his nation, founding the F'ort of Saint Louis, and
giving the country the name of Louisiana from his sovereign, Louis XIV. At a later
period D'iberville sailed from Rochelle, in France, reaching (1699) by sea the mouth o(
the Mississippi. The French, when possessing a great portion of this continent, applied the general name of Louisiana to all the territories south and west of Canada.
More than half a century subsequent to the events just mentioned, D'Abbadie, director-general of Louisiana, granted to Pierre Lequiste La Clede, and company the
right to trade with the Indians. On the 15th of February, 1764, he established the
site of Saint Louis, the government of the country having been organized in 1765 by
Saint Ange, although three years prior to the latter date, by a special act, done at
Fontainbleau, November 3, 1762, France, by secret treaty, had ceded Louisiana to
Spain; yet it was not until the 21st of April, 1764, that Louis XV dispatched orders
from Versailles to the French director-general and commandant, D'Abbadie, in Louisiana, to acquaint the colony with the transfer, w.hich, however, did not pass under
actual Spanish domination until1768, when the captain-general, Don Antonio D'Ulloa,
assumed the chief provincial authority, yet was succeeded by the Spanish General
O'Reilly, who suppressed the French resistance to the transfer. The political and
land administration in Upper Louisiana thereafter passed under the jurisdiction of
Lieutenant-Governor Pedro Piernas, 1770; Francisco Cruzat, 1775; Fernando de Leyba,
1778; Francisco Cruzat, 1780; Manuel Pierez, 1787; Zenon Trudeau, 1792; Carlos Dehault Delassus, 1799.
During the administration of these Spanish lieutenant-governors, the granting
power of the royal domain was freely exercised inUpper Louisiana, and the records
of these grants, which lie at the foundation of the early Missouri titles, are found in
the Livres Terreins.
By secret treaty of October 1, 1800, at St. Ildefonso, Spain ceded the province according to its ancient limits to the French Republic, and by treaty of 1803, Napoleon~
as First Consul, transferred Louisiana to the United States, Laussat, the French commissioner, having announced this on the 30th of November, 1803, at New Orleans.
Thereupon the Spanish Marquis de la Casa Calvo delivered poss sion, absolving th&
Spanish subjects who might remain from their oath of :fidelity to the Catholic King,
the French authority having lasted only from the 30th of November to the 20£h Of
December, 1803, at which lltter date the sovereighty was transferred to the United
States.
In virtue of the treaties and public acts aforesaid, the United States succeeded t(}
the sovereignty and proprietary ownership of the public land iu the vast territory to
which La Salle had given its name, and the duty thereupon devolved upon this
Government of carr.ving out the ultramarine lan<i policy of France and Spain in regard
to grants valid under treaty, iB connection with the American land system under
numerous laws which have since been passed by Congress.
The French and panish pioneers have left the evidences of their power and the
memorials of their peculiar agrarian systems in the diversified, irregular forms oi
grants, from urban in-lots and out-lots, rural tracts of inconsiderable dimensions, from
100, 200, 300, 800, 1,600, to 7,0~6 arpens, or a league square, and iBCreasing in extent by
tens of thousands of arp ns, the arpen t of Paris being the standard of provincial measurement.
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The. grants made by these Spanish and French governors were within what is now
the States of Louisiana, Missouri, and Iowa, and have been generally acted upon bJ
the United States, and confirmed or rejected, except in the State of Louisiana, where
there are still some unadjudicated claims now :filed for grants or pretended concessiona
for millions of acres of land. Many of those :filed ran through years of litigation.
Among these were several famous claims.
THE BASTROP GRANT.

Bastrop's claim was located on the river Washita., in the Territory of Orleans. This was only a contract between the Spanish governor of Louisiana and Baron Bastrop, by
which a tract 12leagues square was promised to hi~ on condition of his settling thereon
500 families, to each of which' 400 arpens of the land was to be allotted gratis. The
whole tract was claimed as a fee-simple estate, held under a complete title, but was
rejected by the Supreme Court of the United States.
In pursuance of the act of 3d March, 1851, certain claims were presented to the register and receiver at Monroe, La., for confirmation, upon which those officers -made a
report, 30th July, 1852, which was confirmed by the act of June 29, 1854. The parties who presented said claims generally claimed title under de Bastrop. (10 Stats.,
p.299.)
THE MAISON ROUGE CLAIM.

The Maison Rouge claim, also on the river Washita, was of the same nature with the
preceding. But the contract was approved by the King of Spain, and a certificate was,
subsequent to the cession to the United States, obtained from the Spanish officers,
stating that the conditions had been fulfilled by the claimant. There was no patent
in either case; and the assent of the King, which, from its being obtained to the contract with Maison Rouge, seems to have been requisite in large grants. It may be
generally observed that, the archives and documents relative to the domain of Louisiana not having been left, in conformity with the treaty, in the possession of.t.h e United
.States, the extent of the powers of the governors or intendants to grant land beyond
the usual concessions to settlers not being known it was difficult. to decide on the
validity of many claims. This grant was also rejected by the Supreme Court of the
"United States.
THE HOUMAS GRANT.

The Houmas claim was fot· land on the island of New Orleans. This claim was
originally for a tract about a league iu length, on the left bank of the Mississippi, with
.a depth of about half a league. Th6 owner having no timber, asked and obtained from
the Spanish governor of Louisiana a back concession as far as the vacant lands extended.
The owners claimed all the land contained between the lines, protracted on one hand
to Manchac at the mouth of the Iberville, and on the other to the lower extrmpity of
Lake Maurepas; which would include about 120,000 acres of the most valuable vacant
laud on the island, hut the grant has ueen d(}Cided by the Secretary of the Interior to
be valid only to the extent of 42 arpens from the l't-lississippi River.
LEAD :MINES AT GENEVIEVE.

Two extensive claims, of a doubtful natnrt', were' laid to some of the lead mines
n car Genevieve and other settlements in Lonisiana. The first derived from Philip
Renaut, to whom a grant had been maue in 1723, by the local authorities, and who
returned to France in 1744, from whieh time his claim had lain dormant till the year
1 07. The power of the officers w.ho ma<le the grant. is doubted; and if the charter of the French western or Mississippi company, was similar to that of Crozat, mines
()n being abandoned for three yeajil reverte<l to the Crown. The other rested on an application of St. Vrain Lassus, to the governor of Louisiana, for 10,000 acres to be
located on lead mines, salt springs, &c., where, and in as many tracts as, the applicani
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might choose. The governor, in February_, 1795, wrote at the bottom of the pe~ition,
"granted." But no warrant of sttrvey was given, nor any ~ttte.mpt made to take up
any land during the continuance of the Spanish authorities. The present holder of
the supposed grant claims, by virtue of it, and efforts are now being made in Congrass
to secure the confirmation of the same or its etJui valent in certificates of location.
DUBUQUE LEAD MINES.

The claim to Dubuque's lead mines in Louisiana, about 500 miles above Saint
Louis, now in Iowa, and including 140,000 acres of land, was derived from a cession by the Indian tribe of l!'oxes, which appears to have been a mere personal permission to :Pubuque to occupy and work mines as long as he }Jleased. The confirmation by the Spanish goveruor of Louisiana, only granted the petitioner's request to keep
peaceable possession, according to the tenor of the Indian permission. There was
neither order of survey nor pate'llt, but the land was :tJ.everthcless ,claimed as if held
under a perfect title.
Toward the close of the last century Julien Dubuque found his way up to this.distant point, over 1,600 miles above New Orleans. On the 2~d September, 1788, the
Renards, the Fox or Ontagami Indians, held a full council at Green Bay. They there
declared they had given permission to Julien Dubuque, whom they called Little Nightt
to work the mines in that locality as long as he pleased, and that t,hey had sold aml
abandoned to him all the coast and coutl3nts of the mine discovereLl by Peosta's wife,
so that no one could make any claim without the consent of the Sieur Julien Dubuque.
- Eight years afterward Dubuque petitioned tho governor-general of Louisiana, the
Baron de Carondelet, at New Orleans, to grant him the peaceable possession of the
premises, which he had designated Spanish Mines, in honor of the conn try of his adoption. The petition was referred to the merchant (Indian trader) Don Andres 'l'odd.
In the information returned to the governor no objection was interposed to the grant,
with the condition that the grantee should observe the royal regulations relative to
the trade with the Indians. The concession was made accordingly at New Orleans on
the lOth December, 1796, by the governor-general, Carondelet., who was the fourth
successor of General O'Reilly, mentioned in the foregoing as having crushed out
French resistance to the transfer of Louisiana to Spain, Unzaga, Galvez and Miro having been the intermediate governors. The Dubuque-Chouteau title (Chouteau having
become part purchaser) was drawn fully in review thirteen years ago by the Supreme
Court of the United States (Chouteau v. Molony, 16 Howard), in which it was ruled,
in substance, to be merely a privilege to search for mines, and so as a complete orv3!lid
allodial title it fell to the ground, having no status against the proprietary rights of
the United States in virtue of the treaty of cession in 1803.
The colony established by Dubuque, whose remains lie JJuriell in the bl~, was
driven away by the Iildians ; but whit!3 settlements were re-established in 1830; the
Indian title was extinguished in 1833.
NEW ORLEANS BA'ITURE.

This claim rested on a supposed right of alluvion. This is thA case in which Mr.
Jefferson and Mr. Edward Livingston had their famous contest. The batture was the
1and made by accretion or deposit of the Mississippi River, in this instance in front of
the city of New Orleans. The lands embraced in it were surveyed into squares and
}Ots and sold at auction. The money was deposited to the credit of the Supreme Court
of the United States to await decision of the cause. 'l'hat court dechled in favor of
the city of New Orleans. One attoruey in this cause received a fee of $100,000 (Mr:
Grymes). Mr. Webster, Mr. Jefferson, and Mr.• Grymes were in this cause for the
Government and city, and Mr. Edward Livingston against them. It was claimed that
the batture was embraced within the lines of a
antation adjoining New Orlean.st
purchased from the Crown forty years prior to the cession of Louisiana to the United
States.
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METHODS OF CONFIRMATION.

BoardR of commissioners were instituted by various acts of Congress, beginning on
March 2, 1H05, for tho pt;trpose of investigating these claims, one for Louisiana, t o
for the Mississippi, and two for the Orleans Territory. The rules prescrilwll by law
to the commissioners have varied according to the nature of the claims respectively
. coming ueforo them. But the obj ect appears uniformly to have been to guard against
unfounded or fraudulent claims, to eonfirm all bona fide claims derived from a legitimate authority, even when the .title had not been completed, oan<l to secnre in their
possessions all the actual settlers who were found on the land when the United. States
took actual possession of the country where it was situated, t.hongh they had only a.
right of occupancy. In some cases, also, a right of pre-empti.on has been granted to
persons who ha<l occupied lands in the Mississippi Territory subsequent to the time
when the United States bali taken possession. The commissioners in that Territory
were authorized to decide fipa11y on tho claims; thfly completed. their work, and the
boards were <lissolved. 'fhe commissioners for the Territories of Michigan, Imliana, ·
and Illinois were only authorized to investigate the claimsJ aml to report their opinion
to Congress. Their respective reports were made years ago, and their confirmations
ratified by Congress, and the. whole business completed. In the Territories of Orleans
and Louisiana., the commissimlers were authorized to decide finally on .. all claims not
exceeding one leagne sqnare, and to report their opinion to Congress on those of a
~eater extent, or for lead mines.
Jtme 22, 1860, Congress passed an jtCt for the final adjudication of private land
claims in the States of Florida, Louisiana, and Missouri.
The act constituted the registers and receivers of the several land offices in Florida,
Louisiana, and the recorder of land titles at Saint Louis for the State of Missouri,
commissioners to hear and decide, under instructio~s from the General Land Office,
all matters respecting claims to land within their several districts. The law conferred power npon them to receive only such claims as were founded. on written grants,
and hence interdicted action upon any interest founded merely on ancient settlement,
when the same was unaccompanied by paper title from the authorities of the former
government.
Tltis act was continued in force for three years by act of Congress of March 2, 1867,
and was revive<!, amended, and extenued, uy the act of June 10, 1872, for three years
longer. These statutes authorized the reception and action upon such claims for
tracts wit-h in the several districts as emanated from any foreign government, bearing
elate prior to the cession to the United States of the territory out of which the States
were formed, or during the period when any such government cbimed sovereignty or
had the actuail possession of the district or territory in which the lands so claimed
are situated. This warranted them in receiviug an<l acting, not only upon claims
which originated under the former governments while the authorities exercised the
granting power de jU?·e, before the cession of the country, but also allowed claims to
be received which were made by the Spanish authorities while they were in actual
occupancy of·territory as the government de facto. Thus, for example, Spain parted
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with authority over the province Qf Louisiaua by t.he secret treaty of 1800 at San
Ildefonso, when that power cedetl Louisiana to Frauce. During the period. that
-elapsed from that time to the cession to the United St.ates in 1803, by Napoleor, the
:Spanish· authorities exercised tho granting power; and so, several yean1 subsequent
'to 1803, Spa~n, while in occupancy of the ancient province of Louisiana between the
lberville or Manchac and the Perdido, continued to make land concessions; auu durmg this period the grants were, of course, those of the government de facto. Titles
ef this class stood excluded by the ruling of the Supreme Court of the United States
in the case of Foster and Elam v. Neilson (2 Peters, 253), in which an elaborate decision was rendered by the Chief Justice against their validity nuder the then existing
laws and treaties. By the force and effect of the said acts of 1860 and 1867, a status
was given to claims founded on titles from de facto governments after the authority
·de jttre had passed from them, a principle being thus legislatively recognized which
:had.not previously been admitted in the judicial rulings of the Supreme Court of the
iUnited States.
The act of Jtrite 12, 1866, provided for the confirmation of outstanding titles in Saint
Louis, and so the private land claims and grants have all been adjusted, with ex·ee-,tions.noted, under the definitive treaty of peace with Great Britain in 1783, under
the Spanish purchase, and all under the Louisiana purqhase of Hl03, except in the
:State of Louisiana.
In the United States surveyor-general's office at New Orleans are filed 784 claims
'for lands granted under authority of the so~ ereigns of France or Spain prior to the
.acquisition of the territory by the United States under the treaty of purchase of 1803.
'These claims have been located and surveyed. Many of them were surveyed by the
United States in 1830, fifty-years ago. They aggregate about 80,000 acres, and in area
.are from 0. 34 of an acre to one of 2, 792 acres.
These are now awaiting au act of confirmation by Congress, the full details being
given in the report of the surveyor-general of Louisiana, together with a list of such
daims now pending. See, also, "Letter from the Secretary of the Interior," of date
.March 8, 181:!0, trausmitting information as to these claims. ( S. Ex. Doc. No. 111,
.:second sessiOJ?, Forty-sixth Congress.)
.
Relative to private land claims in Louisiana, it would be impossible without a long
;and tedious examination of the files, containing many tHousands cases both patented
.:and unpatented, to approximate with any degree of certainty the number of claims
:not patented, and for which patent certificates and special plats of survey are on fila
.in the General Land Office.
The claims are disposed of as called up by-the parties in interest: or their duly
:.authorized attomeys-e. g., an application being made for a patent in a speci fie case, an
:an examination is first made of the files, of which thero are alphabetical indexes showing
the name of the confirmee, and if the necessary papers are found constituting the basis
,of patent, they are examined to ascertain that the confirmation is properly set forth
·therein, \vhich fact must also be carefully inquiretl into from the records, that the
-cl9-im is correctly surveyed, and, generally, that the papers aro in all respects correct;
then, if the examination results satisfactorily, the patent is issued; while, on the other
nand, if the papers are not found the party is so advised, and they must be filed
l>efore action is taken.
The foregoing statement has reference merely to such cases as are pending upon ap·
-plications for patents.
The claims, aggregating many thou ands, wllich have been reported by the various
boards of commissioners, and confirmed by Congress from time to time, might be
properly termed ca es in the General Land Office for action, although in numerous
in tances the paper constituting tho bases of patents are not on file there.
The reports are there, however, and as that office is repeatedly culled ;,pon to furnish
information upon question of title, they afford ample facilities for that purpose.
This also applies to Alabama, Mi issippi, Arkansas, Horida. Missomi, Illinois,
Indiana., and Michigan.
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22, 1819, FOR THE PROVINCES.

OF EAST AND WEST FLORIDA.

By the eighth article of the treaty of cession with Spain the provinces of East and
West Florida were ceded to the UniMd States, provision being made for the protection of the..inhabitants in their real possessions.
Immediately after the United States took possession Congress acted upon this matter by passing an act, May S, 1822, providing for the appointment of commissioners to
receive and :file claims for cessions prior to January 24, 1818. By the supplemental
act of May 23, 1828, provision was made for the :final adjudication of all private land
claims by the judges of the superior courts·of the districts wherein the lands claimed
were situated. This act provided a mode of procedure in the courts and for an appea ,
in case of judgment against the United States, to the Supreme Court of the United
• States; Numerous confirmations were made in pursu{tnce of these laws, which were
subsequently surveyed by the United States.
The number of surveyed private land claims in Florida, as shown by the plats of the
same in the" History of Florida," prepared by the surveyors-general of said State,
and on :file in the General Land Office arc 866, embracing a total area of 1,250,519. 75
acres.
REFERENCES.

See reports of surveyors-general of Florida in annual reports of General Land Office
from 1830 to 1880; Laws, Charters, and Local Ordinances of the Governments of Great
Britain, France, and Spain ''relating to the concessions of land in their respective
(!Olonies," by Joseph M. White; 2 vols. Philadelphia, Pa., 1839; and decisions of the
Supreme Court United States, cited o~ pages 367-370.
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS UNDER THE TREATY WITH MEXICO OF GUADALUPE HIDALGO,
FEBRUARY

2, 1848, AND UNDER GADSDEN PURCHASE OF DECEMBER 301 1853.

Private land claims and grants, under the authority of the Spanish and Mexican
Governments, which were made prior to February 2, 1848 (the date of the treaty of
Gauualupe Hidalgo), in the now Territories of New Mexico and Arizona and States
of California and Colorado, werE) by the eighth article of the treaty with Mexico to be
confirmed.
In 1849 J. Butterfield, Commissioner of the General Land Office, called the attention
of Congress to these grantsIt is, then, the obvious and indispensable duty of our Governm~nt to take decisive
measures for the recognition of good claims, for the extinction of fraudulent ones, and
for the selection and withdrawal from the mass of public property of all lands requisite for military fortifications, arsenals, depots, light-houses, or other- public uses, so
that our system may be unimpeded and free from embarrassment in disposing of the
public lauds.
July 11: 1849, Hon. Thomas Ewing, Secretary of the Interior, dispatched William
Carey Jones, esq., to California and the city of Mexico to examine into the character
and condition of land titles in California. H(s instructions were issued by the Commissioner of the General Land Office July 5, 1849, and were approved by the Secr~tary
Qf tho Interior July 12, 1849. (See report of Agent .Jones, Ex. Doc. No. 18, :first session Thirty-first Congress.)
March 1, 1849, Capt. H. W. Halleck submitted to Col. R. B. Mason, governor O.f
California, a report on the laws and regulations l'elative to grants or sales of publio
lands in California.
This report details the land and land-grant systems which grew up under the auspices
of old Spain and Mexico. It showed that it did not rest upon loose, uncertain, un written data, but was founded upon written orders, regulations, and decrees, which, from
time to time, were promulgated; beginning, in 1773, with instructions from the viceroy
Qf Mexico to the military commandant of the new establishments of San Diego and
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Monterey, authorizing him to grant lands to individuals in the vicinity of missions or
pueblos; then upon orders from tho viceroy in 1774 to the commandant to assign lots
to soldiers marrying baptized Indian women; upon instructions from the viceroy in
1877, to esta.blish two puebios, and allot lands to the colonists, looking to the requirements of Spanish vessels touching from the Easb Indies, and to the furnishing supplies
to the garrison of the presidios; upon regulations prepared in 1779 by GO'\'e+nor Don
Felipe de Neve, and approved by the King in a royal order of 17tH, in reference to
colonization, erecting pueblos, for distribution of house lots and farm lots(" solares y
suertes de tierras''), &c.; upon an order in 1791 to the governor, authorizing captains
of presidios to grant and distribute lots within a certain specified distance from the
center of presidio squruies; . and, after the Mexican revolution, upon a decree of therepublic in 1824, as defined by regulations in 1828, empowering the political chiefs of
the territories to grant, with certain exceptions and under limitations, the vacant
lands, subject to the approval of the territorial deputation, or of the supreme government of Mexico. Under these successive orders, regulations, decrees, &c., grants were
been made by the-constituted authorities down to the 7th July, 1846, when the American flag was hoisted at Monterey, and possession taken in the name of the United
States.
-It appears, further, that the mission establishments were secu.lm·izcd, pursuant to a
decree· of the Mexican Congress in 11333, and became national property. (See H. Ex.
Doc. No. 17, first session Thirty-first Congress. This reporb also contains tables of
land measurements, &c.)
·
The President urged action on Congress in 1850-'51 in relation to those claims.
September 30, 1851, Samuel D. King, United States surveyor-general of California,
in reporting upon the lands in California, said:
It must bo remembered that until within a very fow years, and as long as thecoun~ry remained under the Spanish l:1nd Mexican jurisdiction, t.he lands in this extreme
and very sparsely settled portion of their territory were considered as being of very
little if. any value, except as open ra.n ges for numerous larO'e herds of horses, or for
cattle raised solelY. upon account of their hides and tallow, tho thou almost only articles of export-.
•
Hence the lands were freely granted away to those desirous of establishing ranches
for this purpose, and in large sized tracts. But very few indeed, if any, of these grants
were ever actually surveye1l under the former governments. The grants, generally,
after specifying the length and breadth of tho tract, or its area, as being at a. particularly 'designated place, describe it by some general aml vague reference to other grants,
water-courses, or mountain ranges, or refer to a rough figurative plat or sketch accompanying the application or grant as defining the boundaries.
-"

LEGISLATION BY THJ<J CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES-CALIFORNIA.

In pursuance of the provisions contained. in tho eighth article of the treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo, the Congress of the United States passed an act which was approved on the 3d of March, 1851 (9 Stats., p. 631), entitled "An act to ascertain and
8ettle the private land claims in the State of California," which provided for the
appointment of a commission composed of three commissioners, to continue for three
years, with a secretary qualified to act as interpreter, and necessary clerks, and a law
a.gent to represent the United States.
Claimants under Spain and Mexico were required to present their claims to the
commissioners, sitting as a bo~t.r<l, with the evidence in support of the same.
The commissioners were authorized to issue subprenas, administer oaths, take testimony, and decide as to the validity of claims; aud therein to be governed by the
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the law of nations, the usageb an1l cu toms of the former
government, the principles of equity, nnd tho decisions of the Rupreme Court of the
United States as far as applicaule; and were required to report their decisions to the
United States district attorney of the district in which the decision should be made.
Appeal by the claimant and the district attorney was authorized to the United States
district court, with further app alto the Supreme Conrt of the United States.
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Lands claimed, but claim rejected by the commission or by the courts, or claimed,
but claim not presented within two years from date of the act, to be deemed publio
lands of the United States; ~nd for lands finally confirmed_ patents to issue, upon surveys thereof to be made by the surveyor general.
It also provided for contesting claims by .outside parties, and that final decr~es on
claims should be conclusive only as between the United States and the claimants. ~
The act of August 30, 1~52 (10 Stats., p. 99), section 12, provided for the appointment
of an assistant law agent, and for the filing of transcripts which should operate us an
appeal for proceeding thereupon.
The act of-January 18,1854 (10 Stats., p. 265), extended the act of March 3, 1851, oneyear for determining the claims presented under it, and authorized the board to ap-,
point commissioners,·not exceeding three, to take testimony.
By the act of February 23,1854 (10 Stats., p. 268), certain persons named therein were·
authorized to present their claims within six months thereafter.
By the act of January 10,1855 (10Stats., p. 603), the provisions of the act of March 3,
1851, and of the second section of the act of January 18, 1854, were continued in
for<}e for one year from March 3, 1855, and the commissioners, or either of them, wereauthorized to issue subprenas.
By the si;xth section of the act of March 2, 1855 ( 10 Stats., p. 632), the judge of theUnited States circuit court -was authorized to sit in the United States district court in
cases of appeal from the board of land commissi-oners.
By the act of May 11, 1858 (11 Stats., p. 2R7), the United States district court in @ne·
d~trict was authorized to issue subprenas, or subpmnas duces tecum, into the other district.
The act of May 18, 1858 (11 Stats., p. 289), provided for the collection; armrging, a.nd
safe keeping of the Spanish and Mexican archives in Upper California in the office of·
the surveyor-general, and prescribed punishment for the alt~ration, muti.latioJll, concealment, or interpolation of the same.
The second section of the act of May 18, 1858 (11 Stats., p. 290), prescribed punishment
for all forms of fraud in titles to lands in California claimed under Mexican authority. ·
By the act of June 14, 1860 (L2 Stats., p. a3), surveys of private land claims in California to be made were required to be published in the manner prescribed.; and, on
application of any party interested, or of the district attorney on part of the United
States, to the United States district court, the survey might be ordered into court,
sud, upon notice given, the court should hear proofs, &c., and might approve, rej~ct,. ·
or order the survey amended. ·If no order for return of survey into court should be procured, or on :final approval of survey by the court, the survey was to be transmitted
by the surveyor-general to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, patent wasto be issued thereon, and a survey :finally determined by publication, order, or decreC',
was to have the same validity in law a~ if a patent for the land surveyed bad been
issued.
All surveys made before this time and approved by the survey or -general and returned
into the dil:ltrict court, or where proceedings were then pending in court for con-testing or reforming the same, were made subject to the provisions of the act; and'
all acts inconsistent were repealed.
By the u ct of August 6, 1861 ( 12 Sta.ts., p. 320), the United States district attorneys in
California. were authorized to certify records on appeal to the United. States Supreme
Court in cases where the United States was a party.
By tho act of May 5, 1864 (13 Stats., p. 69), settlers upon lands withilf the exterior
boundaries of the Rancho San Ramon, confirmed for two leagues, were authorized to·
contest the correctness of the location of the land confirmed; and if the United States.
had title to any of said lands, b011a fide settlers thereon were to have right to enter and
receive patent for one hunolred and sixty acres, on payment of one nollar and twontyfive cents per acre.
The act of July 1, 1864 (13 Stats., p. 332), repealed the act of June 14, 1860, and aU
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inconsistent provisions of law, and provided that surve:vs of private land claims made
under the act of March 3, 1851, sb:ould be published by the surveyor-general four weeks,
and retained in his office ninety days after :first publication; and if no objections wore
made to the survey within the ninety days, by any pa;ty claiming interest, the surveyor-general should transmit it to the Commissioner of the Goneral Land Office for
examination and approyal; but if objections were made, such objections and proofs
produced in support of the same, &c., with copy of the survey, wereto be transmitted
to the Commissioner by the surveyor-general, with his opinion ; and if be approved
the survey he should indorse his approval; if he disapproved it, be might require a.
further report, or proofs to be taken, or might direct a new survey to be made. When
survey should be :finally approved patent was to be issued thereon.
By section 2 the preceding provisions (section 1) are made. to apply to all surveys
previously made by the surveyor-general of California which bad not been approved
by the United States district courts, and were not pending in court for confirmation
.or correction.
Appeals from decrees of district' court lay to t'he circuit court, and not to the
Supreme Court of the United States. When a survey pending in court was ordered back
foltll'esurvey, the latter was to be under the supervision of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, and not of the courts.
·
When the district judge waf! interested, the district cont might order the case tranlilferred to the circuit court, and might also transfer cases affecting title to lands within
t~ corp~ate limits of any city or town.
Section 5 released right and title of the United States to lands in -the city of San
Francisco, except certain lands devoted to public use, the release not to affect private
rights.
'
Section 6 made it the duty of the surveyor-general to cause all private land claims
fin all£. confirmed, to be surveyed whenever requested by the claimants, on deposit
by claimant, in the district court, of a sufficient sum to pay the expenses of survey and
publication.
Section 7 made it the duty of the surveyor-general, in making surveys of private
land claims, to follow the decree of confirmation as closely as practicable, and of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office to require a substantial compliance with
:this requirement before approving a surv;ey.
By the seventh section of the act of July 23, 1866 (14 Stats., p. 220), persons who, in
good faith, bad purchased lands of claimants under Mexican grants, which grants had
.f mbsequently been rejected, or the lands so purchased excluded on final survey, and
had improved and continued in occupation, &c., and where no valid adverse rights
existed, were authorized to purchase the same at the minimum price established by law;
the right, however, not to extend to lands containing mines of gold, silver, copper, or
.cinnabar.
Section 8 provided for the survey of the public lands adjoining confirmed private land
.claims under Spanish or Mexican grants, and the setting off by the surveyor-general of
lands in satisfaction of such grants, where a survey was not requested within ten
months after the passage of the act, and in case of claims subsequently confirmed,
within ten months from the confirmation under the sixth and seventh sections of the
.act of J ~ 1, 1864.
Section 9 regulated the time for appeals from the United States district court to the
circuit court from decrees on surveys of priv ate land claims in California.
The act oi' June 19, 1878 (20 Stats., p. 172), authorized th!'} claimants of the Mexican
gra.nt, Las Cruces, to present their claim to the United States district court for conrfirma.tion, if found to be valid, confirmation not to exceed 8,888 acres, and not to affect
valid homestead and pre-emption claims nor adverse rights. Claimants to execute
relca. es to parties in possession under valid claims, before confirmation. On rejection
of cla.im, right of appeal was given to Supreme Court. The confirmed claim was to
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be surveyed and, on approval of survey by Commissioner of General Land Office,
:patent was to issue.
The act of January 28, 1879 (20 Stats., p. 593), made similar prov~sions in favor of the
claimants of La Lolla Rancho.
The act of June 15, 1880 (21 Stats., p. 234), contained an appropriation for translating,
copying, indexing, preserving, &c., the original Spanish arcl;tives in the offic~ of the
surveyor-general.
~
AREA OF CONFIRMED GRANTS IN CALIFORNIA.

Under these various acts the United States has confirmed in Cali('Ornia 538 claims
having a total acreage of 8,332,431.924 acres, the smallest being for 1.770, and the
largest 133,440.780 acres.
_
.
Patents have been issued for a number of these claims upon returns of survey made
to the land department from time to time.
In the location of these claims and the proper adjustment of boundaries there has
been much difficulty, arising from the defective nature of the original Spanish and
Mexican grants and the maps upon which they are based, which in m_ost cases must
be referred to in locating the confirmed claim, as th.e decrees of confirmation in eut
few instances con t.ain an exact description of the tract, referring to the general original
'grant and map filed for description. ·
When the di:ffere:o.t condition of this country at the period of making those grants
and the present time is considered, the causes of difficulty, leading to Jrequent disputes and contests about boundaries, will be readily understood. Under the former
governments lands were granted in large tracts of comparatively little value. There
was no scientific surveying system adopted in connection with these grants, their area
being given by rough estimate. When a boundary ;was not a wa.ter-course, a sierra,
range of ,hills, or a valley was accepted as a sufficient.ly definite designation of limits
where a few hundred aures were not worth contending for; and so long as the property remained in the hands of the grante~s or their descendants, under Mexican rule,
this system was sufficient for the purpose and was acquiesced in. But on the transfer
of sovereignty to the United States, and the emigration of our people from the A~la;..
tic side, a new state of things was inaugurated. These ranchos passed into other
hands; they were cut up and divided, and, under the enterprise and industry of the
new settlers, became in many instances valuable agricutltural farms. Our e:l!;act surveying system was introduced, and possessions came to be estimated by acres instead:
of leagues. It then became indispensable to those who had purchased portions of these
grants to know the precise limits of their claims. To this end every means in the
power of the land department have been employed.
'l'he following claims are pending in the General Land Office, from California, July
1, 1880: .
List of private land claims in California pending in General Land Office.
Acres.

4,424.12()
1,695.90()
7,863.68()
65,132.06032,865.55(}
16, 455. 540·
36,403.32(}
2,288.000
2, 971. 26()
Las Virgines . ____ . ___ . ___ .. __ •. _. ________ . ---- . ----. ---- ---- --.- -----8,1385.04(}
San Jacinto Nuevo y Potrero ·-· ·----· -·-- ·--- ·-- · -----· ---- ·----· --·- 48~ 823.670
8, 975.17(}
Los Vallecitos de San 1\farcos ---------- ·----· ------ ·----· ···--· ··---· -Arroyo de la La.guna ....... ______________ .••• -- .•• -. ---. --- •. - ..•••. -4,431. 99()
Tract of land near San GabrieL ___ . _•••• __ ••• __ •• _••••.• ---. ---- . -- •• - 50.41058,409.63(}
San Vicente y Santa 1\fonica. ___ ---- ---· ·-·· ··---· ···--· ---· ··-··· ---·Boca de Santa Monica. __ . _. ___ ••. __ • _. ___ • _. _•• ____ ••• _.-. --.- •••• -.-.
6,658.900
Punta de Pinos._._ . ____ .•• _. __ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -•••• --. • --- • 2,666.51~

Miramontes ...... ___ .. -. __ .. __ .. ----. --- .. ----. ---- .. ----. ---- . -- .. --Posolmi .................... ___ . _____ .. _. __ .. ____ . ______ . _ . ____ .. ____ .
Corte de Madera del Presidio------·-·-···--····----···---·----·----·-Pueblo lands of San .Jose . ____ ... --- .. ____ . _--- ---. ---- ---- ---- --- .. -:.
City lands of Monterey. ____ . ___ .. __ • _.. ____ .. _____ . __ .. _____ .. __ . __ -.111ission La Purisima _.. ___ ... ___ .. _____ . __ • _. __ -.. -- -•.. ---- .. ----. --.San Rafael._ ............. _.. ____ . __ .. __... _.. __ ••. _____ . --.- --.- --- .. .
Vista--··
.... -···--····---·------·----·------··----·--------·-' Buena
Alisal .......
_.......
_... _. __ . _... -.. ______ •. ____ . ____ . _. _.. __ . __ . ____ _
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Canada de los N oj ales .....•••••••••..••....••••.•.•••......••• ~ ...... .
Los Camaritos .......•••........•••....••..............••........••••.
Pueblo of San Francisco ...·•......••.....••.......•••.....•...•....•...
Santiago de Santa Ana .•.•...••....•...•.....••..........•.•..........
Arroyo del Rodeo ....••...•••.......•.•••.. • .•....••.................•.
Part ofNapa ...................••..••••....•............. .'...••.......
Tract of land in Mission Dolores ...••..........•...•.•.....•...........
El Sobrante ........................•.•.•..................•...........
Cabeza de Santa Rosa ........•••.....••.....•.•.....••....•.......•...
San Ramon .•. ." ....... : . ......•......•.. • •••..........................
Pasa de Bartol ......•...•...........••...••.........................
Pasa de Bartolo ........•••.•....... : .•......•........••...............
Rincon de las Salinas .••••............••......................•...•...
San Pascual . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . • . • . .. . . . ..............•............ :.

1,199.560
20.469
17,754.770
62,516. 570
1,473.070
11,943.140
5.R60
20,565.420
336.190
4,4~0. 940
207.790
8, 991.220
2,220.020
708.570

Total ....••........•• _.. . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 421, 394. 339
EXAMPLE OF A. SPANISH LAND GRANT IN CALIFORNIA.
The following case is given as an illustration of California grants as presented to
t~e board of land commissioners for adj ndication, including the decrees on title:
No. 497.
Claim of hei1·s of Juan Read to Corte de Madera del Presidio.
[Translation of Espediente.]

Stamp third. Two reales.
Provisionally authorized by the commissariat ad interim of the port of Monterey, of
Alta California, for the years 1831 and 1812.
Reauthorized for the years 1833 and 1834.
SENOR GOVERNOR AND SUPERIOR POLITICAL CHIEF :
Juan Read, a native of Ireland (of the R pman Catholi.E: religion), aad a resident of
this Territory for nine years, in the most proper form presents himself before your
excellency, and representation makes:
That possessing, by the favor of God, 400 head of neat cattle and 60 horses, and desiring a piece of land where I can, without prejudice to a third party, s~~tpport and
increase them, and live quietly and tranquilly in a property under the protection of
this Mexican Republic, I ask of your excellency to be so good as to grant me the place
called "Sausalito."
·
June 27, 1::l34.
JUAN READ.
MONTEREY, July 8, 1834.
In conformity with the laws in the matter1 the military commandant of San Fran.cisco will report if the party interested in tlus proceeding has the necessary requisites
to be attended to in his petition; if the land which is asked for is compreheaded in .t~e
20 border leagwes, or in the ten litteral, mentioned in the law of August Hlth, 1824; 1f It
is irrigable, dependent on the seasons, or pasture land; if it belongs to the property
of any private person, corporation, mission, or pueblo; if the petitioner has a letter
of naturalization in the United Mexican ·States; if there has been any other land
granted to. him before, and whatever else it is believed will illustrate -the matter.
This done, the espediente will be passed to the Rev. Father minister of t.he mission of
San Rafael, that he may r!:'port what occurs to him.
The Senor Don Jose Figueroa, g eneral of brigade, commandant gen eral inspector,
and superior political chief of Upper California, thus ordered, decreed, and signed, of
which I certify.
JOSE FIGUEROA,
Senor Sz~pet·io1· Political Chief .
.AGUSTIN V~ ZAMORANO,

Secretary.
T he land which Don J uan R ead, a r esident of this jnrisdicUon, ask s for, is iucl\].ded
in t~e 10 litteral leagues menti oned in the l aw of colonization of Angnst 1 th, 1i3:M, and
not m the 20 border leagues spoken of in the arne law. The lands are irrigable and
partly -pasture lands in the caiiadas formetl by the mountains which com pose the
same; 1t belong~ to _no private person, corporation, or pnehlo; the petitioner ba n o
~etter o~uaturahzatwn, althou~<rh he ha p rov(•d that he bas a ked one ~;ix years ago
ID the ·1ty, and afterwards in this territory, the which, on account of the vicissitn(les
or changes of the revolution , he ha not be n ahle to procure. He ha. also proved
that he ha s rved some yoars uuuer the Mexica.u flag as 1st mate uf a ve. st> l, and
_that he ha been settled with his pr6perty on this frontier for three years. In the
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year 1831 there was given him as a loan a· piece of land which he afterwards aban:
doned. He has the requisites to entitle him to be at.tended to.
San Prancisco, August 1, 1834.
NEARIANO G. VALLE.JO.
SENOR SUPERIOR POLITICAL CHIEF:

The land asked for by Don Juan Read is not among those most important to the
mission, a.ltho_ugh it formerly occupied it with cattle; but in this your excellency will
do what yon think proper.
San Rafael, Aug:J.st 12, 1834.
Friar JOSE LORENZO QUIJA.
MONTEREY,

September 23, 1834.

Join this to the foregoing.

PIGUEROA.

Sketch o1·plan of the grant of "El Co1·te de Madera del Presidio."

-

'iJO~CE~

PROCESS -

\

SE~OR GENERAL OF TilE TERRITORY OF UPPER CALIFORNIA:

Juan Read, of tho Irish nation, before your excellency with due respect presents
lri msclf and says: "That not having been able to obtain the plact called' El Sausalito:'
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he prays you to be so good . as to grant him the place of 'El Corte de Madera del
Presidio,' to the Punta del Taburon," as shown by the sketch or plan which your excellency has in your possession. Wherefore I pray your excellency to be so good as
to grant my petition, by which I shall receive favor and grace.
JUAN READ.
PUEBLO DE SAN RAFAEL, September 4, 1834.
MONTEREY, September 23, 1834.
Pass this to the alcalde of this capital, before whom the party of Don Juan Read
will produce an examination of suitable witnesses, who will be interrogated on the
.
following points:
1. If the petitioner is a Mexican by birth; if he is married and has children, and if
he is of good conduct.
2. If t.he land asked for belongs to the property of any individual, mission, corporation, or pueblo; if it is irrigable, dependent on the seasons, or pasture land, auu the
extent it has.
..
3. If he has stock to put on it, or the possibility.of acquiring any. Having finished
these proceedings, return this expediente for its decision.
Senor Don Jose Figueroa, general of brigade, commandant general illspector, and
superior political chief of the Territory of Upper .California, thus ordered, decreed}
and signed, of which I certify.
JOSE FIGUEROA.
AGUSTIN V. ZAMORANO, Sec1·eta1'y.
MONTEREY, Septernbe1· 24, 1834.
Let testimony of three fit witnesses be taken as directed in the foregoing superior
decree oftbe senor-superior political chief. Thus I, the constitutional alcalde, ordered,
decreed, and signed, with those of my assistance in the established form.
I certify.
MANUEL JIMENO CASARIN.
(Of assistance:)
JOSE AGUILA.
(Of assistance:)
JOSE JOAQUIN GOMEZ.

On this.date present Don Juan Read was notified of the foregoing order, and, having understood it, said he heard it and signed with me and the witnesses of my asl'!istanee.
JUAN READ.
(Of assistance:)
JOSE AGUILA.
UASARIN.

(Of assistance:)
Jos:E JoAQUIN GoMEz.

On the same date present Don David Spence took the oath in due form, by which
he promised to tell the truth on what he knew, and was asked; and being asked his
name, occupation, country, religion, said: his name was as aforesaid; that he was
married, 35 years old, a merchant, a native of Scotland, and a Roman Apostolic Catholic.
Being interrogated on the three points mentioned in the superior decree of the
senor political chief of the 23d inst., he said tbat he know Don Juan Read; that
he was a native of Ireland, but was naturalized in the Republic of Mexico; that he
was not married, and was of good conduct; that he also knows the land asked for;
that it belong to the property of PO individual, mission, corporation , or pueblo; that
said laud is not irrigable, l:mt pasture lands, and dependent on th seasons; that the
extent is about a league in length and about half a league in width; that, lastly, the
, aid Don Juan Read has stock with which to stock it; that what he has aid is the
truth under the oath he ha taken, and, having read it, ratifies it as his declaration,
and signs with me and the assisting witne~:~ses.
DAVID PENCE.
(Of a sistance :)
JOE AGUILA.
CA. Am.·.
(Of a i tance:)
JO ~~ JOA"Q I~

OMEZ.

n th arne clay pr . en Don Jna Malarin. H wa sworn in due form to tell the
truth in ~hat ha ku 'W and wa a. k d · and being a k<'d hi. nam<', condition, age"
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()ccupation, country, and religion, said his name was as above; that he was married;
43 years of age; a merchant; and a native of Lima; and a Roman Apostolic Catholic.
Being interrogated on the three points · mentioned in the superior decree of the
senor political chief of the 23d inst., he said that he has known Don Juan Read for
seven years; that he is a native of Ireland, but is naturalized in the Mexican Republic; that he is not married; and knows him to be of good conduct; that he also
knows the land .asked for, and "it belongs to the property of no individual mission,
pueblo, or any corporation; that it is dependent on the seasons and pasture land, and
not irrigable; and that in length it is about a league, and in width about half a.
league; that, lastly, Don Juan Read has stock with which to stock it; that what he
has said is true, under the oath he has taken; and having read, he ratifies this as his
declaration, and signs with me and those of my assistance.
JUAN MALARIN.
(Of assistance:)
JOSE AGUILA.
CASARIN.

(Of assistance:)
JOSE JOAQUIN GOMEZ.

On the same day present Don Guillermo Hartnell; he was duly sworn to tell the
truth in what he knew and was asked; and being asked his name, condition, age,
country, and religion, said his name was as above; that he was married; 36 years
of age; a native of England; and a Roman Apostolic Catholic.
•
Being interrogated on the three points mentioned in the superior decree of the
senor political chiefofthe23dinst., be said that he knows Don Juan Read; he is a native
of Ireland, and naturalized in the Mexican Republic; is not married, and is of good
conduct; that he also knows the land asked for; it is within his knowledge that it
belongs to the property of no individual, mission, pueblo, or corporation ; that said
land is not irrigable, but is dependent on the seasons, and pasture land; that it is some
more than a league long, and about a half a league wide; and, lastly, that the said Don
Juan Read has stock with which to stock it; that what he has said is the truth under
the oath he has taken, and being read ratifies as his declaration, and signs with me
and the witnesses of my assistance.
'
GUILLERMO EDWARD HARTNELL.
(Of assistance:)
JOSE AGUILA.
CASARIN.

(Of assistance :)
JOSE JOAQUIN GOMEZ.
MONTEREY,

October 2, 1834.

~aving seen the petition with which is espediente begins the report of the only
~li~ary authority of the jurisdiction of San Francisco, that of the father minister of the

m~sswn of San Rafael, the last exposition of the petitioner, the testimony of witnesses,
With all else presented and proper to be seen in conformity with what is directed in the
laws and regulations on the matter, Don Juan Read, naturalized in the United Mexican
Stat~s~ is declared ~wner in fee of the land known by the name of ''Corte de Madera del
Presidio" to the pomt of Taburon, bounded bfy the mission of San Rafael and the port
?f San Francisco, subject to the conditio:ns stipulated. Let the corresponding dispatch
Issue, record it in the proper book, and direct this espediente .for the due approbation
to. the most excellent deputation territorial, in which case the party interested, who
Will be notified of this decree, will present his title anew to have it revalidated. The
Senor: Don _Jose Fi~ueroa, general of brigade, commandant general inspector, and
s~penor poht~cal chief of the Territory of Upper California, thus ordered, decreed, and
signed, of whwh I certify.
JOSt FIGUEROA.
AGUSTIN

V.

ZAMARANO,

Secretary.

(Here follows copy of former title to the same as translated in document on page 386,
marked B.)
AUGUST

27th, 1835.

In session of this day the most excellent deputation passed this to the committee

~n

vacant lands.

FIGUEROA.
JOSE MARIA MALDONADO,

Secretary.
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MOST ExcELLENT SENOR: The committee on vacant lands, charged with the espediente, which was ordered formed on the petition of Citizen Juan Read for the place
called Sausalito, not :finding any objection, and being in every respect conformable
to the law of Aug·u st 18, 1824, and art. 5 of the regulation of November 21, 1828, offer
to the deliberation of your excellent body the following proposition:
Approved the grant made to Citizen Juan Read of the place called Sausalito on the
2d of October, 1834.
Monterey, August 28, 1835.
JOS~ CASTRO.
AUGUST 2'J, 1835.
In session of this day, the most excellent deputation approved the foregoing report,
and directed the espediente to be passed to the superior political chief for his conclusion.
JOSE CASTRO.
JOSE MARIA MALDONADO, Se(jl'etary.

B.
Translation of title and of juridical possession. Stamp :first-seal-six dollars. For the
years one thousand eight hundred thirty-two and one thousand eight hundred and
thirty-three.
CIVIL Gov'T OF UPPER CALIF'A.
Jose Figueroa, general of brigade of the Mexican Republic, commanding general,
inspector and superior political chief of Upper California.
Whereas Don Juan Read, naturalized in the United States of Mexico, has for his
own personal benefit, and that of his family, asked for the land known by the name
of ''Corte de Madera del Presidio," as far as" la Punta del Taburon," bounded by the
mission of San Rafael and the port of San Francisco, the proper measures and examinatiO'ns being previously made, as required by laws and regulations, using the power5
which are conferred · on me, in the name of the Mexican nation, I haYe by decree of
this day granted to the aforesaid Don Juan Read the above-mentioned land, declaring
to him the ownership of it by these presents ; said grant being understood to be in
entire conformity with the laws, subjflct to the approval or disapproval of the most
excellent territorial deputation, and of the supreme government, and under the following conditions :
1. That he will submit to these (conditions) which may be established by the regulation which is to be formed for the distribution of vacant lands, and ~hat in the
mean time neither the gran tee nor his heirs can divide or alienate that which is granted
to them, subject it to any tax, entail, p!edge, mortgage, or other incumbrance, even
for pious purposes, nor convey it in mortmain.
2. He may inclose it without prejudice to the crossings, roads, and servitudes; he
will enjoy it freely and exclusively, applying it to the use and cultivation which may
best suit him, but within one year, at farthest, he will build a house, and it will be
inhabited.
3. When the ownership is confirmed to him he will request the proper magistrate
to give him juridical possession in virtue ofthispatent, by whom the boundanes will
be marked out, in the limits of which he will place eome fruit or forest trees of a useful character.
4. The land of which donation is made is one square league, a little more or less, as
shown by the map which goes with the expediente. The magistrate who may give the
possession will cause it to be measured in conformity with the ordinance, in order to
mark out the boundaries, leaving the surplus which may result to the nation for its
convenient uses.
5. If he contravene these conditions he will lose his right to the land, and it will be
denounceable by another person.
In consequence, I order that this present serving him for a title, and bein~ held as
:firm and valid, note be made of it in the corresponding book, and it be delivered to
the person interested, for his security and other purposes.
Given at Monterey on the second of October, eighteen hundred and thirty-four.
(Signed) JOSE FIGUEROA.
(Signed) AGUSTIN V. ZAMORANO, Secretary.
Note has been made of the title (in the book of entries) of grants of lands on folio
54, number 52, which exists in the secretaria in my charge. In Monterey, on the 2d of
Octobt}r, 1834.
(Signed)
ZAMORANO.
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Provisionally authorized by the maritime custom-house of the port of Monterey for
the years 1833 and 1834. (Signed) Figueroa. (Signed) Jose Rafael Gonzales.
To the Constitutional Alcalde :
Juan Read, naturalized in the United States of Mexico, and resident of the port of
San Francisco, owner of the rancho of Corte de Madera, as I may best proceed in law,
appear and say: That as appears by the title which :F present with the necessary
solemnity and oath, I have in my said rancho one square league, within the bou;ndaries expressed in said title; and as it is necessary for me that it should in all t1me
appear how far they reach, and if any of the neighbors prejudice me or I any of them,
you will be pleased to order that, after usual official acts of identity, view, and examination, and summoning the colindantes (the possession of my said lands be proceeded to), for which purpose I appoint now, and for when the time may arrive. as
measurer, Jose Antonio Galindo, resident of this port, skillful in these matters, and let
the others who may be interested appoint one on their part, and this being done, let
those whom ~hey may appoint, and the said Galindo by me appointed, appear, accept,
swear, and in conformity proceed to said measurements.
Wherefore I pray you that, admittin~ this document, you will have the goodness
to order as I have asked, and, being :fimshed, to return me said title, with the original
official acts, which maybe made, for the security of my right, this petition, and whatever else may be necessary.
JTJAN READ.
(Signed)

In the port of San Francisco on the twenty-:fift,h of November, 1835, before me the
citizen constitutional alcalde, this petition was read, and having been seen it was
admitted, with the document it refers to, and I order that the neighbors being summoned, information be taken of identity, view, and examination of said lands, at which
I, said alcalde, am ready to assist personally. I thus provided, ordered, and signed
with those of my assistance.
(Sg'd)
FRANCISCO DE HARO.
Assisting witnesses:
(S~'d)

(

' )

EUSEBIO GALINDO.
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.

In the aforesaid port of San Francisco, on the twenty-sixth day of the month of November, 1835, I, the aforesaid constitutional alcalde, with those of my assistance, in
order to proceed to the information of identity, caused to appear before me citizen
Jose de la Cruz Sanchez, resident of said port of San Francisco, by occupation alaborer, and married, of whom I received oath, which he made by God and the sign of the
holy cross in form, m1der which he promised to speak the truth; and being asked for
the knowledge he has of the lands, places, ter~inations, and boundaries pertaining to
the rancho of Corte de Madera, he said: That for thirty-six years he has been a resid_e~t of this jurisdiction, and knows that the lands belonging to said rancho are of
c~t1zen Juan Re~;J.d, and that it has for boundaries, on the side of the port of San FranCisco, to the south the bay formed by the Punta de Taburon and the Punta de Caballos,, which, running inland from east to west, ends in a short creek, and a canada,
whiCh follows the same direction as far as a forest of redwood trees, which is called
"El Corte de Madera del Presidio," on the part of the town of San Rafael; on the
north, the arroyo called "Rolon" and the forest of redwood trees called also ''Corte
de ~adera de San Pablo ;" on the east by said Point Taburon, which is in front of
the 1s~and called. Los Angeles, all which he has seen and examined various times, and
that smce the sa1d Don Juan Read has possessed them he has worked and cultivated
them, a~d his cattle have pastured on them; andi for the proof of the knowledge and
th~t whiCh he ?-as said, he is ready to go to saicl ands with the present alcalde, and
pomt out to him the places, lands; and boundaries-how far they reach, and that
what he has said is true by the oath which he has made, which he affirmed and ratified. He declared that he was thirty-six years old, and that the legal exceptions do
not affect him; and he signed it with me.
JOSE DE LA CRUZ SANCHEZ.
FRANCISCO DE HARO.
Assisting witnesses:
EUSEBIO GALINDO.
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.

On said day, month, and year, I, the aforesaid alcalde, caused to appear before mez
and those of my assistance, citizen Tomas Jeremias, by occupation a laborer, ana.
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married, of whom I received oath, which he made by God and the sign of the holy
cross in form, under which he promised to speak the truth, and being asked for his
knowledge of the lands and places, limits and boundaries pertaining to the rancho of
"Corte de Madera" he said: That for fifteen years he had resided in this jurisdiction,
and knows that the lands pertaining to said rancho are of citizen J nan Read, and
they have for boundaries on the part towards the port of San Francisco, on the south
the bay formed by Point Caballos and Point Taburon on the east, which running
inland to the west ends in a small estero, and a canada which follows the same direction to a thicket of redwood trees called "Corte de Madera del Presidio," which
lies at the foot of the high peak of the same name; on the north and towards the
pueblo of San Rafael, the boundary with the latter is an arroyo called "Olon," and
a forest of red wood trees called also '' Corte de Madera de San Pablo"; and on the
east the aforesaid Point Taburon, all which he has seen and recognized many times, and
that since the aforesaid cltizen Juan Read has possessed them, he has worked and
cultivated them, and pastured his cattle on them; and in proof of the description
which he has given, he is ready to go with the present alcalde and point out to him
t he limits, places, and bounds, how far they extend; and that what he has said is true
under the oath which he has made, which he affirmed and ratified. He declared
that he was thirty-one years old, and that the legal exceptions do not affect him, and
he signed it.
(Signed)
TOMAS JEREMIAS JONES.
Assisting witnesses :
(Sgd) EUSEBIO GALINDO.
( '' ) FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.
In continuation, I, the aforesaid alcalde, caused to appear before me, also, and
those of my assistance, citizen Manuel Sanchez, by occupation a laborer, of whom I
received oath which he made by God, and the sign of the holy cross, in forn, under
which he promised to speak the truth, and being asked forhisknowledgeofthe lands,
limits, and boundaries pertaining to the rancho of "Corte de Madera" he said that for
twenty-eiO'ht years he has been a resident of this jurisdiction and knows that the
lands of the aforesaid rancho are of citizen Juan Read, and they have for boundaries
on the part towards the port of San Francisco, on the south the bay formed by Points
Caballos and Taburon on the east, which running inland to the west terminates in an
estero, and a canada which follows the same direction as far as a forest of redwood
trees, called "Corte de Madera del Presidio," which lies at the foot of the high peak
of that name; on the north towards the pueblo of San Rafael, the boundary is an
arroyo called "Rolon" and a forest of redwood trees, which is also called "Corte de
Madera de San Pablo"; and on the east they terminate in said Point Taburon; all
which he has seen and examined many times; and that since the aforesaid D?n Juan
Read has possessed them, he has worked and cultiv·a ted them and pastured h1s cattle
on them; and in proof of the description which he has given, he is ready to go to 81l.id
lands with the present alcalde, and point out to him the places, limits and bounds
where they reach to, and that what he has said is true by the oath which he has made,
which be affirmed and ratified. He declared that he was twenty-eight years old, and
the legal exceptions do not affect him, and he signed it.
(Sgd)
·
MANUEL SANCHEZ.
( " )
FRANCJSCO DE HARO.
Assisting witnesses:
(Sgd) EUSEBIO GALINDO.
( " ) FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.
Berng in the fields in the place named "Corte de Madera del Presidio de San Francisco" on the twenty-seventh dayofthe month of November, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-five, I, the constitutional alcalde, acting in virtue of my office, with
two assisting witnesses, for want of a public notary, the witnesses by me examined,
present Citizen Juan Re&d, owner of said .lands, and Citizen Fernando Feliz, on the
part of the pueblo of San Rafael, as mayordomo of said pueblo and community, the
only colindante on the north, I proceeded to see and examine the lands of said rancho,
and for greater clearness monntin~ on horseback, in company with both the parties
and witnesses referred to, I ordered the latter to point out to me the places, limits,
a:n~l bonndari~s of them a~cording to the signs which they have declared in their depoSltJOns; and m conformity they led the way to the west to a canada where they
showed me a forest of taU trees, which they call redwoods, in the canada itself, and
som.e little valleys which form the base of the high peak called" Palmos," which forest 1s called ''Corte de Madera del Presidio' 1 ; a little brook with a willow thicket, and
t~e remain_s of a rancheria called" Animas"; thence continuing the examination and
VIew of said lands they led me north to another arroyo and forest of red wood trees
calle1l also "Corte de Madera. de San Pablo"; and they said it was the boundary with
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the puelJlo of San Rafael; and thence continuing t.h e examination south as far as Point
Taburon which they said was the limit in that direction, we continued to the west to
the point of an estero which empties into the bight formed by said Point Taburon an.d
Point Caballos on the south, and which ends at the entrance of said canada, wh~re 1s
situated the home of the owner of said lands, Don J nan Read, the arroyo, Willow
thicket, and forest of redwood trees named'' Corte de Madera del Presidio" aforesaid,
which they said was the last boundary of the said laJ?-dS pertaining to the ra:nc~o referred to of "Corte de Madera" of Senor Rea<;].; which places, I, the const1tutwnal
alcalde, ·saw a'nd examined, with those of.my a~sistanc~ an~ said wi~ness~s, an~ the
papers presented having been compa~ed with ~a1d exammatwn,. the 1dent1fi~atwn of
the aforesaid lands proved to be certam according to the declaratiOns of the Wit;nesses,
and in testimony I make official record of it and sign it with those of my assistance
and others who knew how, to which I certify.
HARO.
(S'g'd)
l!.,ERNANDO FELIZ.
"
JOSE DE LA C. SANCHEZ.
TOMAS JEREMIAS JONES.
""
MANUEL 8ANCHEZ.
Assistipg witnesses:
(Signed) EUSEBIO GALINDO.
''
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.

"

Immediately I, the constitutional alcalde, said that in order to proceed to the
measurements contained in these acts, I order that Citizen Juan Read be notified to
ratify the appointment of measurer, p.s, also, that the colindantes by common consent
appoint on their pal't another, in view of the scarcity of men (being too great) for
each one to appoint his own; both of those appointed being skilled in matters of
measurements; and that those who may be appointed, appear, accept, and take o:tth,
and this being done I am ready to designate a day for said measurements. I thus provided, ordered, o.nd signed with those ofmy assistance.
Assisting witnesses:
(Sg'd)
HARO.
(Sg'd) EUSEBIO GALINDO.
''
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.
On the same day, month and year, I1 the constitutional alcalde, read and made
known the act referring to them as herem contained, to Citizen Juan Read, and the
colindantes, in their persons which I know, and having heard and understood it,
they said that they heard it and the first, that he ratified his appointment of Citizen
J .ose Antonio Galindo, and the second appointed the Indian Neri, both skillful and
fully competent, whom I notified to appear accept, and swear, and this being done
proce~d to said measurements, as is ordered; this they replied, and those who knew
how signed.
I certify.
HARO.
(S?:d)
FERNANDO FELIZ.
MANUEL SANCHEZ.
"
TOMAS JEREMIAS JONES.
"
JOSE DE LA C. SANCHEZ.
"
Assisting witnesses:
EUSEBIO GALINDO.
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.
In the rancho named ''Corte de Madera (del Presidio de San Fran cisco)" on the twentyfi!th day of November, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-five, I, the constitutiOnal alcal~e acting in virtue of my office with two assisting witnesses for want of a
notary public, rea~ .and made known. the a?t referring to th~m, and ~heir a~pointment
of measurers to Citizens Jose Antomo Galindo and the Indran Nen, the former resident of the ~ort of San Francisco1 and the second of the pue~lo of San Rafael, in their
persons., which I know; and haVIng heard and understood It they Raid that they accept sa1d c,harge of measurers and they made oath by God our Lord and the sign of
the. cross, m form, that they would use said office well and faithfully to the best of
th.e1r knowledge and understanding; and that they will make said measurements
fa1thfully and legally, as is their obligation without deceit or fraud against any of
the part1es ; they thus replied, and did not sign, not knowing how.
FRANCISCO DE HARO.
Assisting witnesses:
EUSEBIO GAUNDO,
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.
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In continuation, having seen the acceptance and oath made by Citizen Jose
Antonio Galindo and the Indian Neri, appointed measurers for said measurements, I
said that in order to proceed to them I was designating and I did designate the
twenty-eight day of the present month at eight o'clock in the morning; and let the
party and the measurers be informed of it, the colindantes and neighbors being summoned. I thus provided, ordered anu signed with those of my assis.ta.nce.
HARO.
Asstg. witnesses:
EUSEBIO GALINDO,
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.

Immediately the foregoing act was made known to the party interested, Don Juan
Read, to the measurers, Jose Antonio Galindo and the Indian Neri, and having heard
it they acknowledged notice, and (except the latter) the first signed it with the present
alcalde, and those of assistance.
HARO.
Asstg. witnesses:
EUSEBIO GALINDO,
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.

On the same day, month, and year written summons were issued to Citizen Fernando
Feliz, mayordomo of the pueblo of San Rafael, to appear, on the part of the pueblo
as only colindante the next twenty-eighth day, in the aforesaid rancho of "Corte de
Madera del Presidio," at eight o'clock in the morning; and in testimony I signed it
with ·those of my assistance.
HARO.
Asstg. witnesses:
- EUSEBIO GALINDO,
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.

In the rancho of " Corte de Madera," on the twenty-eighth day of the month of
November, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-five, present Citizen Juan Read,
and the neighbors to said lands, I caused to appear before me and those of my assistance, Citizens Jose Antonio Galindo and the Indian Neri, appointed measurers,
whom I ordered to take a rope and measure off fifty varas with a vara measure of four
Castilian palms, and in effect the aforesaid measurers, in my presence, measured on
a rope, twisted and well stretched, with a sealed Mexican vara measure, in due form,
as many as fifty varas, which measurement was made faithfully and legally in the
sight, knowledge and presence of the person interested and the neighbors; wherefort~ I ordered that it be officially recorded, and that said measurements be proceeded
to as is ordered; and in testimony I certify and sign it with those of my assistance.
HARO.
Asstg. witnesses:
EUSEBIO GALINDO,
FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.

Being in the field and lands pertainin()' to the rancho of" Corte de Madera," of Don
Juan Read, Saturday, the twenty-eighth of November, eighteen hundred and thirtyfive, I, the constitutional alcalde of the port of San Francisco, deassis, actingin virtue
of my office, with two assisting witnesses, for want of a notary public-present,
Citizens Joso Antonio Galindo and the Indian Neri, appointed measurers bv the party
interested, and colindantes-1 ordered them to proceed to the measurement of one
square league of land, which, a little more or less, pertains to the rancho of" Corte de
Madera,'' according to the title and map presented; in obedience t,o which, having
again measured and examined the rope, they commenced said measurements from the
solar, which faces west, and standing at the slope and foot of the hills which lie in
that direction, and on the edge of the forest of redwoods, called "Corte de Madera
del Presidio," they commenced said measurements, and going from S. to N. they
measured to an arro~-o called "Rolon," where, is another forest of red wood, called
"Corte de Madera de San Pablo," ninety cordels of fifty varas, and the person intereRted fixing there a known point as a mark, said that he would place a bound; from
thi_s point, taking a direction from north to south, the measurement was continued to
Pomt Tabll!o:t;t; and the~ measured two hundred cordels, and said point serYing a_ a
~ark and limit, he promised to place there the corresponding bound; thence c:c~ntm
mng the measurement from ea t to west to the mouth of the canada, and tho pomt. of
the "sau~al,". which is near the estero, lying east of the house of tuc person interested, wh1ch IS at present on the rancho, there wore measured nincty-fom· cordcL'i; and
from this last point continuing the measurement from east 1o west, along tho last line,
1o the place of beginning· tru'y £ni hed by measudng sixteen cor<lds, so that the
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square league of land which the rancho of "Corte de Madera" contains forms a square
of twenty thousand Castilian varas, which, being regulated by said measures, they
declared Citizen Juan Read to be informed of the lands which belonged to his rancho,
according to the title and map at the head of this cxpediente, so that no third party is
injured.
·
Wherefore said Citizen Don Juan Read pulled up various herbs and stones and threw
them to the four winds, in sign of his legal and legitimate possession. And at this
period the constitutional alcalde ordered said Read, for the permanence and clearness
of the boundaries which have been mentioned, to make, at his own cost and expense,
bounds of masonry more than a vara high, that it may in all till!e appear, they be observed and kept as limits and boundaries of his lands by the others, neighbors thereto.
And he prayed for a testimony that said measurements were made quietly and peaceably, without contradiction by any person, and I, the constitutional alcalde of the port
of San Francisco, acting in virtue of my office, with two assisting witnesses for want
of a notary public, give it that everything was done as has been said, and that the
aforesaid measurements were ~xecuted to the best of the knowledge and understand- ·
ing of the measurers, as they deposed, without deceit or fraud against any person; and
for greater security and the ratification of the oath which they have made, they did
not sign, not knowing how, and the others who knew how, and were present, did so
before me and those of my assistants.
(Signed)
FRANCISCO DE JlARO.
"
MANUEL SANCHEZ.
"
JOSE DE LA C. SANCHEZ.
"
FERNANDO FELIZ.
"
TOMAS JEREMIAS JONES.
Assisting witnesses :
(Sd.) EUSEBIO GALINDO.
"

FRANCISCO SANCHEZ.

To the honorable commissioners to settle private land claims in California:

The petitioners, Hilaria Sanchez de Read, widow, and Juan Read, Hilaria Read,
Ynez Read, and Ricardo Read, children of Juan Read, deceased, I'espectfulJy show:
That on the 2d day of October, 1834, Jose Figueroa, governor of California, by virtue
of authority in him vested, granted to the aforesaid Juan Read t.he tract of land called
"Corte de Madera del Presidio," situate in the present county of Marin, containing
one square league of land, a little more or less, as described in the original grant and
map, which grant was duly proved.
That on the 28th day of November, A. D. 1835, the said tract ofland was duly measured, and lihe juridicial possession of it given to the grantee in due form of law.
In proof of which they submit herewith the original grant, map, and record of juridical survey and possession, marked "A," with a translation, marked "B;" and they
further represent that the original grantee and the petitioners, his widow and heirs,
have been for more than seventeen years, and the petitioners now are, in the quiet,
peaceful, and undisputed possession of said tract of land.
·
That the said Juan Read died on the 29th day of June, A. D. 1849, leaving the petitioners, his widow and only children.
That they know of no conflicting claim.
That they rely for confirmation of title upon the original papers submitted herewith,
upon the records and notes in the archives of the former government, now in the charge
o~ the surv~yor-general, and upon such other and further proofs as they may be adVlsed are necessary.
Wherefore they pray the commissioners to confirm to them the aforesaid tract of
land.
By their attorneys,
HALLECK, PEACHY & BILLINGS.
Filed in office December 23, l!:l52.
GEO. FISHER, Sec'y.
Amended jJetition.

Honorable board of U. S. land commissioners to ascertain and settle private lands in
California.
B;y leave of the court, granted on this 13th June, 1854, by an order made on the
motwn of A. C. Peachy, claimants' counsel, for the reasons set forth in said motion
and order, the following amended petition is :filed in this case:
T~e petitioners, Hilaria Sanchez de Read, widow of Juan Read, deceased, and mother
of. R1?harcl Read, deceased, who was an infant, heir of the said Juan and John Read,
Hilana Read, and Ynez Read, children of the sai<l. Juan, respectfully show:
That on the 2<1 clay of October, 1834, J os6 Figueroa, governor of California, by virtue
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of authority in him vested, granted to the aforesaid Juan Read the tract of land
called Corte de Madera del Presidio, situated in the present county of Marin, containing
one square league of land, a little more or less, as described in the original grant and
map, which grant was duly approved.
·
That on the. 28th day of November, A. D. 1.835, the said tract of land was duly
measured, and the juridical possession of it given to the grantee in due form of law,
for proof of which they submit herewith the original grant, map, and record of juridical survey and possession, marked A, with a branslation, marked B.
And they further represent that the original grantee, and the petitioners, his widow
and heirs, have been for more than seventeen years, and the petitioners JlOW are, in
the quiet, peaceful, and undisturbed possession of the said tract of land.
That the said Juan Read died on the 29th day of June, A. D. 1849, leaving the
petitioners, his widow and children, and a child named Richard Read, who is hereinafter mentioned, his only heirs.
That on or about the first of October, 1853, the said Richard Reed, aged·about thirteen years, died, leaving the petitioners his only heirs.
That the petitioners knew of no conflicting claim. That they rely for confirmation
of title upon the original p.apers submitted herewith, upon the records and notes in
the archives of the former government, now in charge of the surveyor gen'l, and upon
such other and further proofs as they may be advised are necessary. Wherefore they
pray the commissioners to confirm to them the aforesaid tract of land.
HALLECK, PEACHY & BILLINGS,
A tty's for Claimants.
JUNE 13, 1854.
Filed in office June 13, 1854.
GEO. FISHER, Sedy.
HEIRS OF

JUAN READ ~
VB.

THE UNITED STATES.

For the place called Corte de Madera del Presidio, in Marin County, containing one
square league of land.
The traced copy of the espediente which is filed in this case shows that Juan Read
petitioned the governor in 1834 for a grant of the place called Sausalito; that, not
being able to obtain the land solicited, he filed another petition, dated September 4,
1834, for the land claimed in this case, and after proceedin~s to obtain information on
the subject, the governor issued to him a grant, which is g1ven in evidence, and bears
date October 2, 1834. In August following the Territorial deputation approved the
grant, and juridical possession was given under it, as appears by the documentary
proof thereof filed in the case on the 28th day of November, 1835. It appears from
the testimony in the case that said Juan Read had a house on the place as early as 1833,
in which he lived with his family; that he continued to reside there until his deat~,
and after his decease his family remained in possession, and the representatives of h1s
heirs still occupy the place. There is also proof of cultivation and improvements on
the premises.
By the testimony of Francisco Sanchez andJ. J. Papy, the death of said Juan R~ad
and the right of the present claimants, as his widow and children, and his only herrs,
are proved. They are entitled to a decree of confirmation.
Confirmed.
Filed in office June 13, 1854.
GEO. FISHER, Sec'y.
HEIRS OF JUAN READ ~
VB.

THE UNITED STA.TES.

In this case, on hearing the proofs and allegations, it is adjudged by the commission
that the said claim of the petiiioners is valid, and it is therefore hereby decreed that
the same be confirmed.
The land of which confirmation is hereby made is the same on which said Juan
Read resided in his life-time; is known by the name of Corte de Madera del Presidio r
is situated in Marin County, and bounded as follows, to wit: Commencing from the
solar which faces west at a point at the slope and foot of the hills which lie in that
direction, and on the edge of the forest of red-woodB called Corte de Madera del Presidlo, and running from thence in a northwardly direction four thousand five hundred
varas to an arroyo called Rolon, where is another forest of red-woods called Corte de
Madera de San Pablo; thence by the waters of said arroyo and the bay of San Francisco, ten thousand varas to the Point Taburon, said point servin~ as a mark and
limit; thence running along the borders of said bay aJ}.d continmng in a westerly
direction along the shore of the bay formed by Point Caballos and Point Taburon.
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four thousand seven hundred varas to the mouth of the cafiada and the point of the
"Sausal" which is near the estero lying east of the house on said premises1 which
was occupied by said Jmin Read in November, 1835, and thence continumg the
measurement from east to west along the last line eight hundred varas to the plac~ of
beginning; containing o?-e square ~eag11:e of l~nd_, :t>e the sam.e more.or .less i. beillg
the same land described ill the testrmomal of JUridical possesswn on file ill thi;S case,
as having been measured to said Juan Read under a grant of the same to h1m; towhich testimonial and the map therein referred to, and constituting a part of the
espediente, a traced copy of which is :filed in the case, reference is to be had.
ALPHEUS FELCH,
R. AUG. THOMPSON,
Commissioners.
Filed in office June 13, 1854.
GEO. FISHER, Sec'y.
In the United States district court for the northern district of California.
term, January 14, 185~.

Stated

THE UNITED STATES, APPELLANTS, ~''Corte de Madera del Presidio."

HEIRS OF JOHN V~EAD, APPELLEES. ~

Transcript
from board of corns., No. 497.

On appeal from the :final decis,ion of the board of commissioners to ascertain and
eettle private land claims in the State of California.
Decree.
This cause came on to be heard at a stated term of the court, on appeal from the
final decision of the board of commissioners to ascertain and settle the private land
claims in the State of California, under the act of Congress approved on the 3d day
of March, A. D. 1851, upon the transcript of the proceedings and decision of the
board of commissioners, and the papers and evidence on which the said decision was
founded; and it appearing to the court that the said transcript has been duly :filed,
according to law, and counsel for the respective parties having been heard, it is, by
the court, hereby ordered, adjudged, and decreed that the said decision be, and the
same is hereby, in all things affirmed; _and it is likewise further ordered, adjudged,.
and decreed, that the claim of the appellees is a good and valid claim, and that the
said claim be, and the same is hereby, confirmed to the extent and quantity of one
squar~ league, being the same land described in the grant and of which the possession was proved to have been long enjoyed: Provided that the said quantity of one
square league, now confirmed to the claimants, be contained within the boundaries
called for in the said grant and the map to which the grant refers; and if there be
less than that quantity within the said boundaries, then we confirm to the claimants
that less quantity.
OGDEN HOFFMAN, JR.,
U. S. Dist. Judge.
Endorsed: Filed January 14, 1856.
W. H. CHEVERS,
Deputy Clerk.

At a stated term of the district court of the United States of America for the district
of California, held at the court-room, in the city of San Franciscot on Thursday, the
second day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and :fiftyseven.
Present: The Honorable Ogden Hoffman, district judge.
THE UNITED STATES ~
VB.

HEIRS JUAN READ.

D. c., 183, L. c. 497.

The Attorney-General of the United States having given notice that appeal will
not be prosecuted in this case, and a stipulation to that effect having been entered
into by the U. S. Attorney :
·
On motion by the district attorney it isOrdered, adjudged, and decreed that the claimants have leave to proceed under the
decree of this court heretofore rendered in their favor as under final decree.
OGDEN HOFFMAN,
U. S. Dist. Judge.
Endorsed: Filed April 2, 1857.
JOHN A. MONROE Clerk.
By W. H. CHEVERS, Deputy.
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I, George E. Whitney, clerk of the circuit court of the United States for the divtrict
of California, and ex officio clerk of the district court of the United States in and for
said diHtrict, hereby certify that the foregoing is a full and true copy of the decree
and order vacating appeal in the above-entitled action, :filed in my office.
Attest my hand and the seal of said district court this 25th of Nov., A. D.l867.
[SEAL.]
GEO. E. WHITNEY, Clerk.
Ry A. D. SMITH, Deputy Clerk.
PRIVATE LAND GRANTS IN NEW MEXICO.
By the eighth section of the act of July 22, 1854 (10 Stats., p. 309), it was made the
duty of the surveyor-general, under instructions to be given by the Secretary of the
Interior, to ascertain the origin, nature, character, and extent of all claims to land
under the laws, usages, and customs of Spain and Mexico. He was authorized to
issue notices, summon witnesses, administer oaths, &c., and required to make full
reports to the Secretary of the Interior, to be laid before Congress for :final action,
"with a view to confirm bona Jide grants," on all claims originating before the cession by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, denoting the various grades of title, with
his decision as to their validity or invalidity; also to report as to all pueblos, the
extent, locality, number of inhabitants and nature of title of each; and until :final
action by Congress on such claims, all lands covered thereby to be reserved from sale
or other disposal by the Government, and not subject to donation clause in said act.
METHOD OF RECEIVING APPLICATIONS FOR AND SURVEYING AND DETERMINING PRIVATE
LAND CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO, ARIZONA, AND COLOUADO-DUTIES OF SURVEYORSGENERAL.
The following instructions to the surveyor-general of New Mexico were issued for
his guidance under said law:
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
.AugUBt 21, 1854.
SIR: The eighth section of the act approved 22d July last, for the establishment of
the office of surveyor-general in New Mexico, declares as follows:
''SEC. 8. .And be it jurthe1· enacted, That it shall be the duty of the surveyor-general,
under such instructions. as may be given by the Secretary of the Interior, to ascertain
the origin, nature, character, and extent of all claims to lands under the laws, usages,
and customs of Spain and Mexico; and for this purpose may issue notices, summon
witnesses, administer oaths, and do and perform all other necessary acts in the premises.
"He shall make a full report on all such claims as originated before the cession of
the Territory to the United States by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, of eighteen
hundred and forty-eight, denoting the various grades of title, wHh his decision as to
the validity or invalidity of each of the same under the laws, usages, and customs of
the country beforo its cession to the United States; and shall also make a report in
regard to all pueblos existing in the Territory, showing the extent and locality of
each, stating the number of inhabitants iu the said pueblos respectively, and the nature of their titles to the land. Such report to be made according to the form which
may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior; which report shall be laid before
Congress for such action thereon as may be deemed just and proper, with a view t'o
confirm bonafide grants, and give full effect to the treaty of eighteen hundred and
forty-eight between the United States and Mexico; and until the :final action of Congress on such claims, all lands shall be reserved from sale or other disposal by the
Government, and shall not be subject to the donations granted by the previous provisions of this act."
Tbe duty which this enactment devolves upon the survevor-general is highly importa~t and responsible. He has it in charge to prepare a faithful report of all the
land t1tles in New Mexico which had their origin before the United States succeeded
to the sovereignty of the country, and the law contemplates such a report as will enable Congress to make a ju t and proper discrimination between such as are bonafid~
and should be confirmed, and such as are fraudulent or otherwise uestitute of merit,
and ought to be rejected.
'!'be treaty of 184 between the United States aud M: xico (United States Statutes at
Large, volume 9, page 922) expressly stipulate in the 8th and 9th articles for the ecurity and protection of private property. 'lhe terms ther employed in this resp ct
are the. sam in sub tall: ·e as tho~e used in t~~ treaty of 1 0:3, by \vhich the French
Republic ceded the anc1ent provmce of LoUlsiana to the Uniteu , 'tates; and coa. e-
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quentJy, in the examination of foreign tit.l es in Ne:.w Mexico, you will have the aid of
the ~-'nlightened decisions, and the principles therein developed, of the Su-prem~ Court
of the United States, upon the titles thn.t were based upon the treaty of cession and
the laws of Congress upon the subject. .
.
.
The security to private property for which the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo stipulates is in accordance with t.he principles of public law as universally acknowledged
by civilized nations.
"The people change their allegiance ; their relation to their ancient sover~ign is
dissolved; 'but their relations to each other, and their rights of property, remam undisturbed."-United States vs. Percheman, 7 Peters' Reports.
In the case of the United States vs. Arredondo and others, 6th Peters' Reports, the
Supreme Court declare that Congress "have adopted, as the basis of all their acts, ~he
principle tha,t the law of the province in which the land is situated is the law whwh
gives efficacy to the grant, and by which it is to be tested whether it was property at
the time the treaties took effect."
Upon the same basis Congress has proceeded in the present act of legislation, w~ch
requires the surveyor-general, under instructions from the Secretary of the Interwr,
to ascertain the origin, nature, character, and extent of all claims to l:1nd "under the
laws, usages, and customs of Spain and Mexico;" aud arms the surveyor-general with
power for the purpose, by authorizing him to "issue notices, summon witnesses, administer oaths, and do and perform all other necessary acts in the premises."
The private land titles in New Mexico are derived from the authorities of Old Spain,
as wen as of Mexico.
Among the "necessary acts" contemplated by the ln.w a.nd required of you, is, that
you shall1st. Acquaint yourself with the land system of Spain as applied to her ultramarine
possessions, the general features of which are fonnd-mocli:fied, of course, by local requirements and usages-in the former provinces and dependencies of that monarchy
on this continent. For this purpose you must examine the laws of Spain, the royal
ordinances, decrees, and regulations as collected in White'11 Recopilacion, 2 vols.
By the acts of Congress approved 25th May, 1824, 23d May, 1828, a.nd 17th June,
1844 (United States Statutes at Large, vol. 4, page 52, chap. 173; page 21::!4, chap. 70;
ancl vol. 5, page 676, chap. 95), the United States district courts were opened for the
examination and adjudication of foreign titles. Numerous cases on appeal under
these laws, and other cases on writs of error, in which actions on ejectment in the
courts below had been instituted, were brought before the Supreme Court of the
United States, where the rights of property under inceptive and imperfect titles which
originated under the Spanish system havo been thoroughly examined n.nd discussed
with eminent ability.
For these decisions I refer you to Peters' and Howard's Reports of the Decisions of
the Supreme Court of the United States. It is importa.nt that yon should carefully
examine them in connection with the Spanish law, and the legislation of Congress on
the subject, in order that you may understand and be able to appl~ the principles of ·
the Spanish system as understood and expounded by the authorities of our Government.
,
2d. Upon your arrival at Santa Fe you will make application to the governor of the
Territory for such of tho archives as relate to grants of land by the former authorities
of the country. You will see that they arc kept in a place of security from :fire, or
other accidents, and that access is allowed only to land owners who may find it necessary to refer to their title records, and such references must be made under your eye,
or that of a sworn employe of the Government.
Yon will proceed at once to arrange and classify the papers in the order of date,
and have them properly and substantially bound. You will then have sched'ulcs
(mur_ked 1) of them made out in duplicate, and will prei>are abstracts (No. 2), also in
duphcate, of all the grants found in the records, showing the names of grantees, date,
area, loc~lity, by whom conceded, and under what authority.
You Wlll prepare, in dnplicate, from the archives or authoritative sources, a document (No. 3), exhibitin()' the names of all the officers of t.he Territory who held the
power of distributing lands from the earliest settlement of the Territory until the
chnnge of government, indicating the several periods of their incumbency, the nature
and extent of their powers conceding lands; whether, and to what extent, and under
whn:t c<?nditions and limitations, authority existed in the governors or political chiefs
to d1stnbute (repartir) the public domain; whether in any class of cases they had the
power to make an absolute grant; and if so, for what maximum in area; or, whether
suhje.ct to the affirmance of the department or supreme government; whether the
Spamsh surveying system was in operation, and since what period in the country,
a?d under what organi?:ation; also, with verified copies in the original, and translations, of the laws and decrees of the Mexican Republic, and regulations which may
have. been adopted by the general government of that republic for tho disposal of the
public lands in New Mexico. Herewith you will receive a table of land measures
adopted by the Mexican Government, translated from the "Ordenanzas de Tierras y
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Aguas," by Marianas Galvan, edition of 1844, as printed in Ex. Doc. No. 17, 1st session 31st Congress, House of R epresentatives, containing much valuable information
on the subject of California and New Mexico, and of which document I would invite
your special and careful examination.
In a report of the 14th November, 1851, from the surveyor-general-of California, it
is st:tted that all the grants, &c., of lots or lands in California, made either by the
Spanish Government or that of Mexicn, refer to the "vara" of Mexico as the measure
of length; that, by common consent in California, that measure is considered as exactly equivalent to thirty-three American inches. That officer then enclosed to us copy
of a document he had obtained as being an extract of a treaty made by the Mexican
Government, from which it would seem that another length is given to the "vara;"
and by J. H. Alexander's (of Baltimore) Dictionary of. Weights and Measures, the
Mexican vara is stn.ted to be equal to 92.7 41 of the American yard.
This office, however, has sn.nctioned the recognition, in California, of the Mexica.n
vara as being equivalent to thirty-three American inches.
You will carefully compare the data furnished in the table herewith, and in the foregoing, with the Spanish measurements in use in New Mexico, and will report whether
they are identical; or if varied in any respect by hw or usage, you will make a report
of all the particulars.
You should also add to "uocument No. 3" the forms used under the former governments to obtain grants, beginning with the initiatory proceeding, viz, the petition,
and indicating the several successive acts until the title was completed. A copy of
the "schedule," "abstract," and "document," required of you in the foregoing, duly
authenticated by you, should constitute a part of the permanent files of tho surveyorgeneral's office, and duplicates of them should be sent as soon as practicable to the
Department of the Interior.
The knowledge. and experience you will acquire in arranging the archives, collecting materials, and making out the documents called for by these instructi0ns, will
enable you to enter understandingly upon the work of receiving and examining the
testimony which may be presented to you by land claimants, and prepare your rep•)rt
thereon, for the action of Congress.
In the :first instance, you will provide yourself with a journal, consisting of substantially bound volume or volumes, which is to constitute a complete record of your
official proceedings in regard to land titles; and with a suitable docket, for the eutry
therein of claims in the order of their presentation, a.nd so arranged as to indicate at
a glance a. brief statement of ea,ch case, its number, name of origina.l and present
claimant, aren., locality, from what authority derived, nn.ture of title-whether complete or incomplete, and your decision thereon.
.
Your first session should be held at Santa Fe, n.nd your subsequent sessions at such
places n.nd periods n.s public convenience may suggest, of which you will give timely
notice to the Department.
Yon will commence your session by giving proper public notice of the same, in. a
newspaper of the largest circuln.tion in the EngHsh and Spanish languages-Will
mn.ke known your readiness to receive notices and testimony in support of the land
claims of individuals, derived before the change of government.
You will require claimants in every case-and give public notice to that effect-to
file a written notice setting forth the name of "present claimant;" name of the
" eriginn.l claimant; " nature of claim-whether inchoate or perfect; its date; from
what authority the original title wn.s derived, with a reference to the evidenc~ of the
power and authority under which the granting officer m~y have acted; quantity
claimed; locality, notice, and extent of conflicting claims, if any, with a reference to
the documentary evidence and testimony relied upon to establish the claim/ and to
show a transfer of right from the " original grantee" to " present claimant. '
You will also require of every claimant an authenticated plat of survey, if a survey
ha.s been executed, or other evidence, showing the precise locality and extent of the
tract claimed.
This is indispensable, in order to avoid any doubt hereafter in reserving from sale,
as contemplated by law, the particular tract or parcel of land for which a claim may
be duly filed, or in communicating tlie title to the same hereafter, in the event of ~
final confirmation.
The effect of this will be not only to save claimant's from embarrasSJments and difficulties, inseparable from the presentation and adjudication of claims with indefinite
limits, but will promote the welfare of the country ~enera.lly, by furnishing the surveyor-general with evidence of what is claimed as pnvate property, under treaty and
the ac t of July 22, 1854, thus enabling him to ascertain what is undisputed publicland, and to proceed with the public surveys accordingly, without awaiting the final
action of Congress upon the subject.
You will t ake care to guard. the public again t fraudulent or ant edated claims, anc1
will bring the title-papers to the t est of the genuin e signatures, which :yon hould collect of the granting offic r. , as w n a· t o t he test of the official re~ i ster or abstracts
which may exi t of the t itl s i t1 d b ' t he grant iug offi cers. In all ca es, of conr e,
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~he oTiginal title-papers are to be produced, or loss accounted for; and where copie&
a.re presented, th~y must be authenticated; and your rep?r~ should also st~te the pre-

Jise character of the papers acted upon by you, whether ongmals or otherwise. Where
t he claim may be presented by a party as "present claimant" in right of another, you
must be satisfied that the deraignment of title is complete; otherwise, the entry and
your decision should be.in favor of the "legal r epresentatives" of ~he original gran.tee.
Yonr journal should be prefaced by a r ecord of the law under whiCh you are reqmred
to act, and of your commission and oath of office; and should contain a full record of
tho notice and evidence in support of each claim, and of your decision, setting for~h,
as succinctly and concisely as possible, all the leading facts, particulars, and the prmciples applicable to the case, and upon which such decision may he founded. All t.he
original papers should, of course, be carefnlly munbered, tiled, and preserved; and
upon each should be indorsed the volume and page of the record in which they are
entered, and such reference should be made on the journal and docket as will properly
connect them with each other.
Your docket should be a condensed exhibit of every case and of your rlecision. The
claims, both as to grade and dignity, may be classified by numerals or alphabetically,
accompanied by explanatory notes, in such a manner that it will show every case confirmed and every one rejected by you.
In the case of any town lot, farm lot, or pasture lots, held under a grant from any
corporation or town to which lands may be granted for the establishment of a town,
by the Spanish or Mexican Government, or the lawful authorities thereof, or in the
case of any city, town, or villagQ lot, which city, town, or village existed at the time
possession was taken of New Mexico by the authorities of the United States, the claim
to the sam·e may be presented by the corporate authorities; or where the land on which
t he saitl city, town, or village was originally granted to an individual, the claim may
be presented by or in the name of such individual ; and the fact being proved tQ you
of the existence of such city, town, or village at the period when the United States
took possession, may be considered by you as prima facie evidence of a grant to such
corporation, or to the individuals under whom the lot-holders claim; and where any
city, town, or village shall be in existence at the passage of the act of22d July, 1854,
tho claim for the land embraceu within the limits of the same may be maue anu proved
up before you by the corporate authority of the said city, town, or village. Such is
the principle sanct.ioned by the act of 3cl March, 1851, for the adj udicatiou of Spanish
and Mexican claims in California; and I think its application and adoption proper in
regard to claims in New Mexico.
In the month of March, 1849, there was published in the Atlantic States an extract
of a letter dated December 12, 1848, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, purporting to be from
a young officer of the army, in which it was stated that" the prefect at El Paso del
N01ie has for the last few months been very active in disposing (for his own bene:tit)
of all lands in that vicinity that are valuable, antedating the title t,o said purchases;"
that "these land titles" would "be made a f:lource of profitable litigation," &c. It
will be your duty to subject aU papers under suspicion of fraud to the severest scrutiny
ann test, in order to settle the question of their genuineness.
You will also collect information, from authentic sources, in reference to the laws of
t he country respecting minerals, and ascertain what conditions were attached to grants
~mbracing mines; whether or not the laws and policy of the former governments conferred absolute title in granting lands of this class in New M~ico. It is proper, also,
and you .are instructed in the case of every claim that may be filed, to ascertain from
theyartws, and require testimony, as to whether the tracts claimed are mineral or
agn cultural; and you will be careful to make the necessary discrimination in the record
of your proceeclings and in your docket.
Your r eport should be divided into two parts. Part first should embrace individual
and ~unicipal claims, and should be prepared in the manner contemplated by law,
and m accordance with the requirements in the foregoing instructions.
.
. ~he ~aw furthe~ requires you, also, to "make a report in regard to all pueblos exIstl_n~ m.the T~mtory, showing the ex tent and locality of each, stating the number
of mnab1tants m the said pueblos respectively, and the nature of their titles to the
land."
P art. second of you~ report should be devoted to this branch of your duty.
It Wlll be your busmess to collect data from the records and other authentic sources
r elative to these pueblos, so that you will enable Congress to understand the matter
full y, andlegislatf:' in such a manner as will do justice to all concerned.
In a report dated July 29, 1849, in camp near Santa Fe, from the Indian agent, James
~· C a~oun, to the Commissionrr of Indian Affairs, he says: "The Pueblo Indians, it
I S beheyed, are entitled to tho early and especial consideration of the Government of
t h e Um~ed States; they are the only tribe in perfect amity with the Government, and
are ~n mdustrious, agricultural, and pastoral people, living principally in villages,
r a.ng mg north and west of Taos south, on both sides of the ltio Grande, more than 2..'l0
m1 les ;" that "by :t Mexican statute these people," as he had been informed by Judge
Ho nghton, of Santa Fe, "were constituted citizens of the republic of Mexico, grant-
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ing to all of mature age, who could read and write, the privilege of votin~;" but this
statute has no practical operation; that " since the occupancy of the·Terntory by the
Government of the United States, the Territorial legislature of 1847 passed the following act, which at the date of the Indian agent's report was in force:
''SEC. 1. Be it enacted by the general asaernbl,11 of Uw Territory of New Mexicot That the
inhabitauts within the Territory of New Mexico known by the name of Pueblo Indians,
and living in towns or villages built on lands granted to such Indians by the laws of
Spafu or Mexico, and conceding to such inhabitants certain land and privileges, to be
used for the common benefit, are severally hereby created and constituted bodies politic and corporate, and shall be known in law by the name of the' Pueblo,' &c., (naming it;) and by that name they and their successors shall have perpetual successionsue and be sued."
'
In a subsequent report, viz: of the 4th of October, 1849, the same officer reported,
from Santa Fe, that"the pueblos or civilized townsofindiansofthe Territory ofNew
Mexico are the following :
In the county of Taos : Taos Picoris ..•••. _..... _.•••••...... _...
283 inhabitants.
In the county of Rio Ariba : San Juan, Santa Clara ... _.. . . . . . . . .
500 · "
In the county of Santa Fe: San Ildefonso, Namba, Pojoaque, Tesuque ... ___ ............ _..... _..... _..... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590
"
In the county of Santa Ana: Cochite, Santa Domingo, Sanl!,elipe,
Santa Ana, Zia, J enez ....................................... . 1, 918
"
883
In the county of Bernalillo: Sandia-Gleta .. __ ............... -- ..
"
In the county of Valencia: Leguna, Acona, Zunia .... ---··· ----. 1,800
"
600
Opposite El Paso: Socoro, Islettas ........•.........•..... -----·
"
Recapitulation.-Pueblos of New Mexico.

County of Taos ....... _•............. __ •..... _•.. _. _..
283 over :fivo y~ars of age.
County of Rio Ariba .......... ---· ......... ...... ..•.. 500
"
"
County of Santa Fe .... ~----- ........•..... ·-----....
590
::
::
County of Santa Ana ..... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 1, 918
County of Bernalillo ............................ _.. . . .
833
"
"
County ofValencia .............................. ___ .. 1, 800
"
"
District of Tontero, opposi ~e El Paao del Norte... . . . . .
600
"
"
6,524."
The above enumeration, it is stated by the officer mentioned, "was taken from census ordered by the legislature of New Mexico, convened December, 1847, which includes only those of :five years of age and upwards;" and further, that "these pueblos
are located from ten to near a hundred miles apart, commencing north at Taos, and
running south to near El Paso, some four hundred miles cr more, and running east
and west two hundred miles;" this statement having no reference to pueblos west of
Zunia.
In another despatch, dated the 15th October, 1849, at Santa Fe, the same agent reports that "these pueblos are built with direct reference to defence, and their houses
are from one to six stories high " &c. ; that "the general character of their houses is
superior to those of Santa Fe;,/ they "have rich valleys to cultivateh" &c. ; and they
'' are a valuable and available people, and as :finnly fixed in their omes as any one
can be in the United States;" that " their lands are held by Spanish and Mexican
grants-to what extent is unknown;" that Santa Ana, as Major Weightman had infonned the agent, "decreed, in 1843, that one born in Mexico was a Mexican citizen,
and, as such, is a voter, and therefore all the Pueblo Indians are voters; " but that
"the exercise of this privilege was not known prior to what is termed an electionthe last one in this Territory," &c.
It is obligatory on the Government of the United States to deal with the private
Ian~ titles, and the" pueblos," precisely as Mexico would have done had the sovereignty not changed. We are bound to recognize all titles as she would have doneto ~o that far, and no further. This is the principle which you will bear in mind in
actmg upon these important concerns.
Yon will append to your report on the pueblos the best map of the country that can
be procnred1 on a large scale, and will indicate thereon the localities and extent of the
several pueolos as illustrative of that report; which you are desired to prepare and
transmit to the Department at as early a period as the nature of the duty will allow.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN WILSON, Commissioner.
WM. PELHAM, Esq.,
U. S. SurVelJ01'-General of New Mexico.

The foregoin g instructions are h ereby approved.
DEPARTMENT

R. McCLELLAND, Secretary.
OF THE INTERIOR,

.August 2ii, 1854.
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Extract of a treaty made with the Mexican Government, which accompanied a report dated
Novmnber 14, 1851, from the U. S. su1·veyor-geneml of California, respecting the. ratio_?f
land measures between those employed under the Mexican Government and those tn use tn
the United States.
[From the Mexican ordinance for land and sea.]

Article 20th of the agreement entered into between the minister plenipotentiary of ~he
Mexican Republic and her agents in London, the 15th of September, 1837, w1th
the holders of Mexican bonds.
20th. In compliance of what is ordered by the seventh article of the preceding law,
and in order to carry into effect the stipulation in the preceding agreement in regard
to the holders of bonds defeiTed, it is declared that the act of which mention is made
in said agreement answers to 4840 English yards squared, equivalent to 5762.403 Mexican varas square; inasmuch that the sitio de ganado moyer contains 4338.464 acres,
the Mexican vara having been found by exact measures equal to 837 French lnillimetres, and consequently to *lli!&tr of the English imperial yard.
Reducing the ratio of 4840 square yards and 5762.403 square varas, the vara
will be ...............• _. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . • • . . • • • • . • . . . 32. 99312
Reducing the 4338. 464 acres . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . 32. 99311
Reducing the fraction~ .... _....................................... 32. 99288~
The fraction mentioned m note, 1-lrH·&S. . . . . •• . . . • . . . •. • . . . . •• . . . . . . •• . . . • 32. 96718
Table of land measures adopted in the Republic of Mexico.
bv~

all
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Criadero de ganado menor .....•..... .... do ...............
Caballeria de tierra .............. . .. Right-angled parallelogram.
Media caballeria .................... Sq.uare ..............
Cuarto caballeria 6 Suerte de tierra .. Right-angled parallelogram.
Fenega de sembradnro do maiz ...... .... do ...............
Salalara casa .......... . ............ Square ..............
liim o legal para puebios .....•...... .... do ...............
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41,023
10,255
18,232
4,558
1

5, 000
2,500
3,333!
1,666!
l, 104

5, 000
2,500
3,333!
1,666!
552

552
552

552
276

304,704
152,352

!

376
50
1,200

184
50
1,200

56,784
2; 5oo
1,440, 000

0.004
2. 036
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~

The Mexican vara is the unit of all the measures of length, the pattern and size of
which are taken from the Castilian vara of the mark of Burgos, and is the legal vara
used in the Mexican republic. Fifty Mexican varas make a measure which is called
cordel, which instrument is used in measuring lands.
The legal league contains 100 cordels, or 5,000 varas, which is found by multiplying
by lCO the GO varas contained in a cordel. The league is divided into two halves and
four quarters, this being the only division made of it. Half a league contains 2,500
varas, and a quarter of a league 1,250 varas. .Anciently, the Mexican league was divided into three miles, the mile into a thousand paces of Solomon, and one of these
paces into five-thirds of a Mexican Vai.'a; consequently the league had 3,000 paces of
Solomon. This division is recognized in legal affairs, but has been a very long time
in disuse-the same as the pace of Solomon, which in those days was called vara, and
was used for measuring lands. The mm·k was equivalent to two varas and seveneighths-that is, eight marks containing twenty-three varas-and was used for measuring lands.
* Translation of a note at the foot of the page.
:W:ithout doubt, in this fraction there is an error of the press, since, considering the English yard 9U
milb_limetre!', and tho Mexican vara 837 millimetres, the vara will be tm!& of a yard, the first figure, 6,
emg the mverted 9.
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The surveyor-general of
follows:

~ew

Mexico, under the instructions recited, reported as

SuRVEYOR-GENERAL's OFFICE,
Santa
New .Mexico, Septembe1· 30, 1555.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following as the report of the operations of this
-office from the time of its establishment up to the present date.
I arrived at this place on the 2i:lth day of December last, and immediately opened
the office of the surveyor-general for this Territory.
In accordance with your instructions I made application to his excellency David
Merriwether, governor of the Territory, for such of the archives as related to grants
-of land by the former authorities of the country, which he declined delivering, giving
as his reason that their selection from the large amount of papers composing t.he public archives of the Territory would involve an immense amount of labor and a heavy
-expenditure, which he was not authorized to incur. He, however, allowed me toremove the packages containing such papers as· related to the grants of land in the
country from their deposit, and examine them in my own office; whereupon I immediately assigned two of my clerks to separate them. On the last day of July this diffi-cult duty was accomplished, and from one hundred and sixty-eight packages, averag·
ing one hundred and sixty-eight thousand papers, of every nature and description
imaginable, one thousand seven hundred and fifteen grants, conveyances of land, and
-other documents referring to claims to lands, have been selected, and are now being
arranged and classified in a systematical form in this office. It will, however, be impossible to have them properly and substantially bound, as required by your instructions, on account of the different shapes and forms in which they are to be found-some
.existing on large sheets of foolscap paper, while others are to be found on half sheets,
and others again on scraps of paper, which can never be bound in any convenient
form. I respectfully suggest that they be copied in substantially bound books, prop-erly certified and translated.
·
There is no data to be found in the archives from which the names of the officers of
the Territory who held the power of distributing lands from the earliest settlement of
the Territory until the change of government can be obtained: Should I be enabled to
procure that information from any other authoritative source, I will embody it in my
:next annual report.
I hereWith enclose a notice, marked A, which I issued upon my arrival at this place,
-expressing my readiness to receive notices and testimony in support of the land
claims of individuals derived before the change of government, by virtue of which
notice fifteen claims have been filed for examination and adjudication. The difficulties and expense to which parties filing claims in this office are subjected will account
for the limited number which has been filed; and I respectfully recommend fnrther
legislation on the subject, as the present law has utterly failed to secure the object
for which it was intended.
My residence in this place has been so short and my duties so pressing that I have
not been able to procure sufficient information on which to base any report in refer-ence to the mineral lands in the Territory.
· There are many land titles and grants deposited in the archives of the several
·County seats in this Territory, and I am informed that all the grants made between
the first conquest of this Territory, and its reconquest, in 1678, are deposited in the
archives of El Paso, the former capital of the Territory. The grants made to individuals. in the Mesilla Valley, and the Territory newly acquired from the Republic of
MeXIco, are also deposited at El Paso1 and provision should be made to have them all
'f!elected, and permanently deposited m the archives of this office.

Fe,

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

WILLIAM PELHAM,
Surveyor-Genm·al, New Mexico.

The following '' Rotice to the Inhabitants of New Mexico" was issued by Surveyor·General Pelham. It was published in Spanish and English.
'l'b~ surveyor-general ofNew Mexico, by act of Congress approved on the 22d July,
1854, Is rcq nired to "make·a full report on all such claims as originated before the
ce sion of the Territory to ~he United States by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidal~o of
1.848, denoting the various grades of title, with his decision thereon, as to the vahdity
or invalidity of each of the same under the laws, usages, and customs of the country
before its cession to the United States." And he is also required to "make a report
in regard to all pueblos existing in the Territory, showing the extent and locality of
-each, statiJ;tg ~he number of inhabitants in the said pueblos respectively, and the nature of their titles to the land. Such report to be made accordin~ to the form prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, which report shall be latd before Congre s
for such action thereon as may be deemed just and proper, with a view to confirm
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bona-fide ~rants, and give full effect to the treaty of 1848, between the United States.
and Mex1co."
.
Claimants in every case will be required to file a written notice, settmg forth ~he
name of the "present claimant," name of "original c.laimant ;': ~atur~ of clmm,
whether inchoate or perfect· its date· from what authonty the ongmal t1tle was derived with a reference to th~ evidende of the power and authority under which the
grant'ing officer may have acted; quantity claimed; localit.y ; no~ice and extent ~f conilict.ing claims, if any, with a r~ference to the documentar;y ~v1dence and ~~sti.m~my
relied upon to establish the cla1m, and to show transfer of nght from the or1gmal
grantee" to "present claimant." .
.
.
.
.
Every claimant will also be reqmred. to furmsh a~ authentiC~ted pla~ of survey, If
a survey has been executed, or other evidence, showmg the preCise locahty and extent
of the tract claimed.
To enable the surveyor-general to execute the duty thus imposed upo~ him, by law,
he has to request all those individuals who claimed lands in New Mex1co before the
treaty of 184t!, to produce the evidences of snch claims at t.his office at Santa Fe as
soon as possible.
*
*
*
Given under my haml at my office at Santa Fe, this 18th day of January, A. D. 1855.
WILLIAM PELHAM,
Surveyor-General of New Mexico.

The CommiS~ioner of the General Land Office, in his report for 1856, says :
The selection from the archives of the Spanish and Mexican governments, which
were turned over to the surveyor-general's office by the governor of New Mexico, resulted in the collection of 1,014 grants and documents relating to land titles, of which
197 are private grants. These have all been classified, alphabetically arranged, and
constitute permanent official records.
From the ad vices received at this office from 1he surveyor-general of New Mexico
and other squrces, it is evident individuals claiming lands under former governments
before the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 184~, are very averse to respond to the call
made on them by the surveyor-general's notice of January 18, 1855, to produce the
evidences of their claims to his office at Santa Fe; some from fear of losing the evidence of their titles, inspired, it is supposed, by designing individuals.
In many instances, the Pueblo Indians have been deterred from filing their titlepapers with the surveyor-general, in the apprehension they would never again get
possession of thent.
Others, conscious of an indisputable possessory right of landed estates, feel perfect
security on the subject, and do not care to exhibit, much less file, their title-papers,
for the purpose of enabling the surveyor-general to report upon the claims to Congress for confirmation under the act of July 22, 1854.
The report of the surveyor-general gives full lists of names of grantees and claimants; also lists of Spanish and Mexican governors of New Mexico, who granted lauds.
A PUEBLO (TOWN) GRANT.

As an illustration of the method of obtaining_ from the authorities of Spain a grant
or concession for lands (for agriculture, mining, or grazing), the following translation
of the original Spanish grant for the town of Tome, will suffice:
Grant of t716 town of Tome.

Year 1739.
New settlement of "Nueota Senora de la Concepcion de Tome Dominguez," instituted
and established by Don Gaspar Domingo de Mendoza, governor and captain-general
of this kingdom of New Mexico, contained in four pages, including this.
SIR SENIOR JUSTICE : All the undersigned appear before you, and all and jointly,
and each one for himself, state, that in order that his excellency the governor may be
pleased.t~ donate to them the land ~alled Tome Dominguez, granted to those who
first soliCited the same, and who declined settling thereupon, we therefore ask that the
l:;tnd be granted to us; we therefore pray you to be pleased * [eaten by mico] * at that
trme to • [eaten by mice] • said settlers, we being disposed to settle upon the same
wi~hin the time prescribed by law; we pray you to be pleased to give us the grant
which you have caused to be returned, as you are aware that our petition is founded
upon justice and necessity_, our present condition being yery limited, with scarcity of
wood, pasture for our stock, and unable to extend our cultivation and raising of stock
in this town of Albuquerque, on account of the many foot-paths encroaching upon us,
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and not allowed to reap the benefit of what we raise, and, in a measure, not even our
crops on account of the scarcity of water, and with most of us our lands are of little extent and' much confined, &c. In view of all which we pray and request you to be
pleased to grant our petition, by doing which we will receive grace with justice; and
we swear in all form that it is not done in malice; we protest costs and whatever may
be necessary.
Juan Barela, Joseh Salas, Juan Ballejos, Manuel Carillo, Jnan Montano, Domingo
Cedillo, Matias Romero, Bernardo Ballej o, Gregorio J amarillo, Francisco Sanchez,
Pedro Romero, Phelipe Barela, Lugardo Ballejos, Augustin Gallegos, Alonzo Perea,
Thomas Samora, Nicholas Garcia, Ignacio Baca, SalvadorManuel, .Francisco Silva,
Francisco Rivera, Jua;n Antonio Zamora, Miguel Lucero, Joachim Sedillo, Simon
Samora, Xpritoval Gallegos, Juan Ballejos, grande, Jacinto Barela, Diego Gonzalez.
In this town of San Phelipe de Albuqurque, on the second day of the month of
July, in the year one thousand and seven hundred and thirty-nine, before me, Captain
Juan Gonzalez Baz, senior justice of said town and its jurisdiction, came the persons
contained in the above petition, which by me seen, I state: That I cannot deliver
to them the grant asked for, as it has been returned by order of my governor, until I
consult with his excellency, to whom this petition is referred, that seeing it, his excellency may determine whatever may be proper. I have so ordered and signed, acting
by appointment, with two attending witnesses, in the absence of a public or royal
notary, there being none in this kingdom. Date, ut 8upra.
JUAN GON?.\.LEZ BAZ.
Witnesses:
B. S. R. ALEJANDRO GONZALEZ.
SALVADOR 1\JARTINEZ.
Don Gaspar Domingo de Mendoza, governor and captain-general-of this kingdom of
_New Mexico, for his majesty, having seen the above, I considered it as presented, and
in view of the request of the individuals therein contained, grant to them, in the
name of his majesty, whom may God preserve, the land petitioned for, called the land
>Of Tome Dominguez, for themselves, their successors, and whoever may have a rig~t
thereto under the conditions and circumstances required in such cases, and which IS
to be without prohibition to any one desiring to settle the same, holding and improying it during the time required by law. In view of which. I should order, and ~d
Qrder, that said senior justice or his lieutenant, whose duty it is, shall place them. m
the possession of the aforementioned lands, giving in all cases to e::tch one the port1on
he may be entitled to in order to avoid difficulties which may occur in the future .. I
have so provided, ordered, and signed, acting by appointment, with attending witnesses, in the absence of a royal or public notary, there being none in this kingdom,
and on common paper, there being none other.
·
DON GASPAR DOMINGO DE MENDOZA.
ANTONIO DE HERRERO.
J OSEH 'l'ERRUS.
POSSESSION.-In the new settlement of '' Nuestra Seiiora de la Concepcion de 'l'homi
Dominguez," instituted and establishetl by Don Gaspar Domingo de Mendoza, actual
governor and captain-general of this Ringdom of New Mexico, on the thirtieth day of
the month of July, in the year one thousand seven hundred and thirty-nine, I, Captain Juan Gonzalez Baz, senior justice and war captain of the town of San Phelipe de
Albuquerque, and the districts within its jurisdiction, by virtue of the decree issued
.and above provided by said governor, the royal possession ordered to be given being
,published and promulgated, and the parties concerned being to~ether, I proceeded io
the above-mentioned place, and all being present, I notified them of the decree; I
>took them by the hand, walked with them over the land; they cried out, pulled up
weeds, threw stones, as required by law; and having placed the new settlers in pos-session of said lands, I gave them the title and vocacion they should have in the settlement, which bears the name aforementioned, of" Nuestra Senora de la Concepcion
de Thomi Dominguez," whose titular feast they promised to observe and celebrate
every year. And the first proceedings having been noted, I proceeded to establish the
boundaries as contained in the first petition, which are as follows: on the west the
Del Norte River, on the south the place commonly called" Los Tres Alamos," on
the east the main ridge called Sandia, and on the north the point of the marsh at
the hill called 'rome Domiltguez; at which principal boundaries I ordered them to
perpetuate their existence with permanent landmarks, pointing out to them also, as a
means of good economy, their common pastures, water, and watering places, and uses
~nd customs for all, .to be used without any dispute, with the condition that each one
ts to use the s~me w1~hout dispute, in equal portions, the richest as well as the poorest,; an<1: by v1rtne of what has been ·ordered, I pron01mce this royal po session as suffiCient title for themselves, t hen· children, heirs and successors, to holcl t h eir lands
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now and forever at their will; directing them, as I do direct them, to settle the same
within the time prescribed by the royal ordinances; and for their greater quietude,
peace, tranquillity and harmony, I proceeded to point out the land each family should
cultivate, each one receiving in length a sufficient quantity to plant one fanega of
corn, two of wheat, garden and house lot, as follows: To Francisco Sanchez, the general boundary on the west, the Del Norte River and (torn) arroyo or dry branch running out from said river, (torn) b.onrided by lands of Matias Romero, (torn;) with them
the lands of Ygnacio Baca; with them Lugardo Ballejo; with these, the lands of (torn)
these are bounded by the lands of Bernardo Ball~jo, (torn), lands of Juan Ballejo el
grande; with these (torn) Gregorio Jaramillo.; with these are bounded the lands of
J osefa Gutierrez ; with these a body of the. lands of her brother Gregorio Gutierriz,
(torn) the lands bounded by them; those of Miguel Luceror (torn;) with them those
of Francisco de Silva; with these are those of Juan Ballejo the youngest; with these
are bounded the lands of Manuel Carrillo and his sister Jacinta Martin Carrillo, (torn)
a body of the lands of Juan Barela, (torn) Ventura Romero, Domingo Sedillo, (torn)
Salvador Manuel Marquez, Manuel Carrillo, (torn) Jacinto Barela and Augustin Gallejo, (torn) on the east, (torn) Cristobal Gallegos, Felipe Barela, (torn) Simon Zamora
and Juan Montano, (torn) which are distributed on uncultivated ground in order that
(torn) appear to b(3 agreed upon (torn) possession was given, (torn) all having expressed themselves satisfied now and in the future, without failing to comply in one single instance with what had been ordered, nor in which said settlers should observe.
And in order that it may so appear, I signed, acting by appointment, with attending
witnesses, in the absence of a public and royal notary, there being none in this kin$dom, on said day ut supra, cfc., corrected.
FRANSISCO SANCHEZ.
JUAN GONZALEZ BAZ.
Witnesses:
'ALEJANDRO GONZALEZ.
YSIDRO SANCHEZ.
SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE, TRANSLATOR'S DEPARTMENT,

Santa Fe, New Me.xico, A.ugust25, 1856.
The foregoing is a correct translation of the copy of the original grant to the settlers of Tome, filed by the claimants.
DAVID V. WHITING,
Translator.
SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Santa Fe, New Mexico, September 30, 1856.
The foregoing is a true copy of the translation made in this office of the grant to the
settlers of Tome, filed by the claimants.
WM. PELHAM,
Su1"1'eyor- General.
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, ~

Santa

Fe County.

\

To the Hon. William Pelham, su1-veyor-geneml of the Tm·1·ito1·y of Nm~' Mexico.
Your petitioners, the inhabitants of the sitio of Tome, in the county of Valencia, New
Mexico, would respectfully state to you, that in the year 1739 one Juan Barela and
others petitioned one Gaspar Domingo Mendoza, then captain-general and governor
of the province of New Mexico, under the crown of Spain, for a grant of the sitio
of Tome Dominguez. Your petitioners would further state, that said petition· was
duly presented, and being fully considered by said governor, a grant of land was made
to said petitioners on the 30th day of July, 1739, called the sitio of Tome Dominguez,
situate now in the county of Valencia, and bounded on the west by the Rio del Norte ;
on the south by the stopping place called the Three Trees; on the east with the Sierra
Madre, called Sandia; and on the north by la punta de los Esteros del Serro que Haman
de Tome Dominguez; which said grant was made to said petitioners and their heirs in
fee, and was duly taken possession of by said grantees, in accordance with the forms of
l~w then in force, and has ever since that time been in the quiet and peaceable possesSIOn of said grantees, their heirs and assigns, without any adverse claim of any kind
~om any source whatever. Your petitioners further state that the town of Tome is
s1t~ated on said grant, and the residence and farms of your petitioners, who have inh;e~ted the same from the original grantees, or acquired them by purchase. Your peti~o~ers further stat.e that they are not able to state the number of leagues contained
Within the bonndanes of said grant, as no survey of the same has as yet ever been
made, but the boundaries mentioned in said grant are well known and easily identifie<i.
Your petitioners, the inhabitants of said sitio, to the end that their title may be
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recognized and perfected under the act of Congress, in such case made and provided,
herewith present a copy of said grant for your consideration, and report ma.rked with
the letter (W). All of which is respectfully submitted.
The inhq,bitants of Tome:
By JOHN S. WATTS, Attorney.
SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Santa Fe, New Mexico, September 30, 1856.
The foregoing is a true copy of the notice filed in this office by th~ attorney of the
inhabitants of the sitio of Tome for a confirmation of their grant.
·
WM. PELHAM,
Surveyo1·-Gweral.
Town of Tome.
SURVEYOR-GE~ERAL1 S OFFICE,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, Septembm· 2, 185G.
The claim to this town was filed in this office on the 6th day of August, 1856.
In the year 1:;'39 Juan Barela and others petitioned Juan Gonzalez Baz, the senior
justice of the town of Albuquerque, to grant them a tract of l:1nd which had been previously granted to one Tome Dominguez, and which grant had been revoked by, the
governor and captain-general.
This petition was referred by the senior·justice, on the 2d day of July, 17!~9, to Gaspar Domingo de Mendoza, governor and captain-general of the Territory, who granted
them the lands in the name of his majesty; and on the 30th day of July, 1739, Juan
Gonzalez Baz, senior justice, and war-captain of the town of San Philipe de Albuque.rque, and the districts under its jurisdiction, placed the said Barela and companions m
possession of the land so granted, with the following boundaries: on the west, the Dol
Norte River; on the south, the place commonly called "Los Tres Alamos"; on the
east, the Sierra Madre, called Sandia ; and on the north the point of the marsh of the
hill called Tome Dominguez.
.
The original grant of the land embraced in this claim was selected from the archives
of the Territory found at this place, but in so dilapidated a condition, and so much
oaten by mice, that it is not legible. This office has, therefore, v.ctcd upon a certified
copy made in the year 1836, filed by the claimant.
The signature of the governor and captain-general on the original grant, on comparison with others of the same officer in this office, appears to be genuine, and the bound.
aries on the original are complete, and correspond with those on the copy.
The heirs and successors of the parties to whom this grant was made have been m
the peaceable possession of the land for one hundred and seventeen years, without any
adverse claim from any person whatsoever.
The decrees and orders of the King of Spain, and the recapitulation of the In~ia~s,
conferred upon the governors of territories under its jurisdiction the power of distnbnting the public lands, and this grant was made in pursuance of the power so vested;
and the grant to the said town of Tome is therefore approved, and the Congress of the
United States respectfully recommended to confirm the same, causing a patent to issue
therefor by the proper department, and that the land embraced within the limits set
fort.h in the grant be surveyed.
WM. PELHAM,
Su.rveyor-General of New Mexico.
SuRVEYOR-GENERAL's OFFICE,

Santa Fe, New Mexico, Septernbm· 30, 1856.
The foregoing is a true copy of the original on file in this office.
WM. PELHAM,
Sm·vcyor-Genm·al of New Mexico.
Thereafter this claim was forwarded to the General Lu.nd Office, from whence it went
to Congress, was confirmed, ancl afterwards surveyed and patented.
INDIAN PUEBLOS IN NEW MEXICO.

The act of March 3, 1857 (11 Stats., p. 184), appropriated $3,750 for surveying and
marking the exterior boundaries of Indian pueblos in the Territory.
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List of patents issued for Ind·ian pueblos in the Territo1'y of New .Mexico to Jun.e 30, 1880.
Patentee,

Name.

Area.

Acres.
17,471.12
Pueblo of Tesuque ............ . ...... ... ... Pueblo of Tesuque.........................
Po,ioaque .. . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . ..
Pojoaque . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .
13, 520. 3S
Nambe . . •. ... .•. .. . ....... ... . . .
Nambe . . . . .... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
UJ, 586.33
San Ildefonso.... ................
San lldefonso....... ...... ... ...
17,292.64
Sa.nta Clara.......................
Santa Clara.....................
17,368.52
San Juan
San Juan.......................
17, 544.77
p'icuris .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::
Picuris.........................
17,460.fi9
Taos ..................... .·.......
Taos............................
17,360.55
Pecos............................
Pecos...........................
18,763. 3:-1_
Zia ... .. .. .. .. .... . .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
Zia . .. .. . . . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
17, 514.63
Jemez ................... . .. ....
Jemez :... ......................
17,510.45
Cochiti ......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cochiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24, 256. 50
Isleta.................... ........
Isleta...........................
. 110, 080.31
Sandia...... .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
Sandia..........................
24, 187. 29
Santo Domingo ........ :.. . .. .. ..
Santo Domingo .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. ..
74, 743. 11
San Felipe.......................
. San Felipe ...................... ~~766. 86
Total acres .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . ..

453, 427. 48

lSee also page 1151.]

Fw·thm· legislation for New Mexico.
The ::LCt of June 21, 1860 (12 Stats. p. 71), c()nfirmed the private land claims recommended for confirmation by the surveyor-general in _:his letter to the Commissioner of
the General Land Office of January 12, 1858, designa.tedasNos.1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14,
15, 16, 17, and 18, and the cbim of E. W. Eaton, with the proviso that the claim of
Job~ Scolly and 0thers (No.9) was not confirmed for more tha.n five square leagues,
and the claim of Vigil and St. Vmin (No. 17) for not more than eleven square leagues
to each; also prescribed the manner of locating the Scolly claim, and of distributing
the quantity confirmed to Vigil and St. Vrain to the derivn.tive clv.imants under them
and of locating the remainder.
The same act also confirmed the cl:tims recommended by the surveyor-general in his
report and n.bstract marlred exhibit A., communicated to Congress by the Secretary of
the Interior, Pebruary 3, 1860, numbered from 20 to 38, both inclusive, except No. 26,
in the n:tme of Juan B. Vigil, which was not confirmed; but it provided that Juan B. ·
Vigil might prosecute his claim against the United States, within two years, before
the supreme court of the Territory, with right of appeal to the Supreme Court of the
United States; and also that the heirs of Luis Maria Baca, who claimecl the land confirmed to the town of Las Vegas (No. 20) might select and locate, in five parcels, the
same quantity of v:want not mineral land-the confirmations by said act only to be
construed as r elinquishments on the part of the United States, and not to affect adverse rights.
·
By the act of March 1, 1861 (12 Stats., p. 887), the claim reported by the surveyorgeneral to the Commissioner of the General Land Office November 24, 1860, as No. 43,
was confirmed, the confirmation only to have the effect of a quitclaim by the United
States, and not to ail'ect atlverse rights.
•
The act of l!..,ebruary 25, 1869 (15 Stats., p. 275 ), required the exterior lines of the Vigil
and St. Vrain claim to be adjusted according to the lines of the public surveys,
subject to the claims derived from said parties; and the claims of all actual settlers
upon the tracts before then claimed by Vigil and St. Vrain, holding possession under
them, who might establish their claims within one year to the satisfaction of the
registl\r a,ud receiver, should in like manner be adjusted; the areas of such claims to
be excluded from the adjusted limits of the claims of Vigil ancl St. Vrain, respectiv~ly;
and for ]_Jre-emption and homestead claims falling within the located limits of the
claims of Vigil and St. Vrain they (Vigil and St. Vrain) might locate a like quantity
()f pnulic land, not mineral, not exceeding 160 acres in any one section.
By section 2 it '~'as made the duty of the surveyor-general to cause the lines of the
public surveys to be extended over the territory in question, and before the confirmn-
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tion should become effective, Vigil and St. Vrain were required to pay the cost of so
much of the surveys as inured to their benefit, respectively; and all settlers whose
claims may be adjusted as valid to have the right to enter their improvements by compliance with the pre-emption and homestead laws.
By section 3 the surveyor-general was required, upon the adjustment of the claims
of Vigil and St. Vrain, to furnish proper approved plats to them and to the derivative claimants, which shall be evidence of title.
By section 4 the surveyor-general, upon the running of the lines, was to give notice
to Vigil and St. Vrain, who were to select and locate their claim within three months,
&c., and on failure to make such selection and· location within the time 'prescribed,
they should be deemed to have. abandoned their claims, &c.
Sec~ion 5 provides that if said claimants neglect or fail to . accept the provisions of
the act and of that to which it is amendatory, no suit shall l}e brought to establish
their claims after six months from the passage of the act.
_The act <,•f March il, 1869 (15 Stats. p. 342), confirms the claims designated as Nos. 41,
42, 44, 46, and 47, in the reports of the surveyor-general and the records of the Gen:.
eral Land Office, the confirmation to be construed as a quitclaim only on the part of
the United States, and not to affect adverse rights. The claims confirmed by the act
to be surveyed at the expense of the claimants and patented; patents also to be issued
for lands before confirmed by Ccmgress and surveyed, and plats filed in the General
Land Office. Surveys under the act to conform to, and fje connected with, the public
surveys as far as practicable; and lands confirmed, surveyed, and patented, to be in
full satisfaction of all claim against the United States.
By the act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stats., p. 384 ), the provision of the third section of the
a.ct of May 13, 1862, requiring the expense of survey, &c., to be paid by claima~t before issue of patent, was repealed. (But see section 2400 Revised Statutes.)
NUMBER OF CLAIMS PENDING.

After a lapse of nearly thirty years, more than 1,000 claims have been filed with the
surveyors-general, of which less than 150 have been reported to Congress, and of the
number so reported Congress has :finally acted upon only 71. The construction of
railroads through New Mexico and Arizona, and the consequent influx: of population
in those Territories, render it imperatively necessary that these claims should be
finally settled with the least possible delay. I have, therefore, the bono!' to recommend that the attention of Congress be called especially to this subject, with a view
to securing action upon the claims pending before it, and upon the pending bill providing for the settlement of the remaining claims. (Hon. Secretary of the Interior,
report 1880.) ,
With no statute of limitation as to the time of filing these claims, with paper titles
of grant held by men and women, stored away in old boxes or carried about their
persons, no one can form any estimate of the area yet claimed in New Mexico or Arizona. The surveyors-general and Commissioners ofthe General Land Office, for years
past, have called upon Congress for the enactment of a statute of limitation as to the
time of filing these private land claims. There may yet be 1,000 or 5,000. As time
moves :>.long the b est evidence is fast passing away, which will necessitate more energy and expen se on the part of the United States to head off the prospective modern
manufacture of ancient ·muniments of title. There hav e been patents issued by
the United States for 4,456,158.43 acres of private land claims, inNew Mexico and Colorado ; the largest grant being for 1,714,764.94 acres, and the smallest for 1,720 acres.
(l•'or correct a rt a t o .Tune 30, 1883, sec page 1151.]

There were, on the 30th of June, 1f:lt!O, 46 claims for private land grants in New
Mexico and Colorado, cont aining an area of 4,6i5, 173.57 acres, pending in the Gen eral
Land Offi ce for p a tent , as follows :

List of conji1"1nf'd p1·ivate land claims in N ew Mexico and Col01·ado p endin[J in th e General
Land Offwe.
Acres.

··--·· .. ··-· ........... ··-·· ··- -·· ...... . .......... ---

ol~~;d~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:. ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: : ~~ ...... . -... . ~ ~: : : ~: ~: : : ~ : ~ ~ : :

31 ,699.72
594,515. 55

1, ~~1: }~;: 1~
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Acres;

Brazito ..... . ..•.•............. ---.-- ---- ---- -·---- ---- -- • · · · · · · · · · · ·
Town of Tecolote...... . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . • • • • . ..•..•••..••••....•••...• .
1

0

~:~t; ~~ l~~.R.i6~ ~::: :~ ~ : ::: : ~::: :::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :
Town of Chilili ........•........••.•........•.......••..•••...•......

t~:1~~~:,. p-~r·t~.of :::: :.:::::: ::::: :::: :::::::::::::: ::::: ::::: :::: ~

Canon de Pecos ..........................••••..• -.- • --- •. -- ---.-- ---Rancho of the Pueblo of San Cristoval .............................. ..
Las Vegas .............•..... -•............•..•• -- . - ---- --- - -. - - • -- - Baca; location Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 ...•..••.•••.•.•..•....•...••.•..•.

i~~ ~~ ~~:ie~~: ·::::: ::::::::: ::::: :::::: -_::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::

Town of Manzano .... : . .........•.•••....•••.•••.••••••• -- .... -- .•••••
Town of San Ysidro ...•..................••••.•••.•••••••.•.•••••.• -.
Town of Canon de San Diego .......•...•••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••..•
Town of Las Trampas .......................••....•........•.•..••.• Sebastian Martin grant .............................................. .
Anton Chico .............••.•..............•..•••••. ·..•••• -.- ..••••• Indian Pueblo of Laguna ........... ----~- ......•...••••...•••.....•••
Vicente Duran Armijo grant .........................................'.
Town ofChamito ................................................... .
'l'own of Tejon .••••....•...... ~--· ........•....••••.•..•.•.• .' .....•..

~J~~e~~~f~~ ~~~~ :: :: :::: :::::: :: :::: ::: ::::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::::

Town of Cevolletta ......•••.........••.•.••....•.. - ••......••.. -.- -.

tl!!f:~~~~o::f~~~!: .":: :." :." ~ ." :." .": ::.".":: ." ." ." ." :: :: .":: :: :." :::.": ::." ::::~
Ojo del Espirita Santo ...•..••....•.•...........•........ -- . - -. -- -- --

10, G12. 5721,636.83 .
9,646.56
108,507.64 .
23;626.2217, ~-l61. u .
17,087.35 574. :H.
27,854.06 496,446.96 .
496,446.96,
7,185.55-.
14, 146.11;
17,360.97.
11,476.68:
116, 286. 891
46,461.22:
51,387.80
383,856.81
101, 51D. 78
57. 18
1,636.29
12,801.46
31,802.92
69,445. 55.
200,843.25.
126, 024. 50·
42,022.85.
127,875.86.

Total acres .....................•....•...••.. , ................. 4, 675, 173·. 57
June 30, 1880, there were 60 private land claims in Colorado and New Mexico pending in Congress for confirmation, embracing an area, so far as the same have been
surveyed, of 4,294,672.473 acres. The largest contains 472,736.90 acres, and the sma1l·
est 1,003.55 acres, as follows:
List of private lancl claims in New Mexico and Colomflo reported to Congress, and now
awaiting action.
[See page 1153.1
Name

I

B. M. Montana grant ........... :. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .
~~a:~de lo~ Apaches .. :... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

ntomo Montoya, Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Roque Lovato grant.........................................
Canada de los Alamos.......................................

Acres.
151, 056. 97·
88, 079. 78
3, 546. 06
1, 619. 86
13, 706. 02

~~~at:~~~~~r:::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~::: ~:::::::::: ::::::: ~~~~~: ~~:
f~~~i~:ti;i~~::: :.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... ~~~:. ~~~: ~~J<?se F. Baca y Torr-us .. ... .• . ...... ...... ...... .... ..... ...

'~~~i{F\f:t·::~~~;: :~ :~:::~~~~ ~ ::::::~::~:~~~ ~:~::~:
San Joaquin del Nacimiento. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . • • .. . ..

G~~n~~~~:L~l: ~:~~~~~-

····-············-··.. ..............

Remarlts.

1, 589.87

~: ~1 fi

131, 725. 87
89, 4~3. 4o

grant to Juan Salas . ... :~.:::::::::::::::::::.::::::::·::::: ··· ·· · · · '4:i6.'4i.
rant to Antonio Sandoval.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415, 036. 56
0

o:~~~~;!t~.a .' .' .'.'.'::.':: .".': ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... ~~~·-:~~:~~-

No survey.

.

No survey.

No survey; rejected
surveyor-general.

b~

Nosun·ey.

No survey; rejected by
surveyor-general.
Piedra Lnmbre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48, 336.12
~rant ~ Bartolome Marquez a~d ~:~x";_~i~~-:P"a.ciilla· .' ."::: .' .':
637. 23
Tierra fo~ca . · .. ·..... .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • .
33, 250. 39
T~~ ~f
lftonio del Colorado .................•.•••..•......•.......... No survey.
Sa Mi ~loS a .tente ............. :. .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . .
38, 590. 20
• n gne • prmg, tract .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . .
25, 176. 39

3:1n
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List of private land claims in New Mexico and Colorado, ~fc.-Continued.
Acres.

Name.

Remarks.

Arroyo de San Lorenzo ....... -·-......... - - --- ••... -- .. ---.130, 138. 98
Grant of Juan de Mestas .................•.•...... -..... -...
1, 686.47
Cuyamungue Pueblo tract .............•...•••...... -....••........ -. ----- x N_?sur_vey.
Grant to Salvador Gonzales ....• ..•••..•.•.•... --.- ... -.... 103, 959. 31
Town ofBerna.Iillo. ... .. .•••••..... .. •.... .• •. . .. . . . . . .•••••
11,674.37

~~~~~~~tn~~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

' 1~: ~~~: ~~

Santa Fe City land claim .............. .... ................. .
Talaya tract ..•. •..............................•.......•....
Refugio Colony grant ............... ... .................... .
Grant to F. M. Vigil .... ..........•.•......••••.••...•..••.
Ignacio de Roival and Jacinto Pelaez ...................... .
Grant to Antonio E. Armenta ..•••.•.....•.....•••••••.•....
Town ofCevilleta ... .. ..•..........•.. ..•......•... •........ .

Autonio Martinez grant ...•..•.................•............

17, 361.11
1, 003.55
26,130.19
106,274.87
46,341.48
42,939.21
224,770.13
243,036.43
3,632. 94
148, 862.945
22,578.12
3, 253.09
43,653.03
1, 890.62
18,046.59
12,207.408
186,977.11
4, 340.26
843,259.59
114,400.54
45,244.73
67,480.20

Total . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 294, 672. 473

Mesilla Colony grant.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
33, 960. 33
Grant to Gaspar Ortiz .. -- .....•........ --v-······ .... ...... .....

~~:~~ : ~~~~~ Yo~~:1~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco ...... .•. . ....•• •.....•........

~~~:~}t~~~f~.
~~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Montano ................ . ......•••.•.•••••..•••......•....•.

Luis Jaramillo ...................••..........•....•.........
Baltazat Baea & Sons ...•. -~--- .....•••....•....•..•........

~-l;aJ: If~~~~;_-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::
Town of Socorro ......•••...........••....•............•.•..

I~~;~~~;~~-~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

No survey on file in General Land Office.

In General Land-Office, to be transmitted to Congress: Una de Gato grant. Reported to be fraudn·
lent by special agent Department of Justice and surveyor:general of New Me~ico.
ARIZONA AND COLORADO.

The legislation of July 22, V354, related to that part of New Mexico which was included within the lines defined by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo until the act of
August 4, 1854 (10 Stats., p. 575), which provided that, "until otherwise provided by
law, the territory acquired under the late treaty with Mexico, commonly known as
the Gadsden treaty, be, and the same is hereby, incorporated with the Territory of
New Mexico, subject to all the laws of said last-named Territory."
Under this act the Secretary of the Interior, in his decision, dated February 17,1872,
held that the laws therein referred to were United States la~vs, including the above act
of July 22, 1854, and hence that the jurisdiction of the surveyor-general of New Mexico for the settlement of these claims extended over all the territory acquired by the
Gadsden treaty, tmless, in the words of the act of August 4, 1854, some othe.r mode
had been "provided by law." Since the date of this act the settlement of a part of
these claims in the Gadsden purchase has been otherwise provided for by law.
The provisions of the eighth section of the said act of July 22, 1854, were extended
to Colorado by the seventeenth section of the act of February 28, 1861 (12 Stats.,
p. 176).
By the act of February 24, 1863 (12 Stats., p. 664), a part of the Gads<len purchase
was incorpomted into the Territory of Arizona, and by the same act authority was
given for the appointment of a surveyor-general for that Territory. By the subsequent
act of July 15, 1A70 (16 Stats., p. 304), the provisions of the eighth section of the act
Qf Ju1y 22, 1 54, were exten<led to Arizona, and the surveyor-general thereof was
thereby clothed with as ample jurisdiction over grants therein as was vested in the
eurv yor-general of New Mexico over like claim in the Territory of New Mexico.
n the 9th of January aud 11th of April, l877, this officer i sued instructions to the
sun- yor ·-gen ral of Arizona and Colorado, approved hy the Secretary of the Interior,
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respectively on the 11th of January and 1st of May, 1877, directing those officers to
proceed, in compliance with the requirements of said act of July 22, 1854, and supplemental legislation, to report to Congress the origin, nature, and extent of all private
land claims within their respective districts.
List of pr1.vate land claims in Arizona reported to Congress.
[See page 1154.]

San Rafael del Valle ........••....•......••....•.........••••.. ---- . -. San Igna.cio del Babocomori..................................-•• - •.••••.• San Ignacio de la Canoa ••• ; . . . . ..........................•.•• -- --. -. Tamacacori and Calabazas ............................................ .

Acres.

17,360.760
34,722.028
17,208.333
52,007.950 -

Total ........................................ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 121, 299. 071
List of private land clairns in Arizona in General Land Office to be 1·eportcd to Congress .
.Acres.

San Jose de Sanvita ............................................... -----~ 7,598. 070
San Rafael de la Sanja .................................................. 17,361.108
Total ..... ......•..•.......•.. .............•• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 959. 178
.As the law stands, there are two Territories, New Mexico and Arizona, and one
State, Colorado, in which there are no provisions of law for the settlement of Spanish
nnd Mexican titles, the protection of which is guaranteed by treaty stipulations.
See ''Report with testimony of Public Land Commission, 1880," for condition of
grants and recommendations.
See Reports Commissioner GeneralLand Office, 1876, '77-'79. Title, "Private land
claims."
MINERAL IN LANDS EMBRACED IN PRIVATE LAND GRANTS.

The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his annual reP.ort for 1876, says:
The owners of the grants which haYe been confirmed by Congress claim all the minerals embraced within their limits, upon the ground that the unqualified confirmation
by Congress, and subsequent issue of patents, operates as a quit-claim to the minerals
on the part of the United States Government.
The Spanish and Mexican Governments reserved the right to the minerals unless expressly granted; therefore, if the United States patents include the minerals, they
not only make good the grants made by Spain and Mexico, bnt convey additional
rights, and there is no inducement to prospectors to make discoveries. (See report of special agent to investigate this subject in report of Public Land Commission,
February, 1880, pp. 4-12; 'also, see "Compilation of laws, regulations, usages and
c~mditions.o~ Spain and Mexico, under which lands were granted and held, and misswns, pres1dws, and pueblos established and governed," by John Wasson, U.S. surveyor-general for Arizona.)
The total estimated area of lands embraced within the limits of private land claims
on the public domain, patented and unpatented, is 80,000,000 acres.
UNDER THE THIRD ARTICLE OF THE TREATY WITH GREAT BRITAIN OF JUNE

15,

1846~

there is anotber class of private land claims growing out of possessory rights to lands
held by and under the Hudson's Bay Company and by the Puget Sound Agricultural Company, on the north side of the Columbia. The claim of the last-named
company was for 160,000 acres. These claims were for lands now in Washington Territory and Oregon, and were all settled by the executive and legislative departments
many years ago. (See Statutes at Large, 1858, 1860, &c.)
UNDER TREATY WITII RUSSIA-THE ALASKA P-URCHASE.

Under the third article of the treaty with Russia for the purcha.se of Alaska M:trch 30,
1867, the United States agreed and guarantied that the inhabitants of Alaska should
be "maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty, property, and
religion."
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PRIVATE · LAND CLAIMS.

The Russian and American commissioners, authorized to make and receive transfer
of the province of Alaska, at Sitka (New Archangel), October 18, 1867, signed inventories of public and private property held by individuals under grant. from Russia.
(For lists of these, see Ex. Doc. No. 125, secondsession Fortieth Congres8.)
There has as yet been no legislation in reference to private la.nd claims in Alaska.
MAlo."'NER OF SURVEY OF PRIVATI!: LAND CLAIMS.

Private land claims are surveyed. by deputy surveyors, w:ho enter into a contract
with the sm'Veyor-general for that purpose, which contract is approved by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
·
·
After the contract has been approved and the necessary bond filed by the deputy,
the surveyor-general issues special instructions for the survey, describing the boundaries of the claim as confirmed. These surveys are invariably of an irregular shapet
and therefore do not conform to the legal subdivisions of the public surveys

•
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EXISTING METHODS OF SALE AND DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LANDS.

'

To

JUNE

30, 1880.

The several existing laws for the sale and disposition of the public domain permit
entries and locations by individuals, associations, and corporations.
A single man, a married man, a single woman, or a married woman, if (legally) the
head of a family, citizens of the United States, or have declared their intentions to
become such, can have the benefits of the several settlement laws.
The theory of the settlement laws is that an individual, if he be not already ths
owner of 320 acres of land, can purchase 160 acres under the pre-emption act after six
months' settlement, occupation, and improvement, and can acquire 160 acres under the
homestead act by residence, improvement, and cultivation for a. term of five years,.
with certain legal rebates as. to time of settlement, or can purchase at ~he end of six
months by commutation.
Under the several settlem&nt aud occupancy laws, however, a person can legally
acquire 1,120 acres of the public domain.
·
CLASSIFICATION.

The existing laws recognize several classes of lands, as follows:
Mineral.-" In all cases 'lands valuable for minerals' shall be reserved from sale,
except as otherwise expressly directed by law." (Section 2318, R. S.)
Timber and stone.-Lands valuable chiefly for timber and stone, unfit for cultivation.
Saline.-Salt springs.
Town-site lands.-Any unoccupied public lands.
Desm·t.-Lands which will not, without irrigation, produce an agricultural crop.
Coallands.-Lands containing coal.
And all others as agricultural.
Special laws are provided for each of the seven c1asses named. Lands reserved or
withdrawn "are not subject to entry or locanon."
AGRICULTURAL

L~DS,

Agricultural lands can be taken in tracts of from 40 to 160 acres under the pre-emption, homestead, and timber-culture acts, or purchased at public sale or private entry.
Of agricultural public lands there are two classes: the one class at $1.25 per acre,
which is designated as minimmn, and the other at $2.50 per acre, or double minimum.
The latter class consists of tracts embraced within the alternate sections of land reserved to the United States in acts of Congress making grants within prescribed limits
of the lines of railroads, or other works of internal improvements, to aid in the construction thereof, such reserved sections being double in price. Congress, by an act
approved June 15, 1880, reduced to $1.25 per acre any lands then subject to entry
(meaning, in this connection, ordinary cash entry of offered lands), which were put in
market at the enhanced price prior to the 1st of January, 1861. Title may be acquired
by purchase at public sale, or by ordinary "private entry," and in virtue of the pre
emption, homestead, timber-culture, and other laws.
All lands obtained under the homestead laws are exempt from liability for debts
contracted prior to the issuing of patent therefor.
411
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EXISTING METHODS OF DISPOSITION.
FEES AND COMMISSIONS.

For homestead entries on lauds in Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota,
Kansas, Nebraska, Dakota, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Florida,
-commissions and fees are to be paid according to the following table:
I

Acres.

Price per
acre.

160
80
40
160
80
40

$2 50
2 fiO
251)
1 25
1 25
1 25

Commissions.
Payable when .
certificate issues.

Payable when
entry is made.
$8
4
2
4
2
1

00
00
00
00
00
00

Fee.

$8
4
2
4
2
1

I

I

00
00
00
00
00
00

Payable when
entry is made.
$10
5
5
10
5
5

00
00
00
00
00
00

Total of fee and
commissions.

$26 00
13 00
I) 00
18 00
9 00
7 00

·In addition to the States and Territories above named, the same rates will apply to
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, if any vacant tracts can be found liable to entry in th~se
three States, where but very few isolated tracts of public land remain undisposed of.
In the Pacific and other political divisions, viz~ On lands in California, Nevada,
()regon, Colorado, New Mexico, and Washington, and.in Arizona, Idaho, Utah, Wy·
<>ming, and Montana, the commissions and fees are to be paid according to the following table:
Fee.

Commissions.
Acres.

Price per
acre.

Payable when
entry is made.

Payable when
certificate issues.

Payable when
entry is made.

Total of fee and
commissions.

--160
80
40
160
80
40

$2
2
2
1
1
1

50
50
50
25
25
25

$12
6
3
6
3
1

00
00
09
00
00
50

$12
6
3
6
3
1

00
00
00
00
00
50

$10
5
5
10
5
5

00
00
00
00
00
00

$34
17
11
22
11
8

00
00
00
00
00
00

l'RE-EMPTION ACTS.

Under the pre-emption a.cts (see Chapter X, p. 214,) settlers pay a fee of $1.50 in the
the Pacific division, and in all other localities $1, each, to the register and receiver of
the land office upon filing declaratory statement, and at the time of final proof and entry
pay an acreage of $1.25 per acre, or $2.50 per acre, as the case may be, for single or
double minimum land.
MINERAL LAlU)S.

Mineral lands are, located and sold thereafter in t.h e manner described in Chapter
XXVI.
COAL LANDS.

The public lauds of the United States containing coal are disposed of under the act
<>f Congress approved March 3, 1873.
The sale of coal lands is provided for by this act1. By ordinary private entry under section 1.
2. By granting a prefer nee right of purchase based on priority of possession and
improvement under Rcction 2.
The land ntered uuu r either section must be by legal subdivisions, as :rliade by the
" gnla.r United tate survey. Entry is confined to surveyed lands; to such as are
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vacant, not otherwise appropriated, reserved by competent authority, or containing
valuable minerals other than coal.
.
Individuals and associations may purchase. If an individual, he must be twentyone years of age and a citizen of the United States, ~r have declared his intention to
become such citizen.
If an association or persons, each must be qualified as above .
.A. person is.not disqualified by the ownership of any quantity of other Janel, nor hy
having removed from ::is own land in the' same State or Territory.
.A.ny individual may enter by legal subdivisions as aforesaicl any area not exceeding
160 acres.
Any association may enter not to exceed 320-e,cres.
Any association of not less than four persons, duly qualified, who s.hall ha> e expended not less than $5,000 in working and improving any coal mine or mines, may
enter under section 2 not exceeding 640 acres, including such mining improvements.
The price per acre is $10 where the land is situated more than fifteen miles from any
completed raih·oad, and $20 per acre where the land is within fifteen mHes of such road.
Where the land lies partly within fifteen miles of such road and in part outside such
limit, the maximum price must b~ paid for all legal subdivisions the greater part of
which lies within fifteen miles of such road.
The term "completed railroad" is held to mean one which is actually constructed
on the face of the earth, and lands within fifteen miles of any point of a railroad sO>
constructed will be held and disposed of at $20 per acre.
One year from and after the expiration of the period allowed for filing the declaratory statement is given within which to make proof and payment, but no party wm
be allowed to make final proof and payment, except on notice to all others who appear
on the records as claimants to the same tracts.
SALINE LANDS.

The act of Congress of January 12, 1877, provides that where tracts are found to besaline in character, and therefore under pre-existing laws not subject to disposal,
they shall be offered at public sale at not less than $1.25 per acre, and if not then sold
shall be thereafter held subject to private entry at the same price, as other public
lands. The act provides for an investigation to ascertain by testimony the· true character of public la.nds, where there shall be reason to suppose that they are saline.
This act is confined in its operations to States which have ·had grants of salines which
have been fully satisfied, or uniler which the right of sel~ction has expired by e:fflux
of time. This act excepts from its operation the Territories and the States of Mississippi, Louisiana, Fl~rida, California, and Nevada.
TOWN SITES.

There are two methods of acquiring title to t~wn sites on the public lands. By one
method, under sections 23S2, 2383, 2384 and 2385 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, the area of the city or town is limited to 640 acres. The founders are to lay it
off into lots. .A map is to be made describing its exterior boundaries according to the
lines of the public surveys, where such lines are executed, giving the name of the
city or town, exhibiting the streets, squares, blocks, lots, &c., the lots not_to exceed
4,200 square feet, with a statement of the extent and general character of the improvements, the map and statement to be verified under oath by the party act.ing for
and in behalf of the persons proposing to establish the city or town. The map and
statement must be filed with the recorder for t.he county in whjch the town is situated. When the town is situated in an organized land district a verified copy of such
map and statement must be filed with the register and receiver. .A similar copy is to
be filed in t he General Land Office within one month after the filing thereof in the recorder's office, as also the testimony of 'two witnesses that the city or town has been
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established in good faith. The lots·may then be offered at public sale to tho highest
biddeT, at a minimum of $10 for each lot. Any tracts not then sold are afterwards liable to priyate entry at said minimum, or at such reasonable price as the Secretary of
the Interior may order from time to time as the municipal property may increase or
decrease, after at least three months' notice. A privilege is allowed to any actual
settler upon any lot of pre-empting the same and any additional lot on which be may
have substantial' improvements, at the minimum price at any time before the day fixed
for the public sale.
·Where it is preferred, as it usually is, the sections 2387, 2388 and 2389 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States grant to the inhabitants of cities and towns on the public lands the privilege of entering the ·lands occupied as town sites at the minimum
price of $1.25 per acre, through the corporate authorities of such towns and cities, or
the judges ofthe county courts acting as trustees for the occupants thereof. The maximum quantity liable to entry varies with the number of the inhabitants. If 100 and
less than 200, the maximum is 320 acres; if more than 200 and less than 1,000, it is 640
acres; if 1,000 and over, it is 1,280 acres; and for each additional1,000 inhabitants,
not exceeding 5,000 in all, a further quantity of 320 acres is allowed to be entered.
STONE AND TIMBER LANDS,

Surveyed lands in California, Oregon, Nevada, and the Territory of Washington, not
yet proclaimed and offered for sale, valuable chiefly for timber ~nd stone, unfit for
cultivation,· and consequently for disposition under the pre-emption and homestead
laws, may be entere.d under the first, second, and third sections of the act of Congress
of June 3, 1878. The quantity is limited to 160 acres to any one person, and the price
is fixed at $2.50 per acre. The applicant must be a citizen of the United States, or
must have declared his intention to become a citizen under the naturalization laws.
He must make affidavit that he is a citizen, and produce evidence of the fact; also a
sworn statement designating by legal subdivisions the particular tract of land he desires to purchase, setting forth that it is unfit for cultivation and valuable chiefly for
its timber or stone; that it is uninhabited, contains no mining or other improvements
except for ditch or canal purposes, where any such do exist, save such as were made by
or belong to the applicant, nor, as deponent verily believes, any valuable deposit of
gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal; that deponent has made no other application
under this act; that he does not apply to purchase the same on speculation, but in
good faith to appropriate it to his own exclusive use and benefit, and t.h at he has not,
directly or indirectly, made any agreement or contra~t, in any way or manner, with
any person or persons whatsoever, by which the title which he might acquire from the
Government of the United States should inure in whole or in part to the benefit of any
person except himself. The statement must be verified by the oath of the applicant
before the register or receiver of the district land office,
A notice of the application, describing the land, shall be posted in the office of the
register for sixty days, and shall be published by the applicant in a newspaper published nearest the location of the premises for the same period of time. At the expiration of that time, proof of the publication of the notice and of the character and
condition of the land as set forth in the sworn statement must be made, after which,
if no objection appear, the entry will be allowed. The character and condition of
the land must ue shown by the affidavits of disinterested witnesses taken before the
register or receiver, or any officer using a seal aml authorized to administer oaths in
the land district in which the land lies. Entry will be allowed and return thereof
made to the General Land Office for the issue of the patent as in case of an orrunary
cash sale.
'l'he register and receiver are entitled to a fee of $5 each for allowing an entry under said act, and jointly at tho rate of 22! cents per hundred words for testimony
reduced by them to writing for claimants.
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DESERT LANDS. ~

The de~ert-land law of March, 3, 1877, is confined in its operation to the States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and the Territories of Washington, Idaho, Montana,
Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, New Mexico, and Dakota. Only one entry can be made by
any one person, and the maximum quantity which may b~ embraced therein is one ·
section or 640 acres. A person desiring to avail himself of this law must be a citizen
of the United States, or must have declared his intention. to become a citizen. He
must first submit proof that the land is of a class which will not without irrigation
produce any agricultural crop, and, if it lies along streams or about bodies of water,
that it will not produce hay without irrigation. He must also file his sworn declaration setting forth his qualification under the statute, and his intention to reclaim the
tract applied for by conducting water thereon within thr.ee years from date of his
declaration. If foreign-born, he must produce the record evidence of his naturalization, or of his having declared his intention_ to apply therefor, as the case may be.
The land must be described in the declaration by legal subdivisions, if surveyed,
and if not surveyed, by reference to conspicuous landmarks, or the established lines
of-survey. Thereupon the entry may be allowed, the party paying twenty-five cents
per acre, the register and receiver issuing their joint certificate, and within three years
the applicant must produce satisfactory proof of having reclaimed the land applied for
by condu~ting water thereon, after which he may periec't his entry by paying the additional sum of .one dollar per acre. This proof of reclamation must consist of the testimony of at least two disinterested and credible witnesses who must appear in person
before the regi-ster and receiver of the proper district land office. The proof being
found satisfactory, and full payment made, the receiver issues his final receipt, and the
register his final certificate, on which the patent is issued.
No assignments are recognized under the desert-land law.
PUBLIC OFFERING AND PRIVATE ENTRY.

Lands are sold at public sale after offering in the manner indicated in prior pages
of this volume, but no lauds can be entered at private sale unless they have first been
offered at public sale. The area of lands that can be so entered is small and they lie
in isolated tracts in various States and Territories, except the total area of surveyed
oft'ered public lands in the five Southern States of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Louisiana, and Mississippi, which can be purchased at any district land office in said
States in legal subdivisions, having been duly offered under the act of Congress of
June 22, 1876.
•
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STATES AND TERRITORIES, 1776 TO 1880.
To Jmm 30, 1880.

By the terms of the Constitution of the United States any of the original thirteen
States were to become States in the Union upon ratification of that instrument, and
without further legislation than official information of ratification. After its adoption
by the ratification of eleven States (nine only being necessary), and going into effect
March 4, 1789, the two outstanding States. North Carolina and Rhode Island, upon message from the President were admitted into the Union bytheseatingoftheir Senators
and Representatives in Congress, and the extension of tho terms of the·judiciary act
over them.
NEW STATES.

Under the third section of the fourth article of the Constitutiorl, the United States,
through Congress, reserved to .themselves the right to admit new States, hy declaring
that "New States may be admitted by the Congress into this Union"; and, as the
fourth section of the same article requires that "The United Stateii shaH guarantee
to every State in this Union a republican form of government," it has in practice been
deemed a prerequisite that the people proposing to form a new State shaU be authorized by law to form a constitution, to be submitted to Congress, so as enable that
body to judge of its republican character, before admitting them to the rights,
privileges, and immunities secured through the organization of a State government,
and upon an equal footing with other States; still this has been varied in several cases
hereafter noted.
The Constitution of the United States declares, that "New States may be admitted
by the Congress into this Union; but no new State shall be formed or erected within
the jurisdiction of any other State, nor any State be formed by the junction of twoor more States, or parts of States, without the consent of the legislatures of the States
concerned as well as of the Congress."
·
The Constitution also declares that "the Congress shall have power to dispose of,
and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the t erritory or other property
belonging"to the United States; and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed
as to prejudice any claims of the United States, or of any particular State."
Under this clause Congress exercises the power of creating Territoriatl governments,
which in process of time, by the increase of population, apply on behalf of the people for
authority to form constitutions and State governments, with a view to admission intothe Union, and it is for the Congress of the United States, in the exercise of their constitutional powers, to judge of the expediency and the time of admitting them to all
the privileges and immunities of States in the American Union.
AS TO THE ADMISSION OF NEW STATES.

The power to expand the territory of the United States by the admission of new
States is plainly given, and in the construction of thil:! power by all the department s
of the Government it has been held to authorize the acquisit ion of territory not fit
for admission at the time, but to be admitted as soon as its population and situation
would entitle it to admission. It is acquired to become a State, and not to be held as a
colony, and governed by Congress with absolute authority, and as the propriety oi
admitting a new State is committed to the sound discretion of Congress, the power to
acquire territory for that purpose, to be held by the United States until it is in a..
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suitable condition to become a State upon an equal footing with the utber States,
must rest upon the same discretion. It is a question for the political department of
the Government, and not the judicial; and whatever the political department of tp.e
Government shall recognize as within the limits of the United States, the judiCial
department is also bound to recognize and to administer in it the laws of the United
States, so far as they appll. (Supreme Court United States, in Dred Scott v. Sandford,
19, How., 393.)
The entire subject of the admission of a State into the Union from a Territorial or
other condition, with a constitution and a complete State government in operation, as
in the case of California, or without a constitution, as in the case of Kentucky, i.s
wholly within the province of Congress.
TERRITORIES.

Under section 3, Article IV, of the Constitution, Congress governs the territory of
the United States. Congress can acquire territory by purchase or treaty, and then can
enact laws for its government.
The Supreme Court of the United States, in American Insurance Co. v. Canter
(1 Peters, 511), said:
In legislating for the Territories Congress exercises the combined powers of the General and of a State government.
The right to govern the territory of the 'United States is the inevitable consequence
of the right to acquire territory. (Dred Scott v. Sandford, 19 How., 393; American
Insurance Co. v. Canter, 1 Pet., 511; U. S. v. Gratiot, 14 Pet., 526.)
Congress possesses the absolute power of governing and legislating for the Territories, and may give a Territorial court jurisdiction over a suit brought by or against
a citizen of a Territory. (Sere t'· Pilot, 6 Cranch., 332.)
The power to govern the Territories subject to the Constitution is in Congress. It .
may do it mediately or immediately, either by the creation of a Territorial government with power to legislate for the Territory, subject to such restraints and limitations as Congress )Ilay impose upon it, or by the passage of laws directly operating
upon the Territory, without the intervention of a subordinate government. (Edwards
t1. Panama, 1 Oregon, 418.)
A Territorial government is the only mode by which the purchasers and occupants
of lands beyond the limits of any State can I?e protected in their rights of person and
property. Hence the implied power of Congress to establish such a government.
(U.S. v. Railroad Bridge Co., 6 McLean, 517; U.S. v. Gratiot, 14 Pet., 526; State v.
Navigatiou Co., 11 Mart., 309.)
.
The power to acquire necessarily carries with it the power to preserve and apply to
t~e purposes for which it was acquired. It is therefore the duty of Congress to establ!sh a government over the people in a Territory. The form of government to be established necessarily rests in tho discretion of Congress. Some form of civil authority is
absolutely necessa.ry. to organize and preserve civilized society and prepare it to become
a State, and what is the best form must always depend on the .c ondition of the Territory at the time, and the choice of the mode must depend upon the exercise of a discretionary power by Congress, acting within the scope of its constitutional authority.
(Dred Scott v. Sandford, 19 How., 393.)
REFERENCES TO EXISTING ORGANIC ACTS.

Territories are bodies politic, and have legal status under an organic act, but no
sovereignty.
Organic acts have been passed fTom time to time fro~ 1784 to 1868, viz: Ohio, ordinance of 1787; Louisiana, March 3, 180::>; Indiana, May 7, 1800; Mississippi, April7,
1798; Illinois, February 3, 1809; Alabama, March 3, 1817; Missouri, June 4, 1812;
Arkansaw (Arkansas), March 2, 1819; Michigan, January 11, 1805; Florida, March 30,
1 22; Iowa, June 12, 1838; Wisconsin, April20, 1836; Minnesota, March 3, 1849; Oregon,
August 14, 1848; Kansas, May 30, 1854; Nevada, March 2, 1861; Nebraska, May 30,
1854; Colorado, February 28, 1861. All of the above are now States.
EXISTING TERRITOIUES.

New Mexico, September '9, 1850; Utal1, September 9, 1850; Washington, March 2,.
1853; Dakota, March 2, 1861; .Arizona, February 24, 1863; Idaho, March 3, 1863; Montana, May 26, 1!:!64; Wyoming, July 25, 1868.
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STATES AND TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENT OF THE TERRITORIES.

The territory northwest of the river Ohio (the one first created) was organized by the
ordinance of July 13, 17'07. The form of government provided for the direct control of the
Territory by officers appointed by the United States, and consisted of a governor, secretary, and three judges of the superior court. The legislative power was in the governor
and the judges of the court. All their laws were subject to disapproval by Congressr
and the United States paid all official salaries and the necessary expenses of government. When the Territory should have 5,000 free male inhabitants of full age they
were to be entitled to a general assembly, consisting of a council and house of repre.sentatives. The members of the house were to be elected by the people. The council, consisting of 5 members, was nominated by the house, and appc;»inted by Congress
from ten names thus selected. This form of government was extended over Indiana
by the act of May 7, 1800, but the feature of a council appointed by Congress was
changed to one elected by the people by the act of February 27, 1809. The organic
act for Mississippi, April 7, 1798, the Illinois act of 1809, the Alabama aet of 1817~
Missouri act of 1812, Michigan act of 1805, and Arkansaw act of 1819, were gradual
enlargements of the rights and privileges of the Territories. In the Florida act of
March 30, 1822, the powers were much enlarged, and this was really the first organic
act. It set out and defined fully the powers and duties of a Territory and its people~
with the exception of the method of appointing the members of the council, fifteen in
all, to be appointed by the President of the United States. This feature was not enacted into the organic act for the Territory of Wisconsin, April 20, 1836, but the old
system of an elective assembly was restored. This act was in the form of all the present organic acts, with slight alterations.
The usual method of organizing a Territory prior to the Florida act of 1822 was for
Congress to describe the metes and bounds of a certain portion of ·the public domain
and organize it into a Territory by name, re-enacting, with slight additions, an existing law relating to some other Territory, such as the ordinance of 1787, which was, in
terms or effect, with slight modifications, extended over or embraced in the organic
laws and acts for all of the Territories of the Union.
PRESENT FORM OF GOVERNMENT.

In each of tho eight organized Territories the United States appoint and pay th&
governor, secretary, chief justice, and 2 associate justices, the marshal, and district
attorney. In some of the Territor~es the judges create the judicial districts from th&
several counties, and the justices are assigp.ed to hold court therein ; in others th&
governor of the Territory performs this duty, and in some instances the ruatter is regulated by·the legislature. Dakota has 3 associate justices.
Th~ legislature, council and house, are elected by the people. The legislative term
and length of time of holding session are fixed by Congress, which pays the members
and expenses of holdmg sessions and for printing laws. Biennial sessions are the rule
under the act of March 3, 1869.
In all the Territories, except Utah, where his veto power is absolute, the governor
has a veto which may be overcome by a two-thirds vote.
Citizens of the Territories vote for local officers and Delegates to Congrees, but not
for President and Vice-President.
The legislative power extends to all Hrightful subjects of legislation"; all acts areto be approved by Congress, to whom they are reported at once after each session of
the legislature. Acts stand approved until disapproved.
The Secretary of the Interior now has charge, formerly exercised by the Department
of State, over the Territories.
The Territories contain counties and municipalities chartered under special laws
by the legielature, or under a general act. County and city officials are elected by the
people, and in iOme of the Territories there are Territorial officers, coutrollers, audito~
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or treasurers, &c., elected by the people, or appointed under laws of the legislature.
Taxes are levied and paid out for the common benefit. Loans are created and bonds
issued by the cities, counties, and Territories.
The courts, supreme and district, held by the United States judges, have both a
United States and Territorial side, trying offenses and enforcing suits under the laws
of the United States, or the codes enacted by the legislatures of the respective Territories; courts of probate and justices' courts are provided for under local laws. The
court expenses, on behalf of the United States, or while sitting as United States courts,
are paid by the United States. Expenses while sitting as Territorial courts are paid
by the severtt.l counties in which the district courts are sitting. Appeals are granted
and writs of error issued to the Supreme Court of the United States, where the amount
in controversy exceeds a given sum, varying in the several Territories.
Each Territory has a Delegate in Congress, elected for two years by the people, who
draws the same pay as a member of the House of Representatives aiid sits therein.
He may (and does on the Public Lands, Mines, and Indian) serve on committees, and
can speak, but cannot vote.
These Territorial governments, under an act of incorporation, are custodians on behalf of the United States of certain functions of government to be used for the benefit
of persons or citizens within certain definite geographical divisions. These governments are or can be altered, abolished, reduced, or the Territory transferred by the ·
United States at the pleasure of Congress. Territorial forms of government are replaced by the State governments, upon the entry of a Territory into the Union as a
State, usually (except in ·tour instances) retaining the name under which ·it was
organized; the laws of the Territory governing until all functions are taken up by
the State government. (See sees. 1839 to 189G, Chap. I, and 1925 to 1976, Chap. II,
title The Territories, U. S. Revised Statutes.)
THE THIRTEEN ORIGINAL STATES.

The thirteen original States were

adm~tted

as follows:

1. Delaware adopted and ratified Constitution December 7, 1787.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Pennsylvania adopted and ratified Constitution December 12, 1787.
New Jersey adopted and ratified Constitution December 18, 1787.
Georgia adopted and ratified Constitution .January 2, 1788.
Connecticut adopted and ratified Constitution January 9, 1788.
Massachusetts adopted and ratified Constitution February 6, 1788.
Maryland adopted and ratified Constitution .April28, 1788.
South Carolina adopted and ratified Constitution May 23, 1788.
New Hampshire adopted and rat.ified Constitution June 21, 1788.
Virginia adopted and ratified Constitution June 26, 1788.
New York adopted and ratified Constitution July 26, 1788.
North Carolina adopted and ratified Constitution November 21, 1789.
13. Rhode Island adopted and ratified Constitution May 29, 1790.

For derivation of names of the thirteen original States, see page 464.
For population and statistics see compendium Ninth and Tenth Censuses, and tablet
Tenth Censna.

THE LEGISLATIVE STATES.
The date of organization or admissilm of the several legislative States are given
Mlow, with population at periods. The public-domain States are noted, together
with their rapid increase of population. Many of the acts referred to under these several States contain provisions general or special relating to the public lands therein.
.

.
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ADMISSION OF STATES INTO THE UNION BY CONGRESSIONAL ENACTMENT, AND OR·
GANIZATION OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN INTO TERRITORIES AND STATES.

The first State admitted by Congressional enactment into the Union after the adoption of the Constitution of the United States and the organization of the government
thereunder was'
VERMONT.
(From French words "verd," green, and "mont," mountain.)
Population.
1790 .•••.................. ···••· .......•........ ·····- ·····- : .............
:£800 ...... - - -. -... - - - ..... - .. - - - ....... - - - ..... - -. -... -...... -- .. -. . . . . . . .
1810 . -.- ... -.-- .... -...... -....... - .. -----.-.- .... --- ...... -.- .... --- .. -..
1820 ...... - ... -- ... - - ... - - - .. - - - ... - - - -.. - - -- . -.. - ... - -...... - - . . . . . . . . . . .
1830 ... -- .... -- ..... - .. ---- .. ~-. -..... -... --- .. -.-- .......... -- .. --.- .....
1840 . --- .... --- ....... --- ............ -... -... --.- .. -.. . . . . . . - •.... -- .....
1850 .. -. - - ............ - - .... - . - . . -•...... - - - . - - - - - - --. --. - - . -- - . - - .. -- -- . -

85,425
154, 465
217, !;95
235, 966
280,652
291, 948
314, 120

!m :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~g;m
Area, 10,212 square miles, or 6,535,680 acres.
No Territorial condition under laws of United States.
Act to admit approved February 18, 1791. It was formed from a part of the Territory of New York, its legislature consenting by act of March 6, 1790. (Journal Senate
of the United States, February 9,1791, and appendix to Journal House ofR~presenta
tives, vol. 1, p. 412.)
See. Chap. II, title "Vermont Colonization," for Vermont during colonial period.
July 2, 1777, a convention met, framed a constitution at Windsor; adjourned July
8,1777. It was adopted by the legislature of1779 and 1782, and became a part of the
· laws of the State.
'
Jnly 4, 1786, Vermont, by convention, framed a second constitution, which was
adopted by the legislature, and became law in March, 1787.
Application of the Commissioners of Vermont to Congress for admission into the
Union was received at Philadelphia February 9, 1791, a constitution having been formed.
Vermont contains no public domain.
Entitled to two Representatives by act of Congress February 25, 1791.
An act giring effect to laws of the United States in Vermont, after March 3, 1791,
approved March 2, 1791.
Admitt~d into the Union March 4, 1791.

KENTUCKY
(Indian-At the head of river) was the second State admitted into the Union.
Population.
Years.

Whito.

1790 ............................................................. .
1800 ............................................................. .
1810 ............................................................ ..
1820 ............................................................. .
1830 ............................................................ ..

61,133
179,873
324,237
434,622
517,787
590,253
761,413
919,484
1, 098,692
1, 377, 179

1840 ............................................................ ..

1850 .......................... ......... ..... ....... .............. .
1860 ........................ ....... ............... . ............. ..
1870 ............................................. ....... ........ ..
1880 .................. .............................. ............. .

Colored.
12,544
41,082
82,274
129,491
170, 130
189,575
220,992
236,167
222,210
271,451

Total
73,671
220,955
406,511
564,113
687,917
779,828
982,405
1, 155,684
1, 321,011
1, 648,690

Area, 37,680 square miles, or 24,115,200 acres .
.Act to admit approved February 4, 1791. Admitted into the Union June 1, 1792.
No Territorial condition under laws of United States.
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Formed from the territory of Virginia with the consent of its legislature by act of
December 18, 1789 (Journal Senate of the United States, December 9, 1790; Laws of
the United States; and message of President to Congress, December 8, 1790). Ten
conventions were held by the people, and four enabling acts were passed by Virginia
prior to admission of Kentucky. Application of the convention of Kentucky received
December 9, 1790 (See Journal House of Representatives, vol. 1, p. 411, appendix).
(Its constitution not then formed.) Act of Congress for its reception and admission
on June 1, 1792, approved on February 4, 1791.
.
Entitled to two Representatives; by act of Congress February 25, 1791.
No act giving effect to the laws of the United States in Kentucky.
A copy of the constitution formed for the State of Kentucky, by a convention which
met at Danville, April2 to 19, 1792, but which was not submitted to the people for
ratification, laid before Congress by the President of the United States on November
7, 1792.
Kentucky was nominally in the territory south of the river Ohio, but contained no
public domain.

TENNESSEE
(Indian-River of big bend) waf! the third State admitted.

Population.
Years.

White.

Colored.

Total..

---------------------------------------------------------------1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850

...... .................................................. . ... .... ....
.................... ............ ......................... ... .• :.....
. - .. -- .... - ...... - .. - ............ - ........... - .............. --.. . .. .
.. -- -- .. -- - ..... -- .... - - .. -- -- ... -- .. -- ............ - ....•.. -- ... - • ..
................................................................... .
------ ......... - .... -- ... - .... - .. - . ... -- ......... -- ........ -- ..... -........... -- .................... --.---------------- ............. ---

31,913
91,709
215, 875
339, 927
535,746
640, 627
756,836

liE::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~. ill I
1,

3, 778
13,893
45,852
82,844
146,158
,188; 583
245,881
283,019
322,331
403,151

35,691
105,602
261,727
422,771
681,904
829,210
1, 002,717
1, 109,801
1, 258,520
1, 542,359

Area, 45,600 square miles, or 29,184,000 acres.
No organic act. Act to admit approved June 1, 1796; adm\.tted into the Union
same date.
Pa~ of the territory of the United States south of the river Ohio.
]'ormed of territory ceded to the United States by the State of North Carolina. Once
called by the inhabitants, prior to 1784, the "Watauga" government. After 1784 the
people organized a government known as the State of "Frankland." The Watauga
constitution was the :first west of the Alleghanies.
An act for the government of the territory of the United States south of the rjver
Ohio was approved May 26, 1790. See also act of May 8, 1792. The people of that
territory formed a convention, which met at Knoxville January 11, 1796, adopted a
constitution on February 6, 1796, and applied for admission (see Journal of the House
of Representatives AprilS, and Senate Journal April11, 1796, and folio State Papers,
"Miscellaneous," vol. 1, pp . .146-7, 150); upon which "an act for the admission of the
State of Tennessee into the Union" was passed and approved June i, 1796, by which
the laws of the United States were extended to that State, and it was allowed one
Representative in Congress.
The said laws were again extended to the State of Tennessee by an act approved
January 31, 1797, and by an act approved February 19, 1799. This last act divided
the State into eastern and western districts.
The entire area of Tennessee was public domain, but the United States gave the
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same to the State, after deducting the lands necessary to fill the obligations in the
deed of cession of North Carolina. (See Chapter III, title "Reservations in cessions
by States.")
·

OHIO
(lndian-Be::utiful) was the fourth State admitted.

Population.
Years.
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880

White.

. ----- • ----- ---------------.-- ------------ . ----- . -----.--.- -- .. -- .
• - .. ------.------------ ·--- •. ----- ·-----. -----.--------"--. ·----·····-----------·----·····----·--·------·---·--··--··--··--··-·--·
·--·--. ---.----- ----·· ·----- -·---- ------ ·----- --·--. ·-·-- •. -- .....
·--·---------·-----·--·--·--------·--- ·----- ·----· ------ ·--·-----·
···-·-·----·-··-··----·----------------------··-·· ·-----·-···----·
----··- --. ··--·- ·----- ·--- --·--- ·---· ·-----. --· ---- ·- ·--- ... -- .. --.
-------·--- ------ ·--- -- ---·--. -·- -- •• ---- -· -- -· ---------- ·- ·- ......
·--· ·--· ····-· ---- ----·· ---------- . • -· ---------- ·-.- ... - -·.-- .. --.

,5, 028
228,861
576,572
928,329
1,502,122
1,955, 050
2,302,808
2,601, 946
3, 117, 920

IColored.
337
1,899
,,723
9,574
• 17,345
25,279
36, G73
63,213
79, 900

TotaL
45,365
230,760
581,295
937,903
1, 519,(67
1, 980,329
2, 339, 511
2,665, 260
3,198; 062

Area, 39,964 square miles, or 25,576,960 acres.
No Territorial condition as Ohio Territory. Act to admit April30, 1802. Admitted
November 29, 1802.
Under ordinance of 1787, territory northwest of the river Ohio ceded by Virginja.
Formed out of a part of the territory northwest of the river Ohio and part of Mich·
igan Territory. An act to provide for the government of the territory northwest ot
the river Ohio was approved .on July 13, 1787. This territory was divided into two
separate governments by act of Congress of May 7; 1800.
For the entire history of the territory out of which this State and the States of Indiana, Illinois, Mfchigan, and Wisconsin, were formed, and its immediate connection
with the formation of our "more perfect union," see chapter V.
The c~nsus of the territory, and petitions from the people thereof, referred to committee of the House of Representatives. (See Journal January 29, 1802. See report
March 4, 1802, folio State Papers, 'Miscellaneous," vol. 1, p. 325.)

The State of Ohio.
An act to enable the people of the eastern division of said territory to form ~ constitution and State government was passed and approved April 30, 1802, by which
that State was allowed one Representative in Congress. A constitution was accordingly formed by a convention which met at Chillicothe November 1 to 29, 1802, and
presented to Congress. (See Journal Senate January 7, 1803.) This was not submitted to the people.
The said. people having, on November 29, 1802, complied with the act of Congress
of April 30, 1802, whereby the said State became one of the United States, an act
was passed and approved on February 19, 1803, for the due execution of the laws of
the United States within that State.
An act in addition to, and in modification of, the propositions contained in the act
of April30, 1802, was passed and approved on March 3, 1803.
All of the area of Ohio, except the Western Reserve and other reservations, was
public domain, and was surveyed and disposed of under laws of the United States.
By act of July 31, 1876, the land-offices in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois were abolished; and by act of March 3, 1877, the vacarrt tracts of public land in Ohio, Indiana,
and illinois were made subject to entry and location at the General Land Office, Wash·
ington, D. C. (See Regulations of General Land Office.)
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LOUISIANA
(after Louis XIV. of France) was the fifth State admitted.

Population.
White.

Colored.

Total

----------------------- --------1810
1820
1830
1840
!1.850
1860

.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••.•••.•.•.• ·••·••••••
. -- .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.••.••••••• - ••••••••••••
·••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••·
··········································-····-····················
..•••• •••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ••··•••·••••• ••••••.•.••. ••••·• .••••.
·•·•••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••• •••••••••.••.••.

'1.870 •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
il880 ·······················-············································

34,311
73,383
89,441
158,457
255,491
357,456
362,065
454,954

-42,245
79,540
126,298
193,954
262,271
350,373
304,210
483,655

76,556
152,923
215,739
352,411
517,762
708,002
726,915
939,946

Area, 41,346 square miles, or 26,461,440 acres.
A Territorial condition. Act organizing, March 3, 1805. Admitted April 30, 1812.
Formed out of part of the territory ceded to the United States by France.

The Territory of Louisiana.
On October 31, 1803, an act to enable the President of the United States to take
possession of the territories ceded by France to the United States, by the treaty concluded at Paris on the 30th of April last, and .for the temporary government thereof,
was passed and approved.
Louisiana was erected into two Territories by act of Congress, approved March 26,
1804; one called the Territory of Orleans, and the other called the District of Louisiana, which became the State of Missouri.

The Territory of Orleans.
An act further providing for the government of the Orleans Territory . was approved
March 2, 1805, which authorized the people to form a constitution and State government when their number should amount to 60,000.
A memorial of the legislature of the Territory of Orleans, on behalf of the inhabitants (see folio State Papers, "Miscellaneous," vol. 2, p. 51) was presented in Senate
United States. (See Journal, March 12, 1810.)
An act to enable the people of. the Territory of Orleans to forlll a constitution and
State government, &c., by which that State was allowed one Representative until the
next census, was passed and approved February 20, 1811.
·

The State of Louisiana formed from the Territory of Orleans.
The people h~ving, on January 22, 1812, formed a constitution (which was framed
by a convention which met at New Orleans, November, 1811 1 and adjourned June 22,
1812) and State government, and given the State the name of Louisiana, in pursuance
<>f the said act, an act for the admission of the State of Louisiana into the Union, and
to extend the laws of the United States to the said State, was passed and approved
April 8, 1812.
On May 22, 1812, an act supplemental to the act of AprilS, 1812, was approved.
Excepting certain grants made by former sovereigns and other owners of the soil,
all of the State of Louisiana was public domain, and was and is surveyed and disposed
~f by the United State~.
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INDIAN A
(from Indian) was the sixth State admitted.
Population.
Years.
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880

White.

................................................................. .
....... . .................................. --- .................... .
.... -- .... -- .. -- -- -- .... - ... - .. - .. -- ....... -- .. .... . -- ... - -- - .... .
................................................ -.- ............. ..
- .. -- - .._.. - • -- - ............... - .... - - ..... - - .. . .. -- -- . - .... ---- - .
. -- -- .. -- ... -- - .. - .... -- -- .. -- -- .. -- . -- . -- - ' .................... ------- ...... ------ .... -- .... ----- ....... --------.--- ............. .
.• •........••.•..•••... ·•...................•..................•...
---- -------- --- .'.. -- .. ---- .. _.- ""."" .. -- .... -- .... ---- .. ---- .. -- ....

5,343
23,890
145,758
339,399
678,698
977,154
1,338,710
1,655,837
1, 938,798

Colored.
298
630
1,420
3,632
7,168
11,262
. 11,428
24,560
39,228

TotaL
5,641
24,52G
147,178
343,031
685,866
988,416
1,350,428
1,680, 637
1,978, 301

Area, 33,809 square miles~ or 21,637,760 acres.
A Territorial condition. Act organizing, May 7,1800. Admitted December 11, 1816.
Formed out of a part of the Northwestern Territory. (See " Ohio.")

The Indiana Territory.
The Territory established by act of May 7, 1800.
The Territory divided into two separate governments, and that of Michigan created
by act of January 11, 1805.
The Territory again divided into two separate governments, and that of Illinois
created by act of February 3, 1809.
The legislature of the Territory, on behalf of the people, applied to be enabled to
form a constitution, &c. (See Journal of House of Representatives, December 28, 1815,
and January 5, 1816; also folio State Papers, "Miscellaneous," vol. 2, p. 277.)

The State of Indiana.
An act to enable the people of the Indiana Territory to form a constitution and State
government, &c., by which th:tt State was allowed one Representative, was passed
April19, 1816.
The 'said people having, on June 29, 1816 (through a convention at Corydon), formed
a constitution, &c., a joint resolution for admitting the State of Indiana into the
Union. was passed and approved December 11, 1816.
The laws of the United States extended to the Stnte of Indiana, by act of March 3,
1817.
All of the area of 1ndiana was public domain, except certain grants made by foreign
sovereigns, former owners of the soil, and was surveyed and disposed of under laws of
the United States. (See note under "Ohio," as to law placing the remainder of the
public domain in Indiana under the General Land Office, directly in charge of the
Commissioner, through whom entries must be made.}

•

MISSISSIPPI
(Indian-Great long river) was the seventh State admitted.

Population.
Years.

White.

Colored.

Total.

-----1800 -- -.. - - -- - -- -- -- .. - ... -- .. - • -- -- -- . -- .. - .. -.. - ...... -- . - ... - - ... - - ..
1810 -----.--------.--- ... -- .. ----------------- .. ---- .. -- .... - .... - ... --.

~0 ...... ------ .......................... ---- ........ .. . . ............. .

1830 .............. ..... ............................ ..... .......... .. ... .

i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1Stl0- ................... -- ... -- .. - .................................... ..
1870 .... -- - - - .. -- .. - - .. - .... - .. - . - .. -- -- .... -- ... -- - .... - -- .• - ... - - .. - - .

1880 .... ---- -- • --- .. -- .. -- . -- ... --- ... -- -- ................ -- .... - .. - -- -•

Area,

~7,156

square miles, er 30,179,840 acres.

5,179
23,024
42,176
•70,443
179,074
295,718
3;,3,899
382,896
479,398

3,671
17, 328
33,272
66,178
196,577
310,808
437,404
444,201
650,291

8,85()
40,352
75,448
136,621
375,651
606,526
791, 301)
827,922:
1, 131,597
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A Territorial condition. Act organizing, April7, 1798. AdmittedDecember10, 1817.
Portion of the State once in the Territory south of the river Ohio. Part of th&
British province of West Florida.
Formed out of a part of the territory ceded to the United States by the State o£·
South Carolina, and out of territory ceded by the State of Georgia and France.
The Mississippi Territory.
The government of the Territory established by act of Congress of April 7, 1798.
Limits s~ttled and government established by act of Congress of May 10, 1800.
Territory on the north added to the Mississippi Territory, by act of Congress o£
March 27, 1804.
·
The boundaries enlarged on the south, by act of Congress of May 14, 1812.
A joint resolution of Congress ."requesting the State of Georgia to assent to the- .
formation of two States from the Mississippi Territory" was passed and approved J nne·
17, 1812, and the Territory of Alabama was formed from Mississippi.
A motion was made in House of Representatives of the United States to inquire into-the expediency of admitting Mississippi into the Union, December 28, 1810. Reported
on by committee, January 9, 1811. (See folio State Papers, "Miscellaneous," vol. 2"
.
p. 129.)
A petition from the inhabitants of Mississippi, that it be made a State, &c., presented in House of Representatives, November 13, 1811. Reported on by committeeof House of Representatives, December 17, 1811. (See same book, p. 163.)
Bill passed House of Representatives. Report adverse in Senate, April17, 1812, and
bill postponed. (See same book, p. 182.)
A memorial presented in House of Representatives, January 21, 1815. Reported on'
February 23, 1815. (See same book, p. 274.)
A memorial presented in House of Representatives, December 6, 1815. Reported on'
December 29, 1815. (See same book, p. 276.)
A memorial presented in House of Representatives, December 9, 1816. Reported Oil>
December 23, 1816. (See same book, p. 407.) Reported on January 17, 1817. (Seesame book, p. 416.)
The ·State of Mississippi.
An act to enable the people of the western part of the Mississippi Territory to form.
a constitution and State government, &c., was passed and approved on March 1, 1817,.
by which the State was to have one Representative until the nex.t census.
The said people having (through a convention which met at the town of Washing-ton, July 7 to August 15, 1817) formed a constitution, and which was ratified by thepeople at a special election, a joint resolution for the admission of the State of MississipJ?i into the Union was passed and approved December 10, 1817.
On April3, 1818, an act to provide for the due execution of the laws of the Unite<i
States within the State of Mississippi was approved.
All of the area of the State of Mississippi was public domain and was surveyed,.
and was and is now disposed of by the United States.
ILLINOIS
(Indian,

"Illini," men, and French, '' ois," tribe of men) was the eighth State admitted~
Population.
Years.

~~g ·-----·-----·--------.-- ·----.... -............. ------ .... --.--.. -1830:::::::: :~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

-- -· .. ---- .......... -- ... -.............. ---- ... -- .. -....... --- ...
~~ .... -- .... -------- .... -............. -...... -... -- ... -.-- .-- ...... -............................................................................
~~ ..

1860 :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::.: ~:

White.
11,501
53,788
155,061
472,254
846,034
1, 704,291
2, 511,096
3, 031,151

Colo:red.

Total.

12,282.'
781
55,162'
1, 374
441>
157,
2, 384
476, 183;
3,929
851,
47().
5,436
7, 628 1, 711,951
28,762 2, 539,891
46,368 3, 077, 871-
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Area, 55,414 square miles, or 35,465,093 acres•
.A. Territorial condition. Act organizing, February 3, 1809. Admitted December 3,
1818.
Formed out of a part of the Northwestern Territory. (For proclamation of General
-Gage, respecting the country of Illinois, made December 30, 1764, see Bioren and
Duane's edit. Laws, vol. 1, p. 506.)

Illinoia Territory.
An act for dividing the Indiana Territory into two separate governments, and organ·
dzing the Illinois Territory, was passed and approved February 3, 1809.
An act to amend the act of April16, 1814, extending t.he western boundary of Illi·
.nois to the middle of the Mississippi, to include the islands between the middle and
.eastern margin of that river, was passed and approved February 27, 1815.
.A. memorial of the legislative council, to be allowed to form a State government, &c.,
presented in House of Representatives~ January 16, 1818.

The State of Illinois.
\

.A.n act to enable the people of the Illinois Territory to form a constitution and State
government, and authorizing one Representative in Congress, &c., was passed and
approved .A.pril18, 1818. By this act a part of the Territory of Illinois was attached
to the Territory of Michigan.
The people having, on August 26, 1818 (through-a convention at Kaskaskia), formed
.a constitution, &c., a joint resolution declaring the admission of the State of Illinois
into the Union was passed and approved December 3, 1818.
An act to provide for the due execution of the laws of the United States within the
State of Illinois was passed and approved March 3, 1819.
The entire area of Illinois, excepting certain grants made by foreign sovereigns
prior to 1783, was public domain, and was surveyed, and was and is disposed of by the
United States. (See note under Ohio in relation to entries of public domain in Illinois
through the Commissioner of the General Land Office.)

(~dian-Here

ALABAMA
we rest) was the ninth State admitted
Population.

Years.
White. IColored.
Total.
-----------------------------------------------1-----------------127,901

U.820 ................................................................... .

1880
il.840
il.850
1860
1870
1880

................................................................... .
................................................................... .
................................................................... .
...... , ............................................................ .
................................................................... .
................................................................. ..

85,451
190,406
335,185
426,514
526,271
521,384
662,185

42,450
119,121
255,571
345,109
437,710
475,510
600, lOS

309,527
590,756
771,623
064,201
996,992
1, 262, 50a

Area, 50,722 square miles, or 32,462,115 acres.
A Territorial condition. Act organizing, March 3, 1817. Admitted December 14,
1819.
Part of the British province of West Florida, and part of the Territory south of the
'River Ohio. Formed out of a part of the territory ceded to the United States by
France and by the States of South Carolina and Georgia.
A.Taba1na Territory.

The eaat.ern part of Mississippi territory made a. separate territory, and called ".A.la.ama," by act of Congress a,pproved March 3, 1817.
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A petition of the legislative council of Alabama on behalf of the people, praying to
be allowed to form a. constitution, &c., was presented in the House of Representatives
December 7, 1818.
The State of .A.la~ama.
An act to enable the people of the Alabama Territory to form a constitution and
St.ate government, &c., authorizing one Representative in Congress, was passed and
.approved March 2, 1819.
The people having, on August 2, 1819, through a convention which met at Huntsville, formed a constitution, &c., .a joint resolution declaring the admission of the
State of Alabama into the Union was passed and approved December 14, .1819.
The laws of the United States were extended to the State of Alabama by act of
April 21, 1820, establishing a district court, &c.
All of the n.rea of the State of Alabama was public domn.in, was survf3yed, and was
and is now disposed of under the laws of the United Stn.tes.

MAINE
(Mrenus) was the tenth State admitted.

Popu1.ation.
Years.

White.

Colored.

Total.

------~-------------------------------------1------------------

1790 .............................................. .. ................... .
1800 ........................................... . ...................... ..
1810 ................................................................ ... .
1820 .................................... ......................... . ..... .
1830 ...... ......... .................................................... .
1840 ........................................................... .... .... .
1850 ..................... .. ............................................ .

1860 ......................................... ... ....... . .............. ..
1870 ................................................................... .
1880 ... ................... ............................................. .

96,002
150,901
227,736
297,340
398,263
500,438
581,813
626,947
624,809
646,852

538
818
969
929
1., 192
1,135
1,356
1,327
1,606
1,451

96,540
151,719
228,705
298,269
399,455
501,793
583,169
628,279
626,915
648,93&

Area, 35,000 square miles, or 22,400,000 acres.
No organic act. No Territorial condition under laws of United States. Act to admit, March 3, 1820. Admitted March, 15, 1820.
Formed out of a part of the territory of Massachusetts (see Chapter II, "Maine"),
and from territory ceded to United States by Great Britain by the definitive treaty of ·
September 4, 1783.
The legislature of Massachusetts, June 10, 1819, submitted the qr1.estion of seP.aration
to the people of M11.ine, who, on July 19, 1819, voted 17,0!J1 votes for, to 7,132 votes
against a separate and independent State. A convention met at Portland October 11,
1819, to form a constitution. Adjourned from October 29 to January 5, 1820, to receive the results of the special election upon the adoption or rejection of the constitution, which received 9,010 VQtes for to 796 against. The illegal or unseasonable vote
was 985 votes for to 77 against.
A petition of a convention on behalf of the people of the district of Maine, praying
to be permitted to form a separate State, was presented in the House of Representatives of the United States December 8, 1819.
Cestlion of Maine by Massa.c husetts, approved by the governor Febtuary 25, 1820.
An act for the admission of the State of Maine into the Union was passed and
e.pproved March 3, 1820, in the following words:
. Whereas, by an act of the ·state of Massachusetts, passed on the 19th day of June,
m the year 1819, entitled '" An act relating to the separation of tht3 district of Maine
from ¥assachusetts proper, and forming the same into a separate and ind~peJ?-dent
State,' the people of t.bat part of Massachusetts heretofore kno·Nn as the d1stnct of
Maine, did, with the consent of t.he legislature of said State of MassrLchusetts, form
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themselves into an independent State, and did establish a constitution for the govern·
ment of the same, agreeably to the provisions of the said act; therefore,
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United States of .Anterict&
in Congress assembled, That, from and after the 15th day of March, in the year 1820,
the State of Maine is hereby declared to be one of the United States of America, and
admitted into the Union on an equal footing with the original States, in all respects
whatever.
On the 7th of April, 1820, the following act was passed and approved:
AN ACT for apportioning the Representatives in the seventeenth Congress, to be elected in the State
of Massachusetts and Maine, and fo.r other purposes.

Be

it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United State8 of .America
in Congress assembled, That, in the election of Representatives in the seventeenth Congress, the State of Massachusetts shall be entitled to choose thirteen Representatives
only; and tho State of Maine shall be entitled to choose seven Representatives, according to the consent of the legislature of said State of Massachusetts, for this purpose given, by their resolve passed on the 25th day of January last, and prior to the
admission of the State of Maine into the Union.
SEC. 2 . .And be it further enacted, That, if the seat of any of the Repreoontatives in
·the present Congress, who were elected in and under the authority of the State of
Massachusetts, and who are now inhabitants of the State of Maine, shall be vacated
by death, resignation, or otherwise, such vacancy shall be supplied by a successor who
shall, at the time of his election, be an inhabitant of the State of Maine.

The United States held no public hnds in Maine.

MISSOURI
(Indian-Muddy) was the eleventh State

admitte~.

Population.
Years.

White.

1810 ................................... . ........ . ................ .
1820 .............. . ........ --.-- ............. . . . ....... . ........ -1830 ......................................... . ................... .
1840 ..........................
1850 ............................ . ......... .. ..................... .
1860 ........... ---- ............... . ..
1870 ........ . ................. . ...... .. ... . .. . ... . . . . . ... . ... ... . .
1880 ......................................... . ................... .

17,227
55, !188
114,795
323,888
592,004
1, 063,489
1, 603, 146
2, 022.826

0 . . . . . . --

0

•••• ••• ••

••••

•

•

•

0

•• ••••• 0

.. .

..... ..

. . . . . . . . . . . . --

..... .

Colored.
3, 618
10,569
25,660
59,814
90,040
118,503
118,071
145,350

TotaL
20,845
66,557
140,455
383,702
682,044
1,182, 012
1, '721, 295
2,168, 38()

Area ~5,350 square miles, or 41,824,000 acres.
A Territorial condition. Act org!ltnizing, June 4, 1812. Admitted August 10, 1821.
Formed out of part of the territory ceded by France.
The Dist1-ict of L01~isiana ..

Missouri was created under the name of the District of Louisiana by the "Act
erecting Louisiana into two Territories, and providing for the temporary government
thereof," which was approved March 26, 1804. By this act the government of this
District was vlaced under the direction of the governor and judges of the Indiana Territory.
On the 3d of March, 1805, an act further providing for the government of the District
of Louisiana was approved.
The Territory of Louisiana.

By this act a separate government was formed nuder the title of the Territory of
Louisiana.
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Missouri Territory.
An act providing for the government of the Territory of Missouri was passed and
approved J nne 4, 1812, by which it was provided "That the ,Territory heretofore called
Louisiana shall hereafter be called Missouri," &c .
.An act to alter certain parts of the act providing for the government of the Territory
<>f Missouri was passed and approved .Apri129, 1816.
.An act establishing a separate Territorial government fu the southern part of the·
Territory of Missouri, to be called Arkansas Territory, was passed the 2d March, 1819.
.A memorial of the legislative council and house of representatives of the Territory ·
<>f Missouri, in the name and on behalf of the people, for admission into the Union as
a State, was presented in the Senate on December 29, 1819.

The State of Missouri .
.An act to authorize the people of the Missouri Territory to form a constitution and
State government, and for the admission of such State into the Union on an equal footing with the original States, and to prohibit slavery in certain Territories, was passed
· March 6, 1820.
'I'he people having, on July 19, 1820, through a convention which met at Saint Louis
June 12 to July 19, 1820, and whose act was confirmed by the people at the ensuing
election, formed a constitution in pursuance of said act, the same was laid before Congress on November 16, 1820. Mr. Lowndes, from the committee to which it was referred, made a report to the House of Representatives November 23, 1820, accompanied
by a" Resolution declaring the admission of the State of Missouri into the Union."
(See folio State Papers, "Miscellaneous," vol. .2, p. 625.)
The Senate passed a joint "Resolution declaring the admission of the State of Missouri into the Union," on December 12,·1820, which was referred to a select committee
in the House of Representatives, and on February 10, 1821, Mr. Clay made a report.
{See folio State Papers as above, p. 655.) The House rejected the resolution of the
Senate on February 14, 1821. On February 22, on motion of Mr. Clay, a committee
on the part of the House was appointed to join a committee on the part of the Senate
on the subject of the admission of Missouri.
On February 26, Mr. Clay, from the joint committee, reported a "Resolution providing for the admission of the State of ;Missouri into the Union on a certain condition,"
which resolution was passed and approved March 2, 1821. The said condition was
accepted by the legislature of Missouri by "A solemn public act, declaring the assent
ofthis State" to "the fundamental conilition" contained in a resolution passed by the
Congress of the United States providing for the admission of the State of Missouri
into the Union on a certain conilition, which was approved by the governor on June
26, 1821.
On .August 10, 18~1, the President of the United States issued his proclamation de~laring the admission of Missouri comple~e according to law.
On March 16, 1822, an act to provide for the due execution of the laws of the United
States within the State of Missouri, &c., was passed and approved.
The entire area of Missouri, excepting certain grants made by foreign sovereigns,
former owners of the soil, was public domain and was surveyed, and was and now is
disposed of under laws of the United States.
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ARKANSAS

(.Arc, a bow-prefixed to Kansas) was the twelfth State admitted.

Population.
Years.

White.

1820 ••••••.••.••••••••.••..••••••.•••••••••••.•••..••. ·.••..••..••.
1830 .•••••.••.. ~ ••.••..••..••..•••.••..••••••..••..•...•••••••..•.
. 1840 •••••••••·•••··••··••··••··••··••· •••.•••.••••.•...••..••.•••.
1850 ••••••••••••••.••.•••..•..•••••••.•••••• ·•.•••••••••••••••••••.
1860
1870 ••••••·••··••·•·•··••······•••••••·••·•••·••••·••·•••··••••···
••••••.••.•••...•..•. ·..••...•.•••••••••••••.•••.••••.•••••••••
1880 ••••.•••••••••••.. ·-···- -······················-··············

12,579
25,671
77,174
162,189
324,143
362,115
. 591,531

Colored.

Total.
14,25:)
30,38S
97,374
209,897
435,45()
484,471
802, 52!)

1,676
4,717
20,400
47,708
111,259
122,169
210,666
I

Area 52,202 square miles, or 33,410,063 acres.
A Territorial organization. Act organizi~g, March 2, 1819. Admitted J nne 15, 1836.
Formed out of part of the territory ceded to the United States by France.
The .Arkansaw Territory.

An act establishing a separate Territorial government in the southern part of the
Territory of Missouri was passed March 2, 1819, by which it was named Arkansaw .
.Arkansas Territory.

An act relative to 1he Arkansas Territory~ declarin~ that the act of June 4, 1812,
for the government of Missouri, as modified by the act of April 29, 1816, should be in
force in Arkansas, was passed April 21, 18~0.
An act to fix the western boundary line of the Territory of Arkansas, and for other
purposes, was passed May 26, 1824.
An act to run and mark a line dividing Arkansas from Louisiana was passed and
approved May 19, 1828.
A memorial of the inhabitants, by a convention which met at Little Rock .January 4
to 30, 1836, praying that Arkansas might be admitted into the Union, accompanied by .
a constitution formed by said convention, was presented in the House of Representatives on March 1, 1836. (See printed documents, House of Representatives, 1st session,
24th Congress, vol. 4, Nos. 133, 144-'5. ). The p~oceedings of said convention were also
communicated to the House of Representatives through the President of the United
States on March 10, 1836. (See said printed documents, vol. 4, No. 164.)
The State of .Arkansas.

"An act for the admission of the State of Arkansas into the Union, and to provide
for the due execution of the laws of the United States within the same, and for other
purposes," was passed June 15, 1836, contai~g the following preamble, viz:
Whereas the people of the Territory of Arkansas did, on the 30th day of January, in
the present year, by a convention of delegates called and assembled for that purpose,
form for themselves a constitution and State government, which constitution and State
government, so formed, is republican: And whereas, the number of inhabitants within
the said Territory exceeds forty-seven thousand seven hundred persons, computed
according to' the rule prescribed by the Constitution of the United States; and the
aaid convention have, in their behalf~ asked the Congress of the United States to admit
the sn.id Territory into the Union as a State, on an equal footing with the original
States.
By thia act Arkansas was allowed one Representative until the next census, and th&
laws of the United States were extended over the same.
On June23, 1836, an actsupplemental to the foregoing act was passed and approved.
All of the area of the State of Arkansas WM public domain, and was surveyed and
was and now is di.8poeed of under the laws of the United States.
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MICHIGAN
(Indian-A weir for ftsh) was the thirteenth State admitted.
Population.
Years.

II

White.

Colored.

TotaL

------------------------------~1-----~-----

!5 :~~~~~:~~:~~~~~~~~~~ ~:~~~:;~~~: ~ :~ ~ ~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~::~~~: j

1850 ..•••• •••••••••··•••·••••••••••••·••••·••·••••••·••··•·••• • .•. 1

~m :::::::: :~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::: ::::::::::::
.

4, 618
8, 591
31, 34~
211,560
395,071
736,142
1, 167,282
1, 614,560

144
174
293

707
2,583
6, 799
. 11,849
15,100

4, 762"
8, 76531, 639·
212,267
397,654:
749, 113'
1, 184, 059•
1, 636,937

I

Area, 56,451 square miles, or 36,128,640 acres.
A Territorial condition. Act organizing, J anuar.y.ll, 1805. Admitted January 26p.
1837.
Formed out of part of the "Territory .northwest of the river Ohio."

The Territory of Michigan.
An act to divide the Indiana Territory into two separate go;vernments, and establishing that of the territory of Michigan, was passed and approved January 11, 1805.
An act to authorize the President of the United . States to ascertain and designatecertain boundaries, was passed and approved May 20, 1812, by which the boundary·
between Ohio and Michigan was directed to be ascertained and marked.
By the act of April18, 1818, to enable the people of Illinois to form a constitution and'
State government, &c., a part of that territory was attached to the Territory of
lfichigan.
•
An act to amend the ordinance and acts of Congress for the government of the Territory of Michigan, and for other purposes, was passed and approved March 3, 1823.
An act in addition to the above act, passed and approved February 5, 1825.
An act to provide for the taking of certain observations preparatory to the adjustment of the northern boundary line of the State of Ohio was passed and approved.
July 14, 1832.
·
A memorial of the legislative council, praying that Michigan be admitte.d into the·
Union, was presented in the Senate January 25, 1833. (See Senate documents second
session Twenty-second Congress, vol. 1, No. 54.) A bill for that object was reported
in the House of Representatives on February 26, 1833.
A memorial for admission was presented in the House of Representatives December ·
IJ, 1833, and in the Senate February 28, 1834. (See documents House of Representatives, first session Twenty-third Congress, vol. 3, No. 168, vol. 4, Nos. 245, 302.)
A report was made by a select committee of the House of Representatives on the
Bubject of boundary, &.c., on March 11, 1834. (See reports of committees of House
of Representatives, first session Twenty-thiid Congress, vol 3, No. 334.) This re-port was accompanied by a. bill to provide for taking a census or enumeration of the·
inhabitants of the eastern division of the Territory of Michigan, and of the Territory
of Arkansas.
And on April 12, 1834, the same committee reported a bill establishing the Territo-·
rial government of Huron.
An act to attach the territory of the United States west of the Misli!issippi River,.
and north of the State of Missouri, to the Territory of Michigan, was pas8ed and approved J nne 28, 1834.
A memorial was presented in the Senate December 23, and House of RepresentativesDecember 29, 1834, for the erection of" Wisconsin" into a separate governmen,t. (Seeiocuments House Representative, second seasion Twenty-third CongrMs, Tol. 2, Nos..
34, -47.)
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Resolutions of the legislative council of Michigan, relative to boundary with Ohio,
presented in House of Representatives January 3, 1835. (See said vol. 2, No. 53.)
A memorial of legislative council of Michigan, relative to southern boundary thereof,
presented in the House of Representatives March 2, 1835. (See said documents,, voL
5, No. 183.)
Two maps prepared under resolution House of Representativea of June 11, 1834.
(See said documents, vol. 5, No. 199.)
The constitution of Michigan was framed by a convention, called by the legislative
-council of the Territory, which met at Detroit May 11 to June 29, 1835. It was ratified
·by the people November 2, 1835, and transmitted to Congress by the President December 10, 1835. (See below.)
Two messages to Congress by the President of the United States, with documents
•relating to the boundaries and the admission of Michigan into the Union,. were re-ceived on December 10, 1835. (See Senate documents, first session Twenty-fourth
•Congress, vol. 1. Nos. 5 and 6.)
A message from the President to Congress with documents and map relating to the
boundary between Ohio and Michigan was received Janlitary 12, 1836. (See Senate
documents as above, vol. 2, No. 51.)
A report was made by a committee of the Senate on the subject of the boundary
line, {tccompanied by a map, on March 1, 1836. (See Senate documents as above, vol.
3, No. 211.)
A report was made by a committee of the House of Representatives, on March 2,
'1836, on the subject of admission, boundary, &c. (communicating a large collection
-of documents relating to the entire subject). (See reports of committees, House of
R6_presentatives, first session Twenty-fourth Congress, vol. 2, No. 380.)
The State of Michigan.
"An act to establish the northern boundary line of the Staie of Ohio, and to provide
for the admission of the State of Michigan into the Union, upon the conditions therein
expressed," was passed June 15, 1836. By this act Michigan was authorized to send
one Representative to Congress until tho next census. An act supplementary to tho
said act was passed June 23, 1836.
An act to provide for the due execution of the laws of the United States within the
Sta,te of Michigan was passed July 1, 1836.
An act to a,dmit the State of Michiga,n into the Union upon a,n equal footing with
the original States was passed January 26, 18~7, containing the following preamble,
viz:
Whereas, in pursua,nce of the act of Congress of June 15,1836, entitled "An a,ct to
.establish the northern boundary of tho State of Ohio, and to provide for the admission of the State of Michiga,n into the Union upon tho conditions t:Q,erein expressed,"
a convention of delegates, elected by tho people of tho said State of Michiga,n, for
the sole purpose of giving their assent to the boundaries of the said $tate of Michigan
as described, declared, and establislled in and by the sa,id act, did, on DP-cember 15,
1836, assent to the provisions of said act; therefore,
Be it enactea, &c., That the State of Michigan shall be one, and is hereby declared
to be one, of the United States of America, and admitted into the Union on an equal
footing with the original States, in all respects whatever.
An act to ascertain and designate the boundary line between the State of Michigan
anu the Territory of Wisconsin wa.s passed a.nd approved J nne 12, 1838.
All of the area of Michigan wal:l pul>lic doma.in, excepting certain grants made l>y
foreign sovereigns, former owners of the soil, and was and now is surveyed and disposed of under laws of the .United States. .
'
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FLORIDA

(after Easter Sunday; Spanish, Prescuar-Florida) was the fourteenth State admitted.
Population.
Years.
1830 ..•.......•.......•..••.•••..•...................... • ........
1840 .•••..•..••...•..••.•••..•••.••..••..••..••..••...•......•.••.
1850 .• ..........•..........•. •.•..••..••...•....................
1860 .••..•....•... .. . ••.......• ..••..•...•...••..........••..•.. ..
1870 .••..•• . .......•••.•••••.•••••.••..•• .. .•..••..••..•.•.•.•.•..
1880 .....•.........•.................. .• .. . ........... ..•.. .......

White.
18, 385
27,943
47, 201!
77,746
96,057
14~. 605

Colored.
16, 345
26,534
40,242
62, 677
91,689
126, 690

Total.
34,730
54,477
87,445
140,424
187, 748
269,493

Area, 59,268 square miles, or 37,931,520 acres.
A terri~oriai organization. Organic aet, March 30, 1822; admitted March 3, 1845.
Forme,d out of the territory ceded by Spain to the United States.
The treaty of cession and boundm·ies.
The boundaries of East and ·west Florida, in the hands of the British Government
October 7, 1763. (See vol. 1, Laws United States, Bioren and Duane's edition, p. 444.)
The boundaries of ·west Florida, as changed by the British Government June 6,
1764. (See same volume, p. 450.)
A resolution and severa.l acts of Congress were passed to enable the President or'
the United. States to take possession of the F1oridas under cer-tain contingencies at
the following dates, viz:
A resolution January 15, 1811. (Laws United States, Bioren and Duane's edition,
vol. 6, p. 592.)
An act January 15~ 1811. (Sanie vol., p. 592.)
An act March 3, 1811. (Same vol., p. 593.)
An act February 12, 1813. (Same vol., p. 593.)
An act to authorize the President of the United States ' to take possession of East
and West Florida and establish .a temporary government therein was passed March
3, 1819.
An act for carrying into execution the treaty between the United States and Spain,
concluded at Wasbingt.ou 011 February 22, 1819, was passed March 3, 1821.
Ratification of the trea.ty and exchange of ratification February 22, 1821. (Laws
United States, Bioren and Duane's edition, vol. 61 p. 631.)
Copies of grants of lands annulled by said treaty. (Same vol., p. 632-637.)
Articles of surrender of East Florida to the United States on July 10, 1821. (Same
vol., p. 638.)
Art1cle of surrender of West Florida to the United. States on July 17, 1821. (Same
vol., p. G39.)
Proclamation of General Jackson, as governor, assuming authority over the said
Territories in the name of the United States, July 17, 1821. (Same vol., p. G41.)
The T(writory of Florida.
An act for the establishment of a Territorial government in Florida was passed
March 30, 1822.
An act to amend "An act for the establishment of a Territorial government in
Florida, and for otber purposes," was passed March ~~, 1823. By this act East and
West Florida were constituted one Territory.
An act to amend the act of March 3, 1823, was passed and approved May 26, 1824.
An act to authorize the President of the United States to run and mark a line
dividin~ tho Territory of Florida from the State of Georgia was passed and approved
May 4, 18:-lG.
28 L 0 -VOL III
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.A.n act to amend the several acts for the establishment of the Territorial government
in Florida approved May 15, 1826.
An act relating to the Territorial government of Florida approved .April28, 1828.
An act to ascertain and mark a line between the Sta.te of Alabama and the Territory
of Florida and the northern boundary of the State of Illinois, and for other purposes,
was passed March 2, 1831.
A convention to form aconstitution met in pursuance of an act of the governor and
council of Florida of date February 2, 1838, at the city of Saint Joseph December 3,
1838, and adopted a constitution.
A memorial of the people of Florida, proceedings of a convention, constitution, &c.,
presented to House of Representatives February 20, 1839. (See documents House of
Representatives, third session Twenty-fifth Congress, vol. 4, No. 208.)
A memorial of the inhabitants of Saint .Augustine, in Florida, that a law be passed
to organize a separate Territorial government for that part of Florida east of the
Suwanee River, was presented in Senate January 10, 1840. (See Senate Documents,
first session Twenty-sixth Congress, vol. 3, No. 67.)
A memorial of the people of Florida, praying 8.dmission into the Union, was presented in Senate February 12, 1840.
·
A bill to authorize the people of Middle and West Florida to form a constitution
and State government, and to provide for the admission of said State into the Union,
was reported in House of Representatives March 5, 1840.
Resolutions by the senate of Plorida, adverse to the division of that Territory, were
presented in the Senate of the United States on March 6, 1840.
Resolutions of the legislature of Florida, for admission and against division, were
presented in Senate of United States March 11, and in Honse of Representatives
March 16, 1840.
A bill for the admission of Plorida into the Union on certain conditions, and a bill
for the division of Plorida and the future admission of the States of East and West
Florida, on certain conditions, were reported in Senate July 2, 1840.
The memorial for admission and the constitution again presented in House of Representatives May 9, 1842. (See documents House of RepresentatiYes, second session
Twenty-seventh Congress, vol. 4, No. 206.)
Memorials of citizens of Florida for the admission of that Territory into the Union
.presented in the Senate July 15 and 21, August 10, 13, 1G, 17, and 30, 1842.
Resolutions of the legislative council of Plorida for a division of that Territory and
the formation of two Territori al governments were presented to Congress March 26,
1844.

'

On June 17, 1844, the following resolution was reported in the Senate: Resolved, That
the prayer of the memorialists ought not to be granted.
On same day a report adverse to a division of the Territory was ma<le. (See reports
of committee, House of Representatives, first session Twenty-eighth Congress, vol. 3,
p. 557.)
Resolutions of the legislative council for dividing the Territory again presented in
House of Representatives December 30, 1844.
The State of Florida.

A bill for the admission of the States of Iowa and Florida into the Union was reported January 7, 1845.
Resolutions of the legislative council of Florida for the admission of Florida. at the
sn.me time with Iowa were presented in House of Representatives February 11, 1845.
(See documents House of Representatives, second session Twenty-eighth Congress,
vol. 3, No. 111.)
An act for the a<lmis ion of the States of Iowa and Florida into the Union was
passed on M:arl:h 3, 1845, contained the following preamble, viz:
Wbereas the people of the Territory of Iowa did on the seventh day of October
1844, by a convention of delegates called and asse~bled for that purpose, form fo~
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themselves a constitution and State government; and whereas the people of the Territory of Florida did, in like manner, by their delegates on the 11th day of January,
183!), form for themselves a constitution and State government, both of which said
constitutions are republican; and said conventions having asked the admission of
their respective Territories into the Union as States, on equal footing with the original States:
Be it enacted, 4"c., That the Sta.tes of Iowa and Florida be, and the same are hereby,
declared to be States of the United States of America, and are hereby admitted into
the Union on equal footing with the briginal States, in aU respects whatsoever, &c.
SEc. 5. And be it further enacted, That the said State of Florida shall embra.ce the
Territories of East and West Florida which, by treaty of amity, settlement, and limit s1
between the United States and Spain, on the 22d day of February, 1819, were ceded
to the United States.
One Representative in Congress was allowed to Florida until the next census.
·An act supplemental -to the .act for the admission of Florida and Iowa into the
Union, and for other purposes, was passed March 3, 1845.
By this act grants of land were made to Florida, and the laws of the United States
were extended to that State.
Resolutions of the legislatme of Florida, in relation to the disputed boundaries between that State and Georgia and Alabama, were presented in the Senate Februar:y
2, 1846. (See Senate documents, first session Twenty-ninth Congress, vol. 4, Nos. 96
and 133.)
·
On March 4, 1846, a bill respecting the settlement of the boundary line between the
State of Florida and the State of Georgia was reported from the committee.
All of the area of Florida was public domain, except certain grants made by foreign sovereigns, former owners of the soil, and was and now is surveyed and disposed
of under laws of the United States.
.

TEXAS
(Indian-Friends) was the fifteenth State in order of a~ission.

Population.
Years.
1850 ................................ .... ..... ...... - -.... - . - - .. .. .

· White.
154, 034

m: •::::::::•:::::::::::::::::::::•:::: •• •:•:::: •: ::: :::::::::: 11. m: !~!

Colored.
58,558
182,921
253,475
393,384

'(otal.
212, 59l
604,215
818,579
1, 591,749

Area, 274,356 square miles, or 175,587,84.0 acres.
No organic act. No Territorial condition under laws of United States.
Annexed (former R epublic of Texas), December 29, 1845, and admitted on t.hat date.
A republic, formerly belonging to the Republic of Mexico and a portion of the Mexican States of Coahuila and Texas, admitted into the Union by joint r esolutions and act
of Congress.
The joint resolution for annexing Texas to the United States, approved March 1, 1R4G,
was as follo ws :
JOINT RESOLUTION for annexing Texas to the United States.

Reaolved by the Senate and House of Rept·esentatives of the Unitecl States of America in Congreas assembled, That Congress doth consent thatthe territoryproperlyincluded within
and rightfully belonging to the Republic of Texas may be erected into a new State, to be
called the State of Texas, with a republican form of government, to be adopted by
the people of said republic1 by deputies in convention assembled, with the consent of
the existing government, m order that the same may be admitted as one of the States
of this Union.
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SEC. 2. And be it further 1·esolvecl, That the foregoing consent of Congress is given .
upon the following conditions, and with the following guarantees, to wit:
First. Said State to be formed, subject to the adjustment by this Government of all
questions of boundary that may arise with other governments; and the constitution
t.hereof, with the proper evidence of its adoption by the people of said Republic of
Texas, shall be transmitted to the President of the United States, to be laid before
Congress for its final action, on or before the first day of January, one thousand eight
hm~dred and forty-six.
Second. Said State, when admitted into the Union, after ceding to the United States
all public edifices, fortifications, barracks, ports, and harbors, navy and navy-yards,
docks, magazines, arms, armaments, and all other property and mean~ pertaining to
the public defence belonging to said. Republic of Texas, shall retain all the public
funds, debts, taxes, and dues of every kind, which may belong to or be clue and owing
said republic; and shall also retain all the vacant and unappropriated lands lying
within its limits, to be applied to the payment of the debts and liabilities of said Republic of Texas; and the residue of said lands, after discharging said debts and liabilities, to be disposed of as said State may direct, but in no event are said debts and
liabilities to become a charge npon the Government of the United St~tes.
Third. New States, of convenient size, not exceeding four in number, in addition to
said State of Texas, and having sufficient population, may hereafter by the consent
of said State, be formed out of the territory thereof, which shall be entitled to admission under the provisions of the Federal Constitution. And such States as may be
formed out of that portion of said territory lying south of thirty-six degrees thirty
minutes north latitude, commonly known as the Missouri compromise line, shall be
admitted into the Union with or without slavery, as the people of each State asking
admission may desire. And in such State or States as shall be formed out of said territory north of said Missouri compromise line, slavery, or involuntary servitude (except for crime), shall be prohibited.
SEC. 3. And be it further t·esolved, That if the President of the United States shall, in
his judgment and discretion, deem it most advisable, instead of proceeding to au bmit
t.he foref?oing resolution to the Republic of Texas, as an overture on the part of the
United ~:States, for admission, to negotiate with that republic; then,
Be it resolved, That a State, to be formed out of the present Republic of Texas, with
suitable extent and boundaries, and with two Representatives in Congress, until the
next apportionment of representa.t ion, shall be admitted into the Union, by virtue of
this act, on an eq nal footing with the existing States, as soon as the te1·ms and conditions of such admission, and the cession of the remaining Texan territ.ory to the United
States, shall be agreed upon by the Governments of Texa::; and the United States:
That the sum of one hnnqred thousand dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated to defray the expenses of missions and negotiat.ions, to agree upon the terms of
s:tid admission and cession, either by treaty to be submitted to the Senate, or by articles to be submitted to the two houses of Congress, as the President may direct.
The joint resolution for the admission of the State of Texas into the Union, was
approved December 29, 1845.
JOINT RESOLUTION for the admission of the State of Texas into the Union.

Whereas the Congress of the United States, by a joint resolution approved March
the first, eighteen hundred and forty-five, did consent t.hat the territ.ory properly included within and rightfully belonging to the Republic of Texas might be erected
into a new State, to be called the State of Texas, with a republican form of government, to be adopted by the people of Aai<l republic, by deputies in convention assembled, with the consent of the existing government, in order that the Rame might be
admitted as one of the States of the Union; which consent of Congress was given npon
certain conditions specified in the first and second sections of said joint resolution;
and whereas the people of the said Republic of Texas, by deputies in convention assembled, with the consent of the existing government, did adopt a constitution, and
erect a new State, with a republican form of government, and, in the name of the people of Texas, and by their anthorit.y, elid oruain a-nd declare that they assented to and
accepted the proposals, conditions, and guarantees contained in said first and second
ser:tions of said resolution; and whereas the said constitution, and the proper etidence
ofl~ adoption by the people of the Republic of Texas, havo been transmitted to the
Pr stdent of the United States, and laid before Congress, in conformity to the provision of said joint resolution: Therefore,
Resolced by the Senate and House of Re1n·escntatives of the Un'ited States of Amm'ica i1t

Congress Msen~blrcl, That the State of Texas shall be one, and is hereby declared to be
one of the mtecl tat!' of America, ancl admitted into the Union on an equal footing
wHh the original States in all respects what ver.
EC. _2. And be it_~twtlw· enacted, That until the Representatives in Congress shall be
apportioned accordmg to an actual enumeration of the inhabitants of the United
States, the State of Texas shall be entitled to choose two Representatives.
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An act to exte.n d the laws of the United States over the State of Texas, and for other
purposes, was approved December 29, 1845, viz:
.AN .ACT to extend the laws of the United States over the State of Texas, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That all the laws of the United States are hereby declared to
extend to and over, and to have full force and effect within, the State of Texas, admitted at the present session of Congress into the confederacy and Union of the United
States.
The United States owned no public lanrls in Texas. The State retained title to the
soil on her admission to the Union, and has since disposed of them under her owtl
laws.

IOWA
(Franco-Indian...:..."Drowsy," applied to a tribe of Indians) was the sixteenth State
admitted.
·
·
Population.
Years.

White.

Col•>red.

Total.

----------------~~---------------------------1·------------------

1840 ..•..•.•••••• -. • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • . • • • . . • • . . . . • • . • • • • • • . . . .
42, 924
1850 . . . • . • . . . . . • . • . . • • . . • . • • . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • . • • . • . . • . . . • . • • 191, 881
1860 . . . • . . • . . . . . . • • . • • • • . • • . • . • • • . • • • . . • • . • . . • . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . • . • . • . . . • . . 673, 779
1870 .......••••..••.•.•..............•......••..•....•....•....••..•.••. 1, 188, 207
1880 ........•...........•.••..•...••••..•. .....••.........•... .••• ••. ••. 1, 614, 600

188
333
1, 069
5, 762
9, 516

43,112
192,214
674, 913
1, 194, 020
1, 624, 615

Area, 55,045 square miles, or 35,228,800 acres.
A Territorial organization. Organic act, June 12, 1838. Admitted December 28,
1846.
Formed from territory purchased from France.
On Deqember 19, 1836, a resolution directing the Committee on Territories .to inquire into the expediency of establishing the Iowa Territory out of part of Wisconsin
passed the House of Representatives.
On December 14, 1837, a resolution of same tenor passed House of Representatives.
On December 13 and 20, 1837, memori"als of the people of Iowa for a division or separation from Wisconsin were presented in the Senate.
On December 14, 1837, same presented in House of Representatives.
On December 13, 1837, a memorial of the people of Iowa for settlement of boundary
with Missouri was presented in the Senate.
On January 2, 1H38, proceedings of legislature of Wjsconsin relative to boundary
line between Iowa and Missouri were presented in the Senate. (See Senate documents, second session Twenty-fifth Congress, vol. 1, No. 63.)
On February(), 1838, a report was made by committee of House of Representatives
on expediency of establishing a separate Territorial government for Iowa, accompanied by a bill.
The Te1·ritory of Iowa.
On June 12, 1838, an act to divide the Territory of Wisconsin and to establish the
Territorial government of Iowa was approved.
On June 18, 1838, an act to authorize the President ofthe United States to cause the
southern boundary line of the Territory of Iowa to be ascertained aud marked was
approved.
On January 30, 1839, a report of the Secretary of State, with maps, made in compliance with resolutions of the Senate and House of Representatives, in relation to the
southern boundary of the Territory of Iowa, were receiveu. (See documents, House
of Representatives, third session Twenty-fifth Congress, vol. 4, No. 128.)
On March 3, 1839, an appropriation was made for the survey of the southern bound·
ary of the Territory of Iowa, of $969.05.
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On .March 3, 1839, an act to define and establish the eastern boundary line of the
Territory of Iowa was approved.
On March 3, 1839, an act to alter and amend the organic law of the Territories of
"\Visconsin and Iowa was approved.
On December 24, 183D, a message u·om the President, with documents relating to
th+> disputed boumlary between Missouri and Iowa, was received in the Senate, and in
the House of Representatives on December 27. (See Senate documents, first session
Twenty-siXth Congress, vol. 1, No.4. House of Representatives, vol. 1, No.5.)
On December 30, 1839, additional documents on same subject communicated to
House of Representatives, and to the Senate on January 3, 1840. (See Senate documents, first session Twenty-sixth Congress, vol. 2, No. 35. House of Representatives,
vol. 2, No. 36.)
On January 9, 1840, additional documents on same subject communicated to the
Senate. ft
On Jan nary 31, 1840, additional documents on sa!pe subject were communicated to
the Senate, in compliance with two resolutions of the Senate of December 30, 1839.
(See Senate documents, first session Twenty-sixth Congress, vol. 4, No. 138.)
On January 8, 1840, a memorial of the legislative council of Iowa, praying the settlement of the disputed boundary with Missouri, was presented in Senate. (See Senate documents, 1lrst session Twenty-sixth Congress, vol. 2, No. 53.)
On January 9, 1840, a document relating to the same subject presented in Senate
by Mr. Benton.
On January 10, 1840, a representation by Delegate from Iowa, on same subject, presen ted in Senate.
On ·l!"'ebruary 4, 1840, report made in House of Represent,atives, by a committee, on
boundary between Missouri and Iowa, with a bill to establish and define the northern
bonnda1·y line of the State of Missouri. (See reports of committees of House of Representatives, first session Twenty-sixth Congress, vol. 1, No.2.)
On .February 12, 1840, a message from the President, with additional documents, relating to disputed boundary between Missouri and Iowa. (See documents, House of
Representatives, first session Twenty-sixth Congress, vol. 3, No. 97. )'
On March 5, 1840, a bill, reported by the Committee on Territories of the Honse of
Representatives, ".to enable the people of Iowa to form a constitution and State government, and for the admission of such State into the Union."
On February 11, 1841, a bill for ascertaining and settling the southern boundary line
of the Territory of Iowa reported in Senate.
On March 9, 1841, a resolution of legislative council of Iowa, relative to southerB
boundary line of said Territory, was presented in House of Representatives.
On March 19, 1841, a mess!!.ge from the President, relative to boundary line between
Missouri and Iowa, received in Honse of Representatives. (See documents, House of
Representatives, second session Twenty-seventh Congres", vol. ::3, No. 141.)
On May 26,18-11, the Committee on Territories ofthe Hnuse ofRepresentativesmade
a report, with a bill fixing the boundary line between Missouri and Iowa, which passed
the House of Representatives only. (For report, see reports, House of Representatives, second session Twenty-seventh Congress, vol. 4, No. 791.)
On .January 21, 1843, a report made in House of Representatives, from Committee
ou Territorie ·,accompanied by a bill firing the boundary between Missouri and Iowa.
( l'"'or report, see reports committees, House of Representatives, third session Twentyseventh Congress, vol. 1, No. 86.)
On Dec mbcr 31, 1842, a resolution that report of .Albert M. Lea, in reference to
the nor1)tcm boundary of Missouri; the report of Captain Guion and Lieutenant
Fr6ruout, in reii renee to the Des Moines River, and the evidence in reference to the
northern bmm<l:uy of :Missouri, be referred ancl printed, was passed. (See documents,
Honse of Representatives, third session Twenty-seventh Congress, vol. 3, No. 38.)
On December 22, 184~, an act of the legislature of Missouri, respecting the boundary
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line with Iowa Territory, ~as presented in House of Representatives. (See documents, House of Representatives, first session Twenty-eighth Congress, vol. 1, No. 2G.)
On February 12, 1844, a message from the President, with a memorial from the legislative assembly of Iowa for admission into the Union, was received in Senate.
On April2, 18441 the Committee on Territories of House of Representatives reportetl
a bill to enable the people of Iowa to form a constitution and State government, and
for the admission of such State into the Umon.
On December 9, 1844, a memorial of a convention, with a copy of constitution
adoptep. for the people of Iowa, asking admission into the Union, was received in
Senate, and on December 12 in House of Representatives. (See Senate documents,
second session Twenty-eighth Congress, vol. 1, No. 3, and documents House of Representatives, vol. 1, No.5, and vol. :~,No. 77.)
On January 7, 1845, a bill for the admission of the States of Iowa and Florida into
the Union was reported in the House of Representatives.
On February '1.9, 1R45, a memorial of the general assembly of Missouri, praying that
the southern boundary lin13 of Iowa be made to conform to the northern oundary line
of Missouri, &c., was presented in Senate. (See Senate d<?cuments, second session
Twenty-eighth Congress, vol. 7, No. 110.)
On June 17, 1844, an ac;t respecting the northern boundary of the State of Missouri
was approved.
The State of Iowa.
On March 3, 1845, an act for the admission of the States of Iowa and Fiorida into the
Union was passed and approved. To this act the assent of the people of Iowa was to be
given, to be announced by proclamation by the President, and the State then admitted ·
without further proceedings oli the part of Congress. The State to be entitled to one
Representative in Congress until the next census.
'The boundaries of Iowa as fixed by this act were not agreed to by the people, who
refused their consent, by a vote of 7,235 for and 7,656 against them. This vote was
px:ovided for iJ,l the act.
On March 31 1845, an act supplemental to the act for the admission of the States of
Iowa and Florida into the Union was approved. This act extended the laws of the
United States to the State of Iowa.
On December 19, 1845, a bill to define the boundaries of the State of Iowa and to
repeal so much of the act of March 3, 1845, as relates to the boundaries of said State,
was introduced, on lea.ve, in House of Representatives, and refened to a Committee on
Territories.
On March 27, 1846, an amendatory bill reported by said committee.
On January 9, 1846, a joint res~lution of the legislative council of the Territory of
Iowa, relative to boundaries of the future State of Iowa, was Jlresented in House of
Representatives:
On February 5, 1846, a memorial of a convention of the people of Missouri on subject of the northern boundary of that State and the admission of Iowa into the Union
was presented in House of Representatives. (See documents, House of Representatives, first session Twenty-ninth Congress, vol. 4, No. 104.)
On February 17, 1846, a memorial of the · legislature of the Territory of Iowa relative to boundary between Iowa and Missouri was presented in House of Representaives. (See same documents, vol. 4, No. 126.)
On June 10, in Senate, and July 6, 1846, in House of Representatives, copies of the
constitution of Iowa were presented. (See documents, House of Representatives, first
session Twenty-ninth Congress, vol. 7, No. ~17, and documents of Senate, vol. 8, No.
384.)

On August 4, 1846, an act to define the boundaries of the State of Iowa and to rep eal so much of the act of March 3, 1845, as relates to boundaries of Iowa, was approved. This act was to amend the boundaries of the State as defined in the act of
March 3, 1845, which had been rejected by a vote of the people.
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On December 15, 1846, a copy of the constitution adopted by the people ·of Iowa,
with a proclamation of the governor, &c., were presented in House of Representatives.
(See documents, House of Representatives, second session Twenty-ninth Congtess, vol.
2, No.16.)
On December 28, 1846, an act for the admission of the State of Iowa into the Union
was approved.
All of the State of Iowa was public domain, and was surveyed and was and now is
disposed of under laws of the United States.

WISCONSIN
(Indian-Wild rushing channel) was the seventeenth State admitted.
Population.
Years.
1840 .•••••••••.•...•.. ·•··••·••• .••••..•••••.•••••.•••. •• •••.•..•.
1850 ••••.••••..•••.••••.••.••••••.••••••.•. .. ..••• ····· ...•••..••.
1860 ..••••... ..• .....•.. •••••• ..•.••••••.•.•.• ·••·•· ..... •• ..•.••.
1870 .....••.•..•..••..•.••••••..•..•••.•••.•••••.•••••••••....••..
1880 ............................................................ ..

White.
30,749
304,756
773,693
1, 051,351
1, 309,618

Colored.
196
635
1,171
2,113
2, 702

TotaL
30,945
305,391
775,881
1, 054,670
1, 315,479

Area 53,924 square miles, or 34,511,360 acres.
A Territorial organization. Organic act, April 20, 1836. Admitted May 99, 1848.
Formed from territory ceded to the United States and from part of the territory
northwest of the river Ohio.
On December 12, 1832, a resolution passed in House of Representatives directing a
committee to inquire into 1he expediency of creating a Territorial government for
·
Wisconsin out of part of Michigan.
On December 6, 1832, the committee made a report accompanied by a bill. (Sea
reports of committees House of Representatives, first session Twenty-second Congress,
vo1. 1, No. 145.)
A memorial of the legislative council of Michigan for the division of that Tenitory,
and that the Tenitory of Wisconsin be established, was presented in Senate of the
United States December 23, 1834. (See Senate . documents, second session Twentythird Congress, vol. 2, No. 24.)
On February 11, 183G, a bill establishing the Territorial government of Wisconsin
reported in House of Representatives.
On March 1, 1836, a memorial oflegislative council of Michigan for same presented
in House of Representatives. (See documents House of Representatives, first session
Twenty-fourth Congress, vol. 4, No. 153.)
The Territm·y of Wisconsin.
On April 20, 1E36, an act establishing the Territorial government of Wisconsin was
passed and approved.
On March 5, 1838, a resolution directing a committee to inquire into the expediency
of authorizing the Territory of Wisconsin to take a census and adopt a constitution,
preparatory to being admitted into the Union, was passed.
On May 11, 1838, the said committee reported a bill to enable the people of East
Wisconsin to form a constitution and State government, and for the admission of such
State into the Union.
On June 12, 1838, an act to divide the Territory of Wisconsin, and to establish the
Territorial government of Iowa, was approved.
On June 12, 1838, an act to ascertain and designate the boundary line between the
State of Michigan and the Territory of Wisconsin, was approved.
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On January 28, 1839, a memorial of the legislative assembly of Wisconsin, praying
an alteration in 'the southern boundary of that Territory, was presented in the Senate.
(See Senate documents, third session Twenty-fifth Congress, v.ol. 3, No. 149.)
On March 3, 1839, an act to alter and amencl the organic law of the Territories of
Wisconsin and Iowa was approved.
On May 25, 1840, the proceedings of a public meeting at Galena in relation to the
southern boundary of Wisconsin Territory, was presented in the House of Representives. (See documents Honse of Representatives, first session Twenty-sixth Congress,
vol. ti, No. 226. For "An ordinance for the government of the territory of the United
States, northwest of the River Ohio,"· passed by the Congress of the Confederation,
July 13, 1787, see the same under the head "Ohio.")
•
On February 3, 1841, a message was received in Senate from the President, communicating the reports, maps, ~c., relating to boundary line between Michigan and
Wisconsin. (See Senate documents, second session Twenty-six Congress, vol. 4, No.
151.)
On February 8, 1841, a memorial of the legislative assembly of Wisconsin, that a
law defining the western boundary line of said Territory be passed, was presented in
Senate. (See Senate documents as above, vol. 4, No. I'll.)
On February 15, 1841, resolutions of the general assembly of Michigan in relation to
the boundary line between that State and the Territory of Wisconsm, were presented
in the Senate. (See Senate documents, second session Twenty-sixth Congress, vol. 4,
No. 186.)
On March 19, 1841, resolutions of the legislative assembly of Wisconsin Territory in
relation to the boundary between Michigan and Wisconsin, were presented in House
of Representatives. (See documents Honse of Representatives, second session Twentyseventh Congress, vol. 3, No. 147.)
·
On March 20, 1845, a resolution of the legislative council of Wisconsin asking that
provision be made for taking a census a.nd holding a convention to form a State constitution, was presented in the Senate.
On January 13, 1846, a bill to enable the people of Wisconsin to form -a constiLution
and State government, was introduced on leave in House of Representatives.
The State of Wisconsin.
0~ August 6, 184G, an act to enable the people of Wisconsin Territory to form a con-

stitution and State government, and for the admission of such State into the Union,
was approved. To be entitled to two Representatives until the next census, and the·
laws of the United States extended to the same when admitted.
A constitution was formed under this act, which was rejected by the people of tho
State.
On Jannary 21, 184 7, the constitution adopted by the people of Wisconsin, the census,
and other documents were presented in House of Representatives. (See documents
House of Representatives, second session Twenty-ninth Congress, vol. 3, No. 49.)
On March 3, 1847, an act for the admission of the State of Wisconsin into the Union
was approved. To be admitted on condition that the constitution adopted on December 16, 1846, shall be assented to by the qualified electors of the State, and as soon
as such assent shall be given, the President of the United States shall announce the
sallie by proclamation, and therefrom the admission of Wisconsin shall be considered
as complete. This act was rendered null by the refusal of the people of the State to
accept the constitution of 1846.
A new constitutional convention was called, which met at Madison December 15,
1847, and on February 1, 1848, adjourned after forming a constitution. It was ratified
by the people by a vote of 167442 for to 6,149 votes against it.
By act 29th May, 1848, the State of Wisconsin was admitted into the Union. Entitled to three Representatives in Congress after 3d March, 1849.
All of the area of Wisconsin was public domain and was and is surveyed and d.i.a.
posed of under the laws of the United States.
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(supposed to be Arabic-Khalafa~ to succeed) was the eighteenth State admitted.
Population.
Years.
1850 .••.•.•••• .•.• ••.••. ·••·•••••· ·•••·•·••········ .. .

1860 ................................................. .
1870 ............................... ....... .......... ..
1880 ............ ........................... .. .. ...... .

White.
91, 635
323,177
499,424
767, 181

Colored.

Chinese.

926
4, 086
4, 272
6, Olll

34, !i33
49,277
75,1321

Total.
92,597
379,994
560,24.7
864,694

Area, 157,801 square miles, or 100,992,640 acres.
No organic act. No Territorialorganization underlawsofUnited States. Admittei!
September 9, 1850.
Governed by the United States military until December 20, .1849, when the govern,ment was transferred to the State government, by General Riley, milita.ry· governor.
Formed from territory acquired fTom Mexico by treaty of Guada.lnpe Hidalgo, 1848.
Bill (S. 324) reported in Senate by Ron. John M. Clayton fTom select committee "to
establish the Territorial governments of Oregon, California, and New Mexico," July 18,
1848. (Senate Journal, first session Thirtieth ·congress, pp. 477, 490, 402, 495, 498.)
Passed Senate July 26, 1848. Laid on tho table House of Representatives, July 28,
1848.

.

Bill (S. 350) introduced by Ron. Stephen A. Douglas, "for tlle admission of California into the Union as a State," December 11, 1848, and referred. Reported from
·
committee and not again taken up.
Bill (H. R. 685) reported in House of Representatives by Hon. Caleb B. Smith, "to
establish the Territorial government of Upper California," December 20, 1848, passed
February 27, 1840. In Senate referred February 28; committee discharged March 3,
1849, and Aenate refused to consider the bill.
Tlle "Bill (H. R. 692) making appropriations for the civil and diplomatic expenses
of the government for the year ending the 30tll June, 1850, ancl for other purposes,"
being under consideration in the Senate, the Ron. Isaac P. Walker, of Wisconsin, on
Feuruary 21, 1840, snbmi ~ted an amendment for tlle regulation and government of all
the ten-it01·y acquired from the Mexican Republic by the treaty of February 2, 184~.
(See Senate Journal, second session Thirtieth Congress, pp. 24i, 255,257,262,264, 277.)
Agreed to in Senate ~,ebruary 28, 1840. The House of H.epresentatives agreed to
said amendment with an amendment. The Senate disagreed to said amendment of
the House of Representatives, and receded from said amendment submitted by Mr.
Wn.lkcr, March 3, 1849. (~,or proceedings of House of Representatives on this amendment, see Journal House of Representatives, second session Thirtieth Congress, pp.
600, tiOl, 637-t'47, 670.)

Constitutional convention of CaUjo1"nia and 01'gawization of State.
A convention to frame a constitution for California calle<l by General Benet Riley,
military governor, met in Monterey, Cal., Septemucr 1 to October 13, 1849. The constitution then adopted was ratified by the people November 13, 1849, by a vot.e of
12,061 for to 811 against. State officers were elected a.n<l a government organized, to
which General Riley, December 20, 1849, turned over complete coutrol of the Territory
of California. This was nearly a year before the admission of the State.
The "Bill (S. 55) to provide for the organization of the Territorial governments of
California, Deseret, and New Mexico, and to enaLle the people of Jacinto, with the
consent of the State of Texas, to form t~ constitution and State government, and for
th aJ.mission of such State into tho Union upon an equal footing with the original
States in all respects whatever," was introduced, on leaYe, by Hon. Henry S. Foote,
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January 16, and on January 22, 1850, referred to the Committee on Territories. Not
reported.
Resolutions submitted by Hon. Henry Clay, relative to California, &c., J anuaty 29,
1850. (See Senate Journal, 1850, pp. 118, 299.)
Resolutions submitted by Hon. John Bell, relative to California, &c., February 28t
1850. (See Senate Journal, 1850, pp. 184, 29U.)
Resolutions submitted by Hon. Thomas H. Benton, relative to California, &c., April
18, 1850. (See Senate Journal, 1850, pp. 293, 299.)
"A bill (S. 225) to admit Califorilia as a State into the Union, to establish Territorial
governments for Utah and New Mexico, and making proposals to Texas for the establishment of her western and northern boundaries," together with a special report from
the select committee, was submitted by Hon. Henry Clay, May 8, 1850. (See Senate
Journal, first session Thirty-first Congress, 1850, pp .. 327, 374, 379, 382, 39~, 396, 405,
408, 410, 414, 428, 449, 455, 460, 462, 468, .471, 474, 479, 485, 491, 494.)
Amendment of Mr. Pearce, 495 (518); passed Senate as amen<led, August 1, 1850,
being reduced to ''Au act to establish a Territorial government for Utah."
"A bill (S. 169) for the admission of the State of California into the Union," was
reported by Ron. Stephen A. Douglas from Committee on Territories, March 25, 1850
(see SenateJournal, first sessioli' Thirty-first Congress, 1850, pp. 234, 292, 301, 517, 520,
522, 530, 533, 54fi, 553, 557), which bill passed the Senate August 14, 1850. Considered
in the House of Representatives (see Journal, first session Thirty-first Congress, 1850,
pp. 1415 1424) and passed September 7, aud became a law September 9, 1850.
The act of September 28, 1856, provided "that all the la.ws of the United States
which are not locally inapplicable shall have the same force and effect within said
State of California, as elsewhere within the United States."
All of the area of California became public domain, except certain grants made by
sovereigns and governments, former owners of the soi:i, and was and is surveyed and
disposed of under laws of the United States.

to

MINNESOTA
(Indian-Cloudy water) was the nineteenth State admitted.
Population.

=:llli ::::::: : ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::~=;;
::::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::::::: ::::::

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::II

-

Whi;:--~~;:-r~~-.
6, 038
169,395
438, 257
776, 884

39
259
759
1, 5ti4

6, 077
172,028
439, 706
780, 77i>

Area, 83,531 square miles, or 53,459,840 acres.
A territorial organization. Organic act, Ma.rch 3, 1849; admitte<l May 11, 1858.
Formed out of part of territory ceded to the United States by Fra.nce and from th~
territory northwest of the river Ohio.
A bill (H. R. 568) "establishing the Territorial government of Miunesota," was
passed by the House of Representatives February 17, and laid upon the table in th~
Senate March a, 1847.
A bill (S. 152) "to establish the Territorial government of Minnesota," was introduced
on leave by Ron. Stephen A. Douglas, February 23, 1848. Reported and recommitted,
and, on Ano-nst 8, 1848, reported with amendments. Not further acted vn at first session
Thirtieth Congress.
The Tn'l'ii01'!f of Minnesota.
Resumed December 20, 1848, second session Thirtieth Congress; passed tho Senate
January 19, 184D; pru;sed IlonseofRepresentatives with amendmentsPebruary28, and
became a law March 3, 1849.
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The State of MinneBota.
A bill (H. R. 642) "to aathorize the people of tho Territory of Minnesota to form
a constitution and State government, preparatory to their admission into the Union
on an equal footing with the original S.t ates," was introduced, on leave, in tho House
of Representatives by Ron. Henry H. Sibley, December 30, 1850, and passed that
House January 31, 1851. In Senate, referred to CoJ¥mittee on Territori~s, February
~;reported February 18; passed the Senate February 25, and became a law February
26, 1857.
· The constitution for Minnesota under thi~ law was framed by two separate conventions; each met July 13 to August 29, 1857, and mutually agreed to submit the same
constitution to the people. It was ratified by 36,240 votes for to 700 against. In
1858, prior to the admission of the State, the legislature passed certain amendments,
which were ratified by the people.
A bill (S. 86) "for the admission of the State of Minnesota into the Unian," was,
on January 26, 1858, reported in Senate by Hon. Stephen A. Douglas from Committee
on Territories; passed the Senate April 7, 1858, passed the House of Representatives
May 11, and became a law May 11, 1858.
All of the area of Minnesota was public domain, and was and is surveyed and disposed of under the laws of the United States.

OREGON
(Spanish-Oregano) was the.twentieth State admitted.
Popula.tion.
Year.
1850 ----------- •. . •..........•....••..••..•.........
1860 - .. .. •... -- - ............ -- -- ...... -- ......... -- •.
IH70 ... .. ......•. --···· ·- - -·- -····· ·--·-- · - - · · ···- •··
1880. --·-· -· - - ---- -· -····· -- ---- -·· · -- ---- · -.- •.....

White.
13,087
52,160
86,929
163,075

Colored.
207
128
346
487

Chinese.

......................
.... ... ..............
3, 330
9, 510

Total.
13,294
52,4G5 •
99,923
174,768

Area, 95,274 square miles, or 60,975,360 acres.
A Territorial organization. Organic act, August 14, 1848; admitted February 14,
1859.
Formed from territory ceded by France.
A bill (H. R. 533) "to establish a Territorial government in Oregon" was reported
by Ron~ Stephen A. Douglas, House of Representatives, August 6, 1846, passed that
House same day. In Senate referred August 7; reported August 8, 1846, with special
report, but not further acted on.
A bill (S. 41) "to organize a Territorial government in the Oregon Territory, and
for other purposes," was introduced on leave in Senate by Ron. Sidney Breese, December 23, 1846, and referred to Committee on the .Judiciary, but not reported therefrom.
A bill (H. R. 571) "to establish the Territorial government of Oregon" was reported
by Ron. Stephen A. Douglas, House of Representatives, December 23, 1846; passed
that House January 16, 1847. In Senate referred to Committee·onJudiciary, January
1 ; reported with amendments January 25; recommitted Januo,ry 29; reported with
amendments l<'ebruary 10; ordered, That it lie on the table, March 3, 1847 .
.A bill (S. 59) "to establish tho Territorial government of Oregon" was introduced
on leave in the Senate by Ron. Stephen A. Douglas, on January 10, 1848, and after
consideration by the Senate until July 13, 1848, wa , on motion of H on. John M.
Clayton, r eferred to a select committee. OnJnly 18, Mr. Clayton from said committee
reporte<l it without amendment, aud reported bill ( . 324) "to establish the Territo-
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nal governments ofOregon, California an~ New Mexico," which bill passed tho SenateJuly 26, 1848, and was la.id on the table in the House of Representatives July 28, 1848.
Not further acted upon.
The Territory of Oregon.
A bill (H. R. 201) "to establish the Territorial government of Oregon" was reported
from Committee on Territories, House of Representatives, February 8, 1848, by Ron.
Caleb B. Smith; passed the House 'of Representatives August 2; passed the Senate
with amendments August 10, 1848, and became a law on the 14th August, 1848.
A bm (H. R. 260) "to amend an act entitled "An act to establish the Territorial
government of Oregon,' approved August 14, 1848," was reported in the House of
Representatives by Ron. Wm. A. Richardson from Committee on Territories on 17th
May, 1852; passed that House June 22, 1852; passed the Senatf' January 3, 1853, and
became a law January 7, 1853.
A constitution was framed by a convention held under the laws of the Territory,.
which met at Salem, August 17 to September 18, 1857. It was submitted to the people
and ratified November 9, 1857, by a vote of 7,195 for to 3,145 against. The State
was admitted under this constitution.
The State of Oregon.
A bill (S. 239) "for the admission of Oregon into the Union" was, on the .5th April,
1858, reported in Senate by Ron. Stephen A. Douglas from Committee on Territories;
passed the Senate May 18, 1858; passed the House of Representatives February 12,
185fl, and became a law February 14, 1859.
All of the area of Oregon became public domain except grants made by former
owners of the soil; and was and now is surveyed and disposed of under the laws of'
th~ United States.

KANSAS
(Indian-Smoky water) was the twenty-first State admitted.
Population.
Years.
----~--------------------------------------

1860 ···•··••••••··•••• ··•·•· .................................. . .. .
1870 .•.•••..•..•.••...•......•••••..•••• ·••··••·• • ............... .
1880 ............................................................ ..

Whito.

Colored.

TotaL

--------1-------- -------106,390
346,377
952,155

627
17,108
43,107

107,206
364,399
996,096

Area, 80,891 square miles, or 51,776,240 acres.
A Territorial organization. Organic act, May 30, 1854; admitted January 29, 1861.
Formed partly from territory included in the cession by France, and partly from
that ceded by the State of Texas.
A bill (S. 22) "to organize the Territory of Nebraska" was introduced on leave in
Senate by Ron. Augustus C. Dodge, on the 15th December, 1853, and passed the Senate March 3, 1854, under the title" An act to organize the Territories of Nebraska and
Kansas." Not further acted upon.
The Territory of Kansas, Topeka constitut·ion.
A bill (H. R. 236) "to organize the Territories of Nel;lraska and Kansas" was, on
the 31st January, 1954, reported in the House of Representatives by Ron. Wm. A.
Richardson from Committee on Territories; passed that House May 22, passed the
Senate May 25, and became a law May :~0, 1854. A constitution was adopted by a convention at Topeka October 23 to November 2, 1855. It was claim~d that it was submitted to the people of the Territory, and ratified December 15, 1855, by a vote of
1, 731 for to 46 against it.
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A bill (S. 172) "to u.nthorize the people of the Territory of Kan&as to form a constitution and State government, preparatory to their admission into the Union, whenever
they have the requisite population," was reported iri the Senate by Ron. Stephen A.
Douglas, from Committee on Territories, March 17, 1856, and recommitted June 25,
1856.
On April 7, 1856, a memorial of certain individuals, representing themselves a.s senators and representatives in the general assembly of the "State of Kansas," praying
the admission of Kansas into the Union as a State upon an equal footing with the
other States, was presented in the Senate by Ron. Lewis Cass, and referred to the
Committee on Territories.
·
A bill (H. R. 411) "authorizing the people of the Territory of Kansas to form a constitution and State government, preparatory to their admission into the Union on an
equal footing with the original States," was reported from the Committee on Territories, House of Representatives, by Ron. Galusha A. Grow, May 29, 1856, and passed
that Honse. July 3, Ul56. In Senate ~eferred July 7, reported with amendment JulyS,
amended and passed Senate July 8, 1856, under same title as the preceding bill (S.
35G). The House of Representatives took no action on the amended bill, and it therefore failed to become a law.
A bill (S. 343) "supplementary to an act to organize the Territories of Nebraska
aml Kansas" was introduced on leave in the Senate by Ron. John M. Clayton June 16,
1856, and referred to Committee on Territories June 24, 1856.
A bill (S. 351) "supplementary to an act to organize the Territ.ories of Nebraska and
Kansas, and to provide for the faithful execution of said act in the Territory of Kansas according to the true intent and meaning thereof," was introduced on leave in
Senate by Ron. HenryS. Geyer June 24, 1856, and referred to·Committee on Territories
on same day.
A bill (S. 356) "to authorize the people of the Territory of Kansas to form a constitution ancl State government, preparatory to their admission into the Union on an
equal footing with the orjginal States," was reported to the Senate from Committee
on Territories by H.on. Stephen A. Douglas J nne 30, 1856, and passed the Senate July
2, 1856. Not acted upon by House of Representatives.
A bill (H. H.. 75) "to reorganize the Territory of Kansas, and for other purposes,"
.was pas£ed by the House of Representatives July 29, and laid upon t.he table in the
Senate August 11, 1856.
A bill (S. 464) "amendatory of an act passed May 30, 1854, entiiled 'An act to organize the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas,"' was, on the 26th August, 1856, introduced on leave in Senate by Hon. John B. Weller, and on the 27th August, 1856, ordered
lo lie on the table.
A bill (S. 466) "to alter and amend the act of Congress entitled 'An act to organize the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas"' was introduced on leave in Senate
by Ron. John J. Crittenden August 28, 1856, and ordered to lie on the table August
~o, 1856.
A bill (S. 476) "amendatory of an act passed May 30, 1854, entitled 'An act to organize the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas'" was, on 16th December, 1856, introduced on leave in Senate by Ron. Henry Wilson, and passed the Senate January 21,
1857. Not acted upon by House of Representatives.
L ecompton c'Jnstitution.

A convention met at LccQmpton September 5, 18G7, took a recess for a month, and
finished a constitution November 7, 1857. It was at once sent to the Presjdent. The
cl:tuse sanctioning sln.very was submitted to the people, and ratified December 31, t857,
by a vote of 6,226 to 589 votes against it. The entire constitution was submitted to the
people, and its friends and opponents both claimed a majority. It was claimed that on
December 21, 1858, the constitution with slaV"ery was ratified by 6,143 votes, against
589 received by the constitution without slavery. It was also claimed that January
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4, 1859, the constitution was rejected, there being 138 votes for it with slavery, 24 for
it without slavery, and 10,126 votes against it.
A bill (H. R. 7) "to authorize the people of the Territory of Kansas to form a constitution and State government, preparatory to their admission into the Union with
all the rights of the original States," was introduced on leave in the House of Representatives by Ron. Nathaniel P. Banks, December 18, 1857, and referred to Committee
on Territories. Not further acted upon.
A bill (S. 15) "to authorize the people of the 'ferritory of Kansas to form a constitution and State government, _preparatory to their admission into the Union on an
equal footing with the original States," was introduced on leave in the Senate by Ron.
Stephen A. Douglas, December 18,1857, and referred to Committee on Territories. No
further action was had.
·
'
A bill (S. 37) "to provide for the admission of Kansas into the Union" was introduced on leave in the Senate by Ron. George E. Pugh, January 4, 1858, and referred
to Committee on Territories, Not furtht'r acted upon.
On February 1, 1858, a preamble and joint resolution of the legislative assembly of
the Territory of Kansas ''in relation to the constitution framed at Lecompton, Kansas
Territory, on the 7th November, 1857," and concurrent resolutions "reaffirming the
Topeka constitution of October, 23, 1855," were presented in the House of Representatives by Ron. Marcus J. Parrot, and were laid on the table and ordered to be
printed.
Mineola and Leavenworth constit?dion.
A constitution was adopted by a convention which met at Mineola March 23, 1858,
and adjourned to Leavenworth M:uch 25, 185!:!, and finished its work April3, 1859. It
was claimed that it was submitted to the people the third Tuesday in May, 1858, a.nd
ratified by a vote of 4,346 for it to 1,257 against it.
A bill (S. 161) "for the admission of Kansas into the Union" was reported from
Committee on Territ01·ies, Senate, by Ron. James S. Green, February 18, 1858; passed
the Senate March 2::1, passed the House of Representati>es with an amendment April
1, 1858. On April2, said amendment was disagreed to by the Senate, and a conference con:rnittee was appointed. The report of the conference committee was agreed
to by both Houses April30, and the bill became a law May 4, 1858. By this act, the
ordinance-adopted on the 7th day of November, 1857, by a convention assembled at
Lecompton for the purpose of forming a constitution and State government-which
asserted the right of Kansas, when admitted into the Union, to tax the lands within
her borders belonging to the United States, but proposed to relinquish such right on
certain conditions, was declared to be unacceptable to Congress, and certain changes
in said ordinance were submitted for acceptance or rejection by the people of Kansas.
A bill (S. 194) "for the admission of Kansas into the Union" was introduced on
leave in Senate by Ron. William H. Seward, and referred to Committee on Territories.
Not reported on.
The Wyandotte constitution.
This constitution, under which the State was admitted (after some amendments),
was adopted by a convention which met at Wyandotte July 5-29, 1859. October 4,
1859, it was ratified by the people by a vote of 10,421 for, to 5,530 ·against.
The State of Kansas.
A bill (H. R. 23) "for the admissi~n of Kansas into the Union" was introduced on
leave in the House of Representatives by Ron. Galusha A. Grow February 15, 1860,
p8. sed that Honse April 11, 1860, and passed the Senate J annary 21, 18Gl, with an
amendment to which the House of Representatives agreed January 28, 1861. This act
declared the State of Kansas admitted into the Union on an equal footing with the
onginal States, a constitution and State government republican in form, which was
formed by the convention which assemb1ed for that purpose at Wyandotte on July29,
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1859, having been duly ratified by the people of said State. The bill became a. law
January 29, 1861.
All of the area of the State of Kansas became public domain, was surveyed, and wa.s
and now is disposed of under laws of the United States.

WEST VIRGINIA
(formed from a portion of Virginia, named in honor of Queen Elizabeth) was the
twenty-second State ·a dmitted.
Population.
White.

Year.

Colored.

Total.

------------------------1--------1870 .....• . ..... .... .. ...... ...... ....... ..... ...... . ..... ... . .. . .... ...
1880 ............................ ... . ·. .... . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .

424,033
592, 537

17,980
25, 886 I

442,014
618, 457

Area 23,000 square miles, or 14,720,000 acres.
No organic act . . No Territorial organization. Admitted June 19, 1863.
Formed from a por~ion of the State of Virginia lying west of the Allegheny Mountains. The name first proposed was "Kanawha." .
A convention, assembled at ·wheeling on the 26th day of November, 1861, to February 18, 1862, to form a constitution. It was submitted to the people April :3, 1862, and
ratified by a vote of 28,321 for to 572 against. A certified copy of said constitution
and schedule was presented in the Senate, May 29, 1862, by Hon. Waitmllin T. Willey,
and referred to the Committee on Territories.
The memorial of the commissioners, appointed by the convention of the State of
West Virginia, praying the admission of that State into the Union, was prese:r;1ted in
the Senate, May 31, 1862, by Hon. Benjamin F. Wade, and referred to Committee on
Territories.
A bill (S. 365) "for the admiAsion of the State of West Virginia into the Union, and
for other purposes," was reported from Committee on Ten-itories, Senate, by Hon. Benjamin F. Wade, June 23, 1862; passed that House July 14, and passed the Rouse of
Representatives December 10, 1862. This act sets forth that the people of that section
of the State of Virginia known as West Virginia, having, by a convention assembled
at Wheeling on Novembe1: 26, 1861, framed a constitution with a view of becoming a
separate and independent State; that said constitution havil1g been adopted by the
duly qualified voters of the proposed State; that the legislature of Virginia, having,
by an act passed May 13, 1862, given the consent of said State to the fotmation within its
borders of the proposed State of West Virginia; that said convention and said legislature having requested the admission of the proposed State intt> t he Union, and that
Congress having consented thereto, the State of West Virginia is thereupon admitted
into the Union on an equal footing with the original States.
The bill became a law December 31, 18G2.
The United States owned no public domain in West Virginia.
NEVADA
(Spani h-White with snow) wa the twenty-third State admitted.
Popttlation.
Year8.

White.

Colored. Chinese.

Tota.l.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - -- - - - - - 6, 812
38,959

sa, 556 I

45

357
488

3,152
5,416

6, 857
42,491
62,266
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Area 112,090 square miles, or 71,737,600 acres.
A Territorial o'l!-ganization. Organic act, March 2, 1861. Admitte(l O~tober 31, 1864.
Formed from territory includt>d in the cession from Mexico of 1848.
A bill (H. R. 567) "to organize the Territory of Nevada" was reported from Cqmmittee on Territories, House of Representatives, by Ron. William Smith, May 12, 1858,
a.nd ordered to be printed. No further action thereon.
A bill (S. 44) "to organize the Territory of Nevada" was introduced on leave in
Senate by Hon. William M:. Gwin, January 9, 1860, and referred to Committee on Ter~
ritories. Not further acted upon.

The Territory of Ne1,ada.
A bill (S. 563) "to organize the Territory of Nevada," was reported from Committee
on Territories, Senate, by Ron. James S. Green, February 14, 18e1; passed the Senate
February 26; passed the House of Representatives March 1, and became a law March
2, 1861.

A bill (H. R 437) "to extend the territorial limits of the Territory of Nevada," wa,s
reported from Committee on Territories, House of Representatives, by Ron. James M.
Ashley, April 28, 1862; passed that House May 8; passed the Senate July 12, and became a law July 14, 18ti2.
A bill (S. 524) "to enable the people of Nevada to form a constitution and State government, and for the admission of such State into the Union on an equal footing with
the original States," was introduced on leave in Senate by Ron. James H. Lane, Feb:.
rua,ry 12, 1863, and referred to Committee on Territories. The bill was reported February 23, and passed the Senate March 3, 1863. Not acted upon by House of Ropresentatives.
A bill (S. 96) "to enable the people of Ne vada t{) form a constitution and State government, and for the admission of such State into the Union on an equal footing with
the originltl Stat~s," wa;s introduced on leave in Senate by Ron. James R. Doolittle,
February 8, 1864; passed the Senate February 24; passed the House of Representatives March 17, and became a law March 21, 1864.
Under this act a convention to form a constitution met at Carson City, and framed
and adopted one, adjonrning July 28, 1864.

The Sta,te of Nevada,.
A bill (S. 267) ''to amend the act entitled 'An act to enable the people of Nevada
to form a constitution and State government, and for the admission of such Stat.e into
the Union on an equal footing wi t.h the original States,'" was reported from Committee
on Tenitories, Senate, by Hon. Benjamin F. "\Vade, May 5, 1864, and on the same day
passed the Senate; passed the House of Representatives May 19, and became a law··
May 21, 1864
·
A proclamation, declaring the State of Nevada admitted into the Union, was issued
by the PreRident of the United States October 31, 1864.
AU of the area of the State of Nevada became public domain, is surveyed, and
was and now is disposed of under laws of the United States.

NEBRASKA
(Indian-Water valley) was the twenty-fourth State admitted.

Population.
Years.
~~n

..............................................................

1880 ::::::::::::::::::: ==~:::: :~::::

29 L 0-VOL lli

:::::::: :~:::: ::::::::::::::::

White.
28,696

C()lored.
82

122,117

789

449,764

2,<185

T()taL
28,841
122,991
452,402
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Area, 75,995 sqnare miles, or 48,636,800 acres.
A Territoria: !'rganization. Organic act, May 30, 1854. Admitted March 1, 1867.
Fonned out of part of tile territory ceded to the United States by France.
A bill (H. R. 444) "to establish the Territory of Nebraska" was introduced on le:tve
by Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, December 17, 1844, and referred. An amendatory bill
was reported January 7, 1845, but no further action thereon.
A bill (S. 170) "to establish the Territory of Nebraska" was introduced on leave by
Hou. Stephen A. Douglas March 15, and referred. Reported without amendment April
20,1848. Recommitted December ~0, 1848. Not reported.
A bill (S. 22) ''to organize the Territory of Nebraska" was introduced on leave in
Senate by Hon. Augustus C. Dodge December 15,1853, and passed the Senate March
3, 1854, under amended title, viz: "An act to organize the T11rritories of Nebraska
and Kansas." No action thereon by the House of Representatives.
l

The Territory of Neb'raska.
A bill (H. R. 236) "to organize the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas" was reported fi·om Committee on Territories, House of Representatives, by Hon. William A.
Richardson,, January 31,1854; passed that House May 22, passed the Senate May 25,
aud became a law May 30, 1H54.
(For statement of propositions, supplementary to or amendatory of the act last referred to, entitled "An act to organize the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas," see,
nuder head of Kansas, S. 343, S. 351, S. 464, S. 466, and S. 476.)
A bill (S. 522) "to enable the people of Nebraska to form a. constitution and State
government, and for the admission of such State into the Union on an equal footing
with the original States," was introduced on leave iu Senate by Ron. James H. Lane
February 12, 1863; referred to Committee on Territories same day; reported a,nd fnrther consideration postponed March 3, 1S63.
A bill (H. R. 14~) "to enable the people of Nebraska to form a constitution and
State government, and for the admission of such State into the Union on au equal
footing with the original States," was introduced on leave in the House of Representatives by Ron. James M. Ashley December 14, 1863; passed that House March 17,
1864; passed the Senate April14, and became a law April 19, 1864. This act, when
first submitted to the people of Nebraska, was rejected by them; but, subsequently,
tho legislature of the Territory instituted proceedings and framed a constitution Feurnary 9, HlGG. It was submitted to the people June 21,1866, and ratified by a vote of
3,9:~8 for to 3,838 against it. This constitution was presented to Congress, with arequest by the legislature for the admission of Nebraska into the Union as a State.
A bill (S. 447) "for the admission of the State of Nebraska into the Union" was
introduced on leave in Senate by Ron. Benjamip. F. Wade July 23, 1866; passed that
house July 27, and; on the same day, passed the House of Representatives. The bill
was presented to the President on the day of its passage, but was not signed by him,
and, as Congress adjourned on the following day (July 28, 1866), the bill failed to become a law.
The State of Nebmska.
A bill (S. 456) "for the admission of t.he State of Nebraska into the Union" was
introduced on leave in Senate by Ron. Benjamin F. Wade December 5,1866; passed
that house J::muary 9, 1867, and passed the House of Representatives January 15,
with an amendment to which the Senate agreed January 16,1867. The bill was returned to the Senate, with a veto message, by the President January 30, but was
pa sed over the veto-by the Senate February 8, and by tho House of Representati \es
February 9, 1867. This act provided, as a condition precedent to the admission of said
State, that its constitution should be amended by striking out the word "white"
wherever it occurred th rein, and upon such amendment being properly certified to
the President of the United States, he was authorized to issue his proclamation declaring the tate admitted into the Union upon an equal footing with the other
St~tes.
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In accordance with this authority, the condition having been complied with by the
legislature of Nebraska February 20, 1867, the President issued his proclamation,
declaring the State to be admitted into the Union, March 1, H367.
.
All of the area of Nebraska became public domain, and was and is surveyed and
disposed of under laws of the United States.

COLORADO
(Spanish-Red, or colored) was the twenty-fifth State admitted.

Population.
White.

Years.

Colored. Chinese.

Total.

--------=----------------- - - - - - - - - - - - 1860 .......• -.............................................. ...
18i0 .....••...••...•.•• -..... . . • . . . • • • • .. .. .. • • • .. .. • .. • .. . ..
1880 ...... .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. • .. . .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .

34, 231
39, 221
191, 126

Area, 104,500 square miles, or 66,880,000 acres.
A Territorial organization. . Organic act, February 28, 1861.

46
456

7

2,4a5

612

7

34,277
39, 864
194,327

Admitted August 1,

1876.

Formed from portions of the territory ceded by Franee and that ceded by Mexico
by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, in 1848.

The Territory of Colorado.
A bill (R. 366) "to provide a temporary government for the Territory of Colorado"
was reported from Committee on Territories, Senate, by Ron. James S. Green, April
3, 1860; passed that house February 4, 1861; passed the House of Representatives with
an amendment February 18; said amendment agreed to by Senate February 26; and
became a law February 28, 1861.
A bill (S. 311) "to amend the act entitled 'An act to provide a temporary government for the Territory of Colorado,"' was reported from Committee on Territories,
Senate, by Ron. Morton S. Wilkinson, May 15, 1862; passed that house same day ;
passed the House of Representatives February 11, 1863, with amendments which
were agreed to by the Senate February 28, and became a law March 2, 1863.
A bill (S. 523) "to enable the people of Colorado to form a constitution and State
government, and for the admission of such State into the Union on an equal footing
with the original States," was introduced on leave in the Senate, by Ron. James H.
Lan0, February 12, 1863, and passed that house March 3, 1863. Not acted upon by
the House of Representatives.
A bill (S. 97) "to enable the people of Colorado t.o form a constitution and Stat~
government, and for the admission of such State into the Union on an equal footing
with the original States," was introduced on leave in Senate, by Ron. James R.
Doolittle, February 8, 1864; passed that bouseFebruary24; passed the House of Representatives March 17; and became a law March 21, 1864.
A constitution formed by a convention undE3r this act was submitted to the people
of Colorado, and rejected; in August, 1865, a convention formed a constitution, which
was submitted to the people September 5, 1865, and ratified by a majority of 105 votes.
A bill (S. 291) "to amend an act entitled 'An act to enable the people of Colorado
to form a constitution and State government, and for the admission of such State into
the Union on an equal footing with the original States,'" was reported from Committee
on Territories, Senate, by Ron. Benjamin F. Wade, May 25, 1864; passed that bouse
May 27; passed the House of Representatives J nne 15, and became a law J nne 18, 1864.
In 186.">, however, action was taken in Colorado up~m those acts, and a constitution
was formed which was, in December of t.hat year, submitted to Congress, with a
request for the admission of the State int{) the Union.
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A bill (S. 74) "for the admission of the State of Colorado into the Union" wae
introduced on leave in Senate, by Ron. William M. Stewart, January· 12, 1866; passed
that house April 25, and passed the House of Representatives May 3, 1866. The bill
was returned to the Senate with a veto message by the President May 15, ltl66, and, on
May 16, 1866, was ordered by the Senate to lie on the table. The bill was never acted
upon after the veto message was received.
A bill {S. 462) "to admit the State of Colorado into the Union" was introduced on
leave in Senate, by Ron. Benjamin F. Wade, December 10, 1866; passed that house
January 9, 1867, and passed the House of Representatives January 15, 1867. The bill
was returned to the Senate with a veto message by the President, January 28, 1867,
and failed to pass that body over the veto March 1, 1867.

The State of Colorado.
A bill (H. R. 435) "to enable the people of Colorado to form a eons~itution and
State government, and for the admission of Raid State into the Union· on an equal
footing with the original States," was introduced on leave in House of Representatives,
by Hon. J. B. Chaffee, December 8, 1873; referred to Committee on Territories a.nd
reported May 28, 1874 ; same day ordered to be printed and recommitted ; passed that
House June 8, 1f:l74; passed the Senate February 24, 1875, with an amendment which
was agTeed to by the House of Representatives March 3, and became a law March 3,
1875. A constitution was adopted under this act by a convention which met at
Denver, Deceml>er 20, 1875,. to March 14, 1876. It was ratified by the people July 1,
1876. This law contain8 a provision authorizing the President of the United Statesupon being notified by the proper authority that the terms of the law had been com·
plied with-to issue his proclamation declaring the State to be admitted into the
Union. In accordance with thi~ provision a proclamation was issued by the President
August 1, 1876, declaring the State of Colorado admitted into the Union.
All of the area of Colorado became public domain, except certain grants located
therein made by sovereigns or govermnents, former owners of the soil; was and ie
surveyed and disposed of under laws of the United Sta-tes.
THE TERRITORIES.
Existing laws relating to the several Territories of the United States are to be
found. untler Title XXIII, " The Territories/' chap. I, sees. 1839 to 189f>, Revised
St:l.tntes, and ses::;ion laws of Congress since 1878.
Chapter II of th(l above title rt)lates to provisions concerning particular organized
Territorie!l; sees. 1896 to 1953, and see session laws of Congress since 1878. Chapter
III of the above title relates to Alaska; sees. 19::4 to 1976, and ses~ion laws of Cangres5
stnce 1878.
NEW MEXICO.
(Aztec-" :Mexitli," the Aztec god of war.)
lSee also page 1182.)

Population.
Yeare.

White.

Colol'cd.

Total.

-------------------------------------------1--------------1850 . ••. ------ ---- - -- --- - --· .... .......... - --·---·-·-··· ............... .
1860 - --.--- ...... ---.- -- • . ---- - --.---- - - -- . --- --- ••• ---.-- .••••• - ... ----

~~-·--------·--·-----·-----·--·---·--·····-···-··--·-·······-··-·····-

·--··--·---··-·--·--- ................................................................................ .

61,525
82,024
90, 3!)3
108,721

22
85
172
1, 015

61,574
93,516
91. 874
119,565

Area, 121,201 quare miles, or 77,!>68,640 acrce.
Organic act passed Septeml>cr 9, 1 !>0.
Formed from part of the territory cedcc11o the United StateR by Mexico in 1848.
For Rtatcmcnt of proposition for farming a Territorial government for New Mexico,
aee under head of " California.''
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· A bill (S. 170) "to establish the governments of Utah and New Mexico, and for
other purposes," was reported by Hon. Stephen A. Douglas March 25, and passed the
Senate August 15, 1850, amended to "An act to establish a Territorial government. for
New Mexico." This bill, with the addition of a new section, was engrafted on bill
(S. 307) in House of Representatives. See following statement:
In House of Representatives, August 28, 1850, the bill (S. 307) entitled "An act
proposing to the State of Texas the establishment of' her northern and western
boundaries, the relinquishment by the saicl State of all territory claimed l)y her
exterior to said boundaries, and of all her claims upon the United States," having
been under consideration until September 5, 18GO, was then amended by providing a
Territorial government for New Mexico, and on the uth of September was passed, and
thQ title amended by adding, "and to establish a Territorial government for New
Mexico." The Senate concurred in the amendments, and the bill became a law on the
tlth of September, 1850.
August 4, 1854 (10 Stats., p. 575), the territory acquired from Mexico under the
Gadsden purchase, so called, incorporated with the Territory of Now Mexico.
February 24, 1863 (12 Stats., p. 664), the Territory of Arizona was erected from part
of New Mexico.
July 27, 1868 (15 Stats., p. 2:19), the veto power of the governor made subject to twothirds vote of legislature; biennial sessions oflegislature ordered; secretary of Territory made ex officio superintendent of public buildings and grounds. (Salary as such
superintendent abolished May 18, 1872; 17 Stats., p. 127.)
March 2, 1867 (i4 Stats., p. fi46), peonage a.bolished and forever prohibited in the
Territory of New Mexico, or in any other Territory of the United States.
All of the area of the Territory of New Mexico is public domain, except certain
grants made by sovereigns or governments, ow:ners of the soil, and is surveyed and
disposed of under laws of the United States.

UTAH.
(Named after a tribe of Indians.)
{See also page 1183.]

Population.
Years.

White. · Colored. Chinese.

Total.

-----------------------------------------1-----------------------1850 -- .. -- ................. .. -- .................. -- ...... -- •.
1860 . - - ..• -- -- ..... - . -- --. -- .... - -........................ - .. .
1870 . -- ........ -- ------- .... -- . ................ -............ -1880.-- ..••.. -- ..... -- ... - ............................ - ..... --

11,330
40, 1~5
86,044
142,423

50
59

118

44Ci

23~

501

11,380
40,273
86.786
143,963

Area, 84,476 square miles, or 54,064,640 acres.
Organic act passed September 9, 1850.
Formed from part of the territory ceded to 't he United States by Mexico in1848.
For statement of propositions for forming a Territorial government for Utah, see
under head of California and New Mexico.
The bill (S. 225) "to admit California as a State into the Union, to establish Terririal governments for Utah and New Mexico, and making proposals to Texas for the
estabHshment of her western and·northern boundaries," was reported by Hon. Henry
Clay, May A, 1850, and was amended and passed the Senate August 1 ; beiug reduced
to a provision for, and the title having been amended to, "An act to establish tt Territorial government for Utah," whioh bill passed the House of Representatives September 7, and became a law on the 9th of September, 1850.
February 21, 1855 (10 Stats., p. 611), "An act to establish the office of surveyorgeneral of Utah, :md to grant land for school and university purposes.''
March 2, 1861 (12 Stats., p. 244) part of Territory of Utah north of the forty-first
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degree of north latitude and east of the thirty-third meridian of longitude wes~ from
Washington, incorporated with and made a part of Territory of Nebraska.
March 14, 1862 (12 Stats., p. 369), the Territorie~ of Utah and Colorado were made
one surveying district, the duties of surveyor-general to be performed by the surveyorgeneral of Colorado.
May 30, 1862 (12 Stats., p. 409), the Territories of Utah and Colorado to constitute one
surveying district when so ordered by the President on the recommendation of tho
General Land Office, approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
July 16, 1868 (15 Stats., p. 91), "An act to create the office of surveyor-general iln
the Territory of Utah and establish a land office in said Territory, and extend the homestead and pre-emptio"Q.laws over the same."
·
July 1, 1862 (12 Stats., p-. 501), was passed "An act to punish and prevent the practice of polygamy in the Territories of the United States and other places, and disapproving ancl annulling certain acts of the legislative assembly of Utah."
,J nne 23, 1874 (18 Stats., p. 253), ''An act in relation to courts and judicial officers in
the Territory of Utah."
All of the area of Utah is public domain, and is surveyed and disposed of under
laws of the United States.
W ASHINGT.ON.
(See aJso page 1184.]

Population.
Years.

White.

Colored. Chinese.

Total.

-----------------------------------------1-------------------------

1.800---. --- .- ••• ••. ••••• - •• --- ••. ------ • . ---.---- ......... - .. ~
18i0 ...... - .. -............. -----. ·- .............. -- .......... 1880 .... ··--····- ... ·--·- ................................... .

11,138
22,195

207

67,199

325

30

11,594
23.955
75,116

Area, 69,994 square miles, or 44,796,160 acres.
Organic act passed March 2, 1833.
Formed from the territory purchased from France; but the northern boundary was
settled by the treaty with Great Britain known as the Oregon treaty, of June 15, 1846,
establishing the boundary between t.h e United States and the British Possessions, as
at present defined, viz, the forty-ninth degree of north latitude.
A bill (H. R. 348) "to establish the Territorial government of Columbia," was reported from Committee on Territories, House of Representatives, by Hon. Charles E.
Stuart, January 25, 1853; passed that House February 10, 1853, under amended title,
viz, "An act to establish the Territorial government of Washington;" passed the Senate March 2, and became a law March 2,1853.
February 14, 1859 (11 Stats., p. 384), part of Territory of Oregon incorporated with
W asliington Territory.
March 2, 1861 (12 Stats., p. 244) part of Territory of Washington added to Nebraska.
June 17, 1864 (13 Stats., p. 135), veto power of governor regulated.
June 29, 1866 (14 Stats., p. 77), sessions of legislative assembly to be biennial; members of conncil to be elected for four years, and members of house for two years.
March 3, 1869 (15 Stats., p. 300), members of both branches to be chosen for two
years.
July 27, 1868 (15 Stats., p. 241), laws of United States extended over Alaska, and
district court of Wa hington Territory to have original jurisdiction in cases arising
in said Territory of Alaska.
June 20, 18i4 (1 Stats., p. 129), "An act relating to the possessory rights of the
Hudson's Bay Company and other British subjects.
All of the ar a of Washington is public domain excepting possessory rights given IJy
aov n~i!!lls or gov rnments, former owners of the soil, and is surveyed and disposed vf
under the law of the United tates.
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DAKOTA.
(Indian-Leagued.)
(See also page 1184..]

P9pulation.
White.

Years.

Colored.

Total.

------------------------------1860 .................................................................. ..
1879 . ...... ............ ............................... ........... ..... ..
1880 ............................... ~ ...................... ............. .

2, 576 .••••••..•

12,887
1aa, 147

I

94
401

4, 837

11,481
135, 177

Area, 15"0,932 square miles, or 96,596,480 acres.
Organic act passed March 2, 1861.
Formed from territory ceded by France.
A bill (S. 475) "to organize the Territory of Dakota, and for other purposes," was
introduced, on leave, in Senate by Hon. Graham N. Fitch, Dccember ·20, 1858, andreferred to the Committee on Territories. Said committee was, on February 8, 185~,
discharged from further consideration of the bill.
A bill (S. 555) "to provide temporary governments for the Territories of Dakota and
Arizona, and to create the office of surveyor-general in the Territory of Arizona," was
reported frorn Committee on Territories, Senate, by Hon. James S. Green, February4,
1859. ;No action thereon was taken by the Senate.
A bill (S. G62) "to provide a temporary government for the Territory of Dakota, and
to create the office of surveyor-general therein," was reported from Committee on Territories, Senate, by Hon. James S. Green, Pebruary 14, 1861; passed that house February 26; passed the House of Representatives March 1, and became a law March 2,
1861.
March 2, 1863 (12 Stats., p. ,701), qualifications and powers of governor presc~ibed,
and veto power regulated.
May 26, 1!:!64 (18 Stats., p. 92), part of Territory of Idaho temporarily incorporated
with and made part of Dakota Territory.
April 28, 1870 (14 Stats., p. 93), boundary line between Dakota Territory and State
of Nebraska re<.lefined.
February 17, 1873 (17 Stats., p. 464), western boundary of Dakota Territory readjusted, and detached portion of Territory, under former erroneous definition, attached
to Territory of Montana.
All of the area of Dakota is puhlic domain, and is surveyed and disposed of under
the laws of the United Stat~s.
ARIZONA.
(Saud hills.)
[See also page 1186. J

Population.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Y_ea_rs_·---------1-W-h-ite_.
}~............................ ......... ............... ..••.
. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. • .. . . • . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. • . . . . . ..

em.,...

I

9, 581

26

35, 161J

1551

I~
20 I
9, 651!
1, 630
40, 440

<V>ine"'

Area, 113,916 square miles, or 72,906,304 acres.
Organic act passed February 24, 1863.
Formed from tcnitory ceded by Mexico by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848,
and part by the "Gadsden purchase," in 1c53.
A uill (S. 8) "to organize the Territory of Arizona, and to create the office of surveyor-general therein, to provi<.le for the examination of private land claims, to grant
donations to actual~:;ettlers, to survey the public and private lands, and for other purposes," was introduced on leave in Senate by Hon. William M. Gwin, and referred to
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Committee on Territories, December 17, 1857. The committee was discharged from
further consideration of the bill February 8, 1859.
(For a statement of hill S. 555, introduced in the Senate February 4, 1859, see Dakota.)
.A. bill (S'. 365) "to provide a temporary government for the Territory of Arizmna,"
was reported from Committe~ on Territories, Senate, by Hon. James S. Green, .April3,
1860 ; considered and amended December 27, and further consideration thereof postponed December 31, 1860.
A bill (H. R. 357) "to provide a temporary government for the Territory of Arizona,"
was reported from Committee on Territories, House of Representatives, by Hon. James
M. Ashley, March 13, 1862; passed that house May 8, 1862; passed the Senate Februocy 20, 1863, and became a law February 24, 1863.
March; _867 (14 Stats., p. 542), attached to surveying district of California; made
a land district; register and receiver authorized to be appointed.
July 11, 1870 (16 Stats., p. 230), made a separate surveying district; surveyor-general authorized.
·
July 19, 1876 (19 Stats., p. 91), veto power of governor regulated.
All of t.he area of Arizona is public domain, except certain grants made by sovereigns
or governments, former owners of the soil, and is surveyed and disposed of under the
laws of the Unit~:Jd States.
IDAHO.
(Indian-Gem of the mountains.)
(See also page 1181.]

Population.
Yeare.

White.

1870 ........................................... ····-·
1880 .......................... ...... ......,...........

Colored.

10,618
29,Ul3

60
53

Chinese.
4,274
il,il7!)

Total.
14.009
32,61{)

Area., 86,294 square miles, or 55,228,160 acres.
Organic act passed March 3, 1863.
}'ormed from the purchase from France.
A bill (H. R. 738) "to provide a temporary government for the Tenito:ry of Montana" was reported from Committee on Territories, House of Representatives1 by Hon.
James M. Ashley, February 11, 1863; passed that Honse February 121 1863; passed
the Senate March 3 under title amended so as to r ead "An act to provide a temporary
government for the Territory of Idaho," to which amendment the House of Representatives agreed March 3; and became a law March:~, 1!::163.
May ~6, 1864 (13 Stats., p. 92), part of Idaho tmnsferred to Dakota.
July 2, 1864 (13 Stats., p. :353), made one surveying district with Montana.
June 27, 1866 (14 Stats., p. 77), made a land district; 1·egister and receiver authorized to be appointed.
June 29, 1866 (14 Stats., p. 77), made a separate surveying district; surveyor-general authorized to be appointed.
All of the area of Idaho is public domain, and is surveyed and disposed of under the
laws of the United States.
MONTANA.
(Spanish-Mountain.)
Population.
Years.
1870 . .. . - •• ---- ..•.. . . -- ..... - ...... -------.-- ... -- ...
1880.-- ...... -· .............. -- ... ......... . - .... -- ...

White.
18,006
35,385

I

Colored.
183
846

Chineae.
1, 949
1, 765

Tot.1.l

20,595
39, 15~
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Area, 143,7'76 square miles, or 92,016,640 acres.
Organic act passed May 26, 1864.
Formed from part of the Ji'rench purchase.
·
A bill (S. 521) "to provide a t~mporary government for the Territory of Montana"
was introduced on leave in Senate by Hon. James H. Lane, February 12, lAo:~, and
referred to Committee on Territories. Not reported.
(For a statement of uill H. R. 738, introduced in the House of Representatives February 11, 1863, see Idaho.)
A bill (H. R. 15) "to provide a temporary government for the Territory o:: Montana"
was introduced on leave in the House of RepresentatiYes by Hon. James M. Ashley
December 14, 1863; passed that House March 17, 1864, and passeu the Senate, with
amendments, March 31, 1864. Said amendments were disa.greed to by the House of
Representatives May 31, and, on April1, the Senate was requested to return the bill,
which it did the same day. On the 4th of April the bill was returned to the Senate
and contsidered by that body, but its amendments to the bill were insisted upon, and
a committee of conference was requested. The report of the conference committee
was agreed to by the Senate April14, but disagreed to by the House of Representatives April15, the latter asking a further conference. 'rhe Senate refused a further
conference, April15, on the terms propoAed by the House of Representatives, whereupon the latter house, insisting upon its disagreement to the Senate amendments,
asked a ''further ~ree conference," to wh~ch the Senate agreed April29. , The report
of the confere~ce committee was agreed to by the Senate May 19 and by the House of
Representatives May'20, and the bill became a law May 26, lt:l64.
July 2, 1864 (13 Stats., p. 353), made one surveying district with Dakota.
March 2, 1867 (14 Stats., p. 542), appointment of surveyor-gener~l authorized; made
a land district; register and receiver authorized.
All the area of Montana is public domain, and is surveyed anu disposed of under the
laws of the United States.
WYOMING.
(Indian-The large plains.)
Popnlation.
Years.

White.

1870 . ................................... ... . .. . . . . . . . .
1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, 726
19, 43 7

Colored.
183
2Hq

. Chinese.
143

914

Total. ·
9,118
20,789

Area, 97,833 square miles, or 62,645,120 acres.
Organic act passed July 25, 1868.
Formed from a part of the French purchase and the Mexican acquisition of 1848.
A bill (S. 357) "to provide a temporary government for the Territory of vVyoming"
was introduced on leave in Seuate by Hon. Richard Yates February 13, 1868; passed
that house June 3; passed the House of Representatiyes July 22; and became a law
July 25, 1868.
February 5, 1870 (16 Stats., p. 64), made a land district; appointment of register
and receiver and surveyor-general authorized.
All the area of Wyoming is public domain, and is surveyed and disposed of under
the laws of the United States.
RUSSIAN PURCHASE-ALASKA.
(Indian, Alakshak-Great country.)
[See also page 1187.]

Area, 577,390 square miles, or 369,529,600 acres.
Thil:! is unorgauized territory, being the country purchased from Russia by treaty of
30th Ma.rch, 1867.
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A bnl (S. 619) "to extend the laws of the United States relating to customs, commerce, and navigation over the territory ceded to the United States by Russia, to
est.al>lish .collection districts therein, and for other purposes" passed the Senate July
16, 1!:l68; passed the House of Representatives July 25; and became a law July 27, 1868.
'l'his act ga vo one of the United States district courts of Washington Territory original
juri'sdiction in causes arising in Alaska.
A bill (S. 239), "Joint resolution more efficiently to protect the fur seal in Alaska,"
was introduced on leave in Senate by Ron. James W. Patterson February 26, 1869;
passed that house March 2; passed the House of Representatives March 3; and became
a law March 3, 1869:
A bill (S .. 32) "to prevent the extermination of fur-bearing animals in Alaska" was
introduced on leave in Senate by Ron. Thomas W. Ferry March 6, 1869; passed that
house March 9, 1869; passed the House of Representatives June 28, 1870, with amendment, to which the Senate agreed June 30; and became a law July 1, 1870.
A bill (H. R. 2944) "to provide a temporary civil organization for the Territory of
Alaska" was reported from Committee on Territories, House of Representatives, by
Ron. Shelby M. Cullom February 4, 1871, and passed by that house the same day. In
Senate, referred February 6, reported adversely, and further consideration indefinitely
postponed February 17, 1871.
All the area of Aiaska is public domain. The laws of the United States relating to
survey and disposition have not as yet been extended over Alaska,

INDIAN TERRITORY
[See also page 1187, and also see map to December 1, 1883, facing page 462.]

Not an organized Territory.
Population in 1870, 68,152.
Area,* 63,253 square miles, or 40,481,600 acres.
Set aside for Indians by act of June 30, 1834.
Unsurveyed lands in the Territory, estimated, 13,477,610 acres; unoccupied lands,
9,991,167 acres.
'
Attached for judicial purposes to the western district of the State of Arkansas.
That portion of the United States called "Indian country" is described in the act
of March 30, 1802. (2 Stats., p. 139.)
After the Louisiana purchase in 1803, Congress, by the fifteenth section of the act of
March 26, 1804 (2 Stat., p. 283), provided for the removal of the Indians on the east to
the west side of the Mississippi River; and in May 28, 1830 (4 id., p. 411), the laying off
of these lands west of said river was provided for, &c.
In June 30, 1834 (4 id., p. 729), what was to be known as Indian country was again
described in the first 'section of that act.
By article II of the treaty of May 6, 1828 (7 id., p. 311), th(' Cherokee nation were
granted lands by metes and bounds as therein described. See supplementary treaty of
February 14, 1833(7 id., p. 414), and also the treaty of December29, 1835. (7 id., p. 748.)
By article II, treaty of October 18, 1820 (7 id., p. 210), the United States cedes to the
Choctaw nation lands to the south of those granted the Cherokees in said" Indian
Country." Boundary line between Choctaws and the United States fixed by :first article
treaty of January 20, 1825. (7 id., p. 234.)
Boundaries of Choctaw grant made more specific by second article treaty of September 27, 1 30. (7 id., p. 333.)
By the first article treaty of February 12, 1825, the Creek Nation were ceded by tho
United States lands in said "Indian country." (7 id., p. 237.)
For bonnd:nies of Creek grant see article II, treaty },ebruary 14, 183:J (7 id., p. 417.
By this tr aty (fourth article) Seminole Indians made part of said Creek nation.
The land granted the Cherokee Nation in the said Indian country west of Mississippi Riv r wa patented to them as a nation December 31, 1838, pursuant to said
treaty stipulations.
.,. Actual to June 30, 18 3.
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The Choctaws as a nation received a patent for the lands ceded them in said Indhtn
country, March 23, 1842.
The Creek Indians as a nation received patent for their lands in said Indian Country
August 11, 1852.
.
These three patents included all the lands in what is now called Indian Tenitory,
and some of the lands now included in the State of Kansas, except those lands lying
in the northeast corner of said Territory, claimed by the Senecas and other tribes.
These lands in Kansas have been relinquished.
For change of boundaries of said patented lands, see ·11 Stats., p. 611; 14 id., pp. 785,
799 .
.Aiter the lands were ceded to said Indian nations they were called ''Indian country,"
"Indian nation," and lastly "Indian Territory"; this latter name has been accepted
and recognized by the Executive in issuing orde~rs, &c., and by Congress in establishing post-routes, &c., as the proper name to apply to this region of country.
In pursuance of treaty stipulations, &c., a portion of the lands known as India,n
Territory have been surveyed.
For Executive orders and treaties relative thereto, see the report of. the Hon. Commissio.Qer of Indian 11\.ffairs for 1879, pp. 220, 221.
·
The survey and patenting of the lands in this Territory are done by the Commissioner of the General Land Office upon the recommendation of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
No part of said Territory has been brought under the operation of general)laws so as
to make them subject to settlement as public lands.
The various treaties and acts of Congress relative to lands in this Territory have, as
far as is known, been construed to reserve them for Indian purposes.
The maps and plats of the surveys of said Territory are on file in the General Land
Otfule, and also in the office of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
INTERNAL CONDITION-SURVEYS-LAND-HOLDING RATES.

The following tracts of country in Indian Territory have been surveyed:
Surveys of reservations and tracts.
Acres.

Quapaw reservation ..........•.....•••...•... _••....•.....•..•.. _..• _. _.

56, 685

~~~~~' r:~~vr;t~~r;-~t~~~- : ::: :: ~ : : : : ~ ~: : :::: ~ ~: : ~: : ::: : ~::::: ~:::::: :: ::: ~
~#;:r:~toet r::::~~;r~-:
~
~:::::

5

.-: :: :::: ::: :: :::: :::::: :::::: :: :::: ::: ::: ::

~; ~~~
~t ~t~

Seneca reservation------ ...... ------------------ ....•. ------------·----·
51,958
Osage reservation ....................•.. ·....... _... __ • _. __ •.. _..... ____ . 1, 466, 167
K3nsas reservation ......• _.... _........••.............. _.....•.. ____ . . . .
100, 141
Pawnee reservati on ..................................... _.... ____ ~ .. _. .. 283, 026
Unoccupied Cherokee lands west of 96°, east of Pawnee reserve...........
105,456
tinoccupied Cherokee lands west of 96°, west of Pawnee reserve ...... __ ... 6, 239, 106
Unoccupied Creek lands north of Cimarron River and west of Pawnee

sa:e~~~~~~--~~~~~;~ti~~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -_-_: ~:::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::: ~~~; ~~~

Pottawatomie "30-mile square" t;ract ......... _.. _..... _....·.............
Chickasaw reservation .......................... __ ........... __ .........
Kiowa and Comanche re~ervation ..... _....... _.••..•. __ . ·-- __ ..•• ___ ....
Wichita reservation ....... _. __ ................... _... _. _...... _...... _..
Cheyenne and Arapahoe reservation .. _...... _........... _......... _.. __ ..
Unoccupied Creek and Seminole ceded lands .... --· ............. : ..... __ .
Unoccupied Choctaw and Chickasaw leased lands ... _..... _..............

575, f:377
4, 650, 935
2, 968, 893
743,610
4, 297, 771
1, G-15, 890
1, 511, 576

Total area surveyed ... __ ... ___ • __ ••.•. _... __ ........... ___ •. ____ .. 25, 948, 692
Of these the Sac and Fox Reservation and thePottawatomi"' "30-mile sf]_uare" tract,
the Quapaw~ Peoria, Modoc, Shawn~e, Seneca, and Wyandot reservations have
been surveyed and subdivided into 40-acre tracts; the remainder into sections, as the
public surveys are made.
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The object of these surveys was the fulfillment of treaty stipulations, and to enable
the Department to ascertain the exact loca.tion, quality, and quantity of these several
tmcts, with a view to the settlement of friendly Indians upon the unoccupied lands,
and to aid the various tribes of Indians alrea.dy settled upon reserv_ations in the adoption of ha.bits of civilized life and their permanent settlement upon individual allotments of farms.
The following tracts remain unsurveyed :
Acres.

The
The
The
The
The

Cherokee Reservation, estimated ...................... ~ ........... .. 5,031,351
Creek Reservation, estimated ..................................... . 3,215.495
Choctaw Reservation, estimated ................................... . 6, 681:1,000
14,8GO
Ottawa Reservation, est.imated ................................... ..
200,000
Seminole Reservation, estimated ................................. ..
Total estimated area unsurveyed ....................... ~ ...... : ... 15,149,706

Previous to the treaties of 1866-

Acres.

75, 167
The Quapa \VS oWn.ed ... .......••...•••.•..•••.•.•••••... : ••••••••..• - ..
63,767
The .Mixetl Senecas and Shawnees .................................... ..
73 364
The Senecas of Sandusky ..........................•..•••..........• --. The Cherokees ......•...••......•••.........••....••..••.•...•••.... -- - 13,172:235
The Creeks .........••....•..•..• __ •••.. _.: .••..•..•.••••••......... - .. 6,998,8~8
The Seminoles .. ............................................. -- ...•...... 1,68.2,883
The Choctaw~:; and Chickasaws ....................... ----~- .......... .. 19, 032, 174

Total area of Indian Territory .......................... _... .. .. .. 41, 098, 398
By the .fourth article of the Omnibus treaty of February. 23, 1867 (15 Stats., p. 514),
the Quapaws ceded to the United States 18,482 acres of their lands, at the rate of $1.15
per acre, and the United States, by the twenty-second article of the same treaty, sold
the same to the Peorias, &c., at the same mte, leavmg a reservation of 56,685 acres to
the Quapaws, which they still hold.
By the second article of said treaty the Mixed Senecas and Shawnees ceded to the
United States the north ha.lf of their reserve, estirnatetl to contain :30,000 acres, for the
sum of $24,000, which land, by the twenty-second article of the same treaty, was sold
by the United States to the Peorias, &c., at the same price. This tract, by survey,
contains 31,819 acres, which, with 1H,482 acres of Quapaw lands, constitutes the present Peoria, &c., reservation of 50,301 acres.
By the third article the Mixed Senecas and Shawnees ceded to the Uniterl. States
that portion of their remaining lands west of Spring River, supposed to contain 12,000
acres, at $1 per acre, which land, by the sixteenth a.rticle, was solu to the Ottawn: Indians by' the United States, at $1 per acre, and constitutes the present Otta.wa reserve,
and contains, by survey, 14,8GO acres. Of tho remainder of their lands, 17,088 a.cres,
tbe Shawnees, by an agreement with the Modoc Indians, made June 23, 1tl74, :mel confirmed by Congress .\brch 3, 1875 (18 Stat., p. 447), sold to the United Stn.tes 4,040
a.cres for $0,000 as a permanent reserv~tion for the Modoc Indians, which is still held
by them, leaving 13,048 acres, which the Shawnees hold and occupy as their 1·eserve.
By the first article of the same treaty, the Seneca.s of Sandusky ceded to the United
States a strip of land on the north side of their reservn,tion, containing 20,000 acres, for
$20,000, which land, by the thirteenth a.rticle, the United States set apart as a future
home for t he \yyandots. By the fourteenth article provision i made for the reimbursement to the United States of the cost of the lautl. This tract, the present Yfya.ndot reserve, contains 21,40(i acres. The Senecas hold the remn.inder, 51,958 acres, as
their present re crvation.
The Cherokc s. by the sixteenth article of the treaty of lnly 19, 1865 (14 Stats., p. 799),
ceded to the Un:ited States the authority to settle friendly Indian on any _Part of their
lands we t of 9:)0 • These lauds ( ,140, 4 acres), when so occupied by friendly Indian ,
are to be paid for to the Cherokees, at such price us may be agreed upon, as stipulated
in said sixteenth article.
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In accordance with thi~ stipulation and an act of Congress approved June 5, 1872
(17 Stats., p. 221'5), the Kansas and Osa.ge tribes of Indians were settled upon the tract
of country lying between the Arkansas River and 96°, the Kaws occupying a tract of
100,141 acres ancl the Osages a tract of 1,466,167 acres. The price paid for these two
tracts was 70 cents per acre.
By the fourth section of an act of Congress approved April10, 1876 (19 Stats., P· 28),
. there was set apart, for the use and occupation of the Pawnee Indians, a tract of
country comprising 230,014 acres, out of the lands named in the sixteenth article of
said Cherokee treaty, the price not to exceed 70 cents per acre. The Pawnees have
been in possession of this reserve for several years, but no payment has been made to
the Cherokees. The lands were appraised last year by a commission appointed under
the 5th section of an act of Congress approved May 29, 1872 (17 Stats., p. 190), at an
average valuation of 59.9 cents per acre. The remainder of the Cherokee lands west
of 96° (6,344,562 acres) is unoccupied, the United States not having as yet settled
thereon any other tribes.
By the third article of the treaty concluded June 14, 1866 (14 Stats., p. 786), the Creek
Indians ceded to the United States, to be sold to and used as homes for such other civilized Indians as the United States may choose to settle thereon, the west half of their
entire domain, at 30 cents per acre. Of this cession there were sold to the Sac and Fox
Indians, at the price paid the Creeks, 479,667 acres, and to the Seminoles, at 50 cents
per acre, 200,000 acres.
There are included in the Pottawatomie "30-mile sqnl],re" tract 222,668 acres, from
which, by an act of Congress approved May 23, 1872 (17 Stats., p. 159), allotments were
authorized to be made to the Pottawatomie citizen band, and the absentee Shawnee
Indians, the cost thereof to the United States (viz, iiO cents) to be paid by said Indians. No money, however, has yet been paid, though a number of a1lotments have
been made. Of the remainder, a portion is occupied by the Cheyenne and Arapahoe
Inclians, by authority from the President, dated August 10, 1869, and the remaining
portion is unoccupied.
By the third arr.icle of the treaty of March 2, 1866 (14 Stats., p. 755), the Seminoles
ceded to the United States their entire domain at 15 cents per acre, being the land
ceded by the Creeks for the Seminoles in the treaty of August 7, 1856 (11 Stats., p. 699).
Of this cession, 353,209 acres are included in the Pottawatomie "30-mile square" tract
for the settlement of the Pottawatomie citizen band of the absentee Shawnee Indians
ns recited in the Creek cession. Of the remainder, a portion is occupied by Cheyennes
and 1\.rapahoes, by authority from the President, dated August 10, 18G9, and the balance is unoccupied by any tribe.
.
By the ninth article of the treaty of June 22, 1855 (11 Stats., p. 613), the Choctaws
and Chickasaws leased to the United States all their lands west of 98°, viz 1 7,713,239
acres, for the permanent settlement of the Wichita and other Indians, the United States
paying therefor the sum of $800,000, and by the first article of the treaty of April 28,
1866 (14 Stats., p. 769), in consideration of the sum of$300,000, the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians ceded all of the lan<ls west of 98° named in the treaty of June 22, 1855, and
known as the "leased lands," to the United States.
By the second article of the treaty of October 21, 1B67 (15 Stats., p. 582), the United
States set apart out of these leased lands a tract of country containing 2,968,893 acres
as a permanent home for the Kiowa and Comanche Indians, the consideration therefor
being a relinquishment of all their right to occupy permanently the territory outside
of this tract, including their old reservation, as defined in the treaty of 1865. By an
unratified agreement, macle October 19, 1872, the Wichitas were assigned another tract
of country out of these leased lands, embracing an area of 743,610 acres. The Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians, by authority from the Presiclent, dated August 10, 1869,
occupy 2,4 9,160 acres, and the remainder of these leased lands (1,511,576 acres) are
unoccupied by any tribes.
The above was the condition February 15, 1878. Since that date the Poncas and
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Nez Perces have been moved to and now occupy a portion of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe lands, being a portion of the Cherokee lands west Qf the Arkansas River, the
former 101,894 acres, and the latter 90,135 acres.
The unoccupied lands in the Indian Territory are held by the United States. Under
date of May 23, 187!), the Commissioner of Indian Affairs reports as to i;hese lands as
foll'o ws:
Io reply to the last inquiry contained in said resolution [viz, resolution of United ·
States Senate May 14, 1b79], "whether it is the intention of the Government to use
such unoccupied lands for the settlement of Indians and freedmen; and if the Government has such intention, what Indians andfreeumen are to be located ou such lands,"
I have to state that it is the intention of the }ndian Department, whenever the policy
of the Department and the best interests of the Indians demand it, to appropriate
such unoccupied lands for the use of any Indians, where their removal to the Indian
Territory is not pr~hibit.ed by existing treaty stipulations or Jaws.
For a map of the Indian Territory, showing all the reservations and unoccupied
land therein, seeS. Ex. Doc. No. 124, second session :Forty-sixth Congress, March 18,
1880, which is a report from the Commissioner of the General Land Office in response
to Senate resolution of March 11, 1880, and exemplifications of lanrl patents issned to
Indian tribes in Indian Territory, and copies of applications of railway corporations
and action thereon, with map.
See S. Ex. Doc. No. 26, first session Forty-sixth Congress, and S. Ex. Doc. No . .32,
second session Forty-fifth Congress.
PUBLIC LAND STRIP.
[See pages 1167-1187.]

The "Public Land St1ip," or unoccupied public lands west of Indian Territory and
south of Kansas, is a part of the territory ceded to the United States by the State of
Texas in 1850.
Tbe area of the Public Land Strip is estimated at 5, 740 square miles, equal to
3,G73,600 acres. It is not attached to any juuicial district.
The only legislative action in reg::t.rd to it is some incomplete measures, one of which
was billS. No 1648, Forty-fifth Congress, third session, provicling for the survey and sale
of said. lands; also billS. No. 1783, Forty-sixth Congress, second. session, granting to
the Commissioner of the General Land Office general authority to survey public lands
of the United States, islands, &c., neither of which measures have resulted in law.
This territory remains unsurveyed and unoccupied. It js public domain, but the
land laws have not as yet been extended over it for survey, sale, or disposition.

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Population.
Year.

White.

Colored.

Total.

--------------------------------------------------11------------------1800 -------·---·----------·····---------·--------···-------------- -----1810------------------ -----·------ .••.. -------------------· ·······-- ---.
1820 ---·---------- ... ------ -----·------ ---·-------------------- .... --· ·
1830---------------- .... ------ -······----------------·-·············-·· ·
1840 .... -..••. ------------ -----· ·------ ·----- .. -· -- -· .• - -----·----- ... -1850 ------· ---· --· --···· ······ . -·-····-········· ..•••• ·····- -----------1860- •·••·•••• ...... ···--------- ------ -····· .................. ---·-····1870 --.---.---- .•..••. -- .. -- ••• -.-- •• -- •• - ... ---.- •. -- ..... -----.-- •.. - 1880 .. -............. ··-. -· ·····- ....... --------- .... -- ...... ------ ••••••

10,066
lll, 079
22,614
27, 56:!
30,657
37,9H
60,763
88,278
118,236

4, 027
7, 044
10,425
12,271
13,055
13,746
14,316
43,404
59,378

14,093
24,023
33,039
39,834
43,712
51,6 7
75,080
131,700
177,638

Area GO square mile , or 38,400 acres.)
During the Revolution and afterwards Congress held its sessions in Philadelphia,
Baltimore, New York, Lancaster, York, Princeton, Annapolis, a.nu Trenton. Having
beon interrupted at Philadelphia the sessions were removed to the halls of the college
at Prine ton. In li commi ioners were appointed to procure a site for the Capital,
• This map, correct, In fact, to December 1, 11:83, 11 :llleerted facing this page.
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between two or three miles square, upon the Delaware River, and erect suitable buildings, but nothing was done by them:. In 1780 a bill passed one House of Congress in
favor of a location upon the banks of the Susquehanna. The present seat of government (District of Cclumbia) was selected by virtue of acts passed in 1788-'89 by Virginia and Maryland ceding ten miles square upon the Potomac under the nn,mc of
Connogocheague. 'fhe first session of Congress was held in the DiAtrict November,
1800.
Washington City!.in the District, is the political capital of the United States. It is
sit.uated on the left bank of the,Potomac River between two small tributaries-the one
on the east called the Ea.stern Branch and the one on the west called Rock Creek, the
latter separating it from Georgetown, which is also embraced within the limits of the
District of Columbia and under the direct COJ?.trol of Congress, as was the city of Alexandria at one time.
The seventeenth clause, eighth section, first article of the Constitution of the United
States says:
"Congress shall have power to exercise exclusive legislation in ali cases whatsoever
over such district (not exceeding ten miles square) as may, by cession of particula.r
States, and the acceptance of Congress, become the seat of the Government of the
United States," &c.
In pursuance of this provision the State of Maryland, on December 23, 1788, pa,ssed
"An act to cede to Congress a district of ten miles square in this State for the seat of
Government of the United States."
And the State of Virginia, on December 3, 1789, passedit''An act for the cession of
ten miles square, or any lesser quantity of territory within this State, to the United
States in Congress assembled for the permanent seat of th~ General Government."
.
These cessions were accepted by Congress, a.s required by the Constitution, and the
perma.nent scat of government established by the" act for establh;hing the temporary
and permanent seat of the Government of the United States," approved July 16, 1790,
and the act to amend the same, approved March 3, 1791.
The district of ten miles square was accordingly located, and its lines and l>oundaries pa.rticularly established by a. proclamation of George Washington, President of t.he
United States, on March 30, 1791, and by the" act concerning thePistrict ofColumb.a,"
approved February 27, 1801, Congress asspmed complete Jurisdiction over tho said
district, as contemplated by the framers of the Constitution.
The legislature of Virginia passed an act on February 37 1846, providing for the acceptance by the State of Virginia of the county of Alexandria, in tl1e District of
Columbia, whenever the same shall have been receded by Congress; and on July 9,
1846, an act was passed by Congress, entitled "An act to retroc-ede the county of Alexandria, jn the District of Columbia, to the State of Virginia."
The county of Alexandria., thus receded to the 8tate of Virginia, comprised all that
portion of the original district of ten miles square which lies south of the Potomac
River, so that by the act of retrocession the District of Columbia ~as reduced to the
county of Washington, comprising all that part of the original dis.trict which lies
north of said river, and including within its limits the cities of Washington anu Georgetown.
Until1871 the Government of the District of Columbia was of the ordinary municipal character, resting upon charters granted by Congress, from time to time, to the
cities of Washington a.ml Georgetown. These charters continued in force until .Jnne
1, 1871, when they were repealed by an act of CongresR, entitlell "An act to provide
a. government for the District of Columbia," approved February 21, 1871. This act
created a territorial government for the District, vesting the executive power antl
authority in a governor and secretary ( a:J?pointed by ~be President by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate), and a legislative assembly, consisting of a council
a.nd house of delegates; providing for the appointment of a board of public works;
and authorizing the election of a Delegate to represent the District in Congress.
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The Territorial government thus established was in its turn abolished by the 11ro·
visions of an act of CongreMs, entitled "An act for the government of the District of
Columbia, aml for other purposes," appro'v ed June 20, 1874. This act provided for the
appointment by the President, by ancl with the advice and consent of the Senate, of a
Board of Commissioners, three in number; that such board should "exercise all the
power and authority now lawfully vested in the governor and board of public works"
of the District of Columbia, with certain unimportant limitations; and limited the
representation in Congress to the term of the then incumbent.
Since June 20, 1874, the Government of the District of Columbia has accordingly
been administered by a Board of Commissioners, appointed by the President, in pursuance of the act of Congress of that date.
DERIVATION OF NAMES OF THE THIRTEEN ORIGINAL STATES.

Delaware (after Lord de la War); Pennsylvania (Penn's "Sylva"-woods); New
Jersey (after the Isle of Jersey); Georgia (after George II. of England); Connecticut
(Indian, Qunni-tuk-ut-Upon the long river); Massachusetts (Indian-About the great
hills); l\farylaml (after Henrietta Maria, Queen of Charles I. of England); South Carolina (after Charles I. of England); New Hampshire (after the county of Hampshire,
England); Virginia (in honor of Queen Elizabeth of England, Virgin Queen); New
York (after Duke of York-afterwards James II. of England); North Carolina (after
C!:harles I. of England); Rhode Island (after the Island of Rhodes).
FRONTIER AND COAST LINE OF THE UNITED STATES.

The United States has a frontier of about 10,000 miles; 3,500 of which is sea coast,
1,600 Gulf coas£, and 1,500 lake coast, or, more distinctly, as follows:

Miles.
Length of the Atlantic coast, from the mouth of the St. Croix to the St. Mary's River. ------ .. · · · 1, 450
Length of the Atlantic coast, from St. Mary's River to Cape of Florida.......................... 450
Length of Gulf coast from Cape of Florida to the mouth of the Sabine Rivflr .... . .....•........ - · 1, 200
Length ofGulfcoaat acquired by annexation of Texas, from the Sabine to the Rio Grande....... 400
Length of Pacific coast-in California, 970; in Oregon, 500; Straits of J nan de Fuca, 150 .• -.• · ·- • · ~
Total ..•....•.........•••••••...•.•....••...........•..•.. : •...•...••••.••••••••••••.•••••. 5, 120

Leaving a land frontier line of about 4,880 miles.
POPULATION OF THE COLONIES.

In 1624 there was an immigration of9,000; in 1649 the colonies numbered 15,000; in
1689 the colonies numbered 200,000; in 1715 the colonies numbered 434,COO; in 1733
the colonies numbered 750,000; in 1776 population of the United States was 2,243,000.
POPULATION OF 0 THE UNITED STATES.

The population of the United States in 1790 was 3,929,214; in 1800, 5,308,483"; in
1810, 7,2:39,881; in 1820, 9,63:3,822; in 1830, 12,866,020; in 1840, 17,069,453; in 1850,
23,191,876; in 1860, 31,44:l,321; in · H~70, 38,900,898; in 1880, 50,155,783.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

TENURES IN THE AMERICAN COLONIES.
To DECEMBER 1, 1883.
I'ORM 011' GOVERNMENT AND LAND TENURES IN THE AMERICAN COLONIES, WITH EX•
AMPLES OF WARRANTS, MANNER OF LOCATION, AND METHODS OF SURVEYS.

At the period of the Revolutionary War, although the thirteen colonies were under
the sovereignty of Great Britain, many of their institutions and customs were of
their own selectio{\ and adoption. Distance from the home government, and differ·
ence in charters or grants and forms, aided independence.
.
There were three forms of colonial government: The provincial, the proprietary,
and the charter.
The provincial government had no fixed constitution, but was governed by commis·
sions created at pleasure by the King. A governor and council were appointed, who
were invested with general executive powers. They were authorized to call a general
assembly consisting of two houses (the assembly being the lower and the council the
upper house) of the representatives of the freeholders and planters of the province.
The governor had an absolute veto, and could prorogue and dissolve them.
The general assembly had power to make all local laws and ordinances for the gov·
ernment of the colony and its people not inconsistent with the laws of England.
At the beginning of 1776, New Hampshire, New York, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Georgia were provinces as above defined.
The proprietary governments were grants by patents for special territory to one or
more persons, from the Crown, giving them rights as proprietary or proprietaries over
the soil, with general powers of government, in the nature of feudatory principalities
or dependent royalties; subject, however, to control of the King.
The governors were appointed by the proprietary or proprietaries, and the legislatures were organized and called at his or their pleasure. Executive authority was
performed by him or them or by the governor for the time being.
Pennsylvania and Delaware, with William Penn as proprietary, and Maryland, with
Lord Baltimore as proprietary, were the three colonies with this form of government
at the beginning of 1776.
Charter governments were corporations (political) created by letters patent, which
gave to the grantees and their associates the soil within their territorial limits and
powers of legislative government. Their charters provided a fundamental constitu·
tion for them, dividing the powers of government into three functions or heads, viz,
legislative, executive, and judicial, and providing for the mode of exercising these
powers, vesting them in proper officials.
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Providence Plantation, and Connecticut, were the
colonies possessing this form of government at the breaking out of the Revolutionary
War of 1776.
All the colonies enjoyed generally the same rights and privileges.*
*See Story on the Constitution.
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LANDS IN THE COLONIES.
RETROSPECT OF LAWS OF THE COLONIES AS TO LANDS.

The coloniallegislatlfres, with the restrictions necessarily arising from their depend·
ency on .G reat Britain, were sovereign within the limits.of their respective territories.
But there was this difference among them: that in Maryland, Conne.cticnt, and Rhode
Island the laws were not required to be sent to the King for his approval, whereas
in all the other colonies the King possessed the power of abrogating them, and they
were not final until they had passed under his review. In respect to the mode of enacting laws there were some differences in the organization of the colonial governments. In Connecticut and Rhode Island the governor had no negative upon the
laws; in Pennsylvania the council had no negative, but was merely advisory to the
executive; in Ma,ssachusetts the council was chosen by the legislature, and not by the
Crown, but the governor had a negative on the choice.
In all the colonies the lands within their limits were, by the very terms of their
original grants and charters, to be holden of the Crown in free and common socage,
and not in capite, or by knight's service. They were all holden either as of the manor of
East Greenwich, in Kent, or of the castle of Windt~or, in Berkshire. All the slavish and
military part of the ancient feudal tenures was thus effectually prevented from taking
root in the American soil, and the colonists escaped from the oppressive burdens which
for a long time affected the parent country and were not abolished until after the restoration of Charles II. Our tenures thus acquired a universal simplicity, and it is
believed that none but freehold tenures in socage were ever in use among us. No
traces are to be found of copyhold or gavelkind or burgage tenures. In short, for
most purposes our lands may be deemed to be perfectly allodial, or held of no superior
at all, though many of the distinctions of the feudal law have necessarily insinuated
themselves into the modes of acquiring, transferring, and transmitting real estates.
One of the most remarkable circumstances in our colonial history is the almost total
absence of leasehold estates. The erection of manors, with all their attendant privileges, was indeed provided for in some of the charters. But it was so little congenial
with the feelings, the wants, or. the interests of the people, that after their erection
they gradually fell into desuetude, and the few remaining in our day are but shadows
of the past, the relics of faded grandeur in the last steps of decay, enjoying no privileges and conferring no power.
.
In fact, partly from the cheapness of land and partly from an innate love of independence, few agricultural estates in the whole country have at any time been held on
lease for a stipulated rent. The tenants and occupiers are almost universally the proprietors of the soil in fee simple.
The estates of a more limited duration are principally those arising from the acts
of the law, such as estates in dower and in courtesy. Strictly speaking, therefore,
there has never been in this country a dependent peasantry. The yeomanry are absolute owners of the soil on which they tread, and their character has, from this circumstance, been marked by a more jealous watchfulness of their rights, and by a more
steady spirit of resista.nce against every encroachment, than can be found among any
other people whose habits and pursuits are less homogeneous and independent, less
influenced by personal choice and more controlled by political circumstances.
Connected with this state of things, and, indeed, as a natural consequence flowing
from it, is the simplicity of the system of conveyances by which the titles to estates
are passed and the notoriety of the transfers made.
From a very early period of their settlement the colonists adopted an almost uniform
mode of conveyance of land at once simple and practical and safe. The differences
are so slight that they become almost evanescent. All lands were conveyed by a deed
commonly in the form of a feoffment or a bargain and sale, or a lease and release, attested by one or more witnesses, acknowledged or proved before some court or magistrate, and then registered in some public registry. When so executed, acknowledged,
and recorded, it has full effect to convey the estate without any livery of seizin, or
any other act or ceremony whatsoever. This mode of conveyance prevailed, if not in all,
in nearly all the colonies from a very early period, and it has now become absolutely
universal. It is hardly possible to measure the beneficial influences upon our titles
arising from this source, in point of security, facility of transfer, and marketable
value.-(Story on the Constitution, volume 1.)
SURVEYS, PRICE OF LU."DS, AND GRANTS IN THE COLONIES.

The land systems of the several colonies were the germs and basis of the land system of the United States. The Congresses of the early period of the Confederation
and Union were composed of members from the various colonies or States who were
familiar with the systems therein. From their varied experiences the most practical
method was reached for the disposition of the public domain.
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In all the colonies there prevailed a system of irregular allotment or sale a-pd survey of tracts of1and. This system produced confusion and litigation. The adoption
of the rectangular system of surveys of the public domain grew out of the knowledge
of the disputes occasioned by the crude methods which had theretofore prevailed.
In all the colonies lauds were cheap, and the actual occupant or settler was preferred and protected.
In the New England colonies, Crown lands rated at from sixty cents to $1 per acre.
In New York and New Jersey, Crown or grant lands were very cheap, ranging from
tifty cents to $1 per acre; and grants of large tracts were freely made. The great
Patroon grants in New York, along the Hudson River, are evidences of personal land
liberality hardly equaled in latter days.
In Maine, charter lands were from :fifty cents upward per acre.
In the proprietary colonies, lands were very cheap, and quit rents were of small
amount.
In Pennsylvania, lands ranged from sixty cents upward per acre. Quit rents were
inserted in the deeds.
In Delaware, under the proprietary, and prior to this under the Swedes and Dutch,
lands were allotted in irregular tracts for settlement. The prices of propri6tary lands
in Delaware did not vary much from those in Pennsylvania.
Pennsyl-.ania, by reason of her liberal laws and inducements to colonists, was one of
the most popular and prosperous of all the colonies up to the time of the Revolution.
In Virginia, charter and Crown lands were held at from sixty cents per acre and
upward; and after 1610, were sold to colonists in tracts of one hundred acres and upward at $60 per one hundred acres.
Every immigrant, or person who sent an immigrant, received an allowance of one hundred acres of land, and one hundred acres additional when the :first allowance had been
actually occupied and cultivated. This was afterward reduced to :fifty-acrt lots, the
second lot being ·made assignable at pleasure. .After 161.9, female immigrants were
allowed the same privileges as males.
In the Carolinas, prior to the separation, charter and grant lands were held at nominal rates, actual settlement being the principal consideration.
Lands were granted and located in irregular tracts. Under the John Locke "Grand
Model," or "fundamental constitution," lands were granted to such male persons over
seventeen years of age, as had :first declared themselves and been recorded as members
of some church or religious profession.
Lands were granted in tracts of 10,000 acres for each one hundred planters.
According to the "Grand Model," the vast territory of Carolina, embracing the
present States of North and South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi, was to be divided into counties, each -containing 480,000 acres. For each county
a landgrave, and two caciques or barons, were to be created, who were to possess onefifth of the land as inalienable property. Another :fifth was to belong to the proprietaries, and the remaining three-fifths were reserved for the colonists, and might be
held by lords of manors, with pecu)iar privileges. These landgraves and caciques
were an hereditary nobility, and, together with the deputies of the proprietaries and
the representatives chosen by freemen, were to constitute the parliament of the province, which was to assemble biennially. No man was eligible to any office unless he
possessed property in land, and every freeman was allowed to possess absolute authority over his negro slaves, who bad been early introduced and found necessary to till
the soil. A man was required to own :fifty acites in order to possess the elective franchise, and five hundred acres before be was eligible to parliament. Those who were
merely tenants of the land were subject to perpetual degradation, "adscript to the
soil," "under the jurisdiction of their lord, without appeal," "leet men or tenants to
all generations."
All executive power, and even judicial, in the last resort, was vested in the proprietaries themselves, the oldest of whom received the title of Palatine, and presided in
J
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their meetings. Each proprietary was chief of a subordinate court. A complicated
.series of perplexing regulations enforced the duties and limited the rights of the freeholder! The Church of England became the established religion. This constitution
was soon abandoned.
After the separation, lands were granted by the Crown authorities for plantations
and settlements at from forty cents to $1 per acre.
The oldest land title in North Carolina is a grant from the king of the Yeokim Indi·
ans to George Durant for the neck that bears his name in Perquimans County, North
Carolina, on the north side of Albemarle Sound.
The trustees of Georgia allowed immigrants fifty acres of land each. No grant could
be made for more than five hundred acres to any individual. Women could not inherit
lands, which were granted in tail male. In default of male heirs estates reverted to
the trustees.
After 1733, eleven townships of 20,000 acres each were laid out on the Savannah,
Altamaha, and Santee rivers for immigrants, who were given lots of fifty acre!! each.
The trustees paid to the Crown four shillings (about $1) for every one hundred acres
thus disposed of.
LAND LAWS AND SYSTEM OF THE COLONY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

The Congress of the United States, during the periods of forming the government
of the Confederation and afterward, sat principally at Philadelphia, Pa. The land
system of the colony of Pennsylvania was perhaps the best organized and systema·
tized of any of the colonies. Its records were at hand and were no doubt frequently
referred to before the ordinance to provide for the sale of western territory was formulated. Penn's idea of surveying, set out in the warrants of survey, was to have the
survey of purchased tracts made within certain townships, containing five and ten
thousan ,i acres of land. This form of township may have had some influence in the
adoptioLt of the square form of survey of townships now the mode in the rectangular system. The irregular and uncertain marking upon the ground, consequent upon
surveying irregular tracts of land, and the prevalence of litigation in the colonies arising from removals of stones, and decay or felling of trees used as markings, were known
to the various delegates in the Continental Congress and aided in the adoption of a
uniform method of surveying and marking lands in the public domain.
PENN'S AUTHORITY OVER THE SOIL OF THE COLONY.

[Extract from the charter for the province of Pennsylvania, March 4, 1681.1

Wee do also give and grant unto the !laid William Penn, his heires and assignes, the
free and undisturbed use and continuance in and passage into and out of all and sin·
gular ports, harbours, !Jays, waters, rivers, isles and inletts belonging unto or leading
to and from the countrey or islands aforesaid; and all the soyle, lands, fields, woods,
underwoods, mountains, hills, feuns, isles, lakes, rivers, waters, rivuletts, bays a~d
inletts, scituate or being within or belonging unto the limitts and bounds aforesaid,
togeather with the fishing of all sorts of fish, whales, sturgeons and all royall and
other fishes, in the sea, bayes, inlet.ts, waters or rivers within the premisses ancl the
fish therein taken; and also all veins, mines and quarries, as well discovered as not
discovered, of gold, silver, gemms, and pretious stones, and all other whatsoever, be
it !!tones, mettals, or of any other thing or matter whatsoever, found or to bee found
within thecountrey, isles or limitts aforesaid. And him, the said William Penn, his heirea
or aasigues, wee doe by this our royal charter for us, our heires and successors, make,
create, and constitute the true and absolute proprietarie of the countrey aforesaid
and of all other the premisses, saving al wayes to us, our he ires and successors, the
faith and allegiance of the said William Penn, his heires and assignes, and of all other
proprietaries, tenants and inhabitants that are or shall be within the territories and
precinct aforesaid; and saving also unto us, our heires and successors the sovereignty
of th~ afor~said couutrey, to have, hold, possess and enjoy the said tract of land, countre;y, 1sle , mletts and other premisses unto the said William Penn, his beires and
a s~gues, to the only proper use and behoofe of the said William Penn, his heires and
a s1gnes forever, to be holden of us, our heirs and successors, Kings of England, as
of our ca tle of ~indsor in our county of Berks, in free and common socage, by fealty
only for all serVIces and not in capite or by knight's service, yealding and pa-ying therefor to us, our heires and successors, two beaver skins, to bee delivered at our the said
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castle of Windsor on the first day of January in every year and aJso the fifth pa:rt ?f
all gold and silver oare which shall from time to time happen to bee found w1thm
the limitts aforesaid cleare of all charges.
And by the seventeenth section of the charter, William Penn, his heirs and assigns
wereEmpowered to assign, alien, grant, demise, or enfeoff. o~ the premises so many and
such parts and parcels to him or them that shall be w1llmg to purchase the same as
they shall see fit, to have and to hold them, the said person or persons willing to t~ke
and purchase their heirs or assigns, in fee simple or fee tail, or for. the term of h~e,
lives, or years, to be held of the said William Penn, his heirs or ass1gns, as of the sa~d
seigniory of Windsor, by such services, customs, or rents as shall seem me~t to the sa1d
William Penn, his heirs and assigns, and not immediately of us 1 our helfs or suc~es
sors the statute made in the Parliament of Edward, the son of Kmg Henry, late kmg
of England, our predecessor (commonly called the statuto of .quia emP,tores termrum)
lately published in our kingdom of England, in anywise notw1thstandmg.
And further, by section nineteen, license was granted unto Penn and his heirs, and likewise to all and every such person or persons to whom the said Penn or his heirs shall at
any time hereafter grant any estate or inheritance l:I!S aforesaid, to erect any parcels
of land within the province aforesaid into manors, by and with the license to be first
had and obtained for that purpose under the hp,nd and seal of the said William Penn
or his heirs; and in every of the sal.d manors to have and to hold a court baron, with
all things whatsoever which to a court baron do belong. And that every such person
or persons who shall erect any such manor or manors aforesaid shall or may grant all
or any part of his said land to any person or persons in fee simple or any other estate
respectively, so as no further tenure shall be created, but that upon all further or other
alienation thereafter to be made the said lands so aliened shall be held of the same
landlord or his heirs.
Thus, by express provisions, the province was a feudal seigniory, of which Penn a·n d
his heirs were the lords proprietaries with the power of subinfeudation in fee, which
had baen taken away in England by the statute of quia emptores. The king was the
lord paramount, the proprietary the mesne, and his grantee~:! tenants par avail.
THE LAND SYSTEM OF PENNSYI,VANIA-ME'fHOD OF GRANTING LANDS.

The proprietaries of Pennsylvania were authorized by the charter to convey andreceive lands in fee. From the arrival of Penn to 1776 the proprietaries granted in person
or through agents. William Markham, April 10, 1681, was authorized by Penn "to
survey, set out, and sell lands." Markham issued warrants in pursuance of this authority. Penn while in Pennsylvania at various times signed warrants and patents
in person; while absent he lodged this power in commissions of from three to four persons, called commissioners of property, who superintended the granting of lands within
the province and signed warrants and patents therefor.
These several commissioners occupied a laud office. The land officers consisted of the
persons who were in any wise connected with the disposition of lands in the province.
The several divisions were in charge of the secretary of the land office, the surveyor
and receiver general. The commissioners of property were ex-officio members. All
the officials were appointed by the proprietaries. Prior to about 1740,land warrants
bore the seal of the province. After that period they have the seal of the land office.
The board of property was an important branch of the land service in the province.
It consisted of all the officers of the land office, and had jurisdiction over all disputes
concerning original land titles. It was not a court, nor were their decisions binding
upon the judiciary. They were experts well versed in land laws. The system was
continued in many features by the State after 1776.
Penn's first deeds of conveyance of lands in Pennsylvania were by deeds of lease and
release, and were executed in England. "They conveyed - - - ac::.-es of land to be
'lllotted and set out in such place or parts of the said tract, and at such time or times,
and in such manner as by certain conditions and concessions are limited and appointed."
Thesedeed•neserved quit-rents and contained covenants by Penn agreeing to extinguish
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the Indian title. The purchasers were to record their deeds within six months after
the establishment of a rolls-office in the province.
Thomas Holmes was the first surveyor-general. He laid out tracts for the first settlers. They were irregular in form and marked by natural objects. First settlers
applied in writing to the proprietary or commissioners of property, who thereupon
issued a warrant to the surveyor-general in fo_rm running as follows:
PROPRIETARY WARRANT. PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA, 88 :
By the Proprietaries :
[SEAL.] ·whereas William Davison, of the county of Cumberland, hath requested
that we would grant him to take up two hundred acres of land, including his dwelling
plantation, late Richard Venable's, adjoining William Wilson & Henry Dinsmore, in
Pennsboro Township, in the said county of Cumberland, for which he agrees to pay to
our use fifteen pounds ten shillings, current money of this province, for each hundred
acres, with lawful interest for the same, and the yearly quit-rent of one halfpenny sterling for every acre thereof, both to commence from the time of settlement. These are
therefore to authorize and require you to survey, or cause to be surveyed, unto the said
William Davison, at the place aforesaid, according to the method of townships appointed and the said quantity of - - - acres, if not already surveyed or appropriated;
and make return thereof into the secretary's office, in order for further confirmation;
for which this shall be your sufficient warrant: which survey, in case the said William
Davison fulfil the above agreement within six months fl,'om the date hereof, shall be
valid ; otherwi~:~e void.
Given under my hand and seal of the land office by virtue of certain powers from
the said proprietaries, at Philadelphia, this twenty-seventh day of July, anno Domini
one thousand seven hundred and fifty-one.
JAMES HAMILTON.
To NICHOLAS SCULL,
Swrveyor- General.
Persons who desired to purchase lands applied in writing to the land office, giving
data as to acres and location desired. This was entered upon the records of the commissioners of property; a warrant was then issued. This warrant tabove given) was
an order to the surveyor-general to lay out land to the person named and make return
of the same to the secretary of the land office. Before the mortgage to Gouldney and
others to secure £6,600 borrowed moneys in 1708, the stipulation of payment was to
William Penn or his heirs ; after that time, to pay to the use of William Penn. After
Penn's death and during the minority of his children by his second wife, payment was
to be made to the proprietaries' trustees. These warrants were of several characters,
classified as1. Descriptive warrant!:!, wherein the marks or boundaries of the land to be surveyed
were laid down with certainty, either precise or to a common intent. In these instances
the title commenced from the date of the warrant, provided it was followed up with
reasonable attentioL. But if a warrantee did not settle upon the land and occupy it,
or abandoned his claim and failed to procure a survey or a proper return thereof within a.
reasonable time, he was liable to be postponed to a subsequent and more diligent claimant without notice.
2. Indescriptive or vague warrants, which did not describe the plat to be surveyed
with accuracy, and which might therefore be laid out on any portion of a larger tract
of country. The title in these instances dated only from the survey, and, as in the case
of descriptive warrants, laches in occupying the land or in having a return of survey
made might postpone the negligent warrantee.
3. Shifted warrants, where the lanus actually surveyed were different from those
de cribed in the warrant. These gave a good title as against all warrantees having
notice of them, and when once returned into the surveyor-general's offi~e, and there
accepted, were binding as against all claimants under warrants issued subsequent to
that return.
4. Vacating warrants, which recited a former warrant, whose terms had not been
complied with, and which bad therefore become void, and directed a laying out of the
same plat for some new claimant. These were sometimes also called special warrantli..
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5. Warrants of resurvey. The ignorance or haste of the early surveyors of this
province, together ~ith the great difficulties of the ground, led to the commissi~n of
many errors in the original survey of lands. It became, therefore, the custom to ISsue
warrants of resurvey, either at the instigation of the land officers or of a purchaser who
suspected that he had obtained less than the amount of land to which he was originally
entitled by the requirements of his original warrant.
After July 4, 1776, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, as successor to the ~roprie
tary, issued warrants for vacant lands, as follows:
The vesting act of November 27, 1779, 11An act for vesting the estates of the late proprietaries of Pennsylvania in this common wealth," confirmed the State as proprietary.
STATE WARRANT FOR LANDS.
THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, 88:
Whereas Daniel Leet, of the county of---, hath requested to take up fifty acres
[L 8 ] of land on the south side of the Ohio River, joining Austin's settlement, _sold
· · to s'd Leet at public auction for tax in the county of Washington (provided
the land is not within the last purchase made of the Indians), for which he agrees
to pay immediately into the office of the receiver-general for the use of this State at
the rate of 10 pounds per hundred acres in goJd, silver, paper money of this State, or
certificates agreeable to an act of assembly passed the first day of April, 1784, interest
to commence from the date hereof. These are therefore to authorize and require you
to survey or cause to be surveyed unto the sa,id Daniel Leet, at the place aforesaid, according to the method of townships appointed, the said quantity of acres, if not already surveyed ur appropriated, and to make return thereof in the secretary's office,
in order for confi£mation, for which this shall be your warrant.
In witness whereof, his excell'y, Benja. Franklin, esq'r, president of the supreme
executive council, bath hereunto set his hand and caused the less seal of the said
Commonwealth to oe affixed, the twenty-fifth day of October, in the year 1787.
To JOHN LUKENo, Esq'r, Surveyer-General.
SURVEY OF LANDS GRANTED.
These warrants were assignable.
Warrants, first original, afterwards copies, were sent by the surveyer-general, who
received them from the secretary of the land office, to a deputy Surveyor, who performed the actual work. The purchaser and the deputy went upon the ground and the
outlines of the land desired were fairly and visibly marked.
The purchaser paid the deputy surveyor's fees, who then returned the record of the
same to the surve~or-general's office. A survey duly returned and accepted bound
the owner of the tract to the actual limits.
The claim for the purchase money was a lien upon the land until paid, and no patent
would issue until final payment was made.
Patent was issued by the secretary of the land office, containing a quit-rent clause,
upon certificate from the surveyor-general, giving details as to quantity and survey.
The patent was signed and sealed by the proper commissioners, and upon payment
of fees to the receiver-general was delivered to the claimant.
These patents could be afterwards attacked in court as to validity of their title to
the land patented.
An attempt was made in the earliest days of the province to subdivide it into townships of five or ten thousand acres each, and the surveys ordered by the warrants for
a long time contaiped the clause 11 according to the methods of townships appointed
by the proprietaries."
This, however, was soon abandoned, and irregular tracts were surveyed.
The influence of these various forms of warrants, equities and rights of settlers, locations and methods of location, manner of selling, and disposing of proprietary lands
in thia colony, can be seen in the present system of disposition of the public domain of
the United States. ·
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DEPUTY SURVEYOR'S RETURN TO A WARRANT.

The following is a diagram as returned to the surveyor-general of the province of a
deputy surveyor's return to a warrant, after location and survey, showing the usual
method of marking upon the ground:

J.O:RN

YAGf HILLS
Courses and distances on the creek.

Surveyed to John Salter, on the 22d May, 1776, the above-described tract of three
hundred & twenty-seven acres & allowance of six p. ct., situate on both sides of
Crooked Creek, about half a mile above land granted to William Sykes, in Westmoreland County, by war't of the 14th day of February, 1776.
JOHN LUKENS, EsQR., S. Gtm'l.
JOSHUA ELDER, D. S.
In testimony that the above is a true copy of the original remaining in my office, 1
have hereunto set my hand & seal of office, at Lancaster, this 21st day of April, 1800.
[SEAL]
DANIEL BROADHEAD, S. G.
The State of Pennsylvania after 1776 reorganized the land office, and the president
of the supreme executive council issued the warrant. The price of, land was rednced
£15108. per hundred acres, in current money of the province, and a half-penny sterling yearly; quit rent per acre to £10 per hundred acres, in gold, silver, paper money
or this State, or certificates of the stock.
The quit·rent clause was dropped after 1776.
. In 1765 lands were sold at £5 per hundred acres and one penny sterling per acre quit
rent. In 1732 was devised the scheme for a lottery of lands. One hundred thousand
acres were set aside for this-£ 15 108. current money for one hundred acres, amounting
to £15,500. The tickets were issued at forty shillings each, and in sufficient numbers
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to make the gross sum. The prizes were five lots from twenty-five acres to three thousand acres in area. Certain stipulationswere made as to where the grants should be located. The lottery was never filled. Still, purchasers of tickets used them for location, and they became in many instances the primary titles to lands. These lottery
tickets contained a quit-rent clause of one shilling per acre, with a reservation of onefifth of all gold and silver, deliverable at the pit's mouth.
William Penn, of his ~otion, made grants with peculiar rentals and considerations..
He gave to Andrew Hamilton a grantin consideration of sundry good services by him done to our family, two several pieces
of land, part of our manor of Spr\.ngettsburg, in the County of Philadelphia, to be
holden of us, our heirs and successors, proprietaries of Pennsylvania, it it * ye~ld
ing and paying therefor, yearly, to us, our heirs and successors, at the city of Philadelphia, at or upon the first day of March in every year from the survey thereof, one
beaver skin to such person or persons as shall from time to time be appointed to receive the same.
He granted the city of Philadelphia a potter's field-now Washington Square-on
payment of one ear of corn; and the land upon which the city of Easton now stands
on payment of a red rose (as of the manor of Northampton) to the head of the family
at Christmas.
For much curious learning and exact information relating to lands under the colonial proprietaryship see Sergeant's "Land Laws of Pennsylvania;" "Law of Ground
Rents in Pennsylvania," by Richard M. Cadwalader, and "Land Titles in Philadelphia," by Lawrence Lewis, jr.
LOCATION OF A GRANT IN VIRGINIA UNDER THE KING'S P.ROCLAMATION OF

1763.

The following survey of a grant of land in Virginia, with a form of deed usual at
that date, is herewith given. It was a land bounty for military services. The plat of
survey and location returned by the deputy surveyor shows the manner of marking
upon the ground and location of a warrant.
Land on Salt Lick Creek emptying into the Ohio River in Virginia.
[See diagram of method of location facing this page.]

In pursuance of His Majestie's proclamation of 1763, on the 24th day of July, 1773,
for. Edward Biddle, esq'r, who was a captain & quartermaster in the Pennsylv'a.
regtment, tho above-described tract of land, situate on the waters of Salt Lick Creek,
the waters of the Ohio, in the Colony of Virginia, containing five thousand one hundred & twenty aCi'es.
F. WM. THOMPSON.
Deed of conveyance.
To all persons to whorn these 1Jresents shall come :
Ed~a.rd Biddle, of Reading, in the county of Berks, the person above named, sends
greetmg. Know ye that the said Edward Biddle, for and in consideration of one
hundred pounds, lawful money of Pennsylv'a, to him in hand paid by the Rever'nd
Thomas B~rton, hath granted, bargained, and sold, and by these presents he, the said
~dwa.rd .Btd~le, doth grant, bargain, and sell all hi.s, the said Edward Biddle, right,
title, claim, mterest, and demand of, in, and to the said tract of five thousand one hundred and twenty acres as the same is laid down and before described. To have and
to hold all his, ~he said Edward Biddle's, estate, right, and title of, in, and to the
same U?-to the sa1d Thomas Barton,-his heirs, and assigns forever.
In wttness whereof the said Edward Biddle hath hereunto set his hand & seal the
24th November, anno Domini 1773.
EDWD. BIDDLE. [SEAL.]
Sealed and delivered in the presence of us:
JAMES SMITH,
ROBERT McKENZlE.

The foregoing is a true copy of the original draught & certificate from William
Thompson & grant thereunder, written from Edward Biddle to me, now remaining in
my hands.
Witness my hand the 17th December, 1773.
THO. BARTON.
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FORMS OF WARRANTS FOR LANDS IN MARYLAND.

The two following examples of warrants for lands in Maryland under the proprietary
are given. The charter of Maryland to Lord Baltimore and his heirs in succession, for
the province of Maryland, and by which they became lords proprietary, was in consideration of the province being held of the Crown of E ngland; the proprietary forever rendering annually to the Crown ''two Indian arrows for the same."
A grant of date September 30, 1724, by Benedict Leonm·d Calvert, Lo1·d P1·oprietary.
MARYLAND,

s't :

Charles, absolute lord and proprietary of the provinces of Maryland , and Avalon, lord
baron of Baltimore, &c., to all persons to whom these presents shall come, greeting in
our Lord God Everlasting :
Know ye that for and in consideration that Arthur Nelson, of Prince George's County,
in our said province of Maryland, hath due unto him three hundred and fifty-six acres
of land within our said province by virtue of a warrant for that quantity granted him
the twentieth day of August, seventeen hundred and twenty-four, as appears in our land
office, and upon such conditions & termes as are expressed in our conditions of plantation of our said province, bearing date the fifth day of Aprill, sixteen hundred & eightyfour, and remaining upon record in our said province, together with such alterations as
in them is made by our further conditions bearing date the fourth day of December, sixteen hundred and ninety-six, together also with the alterations made by our instructions
bearing date at London the twelfth day of September, seventeen hunured & twelve,aud
registered in our land office of our said province: We do therefore hereby grant unto
him, the said Arthur Nelson, all that tract of land called Nelson's Island, lying in Prince
George) County, beginning at a bounded ash standing on the north side of Coynoy
Island, in Potomock River, above Monococy, & running thence south thirty-seven
degrs., east sixty p'ches; then south twenty degrs., east twenty ps.; then south forty
degrs., east sixtypches; then south thirty-two degrs., east twenty pches.; then southeast
sixty-four perches; then north sixty-nine & a half degrs., west one hundred and one
perches;then north seventy-five degrs., west fifty perches; then north sixty-sevendegrs.,
west sixty perches; then north sixty degrs., west fortyps.; then northforty-eightdegrs.,
west fifty-one perches; then north thirty-four degrs., west thirty-two ps.; then north
twenty-seven degrs., west twenty ps. ; then north fourteen degrs., west fourteen pches.;
then north twenty-three degrs., west eighteen p'ches; then north eighteen p'ches; then
north eighty degrs.; east fourteen ps.; then east thirty-two ps. ; then south seventythree degrs., east sixty p'ches; then south sixty-six degrs., east sixty-six ps. ; then north
forty-nine degrs. east forty-eight p'ches; then north forty-two degrs. west twenty-one
p'ches; then north sixty-two degrs. west ten p'ches; then north fifty-five degrees
~est twenty p'ches; then north sev'ty degrs west six:ty p'ches; then north seventyeight degrs. west twenty-four p'ches; then north seventy degrees west fifty p'ches; then
north sixty-three degrs. west seventy-one p'ches; then north fifty-three degrees east
forty-two perches; then east thirty-four perches; then south seventy degrees east
eighty perches; then north twenty-five degrees east forty perches; then south seventyseven degrees east fifty perches; then north thirty-seven degrees east one hundred and
thi:rty perches; then south twenty-five degrees east one hundred fifty-six perches; then
south seventy degrees west one hundred twenty-two perches; then south thirty-three
degrs. east :fifty perches; then with a straight line to the beginning tree, containing
and now laid out for three hundred fifty-six acres of land more or less, according to
the certificate of survey thereof taken & returned into our land office, bearing date
the eighteenth day of February, seventeen hundred and twenty-four, & there remaining, together with all rights, profits, benefits, and J..lriviledges there:mto belonging
(royall mines excepted), to have and to hold the same unto him the said Arthur Nelson, his heirs and assigns forever, to be holden of us and of our heirs as of our ma11nor of Calverton in free and common soccage by ffealty only for all manner of
services yeilding & paying therefore yearly unto us and our heirs at our receipt at
the city of S., maried at the two most usuall ffeasts in the year, viz : the fea t of the
annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary and S. Michaell, the archangell by even
and equall portions the rent of fourteen shillings and three pence sterling in silver
or gold; and for a fine upon every alienation of the said land or any part or parcell
thereof one whole year's rent in silver or gold or the full value thereof in such
commodities as we and our heir or such officer or officers as shall be appointed by
us and our heirs from time to time to collect & receive the same shall accept in discharge thereof at the choice of us & our heirs or such officer or officers afore!!'d : Pro-
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·-,tded, that if the said sum for a fine for alienation shall not be paid u~to ~s & ~mr
heirs or such officer or officers afores'd before such alienation and the s d ahenat10n
entered upon record either in the prov'll court or couJ?-tY C?urt where the ~arne. par·
cell of land lyeth, within one month next after such ahenatwn, then the said ~he11;a· .
tion shall be void and of no effect. Given under our great seal at armes th1s thir·
teenth day of September, seventeen hundred and twenty-eight.
Witness our Dear Brother Benedict Leonard Calvert, esq., governor and commanderin-chief in and over our said province of Maryland, chancellour and keeper of the
great seale thereof.
BEN'DT LEON'D CALVERT, [HAND.]
(Heavy wax seal attached by tape.)
(Endorsed.)
PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY.
Mr. Arthur Nelson, 356 acres of land.
Passed Nelson's Island.
Recorded in the land records of Maryland, Lib. P. L. N. No.7, page 450.
Examined.
J. LAWSON, Ex'r.
The following is a warrant issued in Maryland, in 1761, by Horatio Sharpe, lieuten·
ant-general and chief governor of the province of Maryland:
MARYL.A..J.'ITD, 88 :

FREDERICK, absolute lord and proprietary of the provinces of Mm·yland and Avalon,
lord baron of Baltimore, &c, to all persons to whom these presents shall come greeting
in our Lord GOD everlasting
KNow YE, that for and in consideration that Arthur Nelson of Frederick County in
our said province of Maryland hath due unto him thirty acres of land within our said
province by virtue of a warrant for that quantity granted him by renewment the
twenty-second day of September, seventeen hundred and sixty-one, as appears in our
land office, and upon such conditions and terms as are expressed in our conditions of plan·
tation of our said province, bearing date the fifth day of Ap1·il, sixteen hundred and
eighty-four, and remaining upon record in our said province; together with such alterations as in them are made by our further conditions bearing date the fourth day of
December, sixteen hundred and ninety· six; together also with the alterations made by
onr instructions bearing date at London, the twelfth day of September, seventeen hundred and twelve, and registered in our secretary's office of our said province; together
with a paragraph of our instructions bearing date at London, the fifteenth day of December, seventeen hundred aud thirty-eight, and registered in our land office. WE DO
therefore hereby grant unto him the said Arthur Nelson all that tract or parcell of land
called the Point of Rocks, lying in the aforesaid county, beginning at the end of the
twenty-eighth line of a tract of land called Nelson's Island, the line being north fiftythree degrees east, running thence north eighty-six degre~s west eighteen perches;
north fifty-two degrees west twenty-four perches; south sixty-nine degrees east eighteen perches; north seventy-five and an half degrees east twenty-two perches; north
thirty degrees east fifty-four perches; north eight degrees east eighteen perches; north
seventy-eight degrees east twenty perches; south fifty-three degrees east seventy-seven
perches, then by a straight line to the beginning, containing and now laid out for thirty
acres of land, according to the certificate of survey thereof, taken and returned into
our land office, bearing date the seventh day of October, seventeen hundred and sixtyone, and there remaining, together with all rights, profits, benefits, and privileges,
thereunto belonging, royal mines excepted, TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the same, unto him
the said Arthur Nelson, his heirs and assigns, forever. to be holden of us and our heirs,
as of ourmanorof Conegocheegeinfreeandcommonsoccage, by·fealty only for all manner of services, YIELDING AND PAYING therefore, yearly, unto us, and our heirf,!, at our
receipt at our city of St. Mar:y's at two most usual feasts in the year, viz., the feast of
the annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Ma1·y and St. Michael, the archangel, by even
and equal portions, the rent of one shilling and two pence half-penny sterling, in silver or gold; and for a .tine upon every alienation of the said land, or any part or parcel thereof, one whole year's rent, in silver or gold, or the full value thereof, in such
commodities as we and our heirs, or such officer or officers as shall be appointed by us
and our heirs from time to time, to collect aml receive the same, shall accept in dis- .
charge thereof, at the choice of us and our heirs, or such officer or officers aforesaid :
PROVIDED, that if the said sum for a fine for alienation shall not be paid unto us and
Oil! heirs, or such officer or officers aforesaid, before such alienation, and the said alienatiOn entered npon record, either in the provincial court, or county court, where the
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same parcel of land lieth, within one month next after such alienation, then the said
alienation shall be void and of no affect. GIVEN under our great seal of our said
province of Maryland, this seventh day of October, anno Domini seventeen hundred
and sixty-one.
WITNESS our trusty and well-beloved HORATIO SHARPE, Esq., lieutenant-general
and chief governor of our said province of Maryland, and chancellor and keeper of the
great seal thereof.
(Heavy wax seal attached by tape.)
HORO. SHARPE.
(Endorsed:)
.
.
Mr. Arthur Nelson's patent 30 acres.
The Point of Rocks.
•
Recorded in records of lands, S. No. 15, pg. 597.
WM. STEWART, Rd.

CHAPTER XXXV.
METHODS OF SURVEY AND DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC OR CROWN
LANDS IN CANADA, AUSTRALIA, BRAZIL, AND MEXICO.
TO DECEMB&ll 1,

1883.

The following several sections will show the methods of survey and disposition of
public-or Crown domain in the several countries named:

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
Area, 3,483,952 square miles, or 2,229, 729,280 acres.
The commissioner of lands of the Dominion of Canada, Lindsey Russell, esq., is appointed by and subject to the minister of the interior, and resides at Ottawa.
The Crown domains of the several provinces are disposed of under special laws, but
the vast area of Dominion lands (corresponding with the public domain of the United
States) is disposed of under the provisions of the statute known as the 42d Victoria,
May 15, 1879.
Agents, known as agents of Dominion lands, are appointed in the several Territories,
viz, Manitoba, Kerwatin, and Northwest Territories. These agents give notice, by
publication, of the filing of maps of survey 1and that the lands are open to ca.sh sale
or settlement.
Surveyed townships are grouped into" districts," which are numbered from No.1.
These districts each have an agent at a local office. They are subOI'dinate to the agent
of the Territory, who is subordinate to the commissioner of the land office at Ottawa.
The Dominion does not control public lands in some of the provinces. A surveyorgeneral of the Dominion is also appointed, under whom the surveys are made. His
office is at Ottawa, in the department of the interior. The law relating to the Dominion lands is here given entire. It will be noticed that this statute gives the executive charged with the control and disposition of the public domain large discretionary
authority.
The body of this act is based upon the best features of the land system of the United
States, with beneficial additions. Many features of this statute could be engrafted
upon our system with profit.
LAW RELATING TO PUBLIC LANDS IN CANADA.
42 Victoria, Chap. 31.
{AN ACT to amend and consolidate the several acts respecting the pnblio lands of the Dominion.Assented to 15th May, 1879.] ·

Whereas it is expedient with a view to the proper and efficient administration
and management of certain of the public lands of the Dominion, that the same should
~e regul~ted by statute, and divers acts have been passed for that purpose which it
IS expedient to amend and consolidate: Therefore Her Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate and Honse of Commons of Canada, enacts as follows:
PRELIMINARY-INTERPRETATION.

1. This act shall apply exclusively to the lands included in Manitoba and the several
territo~ies of the Dominion, which lands shall be styled and known as Dominion lands;
and thlS a?t shall be known and may be cited as the 11 Dominion lands act 1879," and
~he follow~ng terms and expressions therein shall be held to have the meaning herern!lfter ass1gned them, unless such meaning be repugnant to the subject or inconsistent
w1th the context; that is to say:
•
l. The term Minister of the Interior means the Minister of the Interior of Canada.
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2. The term surveyor-general means the said officer, or, in his absence, the chief
clerk performing his duties for the time being.
3. The term agent or officer means any person or officer employed in connection with
the administration and management, sale or settlement of Dominion lands; and the
term local agent means the agent for Dominion lands employed as aforesaid, with respect to the lands in question; and the term land office means the office of any such
agent.
4. The term Dominion land surveyor means a surveyor duly authorized under the
provisions of this act to survey Dominion lands.
5. The term Crown timber agent means the local officer appointed to collect dues ~nd
to perform such other duties as may be assigned to such officer, in respect to the tim·
ber on Dominion lands.
6. The term island, us used in connection with timber, means an isolated grove or
clump of timber in prairie.
7. The term belt, as used in connection with timber, means a strip of timber along
the shore of a lake, river, or water course.
8. The term section means a section of this act distinguished by a. separate number
and the term subsection means a subdivision of any clause distinguished by a separate number or letter, in smaller type.
9. The term Canada Gazette means the offiuial gazette of the government, published
at Ottawa.
DOMINION LANDS OFFICE.

2. The department of the Minister of the Interior of Canada shall be charged with
the administration and management of the Dominion lands.
1. Such administration and management shall be effected through a branch of the
Raid department, to be known and designated as "The Dominion lands office."
2. Copies of any records, documents, plans, books, or papers belonging to or deposited in the said office, attested under the signature of the Minister of the Interior or
the surveyor-general, and of plans or documents in any Dominion lands or surveys
office in Manitoba or the Northwest Territories, attested under the signature of the
agent or inspector of surveys, as the case may be, in charge of such office, shall be
competent evidence in all cases in which the original records, documents, books, plans,
or papers could be evidence.
3. No person employed in or under the Dominion lands office shall purchase any of
·such lands, except under authority of an order in council, or shall locate military or
bounty land warrants, or land scrip, or act as agent of any other persons in such behalf.
SYSTEM OF SURVEY.

3. Subject always to the provisions hereinafter made with respect to special cases1. The Dominion lands shall be laid off in quadrilateral townships, containing thirtysix sections of one mile square in each (except in the case of those sections rendered
irregular by the convergence or divergence of meridians as hereinafter mentioned),
to~ether with road allowances of one chain and fifty links in width, between all townships and sections.
2. The sections shall be bounded and numbered as shewn by the following diagram :
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s.
. 3. T~e town~~p therefore will, subject to deficiency or surplus from converging or
divergmg mertd1ans, as the case may be, measure on each side, from centre to centre
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of the road allowances bounding the same, four hundred and eighty-nine cha.ins: Pr<?vided that the Governor in council may hereafter, should ~he same be. dee~ed ~xpedi
ent, reduce the width of the road allowances on townshiP. and. sectiOn ltnes. m that
part of the territory lying north of the line between townships eighteen and mneteen,
and east of the tenth range east of the principal meridian, and west of the fourteenth
range west of the said meridian,.
.
.
4.. The lines bounding townships on the east a~d west sides shall! m all c~ses, ~e
true meridians and those on t he north and sonth sides. shall be cords mtersectmg circles of latitud~ passing through the angles of the townships.
.
a. The townships shall be numbered in regular order northerly from the mternational boundary or forty-nin t h parallel of lat itude, and shaH lie in ranges numh ered,
in Manitoba eaRt and west from a certain meridian line run in the year 1869, styled
the "Principal meridian," drawn northerly from ~he said forty-ninth parallel at a point
ten miles or thereabouts westwardly from P embma.
.
.
6. In the territories east and west of Manitoba such other govermng or gmde meridians may be adopted and confirmed by the governor in council as may, from timet()
time, become expedient.
,-. The townships shall be laid out the precise width of four hundred and eightynine chains, as aforesaid, on the base lines hereinafter mentioned, and the meridians
between townships shall be drawn from such bases, north or south to the depth of two
townships, that is to say, to the correction lines hereinafter mentioned. .
.
8. The said forty-ninth parallel or international boundary shall be the :first base
line, or that for townships one and two. The second base line shall be between townships four and five, the third between townships eight and nine, the fourth between
townships twelve and thirteen, the fifth between townships sixteen and seventeen,
and so on northerly in regular succession.
9. The correction lines, or those upon which the "jog" resulting from the want of
parallelism of meridians shall be allowed, will be as follows, that is to say, on the line
between townships two and three, on that between six and seven, on that between ten
and eleven, and so on: In other words, they will be those township lines running east
and west which are equi-distant from the bases at the depth of two townships.
10. Each section shall be divided into quarter sections of one hundred and sixty
acres, more or less, subject to the provisions hereinafter made.
11. In the survey of any and every township, the deficiency or surplus, as th6 case·
may be, resulting from convergence or divergence of meridians shall be allowed in the
range of quarter sections adjoining the west boundary of the township, and the north
and south error in closing on the correction lines from the north or south shall be allowed in the ranges of quarter sections adjoining, and north or south respectively of
the said correction lines.
12. The dimensions and area of the irregular quarter sections resulting from theprovision in the next preceding clause, whether the same be deficient or in . excess,
shall, in all cases, be returned by the surveyor at their actual measurements and contents.
13. Preliminary to the subdivision into townships and sections of any given portion
of country proposed to be laid out for settlement, the same shall be laid out into
blocks of four townships each, by projecting the base and correction lines, and east
and west meridian boundaries of each block:
1. On these lines, at the time of the survey, all township, section, and quarter section
corners shall be marked, which corners shall govern, respectively, in the subsequent
subdivision of the block.
2. Only a single row of posts or monuments to indicate the corners of townships, or
sections (except as hereinafter provided), shall be placed on any survey line. Theseposts or monuments, as an invariable mle (with the exception a.bove referred to),
shall be placed in the west limit of tl.te road allowances, on north and south lines, and
in the south limit of road allowances, on east and west lines; and in all cases shaU fix
and govern the position of the boundary corner between the two adjoining townships,
sections, or quarter sections on the opposite side of the road allowance
3. Provided that in the case of the township, section, and quarter section corners on
correction lines, posts or monuments shall in all cases be planted and marked independently for the townships on either side ; those for the townships north of the line,.
in the north limit of the road a.llowance; and those for the townships south, in the
south limit.
14o. The township subdivision surveys of the Dominion lands, according to the system above described, shall be carried out and shall be performed by contract at a certain rate per mile or per acre, fixed from time to time by the governor in council.
1:5. Legal subdivisions as applicable to the survey, sale, and granting of the Dominion lands, shall be as follows: and it shall be sufficient that such legal subdivisions be severally, as the case may require, designated and described by such names or
numbers and areas for letters patent, that is to say:
1. A section or 640 acres;
A half section or 320 acres ;
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A quarter section of 160 acres ;
A half quarter section or 80 acres:
A quarter quarter section or 40 acreR
2. To facilitate the descriptions for letters patent of less than a. half quarter section,
the quarter sections composing every section in accordance with the boundaries of the
same as planted or placed in the original survey, shall be supposed to be divided into
quarter quarter sections, or forty acres, and such quarter quarter sections shall be
numbered as shewn in the following diagram, which is intended to shew the above
proposed subdivisions of a section.
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3. The area of any legal subdivision as above set forth, in letters patent, shall be
held to be more or less, and shall in each case be represented by the exact quantity as
given to such subdivision in the original survey.
16. Provided that nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent the lands upon
the Red and Assineboine rivers surrendered by the Indians to the ]ate Earl of Selkirk,
from being laid out in such manner as may be necessary in order to carry out section
thirty-two of the act thirty-third Victoria, chapter three, or to prevent fractional sections or lands bordering on any river, lake, or other water course or public road, from
being divided; or such lands from being laid out in lots of any certain frontage and
depth, in such manner as may appear desirable; or to prevent the subdivision of sections or other legal subdivisions into wood lots as hereinafter provided; or from describing the saiji lands upon the Red and Assineboine rivers, or such subdivisions of
fractional sections, or other lots, or wood lots, for patent, by numbers according to a.
plan of record, or by metes and bounds, or by both, as may seem expedient.

DISPOSAL OF THE DOMINION LANDS.
LANDS RESERVED BY THE HUDS0N18 BAY COMPANY. •

1,..

Whereas by article :five of the terms and conditions in the deed of surrender
from the Hudson's Bay Company to the crown, the said company is entitled to onetwentieth of the lands surveyed into townships in a certain portion of the territory
surrendered, described and designated as the " Fertile Belt":
And whereas by the torms of the said deed, the right to claim the said one-twentieth
is extended over the period of :fifty years, and it is provided that the lands comprising
the same shall be determined by lot; and whereas the said company and the government of the Dominion have mutually agreed that with a. view to an equitab1e distribution throughout the territory described, of the said one-twentieth of the lands, and
in order further to simplify the setting apart thereof, certain sections or parts of sections, alike in numbers and position in each township throughout the said territory,
shall, as the townships are surveyed, be set apart and designated to meet and cover
such one-twentieth:
·
And whereas it is found by computation that the said one-twentieth will be exactly
met, by allottin~ in every :fifth township two whole sections of six hundred and forty
acres each, and mall other townships one section and three quarters of a section each,
thereforeIn every fifth township in the said territory; that is to say: in those townships numbered 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and so on in regular succession northerly from
the international boundary, the whole of sections Nos. t3 and 26, and in each and every
of the other townships, the whole of section No.8, and the south half and northwest
quarter of section 26 (except in the cases hereinafter provided for), shall be known and
designated as the lands of the said company.
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IS. Provided that the company's one twentieth of the lands in fractional ~ownships
shall be satisfied ont of one, or other, or both, as the case may he, of the sectiOns numbers eiO'ht and twenty-six as above, in such fract.ional townships-the allotment thereof
to be effected by the minister of the interior and the said company, or some person
duly authorized by them respectively.
19. Provided further, that on the survey of a township being effected, should the
sectionl:l so allotted, ot any of them, or any portion of t.h~>m, be found to have been bona
fide settled on under the authority of any order in conncil, or of t.his act, then if the company forego their right to the sections settled upon as aforesaid, or any one or more of
such sections, they shall have the right to select a quantit.v of land equal to that so
settled ou, and in lieu thereof, from any lands thea unoccupied.
20. Provided also, as regards the sections and parts of sections as mentioned in clause
seventeen, that where the same may be situate in any township withdrawn from settll'ment and sale, and held as timber lands nuder the provisions hereinafter contained,
the same shall form no part of the timber limit or limits included in such townships,
but shall be held to· be the property of the company.
2. Provided further, that one-twentieth of the revenue derived from timber limits
which may be granted in unsurveyed territory within the fertile belt, as hereinafter
provided, shall be annually, so long as the townships comprised in the same remain
unsurveyed, paid and accounted for to the company, such one·twentieth to cease or
to be diminished in proportion as the townships comprised in such limits, or any of
them, may be surveyed, in which event the company shall receive their one-twentieth
interest in the lauds in such townships in sections eight and twent.y-six as hereinbefore enacted: Provided, nevertheless, that on such sections being surveyed as aforesaid, should the same or either of them prove to have been denuded of timber by the
lessee, to the oxtent of one-half or more, then, in such case the company shall not be
bound to accept such section or sections so denuded, aud shall have the right to select
a sect.ion or sections to an equal extent in lieu thereof from a.ny unoccupied lands in
such township.
21. As townships are surveyed and the respective surveys therefore confirmed, or as
townships or parts of townships are set apart and reserved from sale as timber lands,
the governor of the said company shall be duly notified thereof by the surveyor-gen·
eral, and thereupon this act !Shall operate to pass the t.itle in fee-simple in the sections
or three-quarter parts of sections to which the company will be entitled under chtuse
seventeen, as aforesaid, and to vest the same in the said company., without requiring
a patent to issue for such lands ; and as regards the lands set apart by lot, and those
selected to satisfy the one-twentieth in townships other than the above, as provided
in clauses eighteen and nineteen, returns thereof sbl1ll be made in due course by the
local agent or agents to the dotninion lauds office, and patents shall issue for the ~:lame
accordingly.
EDUCATIONAL ENDOWMENT.

22. And whereas it is expedient to make provision in aid ()f education in Manitoba'
and the Northwest Territories, tb..)refore sect.ions eleven a.nd tweut.y-nine in each and
every surveyed township throughout the extent of the Dominion lands, shall be and
are hereby set apart as an endowment for purposes of education.
1. The sections•so dedicated shall be designated "school lands," and shall be dealt
with in manner as hereinafter provided, and the same are hereby withdrawn from the
operation of the clauses in this act reln.ting to purchase by private entry and to homestead right, nud it is hereby declared that no sn•~h right of pmchase by private entry
or homestead right shall be n :cognized in connection with the said sect.ions or any
part or parts thereof:
2. Provided , that on a township being surveyerl, should sncb sections, or either of
~hem, or any part of eitller, be found to have been settled on and improvell. then and
m such case tbe occupant or occupants conforming to the r eqnirements of this act,
shall Le confirmed in such }Jossessiun and 1.he Minister of the Interior shall select a
quantity equal to that found to have been so settled ou from the unclaimed lands iu
such township, aud sbaU withdraw the lantl so selected from sale a.nd settlement, and
sh~ll set apart and puulish the same as school lands, by notice in the Canada Gazette.
3. Provided further, that the land found to have been settled upon and improved
as above is not embraced wit;hin the class of lands reserved from the operation of the
homestead provisions of t,his act by subsection eighteen of section thirty-four thereof.
DISPOSAL OF SCHOOL LANDS.

23. 'rhe school ln.nus shall be administered by the governor in council, through
the minister of the interior:
1. Provirlcd 1 hat all tlal s of school lands shall be at public anct.ion, and that in no
ca e ~hall sncb lauds Le pn t up at :i.n upset price less than the fair value of corre·
spootlJDg nuoccupi d ln.nds iu 1 be township in which such lands may be situn.te.
2. Provided, also, that tl.te terrus of sale of schoolla.nds t:~hall beone-fift.h in cash at the
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time of snle, and the remainder in nine equal successive annual instalments, with in·
terest at the rate of six per cent. per annum, to be paid with each instalment on the
balance of purchase-money from time to time remaining unpaid.
3. Provided, also, that all moneys from time to time realized from the sale of school
lands shall be invested in Dominion securities, and the interest arising therefrom,
after deducting the cost of management, shall be paid annually to the government o.f
the province or territory within which such lands are situated .towards the support
of public schools therein-the moneys so paid to be distributed with such view by the
government of such province or .territory in such manner as may be deemed most expedient.
MILITARY BOUNTY LAND CLAIMS.

2 <1. In all cases in which land has heretofore been or shall hereafter be given by

the Dominion for military services, warrants shall be granted in favor of the partie~:~
entitled to such land by the minister of militia and defence, and such warrants shall
be recorded in the Dominion lands office in books to be kept for the purpose, and shall
be located as hereinafter provided, and patents for the lands so located shall be is·
sued accordingly.
1. Such warrants may be located by the owners thereof, iu any of the Dominion
lands open for sale, or may be received in payment for a homestead claim for the
same number of acres, or in payment in part or in full, as the case may be, for the purchase at public or private sale of Dominion lands, at the value shewn upon their face,
estimating the number of acres in the warrant at the price mentioned therein ': Pro·
vided always, that no greater area than twenty per cent. of the land, exclusive of
school and Hudson Bay Company lands, in any township, shall be open for entry by
military bounty warrants issued after the passing of this act.
2. In accepting warrants as so much purchase-money, any deficiency shall be pay·
able in cash; but should any payment by .warrant or by amount in warrants, be in
excess, the government will not return any such excess.
3. In locating a warrant, should the same be for any aliquot part of a section, it
must be located in a legal subdivision of corresponding extent; for instance, a, war·
rant calling for one hundred and sixty acres must be located in a certain quarter section intact.
2:i. Assignments of military bounty-land warrants duly made and attested before
any person entitled by law to take affidavits shall be recognized as conveying the
beneficial interest therein, but no assignment of the interest of the original owner
(except in the case of Red River soldiers' warrants as hereinafter mentioned) will
be held as transferring such interest, unless the assignment be endorsed on tho back
of the warrant; and in subsequent assignments the warrant, unless the same has been
lost (as hereinafter mentioned), must be attached to and form part of the claimant's
or locatee's papers.
26. In all cases where an officer or soldier entitled to military bounty land dies ?efore the issue of the warrant, or between the issue of the warrant and the locatiOn
thereof, the warrant or the patent, or both, as the case may be, shall issue in bvor
of the legal representatives of such deceased officer or soldier, according to the law
of the province or territory where the lands in question lie, who shall be ascertained
in such manner and by such couri, commissioners or other tribunM, as the legislature of such province shall prescribe by any act passed for that purpose, and shall be
certified to the governor under such act,-or if the lands be in any territory in which
there is then no legislature, then in such manner and by such commissioners as the
governor in council may, from time to time, direct,-and any order in council in that
behalf may vest in any commissioners under it power to summon witnesses and examine them on oath and to compel the production of documents, and generally may
vest in them all such powers, and impose upon all other persons all such obligations as
the Governor in council may deem necessary in order to ascertain and certify to the
Gov:ernor the person or persons to whom the patent ought to issue,-and on any such
certificate under this clause the patent shall issue in accordance therewith .
. 2. Provided that in t.h e absence of any court, commissioners, or other tribunal establ~she~ by the legis~ature of the province or territory within which the lands ir~ questl?n. he, to de term me the legal representatives of such deceased officer or soldrer, the
mm1ster of the interior may refer any case arising under the provisions of this section
to the court authorized to be established under the act passed in the thirty-sixth year
of Her Maje~ty's reign, chapter six, entituled "An act respecting claims to lands in Ma.nitoba for whJCh no patents have issued; and the provisions thereof shall be and are
hereby declared to be in this respect applicable to cases arisino- under this section.
. 27 • Whenever any warrant for military bounty land, issued in pur uance of this act,
JS lost.o~ dest.royed, whether the same may or may not have been soltl and a signed by
~he orrgmal owner, the minister of militia and defence (such loss or destruction hav·
mg been. proved to his s~tisfac~ion) may, and he is hereby required to cause a new warrant of lrke tenor to be ISsued m hen thereof, in favor of the person t.o whom the war-
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rant belonged at the time:of i~s loss or destructio?,.if J;:te b~ still living, or his legal
representatives as aforesaid, If he be no longer.hvmg, wl;nch new warrant ~ay be
assigned, located, and patented, and shall be of hke va~ue m every_r~spect, With tJ;te
original warrant· and in any and all such cases of re-Issue, the origmal warrant, In
whosesoever bands it may be, shall be null and void.
.
2~. And whereas by order of the.Governor in Council, dated the 25th of Apnl,
1!:!71, it is declared that,.
The officers and soldiers of the 1st or Ontario and the 2nd or Quebec Battalion of
Ri:fl.es, then stationed in Manitoba; whether in the service or dep6t companies, ~nd
not having been dismissed therefrom, should be entitled to a free grant of land, Without actual residence, of one quarter section,-such grant is hereby co~firmed, and the
minister of militia and defence is hereby authorized and required to Issue the necest~ary warrants therefor accordingly.
29. And whereas effect could not be given to the above-mentioned order in coun<lil, until the lands in Manitoba had been surveyed, and in the mean time many of the
said men so entitled as above have assigned their interest in such free grants,-such
assigments duly made and attested, and having the certificate of discharge in the case
of non-commissioned officers or private soldiers attached thereto, and filed in the Dominion lands office before the issue of the warrant, shall be held to transfer in each
<lase the interest of the man so entitled in the warrant when issued, which latter, in
every such case, shall be attached, after registry, to the assignment on file, and held
for delivery to the party entitled thereto, or for location.
·
ORDINARY PURCHASE AND SALE OF LANDS.

30. Unappropriated dominion lands, the surveys of which may have been duly made
and confirmed, shall, except as otherwise hereinafter provided, be open for purchase
at the rate of one dollar per acre; but no such purchase of more than a section, or six
hundred and forty acres, shall be made by the same person: Provided that whenever
so ordered by the Minister of the Interior such unoccupied lands as may be deemed
by him expedient from time to time may be withdrawn frorp. ordinary sale or settlement, and offered at public sale (of which sale due and sufficient notice shall be given)
at the upset price of one dollar per acre, and sold to the highest bidder:
.
2. Provided further, that any legal subdivision or other portion of unappropriated
dominion land which may include a water power, harbour, or stone-quarry, shall not be
open for purchase at the rate of one dollar per acre, but the same shall be reserved from
ordinary sale, to be disposed of in such manner, and on such terms and conditions, as
may be fixed by the Governor in council on the report of the minister of the interior.
PAYMENTS FOR

~DS.

31. Payments for lands, purchased in the ordinary manner, shall be made in cash,
except in the case of payment by scrip or in military bounty warrants as hereinbefore
provided.
TOWN PLOTS, &C .

.32. The minister of the interior shall have power, from time to time, to set apart and
Withdraw from purchase and from the homestead clauses of this act, any tract or
tJ:acts of land which it may be considered by him expedient to lay out into town or
VIllage plots, and to cauee the same to be surveyed and laid out, and the lots so laid
out ~o be sold, either by private sale and for such price as he may see fit, or at publio
auctiOn.
33. The Governor in Council may also set apart and appropriate such dominion
lands as he m~y deem expedient, for the sites of marke.t .Places, gaols, court houses,
places of publ~c worship, burying grounds, schools, benevolent institutions, squares
and for other hke public purposes, and at any time before the issue of letters patent
therefor, may alter or revoke such appropriation, as he deems expedient, and he may
make free gran~s for the purposes aforesaid of the lands so appropriated,-the trusts
and uses to whiCh they are to be subject being expressed in the letters patent.
HOMESTEAD RIGHTS OR FREE GRANT LANDS.

3-:1. A_ny person, male _or female, who is the s9le head of a family, or any male who
has a~tamed the age of eighteen years, shall be entitled to be entered for one hundred
and Htxty acr~s, or for a less quantity, of unappropriated dominion lands, for the purpose of secunng a homestead right in reHpect thereof. (Form A.)
But a person obtaining such homestead entry shall be liable to the forfeiture thereof
should he not become a bona-fide occupant of the land so entered within two months
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of the date of entry, and thenceforth continue to occupy and cultivate the same as
hereinafter provided.
1. The entry of a person as aforesaid for a homestead right shall entitle him, on
payment of a fee equal in amount to that hereinafter prescribed for such homestead
entry, to receive at the same time therewith an entry for any adjoining one hundred
a.nd sixty acres, or less quantity, of Dominion land then unclaimed, and such entry
shall entitle such person to take ancl hold possession of and cultivate such land so entered in addition to his homestead, but not to cut wood thereon for sale or barter, and,
at the expiration of the petiod of three years, or upon the sooner obtaining a patent
for the homestead under the fifteenth subsection of this section, shall entitle him to
a pre-emption of the said land so entered at the government price of one dollar per
acre; but the right to claim such pre-emption shall cease and be forfeited, together
with all improvements on such land, upon any forfeiture of the homestead right under
this act:
2. When two or more persons have settled on and seek to obtain a title to the same
land, the homeE~tead right shall be in him who made the first settlement.
3. Provided, that in cases where both parties may have made valuable improvements, the Minister of the Interior may order a division of such land, in legal subdivisions, in such manner as may preserve to the said parties, as far as practical9le, their
several improvements, and further, may direct that what the land of each of such
parties, as so divided, may be deficient of a quarter-section, shalL be severally made
up to them in legal subdivisions from unoccupied quarter-sections adjoining.
4. Questions as to the homestead right arising between diflerent settlers shall be
investigated by the local agent of the division in which the land is situated, whose
report and recommendation, together with the evidence taken, shall be referred to the .
Minister of the Interior for decision.
5. Every person clairuing a homestead right on surveyed land must, previously to
settlement on such land, be duly entered therefor with the local agent within whose
district such land may be situate; but in case of a claim from actual settlement in then
unsurveyed lands, the claimant must file such application within three months after
due notice has been received at the local office of such land having been surveyed aud
the survey thereof confirmed, and proof of settlement and improvement shall be made
to the local agent at the time of filing such application, whereupon such claimant
shall be allowed to enter, to the extent of one hundred and sixty acres, as a homestead,
the land as the same may have been surveyed and laid ~ut, upon which he may be
resident, in such manner as to cover his most valuable improvements: Provided that
on the survey of a township being made, the· government shall not be bound to protect any person found to have settled on land which, by law or by allotment duly
made, may be claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company.
6. Persons owning and occupying Dominion lands may be entered for other lan d
lying contiguous to their lands, but the whole extent of land, including that previou~l y
owned and occupied, must not exceed one hundred and sixty acres, and must be in
legal subdivisions.
7. In entries of contiguous lands, the settler must describe in his affidavit the traut
he owns a;nd is settled upon as his original farm. Actual residence on the contiguotH:!
land entered is not required, but bonajide improvement and cultivation of it must be
thereafter shewn for tl..te period required by the provisions of this act.
8. A person applying for leave to be entered for lands with a view of securing a
homestead right therein, shall make affidavit before the local agent according to form
B in the schedule of this act.
9. Upon making this affidavit, and tiling it with the local agent, and on paymeut
to him of an office fee of ten dollars for which he shall receive a receipt from the
agent, he shall be permitted to enter the land specified in the application.
10. No patent shall be granted for the land until the expiration of three years from
the time of entering into possession of it, except as hereinafter provided.
11. At the expiration of three years the settler or his widow, ber heirs or devisees,
or if the settler leaves no widow, his heirs or devisees, upon proof to the satisfaction
of the local agent, that he or his widow or his or her representatives as aforesaid, or
some of them, have (except in the case of entry upon contiguous lands as hereinbefore
provided) resided upon and cultivated the land for the three years next after the filing
of the affidavit for entry, or in the case of a settler on unsurveyed land, who may,
upon the same being surveyed, have filed his application as provided in sub-section
five, u~on proof, as aforesaid, that he or his widow, or his or their representatives, as
::tfor &aid, or some of them, have resided upon and cultivated t he land for the three
year noxt_preceding the application for patent, shall be entitled to a. patent for tile
l~;~ond, provided such claimant is then a subject of Her Majesty by birth or naturaliza,twn: ·
Provi(~ed n.lways, that the right of the claimant to obtain a patent under the said
sub- ec.tiOn as ::tmended, sl.Jall be subject to the provi ions of ection fifteen of this act:
Provided further that, in the case of 6ettlew ·uts being form d of immigrants jn
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communities, (such for instan?e a~ tho~e o~ Men~onites or Icel~nders,) ~he M1nister of
the Interior may vary or watve, m his discretwn, the foregomg reqmrements a8 to
residence and cultivation on each separate quarter-section entered as a homeste~d.
12. When both parents die, without having devised th~ land, and leaving a ch~l~ or
children under age, it shall be lawful for the executors (If any) of the last surv1vmg
parent, or the guardian or guardians of such child or children, with the approval of a
judge of a superior court of t,he province or territory in which the lands lie, to sell
the lands for the benefit of the infant or infants, but for no other purpose ; and the
purchaser, in such case, shall receive a patent for the land so purchasPd.
13. The titl e to lands shall remain in the Crown until the istlne of the patent therefor, and such lands shall not be liable to be taken in execution before the. issue of the
patent.
·
·
14. In case it is proved to the satisfaction of the Minister of the Interior that the
sett:er has voluntarily relinquished his claim, or has been absent from the land entered by him for more than six months in any one year without leave of absence from
the Minister of the Interior, then the right to such land shall be liable to forfeiture,
and may be cancelled by the said Minister, and the settler so relinquishing or abandoning his claim shall not be permitted to make more than a second entry.
15. Any person who has availed himself of the foregoing provisions may, before the
expiration of the three years, obtain a patent for the land entered upon by him, including the wood lot, if any, appertaining to the same, as hereina-fter provided, on
paying the government price thereof at the date of entry, and making proof of settlement and cultivation for not fess than twelve months from the date of entry.
16. Proof of actual settlement and cultivation shall be made by affidavit of the
claimant before the local agent, corroborated on oath by two credible witnesses.
The Minister of tl!e Interior may at any time order an inspection of any homestead
or homesteads in reference to which there may be reason to believe the foregoing provisions, as regards settlement and cultivation, have not been or are not being carried
out, and may, on a report of the facts, cancel the entry of such homestead or homesteads.
·
And in the case of a cancelled homestead, with or without improvements thereon,
the same shall not be considered as of right open for fresh entry, but may be held for
sale of the land and of the improvements, or of the improvements thereon, in connection with a fresh homestead entry thereof, at the discretion of the minister of the interior.
17. All assignments and transfers of homestead rights before the issue of the patent,
except as hereinafter mentioned, shall be null and void, but shall be deemfVl eV'idence
of abandonment of the right; aqd the person so assigning or transferring sL.:U a:ot ~
permitted to make a second entry:
Provided that a person whose homestead may have been recommended for patent
by the local agent,, the conditions in connection therewith having been duly fulfilled,
may legally dispose of and convey, assign, or transfer his right and title therein.
Any person who may have obtained a homestead entry, shall be consi~ered, unless
and until such entry be cancelled, as having an exclusive right to the land so entered
as ~gainst any other person or persons whomsoever, and may bring and maintain
actwns for trespass committed on the said land or any part thereof.
18. The above provisions relating to homesteads shall only apply to agricultural
lands; that is to say, they shall not be held to apply to lands set apart as timber limits,
o.r as hay lands, or to those lands on which coal or other valuable mineral is, at the
tim~, known to exist, or to lands valuable for stone or marble quarries, or to thoso
havmg water power thereon which may be useful for driving machinery.
GRAZING LANDS.

3:). The governor in. council may, from time to time, grant leases of unoccupied
Dominion lands for grazing purposes to any person or persons whomsoever,for such
term of years and at such rent in each case as may be deemed expedient; but every
such lease shall, among other things, contain a condition by which, if it should thereafter be thought expedient by the Minister of the Interior to offer the land covered
t hereby for settlement, the said Minister may, on giving the lessee two vears' notice,
~
cancel the lease at any time during the term.
HAY LANDS •

. 3~. Leases of unoccupied Dominion landl:l, not exceeding in any case a legal subdivision of forty acres, may be granted, for the purpose of cutting bay thereon, to any
person or persons whomsoever being bona-fide settlers in the vicinity of such hay
la~~s, for such. term and at such rent, fixed by public auction or otherwise, as the
m~mster of the mterior may deem expedient; but such lease, except as may be otherWISe specially agreed upon, shall not operate to prevent, at any time during the term
• thereof, the sale or settlement of the lands described therei!l under the provisions of
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this act-the lessee being paid in such case by the purchaser or settler, for fencing
or other improvements made on such land, such sum as shall be fixed· by the local
agent, and allowed to remove any hay he may have made.
MINING LANDS.

37. No reservation of gold, silver, iron, copper, or other mines or mine-rals, shall be
in any patent from the Crown granting any portion of the Dominion lands.
3 • • Any person or persons may explore for mines or minerals on any of the Dominion lands, surveyed or unsurveyed, and not then marked or staked out and claimed or
Qccupied, and may, subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, purchase the same.
39. Mining lands, if in surveyed townships, may be acquired Qnder the provisions
herein contained, and shall be sold in legal subdivisions. When situate in unsurveyed
territory and without the limits of the ferti~e belt, such lands shall be sold in blocks
to be called mining locations; and every such mining location, except as hereinafter
provided, shall be bounded by lines due north and south and due east and west,
astronomically; and each such location shall correspond with one of the following
dimensions, namely, eighty chains in length by forty in width, containing three hundred
and twenty acres, or forty chains square, containing one hundred and sixty acres, or
forty chains in length by twenty in width, containing eighty acres :
1. Provided further, that in case of certain lands proving to be rich in minerals, the
Minist.er of the Interior shall have the power to withdraw such lands from sale, and
in lieu thereof institute a system of lease.
2. The rent payable. to the Crown under any such lease shall be a royalty, not to
exceed two and a half per cent. on the net profits of working.
3. Provided further, that when there are two or more applicants for the same tract,
and a prior right in either or any of the applicants is not established to the satisfaction
of the Minister of the Interior, the same may be tendered for by the clai mants on
stated terms of lease, and sold to the highest bidder.
4. Provided also, that in territory supposed to contain minerals the minister of the
interior may in his ·discretion reserve from sale alternate locations, or quarter-sections,
or other legal subdivisions, with the view of subsequently offering the same either for
sale or lease at public competition.
4.0. Mining locations in unsurveyed territory shall be surveyed by a Dominion land
surveyor, and shall be connected with some known .point in previous surveys, or with
some other known point or boundary (so that the tract may be laid down on the maps
of the territory in the Dominion lanus office) at the cost of the applicants, who shall
be required to furnish, with their application, the surveyor's plan, field notes and description thereof.
.St. No distinction in price shall be made between lands supposed to contain mines
or minerals and farming lauds, but both classes shall be sold at the uniform price of
one dollar per acre; provided that section thirty of this act as regards offering lands
at public sale shall apply to coal and mineral lands also, when the same are in surveyed townships.
42. It shall also be lawful for the Minister of the Interior to exempt from the preceding provisions of this act such of the Dominion lands upon or adjoining the banks
of rivers or other waters as may be supposed to contain valuable ''bar," "bench," or
" dry" "diggings" for gold or other preciou~:~ metals; and the governor in council
shall regulate, from time to time, as the same may become necessary and expedient,
the nature and size of the claims containing such diggings, and shall fix the terms and
conditions upon which the same shall be held and worked, and the royalty payable in respect thereof, and shall appoint and prescribe the duties of such officers as
may be necessary to carry out such regulations.
iwo~erted

INDIAN TITLE •

.;13. None of the provisio:Js o.f this act respecting the settlement of agricultural lands,
or the lease of timber lands, or the purchase and sale of mineral lands, shall be held tQ
apply to territory the Indian title to which shall not at the time have been extinguished.
COAL LANDS.

44. Coal lands designated by the government as such are hereby withdrawb. from
the operation of this act as regards the rights of squatters to homesteads on the Dominion lands in advance of the surveys .
.S:i. The minister of the interior shall have power to protect any person or persons
de iring to carry on coal mining in unsurveyed territory, in the possession of the lands
?n which such mining may be carried on: Provided, that before entering on the worklog of such mines: such person or persons make written application to the local agent
to PD;r~hase such land; such application must be accompanied by a description by a
Dommwn land surveyor setting forth generally the situation and the dim"nsions of
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cuch land and shall also be accompanied by payment of the price thereof, estim~ting
the numb~r of acres (which shall be in the discretion of the Minister, but shallm n.o
case exceed three hundred and twenty) at the rate of one dollar per acre. Such apphcation shall be :filed by the agent receiving the same; and ~:m the surv~y of the township containing the laud applied for being eff~cted, the cla~~a?t or .clatm~nts shall be
entitled to a patent for such number of acres, m legal subdtviswns, mcludmg and covering the mine worked, as shall correspond to the application and to the extent ofland
pa.id for:
.
Proviued that all operations under this section shall be subject to the ~1ghts of the
Hudson's Bay Company to sections !:l and 26 as hereinbefore enacted: Provided further,
that the survey of the township within which such land may be situate, shall no~ be
delayed beyond a period of :five years after the date of the purchase of suc~·Jand, Without the consent of the Hudson's Bay Company t.hereto :first hail and obtamed:
.
Provided further, that such mine shall have been continuously worked, t? th.e satisfaction of the Minister of the Interior, during the interim between the apphcanon and
the survey; but if the same should at any time during such interim cease to be worked
for twelve consecutive months, unless the lands in question be no longer valuable !or
mining purposes, then the claim of the p ar~ies to the land shall lapse, and t~e rome
shall be forfeited to the Crown, together wtth any and all purchase-money whwh may
have been paid to the Government on account thereof.
.
-16, The Minister of the.Jnterior, with the view of preventing undue monopoly m
coal lands, may in his discretion, on a township being surveyed, exempt from the sale
and settlement provisions of this act, the sections or other legal subdivisions of la,nd
which may be said to contain coal, except those on which mining may have been carried on under the next preceding clause; and the same shall be subseq1~ntly sold or
otherwise dealt with in such manner as may be deemed expedient by the Governor in
Council.
TIMBER AND TIMBER LANDS.
TIMBER IN TOWNSHIPS SURVEYED FOR SETTLEMENT.

-17. And whereas it is expedient that the timber forming islands or belts in townships thrown open for settlement, should be so disposed of as to benefit the greatest
possible number of settlers and to prevent petty monopoly, it is therefore enacted as
follows :1. The Minister of the Interior may direct that in the subdivision of townships which
may consist partly of prairie and partly of timber land, such of the sections or subdivisions of sections containing islands, belts, or other tracts of timber, shall be subdi~
vided into such number of wo:>d lots of not less than ten, and not more than twenty
acres in each lot, as will afford, so f~r as the extent of wood land in the township may
permit, one such wood lot to each quarter-section prairie farm in such township:
2. Provided, that neither the sections and parts of sections in each township vested
in the Huuson's Bay Company by this act nor those sections set apart herein for schools,
shall be subject in any way to the operation of the next preceding sub-clause:
3. The division of such wood lots shall be by squared posts, numbered from one upwards, marked with a marking iron, and planted in the section lines bounding the
timber tract so laid out; and each wood lot shall front on a section road allowance:
4. Provided, that in case an isla.nd or belt of timber be found in the survey of any
township to lie in a quarter-section or several quarter-sections, but in such manner
that no single quarter-section shall have more of such timber than twenty-five acres,
such timber shall be taken to be appurtenant to such quarter-section or quarter-sections, and shall not be further divided into wood lots.
5. The local agent, as settlers shall apply for homestead rights in the township, and
in the same order as such applications shall be made, shall, if so requested, apportion
a wood lot to each quarter-section so applied for not having thereon more than ten
acres of timber, and such wood lot shall be paid for by the applicant at the rate of one
dollar per acre, and shall be entered on the local agent's books and be returned by him
as in connection with the homestead so entered ; and on such homestead claimant,ful:filling all the requirements of this act iu that behalf, but not otherwise, a patent shall
issue to him for such wood lot. Provided always, that any person t.o whom a wood
l?t was apportioned in connection with a homestead under the provisions of sub-section five of section forty-six of The Dominion Lands Act of 1872, having duly fulfilled
the conditions of such homestead grant required by the said act, shall receive a pat~nt for such wood lot as a free grant, as provided in the said sub-section, notwithstandmg the repeal of the said sub -section by the act of l!:l74: Provided further, that the
cancellation of a homestead shall carry with it the cancellation of the wood lot which
may hav:e been apportioned thereto, and also the forfeiture of the purchase money of
such wood lot :
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6. Provided, that any homestead claimant, who, previous to the issue of the patent,
shall sell any of the timber on his claim or on the wood lot appertaini.ng to his claim,
to saw-mill proprietors or to any other than settlers for their own private use, without
having previout~ly obtained permission so to do from the Minister of the Interior, shall
be guilty of a trespass, and may be prosecuted therefor before a justice of the peace,
and upon conviction thereof, shall be subject to a fine or imprisonment, or both; D,nd
further, such person shall forfeit his claim absolutely.
TIMBER AND TIMBER LANDS.

LIS. Any tract of land covered by forest timber may be set apart as timber lands,
and reserved from sale and settlement.
4,9. Except where it may be thought expedient by the Minister of the Interior to
divide a township into two or more timber limits, the several townships composing
any such tract shall each form a limit.
aO. In the ~nactments and provisions under the present heading, Timber and Ti1nber
Lands, the word'' timber" includes all lumber, and all products of timber hereinafter
weutioned, or of any other kind whD,tever, including firewood or bark.
~1. The right of cutting timber on such limits shall be put up at a bonus per square
mile, varying according to the situation and valuA of the limit, and sold to the highest
bidder by competition, either by tender or at public auction.
:i2. The purchaser shall receive a lease granting the right of cutting timber on the
Ltnd for twenty-one years, and containing the following conditions, with such others
as shall have been embodied in the notice of sale, that is to say :
1. The lessee to erect a sawmill or mills in connection with such limit and lease, and
subject to any special conditions which may be agreed upon and stated in the lease,
such mill or mills to bo of capacity to cut at the rate of. a thousand feet, board mea8nre, in twenty-four hours, for every two and a half square miles of limits in the lease,
or shall establish such other manufactory of wood goous as may be agreed upon as
the equivalent of such mill or mills, and the lessee to work the limit, in the manner
and to the extent provideu in the lease, within two years from the date thereof, and
during each succeedmg year of the term;
2. To take from every tree he cu£11 down all the timber fit for use, and manufacture
the same into sawn lumber or some other such saleable prod11ct as may be proviued in
the lease or by any regulations made under this act;
3. To prevent all unnecessary destruction of growing timber ou the part of his men,
and to exercise strict and constant supervision to prevent the or~gin or spread of fires;
4. To make retur,ns to the government monthly, or at such other periods as may be
required by the Minister of the Interior, or by regulations under this act, sworn to by
him or by his agent or employe, cognizant of the facts, d\'claring the quantities sold
or disposed of as aforesaid, of all s:;twn lumber, timber, railway-car stuff, ship timbers
and knees, shingles, lathR, cord wood or bark, or any other product of timber from the
limit, in whatever form the same may be, sold or otherwise disposed of by him during
such month or other period, and the price or value thereof;
5. To pay, in addition to the bouns, an annual ground-rent of two dollars per squa,re
mile, and further a royalty of five per cent. on his monthly account;
6. To keep correct books of such kind and in such form as may be provided by his
lease or by regulation under this act, and to submit the same for the inspection of the
collector of dues whenever required, for the purpose of verifying his returns aforesaid.
7. The lease shall describe the lands upon which the timber may be cut, and shall
vest in the lessee during itt:! continuance the right to take and keep exclusive possession of the lands so described, subject to the conditions hereinbefore provided or referred to; and such lease shall vest in the holder thereof all right of property whatsoever in all trees, timber, lumber, and other products of timber cut within the limits of
the lease during the continuance thereof, whether such trees, timber and lnmber or products be cut by authority of the holder of such lease or by any other person, with or
without his consent; and such lease shall outitle the lessee to seize in· replevin, revendication or otherwise, as his property, such timber where the same is found in the possess~on of any unauthorized person, and also to bring any action or suit, at law or in
eqmty, against any party unlawfully in po~session of any such timber, or of any land
so leased, and to prosecute all trespassers thereon and other such offenders as aforesaid,
to co?viction aad punishment, and to recover damages, if any: and all proceedings
pendmg at the expiration of any such lease may be continued and completed as if the
lease bad not expired.
8. Such leaae shall be subject to forfeiture for infraction of anv one of the conditions to which it is l!lubject, or for any fraudulent return; and in such case the Minister of the Interior flhall have the right, without any suit or other proceeding at law or
in equity, or compensation to the lessee, to cancel the same, and to make a new lease
or disposition of the limit describeu therein, to any other party, at any time during
the term of the lea e so cancelleq: Provideu, that the Mini ter of the Intei:ior, if he
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sees fit, may refrain from forfeit.ing such lease !or non-payl?ent of dues, and mav enforce payment of such dues in the manner heremafter pro.v~ded.
9. The lessee who faithfully carries out the above conditiOns shall have the re:tll:sal
of the same limits, if not required for settlement, for a further term not ':xceedmg
twenty-one years, on payment of the sa;me amount of b.01;ms per square mile as was
paid originally, and on such lessee agreemg to such conditiOns, aud to pay such other
rates as may be determined on for such second term.
. .
.
10. Provided that in cases where application may be made for limits on whwh to
cut timber in u'nsurveyed territory, the Governor in Council may, on the recommendation of the Minister of the Interior, authorize the same to be leased for such bonus.
as may be deemed fair and. reasonable-such leases to be subject neve~theless to ~he
foregoing conditions of this section, except as to that part of su~-s~cti?n one, whiCh
provides for the erection of mills, which provision, in respect to hrp1~s m uns.urveyed
territory may, if considered expedient by the Minister of the Interwr, be dispensed
with.
Provided also that territor:v in which the block outlines only of townships may
have been run a~d marked shall be considered surveyed territory for the purpos~s of
this section ; and provided' further, that the Governor in Council may, on the recommendation of the Minister of the Interior, in special cases where the same may be
deemed expedient, grant licenses in either surveyed or unsurveyed territ<;>ry, as t~1e
case may be, to cut timber for one year, and renewable from year to year, 1n the discretion of the Minister of the Interior, at such ground rent as the minister may .d~em
fair and reasoua ble; such license to be suhject in all respects to the other provisiOns
of this section, except where the same may be inconsistent herewith.
ti3. If, in consequence of any incorrectness in survey, or other error or cause whatsoever, a lease is found to comprise lands included in one of prior date, or any lands
sold, granted, leased or lawftllly set apart for any other purpose under this act, the
leas0 first mentioned shall be void in so far as it interferes with any such previous
lease, sale, grant or setting apart.
FURTHER OBLIGATIONS OF PARTIES OBTAINING LICENSES.
ti~.

Any ground-rent, royalty or other dues to the Crown, on timber cut within any
such limit, which are not paid at the time when they become due and payable, shall
bear interest at the rate of six per cent. per annum, until paid, and shall be a lil:'n on
any timber cut within such limits. And whenever the ground-rent on any limit, or any
royalty on any timber ,is not paid within three months after it becomes due under the
lease or regulations in that behalf, the Crown timber agent may, with the sanction
of the Minister of the Interior, seize so much of the timber cut on such limits
and in the possession of the lessee or on his premises, whether sold or unsold, as
will in his opinion be sufficient to secure the payment of such rent and royalty on
the timber seized, and all interest and expenses of seizure aud sale, n.nd may detain
the same as security for the payment thereof; and if such payment be not made within
three months after such seizure, the Crown timber agent may, with such sanction as
aforesaid, sell such timber by public auction, and after deducting the snm due to the
Crow n, the interest thereon and expenses aforesaid, he shall pay over the balance, if
any, to the lessee or owner of the timber.
5ti. All timber cut under lease shall be liable for the payment of the Crown dues
thereon, so long as and wheresoever the said timber or any part of it may be found
(w hether it be or be not manufactured into deals, boards or any other products); and
all officers or agents employed in the collection of such dues may follow all such timber and may seize and detain the same wherever they are found until the dues thereon
are paid or secured, and if payment. be not made or secured within three months after
I'UCh seizure, the timber may be sold b;y (;he Crown agent, and the proceeds disposed of
as provided by the next preceding section.
·
a6. And in case the payment of the Crown dues on any timber has been evaded by
any lessee or other party, by the removal of such timber or products out of Canada, or
otherwise, the amount of clues so evaded, and any expenses incurred by such officer or
th e government ~n. enforcing payment of the said dues under this act, may be added
to the dues remammg to be collected on auy ot.her timber cut on Dominion lands by
t~e same lessee or by his authority, and be levied and collected or secured, on such
ttmber, together with such last·mentioned dues, in the manner provided by section
fifty-four; or the a~ount due to the Crown, of which payment has been evaded, ma.f
be recovered by actiOn at law, in the name of the Minister of the Interior or his resident agent, in any court having jurisdiction in civil cases to the amount.
ti7. The Minister of the Interior may, in his discretion, take or authorize the taking
of bon~s or promissory notes for any money due to the Crown, interest and costs, as
afore aH1 1 or for double the amount of all dues, tines and pena.lties and costs, incurred
or 1:<> be mcurred, and may then release any timber upon which the same would be
lev1able, whether under seizure or not; but the taking of such bonds or notes shall not
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affect the lien and right of the Crown to enforce payment of such money on any other
timber cut on the same limit, if the sums for which such bonds or notes are given are
not paid when due.
LIABILITY OF PERSONS CUTTING WITHOUT AUTHORITY.

liS. If any person without authority cuts, or employs or induces a.ny other person
to cut or assist in cutting, any timber of any kind, on any Dominion lands wheresoever situate, or removes or carries away, or employs or induces, or assist~;> any other
person to remove or carry away any timber of any kind, so cut from any Dominion
lands as aforesaid, he shall not acquire any right to the timber so cut, or any claim
for remuneration for cutting the same, preparing the same for market, or conveying
the same to or towards market; and when the timber has been removed out of the
reach of the Crown timber officers, or it is otherwise found impossible to seize the
same, he shall, in addition to the loss of his labour and disbursements, forfeit a sum
not exceeding three dollars for each tree, which, or any part of which he is proved to
have cut or carried away; and such sum shall be recoverable with costs, at the suit
and in the name of the Crown, in any court having ,jurisdiction in civil matters to the
amount of the penalty: -and in all such cases the burden of proof of his authority to
cut and take the timber shall lie on the party charged, and the averment of the party
seizing or prosecuting, that he is duly employed under the authority of this act, shall
be sufficient proof thereof, unless the defendant proves the contrary.
1. Whenever satisfactory information, supported by affidavit made before a justice
of the peace, or before any other competent officer or person, is received by any
Crown timber officer or agent, that any timber has been cut without authority on
Dominion lands, and describing where the same can be found,-or if any Crown timber officer or agent, from other sources of information, or his own knowledge, is aware
that any timber bas been cut without authority on such lands, the said agent, or officer,
or either of them, may seize or cause to be seized in Her Majesty's name, the timber so
reported of known to be cut, wherever it is found, and place the same under proper
custody, until a decision can be bad in the matter by competent authority:
2. And where the timber so reported or known to have been cut without authority,
Las been made up with other timber into a crib, dram, or raft, or any other manner bas been so mixed up at any mill or elsewhere, as to render it impossible or very
difficult to distinguish the timber so cut without authority from other timber with
which it is mixed up, the whole of the timber so mixed shall be held to have been cut
without authority, and shall be liable to seizure and forfeiture accordingly, until satisfactorily separated by the bolder.
3. In case any timber cut without authority on Dominion lands, or any product
thereof, is seized under the provisions of this act, by any Crown timber agent or
officer, he may allow such timber or product thereof to be removed and disposed of,
on receiving sufficient security, by bond or otherwise, to his satisfaction for the full
value thereof, or for payment of double the amount of all dues, fines, penalties and
costs incurred or imposed thereon, as the case may be.
RESISTING SEIZURE-REMOVING TIMBER SEIZED-CONDEMNATION OF SUCH TIMBER.

li9. An officer or person seizing timber in the discharge of his duty under this act,
may, in the name of the Crown, call in any assistance necessary for securing and protecting the timber so seized; and if any person under any pretence, ei tber by assault,
force or violence, or by threat of such force or violence, in any way resists or obstructs
any officer or person acting in his aid, in the discharge of his duty under this act, such
person shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof, shall be punishable
accordingly.
60. If any person, whether pretending to be the owner or not, either secretly or
openly, and whether with or without forceorviolence, takes or carries away,orcauses
to be taken and carried away without permission of the officer or person who seized
the same or of some competent aut hori t y, any timber seized and detained for any lawful cause under this act, before the same bas been declared by competent authority to
have been seized without due cause, such person shall be deemed to have stolen such
timber, being the property of the Crown, and to he gnilt.y of felony, and being convicted thereof, hall bo punisllable accordingly.
61. All timber seized under this act on behalf of the Crown as being forfeited, shall
be deemed to be condemned, unless the person frorn whom it was seized, or the owner
thereof, within one month from the day of the seizure, gives notice to the seizing officer,
or to the Crown timber agent or officer, under whose authority the seizure was made,
that he claims or intends to claim the same; pending which the officer or agent seizing
shall report the facts to the Minist er of the Interior, who may order the sale of the said
timber, by said officer or agent, after a notice on the spot, or at the residence or office of
the person from whom it was s ized, of at least t hirty days; or if, within fifteen days
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after the claim bas been put.in, the claimant shall not have instituted proceedings before a court of competent jurisdiction to contest the seizure; or if the decision of. the
court be agaii).St him; or should the claimant fail duly to prosecute such proceedmgs
in the opinion of the judge before whom such case may be tried (and who may ~or
that cause dismiss the suit on the expiration of three months from the date of which
it was instituted,-anything to the contrary hereinbefore enacted notwithstanding),
the timber may be confiscated and sold for the benefit of the Crown, by order of the
Minister of the Interior, after a notice on the spot of at least thirty days: Provide~, nevertheless, that in certain cases of timber being ascertained to have been cut Without
authority on any of the Dominion lands, or admitted to have been so cut by the _holder
thereof, the Minister of the Interior, sboud he see the cause for doing so, may 1m pose
and receive for the Crown a fine or penalty,. to be levied on such timber, in addition
to all costs incurred, and in default of such tine or penalty and costs being paid forthwith, may sell such timber by public sale aftef a notice of fifteen days, and may retain
the whole proceeds·of such sale, or the amount of the penalty and costs only, at the
discretion of the Minister of the Interior.
GENl<~RAL

PROVISIONS.

62. When11ver any Crown timber agent or other officer or agent of the Minister of the
Interior is in doubt as to whether any timber has, or has not, been cut without authority,
or is or is not, liable to Crown dues on the whole or any part thereof, he may enquire
of the person or persons in possession or in charge of such timber, as to when and
where the same was cut: and if nu satifactory explanation, on oath or otherwise, as
he may require, be given to him, he may seize and detain such timber until proof be
made to the satisfaction of the Minister of the Interior, or of such Crown timber agent
or officer, that such timber has not been cut without authority, and is not liable, either
in whole orin part, to Crown dues of any kind; and if such proof be not made within
thirty days after such seizure, such timber may be dealt with as timber cut without
authority, or on which the Crown dues have not been paid according to the circumstances of the case, and the dues thereon may be recovered as provided in the fiftyfourth section.
63. And whenever any timber is seized for non-payment of Crown dues, or for any
cause of forfeiture, or any prosecution is brought for any penalty or forfeiture under
this act, and any question arises whether the said dues have been paid on such timber,
or whether the said timber was cut on other than any of the Dominion lands aforesaid,
the burden of proving payment, or on what land the said timber was cut, shall lie on
the owner or claimant of such timber, and not on the officer who seizes the same, or
the party bringing such prosecution.
•
SLIDES, &C.

64. No sale or grant of any Dominion lands shall give or convey any right or title
to any slide, dam, pier or boom, or other work, £or the purpose of facilitating the
descent of timber or saw-logs, previously constructed on such land, or on any stream
passing through or along such land, unless it be expressly mentioned in the letters patent or other documents establishing such sale or grant, that such slide, dam, pier or
boom, or other work, is intended to be thereby sold or granted.
1. The free use of slides, dams, piers, booms or other works on streams, to facilitate
tb~ descent of lumber and saw-logs, and the right of access thereto for the purpose of
nsmg the same and keeping them in repair, shall not in any way be interrupted or
obstructed by or in virtue of any sale or grant of Dominion lands made subsequent to
the construction of such works.
·
6:i. The free use, for the floating of saw-logs and other timber rafts and drams, of
all streams and lakes that may be necessary for the descent of timber from Dominion
lands, and the right of access to such streams and lakes, and of passing and repassing
on or along the land on either side thereof, and wherever necessary for such use thereof,
?nd over all existing or necessary portage roads past any rapids or falls, or connectmg such streams or Jakes, and over such roads, other than road allowances, as owing
to natural obstacles, may be uecesBary for the taking out of timber or saw-logs from
Do_miniou. lands, and the right of con8tructing slides where uecessary, shall continue
nmnterrupted, and shall not be affected or obstructed by, or in virtue of, any sale or
grant of such lands.
FOREST TREE CULTURE •

. 6~. Any person, male or female, being a subject of Her Majesty by birth or natural-

lZatwn, aud having attaiueJ the age of eighteen years, shatl IJe entitled to IJe entered
for one legal sub-division, uot iu any case, however, exceeding one hundred and sixty
acre. , of unappropriated Dominion lands a8 a claim for forest tree planting.
6"1. Application for such entry shall be made in For!ll Pin the schedule hereto, and
tbe per:,on so applying shall make an affidavit IJefore the local agent according to Form
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Gin the schedule hereto, and shall pay at the time of applying an office fee of ten dollars, in case such legal sub-division is one of one hundred and sixty acres, or of five
dollars, in cas~ such legal sub-division is one of eighty acres, or of two .and a half dollars, in case such legal sub-division is one of fort.y act·es, for which fee he or she shall
receive a receipt and also a certificate of entry, and shall thereupon be entitled to enter
into pos::;ession of the land.
6S. No patent shall issue for t.he land so entered until the expiration of eight years
from the date of entering into possession thereof, and any assignment of sue~ land
shall be null and void unless permission to make the same shall have been previOusly
obtained from the minister of the interior.
69. A.t the expiration of eight years or at any time within five years after the expiration of the said term, as hereinafter provided, the person who obtained ~h<~ entry,
or, if not living, his or her legal representative or assigns, shall receive a patent for
the land so entered on proof to the sati~faction of the local agent as follows:
1. That five acres of the land so entered, in case the same consists of a legal subdivision of one hundred and sixty acres, shall be broken or ploughed the first year after
entry, and an equal quant.ity during the second year afrer entry;
2. That the five acres of the land entered, which have been broken or ploughed during
the first year, shall be cultivated to crop during the second year, and the five acres
broken or ploughed during the second year shall be cultivated to crop during the third
year;
3. 'fhat the five acres broken or ploughed during the first year, and cultivated to
crop during the second year as above provided, shall Lie planted in trees, tret>.-seeds or
cuttings during the third year, and the five acres broken or ploughed during the second
year, and cultivated to crop during the third year as above provided, shall he planted
in trees, tree-seeds or cuttings during the fourth year:
Provided that in cases where the land entered consists of a legal sub-division less
than one hundred and sixty acres, then the respective areas requiring to be broken or
ploughed, cultivated to crop and planted, nuder this sub-section and the two sub-!'lections next p-r;eceding, shall be proportioilately less in extent:
Provided also, that the Minister of the Interior, in his discretion, and on his being
satisfied that any trees, tree-seeds, or cuttings, may have been destroyed from any
cause not within the control of the person holding the tree-claim, may grant an exten·
sion of time for carrying out the provisions of the three sub-sections next preceding:
Provided also, that at the expiration of the sai<l term of eight years, or at any time
within five years thereafter, the person obtaining such tree-claim, on proving to the
satisfaction of the minister of the interior that he or she has planted not less than
two thousand seven hundred trees on each acre of the portion broken or ploughed and
cultivated to crop as hereinbefore pJ;ovided, and that at the time of applying for a patent, for the tree-claim, there are then growing thereon at least six hundred and seventyfive living and thrifty trees to each acre, the claimant shall receive a patent for the
legal sub-division entered.
70. lf at any time the claimant fails to do the breaking up or planting or either, as
l'equired by this act, or any part thereof, or fails to cultivate, protect and keep in good
condition, such timber, then and upon such event the land entered shall be liable to
forfeiture in the discretion of the minister of the interior, and may be dealt with in
the same manner as homesteads which may have been cancelled for non-compliance
whh tbe law as set forth in sub-section sixteen of section thirty-three of tLis act . .
71. Provided that no person who may have obtained pre-emption entry of a quartersection of land in addition to his homestead entry under the provisions of sub-section
one-, o.f section thirty-four of this act, shall have the right to enter a third quarter·sect.ion as a tree-planting claim; but such person, if resident upon his homestead, may
have the option of changing tbe pre-empLion entry of the quarter-section, or of a le s
quantity of such quarter-section, for one nuder the foregoing provisions, and on fulfilling tbe preliminary conditions as to affidavit and fee, may receive a certificate for
such quarter-section, or for such quantity thereof as may have been embraced in tbe
application; and thereupon the land included in such change of entry shall become
subject in all respects to the provisions of this act relating to tree planting.
72 • .Any person who may have been entered for a tree-planting claim under tho
foregoing provisions, and whose right may not have been forfeited for non-coJUpliance
with the conditions thereof, shall have the same rights of possession, and to eject trespa ers from the land entered by him as are given to persons on homesteads under subsection seventeen of s ctiou thirty. four of this act, and the title to land entered for a
tree-planting claim shall remain in the government until the issue of a patent t.berefor,
and such land shall not be liable to be taken in execution before the i ::me of the
patent.
. 73. ~ers<?ns who may. have been entered under the provision~:~ of the act thirtymoe VJCtorJa, chapter mneteen, for land as a claim for tree-plan i.ng, may, if they
choo e to do f'O, avail them elves of the provi ions of this act i.n that behalf.
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PATENTS.

')'4. A deputy governor may be ~ppoint~d by the Governor-General, who _shall have
the power in the absence or under mstructwns of the Governor-General to sign letterspatent of Dominion lands; and t,he signature of such deputy governor to such patents
shall have the same force and vi:r:tue as if such patents were signed by the governorgeneral.
7~. Whenever a patent has been issued to or in the name of a wrong party or contains any clerical error, misnomer or wrong or defective d~sc_ripti~n of the l~~d tbe~eby
intended to be granted, or there is in such patent an omisswn of t,he conditiOns of the
grant, the Minister of the Interior may (there being !JO adv~rs~ claim) dire?t the defective patent to be cancelled and a correct one to be Issued m Its stead, whwh corrected
patent shall relate back to the date of the one so cancelled and have the same effect
as if issued at the date of such cancelled patent.
.
')'6. ln all cases in which grants or letters patent have issued for the same land, Illconsistent with each other, through error, and in all cases of sales or appropriations of
the same land inconsistent with each other, the minister of the interior ma-y order a.
new grant equivalent in value to the land of which any grantee or purchaser is thereby deprived, at the time the same was granted; or may, in cases of sah~, cause repayment to be made of the purchase-money with interest; or when the land has pa,ssed
from the original purchaser, or has been improved before the discovery of the er~or,
or when the original grant was a free grant, the Minister of the Interior may assign
land or grant a certificate entitling the party to purchase Dominion lands of such
value as to him, the minister of the interior, may seem just and equitable under the
circumstances; but no claim u,nder this clause sha.ll be entertained uulese it is preferred within tive years after the discovery of the error.
11. Whenever, by reason of false survey, or error in the books or plans of the Dominion lands office, any grant, sale or appropriation of land is found to be deficient,
the Minister of the Interior may order a free grant equal in value to the ascertained
deficiency at the time such land was granted or sold; or in case any parcel of land
contains less than the quantity of land mentioned in the patent therefor, the minister
of the interior may order the purchase-money of so much land as is deficient, with interest thereon at t,b e rate of six per centum per annum, from the time of the application therefor, to be paid back to the purchaser; or if the land has passed from the
original purchaser, then the purchase-money which the claimant (provided he was
ignorant of the deficiency at the time of his purchase) has paid for so much of the
land as is deficient, with interest thereon, from the time of the application therefor, tO:
be paid to him in land or in money, as he, th~ minister of the interior, may direct; or
in ~ase of a free grant, he may order a grant of other land, equal in value to the land
so mtended as a free grant, at the time such grant was made; but no such claim shall
be entertained unless application bas been made within five years from the date of the
pateut, nor unleBs the deticiency is equal to one-tenth of the whole quantity described
as ueing contained in the part,i cular lot or parcel of land granted.
. 18. ~u ftll cases wherein patents for lands liave issued through fraud, or in error, or
~m providence, any court having competent jurisdiction in cases respecting real property
m the J?roviuce or place where such lands are situate, may, upon action, bill or plaint
re~pect. mts such lands and upon hearing of the parties interested, or upon default of the
saHl parties after such notice of proceeding as the said court shall order, decree such
patent to be void·; and upon the registry of such decree in the office of the registrargeneral of th~ Dominion, such patent shall be void to all intents.
79. Wbeu any settler, purchaser or other person refuses or neglects to deliver up
posse sion of any land. after forfeiture of the same under the provit:>ions of this act,, or
whenever any person is wrongfully in possession of Dominion land, and refuses to vacate
or abandon po~session of the same, the minister of the interior may apply to a judge of
~ny court ha.vmg competent jurisdiction in cases respectiorr real property in the provrnce or place in which the land lies, for an order in the for~ of a writ of ejectmeot or
of habere facias possessionern, and t.he said judge, upon proof to his satisfaction that such
land was so forfeited, and should properly revert to the crow!\, shall grant an order
~pon the settler or person or persons in possession, to deliver up the same to the 1\finlster of the Interior or person by him authorized to receive such possession; and such
order shall have the same force as a writ of habere facias possessionern, and the sheriff
shall execute the same in like manner as be would execute the said writ in an action
of ejectment or petitory action.
~0. ~'he_Minister of the Interior shall keep a book for rt'gistering, at the option of
the parties IX:terested, any assignment of rights to Dominion lands which are assignabl~ und~r thiS act, upon proof to his satisfaction that such assignment is. in confJrrnity
With. th1s act; and every assignment so registered shall be valid against any other
prevw~sly made but subsequently regist.ered, or unregistered; but auy assignment to·
be reg~stered must be unconditional, and all conditions on which the right depends.
nm_ t have b~en p~rformed, or dispensed wit,h by the Minister of the Interior before the
W.SJgnment Is registered.
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Sl. On any application for a patent by the heir, assignee, devisee or legal representative of a party dying entitled to such patent, the Minister of the Interior may receive
proof of the facts in such manner as be may see :fit to require, and upon being satisfied
that the claim has been justly established may allow the same and cause a patent to be
issued accordingly ; but nothing in this section shall limit the right of the party claiming a patent to make his application as provided for in section twenty-six of this act.
82. Every entry, receipt or certificate issued by an agent of Dominion lands l:lhall,
unless such entry shall have been revoked or cancelled by the minister of the interior,
entitle the person to whow the same was granted to maintain suits at law or in equity
against any wrong doer or trespasser on the lands so entered, as effectually as he could
do under a patent of such land from the Crown.
SURVEYS AND SURVEYORS.
WHO SHALL BE COMPETENT TO SURVEY THE DOMINION LANDS. ·

83. No person shall act as surveyor of Dominion lands unless he shall, before the
fourteenth day of April, 1872, have been duly qualified by certificate, diploma or commission, to survey the Crown lands in some one on the provinces of the Dominion, or
shall have become qualified under the provisions hereinafter set forth.
[NOTE.-Subdivision of the lands and the interior surveys of blocks of four townships
are done by contract surveyors, the exterior lines of these blocks being run and fixed by
the corps of surveyors.]
1. Persons qualified under the said provisions shall be styled" Dominion land surv·eyors," or " Dominion topographical surveyors," as the case may be.
BOARD OF EXAMINERS.

84:. There shall be a board of examiners for the examination of candidates for commissions as Dominion land surveyors; or as articled pupils, to consist of the surveyor
general and eight other competent persons to be appointed from time to time by order
in council, and the meetings of the board shall commence on the second Monday in the
months of May and·November in each year, and may be adjourned from time to time;
and the place of meeting shall be at Ottawa, or at some place in Manitoba or the
Northwest Territories, as the same shall, from time to time, be fixed, and made public
by notice in the Canada Gazette.
1. Each member of the said board shall take an oath of office according to Form C,
to be administered by a judge of any one of the superior courts in any province in the
Dominion, who is hereby authorized and required 11o administer such oath; and any
three of the said members shall form a qnorum.
2. The said board shall, from time to time, appoint a :fit and proper person to be
%cretary thereof, who shall keep a record of its proceedings.
Sa. No person shall be admitted as an articled pupil with any Dominion land surveyor unless he has previonl:lly pasl:led an examination before the board of examiners,
or before one of the members thereof, or before some surveyor deputed by the board
for the purpose, as to his ability to write English correctly, and also as to his knowledge of vulgar and decimal fractions, the extraction of the square and cube roots, of
the first three books of Euclid, the rules of plane trigonometry, the mensuration of
superficies and use of logarithms, and has obtained a certificate of such examination
and of his proficiency from such board.
.
86. Applicants for such examination, previous to being articled, shall give notice to
the secretary of the board of their desire to present themselves for examinaLion ;
whereupon such officer shall instruct them accordingly as to the mode in which they
must proceed.
s.,-. Any Dominion land surveyor may, by an instrument in writing, transfer a pupil,
with his own consent, to any other Dominion land surveyor, with whom such pupil
may serve the remainder of his term.
SS. If any Dominion la.nd surveyor dies or leaves the Dominion; or is suspended or
disuu sed, his pupil may complete his term under articles, as aforesaid, with any other
Dominion land surveyor.
89. Articled pupils must transmit to the secretary of the board, within three months
of t~e.date of the.ir articles, a. duplicate thereof, together with a fee of two dollars ~or
recetvmg and filtng the same; and the said secretary shall acknowledge the receipt
of such papers, and shall carefully file and keep the same with the records of the board.
90. No pupil shall be entitled to be examined before such board unless he shall have
previously seryed regularly aod faithfully for and dnring the period of three successive
year , nuder article in writing, in the form D, duly executed before two witnesses,
as pupils to a Dom~nion land surveyor, nor unless he shall produce a certificate from
suc.h surveyor o~ hts having S? served doring the said period, and shall also produce
sa.t1 factory testtmony a to h1 character for probity and sobriety.
91. Any per on who, subsequently to the fourteenth da.y of April, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-two, shall have been duly qualified by certificate, dlploma. or
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commission, to survey lands in any province of the Dominio~, in which, ~n or~er to
be so qualified, a course of study, including the subjects prescnbed b~ sec~wn nme.tyfive, is required by the law of such province, shall be entitled to obtam, without ~e~ng
subjected to any examination other than as regards the system o! survey of Do~mmon
lands a commission as dominion land surveyor: Provided that It shall rest With the
board of examiners to decide whether the qualifications required of. a surve~or of
Crown lands in such province ar'e sufficiently similar to those s~t forth I~ ~he sa1d section ninety-five of this act, to entitle him, under the foregomg provisiOns,, to such
commission : And provided further, that it must be shown that such provmce has
reciprocated the privilege hereby granted, by granting to Dominion land surveyors,
on their application, and without subjecting them .to an exami~ation except as ~eg.ards
a knowledge of the survey laws of such province, dtplomas, certificates or commiSSIOns,
as the case may be, as surveyors of lands within such province.
.
Land surveyors holding diplomas, certificates or commissions for provmc~s ?f the
Dominion in whicb. the qualifications required by law for surveyors are not simi~ar to
those prescribed by this act, must undergo examination by the board, and satisfactorily pass the same, in order to obtain commissions as Dominion 'land surveyor.s.
92. Any person who may have been duly admitted as a surveyor of lands m !l'ny
part of Her Majesty's dominions other than Canada, shall be entitled to an exammation by the said board, and to a commission, if found qualified, on his producing a.
written certificate of a Dominion land surveyor, that such person has within the previoqs two years served for one year with him continuously engaged in surveying the
Dominion lands, and that he considers such person as in every way qualified to pass
an examination for a commission as a Dominion land surveyor.
93. Any person who shall have followed a regular course of study in all the branches
of education required by this act for admission as a Dominion land surveyor through
the regular sessions for at least two years, in any college or university where there
may be organized a complete course of such instruction, and who has thereupon received from such college or university a certificate, diploma or degree, vouching
tl.Jerefor, shall not be obliged to serve three years as aforesaid, but shall be entitled
to examination after one year's service under articles with a Dominion land surveyor.
94. Every person desiring to be examined before the said board shall give due notice
thereof in writing to the secretary at least one month previous to the meeting of the
board, enclosing with such notice the fee hereinafter prescribed .
. 96. No person shall receive a commission from the said board authorizing him to practice as a Dominion land surveyor until he has attained the full age of twenty-one years
~nd has passed a satisfactory examination before the said board on the following subJects_; that is to say: Euclid, first four books, and propositions first to "twenty-first of
the si;x:th book; plane trigonometry, so far as it includes solution of triangles; the use of
l?ganthms, mensuration of superficies, including the calculation of the area of righth~ed figures by latitude and departure, and the dividing or laying off land; a knowledge
of the rules for the solution of spherical triangles, and of thair use in the application to
surveying of the following elementary problems of practical astronomy:
1. To ascertain the latitude of a place from an observation of a meridian altitude of
the sun or of a star;
·
2. To obtain the local time and the azimuth, from an observed altitude of the sun or
a star;
3. From an observed azimuth of a circumpolar star, when at its greatest elongation
from the meridian,. to aAcertain the direction of the latter.
He must b~ practically familiar with surveying operations and capable of intelligently reportmg thereon, and be conversant with the keeping of field notes, their plottmg ~nd representation on plans of survey, the describing of land by metes and bounds
for title, and with the adjustments and methods of use of ordinary surveying instru~·ents, and must also be perfectly conversant with the system of survey as embodied
m !he "Dom_inion Lands Acts," and with the manual of standing instructions and regulatwns pubhsbed from time to time for the guidance of Dominion land surveyors.
96. The board may examine a.n y candidate on oath (which oath may be administered
b~, ~ny one of the examiners) as to his actual practice in the field and with regard to
his Instruments .
.9~ • ~ach person passing the examination prescribed by this act shall receive a commi swn Jrom the board in accordance with FormE in the schedule to this act constituting b~m a Dominion land surveyor, and shall jointly and severally, with two sufficient
nretiesto the satisfaction of the board, enter into a bond in the sum of one thousanddolJ_a rs to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, conditioned for the due and faithful performance of the duties of his office, and shall take and subscribe the oath of allegiance,
and the following oath, before the board of examiners, any one of whom is hereby empowered to administer the same:
:·I,
.
, do solemnly swear (o1·affirm, as the case may be) that I will
fatthfully discharge the duties of a Dominion land surveyor according to law, without
favour, affection, or partiality. So help me God."
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1. Until the above formalities shall have been gone through, the said commission of
Dominion land surveyor shall have no effect.
·
2. The said oaths of allegiance and of office shall be deposited in the Dominion lands
office.
3. The said bond shall be deposited and kept in the manner prescribed by law wi th
regard to the bonds given for the like purposes by other public officers of the Dominion, and shall be subject to the same provisions, and shall enure to the benefit of any
party sustaining damage by breach of any conuition thereof; and the commission shall
be registered in the office of the registrar-general of the Dominion.
9S. Any person entitled to receive or already possessing a commission as Dominion
land surveyor and having previously given the notice prescribed in section ninety-four
of this act, may be examined as to the knowledge he may possess of the following subjects relating to the higher surveying, qualifying him for the prosecution of extensive
governing or topographic surveys or those of geographic exploration, that is to t>ay:
1. Algebra, including quadratic equations, series, and calculation of logarithms;
2. The analytic deduction of the formulas of plane and spherical trigonometry;
3. The plane co-ordinate geometry of the point, t>traigbt line, the circle anJ ellipse,
transformation of co-ordinates, and the ueterminatiou either geometrically or analytically of the radius of curvature at any point in an eclipse;
4. Projections-the theory of those usually employed in the delineation of spheric
surface;
·
5. Method of trigonometric surveying, of observing t.he angles and calculating t.i.Je
sides of large triangles on the earth's surface, and of obta.ining the difftft'ences of la.titnde and longitude of points in a eeries of l'mch triangles, having a regard to the effect
of the figure of the earth;
6. The portion of the theory of practical astronomy relating to the determination of
the geographic position of pomts on the earth's surface, and the directions of lines on
the same, that is to say:
Methods of determining latitndetlr By circum-meridian altitudes,
b. By diii'erences of meridional zenith distance (Talcott's method),
c. By transits acrot>s prime vertical;
Det.erminat,ion of azimutha. Bs ext.ra meridional observations,
b. By meridian transits;
Determination of timea. By equal altitudes,
b. By meridian transits;
Determination of difl'erences of longitudea. By electric telegraph,
b. By moon culminations;
7. The theory of the instruments used in connection with the foregoing-that is to
say, the sextant or reflecting circle, altitude and azimuth instrument, astronomic
transit, zenith telescope and. t.he management of chronometers; also of the ordinary
meteorological instruments, barometer, mercury and aneroid, t.hermometers, ordinary
and self-registering, anemometer, and rain gauges-and on their knowledge of the
use of the same;
8. Elementary mineralogy and geology, so far as respect~:~ a knowledge of the more
common characters by which the wineml bodies that enter largely into the composition of rocks are distinguished, with their general properties and conditions of occurrence; the ores of t.he common metals and the classification of rocks; and the geology
of Nort.h America so far as to be able to give an intelligent outline of the leading geological features of the Dominion.
99. Persons who pass the above-mentioned examination in the higher branches of
surveying, shall have the fact certified by the board, and shall be designated Dominion topographical surveyors.
1-oo. The following fees shall be paid under the provision!:! of this act:
1. To the secretary of the board, by each pupil, on giving notice of his desire for
examination preliminary to being articled, one dollar;
2. To the secretary of the board, as the fee due on such examination, ten dollars, and
a further sum of two dollars for certiticn.te;
3. To the secretary of the board, by each pupil, at the time of transmitting to such
secretary the indentures or articles of such pupil, two dollars;
4. To the secretary of the hoard, by eacb candidate for either the ordinary or the
higher examination for a commis ion, with his notice thereof, two dollars;
5. To the secretary of the board, by each applicant obtaining a commission, as his
fe th r on, two dollars;
6. T the Recretary of the board, a an admission fee hy any candidate receiving a
commi sion, twenty dollar , which snm shall al o cover tbe certificate by the board in
the case of~ candidate pa sing the higher examination; but such amount, as also the
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ten dollars required to be paid ';Imler su~-s~ction two of this section, shall be paiu to
the receiver-genera.! to the credrt of Dommwn lands.
.
-.
.
101. Each of the members in attendance at the said. b~ard dunng exammatw:as
and the secretary shall receive five dollars for each day's srttmg, and the actual travelling and living expenses incurred by such member, and consequent up_on such attendance· and the Minister of the Interior is hereby authorized and reqmred to pay such
sums': Provided that no member of the board, if at the time of the meeting he_be
over one hundred miles distant from the place of meeting, shall receive any allo~ance
for being present at such meeting, unless such memtier sh~ll have been previOusly
specially notified to attend the same by the secretary ; and m the case of the examination of a pupil previous to being articled, by a member of the board, or by a surveyor deputed by the board for such purpose, such member or such surveyor shall be
paid five dollars for such examination.
.
102. The said board may, in the'ir discretion, suspend or dismiss from the practiCe
of his profession any Dominion land surveyor whom they may find guilty of gross negligence or corruption in the execution of the duties of his office; but the board shall
not suspend or dismiss such Dominion land surveyor without having previously summoned him to appear in order to be heard in his defence, nor without having.heard the
evidence offered both in support of the complaint, and on behalf of such surveyor.
STANDARD OF MEASURE.

103. The measure of length used in the surveys of Dominion lands shall be the
English measure of length, and every Dominion land surveyor shall be in _possession
of a subsidiary standard thereof, which subsidiary standard, tested and stamped as
correct by the depa1tment of inland revenue, shall be furnished him by the said
department, on payment of a fee of three dollars therefor; and all Dominion land surveyors shall, from time to time, regulate and verify by such standard the length of their
chains and other instruments of measuring.
HOW TO RENEW LOST . CORNERS AND OBLITERATED LINES.

10<1. In all cases when any Dominion land surveyor is employed to run any dividing line or limit between sections, or .other legal subdivisions, or wood lots, and the
mound, post or monument, erected, marked or planted in the original survey to define
the corner of such section, or other legal subdivisions, or wood lot, cannot be found,
be shall obtain the best evidence that the nature of the case may admit of respecting
such corner mound, post or monument; but if the same cannot be satisfactorily ascertained, then he shall measure the true distance between the nearest undisputed corner
mounds, posts or monuments and divide anch distance into such number of sections or
other legal subdivisions, or wood lots (as the case may be) as the same contained in the
original survey, giving to each a breadth proportionate to that intended in such original survey, as shewn on the plan and field notes thereof of record in the Dominion
lands office; and if any portion of the township or section line (as the case may be)
on which such corner mound, post or monument was or should have been planted iu
the original survey, should be obliterated and lost, then the surveyor shall renew such
township or section line (as the case may be) and shall draw and define the same on
the ground, in such man nor as to leave each and every of the adjoining sections or other
legal subdivisions (as the case may be) of a widt.h and depth proportionate to that
severally returned for such section or legal subdivision in the original survey, and shall
ere:ct., plant or place such intermediate mounds, posts or monuments as he may be reqmred to reect, plant or place, in the line so ascP-rtained, having due respect to any al lowance for a road or roads, and the corner, or division, or limit so found shall be the
true corner or division or limit of such section or other legal subdivision, or wood lot.
HOW LEGAL SUBDIVISIONS ARE TO BE SURVEYED AND LAID OUT.

1~:).

In all cases when a Dominion land surveyor is employed to lay out a given half~ectwn or quarter-section, he shall effect the same by connecting the opposite orig·
~nal c1uarter-section corners (should the same be existing, or if the same be not existmg~ by connecting the several points in lieu thereof found in accordance with the pre~ed~ng clause) by straight lines; and in laying out other aud minor legal subdivisions,
many quarter-section, or any wood lot., he shall give such legal subdivision or wood
lot, as the case may be, its proportionate share of t.he frontage and interior breadth of
sucJ: c~u:..rter-section, and connect tho points so found by a straight line; and the line~
or l~m~ts so drawn as auove on the ground, shall in the respective cases be the true lines
or l1m1ts of such half-section or quarter-section, or· other legal subdivision, or wood lot,
~hether the same shall or shall not correspond with the area expressed in the respectlYe patents for such lands.
TO DRAW DIVISION

1~6.

L!Nl~S

IN FRACTIONAL SECTIONS.

Tbedividinglinesor limits botwoenlegalsubuivisious or wood lots in fractional
sectwns shall be drawn from the original corners (or the points representing such cor-
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n~s, ao defined on the ground i.n accordance with the provisions of the act) in the
section line intended as the front of such suudi vision or wood lot, at right angles to such
-section line.

ORIGINAL BOUNDARY LINES.

101. All boundary lines of townships, sections or legal subdivisions, towns or villages, aud all boundary lines of Ulocks, gores arid commons, all section lines and governing points, all limits of lots surveyed, and all mounds posts or monuments, run and
marked, erected, placed or planted at the angles of any townships, towns, villages,
sections or other legal subdi vtsions, blocks, gores, commons and lots or parcels of land,
under the authority of this act or of any order of tbe governor in council, shall be the
true and unalteral.lle boundaries of such townships, towns and villages 1 secUons or
other legal subdivisions, blocks, gores, comm()ns and lots or parcels of land respectively,
whether the same upon admeasurement be or be n9t found to contain the exact area
or dimensions mentioned or expresseu in any patent, grant or other instrument in respect of any such township, town, village, section or other legal subdivision 1 block,
gore, common, lot or parcel of land.
lOS. Every township, section or other legal subdivision, town, village, block, gore,
common, fot or parcel of land, shall consist of the whole width included between the
severa.l mounds, posts, monuments or boundaries respectively, so erected, marked,
placed or planted as aforesaid, at the several angles thereof, and no more or less, any
qnantit.y or measure expressed in the original grant or patent thereof notwithstanding.
109. Every patent, brant or instrument purporting to be for any aliquot part of any
section, or other legal sul>division, block, gore, common, lot or parcel of lan(l, shall be
construed to be a grant of such aliC)_uot part of the quautit.y the sa.me may contain on
the ground, whether such quantity be more or less than that expressed in such patent,
grant or inst.rumen t.
110. In every town and village in Manitoba or the Northwest Territories, which
may be surveyed and laid out under the provisions of this act, all allowances for any
road, street, lane, lot or common, laid out in the original survey of such town or village, shall be public high ways and commons; and all mounds, · posts or monuments,
placed or planted in the original survey of such town or village, to designate or define
a.ny allowance for a road, street, lane, lot or common, shall be the true and unalterable boundaries of such road, street, lane, lot or common ; and all Dominion land surveyors employed to make surveys in such town or village shall fo11ow and pursue the
t:Htme. rules and regulations in respect of such surveys as are by law required of them
when employed to make surveys iu townships.
Ill. For better ascertaining the original corner or limits of any township, section,
or other legal subdivision, lot or tract of land, every Dominion land surve~'or acting
in that capacity may administer an oath or oaths to each and every person whom l!e
may examine concerning any corner . mound, post, monument or otbor boundary, or
any original landmark, line, limit or ~ngle, of any township, section or other legal
Rnbdivision, lot·or tract, of land which such Dominion ]and snrveyor is employed to
survey.
·
EYIDENCI<; BEFOHE SURVEYOHS.

112. Wheu any Dominion land surveyor is in doubt as to the trne corner, boundary or limit of any township, section, lot or tract of land which he is ('mployed to survey, and has reason to believe that any person is possessed of any important information touching such cotner, boundary or limit, or of any writing, plan or document
tending to establish the true position of such corner, boundary or limit, then if such
person does not willingly appear before and be examined by such surveyor, or does
not willingly produce to him such writing, plan or document, such surveyor may apply
to any justice of the peace for an ordinary subpama as witness, or a subprena dttces tecum,
as the case may require, accompanying such application by an affidavit or solemn
declaration to be made before such justice of the peace, of the facts on which the application is founded, and such justice may issue a su,bprena accordingly, commanding
such person to appear before the surveyor at a time and place to be mentioned in the
subpwna, and (if the case require it) to bring with him any writing, plan or document
mentioned or referred to therein.
l. Such sttbpama shall be served on the person named therein by delivering a ropy
ther~of to him or by leaving the same for him with some grown person of his family
at h1s residence, exhibiting to him or such grown person the original.
2. If the p rson commanded to appear by such subpama after being paid his reasonable expen e., or having the a me tendered to him, refuses or neglects to appear befor.e .the surveyor at the place and time appointed in the subpmna; or to produc the
wr.Jtmcr plan .or docnrnont (if any) tllcrcin mPntionecl orr ferrefl to, or to give such
cndence and mfor~1at~on as he may po ·sej;.s touching the IJonnclary or limit in que. tion,
a warrant by the JIISttce for tho arr t of such person may be issued, and he may be
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punished accordingly by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or imprisonment not
exceeding ninety days, or both, in the discretion of such justice.
.
113. All evidence taken by any Dominion land surv~y.or as aforesaid shall ?ereduced to writing, and shall be read over to the person gtvmg the same, and be signed
by such person or if he cannot write, he shall acknowledge the same as correct before
two witnesses, 'wh~ shall sign the same, as also the Dominion land surveyor; and such
evidence shall, and any document or plan prepared and sworn to as correct before a
jnstice of the peace, by any Dominion land surveyor, with reference to a"!ly sur.vey by
him performed, may be filed and kept at the registry office of the place m wh~ch t~e
lands to which the same relates are situate, subject to be produced thereaf~er m evidence in court.
114. Any Dominion land surveyor, when engaged in the performance of his d!lties
as such, may pass over, measure along, and ascertain the bearings of any township or
section line, or other government line, and for such purposes may pass over the lanl;ls
of any person whomsoever, doing no actnal damage to the property of sue~ person.
PROTECTION TO SURVEYORS.

11i'i. If any person in any part of the Dominion lands interrupts, molests, or hinders
any Dominion land surveyor, while in the discharge of his duty as a surveyor, such
person shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and being thereof lawfully convicted in any
court of competent jurisdiction, shall be punished either by fine or imprisonment, or
both, in the discretion of such court-such imprisonment being for a period not exceeding t wo months, and such fine not exceeding twenty dollars, without prejudice to any
civil remedy which such Dominion land surveyor or any other party may have against
such offender for damages occasioned by such offence.
116. If any person knowingly and wilfully pulls down, defaces, alters, or removes_
any mound, post or monument erected, planted or placed in any original survey under
the provisions of this act, or under the authority of any order in council, such per.on shall be deemed guilty of felony; and if any person knowingly and wilfully de1aceP, alters, or removes any other mound or landmark, post or monument placed by
an y Dominion land surveyor to mark any limit, boundary or angle of any township,
section or other legal subdivision, lot or parcel of land in Manitoba, or the Northwest
Territories, such person shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour; and being convicted
thereof before any competent·court, shall be liable to be punished by fine or imprisonment, or both, at the discretion of such court-such fine not to exceed one hundred
dollars, and such imprisonment not to be for a longer period than three months, without any prejudice to any civil remedy which any party may have against such offender
?r offenders for damages occasioned by reason of t:~uch offence: Provided, that nothing
1n t.his act shall extend to prevent Dominion land surveyors, in their operations, from
takmg up posts or other boundary marks when necessary, after which they shall carefu lly replace them as they were before.
...
.
. 117. E very Dominion land surveyor shall keep exact and regular journals and
fu~ l ~ notes of all his surveys of Dominion lands, and file them in the order of time in
'; luch the snrveys shall have been performed, and shall give copies thereof to the part 1es cq,ncerned when so required; for which he is hereby allowed the sum of one dollar
fo r each copy, if the number of words therein do not exceed four hundred, but if the
JHl mber of words therein exceed four hundred, he is allowed ten cents additional for
cvf'ry hundred words over and above four hnn~d words.
liS, There shall be allowed to every Dominm'n land surveyor summoned to attend
any C?urt, civil or criminal, for the purpose of giving evidence in his professional
ca ~ac1ty as .a ~nrveyor, for each day he so attends (in addition to his reasonable travel ~tn g and hvmg expenses), and to be taxed and paid in the manner by law provided,
With regard to the payment of witnesses attending such court, five dollars.
ASSIGNMENTS.

1 ~ 9 •. The surveyor-general shall keep a book for registering, at the option of the
part~es Interested, the particulars of any assignment made, as well by t,h e original
uormn~e, purchaser, or locatee or lessee of Dominion lands, or his heir or legal represe;'ltattve, as by any subsequent assignee; and upon such assignment being produced
~tth t he affidavit of due execution thereof, and of the time and place of such executwn, and the names, residences and occupations of the witnesses, the said snrveyorf{en ral shall cause the material particulars of every such assignment to be registered
1n s~ch book of registry, and shall cause to be endorsed on every such assignment a
cert.lticate of such registration ; and every such assignment so registered shall be valid
a~ams.t any one previously executed, and subsequently registered or unregistered, but
all a l'ngnment~ to be registered must be unconditional, and all the conditions of ~ale,
grant or ~ocatwnJ must have been complied with or if dispensed with, then so dispen ed w1th by tue Minister of the Interior, befor~ such registration is made.
120. If any subscribing witness to any such assignment is deceased or cannot be
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found, the said surveyor general may register such assignment on the production of
an affidavit proving the death or the ausence of such witness and ~he hand-writing of
the party m!.l,king such assig~ment.
TARIFF OF FEES.

121. The governor in council may establish a tariff of fees to be charged for all
copies of maps, township plans, field notes and other records; also for registering assignments; and all fees received under such tariff shall be accounted for by the surveyor-general, and shall form part of the revenue from Dominion lands.
TOWNSHIP PLANS AXD PATENT LISTS.

1.22, The surveyor-general shall transmit to the registrar of every county, antl
registration district, and division iu Manitoba and the Northwest Territories, a copy
of the plan of each township or parish within such county, di.iltrict or division which
has been previously surveyed, and the survey of which has been confirmed, and shall
also at the same time transmit a list of all Dominion lands, within such county, <listrict or division, for which patents may have previously issued; and further, shall,
as early as possible in each year thereafter, transmit to such registrar a copy of the
map of each township in such county, district or division, surveyed in the year next
preceding, together with a list of the lands in such county, district or diviE>ion, paten tell
during such year. All of such copies of plans, maps and lists of lands patented, sb~:t ll
be certi!J.ed by the surveyor-general.
LAND SCRIP.

123. Whereas by the fif~h sub-section of the thirty-second section of the act passeu
in the thirty-third year of Her Majesty's reign, chapter three, it is provided tha,t tho
rights of common and of cutting hay held a.nd enjoyed by the settlers in the province
of Manitoba, may be commuted by grants of land from the Crown; and whereas the
method of commuting the said rights by an issue of scrip redeemable only in land, is
most convenient and expedient; and whereas it is also expedient to affirm the principle that rights to Dominion land may be satisfied by an issue. of scrip; therefore, the
orders of the governor in council, dated respect.ively the sixth day of September, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, aud the seventeenth day of April, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four, proviUing for the issue of scrip in commutation of the rights of common and of cutting hay in Manitoba, are hereby confirmed.
124. The governor in council may, if deemed by him expedient, satisfy any claim
which may hereafter arise to grants of Dominion lands, by an issue of scrip redeemable only by its receipt in payment for such laud.
GENERAL PROVISIONS.

1 2~. The following powers are hereby delegated to the governor in council:a. To withdraw from the operation of the said act, subject to their existing rights
as defined or created under the same, sp.ch lands as have been reserved for Indians, or
such as may be required to satisfy the half-breed claims created under section thirtyone of the act thirty-three Victoria, chapter three;
b. To reserve from general sale and settlement Dominion lands to such extent as
may be required to aid in the construction of railways in Manitoba or in the Teuitories owned by the Dominion, and to •ovide for the disposal of such lands, notwithstanding anything contained in the sind act,. in such manner and on such terms a.s may
be deemed expedient;
c. To encourage works undertaken with a view of draining and reclaiming swamp
lands by granting to the promoters of such works remuneration in the way of grants
of such portions of the lands so reclaimed as may be deemed fair and reasonable;
d. To grant laud-in no case, however, to exceed in extent nine hundred and sixty
acres-to any person or persons who will establish and keep in operation thereon for
a term of not less than five years, a school of instruction in practical farming and all
matters pertaining thereto, adapted for thirty pupils, with the approval and to the
satisfaction of the minister of the interior;
e. To satisfy any claims existing in connection with the extinguishment of the
Indian title, preferred by half-breeds resident in the Northwest Territories outside
of the limits of Manitoba, on the fifteenth day of July, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy, by granting land to such persons, to such extent and on such terms and
conditions, as may be deemed expedient;
f. To investigate and adjust claims preferred to Dominion land situate outside of
the province of Manitoba, alleged to have been taken up and settled on previous to
the fifteenth day of July, eighteen hundred and seventy, and to grant to persons satisfactorily establishing undisturbed occupation of any such lands, prior to, and, being
~y th m elves or their servants, tenants or agents, or those through whom they claim,
m_ ac ual_peac~able _posse ion thereof at the said date, so much land in connection
With antlm sattsfactton of such chims, as may be considered fair and reasonable;
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g. To make such orders as may be deemed necessary from time to time to carry ?ut ·
the provisions of the said act according to their true intent, or to meet any cases wh1ch
may arise and for which no provision is made in the said act; ~nd further .t? ma~e an.d
declare any regulations which may be considered necessary to gtve the prov1s10ns m this
section contained full effect; and from time to time to alter or revo.ke any order ?r
orders or any regulations made in respect of the said provisions, and make others m
their stead; and such orders or regulations shall be published in the Canada Gazet~e
and in such newspapers as the minister of the interior may direct, and shall lYe lard '
before Parliament within the first ten days orthe session next after the date thereof.
126. All affidavits, oaths, solemn declarations or affirmations required _to be tak~n
or made under this act may be taken before the judge or clerk of any county ?r Circuit court, or any justice of the peace, or any commissioner for taking affidavits, or
any dominion lands agent or officer, or any person specially authorized to take such
affidavits by the minister of the interior.
12,.. In any case where an affidavit or oath is required by this act, a solemn affirmation may be administered and made instead of an oaph, by any person who is by law
permitted in civil cases to make a solemn affirmation instead of taking an oath.
PREVIOUS ORDERS IN COUNCIL.

12!!1. All proceedings properly taken under the respective orders in council, on ~he
subject of the Public Lands in the P1·o·vince of Manitoba, dated the twenty-fifth of April, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one, and the twenty-sixth of May, following
the said date, are hereby confirmed, and the said respective orders, except t.he provision therein respecting pre-emption rights, which is hereby repealed and done away
wHh, (and except such of the provisions thereof as may be inconsistent with the provisions of this act, and which are hereby revoked), shall be and remain in force: Provided that this enactment shall in no way affect the provisions of the act passed in
t he thirty-sixth year of Her Majesty'8 reign, chapter thirty-eight.
129. Subject to the provisions hereinafter made, the act passed in the thirty-fifth
year of Her Majesty's reign and intituled "An act respecting the public lands of the
Dominion ," and the act passed in the thirty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, and
in tituled "An act to amend the Dominion lands act," and the act passed in the thirtyninth year of Her Majesty's reign, and intituled "An act to amend the Dominion lands
act!!," are hereby repealed, and t his. act is substituted for them: Provided always,
that all enactments repealed by any of the said acts shall remain repealed, and that
all things lawfully done and all rights acquired or liabilities incurred under them or
any of them shall remain valid. and may be enforced, and all proceedings and things.
lawfully commenced under them or any of them may be continuea and completed,
under this act, whi h shall not be construed as a new law, but as a consolidation and
?ontinuation of the said repealed acts subj ect to the amendments hereby made andmcorporated with them ; and anything heretofore done under any provision in any of
the said repealed acts which is repeated without alteration in this act, may be alleged
or referred to as having been done under the act in which such provision was made,.
or under this act.

SCHED ULE.
FonM A.-See Section 34.
APPLI CATIO~

F OR A HOMESTEAD RIGHT.

. I,
of
do hereby apply to be entered, under the provisions of the "DominIOn lands act, 1878," for quarter quarter- sections, numbers
and
forming part
<>f section number
of the township of
containing
acres, for the purpose
<>f securing a homestead right in respect ther eof.

FO RM

B - See Section 34, S ub· section 8.

AFFID AVIT I N SUPPORT OF CLAD 1 FOR IIO:l\:IESTEAD RIGHT.

I, A. B., do solemnl y swear (or affi rm as t be case may be) t hat I am over eighteen
year of age, th at I have not previously obtained a homestead under the provisions of
the Dominion lau ds act, that the lan d in question belongs to the class open for homestead eu~ry ; that there is no person res id ing or hav in g improvements thereon, and that
the applrca: ioa is made for rn y exclnsi ve use and benefit, with intention to reside upon
antl culti vate the said land. 's o help me Gou.
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C.-See Section 84, Sub-section 1.

OATH OF MEMBERS OF BOARD OF EXAMINERS.

I, A. B., do solemnly swear (m· affirm as the case nw.y be) that I will faithfully discharge the duty of an examiner of candidates for commissions as dominion land or
topographical surveyors, according to law, without favour, affection or partiality. So
help me God.
.

FORM

D. -See Section 90.

ARTICLES OF PUPIL TO DOl\IINION LAND SliRVEYOR.

These articles of agreement, made the
day of
one thousand eight hundred
and
between A. B., of
of
Dominion land surveyor of the one part, and
C. D., of
and E. F., son of the said C. D. of the other part, witness:
That the said E. F., of his own free will, and by and with the consent and approbation of the said C. D., doth, by these presents, place and bind himself pupil to the
said A. B. to serve him as such from the day of the date hereof, for and during and
until the full end and term of three years from hence next ensuing, and fully to be
completed and ended.
And the said C. D. doth hereby, for himself, his heirs, executors and administrators,
covenant with the said A. B., his executors, administrators and assigns, that the said
E. F. shall well, and faithfully; and diligently according to the best and utmost of
his power serve the said A. B. as his pupil in the practice or profession of a Dominion
land surveyor, which he the said A. B. now followeth, and shall abide and continue
with him from the day of the date hereof, for and during and unto the full end of the
said term of three years.
And that he the said E. F. shall not, at any time during such term, cancel, obliterate, injure, spoil, destroy, waste, embezzle, spend or make away with any of the books,
papers, writings, documents, maps, plans, drawings, field-notes, moneys, chattels, or
other property of the said A. B., his executors, administrators or assigns, or of any of
his employers; and that in case the said E. F. shall act contrary to the last-mentioned
covenant, or, if the said A. B., his executors, administrators or assigns, shall sustain ?r
suffer any loss or damage by the misbehaviour, neglect, orimproper conduct of the sa1d
E. F., the said C. D., his heirs, exec'utors, or administrators, will indemnify the said A.
B., his executors, administr~tors or assigns, and make good arid reimburse him or them
the amount or value thereof.
•
And further, that the said E. F. shall at all times keep the secrets of the said A. B.
in all matters relating to the said business and profession, and will, at all times during
the said term, be just, true and faithful to the said A. B. in all matters and things,
and from time to time to pay all moneys which he shall receive of or belonging to or
by order of the said A. B. into his bands, and make and give true and fair accounts
of all his acts and do~ngs whatsoever in the said business and profession, without fraud
or delay, when and so often as be shall thereto be required· and will readily and
cheerfully obey aud execute his lawful and reasonable command's, and shall not depart
or absent himself from the service or employ of the said A. B. at any time during the
said term without his consent first had and obtained, and shall, from time to time, and
at all times during the said term, conduct himself with all due diligence, and with
honesty and sobriety.
And the said E. P. doth hereby, for himself, covenant with tbe said A. B., his executors, administrators and assigns, that be the said E. F. will truly, honestly and
diligently serve the said A. B. at all times, for and durin()'
the said term, as a faithful
0
pupil ought to do in all things whatsoever in the manner above specified.
~n consideration whereof, and of
of lawful money by the said C. D. to the _
sa1d A. B:, paid at or before the sealing and delivery of these presents (the receipt
whe~e<;>f 1s hereby acknowledged), the said A. B. for himself, his heirs, executors _at;d
adtmmstrators, doth covenant with the said C. D., his heirs, executors and admmistrators, that the said A. B. will accept and tako the said E. F. as his pupil, and that
he t~e sa~d A. B. will, by the best ways and means be may or can, and to the utmost
of his_sktll an~l knowlr>dge, teach and instruct, or can e to be taught and instructed,
~he satd E. F. m the course of study prescribed by section ninety-five of the" DominIOn Lands Act, _hl79," in practical1.mrveying operations and in the u e of instruments,
and gene_rally m the art, practice and profession of a Dominion land , urveyor, which
h.e the satd A. B: now d_oth, and ~ball at all times during the said term, use and practtce1 and als? Will prov~de the said E. F. with all the necessary and reasonable expense Incurre_d 1~ transactmg _or performing the bu iness of the said A. B., and also will,
at th~ exptratwn of the atd term, give to the said E. F. a certificate of ervitude and
use ht be~t m ans and endeavours, at the reqne t, cost and charges Qf the said C. D.
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and E. F., or either of them, to cause and procure him tl?-e ~aid E. F. to be. e~amined
before the board of examiners of candidates for com~tsswns as of .J:?ommwn land
surveyors : Provided the said E. F. shall have well, fatthfully and dthgently served
his said intended pupilage.
Aed for the true performance of all and every the covenants and agreement~ aforesaid, according to the true inte~t a~d meaning thereof, e~cl? of them the sa1d A. B.
and c. D. doth bind himself, h1s he1rs, exec-qtors and admm1strators, unto the other,
!Jis heirs,' executors, administrators and assigns, in the penal sum of five hundred
dollars, firmly by these presen~s.
.
.
.
_
In witness whereof the part1es aforesatd have hereunto· set thetr hands_and seals,.
t;he day and year first above written.
A. B. (SEAL,. )
c. D. (SEAL.)

E. F.

(SEAL.)

Signed, sealed and delivered
in the presence of
G. H.
J. K.
FORM

E.-See Section 97.

COMMISSION AS DOMINION I;AND SURVEYOR.

Tbi8 is to certify to all whom it may concern that A. B., of
hath duly
pa.sseJ his examination before the board of examiners, and ha..th been found duly qualified to fill the office and perform the duties of Dominion land surveyor, he having
complied with all the requirements of the law in that behalf: Wherefore he the said A.
B. is hereby duly admitted to the said office, and commissioned for tho discharge of
the duties thereof, and is by law authorized to practice as a surveyor of D9minion
lands.
·
In witness whereof we, the president and secretary of the said board,. have sig.q ed
this commission, at
, on this
day of
, one thousand eight hundred and
C. D.,
Su.rveyo1·- General.
E. F.,
See~·etary.

FORM

F.-See Section 67.

APPLICATION FOR LAND FOR FOREST-TREE CULTURE.

I, A. B., do hereby apply to be entered under the provisions respecting forest-tree
culture of "The Dominion Lands Act 1879," for the
section in township number
in the
.range of the
meridian, for the purpose of cultivating forest
trees thereon.

FoRM
AFFIDAV~T

~ . ,do

G.-See Section 67.

IN SUPPORT OF CLADi ll'OR FOREST-TREE CULTURE.

solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may be,) that I am over eighteen
yean1 of age; that I have not previously obtained an entry of land for .forest-tree
cultnre, t he extent of which, added to that now applied for, will exceed in all one
bnrHlrcd and six.t.y acres; that the~and now in question is open prairie and without
t intlw r, and is unoccupied and unclaimed, and belongs to the class open for entry for
trl·e _e nlture (or, instead of the above, ctjter the word'' question," as the case rnay be, say,
co11 1::;:s of the quarter-section heretofore entered by me as a pre-emption right, under
t !Je provisions of sub -section one of section thirty-three of the ''Dominion Lands
Act,") and that t he application is made for my exclusive benefit. So help me God.
[ JOTE.-Attention is called to the testimony of registers and receivers in the "Report
of Pnblic LaP.d Commission, February, 1880," as to the numerous and perplexing papers
and forms required in the land service of the United States, to make entries or ~ettle
l.Oent.]
I, A.
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AUSTRALIA.
Australia is estimated to contain 2,983,264 square miles, or 1,909,268,960 acres.
COLONY OF VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA..
[From Official Report of Colony for 1876.]

There are four kinds of tenure in this colony: freehold lands, purchased lands, Crown
lands selected, leased Crown lands under pastoral license.
CROWN LANDS AND HOW DISPOSED OF.

The mode of disposing of Cro~n lands in Victoria has undergone numerous changes.
At first it was necessary that all land should ue offered at auction before passing
into the hands of private individuals, an upset price, according to its value, being placed
upon it by the government. Until1840 the minimum upset price was 128. per acre; it
was then raised to 208. Land which had passed the auctioneer's hammer without IJeing bid for was open to be bought by any one at the upset price. Large blocks of
land called special surveys, and a block of a square mile in extent upon each squatting run, were, under certain orders in council, exempted from auction, and were permitted to be purchased at £1 per acre.
In 1860 the system was changed, and a law was passed permitting surveyed country lands to be selected at a uniform upset price of £1 per acre, the only exception
being where two or more selectors applied simultaneously for one block, in which
case a limited auction, confined only to such applicants, was to take place. The successful selector had the option of either paying for the whole of his block in cash or
only for half; in the latter case, renting the other half at 1s. per acre per annum, with
the right to purchase at the same rate per acre as he paid for the first moiety. This
act imposed no conditions as to residence, cultivation, or improvement.
Another change was made in ltl62. Large agricultural areas were proclaimed open
for selection, within which land could be selected at a uniform price of £1 per acre,
lot being substituted for limited auction, in the event of there being more than one
applicant for an allotment. :For one-half of the allotment it was necessary to pay
at once; but for the remainder the purchase-money was allowed to be paid by instalments of 2s. 6d. each, extending over eight years. No more than 640 acres could l>e
selected by one person in twelve months. Three conditions, to be complied with witbin
twelve months of the date of selection, were imposed upon selectors under this net;
the first being that the selections be enclosed with a substantial fence; the secoutl,
that a habitable dwelling be erected on the land; and the third, that 1 acre out of
every 10 selected be cultivated.
The next change was made in 1865, when an act was passed providing that agricultural land could be acquired by payment of 28. per acre per annum during tb rce
years, and by effecting improvements to the extent of 208. per acre within two years
of the commencement of the lease. These conditions having been complied with, tile
lessee might, at the expiration of three years, if he resided upon the land, purc!Ja~e
his holding at £1 per acre; or, if not, he could require his leasehold to be offered at
auction at the uniform price of 208. per acre, with the value of improvements adtled
in his favor. There was also a clause* in this act whereby land adjacent to gold fields
could be occupied in blocks of 20 acres each without having.ueen previously surveyed.
The operation of t;he last-mentioned clause was so successful in leading to the cccupa.tion of the land that ·free selection before survey was the main principle of the
next land act., which is the one at present in force. This statute was passed in 1-''i9,
and came into operation on the 1st of February, 1870. Under it H20 acres is the largest
amou~1t allowed to be selected by one person. Tile selection is held under license during
three years, within which period the licensee must reside on his selection at least two
and a ha~f ~ears, must enclose it, cultivate 1 acre out of every 10, and generally cif~~t
snbstantia.limprovements to the value of 208. per acre. 'rhe rent payable during th1s
period is 28 per acre per annum, which is credited to tho selector aa part payrnellt of
the J?rincipal. At the expiration of the three years' license, the selector, if he obtain a
certificate from the board of land and works that he has cow plied with these conditions,
may e!th~r purchase his holU.ing by paying up the ualance of 14s. per acre, or may con ·
vert h1s ~tce':lse into a l~ase extending over seven years, at an annual rental of 2.s. per
acre, whwh 1s also credtted to the selector as part payment of tho fee-simple. On the
expiration of this leas , and due payment of the rent, tho land becomes thefree!Jold of
the selector.
The forty.second cl:~m;o. It was framed to meet tho demand for tho occupation of land atljacent

to ~ol<l fidfl . Its operatt_ou :W=:t gradually ext nde<l by regulation to a circuit of thirty miles around
go~ l fl~lds, and the same mchndual was allowed to hoitl several 2Q.acre licenses for the occupation of
adJacent Janel to th~ tota.l xtcnt. of 160 acres. The licensee was uound either ro reside on his holding

or to fence a.nd cultivate a. c rta1n portion.
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The Crown land sold in 1874 amounted to 531,538 acres, and the extent _granted
without purchase to 44 acres. Of th~ former, 49,656 acres were sold by auctiOn ; the
remainder was selected under the varwus }and acts.
The total extent sold, from the first settlement of the colony to the end of 1874_, was
9,929,388 acres, .and the extent granted without purchase was 3,245 acres, makmg a
·
total of 9,932,633 acres.
The fee-simple of the whole of this land had passed to the purchaser. ~ further
extent of land, amounting, at the end of 1874, to about 5,650,000 acres, was m process
of alienation under the system of deferred payments, and this,-too_, should the legal
conditions be duly complied with, will pass away from the Crown m the course of a
few years. 'l'hen there is land occupied by roads, the sites of towns, state fore~ts,
auriferous, pastoral, and timber reserves, and land which is at present useless owmg
to its mountainous character or to its being covered with mallee scrub, lake~:~, or lagoons.
Deducting the whole of these lands from the are.a of the colony, estimated at56,446,720
acres, the area available for selection at the end of 1874 is found to have amounted to
nearly 15,000,000 acres. This will be better seen by the follo.wing table, which shows
the condition of the public estate at that period :
Public estate of Victoria on 31st Decernber, 1874.
No. of acres.

Condition of land.
Land alienated in fee-simple ...........................................................•..
Land in process of alienation under deferred payments .................................. .
Roarls ia connection wit)l the above ..................................................... .
Land included in cities, towns, &c .......... ~ ........................................... ..
Res~rves in connection with pastoral occupation, about ................................ ..
Aunferous lands, about . . . . ........................................................... ..
st~Jte for~:>sts not included in unavailable mountain ranges ............ _. _. _.... : __ ...... .
Timbcrrcserves
"
"
........ : . . ................. . .. .
Mallee sc_rub, u~availabl_e mountain ranges, lakes, lagoons, &c., about , . . ............ _.. .
Arra am1lable for S{}lectwn at end. of 1874 . .... _............ _.............. .. ... _.. _.... - ..

779, 157
231, 040
350,000
1, 000, 000
215, 100
306,976
23,000.000
14, 981, 419

Total area of Victoria .......................... _......... ____ .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . ..

56, 446, 920

9, 93'2, 633
5, 650,395

The amount realized for lands sold during tho year was £579,051, or an average _
of ~lls. 9d. per acre. qf ~his sum, only £206,897 was paid during the year, the remumder having been patd m former years under the deferred payment system . The
land sold by auction included in the above realised £92,696, or an average of £1 17s.
4d. per acre, and the land sold otherwise than bv auction realised £486,355, or an average of £1 Os. 2cl. per acre.
~
'
From the first settlement of the colony to the end of 1874 the amount realized by
the sale of land has been £16,786,146, or at the rate of £1 13s. 10d. per acre.
_Subjoined. is the number of squatting runs [cattle farms] temporarily occupied at
w_Ill of o~mals, and the area of Crown lands embraced therein in the year under review and m the first year of each of the two previous quinquennial periods:
l

Numberof Approximate
runs.
area .
Acres.
1864 .. --- .. ---- .. ---- ---- .. .. ---- .. -- -- .. -- .......... -- .......... - -- ..... -~ ~~~ ---- -- ...................
........... ·--·- ..... --. ·-· .......... ..
........... ------ .. .......... . .............................................. ........................................ .

-- ·-----

--- --

1,177
1, 067
864

30,463, I>H9
27, 703,314

24,230,128

. T~e e~ect of tho disposal of Crown lands by sale and selection is shown .!n the
dtmiuutwn of tho number of runs, and of their contained area. The falling off of the

for~er was 110, and of the latter 2,760,000 acres iu the first quinquenniad, and the

fallmgoffof the runs was 203, and of the area 3,470,000 acres in the second quinquenniad.
The average size of runs [cattle farms, or ranches], was 25,i:l84 acres at the first period,
25,964 acres a~ the second period, and 28,044 acres at the third period.
'I'be rent pa1d for runs is fixed in accordance with the grazing capabilities of the
land upon the following scale : Four shillings yearly for each head of cattle and
horses tho rnn can depastme, and Sd. for each sheep. Ju the year under review, the
al!lount of rent received was£ 125,938, or at the rate of 1.247d. per acre. In the prevwns year, tho amount received was£ 140,786, or at the rate of 1.308cl. per acre.
The number of runs with purchased land attached was 482 in 187:3, and 45f) in
187-1, The land so attached was 1,959,394 acres in the former and 1,740,911 acres in
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the latter year, the proportion to each holder at the two periods respectively being
4,065 acres and 3,826 acres. In explanation of the falling off in the purchased land
hel<l in connection with runs, it is to be ob~rved that as soon as the Crown lands attached to a run are altogether purchased it drops out of the list of runs and is considered as a farm.
The term run is applied to such holdings only as are occupied under pastoral licenses.

COLONY OF NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRALIA.
[From Official Colonial Report, 1876.)
LAWS FOR DISPOSAL OF CROWN LANDS.

All the waste lands of the Crown within each provincial district are managed by a
board consisting of the waste-lands commissioner, chairman, and .five other commissioners, appointed by the governor. The homestead system, as amended in the session
of li;79, is as follows :
HOMESTEAD SYSTEM-FREE GRANTS.

Provision is made under the act for free selection of homestead grants. Blocks are
specially set apart for the purpose. The lantis so dealt with are divided into firstclass lands and second-class lands, according to quality, and are so marked upon the
government plans. The area allowed each person of the age of eighteen years or
upwards is, of :first-class lands 50 acres, or of second-class 75 acres; for persons under
eighteen years of age, of :first-class lands 20 acres, or of second-lands 36 acres. For each
block a di~:~trict surveyer or other duly authorized officer is appointed, and intending
settlers must lodge a written application with him between the hours of 10 a. m. and
4 p. m., such application to state names and ages of the applicants, and describe the
situation, class 'Of land, and number of acres they have taken possession of, together
with the date whereon they took possession ; also to whom it is in tended that a grant
or grg,nts shall issue upon fulfillment of the conditions of selections; and no applica;
tion shall be received for a less area than 20 acres, and not more than 200 acres of :firstcla~:S or 300 acres of second-class lands can be held or occupied by any number of persons living together in one household. The land will be allotted according to priority
of application; but when two or more applications are received at the_same time, the
ownership must be decided by lot. Every selection must, so far as the features of the
country will permit, be of a rectangular form, and when fronting onaroad, river, lake,
or coast, be of a depth not less than three times the length of the frontage-no selection to monopolize the wood or water or landing-place in any particular locality.
Under special circumstances the waste-lands commissioner ma.y permit occupants to
complete their selections by "the purchase of adjoining lands in blocks of irregular
shape and small extent. Every selector of land shall have the same surveyed at his
own expense by a duly authorized surveyor, and deliver at the waste-lands office,
within six months after taking possession, a correct certified plan. Only the sanction
of the commissioner is necessary until the conditions on which the selection is made
bavo been finally completed. At the end of the period of five years a grant or grants
shall issne for the lands selected, provided the selector has not forfeited his right
thereto. The conditions to entitle to Crown grant or conveyance are: Continuous
r-esidence on the land for five years; the erection of a permanent dwelling-hon::~e,
value £50, within twelve months from the commencement of such residence; annual
cnlti\'ation of one-fifteenth of area selected, if open land, or one-twenty-fifth if bush
land, together with the fulfillment of conditions imposed by the act and regulations.
Szowy8.-All surveys shall be made by surveyors authorized by the surveyor-general, anti in accordance with instructions to settlement surveyors issued, uot exceeding 30 acres, £5; excee~ling 30 anti up to 50 acres, 38. per acre; exceeding 50 and up
io 100 acres, 28. 6d. per acre; exceeding 100 an<l np to 200 acres, 28. per acre, but not
lel:- tban £12 lOs.; exceeding 200 and up to :~00 acres, 18. 8(l. per acre, but not less
than £20.
Whenever two or more sections are surveyed together by the , arne ~:~urveyor, onetb inl of the above rates shall be deducted from all areas ~tuove 50 acres, and whenever
all or more than one-half the length or the boundary lines shall run through vegetat:on ! HI:! than six feet high, one-third of the schedule rates shall bo tlLduded.
LICENSES FOR CUTTING TDIDim, FLAX,

A~D

{)Tf!EH PUHPO E .

Licen es to occupy Crown laud for any period not ex ·eccling se\'en years may, upon
application to the board, be obtained for culitiug tirub r or ililx, raising coal, removal
of ~lay, sand, grav l, or stone, digging kauri gum, site. for Haw-lnillR, !lour-mill , tan~erte:, fel_lmoo~er ' y_ard~, bl:lugh_L r-yarcl , brick kilu , potterie , ferrie~, jettie , ites
tn tbmly tnhabtt d dtiitrteta for mns an<l accommodation ltfln a.
Area of laud and
fee to be fixed by hoard.
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SPECIAL SETTLEMENTS.

The govt}rnor sets apart blocks of rural land, and declares the same open for special
settlement, but the total quantity of land so set apart in the colony is not all.owed to
exceed 100,000 acres in any one one year. Lands so set apart are sold at a pnce t? be
.fixed by competent valuators, not being less than one pound per acre. A deposit of
one-tenth of the price of the block is payable, in ~ann~r directed by the g~:r~·ernor~
within three months after deposit of survey plan w1th chtef surveyor. Con~1tw!ls of
improvements to be defined by regulations are necessary to be performed before Issueof Crown grant. Special settlement lands cannot be set aside as such for a longer
period than seven years, and if not taken up within that time may be declared open
to all purchasers as ordinary Crown lands. Tbe governor is empowered to contract
with persons or companies agreeing to promote the settlement of persons upon such
lands, and the person or companies so contracted with are bound to perform and observe the terms agreed upon. Rebate in the prices of land is allowed in respect of
adult persons introduced from the United .Kingdom, but the total rebate is not to
exceed twenty pounds for each statute adult, and no rebate is made until the governor is satisfied that a number of adults have settle<l on the land and improved the
same in conformity with the "regulations.

COLONY OF NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA.
[From work by Charles Robinson, Esq.]
CROWN LANDS-HOW DISPOSED OF • .

In 1861 the Parliament passed an act for regulating the alienation of crown lands.
That act is still law, and it offers very great facilities for the acquirement of land by
men of small means. Anybody is at liberty to take np any quantity of the best land
he can discover, between 40 acres and 320 acres, at £1 an acre; and, on payment of
one-fourth of the puchase money he obtains undisturbed ·possession. He is not dependent upon the caprice of any official ; and he need not wait to have his land suryeyed, although, as a matter of fact, the surveyor wiil spee<li1y follow him, and definItely determine the boundaries of his estate. If the land cor terminous to his own has
not been alienated from the Crown, the conditional purch tser is entitled by law todepasture his stock over au area three times the size of his purchase. 'rhis "grazing
~ight," as it is called, cannot, however, be relied on with any degree of certainty, fort
m the progress of settlement, these grazing areas are speedily converted into freehol fl
homesteads by successive conditional purchasers. As soon as the whole of the pur?hase money has been paid, the government issues the title, which is indefeasible; for
1t must be remembered that Torrens' act is in force in this colony, and titles to land
once registered under it can never be called in question. The interest (5 per cent. }
payable on the unpaid balance of three-fourths of the purchase me;>ney is equivalent
~o a yearly rental of one shilling for every· acre conditionally purchased. The followmg are the words of the act which provide for the conditional sale of nnimproved·
'
lands witP.out competition:
"On and from the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-twor
Cr~wn lands other than town lands or suburban lands and not being within a proclaiJJ?ed gold field nor under lease for mining purposes to any person other than the
applicant for purchase and not being within areas bounded l>y lines bearing northr
east, south, aml west and distant ten miles from the outside boundary of any city or
to.wn containing according to the then last census ten thousand inhabitants or fivemiles to the outsiue boundary of any town containing according to t ho then last census fi~e.thousand inhabitants or three miles from the outside bouudary of bny town
contammg accoruing to the then last census one thousand inhabitants or two miles
from the outside boundat:Y of any town or village containing according to the then
last census one hundreu inhabitants and not reserved for the site of any town or vil~age or for the sup_Jly. of water or from sale for any public purpose and not containing
Improvements and not excepted from sale under section seven of this act shall be
open for conditional sale by selection in the manner following (that is to say) Any
pe~son may upon any land-office day tender•to the land agent for the district a
wntten application for the conditionai purchase of any such lan(ls not less than forty
acres nor more than three hundred and twenty acres at the price of twenty shillings
per acre and may pay to such lan<l agent a deposit of twenty-five per centum of the
purchase money thereof And if no other like application and deposit for the sama
land be tendered at the same time such person shall be declared the conditionltl purcha!!er thereof at the price aforesaid Provided that if more than one such application
and deposit for the same land or any part thereof shall be tendered at the same t!me
to such land a~ent he shall unless all such application!! but one be immediately"':' thdrawu forthwith proce~d to determine by lot in such manner as may be prescniJe<l
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by regulations made under this act which of the applicants shall become the pur·
chaser."
It will be seen that the only restrictions upon choice are those which are absclatcly
necessary for the protection of the public interests. [u consideration, however, of the
liberal terms upon which land may thus be obtained, otller sec~ious of the act require
that the conditional purchaser shall reside upon his land for n. period of livo years,
and during that time make improvements to tho value of £1 an acre-conditions implying no practical llardsbip upon the bonafide settler, and whicll are fully satisfied
by the exercise of his own bbor. The act came int·o operation on tile 1st of Jan nary,
H:l62, and from that date to tlw 31st December, 1871, 2,849,391 acres were conditionally
purchased by 37,216 applicants.
Twenty-five pounds ($120.00) thus enables a man to acquire a !~.omestead of 100
acres.

BRAZIL.
Area, 3,275,326 square miles, or 2,096,208,540 acres.
LA.WS RELATING TO THE DISPOSITION OF THE CROWN LANDS OF BRAZIL.
fFrom the work of Dr. N . .Joaquim l\ioreira.J

J!\'IMIGRANTS.
With a view to attract intelligent immigrants, in order to expand the several
branches of industry, and especially agriculture, government has employed every
effort proportionate to the meanA at their dispo3al, not only directly promoting immigration and colonization, but also protecting private enterprise, &.nd propagating in
Europe the knowledge of the economical, social, and political condition of Brazil, and
taking measures tending to improve the condition of immigrants and the welfare of
colonists.
A.n official colonization agency has been established in the city of Rio de Janeiro
with a view to guide the first steps of the newly arrived, assisting them in those affairs
which they, owing to their ignorance of the language and cqstoms of the country,
are unable themselves to manage, to advise and give them any information required,
to hear their complaints, and when just present them to government. It also reports
on projects for introducing immigrants, makes the respecti vo contracts, and dispatches
the immigrants to their destination .
In the provinces, by order of the minister of agriculture, committees are named to
assist the presidents in the reception of immigrants, n.nd they employ means to obtaru
for them a friendly reception and means of livelihood by agricultural work or by the
exercise of· other trades.
Every immigrant that arrives at Rio de Janeiro, whether spontaneously or for government account, bas a right to board and lodging-those who remain in the city of
Rio de Janeiro during eight days, and the others till an opportunity occurs for them
to proceed to their destination.
At present, no sooner do tho immigrants reach the capital "than they are sent into
the i11terior to the high lands, there to l>e acclimatized.
With the laudable intent to create a uniform 1·egirne for state colonies, and to guarantee the welfare of their inhabitants, the following regulations were approved by
decree No.13,784, of January 19, 1867, and signed by Councillor Manoel Pinto de Souza
Dan tas, :Lt that time minister of agriculture:

REGULATIONS FOR THE STATE COLONIES.
CHAPTER 1.-TnE ESTABLISHMENT OF ,THE COLONIES, THE DISTRIBUTION OF LANDS,
AND THE CONDITIONS FOR THE GRANTS AND TITLE DEEDS.
ARTICLE 1. State colonies shall be establi hP.d l>y clrcrce of tho imperial government
there. pectiv-e names being indicated , and the colonial district Laving been previously
chosen, mea nred, and marked out by a government engineer.
ART. 2. Every colonial district shall contain iu its p remiter an area equivalent to
at lea t n. territory of four square leagues or 174,240:000 square me1rc , divided into
u~bau and rutallots, the most conv nient position for the township having been preVIously chosen.
ART. 3. The ngineers in charge of the works belonging to the colonial establi bment shall draw up a general plan, .which shall contain not only the designation of
the lots measured and marked out, the direction of projected roads, bridges, rivers, and
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large streams, and every other topographical indication, but also the Jan ds reserved'
for the township and which, with the assent of the director of the colony, shall have
been allotted to l:ltreets, squares, commons, churches, schools, cemetery, administrator's
bouse, jail, and other colonial buildings. Three copies. shall ?e made of t~ese plans,
one for the archives of the colony, another for the presidency of the provwce, and a
third. for the directory of public lands and colonization.
.
ART. 4. The rural lots shall be divideu into three classes: Those of the first class
shall contain an area of 125,000 square bracas or 605,000 square metres, those of the
second, 65,000 square bracas or 302,500 square metres, and those of the third, 31,250
square brayas or 151,250 square metres, equivalent tot, t, and i of the lots of 250,000
square brayas or 1,210,000 square metres, mentioned in article 14, section 1, of the law
of September 18, Hl50.
The urban lots may be divided into different classes, and the frontage may vary from
10 to 20 brayas or from '22 to 44 metres and the depth from 20 to 50 bra<;as or from 44
to 110 metres, according to the position of the land reserved for the township. All the
above-mentioned lots sha11 be indicated on the plan of the colony by a number.
AR·r. 5. The price of the square bra<;a (4.48 square metres), both of the rural and the
urban lots shall be arbitrated by the director of the colony, the fertility, the situation,
and. other circumstances of the land being considered, according to the descriptive
memorial of the engineer, and in proportion as the clearing of the colonial lands shall
proceed.
This arbitrament may·vary between the limits of 2 and 8 reis for the rural and of 10
and 80 reis for the urban lots; after the approbation of the president of the province,
these shall also be indicated on the plan.
ART. 6. Colonists may on arrival freely choose their lots, paying in cash the price
fixe d according to the respective classification.
An additional20 per cent. on the price marked shall be charged to those who buy on
credit, and this payment shall be made in five equal instalments to count from the end
oft be second year of their establishment.
If, however, the colonist pay before the instalments are due, an abatement of 6 per
cent. shall be made on the whole of the instalment or instalments anticipated.
ART. 7. The sons of colonists over eighteen years of age shall have the right to chooso
lots on the same conditions, and to settle separately if so willing.
·
ART. 8. The rural lots shall be delivered with the respective frontage and depth
measured and marked o~t, and with a path of from 10 to 20 bra<;as or from 22 to 24
metres in length, at both the lateral boundaries, indicated by three posts.
These lots shall contain an area of 1,000 square bra<;as or 4,840 square metres cleared,
and a temporary building large enough for a family .
. ART. 9. There shall he two kinds of tit.le deeds for the colonists, namely: proviswnal deeds, or those which indicate the lots, aud definitive deeds of the property,
passed according to the annexed models Nos. 1 and 2.
The former, signed by the director of the colony, shall be delivered to the colonists ,
"':ho may buy on credit; the latter, signed by the president of the province, shall be
g~v.en to those who shall have paid their debit to the public treasury. Both the proVl~ lonal and the definitive deeds shall be given gratuitously to the colonists within
three months from the day on which they shall take possession of their lots.
ART. 10. When the colonist buys on credit, he shall not be allowed to subject either
tbe lands orthe improvements on them to any real encumbrance, as one and the other
are mortgaged to the public treasury as a guarantee of his debts to the State and of
the fines he may incur.
It is unders Lood that the foregoing clause does not comprehend legitimate or testamentary inheritance or legacy, in which cases the property shall pass to the heir or
legatee with the encumbrance.
The provisional ti tle deed, mentioned in Article 9, shall b8 registered in a special
book, each page of which shall be signed by the director.
.
ART. 1~. The definitive title deeds shall contain: 1~t. , an exact cle:;;cription of the
boundar1es of the lot; 2c1, the extent and direction of tlle di visionary lin es with the
~eclaratio~ of the declination of the needle; 3.1, the are:1 anll tho name of the v.djoinIng propnetors; 4th, the conditions and encumbrance to which, iu accordance with
these regulations, the purchasing colonists are t:mbject.
When the lot shall be of an irregular form, the engineer shall design and sign a small
map of the samo on the title deed.
ART. 12. Every colouist who, within two years from the date of taking possession of
~he lot purchased, shall not have established on it his habitual dwelling ancl an e:ffect~ve culture, shall lose his light to the same, and, after the necessary advertisements,
1t shall bo sold by public auction.
Fr_om the pro~eeds of the sale there shall be deducted: first, the amount which the
neghgent colomst may be owing the State; and secondly the amount of any other
pr.oved debts which he may be owing; and if any sum remain it shall be delivered to the
sa1d colonist, or, in his absence, immediately paid into the provineial treasury
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The same steps shall be taken, at any time, with respect to rural or nrbar lots of land
whose owners shall abandon them for more than two years.
CHAPTER Il.-THE ADl\UNISTRATI0N OF THE COLONIES.
ART. 13. In tlie state colonies, there shall be a board composed of eight memheril,
namely: the director, who shall preside, the medical assistant, and six others, chosen
from among the colonists who shall have paid their debts to the State.
ART. 14. Those colonists who shall be soonest free from their debt, shall be memhcts
of the first bo.1rd ; and when more than six indi victuals arE:) in the same po'!i tion the
president of the province shall choose from among the names proposed by the directnrs,
those colonists which he may consider most fitting.
The duration of this provisional board shall be for only one year.
AnT. 15. At the expiration of this period the director shall send tn t.k~ prcsitlou.t of
the province a list of the names of twelve colonists who, to the courlition ahovo men·
tioncd, shall join intelligence and good coudnct; to tho list there shall be annexed snch
information as may guide the president in the choice of the six members of the permanent board.
ART. 16. This board shall be triennial, and the director, three month'3 before the expira.tion of that time, shall make the necessary proposal for the new board, which shall
be installed on tte first day of the following year.
ART. 17. The board may pass resolutions when the president and four other memhc-s
be present.
ART. 18. In urgent cases, when meetings of the board may be difficult, and throngb.
delay the decisions become prejudicial to the interests of the colony, the director may
resolve alone, explaining his reasons for so doing at the .first meeting of the board to be
noted in the respective book of the proceedings of the board.
ART. 19. If from the continuance of the meetings of the board, any dl3trimeut arise
to the colony, the director may adjourn them.
ART. 20. The director may also suspend the execution of the measures resolved on
by the board if contrary to law or to the clauses of these regulations, or if detrimental
to the colony.
In this case, as also those mentioned in the two foregoing articles, be shall immcdia.tely inform tho president of the province of the steps taken by him.
ART. 21. If the president of the province approve his act, then the president, if he
think proper, may dissolve the hoard, and order a new proposal to be made for tho
nomination of another, after consulting the imperial government.
ART. 22. So long as the colony shall not contain a sufficient number of colonists in
the above-mentioned condition to form the board the direntor shall exercise all its
functions.
ART. 23. The colonial board may decide with respect to the distribution of the colonial revenue, which shall be applied only to the following objects:
bt. The construction and repairs of buildings destined for public worship, schools,
and the administration of roads and bridges.
2d. Opening colonial roads, building temporary bridges and houses for the reception
and establishment of colonists, measuring lots, and clearing lands.
3d. Giving ordinary assistance and making advances to the colonists in accordance
with these regulations and the orders of the government.
4th. The acquisition of good breeds of cattle, of plants and seeds, as also making
experiments on the culture of certain plants which may best thrive on the lands of
the colony.
ART. 24. The board may also:
1st. Decide respecting the annual revenue and t.be expenditure for the objects and
service mentioned in the foregoing article, taking into account the expenses of admini:~tration and others ordered by the government.
2d. Resolve, in accordance with these regulations, on the sale of lots of land belonging to those colonists who may leave them uncultured or abandoned.
3d. Resolve, in like manner, with respect to those cases, in which the colonists ought
to be warned, deprived of the favors guaranteed or excluded from the colonial district.
ART. 25. The revenue of the colony comprises:
1st. Those sums which the imperial government may contribute towards its expenses.
2<1. The proceeds of the sales of the lots.
3d. The adyances made to the colonists and the fines that may be imposed on them.
4th. The d1scount up to 5 per cent. which may be made on the waaes of the workmen, according to Article 35.
,.,
ART. 26. Besides the before-mentioned duties and obliaations of the director, he is
bound:
o
1st. To sup~rintend and manage all the business and service of the colony.
2d. To rece1ve all the revenue and apply it in the manner indicated by the board.
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3d. To see that newly-arrived colonists are well received and established.
4th. To distribute the lots of lands, deliver the title deeds, make the advances, and
offer the assistance and favors guaranteed by these regulations.
.
.
5th. To give employment in the colony, on wages, to those who may requu;,e thrs assistance, preference being giyen !o the newly .auive~.
.
.
6th. To watch over the executton of these regulattons and to 1mpose on his subOl:dinates the penalties they may incur.
7th. To carry into effect the decisions of the board.
,
.
8th. To present in due time the accounts of the colony· and the reports under Lis
charge.
AnT. 27. In the state colonies, parties-may authorize their arbitrators to decide, by
equity, civil-rights questions which may aris0 independently of the rules and forms
established by law.
CHAPTER III.-RECEPTIOX A~D ESTAllLISHi\IENT OF COLONISTS.

ART. 28. Every colony shall haYe a special building, in which recently arrived colonists shall be received provisionally until their respective lots are distributed.
AnT. 29. During the first ten days after arrival, those colonists who may demand it
shall be mai11tained out of the funds of the colony, the amount of tho advances just
made Leing passed to their de Lit., to be l'ei m lmrsed as stated in Article 6.
ART. 30. On the day that the colonist takes possession of his lot, the director sha,ll
give him, as gratuitous assistance for his first establishment, the sum of 20.ji;OOO; and
to a head of a family an equal sum shall lw given for every person over 10 aull under
50 years of age.
.
_
ART. 31. The colonists shall have the right to receive on the same occasion, the
seed for the crops necessary for their maiutenance, and also the agricultural implements which they may require, the amount of which, as also the cost of the clearing,
of the temporary bouse and of all advances made, joined to the price of the lands, are
to be reimbursed in the manner herein nrovicled.
ART. 32. If there be work to be done fn the colony, those colonists who may desire
it shall be employed thereon for the first six mor.ths.
ART. 33. The director shall so distribute the work, that each adult of a family shaH
receive at least 15 days wages per month or 90 days in the h:tlf year.
For the execution of this clause two minors shall be counted as one adult.
AnT. 34. The work for the newly arrived colonists shall, as much as possible, consist in the preparation of the road in continuation of their frontage, in clearing and in
building their provisiona.l dwellings, so that there shall always be from 20 to 50 lots
ready for the establishment of new colonists.
•
ART. 35. In the colonies where the inhabitants shall number more than 500, tlJe
wages of the colonists shall suffer a discount of not more than 5 per cent., which shall
be paid into the respective treasury, after approva~ by the president of tbe province.
CHAPTER lV.-SUNDRY CLAUSES.

AnT. 36. Every colonist who shall not work assiduously on his farm or at his trade,
shall be warned by the director, or, if the board so order it, deprived of colonial work
and favors if he do nat mend.
ART. 37. The colonist who, through laziness or bad habits, shall he deemed incorrigi- bl_e, shall be excluded from the colonial1·~qime, and expelled from the respective distnct by the president of the province, if he judge it convenient to do so for the weifar~ and _interest of the colony; his lot and property being disposed of according to
Article 12.
1\RT. 38. Colonists who may desire to make a remittance to a foreign country may
deln-er the .amount to the director, who shall pass a receipt, mentioning the sort of
money received.
ART. 39. The director shall immediately pay tbe amount into the treasury, with
every particular relating to its destination, in order that the remittance may be made
by government at the exchange of the day, free of expense to the colonists.
Au~. 40. ~o slaves will he allowed, under any pretext whatever, to dwell in tho
colon1es which may be establisheu henceforward.
Neither shall any persons who take slaws wiLh them be allowed to establish in tho
existing colonies.
ART: 41. The director shall prese11t to the president of the province every six montlH~
a det_a1led _report on the state ancl progres)9 of the colony during the half yea.r, in conformity w1th J?Odel No.3, and annually a statement of the revenue and expenditure
for tho followmg financial year, organized by the colonial board.
ART. 42. ~he director shall also send quarterly to the treasury an account of all
amounts paid.
AnT. 43. Whenever govcrument may deem it convenient, colonial agricultural asylums shall be founded for thoso minors under eighteen years of age who may b6
orphans or whose parents may havo abandoned them.
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In these asylums government will board, clothe, and furnish medical attendance to
the inmates, and will have them instructed, according to age and strength, in th?se
mechanical works and trades which have an immediate relation to agriculture.
ART. 44. The clauses of these regulations, where applicable, shall be e~tended to
the existing colonies.
.
ART. 45. The special instructions with regard to the execution of these regulatiOns
shall be promulgate(l by the minister of agriculture, commerce, and public works.
Palace of Rio de Janeiro, January 9, 1tlti7.
MANOEL PINTO DE SOUZA DANTAS.
Sundry general, provincial, and private colonies have beeu created in various provinces of the empire.
Some, already emancipated, are progressing, strengthened by those branches of indus'try which they cultivate; others, more or less prosperous, are still under the 1'6gime and toiling to attain the end to which others have arrived; and if there be stationary or decaying colonial nuclei, the fact ought not to be attributed to the country,
but to the laziness of the immigrants. As a proof, we may adduce the fact that
weaUh and prosperity are enjoyed by about 130,000 Germans and descendants of German immigrants scattered over the provinces of Rio Grande do Sui, Santa Catharina,
Para.na, &c.
Finally, the measures which the government of tho country intend to carry out·, in
order to improve this branch of the public service, arc indicated in the following words
of the minister of agriculture:
"We must adopt an aggregate of measures perfectly adequate to satisfy the different requirements of the service; some relative to civil ~egislation, otherA directly concerning the means for receiving and establishingimmigrants and regarding the regirne
and inspection of the colonies. Among the former is the law which regulates the
hire both of native and foreign laborers. The latter includes the creation of an office
specially devoted to the management of immigration and colonization, to tho selection of government lands, the sale of them in lots at low prices, the establishment of
sanitary measures for vessels carrying immigrants, the creation of colonial nuclei on
fertile lands near large markets, the improvement of means of communication for the
existing nuclei aud for those that may be established, the creation of a territorial tax
wl1ich may co!ltribute to the utilization ef lands, hitherto uncultivated, in the neighborhood of cities and important towns.
''Improve the colonial nuclei at present in existence, giving them easy means of
communication with the nearest markets, and other necessary advantages to enable
them to become attractive; prepare lots of land in the neigbuorhood of railroads nn<l
not far from markets and towns where the immigrant may meet with eaHy sale for· the
product of his labor; suustitute the official colonial agency, created by decree of Apri 1
20, 1864, by an inspecjor general with more ample powers, which should comprise the
introduction, reception, and establishing of immigrants; attaching to the saruc an
auxiliary board composed of natives and foreigners, to be consulted iu matters referring to colonization and which should co-operate in the reception aml establishing of
immigrants."
And so it ought to be, because if, as Ribeyrolles says, in Europe the problem of production depends on the means of giving to a too numerous population the land which
it lacks; in Brazil, on the contrary, the problem is how to give to the richest soil in the
world the population which it needs.-(Dr. N. Joaquin Moreira.)

JtEPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
Area, 743,94~ square miles, or 476,126,720 acres. The following are the laws for colonization and grants of public lands to immigrants:
DEPARTMENT OF COLONIZATION, INDUSTRY, AND COMMERCE.
SECTION

1.

The President of the Republic has sent me the following decree:
Sebastian Lerdo de TeJada., constitutional President of the United Mexican States
to the inhabitants therein, know:
That Congress has issued the following decree:
Congress resolves :
ARTIC.LE 1. Until.a law &hall be enacted that shall defiu itcly determine and regulate
every~hmg con?ern1ng ?olouiz::ttion, tho Executive is llel'eby authorized to enforce this
law e1ther by d1rect actwn or by means of contmcti carrie<l out by private orrraniza0
tions under tho following ba . :
l. To grant each organization-a subsidy for each falllily that shall settle, o:- a..
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lllla.ller subsidy for each family that shall land, in some place in the Republic; an ad·
vanced portion, not exceeding 50 per cent. of said subsidy at reasonable rate per ce~t.
interests; lands capable of being colonized, after measurement, survey, a~d valuation
at a moderate price payable on ample time in annual installments; a premm~ for each
immigrating family; an exemption from duties to every vessel that shall brmg.to t~e
Republic ten or more families; a premium for each native family that sha!l settle. In
immigrant colonies; a premium for each Mexican family that shall settle m frontier
colonies.
II. To require from said organizations : a sufficient guarantee for the fulfillment of
.their contracts, stating the cause of forfeiting and of fine; a security that the colonis~s
shall enjoy, as far as it may depend on the contractors, the privileges granted by this
law.
III. To grant the settlers: Mexican naturalization and citizenship in the proper
casl38; an advanced payment of transportation expenses; a living for one year after
they have settled; farming tools and building materials for the construction of their
houses; an acquisition of a determined tract of land, fo~ tillage and building purposes, '
at a low price, payable on ample time, in annual installments, commencing from the
second year after the settlement ; exemption from military service and all kinds of
imposts, excepting municipal taxes; exemption from all kind of importation and interior duties on everything destined for the colonies, such as farming and shop tool8,
machines, chattels, building materials, domestic furniture, working and breeding ani'mals; exemption also, personal and not transferable, from export duties on their crops,
and free letter postage, through the department of foreign affairs or by means of
especial postage stamps, over their native country or former residence; premiums and
especial protection for the introduction of a new culture or industry.
IV. To demand from the settlers the fulfillment of their contracts in accordance
with the common laws of the country.
V. To appoint and send to the field the reconnoitering commissions authorized by '
the twenty-sixth section of the present budget, to select the lands capable of being
colonized, with the due requisites of measurements, demarcation, valuation, and description.
VI. That any person occupying a tract of public lands in obedience to the requisites
demanded by the previous fraction, shall have one-third of said land or its value, provided said person be duly authorized.
VII. This power of authori.pation shall belong . exclusively to the Execative, who
shall not deny the same to any State that may demand it for the lands within its boundaries. The authorization granted, as above, to the States or private citizens, shall be
yoid if, for three months from the granting thereof the corresponding operations (stated
m sectiOn V) have not been commenced.
.
JIII. To acquire, if deemed expedient, by purchase or any contract in accordance
with the rules already fixed in fraction VI, lands capable of being colonized, owned
by private citizens.
.
IX. To locate upon the lands of private citizens, when the owners of 'the same desire
it, colonists that, by virtue of the immigrating contracts already made, may be at the
disposal of the Executive.
X. Said colonies shall be considered as such, and shall enjoy the peculiar privileges
above related for ten years, at the expiration of which said privileges shall cease.
ART. 2. The Executive.is likewise authorized to dispose, iu the next fiscal year, of
the .amount o~ $,250,000 to defray the expenses required by this law, including the surveymg commiSSIOnS,
Legislative Palace, Mexico, May, 1876.
JULIO ZARATE,
Presiding Representative.
ANTONIO GOMEZ,
Secretary Repre3entative.
J. N. VILLADA,
Secretary Representative.
~order, therefore, the above law to be printed, published, circulated, and complied.
With.
Executive Palace, Mexico, May 31, 1876.
SEBASTIAN LERDO DE TEJADA.

To BLAS BALCARCEL1
Minister of Colonization, IndUBtry, and Commerce.

I communicate the same to yon for your own knowledge and proper uses.
Independence and Liberty, May 31, 1876.
BALCARCEL.
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MINING L.A.WS OF PORTUGAL.

MINING LAWS OF SEVERAL COUNTRIES.
For a review of the mining laws of Mexico and Spain, see Report of the Public Land
Commission and Testimony, Februa.ry 24, 1880.
P ORTUG.A.L.
The most ancient document t.hat is known relative to mines is of the year 1210, during the reign of King D. Sancho I, and it had for its object the making of a donation
of a tithe of the gold of .A.di~a to the Order of Santiago.
There did not exist any general law. The mines belonged exclusively to the Crown,
and they were worked by the King, or by private parties to whom by a special diploma
permission was granted to mine. The concesssions thus made to private parties were
always regarded as a privilege and a grace, which the King bestowed on his favorites.
The privilege was always temporary, and the miners paid a royalty to the Crown,
which generally was at the rate of the "fifth part" of the produce.
King Duarte'B Law (1433-1488.)-The above regimen lasted until the reign of King D.
Duarte (1433-1488), the period in which the first mining law of Portugal was promul~~-

.

· By this law every one was allowed to work mines in any place. The miner paid a
royalty of" two tithes" of the produce of the mine, whenever the same was located on
lands belonging to the Crown; but if it was located on private property, the said impost was equally divided between the proprietor and the King. The miners paid
besides that a certain entrance fee in order to obtain the grant, and a fixed annual tax.
This law was not, however, rigorously observed, and the conditions imposed on the
concessions were very changeable.
The period of the concession was sometimes fixed, and again its terms were not
defin~. It seems that the new pdnciple of the proprietor's participation in the profits
of the mines was always preserved.
·
King D. Manoel'B Law, 1516.-The law of the King D. Duarte remained in force until
1516, the date at which the second decree on mines, known under the title of "Regimento de Ayres do Quental" was promulgated by King D. Manoel. The fundamental
principle of King D. Duarte's decree was done away with entirely in this second law;
the proprietor remained without any rights at all over the miner's interest; the mining prerogatives did remain with as much plenitude as in the time of the kings before
D. Duarte. The proprietor had the right to demand indemnity for the damages caused
to his cultivated fields, but was obliged to allow the cutting down of wood for the
foundries, without any redress whatever.
The impost continued to be a "fifth," but the miner was obliged to sell his metals
to the King's stores at a fixed price, which was below the market price. Therefore,
the imposts paid by the miner were far in excess of 20 per cent. of the production.
This law retarded very much the development of mines.
In the year 1557 a new decree was promulgated, which, without altering the fundamental basis of King D. Manoel's Jaw, had the advantage of permitting the free sale
of the metals; but later enactments restrained this faculty in regard to certain
metals, the others remaining subject to forced sales. The tax continued to be a
"fifth," but the fisc invented a new way to raise that impost; whenever a mine was
bringing in profits the King could take a fourth himself, contributing towards its
workings with proportioned expenses ; so that the miner, besides paying an impost of
20 per cent. on the produce, found himself obliged to give to the King 25 per cent. of
the net proceeds. Under such a regimen the mining interests got into such a deplorable state that further regulations promised premiums to any one who should discover
any mines, but the demands of the fisc continued so severe that the premium, by itself,
was not enough to promote the development of mines.
With the purpose of reanimating this industry, almost extinct, ".A. General Superintendence of Mines and Metals of the Kingdom" was created in 1801, under whose
immediate control tbe mines were explored, the government defraying all expenses.
This new method was by no means productive of any better results, which was a -defect of the system. At tbe end of this regimen there were to be found hardly four
mines ~n operation-two of coal, one of antimony, and one of lead-of which only the
coal rome of "S. Pedro da Cova" was able to realize any net profits, which were employed in assisting in the outlay of the others.
The" General Superintendence of Mines and Metals of the Kingdom" did but prove
once more how impossible it is for any industry to prosper under the management of
any government.
:SY an ordinance (potraria) of the 6th of August, 1836, a grant was given to the lead
mme of Bra~al, and the decree of the 25th of November of the same year, reaffirming
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said ordinance put an end to the privilege which the State since the year 1801 had
arrogated to itself of working the mines on its own account.
.
But the decree of the 25th of November granted only the ~emporary use of .the mmes,
the State reserving to itself the right of possession; the mdustry not findmg, therefore, in the law sufficient guarantee for its own free develo~ment.
.
The above law was kept in force till the year 1850, and durmg that perwd of 14 years
only 35 mines had received concessions.
The decree of the 25th of July, 1850, came t? promote th~ ~reation. of the mining
property, consecrating the principle of concessiOn for an unhmtted perwd.
The decree of 1836, to a certain extent, became complet~d by that of 1~50; the former,
by abolishing the privilege of the State, created the right to the mu;ws; t~e lat.ter
created the mining proprietorship. This law lasted until 1852, and durmg thts penod
no new grants were made.
The decree of the 31st of December, 1852, adopting the fecund princ~ple of the f?rmer and improving some of its regulations, opened a new era of prospenty to the mming industry.
.
By accepting the basis of the French law of the 21st of April, 1810, thts decree regulated the separation of the superficial and subterranean property, circumscribe).l the
rights of the prqprietors and of the grantees, and the discovery of mines found, in the
decided advantages conceded to the discoverer, a very powerful incentive for ~ts progressive development.
The fundamental principles of the present law are the following:
Every one who should discover a mine has the right to its grant, whether it be
located in his soil or not.
The proprietor of the soil is obliged to consent to the working of the mine.
The miner is obliged to give the owner of the soil previous security for the indemnization of the damages he may cause.
All grants are made for an unlimitAd period.
The general conditions under which a grant is made, are: To keep the mine in active
operation, carry on the labors with safety, and pay the imposts to the government.
The impost is of 5 per cent. of the net product of the work.
'
The owner of the land receives half the quantity paid to the government.
The grant may be set aside, should not the grantee satisfy the conditions under
which it was made. In such a case the property remains belonging to the State, and
the government can grant it anew at auction.
.
The objects of concessions are the deposits of metallic substances and the saline and
comlmstible deposits.
.
The area granted to the metallic mines is about 500,000 square meters, and for the
combustible ones of 100,000.
The law of the 31st of December, 1852, did evidently contribute very much toward
the mining progress in Portugal; with all, this law could not fulfill the preseE.t requirements of the industry, and placed real impediments in its development.
The mining industry of France is, as yet, being regulated chiefly by the law of the
21st of April, 1810; and in spite of the administrative regulations that followed in
succession, and the laws that have successively improved the original one, the French
operators never cease demanding new legislative reforms.
Prussia, which adopted the law of 1810, forced by the pressing demands of the industry, substituted it with the one of June 24, 1865.
.
England, which has successively reformed several times its law of the lOth of August, 1842, again, on the lOth of August, 1872, promulgated its last law, revoking all
former legislation, and introducing all the requirements that the short experience of
ten years, counting from the time of the last law, deemed necessary.
Amongst us the experience of twenty years has shown us the defects of the law of
1852, and the necessity of its being reformed.
A simplification of,. . .t he process for obtaining the concessions; a more complete and
m?ch ~etter defined creation of the mining property than at present; a clearer determmat~on .of the mutual relations between the conces(:lionists and the land-owners; the
orgamzat10n of safeguards of the mines, clearly defining the administrative power
and the relations between the administration and thd grantees; the organization, so
often asked for, of a new system of imposts, are many reasons for the reformation of
the actnallaw.
July, 1876.
LAWRENCE MALHERO, M. E.
AUSTRALIA.
[From tho work by Challes Robinson, Esq.)
MINING LAWS AND HOLDINGS IN NEW SOUTH WALES.

Under the Crown Lanus Occupation Act leases are granted to all who apply for
them of l~nd not exceeding 320 acres, nor less than 40 acres, for coal mining lots1 ~nd
not excedmg HO nor less than 20 acres for other mineral lots, for the purpose of mmmg
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for any mineral excepting gold, at a yearly rental of 5s. per acre, the leases not to exceed
fourteen years, but to be renewable at the end of that time for fourteen years more.
Lessees have to spend at the rate of £5 an acre during the first three years of their
'leases. They can throw up their leases at any time by giving three months notice to
the minister of lands ; or can convert them into mineral purchases on payment of £2
.p er acre, and making improvement to the value of £5 per acre.
GOLD LANDS, HOW TAKEN.

The regulations of the government are conceived in the most liberal spirit, and
while they protect the miner to the fullest possible extent, they at the same time
insure the freest scope to his industry. The gold in the soil is the property of the
Crown; and before any man can take it he must get what is called a ''miner's
right." This authority to dig or mine for gold is given to all who apply for it. It
·costs ten shillings a year, and entitles its possessor to take up ground upon any gold
field to the extent of from 60 feet by 60 feet to 114 feet by 114 feet, according to the
class of mining pursued upon the particular field. If a man wants to open a quartz
mine he can take up fifty feet along the line of reef (vein), with a breadth of 100
yardB'on each side. His miner's right also entitles him to occupy half an acre of land
for his dwelling upon any proclaimed gold field, and to vote for the election of a member
of Parl~ament. All these privileges any man may·enjoy in New South Wales for lOs. a
year. The miner is not restricted to one claim; he can take up a hundred if he likes, by
virtue of his right ; but then he must keep men at work upon them, and every man
he so employs must also have the ''right." This is not all. The miner can take up
sluicing (placer) claims to the extent of ten acres; and if this be too circumscribed an
area he may by the payment of £1 per acre per annum take out a lease of alluvial
or quartz ground for any number of acres not exceeding twenty-five in one block (and
as many twenty-five acre blocks as he pleases), or of river beds to the extent of 1,000
yards, on payment of a yearly rental of £1 for every 100 yards so taken up. To prevent monopoly, however, and to protect the interests of the miners as a body as well
as of the State, the regulations provide that the miner shall forfeit his claim or his
lease if he fail to work it. There is an export duty on gold of ls. 3d. per ounce.
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ADDENDA.
FROM CHAPTERS 1 TO 33, INCLUSIVE; FROM JUNE 30, 1880, TO JUNE :30, 1882; CHAPTER 36, FROM JUNE 30, 1882, TO.J"UNE 30, 1883, AND, IN MANY INSTANCES, DATA, REGULATIONS, AND FORMS TO DECEMBER 1, 1883.

REGULATIONS, INSTRUCTIONS, BLANKS, A._ND FORMS .ARE IN EFFECT
DECEMBER 1. 1883 .
.AREA OF THE NATIONAL DOMAIN, WHICH INCLUDES TH~ PUBLIC DOMAIN, WITH STATISTICS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO CHANGES IN EXISTING LAND LAWS.
(See Chapter 1-pages 1 to 29, inclusive.)
The matter on pages 1 o 13 of this book, prepared in 1880, is correct to December 1,
1883.
The statistics of the land service from pages 1 to 27, from 1784 to June 30, 1880,
are brought down to June 30, 1883, and where possible to December 1, 1883. The
General Land Office statistics and tables are prepared only to June 30 of each year,
so it is impossible to bring the official tables and statistics down to December 1, 1883.
GROSS CASH RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS TO JUNE 30, 1883.
(See pages 1'i' and 25.)
The United States received from sales for cash, fees, and commissions, under all laws, since the passage of the ordinance of May 20,
1785, to June 30, 188~ the gross sum of . . • • . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. $208, 059, 657
From June 30, 1880 to June 30,1883, the gross sum received from like
sources wasDuring the year 1881........ ...... .... .............. .... .... ..
5,408,804
During the year 1882 .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
8, 394, 516
During the year Ul83.. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .
11,713, 883

14
16
04
70

In all a grand total from 1785 to J nne 30, 1883 of.. • • • . • . • • • . . . . • 233, 576, 861 04
CASH

RECEIPTS FROM SALES <;>F PUBLIC LANDS FOR THE FISCAL YEARS 1881, 1882,
AND 1883.
Cash receipts during the year ending .rune 30, 1881.

From sales of public lands ........................................ .. $3,534,550 98
From sales of Indian lands ........................................ .. 1,006,691 63
Homestead fees and commissions .. .. .. . ............................ .
556,766 16
Timber-culture fees and commissions ................................ .
154,739 35
Fees on military bounty laud-warrant locations ..................... .
1,484 00
17 00
Fees on locations with different classes of scrip ....•.....••..•••..•.•
Fees in pre-emption and other filings .............................. ..
59,366 00
Fees in mining applications and protests ............................ .
28,310 00
Fees on timber-land entries ............ . ............................ .
3,330 00
Fees for reducing testimony to writing, by local officers .....••.•.....
47,625 2-i
Fees on railroad selections .......................................... .
3,581 27
Fees on State selections ............................................ .
4,199 63
Fees on donation claims ............................................ .
1,415 00
Fees for transcripts, furnished by the General Land Office, during the
6,727 90
fiscal year of 1881 .............•.......••...................•......
Total . . . . • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • • . . . . 5, 408, 804 16
During the fiscal year 1881 a grand total of 10,893,397.05 acres, were disposed ofL
The amount realized per acre was about 50 cents.
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Cash receipts during the year ending June 30, 18&2.

From sales of public lands, ........... ---· ---· ..................... . $6,628,775 02
From sales of Indian lands ......................................... .
634,617 22
l'rom homestead fees and commissions ..................•..... ~ ..... .
697,968 59
:From timber-culture fees and commissions .......................... .
232,534 00
1,166 00
From fees on military bounty land-warrant locations ................ .
From fees on locations with different classes of scrip ................. .
116 00
128,123
00
From fees on pre-emption and other filings .............-............. .
From fees for reducing testimony to writing ........................ .
56,897 06
4,695 50
From fees on railroad selections ..................................... .
2,436 00
From fees on State selections ....................................... .
595 00
From fees on donation claims ........... . ........................... .
3 00
From fees for issuing patent certificates ............................. .
From fees for transcripts from records furnished by the General Land
6,588 75
Office ... '.......•.................. . .... ·.......................... .
Total ........................ _................•.•.. __ ... . . . . . . . ~. 394, 516 04
During the fiscal year 1882 a grand total of 14,309,166.40 acres were disposed of
The amount realized per acre wa.s about 57t cents.
Cash receipts during the year ending June 30, 1883.
~'rom cash sales . -... - - - -.. -.... - . -- .... - - -.. - - --. -- ................ . $9,667,032 28
?.81, 467 01
From homestead fees and commissions .............•..•....•..........
282,262 00
From timber-culture fees and commissions .......................... .
1,185 00
From fees on military bounty land-warrant locations ................ .
143 00
From fees on scrip locations ........................................ .
182,039 00
From fees on pre-emption and other filings ................ ·•..........
48,875 09
From fees for reducing testimony to writing ...... .· ..............•...
125 00
~,rom fees on donation claims ...................•...•................
3,229 00
From fees on State selections .................................•......
24,004
00
From fees on railroad selections .............. , ................•..•...
8,118 05
From fees for t.ranscript of records furnished by General Land Office ...

Total receipts from public lands ............................... 11, 088, 479 43
Receipts from sales of Indian lands (trust funds) . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
625,404 27
Total ...................• _...................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 713, 883 70
During the fiscal year 1883 a grand total of 19,430,032.80 acres were disposed of.
The amount realized per acre was about 60~ cents.
SALES OF INDIAN LANDS SHOULD NOT BE IN FACT INCLUDED ABOVE.

Tho items of $1,006,691.63 in 1881, $634,617.22 in 1882, and $625,404.27 realized from
sales of Indian lands (trust funds), as reported by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office in his a.nnual report for these years are not, in fact, receipts from public
lands. They are sold by authority of Congress, under special laws by the General
Land Office, and the money received for them is deposited by the receivers of pul>llc
mo~eys in the United States Treasury to the credit of the several Indian funds, for
the benefit of the Indians ·mder treaty stipulations.
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ESTIMATED DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN TO JUNE 30, 1880, JUNE
30, 1882, AND JUNE 30, 1883.
(See pages 22 and 23.)
The disposition of the public domain from its origin to June 30, 1883, is estimated
at about 620,000,000 acres, partially accounted for under the following items:
Estimated disposition under various laws toDetails as to disposition.
June 30,1880.

June 30,1882.

Acres.

Acres.

547, 754, 483. 88

572, 957, 047. 33

June 30,1883.

Acres.
591, 987, 814. 22

Cash sales, which include pre-emptions, &c., and
probably 30,000,000 or more acres accounted for
under other acts, and commutation of homesteads,
from establishment ofla.nd system, to June 30, 1880. 169, 832, 564. 61 173, 000, 000. 00
I 175, 000. 00
Donation acts, Florida, Oregon, Washington, and
New Mexico ...................................... .
3, 084, 797. 36
3, 117, 401. 73
3, 121,534. 52
Land bounties. military and naval service . .......... . 61, 028, 430. 00
61, 028, 430. 00
61, 064, 150. 00
State selections (act of 1841) for internal improvements ................ . . . .. .. ...................... .
7, 806,554. 67
7, 806.554.67
7' 806, 554. 67
Salines (salt springs and lands adjacent) granted to
States .. ........................................... .
559,965.00
559,965.00
559,965.00
Town sites and county seats ....................... ..
148,916.91
162,794.41
167,871.39
Railroad land grants patented .... ..... : . ......... .. . . 45, 650, 026. 33 . 46, 526, 823. 06
47, 004, 043. 96
Canal grants .. . .................................... ..
4, 424, 073. 06
4, 424, 073. 06
4, 424, 073. 06
Milita~ wagon-road grants . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. ..
1, 301, 040. 47
1, 301, 040. 47
1, 741, 897. 59
Minera lands sold since 1866 ....................... ..
148,621.14
194,970.60 .. • - . 224, 483. 54
Homesteads, 3,000,000 (estimated) acres of which
have been commuted and carried into cash sales
!Wove ·............................................ . 55, 667,044. !)5 67, 043, 189. 79
*75, 215,164.17

~~~pl~n~~u~~~~t~~- : ::: :.: ::: :::::::::::::::::::: : :::

2, 893, 034. 44
10,750.24
20,782.77

2, 778, 622. 45
24,560.15
159,008.41

2, 949, 113, 664
40,172.97
456,743.91

Gr:J:~~fgn·a~t -~i ·ia54::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::

69, 206, 522. 06
25, 696,419. 73

70, 006, 769. 41
25, 696, 419. 73

.......................

Withdrawn or patented ......... ... .. .. ...•....
trea held under timber-culture act ... .............. .
esert land act ..................................... .

78, 659, 439. 00
9, 346, 660. 93
897,160.57

78, 659, 439. .00
13, 657, 146. 47
1, 170,675.53

t78, 889, 839. 00
16, 768, 076. 70
1, 607, 310. 22

Stone and timber acts of 1878 .....••..•..............
Swamp and overflowed lands to States, selected or
Scho?ls, seminaries, a!Jd agricultural colleges:
S1xteenth and thirty-sixth sections,
for schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67, 893, 919
Seminaries and universities . . . . . . . . . . 1, 165, 520
.A.gr~cultural colleges, land in :{>lace . . 1, 770, 000
.Agncultural colleges, land scnp .. .. . 7, 830, 000

70, 445, 957. 58

And various amounts disposed of under special acts, to be found in the Statutes at Larg~.

The above does not include land~ embraced in Indian or military reservations.

RAPID DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
To

JUNE 30, 1883.

(See pages 23 and 26.)
SALES OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN LANDS DURING THE FISCAL YEAR

1881.

During the year ending June 30, 1881, the disposal of public lands under all acts
of Congress was 10,128,175.25 acres. The sales of Indian lands to the same period was
765J22~.tl0 acres; a grand total of 10,893,397.05 acres.
*Probably 5,000,000 of acres of this has bee:n commuted into cash Jlayments.
tGrants for universities in Dakota, Montana, Arizona. Idaho, and Wyoming, 230,400 acres, added.
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The sales of public and Indian lands, during the :fiscal year 1881, were
follows:
Cash sales:
Private entries .•••••..•........•...... .' ...•....•·•..•..•• -.. -- ••.
Pub lie sales ........••••..............•.. -.........•••.... - .. ---.
Timber and stone lands ......•••....•.•...........••••......•.•.
Pre-emption entries .••••..•••....•••.•.... - ...•.. - .•• - ... -- .• --.
Desert lands ..•.•.•.•..............•.•......•••......•.•....••..
Mineral lands ...••..••....••••..•••••..••...•........•••.. ----. ·
Coal lands ..........••..............••....•.............•....•••.
Excesses ...........•.................•.......... -..•........ - - -Abandoned military reservations ..•......•...........•......•••.

in detail as
Acres.

666,229.11
2, 279.40
42,987.92
721,146,26
108, fi60. 02
27,189.68
4,975.5S
12,339.06
1,910.21

Total .........•..· .•......•.•....•••••.........•..•........•... 1,597,617. 24
Homestead entries ..•••....•..........•••......•.•..........••..•... 5,028,100.69
Timber culture entries ...............•................•••........••. 1,763,799.35
Locations with military bounty land-warrants issued under acts of
56,662.36
1847, 1850, 1852, and 1855 .......................................... -.
360. 0()
Agricultural college scrip locations ..•...........•................•..
28,253.74
Supreme court scrip locations ..•••..............•.... ·.....•...••••..
392. 15
Valentine scrip locations ...•..........•..........................••.
2,519.'1:1
Sioux half-breed scrip locations ............••...........••.....••••..
800.00
Chippewa half-breed scrip locations ...........•...........•.•........
16.86
Locations with Porterfield scrip .......•......... .: ...•••••.•......•..
Lands certified or patented for railroad purposes to States :
383.23
Alabama .........................••....•....•....••••...•....••.
73,321.58
Iowa ........•...........•••...•....••••....••••.•..•...... ----483,466.63
Minnesota .....••••...•••..••.•...•••.••••••.••••...... - .•.•.••.
281,277.28
Kansas .......••••.....•...••.•.••••.....••••.....•••...••...•.•
To corporations:
211, 99'2. 04
Pacific railroads . • . . . . • •.••...•••..•••••..••••..•••..•••••.. ·.•••
State selections, approved for15,880.00
School indemnity ............••••••••••••...••••.•..•.••...•••. 1,760.00
Internal" improvements .....••.•.•••••••••...•.•...........••••.•
1,370.45
Agri_cult_nral colleges ....•...............•....•....•...•••..•••••
3,964.14
Sem1nanes .....•........ _........••..•.••..•....•••.•.•...•.••••
18,237.06
Donation claims ...•...... __ ........•••..•••...•••.•.•...•...•...•••
569,001.18
Approved to States as swamp .........••...........•.•••••...........
Total .....••....••..... ____ .••••..•••................ -•-- .•... 10,128,175.25
Indian lands, sales of, during the :fiscal year of 1881 :
Osage ceded .••••....... _.... ___ . __ .. __ •. _......... .
Osage trust and diminished reserve ...••....•....•...
Kansas trust ....•....•........•.... _.......••.•.••..
Kansas trust and diminished reserve ..•••..••••..•••.
Pawnee ....•.............•.......................•.
Sioux ............... _•.... _....... _... _.......... __
Sac and Fox .........•...••••..••..........•...••••.
Cherokee strip .......•...............••..••.•.... __ .
Otoe and Missouria .•..........••...••••............
Cherokee school ......•......... ·........••...........

Acree.

4,622.21
613,951.05
25,736.53
18,971.86
15,219.55
50,299.64
57.40
20,086.12
16,036.E'7
240.57

765,221.80

Which added to the sales of public lands makes a grand total of...... 10,893,397.05
SALES OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN LANDS DURING THE FISCAL YEA.a

1882.

(Su tabular statement of total dispositions of pubtic lands for the fiscal year H382 facing
page 521.)

Under all ~cts of Congress during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1882, the disposal
of public lands was 13,998,780.27 acres, and of Indian lands 310,386.13 acres, making
a total of 14,3091166.50 acres-greater by 3,415, 769.35 acres than in the year 1881, and
embracing an area almost equal to the total area of the States of New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, and Connecticut.

DISPOSITION
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The sales of public and Indian lands d~ring the fiscal year 1882 to June 30 were, iD
detail, as follows:
Acres.
Cash sales:
Private entries .••••..•.••..••••..•••...•••• • •• · · • • • • ·.• • • • · · • • • • • 1,924,496.15
7,9:33.13'
Public sales .......••••..••.•.. -.-. · ·- ·- ·- • • • • · • • • · · • • • • • • • • • • • •
95,237.02
Timber and stone lands .•••...•....••.••••••••• ·• • • • • · • ·- • · · · · · ·
1,351,380.85
Pre-emption entries ...••••..••.••.••••.. ----- ·- • • • ~ • • • • · · • • • • • •
164,955.94
Desert lands ...........•.•.•• -- .•• -.. - - - • · · • • • • · · · • • • • · • • • • • • · •
(39, 323.11}
*Final desert lands ....••.•..•••••..• ---. -- .. ·-- · ·-- • • · · • ·- • · · · • •
36,768.63
Mineral lands ..........••....••... -.- •.• ~--- · .• · : -- • • • --- · • · - - • ·
8,634.23
Coallands ............. ·•...•• - - . - -- - • • - - - · · · · - -· · • - - • • · · • • · • • • ·
19,316.77
Excess payments on homestead and other entries .•• --- . ----. --- ·
2,808.12
Abandoned military reservation .••• - ...•••..•• -.- •• -•. ----. ---- (376,656.10}
*Commuted homesteads ..••....•••..•••• - ••••. -.-.- • · ·-- • • · · • • • · ·
(700,727.80)
*Act June 15, 1l:l80 .••........•.••••.••••••••.•••• •••• ···--· ••••••
Total cash sales ...........•...••.....••...•••••••••.••••...• "
Homestead entries (original) .••• _..•...•.•••••.•.•• --. .• • • • . • • . .
*Final homesteads ..••......•....•...•..•.••• • : ••.••••.••••..•.••
Timber culture entries (original)...... • • • • . . . • . . • • . • • . • • • . • • . . . .
*Timber culture, final .••••.......•.• ~.. . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • • • . • . • .
Locations with·military bounty land warrants . • . • • . • • • • • • • . • • • •
Agricultural college scrip locations .•••••.......••.••• --. • • . . . . • •
Private land scrip locations .••••..••••.•••••.•••••.•••••..•• -.. •
Valentine scrip locations ..•....•...•••••••••••••••.• --.. . • • • • • .
Sioux half-breed scrip locations . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . • . . . •
Chippewa half-breed scrip locations.............................
Locations with Porterfield scrip .•••••..•••..•.•••••.•••••.•. --. .
Lands selected under railroad grants...... • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . •
State, school, and internal improvement selections...............
Donation claims .....·. . . . . . . • . • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . • • .
Swamp land selections . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . • • • . . • . . •

3,611,530.94·
6, 348, 045. 05
(2, 219, 427.10}
2, 566, 686. 09
(23. 371. 12)"
43, 865. 69
1, 040. 00
10, 577. 12.
853. 47·
840. 00,
240.00
390. 79'
472, 263. 8~
276,111.74
18, 303. 14
648, 032. 36

Total . . . • • . • . . • . . • . . . . • . • . • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • 13, 998, 780. 21
Sales of Indian lands:
Acres.
Cherokee strip ..••...••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••• 29,508.02
Cherokee school .•.•...•........••.•••••••••••..•••...
296.65
Kansas trust ....•..............••••••••••••••••.••.•.
210.72
Kansas trust and diminished reserve •••...••..••••.••. 11,760.30
Osage trust and diminished reserve ••••.•••..••.•..... 81,817.16
Osage ceded ..... _.......••...•••.••••••......•.......
3,260.63
Otoe and Missouria . ..••...••••...••••••••....•.......
7,343.57
C4octaw orphan ..•.•.•......•...••.•.••• -~ ••.•.• ___ .
160.~6
Pawnee .•.•..•........•••....•........•••...•.....•.. 112,982.80
Sac and Fox ...••.•.•...••• . .•.•.•••...•••.......•...
80.00
Sioux .....•••••..•••.••.............•. _•...• _•..•.... 62.763.32
Shawnee absentee ...•••.•...•.•.......••••...........
200.00
310.386.13

Which added to the disposals of public lands make a grand total of.... 14, 3Q9, 166. 4&
Under all acts the entries and dispositions were in fact 17,182,024.33 acres. (See
page 524.)
30, 1883,
(;See tabular statement of total dispositions of public lands for fiscal year 1883, facing
page 522.)
Under all acts of Congress during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883, the disposal
of public lands was 19,030,796.89 acres, and of Indian lands 399,235.91 acres, a grand:
t otal of 19,430,032.80 acres, a total area about equal to the area of the States of New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and New Jersey, and the
largest annual disposition known in the history of the public land system; exceeding
1882 by 5,120,866.30 acres, an area almost equal to the State of New· Jersey, and exceeding the business of 1881 by 8,536,635.75 acres, an area about equal to the surface
of the States of Delaware and Maryland.
BALES OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN LAND DURING THE FISCAL YEAR TO JUNE

*The areas of homestead entries commuted with cash, and of lands originally entered under the·
homestead laws but subsequently purchased under the act of June 15, 1880, and the areas of 1lnal
homesteads, final timber culture entries, and final deserted land entriea, are not embraced in the fore&oing total, such areas having been previously reported with original entries of the repective classea.
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so,

1883.

"TITLE TO MORE THAN 27,000,000 ACRES OF PUBLIC LANDS INITIATED IN 188S.
This statement on.l y includes actual sales and dispositions. During the fiscal year
1883, in addition to the foregoing and not included in the grand total, title to about
.{3,000,000 of acres. of public lands was initiated, under the several settlement laws, so
that, if these filings are consummated and title passes under them, the public land
,dispositions for the year 18i::l3 will be 27,430,032.80 acres, an area greater by almost
1,000,000 acres than the whole area of the State of Louisiana.
The sales and actual dispositions of public and Indian lands d~ring the fiscal year
1883 were, in detail, as follows:
Acree.
·Cash sales:
Public sales ..•••.........•....•....•.............•.... .'..••••.
273,069.62
2, 179,955. 14
Private entries ......•....••..••...••••...................•....
Pre-emption entries .......................................... .
2, 285, 719. 35
Timber and stone land entries ............................... .
297,735. 50
436,633.69
Desert land entries .••••.........•..••••.......•••.....••••....
31,520. 18
Mineral entries...... . . . . .. . • •..•....••••.....................
15,612.82
Coal land entries ...........•.•......•.........................
25,677.00
Excess payments on homestead and other entries .....,......... .
1,695. 90
Abandoned military reservations ............................. .
Total cash sales ............•••.••••..••....•.....•....•......
..Miscellaneous :
Homestead entries .........••......••••.......•..•............
Timber-culture entries ........•..••............•.....••.......
Donation entries ........................................ ·..... .
Entries with school warrants ................................ ..
Entries with military bounty land warrants ...........•.......
Entries with agricultural college scrip ..... , .................. .
Entries with private land claim scrip (Supreme Court) ........ .
Entries with Valentine scrip ................................. .
Entries with Porterfield scrip ................................ ..
Entries with Israel Dodge scrip ....... . ...................... ..
Entries with Wilson scrip .................................... .
Entries with Sioux half-breed scrip .......................... ..
Entries with Chippewa half-breed scrip ...................... ..
State selections (school, swamp, and internal improvement) ... .
Railroad selections .•.•.. . ..............••...........•.........
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
Acres.
lands :
Cherokee school ...•..........•..........••••.....
. 748.84
Cherokee strip ....•...............................
59,800.09
Absentee Shawnee .............................. ..
120.00
Kansas trust .......•..............................
17,836.75
Miami . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
4,976.34
Osage ceded ...••...........................•••...
1, 831.73
Osage trust . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 224,646.22
Otoe and Missouria ............................... .
467.99
Sac and ]'ox .........••................•..•.......
118.72
Sioux .......•.•...••••..............•••.....•.....
15.531.55
Pawnee ...............................•...........
73;157.68

5,547,610. 20
8, 171,914. 38
3, 110, 930. ~3
4,132. 46
289.85
45,414.42
1,440. 00
10,580.00
2,600. 00
146.87
800.00
80.00
792.27
160.00
214,570.50
1, 91!J, 335. 71
19, 030, 796. 89

~ Indian

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 399, 235. 91
. Making a grand total of (acres).... .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. • .. .. .. . .
19, 430, 032. 80
Under all acts the entries and dispositions were in fact22,923,927.89. (See page 525. )
ENTRmS NOT

INCL~ED

IN THE ABOVE STATEMENT.

The foregoing total does not include the following entries, the areas of which have
preTiously been reported with original entries of the respective classes :
.Acres.

Commuted homesteads ............................................ ..
930,87G. 29
Commuted (act June 15, 1880) ...................................... .
305,243.67
Final desert land entries .......................................... ..
55,312.51
~ai ~omestead entries ............................................. . 2, 504, 414. 51
a mber culture entries ........................................ .
97,-836.08
Total areas previously reported.. • • .. . . • . .. . . . • • . .. . . . • • • • . .. ..

3, 893, 683. 06

RECEIPTS AND COST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
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TITLES INITIATED NOT INCLUDED IN AREA DISPOSED OF.

of

In addition to the foregoing, and not included in the totals
lands disposed of, are
pre-emption, homestead, and miscellaneous filings, viz:
Number of pre-emption filings _..... ~ ....... _.........................••.... 47, 933
Number of soldiers' declaratory statements .........................••. ,. . . . . 4, 999
Miscellaneous filings ... ......... .-........ ~ .......................•...• --.. 10, 232
The area oflands embraced in these

fili~gs

aggregates 8,000,000 acres.

RECEIPTS FROM AND COST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN TO JUNE 30, 1883.
(See pages 18, 19, and 20.)
COST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
To JUNE 30, 1880.

(See pages 18, 19, 20, and 21.)

FROM MARCH 1, 1784, TO JUNE 30, 1883.
Purchases and cessions ~ ............ .... .......................... . $88,157,389 98
For surveying and disposition:
Part estimated to June 30,1880 .......•....•... $46,563,302 07
From J nne 30, 1880, to J nne 30, 1881. ••••.......
2,180;443 86
From June 30,1881, to June 30, 1882 ........... .
2,927,486 04
From J nne 30, 1882, to J nne 30, 1883 ... _....... .
3,376,507 13
55,047,73~ 10
For Indians, annuities, and payments on account of quieting and
purchase of their titles to portions of the public domain:
From July 4, 1776, to June 30, 1880 . • .. .. .. .. .. . $187. 328, 903 91
Prom June 30,1880, to June 30,1881... ••• .. .. ..
6, 514, 161 09
From June 30,1881, to June 30, 1882.... .... ....
~. n6, 747 40
From June 30, 1882, to J nne 30, 1883 ...••..... _.
5, 196, 218 84
208,776,03124
Total of cost to June 30,1883.... .... . .. . .. .. ... • ... . .. .. .. . .

351,981,160 32

RECEIPTS FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
(S.ee page 17.)
From the origin of the public domain, or since the. pas;age of the ordinance of
May 20, 1785, the total net cash receipts therefrom have been as follows:
Gross cash receipts to June 30, 1880 ........................ _... .. .. $208, 059, 657 14
Receipts from June 30, 1880, to J nne 30, 1881.. .. .. .. . $5, 408, 804 16
Receipts from June 30, 1881, to June :30, 1882.........
8, 3~4, 516 04
•
Receipts from June 30,1882, to June 30,1883......... 11,713,883 70
- - - - 25,517,203 90
Grand total of gross receipts................................. 233,576,861 04
Deduct amount paid to the several States under the
.
2, 3, and 5 per cent. fund acts, to June 30, 1882,
when last adjusted (see page 721) . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • $7, 333, 069 76
Deduct cash paid the several States and Territories
under the distribution act of September 4, 1841 (see
page 753) .. .. .. . .. . .... .. . . .. . . .. .. . • .. .. .. . .. .. .
691,117 05
---8, 024, 186 81
Net receipts by the United States from the public lands, to
June 30, 1883 ........................................... _.. 225, 552, 675 23
COST AND RECEIPTS.
RECAPITULATION TO JUNE 30, 1883. (See page 21.)
From t?e origin of the public domain to June 30,1883, the cash expenditure~ o.n account of the same by the United States was...... $351, 981, 160 32
From the ongm of the public domain to June 30,1883, the net cash
receipts therefrom have been ......................... _.. .. .. .. • • 225, 552, 675 23
Deduct cost from receipts . .. .. .... ... . .. .. .... ... .•. ..•. ....

126, ~428, 184 89
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DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN, 1882.
EXCESS OF COST OYER RECEIPTS.

To J nne 30, 1883, the public domain has cost the United States in cash $126,428,484.89
more than it bas realized.
COST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN PER ACRE.
To JUNE 30, 1~83. (See page 21.)
The public domain contains, estimated, 1,849,072,587 acres, and has cost $351,981,160.32, or 19 cents per acre.
DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN AND PRICE RECEIVED PER ACRE .

•

To JUNE 30, 1883. (See pages 2~ and 519.)
The United States bas disposed of, under the several laws enumerated on page 519,
estimated, 591,987,814.~~ acres of public domain (exclusive of Tennessee), and received therefor $225,552,675.23, or 38frr cents per acre.
DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN DURING THE FISCAL YEARS
1882 AND 1883.
The following official tables for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1882 and 1883, show
the cost of disposition per acre, the amount received, and the average net proceeds
per acre from the sale of the public lands in the several land States and Territories:
DURING THE FISCAL YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1882.
(See pages 23, 24, 518, 520, and

5~1.)

Amount realized per acre from disposition during the year, 44-irr cents.
Statement of the disposals of the public lands during the fiscal year 1882, with the cost thereof,
the amount receivtid, and the a1Jerage cost per acre of disposals, and the average receipts per
acre by the Utnited States.
j Expenses of
sale, includ·

States and Ter- Total area.
ritories.
disposed of.

.Alabama .......

Arizona. ...... ..
Arkansas .......
California .......
Colorado . .......
Dakota .........
Florida. .........
Idaho ...........
Iowa . .. .. .. . ...
Kansas .. .. ....
Louisiana ....••.
Michigan .......
.Minnesota ......
Mi.!lsissippi .....
Missoun .••••••.
.Mo~tana.- .. -- •••
N ebra.ska .......
Nevada .........
New Mexico ....
Oregon .........
Utah ... ........
Wa!hin~n ....
Wiscons ......
Wyoming .......

Average
cost of sale
~~~~:!!:. · per acre .
sions of
at the local
re11:isters and land offices.
receivers.

Acres.
541,840.96
30,338.52
511,268.16
756,579.92
625,197.56
5, 142, 862. 24
569,740.84
196,851.44
15,526.65
1, 705, 963. 29
533,129.82
626,135.82
1, 594, 474.49
379,411.24
298,999.59
215,817.28
1, 437, 537. 27
86,095.03
155,177.87
382,876.30
151,909 33
532,290.27
934,105.15
68,281.38

Total ..... 17, 492, 410. 36

Oenta.
.0265 = 2i&
.2549 =25
.o50B5= 5p
• 0748 = 7
. 0680 =
.0116 = 1
.0176=1i
.0730 = 7fcr
.2205 =2~~
• 0370 = 3i
.0196 = 1/cr
. 0253 = 2~
.0337
3!
.0194=1/cr
• 0460 = 4-i
.0656
6t
• 0306 = 3-llJ
. 0677 = 6i
• 0554 = 5t
7!
• 0722
.0559 = ~
.0722 = 7
. 0276 = 2i
.0887 = 8/u

Average
Amountre- amount r&Area.
from ceived per
disposed of, ceived
all sources, acre of the
less Indian not
including public lands
lands.
Iudianlands. by the United
States.
Acres.

.4281=42!
, 5158=51J'io\
.6630=66-r\
• 5741=57i
.8682=86!

570,038 95 , ....... ...... . 17, 182,024. 3317, 736,230 60

·····-···----·

6t

=

=

=

541,542.31
30,338.52
511,268. 16
756,579.92
625,197.50
5, 117, 602.73
569,740.84
196,851.44
15,526.65
1, 579, 206. 46
533,129. 82
626,135.82
1, 556, 970. 68
379,250.28
298,999.59
215,817.28
1, 317, 130.90
86,095. 03
155, 177.87
382,876.30
151,909.33
532,290.27
934,105.15
68,281.38

Oenta.
.2436=24*
.8028=80
.3070=30-{lJ
. 5405=54
• 4096=40/o\
.4162=41-M
.4475=44i
.3816=38/s

$131,934 39
24,348 42
157,002 47
408,955 55
256,118 96
2, 130, 045 94
255,004 51
75,120 00
3, 031 30
338,084 01
479,877 22
551,927 96
766,590 75
291,116 08
180,458 57
103,584 79
346,304 63
17,713 85
28,205 45
163,931 64
78, 3G9 13
352,940 71
536,278 36
59,285 91

$14,397 75
7, 734 83
26,003 48
56,624 59
42,542 58
59,849 80
10,081 00
14,450 90
3, 424 22
63,124 14
10,489 66
15,902 99
53,795 53
7,362 75
13,774 83
14,168 12
44,036 37
5, 835 00
8, 612 08
27,656 15
8, 406 00
29,812 25
25,807 10
6, 056 83

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washingron, D. 0., November 23, 1882.

.1952=19~

. 2140=21!
. 9001=90
. 8814=88il1
.4923=49!
. 7676=76i
. 6035=60!
.4799=48
.2ti29=26NCJ
.2057=20/JlJo
.1817=18~

DISPOSITIO~
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OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN, 1883.

DURING THE FISCAL YEAR TO JUNE

30, 1883,

(See pages 23, 24, 518, 521, and 522.)

Amount realized per acre from disposition during the year, about 48/s- cents.
Statement of the disposals of the public lands during the focal year 1883, with the cost thereof,
the amount received, and the average cost per acre of disposals, and the average receipts per
acre b,y the United States .

•

Expenses of
sale, includAverage
ing salaries
States and Ter- Total area and commis- cost of sale
at
the local
disposed of.
ritories.
sions of
land offices.
regist~rs and
rece1vers.

Alabama ........
.Arizona ........
Arkansas .......
Dalifornia ....•••
Colorado ........
Dakota .........
Florida .........
Idaho ...... .....
Iowa----------Kansas .........
Louisiana .......
Michigan ....•..
Minnesota ......
Mississippi .....
Missoun ........
Montana ........
Nebraska .......
Nevada .........
New Mexico ..•.

Oents.

.Acres.

488,010.22
66,163.81
585,417.70
1, 179, 720. 53
546,324.25
8, 384, 371. 98
594,811.66
277,296.23
13,659.98
1, 660, 551. 97
511,827.52
432,511.73
1, 945, 071. 39
553,113.36
275,987.81
486,613.54
1, 678, 359. 04
84,918.01
339, 129. 03 .
0
607,058.41
~t~t ~. _-_-_-_-_-:::: 186,186.30
Washin~n ....
896,514.77
Wit!Consm ...•..
927,249.37
Wyoming .......
203,105.28

Total ..... 22, 923, 972. 89

$15,072
7, 372
27,338
59,737
50,196
81,406
10,717
18,248
3, 401
62,026
10,777
13,478
54,074
7, 604
12,845
18,874
45,786
4, 925
12,998
29,374
7, 817
34,698
26,106
6, 907

61
46
59
70
09
83
10
43
63
01
10
81
80
60
98
09
82
67
44
13
50
43
05
92

621,787 79

• 0308""'=3ill'
. 0111=1-io• 0470=4!
. 0506=51;\
. 0918=9-!o• 0970=9/lf
. 0180=1~

:~~~~g~

• 0370=3-llf
.0210=~

.0309=3

.0278::::::'2~

.0137=1!
.0465=4/lf
• 0387=3y'IJ
.0272=21
.0580=5!
.0383=3~

.0483=4!
. 0419=4!
.0387=3-fi
.0281=2-&
.0340=3-r\

Average
amountre,
AmountreArea
ceived per
ceived
from
disposed of,
1tll sources, acre of the
less Indian not
including E:ublic lands
lands.
Indian lands. ytheUnited
States.

.Acres.

488,010.22
66,163.81
585,417.70
1, 179,720. 53
546,324.25
8, 384, 371. 98
594,811.66
277,296.23
13,659.98
1, 660, 551. 97
511,827.52
432,511.73
1, 945, 071. 39
553,113.36
275,987.81
486,613.54
1, 678, 359. 04
84,918.01
339,129.03
607,058.41
186,186.30
896,514.77
927,249.37
203,105.28

Genu.

$145,462
33,138
192,026
860,588
448,363
3, 669, 285
365,953
116,109
3, 734
225,634
461,772
330,949
1, 403, 365
456,820
62,440
159,687
364,301
8, 745
104,781
328,533
92,079
653,012
524,512
68,525

.0298=3
28
50
• 0500=5
42
.oa28:=an
68
.o729=7ra
97
.0820=8!
38
• 0437=41
61
.0615=6*
26
.0418=4!
19
.0270=2{lf
71
• 0135=1/o36
.0902=9
58
.0765=7!&
40
.073!4?
16
.082<>=
03
.0226=2i
37
.0328=3y~
64
.0217=2!
18
.0102=1
80
.0308=3-h
53
.0541=5f
21
.0494=4H
41
.0728=7-/-,;
82
.0565=5!!
69 _ , .0337=3,\

- --- --- -..... -.- .....

.................... 22, 923, 972. 89 ll, 079, 824 48
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EXPENSES OF THE LANP SYSTEM, .1881 7 1882 7 1883.

DETAILED STATEMENT OF THE EXPENSES OF THE PUBLIC LAND SYSTEM FOR THE
FISCAL YEARS 1881, 1882, AND 1883, TOGETHER WITH THE COST OF DISPOSITION
PER ACRE, AND GROSS AND NET RECEIPTS THEREFROM PER ACRE.

Expenses of tlie land system for the fiscal yem· of 1881.

Expenses of local offices :
Salaries and commissions of registers and receivers ..•.•
Contingent expenses ................................. .
Expenses of depositiug ............................... .
Expenses of printing and binding ..................... .
Stationery ..........................................•.

$432, 879
91,423
5,934
727
5,666

77
24
73
60

Expenses of General Land Office:
.
Appraisement and sale of abandoned military reservations
Salaries .......••......................................
Depredations on the public timber .................... .
Reproducing plats .................................... .
Contingent expenses .................... ............. .
Maps ....... . ............................ - ......... --Stationery . . ....... ·..................•.•..............
Expenses of printing and binding .................... .

7,297
273,139
29,126
24,988
24,808
5,999
5,766
27,837

38
31
58
00
96
75
77
09

o:~

$536,631 37

398,973 84

Cost ofsnrveys ................................................. .

1, 244, 838 6&

• Total expenses.... . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 180, 443 8&

Total receipts for 1881. ............•...................
Deduct sales of Indian lands ......................... .

5,408,804 16
1,006,691 63

Total receipts from public lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total expenses of public lands...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 402, 112 53
2, 180, 443 86

Net receipts ..•... ····;· ...................••••.. 2,221,668 67
Cents per
acre.
Disposals for 1881 :
*10,128,175.25 acres; cost, $2,180,443,86; average cost per acre, .2152
cents ....... .................................... •......... .... .... .21H
10,128,175.25 acres; receipts, $4,402,112.53; average receipts per acre,
.4346 cents .........•.................•........................... - .43~~
10,128,175.25 acres; net $2,221,668.67; av~rage net receipts per acre,
.21~
.2193 cents ...............•..........•..........................•..
Expenses of the land system for the fisca.l year ending June 30, 1882.
Expenses local offices:
$467,843 21
Salaries and commissions of registers and receivers .... .
100,000 00
Contingent expenses .................................. .
8,089 10
Expenses of depositing public funds .....•.. . . .........
5,220 93
Stationery ........................................... .
528 08
Freight on stationery ................................. .
$581,681 32
Expenses of General Land Office:
83 41
..1\ppraisement and sale of abandonedmilitaryreservations
Depredations on the public timber .................... .
40,000 00
Reproducing pln.ts .... ... ... ....... ..... ............. .
24,000 00
311,485 26
Salaries .............................................. .
30,137 89
Contingent expenses ............. . ................... .
6,000 00
Maps ...................... ..... ..................... .
Expenses of printing and binding .................... .
12,846 28
6,922 95
Stationery ....................... _................... .
431,475 79
Expenses of surveys ..................................... ~- ........ . 1, 914, 328 93

Total expenses .......................... ......................
Total receipts from public lands .. . •.. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .
Total expenses . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .

2,927,486 04

7, 759,898 82
2, 927, 486 04

Net receipts .•.................................................

4,832,412 78

.-This area does not include final and commuted homesteads nor :final desert entrie •
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Area disposed of including final and commuted homesteads, final desert and final .
timber-culture entfies, but not including Indian lands, amounts to 17,182,924.33 acres.
Receipts from the disposals of public lands amount to $7, 759,898.82, bemg an average of .4470 or 44/o cents per acre.
·
,
Including all sums paid for surveys during the fiscal year of 1882, 17,182,024.33.
acres cost to dispose of $2,927,486.04, being an average of .1686 or 1?H cents per acre.
The net receipts were $4,832,412.78 for 17,182,0:24.33 acres, bemg an average of
.2784 or 27U cents per acre.
Expenses of the land systern for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883.
Expenses local offices:
$491,907 76
Salaries and commissions of registers and receivers ... .
119,028 06
Contingent expenses ................................ ..
9,961 67
Expenses of depositing public funds ... ~ .............. .
5,592 05
Stationery ........................................••••
447 36
Freight on stationery .................... ~ ........••.•.
626,936 90'
Expenses of General Land Office:
1,19S 09
Appraisement and sale of abandonedmilitaryreservations
75,000 00
Depredations on the public timber ........... ......... .
10,618 57
Protecting public lands .............................. ..
18,000 00
Reproducing plats .................................... .
373,121 40
Salaries .................••••............ ............ ..
30 7:35 02
Contingent expenses ................. ............... ..
6:ooo oo
Maps ................................ ............. .. .
14,G74 72
Payment for swamp lands and swamp-land indemnity ..
18,H78 66
Expenses of printing and binding ................... ..
5, 821 11
Stationery ............................................ .
553,944 57'
Expenses of surveys ........................ .......... -......... . 2, 195, 625 66·
Total expenses. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . • .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. ..

3, :376, 507 13-

Total receipts from public lands ....................... 11, 08R, 479 43
Total expenses...... . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . 3, 376, 507 13
Net receipts...................... ................. ............ 7, 711,972 30Area disposed of, including ·final and commuted homesteads, final desert and final
timber-culture entries, but not including In.dian lands, amounts to 22,923,927.89 acres.
Receipts from the disposals of public lands amount to $11,088,479.43, being an average of .48111 cents per acre.
Including all sums paid for surveys during the fiscal year of 1883, 22,923,927.89 cost.
to dispose .of $3,376,507.13, being an average of .14# cents per acre.
The net receipts were $7,711,972.30, being an average of 33H cents per acre.
THE REMAINING PUBLIC DOMAIN -UNSURVEYED AND SURVEYED AND·
UNSOLD PUBLIC LANDS.
To JUNE 30, 1882 AND 1883.

(See pa.ges 15 and 16.)

UNSURVEYED LANDS.

The United Stat.es owned to June 30, 1882, 983,068,075 acres of unsurveyed public·
land, as shown _by the official tables of the General Land Office, and op June 30,1883,
owned 928,426,577 acres of unsurveyed public lands and (estimated) 243,666,150.01 acres
of surveyed and unsold lands in the public land States and Territories other than
the five Southern States. In thes~ (see page 530) the nation, June :w, 1883, owned
(estimated) 10,957,983.03 acres of surveyed and unsold -land; in all, 254,624,133.04
acr~::s.

THE PUBLIC LANDS REMAINING FOR DISPORITION JUNE

30, 1883.

Rail1·oad a.n d private land claims gmnts. One hund1·ed and eighty-nine millions of acres yet
to be seg1·egated should be deducted. (See page 531.)

June 30, 1883, the United States owned a total of 928,426,577 acres of unsurveyed
lands and 271,382,299.43 acres of surveyed ~nd unsolJ. lands; a grand total of 1,199,808,876.43 acres yet to be disposed of, an area equal to 7,498,805 homesteads of 16()
acres each. This estimate is.probably within 10 per cent. of the actual amount, official, legal, and other reasons preventing a closer estimate.
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so,

1883.

THE UNSURVEYED PUBLIC LANDS.
JUNE

307 1882, AND

JUNE

301 1883.

The unsurveyed public lands, June 30, 1883, were 928,426,577 acres, lying in the
following public land States and Territories:
States and Territories.

1883.

1882.

Acres.
Acres•
.Alabama ...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•.•..............•..••....•••
Arkansas .••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••..••.•.........•.........• ·

!~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~;~~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~; ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~: j~ ~1.il ...~~-~~-~
Indiana .••.••••••.••.•••••.•••.••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••.• -. . ••..... -. --. . --. -- -· · · • ·
Iowa .•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••.•••.•••••. --··· --· ....... .. · -- · -· · ·· -·· · ··•·
Kan11as ••••••••••.••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••.••••••••••••••••••• ... .•... -.-- ·-- · · · · · · · · · ····

~~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . -.-. ~~~~ ~~~-

... -.

~~~~~~~

~i==~~~~i-:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::: :.::::::::::::::: : ~~: ~~: ~~~: : ~~·: ~~: ~~~

~~1~::::H~~\\H\~\\~\::::H::mHi~iiHiiiH:H:i: :iii ::;~;~~L;J;~;
ii$k :::::~:::::~::: : : : : : : : : : : : ::::::::::::::::::~:•::::::::: •·u: m: m ·~ m: rn
Indian Territory .••••• .•••.. •••••• •••.. ••.••.•••. .... .... •... .• . .•.••• .••...

17,150, 251!

13,477,610

Total . . . • . • • • • • • •• • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . • . . • . . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . 983, 068, 075

928, 426, 577

i~~liW~~~~:~~lliilii~\i ;~i!:!l\HUlilillii!l!l!)i:~)l :;) ~- . ~:. ~-~- if~ m
*The public land strip was not taken up 1n the General Land Office tables until1883.
THE SURVEYED

L~

UNSOLD PUBLIC LANDS.

To JuNE 30, 1883. (See pages 15, 529, and 530.)
The United States, to June 30, 1883, owned 243,666,150.01 acres of surveyed and
unsold public lands lying in the public land States and Territories other than in the
five Southern States. The surveyed and unsold lands in these States are estimated at
10,957,983.03 acres; or, in all, 254,624,133.04 acres of surveyed and unsold lands.
This estimate is probably within 10 per cent. of the exact amount. A large area
of the above may now be held by persons holding under the effect of the doctrine of
the Suprame Court of the United States in Atherton vs. Fowler and Hosmer vs. Wallace, decisions which should long ago have been set aside by legislation. (See nota
-on page 15.)

SURVEYED AND UNSOLD PUBLIC LANDS·

To JUNE 30, 1882,

~
~

0

AND

Jm."E 30, 1883.
r/.1

(See pages 15 and 16.)
The surveyed {Lild unsold lands lie

~
~

TI; the following St~tes and Territories (estimated):

~0

t;r.j
~

Surveyed and Public lands Public lands
~ Land States and Terriunsold lands
surveyed in surveyed in
tories.
1882.
1881.
to J nne 30, 1880.

s

Acres.

Acres.

.Arizona . ----- •• ---.--.
California • ------ ••••••
Colorado .•••. ---· •••••.
Dakota .•••••.••••••••.
Idaho .••••••••.•••.•••.
Kansas -···----··-- •••.
Michigan-·--·---·----Minnesota .••••••.•••••
Missouri ..•••.•••••••••
Montana ..•••••••••••••
Nebraska. .••.••••••••••
Nevada .••..••.•••.•••.
New Mexico .••••••••••

%~~i.o~- ::::::::::::::::
Washington •.••••••••.
Wisconsin .•••••••••••.
W!omiDg •••••••••••••.

'J:otal
7 •• ~,.~····
~ ~~ · Si'~ ·.~~.. .

Acres.

293,036.38
1, 561, 231. 13
5,096
949,778.19
25,250, 680.47
888,308
7, 435, f84 5, 818, 183. 84
20, 489, 312. 28
1, 475, t:i55 1, 568, 255. 89
12, 225, 492. 00
60,916
242.47
3, 925, 237. 16
28, 049; 731. 54 ............................ ...............................
*1, 353,214.56 .............................. ··· ----------·
222,825.57
13, 583, 813. 10
194,427
1, 000, 000. 00 ·--------- ---· .......................
5, 779, 452. 42
348,017
69,367. 12
23, 958, 652. 59
852,300
645,802.21
4, 524,598
631,373.47
8, 337,671. 58
6, 042, 409. 46
3, 179,216 1, 287, 307. 74
12, 906, 700. 66
1, 008,324 1, 318, 617.90
5, 685, 054. 28
294,409
202,539.61
9, 088, 338. 93
231,459
454,534. !!9
5, 440, 338. 19 ···-······ ·--· .......................
5, 645, 121. 75
1, 055,116
412,270.91
190~ 122, 452.10

21,552,925 13, 874, 135. 59

Area disArea disArea surArea surveyed Public lands
.Area surveyed posed of from veyed and
Total to J nne posed of from
and undissurveyed in
to
JulJ 1, 1880,
Julv
1,
1882,
undisposed
of
30, 1882.
/uosed of to
to une30,
181:!3.
June 30, 1883.
to June 30,
to June 30,
nne 30, 1882.
1882.
1883.
1883.

Acres.

Acres.

1, 859, 363. 51
27, 088, 766. 66
33, 742, 580. 12
15, 269, 402. 89
3, 986, 395. 63
38, 049, 731. 54
1, 353, 214. 56
13, 801, 065. 67
1, 000, 000. 00
6, 196, 836. 54
25, 456, 754. 80
13, 493, 643. 05
10, 508. 933. 20
15, 233, 642. 56
6, 182, 002. 89
9, 774, 332.22
5, 440, 338. 19
7, 112, 508. 66

38,280.80
952,619.55
751,135.70
6, 897, 616. 26
301,015.98
1, 805, 844. 00
910, 132.59
2, 158, 532. 93
382,783.28
29U, 396.51
1, 606, 310. 58
163,352.93
240,708.40
572,558.60
180,615.99
825,544.73
1, 081, 371. 91
105,689.. 86

1, 821, 082. 71 2, 640, 505. 09
26, 136, 147. 11 3, 726, 176. 04
32, 991, 444. 42 4, 169, 184. 24
8, 371, 786. 63 4, 090, 522. 49
3, 685, 379. 65
152,103.34
26,243,887. 54 ... .............................
*443, 081. 97 . .............. . ....
11, 642,.532. 74
539,482.42
617, 216.72 ... ....................
5, 906, 440. 03 1, 265, 695. 98
23, 850, 444. 22 1, 146, 800.71
13, 330, 290. 12 5, 518, 559. 02
10, 268, 224.80 12, 847, 969. 93
14, 661, 083. 96 2, 492, 323. 50
6, 001, 386. 90
958,332.70
8, 94R, 787. 49
755,842.02
4, 358, 966. 28 . .....................
7, 006,818. 80 13, 835, 818. 83

225, 549, 512. 69 19, 264, 510. 60

206, 285, 002. 09 54, 139, 316. 31

*All error of 500,000 acres.

Official:

GElfUAL LAlm O:n'ICI,

N~,.,.l2,

1883.

Acres.

Add lands in five Southern States.

Acres.

Acres.

4, 461, 587.80
29, 862, 323. 15
37, 160, 6~8. 66
12, 462, 309. 12
3, 837, 482. 99
26, 243, 887. 54
443, ORl. 97
12, 182, 01!i. 16
617, 216. 72
7,172, 136.01
24, 997, 244. 93
18, 848, 849. 14
23, 116, 194. 73
17,153,407.46
6, 959, 719. 60
9, 704, 629. 51
4, 358, 966. 28
20, 842, 637. 63

Acres.

A <Ires.

57,586.54
4, 404, 001 2
951, H76. 61 28, 910,·946. B
424,713.86 36, 735, 914. ~
7, 317,236. 98
5,145, 072. 1
232,639.97
3, 604, 843. c
1, 105,241. 97 25, 138, 645. t
361,200.22
81,881. "I 5
1, 555, 954. 65 10, 626, 060. ~ 1
239,350.80
377,865. { 2
443,324.27
6, 728, 811. ~ 4
1, 327, 410. 09 23, 669, 834. ~ 4
79, 936. 67 18, 768, 912. 47
249, 19~ 70 122,866,999. (f3
504, 828. 80 16, 648, 576. {6
111, 913. 86
6, 847, 805.' 4
764,448. 33
8, 940, 181. l 8
844, 318. 421 3, 514, 647.! 6
187, 488. 65 20, 655, 148.! 8

260, 424, 318. 40 16, 758, 166. 39 \2~ 624, 133. l 4
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PUBLIC LANDS IN THE SOUTHERN STATES REMAINING.

'"i'OTAL AREA OF SURVEYED AND UNSOLD PUBLIC LANDS IN TS:E SOUTHERN STATES.
To JUNE 30, 1883.

(See.page 16.)

The total amount of land, surveyed and unsurveyed, owned by the United States

in the five Southern States, to June 30, 1880, including 1,148,892 acres in Louisiana.
~nd

7, 756,493 acres in Florida unsurveyed, was estimated at 25,585,641 acres.
SURVEYED AND UNSOLD LANDS IN SOUTHERN STATES,

The area of these lands were estimated, June 30,1880, to be about 16,680,256 acres,
.;as follows:
Acres.
Florida ............••....•.•...•.•..........•............... - -•• -- - -- - - 3, 205,109
.Alabama .............................................................. . 3, 516, 140
Mississippi ......•....••...•.•..........•.••....................•...... - 3, 208,887
.Arkansas ................................................ -··· ....•. ·•·· 4,620,120
Louisiana ........................................... _.••.......·•..••••.• 2,130,000
Total ............................................................ 16,680,256
'The unsurveyed lands in Florida and Louisiana noted above, viz, 8,905,385 acres,
makes the total June 30,1880, 25,585,641 acres.
June 30, 1883, the surveyed and unsold lands were estimatE.d at 10,957,983.03 acres,
which, with the unsurveyed lands, makes 18,620,645.93 acreo of public lands in the
five Southern land States.

ES~IMATED AREA REMAINrnG JUNE 30, 1883.
UNSURVEYED LANDS.
June 30, 1883, the unsurveyed public lands in the South were 7,549,562 acres in
1Florida and 123,091 acres in Louisiana; in all, 7,672,i53 acres remaining unsurveyed.
THE SURVEYED AND UNSOLD LANDS REMAINING JUNE 30, 1883.
The sales or disposition of public lands in the five Southern States for the three
_years since 1880 were as follows:
States.

1881.

lFlorida. ....................................... ..

148,652.92
412,229.71
131,055.89
437,295.43
119,063.31

~:~i~~~pl:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
t'~isi!~~·: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~

Acre~.

Total.

1883.

1882.

Acre~.

Acre~.

516,001.64
418,329.07
358,217.21
426,747.81
508,703.94

452,263.08
346,630.79
517, 7~7. 36
461,215.87
488,129.04

.Acru.
1, 116, 917. 64
1, 277,189. 57
1, 007, 010. 46
1, 325, 259. 11

1, 105, 896. 29

Deducting the above from the area surveyed and unsold June 30, 1880, as given
3bove, the remaining area would be as follows:
.AREA. OF REMAINING PUBLIC LANDS SURVEYED AND UNSOLD AND UNSURVEYED
IN THE SOUTH JUNE 30, 1883.
Total surveyed
and unsurveyed.

States.
Acre~.

Florida..............................................
.Ala.hama................ ........ .......... ...........

2, 088,191.36
2, 238,950.43

.Acru.
7, 540, 562

.Acree.
II, 637, 753. 36
2, 238, 950. 43
2, 201,876. 54

3, 294, 860. 89
~~k~~~~~p_i_ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 ~: ~~l: ~~~: ~
1, 247, 194. 71
1, 124,103.71
123,091
------:------------TotaL............... ........................ .. 10, 957, 983. 03 j
7, 672, 653
18, 620, 645. 93

Louhiinnn............................................

THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
A1·ea disposed of and 1·emaining June 30, 1883.
[Diagram to illustrate text on pages 531 and 532.]

Acres.

886,367,361
928,46'l,577
254,524,133.04
620,000,000
$:351, 981, 160 32~
225,552,675 23

Surveyed to Jnne 30~ 1883 .............................. - ... • ••• •
Unsurveyed to June 30, 1883 .................................. •••
Surveyed and unsold, June 30, 1t:l83 ............................. •
Disposerl of under all laws to Jnne 30, 1883 (estimated) ......... .
Public domain, cost to June 30, 1883 ................ - ........... .
Public domain, realized to Jnne 30, 1883 .......... • .. - ...... - .. ..
Public domain bas cost in cash more than it bas realized to June
30' 1883- . • • . . . . .•.•. -• - .. - -. -- - .•..... - . - - ...• -- •• - . -- - - - - • - -..

126, 428, 484 89,

THE REMAINING PUBLIC DOMAIN.

Total area of the public domain ............................ ----. 1,849,072,587
Acres for disposition (estimated), including Alaska, June 30, 1883. 1,010,808,876.43
641,284,276.43
Acres for disposition (el:>timated), exclusive of Alaska, June 30,1883

Alaska, estimated, 369, 524,6<io acres.

I

l2_
2

Rf'maincler for disposition June 30,
1883, lylng in the public land States and
Tenitories, estimated at 641,284,276.43.

3

4

5

6

7

Area estimated as necessary. Jun~ 30,1883, to fill land grants to
railror~dR, viz, 109,000,000 acres, !lnd 80,000,000 acres to fill private
land claims; in all, 189,000,000 acres.

Total area disposed of under all laws from 1785 to June 30,1883,
estimated at 620,000,000 acres. Se., page 519.

Acre~t.

The purely agricultural lands rem:Uning in the West'(eetimated) .•••• 5, QOO, ooo ~
The desert lands (estimated) ....................................... . 440,000,000
The irrigable lands (estimated) ...... ; ............................. . 29,000,000
Lands in five Southern States, agricultural, timber, a11d mineral (estimated) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 18, 000, 000 ·
5. The precious metal and mineral lands (estimated) . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . 64, 000, 000
6. The coal lands, io be increased by discoveries...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000, 000
7. The timber land~ (the estimate on page 1053, to December 1, 1883;
most correct, VIZ, 73,000,000 acres)................................. 75,000,000 •
Alaska is not estimated or considered in the above tables. A thorou(J'h
survey and.
0
exploration of this division is necessauy, and wonld be of great value.
1.
2.
3.
4.

/

/

CHARACTER AND VALUE OF PUBLIC DOMAIN, .JUNE

so,

1888.

531

CHARACTER Ol!' THESE LANDS.
The public lands in these five Southern States are now sold at the district land
<>ffices at $1.25 per acre in unlimited quantities, provided they conform to legal sub·
divjsions. They are the only public lands of any moment which can be ·bought for
cash without settlement. Holding the "public lands for actual set!'l ers" does not
apply to the South.
These lands contain timber, coal, iron, and other valuable deposits, and are about
all of the purely arable lands the nation has left, outsiue of Dakota and one or
two otherWestern States and Territories.

ESTIMATED

CHARACTER, QUANTITY, AND VALUE OF
DOMAIN REMAINING JUNE 30, 1883.
(See pages 25 and 26.)

THE

PUBLIC

The remaining public domain, including Alaska, consists of (estimated) 1,19~,808,876.43 acres. (S~e page f?27.) Deducting Alaska-viz, 369,524,600 acres-there remain
830,284,276.43 acres, inclusive of Indian and military reservations. From this should
be deducted the area necessary to fill private land claims, estimated at 80,000,000
acres (see page 1151), and the area requisite to complete land grants to railroads, estimated in round numbers at 109,000,000 acres (see page 753); in all, 189,000,000 acres
to be deducted. Exclusive of Alaska, and deducting the area yet to be segregated
for railroad and -private land claim grants, there remain 641,284,276.43 acres of unsurveyed and surveyed lands for disposition (see ·page 527); with Alaska, 1,010,808,_
876.43 acres for actual disposition, estimated as follows: ·
Kinds of land.

Area, in acres.

The timber lands. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(Estimate to Dec 1, 1883, pages
1053 and 1082, most correct, viz,
73,000,000 acres.)

75, 000, 000. 00

The coal lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dakota and other recent discoveries increase the actual area,
which will be constantly increased until all lands are surveyed.
Freci~us metal 1~!-nds, containing
mmes.
To be largely increased by explorations and surveys. (See map
facing page \179.) •
The purely arable lands remaining
in the West (estimated).
Gcuerally in isolated tracts.

10, 000, 000. 00

Thelandsinthe:five Southern St,ates
Surveyed, and vacant on the records; some, however, occupied
and the unsurveyed.

18,000,000.00

lrri~able lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

29, 000, 000. 00

Unuer desert-land act which may
be irrigated from pt esent water
supply. Much of this, however,
fo~~. be at present held by loca·

Value per ·a cre.

Total value.

.At $2.50 per acre.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
If the timber is sold and the fee
remain in United States, the
area of lands for disposition
will be lar~ely increased.
At average of$13 per acre . .. . . • . .
Medium between $10 and $20 per
ac1·e as shown by sales.

$187, 500, 000

64,000,000.00

At average of $3.50 per acre.......
shown by medium hetween$2.50
and $5 per acre.
·

224,000,000

5, 000, 000. 00

.At $1.25 per acre............... . ..
If taken nnder pre<Jent settlement or disposition Jaws, nothing; survey and disposition
will eat up fees and commission.
At $1.25 per acre...... . . . . . . . . . • . .
Present selling price. If COD·
fin ed to the homestead act,
nothing above cost of survey
and disposition.
At $1.25 per acre, present law.....
If given for reclamation, nothing above cost of survey and
disposition will be realized.

6, 250,000

The remainder, desert lands (dee 440, 284, 276. 43
page 1104).
And all others, including pastura~e and reservations, est·i ·
mat d at 350,000,000 acres
(see page 1104). This estimate includes the area of military reservations, 3,155,15::!.76
acres; alf!o, Indian reservation -<, c·stimatNl to contain
135,!193,101 acres, two-thirds of
wl.Jich will ·vt•ntually he restored to the public domain for
s~le, if tho _prest•nt pr1licy contmues. ThH1 area also contains

At ~~~~~:~!~e~s.present price,
If clisposPd of under actual settlement laws, notlling will be
realized above cost of survey
and disposit,ion, except the 1mdeveloped mineral lands to be
hl'reafter diRposed of under
the mineral laws. The ~raz
ing lands are estimated, exclusive of the minerals nndel'lying ibl'm, at not more than 10
cents per acre.

130,000,000

22, 500, 000

&6, 200,000

551, 000, eoo

In all . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • • • 1, 157, 500, 000
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Estimated character, quality, and value of the public domain, June 30, 1883-Continued.
Kinds of land.

Area, in acres.

a vast amount of precious metals, coal, iron, copper, and other
valuable minerals. Also, theunsurveyed portion of Indian Ter·
ritory, viz, 17,150,250 acres.
The area requircll to :fill private
land claims and railroad land
grants are estimated for at the
head of this statement.

Total value.

Value per acre.
Deduct cost of surveying and disposition of
the remainder of the
public lands, based
upon former costs
(see page 19) . ....... $40, 060, 000
Less quieting Indian
title to public lands,
estimated .......••. 38, 000, 000

-----

Gl-and total, exclusive of Alaska 641, 284, 276. 43

$78, 000, 08@
---- -----

Estimated value, .Tune 30, 1883 .•••• 1, 079, 500, 001)

Estimated total value under present laws, exclusive of Alaska ....... $1, 079, 500, 000
The area at present held under various laws and yet to be paid for,
and the money for which will be covered into the Treasury of the
United States, is estimated in value at.. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .
10, 000, 000
Which added to the above would make the total value.............. 1, 089,500,000
It has required since 1785 to sell and dispose of a less quantity of the public land
than the above estimates cover; besides, the agricultural lands are now about absorbed, and the movement westward in search of free Government lands must soon
eease. It will require a vastly greater period of time to dispose of the remaining
public domain than the ninety-eight years that were requisite to dispose of the lands
sold prior to June 30, 18!:l0. Mineral lands require long periods to develop, and timber lands require a 1:1arket for their product. If the present laws as to sale and disposition continue in force, no reasonable estimate of the time required to dispose of
the remaining public.l~nds can be made. Reorganization of the land system, as to
sales and dispo&,~tion, and an accounting of and definition of the character of the remaining public lands, are now required to secure proper results in the future.
A thorough and exact examination of Alaska by competent persons is of moment,
and is necessary for the purpose of giving the Government full details and information as to the mineral and other resources of that region.
Private enterprise will best develop the possibility of reclaiming the desert lands
of the public domain. The United States, in view of the results of the swamp-land
grants, would best part title direct to the desert lands. If granted free of acrea~e in
sufficient quantity, these lands may be developed by private interests.-( From edition
of 1880; see page 27.)
In the near future, with the absorption of the pnrely arable lands, cash receipts
from sales of publi~ lands under settlement laws will be small, and the chief reliance
will be sales for mineral, desert, and timber lands, and the land system, after the
year 1890, will probably never again be self-sustaining, considering the annual charges
incurred on account of the Indians, unless some plan of general disposition of the
pasturage lands in large areas be enacted by Congress.
CASH RECEIPTS AND RECEIPTS FOR FEES AND COMMISSIONS FOR THE
YEARS 1881, '82 AND '83.
WITHOUT CASH SALES THE LAND SYSTEM WOULD BE IN ACTUAL ARREARS.

The following tables of the receipts aml expenditures on account of the public
lands for 1881, '82, and '83 are given to show that without cash sales the land systemrelying on fees and commissions under the settlement laws-would have been in
actual arrears :

Actual cash sales.

1881 (seepage 517) $3,534,550.98 ......................
1882 (see -page 518) $6,628, 775.02 ..... ........... _......
1883 (see page 518) $9,657,032.21. ......................

Actual receipts
From receipts,
cash and fees Deduct sales of from sales or
Indian lands.
and
distosition
ofpu liclands.
commissions.
$5, 408, 804 16
8, 394, 516 04
11, 713, 883 70

$1, 006, 691 63
624, 61!) 22
625,404 27

$14, 402, 112 53
7, 759, 898 8'!
11,088,479 ~
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Excess of
Actual
receipts over exexpenses (see penditures for
pages 527, 528). public lands.

Actual cash sales.

Actual
cash sales.

Actual fees and
commissions
under settlement laws.

<::

1881 (see page 517) $3,534,550.98 .••••.
1882 (see page 518) $6,628,775.02 .•.•..
1883 (see page 518) $9,65?,0~;21 .•.•••

$2, 180, 443 86
2, 927,486 1)4
3, 376, 507 13

$2, 221, 668 67
4, 832, 412 78
7, 711, 972 30

$3, 534, 550 98
6, 628, 775 02
9, 657, 032 21

$867,561 55
1,131,123 8 ()
1, 431,447 22

When the present useless and vicious disposition and cash sales laws are repealed,
and actual settlement and residence laws are passed, the public lanns as shown by the
above tables for three years past will probably cease to yield any net revenue, as fees
and commissions will be the only cash received. Cash sales are now more than threefourths ofthe revenues received from the sales or disposition of the public lands. It
will require wise and careful legislation to prevent the public land system from becoming a yearly drain in the near future upon the NationaJ Treasury.
The tables above show that without the cash sales receipts and relying upon the
fees and commissions, which are the only charges to applicants under the settlement
laws, and deducting one-half of the annual total expenses, the land system would
have been in arrears during the three years past.
.
The total annual expenses of the General Land Office and its agents, exclusive of
surveys, are about $1,000,000. Considering the vast jurisdiction of this Bureau this
amount cannot be reduced, and should be increased.
THE NECESSITY FOR CHANGES IN EXISTING LAND LAWS.
HOW THEY CAN BE EFFECTED.

December 1, 1883.
The public lands are the property of the people. They are an asset. The policy
has been in the main to dispose of them under various laws to the people and foreigners as the wants and necessities of the times demanded; now and then a bad law has
crept in. The nation is interested in a proper, ju~t, and equitable distribution o£
these lands. Individual homes are essentials, and for these the public lands should
be kept. One hundred and sixty acres was determined upon after many years as the
true unit of disposition for a home. Upon this area the country settled. The abuse
of this is shown on page 1159; 1.120 acres to a person under the several laws is now
the rule, and a million acres at $1.2!) per acre, if you have the money, in the South.
It is of the highest national importance that not another acre of the public lands
shall be sold outright for cash, warrants, or scrip. All of the laws permitting this
should be swept away and the warrants and scrip redeemed with money.
VIEWS OF THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR AS TO HOW AGRICULTURAL LANDS
SHOULD BE DISPOSED 01!' .

Ron. H. M. Teller, Secretary of the Interior, in his report for 1883, says:
Public lands, suitable for agriculture, should be disposed of only to the actual settler under the homestead laws. A strict cennpliaBCe with the law should be required in
all cases. No greater calamity can befall a country than to have the land owned by
the few and thus compel the masses of the people to become the tenants of such land
owners. It has been the policy of the Government heretofore to so distribute the pnblio
land among the people in such quantities as would enable all desiring to engage in
agriculture to do so as land owners and not as renters. As the country grows rich
the tendency is to aggregate the lands in the hands of a less number of people; this
is an evil with which the General Government is not called to deal after it has parted
with the title to its lands, but as the owner of the public land, held for the people of
the United States, it becomes the duty of the Government to see that the laws intended to secure a fair distribution of these lands are strictly enforced.
PUBLIC LANDS ARE NOW SOLD FOR CASH AT PRIVATE SALE AND IN UNLIMITED
QUANTITIES.

The public do not seem to know that at this hour thousands of acres of public lands
are being entered at United States district land offices, with cash, in unlimited quantities by the favoreq few who have the money, lands which should be reserved for
homes for actual set"lers. An equal and fair distribution of the privileges of the
public land by proper and wise laws is demanded. The Government is too often a
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myth when self-interest stands in view. The Executive officers ~an go but so far;
Congress is the sole power to stop the leaks, and repeal existing useless laws. Peti·
tions will be of great service, as recommendations by Executive officers have thus fa1
failed to obtain legislation.
HOW MUCH PUBLIC LAND ONE PERSON CAN TAKE UNDER EXISTING SETTLEMENT AND
DISPOSITION LAWS, DECEMBER 1, 1883.

To show the full operations of t.he existing settlement and disposition laws, the following is taken from a work published by Henry N. Copp, esq., of Wat~hiogton, one ot
the best known of land law book publishers, and an authority on such subjects. The
book is entitled the "American Settlers' Guide, a Popular Exposition of the Public
Land Syste;m of the United States."
To obtain the largest amount of land from the Government at the least cost, a party
should :first enter 160 acres under the pre-emption laws, which will cost $1.25 or $2.5()
an acre, can be paid for at end of 6 months; then enter 1GO acres more under the
homestead laws, can be paid for or commuted at end of 6 months, and also make entry
of 160 acres under the timber-culture laws, where the land is naturally devoid of t.irnber, can hold with a pre-emption or homestead; 480 acres will thereby be secured at
an average cost of about 50 cents an acre.
The usual way is to niake an entry under the homestead laws, and at once anothe1
entry under the timber-culture laws, because it is cheaper to do so, and there is nc
delay to prove up under the pre-emption laws-320 acres will thereby be obtained at
a cost of $36 for fees and commissions-which if:! equal to about 11 cents an acre.
An entry can thereafter be made under the desert-land laws of 640 acres, and one
entry is allowed under each of the several laws mentioned herein. Under the mining
laws as many entries are allowed as a party owns legal claims.
After an entry has been made under the pre-emption, homesteau, and timber-cui·
ture laws, the same person may buy as much land at public sale and private entryalso of the State government, corporations, and individuals-as his means and inclination permit.
INFORMATION AS TO USELESS AND VICIOUS LAND LAWS.

(See pages 682 to 685 and 1163 to 1167.)
Officers charged with the immediate care of the public lands have reported against
the pre-emption, timber culture, private deposit survey, the timber and stone, and
desert land acts, and in favor of vital amendments to the homestead acts. Special
agents of the General Land Office have reported against those laws, and their reports
are on :file-why cannot they be repealed or amended f Where can information be
found as to frauds under and the uselessness of these laws 1 In the General Land
Office at Washington, D. C., in the Department of the Interior, corner of Seventh and
F streets. Why should not a committee of the House and SAnate send for Noah C.
McFarland, Commissioner, Luther Harrison, chief clerk, and the chiefs of the several
divisions of the General Land Office, and see which the bad and inefficient land laws
are, and send for the official papers on :file in that office, showing enormous frauds.
HOW CAN REPEAL BE AIDED f
In the minds of many publicists and Congressmen there is an impression that on1y
the persons who live upon or nearest the public lands can speak best as to the laws
applying to them. This limited view of the matter in the past led to much legisla.tion
dictated or proposed by in some cases a single person, and he sometimes an interested party, or the friend of such parties. Railroads and other quick means of communication have somewhat changed this, and exclusive knowledge upon any public
land matter is no more the property of the few. The numerous papers spread information and speak with the aid of the telegraph each morning to the entire country.
The traveling correspondent ferrets out byways to explore and strange facts and
fancies to write about. The public lands have attracted much attention for several
years past, and the press and official reports have published many startling statements
as to frauds committed under and the practical operations of the several public land
laws. The intelligent action of fair-minded men of the entire nation should be directed
to the repeal and amendment of obnoxious land laws. The press can be the great
lever to lift' these laws from the statute books, aided by earnest efforts of men who
believe that the public lands should be fairly distributed among legal settlers, and
that one hundred and sixty acres of arable land, a tract one quartar of a mile square,
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is sufficient for any. one person under one settlement law ... .An equivalent to one ~u~
dred and sixty acres of amble land should be given in a larger area of desert or ungable lands. It could be called a "Desert Land Homestead."
LEAKS WHICH SHOULD BE STOPPED.

The cry of "Corporations are absorbing the public lands" does for a better, and is
wide apart from the truth. No grants of public lauds have been made to corporations by Congress since 1872.
The grants already made and set out on page 268 herein will not increase in area,.
but) on the contrary, will decrease, as official examinations are made and judgments
r.:mdemd on list of railroad or wagon-road lands offered for patents. Congress and
the courts could have settled all of these questions years ago. Congress alone can
initiate any legal methods toward the forfeiture, revocation, or recall of these grants~
The courts can then say how far such proceedinglil can be had.
The present settlement and disposition laws are the cancers that are eating up the
public lands. ''One hundred and sixty acres is enough for a person" became a settled idea in past land legislation. The pre-emption act initiated this area of holding. The homestead act gives this amount as a bounty to a person for making a
home. How many of our active publicists know that at this hour any person, male
or female citizen above the age of twenty-one yeat·s, or a male or female person, who have
just filed their first naturalization papers, can have benefit of settlement and other
laws, so that their holdings will be 1,120 acres, or can buy a million acres of offered
public lands at $1.25 per acre in some Western and in the five Southern States~
Why not stop screaming at a shadow and just for once strike at a bit of substance!
THE PUBLIC LANDS VIRTUALLY RESERVED FOR FOREIGNERS.

The preference ri~ht to public lands in favor of foreigners who had declared their
intention to become citizens of the United States began in the pre-emption acts in
1b38. A vote was had in the Senate during the debate on the pre-emption act oi
June 22, 1838, on motion of Mr. Merrick, of Maryland, to confine the benefits of theact to citizens of the United States. It failed. See page 214 herein for details.
Th~ enormous emigration of the past five years has called attention to this featureof our laud laws. An inspection of the initiatory papers filed in the district landi
offices in the West and Northwest in land filings will confirm the repeated statement.
that more than one-third of all foreigners who now come to .America enter upon the·
public lands. The frequency with which a X signs the papers, and the appalling length
and queerness of almost unpronounceable names, bear witness to the need for interpreters and translators in the land service.
.All foreigners (except Chinamen and African negroes) who have declared theirintention to become citizens of the United States can at once, upon landing and paying a small fee for his or her first papers to the clerk of a court of record, file a claim
for public lands, provided they be beads of families or above the age of twenty-oneyears, while American-born boys and girls must stand by and wait until they are- ·
twenty-one years of age before they can file a claim for an acre of their country's.
public laud.s! "Cheap and free lands in America" has been the cry Europe over for·
twenty years past. The ocean steamship lines and the railroads leading to the West
have agencies in the principal cities of Europe, and their advertisements in t.he papers.
and handbills present glowing accounts of the liberality of the Government of the
United States, who are thirsting to present gentlemen and ladies who will emigrat&
to this favored laud with a home of 160 acres of land free of cost.
The arid regions of the West become in these auvertisements areas of broad glowing bearing fields, where the ripening grains, waving in the tropic sun, bows a stately
welcome to the oppressed, poverty stricken, or ambitious. The bound~ess sage brush
plains become orange groves, and the region from where the coyote flies in bowling
pangs of hunger, is known as the banana belt of the growing northwest; the blizzard
and the norther, zephyrs of pure delight, and the lack of water a cause fvr congratulation, because there will be no swamps to produce ague.
To be and expectant Senators and Representatives of yet to come States, usually:.·
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a little over three-fourths of the male population of a rising terri tory, anxious for enough
citizens to warrant an admission into the Union, welcome these aids to political ambition and assist them to homes from the nation's lands. These foreign advertisements are
a great means of inducing the rush to America. Forty dollars will bring a British subject
from Liverpool and place him on the public lands in Dakota. Five dollars will pay the
fee for making him the first portion of a citizen of the United States, and from three to
twelve pay the first fee in a district land office for a farm of 160 acres of public land.
If he desires to tarry a time to see the beauties of the metropolis-say that he lands at
New York City-he can pay his five dol~ars to the clerk of a court in that city, inclose
his first papers with his application and the fee to a United States district land office in
the West, under several of our convenient settlement laws, and thus secure his claim.
After awhile he can proceed to his farm in the West so liberally provided by a generous GovArnment. When this feature of pre-emption for aliens was adopted immigration was limited, and it was not anticipated that before the year 1883 it would be
so great ~none year-as in 1882, viz, 788,992-that it would exceed the total population
of the States of Oregon, Nevada, Delaware, Rhode Island, and Colorado-in one year.
Race traditions, as shown by opinions and political views of th~ descendants of original settlers, will be the greatest danger the Republic will have to meet. A nation's
people should own its lands. A per~:>on on a fa,r m is sure of ali ving; his or her overplus
is a contribution to the wealth of thew hole people, and the surplus crops of our farms
become aids to the world's medium of exchange. Our American farms, peopled by
American farmers, have been the producers of the strong and useful men and women
who manage and control the business and the affairs of the nation. It is not a rashestimate to say that almost one-third of our p.ublic lands now go to persons who are not
citizens of the United States and, under many land laws, need not be to perfect title.
We can continue to furnish not only well-ordered, safe Government, with equal chance
in the fight for competence and wealth, to all foreigners except Chinaman and African negroes, but is it wise or necessary to give them a land bounty in consideration
of their having the kindness to come over and declare their intention to become citizens. Should not our efforts be to the depopulating of our cities and large and overcrowded communities, and the moving of our surplus home population westward to
homes on the public lands·, where they can become self-sustaining citizens and an
element of security and wealth. The Anglo-Saxon, Slavic, and Teutonic races who
have come in the past have easily assimilated into reliable citjzens; what of the Latin
race just starting westward' what of the Italian-80,000 in 1882, 90,000 in 18831
Why should we give them a land bounty for coming'
President James Buchanan, in his veto message of the Homestead Act, June 22,
1860, speaking of the provision therein giving tlle benefits of the act to unnaturalized
foreigners (which is also part of tlle existing law), said:
We ought ever to maintain the most perfect cqua1ity between native and naturalized citizens. They are equal, and ought always to remain equal before tbe laws.
Our laws welcome foreigners to cur sllores, and their rights will ever be respected.
While these are the sentiments on which I have acted through life, it is not, in my
opinion, expedient to proclaim to all the nations of the earth that whoever shall
arrive in this country from a foreign shore, and declare his intention to become a citizen, shall receive a farm of 160 acres at a cost of 25 or 20 cents per acre. * "" .,.
The act of 1862, now in force, enacted all of the objectionable features of the vetoed
act of 1860, with the addition of" a person," male or female.
FRAUDS UNDER EXISTING LAND LA WS 1 AND WREN DOES OR SIIOULD GOVERNMENT
J.AND TITLE PASS.

The present system of laws seems to invite fraud. You cannot turn to a single
state paper or public document where tlle subject is mentioned for the year 1883,
from the message of the President to the report of the Commissioner of tlle General
Land Office, l>ut what statements of "fraud" in connection with the di position of
the public lands are found.
Ron. Henry M. Teller, Secretary of the Interior, in his r port for 1 83, says:
The attention of the Department bas been called to the frequent fraud committed
by parties securing lands under existing settlement laws without a compliance there-
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with. In very many cases there is not even an attempt to comply with ~he .~aws.
When the country was new and the parties desiring to secure land comparatively
few it is believed that the~e laws were complied with in most cases when land was
ent~red but as the demand for land has increased, it seems as if the people are restless under the restraint imposed on them in securing land, and 'they go to work
systematically to defeat the very purpose of the law. The homestead and ~re
emption laws, designed to s~cure to t~e ~ctual settler lands at a reasonable pnce, _
have become agencies by whiCh the cap1tahst secures large and valuable areas of the
public land at but little expenss.
WHEN DOES TITLE PASS ?
The parties thus securing land without a compliance with the terms 'of the law
rarely hold the title thereto for any considerable time. In many cases, doubtless,
such conveyances are made for the purpose of placing the title in the hands of those
not connected with the frauds practiced at the time of entry, and in other cases from
a desire to realize the value of the land. Much embarrassment arises from the
attempt ou the part of the Department to avoid such fraudulent entries. No difficulty is found where the parties making such fraudulent entries still hold the title,
but in case there has been a transfer for a valuable consideration without notice of
the fraud, great injustice is done to the purchaser by disturbing the title which he
bad no r eason to suppose was fraudulent. Where the fraud is discovered before the
issue of the patent the Department :finds no difficulty in canceling the entry, but
where such entries have passed to patent resort must be had . to the courts. In some
cases :fictitious names are used in the entry, and under a well-known principle of law
no title passes by such entry and patent. On the records of the United States, as
well as in the local office of record, there appears to. be a good title in the patentee
for the premises described in the patent. The local records show a conveyance to
some one who professes to be the owner; on the strength of such patent and the conveyance under it, for a valuable consideration, a conveyance is made to a bona fide
purchaser who subsequently :finds his title attacked by the Government. If it is
clearly established that the grantee in the patent had no existence, the title is held
to be in the Government, and the purchaser has no remedy except against the vendor,
who is usually impecunious, and not infrequently has left the country. It would
appear to .be right that after a crrtain time the presumption should be conclusive
that the patent was issued in strict accordance with law, and there should be no
inquiry into the proceedings anterior to the.time of issue.
The portio~ of the above relating to the question of the efficacy of a patent obtained by fraud is a serious one.
Under all of the settlement or disposition laws (see page 1162) the register, at the
time of applicant or claimant making purchase or proof completing his part toward
a title, issues a certificate which recites the law and other details, and concludes in
substance in all :final certificates as follows:
Now, therefore, be it known that, on presentation of this certificate to the Com.
missioner of the General Land Office, the said - - - - - - shall be entitled to a
patent for the tract of land above described.
- - - - - - , RegiBter.
No reservation whatever. This form came from the pre-emption act or cash-purchase law prior to 1841, when there were no conditions of law as to settlement, residence, and cultivation. It was used under the pre-emption act of 1841, and is still,
where residence, cultivation, and improvements are required. After the homestead
act of May 20, 1862, was passed, .and forms were made under it, this certificate was
continued.
WHEN DOES TITLE TO GOVERNMENT LANDS PASSf

.

No State or Territory can tax the public lands of the United States uatil title
passes from it. The improvements may be taxed but not the lands. It is the custom, however, sanct.wueu by usage and law, to list and tax the land as soon as applicants receive, under any law or la:vs, the register's certificate for patent, issued at
the district land office. This the United States has thus far consenf;ed to. If title
does not pass until the patent issues at the General Land Office at Washington, what
right or authority have States or Territories to tax the land, for if the register's certificate does not pass the title of the United States to the land, then the land should
not be taxed, because the title is yet in the Government, and so remains until the
patent issues.
The existin~ doubt is usually construed by the public and courts (see Judge
Sawyer's Opinion, page 1171 herein, on a suit to set aside a patent obtained by false
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swearing) on the side of the applicant or purchaser. If the law was not complied with
by the applicant, an innocent purchaser years afterwards may be brought into court
in equity to defend title to his land. The surest way to cure this defect is to repeal
the laws suggested as worthy of repeal. Enact a simple disposition law, such as an
amended homestead law, and declare that the title goes with the act of proof of compliance and issuing of register's certificate for patent, with a reasonable time for
action by the General Land Office. Unless some such act is passed, a :fine assortment
and collection of suits for fraud are in store, and attorneys can fatten on reluctant
clients to be drawn into court to answer the suits of a negligent Government. This
question should be settled. ·
For method and manner of taxation and for citations of authorhies as to when a
State may tax public lands, see page 239.
A MULTITUDE OF FORMS.

At present the public-land system requires a multitude of forms and regulations.
'I'he catalogue of blanks and blank books for the Department of the lnterior for
1882-'83 contaius a list of blanks used in and by the land service, covering 23 pagesfrom page 85 to 108-and recording more thail 800 numbers for blanl•s, books, and
circulars. For forms used in land entries see as follows: For pre-emption, page 63t:l:
· for homestead, page 1032; for desert-land act, page 1106; for timber and stone actt
page 10i:l6; for timber-culture act, page 1091; for mines, page 1013; for ca~h entries,
page 1159.
In the face of the known fraud in land entries, some of the affidavits anu blanks
used under the settlement Jaws are almost ludicrous. The fewer and simpler the
laws the less blanks anu forms required for entry and the fewer false oaths by applicants.
PATENTS •

.A. patent for public lands should be free of conditions and embarrass~ents. It
should be, as it was intended to be, a deed in fee.
It is the general opinion that a patent for public lands is in fact a fee•without limitations or conditions. '!'his is an error, and how serious a one can be seen by reference to page 356, where the form of a homestead patent is given in full; page 216,
for form of a pre-emption patent; pa.ges 329 and 330, for forms used for placer and
vein mineral claims, ana pages 973 to tJ76, for substance of patents for town sites.
When some of the present settlement and disposition laws are repealed or amended,
the United States land patent can be made a fee in fact. The present numerous and
varied kinds are great aids to litigation, especially the patents for mining claims and
town sites.
When the word ''patent" is used, deed or fee is understood. Thf' nation should give
a warranty deed or one in fee, as it is the sole owner or proprietor, instead of one
form of patent, or one form for the several different classifications of land, which would
be at most seven different patents. We find that at present the General Land Office
issues under the several land laws 57 different patents. The list is given in full.

a

Department blanks (Department of the Inte1'ior) used in the General Land Office.
CLASS 13.
PATENTS.

4-402.-Patent credit system, northwest of the Ohio. 4-403. 4-404.-Patent, homestead, act May 20, 1862, non-mineral. 4-405.-Patent, homestead, act May 20, 1862,
mineral. 4-40!3.-Patent, cash, act April 24, 1820, uon-mineral. 4-407.-Patent.t
ca.<ib, act April 24, 1820, mineral. 4-408 .. -Patent, agrict1ltural college, act Jn1y 2t
1862, mineral. 4-409.-Pat.ent, agricultural college, act July 2, 1862, non-mineral.
4-410.-Patent, Valentine scrip, act April 5, 1872, mineral. 4-411.-Patent, cash,
town site. 4-412.-Patent, donation, act May 24, 1828. 4-413.-Patent, Kan as
trust landi. 4-414. 4-415.-Patent, warrant, act Marcil 22, 1 52. 4-416.-Patent,
warrant, act March 3, 1853. 4-417.-Pateut warrant, act March ::$ 1 18~5, non-mineml.
4-417-t.-Patent warrant, act March 3, 1 55, mineral. 4-41 .-Patent, warrant, act
February 11, 1 7, non-mineral.4-418t.-Patent, warrant, act February 11, 1 47, mineral. 4-419.-Patent, warrant, act 'eptember 2 , 1t:l50, non-mineral. 4-4:-tO.-Patent,
warrant, act eptember <! , 1 ~o, mineral. 4-421.-Patent, warrant, act March 17l
1862. 4-42'2.-Patent, timber culture, non-mineral. 4-423.-Patent, Ottawas ana
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Chippewas, act July 31, 1855. 4-424.-Patent, timber culture, mineral. 4-425.Patent, cash act September 26, 1850. 4-426.-Patent, donation, aet July 22, 1854.
4-427. 4-42S.-Patent, donation, act September 27, _1850. 4-429.-P~tent, Pottawatomies, treaty of 1867. 4-430.-Patent, cash, act Apnl 24_, 1820, non-mmeral. 4-431.Patent, Indian, act March 3, 1875. 4-432.-Patent, Chickasaws, treaty October 20t
1832. 4-433.-Patent, Delawares, act June 22, 1874. 4-434.-Patent, O~tawa ~rust,.
treaty June 24, 1862. 4-435.-Patent, Sac and Fox, treaty March 6, 1~ol. 4-436.Patent Pottawatomies, treaty November 15, 1861. 4-437.-Patent, Wmnebago, act~
Febru~ry 21, 1863. 4-438.-Patent, Winnebago trust, act February 21, 1863. 4-439.Patent, Kaskaskia, &c., treaty May 30, 1854. 4-440.-Patent, Kansas trust, treaty
October 5, 1859. 4-441.-Patent, Chippewa, treaty August 2, 1855. 4-442.-Patent,.
Brothertown, act March 3, 1839. 4-44~.-Patent, Choctaw, treaty September 27, 183~.
4-444.-Patent, Creeks, treaty March 24, 1832. 4-445.-Patent, form for copy. 4-446.
4-447.-Patent, treaty September 30,1854. 4-448.-Patent, act June 22, 1860. 4-449.Patent act June 2 1 85~. 4-450.-Patent, act June 21,1860. 4-451.-Patent, act July
9, 1832. 4-452.~Patent, Surgeon-General's certificate, act June 2,_ 1858. 4-453.
4-454.-Patent, treaty September 30, 1854. 4-455. 4-456.-Patent, Swux, act May
19, 185tl. 4-457. 4-458.-Patent, Red Lake, treaty October 2, 1863. 4-459.-Patent,.
placer. 4-460.-Patent, coal lands. 4-461.-Patent, Sutro tunnel. 4-462.-Patent,
lode claims. 4-463.- Pateni;, mill sites. 4-464.-Patent, mineral, Supreme Com:t.
4-466.-Patent, nou-mineral, Supreme Court. 4--466.-Patent, military surve~s m .
Ohio. 4-467.-Patent, warrant, act July 27, 1842. 4-468.-Patent, Hot Sprmgs.
4-469.-Patent, swamp lands. 4-470.-Patent, swamp-land indemnity.
Not filled: 4-471,4-472,4-473,4-474,4-475.
UNLAWFUL OCCUPATION OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.

(See also page 1168 h11rein.)
A.n immediate necessity exists for the passage of a law to prevent the unlawful occupation of the public lands. The effect of the decision of the Supreme Court of the·
United States in Atherson VB. Fowler (6 Otto, 543), and in Hosmer VB. Wallace (7 Otto,
575), has been to turn over a large portion of the public lands to such as may want
them, with the right of holding against the United States or persons claiming underthe Government. These decisions have been court law for more than three years.
The laws of Congress, however, are the other way. A new act should be passed with
provisions for punishment and penalties for the unlawful occupation of the public
lands. The following report by Mr. T. M. Rice, from the House Committee on the
Public Landi!, January 12, 1883, Forty-seventh Congress, second session, House oi
Representatives, Report No. 1859, is given in full.
LEGISLATION NECESSARY.

[Report to accompany bill H. R. 7244.]

to·

The Committee on the Public Lands, to whom was referred the bill (H. R. 3560)
prevent the unlawful occupation of the public lands, report back said bill with a substitute, the passage of which is recommended.
In California and in ~t.hers of the States and Territories, as is made to appear to·
the committee, large tracts of the public lands have been inclosed by sheep and cattle rangers, who have no title, but, finding the lands vacant, have inclosed them
with fences and use them for purposes of pasturage.
These lands, so unlawfully held, are legally subject to pre-emption and homestead
entry, and but for this unlawful adverse occupation would be eagerly sought and entered by the home-seekers now flocking into the West. But :finding the land in the
occupation of another, the homesteader or pre-emptor is thereby, under the rulings.
of the courts, prevented from making homestead or pre-emption entry.
The Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Atherson VB. Fowler (6 Otto,
513), and the subsequent cases of Hosmer VB . Wallace (7 Ottu, 575), and Trenonth VB.
San Francisco (10 Otto, 251) has held that no right of pre-emption can be established!
by a eettlement and improvement on a tract of public land which is in the possessionof another who has inclosed, settled upon, and improved it.
In Hosmer VB. Wallace the court says:
''To create a right of pre-emption, there must be settlem-e nt, inhabitation, and improvement by the pre-emptor, conditions which cannot bernet when the land is in theoccupation of another. * * * Under the pre-emption laws, as held in Atherson vs.
Fowler, the right to make a settlement is to be exercised on unsettled lands; the righ&
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to make improvements is to be exercised on unimproved land; and the right to erect
a dwelling house is to be exercised on vacant land. None ef these things can be done
on land when it is occupied and used by others."
In Trenouth vs. San Francisco the court says:
"The right of pre-emption, under the laws of the United States, cannot be acquired
by intrusion and trespass upon lands in the actual pos&ession of others.''
From these quotations, it is apparent that the Supreme Comt intended to clenythe
lfight to pre-empt when there was actual possession in another, without regard to the
character of the possession, whether lawful or not.
And so the supreme court of California understands those decisions, as will be seen
from their language in the case of Davis vs. Scott (6 Pac. Law Journal, 699):
"As the land was in the actual possession and occupation of the plaintiff at the
time defendant attempt()ld to locate a pre-emption claim thereon, it was not, therefore,
subject t~ pre.amption."
Under the operation of these decisions the trespasser is enabled to hold and keep
from settlement and improvement large areas of the public lands. If the pre--emptor
attempts to enter into possession he is proceeded against as a trespasser for invading
the possession of an9ther. If he seeks to defend on the ground that he is a pre-emptor,
and the lands are legally subject to pre-emption, he is met with the decisions of the
courts that, inasmuch as these lands are and were, when he attempted to make pre-emption or homestead entry, in the possession of another, his entry and possession is
of no force or effect. Thus Ja.e is deprived of any standing in court to assail the possession of the real trespasser.
The substitute provides a simple procedure by which the occupant can make entry,
nlings, and declarations to acquire title to such part of the tract as he could enter
under the laws, and prevents his holding a larger quantit.y and thereby thwarting
the beneficent operation of the laws framed for the benefit of actual and bona-fide
settlers."
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAND LAWS.
THE I'RE-EMPTION ACT.
(~ee

pages 678-682 and 1163, 1209.)
The pre-emption act and amendments should be repealed. Its chief value now is
to illegally acquire public lands. It aids in the increase and growth of perjury. For
details as to recommendations of officials and the action of Congress in favor of this
repeal, see references above.
Enacted long prior to the homestead law of 1862, it was, in fact, supplanted by it.
All of its best and useful features are now in the homestead act.
It is stated b;Y land officers that more than one-half of all the entries under the preemption act are fraudulent. The lands for which this and the present homestead act
were framed are now about exhausted; and changed condition of affairs now exists.
THE HOMESTEAD LAWS

(See pages 679-683 and 1163,48, 1220.)
Should be consolidated into one act, with a provision for five years' settlement,
then title to pass free; or, if at the end of two years, the homesteader desires, he or she
-can pay for the land at $1.25 per acre. The five years' residence clause in the present
l aw grew out of the fact that foreigners who had filed their intentions to become citizens and then filed a homestead, have to wait five years to become citizens, so as te
<>btain title by residence, and unless the right of such to file .claims is abolished, or
tl1e term of residence required for citizenship is shortened, the present rule must stand.
The Indian homestead clause, on pages 10:32 and 1045-'6, dhould remain, with the proV'iso that Indians entering such lands should not be charged for .filing, and the fees of
local offices should be paid by or credited to them by the General Land Office. A
de ert homestead, 640 acres or more, should be provided for in lieu of present desertland law.
'l'be existing timber-culture provision could be retained. (See 2317 R. S.)
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MINING LAWS.

(See page 1220.)
The present mining laws relating to the precious metals will, in the near future,
have to be materially changed, when other classes ef public lands are exhausted
and attention is given to the subject. A short and sharp conclusion will be reached,
and essential amendments will be made-changes for·the better security of title and
respect for the rights of property. They and the timber lands are in the future to
become the chief source of supply of cash from sales of public lands.
The coal lands are sora at too high a price, $10 and $20 per acre ; $5 would seem to
be enough. Gold and silver lands are sold for this amount.
THE PASTURAGE LANDS.

The great area of pasturage land in the desert region, now the property of the nation,
more than 300 millions of acres, are a free zone for millions of cattle and thousands of
herders, holding title to ranges by mere occupancy and to the herds by brands and marks
and consent and agreement between herd-owners. The value of these lands for grazing
purposes is considerable; for any other surface use at present, nothing. Underlying
these are vast measures of coal and other minerals, so that if these lands are sold for a. ._
nominal acreage the coal and other minerals would probably go with them. Scattered
here and there over them are springs and water holes. These have been entered under
the homestead or pre-emption acts. The ownership of the water on the plains and
pasturage lands controls the land. The land is useless without the water. A spring,
water hole, or river front will control the pasturage lands for miles. These have almost all been entered under the settlement laws .
.Artesian wells may settle the future of these lands. Goverument experiments, however, in this direction thus far have not resulted satisfactorily.
·
This valuable interest should be protected by law, and in ·some manner security of
title for occupancy, for a time at least, should be secured to cattle-owners.
The settlement and disposition laws are now used to capture the water, and thus
control the lands. These lands must be sold or leased or remain as they are. (See Ex.
Doc. No. 46, Forty-sixth Congress, second session, for testimony and suggestions as to
these lands and the cattle-raising industry.)
THE DESERT-LAND ACT.

(See pages 1165, 1221.)
The desert-land act has become an aid to land-grabbing. It should be repealed or
a larger area given under it. The act is nearly, if not quite, useless for the actual
settler, from the fact that poor men cannot irrigate by means of expensive ditches,
and men of means cannot afford to dig ditches for so small an area on account of the
cost. In the opinion of many, the claims entered under this act were meant by the
law to be assignable, but Secretary Schurz ruled otherwise.
We now guard the desert lands with scrupulous care; perhaps we are waiting for
climatic changes to make them arable. It is a great pity that the same care was not
taken with the swamp lands. We gave millions of acres of swamp lands, because
they could not be cultivated, to persons who would reclaim them to agriculture by
taking water from them, while under :the desert-land act we charge persons for uncultivatable lands and make them pay $1.25 per acre for the privilege of spending
large sums of money to reclaim them to agriculture by the introduction of water. In
one case we gave them the land for reclamation; in the other we make them reclaim
the land at a vast •pense and pay the Government for the privilege.
THE TIMBER-CULTURE LAW

(S~e

Pages 681, 683, 1088, 1164, and 1221.)
Should be repealed. Its use is to fraudently enter public lands. For entries, see pages
1089 to 1090 and page 1290.
The entries under this act in Kansas alone up to 1883, were 23,942, containing
3, 32,636.44 acres. Under this act, to June 30, 1883, there have been 101,358 entries,
Cf!llltaining 16,768,0i6.70 acres. Surely the cry that our forests are being destroyed is
of small value when the enormous timber crop that is coming on under these entries
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is considered. We are growing on public lands (on paper) timber for the world.
Unfortunately the humor of this law can readily be seen when it is known that but
f>OO of these claims have been proved up or shown to contain cultivated timber, containing in all 97,836.08' acres.
Dakota is to become the future timber reserve under this law.
In 1882, in Dakota 9,368 entries were made, containing 1,466,532.39 acres. Four
.claims were paid for; that is, four persons showed that they had complied with the
law, containing 521.68 acres. In 1883 there were 11,199 timber-culture entrieR in
Dakota-timber culture probably being more protitabJ.e than wheat growing-con_
taining 1,755,419.58 acres. During the same period 111 persons showed that they
had complied with the law and made fiual entries of 14,968.12 acres.
The two tables of total disposition of public lands for the year 1882 and 1883, in
-detail printed herein, can be studied with profit as to all of the settlement and disposition laws. Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, and other tree and treeless States have
entered enormously into the growing of timber.
An area more than twice as large as all New England is now by law and on paper
i'aising timber for the future. (See pages 1089-90 and 1290 for 'tables.)
The timber-culture act can fairly be t.itled "An act to loan to any person 160 acres
-of public land for eight years without fear, favor, or supervision."
The existing homestead act contains a timber-culture provision. (See 2317, R. S.
U. S., and page 361, herein.)
TIMBER LANDS.

(See pages 1049, 1081, and 1165.)
The timber lands should be sold, and a law should be passed to this effect. Will
not private ownership, self-interest, best protect this class of lands f
.A.t present a force of special timber agents (see pa.ge 1051) are employed under the
<lirect.ion of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, charged with the care of
the timber lands. The force is self-sustaining so far as money is concerned, but it
is un-American and unpopnlar. The necessity for it is due to the fact that there is no
general law for the disposition of the timber lands of the United States. The statements of these agents are, of course, ex parte, aud the public are not in love with nor do
they yield willing obedience to them. Persons do not usually depredate upon the public timber for mere wantoness, but frequently they are forced to become depredators
through want of the timber for actual or commercial use, and the lack of a law for
its sale.
iRECOMMENDATIONS A.S TO LEGISLATION FOR THE SALE AND CARE OF TIMBER LANDS.

The Public Land Commission, in its report, February 21, 1880 (H. Ex. Doc. No. 46,
-second session, Forty-s!xth Congress, with testimony as to these lands), speaking of
the timber lands, recommended the passage of a law for the sale of the public timber
.and graduating the price.
·
DETAILS AS TO LACK OF TIMBER I.AWS.

Referring to the timber-lands question and the above suggested law, the Commis-sion used the following language, which is of value, because the situation December
1, 1883, is the same as at the date of the report.
It is proper to say that much difficulty is encountered in' trying to suppress depl'edations upon the timber on the public lands.
~h~ difficulties arise from a variety of causes, chief among which has been and
-still IS the impossibiltty of purchasing, in a straight1orward, honest way from the
Gov rnment, either timber or timber-bearing land .
Until a very recent. date, no public lauds in the States of Arkansas, Louitliana, Missi~ ippi, Alabama, or Florida could be procnred in any otbt'r mauuer tlwu by a. comphauce with tho homt-stead law. Tllis condition of t.be law wa~ tlH· primary camw of
thousands of fraudulent homestl•ad e11tries. It was no uucommou ·t lliug J(lr on t> persou or one firm ngag•d io tbe timhE:ror tnrp utiue traclc to procurt' to b made· large
numlwrs of home t ead entriPH with appar ·ntly uo int<:'ution of c ontpl:riug witb the
law.
o far aH relat(' to t h tatu; nH·ut ioned, tbis condit,ou no lougc·r I:'Xi&tH, as t lle
laue_ La h ve all b 'D hrongllt in to markc•t mull·r the act of .Juno i~, ltsili, aucl r >ud red
su ltJc-.ct to ~le at 1.:.!5 per aero at private eutry, aud C:OHHeq u utly tlepH·datiouH ou
the tuuber Ill tho e tates bav , to a very great extent, cea ed.
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Until the passage of ~he act of June 3, 1878, entitled "A~ act for .the sale of ~imbe;r;
'lands in the States of California, Oregon, Nevada, and m vVashmgton Terntory
there was no manner by which timber or timber lands in either of the States or the
Territory mentioned could be obtained ~xcepting b;y: set~lement un~er the hom.e~tead
..and pre-emption laws, and by the Jocatwn of ce.rtam kmds of scnp and add1t10nal
·.
.
.
homestead rights, which cost several dollars per acre.
Settlements upou t.imuer-bearing lands in the States and Terntory mentwned m
the act, under the homestead and pre-emption laws, are u s~ally a mere pretense for
getting the timber. Compliance with those. laws in g.ood faith. wh~re sett~ements are
made on lands bearing timber of commerCial value 1s well-mgb 1m~oss1ble,. as the
lands in most cases possess no agricultural value, and hence a compliance w1th the
law requiring cultivation is impractica.ble.
.
.
.
.
The commission visited the red-wood producing portion of'the State of Cahforma,
.and saw little buts or kennels built of "shakes" that were totallv unfit for human
habitation, and alwnys had been, which were the sole improvemen'ts made under the
homestead and pre-emption laws; and by means of which large areas of red-wood
forests, po~;sessing great value, had been taken under pretenses of settlement and cultivation which were the purest fictions, never having any real existence in fact, but
<>f which "due proof" had been made under the laws.
In some sections of timber-bearing country where there should be, according to the
"proofs" made, large settlements of industrious agriculturists engaged in tilling the
'Soil, a primeval stillness reigns supreme, the solitude heightened and intensified by
the grandeur of high mountain-peaks, where farms should be according to proofs made,
the mythical agriculturist having departed after making his "final proof" by perjury,
which is an unfavorable commentary upon the operation of purely beneficentlaws.
The law of June 3, 1878, is onerous, and ameliorates the condition existing before
its passage but very little, if any; sometbing further is necessary.
.
Another act wa~> approved on the 3d of June, 1!:!78, entitled "Au act authorizing
the citizens of Colorado and the Territories to fell and remove timber on the public
<lomain for mining and domestic purposes," by the provisions of which settlers and
<>ther persons may take timber for mining and agricultural purposes from mineral lands.
The provisions ofthis law, when understood, mean but very little. Timber rnay be
takenf1'om rninm·allands. Perhaps not one acre in five thousand in the State and Terl'itories name.d is mineral, and perhaps not one acre in five thousand of what may be .
mineral is known to be such. 'fbe benefit of this law to the settlers is !Jetter understood when these facts are known.
·
. The whol~ subject-matter of existing laws in relation to the sale or disposal of
tlill~er-beanng lands may be briefly stated, as follows:
Timber lands in the States of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida
may be bought for cash by any persons in any quantities, or may be taken under the
homestead and pre-emption laws.
~n such parts of the States of Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Missouri as contam public lands, which are at the same time agricultural and timber lands, the title
may be ~btained only under the homestead and pte-emption laws.
Th.ere Is no way proyided by law for disposing of lands which are chiefly valuable
for timber of commerCial value in those States, as it must be conceded by all that the
homestead and pre-emption laws apply only to lands valuable for agriculture .
. In the States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and in Washington Territory,
t1mhe~ ~ands can be bought by certain persons, under certain onerous conditions, in
(jnantitles not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres.
~n the States of Nevada (both the laws approved June 3, 1878, are applicable to
th1s State) and Colorado, and in all the Territories except Washington, any person
may cu~ and remove all the timber he may need for mining and domestic purposes
~rom rntneralland. This law, strictly observed, would not confer any benefit upon one
m o_ne thow;;and of the inhabitants. There is no oth~r law by or under which timber
<>r t,Imher lands carr be procur.ed in the State& and Territories last above named.
The population of two States and seven Territories should not longer be compelled
b.Y the laws of the country to be trespassers and criminals on account of taking the
tlillber.necessary to enable them to exist, as is the condition to-day, and as it has been,
~ccordmg to law, ever since settlements were commenced, or since the policy of sellmg lands for cash has been abandoned by the Government.
LEGISLATION RECOMMENDED, 1883.
Attention is called to the recommendation of Commissioner McFarland, in his annual report for 1883, page 9, for the necessity of prompt legislation ail to the sale or
disposition of the timber lands.
THE TIMBER AND STONE ACT.

(See pages 6t:l9, 1046, 1086, and 1221.)
The data as to the necessity of amendment or repen.l of this law, together with
details of its practical operation, vyill be found on the pages above cited.
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PUBLIC LANDS IN THE SOUTHERN STATES.

PUBLIC LANDS IN THE FIVE SOUTHERN STATES.
At the close of the war of the Rebellion, the President, by proclamation June 13,
1865, ordered the reopening of the United States district land offices in the States
ofLouisiana, Florida, .Arkansas, Mississippi, and .Alabama. Congress, June 21, 1866,
directed that all public lands iQ. those States should be reserved for settlement under
the homestead act of May 20, 1862. The obtaining of these lands by the landless
class of the South was considered essential to their future welfare and that of the
Nation. Congress therefore enacted that they should only be entered under the
homestead law, and, changing the rule, fixed the maximum acreage to be entered by
a person at 80 acres. This was to continue until June 21, 1868. Under this law to
June 30, 1883, the homestead entries have been as follows:

.

FROM JUNE 26, 1866, TO .TUNE 30, 1S83.
States.

Acres.

Alabama .................................................................... .
.Arkansas ............................ .......... .............................. .
Florida ...................................................................... .

i~:r!:4>;1-.-.-.-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ~ ~:::: ~:: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::

31,207
47,975
18,036
10,901
13,845

3, 142,279. 21
4, 449, 567. 94
1, 956, 227. 67
1, 297,620.32
1, 342, 117.35

121, 964

12, 187, 811. 89

One hundred and twenty-one thousand nine hundred and sixty-four homes started
and initiated, containing 12,187,811.89 acrelil, an area almost equal to the surface of the
States of Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New Jersey.
·
Considering the lack of immigration into these five States, the above results of the
homestead act were gratifying, and the poo;r and landless class of that section were
acquiring homes and becoming self-supporting.
THE LA.W CHANGED, AND PUBLIC OFFERING AND PRIVATE CASH ENTRIES ARE
AUTHORIZED.
Congress enacted-which enactment became a, law June 22, 1876, by the non-approval of President Grant-that all of the public lands in the five Southern States
should be brought into market by proclamation for sale at public offering (see pages
206 and 207), to be followed by private cash entry.
THE A.CT IN FULL.
[R. S. 2303, p. 424, repealed July 4, 1876.J
CHAP.165.-.An act to repeal section two thousand three hundred and three of the Revised Statutes of
the United States, making re1trictions in the disposition of the public lands in the States of Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Florida.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of .America
in Cong1·ess assembled, That section two thousand three hundred and three of the Revised Statutes of the United States, confining the disposal of the public lands in the
States of .Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, .Arkansas, and Florida to the provisions of
the homestead law, be, and the same is hereby, repealed: Provided, That the repeal
of said section shall not have the effect to impair the right, complete or inchoate, of
any homestead settler, and no land occupied by such settler at the time this act shall
take effect shall be subject to entry, pre-emption, or sale: And provided, That the
public lands affected by this act shall be offered at public sale, as soon as practicable
from time to time, and according to the provisions of existing law, and shall not be
subject to private entry until they are so offered.
SAMUEL S. COX,
Speaker of the House of Representatives, pro tempm·e.
T. W. FERRY,
President of the Senate, pro tempm·e.
Received by the President June 22, 1876.
[Norn BY THE DEPART:'t!IENT OF STA.TE.-The foregoing act, having been presented
to the President of the United Statea for his approval, and not having been returned
by him to the House of Congre~:~s in which it originated within the time prescribed
by the Constitution of the United States, has become a law without his approval.]
It was claimed that the passage f the act of June 2~, 1876, would enable persons
to at once acquire t itles to homes without waiting the long period required under the
homestead act. Beside it was urged that, as much of this land was covered with vaiuable timberJ the ~a.tion would secure a greater price than $1.25 per acre, it being
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worth a great deal more at public sale. This was and always is mere subterfuge. It
is a cunning device to pass a cash or private sales law. Hardly a member of Congress could or can be found who would introduce a bill to sell public lands outright
for money, in unlimited quantities, to citizen or alien. The acts of June 22, 1876, and
March 3, 1883, were in fact just such laws, with this difference, that they put the Nation to an enormous expense for advertising the public sales, about equal to $500,000,
in the South, which would not be necessary if the law was a plain spoken cash sale
act. Pages 206 to 208, show the existing procedure in public o.fl'ering and sale of
public lands.
The sales are advertised ; a few persons come to the land office where offered;
scarcely any one bids. The la.nds thus become offered, are so marked on the plats, and
are thereafter sold for cash in unlimited quantities at $1.25 per acre. This is going on
at this date in the Southern States, and especially in Alabama, under the act of
March 3, 1883. Several offerings are now advertised for January 7, 1884. Any person, citizen, or alien, can at this hour buy a million acres of the public lands, not
occupied by settlers, in any of the :five Southern States, at $1.25 per acre-timber, mineral, and agricultural.
PUBLIC OFFERING

L.~

THE SOUTHERN STATES A MERE TECHNICAL EXPRESSION.

Millions of acres of public lands have been offered at public sale at auction in the
five Southern States since 1876. This method of sale came into effect during the old
cash-sale period prior to 1841. It has become a :fixture of the public land system
on account of precedent, but with no reason or value. To show what a farce this is,
the statistics of such sales for 1882 and 1883 are given:
Sales~~ lands at public sale offering and private cash ent1·y, or pu1·chase of such lands after
bemg offered and not sold, in the five Southem States, for the fiscal yea1·s 1882, 1b83.
1882.

1883.
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Alabama .....•.... .. ... ~~~~ .'.... • ••.••• • •••.
Ark?-nsas.... .......
772. 36
$1,059 53
ilor_1~a .......... ...
1, 174.37
1, 552 55
omsmna.. ..... . . . .
186. 59
233 20
Mississippi .................................. .
8

Total ..•.... .. ~33.32 2~~

Acres.
57, 438. 83
57, 17'J. 57
128,873.42
367,465.40
219,455.89

§

~$

0

s

'0

c:
r:n.

<1

Acres.
40.11
2, 177. (j8
220. 99
2, 789.98

Acres.
$50
2, 922
590
3, 4t-7

70,265.52
106,671.87
221, 853.15
355,184.74
349,431.04

14
10
44
48

----s30;406:11 -5,228.76,- 7;o5o:16l,lo3,4o6.32

THE SPECULATORS AND LARGE HOLDERS EARNESTLY AT WORK.

This bad policy of selling the public lands in the South at private sale-for cash at
private sale-in unlimited quantities, can be seen in the steady gajn of the area of
cash purchases over the a,r ea taken under the homestead act.
1883.

1882.

States.

~~~;:C\\2::::/HL
Total .............. - .......... .

35 L 0 -VOL III

Homestead
entries.

Cash sales.

Acres.

Acres.

266,123.44
365,913.98
191, 033.22
llG, 703.70
13l:l, 488.36

57, 438. 83
57,172.57
128.873.42
367,465.40
219,455.89

Homestead
entries.

Cash entries.

Acres.

Acres.

2G~, 732. 09
353, 824.00
210, 800.43
1~4. 660.19
167,079. 00

70,265.52
106, 671.87
2~l. 853. 15
355, 184.74
349,431.04

------------------1, 103, 406. 32
1, 125, 096. 61
830,406.11
1, 038, 262. 70
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AREA OF PUBLIC LANDS IN THE SOUTH JUNE 30, 1866, WHAT HAS BEEN
DONE WITH THEM, AND AREA REMAINING JUNE 30, 18:33.
In 1866 it was estimated that the United States-owned more t.han 40,000,000 of acres
in the :five Southern public land States, or an area quite equal to the States of South
Carolina, West Virginia, and Connecticut.
WHAT HAS BECOME OF THEM.

In round numbers, thirteen millions of acres of this area have been disposed of to
June30, 1883, under the homestead, pre-emption, mineral and coal acts; about 8,000,000
acres have been sold for cash; about 18,000,000 of acres were still t.he property of the
Nation June 30, 1883.
RAPID DISPOSITION PROBABLE IN 1884.
Of the amount remaining, judging by the disposals from June 30, 1883, to December 1, 1883, 3,500 of acres will be disposed ·of during the year to Ju·ne 30, 1884. The
sales under the Alabama mineral act of Ma.rch 3, 1883, may run this up to 4,000,000
of acres, of which more than a half will probably go into the clutches of speculators.
THESE LAWS SHOULD BE AT ONCF. REPEALED.

The act of July 4, 1876, or June 22, 1876, page 545, and the Alabama act of March 3,
1883, page 980, should be at once repealed. They do violence to the views ofthema.jority of the people, are for the use and benefit of capitalists and speculators, aud are
against sound public policy. These lands, about all of the remaining purely agricultural public domain, and some covered with valuable timber, should be held for actual
settlers, under the homestead act. Such as are purely timber lands should be disposed
of under a new and general timber disposition law.
The Alabama act of Mm·ch 3, 1883.-The Alabama public land act, given in full on
pages 980, 981, should be at once repealed.
The mineral lands thrown open by this act to purchase at private sale in unlimited
quantities at $1.25 per acre, are of great value, and embrace from two to five hundred
thousand acres. Being found to contain valuable minerals, iron, and coal, the Commissioner of the General Land Office, as was his duty by law, after examination by experts of his office, withdrew them from public and private sale and entry under the
homestead act, to the end that the nation might get thelegal price, per acre for the
lands, the same exacted for mineral and coal lands in other public land States and
Territories. .Besides, large areasofthisland had been entered under the homestead act,
in the face of a non-mineral affidavit taken in each case. A curative act (t.he law contains such a clause), if Congress found equity existing, would have reached this class of
entries, and relieved the actual settlers without throwing open the entire area known to
be mineral to private entry. It was alleged that interested parties, capitalists, for their
own benefit, had caused homestead entries to be made by perso"Ds employed for the
purpose; these entries were suspended by the General Land Office. Congress was then
asked to aid in the acquirement of title by these principals. For almost two years a constant attempt was made to pass this law in the 47th Congress. Active, earnest legislators watched it closely, and tried to prevent its passage. The Commissioner of the General Land Office, the officer charged with the direct control of the disposition of the public lands, did not recommend its passage, but on the contrary distinctly stated in substance that he was not prepared to recommend so radical a change in the method of disposition of the public lands. The title of the act has no reference in fact to the text
of the bill. It is, ''An act to exclude the public lands in Alabama from the operations of the laws relating to mineral lands."
The title should have been "An act to sell all mineral lands of the public domain
in Alabama as ~.~>gricultural land , and at private sale at $1.25 per acre in unlimited
quantit.ies to any person or persons,'' citizens or aliens. Forthis is the effect and the
result of tho act.
The 1 w contains this proviso, "Provided, however, that all lands which haYe heretofore be n report d to the Gen ral Laud Office, as containing coal and iron, shall :first
b offered at public sale.'' The meaning of this wa and is that such lands shall be
sold at private sal , ca h utry ( ee page 1159), nothing more or nothing less, and
under tbi clause the lands ar now being offered by Presidont's proclamation. A
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ew acres will be solcl at public sale, but, as a result of the offering, it being the purpose, au enormous area will be sold in legal subdivisions; at ~rivate sale,_ to any person in unlimited quantities for cash. This law was originally mtroduced m the House
of Representatives as H. R. No. 19, 47th Congress, 1st session, December 13, 1881..
It shonlcl be repealed along wit.h the act of June 22, 1876, and before much ser1ons
harm may have occurred under its provisions. ·
Why should the public coal lands be sold for $10 and $20 per acre in Colorado,
Utah, and other land States and Territoties as they ::tre, and for $1.25 per acre in
Alabama, as this law orders· they shall be sold? Why should iron lands be sold for
$2.50 to $5 per acre in California and Idaho as "valuable mineral deposits," an~ in
other land States ::tnd Territories as they aro, a.nd for $L2G per acre in Alabama, us
this law says they sha.ll be sold. Do they lose in value becanse located in Alabama 1

,

EXISTING PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS SHOULD BE SETTLED.

(See pages :~65 to 410, 1111 to 1157, and 1292.)
Private lanu claims should be at once settled, a statute of limitation should be
passed, of say two years, within which all such claims should be filed. A commission should be appointed (if a court is not thought best). One commission should
be created charp;ed wHh the entire matter; one would be better than several, as
experience would thus be more available.
PRIVATE LAND SURVEYS OR DEPOSITS FOR PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS. (Sees. 2401, 2402,
2403, Revised Statutes.)
(See pages 184, 185, and 569 to 572, and for circular of September 15, 1883, see page
1243; Chapter XXXVI, Surveys, page 1242.)
This law has materially aided in giving the United States a handsome addition to her
already large and full collection of surplus surveyed sand banks and deserts, which
she cannot dispose of. The arable or irrigable lands, a comparatively few acres in each
township are taken by actual settlers, still the entire area is surveyed and subdivided.
In most cases leaving four-fifths of the area waste. This law results in the survey of
lands of no present, and probably of no future value, and the obtaining of certificates
indorsed by officers of the Government for moneys advanced, which may have to
be redeemed with land in place or cash. Congress will probably be called on shortly
to redeem these certificates. (See Commissioner McFarland's recommendation as to
the repeal of this law, page 572, and as to its operations).
AREA OF SURVEYED AND UNS()LD LANDS JUNE 307 1883.
As the United States already owns more than 2'54,000,000 of acres of surveyed ancl
unsold lands (see page 528), will it not be as well for Congress to inquire as to the
utility of this system f The United States appropriated $400,000 for surveys in the
year 1883. The deposits for private surveys were $1, 162,935.58, for which certificates
were issued, and these certificates are assignable, and are used in payment for public
lands. A careful scrutiny of this law and the results under it will pay for the
efi'ort. Congress in fact seems to know nothing of the practical effect or abuses of
this law, or it would have been repealed long ago. Mr. Commissioner McFarland's
statement in 1881 (see page 572 herein) can be again given, as it is, in the main, as
potent to-dn.y as it was two years ago.
RESULTS UNDER THIS LAW SHOW THE NECESSITY l!'OR ITS REPEAL.

The necessities which formerly existed for advanced or early surveys of the public
lands in 1862 and up to 1879, consequent upon a rush of settlers, has ceased to exist.
The purely agricultural lands are about all surveyed, except probably in Dakota an<l
tho Southern States. Tho annual appropriation for surveys is sufficient for all practical purposes. Surely the estimates of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
should be the guide for the necessities for surveys. It is difficult to give the exact
area surveyed nuder the private deposit system, as the p1ivate deposit and public
surveys are aggregated by the General Land Office.
IIISTORY 01<' TillS LAW.

The law as origin~Llly passed, May 30, 1862 (sections 2401 to 2403 R. S., aud amendatory act of .July 1, 1864), permitte(l the deposit of money, by the settlers in any
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township not mineral, for the survey and subdivision of the same. The certificat-e of
deposit was to be receivable in part or in payment for their lands, taken under the
homestead or pre-emption acts, situated in the townships, the ~:~urveying of which is
paid for out of such deposits.
This law was fair enough upon its face, but was but seldom used.
March 3, 1879, an amendment of section 2403, R. S.-, was passed, making the certifi-cates issued for such deposits assignable by indorsement and receivable at any land
·office in payment for pre-emption and homestead claims. This was a shrewd and
-cunning amenil.ment. }!'or details as to its operations see pages 569 to 572.
In the sundry civil bill passed August 7, 1882 (it is probable that no separate bill
•conl~ have been passed), section 2403 (the act of March 3, 1879) was amended by
providing that the certificates issued for private deposit surveys of the public lands
should only be received in payment for lands at the land offices in the land districts
where the lands are which are surveyed The township feature of the original law
was not restored. This was some relief, anu abridged in a slight measure the evils
of the law. But a district in some cases means almost an entire Territory or State.
(See t,he list of land offices, page 555 herein.) If the law must remain, confine the location of its certificates to the township in which 1he lands lie are surveyed. It laid
almost dormant from 1862 to 1879, when interested parties had it amended and the
francl began. The amendment of 1882, confining the use or location of the certificates
issued for surveys to the land district in which the lands lie, virtually continues the
fran d.
This amendatory law was passed August 7, 1882. The deposits for private surveys
iu tho year ending June 30, 1883, were $1,162,935.58. Congress should examine into
tltis at once and repeal or vitally amend this law.
CIRCULAR OF MARCH 5, 1880, REVOKED.
(Noted on page 569.)
The circular of March 5, 1880, relative to surveys nuder the private deposit system,
was revoked by t he circular of September 15, 1883, given in full in ''Surveys," Chapter
XXXVI, page 1243 herein. The method of _procedure and regulations under this law
.are therein set out in full.
VAST AREAS OF LANDS SURVEYED WHICH REMAIN UNSOLD.

For the purpose of showing the practical operation of this private deposit survey
system the following five political divisions are selected as a type. For full details
·Of operations under it, in all surveying districts, see pages 1240 and 1242:
j Estimated area
State or Territory.

Arizona ..........•..
Colorado ............
Nevada .............
New Mexico ........
Wyoming ...........

Area surveyed
in 1882.

Acres.
293,036, 38
5, 818, 183. 84
631,373.47
5, 287, 307. 74
412,270.91

Disposed of,
1882.

Acres,
21, 156. 81
534, 257. 02
78, 588.27
116,931. 60
58,307.25

Surveyed in
1883.

Disposed of,
1883.

A~u.

Acres.
1, 866, 015. 76
1, 370, 924. 49
3, 025, 799. 18
8, 361, 740. 67
1, 216, 61L 03

57,386.54
424,713.86
79,936.67
249, 195. 70
187,488.65
I

i

I
I

I
1

of surveyen
and unsold
lands, June
30,1883.

Acres.

4-, 404, OOL 26
36, 735, 914. 80
1il, 768, 912. 47
22, 866, 999. 03
20, 655, 148. 98

I
I

The above is one of the most interesting statements connected with the administration of the land service. Millions of acres are surveyed annually unuer this private deposit system which are not and cannot be sold, and the United States receives
and redeems the certificates i srred for the mon y deposited for these surveys. Virtually a loan of the credit of the United States to an unlimited amount for a private
purpose. If this private deposit system is of real benefit to sett.lers and the lands
nece sary for actual settler , why then does this not super ede the direct annual appropriation by the United States for urv ys f One or the other certainly is superfluous.
OFFICERS OF THE GOVERNMENT ARE COMPI!.TENT TO JUDGE WHEN
URVEY ARE NECES ARY.
The surveyors-g neral in the sixteen public land surveying districts certainly are
snffi.,iently empowered by law to uirect as to the progress and locality of surveys,
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with an eye to the best interest of the Government and the wants of the settlers ..
They alone, under the direction of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
should control the surveys in their districts. Und_!3r this private deposit system they
do not act, and cannot, upon actual personal knowledge as to alleged necessities ~or·
surveys.
PRIVATE DEPOSIT SYSTEM SURVEYS FOUR-FIFTHS OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.

One-fifth only of all the public land surveys since June 30, 187d, have b en done·
with public moneys or money appropriated by Congress for the purpose._ It is estima-ted that since that period about four-fifths of the public land surveys have been donewith money deposited by individuals.
For statement of the Commissioner of the General Land Office in his annual report
for 1881 as to the glaring frauds under this law, see page 1242.
CONGRESSIONAL APPROPRIATIONS SUFFICIENT FOR PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS.

To illustrate that the annual appropriations are·sufficient for surveys of the public
lands and to keep pace with the needs of the people, the following fact.s are stateu:
The United States owned about 220,000,000 acres of sm·veyed and unsold lands June 30,
1882, lying and being in the States and Territories where the private deposit system
is most used. During the fiscal year 1883, there were 54,12~,400.28 acres of public
lands surveyed, about four-fifths of it under the private deposit system and the other
fifth undtr the Congressional appropriation of $400,000. Of this vast area only
19,030,796.89 acres were disposed of, and probably not half of this amount from the
lands surveyed during the year, leaving a balance-provided the disposals were from
the area surveyed during the year-of about 35,000,000 of acres!
USELESS SURVEYING OF ARID LANDS.

The great cost of these surveys is the subdivision of townships. Of course almost all
of the public lands will eventually be surveyed, but the barren and desert lands will
have to be sold in such tracts as that only the exteriors of townships or sections will
be surveyed and not subdivided.
SURVEYS UNDER THIS SYSTEM ARE MADE 1N ARID AND BARREN REGIONS.

A look at the table of surveys on page 1241, will show that the larger portion of the
surveys under this system are made in a.rid and barren regions. The l:lurveyors get
the profit of the surveys and the United States the surveyed barren lands.
The amount appropriated by Congress in 1882 was $300,000, in 1883 was $400,000.
These are undoubtedly suffi~ient considering the character of the remaining settlement lands (mineral surveys are paid for by the applicants) for all actual settlements.
The private deposits were in 168~ $2,013,270. 77. This was while the certificates were
assignable and could be used on any of the public lands. In 1883, $1,162,935.58
were deposited with certificates to be used in the district in which the lands lie. The
original act confined their use to the townships in which the lands were.
CONCLUSIONS.
1, 1883.

DECEMBER

WHAT LAND LAWS SHOULD BE PASSED;

There should be but one law for the disposition of arable, desert, and pasturage
lands. One law for the disposal of mineral lands. One law for the disposal of timberlands. Special laws in the past have resulted in depleting the public domain. The
more reRtrictions placed around the public lands in past legislation, the more fraud and
evasion; the less restrictions, the greater honesty in their acquirement. An amended
homestead act, requiring five years settlement and occupation for title, with a clause
permitting commutation at $1.25 per acre at end of two years, should be the only settlement law. 'rhis should, to maintain a family, embrace a sufficient area of arable,.
irrigable, or pasturage lands; it should provide for a holding of one hnndred and
ixty acres of arable land, and contain also a timber-culture clause.
CLASSIFICATION.

(See page 1161.)
Short and compact laws can be passed embracing four classes of lands, and providing for their disposition, which will be free from ambiguity and doubt.
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LAND LAWS WHICIT SHOULD BE REPEALED.

No settlement or agricultural lauds should be sold by the nation for cash.
Mineral lands should embrace all minerals and mineral deposits. ·
Homestead lands should embrace agricultural, desert, and pasturage la,nds. A.
r.tew la.w should provide for proper areas for actual settlers under the three several
k inds, with incidental regulations as to irrigation and reclamation. The agricultural
shonhl be given for actual settlement, the pasturage for an acreage, the desert could
be given for reclamation.
Timber lands-the several grades at several prices.
LAWS WHICH SHOULD BE REPEALED.

The pre-emption act of 1841. (See pages 678 to 682, 1162, and 1163.)
The New Mexico donation act of July 22, 1859. (See statements as to frauds, page
12:21.) Useless.
Pre-emption a cash purchase and private entry. (See page 1159.) No public lands
honld be sold outright for cash. All such laws should be at once repealed. See pages
'206 and 207 for detail::~ as to method of, and laws relating to, private entry of public
la nds. A proper timber-sale law will do away with the only existing necessity for
public offering and private entry of any public lands.
Saline land act. (See pages 217,696, and1162.) An obsolete law in many respects.
Saline lands should be incluued in mineral deposits and a general mining law. T~ey
are now virtually sold as agricultural lands.
Timber-culture laws of March 3,1873, and .March 13,1874. (See pages 360,683,1093,
1162-1164). The homestead act, sec. 2317, Revised Statutes, contains a clause giving
a bounty for planting timber. This can be re-enacted in a new homestead act.
Bwa.mp-land indemnity act. (Pages 219,696, and 1166.) Claims under this should
be closed as soon as possible. The public lauds are fast disappearing in the swamp·
lauu States, and soon a claim will be made against the nation for cash payment from
the public Treasury for land claimed in indemnity. The operations of selection under
t his act have been colored and tainted with constructive, and aided largely by actual
fmnd. (See page 221.)
The desert-lancl act of March 3, Ul77 (see pages 363, 689, 1106, 1165), has been of
but little practical use, and is now most useful in aid of fraud. A desert homestead
should be substituted, giving a person the land for reclamation.
THE TIMBER AND STONE ACT.

(See J'ages 357-9, 684, 1046-1086--1165.)
Its provisions are constantly violated; all entries under it for 1883 have been suspended for fraud. (See page 1165.) A general law for the sale of timber should sn persede the necessity for this.
Cash snles of public lands in the Southern States.
The act of June 22,1876, throwing open the public land::! in the :five Southern States
t o private entry or cash purchase, should be at once repealed. (Also see page 544.)
The act of March 3, 1883, selling the mineral lands in Alabama as agricultural
lands. (See page 546.\
The private deposit, land survey acts, sees. 2901, 2902, 2403, R. S., United States,
and amendments. (See pages 1t39, 569, 572, and 547 to 54!.J.) This law should be at
once repealed. Under it the General Land Office does not have what it is suppo ed
t o hu.ve, charge a.nd control of the surveys of the public land. An act in aid of fraud.
crip. All outstanding scrip and warrants should be redeemed, and cash indemJJ ity paid in scrip cases in the future.
LAWS WHICH SIIOULD BE CONSOLIDATED OR llETAINED.

The homestead. acts. (• ee pages 683, 1023, 1162, and 1163.) The six existing bome.tead acts should he consolidated into one actual-settlement law, with requirement
o f r i<lence and settleru nt for two and five years, and should apply to all agricultural Ind.
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A. desert or arid land homestead could l>e embraced in this-of say, 640 acres-in
lieu of desert-land act.
Pasturage lands could be disposed of nuder this act a5' well.
Mining land laws. All acts (see page 1162) should be consolidated. This would include the timber and stone act proper and the coal-land a.ct of March :3, 1866.
The town site, lot, and county-seat acts should be retained. They are serviceable
and usefn1. Except in Utah no undne stretch of tho provisions of these laws hal"
occurred.
LAWS WHICH SHOULD Bg PASSED AS SOON AS IS POSSIBLE.

A law settling the status of lapsed and unused railroad land grants. (See page 1264.)
A law permitting the several States and Territories in which they lie to tax the
lands granted rail and wagon roads, as soon as listed l>y the United States as
"granted." A. duplicate of the list of lands assigned to railroads nuder grants could be
sent by t.he General Land Office to the governors of the States or Territories in which
they lie for Jisting and taxation. (See page 1265.)
A la.w to settle and adjust an private laud claims. (See pages 547.)
A law for the sale or other disposHion of the timl>er lands. The timber in alternate
sections, or, with or wit.hout the fee. In any event a radical change in existing timl>er-laud la:ws. (See page 542.)
A law fixing the time definitely at which tile United States pa,rts tit.le to its lar~ds,
purchased or ol>tained under the disposition or settlement laws, whether at the time
the register issues his certificate at the district laud office, as he does in all cases for
patent, or when the patent issues at the General Lancl Office at Wasllington, which
in some cases has not yet been done (owing to inadequate clerical force in the General Laud Office) for twenty-five years past. (See page 537.)
Indian 1·eservations.-The settlement of the question as to whether lands are to l>e
given tlle Indians for sett-lement. It is immaterial for this purpose whether they are
to ue allol,ted to t,he individua l or the tribe. The area is the question. It is probable
tbat, almost two-thirds of the area at present embraced in Indian reservations will
be thrown into tho public domain for settlement or disposition. The remainder,
above the wants of the Indians, should be taken by the nation, say at $1.25 per acre,
-and a trust fund created with the proceeds. The interest, payal>le four times a year,
will be ample, coupled with the results of their own labor, to maintain the Indians.
An Army officer could clisl>urse it, and the Indians be at once removed fi·om the need
of aunna.l legh;lation. (See pa.ge 125:3.)
In all lands hereafter solcl there should be reserved an easement to the public for
highways. This will prevent the holding of water fronts on streams by individuals
to the exclusion of settlers in the rear. Such easement will also permit parties owning ba(·k 1:1nds to get out tim bPr.
'l'_hc _General Land Office should be placed 1 as an Executive office, on a different
basH> irom uow. (See page 1222,1225, and 1230. ~
A bnilding should l>e erected for the use of the General Land Office wherein the
r ecords cnn be saJely storeu, and the attaches have a chance for comfort and health.
(Sec page 1222 and 12:~0.)
The Uommissioner should be l>'etter paid, and relieved of much mere routine work.
(See pu,ge 1223.)
An Assistant Commissioner should be provided. (See pa,ge 1223.)
'!'he chiefs of division should l>e l>etter paid. (See page 1224.)
The clerical for~e should be increased au(l better compensated, to the end that the
arrears of l>usiness can be brought up. Swamp-land indemnity and r·ailroad landgrant acts could then he executed. (See page 1224.)
'l'he ~tatistics of the land service should be l>rought up, and some accuracy at ]east
apprcr:nmated. (See page 1219.)
The present e~ormous number of forms in use in the land service can a.nd should
be reduced by the repeal of useless and worthless laws, and by the consolidation of
u eful ones. (See page 538.)
The repeal of laws requiring a force ·of special timber agents covering the country .to prevent fraud, a force always objectionable in a republic and believed to be
JtgaJU::;t the spirit of personal liberty; no law relating to the public lands should be
enacted requirir.g 1mch service. New and wise laws will do away with the necessity
for this force.
'
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ADMI~ISTRATION

OF THE LAND SERVICE.

rsee chapter VI, pages 164, 165 and 1230. ]
FROM JUNE 30, 1880, TO JUNE 30, 1883.
Name.

Whence
appointed.

I

Date of
commission.

Administration.

SECRE'l'.A.RIES OF THE INTERIOR.

Samuel J. Kirkwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iowa ..... March 8, 1881 Garfield and Arthur.
· Henry M. Teller . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colorado .. April 8, 1882 Arthur.
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF 'l'HE IKTERIOR.

Alonzo Bell ................................ New York April 9,1877 Schurz, Kirkwood, and Teller.
Merritt L. Joslyn......................... Illinois .... Aug. 1, 1882 Teller.
CHIEF CLERK OF THE INTERIOR DEPART·
1>1ENT.

Geor·ge M. Lockwood ...................... New York. April10, 1877 Sclmrz, Kirkwood, and Teller.
COMMISSIONER

OF THE GENERAL LAND
OFFICE.

Noah C. McFarland* ....................... Kansas .... June 17,1881 Garfield.
CHIEF CLERK OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

Luther Harrison t ......................... . Pa.. . . . . . . . Sept. 20, 1 82 Arthur.
"See page 166. Office in Interior Department, F street between Seventh and Ninth streets, Wash·
ington, D. C. Residence, No. 1326 I street N. W., Washington, D . C.
t Residence, No. 612 Massachusetts avenue N. W., Washington, D. C.
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFIOE, JUNE 30, 1883.

Law Clerk.-Harry C. St. John, 518 Tenth street N. W., Washington, D. C.
Recorder.-Seth W. Clark, 1416 Corcoran street N. W., Washington, D. C.
Principal Clerk of Public Lands.-M. E. N. Howell, 809 E street N. W., Washingtont
D. C.
Principal Clerk of P1·ivate Land Claims.-William H. Walker, 1840 Vermont avenue,
Washington, D. C.
·
·
P1·incipal Clerk of SurVe'IJB.-0. Hiurichs, Washington, D. C.
Railroad Division.-Chiej, J. Dempster Smith, 183o Vermont avenue, Washington,
D. C.
Pre-emption Division.-Chiej, Henry Howes, 127 Indiana avenue, Washington, D. C.
Swamp-Land Division.--Chiej, Sardis L. Crissey, 1307 l5econd street N. W., Washington, D. C .
.Accounts Division.-Chief, J. W. Donnelley, 901 T street N. W., Washington, D. C.
Mineral Division.-Chiej, J. Tyssowski, Washington, D. C.
Timber Dopredations.-Chief, A. G. McKenzie, 1120 Sixth street N. W., Washington.
D. C.
Principal Drajtsman.-G. P. Strum, 1438 Pierce Place, Washington, D. C.
Receiving Clerk.-G. N. Whittington, 1004 Twenty-sixth street N. W., Washington,
D.C.
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PATENTS ISSUED FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.
fSee page 168.]
TOTAL TO .JUNE 30, 1882.

Prior to
----P-ate-nt_s__is_s_n_ed_·---- l - -18_7_8_. - l 18_7_8._

·

1879.

1880.

I

1

~ __::_ __::~

2, 066,315
179, 725·
50,926
3, 5681,283
19
2, 724
1
1 ...
... .... ... .... ........
95
206
3, 033
419
855
1, 037
866
628
554, 426·
........ ........
4 .............. ..
50,004

For cash sales ....................... . 2, 021,356
For homestead entries ............... .
103,149
For a~icultural college ~crip ........ .
50,479
For S10ux half-breed scrip .......... .
3, 517
For Chippewa half-breed scrip ...... .
1, 209
For Choctaw scrip, &c .............. .
2, 722
For surveyor-generals' certificates .. ..
2, 732
For military bounty-land warrants .. .
550, 621
Under military acts1790, 1791, 1801,
50, 000
and 1812.
For to-.vn sites . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .
Locations with IJole's scrip........... .. .. . . .. .. ..
Locations with Supreme Court scrip .. .. . . .. .. ..

~~~!~~~:;3;~~I!~~~~d~~~g~;:::::

I

2, 998
13, 418
123
12

4, 209
12, 702
91
3
34

6, 498
15, 781
74
11

.. . .. . .. . . . .. . ..
15
.. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .
.. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .

9, 018
14, 669
111

22, 336
20, 006
48
25
21

11
14
22 ..... ..-.
1, 822
499

:::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::. . ..::::::::
::::::::7
. .. . ..

rrgm1a m1htary surveys m Oh10.... . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. ..

1~

4{)>

22
2, 321

11
3:
7

M.-BIVISION OF ACCOUNTS.
[See page 170.]

The division of accounts has the adjustment and auditing of all ·a ccounts pertaining:
to public lands, and the examination and docketing of all returns from the local land
offices.

DIVISION N.
Sala1·ies of officers and employes of General Land Office June 30, 1883.
[See page 170.]

1

1 commissioner, at $4, 000 .......... -----· ............................... . $4, 000·
1 chief clerk, at $2,000 ·....... _.......... __ .... ___ ....... ~ .............. .
2,000·
1 recorder, at $2,000 ... _..... _... . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . •..••••.••..
2,000
1law clerk, at $:l,OOO ................................................... .
2,000
3 inspectors, at $2,000 ........................ ·----- .......••••..........
6,000
1 principal clerk of surveys, at $1,800 .... ·----· ------ .................. ..
1,800·
1 })rincipal clerk of public lands at $1,800 ............................... .
1, 800·
1 principal clerk of private land claims, at $1,800 ...•••.••••••••.••.......
1,800
32 clerks of class 4, at$1,800 ............................ -----· ........... . 57, 600<
43 clerks of class 3, at $1,600 ..................... _.................... - ... 68,800
54 clerks of class 2, at $1,400 ............................................. . 75,600
55 clerks of class 1, at $1,200 ............................................ .. 66,000
1
27, 000·
_-: _- _-: _-_-_- _-_-_-: .- .-_-_-_-: _-_-.- _-_-_- _-_-.-:::.-_-_-: _-_-:
48,600
8 assistant messengers, at $720 ......................................... ..
5,760
4,320.
7,920

~ ~~~;rt:,t !t $~~~: ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~

~

~ ~:

1~ f:~~r~~~' ~\ Vf6~ _- ~ ~ _- _-: ~ ~ _- ~ ~ ~ _- ~ ~ ~ _-: ~ ~ _-::: _-::: _- ~:: _-::::: _-: ~: _- _- _-::: _-::::: _-

m

~~oo~

Total employe., 301, at an annual total compensation of three hundred and eightythree thousand doJlars.
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LIST OF SURVEYORS-GENERAL.

Appoi.n ted by the President, confirmed by the Senate, and give a uond for the faithful performance of official duties during their four year term. Receive a fixed annual
i)Ompensation, as below stated, reside in their surveying districts and conduct the
surveys of the puulic lands, under direction and approval of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office. For details of their duties and citations of laws relating thereto,
see page 182 herein, and also "Manual of lnstnwtions as to survey of public laLds,"
printed herein in addenda to Chapter VII, wherein the sections of the Statutes of the
United States governing surveyors-general are given in full. Page 579.
[.Also see page 172.)

List of surveying districts where surveys a1·e now in p1·ogress, nanus of sut'V6'1JOrs general,
with their compensation and location of offices, June 30, 1883.

District.

Name of surveyor general.

Arizona ........ .
-california ...... .
Colorado ........ .
Dakota ......... .
]florida ......... .
Idaho ........... .
Louisiana ....... .
Minnesota . ..... .
Montana ........ .
Nebraska ....... .
N evada ......... .
N ew Mexico .... .

.Joseph W. Robbins ..... ..
Wm. H. Brown ......... ..
Norman H. Meldrum .... .
Cortez Fessenden ........ .
.Malachi Martin ...... . ... .
Wm. P. Chandler ........ .
.James Lewis ............ ..
Martin S. Chandler . ..... .
.JohnS. Harris . ..... .. .. ..
Chris'er C. Powning ..... .
D. V. Stephenson ........ .
H. M . .Atkinson ........ ..
.James Tolman . .......... .
·g~~~o~-::::
Fred. Salomon .......... ..
Washington . .... Wm . .McMicken ......... .
W yoming .....••. Edward C. Daviu ........ .

·.·.::::

*See R. S., sect.i ons 2208,

22~9,

Location of offices.

Tucson, Ariz ........... ..
San Francisco, Cal ....... .
Denver, Colo ............ ..
Yankton, Dak ........... .
Tallahassee, Fla. .....••...
Boise City, Idaho ....... ..
New Orleans. La ......... .
Saint Panl, Minn ........ ,
Helena, Mont ............ .
Plattsmouth, N ebr ...... .
Reno, Nev ............... .
Santa Fe, N. Mex ...... ..
Portland, Oreg ...... ..... .
Salt Lake City, Utah .... .
Olympia, Wash ......... ..
Cheyenne, Wyo ......... .

2210.

Per annum.
$3,000 00
3, 000 00
3, 000 00
2, 000 00
2, 000 00
3, 000 00
2, 000 00
2, 000 00
3, 000 00
3, 000 00
2, 000 00
3, 000 00
2, 5UO 00
3, 000 00
2, 500 00
3, 000 00

Perrmnum.
$2,500 00
2, 750 Ot
2, 500 00
2, 000 00
1, 800 00
2, 500 00
1, 800 00
2, 000 00
2, 500 00
2, 500 00
2, 000 00
2, 500 00
2, 500 00
2, 500 00
2, 500 00
2, 500 00

t See U. S. State., vol. 21, p. 410.

LOCAL OR DISTlUC'f LAND OFFICES.

[See page 173 to 176 inclusive.]

Corrections and additions to list of local land o.ffices (in all 272) mtder the laws of the United
States f?·ont May 10, 1800, to June 30, 1883, by States and Tet-rifo1·ies, with date of establishment and discontinuance.
State or Territory.

Location.

When established.

Arizona.................... Tncson .. .. .. .. .. . .July 12, 1881. ........ .
Ex. order ............ .
October 20, 1882 ...... .
Octol)er 20, 1882 ...... .
Marcl.I3, 1883 ........ .
March 3, 1883 . ...... ..
March 3, 1883 ........ .
.Aprilll, 1879 ....... ..
Ex. o1der .... .. ....... .
I1laho ....................... Hail y ............ .January 24, 1883 .... ..
Kansas .. ................... Oberlin ........... March 21, 1881. ...... .
Montana. ................... Bozeman ........ .. .Jnne 20, 1874 ........ ..
Miles City ........ ~ Oct~ber 9, 1880 ...... .'
} Apnl 30, 1880 ...... ..
N ebraska. ................... , McCook ........... .Jnne 19, 1882 ........ ..
N eligh ............ .Jnne 28, 1881. ........ .
Valentine ......... .June 19, 1882 ........ ..
Ntlw Mexico ............... , Las Cruces ...... . .April25, 1883 ........ .
Ex. order ..... . ...... .
Knnsas .. ................... Garden City ...... May 21, 1883 ........ ..
Wnshington ................ Spokane Falls .... .June 23, 1883 ......... .

Colorndo ................... Durango ..........
Gunnison........ .
Dakota ..................... , .Al)tlrdeen ........ .
Huron ............
Creels burgh .. .. ..
Watertown .......

. I

Removed or discontinued.
From Florence.

From Springfield.

I

From La Mesilla.
Ft·om Colfax.

.ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAND SERVICE.
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EXISTING UNITED STATES DISTRICT OR LOCAL LAND Ol!""'FlCES.

List of United States local land offices (105 in nmnber) and names of officers, June 30, 1883.
State or Territory.

Name of office. ___ _..!_

Name of regist:_

.Alabama ...... . ...... . . Huntsville ..............
Montgomery............
Arizona ............. --- Prescott ... . ...........
Tucson .................
Arkansas .............. . Camden.. ... .......... ..
Dardanelle . ...... .......
Harrison ................
Little Rock.............
California ....... -- -. -. Bodie...................
Humboldt . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Los Anl!eles ............
Marysville ..............

John M. Cross ........ ..
Thomas .J. Scott ....... .
Thomas Wing ........ ..
Henry Cousins . .. ..... ..
Samuel W. Mallory ... .
Thomas M. Gibson .. ... .
Jobn Murphy ........ ..
Mitllin W. Gibbs ..... ..
Edward R. Cleveland ..
CbarleR :F. Roberts ... .
Charles R. Johnson ... .
John C. Bradley ...... ..

Shasta ..................
Stockton . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Susanville .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
Visa-l ia ..................
Colorado .............. . Central City . . . . . . . . . . . .
D el Norte . . . .. . .. .. .. ..
Denver City .... ........

John W. Gardner ...... .
G. A. McKenzie ...... ..
Frank H. Merrill ..... ..
Jeremiah D. Hyde ... . . .
Richard Harvey ....... .
John Cleghorn, jr ..... .
Louis Dugal .......... ..

\

~=~r~~~:J~co:: ~ ~ ~ ~::::: ~]if~~ ~- ~h~~~~~::: ·.

I R~~~~;~~

·.·.·. ~·. ·. -.-_-_ -_ ·_ ·_ ·_ -_:

~~b!e} ~T~~~e::

:::::: :.

L eadville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Septimus J. Hanna .....

~~!~~~i~~~ ~: :::. ~:::::. ~~~:?L~-B~~~~~-:::::: :·.

Dakota ................ . Aberdeen .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .
Creels burgh .. .. .. .. .. ..
Bismarck .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
D eadwood .. .. .. .. . . .. . .
Fargo...................
Grand Forks ------ .....
Huron..................
MitchelL ...............
Watertown . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Yn.nktou. . ...............
Florida ..•............ .. Gainesville . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Idaho ................. . Boise City...... . .

Ja-mes P. Luse .... .... ..
Horace Aust-i n ...... ..
Byram C. Tiffany ...... .
Geo. B. An1hony ..... ..
William Letcher ..... ..
Charles G. Williams . . .
Gustavus A. Wetter .. ..
Louis A. llarnes ..... .. .
DavidP.R.Prido .... .. .

Oxford ..................
Iowa .................. . Des Moines... .. . . .. .. . .
Kansas ............. . .. . Concordia ..............
In_dep_ondence .. .. .. .. ..
Kn·wm .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .
Lamed . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Oberlin .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Salina ................ ..
Topeka .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .

Aug. Dmluenhausen ... .
Felix G. Clarke ........ .
S. H. Dodge ........... .
Melvillfl J. Salter .... ..
J obn BisRell .......... ..
Charles A. Morris ..... .
A. L. Patchen ......... ..
John M. Hodge .... . ... .
John J·. Fisher ........ ..

LonisiBna ............ .. :Natchitoches ...........
New Orlc::>ns....... .. . . .
Michigan ............. .. Detroit ................
East Snginaw . . . . . . . . . .
Marlue_tte ..............

Louis Dupleix ......... .
Chester B. Danall ..... .
Adnm E. Bloom ........ .
Charles Dongbty ...... .
Varnum B. Cochmn ... .

S. W. Dunscom be ...... .
H W. Lord ........... .

.r ohn A. Rea .......... ..

~~~~!It~~-~~:~~.-:~~_-::~:: ~o~~ft;ar~. ~tli~~~- ~ ~ ·_ ·. ~

~~~~~~~~~: ~~~~::~~: ::: ~i~h;;.l'~:L~W:;ik~~-:::::

Minnesota ...... ..... . ..

~:~so~~~~-::~-.:~:::::~~~ ~~;~~l~ ~ti£.~~1_8-~~::: ~::

Crookston ..............
Duluth .................
Fergus Falls ............
Redwood ]'alls ..........
St. Cloud...............
Taylor's Falls...........
Tracy...................
Worthington . .. .. .. .. ..
M~esiaeillpi. .......... __ Jackson .... .. .. .. .. .. . .
Mteaoun ............ _.. Boonville .. .. .. . . .. . .. ..
Ironton .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
Springfield .. .. .. .. .. .. .
ldont!\na. .............. . :Hozem11n . .. .. .. .. .. .. .
H~lena_. .......... .. ····\
Miles C1t.v ---- ---··· --- ·

Name of receiver.

\Vm. H. Tancre.
Harvey A. Wilson
.Alex. vV. DeLong.
Benj. M. Thomns.
Alfreu A. Tufts.
Zenas L. Wise.
A. C. Phillips.
Charles E. Kelsey.
Henry Z. Osborne.
Solomon Cooper.
J. \V. Haverstick,
Tbos. J. Sherwood.
Henry 0. Beatty.
C. H.'Chamberla.in.
Adolph Dobrowsky.
Otis P~r1 in.
F. G. Ward.
Tipton Lindsey.
E. W. Henderson.
C. A. l3rastow.
W. C. Willitts.
WillardS. Hickox.
l!'rcderick J. Leonard.
Edward L. Salisbury.
C. D. Peck.
Michael H. Fitoh.
Buell E. Hutchinson.
A. 0. Whipple.
\:Vm. H. Francis.
Edwarrl P. Champlin.
E. C. Geary.
'i:Vw. J. Anderson.
Robert Lowry.
Hiram Barber, jr.
H. R.Pease.
Joseph G. Chandler.
John .F. Rollins.
Malachi Krebs.
J. S. Waters.
Martin H. Smith.
A. W.Eaton.
Henry H. Griffiths.
Evan J. Jenkins.
Henry M. Waters.
Robert R. Hayes.
Henry Booth.
C. E. Chnndler.
Harper S. Cunningham.
John Q. A. Peyton.
Wm. H. Pilkenton.
James L. Dyer.
Alexis E. Lemoe.
Morris Marks.
I.yman G. Willcox.
George B. Brooks.
Jas. M. Wilkinson.
Wm. H. C. :Mitchell.
Heman W. Stone.
Paul C. Stet.ten.
W. W. Spalding.
John H. Alleu.
Wm. H. Heniott.
Wm. B. Mitchell.
Geo. B. Folsom.
John J,ind.
C. H. Smith.
John T.Hull.
Patrick H. McNulty.
G. H. Crumb.
James Duroars.
John 'I~. Carlin.

JohnCromp ........... .
JobnR.C:u·ey ........ ..
Bermt M.Jobnson ..... .
W. P. Dunnington ..... .
Daniel H. Freeman .... ..
John P. Owens ......... .
~has. B~ 'fyler ........ ..
Mons. G rma.g er ........ .
Richard C. Kerr ...... ..
Gustave Reiche ........ .
George A. Moser ...... ..
Geo. A. C. Woolley .... ..
Davis ·wmson ........ ..
Frrmeis Auldns_on ..... . Ellis J~allou.
Erlward A. Kr01dler ... . C. H. Gould.

• 'almies of registers and rcc ivers, $500 per annum, with ftles and commissions as prescribed by
law; the total of salary, fees, aull comruis~ions not to ~>xcced $3,0o0 per annum.
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List of C"nited Stafe.s local land offices, g·c.-Continued.
State or Territory.
Nebraska.............

Name of register.

Name of office.

Name of receiver.

Beatrice ................ Hiram W. Pa1·ker. ..... . W. H. Somers.
BG!roaonmc i n~taonnc . -.·.·.·.·. ·.·. ·.·.·.·. Simon W. Switzer . . . . . . R. W. Montgomery.
.31
C. Hostetter...... . . . . . . William Any an.
Lincoln .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. Chas. H. Pierce . .. . . . . . . Henry D. Root.
McCook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gilbert L. Laws..... . . . Charles F. Babcock.
Niobrara
Benj. F. Chambers...... Sanford Parker.
I Neligh ... :::~:::::·.::::·. E<'lward S. Butler ...... Wm.B.Lambert.
I Kor:h Platte........... .Alex. D. Buckworth .... John Taffe.
·
Va.ienune . .... .......... Jarne::~ Monis .... . ..... J. WeilleyTucker.
Nevada ................. Caraon City .. .......... C. A. \Yitherell .. ... .. ~amnd C. W1ight.
Eureka..... . ..... . .. .. .. F. H . Hmckley...... .... Harvey Carpenter.
New Mexico ............ I Las Cruces ............. 1 Geo. D. Bowman ........ Samuel W . Sherfey.
Santa Fe ...... · ··------- ~ Max Frost ... : .......... Wm. H. Bailhache.
Oregon..... .. .......... Le Gra~d.............. Henry W. D~nght . . .. .. Geo. B. Curry.
Lake VIew ............. James H. Evans . ....... Jerome Knox.
Oregon City ............ j Louis T. Bar~n ........... John G. Pilsbury.
Roseburz ............... \Vm. F . Benpmm ...... .James C. Fullerton.
The Dalles . .... . ...... Laban Coffin ..... . .... .. , C. N. Thornbury.
Utah.................... ~alt Lake City .......... 1 H . McMaster .. .. .. .. . .. Moses M. B~ne.
Washmgton ............ J Colfax_. ................. I .Jame.sM. Armstrong .... .John W . Wilson.
Olympra................ John F . Gowey .. .. . .. . Robt. G. Stuart.
Vancouver .... .. .... ... Fred. \V. Sparling .. .. Albert 0. Marsh.
Walla Walla ............. I .Jos. Jorgensen .......... Thos. H . Rooney.
Yakima .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . R. B. Kinne .. .. . .. .. .. .James M. Adams.
Wisconsin .... .. ....... Bayfield.............. ·-- ~ Albert K. Osborne ...... Is?-ac H. Wing. .
Eau Claire........... . .. Alex. Mcggctt......... Vmccnt W. Bayliss.
Falls of St. Croix ...... Michael :Field ... ........ Joel F. Nason.
La Crosse .............. Fred. A. Rusher .... .. .. .John Ulrich.
Menasha ... ............. George W. Fay ......... .James H . .Jones.
Wausau................ Stephen H . .Alban . .. . . Everett B. Sanders.
Wyoming .... -. . -...... Cheyenne City.. . ....... Edgar W. Mann . . . . . . . . vVm. M. Garvey.
Evauston . .............. C. H. Priest . . .. . . . . . . I E. S. Crocker.

11

1

1

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS.
APPOINTMENT OF-FEES AND COMMISSIONS AI.LOWED, AND DUTIES OF-THE LAWS
RELATIVE THERETO.
(Revised Statutes.]

SECTION 2234. There shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, a regiilter of the land-office and areceiver of public moneys, for each land-district established by
law.

Appointment of reristm
and receilers.
r .
la~d~is~ric~ts estab l!hmtr

SEc. 2235. Every register and receiver shall reside at the place where the land-office
for Which he iS appointed is directed by law to IJe kept.

Residence of reaL•ter an<!.
receher.
.
See all ~ct:o e•tablishinc
lanJ·diatrict.•.

SEc. 2236. EYery register and receiver shall, 'before entering on the duties of his
office, give bond in the penal sum of ten t.housand dollars, with
ce-:!-~~~ of rer,tter ancl re- approved security, for the faithful discharge of his trust.
10 May, 1800, c. 5~, ••· I, 6,
-.. 2, pp. 73, 7b. 3 Morcb,
18~3. c. I45, •. 5, v. IO, p. 2!5.

SEC. 22:37. Every register and receiver shall be allowed an annual salary of :five
hundred dollars.

Salaries of reai3ter andre·
ceiver.
30 May, la62, c. 88, e. 6, v.
12, p. 409. I!>) April, I81 , c.

123, v. 3, p. 460.

SEC. 223 . Regi. ter and receivers, in addition to their salaries, shall be allowed
each tbe following fees and COmmissions, namely:
Fir t . A fee of one dollar for each declaratory statement :filed,
1
!l!p~efis; ~\~·a:.~· 1"3Ji,· ~ and for services in acting on pre-emption claims.
Fees nnd comrnia•iona of
reenter and recei~er.

3<1, •• 4, v. 13, p. 3!1.

econd. A coroo1ission of one per centum on an moneys received at each receiver's
office.

20 April, 1 1 , c. lt3, •. 3,

p . 484.
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Third. A. commission to be paid by the homestead applicant, at the time of entry,
of one per centum on the cash price, as fixed by law, of the land 21 March 1864 c. 38 a. 2
a-pplied for; and a like commission when the claim is finally estab- v. 13, p. 35.' 20 May, 1862, C:
Iished, and the certificate therefor issued as the basis of a patent. ~~~;,· 1 :7o~~. ~~4.P;, 2~~. 11~
p. 320.
Fourth. The same commission on lands entered under any law to encourage the
growth of timber ·on western prairies, as allowed when the l1ke 3 March, 1873, c. 277, •• 6,
quantity of land is entered with money.
v. 17, p. 606.
}1ftb. For locating military bounty-land wa' rants issued since the elevent.h day of
February, eighteen hundred and forty-seven, and for locating 22 ~larch 1852 c. I9 "· 2
agricultural college land-scrip, the same commission to be paid by v. 10, p. 4.' 2 J.;Jy, 1002, c:
the bolder or assignee of each warrant or scrip, as is a.Jlowed for 139· s. 7• v. 12• p. 505·
sales of the public lands for casb, at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five cents per
acre.
Sixth. A. fee, in donation cases, of five dollars for each final certificate for one hundred and sixty acres of land; ten dol~ars f er three hundred and 30 May, 1862, c. 86, 8. 6, v.
twenty acres; and fifteen dollars for six hundred. an·l forty acres. 12, p, 409.
Seventh. In the location of lands by States and corporations under grants from
Congress for railroads an tI o1 her purposes, (except for agricultural 1 July, I864, c. I96, s. I, v.
colleg· s,) a fee of one dollar for each final location of t ne hundred 13, p. 335•
and sixty acres; to be paid by the State or corporation makmg such location.
.
Eighth. A fee of five dollars per diem for superintending public-land sales at therr
respective offices; [and to each receiver, mileagB in going to and 2, April, I820, c. 51, 8, a, v. ·
returning f1 om liepositing the public moneys received by him. ]* 3, p. 567.
Ninth. A fee of five dollars for filing and acting upon eac.Q. application for patent or
ad verse claim filed f,,r m ineral lands, to be paid by tbe resp~~ct.i ve 10 May, 1872, c. 152, 8. r2,
parties.
v. 17, p. 95.
Tenth. Registers and receivers are allowed, jointly, at the rate of fifteen cf'nts per
hundred words for t rsLimony reduced by them to writing for claim- 21 March, I864, c. 38, 8. 4,
ants, in establishing pre-emption and homestead rights.
"· 13, P· 35.
Eleventh. A like fee as provided in the preceding sub<livision when such writing
is done in the Jand ·office, in establishing claims for mineral 10 May, 1872, c. 102, s. 12,
lands.
v. 17, p. 95.
Twelfth. Registers and receivers in California, Or£gon, Washington, Nevada, Colorado, Idaho, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, and Mon- 21 M h IB64 c 38 " 6
tana, are each entitled to collect and receive fifty per centum on v. 13, !'~r~6,' anu ~everai a~t~
the f~··~ ~;tnd commissions provided for in the first, t hird, and tent b u:~;·~;~~~;~~ ~~.leM:~~:
ubd1 VJSi ons of this section.
tana.
SEc. 2239. The register for any consolidated Ian !. district, in addition to the f~'eS
now allowed by law, shall be entitled to charge _an1l receive f•'l'
• .
~3:king transcripts f <r individuals, or furnishing any other record ceTv~e~' 1 g~ ~~~~·~udat~duia':d
mformation respecting public lands or Ia.nd-titles in his consoli- offices.
dat.ed la~d:dis~r . ct, such fees as are properly authorized by the 3, ~~ [2~ 1~: l:f1• c. 38' 88' I,
tariff ex1stm0' m the local courts of his district.; and the receiver
~ball receive his equal share of such fees, and ir. shall be his duty to aid the ri:'gister
m the preparation of the transcripts, or giving the desired record information.
SEc. 2'240. The compensation of registers and receivers, including salary, fees, and
comudssions, shall in no ca.se exceed ~n the aggr~gate three th?u- Maximum of compensation
Sand dollars a year, each i and no rPglStf' r Of reCeiver shall receiVe for regi•ter8 and rec~iver•.
for any f•ne quarter or fractional quarter more than a pro-rata al- /i3~1;~cf6. 18ro•l'j,r~~· 1~ 1 :;
lowauce of such maximum
c. 123, v. 3, v. 466. 20 May,
.
1862. c. 75, "· 6, v. 12, p . 393.
30 111ay, 1862, c. 86, s. 6, v.
12, p. 409. I July, 1864, c.
J96, 8. 1' "· 13, p. 335. 22
1\larcb, 1852, c. 19, &. 3, v. 10,
p. 4. 2 July, 1862, c. 130, g.
7, v. 12, p, 505. 2 Feb., 1859,
c. 19, v. 11, p. 378. 18 Feb.,
1861, c 38, ss. I , 3, v. 12, p.
131.-U. S. vs. Babbit, 1 Bl.,
55.

SEC. 2241. Whenever the amount of co ·1 pensation received at any land-office exceeds the maximum allowed by law to any register or receiver, the Exce•• of compensation to
excess shall be paid into the Treasury, as other public moneys.
be paid into Treaaury.

v. 338,~~~a;,c~w.:~s
Fe~~: iss~;
1, 3, v. 12, p. 131.
C.

* Part in brackets repealed.
tats., vol. 18, p. 72.

Annual expenses only allowed.

Sri,

Act June 16, 1874,
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SE(). 2242. No ref}:ster or receiver shall receive any compensation out of the Treasury for pas~ services who has char~ed or received illegal fees; and,
on satisfactory proof that ei' her of such officers has charged or received
fees or other rewards not authorized by law, he shaH be
1
forthwith removeJ fr,)m office.
SEC. 2243 . The compensation of regist• rs and receivers, both for salary and commi Compensation ol registers sions, shall COmmence and be calculated from the time they, rc:!~:.cetvers, when to com· specti vely, enter on the discharg.;; of their duties.
lllegal fees: Penalty.
22 March. 18.';2, c. 1n, •. 3,
~.1~.' g,· ;: J. 7v:'~~: 1s.'>4, c.

24 Feb., 1855, c. 124, e. 3,
... 10, p, 615.

SEC. 2244. All registers and receivers shall be appointed for the term of four years,
te~~~~;~~;.~fv~~~~·e of regis· but shall be removable at pleasure.
15 May, 1820, c. 102, s. I,
... 3, p. 582.

SEC. ~245. The receivers su}t]l make to the Secretary of t.he Treasury mont.bly retnrns of t.he n'Oneys receive~. i~ their s~vc·ral offices, and pay ovor
Sllch monp.y pursuant to hJS JnstructJOns. Ancl they shall a] 0
ma.ke to the Comm ·~sioner of the General Lanrl Office like monthly
returns, and transroH to him qnarterly accounts-current < f the
deb1ts and credits of .t!Jeir severa.l offices with the United S:ates.
SEC. ~24G. The regist-er or receiver is authorized, and it shall be their duty, ·o
Oaths admnnstered by reg- administer any Oa,th required by law Ol' the instructions Of the
iaters and •ece n·ers.
General Land-Office, in c:onncction with the entry or purchase of
12 June, 1840, c. 35, v. n, any tract of the public land .~; hut he sllall not charge or receive,
384
P·
'
directly or indirectly, any compensation for administering such
oath.
·
SBc. 2247. If :my person applies to any register to enter any land wllatever, aud the
Penalty for fhlse informa register kno·wingly and falsely informs the pt rson so app~ying tha.t
(JOn by regis ter.
the Sa!Ile has already be<n entered, antl ret uses to permit the petUuly, 1836, c. 352, s. 13, son so applying to enter the sarne, such register s!Jall be liable
112
"·a, p. '
therefor t'o the person so applying, for $5 for each acre of land
which the person so applying ofl'ored to enter, to be recvvered by action of debt, in any
court of record having jurisdiction of the amount.
*
*
*
*
Monthly anti quarterly re·
turns 0 rerPivm.
4 July, 1836, c. 3~2. •· 9, v.
5
111
' p. • '
.

DEPAR'l'l\IENTAL REGULATIONS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GBNERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washtngfon, D. 0 ., October 1, 1880.

It is the duty of the registers and recei. vers to be in attendance at t.heir offices, and
give proper facilities and information to persons applying for lands.
Within three days from the close of each month they are required to make ont and
transmit to the General Land Office a statement of the business of their respective
offices for the preceding month.
These reports ar6 in the form of abstracts of pre-emption declarat.ions and of sol<liers~
declarations filed, abstracts of lands sold, abstracts of homesteads entered, ab tract
of timber cnlture entries allowed, abstracts of mihtary bonnty land warrants and of
agricultural college scrip located, accompanie11 by the certificates of purchase, receivers' receipts, homestead and timber culture applications and aiUcbvits, militai'y bonnty
land warrants and agricnltural college scrip surrendered as satisfied, and the certificates of location thereof. Names of parties mn t be clearly and legibly written in
these papers to correspond with tlw signature to every applica1.ion; and when spelled
in two or more ways, or illegibly written by tbe person siguiug, the register ron t
ascertain by proper inquiry the correct ortl10grapby ancl ce1·tify to the same npon the
margin of t.he certificate.
•
'l'be abstracts, after being carefully examined by the re~ister anil receiver, are to h
certified by them as correct and as in conformity with Lhe paper in the entries or location!:! embraced therein anfl with their record. , wlti ·h papms, :tbst.raets, and rcconl
must agree with each other.
The receiver is required also to render promptly a monthly account of all vwneys 1'eceived, showing the balance clue the Government at tlw close of each month.
At th encl. of every quartcl' ho must also transmit a quarle.rl,lt account as receiver:
upon th
veral accounts a,n ndju tmeut is here made, a]l{l Hnhmitted to tlw Trea!inr,Department for final settlement.
He mu ·t also rel1(ier a quart<•rl.v disbnr ing acconnt of all moneys expended.
He is re()uired to deposit them< 1wys r ceivec1 hy him at mno d pository de ignated
b tho 'ecr ·tary of the 'l'rcasnry, when the amount ou baud hall have rea hcd the
~1m of one thowwnd clolla1'11j and in no case is Jw anthorizcd, without Sp('cial instntctH>ll ·, to hold a lar~<·r aiDoHut in hi haJHl.'.
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R<>o·istcrs and receiYcrs of the land offices are not aut.horizecl by law to make any
chaq~'es fol' th(~ir services in accepting or entering pre-emption or homestead cln:in:-s,
oth er than snell as are herein set forth. By section 2242 cf the Revised Statutes It 1s,
among o1her things, provided that upon satisfactory proof that either of said officers
has ch::nO"ed or received fees or other rewn,rds not nuthorizetl by law, be shall forthwith be r~moved from office. To them, their offidal clerks and employes, and to tho~e
intimately and confidentially related to them, or their official clerks and ~mployes, It
is forbidden to make entries of pnblic lands at the district offices with winch they are·
respectively connected.
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Cmnrnissione1" of the General Land Office.
NOTE.-See also circnlar of July 20, 188::3, in relati n to fees of registers and recei-vers
for reducing testimony to writing.

RULES OP PRACTICE INCASES BEFORE THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT
LAND OFFICES, THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE, AND THE DEP.ARTME~VT
OF THE INTERIOR.
APPROVED DECEMBEH 20, 1880.

IN EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENEIUL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. 0., Novem.bm· 26, 1880.
SIR: Iu compliance with your direction of the 22d of Scptem ber last, I ha-ve ti··e
honor to snbnnt herewith, for your consideration a.ncl a.pproval, a revised draft Jf the
Rules of Practice in ca~es before the district land officers, t.he General Land Office,
anrl Department of the Int.erior, cmlJmcing such modifications and additional roles
as the experience of this office has suggested for the good of the practice a.ucl the
public service; the whole being ~~rranged in a new form by topics, and the consecutive numbering of paragraphs, with a view to greater clearness and C(,nvenience.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Oommissione1·.
Hon. C. SCHURZ,
Secretm·y of the Intm·ior.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, Decernber 20, 1880.
. SIR : I herewith return with my approval the draft of the revised Rules of Practice
m land cases received with your letter of November 26, 1880.
Very respectfully,
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.
The COMMISSIONRR 01<' THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAND SERVICE.
PROCEEDINGS BEFORE REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS.
I.
CONTESTS AND HEARINGS.

1.-Initiation of contests.
RuLE 1.-Contests may be initiated by a party in interest, or by any other p.erson,
in the following cases:
1. Alleged abandoned homestead entries. (ReTised Statutes, sec. 2297.)
2. Alleged abandoned or forfeited timber-culture entries. (20 Stat., 113, sec. 3.)
RuLE 2.-In all other cases contests can be initiated only by a party in interest.
RULE 3.--In every case of application for a hearing an affidavit must be filed by the
eontestant with the register and receiver, fully setting forth the facts which consti·
tute the grounds of contest.
RuLE 4. Where an entry has been allowed and remains of record,· the affidavit of
the contestant must be accompanied by the affidavits of one or more witnesses in support of the allegations made.

't,.-Hearings in contested oases.
RULE 5.-Registers and receivers may order hearings in the following cases wherein
entry has not been perfected and no certificate has been issued ars a basis for patent,
namely:
1. Contests between pre-emption claimants.
2. Contests between homestead and pre-emption claimants.
3. Contests to clear the record of abandoned homestead entries.
4. Contests to clear the record of abandoned or forfeited timber-culture entries.
RULE 6.-In case of an entry or location of record, on which final certificate has
been issued, the hearing will be ordered only by direction of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office.
RuLE 7.-.A.pplications for hearings under the preceding section must be transmitted
by the register and receiver, with special report and recommendation, to the Commissioner for his determination and instructions.

3.-.Notice of contest.
RuLE 8.-At least thirty days' notice shall be given of all hearings before the register and receiver, unless, by written consent, an earlier day shall be agreed upon.
RULE 9.-The notice of contest and hearing must conform to the following requirements:
1. It must be written or printed.
·
2. It must be signed by the register and receiver, or by one of them.
3. It must state the time and place of hearing.
4. It must describe the land involved.
5. It must state the R. and R. number of the entry, and the land office where, and
the date when made, and the name of the party making the same.
·
6. It must give the name of the contestant, and briefly state the grounds and purpose of the contest.
7. It may contain any other information pertinent to the contest.

4.-Servioe of notice.
RULE 10.-Personal service shall be made in all cases when possible, if the party to
be s~rv~d is resid~nt in the State or Territory in which the land is situated, and shall
co~s1st m the delivery of a copy of the notice to each per on to be served.
RULE H.-Personal service may be executed by any officer or person.
R~LE 12.-Notice may be given by publication alone only when it is shown by affidavit of the contestant, and by such other evidence as the register and receiver may
require, that personal service cannot be made.

5.-Notice by publication.
RULE 13.-Notice by publication shall be mado by advertising the notice at least
once a we k for four succ sive weeks in some newspaper published in the county
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wherein the land in contest lies; and, if no newspaper be published in such county,
t.h en in the newspaper published in the county nearest to such Ian~.
.
RULE 14.-Where notice is given by publication a copy of the notiC~ ~hall be ma1~ed
by registered letter to the last known address of each persol?- to be noti!ied, and a ~Ike
copy shall be posted in a conspicuous pla.ce on the land durmg the penod of publication for at least two weeks prior to the day set for hearing.

6.-Proof of se-rvice of notice.
RuLE 15.-Proof of personal service shall be the written acknowledgment of the
person served, or the affidavit of the person who served the notice attached thereto,
stating the time, place, and manner of service.
RuLE 16.-When service is by publication the proof of service shall be a copy of
the advertisement, with the a:ffida,it of the publisher or foreman attached thereto,
showing that the same was successively inserted the requisite number of times and
the date thereof.
7.-Notice of inte-rlocutory proceedings.
RULE 17.-Notice of interlocutory motions, proceedings, orders, and decisions shall
be in writing, and may be served personally or by registered letter through the m_ail.
RuLE 18.--.-Proof of service by mail shall be the affidavit of the person who mailed
the notice, attached to the post-office receipt for the registered letter.

B.-Rehearings.
RULE 19.-0rders for rehearing must be brought to the notice of the parties in the
same manner as iu case of original proceedings.

9.-Continuances.
RULE 20.-A postponement of a hearing to a day to be fixed by the register and
receiver may be allowed on the day of trial on account of the absence of material witnesses, when the party asking for the continuance makes an affidavit befor the register and receiver showinO'•
1. '!'hat one or more of the witnesses in his behalf is absent without his procurement or consent ;
2. The name and residence of each witness;
3. 'rhe facts to which they would testify if present;
4. The materiality of the evidence;
.
5. The exercise of proper diligence to procure the attendance of the absent witnesses;
and
6. That affiant believes said witnesses can be had at the time to which it is sought
to have the trial postponed.
RULE 21.-0ne continuance only shall be allowed to either party on account of absent witnesses, unless the party applying for a further continuance shall at the same
time apply for an order to take the depositions ofthe alleged abseut witnesses.
RULE 22.-No continuance shall be granted when the opposite party shall admit
t~at the witi?-esses would, if present, testify to the statement set out in the application for contmuance.
·
10.-Depositions.
RuLE

2:~.-Testimony

may be taken by deposition in the following cases:

1. Where the witness is unable, from age, infirmity, or sickness, or shall refuse, to

attend the hearin~ at the local land office.
. ~. ~here the :Wituess resides more than fifty miles from the place of trial, compu1mg d1stance by the usually traveled route.
3. Where the witness resides out of or is about to leave the State or Territory, or is
a.bsent t.berefrom.
4. Where, from any cause, it is apprehended that the witness may be unable or will
refuse to attend; in which case the deposition will be used only in event that the
personal attendance of the witness cannot be obtained.
•
RULE 24.-The party desiring to take a deposition under Rule 23 must comply with
the folio wing regulations :
1. He must make affidavit before the register or receiver setting forth one or more
of ~he above-named causes for taking such deposition, and that the witness is matenal.
2. He must file with the register and receiver the interrogatories to be propounded
to the witness.
36 L 0 -VOL III
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3. He must sta.te the name and residence of the witness.
4. He must serve a copy of the interrogatories on the opposing party or his attorney.
RuLE 25.-The opposing party will be allowed ten days in which to file cross-interrogatories.
RULE 26.-After the expiration of the ten days allowed for filing cross-interrogatories,
a commission to take the deposition shall be issued by the register and receiver, which
commission shall be accompanied by a copy of all the interrogatories filed.
RULE 27.-Th~ register and receiver may designate any officer authorized to administer oaths within the county or district where the witness resides to take such deposition.
RULE 28.-It is the duty of the officer before whom the deposition is taken to cause
the interrogatories appended to the commission to be written out, and the answers
thereto to be inserted immediately underneath the respective questions; and the whole,
when completed, is to be read over to the witness, and must be by him subscribed and
sworn to in the usual manner. ·
RULE 29.-The officer must attach his certificate to the deposition stating that the
same was subscribed and sworn to by the deponent at the time and place t.herein mentioned.
· RULE 30.-The deposition and certificate, together with the commission and interrogatories, must then be sealed up, the title of the cause indorsed on the envelope, and
the whole returned by mail or express to the register and receiver.
RULE 31.-Uponreceipt ofthe package at the local land-office, the date when the
same is opened must be indorsed on the envelope and body of the deposition by the
local land-officers.
RULE 32.-If the officer designated to take the deposition bas no official seal, a
proper certificate of his official character, under seal, must accompany his return.
RULE 33.-The parties in any case may stipulate in writing to take depositions be.
fore any qualified officer, and in any manner.
RuLE 34.-All stipulations by parties or counsel must be in writing, and be filed
with the register and receiver.
·
RULE 35.-Registers and receivers are not a,uthorized to cite contestants before any
officer other than themselves.
.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washing 1on, D. C., January 3, 1883.
REGISTERS and RECEIVERS, and SURVEYORS-GENERAL:
GENTLEMEN: You are advised of the adoption of the following amendment to the Rule~
of Practice :
·
Rule 35 of the Rules of Practice adopted December 20, 1880, is hereby amended to
read as followR:
RULE 35.
1. In contested cases and hearings ordered by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, testimony may be taken near the land in controversy before aU. S. commissioner
or other officer authorized to administer oaths at a time and place to be fixed by the
register and receiver, and stated in the notice of hearing.
2. Officers taking testimony under the foregoing rule will be governed by the rules
applicable to trials before registers and receivers. (See Rules 36 to 42, inclusive.)
3. Testimony so taken must be certified to, sealed up, and transmitted by mail or
express to the register and receiver, and the receipt t.h ereof at the local office noted
on the papers, in the same manner as provided in case of depositions by Rules 29 to
32, inclus1ve.
4. On the day set for hearing at the local office the register and receiver will examine the testimony taken by the officer designated, and render a decision thereon in
the same manner as if the testimony had been taken eefore themselves. (See Rules
50 to 53, inclusive.)
5. N~ charge for examining testimony in, such cases will be made by the register
or receiver.
6. Officers designated to take testimony under this rule will be allowed to charge
snc~ fees as ~re prop~rly authorized by the tariff of fees existing in the local courts of
theu re pect1ve ilistnct , to be taxed in the same or equivalent manner as costs are
taxed by registers and receivers under Rules 54 to 58, inclusive.
7. The co ts of transcribing cross-examinations will in all cases be taxed to the party
making the cross-examination.
8. Wh re hearing~ are ordered by the Commissioner of the General Land Office in
ca est<? which the United States is a party, continuances will be granted in accordanc with the usual practice in Unted States cases in the conrts, witnout requiring an
affidavit on the part the Government.
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9. When an officer designated to take testimony under this rule, or wh~n an offi~er
desianated to take depositions under Rule 2i, cannot act on the day fixed for ta;kmg
the testimony or deposition, the testimony or deposition, as the case may be, w1l~ be
deemed properly taken before any other qualified officer at the 13ame place and t1me
who may be authorized, by t.he officer originally designated, or by agreement of parties to act in the place of the officer first named.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
.
Commissioner.
Approved, December 28, 1882.
H. M. TELLER,·
Sec;etary.
11.-Trials.

.

.

RuLE 36.-Upon the trial of a cause the register and receiver may, in any case, and
sho11ld in all cases when necessary, personally direct the examination of witnesses in
order to draw from thetn all the facts within their knowledge requisite _to a correct
conclusion by the officers upon any point connected with the case.
RuLE 37.-The register and receiver will he careful to reach, if possible, the exact
condition and status of the land involved in ~ny contest, and will ascertain all the
facts having any bearing upon the rights of parties in interest.
RuLE 38.-In pre-emption cases they will particularly ascertain the nature, extent,
and value of alleged improvements; by whom made, and when; the true date of the
settlement of persons claiming as pre-emptors ; the steps taken to mark and secure the
claim, and the exact status of the land at that date as shown upon the records of their
office.
RULE 39.-Iu like manner, under the homestead and other laws, the conditions
affecting the inception of the alleged right, as well as the subsequent acts of the respective claimants, must be fully and specifically examined . .
RULE 40.-Due opportunity will be allowed opposing claimants to confront and
cross-examine the witnesses introduced by either party.
RULE 41.-No testimony will be excluded fi·om the record by the register andre·
ceiver on the ground of any objection thereto; but when objection is made to testimony offered, the exceptions will be noted, and the testimony, with the exceptions,
will come up with the case for the consideration of the Commissioner.
RULE 42.-Upon the day origina.lly set for hearing, and upon any day to which the
trial may be continued, the testimony of all t.he witnesses preEent shall be taken and
reduced to writing.
12.-A.ppeals.
RULE 43.-Appeals from the action or decisions of registers and receivers lie in
every case to the Commissioner of the General Land Office. (Revised Statutes, sections 453, 2478.)
RULE 44.-After hearing in a contested case has been had and closed, the register
an~ receiver will notify the parties in interest of the conclusions to which they have
arnve~l, ~nd .that thirty days are allowed for an appeal from their decision to the
Commissioner.
RULE 45.-The appeal must be in writing or in print, and should set forth in brief
and clear terms the specific points of exception to the ruling appealed from.
RuLE 46.-No appeal from the action or decisions of the register and receiver will
be received at the General Land Office unless forwarded through the local officers.
RuLE 47.-A failure to appeal from the decision of the local officers will be considered final as to the facts in the case, and will be disturbed by the Commissioner only
as follows :
1. Where fraud or gross irregularity is suggested on the face of the papers.
2. Where the decision is contrary to existing laws. or regulations.
3. In event of disagreeing decisions by the local officers.
4. Where it is not shown that the party against whom the decision was rendered
was duly notified of the decision and of his right of appeal.
~U!-E 48.-In any of the foregoing cases the Commissioner will reverse or modify the
deCisiOn of the local officers or remand the case, at his discretion.
RULE 49.-All documents once received by the local officers must be kept on file with
the cases, a~d the date of filing must be noted thereon; and no papers will be allowed
under any Circumstances to be removed from the files or taken from the custody of
~he registe~ and receiver; but access to the same under proper rules, so as not to
mterf~re Wlth necessary public business, will be permitted to the parties in interest,
or therr attorneys, under the supervision of those officers.
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13.-Reports and opinions.
RULE 50.-Upon the termination of a contest the register and receiver will render
a joint report and opinion in the case, making full and specific references to the postings and annotations upon their records.
RULE 51.-In order that all parties to a contest may have full opportunity to' examine
the record and prepare their arguments upon the questions at issue, the report of the
register and receiver in such cases will not bt3 forwarded until the expiration of the
thirty days named in the notice for appeal, unless all parties request its earlier
transmission.
,
RULE 52.-The register and receiver will forward their report, toge ~her with the testimony and a11 the papers in the case, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
with a brief letter of transmittal, describing the case by its title, the nature of the
contest, and the tract involved.
.
RULE 53.-The local officers will thereafter take no further actio It' affecting the disposal of the land in contest until instructed by t.he Commissioner.

14.-Taxation of costs.
RULE 54.-Applicants for contest must deposit with the register and receiver a sufficient sum of money to defray tho cost of the proceedings.
,
RuLE 55.-Registers and receivers are not required to make advances from their
own funds, nor to incur individual liabilities, for the expense of hearings.
RuLE 56.-Wben testimony is taken by deposition the party in whose behalf the
same is taken must pay the costs then'of.
RULE 57.-Parties contesting the validity of homestead and timber-culture entries
must pay the costs of the contest.
RULE 58.-In other contested eases the costs may be equitably apportioned between
the parties by the register and receiver.
RuLE 59.-0nly the actual costs of notice, and the legal fees for reducing testimony
to writing, or for acting on mineral land applications and protests, can be charged to
the parties. (Revised Statutes, sec. 2:!38.)"
·
RuLE 60.-Costs of notice will include the costs of all notices up to tho .final determination of the case.
•
RULE 61.-Upon tho final disposal of a case, any excess in tho sum deposited as
security over the amount chargeable to the party making tht3 deposit will be returned
to him by thA register and receiver.
RULE 62.-When hearings n.ro ordered by the Commissioner or by the Secretary o:f
the Interior, upon the discovery of reasons for suspension in the usual course of examination of entries, the preliminary costs will be provided from the contingent fund
for the expenses of local land offices.
RULE 63.-The preliminar,v costs provided for by the preceding section will be collected by the register and receiver when the parties are brought before them in obedience to the order of ,hearing.
.
RULE 64.-The register and receiver will then require proper provision to be made
for such further notification as may become necessary in the usual progress of the case
to final decision.
RULE 65.-'l'he register and receiver will append to their report in each case a statement of costs and the amount actually paid by each of the contestants, and also a
statement of the amount deposited to secure the payment of the costs, how said sum
was apportioned, and the amount returned, if any, and to whom . .

II.
APPEALS FROM DECISIONS REJECTING APPLlCATIONS TO ENTER PUBLIC LANDS.
RULE 66.-For the purpose of enabling appeals to be taken from the rulings or
action of the local officers relative to applications to file upon, enter, or locate the
public lands, the following rules will be observed:
1. The register and receiver will indor e upon every rejected application the date
when presented, and their reasons for rejecting it.
2. They will promptly advise the party in interest of their action, and of his right
of appeal to the Commissioner.
3. Th .v will note upon their records a memorandum of the transaction.
RULE 67.-The party aggrieved will be allowed thirty days from receipt of notice
in which to :fi.lo his appeal in the local land office.
RULE 68.-The register and receiver will promptly forward the appeal to the General Land Office, together with a full report upon the case.
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RULE 69.-This report should recite all the facts and the proceedings had, and must
embrace the following particulars:
. .
1. A statement of the a.pplication and rejection, with the reasolils for the reJectiOn.
2. A description of the tract involved and a statement of its status as shown by the
records of the local land office.
3. References to all entries, filings, annotations, memoranda, and correspondence
shown by the :record relating to said tract, and to the proceedings h~d.
. .
RULE 70.-Rules 43 to 48, inclusive, are applicable to all appeals from the dec1s1ons
of registers and receivers.
PROCEEDINGS BEFORE SURVEYORS-GENERAL.
RULE 71.-The proceedings in hearings and contests b~fore surveyors-general shall,
as to notices, depositions, and other matters, be governed, as _nearly as may be, ~y
the rules prescribed for proceedings before registers and receivers unless otherWise
provided by law.
PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND
OFFICE AND SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
RULE 72.-When a contest has been closed before the local land officers, and their
report forwFtrded to the General Land Office, no additional evidence will be admitted
in the case unless offered under stipulation of the parties to th~ record, except where
such evidence is presented as the basis of a motion for a new trial or in support of a
mineral application or protest; but this rule will not prevent the Commissioner, in
the exercise of his discretion, from ordering further investigation when necessary.
RULE 73.-After the Commissioner shall have received a record of·testimony in a
contested case, thirty days will be allowed to expire before any action thereon is
taken, unless, in tho judgment of the Commissioner, public policy or private necessity shall demand summal"y action, in wh-ich case he will proceed at his discretion,
first noti(vinp; the attorneys of record of his proposed action.
RULE 74.-When a case is pending on appeal from the decision of the register and
receiver, or surveyor-general, and argument is not filed before the same is reached in
its order for examination, the argument will be considered closed, and thereafter no
farther arguments or motions of any kind wiil be entertained except upon written
stipulation duly filed, or good cause shown to the Commissioner.
RULE 75.-If, before decision by the Commissioner, either party should desire to
diRcuss a case orally, reasonable opportunity therefor will be given in the discretion
~f the Commissioner, but only at a time to be fixed by him upon notice to the opposmg counsel, stating time and specific points upon which discussion is desired; and,
except as herein provided, no oral hearings or suggestions will be allowed.
REHEARINGS AND REVIEWS.

RULE 66.-Motions for rehearings before registers and receivers, or for review or
of the decisions of th<>. Commissioner or Secretary, will be allowed in
accordance with legal principles applicable to motions for new trials at law, after
dae notice to the opposing party.
RULE 77.-Motions for rehearings and reviews must be filed in the office wherein
the decision to be affected by such rehearinp; or review was made, or in the local land
o?Ice for transmittal to the General Land Office, and, except when based upon newlydJ. covered evidence, must be filed within thirty days from notice of such ·decision.
RULE 78.-Motions for rehearings and reviews must be accompanied by an affidavit
of the party, or his attornE~y, that the motion is made in good faith, and not for the
purpose of de1ay.
R:ULE 79.-The time between the filing of a motion for r ehearing or review and the
not1..ce of the decision upon such motion shall be excluded in computing the time
.allowed for appeal.
RULE 80.-No officer shall entertain a motion in a case after an appeal from his
decision has been taken.
~reconsideration

APPEALS FROM THE COMMISSIONER TO THE SECRETARY.

RULE 81.-An appeal may be taken from the decision of the Commissioner of the

Gene~·al Land Office to the Secretary of the Interior, upon any question relating t&

the d1sposal of the public lands and to private land claims, except in case of inter-

1~cutor_y orders and decisions, and orders for hearing or other matter resting in the

d1scretwn of the Commissioner.

Decisions and orders forming the above exception
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will be noted in the record, and will be considered by the Secretary on review, in case
an appeal upon the merits be finally allowed.
RuLE 82.-When the Commissioner considers an appeal defective he will notify the
party of the defect and if not amended within fifteen days from the date of the rvice of such notice, the appeal will be dismissed and the case closed.
RuLE 1:!3.-In proceedings before the Commissioner in which he ehall formally decide
that a party has no right of appeal to the Secretary, the party against whom such
decision is rendered may a.pply to the Secretary for an order directing the Commissioner to certify said proceedings to the Secretary, and to suspend further action until
the Secretary shall pass upon the same.
RuLE 84.-Applicatious to the Secretary under the preceding rule shall be made in
writing, under oath, and shall fully and r;pecifically set forth the grounds upon which
the application is made.
RULE 85.-When the Commissioner shall formally decide against the right of an appeal, he shall suspend action on the case at issue for twenty days from service of notice of his decision, to enable the party against whom the decision is rendered t()
apply to the Secretary for an order, in accordance with rules 1:!3 and 84.
RuL·E 86.-Notjce of an appeal from the Commissioner's decision must be filed in
the General Land Office, and served on the appellee or his counsel, within sixty days
from the uate of the service of notice of such decision.
RULE 87.-\Vhen not.ice of the decision is given through the mails by the register
and receiver, or sur>eyor-general, five days addit.ional will be allowed by those officers
for the transmission of the letter, and five days for the return of the appeal through
the same channel, before reporting to the General Land Office.
RUI.E 88.- Within the time allowed for giving notice of appeal, the appellant shall
also file in the General Land Office a specification of errors, which specification shall
clearly and concisely designate the errors of whieh he complains.
·
RULE 8~.-He mny also, within the same time, file a written argument, with citation of authorities) in support of his appeal.
RULE 90.-A failure to file a specification of errors within the time required will be
treated as a waiver of the r~~ht of appeal, and ~he case will be conside~ed ~losed.
RU;LE 91.-The a.ppellee 8fiall be allowed thirty days from the exp1ratwn of the
sixty days allowed for appeal in which to file his argument.
RULE 92.-The appellant shall be allowed thirty days from service of argument of
appellee in which to file argument strictly in reply; ::md no other or further arguments or motions of any kind shall be filed without permission of the Commissioner
or Secretary and notice to the opposite party.
RULE 93.-A copy of the notice of appeal, specification of errors, and all arguments
of either party, shall be served on the opposite party within the time allowed for filing the same.
·
RuLE 94.-Such service shall be made personally or by registered letter.
RULE 95.-Proof of personal service shall be the written acknowledgment of the
party served, or the affidavit of the person making the service attached to the papers
served, and stating time, place, and manner of service.
RULE !JG.-Proof of service by registered letter shall be the affidavit of the person
mailing the letter attached to a copy of the post-office receipt.
RULE 97.-Fifteen days, exclusive of the day of mailing, will be allowed for the
transmission of notices and papers by mail, except in case of notice to resident attorneys, when one day will be allowed.
RuLE 98.- Notice of interlocntory motions and proceedings before the Commissioner
and Secretary shall be served penwnally or by registered letter, and service proved as
provided in rules 94 and 95.
RULE 99.-No motion a:ff'ecting the merits of a case or the regular order of proceedings will be entertained, except on due proof of service of notice.
RULE 100.-Ex-parte cases and cases in which the adverse party does not appear
will be governed by the foregoing rules as to notices of decisions, time for appeal, and
filing of exceptions and arguments, as far as applicable. In su\1h ca es, however, the
right to file additional evidence at any stage of the proceedings to cure defects in the
proof or record will be allowed.
RULE 101.-No persou hereafter appearing as a party or attorney in any case shall
be entitled to a notice of the proceedings who does not at the time of his appearance
file in the office in wLich the case is pending a statement in writing, giving his name
and post-office addre s, and the name of the part.y whom he represents; nor shall any
per on who has heretofore appeared in a case be entitled to a notice unless within
fi.fte .n day after being requested to :file such tatement he shall comply with said
reqmremeut.
Ru~E 102.-No pen~on, not a party to the record, shall intervene in a case without
fir t d1sclo ing n oath the nature of his interest.
R LE 103.-When th
ommis ion r make an order or decision affecting the merit
of a a· or th regular order of proceeding ther in, he will cause notice to be given
to a ·h party in int rt> t who e addl·c~:~. is kn wn.
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ATTORNBYS.

RULE 104.-In all cases, contested or ex parte, where the parties in interest a.re ·
represented by attorneys, such attorneys will be recognized as fully controlling the
cases of their respective clients.
RULE 105.-All notices will be served upon the attorneys of record.
RULE 106.-Notice to one attorney in a case shall constitute notice to all counsel
appearing for the party represented by him ; and notice to thfl attorney will be deemed
notice to the party in inter~st.
·
RuLE 107.-All attorneys practicing before the General Land Office and Department
of the Interior must first file the oath of office prescribed by section 3478 United States
Revised Statutes.
RULE 108.-In the examination of any case, whether contested or ex parte, and for
the preparation of arguments, the attorneys employed, when in goed standing in the
Department, wm be allowed full opportunity to consult the record of the case and to
examine t.he abstracts, plats, field notes, and tract-books, and the correspondence of
the General Land Office or of the Department relative thereto, and ·to make verbal
inquiries of the varions chiefs of divisions at their respective desks in respect to the
papers or status of said case; but such · personal inquiries will be made of no other
clerk in the division except in the presence or with the consent of the head thereof~
and will be restricted to the hours between 11 a. m. and 2 p.m.
RuLE 109.-Any attorney detected in any abuse of the above privileges, or of gross
misconduct~ upon satisfactory proof thereof, after due notice and bearing, shall be
prohibited from further practicing before the Department.
.
RULE 110.-Should either party desire to discuss a case orally before the Secretary
opportunity will be afforded at the discretion of the Department, but only at a time
specified by the Secretary or :fixed by stipulation of the parties, wUh the consent of the
Secretary; and in the absence of such stipulation, on written notice to opposing counsel,
with like consent, specit~ying the time when argument will be heard.
RULE 111.-The examination of cases on appeal to the Commissioner or Secretary
will be faciliated by filing in printed form such arguments as it is desired to have
considered.
DECISIONS.

RULE 112.-Decisions of the Commissioner not appealed from within the period
prescribed become :final, and the case will be regularly closed. (Revised Statutes,
sec. 2273.)
RULE 113.-The decision of the Secretary, so far as respects the action of the Executive, is final.
RuLE 114.-The preceding rules shall take effect on the 1st day of February, 1881-.
None of the foregoing rules shall be construed to deprive the Secretary of the Interior of the exercise of t.h e directory and supervisory powers conferred upon him by
law.

•

SURVEYS OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.
JUNE

30, 1882.

[See page 1239.J
[See Chapter VII, pages 178 to 195. See manual of instructions to surveyors-general issued by the
General Land Office, May 3, 1881, printed herein, page 575.)

APPROPRIATIONS FOR SURVEYS, 1881 AND 1882.
By the act of Congress approved June 16, 1880, the sum of $300,000 was a.ppropriated for the survey of the public lands for the :fiscal year endili).g June 30, 1881.
By the act of Congress approved March 3, 1881, the sum of $300,000 was appropri3ted for the survey of the public lands for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1882.

' .
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These amounts were apportioned by the Commissioner to the sixteen surveying districts, in accordance with the respective exigencies of field w'ork called for by the
public service in the years 1881 and 1882, as follows:
To the district of-

1881.

Arizona .......................................................... ... :.; ............ . $10,000
California .......................................................................... .. 35,000
Colorado ....................................................................... ·...•.. 30,000
Dakota . . ........................................................................... . 35,000
Florida ............................................................................. .
8, 000
Idaho .......................... . ............................ -- ........ - ...... -- .... -- 12, 000
Louisiana ........................................................................... . 12,000
Minnesota .......................................................................... . 16,000
Montana ............................................................................ . 15,000
Nebraska and Iowa .................... , ....... . ....... . ............................ . 25,000
Nevada .................................................. ~· ......................... . 17,000
New Mexico . ....................................................................... . 20,000

g~:~o~- ~ ~ ~: :::::: :~:::. ::::::: :·.:::::::::·.::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~
;:;~:?;;o~:::: ::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

16, 000
12,000
16,000
15,000

1882.
$9,500
30,000
19,000
31,400
3,100
13,000
13,000
16,000
20,000
20,000
16,000
2fi, 000
19,000
16,000
19,000
12,000

----282, 000

Amount apportioned for field work..... .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . • .. . • .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • .. .. 294, 000
Additional apportionment to sundry survey districts. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . .
6, 000

300,000

By the act of Congress of June 16, 1880, there was also appropriated for surveys of
private land c1aims during the year 1881.
In Ariz on a... • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . $8, 000
In California ...................••••..............••••....•......••....•.... 10,000
In New Mexico . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . • . • . . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . 6, 000
Making a total of .................................................... 24,000
There was also appropriated by the same act of Congres~ for occasional examinations of public surveys in the several surveying districts and for inspection of coal
fields, timber lands, &c., in land States where offices of the surveyors-general have
been closed, the sum of $8,000, making an aggregate of the appropriations of $332,000
for the year 1881.
By the act of Congress of March 3, 1881, there was also appropriated for surveys of
private land claims during the year 1882.
In Arizona. . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . • . • • • • • • • . . . • • • . . • . • . . • . . . $8, 000
In California .••.•... : •..........•.•....•.....••..•• .' •..••••...••....•...... 10,oro
In New M~xico ......... .· . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . • . . . • . . . 8, 000
26,000

in addition to the sum of $300,000, or an aggregate appropriation of $326,000 for the
year 188'.2.
Or a total of Congressional appropriations for 1881 of........... . ..... $::l32, 000 00
Private survey deposits by individuals in 1881 .••••••••••••••••••••.• 1,804,166 47
Or a total for surveys for 1881 of...... . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • .. . . • • ..

2, 136, 166 47

Congressional appropriations for 1882 • • • • . .. • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • .. • . • • • • •
326, 000 00
Private or individual deposits for 1882 •.•• •••• •••••• ...... •••••• ••••. 2, 013,270 77
Or a total for surveys for 1882 of.... . . • • • •• • • • • • • . . .. .. .. . • • • . .

2, 339, 270 77
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ADDITIONAL SURVEYING MERIDIANS AND BASE LINES.
rsee pages 179, 180, 181.)

To JuNE 30, 1882.
Since June 30, 1880, the· following additional surveying meridians and base lines
'have been ordered or established:
The Wind River meridian governs the subdivisional surveys within the Shoshone
ifndian Reservation, in the Territory of Wyoming.
The Uinta special base and meri<lian govern the surveys 01 the Uinta Indian Reservation, in the Territory of Utah.
The Navajoe special base and meridian controls the surveys of the Navajoe Indian
Reservation, in the Territories of New Mexico and Arizona.
The Black Hills meridian is coincident with the west boundary of' the Territory of
Dakota, on the 27o of longitude west from Washington, :wd intersects the base line
in the parallel of 440 north latitude; it governs the surveys in ihe southwestern corner of the Territory named.
The Grand River meridian and base line governs the subdivisional surveys for allotment to the Ute Indians, in Western Colorado.
Proposed Cimarron meridian will be coincident with the eastern boundary of the
Territory of New Mexico, or 1030 meridian of longitude west from Greenwich, and
intersects the base line on 1the parallel of 36° 30' north latitude, or the north boundary of the State of Texas, and will govern the proposed surveys in the strip of public
lan<ls inclosed between the States of Kansas and Colorado on the north, the Indian
Territory on the east, the State of Texas on the south, and the Territory of New Mexico
on the west.
INDIVIDUAL DEPOSITS FOR THE SURVEY OF PUBLIC LANDS.
[See pages 184, 185, and 1239.]

Sections 2401, 2402, and 2403, Revised Statutes, provide that when settlers in any
township, not mineral or rese~;ved, desire a survey of the same under authority of the
surveyor-general, they shall be entitled thereto, upon filing a written . application
therefor, and depositing a sum sufficient to pay for the survey and all expenses incident thereto i that said sums so deposited shall be placed to the credit of the proper
appropriation for the surveying . service, and that the amount so deposited by an y
such settlers. may go in part payment for their lands situated in the township, the surveying of which is paid out of such deposits.
By act of March 3, 1879, amendatory of section 2403, Revised Statutes, the certificates issued for such deposits were made assignable by indorsement,. and receivable
in payment for pre-emption and homestead claims.
In 1881, under authority of the above laws, individual deposits for surveyP were
made to the amount of $1,804,166.47, and in 1882 to the amount of $2,013,270.77; in
both years exceeding the Congressional appropriations by an aggregateof$3, 159,437.24
The certificates issued for the return of th~ money advanced by individuals for t he
surveys of the public lands are used for final payment in pre-emption and homestead
entries. [See circulars General Land Office March 5, 1e80, April 6, 1881, and June 2,
le81, for m"thod of procedure to obtain surveys by deposit and duties of officers.]
For a startling exhibit as to the operations of this law, see report of Commissioner
of General Land Office for 1881, pages 6, 7, and 8, 144 and 145
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Statement showing the amount deposited by individuals and corpm·ations for field and "ffice
work on account of tlte su1·vey of public lands in the several su1·veying districts during
the fiscal year ending Ju.ne 30, 1882.
1
Office work.
Districts.

Field work.

.A.gricultuml.
Arizona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
California.....................
Colorado.. . ...................
Dakota. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Florida . .......................
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Minnesota. . ........ . ..... . . . .
Montana ... : .............. . .. .
Nebraska................. . ...
N evada.......................
New Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Ore11;on............. . ..........
Utah .......•................. .
Washington ................ ·...
Wyoming.....................

$50, 721 66
219, 626 58
266,02914
53, 448 00
30 00
25, 656 00
6, 360 11
25,188 34
4,08000
64,,835 05
124, 340 86
270, 068 22
147,51106
14,61600
25, 815 16
498,867 30

1

1 - - - - - . , . . . - - - - - , - -- - - ' - -

$4, 475 00
8, 386 00
44,392 50
1, 110 00
.... .. ......
1, 980 00
.... . . .. .. . .
........... .
6,57500
.... . . ......
3, 210 00
3, 479 85
25 00
5,33400
. . . . . . . .. . .
350 00

Total.

Aggregate.

~~-----

$7, 885 00
29, 714 43
55,077 50
5, 010 00
10 00
4, 987 00
400 00
2,926 00
·6,82500
5,929 84
12,330 00
19, 372 68
15,265 00
6,99400
2, 815 84
40,535 00

$58, 606 66
249, 341 01
321,106 64
58, 458 00
40 00
30, 643 00
6, 760 11
28, 114 3f
10,905 0()
70,7134 89
136,670 86
289, 440 90
162,776 06
21,61000
28,631 00
539,402 30

48 "136, 75994J 79, 317 35 -m, 07729

2, 013,270 77

TotaL. ................ . . -'l,7o7, 193

$3, 41Q 00
21, 328 43
10,685 (10
3, 900 00
10 00
3, 007 00
400 00
2,926 00
25000
5,929 84
9, 120 00
15, 892 83
15,240 00
1,66000
2, 815 84
40, 185 00

Miner<tl.

EFFORTS OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE TO PREVENT OR SUPPRESS FRAUDS UNDER THE INDIVIDUAL DEPOSIT SYSTEM FOR SURVEYS.
With the intent to secure, as far as possible, hon('st proceedings under the individual
deposit survey system, J. A. Williamson, Commissioner of the General Land Office,
issued the following circular:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., May 28, 1881.
It having been alleged that gross frauds have been and are being perpetrated under
section 2401, Revised Statutes, whereby lauds unsettled upon and worthless are being
surveyed, and that surveys are improp<>rly executed, ::tnd that applications for surveys are fraudulently procured by or through the United States dep11ty surveyors,
and the vast increase in the said applications and contracts indicating an extraordinary condition of things without explanation, it becomes my duty to direct you to
require the most satisfacto~ proof as to the character of the land, nature of settlement,
character and value of improvements, &c., and Inttke yourselves entirely satisfied
with t he validity and good faith of each and every application for survey before giving it your approval, and if you suspect, even, that it is irregular in any respect, you
uust r efuse to approve it.
If the frauds are not and cannot be prevented, it may become necessary to _resort
tp extreme measures, even to a suspension of the execution of the law.
In view of recent developments, and to aid in restricting as far as possible the irregularities complained of, the circular instructions from this office, dated April 6t~
ultimo, and amendatory instructions of subsequent date, are hereby suspended, except in so far as the same permit surveys under the deposit system for lands entered
under the desert-land law.
The original affidavits, instead of copies as heretofore, must be forwarded to this
office with the contracts.
The circuJar instructions of March 5, 1880, except ns herein modified, are hereby
restored.
The surveyors general are required to exercise the utmost ca.re and vigilance to prev nt frauds or :i;regnlarities of any kind regarding surveys under the law, and will
promptly r eport any fact that may come to their knowledge of any attempted fra.ud,
and b .,. whom made, with all particulars concerning the same.
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The law, as amended by act of March 3, 1879, allowing certificates of deposit to be
used in payment of lands in townships other than those for the survey of which money
was deposited, holds out inducements for fraudulent transactions. It therefore become!'! all the more necessary to use alllawfnlrueans to protect the interests of the
Government.
You will therefore proceed with the mose scrupulous prudence.
Respectfully,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commissionc1·.
To UNITED STATES SURVEYORS GENERAL.
Mr. Co:rr..missioner McFarland (succeeding after the resignation of Commissioner
Williamson), still further jmpressed with the enormity of the frauds perpetrated under
this law, issued the following:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

Washington, D. C., Septembe1· 5, 18tH.
To SuRVEYORS GENERAL:
In order to prevent as far as possible the perpetration of frauds and fraudulent. surveys, which have already assumed alarming proportions under the system of deposits
by individuals, it is hereby ordered :
I. The surveyors general tihall exercise the most searching scrutiny.into the statements of applicants for survey, to satisfy themselves of the truth thereof, and unless
found to be bona fide in everv respect they shall not accept, such applications nor furnish the estjmates requested:
· II. Believing that in a great many instances applications for survey, particularly in
sections of country unfit for settlement, have been procured or invited at the instance
of deputy surveyors seeking contracts, you are instructed that such proceedings on
the part of deputy surveyors a.re unlawful, and that contracts thus unlawfully proeured will not be recognized as valid. The surveyor general must minutely examine
into all applications for surveys under the deposit system. If lie is satisfied that the
deputy has acted in the manner described, the commission of such deputy shall be
forthwith revoked, and the surveyor general shall report all the facts, with his findings in the case, to this office. Upon approval thereof such deputy shall be deemed
unfit to exercise t.he functions of a deputy surveyor, and the approval of a finding
a.gainst a deputy wi1l be communicated by this office to each surveyor general for his
information and guidance; and any surveyor general who shall fail to report such
deputy, or who shall emPJoy any deputy so barred, will be open to charges to be preferred by the Commissioner of t.he General Laud Office to the Secretary of the Interior.
Ill. Surveyors general are required to exercise the utmost care and vigilance to prevent frauds and irregularities of any kind regarding surveys under the system of deposits by individuals, as also of surveys ;nade under any other appropriation of
moneys by Congress, whether general or special, and they will report each and every
fact that may come to their knowled~e of any attempted fraud, by whomsoever made,.
with all obtainable particulars, to this office for consideration and action ..
IV. The plats and field notes of surveys under the system of deposits by indi vi duals, as returned to this office, do not usually show the settlements and improvements.
?f the settlers at whose instance the surveys are ostensibly made. In a majority of
mstan~es the location of the settler, whether bona fide or otherwise, is entirely omitted, while the improvements, if any, are never· noted. In order, therefore, to still
further check the abuses and dishonest practices to which this system of surveys has
b~corue subject, the attention of surveyors general and deputy surveyors is speQially
directed to the requirements of pages 18 and 19 of the Manual of Surveys, and pages
43 and44 of the Instructions of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated
May 3, 1881. The requirements therein contained must be strictly adhered to, and
surveyors general are required and enjoined to see to it that their deputies comply
tb~rewith.

V..Surveyors general are directed to instruct their deputies that they must designate m ~b~ field notes a,nd plats of their surveys the location of each and .every settlement.withm a townsh1p surveyed under the deposit system, whether It. b.e permanent lll .character or not, together with the names of such settlers and their Improvements, If any. Cattle corrals are not consid.ered as·constituting improvements .
. V.I.. When no settlers are found within a township surveyed under the system of·
lDd1v1dual deposits, the field notes of survey must d-istinctly and uneq1tivocally state that
fact, a_nd ~ny omission so to describe and designate the settlements and their s~r
ronnding Improvements, or the absence of one or both in the field notes and plat, w1ll
be deemed a sufficient cause to infer fraud, and the accounts of the deputy will be
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.suspended until such omisE.don shall have been supplied to both plat and field notes.
A suspension of the commission of the deputy will in the meantime take place, and all
the facts will be reported to this office for consideration and action.
VII. Surveyors general are directed to make- known to their several deputies the
provisions and nature of this order, and will be held strictly accountable for its faithful execution. Ignorance of the terms of this order will not be held an excuse for
failurlj to comply therewith by deputies.
Vlll. Tllis or<.ler will be observed by deputies now in the field, and surveyors gen-eral are directed to so inform them with the lea.st practicable delay.
.
IX. Eurveyors general are reminded of the important trust confided to them, and
are instructed to exercis::~ their whole authority to secure cotrect and honest surveys
.and returns by their deputie,s.
X. 'J his order will take effect from and after the receipt of the same, and its receipt
will be immediately acknowledged by each surveyor general.
XI. In every case of a contract heretofore approved which the surveyor general baa
Teason to believe was fraudulently procured, such contract and the accounts thereunder must be immediately suspended and the facts reported to this office.
Very respectfully,
/ N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
Approved:
A. BELL,
..4cting Secretary of the Interior.
REPEAL OF THE INDIVIDUAL DEPOSIT LAW RECOMMENDED.

Mr eommissioner McFarland, ir. his annual report for 1881, says:
"I am compelled· to conclude, however, that there is no effectual remedy for said
.abuses except by the repeal of said act of March 3, 1879. 'fhis act, in its purpose and·
intent, in my opinion, is well adapted to the wants of act.ual settlers who desire to
·o btain title to their settlements without being subject to the enforced postponement
incident to surveys under the present system; but the temptation to irre~nlarity and
fraud are too great, and the means of evading the law too easy, to justify a reasonable expectation that the law can be administered in the public interest."
AREAS OF SURVEYS FOR THE FISCAL YEARS 1881 AND 1882.
The extent of the surveying operations during the fiscal years ending June 30, 1881,
and June 30, 1882, payable out of the Congressional appropriations, and individual
deposits for the survey of public lands, as provided in section 2401 of the United
States Revised Statutes, were as follows :
In 1881, public lands, 21,7 88,010 acres; private land claims, 526,3G9.95 acres, or a
total in 1881 of 21,314,369.95 acres. Irl1882, public lands, 14,204,561.79 acres; private
land claim~, 74,278 acres; Indian lands, J)02,427.12 acres, or a total of 14,781,266.91
acres, as follows :
Areas surveyed in land States and Territories, severally considered, both of public land8 and
•
p1·ivate claims, du1·ing the fiscal years ending June 30, 1~81, and June 30, 1882.
1881.

Land States and Territories.
PublicL'\nds.

Acru.

Arizona .......... ........... .
California ..... ..•. •.......... .
Colorado ..•.. ... .. ........... .
Dakota .•.••...............•...

flo~~~ia~~:::::::::::::::::::::

Minnesota•... ................. .
Montana ..........•. ···~·· ...
Ncbrn.'!ka • .......•. •... .•.... .
Ncvu.da ...... . .......•........
New Mexico ................. .

Ot~~o~ ~::::: ~::::::::::: ::::::

Pr~'i!l!~~nd Publicl:mds. Pr~:~~~d Indianlanda.
AcreB.
36,005.75
462,300.38

.....................
........... . ..........
............ ............ .
..........................
.......................

... .......... ..... . .
.......................... .

......... . .... ...
Zl, 153.82

.......................

_____,__

~~~~;~~.:::: :::::::::::::.,
Totals . . ....•. •..... ....

5, 096
888,308
7,435, 084
*1, 475, 655
00,916
235,084
194,427
848, 017
852,800
4, 524,598
a, I7u, 216
1, 008,324
294,409
231,459
1, 055,116

1882.

21,788,010

·---··········
.................... .
......................

AcreB.
293,036.38
1)49, 778. 19
5, 818, 183. 8~
1, 068, 255. 89
242.47
330,426.20
222,825. G7
69,807. 12
645,802.21
631,373. 47
1, 21!7, 307. 74
1, 318,617. 90
202,539.61
454,584.29
412,270.91

526, 359. 95 14, 204, 5()1. 79

Acru.
5,134
69,144

.. .......................

Acru.

........................
. ......................
382,078.12

. ..... ............... . .. ---- . .... ............
. ....................... ................ ....... ....

................................ . ..........................
.. .......................

... .....................

............................. ............................
........................... .. ..........................
. .....................
.......................... ····i2o; 3t9: oo
........................ ....................
... ........ ..... ..... . ........... ................
.......................... ........................ .
. ..................... ....... -..... ·-· ..

--

74,278

502,.z7.12

• 62,012.25 n.crcs o.ro included in the Red Cloud and Spotted Tail Indian lands in Dakota Territory.
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PROGRESS OF SURVEYS FOR FIVE YEARS, TO JUNE 30, 1882.
TOTAJ, COST AND COST PER ACRE.

Comparative progress of surveys, cost thereof, disposal of the public lands, the '!'umbfr!' of su.r - •
veying and land districts, during the pedod of five years to June 30, 18~, tnclud'tng office-expenses of surveyo1·s-gemeral.
<D.

~ ~-

Number of acres.

Cost of sur~~
veys.
1 - - - - - - - . , . - - - - - - 1 P<<tJ
1Eo
.S
Surveyed.
Disposed of.

Fiscal ye'lr ending J nne 30.

I

0

Oents.~

1877............................... . .
187fL...... ....... ...... .. . . . . . .... ..
1879 .................................
1880 .................................
1881..-- .. - .... -. ·-----. ·---.... .. ...
1882 ....••...........•... _...........

17
16
16
16 1
16
16 1

$550,054 03
523,786 76
525,70700
796,08479
1, 244, 838 65
1, 914, 328 93

10,847,082.00
8, 041,012.00
8,455,781.00
15,699,253.00
21,788, 011. 00
14, 781, 266. 91

5-la·

f,849,767.70
8,686,178. 88
9,333,3R3.29
14,792,371.65
10, 893, 397. 05
14, 309, 166. 40

~

6-i
5-(;,.
5{o
4J:\.

!.... _,_-------------------5, 554, 800 1G
79, 612, 405. 91
62, 864, 264. 97 . - -- - -

--··-

Grand total. . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . .....

99
98
93
95
96
99

NECESSITY FOR SURVEYS.
The Secretary of the Interior, Ron S. J. Kirkwood, in his annual report for 1881,~
says:
Under the present law there seems good reason to believe that extensive s1:1rveys are·
made far in advance of any legitimate demand; it is impossible to test the accuracy
of the field work, and it is probable that when, in the future, a survey shall be needed,.
the work will have to be done again.
The Secretary of the Interior, Ron. H. M. Teller, says in his annual report for 1882:
The pubHc lands ought to be speedily surveyed. It is lawful for a settler to go on.
the public lands in advance of the surveys, but it is difficult for him to fix boundariesto his location made in advance of the surveys. Conflicts arise between neighbors as
to lines, and when the surveys are made, not infrequently a whole neighborhood i&
thrown into confusion, and much bitterness and strife created by the attempt to adjust their location to the Government surveys. There is but little, if any, of the public land that w.ill nob be ultimately surveyed. The necessity for surveys in the agricultural and pastoral regions is not greater than in the mineral regions of the high
mountains. The miner as well as the agriculturist finds ib difficult clearly and properly to define an<.t locate his claim in the absence of Government surveys. Liberal
appropriations ought to oe made for the survey of the unsurveyed land of all kinds,
with a proper classification of the same, showing wheth~r they are timber, agricultural, pastoral, or mineral lands.
AREA OF SURVEYED LANDS UNSOLD.
[See pago 529,)

The United States, June 30, 1882, ovmed, in round numbers, 220,000,000 acres of
surveyed lands which were unsold.
RATES FOR SURVEYS OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.
Rates for surveys for focal year 1882.
Minimum rates, per mile:
For standard and meander lines ............................... - .. - ••••

~~~ :~~S:~Yn~:~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :::~ ~ ~ :: ~: :~ ~ :~: ~: :::: ::: ::::::: ::: :: ::::: ::::::

Maximum rates, per mile ':
For standard lines ........ ~ ... •.. .. ... .... ... _.....................•••

~~~ !~~~h{fn~i~~~~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::: :: ~:::::::: ::::: ::~ :~: ~:: ~ :::::::: ::::

Unde,.. tJections 2404 and 2405, R. S., applying only to Oregon, California, and
y, ashington Terri tory:
Standard lines in Oregon .......................... - •. - .•. --- ---. -----Township lines in Oregon .............................. - .• --- ------ -- · •
Section lines in Oregon .................... ; ........ - •. - ~.- •• ---- · ·- ·- ·
In California and Washington Territory, per mile:
For standard lines .•...•••••••••• _••••••••••••••••••. ---- • • • • • • • • • • • • •
For tow;nship lines .•••..•...•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••
For eect1on l1nes ........................................ •••• •••• •• ••••

$1~

00·
10 00
8 00·

16 00·

14 00

10 00
18

oa

15 00
12 00

18 00
16 0().
14 00
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SURVEYED AND UNSURVEYED LANDS TO JUNE 30, 1882.
[See pages 16-17~, 189, and 1241.]

The total amount of public lap.ds, from the beginning of the land system, surveyed
to June 30, 1882, was 831,725,863 acres. The total acreage of public lands remaining
unsurveyed to June 30f 18~2, was 98:3,068,075 acres.

Tabular statement showing the number of acres of public lands surveyed in the following
land States and Territories up to ,J"une 30, 1881, du1·ing the fiscal year 1882, and. the tot~
of the public lands su1·veyed up to June 30, 1882; also the total area of the pubho domam
remaining unsurveyed within the same.
Area of public lands
in States and Territories.

1=1

Number of acres of public lands surveyed.

....
00

Land States and
Territories.

ai
~

~
..;
~

~

~
Alabama........
Arkansas . . . • . . .
California . ... --Colorado . . . . . . . .
Florida..........
Illinois..........
Indiana ..... - .. Iowa ... - .. .. .. ..
Kansas .. . . ..... Louisiana ...... Michigan. .. .. -Minnesota .... -. .
Mississippi. -.-..
Missouri........
Nebraska........
Nevada..........
Ohio . ............
Or~gon . : . .. -....
W1sconsm . ... -..
.Alaska .... --....
Arizona ...•.. -. Dakota....... . ..
Idaho ...... -.•. Indian Territory.
Montana- .... --New Mexico--...
Utah -... -. -.-.-Washington.....
Wyoming ..... -Total- -----

~

~

g.

rt)

~

00
....

0<Q
~

1=1

~

.s

~

.

o:~ooo~<r:>

~~-~ ~~

ap.,~

0
<Q

$~g

1::1

~ §..c:l~ g
§~~~-;;

f~~

!-:>

~co==

s~~ ~~

o:!~~Q~

Q+"~~'t:l

..

~~ ~e
'd -~~ ~ 00
~ ~ ~.E~

§~!-:>

Q'!l

~

~~~

~~<I)

~

~e$o
§ ~-~ ~

'd ::1 o:!+'

~~~

~...rfcbo

''t:l

-~~§ §
..... i-:1

-c~

~

=
.s~....
=
~

3
0
~

a:=~~

;.::: bJ)~al
~-s~~
~-.,-""'~>'(:;=~~

o:!~~rt)~

~ ~-~ s~

31]:§oo~.,... c;,)C"O

~

- - - - - - ---

32,462,115
50,722 32,462,115 ... __ .•.. _....•... . _... . . . 32,462,115 ........ -.-.
33, 410, 063
52, 203 33, 410, 063 1_______ . _. ....• _. ____ ... 33, 410, 063 ... .... --.-100, 992, 640 157, 801 57, 560, 0181 1, 987, 746. 61
949, 778. J 9 60, 497, 543 40, 495, Oi>7
66, 880, 000 104, 500 *35, 026, 683 6, 407, 692. 57 6, 818, 183. E!4 47, 252, 560 19, 627, 440
37, 931, 520
59, 268 30,175,027
96, 985.71 ...... _..... _ 30,272,013
7, 659,507
35,465,093
55,414 35,465,093 ...... _............. _.... _ 35,465,093 ___ ... _... . .
21, 637, 760
33, 809 21, 637, 760 _.. _. __ . _... _ ...•. _....... 21, 637, 760 .. . _.. . -- ..
35, 228, 800
55, 045 35, 228, 800 .... .. .. _.. .. . .... _.. _... _ 35, 228, 800 ....... -- ...
51,770,240
80,891 51,770,240....
. .... _.... .. . 51,770,240 ... __ ..... 26, 461,440
41, 346 25, 547,631
68, 053.74
330, 426. 20 25, 946, 111
515, 320
36, 128, 640
56, 451 36, 128, 640 .. .. .. .. ....... _. __ .. . • . . 36, 128, 640 . . . ..... -.
53,459, 840
83, 531 40,213 003
199,953. 84
222, 825. 57 40, 635,782 12, 824,058
30, 179,840
47, 156 30,179, 8~~ _... _... . ................. 30,179,840 _........ ..
41,836,931
65,370 41,836,931 ......................... 41,836,931 ..... -----48,636,800
75,995 42,945,036
392,280.60
645,802.21 43,9!13, 119
4,653,681
71, 737, GOO 112, 090 17, 825, 600 4, 142,714. 83
631,373. 47 22,599, 688 49, 137, 912
25,581,976
39,972 25,576,960
5,016.31 .... ....... .. 25,581,976 ......... . . .
60,975, 360
95, 274 26,444, 066 3, 393, 335. 63 1, 318, 617. 901 31, 156,019 29,819,341
34, 511, 360
53, 924 34, 511, 360 _... __ . _........... ___ ___ 34, 511, 360
... - .. .
369, 529, 600 577, 390 ... _ ________ ... ______ ________ . _______ . __ . .. . 369, 529, 600
72, 906, 240 113, 916 5, 81:?, 970
335, 783. 68
293, 036. 38 6, 441, 790 66, 454, 450
96, 596, 480 150, 932 27, 081, 815 1, 761, 290. 50 1, 568, 255. 89 30, 411, 361 66, 185, 119
55, 228, 160
86, 294 7, 853, 375
262, 890. 71
242.47 8, 116, 50! 47, Ill, 652
44, 154, 240
68, 991 27, 003, 990 . ____ . ___ ___ ..... ___ .... __ 27, 003, 990 17, 150, 250
92, 016, 640 143, 776 11, 759, 082
150, 172. 99
69, 367.12 11,978, 622 80, 038, 018
77, 568, 640 121, 201 tl4, 639, 083 7, 584, 319. 49 1, 287, 307. 74 23, 510, 710 54, 057, 930
54, 064, 640
84, 476 10, 076, 369
208, 044. 62
202, 539. 61 J 0, 486, 953 43, 577, 687
44,796, 160
69, 994 16, 368,489
934, 009. 96
454, 534. 2!l 17, 757, 033 27, 039,127
62, 645, 120
97, 883 10, 366, 940 4, 684, 031. 72
412, 270. 91 15, 463, 243 47, 181, 877

.jt1.8i4:793:938 2, 835, 615!784, 906, 979 32, 614, 323. 3114, 204, 561. 79!831, 725,86

983, 068, 075

*Of the surveys in Colorado, 229,906.83 acres were for allotments to the Uncompahgre Ute Indians,
who WQre since removed to Utah T erritory, which lands became public lands by act of Congress
i~~i~;:~ July 28, 1882; and 152,171.29 acres were surveyed into 40-acre tracts for the Southern Ute
tOf the surveys in New Mexico, 120,349.47 acres were surveyed into 40-acre tracts for the Southern
Ute Indians, under the Ute commission, of which 108,533.82 acres had been nlso surveyed as pnblio
lands under the surveyor-general of New Mexico.
tExclusive of the area of the public land strip, viz, 3,673,600 BOJ,'68.
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INSTRUCTIONS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE
TO THE SURVEYORS-GENE~AL OF THE UNITED STATES RELATIVE TO
THE SURVEY OF THE PUBLIC LANDS .AND PRIV.ATE LAND CLAIMS.
MAY 3, ~881.-lN EFFECT DECEMBE~ 1, 1883~

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
WaBhington, D. C., May3, 1881.
GENTLEMEN: The following instructions, including full and minute directions for
the execution of surveys in the field, are issued under tbe authority given me by sections 453, 456, 2398, and 2399 United States Revised Statutes, and must be strictly com·
plied with by yourselves and your deputy surveyqrs.
Very raspectfully,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
CommiBBioner.
To SURVEYORS-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES.

INDEX TO INSTRUCTIONS.
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Table of Aizmuths ....................................................... "!............. .... .. .. .. 617
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Specimen of :fiel<l-noteR of the survey of a standard parallel north, how done.................... til9
Specimen fidd-notes of the survey of a meridian................ . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. 627
Specimen field notes of the survey of a township ............................................... G30, 641
Private lan<l claim surve.vs, how made..... . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. 6G9
l!'our diagrams to illustrate monuments of survey, monuments and markings.................... 669
Restoration oflost nnd obliterated corners, how done............................................ U6!l
Mineral lands, how surveyed-method and detail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 669

INTRODUCTORY.
The present system of survey of the public lands was inaugurated by a committee
a.ppointed by the Continental Congress, and consisting of the following delegates:
Hon. 1;aos. JEFFERSON, Chai~man ...... ............................ Virginia.
Ron. HDGH WILLIAMSON ........................................... North Carolina..
Hon. DAVID HOWELL ............................................... Rhode Island.
Ron. ELBRIDGE GERRY ....................................••....... Massachusetts.
Hon. J Aeon READ ..................................•...........•... South Carolina.
On t.he 7th of May, 1784, this committee reported "An ordinance for ascertaining
tho mode of locating and disposing of lands in the western territory, and for other
purposes therein mentioned." This ordinance required the public lands to be divided
into "hunureds" of ten geogrli'·phical miles square, and those again to be subdivided
into lots of one mile square each, to be numbered from 1 to 100, commencing in th&
northwestern corner, and continuing from west to east and from enst to west consecutively. This ordinance was considered, debated, and amended, and reported to Congress April 26, 1785, and required the surveyors "to divide the said territory into.
townships of 7 miles square, by lines running due north and south,. s.nd others crossing these at right angles. * * * The plats of the townships, respectively, shall be·
markcu by subdivisions into sections of 1 mile square, or 640 acres, in the same direction as the external lines, and numbered from 1 to 49. * * * And these sections
shall be subdivided into lots of 320 acres." This is the first record of the use of the·
terms "township" and "section."
May 3, 1785, on motion of Hon. William Grayson, of Virginia, seconded by Ron~
James Momoe, of Virginia, the section respecting the extent of townships was amended'
by striking out the words "seven miles square" and substituting the words ''six
miles square." The record of these ~arly sessions of Congress are not very full or·
complete ; but it does not seem to have occurred to the members until the 6th of May,
1785, that a township six miles square coulu not contain 49 bections of 1 mile square .
.At that date a motion to amend was made, which provided, among other changes,.
that a township should contain 36 sections; and the amendment was lost. The ordi ·
nance as finally passed, however, on the 20th of May, 1785, provided for townships, 6 ·
miles square, containing 36 sections of 1 mile square. The first public surveys were ·
made under thi~::~ ordinance. The townships! six miles square, were laid out in ranges,.
extenuing northward from tho Ohio river, tne townships being numbered from south
to north, and the ranges from east to west. The region embraced by the surveys
under this law fonus a part of the present State of Ohio, and is usually styled "Th6·
SeYen Ranges." In these initial surveys only the exterior lines of the townships were
surveyed, but the plats were marked by subdivisions into sections of 1 mile square,
and mile corners were established on the township lines. The sections were numberedt
from 1 to 36, commencing with No. 1 in the southeast corner of the townshi p 1 and runnins- from south to 1wrth in ea.ch tier to No. 36 in the northweat corner of the township,.
as shown in the following diagram:
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The surveys were mo.de under the direction of the Geographer of the United States.
The o.ct of Congress approved May 1 , 1796, provided for the appointment of a sur
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veyor-general, and directed the survey of the lands northwest of the Ohio River, and
above the mouth of the Kentucky River, "in which the titles of the fndian tribes.
have been extinguished" Under this law one-half of the townships surveyed were
subdivided i11to sections "by running through the same, each way, parallel lines at
the end of every two miles, and by making a corner on each of said lines at the end_.oi
every mile," and it further provided that tbe "sections shall be numbered,_respectively, beginning with the number one in the northeast section and proceedmg west
and east alternately, through the township, with progressive numbers till the thirtysixth be completed." This method of numbering sections, as shown by the following
diagram, is still in use:
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The act of Congress approved May 10, 1800, required the ." townships west of the
Muskinguru, which * * * are directed to be sold in quarter townships, t.o be subeli vided into halfjlections of three hundred and twent.y acres each, as nearly as may
be, by running parallel lines through the same from east to west, and from south to
11orth, at the distance Qf one mile from each other, and marking corners, at the distance of each half mile on the lines running from east to west, and at the distance of
each mile on those running from south to north. * .* * And the interior lines of
townships intersected by the Muskingum, and of all the townships lying east of that
Iiver, which have not been heretofore actually subdivided into sections shall also be
run and marked.
* * And in all cases where the exterior lines of the townships
thus to be subdivided into sections or half sections shall exceed, or shall not extend,
six miles, the excess or deficiency shall be specially noted, and added to or deducted
from the western and northern ranges of sections or half sections in such township,
according as tlJe error may be in running the lines from east to west or from south to
north."
The act of Congress approved February 11, ·1805, directs the subdivision of the public lands into quarter-sections, and provides that all the corners marked in the public
surveys shall be established as the proper corners of sections or subdivisions of sections
which they were intended to designate, and that corners of half and quarter sections not
mm:ked shall be placed as nearly as possible ·"equidistant from those two corner::;
whiCh stand on the sa.me line." This act further provides that ''The boundary lines
actually run and marked " *
shall be established as the proper boundary lines
o_f the sections or subdidsions for which they were intended; and the length of such
bnes as returned by
* ,. the surveyors * ,. * shall be held and considered
as the true length thereof, and the boundary linfls which shall not have been actually
rnn and marked as aforesaid shall be ascertained by running straight lines from the
established corners to the opposite corresponding corners; but in those portions of
the fractional townships, where no snch opposite or corresponding corners have been
or can be fixed, the said boundary line shall be ascertained by running from the es~
tablisbed corucrs due nort.b and south or east and west lines; as the case may be, to
tbe " * ~ external boundary of such fractional township."
. Tlw ~ct of Congress approved April 25, 1812, provided "That there shall be estabhsb<'fl 1n the Departmeut of the Treasury an office to be denominated the General
Laucl Office, the chief officer of which shaH be called the Commissioner of the Gent·ral Lanu Office, who e duty it shall be, under the direction of the head of the Departme!lt, to snperi!ltend, execute, and perform all such acts and things touching or
re. pecttng the pnbhc lands of the United States, and other lands patented or granted
~>;v the United States, as have heretofore been directed by law to be done or performed
m th' offiee of the Secretary of State, of the Secretary and Register of the Treasury~
and of the • ecretary of War, or which shall hereafter by law be assigned to the said
office."
The act of Congress approved April 24, H~20, provides for the sale of publi~ lands in
half. quarter-sections, and requires that ''in every case of the division of a quartersectwn the line for the division thereof shall run north and south " * * and
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ffractional sections containing HiO acres and upwards shall, in like manner, as nearly
;as pract.icabl~, be subdivided into half quarter-section~'~, under such rules and regulaJtioBs as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury; but fractional sections
•conta.ining less than 160 acres shall not be divided."
The act of Congress approved May 24, 1824, provices "That whenever, in the opin::ion ~ftbe President of the United States, a departure from the ordinary mode of surveying land on any river, lake, bayou, or watercourse would promote the public
iiuterest., he may direct the surveyor-general in whose district such land is situated,
:and where the change is intended to be made, under such rules and regnlq,tions as the
JPresident may prescribe, to cause the lands thus situated to be surveyed in tracts of
two acres in width, fronting on any river, ba.you, lake, or watercourse. and running
ll>ack the dep1 h of forty acres. 11 * * *
· The act of Congress approved May 29, 1830, provides for the fine and imprisonment
•of any person obstructing the survey of the public lands, and for the protection of
··mvey()rs, in the discharge of their official duties, by the United States marshal,
rith "Sufficient force, whenever necessary.
The act of Congress approved April 5, 1832, directed the subdivision of the public
Jlands into qu::trter quarters; that in every case of t.he division of a half quarter-sec7~ ion the dividing line should run east and west, and that fractional sections should be
t..9ubdi'Vli<ded under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.
QTnder the latter provision the Secretary directed that fractional sections containing
Hess than 160 acres, or the residuary portion of a fractional section, after the snbdi"Vision into as many quarter quarter-sections as it is susceptible of,·may be subdivided
rinto lots, each containing the quantity of a quarter quarter-section as nea:rly as prac'ticable, by .so laying down the line of subdivision that t.hey shall be 20 chains wide,
whi.ch distances are to be marked on the plat of subdivision, as are also the areas of
:the •quarter quarters and residuary fractions.
The two acts last above mentioned provided that the corners and contents of half•quarter and quarter-quarter sections should be ascertained, as neally as possible, in
'the manner a~d on the principles directed and prescribed in the act of Congress aprr>roved February 11, 1805.
The act of Congress approved July 4, 1836, provided for the reorganization of the
'General Land Office, and that the executive duties of said office "shall be subject to
"the supervision and control of the Commissioner of the General Land Office under
tke direction of the President of the United States." The repealing clause is: ''That
-such provisions of the a.ct of the twenty-fifth of April, in the year one thousand eight
l:mudred and twelve, entitled 'An act for the establishment of a General Land Office
iin the Department of the Treasury,' and of all acts amendatory thereof, as are incon'sistent with the provisions of this act, be, and the same are hereby, repealed."
From the wording of this act it would appear that the control of the General Land
<Office was removed from the Treasury Department, and that the Commissioner re'P~rted direct to ~he President, but, as a matter of fact, the Secretary of the Treasury
: stll~ had superv1sory control, for the act of Congress approverl March :3, 1849, by
wh1Ch the Department of the Interior was established, provided "That the Secretary
-of the Interior shall perform all the duties in relation to thf;l General Land Office, of
..super~ision and appeal, now discharged by the Secretary of the Treasury." " * *
:By th1s act the General Land Office was transferred to the Department of the Intea:ior, where it still remains.
In 1855 a manual of instructions to surveyors-general was prepared, under the dia-e~ti~n of the Commission('r of the General La.n d Office, by John M. Moore, then
-prmctpal clerk of surveys, and the act of Congress approved May 30, 1862, provided
" 'That the printed manual of instructions relating to the public surveys, prepared at
'the General Land Office, and bearing the date February twenty-second, t>ighteen
:hundred and fifty-five, the instructions of the Commi~:;sioner of the General Land
rO~ce, n;nd the special instructions of the surveyor-general, when not in conflict with
.sa1d pnnted manual or the instructions of said Commissioner, shall be taken and
-deemed to be a part of every contract for surveying the public lands of the United
.s tates."
The instructions contained in this volume are issued under the authority given in
%be-clan e in aid act providing that ''The instructions of the Commis ioner of the
General Land Office * * * shall be taken and deemed to be a pa"rt of every contract for urveying the public lands of the United States."
Th_e following comprise o much of the ~enerallaws relating to tl1e survey of the
puhllc domain a it is d emed neces ary to mcorporate in thi volume, re1erence bein~
made by chapter and section to the codification of the Public Land Laws, preparca.
p_ur uant to act of Congr
approved March 3, 1879, and June 16, 1880, and by sec. 1011 number to the Revised tatutes of the United tates.
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CHAPTER TvVO.
THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

SEc. 32. The Commissioner of the General Land Office shall perform under the
direction af the Secretary of the Interior, all executive duties ap- Duties of commissioner.
pertaining to the surveying and sale of the public lands of the
United States, or in anywise respecting such public lands, and, also, such as relate to
private claims of lands, and the issuing of patents for all grants of land under the
authority of the Government. (R. S. 453.)
SEC. 35. AU returns relative to the public lands shall be made to the Commissioner
of the Genera! Land Office; a!lrl he shall baye power to audit and Returns and accounts rela·
'8ettle all public accounts relative to the pubhc lands; and upon the tive 10 lands.
t>ettlement of any such accounts he shall certify the balance, and
transmit the account with the vouchers and certificate to the First Comptroller of
the Treasury for his exammation and decision thereon. (R. S. 456.)
.
SEC. 38. Upon the discontinuance of any surveying district the authonty, powers
a.nd duties in relation to the survey, resurvey, or subdivision of commissioner to perform
lands therein and all matters and things connected therewith, as duties of surveyor·seneral,
previously exercised by the surveyor-general, shall be vested in &c.
.and devolved upon the Commissioner of the General L:wd Office; and deputy survey-ors or other agents under his direction shall have free access to any field-notes, maps,
records, and other papers, turned over to the authorities of any State pursuant to law,
for the purpose of Uiaking copies thereof, without charge of any kind. (R. S. 2219,
2220.)
SEC. 45. The Col!lmissioner shall approve all contracts for the Approval of surveying con·
'8Urvey of the public land.s. (R. S. 2398.)
tracts.
SEC. 46. The instructions issued by the CommiHsioner of the Gen- CommiRoioner's instruc.eral Land Officemot in conflict with law shall be deemed part of tiona deemed P.art of con·
-every contract for surveying the public lands . (H. s. 2399.)
tract for surveymg.
SEc. 61. The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of the I:nterior; is
.authorized to enforce and carry into execution every part of the Power of commission;r to
public land laws not otherwise specially provided for. (R. S. 2478.) make re,utations.
CHAPTER THREE.
SURVEYS AND SURVEYORS.

SEc. 77. There shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice -and
.consent of the Senate, a surveyor-general for the States rmd Territories herein named, ern bracing, respectively, one surveying district, wt~~'":;;;,~::J~ 1 • how and
namely : Louisiana, Florida, Minnesota, Kansas, California, Nevada,
·
()regon, Nebraska and Iowa, Dakota, Colorado, New Mexico, Idaho, Washington,
Montana, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona. (R. S. 2207.)
SEC. 83. Every surveyor-general, while in the discharge of the
-dn.ties of his office, shall reside in the district for which he is ap- !'[~'denceofsuneyor.gen·
J>omte<l. (R. S. 2414.)
SEc. 84. Every surveyor-general sha.ll, before entering on the duties of his office,
-execute and deliver to the Secretary of the Interior a bond, with
d r
good ani! s}.}fficient security, for the penal sum Of thirty thousand Bon ° ourveyor·Jenera'1
<j.ollanr, cOnditioned for the faithful disbursement, according to law, of all public
money placed in hi s hands, and for the faithful pel'formance of the duties of his office;
and the .Presidt:'nt has discretionary authority to require a new bond and additional
secu_rity, under the directiOn of the Secretary of the Interior, for the lawful disburseruents of pnhlic moneys. (R. S. 2215, 2216.)
~ EC. 85. The commission of each surveyor-general shall cease and expire in four
yea;s from the date thereof, unless sooner vacated by death, resig- Duration of office.
mat1on, or removal from office. (R. S. 2217.)
'IW. 6. Every surveyor-general, except where the Presideut sees cause otherwise
to determine, is authorized to continue in the uninterrupted dis·c~arge of. hi.s regular oJ;licial duties a~te;r t~e .day of ex~iration of bo~g~~~=~cTr~ii~~~r~~::,~
.lus commlSSIOn and until a new commiSSIOn JS Issued to h1m for the mi•oion. P
~me office, or until the day when a successor enters upon the duties of such office; and the existing official bond of any officer so acting shall be dee~ed
g~od and sufficient and in force until the date of the approval of a new bond to be
_given by hin1, if recommissioned, or otherwise, for the additional time he may so continue officially to act, pursuant to the authority of this section. (R. S. 22~2.)

'
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SEC. 87. WhenevPr tlw sul'\'eys an•l rt>conls of any surveying district are completed
t.he snrvPyor-gPur~ral thereof shall be required to deliver overt()
co!~i,".;',;~.~~~r:;~~·~·i~,~~~-~ the S(·cret ary- of sta.te or t.he respective States,_ including ~uch sur<>fcompietedsun·eys.
vey:-;, or to snch ot-her offict>r as way be authonzed to recetvethem ,
all the li eld-notei', ruaps, r.-.cords, ancl other papers appertaiJiing t()
land titles within the Ram e; and tl1e office of snrveyo;r·gPueral in every snch distri ct
shall thereafter cease and he di!'continnP-d. (R. S. 2218.)
SEC. 88. In all cases of diReontinuancP, as providt~d in the preceding section, the
authorit~·, powers, :md duties of the ~o~urvf'yor-general in rela.t.ion t(}
up~:~~~;~~~>io'::erf.~'7:~! the survey, l't>~nrny, or sub<livision_of the lands there~n, an<l all
<>fdi•continuance.
matttwR and tl11ng·Heonuected therevnth shall be vested 111 and devolved upon the L'ommissiouer of the General Land Office. (R. S.
2219.)

SEC. 89. Under the authority and dirPct.ion of the Co111missioner of the G1•neral
· Land Office any deputy surveyor or other agent of the.Uniterl Statt•s
or~;~~n;~~;d ~~~~~~~-~enc~ shall huv e fr.ee nccess to an.~· snc_h field-notes-, maps, records. ~nd
conditions of such delivery, othPr papers for thB pnrpOSP of takmg· BXtra.ctS t.herefrom Of rua.km g
copies thereof without charge of a.ny kind; bnt no tr::tn8fer of snch
public records shall he made to the authorities of any State uutil such Btate has provided by law for the recepi·ion aud safe-k eeping of sueh public r~cords and for til&
allowance of free access thereto b y th e anthon ties of th e United States. CR. S. 2220.
2221.)

SEc. 90. Every surveyor-general shall engage a sufficient number of skillful surveyors as his deputies, to whom he is authorized to adminiHter tlH~ nf'cessary oaths upon their appointments. H e shall hav·e anthority f()
frame regulations for their direction, not inconsistent with law or
the instructions of the General Land Office, aud to remove them for negligence oT miHconduct in office.
Second. He shall cause to be surveyed, measured, and marked, without delay, n.ll
base and meridian lines t.hrough snch points and perpetuated by suc h monmnentH,
and such other correction parallels and meridians as may be prescribed by Jaw or by
instructions from the General Laud Office in .respect to the public lands within l1b
surveying district, to which the Indian title has been or may be h ereafter ext.ing ni shed
Third. He shall cause to be surveyed all private land claims within his clistric'
after they have been confirmed by authority of Congress, so far as may be necessar;
to complete the survey of the public lands.
Fourth. He shall tmnsmit to the register of the respective land offices within hit
district general and particnlar plats of an lands surveyed by him for each land district; and he shall forward copies of such plats to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office.
Fifth. He shall, so far as is compattble with the desk duties of his office, occasionally
inspect the surveying operation~:! while in progress in the .field, sufficiently to sat.isfy
himself of the :fidelity of the execution of the work according to contract, and theactual and necessary expenses incurred by him while so engaged shall be allowed;.
and where it is incompatible with his other dnties for a surveyor general to devote
the time necessary to make a personal inspection of the work in progress, tben he is
authorized to depute a confidential ag.-nt to make such examination, and t he actual
aud necessary expenses of such person shall be allowed and paid for that service, and
five dollars a day during the examination in the fieltl; but such examination shall
not be protracted beyond thirt.y days, and in no case longer than is actually neces ar.r;
and when a surveyor-general, or any person employed in hi office at a regular salary r
is engaged in such special service, he shall receive only his necessary expenses in
addition to his regular salary. ( R. S. 2223.)
S.~<:c. 91. Every deputy surveyor shall enter into bond, with sufficient security, for
nond ofdeputysurveyor. t~e faithful performance of all s~rveying contracts confined t()
h1m; and the penalty of the bond m each case shall be double the
estimated amount of money accruino- under such contract, at the rate per mile stipulated to be paid therein. The sufficiency of the sureties to all such bonds shall be
approved and certified by the proper surveyor-general. (R. S. 2230.)
•'F.C. 92. The SID'veyors-genera1, in addition to the oath now authorized by law t()
oath of deputy •u r· be administered to deputies on their appointment to office, shall revP.vor.
quire each of their deputies, on the return of his surveys, to takeand nh cribe an oath that tho e surveys have b eu faithfully and correctly executed
ac<·ording to law and the instruction of the surveyor-general. (R. . 2231.)
EC. 93. The eli trict attorney of the United tates, in who e district any false, er!'u•ton bondofdt>putyaur· ron ou , or fraudnl nt surveys have 1een executed,
hall, npon
''·.vor; liPn. or.
the application of the proper urv yor-general, immediately in titut~ smt upon the bond of such deputy, and tbH iu titution ·of such suit shall act a
ltcn 1~pon a1_1y ~roperty own d or held by uch d puty or his ureties at the time
snell smt wa mst1tnted. (R. . 223:2.)
or~:~:~:/.""t•es ofsurvey·
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SEC. 98. The President is authorized, in any case where he thinks the -public in- ~erest ID~Y 1:equire it, tO transfer the duties Of registe~ and. re~eiv~r Dutie• of ~egister andreln any district to the surveyor-general of the surveymg d1stnct In ceiYer per~ormed by & u r·
which such land r1istrict is located. (R. S. 222o.)
. vesor-generat.
- •
SEC. 99. The public lands shall be divided by north and south hues run accordmg
to the true meridian, and by others crossing them at right angles, Rules or su~vey.
so as to form townships of six miles square, unless where the line of an Indian re.servation, or of tracts of la.ncl heretofore surveyed or patented, or the course of navigable rivers may render this impract.icaiJle; and in that case this rule must be departed
from no further than such part.icular circumstances require.
.
Second. The corners of the townships must be marked with progressive numb~rs
from the beginning, each distance of a mile between such corners must be also distinctly marked with marks different from those of t·he corners.
Third. The township shall be subdivided into sections, containing, as nearly as may
be, six hundred and forty acres each, by rnnning through the same, each way, par.allel
lines at the end of every two miles; and by making a corner on ea?h of sue~ lu~es,
at the end of every mile. The sections shall be numbered, respectively, begmnmg
with the number one in the northeast section and proceeding west and east alternately
through the township with progressive nuruiJers till the thirty-sixth be completed.
Fourth. The deputy surveyors, respectively, sllall cause to be marked on a tree
near each corner established in the manner described, and within the section, the
number of such section, and over it the number of the township within which such
ection may be; and thfl deputy surveyors shall carefully note, in their respective
iield-books, the names of the corner trees marked 11nd the numbers so made.
Fifth. Wllere the exterior lines of the townships which may be subdivided into sections or half sections exceed, or do not extend six miles, the excess or deficiency shall'
be ~pecially uoted, and adch;d to or deducted from the western and northern ranges
-of sections or half sections in such townships, according as the error may be in running the lines from east to west, or from north to south; the sections and half sections
'bounded on the northern and western lines of such townships shall be sold as contain~ng only the q nautir.y expressed in the returns and plats, respectively, and all others
:as containinp: the complete legal quantity. ·
.
Sixth. All lines shaH be plainly marked upon trees, and measured with chains, containing two perches, of sixteen and one-half feet each, subdivided into twenty-five
·eqnallinks; and the chain shall be adjusted to a standard to be kept for that purpose.
Seventh. Every surveyor shall note in his :field-book tbe true situations of all mines,
alt-licks, salt-springs, and mill-seats which come to his knowledge; all wnter-Qourses
o\·er which the line he runs may pass; and also the quality of the lands.
Eighth . These field-books shall be returned to the surveyor-general, who shall
·canse therefrom a description of the whole lands surveyed to be ruade out and tral1S'mitted to th e officers who may superintend the sales. He shall also cause a fair plat
to be made of the townships and fractional pnrts of townships contained in the lauds,
.describ ing the subd ivisions thereof and t.he marks of the corners. This plat shall be
Tecorded in hooks to be kept for that purpose ; and a copy thereof shall be kept open
.at the surveyor-general's office for public information, n,nd other copies shall be sent
to the places of the sale and to the General Land Office. (R. S. 2:395.)
SEC. 10?. The boundaries and. contents of the. several sections, Boundaries ami content•
balf sectiOns, and quarter sectiOns of the public lands shall be of public lands, how ascer.ascertained in conformity with the following principles:
tained.
First. All the corners marked in the surveys returned by the surveyor-general
shall be established as the proper corners of sections, or subdivisions of sections, which
they were intended to designate; and the corners of half and quarter sections, not
marked on the surveys, shall be placed as nearly as possible equidistant from two
-corners which stand on the same line.
,
Second. The boundary lines, actually run and marked on the surveys returned by
the surveyor-general , shall be established as the proper boundary lines of the ~ections
-or subdivisions for wl:.ich they were intended, and the length of such liues as returned,
hall be held and considered as the true length thereof. And the boundary lines which
bave-not been actually run and marked shall be ascertained by running straight linos
from the established corners to the opposite corresponding corners; but in those portions of the fractional townships, where no such opposite corresponding corners h11ve
been or can be :fixed, the boundary lines shall be ascertained by running from the
-established corners due north and south or east and west lines, as the case may be, to
the water-course, Indian boundary line, or other external boundary of such fractional
township.
Thir<l. Each ection or snbrlivision of section, the contents whereof have been returned by the surveyor-general, shall be held and considered as containing the exact
(fnantity expressed in such retnrn; and the half-sectious an<.l quarter-sections, the
e ont ntswbereofsballnot hnve beeu thus returned, shall be held and considered as
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containing the one-half or the one-fonrth part, respectively, of the ret_urned contents
of ·the section of which they may make part. (R. S. 2396.)
SEc. 101. In every case of the division of a quarter-section the line fnr the division
thereof shall run north and south, and the corners and contents of
qu;;~!~ ~~cd~i~~~~}, 0°~ ~~:t half-quarter sections which may thereafter be sold shall be ascertained in the manner and on the principles directed and prescribed
by tbe section preceding, and fractional sections containing one hundred and sixty
acres or upwards shall in like manner, as nearly atJ practicable, be subdivided in tOo
half quarter-sections, under such rules and regulations as m · y be prescribed by Lhe
Secretary of the Interior, and in every case of a division of a half-quarter section, the
line for the division thereof shall run east and west, ancl the corners and contents oi
quarter-quarter sections, which may thereafter be sold, shall be ascertained. as nearly
as may be, in the manner and on the principles directed and prescribed IJy the section
preceding; and fractional sections containing fewer or more than one hundred and
sixty acres shall in like manner, as nearly as may be practicable, be subdivided inro
quarter-quarter sections, under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Interior. (R. S. 2397.)
SEc.102. Whenever, in the opinion of the President,, a departme from the ordinary
Variance in shape of sur- method of surveying lalH~ O?J- any river, lake, ~a yon, or w~ter-course..-ey• on rivers &c.
would promote the pubhc mterest, he may duect the Sill veyor-gen'
eral, in whose district such Hmd is situated, and where the changeis intended to be made, to cause the lands thus situated to be surveyed in" tracts of
two acres in width, fronting on any river, bayou, lake, or wa,ter-conrse, and running
back the depth of forty acres; which tracts of land so surveyed shall be offered forsale entire, instead of in half-quarter sections, and in the usual manner, and on thesame terms in all respects as the other public lands of the United States. (R. S. 2407.}
MINERAL LANDS.

SEC. 106. The public surveys shall extend over all mineral lands, and all subdivid.
.
ing of surveyed lands into lot.s less than one hunclred and sixty
...e~:~ev"::o~i~~r~ff.!~d:.ur· acres may be done by county and local surveyors at t.he exp~nse of
claimants ; but nothing in this section contained shall reqmre thesurvey of waste or useless lands. (R. S. 2406.)
SEC. 107. The printed manual of instruct,ions relating to the public surveys, prepared at the General Land Office, and bearing date February twenty.,.
de:rn~'dt;::tt~'f~~~~:a~~. be second_, ~ighteen hundred and .fifty-five, the instruct.ion~ of the
Comm1sswner of the General Land Office, and the spemal mstructioKs of the surveyor-general, when not in conflict with such printed manual ttr theinstructions of the Commissioner, shall be taken and deemed to be a part of every
contract for surveying the public lands. (R. S. 2399.)
SEC. 111. Contracts for the survey of the public lands shall not become binding upon
the United States until approved by the Commissioner of the Genc~ntracts for sun·ey~ or eral Land Office, except in such cases as the Commissioner may
J)ucl•c lands, wb~o bmdmg. otherwise specially order.
(R. S. 2398.)
.
SEC. 112. The Commissioner of the General Land Office bas power, and it shall bePrice of surveys how eo· his duty to fix the price~ per mile for _PUblic survey~, which shall. in
tablished; cost of survey- no case exceed the maXlJllum estabh&hed by law' and, under lll~~~t;:;~.~~i~·r~rin.J~~ structions to be prepared by the Commissioner, an accurate acco~mt
g
shall be kept by each surveyor-general of the cost of surveymg
and plotting private land claims, to be reported to the General Land Office, with
the map of such claim; and patents shall not issue for ~my such private claim, nor
shall any copy of such survey be furnished, until the cost of survey a nd plattinghas been paid into the Treasury by the claimant or other party; and befo1'e any land
granted to any railroad company by the United States shall be conveyed to such company or any persons entitle(l thereto, under any of the acts incorporating or relating
to said company, unless sucb company is exempted by law from the payment of such
cost, there shall :first be paicl into the Trea ury of the Uniterl States the cost of surveying, selecting, and conveying the same by the said company or persons in interest. (R. . 2400.)
INDIVIDUAL DEPO 'IT SURVEY .

EC. 115. When the settler in any township, not min ral or reserved by govern
WbPnourvem•ybeh .. ment, de ir a snrv y rr!ade of the. aru~, nuder the ~utho~i~y of the
t.y eettler.(n township.! surveyor-g neral, and i1l an appltcat wn ther for m wn tmg anddepo ·it i? a proper nited , tate d po itory to the credit of t_he
.mt d tate a snm nffiCJ nt to pay for such nrvey, too-eth r with all expen~e mf•Jd nt th reto, without ost or claim for indemnity on the nited tate , it may b
lawful_ f~r the iiurv ·y,or-o-euera l, uudcr u ·h in tructions a may b given him by tb
Comrms wner of the (_,en ral Laud ffi<-e, and in accordance with Jaw, to nrvey such
T
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township and make return thereof to the general and proper local land office, pro- _
"ided the township so propo1'ed to he surveyed is within th~ range of the regular progress of the public surveys em braced by existing standard hues or bases for the town~
ship and subdivisional surveys. (R. S. :..!401.)
.
.
SEc. 116. The deposit of money in a proper Umted States d~po~Itory, under the provisions of the preceding section, shall be deemed an appropnat10n
I
of the sums so deposited for the objects contemplated by that sec- su~:~·~~!~e:lX.inn.!';;r:':
tion, and the 8eCI·etary of the Treasury is authorized to cause the priation, &c.
sums so deposited to be placed to the credit of the proper appropriations for the surveying service; but any excesses in. su~h sums over and a?ove the>
actual cost of the surveys, comprising all expenses mmdent the~eto, for whiCh they
were severally deposited, shall be repa.id to the depositors .respectivelY.·. (R. S. 24~2. )
SEC. 117. Where settlers make deposit.s m accordance With the provisions of section.
one hundred and fifteen, thfl amount so deposited shall go in part
payment for their lands situated in the townships, the surveying of ve~esti~~~ ~ne~~~t~!~~:~~
which is paid for out of such deposits; or the certificates issued f?r oflands,andareassignable...
such deposits may be assigned by indorsement and be received m
payment for any public land~:~ of the United States entered by settl~rs under the preemption and homestead laws of the United States, and not otherwise. (R. S. 2403. );
SEc. 118. Each surveyor-general, when therennto duly authorized by law, shall
cause all confirmed private land claims wit;hin his district to be
accurately su_rv~yed, and shall transmit plats and tield-~otes thereof vest;~f..'~,"t"~g~~~'dal ~fa~;:;
to the Commtsswuer of the General Land Office for his approval. when confirmed, &c. When publication of such surveys is authorized by law, the proof
thereof, together with any objections properly tiled, and all evidence submitted eitherin support of or in opposition to the approval of any such survey, shall also be transmitted to said Commissioner. (R. S. 2447.)
SEC. 120. Every persou who in any manner, by t.hreat or force, interrupts, hinders,.
or prevents the surve3ing of the public lands, or of any private land ·
.
.
claim which h~s or may be confirmed b~ the U:nite?- Sta~ f s, by t~e .~:v":~!:; for mterrupt>o":'
persons authonzed to survey the same, m conformtty with the m_ /
structions of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, shall be fined not less thanfifty dollars, nor mort' than three thousand dollars, and be imp.t:isoned not less than,
one nor more than three years. (R. S. 2412.)
SEC. 121. Whenever the President is satisfied that forcible opposition has beern
offered, or is likely to be offered, to any surveyor or deput.y surveyor
.
in the discharge of his duties in surveying the public lands, it may m~~~~~¥~n?~t:i~~eyorby
be lawful for tbe President to order the marshal of the State or dis ·
trict., by himself or deputy, to attend such surveyor or deputy surveyor with sufficient:
force to protf'ct such officer in the execution of his duty, and to remove force should
any be offered. (R. S. 2413.)
,
SEC. 122. The Prt:"sident is authorized to appoint surveyors .of public lands, who.
shall explore such vacant and unappropriated lands of the United
States as produce the l~ve-oak :tnd. red-cedar tim~er~, and shall s~- se~~~;ez~~e~0 ,J'..'::'J~r:oa~e':
]ect SUCh tracts or portiOnS thereof, Where the pnnCipal growth IS serve for use of the Navy_
of either of such timbers, as in the judgment of the Secretary of the
Navy may be neces~ary to furni~h for the Navy a sufficient supply of the samfl. Such
su rveyors shall report to the President the tracts by them selected, with the boundanes ascerta.ined and accumtely designated by actual survey or water-courses. (R..

s. 24!19.)

APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTY SURV.EYORS.

Sec. 2223 U.S. I~evised Statutes provides that "Every surveyor-general shall engag('Jl
a sufficient number of skillful surveyors as his deputies, to whom he is authorized toadminister the necessary oaths upon their appoinntments. He shall have authority
to frame regulations for their direction, not inconsistent with law or the instructionS!
of tbe General Land Office, and to remove them for negligence or misconduct in office.'"'
Each surveyor-general should exerciRe great care in the appointment of deputy
surveyor , and shonld thoroughly satisf:v hiwself, before making such appointments,..
that the applicants vossess tlJe proper theoretical and practical qualifications, as wel!i as to their moral standing and fitness for ihe important trusts to be confided to theH.ll..
Commissions will be issuetl to deputy surveyors as folio ws :

Fonn of commission.
Tho Uuited States of America.
To all to whom these presents shall come, greeting:
Know ye, that, reposing special trust and confidence in the integrity, ability, an<:e
disoretion o f - - - - , I do appoint him to be deputy surveyor of the Unite&
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:States for the district of---, and do authorize and empower him to Pxecute and
fulfill the duties oft bat office according to law, and to bold the said office with all the
rights anrl emolum.ents thereunto legally appertaining to him, the said - - - - ,
<during ihe pleasnre of the surveyor-general of the United Sta.tes for the district of
- - - for the time being.
In test.imony whereof I have hereunto affixed my signature.
Given under my hand at---, the-- day of-~-, 18-, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and---, and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hnnd1ed and---.

------,

United States Su1·veyo1·-General for--.

The deputy surveyor will acknowledge in writing to the surveyor-general thereceipt of such commission, stating in such letter that he accepts the same. He must
also transmit, with such letter, his official oath, duly subscribed and sworn to, as follows:
()ath p1·escribed to be taken by all pm·sons in the. pu,blic service, by act of Cong1·ess approved
Jtt~y 2, 1862.

I, ·--- - - , do solemnly swear that I have never voluntarily borne arms against
the United States since I have been a citizen thereof; that I have voluntarily given
llo aid, countenance, counsel, or encouragement to persons engaged in nrnied hostility
thereto; that I have neither sought nor accepted nor attempted to exercise the functions of any office whatever under any authority or pretended authority in hostility to
the United Statt->s; that I have not yielded a voluntar.v support to any pretende~ G;ov~rnment, aut.l.writy, power or constitution within the United States hostile or imm1cal
thereto. And I do f·uther swear that, to the best of my know-ledge and ability, I
will support and defend the Constitution of t.he United StatPs against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I
take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or pnrpose of evasion;
and that I will well and faitbfnlly discharge the duties of the office on which I am
about to enter. So help me God.
(SEAL.]

Subscribed and sworn to before me at - - - , county o f - - , - - o f - - ,
this-- day--, 18-.

------,

A full record of all commissions issued, together with letters of accept:wce and
·()fficial oaths, must be carefully filed in the office of the surveyor-o·eneral. Thereafter
the clepnty surveyor will execute in duplicate, and :forward to the surveyor-general,
his official bond (one copy of which will be forwarded by the surveyor-general to the
"Commissioner of the General Land Office), in accordance with the following form:
For1n of bond.

Know all men by these presente that we, - - - - - - , of---, as principal, and
- - - - - - , of---, - - - - - - of - - - , - - - - - - o f - - - , and - - - - - , of---, as sureties, are held and finnly bound unto the United States of
America, in the sum of--- thousand dollars, lawful money of the United States,
for which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, onr heirs, executors
and administrators, and each and every one of us and them, jointly and severally,
firmly by the e presents.
Signed with onr hand and . eaJ d with .onr s als this - - day of---, 1 -.
The condition of the tLbove obligation i snch that if the above bounden------,
tiurinf'l' the time for which his appointment as d pnty surveyor under------,
surveyor-general of the United, tates for---, may continue, shall well, [rnl.r, and
faithfully, accordincr to the laws of the United tates, the printe1l manual of nn'!'Ying in tructions aml oth r sorvoying instructions i u d, or which may hereafter he
i ·ned, by the Commil'sioner of th General Land Office, and with nch special in 1rnct ion a be may rec iv from the urvcyor-general in conformity therewith make and
ex cute th snrvey whi ·h ar' r qnir•d of bim to be made by a ·hand every contract
whieh hu.. be nor ball he ent r d into I..Jy him as nch depnt;v surveyor, a.n(l retmu
tl1e trn fi.Pid-not s of 1hc Raid ~nrYr~·s to tlt<· snrv yor-geueral in ti.Je manll'er and
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within the period named in the said contracts respectively, then this obligation to be
void, or .otherwise it shall remain in full force and virtue.
Signed, sealed, and acknowledged before us:
[SEAl:.)
- - - '- - - ,
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Residence, - - .

------,

Residence,---.
Affidavits

of su1·eties.

---of---,
Connty

of---, ss :

I, - - - - - - , one of the sureties on the official bond o f - - - - - - , United
States deputy surveyor for the district o f - - , dated the-- day o f - - . , 18-, do
depose and say that I am worth, in unencumbered property, not exempt from execution under the laws of---, the sum of--- thousand dollars and upwards, after
payment of my just debts and liabilities.
[SEAL.]

P. 0. address : - - .
Subscribed and sworn to before me this - - day o f - - , 18-.
--of--

County of---, ss :
...
I , - - - - - , oue of the sureties on the official bond o f - - - - - - , United

States deputy surveyor for the district of---, dated the-- day of---. 18"J do
depose and say that I am worth, in unencumbered property, not exempt from execution under the laws of---, the sum of--- thousand dollars and upwards, after
payment of my just debts and liabilities.
[SEAL.l

P. 0. address: ·- - .
Subscribed and sworn to before me this-- day of---, 18-.
--of---,
County of---, S8:
I , - - - - - , one of the sureties ou the official bond o f - - - - - - , United
States deputy surveyor of the district of---, dated the - - day of---, 18-, do
depose and say that I am worth, in unencumbered property, not exempt from execution under the laws of---, the sum of--- thousand dollars and upwards, after
payment of my jnst debts and liabilities.
P. 0. address: - - .
Subscribed and sworn to

----.
bef~re

[SEAL.]

me this - - day of---, 18-.

--of--,

C01.tnty of---, 8S :
I , - - - - - - , one of the sureties on the official bond o f - - - - - - , United
States deputy surveyor for the district o f - - , dated the - - day of - - , 18-, do
d.epose and say that I am worth, in unencumbered property, not exempt from executwn under the laws of---, the sum of--- thousand dollars and upwards, after
payment of my just debts and liabilities.
----.

P. 0. address: - .

[SEAL.]

Subscribed and sworn to before me this-- day o f - - , 18-.
Certificate.

I, - - . - - -, hereby certify that, in my opinion, the sureties to the arbove bond
are suffiCient, and I hereby approve the same.

------,

U. S. Su1·veyor- General for - - - .
1. The bond must be dated the date it is signed by all the parties thereto.
2. The names of all the parties executing the bond and of the witnesses thereto
mu the written in full.
3. The ~ffidavits of sureties must be made before some officer (preferably an officer
of the mt d trttes) duly authorized to administer oaths.
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necessarily throws the township out of square, by reason of the convergency of
meridians, and hence, by adhering to the true meridian, results the necessity of departing from the strict requirements of law, as respects the precise area of township
.anfl the subdivisional parts thereof, the township assuming something of a trape.zoidal form, which inequality develops itself more and more as such, the higher the
lat,i tude of the surveys. It is doubtless iu view of these circumstances that t.he law
provides .(see section 2 of the act of May 18, 1796) that the sections of a mile square
:sball contain the quantity of 640 acres, as nearly as rnay be; anC!, m(')reover, provides
{see section 3 of the act of May 10, 1800) in the following words: "And iu all case
where the exterior lines of the townships, thus to be subdivided into sections or half
:sections, shall exceed, or shall not extend 6 miles, the excess or deficiency shall bo
-specially noted, and added to ·or deducted from the western or northern ranges of
.-sections or half sections in such township, according as the error may be in rnnning
the lines from east to west, or from south to north; the sections anil half sections
bounded on the northern and western lines of such· townships shall be sold as containing only the quantity expressed in the returns and plats, respectively, and all
·others as containing the complete legal quantity."
The accompanying diagram, marked A, and the specimen field-notes pertaining to
the same, will serve to illustrate the method of running lines to form tracts of land
·24 miles square, as well as the method of running out the exterior lines of townships,
.and the order and mode of subdividing townships will be found illustrated in the ac-companying specimen field-notes, conforming with the township diagram B. The
method here presented is desig-ned to insure as full a compliance with all the requirements, meaning, and intent of the surveying laws as, it is believed, is practicable.
The section lines are surveyed from .so1tth t.o north on true meridians, and from east
-to west, in order to throw the excesses or deficiencies in measurements on the north
and west sides of the township, as required by law. In case where a township bas
been partially surveyed, and it is necessary to complete the survey of tb.e same, or
where the character of the land is such that only the north or west poltwns of the
township can be surveyed, this rule caunot be strictly adhered to, but, in such cases,
·m ust ue departed from only so far as is absolutely necessary. H will also be necessary to depart from this rule where surveys close upon State or Territorial boundaries,
or upon surveys exteuding from different meriuians.
3. The townships are to bear nun1uers in rer;;pect to the base line, either north or
south of it; and the tiPrs t•f townships ~ailed'' ranges" will bear numbers in respect
to the meridian line according to their relative position to it, either on the east or
west.
4. The thirty-six sections into which a township is subdivided are numbered, commencing with number one at the n01·theast angle of the township, and proceeding west
-to number six, and thence proceeding east to number twelve, and so on, alternately,
l.mtil the number thirt,y-six in the southeast an o-le. In all cases of surveys of fractional townships, the sections should bear the "'same numbers as they would if the
1ownsbip was full.
5. Standard parallels slmll be established at intervals of every 24 miles, north and
south of the base line, and auxiliary meridians at intervals of every 24 miles, east
~ud west of the principal mer_diau; the object being to confine the errors resulting
from convergence of meridians, and iuaccuracies in measurements, within the tracts
of lands bounded bv the lines so established .
6. The survey of
principal Lase and meridian, standard parallels, :mel auxiliary
meridian, and township Jines mnst be made with an instmment operating independently of the magnetic needle. Burt.'s imp1'oved solar cmnpass, or other in truruent of
equal. utility, must be used of nece. sity in snch ca. es; and it is deemed best that
such Instrument should be used under all circumstances. Where the needle can be
~·eJierl on, however, the ordinary compass may be u sed in nbdividinp and meanderIng. Whenever deputies use in truments with magnetic apparatus only, they mu t
test the accuracy of their work and t.he condition of their instruments by at lea t
three observations upon a circumpolar star, upon diff'ereut days, between the comm~nce~ent and the ~lose of surveying operations iu any given township. Deputie
uswg Hlstrnment. w1th solar apparatus are not required to make ob ervati ons of the
·tar x:'ol.ari , .but the~ mu t test their instruments bytnl<i11gthe latitude daily, weather
p~r.rrutt.IDg, m 1·nnniDO' ba e, standard, meridian, and range Jines, and uvon three
<llflcrent day <luring tLe x f•ntion of snbdivi ional surveys in each township. Tb y
muet make ~omplete record in their fi lcl-uo1es, nncl r proper dates, of the making of
.a~l ob .'rvat~ou~ iu compliance with the e iu tructions, . bowing the Htyle and con~i
twn of tlle lll!itruweu t w use, anu t!Je angle formed, by comparin(r
the line run w1th
0
th m ridian as by ob ·ervatiou d t<·rmiu d.
7.. The ~on truction an<l a<l,jtt, tm<·nt of all surveying instruments used in the ureym~ of tb_ . public: land
f the nitefl tate mu t b t st d at lea t once a year,
.and o!r .n .r •f ~ect' ;;ary, hy comparilion with the true m •ridian, e tabli. hed uud r
th du chou of ·t.be an·, ~· or-g ·twml of the district; aud the instrnwent mu t be
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so modified in construction, or in such a way corrected,' as .may ~e J?ecessary to p_roduce the closest. possible approximati~n i,o accurac~ and umfor~mtY: m the op.eratwn
of all ~uch instruments. A record will be made of such exammatwns, showmg the
number and style of the instrument, name of the'' aker, the quantity of instrumental!
error <liscovered by comparison, in either solar or magnetic apparatus, or both, and!
means taken for correction. The snrveyor-general will allow no s~rveys to be madeuntil the instruments to be used therefor have been approved by him.
8. The township lines and the subdivision lines will usually be ~easur~d by ~ twopole chain of 33."0.3 feet in length, consisting of 50 links, and each lmk bemg 7 mches.
and uinety-two hundredths of an inch long. On unifor~ and level ground, however,.
the four-pole chain m::ty be used. The measurements will, however, alwa:ys be represented according to the four-pole chain of 100 links. The four-poll.l chams must be
adjusted to lengths of 6::;.os feet. The object in adding six-hundredths of a foot tothe 6ti feet of a four-pole chain is to assure thereby that 66 feet will be set off upon
the earth's surface without the application of a greater strain than about ~0 pounds.
by the chainmen, thus providing for loss by vertical curvature of the cham,_ and at
the same time avoiding the uncertain results attending the application of strams taxing its elasticity. The deputy surveyor must provide himself with a me~sure of the
standard chain kept at the office of t.he surveyor-general, to be used by h1m as a field
standard. The chain in use must be compared and adjusted with this field standard
each working day, and such field standard-must be returned to t.h e surveyor-geneml's.
office for examination when his work is completed.
OF TALLY PINS.

9. You will use eleven tally pins made of steel, not exceeding 14 inches in length,.
weighty enongh toward the point to make them drop perpendicularly, and having a,
ring at the top, in which is to be fixed a piece of red cloth, or something else of conspicuous color, to make them readily seen when stuck in the ground.
PROCESS OF CHAINING.

10. In measuring lines with a two-pole chain, every five chains are called" a tally";
and in measuring lines with a four-pole chain, every ten chains are called" a tally," because at that distance the last of the ten tally pins with which the forward chainman.
set out will have been struck. He then cries "tally"; which cry is repeated by theother chainman, and each registers the distance by slipping a thimble, button, or ring.
of leather, or something of the kind, on a belt worn for that purpose, or by some otherconvenient method. The hind chainman then comes up, and having counted in the
presence of his fellow the tally pins which he has taken up, so that both may be assured that none of the pins have been lost, he then ta.kes the forward end of the chain,
and proceeds to set the pins. Thus the chainmen alternately change places, each set~ing the pin& that he has taken up, so that one is forward in all the odd, and the other
m all the even, tallies. Such procedure, it is believed, tends to insure accuracy in
measurement, facilitates the recollection of the distances to objects on the line, ancl
renders a mistally almost impossible.
·
LEVELING THE CHAIN AND PLUMBING THE PINS.

11. The length of every liu b you run is to be ascertained by precise horizontal measnrement, as nearly approxima.ting to an air line as is possible in practice on the
earth's surface. This all-important object can only be attained by a rigid adherence
to the three following observances:
1. Ever keeping the chain 8f1·etched to its utmost degree of tension on even ground.
2. On uneven ground, keeping the chaiu not only stretched as aforesaid, but horiz?ntally leveled. And, when ascending and descending steep ground, hills, or mount~uns, the chain will have to he Bhm·tened to one-half its length (and sometimes more),
m order accurately to obtain the true horizontal measure.
:l. The careful plumbing of the tally pins, so as to attain precisely the Bpot where
they should be stuck . The more uneven the surface, the greater the caution needed
to set the pins.
1\fARKING LI ES.

12. A.lllines o_n which are to be established the legal corner boundaries are to bemarked after th1 method, viz: Those trees which may intercept your line must havet~o chops or notches cut on each side of them without any other marks whatever.
'Ihcse are called "Bight trees" or" line trees." A. sufficient number of other trees standing within 5~ links of tho line, on either side of it, are to be blazed on two sides diag-
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onally, or quartering toward the line, in order to render the line conspicuous, and
readily to be traced, the blazes to be opposite each other, coinciding in direction with
the line where the trees stand very near it, and to approach nearer each other the
farther the line passes from the blazed trees. Due care must ever be taken to have
the lines so well marked ::ts to be readily followed, and to cut the blazes deep enough
to have recognizable scars as long as the trees stand.
·
~
Where trees 2 inches or more in diameter are found, the required blazes must not
be omitted.
. Bushes on or near the line should be bent at right angles therewith, and receive a
blow of the ax at about the usual height of blazes from the ground sufficient t.o leave
them in a bent position, but not to prevent their growth.
ON TRIAL, OR RANDOM LINES,

·the trees are not to be blazed, unless occasionally, from indispensable necessity, and
·then it must be done so guardedly as to prevent the possibility of confounding the
·mttrks of the trial line with the true. But bushes and limbs of trees may be lopped,
and stalces set on the trial or random line, at every ten chains, to enable the surveyor
on his return to follow and correct the trial line and establish therl3from the true line.
'To prevent confusion the temporary stakes set on the trial or randoin lines must be
_pulled up when the surveyor returns to establish the true line.
INSUPERABLE OBJECTS ON LINE-WITNESS POINTS.

13. Under circumstances where your course is obstructed by impassable obstacles,
such as ponds, swamps, marshes, lakes, rivers, creeks, &c., you will prolong the line
.across such obstacles by taking the necessary right anglE~ offset!:!; or, if snch be inconvenient, by a traverse or trigonometrical operation, until you regain the line on the
-opposite side. And in case a north and south, or a true east and west, line is re~aiued
in advance of any such obstacle, you will prolong and mark the line back to tne ob.stacle so passed, and state all the particulars in relation thereto in ~'our field-book.
And at the intersection of lines with bot.h margins of impassable obstacles, you will establish a witness point (for the purpose of perpetuating the intersections therewith),
by setting a post, and giving in your field-book the course and di~<tance therefrom to
two trees ou opposite sides of the line, each of which trees you will mark with a blaze
.and notch facing the post; but on the margins of navigable water-courses, or navigable lakes, you will mark the trees with the proper number of the fractional section,
·township, and range.
~The best marking tools adapted to the purpose must be provided for marking
·neatly anrl distinctly all the letters and figures required to be made at corners, arabic
ligures being used exclusively; and the deputy is always to have at hand the neces.sary implements for keeping his marking irons in order.
ESTABLISHING CORNERS.

To procure the faithful execution of this portion of a snrveyor's dut.y is a matter of
-the utmost importance. After n. true coursing and most exact measurements the es-tablishment of corners is the consummation of the work. If, therefore, the corner be
n<lt perpetuated in a permanent and workmanlike manner the great ainL of the sur-veying service will not have been attained.
The following are the different points for perpetuatin~ corners, viz:
1. For township boundaries, at intervals of every 6 m1les.
2. For section boundaries, at intervals of every mile, or 80 chains.
3. For quarter-section boundaries, at intervals of every half mile, or 40 chains.
Exceptions, however, occur, as fully set forth hereafter ii1 that portion of the manual
showing the manner of running township lines and method of subdividing.
4. Meander corners are established at all those points where tbe lines of the public
surveyslntersect the banks of such rivers, bayous, lakes, or islands as are by law
·-directed to be meandered.
DESCRIPTION OF CORNERS.

. The following is the form and langnage to be u ed by deputy surveyors in describmg the establishment of corners in their field-notes, and their work in the field must
strictly comply with the same:
STANDARD TOWNSHIP CORNERS.

He~~~ with Pita and

et a - stone -X-X- ins. - ins. in the ground, for
tandard Cor. to (e. g.) Tp . 5 N., R's 2 & 3 W., marked S.C. with
~ n tches on N., E. & W. erlges, dug pit!:! 24Xl8X12 ins. crosswise on each line, N.,
EC.

1.
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E. & W. of stone 6 ft. dist. and raised a mound of earth, 2i ft·. high, 5 ft. base along:side.
SEC. 2. Set a -stone -X-X- ins. -ins. in the ground, for Stone with Mound of
.Standard Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 6 N., R's 2 & 3 W., marked~· C., with Stone.'
•
.
.()notches on N., E. & W. edges, and raised a mound of stone alongside. P1ts Impracticable.
SEC. 3. Set a - stone -X-X- ins.- ins. in the ground, for Stone with Beariuc
:Standard Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 5 N., R's 2 & 3 W., marked S.C., with Trees.
-6 notches on N., E & W. edges, from which
.
A-, -ins. cliam. bears N - 0 E.- lks., dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 2 W. S. 31, B. T.
0
A-, -h1s. diam., bea.r s N. - W. -lks., dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 3 W. S. 36, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam., bears S - 0 W. - lks dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, B. T.
SEC. 4. Set a post, 4i ft. long, 4 ins. sqna~e, ~ith marked stone
Post in Mound.
.(charred stake or quart of charcoal), 12 ms. m the ground, for
:Standard Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 5 N., R's 2 & 3 W., marked S.C. T. 5 N. on N.
R. 2 W. S. 31, on E. and
R. 3 W. S. :36 on W. faces, with 6 notches on N., E. & W. faces, dug pits, 24Xl8X
12 ins. crosswise on each line, N., E. & W. of post, 6 ft. dist. and raised a mound of
~arth 2t ft. high, 5 ft. base, around post.
•
SEC. 5. Set a post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, 24 ins. in the ground, Post - with Bear inc
for Standard Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 5 N., R's 2 & 3 W. marked
Trees.
S. C. T. 5 N. on N.
R. 2 W. S. 31, on E. and
R. 3 W. S. :~6 on W. faces, with 6 notches on N., E. & W. faces; from which
A -,-ins. c1iam., bears N - 0 E. -lks., dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 2 W. S. 31, B. T.
A-,-ins. diam., bears N - 0 W.-lks., dist. marked T. 5 N.R. 3 W. S. 36.,B. T.
A-,- ins. diam., bears S - 0 W. -lks., dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, B. T.
SEC. 6. Deposited a marked stone (charred stake or quart of char- Mound without Post or
-coal) 12 inR. in the ground, for ~:Handard Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 5 N., Stone.
R's 2 & 3 W., dug pits. 24Xl8X12 ins. crosswise on each line, N., E. & W. of cor., 6
ft. dist. and raised a mound of earth 2t feet high, 5 ft. base, over it. In E. pit _drove
a stake 2 ins. square, 2ft. long, 12 ins. in the ground, marked
S. C. T. 5 N. on N.
R. 2 W. S. 31, on E. and
R. 3 W. S. 36 on W. faces, with 6 notches on N., E. & W. faces.
SEC. 7. A-,- ins. diam., which I marked (e. g.)
Tree
Corner without
s. c. T. 5 N. on N.
Bearing Trees.
R. 2 W. S. 31, on E. and
R. 3 W. S. 36 on W. faces, with 6 notches on N., E. & W. faces, dug pits 24X18X12
ins. crosswise on each line, N., E. & W. of tree 6ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth
;round tree, for Stanrlard Cor. to Tps. 5 N., R's 2 & 3 W.
SEC. 8. A-,-ins. diam., which I marked (e.g.)
Tree Corner . w.th Bear•
T. 5 N. s. c. on N.
iugTrees.
R. 2 W. S. 31, on E. and
R. 3 W. S. 36 on W. faces, with 6 notches on N., E. & W. faces, for Standard Cor.
to Tps. 5 N., H.'s 2 & 3 W.; from which
A-,-ins. diam., bears N - 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 2 W. S. 31, B. T.
A-,-ins. diam., bears N - 0 W.-lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 3 W., S. 36, B. T . .
A-,-ins. cliam., bearsS- 0 W. -lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, B. T.
CLOSING TOWNSHIP CORNERS.

SEC. 1. Set a- stone- X - X - ins. - ins. in the ground for Stone with Pits and
Closing Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 4 N., R's 2 & 3 W., marked C. C. with 6 Mound.
notches on S. E. & W. edges, dug pits, 24X18X12 ins., crosswise on ·each line, S., E.
~ W. of stone, 6ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth, 2t ft. high, S:ft. base along.side.
SEC. 2. Set a - stone- X - X -ins. --ins. in the ground for Stone with Mound and
Closing Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 4 N., R's 2 & 3 W., marked C. C. with 6 stone.
notches on S. E. & W. edges, and raised a mound of stone alongside. Pits impracticable.
EO. 3. Set a - stone - X - X -ins. - ins. in the ground for
.
.
Closing Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 4 N., R's 2 & 3 vV., marked c. c. with 6 Stene With BearmeTreea.
notches on '.,E., & W. edges; from which
A-, -ins. diam. bears S- 0 E . -lks. clist. marked T. 4 N. R. 2 W. S. 6, B. T.
A-,- inR. eli am. bearsS- 0 W. - lks. clist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, B. T.
A-,- ins. diam. bears N- 0 W. -lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 2 W. S. 31, B. T.
• EO. 4. eta post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone Post in Mound.
~chaned stako or quart of charcoal) 12 ins. in the ground for Closog Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 4 N., R's 2 & 3 W., marked
C. C. '1'. 4 N. on S.
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R. 2 W. S. 6, on E. and
R. 3 W. S. l on W. faces, with 6 notches on S., E., & W. faces, dug pits 24 X lt! x
12 ins., crosswise on each line, S., E., & W. of post, 6ft. dist., and raised a monml of
earth 2t ft. high, 5 ft. base around post.
Poet with Bearing Trees.
SEC. ~- Set a post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. squa:re, 24 ins. in the ground,
for Closmg Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 4 N., R's 2 & 3 W., marked
C. C. T. 4 N, on S.
R. 2 W. S. 6, on E. and
·
R. 3 W. S.1 on W. faces, with 6 notcLes on S., E. & W. faces; from which
0
A-, -ins. diam. bears S- E. - lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 2 W. S. 6, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bears S - 0 W. - lks. dist, marked 'f. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, B. T.
A - , - ins. diam. bears N - 0 W. -lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 2 W. S. 31, B. T.
Mound without Post or
SEC. 6. Deposited a marked stone (charred stake or quart of
Stone.
charcoal) 12 ius. in the ground for Closing Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 4
N., R's 2 & 3 W., dug pits :.?4 X 18 X 12 ins. crosswise on each line, S., E., & W. of
corner, 6ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2t ft. high, 5 ft. base, over it. In E.
pit drove a stake 2 ins. square, 2 ft. long, 12 ins. in the ground, marked
C. C. T. 4 N. on S.
R. 2 W. S. 6, on E. and
R. 3 W. S. 1 on W. faces, with 6 notches on S., E. & W. faces.
Tree Corner without Bear·
SEC. 7. A-, - ins. diam.' which I marked (e. g.)
ing Tree".
c. c. T. 4 N. on s.
R. 2 W. S. 6, on E. and
R. 3 W. S. 1 on W. faces, with 6 notches on S., E. & W. faces, dug pits 24 X 18 X
12 ins. crosswise on each line S. E. & W. of tree, 6 ft. dist. and raised a mound of
earth around tree, for Closing Cor. to Tps. 4 N. R's. 2 & 3, W.
Tree Corner with Bearing
SEC. 8., A - , - ins. diam., which I marked (e. g.)
Trees.
c. c. T. 4 N. on s.
R. 2 W. S. f>, on E. and
R. 3 W. S. 1 on W. faces, with 6 notches on S., E. & W. faces for Closing Cor. to
Tps. 4 N., U's 2 & 3 W.; from which
A-,- ins. diani. bearsS- 0 E.- lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 2 W. S. 6, B. T.
A -, -ins. diam. bears S - 0 W. - lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, B. T.
A - , - ins. diam. bears N- 0 W. - lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 2 W. S. 31, B. T.
SEC. 9. All Closing Township Corners must be connected with the nearest corner
on the Standard line.
STANDARD SECTION CORNERS.

SEC. 1. Set a - stone- X- ins., in the ground, for Standard
Cor. to (e. g.) Sees. 35 & 36, marked S. C., with 1 notch on E. and5
notches on W. edges, dug pits, 1t5X18X12 ins., N., E. & W. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of ear . h, 2 tt. high, 4t ft. base alongside.
Stone with !11ound of
SEC. 2. Set a - stone - X - X - ins.' - ins. in the ground, for
Stone.
Standard Cor. to (e. g.) Sees. 33 & 34, marked S.C., with 3 notches
on E. & vV. edges, and 1·aised a mound of stone alongside. Pits impracticable.
Stone with Bearing Trees
SEC. 3. Set a stone- X- X- ius., - ins. in the ground, for
·Standard Cor. to (e. g.) Sec . 35 & :~6, marked S.C., with 1 notch on
E and 5 notches on .W. edges; from which
A-,- ins. diam. bears N- 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 3 W. S. 36, B. T.
A - , - ins. eli am. bears N- 0 W.- lks. llist. marked T. 5 N. R. 3 W. S. 35, B. T.
A - , - ins. diam. bears S - 0 E. - lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 2, B. T.
Post in :lllound.
SEC. 4. Set a post, 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone
(charred stake or quart of charcoal) 12 ins. iu the ground, for Stanuard Cor. to (e. g.) Sees. 85 & 36, marked
S.C. '1'.5 N. R. 3 W., on N.
S. 36, on E. and
. S. 35 on W. fa.ces, with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on W. faces, dog pits, 18X18X12
ms., N., E. and W. of post, 5t ft. dist. and raiseu a mound of earth 2ft. high, 4t ft. ba e
round post....
Post with Bearing Trees.
SEC. 5. Set a post 4ft. long, 4 ins. square, 24 ins. in the ground,
for Standard Cor. to (e. g.) ecs. 35 & 36, marked
. C. T.5 N.R.3 W.,ouN.
. 36, on E. and
. 35 on !V. f3;ce , with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on \V. face ; from which
A - , - ~ns. d~am. bears N- 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 3 W. S. 36, B. T.
A-,- ~n . d~am. bears N- 0 W.-lks. dist. marked T. 5N. I . :3 W. . :35, B. T.
A-, - 1 0 . d1am. bears , - 0 E.-lks. di t. mark d T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 2, B: T.
'Iound Without Post or
EC. 6. D posited a marked tone ( ch~trr d take or quart of char,tO OoP,
•
coal) 12 iu . in the ground, for tandard Cor. to (e. g.) ec .. 3:3 &
34, dug p1t ·, 1 X18X12 ius., .1: ., E. and \V. of coru r, 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound
Stone with
Mound.

Pits and
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of earth 2 ft;. high, 4! ft. base over it. In E. pit drove a stake 2 ins. square, 2 ft. long,
12 ins. in the ground, marked
T. 5 N. R. 3 W., S. C. on N.
S. 34 on E. and
S. 33 on W. faces, with 3 notches on E. & W. faces.
Tree Corner without Bear·
SEc. 7. A-,-ins,diam., which I marked (e. g.)
ing Trees,
S.C. T. 5 N. R. 3 W., on N.
S. 36 on E. and
S. 35 on W. faces, with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on W. faces, dug pits, Hlx18X12
ins. N., E. & W. of tree, 5t ft. dist. and raised a mound of eart;h around tree, for
.Standard Cor. to Sees. 35 & 36.
Tree Corner with Bearinc
SEc. 8. A-,-ins. diam., which I marked (e. g.)
Trees,
S.C. T. 5 N. R. 3 W., on N.
S. 36, on E. and
S. 35 on W. faces, with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on W. faces, for Standard Cor.
io Sees. 35 & 36; from which
A-, -ins. diam. bears N - 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 3 W. S 36, B. T .
.A.-, -ins. diam. bears N - 0 W.-lks. dist. marked T. ,5 N. R. 3 W. S. 35, B. T.
A-,-ins. diam. bears S-0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 2, B. T.
SECTION CLOSING CORNERS.

SEC. 1. Set a-stone-X-X-ins., -ins. in the ground, for Closing Cor. to (e. g.)
Sees. 1 & 2,· marked C. C., with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on W. stone with Pits e.nd
edges, dug pits, 18X1SX12 ins. S., E. & W. of stone, 5t feet dist., Mound.
a.nd raised a mound of earth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base alongside.
SEc. 2. Set a-stone-X-X-ins., -'ins. in the ground, for Closing Cor. to (e. g.)
Sees. 3 & 4, marked C. C., with 3 notches on E. and W. edges, & stone with Mound or
raised, a mound of stone alongside. Pits impracticable.
Stone.
SEc. 3. Set a-stone-X-X-ins. -ius. in the ground~ for Closing Cor. to (e.g.)
Sees. 1 & 2, marked C. C., with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on W. s
.hB . T
edges; from which
.
tone w•t
earmr rees.
A-, -ins. diam. bearsS - 0 E. -lks dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bears S-0 W.-lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 2, B. T.
A-,- ins. diam. bears N - 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 3 W. S. 36, B. T.
SEc. 4. Set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, (charred stake or
quart of charcoal) 12 ins. in the ground for Closing Cor. to (e. g.)
.
Sees. 1 & 2, marked.
Post m Mound.
C. C. T. 4 N. R. 3 W., on S.
S. 1. on E. and
S. 2 on W. faces, with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on W. faces dug pits, 18X18X12
ins., S., E. & W. of post 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2ft. h}gh, 4t ft. base
a.roun d post.
SEc. 5. Set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, 24 ins. in the ground,
for Closing Cor. to (e. g.) Sees. 1 & 2, marked
Post with Bearilll Trees.
C. C. T. 4 N. R. 3 W., on S.
S. 1, on E. and
S. 2 on W. faces, with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on W. faces; from whiqp
A-, -ins. diam. bearsS - 0 E. -lks. clist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, :S. T.
A-,- ins. diam. bearsS- 0 W. -lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 2, B. T .
.A-,- ins. diam. bears N- 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 3 W. B. 36, B. T.
SEC. n.. Deposited a marked stone (~barred stake or quart of char- Mound without Post or
coal) 12 ms. m the ground, for Closmg Cor. to (e. g.) Sees. 3 & 4, stone.
<lug pits, 18X•l8X12ins., S., E. & W. of Cor.,5tft. dist.,andraisedamoundofearth
~ft. high, 4t ft. base over it. In E. pit drove a stake, 2 ins. square, 2ft. long, 1:2 ins.
m tho gronnd, marked
C. C. 'f. 4N. R. 3 W., on S.
S. :~, on E. and
S. 4 on vV. faces, with 3 notches on E. & W. faces.
SEC. 7 A-,- ins. diam., which I marked (e. g.) c. c. T. 4N. R. Tree Corner ,without
3 W. 1 On S.
.
Bearing Trees.
S. 1, on E. and
. S. 2 on W. faces, with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on W. faces dug pits 18 x 18 x 12
ms. S., E. & W. of tree, 5~ ft. dist., and raised a mound of ~arth around tree for
closing Cor. to Sees. 1 & 2.
·
'
SEa. 8. A-,- ins. diam., which I marked (e. g.) c. c. T. 4 N. R. Tree Corner with Bear3 W., On S.
ing Tree"'
S. 1, on E. and
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S. 2 on W. faces, with one notch on E. and 5 notches on W. faces, for Closing Cor. to
Sees. 1 & ~; from which
.
A-,- ins. diam. bears S - 0 E. - lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, B. T.
A - , - ins. diam. bearsS ....: u W.- lks. dist. marked T. 4 N. R. 3 W. S. 2, B. T.
A - , - ins. cliam. bears N- 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 5 N. R. 3 W. S. 36, B. T.
SEc. 9. All Section Closing Corners must be connected with the
Connection Lines.
nearest corner on the Standard Hne.
CORNERS COMMON TO

4

TOWNSHIPS.

SEC. 1. Set a - stone - X - X - ins.' - ins. in the ground for
Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 2 & 3 N. R's 2 & 3 W., marked with 6 notches
on each edge, dug pits, 24 X H:l X 12 ins. lengthwise on each line, N., S., E. & W. of
stone, 6 ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2t ft. high, 5 ft. base alongside.
Stone with Mound of
SEC. 2. Set a - stone- X - X ins., -ins. in the ground, for
Stone.
Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 2 & 3 N. R's 2 & 3 W.marked with 6 notches on
each edge, and raised a mound o:( stone alongside. Pits impracticable.
s
.
.
SEC. 3. Set a - stone- X - X -ins., -ins. in the ground, for
tone Wlth Beanng Treeo. Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 2 & 3 N. R. 2 & 3 w. marked with 6 notches. on
each edge; from which
A - , - ins. diam. bears N- 0 E. -lks. dist. marked 'I'. 3N. R. 2 W. S. 31, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bears S - 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 6, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bears S- 0 W. -lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 3 W. S. 1, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bears N - 0 W. - lks. dist. marked T. 3 N. R. 3 W. S. 36, B. 'f.
P t . M
d
SEc. 4. Set a post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone
OS m
oun .
(charred stake or quart of charcoal) 12 ins. in the ground, for Cor.
to (e. g.) Tps. 2 & 3 N. R's 2 & 3 W. marked
'1'. 3 N. S. 31, on N. E.
R. 2 W. S. 6, on S. E.
T. 2 N. S. 1, on S. W. and
R. 3 W.· S. 36 on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on each edge, dug pits, 24 X 18 X 12ins.,
lengthwise on each line, N., S., E. & W. qf post, 6 ft. dist;, and raised a mound of
earth 2t ft. high, 5 ft. base around post.
·
Post with bearing Trees.
SEC. 5. Set a post 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, 24 ins. in the ground,
for Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 2 & 3 N. R's 2 & 3 vV. marked
T. 3 N. S. 31, on N. E.
R. 2 W. S. 6, on S.E.
T. 2 N. S. 1, on S. W. and
•
R. 3 W. S, 36 on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on each• edge; from which
0
A-,- ins. diam. bean;N- E. -lks. dist. marked T. 3 N. R. 2 W. S. 31, B. T.
A - , - ins. diam. bears S- 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W.S. 6, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bearsS - 0 W. -lks. dist.marked T. 2 N.R. ilW. S.l, B. T.
A-,- ins. diam. bears N- 0 W. -lks. dist. marked T. 3 N. R. 3 W. S. 36, B. T.
Mound without Pos t or
SEC. 6. Deposited a marked stone (charred stake or quart of charStone.
coal) 12 ins. in the ground for Cor. to (e. g.) Tps. 2 & 3 N. R's 2 &
3 W., dug pits, 24 X 18 X 12 ins., lengthwise on each line, N., S., E. & W. of cor., 6·
ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2t ft. high, 5 ft. base over it. In 8. E. pit drove
a stake 2 ins. square, 2ft. long, 12 ins. in the ground, marked
T. 3 ~ S. 31, onN. E.
R. 2 W. S. 6, on S. E.
T. 2 N. S. 1 on S. W. and
R. 3 W. S. 36, on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on each edge,
. TreeCornerwithoutBear·
SEC. 7. A-, -ins. diam., which I marked(e. g.) T. 3 N. s. 31,
tng Trees.
on N. E.
•
R. 2 W. S. 6, on S. E.
T. 2 N. S. 1, on S. W. and
R. 3 W. S. 36 on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on each edge, dug pits, 24 X 18 X 12
ins. lengthwise on each line, N., S., E. & W. of tree, 6ft. dist., and raised a mound of
earth around tree, for Cor. to Tps. 2 & 3 N. R's 2 & 3 W.
Tree Corner with Bearing
SEC. 8. A-,- ins. cli:tm., which I marked (e. g.) T. 3 N. s. 31,
Trees.
on N. E.
R. 2 W. S. 6, on S. E.
T.2 N. . I, on S. W. and
R. 3 W . . 36, on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on each edge, for Cor. to Tps. 2 & 3 N.
R' 2 & 3 W. from which
A -, - ins. diam. 1.> ars N - 0 E. - lks. dist. marked T. 3 N. R. 2 W. S. 31, B. T.
A-,- ~us. d~am. bears - 0 W. - lks. dist. marked T. 2 N, R. 3 W . . 1, B. T.
A-, - ~nR. d~am. bears , - 0 E.- lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 vV. , '. 6, B. T.
A-, -m . diam. bears N- 0 W.-lks. dist. marked T. 3 N. R. 3 W. S. 36, B. T~
Stone
Mound.

with Pits nnd
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SECTIONS.

SEC. 1. Set a- stone - X - X - ins. - ins. in the ground for Stone with Pita anoi
Cor. to (e. g.) Sees. 25, 26, 35.& 3?, marked with 1 no~ch on S. ~ E. Mound.
edges, dug pits, 18 x 18 ).( 12 ms. m each Sec., 5t ft., d1st., and raised a mound of earth 2
ft. high, 4t ft. base alongside.
SEC 2. Set a - stone- X- X- ins.- ~ns. in the ground, for Cor. Stone with Mound Stone.
to (e. g.) Sees. 14, 15, 22 & 23, marked with 3 notches on S. and 2
notches on E. edges, and raised a mound of stone alongside. Pits impracticable.
SEC. 3. Set a- stone- X- X- ins.- i~s. in the ground, for Cor.. Stone with Bearing Treeo.
to (e. g.) Sees. 9, 10, 15 · & 16, marked with 4 notches on S. & 3
notches on E. edges, from which
A-, -ins. diam. bears N- 0 E.-lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 10, B. T.
A-, -ins. c1iam. bearsS - 0 E.-lks. dist. marked 'f. 2 N. R. 2 W. S.15, B. T.
A-,- ins. diam. bearsS- 0 W.-lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 16, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bears N.- 0 W.-lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 9, B. T.
SEC. 4. Set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. ~qua~e, with marked -stone Post in Mound.
(charred stake or quart of charcoal) 12 ms. m the ground, for Cor.
to t e. g.) Sees. 15, 16, 21, & 22, marked
T. 2 N. S. 15, on N. E.
R.2W. S. 22, on S. E.
S. 21, on S. W. and
.
S. 16 on N. W. faces, with 3 notches on S. & E. edges, dug pits, 18X18X12 ins. in
each Sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base around post.
SEC. 5. Set a post 4ft. long, 4 ins. ~quare, 24 ins. in the ground, Post with Bearinc Tree&.
for Cor. to (e. g.) Sees. 25, 26, 35 & 36, marked
T. 2 N. S. 25, on N. E.
R. 2 W. S. ~6, on S. E.
S. 35, on S. W. and
S. 26, on N. W. faces, with 1 notch on S. & E. eflges; from which
A-,- ins. diam. bears N- 0 E.-lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 25, B. T.
A-,-ins. diam. bears S- 0 E.-lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 36, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bears S- 0 W.-lks. dist. marked T. 2N. R. 2 W. S. 35, B. T.
A-,-ins.diam.l>earsN- 0 W.-lks.dist.markedT.2N.R. 2W. S. 26, B. T.
SEC. 6. Deposited a marked stone (charred stake or quart of Mound without Post or
charcoal) 12 ins. in the ground, for Cor. to (e. g.) Sees. 25, 26, 35 & stone.
•
36, duS' pits, 18X18X12 ins. in each Sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2
ft. higll, 4t ft. base over it.
'
InS. E. pit drove a stake 2 ins. square, 2ft. long, 12 jus in the ground, marked
'1'. 2 N. S. 25, on N. E.
R. 2 W. S. 36, on S. E.
S. 35, on S. W. and
S. 26 on N. W. faces, with 1 notch on S. & E. edges.
SEC. 7. A-,-ins. diam., which I marked (e. g.)
TreeCornerwithoutBear·
T. 2 N. S. 29, on N. E.
ins Trees.
R. 2 W. S. 32, on S. E.
S. 31, on S. W. and
,
S. 30, on N. W. faces, with 1 notch on S. and 5 notches on E. edges, dug pits, 18X
18 X12 ins. in each sec. 5ift. <list. and raised a mound of earth around tree, for Cor. to
Sees. 29, 30, 31 & 32.
SEC. 8. A-,- ins. diam. which I marked (e. g.) T. 2 N. s. 5 on Tree Corner with Bearmc
N. E.
'
'
Trees.
R. 2 W. S. 8, on S. E.
S. 7, on S. W. and
S. 6, o~ N. W. faces, with 5 notches on S. & E, edges, for Cor. to Sees. 5, 6, 7 & 8;
from whiCh
A-,- jus. diam. bears N - 0 E. -lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 5, B. T.
A-,- ins. cliam. bearsS - 0 E.- lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 8, B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bearsS - 0 W. - lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 7, B. T.
A-,- ins. cliam. bears N - 0 W. -lks. clist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 6, B. T.
ARTICLE X.
QUARTER SECTION CORNERS.

SEC. 1. Set a - stone -X- X- ins.' - ins. in the ground, for t Stone with Pits and
Sec. Cor., marked t on N. (or W.) face, dug pits, 18X18X12 ins., Mound.
N. & ·.,(or E. & W.) of stone 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth It ft. high,
3! ft. base alongside. .
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SEc. 2. Set a - stone -X-X- ins. -ins. in the ground, for
Sec. Cor., marked t on N. (or W.) face, and raised a mound of
stone alongside. Pits impracticable.
Stone with Bearing Trees.
SEC. 3. Set a - stone- X- X- ins.' -ins. in the ground, fort
Sec. Cor. marked ion N. (or W.) face; from which
A.-,- ins. diam. bears N - 0 E. -lks. dist. marked f S. B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bear::> S - 0 W. - lks. dist. marked iS. B. T.
Post in Mound.
SEC. 4. Set a post 3 ft. long,, 3 ins. square, with marked stone
(charred stake or quart of charcoal) 12ins. in the ground, fur tSec.
Cor., marked t S. on N. (or W.) face, dug pits, 18X18><.12 ins., N. & S., (or E. and
W.) of post 5-k ft. and dist., raised a mound of earth 1i ft. high, 3ift. base around post.
Post with Bearing Trees.
SEC. 5. Set a ~ost 3 ft. long, 3 ins. square, 24 ins. in the ground,
fori Sec. Cor., marked t S. on N. (or W.) face; from which
A-,- ins. diam., bears N. - 0 E., -lks., dist. marked iS. B. T.
A-, -ins. diam., bearsS. - 0 W., -lks., dist. marked iS. B. T.
Mound without Post or
~EC. 6. Deposited a marked stone (charred stake or quart of char:Stone.
coal) 12ins. in the ground, fori Sec. Cor., dug pits, 18X18X12ins.,
N. & S., (or E. & W.) of post 5-k ft. dist. and raised a mound of earth 1i ft. high, 3t.
ft. base over it. In E. (or N.) pit drove a stake 2ft. long, 2 ins. square, 12 ins. in the
ground, marked iS. on N. (or W.) face.
Tree CornerwitboutBear·
SEC 7. A-,- ins. diam., which I marked t s. on N. (or W.)
ing Trees.
face, for i Sec. Cor., dug pits, 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. & S. (or E. & W.)
of tree, 5} ft. dist. and raised a mound of earth around tree.
Tree Corner with Bearing SEC. 8. A-,- ins. diam., which I mark t s. on N. (or W.) face,
Tret:s.
fort Sec Cor.; fre>m which
A-, -ins. diam. bears N - 0 E. -lks. dist. marked t S. B. T.
A-, -ins. diam. bears S - 0 W. - lks. dist. marked iS. B. T.
Marks.
SEC. 9. On N. and S. lines the marks must be made on W. side,
and on E. and W. lines on N. side of the stone, post or tree.
SEc. 10. On N. & S. lines, the pits must be dug N. & S. of Cor. and
I' ita.
on E. & W.lines, E, & W, of Qor.
SEc.
11. On N. & S.lines, the stakes must be driven in N. pit, and
:Stakee in Pita.
on E. & W.lines, in E. pit.
Stone
:Stone.

with Mound of

t

STANDARD QUARTER SECTION CORNERS •

. All Quarter Section Corners on Standard lines must be established in all resp~cts
like other Quarter Section Corners, with the addition of the letters S. C., and if bearing trees are established for such Corners, each tree must be marked S.C. t S. B. T.
MEANDER CORNERS.

SEC. 1. Set a - stone- X- X -ins.'- ins. in the ground, for
Meander Cor. to (e. g.) Fractional Sees. 1 & 2, marked M;C., dug a
pit 3ft. square, 1 ft. deep, 8 lks.- of stone, and raised a mound of earth 2ft. high,
4-k ft. base alongside.
Stone with Mound of
SEC. 2. Set a-stone- X- X -ihs.,- ins. in the ground for
Sto~e.
Meander Cor. to (e. g.) Fractional Sees. 35 & 36, ~arked M. C., and
ra1sed a mound of stone 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base alongside. Pits impracticable.
stone with Beari111 Trees.
SEC. 3. · Set a- stone- X - X -ins. 1 -ins. in the ground for
Meander Cor. to (e. g.) Fractional Sees., 9 & 10, marked M. C.;
from which
A-, -ins. diam. bearsS - 0 E. -lks., dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S.10, M. C. B. T.
A-,- ins. diam. bearsS - 0 W. -lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 9, M. C. B. T.
Post ia Mound.
SEC. 4. Set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone
(charred stake or quart of charcoal) 12 ins. in the ·g round, for
Meander Cor. to (e. g.) E'ractional Sees. 35 & 36, marked M. C., with
T.2N.onN.
R. 2 W. S. 36, on E. and
S. 35 on W. faces, dug a pit, 3ft. square, 1ft. deep, 81ks.- of post, and ra.ised a mound
of e:uth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Poet with Bearitll Trees.
SEC. 5. Set a post 4 ft.lon&', 4 ins. square, 24 ins. in the ground, !or
Meander Cor. to (e. g.) Fractwnal Sees. 20 & 21, marked M. C. w1th
T.2N.on S.
R. 2 W. S. 21 on E. and
S. 20 on W. faces; from which
A-, -ins. diam., bearsS - 0 E. -lk ., dist. mark d T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 21, M. C. B. T.
A-1 -ins. diam., bearsS - 0 W. -Jks., di t. marked T. 2N. R.2 W . . 20,M. C. B. T.
found without Poet or
SEC. 6. Deposited a marked stone (charred stake or qnart of charStone.
coal) 12 ius. in the ground, for Meander Cor. to (e. g.) Fractional
Secs.ll & 12, dug a pit, 3ft. square, 1ft. deep, Blks.- of Cor., and raised a mound of
Stone with
Mound.

Plta and .
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earth 2ft. high, 4! ft. base, over it. In pit drove a ~take 2 ins. square, 2ft. long, 12 ins..
in the ground, marked M. C. with
1'. 2 N. on S.
R.2 W. S.12 on E. and
S.ll on W. faces.
SEC. 7. A - , - ins. diam., which I marked (e. g.) M. c. with
Tree Corner without
T. 2 N. on w.
Bearing Trees.
R. 2 W. S. 13 on N. and
S. 24 on S. fa.ces, for Meander Cor. to Fractional Sees. 13 & 24.
SEC. 8. A-,- ins. diam., which I marked (e. g.) M. c. with
Tree Corner with Bear·
T. 2 N. on E.
ing Trees.
R. 2 W. S. 6 on N. and
S. 7 on S. faces, ·for Meander Cor. to Fractional Sees. 6 & 7; from which
A-, -ins. diam. bears N- o W.- lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 6, M. C~
B. T.

A-,- ins. diam. b earsS- 0 W.-lks. dist. marked T. 2 N. R. 2 W. S. 7, M. C~
B.T.
SEc. 9. When a pit is dug at a Meander Cor. it must be 8 lks. Pits.
from the Cor., on the side opposite the river or lake meandered.
8EC. 10. The letters '' M. C." for Meander Corner must be marked Marks.
on the side facing the river or lake meandered.
WITNESS CORNERS.

A Witness Corner must bear the same marks that would be placed upon the Corner
for which it is a witness, with the addition of the letters W. C., and be established
in all respects like such Corner.
If bearin~ trees are established for a Witness Corner, each tree must be marked W .
C., in addit10n to the usual marks.
.
MISCELLANEOUS.

SEc. 1. When a rock in place is established for a Corner, its dimensions above ground must be given, and a cross (X) marked at exact
Corner point. In other respects form for stone corner:s will be used.

Rock in Place.

ons;~·a~·d~~1~~:,o:he~s :~~~rt~ ;?a~:~e~~' :~~~-i~~~~!nCE~=~d Mounds of E&rtA
W. lines on theN. side of Corner. In case the character of the land is such that this
cannot be done, the deputy will state in his notes instead of ''alongside," '' S" (on E.)
SEc. 3. In case where pits are practicable, t.he deputy prefers M d r sto
raising a mound of stone, or stone covered with earth, as more oun 8 0
ne.
likely to perpetuate the Corner, he will use the form given for mound of stone, omitting the words "pits impracticable," and adding ''covered with earth," when se>
established.
SEc. 4. Where the requisite number of trees can be found within B . T
300 links of the Corner point, three (3) bearing trees should be estab- earma reea.
lished for every Standard or Closing Cor., four (4) for every Cor. common to 4 Townships or Sections, and two \2) for every Quarter Sec. Cor. or Meander Cor. In case
the requisite number cannot be found within limits, the deputy must state in his field
notes after describin? those established, "no other trees within limits," and ''dug
pits in Sees. - & -,' or "raised a mound of stone alongside."
SEc. 5. Stou~s 18 ins. and less long must be set two-thirds, and st
over 18 ins. long, three-fourths of their length in the ground. No one•.
stones containing less than 504 cubic inches must be used for corners .
. SEc. 6. Particula~ attention is called to the "Summary of ob- Obiects to be Noted.
~ ects and data reqmred to be noted," on pages - a.nd- of these
~ns t~uctions, and it is expected that the deputy will thoroughly comply with same
m hts work aud field notes.
SEC. 7. No mountajns, swampy lands, or lands not classed as sur- Lines Discontinued aa
veyable a~e to ~e meandered, and all lines approaching SUCh lands Legal corners.
must be dlScontmued at the section or quarter section corner.
SEC. 8. Where ?Y reason of impass~ble objects the south bouJ?-d- Fractional Town~~hips.
ary of a township cannot be established, a.n east and west line
s?-ould be run through the Township, first random, then conected, from ·one ran€\e
hne to the other, and as far south as possible, and from sqch line the section lines w1U
be extended in the usual manner, except over any fractions south of said line, whic-k.
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may be surveyed in the opposite direction from the Section Corners on the auxiliary
base thus established.
Boundaries.
SEC. 9. When no part of the east or west boundaries can be run,
both the north and south boundaries will be established as true
lines.
SEc. 10. Allowance for the convergency of Meridians must be
Convergency.
made whenever necessary.
SEc. 11. All letters and :figures cut in posts or trees must be
Red Chalk.
marked over with red chalk to make them still more plain and
·d urable.
M d 0 rs tt
c
SEC. 12. Township corners common to four townships, and seco e
e mg orners. tion corners common to four sections, are to be set diagonally in
the earth, with the angles in the direction of the lines. All other corners are to be
set square, with the sides fadng the direction of the lines.
s· 0 fP t 8 t
SEC. 13: The sizes of wooden posts, mounds, and pits noted in
•ze
os ' e c.
foregoing descriptions of corners are to be regarded as rninim1tm,
and whenever practicable to increase their dimensions it is desirable to do so.
corner Materials.
SEC. 14. In establishing corners, stones should be used wherever
practicable; then, posts; and lastly, mounds, with stake in pit.
Examine Instructions.
SEC. 15. It is expected that tho deputy surveyors will carefully
read and familiarize themselves with these instructionR, and all
others contained in this volume, and will instruct their assistants as to their duties
before commencing work. Extra copies will be furnished the deputies for the use of
their assistants.
MEANDERING,
SEC. 1. Proceeding down stream, the bank on the left hand is termed the " left
bank," and that on the 'right hand the "right bank." These terms are to be univers·
ally used to distinguish the two banks of a river or stream.
SEc. 2. Both banks of navigable rivers are to be meandered by taking the general
·courses and distances of their sinuosities, and the same are to be entered in the :field
book.
.
At those points where either the township or section lines intersect the banks of a
navigable stream, corners are to be established at the time of running these lines.
These are called ''meander corners" ; and in meandering you are to commence at one
of those corners, coursing the banks, and measuring the distance of each course from
your commencing corner to the next" me~mder corner." By the same method you
i1re to meander the opposite bank of the same river.
·
The crossing distance between the MEANDER CORNERS on E~ame line i to be ascertained by triangulation, in order that the river may be protracted with entire accuracy.
The particulars to be given in the :field notes.
Rivers not embraced in the class denominated "navigable" under the statute, but
which are well-defined natural arteries of internal communication, will only be meandered on one bank. For the sake of uniformity, the surveyor will traverse the right
banlc when not impracticable; but where serious obstacles are met with, rendering it
difficult to course along the right bank, he may cross to the left bank and continue
the meanders as far as necessary; but all changes from one bank to the other will be
made at the point of intersection of some line of the public surveys with the stream
being meandered.
•
The subdividing deputies will be required to establish meander corners on both
uanks of such meanderable streams at the intersection of all section lines, and the
<l.istances across the river will be noted in the :field book.
In meandering water-courses, where a distance is more than tenchainB between stations, even chains only should be taken ; but if tho distance is leBB than ten chain&J,
.and it is found convenient to employ chains and Jinks, the number oflinks should be
a multiple of ten, thereby saving time and labor in testing the closings both in the
field and in the surveyor-general's office.
SEC. 3. You are also to meander, in manner afore aid, all Jakes, bayous, and deep
rood , which may serve a public highways of commerce. Shallow lakes or ponds,
readily to be drained or likely to dry up, are not to be meandered. Lakes, bayous,
.and ponds lying entirely within a section are not to be meandered.
In m andPring lakes, bayous, or ponds yon are to commence at a meander corner,
.:and proceed a auove dir cted for meandering the bank of navigable tream ; and
:from said corner take the courses and distances of the ntire margin of the arne, noting the inter ctions with all meander corners stablisherl th reon.
You will notice all stream of water falling into tho river, lake, or bayou yon are
~veying, tating tb widt_
h of the same at their mouth; al o all spring , noting the
1z thereof aud depth, and whether the water be pure or mineral; also the head and
mou h of all bayou ; and all i land , rapids, and bars are to be noticed, with inter-
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sections to their upper and lower points to establish their exact situation. You wHl
also note the elevation of the banks of rivers and streams, the heights of falls and cascades, and the lengt.h of rapids.
SEc. 4. Meander lines should not be established at the segregation line between dry
and swamp or overflowed land, but at the ordinary low-water mark of the actual margin of the rivers or lakes on which such swamp or overflowed lands border. In cases
where such meander lines were formerly established at the segregation line between
·d ry and swamp or overflowed lands, new and proper meander ~ines may b~ est~blished
under the direction of the surveyor-general, and the township and sectiOn hnes ext ended over such swamp or overflowed lands and the corners established, as hereinb efore provided, in order that the plats and field-notes of surveys may show the actual
facts in the case.
.
5. The precise rela.tive position of islands, in a township mad~ fractional. by ~he
river in which the same are situated, is to be determined trigonometrically; s1ghtmg
t o a flag or other fixed object on the island, from a special and carefully measured base
line, connected with the surveyed lines, on or near the river bank, you are to form connection between the meander corners on the river to points corresponding thereto, in
direct line, on the bank of the island, and there establish the proper meander corners,
and calculate the distance across.
6. In taking the connection of an island with the main land, wheri there is no
meander corner in line, opposite thereto, to sight from, you will measure a special
base from the meander corner nearest to such island, and from such base yon will
triangulate to some fixed point on the shore of the island, ascertain the distance
a cross and there establish a special meander corner, wherefrom you will commence to
meander the island.
7. The field-notes of meanders will be set forth in the field-books showing the
<lates when the work is performed, as illustrated in the specimen notes annexed.
They are to state and describe particularly the meander corner from which they commenced, and each one upon which they close, and are to exhibit the meanders of each
f ractional section separately ; following, and composing a part of such notes, will be
given a description of the land, timber, depth of inundation to which the bottom is
ubject, and the banks, current, and bottom of the stream or body of water you are
meandering. The utmost care must be taken to pass no object of topography, or
-change therein, without giving a particular description thereof in its proper place in
your meander notes.
SURVEYING.

Initial points from which the lines of the public surveys are to be extended must
be established whenever necessary under such special instructions as may be pres cribed in each case by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. The locus of
such initial points must be selected with great care and due consideration for the~r
prominence and easy identification, and must be established astronomically.
The initial point having been established, the lines of the public surveys are to be
~xtended therefrom as follows:
BASE LINE.

The base line shall be extended east and west from the initial point by the use of
solar instruments or transits, as may be directed by the surveyor-general, in his
specia.l written instructions. Where solar instruments are used, the deputy must test
s~id instruments in every 12 miles of line run, by taking the latitude, or by ohservatwn on ~he polar star; and in all cases where he has reason to suppose that said instrument is in error, he must take an observation on the polar star, and if error be
found, must make the necessary corrections before proceeding with his survey. The
proper corners shall be esta.blished at each 40 and 80 chains, and at the intersection
Qf. the line with rivers, lakes, or bayous that should be meandered, in accordance
Wit h the instructions for the establishment of corners. In order to check errors in
measurement, two sets of chainmen, operating independently of each other, must be
~mployed.
·
Where transits are used, the line will be run by setting off at the point of depart~re on the principal meridian, a tangent to the parallel of latitude, which will be a
lu~e f~lling at rlO'ht angles to the said meridian. The survey will be continued on
t h1 line for twefve (12) miles, but the corners will be established at the prelper points
by offsets northerly from said line, at the end of each half mile. In order to offset
e orrectly frQm the tangent to the parallel, the"deputy will be guided by the table of
Qffi ets and azimuths contained in this volume. As the azimuth of the tangent is
sho.wn, t.he angle thence to the true meridian at each mile is readily found, thus indi~atm.g the direction of the offset line. The computations are made for a distance of
12 mtles, at the end of which observations on the polar star must be taken for the
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projection of a new tangent. The computations are also upon even degrees of lat..
itude ; offsets for intervening parallels can be readily determined by interpolation.
Where offset distances to quarter-section corners exceed 50 links, their direction to
the parallel can be determined in like manner by interpolation for azimuth.
Where said distances are less than 50 links interpolations for determining directions
will not be required.
·
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN.

The principal meridian shall be extended north and south from the initial point, by
the use of solar instruments or transits, as may be directed by the surveyor-general
in his special written instructions. Where solar instruments are used, the line will
be run in the same manner as prescribed for running the base line by solar instruments. Where transits are used, observations upon t.he polar star must be taken
within each 12 miles of line run. In addition to the above general instructions, it
is required that in all eases where the establishment of a new principal meridian seems
to be necessary to the surveyor-general, he shall submit the matter, together with his
reasons therefor, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and the survey of
such principal meridian shall not be commenced until written authority, together
with such special instructions as he may deem necessary, shall have been received
from the Commissioner.
STANDARD PARALLELS.

Standard parallels, which are also called correction lines, shall be extended east
and west from the principal meridian, at intervals of every 24 miles north and south
of the base line, in the same manner as prescribed for running the base line.
AUXILLARY MERIDIANS.

Auxiliary meridians shall be extended north and south from the base line, at intervals of every 24 miles east and west from the principal meridian, in the same manner
as prescribed for running the principal meridian.
It is contemplated that these base, principal meridian, standard, and auxiliary meridian lines shall first be extended over thA territory to be surveyed, and that afterwards township and section lines shall be run, where needed, within these tracts of
24 miles square, formed by the extension of these principal lines; and each surveyo~
general will therefore cause said principal lines to be extended as rapidly as practicable.
EXTERIORS OR TOWNSHIP LINES.

The east and west boundaries of townships are always to be run from south to north
on a true meridian line; and the north and south boundaries are to be run from east
to weBt, or from west to east (according to the location of the township to be surveyed
with reference to prior surveys), on a mndom or trial line and corrected back on a
true line. The distance north or south of the township corner to be closed upon, from
the point of intersection of these random lines with the east or west boundary of the
township, must be carefully measured and noted. Should it happ<~n, however, that
such random line should fall short, or overrun in length, or intersect the east or west
boundary more than th?-ee cha-ins' distance from the township corner thereon, as compared with the corresponding boundary on t.he south (clue allowance being made for
convergency), the line, and if necessary the entire exterior boundaries of ~he township, must be retraced, so as to discover and correct the error. In running random
lines temporary corners are to be set at each 40 and 80 chains, and permanent corners
established upon the true line as corrected back, in accordance with instructions,
throwing the excess or deficiency on the west half mile, as prescribed by law. Permanent corners are to be established in accordance with instructions on the east and
w~st t?wnsh~p ?onndaries at the time they are run. Whenever practicable the township lines w1thm these tracts of 24 miles square, must be surveyed in regular order
from south to n··orth, i. e., the exterior boundaries of th~ township in any one range
l~ing immediately north of the south boundary of such tract of 24 miles square must
first be surveyed, and the exteriors of the other three townships in said range extended the~efrom, in regular order from south to north, and it is preferable to first snr;~y ~he entire range of townships in such tract adjoining the east boundary or adJommg the west boundary, and the other three ranges in regular sequence. In cases,
h~wever, where the character of the land is such that this rule cannot be complied
WI hJ the following will be ob erved.
In extending the south or north boundaries of a township to the west where the southwest or nort~west corners cannot be established in the regular way by running a north
an<l Routh hue, such boundaries will be run west on a true line, allowing for conver-
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gency o:G t he west half mile; and from the township corner established at the end of
such boundary, the west boundary will be run north or south. as the case may be. l11<
ex tending south or north boundaries of a township to the east, where the so'!ttheast or·
n o'rtheast corner cannot be established in th~ regular way, the same rule will , be obser ved, except that such boundaries will be run east on a t1·ue line, and the east bounda ry run north or south, as the case may be. One set of chainmen only is required in.
running township lines.
METHOD OF SUBDIVIDING.

1. The first mile, both of the south and east boundaries of each township you arer equired to subdivide, is to be carefully traced and measured before you enter upon
t h e subdivision thereof. This will enable you to observe any change that may have·
taken place in the magnetic va riation, as it existed at the time of running the township lines, and will 'also enable you to compare your chaining with that upon 'thet ownship lines.
2 . .Any discrepancy arising either from a change in the magnetic variation or a differ ence in measurement, is to be carefully noted in the field-notes. .
3. .After adjusting your compass to a variation which yon have thus found will retrace t.he eastern boundary of the township, you will commence at the corner to sections 35 and 36, on the south boundary, and run a line parallel to the range line, forty
chains, to the quarter-section corner, which you are to establish between sections 35
and 36; continuing on said course forty chains farther, you will establish the corner·
to sections 25, 26, 35 and 36.
4. From the section corner last named run a mndorn line, without blazing, due east;.
for the comer of sections 25 and 36, on east boundary, and at forty chains from the·
starting point set a post for tempora1·y quarter-section corner. If yon intersect exactly
at the corner, you will blaze your random line back, and establish it as the t1·ue line;
but if your random line intersects the said east boundary, either north or south or
said corner, you will measure the distance of such intersection, from which you will
calculate a course that will run a t1·u.e line back to the corner from which your random.
st arted . . You will establish the permanent quarter-section corner at a point equidistant from the two terminations of the true line.
5. From the corner of sections 25, 26, 35, and 36, run due north between section'! 25
and 26, setting the quarter-section post as before, at forty chains, and at eighty chains
establishing the corner of sections 23, 24, 25, and 26. Then run a random due eas.t for
the corner of sections 24 and 25 on east boundary; setting temporary quarter-section
post at forty chains; correcting back, and establishing permanent quarter-section corner at the equidistant point on the true line, in the manner directed on the line between sections 25 and 36.
6. In this manner you will proceed with the survey of each successive section in thefirst tier, until you arrive at the north boundary of the township, which you will
r each in running up a random line between sections 1 and 2. If this random lineshould not intersect at the corner established for sections 1, 2, 35, and 36, upon the
t ownship line, you wiU note the distance that you fall east or west of the same, from
which distance you will calculate a course that will run a true line south to the corner from which your random started. If the north boundary of a township is a baseor standard line, the line between sections 1 and 2 is to be run north as a true line,.
and the closing corner established at the point of intersection with such base or·
staooardline; and in such case the distance from said closing corner to the nearest
ection or quarter-section corner on such base or standard line must be carefully
measured and noted as a conn ection line.
7. In like manner proceed wit h th •~ survey of each successive tier of sections, until\
yon arrive at the fifth tier; and from each section corner· which you establish upon.
this t ier you are to run random lines to the corresponding eorncrs establi!;hed upon
the r ange line forming the western boundary of the township; setting, as you proceed, each ternporary quarter-section corn er a.t fort.y chains from the interior section
corner, so as to throw the excess or deficiency of measurement on the extreme tier of"
quarter-sections contiguous to the township boundary; . and on returning establish
t he true line, and establish thereon the permanent quarter-section corner.
8. It is not r equired that the deputy shall complete the survey of the first tier or·
sections from sout h to north, before commencing the survey of the second or any sub-sequent tier, but the comer on which the random line closes must liave been previously established by running the line north on which it is established, except as.
follows : Where it is impracticable to establish such section corner in the regular·
manner it may be established by running the east and west line east or west, rvl theca e may be, on a trw line, setting the quarter-section corner at 40 chains•nnd theection corner at HO chains .
. 9. Quar ter -c;ection corners, both upon nort h and south, and upon east and west
line , ar e t o be established at a point equidi8lant ft;om the corresponding section cor-
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11ers,_ except upon the lines closing on the north and west boundaries of the township,
a?d m those situations the quarter-section corners will always be established at pre-cisely forty chains to the north or west (as the case may be) of the respective section
-corn~rs fro!ll which those lines respectively start, by which procedure the excess _or
-defimency m the measurements will be thrown, according to law, on the extreme t1er
·<>f quarter-sections.
PRESCRIBED LIMITS FOR CLOSINGS AND LENGTH OF LINES IN CERTAIN CASES.

1. Every north-and-south section line, except those terminating in t.he north bound·
.-ary of the township, must be eighty chains in length.
_2. The east-and-west section lines, except those terminating in the west boundary
.of the township, are to be within eighty links of the actual distance established on
the south boundary line of the township for the width of said t.ier of sections, and
.must close within eighty links north or south of the section corner.
3. The north boundary and south boundary of any one section, except in the extreme western tier, are to be within eighty links of equal length.
4. The meanders within each fractional section, or between any two meander posts,
<Or of an island in the interior of a section, must close within one chain and fifty
links.
·
5. In running randorn township exteriors, if such random lines fall short or overrun
in leugth, or intersect the eastern or western boundary, as the case may be, of the
-township, at more than three chains north or south of the true corner, the lines must
be 1·etraced, even if found necessary to remeasure the meridional boundaries of the
:township. One set of chainmen, only, is required in subdividing.
SUBDIVISION OF SECTIONS.

Under the provisions of the act of Congress approved February 11, 1805, the course
-to b,e pursued in the subdivision of sections is to run straight lines from the established quarter-section corners-United States surveys-to the opposite corresponding
corners, and the point of intersection of the lines so run will be the corner common
to the several quarter-sections, or, in other words, the legal center of the section ..
In the subdivision of fractional quarter-sections where no opposite correspondmg
sections have been or can be fixed, the subdivision lines should be ascertained by
running from the established corners due north, south, east, or west lines, as the case
may be, to the water-course, Indian boundary line, or other external boundary of such
fractional section.
The law presupposes the section lines surveyed and marked in the field by the
United States deputy surveyors to be due north and south or east and west lines, but
in actual experience this is not always the case; hence, in order to carry out the ~pirit
of the law, it will be necessary, in running the subdivisionallines through fractwnal
sections, to adopt mean courses where the section lines are not due lines, or to run
the subdivision line parallel to the section line when there is no opposite section line.
Upon the lines closing on the north and west boundaries of a township, the quartersection corners are established by the United States deputy surveyors at precisely
forty chains to the north or west of the last interior section corners, and the excess
-or deficiency in the measurement is thrown on the outer tier of lots, as per act of
Congress approved May 10, 1800.
In the subdivision of quarter-sections the quarter-quarter corners are to be placed
at points equidistant between the section and quarter-section corners and between the
quarter corners anrl the common center of the section, except on the last half mile of
the lines closiJ1g on the north or west boundaries of a township, where they should
be placed at twenty chains, proportionate measurement, to the north or west of the
.quarter-section corner.
The subdivisionallines of fractional quarter-sections should be run from points on
the section lines intermediate between the section and quarter-section corners due
north, south, east, or west, to the bke, water-course, or reservation which render
such tracts fractional.
When there are double sets of section corners on township and range lines the
quarter corners for the sections south of the township lines and east of the ran~e lines
.are not e~t!l'blished in the tield by the United States surveyors, but in ubd1viding
such sectwns said quarter corners should be so placed as to suit the calculations of the
a?'eas of the quar_ter-sections ad_joming the township bottndaTies as expressed upon the o:ffi~Ial plat, adoptmg proportionate measurements where the present measurements of
the north '<>r we t boundaries of the sections differ from the original measurements.
RF.-ESTABLI HMENT OF LOST CORNER .

The_ original corner , when they can be found, must stand a the true corners they
w r mt n led to l' pre eut, even though not exactly where strict profe ional care
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nrlght ha.1e placed them in the first instance.
full at the end of this chapter.)
if

"

"

(See circular March 1~, 1882, given in

*

*

*

*

.As has been observed. no existing original corner can be dist?-r?ed, and it will be
plain that any excess or deficiency in measu.reme?t~ between existmg corners c~nnot
in any degree affect the distances beyond sa.Id existmg corners, but must be added or
subtracted proportionately to or from the mtervals embraced between the corners
which are st.m standing.
RETRACING TOWNSHIP LINES.

If in subdividing a township it is found that the exterior boundaries have been
imp~·operly run, measured, or m~rked, or the corne~s estab~ished tbere.on have been
<>bliterated, the deputy will resurvey so much of said extenor boundanes as may be
necessary, and establish new corners upon the same wherever necessa~y . . Where no
subdivisions have been made on either sidP· of a township boundary, 1t will be corrected, if necessary, in point of alignment as well as measurement, .bY establishing t~e
sect.ion corners at lawful distances from the south or east boundanes of the township
(as the case may be), and upon a right line extending between the township corners;
and in such case, the old corners on said township boundaries will be destroyed.
Where subdivisional lines have been closed upori a township boundary in advance
<>f the preliminary survey of the same, its alignment will not be .chang~d. If it is
found necessary to establish new corners on such boundary they Will receive only the
marks referring to the sections in the township being subdivided, and the marks on
the old corners on such boundary, which refer to s11ch sections, will be obliterated.
In all cases such necessary corrections will be made as wil1 place the section corners
at the aforesaid lawful distances from the south or east boundary, in order that a
legal subdivision of the township may be made, and where new corners are thus
necessarily established 1 thA distance, be it one hundred links or more, and direction
between new and old corners must be carefully noted.
New corners on township boundaries must be established by a survey of such lines,
and in no case will such corners be established from data acquired in running lines
dosing on such boundaries. One set elf chainmen only is required in retracing township lines.
If, in the subdivision of part of a township, the lands to be surveyed cannot be
reached by lines extending from the south boundary of the township: a line corresponding to the south boundary of the same shall be extended from some soction
corner on the east boundary of the township to the west boundary thereof, in order
that it may constitute the south boundary of-the surveyable area; from which sub~ivisional meridian lineA will be projected northward, and the surveys carried forward
m the same manner as for the subdivision of a full township, ~n order that regular
and fractional areas shall occupy their true and legal positions.
Fragmentary portions of surveyable lands lying south of the provisional ba13e last
described may be included in the survey by extending lines south from the same in
harmony with the general system.
When the proper point for the establishment of a section corner is inaccessible, and
a witness monument can be erected upon each of the two llnes which approach the
• same. at distances not exceeding twenty chains therefrom, the quarter-sections dependmg thereon will be disposed of in the same manner as if the corner had been
regularly established.
T~e witness monument must be marked as conspicuously as a section corner, and
bearmg trees used wherever possible.
The deputy will be required to furnish good evidence that the section corner is
actnally inaccessible.
When .township or subdivision lines intersect .the boundarj.es of confirmed private
land claims, the latter must be retraced so far as may be necessary to establish the
eorn.ers to ~hP fractional sections at their proper places, and such corners must beestablished, m all respects, like meander corners, except that instead of the letters '' M.
C." the l~tters used to designate such private land claim must be marked on corners.
In retrac~ng the boundary of such claim the deputy must set stakes thereon, at each
forty cham~, where the ground is level, and on broken ground, at every spur, ridge, or
other promment point, and also at each angle formed by a change in the direction of
such boundary.
·
FIELD NOTES.

The deputy surveyor will provide himself with proper blank books for his field
notes, or same will be furnished to him by the surveyor-general, and in such books
he must make a faithful, distinct, and minute record of everything officially done and
<>b erved by himself and his assistants, pursuant to instructions, in relation to run-
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nin~, measuring, and marking lines, estabHshing corners, &c., and present, as far as
possible, a full and complete topographical description of the country surveyed.
From the data thus recorded at the time when the wor): is done on the ground, the
?eputy must prepare true field notes of the surveys executed by him, in the manner heremafter prescribed, and return saiJle to the surveyor-general, together with the required
sketches, at the earliest practicable date after the complet.ion of his work in the field.
The fit'ld notes of the survey of ba~:>e, meridian, standard, exterior, and subdivision
lines are each to be written in separate books.
The first, or title, page of the field-note book is to describe the subject-matter of
the same, the loct!s of the survey, by whom surveyed, date of contr~ct, and th~ dates
of commencement and completion of the work. The second }'>age 1s to contam the
names and duties of the assistants, and the index is to be placed on same or following
vage. Whenever a new assistant is employed, or the duties of any one of them
changed, such facts are to be stated in an appropriate entry immediately preceding
the notes taken under such changed arrangements.
The exhibition of every mile of surveying, whether on township or subdivisiona1
lines, and of meanders in each section, must be complete in itself, and be separated by
a black line drawn across the paper.
The variation of the needle must always occupy a sepamte line preceding the notes
of measurements on line.
. .
The description of the surface, soil, minerals, timber, undergrowth, &c., on each
mile of line, is to follow the notes of survey of such line, and not be mixed up with
them.
The date of each day's work must follow immediately after the notes thereof.
No abbreviations of words are allowable, except of such words as are constantly occurn1ng, such as "sec." for "section"; "in. diarn." for "inches diameter"; " chs." for
"chains"; '' lks.'' for" links"; "dist.'' for'' di8tant"; "t sec. cor." for" qua?·ter-secti01!corner"; "v4." for "variation," &c.; for 14 inches long, 12 inches wide, and 3 inches
thick, in describing a corner stone, use 14 X 12 x 3, being particular to always observe the same order of length, width, and thickness. Proper names mm;t never be
abbreviated, however often their recurrence.
When the lines of survey cross hills or ravil\es, the height or depth of same, in feet,
.
-must be noted as nearly as practicable.
The corners establi~:~hed in ·previous surveys, from which the lines start, or upon
which they ~lose, must be fully described In the field notes. A full description of such
corners will in all cases be furnished the deputy from the surveyor-general's office at
the date authority is given for comniencing work.
In all cases where a corner is re-established the field notes must describe fully the
manner in which it is done.
Field notes of the survey of base, standard, and meridian lines must describ~ all
corners established thereon, how establisheil, the crossings of streams, ravines,.hllls,
and mountains; character of soil, timber, minerals, &c.; and at:ter the descriptio~ of
each township corner established in running such lines, the deputy will note particularly in the "general description" the townships on each siue of the lines run.
Field notes of the 8urvey of exterior boundaries of townships must describe the
corners and topography,. as above required, and the "general description" at the end
of such notes must describe the townships as fully as may be, and also s 1 ate whether
or not they should be subdivided. The topography on the true line of extedor bound- •
aries must be given, and not that on the random line.
Field notes of the subdivisional survey of town&bips must describe the corners and
topography, as above required, and the ''general description" at the end of such notes
must state minutely the character of the land, soil, timber, &c., found in such townships.
A blank line must be left at the bottom of each page of the field notes, and the notes
must be written in a plain, legible hand, and in clear and precise language, so that
the figures, letters, words, and meaning will always be unmistakable, and erasures
and interlineations avoided, as far as possible.
With the notes of the survey of principal lines forming a tract of 24 miles square the
d~puty will submit a plat of the lines run, on a scale of oDe-half inch to the mile, and
~1th the notes of survey of the exterior lines of townships, a plat of the lines run, on
the scale of two inches to the mile, on which are to be noted all the objects of topog~aphy on line necessary to illustrate the notes, viz, the distance on line at the eros mgs of streams, so far as such can be noted on the paper, and t.he direction of each by
an arrow head pointing down stream ; also, the intersection of line by prairie ,
marshes, swamps, ravines, ponds, lakes, hills, mountains, and all other matters indicate<;! by the notes, to tll.e fullest extent l?racticable.
W1th the in.strnctions for making subd1visional surveys of townships into sectitms,
t? de put~ w1ll be furnished by the surveyor-general with a diagram of the exterior
lm prev10u lY: established of the townships to be subdivided (on the above-na~ed
ale), upon whiCh are car fully to be laid down the measurements of each of the lines
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~n wch boundaries whereon he is to close, and the magnetic variation of each mile
.And on such diagram the deputy who subdivides w~ll ~ake appropriat~ ~ketches of
the various objects of topography as they occur on his lm.es, S? as to exhi}J~t not only
the points on line at which the same occur, but also the d1~ect10n and pos1t1on of e:"ch
1;etween the lines or within each section, as far as practicable, so that every obJect
~f topography ma'y be properly completed or connected in the showing.
SUMMAE.Y OF OBJECTS A.ND DATA. REQUIRED TO BE NOTED.

1. The precise length of every line run, noting all necessary offsets therefrom, with
t he reason and mode thereof.
2. The kind and diameter of all "bearing trees," with the course and distance of the
·ame from their respective corners; and the precise relative position of WITNESS
<JOHNERS to the true conwrs.
3. The kind of materials of which corners are constructed.
4. T1·ees on line. The name, diameter, and distance on line to all trees which it
intersects.
5. Intersections by line of land objects. The distance at wbich the line first intersects and then leaves every settler's claim and improvemerlt; prairie, river, creek, or
other "bottom"; or swamp, marsh, grove, and wind fall, with the course of the same
a.t both points of interseution; also the distances at which you begin to ascend, arrive
at the top, begin to descend, and reach the foot of all remarkable hills and ridges,
with their courses, and estimated height, in feet, above the levelland of the surrounding country, or above the bottom lands, ravines, or waters near which they are situated.
6. Inter~ections by line of wate1· objects. All rivers, creeks, and smaller ·streams of
water which the line crosses; the distances on line at thP points of intersection, and
t heir widths on line. In cases of navigable streams, their width will be ascertained between the meander c01·ners, as set forth under the proper head.
7. The land's su1jace-whether level, rolling, broken, or hilly.
8. The soil-whether first, second, third, or fourth rate.
9. Timber-the several kinds of timber and undergrowth, in the. order in which they
predominate.
10. Bottom lands-to be described as wet or dry, and if subject to inundation, state
io what depth.
11. Springs of watm·-whether fresh, saline, or mineral. with the course of the stream
il.owing from them.
12. Lakes and ponds-describing their banks and giving their height, and also depth
of water, and whether it be pure or stagnant.
13. Improvements. Towns and villages; houses or cabins; fields, or other impr9vements; sugar-tree groves, sugar camps, mill seats, forges, and factories.
.
14. Coal banks o·r beds; peat or ·turf grounds; minm·als and ores; with particular
description of the same as to quality and extent, and all diggings therefor; also salt
springs and licks. All reliable information you can obtain respecting these objects,
whether they be on your immediate line or not, is to appear on t.he general description to be given at the end of the notes.
'
15. Roads and trails, with their directions, whence and whither.
16. Rapids, cataracts, cascades, or falls of water, with the estimated height of their
fall in feet.
17. Precipices, caves, sink holes, ravines, stone quarries, ledges of rocks, with the
kind of stone they afford.
1 . Natuml cu1·iosities, interesting fossils, petrifications, organic remains, &c. ; also
a]] ancient works of art, such as mounds, fortifications, embankments, ditches, or objects of like nature.
19. The variation of the needle must be noted at all points or places on the lines
wher... tllere is found any material change of variation, and the position of such points
runlit be perfectly iclentifiecl in the r·otes. .
·
20. Besides the ordinary notes taken on line (and which must always be written
?~wn on the spot, leaving nothing to be supplied by memory), the deputy will subJOm, at the conclusion of his book, such further description or information touching
any matter or thing connected with the township (or other survey) which he may be
a.ble to afford, and may deem useful or necessary to be known-with a general desc1·iptwn of the township in the aggregate, as r espects the face of the country, its soil and
geologica;! features, timber, minerals, waters, &c.
Folfo.w1~g. the "general description" of the township is to be "A list of tbe names
of tho Individual~ em~loyed to ass.ist in running, lUeasuring, and marking the lines
and corners descnbedm the forego mg field ·notes of township No.---- of the BASE
!..I:-iE .of ra~ge No. - - - - of the - - - - MERIDIAN, showing the respective capac·
1t1es m wh1ch they acted."
·
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AFFIDAVITS TO FIELD NOTES.

The following are the forms of official oaths to be taken oy deputy surveyors and
their assistants. The original oaths are to be affixed to the true :field notes returned
to the surveyor-general l>y the deputy surveyor; the preliminary oaths being placed
immediately after the index of the first book, and the :final oaths at the end of the
last book or :field notes of the surveys to which they refer:
Pt·elirninary oaths of assistants.

I, - - - - - - , do solmenly swear that I will well and truly perform the duties of
compassman, according to instructions given me, and to the best of my skill and
ability, in t.he survey ofthe - - - - - - .
- - - - - - , Cornpassman.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this-.- day o f - - , 18-.

------,
-, --.

We, - - - - - - and - - - ---,do solemnly swear that we will well and faithfully execute the duties of chain carriers ; that we will level the chain upon even and
uneven ground and plumb thetally'pins, either by sticking ordroppmgthe same; ~hat
we will report the true distance to all notable objects, and the true length of all lines.
that we assist in measuring, to the best of our skill and ability, and in accordance
with instructions given us, in the survey of the - - - - .
- - - - , Chainman ..
- - - - , Chainnta?l.
- - - - - - , Chainman .
- - - - - - , Chainman.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this - - day o f - - , 18-.

------,

We, - - - - - - and - - - - - - 1 do solemnly swear that we will well and truly
perform the duties of axemen, in the establishment of corners and other duties, according to instructions given us, and to the best of our skill and ability, in the survey
of----.
- - - - - , Axeman.
- - - - , Axernan.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ___._ day o f - - , 18-.

-----,,

--.

Final oaths for su1·veys.

List of names.
A list of the names of the individuals employed by - - - - , United States:
deputy surveyor, to assist in running, measuring, and marking the lines and corners
described in the foregoing field notes of the survey of - - - - - - , showing the
respective capacities in which they acted.
- - - - - - , Compassman.
- - - - - - , Chainman.
- - - - - - , Chainntan.
- - - - - - , Chainman.
- - - - - - , Chainman.
- - - - - - , Axeman.
- - - - - - , Axeman.
- - - - - - , Flagrnan.
Final oaths of assistants .

. We her~by certify that we assisted----, United Sta.ies deputy surveyer,
m ~r:veymg all tho e parts or portions of the - - of the - - - ba e and--.field note a h avmg
mend1an, - - of - - , a are repre ented in the foreaoing
0
been surveyed by him and under his direction; and ~hat snid survey has been in all
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respects, to the best of our knowledge an~ belief, wel.l and fa;ithfu~ly s.mveyed ancl
the corner monuments established accordmg to the mstruct10ns furmshed by the·
United States surveyor-general f o r - - ;
·- - - - - - , Compassman,
- - - - - - , Chainman.
- - - - - - , Chainrnan.
- - - - - - , Chainrnan.
- - - - - - , Chain·man.
- - - - - - , Axmnan. ,
- - - - - - , .Axeman.
- - -· - - - , Flagrnan.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this --day o f - - , 1t!-.

------,

Final oath of United States Deputy Su1·veym·.

I, - - - - - , United States deputy surveyor, do solemnly swear that in pursuance of instructions received from------, United States surveyor-general for·
- - , bearing date·of the --day of---, 18-, I have well, faithfully, and truly'
in my own proper person, and in strict conformity with the instructions furnished by
the United States surveyor-general for---, the surveying manual, and the laws oi
the United States, surveyed all those parts or portions of - - - - - - of the - - base and--- meridian in the--- of---, as are represented in the foregoing
:field notes as having been surveyed by me and under my directions; and I do further
solemnly swear that all the corners of said survey have been established and perpetuated in strict accordance with the surveying manual, printed instructions, the
special written instructions of the United States surveyor-general for---, and in
the specific manner descrioed in the :field notes, and that the foregoing are the true
:field notes of such survey; and, should any fraud be detected I will suffer the penalty
of perjury, under the provision of an act of Congress, approved August 8, 1846.

------,

United States Deputy Su1·veyor.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this-- day of---, 18-.

------,

The :final oath of the deputy surveyor must, in all cases, be taken before some officer duly authorized to administer oaths. It is preferable that all oaths-both preliminary and :final-of assistants should also be taken before such officer. In cases,.
however, where great delay or inconvenience would result from a strict compliance
with this rule, the deputy surveyor is authorized to administer the necessary oaths.
to his assistants, but in ea.ch case where this is done he must submit a full written
report to the proper surveyor-general of the circumstances of such case.
To enable the deputy surveyor to fully understand and appreciate the responsibility
under which he is acting, his attention is invited to the provisions of the second section of the act of Congress, approved August 8, 1846, entitled "An act to equalize the·
compensation of the surveyors-general of the public lands of the United States, and
for other purposes," and which is as follows:
"SEC. 2. That the surveyors-general of the public lands of the United States, in addition to the oath now authorized by law to be administered to deputies on their ap-·
pointment to office, shall require each of their deputies, on the return of his surveys,
to take and subscribe an oath or affirmation that those surveys have been faithfully
and correctly executed according to law and the instructions of the surveyor-general;:
and on satisfactory evidence being presented to any court of competent jurisdiction
that such surveys, or any part thereof, had not been thus executed, the deputy making uch false oath or affirmation shall he deemed guilty of perjury, and shall suffer
all the pains and penalties attached to that offense; and the uistrict attorney of the·
United States for the time being, in whose district any snch false, erroneous, or fraudulent survey hall have been executed, shall, upon the application of the proper sur-veyor-general, immediately iiJStitute suit upon the bond of such deputy; and the institution of such snit shall act as a lien upon any property owned or held by such
deputy, or his ureties, at the time such suit was instituted.
SPECIMEN FIELD NO TES AND PLATS.

Diagram A illustrates the method of layin~ off tracts of land 24 miles square, as.
nearly as practicable, by the survey of prinmpallines, and the survey of exteriors or
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township lines within such tracts, north of the base line and east of the principal meri.dian. The same general principles will apply equally to the survey of such tracts
·d~:fferently locateu with reference to the initial point. The topography noted on said
.U~agram is on those portions of the lines of surveys for which specimen field, notes are
g1ven.
Diagram B illustrates the method of laying off a township into sections and quarterrs ections. In the subdivision of townships lying south of and contiguous to the base
~ine, or to any standard parallel, the lines between the northern tier of sections ~11
'be run north as true lines; quarter-section corners will be established at 40 chams,
<Closing section corners will be established at the points of intersection of such Jines
""ith the base or standard lines (as the case may be), and the cout·se and distance from
such corners to the nearest corner upon the line closed upon are to be accurately as·certained and set down in the field notes.
Diagram C illustrates the mode of establishing stone, post, and mound corners for
townships, sections, and quarter-sections.
·
Specimen field notes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 illustrate, respectively, the mode and or~er
.of surveying standard lines, meridian lines, exteriors or township lines, resurveymg
~xteriors or township lines, and subdividing a township into sections and quarter.-se~
tions. The attention of the deputy is particularly directed to these specimens, asmdl·
<(lating not only the method in which his work is to be conducted, but also the order,
manner, language, &c., in which his field notes are requiTed to be returned to the surveyor-general's office; and snch specimens are to be deemed part of these instructions,
.and any depa1·ture from, their details, without special authority, in cases where the
·circumstances are analogous in practice, will be regarded as a violation of his contract and
-oath.

The subdivisions of fractional sections into 40-acre Jots (as near as may be) are to
· be so laid down on the official township plat in dotted black lines as to admit of giving to each a specific designa.tion, if possible, according to its relative position in the
fractional section, as per examples afforded by Diagram B, as well as by a number,
iin all cases where the lot cannot properly be designated as a quarter-quarter. Those
fractional subdivision lots which are not susceptible of being described according to
'relative local position, are to be numbered in regular series; those bordering on the
north boundary of a township to be numbered progressively from east to west~ and
those bordering on the west boundary of a township to be numbered progressively
from north to south, in each section. As section 6 borders on both the north and west
boundaries of the township, the fractional lots in same will be numbered as follo'Ys:
Commencing with No. 1 in the northeast, thence progressively west to No.4 in th0
;northwest, and south to No.7 in the soathwest corner ofthe sect:iQr.
In numbering fractional lots, other t.h an those above specified (wherever practica'ble and as a general rule), the series should commence with No. 1 in the northeastern
{)r the most easterly fractional lot, and continue from east to west, and west to eas~,
:a lternately, to th e end of the series, as shown in Diagram B; but such general rule 1s
·departed from under circumstances given as examples in said diagram.
Interior lots are to be, as nearly as possible, 20 chains long by 20 chains wide; and
the excess or deficiency of measurement is always to be thrown on the Jots bordering
·o n the northern and western boundaries of the township, or those made fractional by
m eander lines.
The official township plat to be returned to the General Land Office is to show on
its face, on the right~hand margin, the meanders of navigable streams, islands, and
lakes. Such details are wanted in the adjustment of the surveying accounts, but
may be omitted in the copy of the township plat to be furnished to the district land.
{)ffice by the surveyor-general. A suitable margin for binding is to be preserved on
the left-hand side of each plat. Each plat is to be certified, with table annexed, ac.cordiug to the form~; subjoined to "Diagram B," and is to show the areas of public
land, of private surveys, and of water, with the aggregate area as shown on the diagram.
Each township plat is to be prepared in triplicate: one for the General Land Offi ce,
-one for the United States district land office, and the third to be retained as the record
in the office of the surveyor-general.
The plat for the local iand office must not be forwarded until notice is received by
the surveyor-general from the Commissioner of the General Land Office that the urvey represented on said plat haR been approved.
.
The p~ats must be prepared as nearly as possible in accordance with the specimen
plat designated as ''Diagram B." The use of all flnids except a preparation of India.
nk of g?od quality, must be avoided by the drau~<ht ~an in delineations relating to
tb pnbhc surv ys. All line , figure , &c., must I~ sharply defined. Alll tt ring on
~e !l~ats mu.st.be cl ar and sharp in outline and deign, and ornamentation of any
k111d I · pr?lul.nt .cl. Th ·Re r ·quircments are neccs ary iu order that everything shown
lpon ongtll"al plats may he .fairly reproduced in making photolithographic copies of
h am.
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All towns, settlements, permanent ?nildings, pri~ate claims, re~ervations, water,
co urses, ditches, lakes, islands, monntams, buttes, can~ms, roads, rrulro~d~, telegraph
lines, canals, &c., will be shown upon the plats and designated by proper n,tmes where
such are known.
.
The mean m;.~ O'netic declinations determined at the date of the survey of the extenor
and snbdivision~llines will be entered upon each plat in the manner shown in Diagram B. This will ue ascertained by taking the mean. of the greatest and least magnetic declination found at the dates of surveys, excludmg such changes as are clearly
attributable 10 local attraction.
All plats are to be drawn to a uniform scale of 40 chains to 1 inch, United States
standaru.
.
Surveyors-general will require that the specime~ pla~ shall.ue Closely foll?wed in
order th at uniformity of appearance and expressiOn of drawmgs represent.mg the
pub:ic-l a nd snrveys may be attained.
The true fi eld books, each bearing the w1·it~cn app~oval of the .surv~yor-general, are
to ue substantially bound into volumes of smtable s1ze, and retmned m the su!·veyorgeneral's office, and certified tTanso1"ipts of such field books (to be of foolscap t:nze ) are
to be prt'pared and forward ed, from time to time, to the General Land Offi~e.
All transcripts of surveys must be written in a bold, legible hand, with durable
black ink, and such transcripts of any series of surveys included in one account forwarded to the General Land Office must .be firmly fastened together at the surveyorgeneral's office prior to transmittal.
With the copy of each township plat furnished to a district land office, the surveyorgeneral is r equired by law to furnito.h descriptive notes as to the character and qnality
of t he soil and timber found on and in the vicinity of each surveyed line, and giving
a description of each corner.
Printed blank forms for such not.es will be furnished by the General Land Office.
The forms provide eighteen spaces for meander corners, which, in most cases, will be
suffic ient, ; but when the number shall exceed eighteen, the residue will have to be
insert ed on the face of the township pl at, to be furnished to the register of the district
land office, or on a supplemental blank form.
•
There is shown a series of meander corners on Diagram B, viz, from No. 1 to No. 12
on the river and island, and No. 1 to No. 5 on Lin's Lake.
·
THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION OR VARIATION OF THE NEEDLE.

The magnetic declination at any place is the angle which the compass -needle, w hou
}t is corn.. ctly constructed and freely suspended, makes with the true m~-"ridian. The
true meridian is fixed, but the declination varies because the direction in which the
needle points is in a continuous state of change. Therefore, whenever a measure of
the declination of the needle is taken, the exact time (year, day of month, and hour
of the observations) should be recorded, as well as the geographical position of the
place, or its latitude and longitude expressed to the nearest minutes of arc.
The declination is called "West" when the north end of the needle points to the
wrst of the t rue meridian, and it is called "East" when the north end of the needle
poi~ts east of the true meridian. In order to give an idea of the amount of the declinatiOn at present observable within the limits of the United States we instance the
following places at or near which it reaches extreme value, which are given to the
nearest whole degree :
At Eastport, Me., the declination is 180 w est.
At the mouth of the Rio Grande, Tex as, so east.
At San Diego, Cal., 14o east.
At Sit ka, Alaska, 28° east.
At Fort Yukon, Alaska, 350 east.
T~e accuracy wit.h which the declination may be determined depends chiefly upon
t he 1 nstru~eutal means, but also, and in a great measure, upon the care taken in the
use of ~he mstruments and the selection of th e proper methods and times for observing.
The lllstrument s ordinarily at the disposal of the survt'yor are sufficiently described,
but for a description and illustration of more refined ones, as used by scientists, we
refer to t he in stru ction s for magnetiCal observations published as Appendix No. 16,
Coast urvey Report for 1875.
OnJit tin g any detailed notice of the irregular variations to which the magnetic
n.eedle is subj ect, it become£:! important for the purposes of the surveyor to refer particularly t~ the ch anger:! which have a special bearing upon his observations. These
are the dotly variation and the secular variation.
The daily variation.-It hn s been fonnd that at about tl.J e time of sunrise the north
end of t he needl e has a f:! lo w motion towards the east which soon ceases. The needle
is t~en said to be at its eastern elon gation; its north end then begins a retrograde
motwn towards t he west, and at about one o'clock in the afternoon reaches the point
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at which it is said to be at its western elongation, after which it again turns back
towards the east. ·
.The times at which the n,e edle reaches its eastern and western elongations vary
With the seasons of the year (with the sun's declination), happening a little earlier in
summer than in winter.
The angular range between the eastern and western elongations varies also with
the seasons of the year.
.
. The average position of the needle for the day is called the mean magnetic ·merid·
tan.
At about six o'clock in the evtning (and for about an hour before and after),
throughout the year, the position of the needle coincides very nearly with the mean
magnetic meridian, and this, therefore, is the time most favorable for making observations to obtain at once the. mean declination.
For reducing the direction of the needle observed at other hours to the mean magnetic meridian the following table is furnished. [t gives to the nearest minute the
variations of the needle from its average position during the day, for each hour in the
day for the four seasons of the year.
Table for reducing the observed declination to the mean declination of the day.
The needle points east of the
mean magnetic meridian.

The needle points west of the mean magnetic
meridian.

A.M.!A.M. A.M.IA.M. A.M. A.M. Noon.IP. M. P.M. P.M. P. M. IP. M.IP.
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The secular variation of the magnetic declination is a subject of the greatest importance to surveyors. It manifests itself by a gradual change in one direction, ~bich
at first increases slowly, then more rapidly, diminishing again afterward until the
needle becomes stationary and subsequently returns by similar changes to its form~r
position, the whole period extending over nearly two and a half centuries. Thus It
will be seen by a table given below that at Philadelphia the declination was8!0 west
in 1700, whence it diminished until in 1800 it reached a minimum 2°.1 (2° 6'), and
will increase again to 6°.8 in 1880. At present all along the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts the effect of the secular variation is to increase west declinations or to deC'rease
east declinations by from 2' to 5', but on the Pacific coast the effect is opposite in direction, viz, increasing east declinations by from 1' to 3'.
In Alaska, however, we have indications of a decrease of east declinations.
The following table of computed declinations at various places, taken from the
Coast Survey Report for 1874, exhibits the effect of the secular variation for a number
of places, and will be found especially useful where old lines have to be retraced. .
The table should not be extended in time either way without the support of addl·
tional observations.

Table of decimal val·ues of the rnagnetic declination.
lFrom the Coast Survey R eport of 1874, A.ppendix No.8, with improvements.]

This table has been constructed to facilitate the reduction of observed declinations from one epoch to another; it will be found specially
useful when old lines run by compass have to be retraced, and for the construction of isogonic charts for a given epoch. A+ sign indicates west;
a - sign, east declination.
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-4.9 . ..... . -6.26 -5.7
7.9
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8.3
4.8 -6.9 -6.22 -5. 4 . 8.1
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8.6
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4. 5 -6 52 -6.12 -5.0
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9. 42
8. 8
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4. 14 -6. o3 -5. 94 -4. 6 ·s. a
9. t4
8. 9
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3. 65 -5.47 -5.71 -4.2
7. 94
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3. 08 -4. 86 -5.44 -3.8
7. 61
7. 98
8. 48
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2.48 -5.2~ -5.1 -3.4
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11.9
13.9
6. 95
8. 97
12. 20
14.44
6. 67
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12.54
14.95
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12.88
15.42
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15.79
-5.79 ·······
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It will be observed that the amount of change is by no means the same even in
places not far remote from each other, as New York and Philadelphia.
ln grouping together a table of the present rate of change much allowa?-ce must
therefore be made for possible local peculiarities that have not been _ascertamed. .
The following Btatement of the. p~esent (Hi78) annual. change m th~ magnetic
declinat.ion, due to the secular vanatwn, m~y ser'.:e to g1ve a general Idea: of ~he
approximate amount of chartge along our Immediate sea-coast. For the mtenor
States the information is very scanty, and therefore less trustworthy, or altogether
wanting.
.
.
. .
. .
.
.
The annual chanO'e is expressed m mmutes of arc, a+ sign IndiCating 1ncrease of
westerly or decreas~ of easterly declination.
.Annual
change.

Locality.

~:::: ~tc~\g[. :::: :·.: :::::::::: ·.: :::::::::::::::: ·.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~=~~m~~~·~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:: ::

i:~i;~~~i~¥L~~f{;:if~i
~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
New York, Long Island.. .. ............................................................

t;

:t:t

t:i w
!i~~!~~~~~~: :: ~ ~ ~::: ~:: :: ~~:: :::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: th
+3

New York, northern and western part .......................................... · · . • • • · ·

+4i

~~~:O:t~;f~: .~:~~~~~~~~:: ~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~;~:;~~~g~~~~a~_d,_ ~~-~ :~~~~~~~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~ ::::::::::::::::::::

trt+:i

~}~~:~~: ~g~~~:~~ E~~! :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

t~t

t;~l:!:~:: ~e~t~~~ ~~~~t:::~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

t~!

N ort_h Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.... .. . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .

.Alabama and Mississippi, Gulf coast of...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. • • • . .. . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .

4

3i

+3

Texas, coast of
. .. . . .. ...... .... . . .... .. . . . . . ..... .... .. ...... ...... ... ... . ........
+1
i:xas, so~lthwestern part .............................................................. } 0 (probably.)
w Mexico and Southwestern Arizona..............................................

w1~~s;~~~~~~~~:~~~~~i ::~~:: ~:~ :~: ::~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::~::: ::::::::::::

I

=~: ~ ii

The negative sign indicates an increase of easterly direction.
METHOD OF ASCERTAINING THE TRUE MERIDIAN AND THEREBY THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION OR VARIATION OF THE COMPASS.

The following chapter, on the subject of the declination of the magnetic needle, is
extracted from the revised edition of the work on surveying by Dr. Charles Davies, a
graduate of the Military Academy at West Point. The work itself will be a valuable
acq~isition to the deputy surveyor, and his attention is particularly invited to thefollowmg chapter, which sets forth the usual easy modes by which the true meridian
and magnetic declination may be approximately ascertained; his attention is also
called to more complete statements on the subject given in the work "A treatise on
~and-surveying, &c.," by Dr. vV. M. Gillespie, professor of engineering, Union College,
1n chapter treating of the declination of t.he mao-netic needle. For more refined
methods he may consult Coast Survey Report for 1875, Appendix No.16.
METHOD OF ASCERTAINING THE TRUE MERIDIAN.

The best practical method of determining the true meridia:n of a place is by observing the north star. If this star were precisely at the point in which the axis of the
earth, prolonged, pierces the heavens, then the intersection of the vertical plane passing through it and the place, with the surface of the earth, would be the true meridian.
But the star being at a distance from the pole equal to 1° 30' nearly, it performs a
revolution about the pole in a circle, the polar distance of which is 1° 30; the time of
revolution is 23 hours and 56 minutes.
To the eye of an observer this star is continually in motion,· and is due north bnt
twice in 23 hours and 56 minutes; and is then said to be on the meridian. Now, when
it. departs from the meridian, it apparently moves east or west for 5 hours and 59
mmntes, and then ret.urns to the meridian again.
When at its greatest distance from the meridian, east or west, it is said to be at its
eastern or westel·n elongation.
The following tables show the times of its eastern and western elongations :
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Time of elongation of Polaris (a Ursm Min.), April1, 1883, to April1, 1884, computed for
north latitude 38°, and which 'Will serve for all latitudes from 260 to 50° north, and for all
dates from April, 1878, tu April, 1888, tc:ith an error of less than jive minutes.
[The times are reckoned from noon (astronomical time).)
EASTERN ELONGATIONS.
'

~

,.Q

...,s

~

Day.

a5

~

·~

=
=
<Cij

~

~

tJl

go
U1
<Cij
;:?.1
"':>
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A

m.

h.
18
18
17
17
17

1.-- .. --.------------------ ------.-- .. - ..

7------------.---------.-------- .. -- .. --.

J.3. ·----. --'----- ----- ·----- ··---- .. - .. --·
19 .... - ........ ------.--.---- ..... ------.
.25.- .. -- .. ---- ...... -- .. --· ---- ...... . ...

§

~

m.

h.
16
16
15
15
15

37
14
50
26
03

m.

h.
14
14
13
13
13

39
16
52
28
05

~
"':>

m.

h.
12
12
11
11
11

37
14
50
26
03

h.m.

m.

h.
10
10
9
9

39
16
52
29
05

8
8
7
7
7

37
14
50
57
03

!)

36
11
48
25
01

WESTERN ELONGATIONS .
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..0

..0
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a:>
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.s

7 ...... ------ ·----- ------------ ·----··-··
13.---- .. -- ......... --- .... -. -----------19.-- .. ---- .... -- .. ------ ---- ... -- .... - ..
25. ·- .... - .. --. ------ ·----- ------.- ......
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=

::I
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..0
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~

Q

a:>

~

«<

p,
~
"':>
A
~
- - - - - - - - - - - - -~-

m.
27
04
40
17
53

h.
18
18
17
77
16

~

~

4:)

p.

0

1.-----.---- ....... ------------------.- -·

~

s

a:>

h.
16
16
15
15
14

m.

h.
14
14
13
13
12

25
02
38
15
51

h. m.
12 26
12 02
11 39
11 15
10 51

m.
28
04
40
17
53

h.m.
8 30
8 06
7 43
7 19
6 55

m.

h.
10
10
9
9
8

24
00
37
13
49

The eastern elongations are put down from the beginning of April to the end of
September, and the western from the beginning of October to the end of March. The
time is computed from noon. The western elongations in the first case, and the eastern in the second, occurring in the-day time, cannot be used. Some of those _put
down are also invisible, occurring in the evening before it is dark, or after dayhght
in the morning.
In such case, if it be necessary to determine the meridian at that particular season
of the year, let 5 hours 59 minutes be added to or su bstracted from the time of greate~t
eastern or western elongation, and the observation be made at night when the star IS
on the meridian.
The following table exhibits the angle which the meridian plane makes with the
vertical plane passing through the pole-star when at its greatest eastern or western
elongation ; such angle is called the azimuth.
The mean angle only is put down, being calculated for the .first of July of each year.
Azimuth of Po lads (a U1·sm Min.) at elongation, 1878 to 1888.
[Latitude 26° to 5oo north.]

------··!0

1878 ....... -- ...... 1
1879 · · ....... --....
1880 ............... 1
1 81 . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .
1882 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
1~3 .. . ... . . .. . .. . .
) 84 ............... ,
1 5 · · ·-- .. -- .. -. . .
1&86 ....... -..... .. .
1 7 . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .
1
.. · · · · · · · .. -- · ·

_2s_o-~~ ~~~ ~

0

_26__
I

110

I

0

I

0

I

10

I

300
0

I

~~ ~~ 420
0

I

0

I

10

I

440
0

I

450
0

I

48o
0

I

291- 1 31i 1 33 1 35 1 37i 1 39! 1 42! 1 45! 1 4-Si 1 52 1 56 2 00!
29a
Bot
32i
34i
36i
39!
41!
44!!
48
51!
55! 2 00
29
BOt
32!
34t
36138!
41!
44!
47!
51
55 1 5!)t
28~
30t
32
33!
36
38~
41
44
47
50!
54-t 59
28t
29!
illt
33t
35!
38
40!
43!
461
50t
54i 58!
28
29!
3li
33
35i
37!
40t
43
46i
49!
53i
58
27!
29
30i
32i
35
37i
39i
42i
45!
49i
53i
57t
27!
28!
30!
32!
34!
36i
39~
42i
45!
49
52i
57
26!
28t
30
s2
34
36~ 39.
41!45
48D
52!
56126&
28
291
Sit
33i
36
38!
41!
44!
48
51!
56t
26
27
~9!
31t
33t
351
Sst
41
44
47!
51t
55!

I

soo
0

I

2 05!

04-i

04t
03i
031
02f
021
u2
01;
01

~
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TO FIND THE TRUE MERIDIAN WITH THE THEODOLITE.

Take a board of about one foot square, paste white paper upon it, and perfor~te it
t hrough the ce~ter· the diameter of the hole being somewhat larger than .the diameter of the t elescope' of the theodolite. Let th.is board be so fixed to a v:ertJCa.l sta.ff as
to slide up and down freely; and let a small piece of boar~, about threemches square,
be nailed to the lower edge of it, for the purpose of holdmg a candle.
About twenty-five minutes before ~he time of the greates~ eastern or western .elongation of the pole-star, as shown by the tables of elongatiOns, let the theodolite ?e
placed at a convenient point and leveled. Let the board be pl~ced about one foot m
front of the theodolite, a lamp or candle placed on the shelf at Its lower edge; and let
the board be slipped. up or down until the pole-star can be seen through the hole. The
light reflected from the paper will show the cross hairs in the telescope of the theodolite.
. .
Then, let the vertical spider's line be brought exactly upon the pole-star, and1f 1t
is an eastern elongation that is to be observed, and the star has not yet reached the
most east erly point, it will move from the line toward the east, and tbe reverse when
t he elongation is west.
,
At the t ime the star attains its greatest elongation, it will appear to coincide with
the vertical spider's line for some time, and. then leave it, in the direction.contrary to
its former motion.
As the star moves toward the point of greatest elongation, the telescope must be cont inually directed to it by means of the tangent screw ofthe vernier plate; and when
t he star has attained it greatest elongation, great care should be taken that the instrument be not afterward moved.
Now, if it be not convenient to leave the instrument in its place until daylight, let
a staff, with a candle or small lamp upon its upper extremity, be arranged at thirty
or forty yards from the theodolite, and in the same vertical plane with the axis of the
telescope. This is easily effected, by revolving the vertical limb about its horizontal
axis without moving the vernier plate, and aligning the staff to coincide with the
vertical hair. Then mark the point directly under the theodolite ; the line passing
through this point and the staff, makes an angle with the true meridian equal to the
azi mu th of the pole-star.
From the table of'azimuths, take the azimuth corresponding to the year and nearest
latit ude. If the observed elongation was east, the true meridian lies on the west of
t he line which has been found, and makes with it an angle equal to the azimuth. If
the elongation was west, the true meridian lies on the east of the line; and, in either
case, laying off the azimuth angle with the theodolite, gives the true meridian.
TO FIND THE TRUE MERIDIAN WITH THE COMPASS.

1. Drive two posts :firmly into the ground, in a line nearly east and west ; the uppermost ends, after the posts are driven, being about three feet above the surface, and
the posts about four feet apart; then lay a plank, or piece of timber three or four
inches in width, aud smooth on the upper side, upon the posts, and let it be pinned or
nailed, to hold it firmly.
2. Prepare a piece of board four or five inches square, and smooth on the under side.
Let one of the compass sights be placed at right angles to the upper surface of the
board , and let a nail be driven through the board, so that it can be tacked to tho
timber resting on the posts.
3. At about twelve feet from the stakes, and in the direction of the pole star, let a.
plu mb be suspended from the top of an inclined stake or pole. The top of the polo
shoulu be of such a height that the pole star will appear. about six inches below it;
an d t he plnmb should be swung in a vessel of water to prevent it from vibrating.
This being done, about twenty minutes before the t.ime of elongation place tho
board to which the compass sight is fastent:5d on the horizontal plank, and slide it east
?r west until the aperture of the compass sight, the plumb line, and the star are brought
1~to t he same range. Then if the star depart from the plumb line move the compass
1ght eas t or west along the timber, as the case may be, unti.l the star shall attain its
rreatest elongation, when it will continue behind the plumb line for several minutes,
and will then recede from it in the direction contrary to its motion before it became
t~ti o nary. Let the compass sight be now fastened to the horizont.al plank. During
th1 obser:ation it w~ll be necessary to have the plumb line lighted; this may be done
by an assistant holdmg a candle near it.
Let now a st aff, wit h a candle or lamp upon it, be placed at a distance of thirty or
f?rtY yar~s from t he plumb line, and in the same direction with it and the compass
1~ht. Tne line so determined makes, with the true meridian, an angle equal to the
azimuth of the pole star; and from t his line the variation of the needle is readily determined, even wit hou t t racing t he t rue meridian on the ground.
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Place the compass upon this line, turn the sights in the direction of it, and I ote the
angle !:!hown by the needle. Now, if the elongation at the time of observation was
west, and the north end of the needle is on the 'vest side of the line, the azimuth,
plus the angle shown by the needle, is the trne variation. But should the north end
of the needle be found on the east side of the line, the elongation being west, the difference between the azimuth and the an 0rrle would show the variation, and the reverse
when the elongation is east.
1. Elongation west, azimuth ........ ___ .. ____ .. ____ . __ . __ . _. __ . . . . . . . 2° 04'
North end of the needle on the west, angle ................... ------ 4° 00'
Variation------ ..............•••........•....... ·--~·-·····
2. Elongation west, azimuth .. : .................................... ..
North end of the needle on the east, .angle ....... ..... : .... ....... .
Variation ................................................. .
3. Elongation east, azimuth ... _........... _..... ~ ........ : .......... .
North end of the needle on the west, angle ........... ~ ........... ..
Variation ........ _......................•..................
4. Elongation east, azimuth ........................................ ..
North end of the needle on the east, angle ....................... ..

6o 10' west.
} 0

59 1

4° 501
20 51' east.
~ 0 05'
8° 30'

6° 25' west.
1° 571
8° 40'

Variation.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10° 37' east.
The variation at West Point in September, 1835, was 6° 32' west.
The variation of the needle should always be noted on every survey made with the
compass, and then if the land be surveyed at a future time the old lines can always
be rerun.
It has been found by observation that heat and cold sensibly affect the magnetie
needle, and that the same needle will at the same place indicate different line~:~ at
different hours of the day.
If the magnetic meridian be observed early in the morning, and again at different
hours of the day, it will be found that the needle will continue
i'
to receue from the meridian as the day advances, until about the
l
time of the highest temperature, when it will begin to return, an_d
l
at evening will make the same line as in the morning. Th1s
l
· change is called the diurnal vm·iation, and varies, during the sumt
mer season, from one-fourth to one-fifth of a degree.
A very near approximation to a true meridian, and consequently
·
to the variation, may be had, by remembering that the pole star
very nearly reaches the true meridian when it is in the same verI
tical plane with the star Alioth iu the t.ail of the Great Bear,
'
• which lies nearest the four stars forming the quadrilateral.
I
)} The vertical position can be ascertained by means of a plumb
!
/ \ _line. To see the spiUer's lines in the field of the telescope at the
1
~o~'' ~same time with the star, a faint light should be placed near the
~lilt.----~.
-' obj ect glass. When the plumb line, the star Alioth, and the
~lf- north star fall on the vertical spider's line, the horizontal limb is
:
firmly clamped and the telescope brought down to the horizon;
:
a light, seen through a small aperture in a board, and held at
6
some dil:ltance by an assistant, is then moved according to signals,
until it is covered by the intersection of the spider's lines. A picket driven into the
ground, under the light, serves to. mark the meridian line for reference by day, when
the angle formed by it and the magnetic meridian may be measured.

'*
i

I

r
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Table showing the difference of latitude and departure in running 80 chains at any course
from 1 to 60 minutes.
Minutes.

Minutes.

Links.

1................. . ....

21............ ....... .
22 ................... ·.
23....................
24....................
25 ...... ... ..........
26 ... - ........ - - .. - . • .
27....................
28 . ..... ..............
29................ .. ..

2!-

2 ............... ; ......

4t

3 ............. .........
4 ............ ..........
5 ......................
6 ...... ................
7 ......................
8 ................... ...
9 .............. ........
10 ......................
11.................. ....
12 ...... ................
13 ..................... .
14 ......................
15 .................. ....
16 ........... .......... .
17 ......................
18 ....... ...............
19 ............ ..........
20 ........... ........ -...

7
9!11!
14
16!18!
21
23!25!
28
30!32!
35
37!39!
42
44!
46!

49
51!53!
56
583
60!
63
65!67!
70
72!-

3tl............ ........

31....................
32.............. . .....

Links.

Minutes.

Links.

33....................

74!
77

34....................
35 ............ ........
36....................
37....................
38....................
39....................
40.............. ......

81f
84
86!88f
91
93!-

79!-

95!
98
100!102!
105
107!109!
112

41. .................. .
42 ................... .
43 ................... .
44 . ................. ..
45 .................. ..
46, ••••••••••••.•..••.
47 ................... .
48 .................. ..
49 ................... .
50 ................... .
51. ••••••••••..••.•••.
52 ................... .
53 ................... .
54 ................... .
55 ........ .......... ..
56 ... ............. ... .
57 ............. ...... .
58 ............. r..... .
59 ................... .
60 ................... .

114t
. 116!
119
121!123!
126
128!i30f
133
135!137!
140

TABLE OF AZIMUTHS.
La.ti-

1 mile.

tude.
0

0

I

30
81
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

89
89
'89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
58

La.ti-

II

30.0
28.8
27.5
26.2
24.9
23.6
l:l2. 2
20.8
19.4
17.9
16.4
14.8
13.2
11.5
09.8
08.0
06.2
04.3
02.3
00.2
58.1

0

I

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
57

7 miles.

tude.
0

0

I

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

56
56
56
56
55
55
55
55
5.'i
55
54
54
54
54
54
53
53
53
53
53
52

II

29.8
21.3
12.5
oa. 6
54.5
45.2
35.6
25.8
15. 7
05.4
54.7
43.7
32.4
20. 8
08.7
56.3
43.4
30.0
16.1
01.7
46.6

II

59.9
57.5
55.0
52.5
49.9
47.2
44.4
41.6
38.8
35.8
32.8 .
29.6
26.4
23.1
19.6
16.1
12.4
08.6
04. 6
00.5
56.2

0

89
89
89 ·
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

I

0

I

II

0

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

58
58
58
q8
58
58
58
58
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
56

29.9
26.3
22.5
18.7
14.8
10.8
06.8
02.5
58.2
53.7
49.2
44.4
39.6
34.6
29.5
24.1
18.6
12.9
06.9
00.7
54.3

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

8 miles.
I

II

0

I

II

59.8
50.0
40.0
29.9
19.4
08.8
57.8
46.6
35.1
23.3
11.1
58.5
45.6
32.3
18.5
04.3
49.5
34.3
18.4
01.9
44. 7

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
li9
89

55
55
55
54
54
54
54
54
53
53
53
53
52
52
52
52
51
51
51
51
50

29.8
18. 8
07.6
56.1
44.4
32.3
20.0
07.4
· 54. 5
41.2
27.5
13.4
58.8
43.8
28.4
12.3
55.7
38.6
20.7
01.2
42.8

57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56 .
55

11

59.9
55.0
50.0
44.9
39. 'j
34.4
28.9
23.3
17.5
11.6
05.5
59.3
52.8
46.2
39.3
32.1
24.8
17.1
09.2
00.9
52.6

0

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
. 89
89

I

0

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
,89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
. 89
89
89
89
89

57
57
57
57
57
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
54

I

II

0

54
54
54
54
54
53
53
53
53
52
52
52
52
51
51
51
51
50
50
50
49

59.7
47.6
35.1
22.3
09.3
55.9
42.3
28.2
13.9
59.1
43.8
28.2
12.0
55.4
38.2
20.4
01.9
42.9
23.0
02. 4
40. 9

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
811
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

I

54
54
54
53
53
53
53
52
52
52
52
51
51
51
50
50
50
49
49
49
48

6 miles.

II

0

I

II

29,9
23.8
17.5
11.2
04.6
58.0
51.1
44.1
36.9
29.6
21.9
14.1
06.0
57.7
49.1
40.2
31.0
21.4
11.5
01.2
50.5

89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
· 89
89
89
89
89
89
e9
89
89
89

56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
55
55
55
55
55
55
54
54
54
54
54
54
53

59.8
52.5
45.0
37.4
29.6
21.6
13.4
05.0
56. 3
47.5
38.3
28.9
19.2
09.2
58.9
48.2
37.2
25.7
13.8
01.4
48.5

11 miles:

10 miles.

9 miles.

55
55
55
55
55
55
54
54
54
54
54
53
53
53
53
53
52
52
52
52
51

5 miles.

4miles.

3 miles.

2 miles.

II

29.7
16.3
02.6
48.5
34.2
19.5
04.5
49.1
33.2
17.0
00.2
43.0
25.2
06.9
48. 0
28.4
08.1
47.2
25.3
02.6
39.0

12 miles.
0

89
89
89
89
89
89
. 89
89
89
80
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

I

II

53
53
53
53
52
"52
52
52
51
51
51
50
50
50
49
49
49
48
48
48
47

59.7
45.1
30.1
14.8
59.1
43.1
26.7
09.9
52.6
34.9
16.6
57.8
38.4
18.5
57.8
36.4
14.3
5l.4
27.6
02.8
37.1
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TABLE OF OFFSETS FROM TANGENT TO PARALLEL.

Latitude..

1 mile.

I

2 miles.

3 miles.

4 miles.

5 miles.

6 miles.

Feet.

Feet.

Feet.

Feet.

Feet.

-0

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Lat.itude.
0

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
-!8
49
50

Feet.
0. 39
0.40
0.42
8. 43
0.45
0.47
0.48
0. 50
0. 52
0. 54
0.56
o. 58
o. 60
o. 62
0. 64
0. 67
0. 69
0. 71
o. 74
0. 76
0. 79

1. 54
1. 60
1. 67
1. 73
1. 80
1. 87
1. 94
2. 01
2. 08
2.Hl
2. 24
2. 32
2.40
2.48
2. 57
2. 66
2. 76
2. 85
2. 95
3. 06
3.17

3.47
3. 61
3. 76
3. 90
4. 05
4. 20
4. 36
4. 52
4. 69
4. 86
5. 03
5. 21
5. 40
5. 59
5. 79
5. 99
6.20
6.42
6. 65
6. 88
7.12

8 miles.

9 miles.

10 miles.

Feet.

Feet.

Feet.

Feet.

24.67
25.68
26.69
27.74
28.80
29.89
31.01
32. 16
33.33
34.54
35.78
37. 06
38.38
39.74
41.14
42.59
44.10
45.65
47.27
48.95
50.70

,

31.23
32.49
33.78
35.10
36.45
37.83
39.25
40.70
42.19
43.71
45.29
46.90
48.57
50. 29
52.07
53. 91
55. 81
57. 78
59. 83
61.96
64.17

13.88
14.44
15.02
15.60
16.20
16.81
17.41
18.09
18.75
19.43
20.11
20.85
21.59
22.35
23.14
23.96
24.80
25.68
26.59
27.54
28.52

_,.,.,

7 miles.

18.89
19.66
20.44
21.23
22.05
22.89
23.74
24.62
25.52
26.44
27.40
28.37
29.38
30.42
31. 50
32.61
33.76
34.95
36.19
37.48
38.82

9. 64
10.03
10.42
10.82
11.25
11.68
12.11
12.57
13.02
13.49
13. 98
14.48
14.99
15.52
16.07
16.64
17.21
17. 83
18.47
19.12
19.80

6.17
6.42
6. 67
6. 93
7. 20
7. 47
7. 75
8. (14
8. 33
8. 63
8. ~5
9. 27
9. 59
9. 93
10.29
10.65
11.02
11.41
11.82
12.24
12.68

38.55
40.12
41.71
43.34
45.00
46. 71
48.45
50.24
52.08
53.97
55.91
57.91
59. 97
62.09
64.28
66.55
68'. 90
71.34
73.86
76.4!}
79.22

I

11 miles.

12 miles.

Feet.

Feet.

46.65
48. 54
50.47
52.44
54.45
56.62
58.63
60.79
63.02
65. 30
67.65
70.07
72.56
75.13
77.78
80.53
83.37
86.32
89.37
92.55
95.86

55.52
57.77
60.06
62.41
64.80
67.26
69.77
72.35
75.00
77.71
80.51
83.39
86.35
89.41
92.57
94.84
99. ~2
102. 72
106.36
110.15
114. 08

SPECIMEN FIELD NOTES.
No.1.
TITI..JE PAGE.

FIELD NOTES
OF THE SURVEY OF THE

THIRD STANDARD PARALLEL NORTH
THROUGH

Range No. 21_ East
OF THE

PRINCIPAL BASE AND MERIDIAN,
IN THE

TERRITORY OF MONTANA,
AS SURVEYED BY

JAl\'IES M. PAGE,
U. S. DEPUTY SURVEYOR,

UNDER HIS CONTRACT No. 97,
DATED JULY 23, 1880.

Survey commenced .August 23, 1880.
Survey completed .August 247 1800.
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[Second Page.]

NAMES AND DUTIES OF ASSISTANTS..
- - - - .............. Compassman.
NEWTON ORR .••..•.• . ..... Chainman.
BARCLAY JONES ...•..•..•.. Chainman.
PETER SMITH .• - ........... Chainman.
JOHN PARKER ..•...•••.•••. Chainman.
WILLIAM MAULDIN •..••.••. Axeman.
HENRY NEWTON ...••••••••• .A.xeman.
CLAYTON PAGE ••••.•...•••. Flagman,

INDEX.
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PRELIMINARY OATHS OF ASSISTANTS.
We, Newton Orr, Barclay Jones, Peter Smith, and John Parker, do solemnly swear
that we will well and faithfully execute the duties of chain carri!3rs; t.hat we wi~lleyel
the chain upon eve-n and uneven ~round, and plumb the tally pms, either by stiCkmg
or dropping the same; that we will report the true distance to ail notable objects, and
t he t rue len~ths of all lines that we assist in measuring, to the beRt of our. skill and
ability, and m accordance with instructions given us, in the survey of the third standard parallel north through range No. 21 east of the principal base and meridian in the
Territory of Montana.
.
·
NEWTON ORR, Chainman.
BARCLAY JONES, Chainman.
PETER SMITH, Chainman.
JOHN PARKER, Chainman.
Sub.scribed and sworn to before me this 2d day of August, 1880.
[SEAL.]
WILLIAM MARTIN,
Notm-y Public.
We, William Mauldin and Henry Newton, do solemnly swear that we will wellan.d
truly perform the duties of axemen, in the establishment
corners and other duties,
according to instructions given us, and to the best of our skill and ability, in the survey of the third standard parallel north,. through range No. 21 east of the principal
base and meridian in the Territory of Montana.
WILLIAM MAULDIN, Axeman.
HENRY NEWTON, Axeman.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2d day of August, 1880.
[SEAL.]
WILLIAM MARTIN,
Notary Public.

of

THIRD STANDARD PARALLEL NORTH, THROUGH RANGE 2~ EAS~.
On the night of August 22, 1880, I took an observation on tha star Polaris, in accordance with instructions contained in the Manual of Surveys, and drove pickets on
the line thus established.
·
Survey commenced August 23, 1880, with a Burt's improved solar compass.
Before ?ommen cing this survey I test my compass on the line established last night,
and find It correct.
I be~n at the standard cor. to townships 13 north, ranges 20 and 21 east, which is a
post, 4 mches square, markedS.C.,T.13N., onN.;
R. 21 E., S. 31, on E., and
R. 20 E., S. 36, on W. faces, with 6 notches on N., E., & W. faces, and pits N., E.,
and W. of post, 6 ft. dist., and mound of earth around post. Thence I run
Chains. East, on S. boundary sec. 31.
Va.2Qt0 E.
Ascend
18.00 A point about 200ft. above township cor., top of ridge. ·
•
40. 00 Set a sandstone 18 X 8 X 5 ins., 12 ins. in the ground, for standard t sec. cor.
marked S. C. t on N. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. E. & W. of stone, 5t
ft. dist ., and r aised a mound of earth 1tft. high, 3tft. base alongside; thence
over high, rolling prairie.
57. 00 Enter pine timber .
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Third standard parallel north, through range No. 21 east-Continued.
Chains.
80.00

3.75
21.85
40.00
59.00
68.90
80.00

3.50

6.00
13.50
21.40
30.00
40.00
45.10
5:~. 00
69.00
80.00

Set a sandsto~e, 24 X 10 X 7 ins., 18 ins. in the ground for standard cor. to
sees. 31 and 32, marked S. C., with 5 notches on E. and 1 notch on W.
edges ; from which
·
A pine, 12 ins. diam., bears N. 770 E., 41lks. dist., marked T. 13 N., R.
21 E.,S.:3~B.T.;
.A. pine, 18 ins. cliam., bears N. 50o W., 20 lks. dist., marked T. 13 N., R.
21E.,S.31B.T.;
A pine, 7 ins. diam., bears S. ~oo W., 119lks. dist., marked T. 12 N., R.
21 E. S. 5 B. T. •
Land high, mountainous, hilly, and rolling.
Soil sandy, gravel, and rocky; 4th rate.
Timber, pine, 23 cbs.; mostly dead and failen.
East, on S. boundary sec. 32.
Through t.imber.
Va.20i0 E.
Ravine: course S., abont 30 ft. deep.
RavinP, courseS. 20° E., about 20ft. deep.
Set a sandstone, 18 X 14 X 5 ins., 12 ins. in the ground, for standard t sec.
cor., marked S.C., ton N. face, and raised a mound of stone alongside.
Pits impracticable.
Top of ridge, about 100 ft. high.
Ravine, course S., about 40 ft. deep.
·
Set a post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. !'ll]_uare, with marked stone, 12 ins.in the ground,
for standard cor. to sees. :~i a11d 33, markedB. C., T. 1:~ N., R. 21 'E., on N.;
S. 33, on E., and.
.
S. 32, on W. faces, with 4 notches on E. and 2 notches on W. faces, and
raised a mound of stone 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land, high and mountainous.
Soil, sandy, gravelly, and rocky-4th rate.
Timber, pine, aud fur, 80 cbs.; mostly dead and fallen; some thick undergrowth same.
East, on S. boundary sec. 33.
Through timber.
Va. 20-fO E.
Old Indian trail, course N. 45° W.
Leave scattering and ent er heavy timber.
Leave heavy timber, eutt>r high, open prairie.
Old Indian trail, course S. 700 W.
Ascend.
Set a sandstone, 14 X 10 X 5 ins., 10 ins. in the ground, for stanclaril t sec.
cor., markecl S C. ton N. fnce, and raised a mound of stone lt ft. high,
3t ft. base, alongside. Pits impracticable.
Old Indian tr<1i1, course N. 700 W.
Top of ridge, about 300 ft. high, course N. 30° E.
Leave prairie, enter tim1er.
Set a sandstone, iO X 15 X 3 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, for stanclnrd cor.
to sees. 3:3 and::l4, marked S.C., with 3notcbeson E. and W. edges; from
which
A pine, 8 ins. cliam., bears N. 89to E. 881ks. dist., marked T. 13 N., R.
~1 E., S. 34B. T.;
A pine, 7 iu s. diaw., bears N. 740 W., 61ks. dist.; markecl T. 13 N., R.
21 E., S. 3:~, B. T.;
A pine, 9 ins. diam., hears S. 4!o W., 621ks. dist.; marked T. 12 N., R.
~1 E., . 3, B. T.
Land, high and mountainous.
S?il, sandy aud rocky; 4th rate.
T1mb r, pme and tir, 24. 50 cbs., with some thick undergrowth same.
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Third standanl parallel north, through range No. 21 east-Continued.

Chains.
9.40
13.80
23.84
40.00

53.55
80.00

East, on S. boundary sec. 34.
Through timber.
Va. 201° E.
Enter aspen thicket.
Ravine, about 12ft. deep, and leave thicket. Ascend.
A pine, 12 ins. diam.
Set a sandstone, 16 x 12 X 5 ins., 11 ins. in the ground, for standard t sec.
cor. ; marked S. U. t on N. face; from which
A pine, 11 ins. diam., bears N. 54!0 E., 39lks. dist.; marked S.C. t S.
B. T.;
A pine, 10 ins. diam., bearsS. 56° W., 17 lks. dist.; marked S.C. t S.
B. T . .
A pine, 6 ins. diam.
Top of mountain. Set a post, 4i ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone,
12 ins. in the ground, for standard cor. to sees. 34 and 35; markedS. C., T.13 N., R. 21 E., on N.;
S. 35, on E., and
S. 34, on W . faces, with 2 notches on E. and 4 notches on W. faces;
from which
A pine, 12 ins. diam., bears N. 45° E., 15lks. dist.; marked T. 13 N.,
R. 21 E., S. 35 B. T.;
A pine, 15 ins. diam., bears S. 48° W., 54lks. dist.; marked T.12 N.,
R. 21 E., S. 2 B. T.
No other trees within limits, and raised a mound of stone around post.
Land, high, mountainous, and rolling.
Soil, sandy and rocky; 4th rate.
Timber, pine and fir-some good quality-thick undergrowth of same and
aspen; 80 chs.
August 23, 1880.

East, on S. boundary sec. 35.
Va. 201° E.
Descend through timber.
37.50 A point about 300ft. below last sec. cor. on top of mountain; ravme, course
N. 35° E. and ascend.
40.00 Set a sandstone 14 X 12 X 5 ins., 10 ins. in the ground, for standard t sec.
cor. ; marked S. C. t on N. face; from which
A pine, 12 ins. diam., bears N. 79° E., 140 lks. dist., marked S.C. t S.
B.T.
No other tree within limits, and raised a mound of stone alongside.
47.00 Top of ridge, about 150 ft. above ravine, and descend over broken, rolling
ground.
80.00 Set a sandstone, 24 X 18 X 5 ins., 18 ins. in the ground, for standard cor. to
sees. 35 and 36, marked S.C. on N., with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on
W. edges, and raised a mound of stone 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base alongside.
Pits impracticable.
Land, high and broken. ·
Soil, sandy and gravelly; 4th rate.
Timber, pine and fir, mostly dead and fallen. Some thick undergrowtl:.
same ; 80 chs.

7.50
22.00
40.00

East on S. boundary sec. 36.
Va. 201° E.
Ascend, through timber.
Top of ridge, course N. 20° E., about 100 ft. high, and descend.
A pine, 10 ms. diam.
Set a sandstone 16 X 10 X 6 ins. 11 ins. in the ground, for standard t sec.
cor. marked S.C. ton N. .face; from which
A pine, 12 ins. diam., bears N. G8° W., 12lks. dist., marked S. C. t S.
B. '1'.;
A pine, 11 ins. diam., bears S. 33° E., 36 lks. dist., marked S. C. t S.
B. T.

40 L 0 -VOL III
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Third standard parallel north, tMough mnge No. 21 east-Continued.
Chains.
47.42
72.38
79.40
80.00

A pine, 12 ins. diam,
A pine, 10 ins. diam.
A point about 450ft. below top of ridge. Small ravine, course N. 65° E. and
ascend.
Set a post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground
for standard cor. to Tps. 13 N., Rs. 21 and 22 E., markedS. C., T. 13 N., on N.;
R. 22 E., S. 31, on E., and
R. 21 E., S. 36, on W. faces; with 6 notches on N., E., and W. faces;
and raised a mound of stone 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land, high, mountainous, and rolling.
Soil, sandy and rocky; 4th rate.
Timber, pine; thick undergrowth same; 80 chs.
.August 24, 1880.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
This line runs over the east slope of the Little Snowy Mountains. The townships
on each side are rough and broken, but contain large groves of pine and :fir timber of
fair quality, and some springs and small streams of pure clear water.
JAMES M. PAGE,
United States Deputy Su1·veyor.
FINAL OATHS FOR SURVEYORS.
LIST OF NAMES.

A list of the names of the individuals employed by James M. Page, U. S. deputy
surveyor, to assist in running, measuring, and marking the lines and corners described
in the foregoing :field notes of the survey of the third standard parallel north, through
range No. 21 east of the principal base and meridian, in the Territory of Montana,
showing the respective capacities in which they acted.

------ ----·- ·----· ........ ------ ··--·-.

-~---·

··-··· ·----· ···--·

NEWTON ORR .•• - •..•• - ••. -.- ••••• -- ..• --- •. --- .• --- •• ----. ---- • - ••.
BARCLAy JONES • - - -- •• - - - . - ...• -- • --- .. - - -- •••• - - •• - - -- .• - - •••• -- •
PETER SMITH .•• - - .• - - -- ••• - - - ••. - - - .. - - -- .. - - - - . - - - - - •• - - - - - • - - -- ..
JOHN PARKER •.•••.••••••••.••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••..••••.••••
WILLIAM MAULDIN ·- -·-· ••• -- ..••• --·. ---· ---- •• --- .•• ---- ·----· -·.
HENRY NEWTON·--- .••••• ··---· .••••• ···--··-----·---··---··-·-·--·
CLAYTON pAGE ••• - -.-. - - - •.•• - •• --- •• - • - ..•• - - - - - -- - - - •• - . -.- • --- •.

Compassman.
Chainman.
Chainman.
Chainman.
Chainman.
Ax em an.
Axeman.
Flagman.

FINAL OATHS OF ASSISTANTS.

We hereby certify that we assisted James M. Page, United States deputy surveyor,
in surveying all those parts or portions of the third standard parallel north through
range No. 21 east, of the principal base and meridian in the Territory of Montana, as
are represented in the foregoing :field notes as having been surveyed by him and under
his direction; and that said survey has been in all respects, to the best of our knowledge and belief, well and faithfully surveyed, and the corner monuments established
according to the instructions furnished by the United States surveyor-general for
Montana.
- - - - - , Cornpassrnan.
NEWTON ORR, Chainman.
BARCLAY JONES, Chainman.
PETER SMITH~ Chainman.
JOHN PARKEK, Chainman.
WILLIAM MAULDIN, .Auman.
HENRY NEWTON, Auman.
CLAYTON PAGE, Flagman.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st day of September, 1880.
[SEAL.]
WILLIAM MARTIN, Notary Public.
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OATH OF UNITED STATES DEPUTY SURVEYOR.

I , James M. Page, United States deputy surveyor, do solemnly swear that in pursuance of instructions received from Roswell H. Mason, United States surveyor-general for Montana, bearing date the tenth day of August, 1880, I hav~ well, faithfully,
and truly, in my own proper person, and in strict conformity with the instructions
furnished by the United States surveyor-general for Montana, the Su:veying Manu.al,
and the laws of the United States, surveyed all those parts or portiOns of the th1rd
standard parallel north through range No. 21 east of the principal base and merid.ian
in the Territory of Montana, as are represented in the foregoing field notes as havmg
been surveyed by me and under my direction ; and I do further solemnly swear that
all the corners of said surveys have been established and perpetuated in strict accordance with the Surveying Manual, printed instructions, the special instructions of the
United States surveyor-general for Montana, and in the specific manner described in
the field notes, and that the foregoing a.re the true field notes of such survey; and
should any fraud be detected I will suft'er the penalty of perjury under the provisiontt
.
of an act of Congress approved August 8, 1846.
JAMES M. PAGE,
United States Deputy Surveyor.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st day of September, 1880.
WILLIAM ¥ARTIN, NotaTy Public.

[SEAL.]

SPECIMEN FIELD NOTES.-No. 2.
This specimen shows only the body of the field notes of the survey of the sixth
auxiliary meridian, east through township No. 16 north of the base and principal
meridian, in the Territory of Montana. The oaths and other portions omitted would
be of like nature to those shown in Specimen Field Notes No. 1.
SIXTH AUXILIARY MERIDIAN EAST THROUGH TOWNSHIP NO.

16

NORTH.

On the night of September 2, 1880, I took an observation on the star Polaris, in accordance with instructions contained in the Manual of Surveys, and drove pickets on
the line thus established.
Survey comm~nced September 3, 1880, with a Burt's improved solar compass.
Chains.

Before commencing this survey I test my compass on the line established
last night, and find it correct.
I begin at the cor. to Tps. 15 and 16 N., Rs. 24 and 25 E., which is a post,
4 ins. square, markedT. 16 N., S. 31, on N. E.;
R. 25 E., S. 6, on S. E. ;
T. 15 N., S. 1, on S. W., and
R. 24 E., S. 36, on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on each edge, and pits
N., S., E., and W. of post, 6ft. dist.: and mound of earth around
post. Thence I run
North, bet. sees. 31 and 36.
Va. 20t0 E.
10.00 Dry channel, 10 lks. wide, course E.
40.00 Set a sandstone 18 X 10 X 3 ins. 12 ins. in the ground fort sec. cor. marked
ton W. face; dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist.,
and raised a mound of earth lt ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
42.60 Stream 6 lks. wide, course N. 70° W.
55.50 Enter timber.
56.45 Ravine about 30ft. deep, courseS. 60° W., and ascend.
60.70 Top of ridge about 50 ft. above ravine, and descend.
72.40 Foot of ridge about 50 ft. below top. Course E. and W.
80.00 Set a sandstone 18 X 11 X 3 ins. 12 ins. in the ground for cor. to sees. 25, 30, ·
31, and 36, marked with 5 notches on N. and 1 notch on S. edges; from
whlch
A pine, 6 ins. diam., bears N. 620 E., 41 lks. dist., marked T. 16 N. :
R. 25 E., S. 30 B. T.;
A pine, 18 ins. diam., bearsS. 4lt0 E., 93lks. dist. marked T. 16 N.,
R. 25 E., S. 30 B. T.;
J
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Chains.

2.75
7.00
18.90
40.00
45.00
80.00

35.40
40.00
42.45
47.30
54.70
61.45
80.00

A pine, 12 ins. diam., bearsS. 83£0W., 109lks. dist., marked T.16N.,
. ·R. 24 E., S. 36 B. T.;
A pine, 11 ins. diam., bears N. 470 W., 45 lks. dist., marked T. 16 N.,
R. 24 E., S. 25 B. T.
Land, rolling.
.
Soil, sandy and clay-2d and 3d rate.
Timber, pine; large and good quality, with some thick undergrowth same;
24.50 cbs.
North, bet. sees. 25 and 30.
Va. 20i0 E.
Through timber.
Descend.
Leave timber.
Point about 40ft. below last cor. ; deep cut channel; stream 12lks. wide;
course N. 75° W.
Set a staudstone 15 X 11 X 6 ins. 10 ins. in the ground fort sec. cor., marked
ion W. face; dug pits t8· X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist.,
and raised mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
Enter bottom.
Set a post 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone 12 in!! in the ground
for cor. to sees. 19, 24, 25, and 30, marked·
,
T. 16 N., S. 19, on N. E.;
H. 25 E., S. 30, on S. E.;
R. 24 E., S. 25, on S. W., and
S. 24, on N. W. fares, with 4 notches on N. and 2 notches on S. edges;
dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec. 5t ft. dist., and raised mound
of earth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land, rolling and level.
Soil, south 45 cbs., clay and sandy-2d rate; north 35 cbs.-lst rate.
'rimber, pine, of good quality; 7 cbs.
N ortb, bet. sees. 19 and 24.
Va. 20t0 E.
Dry channel, 20 lks. wide, course E.
Set a sandstone 16 X 8 X 4 ins. 11 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ion vV. face; dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth It ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
Ford's Creek, 25 lks. wide, course E. and enter willow brush.
Bend in Ford's Creek, course N. 25° W., to avoid which and save two crossings, I offset W. 2.00 cbs., thence N. on offset line 7.40 cbs.; thence E. 2.00
cbs. to line.
On line on N. side of bend, coures of creek at this point N. 45° E. and leave
willow brush.
Dry channel, 25lks. wide, course S. 700 E.
Set a sandstone 18 X 10 X 4 ins. 12 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 13, 18,
19, aud 24, marked with 3 notches on the N. and S. edges; dug pits 18 X
18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2ft. high,
4t ft. base, alongside.
Larnd, nearly level bottom.
Soil, sandy loam and clay-1st and 2d rate.
No timber. Thick willow and box-elder brush along Ford's Creek.

North bet. sees. 13 and 18.
Va. 20t0 E.
Leave bottom, and ascend gradually
33.00 A point about 40ft. above bottom, top of low bluff.
3 .00 Ravin , abont 15ft. deep, course E. and ascend gradually over rolling ground.
40.00
e a and tone 14 X 10 X 4 ins. 10 inE~. in the ground fort sec. cor., marked
! on W. face; durr pits 18 X 1 X 12ins. N. and S. ofstone,5t ft. dist.,and
raised mound of arth lt ft. bi~h, 3t ft. base, alongside.
60.60 To? of lo'v ridg , about GO ft. hign, and descend.
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Chains.
80.00 Set a post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 7, 12, 13, and 18, markedT.16N.,S. 7,onN.E.;
R. 25 E., S. 18, on S. E.;
R. 24 E., S.13, on S. W., and
S. 12, on N. W. faces, with 2 notches on N. and 4 notches on S. edges;
dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a
mound of earth, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land rolling.
Soil, sandy and clay loam-2d rate.
No timber.
September 3, 1880.

3.40
39.50
40.00
71.00
71.85
77.00
80.00

North, bet. sees. 7 and 12.
Var. 20;l0 E.
Ascend gradually.
·
A point about 20 ft. above last cor. top of low ridge, and descend.
Stream 3lks. wide, course E., and ascend over rolling ground.
Set a sandstone 18 X 6 X 5 ins.12 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor. marked t
on W. face; dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, and raised a
mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
Descend steep bluff.
A point about 40 ft. below top of bluff. Stream 10 lks. wide, course E., and
enter bottom land.
Leave bottom land and ascend bluff, courseS. 70° E.
A point about 40 ft. above bottom, and set a sandstone 30 X 8 X 4 ins. 23 ins.
in the ground for cor. to sees. 1, 6, 7, and 12, marked with one notch on
N. and 5 notches on S. edges; dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec. 5t ft.
dist., and raised a mound of earth~ ft. high. 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy and clay-2d rate.
No timber.

North, bet. sees. 1 and 6.
Va. 20;l0 E.
18.60 Stream, 4 lks. wi<le, course E.
40.00 Set a sandstone 30 X 9 X 4 ins. 23 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
t on W. face; dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth lt ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
61.00 Stream, 8 lks. wide, course S. 40° E.
78.42 Intersect the fourth standard parallel north at a point 6.95 chs. E. of the
standard cor. to sees. 35 anu 36, T. 17 N., R. 24 E., at which point I set a
post 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
markedC. C., T.16 N., on S.;
R. 25 E., S. 6, on E., and
R. 24 E., S. 1, on W. faces, with 6 notches on S., E., and W. faces; dug
pits 24 X ltl X 12 ins. lengthwise on each line, S., E., and W. of post,
6 ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around
post.
Land, level.
Soil, sandy loam-1st and 2d rate.
No timber.
Septe'rnber 4, 1880.
31.50 chs. of this line runs through timber.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
Townships 16 N., Rs. 24 and 25 E., are generally rolling table lands, producing an
abundant growth of grass, and there is a large amount of good bottom land along
Ford's Creek and H.s tributaries. About 2 miles east of the closing cor. is a lake
some 2 miles wide, by 2t miles long, lying in Tps. 16 and 17 N., R. 25 E.
JAMES M. PAGE,
SEPTE:UBER 4, 1880.
U. S. Deputy Surveyor.
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SPECIMEN FIELD NOTES.-No. 3.
These specimen :field notes show only the body of the :field notes of the survey of the
west and north boundaries ofT. 13 N., R. 24 E., of the base and principal meridian in
the Territory of Montana, it being assumed that the south and east boundaries of said
township have been previously established by running the third standard parallel
north, and the sixth auxiliary meridian east. The oaths and other portions omitted
would be of like nature to those shown in Specimen Field Notes No. 1, it being remembered that only one set of chainmen is required in the survey of township lines.
EXTERIOR BOUNDARIES T. 13 N., R. 24 E.
Survey commenced September 21, 1880, with a Burt's improved solar compass.

I begin at the standard cor. to Tps. 13 N., Rs. 23 and 24·E., which is a post
4 ins. square, markedS. C., T. 13 N., on N.;
R. 24 E., S. 31, on E., and
R. 23 E., S. 36, on W. faces, with 6 notches on N., E., and W. faces, and
pits N. E., and W. of post 6 feet dist., and mound of earth around
post. Thence I run
North between sees. 31 and 36.
Va. 20i0 E.
Descend over rough, broken ground.
.
1.50 Ravine about 20 ft. deep, course N. 80° E., and ascend.
15.00 Top of hill, about 50 feet above ravine, and descend.
30.00 Head of ravine, course N. 30° E.
35.60 Descend abruptly.
40.00 A point about 150ft. below top of hill-foot of broken bluff, course E. and W.,
and set a sandstone 16 X 16 X 6 ins., 11 ins. in the ground, ~or i se.c. c<_>r.,
marked ion W. face, and raised a mound of stone alongs1de. P1ts liDpracticable.
42.00 Stream, 4 lks. wiflt>, course E., and ascend.
47.00 Top of ridge about 80 ft. above stream, and descend.
55.35 Ravine, about 30 ft. deep, course N. 45° E.
wide, course
61.95 A point about 150 ft. below top of ridge. Spring branch, 4lks.
1
S. 70° E., ascend.
74.50 A point about 150 ft. above stream, and enter timber.
80.00 Set a sandstone 24 X 15 X 8 ins. 18 ins. in the ground for cor. to sees. 25, 30, .31,
and 36, marked with 5 notches on N. and 1 notch on S. edges; from whiCh
A pine, 5 ins. diam., bears N. 22to E., 30 lks. dist., marked T. 13 N.,
R. 24 E., S. 30 B. T.
A pine, 12 ins. diam., bearsS. 27io E., 87lks. dist., marked T. 13 N.,
R. 24 E., S. 31 B. T.
A pine, 10 ins. diam., bears S. 10 W., 40 lks. dist., marked T. 13 N.,
R. 23 E., S. 36 B. T.
·
A pine, 17 ins. diam., bears N. 42o W., 65lks. dist., marked T. 13 N.,
R. 23 K, S. 25 B. T.
Land, mountainous, rough, and broken.
Soil, sandy and stony-4th rate.
Timber, pine, 5.50 chs., and cottonwood along streams.

Chains.

North, bet. sees. 25 and 30.
Va. 20i0 E.
Descend through timber.
8.85 Ravine, about 10 ft. deep, course N. 100 E.
19.00 A point about 175ft. below cor., ravine, about 60 ft. deep, courseS. 80° E.
and ascend.
21.00 Leave timber.
24.00 A point about 100 feet above ravine, top of hill, and descend gradually over
rolling ()'round.
40.00 Set a sandstone 16X13X3 ins. 11 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ion W. face and raised a mound of stone alongside.
75.50 Spring branch, 2 lks. wide, course E. and ascend.
80.00 A point about 40 ft. above stream, and set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square,
with marked stone 12 ins. in the ground for cor. to sees. 19, 24, 25, and 30,
mark dT. 13 ,.., , . 19, on N. E.;
R. 24 E., ·. 30, on S. E. ;
R ~3 E. . 2.5, on . W., and
· 24 on . . . \V. faces, with 4 notches on N. and 2 notches on S. edges,
and rai ed a mound of stone, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. ba e, around post.
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ExtcrioTs T. 13 N., R. 24 E.-Continued.
Chains.

4.20
18.50
40.00
48.85
64.95
80.00

40.00
80.00

40.00
54.00
80.00

Land, hilly, rough, and broken.
Soil, sandy and rocky-4th rate.
Timber, pine, 21.00 chs., and undergrowth same.
North, bet secs.19 and 24.
Va.20i 0 E.
Descend gradually.
A point about 40 ft. below cor. Spring branch 3 lks. wide, course S. 70° E.
A point about 50 ft. n,bove stream, top of ridge, course E. and W., and descend Gver rolling ground.
Set a sand~tone 14 x 14 x 4 ins.10 ins. in the ground, fori sec. cor., marked
ton W. face, and raised a mound of stone alongside. Pits impracticable.
Stream, 4 lks. wide, course E.
Stream, 4 lks. wide, courseS. 70° E.
Set a sandstone 24 X 18 x 6 ins. 18 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 13, 18,
19, and 24, marked with 3 notches on N. and S. edges; dug pits 18 X 18 X
12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth alongside.
Land, broken and rolling.
Soil, rocky and sandy loam-2d and 3d rate .
.Some scattering pine along streams, with yellow and rose brush.
North, bet. sees. 13 and 18.
Va.20-J;O E.
Over rolling ground.
Set a sandstone 18X14X3 ins.12 ins. in the ground, for i sec. cor., marked
ton W. face; dug pits 18X18X12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
Set a post, 4ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 7, 12, 13, and 18, markedT. 13 N., S. 7, on N. E.;
R. 24 E., S. 18, on S. E.;
R. 23 E., S. 13, on S. W., and
.
S. 12, on N. W. faces, with 2 notches on N. and 4 notches on S. edges;
dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound
of earth, 2 ft. high, 4t base, around post.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
No timber.
SeptembeT 21, 1880.
North, bet. sees. 7 and 12.
Va.20tOE.
Set a sandstone, 16 X 12 X 3 ins. 11 ins. in the ground, for i sec. cor., marked
ion W. face; dug pits 18X18X12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
Stream, 7 lks. wide, course N. 40° E.
Set a post, 4ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 1, 6, 7, and 12, markedT. 13 N,, S. 6, on N. E.;
R. 24 E., S. 7, on S. E.;
R. 23 E., S. 12, on S. W., and
S. 1, on N. W. faces, with 1 notch on N. and 5 notches on S. edges 1
dug pits 18X18 X12ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mouna
of earth, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. baso, around post.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
No timber; willow brush along stream.
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Exteriors T. 13 N., R. 24 E.-Continued.
Chains. North, bet. sees. 1 and 6.
Va. 20-!o E.
34.00 '~tream, 6 lks. wide, course E .
.40.00 .Set a sandstone 22 X 8 X 3 ins. 16 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ton W. face; dug pits 18 X ltl X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist.,
and raised a mound of earth, 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
1
80. 'lf1 Set a post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground
' for cor. to Tps. 13 and 14 N., Rs. 23 and 24 E., markedT. 14 N., S. 31, on N. E. ;
R. 24 E., S. 6, on S. E. ;
· T. 13 N., S. 1, on S. W., and
R. 23 E., S. 36, on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on each edge; dug pits
24 X 18 X 12 ins. lengthwiEe on each line, N., S., E., and W. of post,
6ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth, 2ft. high, 4t ft. base, around
post.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
No timber.

!

From the cor. to Tps. 13 and 14 N., Rs. 23 and 24 E., I run east on a random line, between said townships, the variation of my compass being 20-!0
E. I set temporary half-mile and mile corners at each 40 and 80 chains, and
:find the township line to be 5 miles 77 cbs. and 95 lks. long, and the falling
to be 45lks. N. of the cor. to Tps.-13 and 14 N., Rs. 24 and 25 E. The correction for the true line will therefore be 7t lks. south, and 2.05 cbs. west
per mile, and its course will be N. 79° 57' W.
From the cor. to Tps. 13 and 14 N., Rs. 24 and 25 E., which is a post, 4 ins.
square, marked- ·
T. 14 N., S. 31, on N. E.;
R. 25 E., S. 6, on S E.;
T. 13 N., S. 1, on S. W., and
R. 24 E., S. 36, on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on each edge and pits
N., S. E., and W. of post, 6ft. dist., and mound of earth around post.
I run

9.28
15.40
40.00

80.00

40.00
45.70

N. 79° 57' W. on a true line bet. sees. 1 and 36.
Va. 20o E.
Over very nearly level ground.
Stream, 10 lks. wide, course S. 70o E.
.
Same stream, course, N. 500 E.
Set a red sandstone, 18 X 10 X 6 ins., 12 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor.,
marked ton N. face; dug pits 18 X 18 x 12 ins. E. and W. of stone, 5i- ft.
dist., and raised a mound of earth, lt ft. high, 3f ft. base, alongside.
Set a sandstone, 18 X 14 X 6 ins., 12 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees.
1, 2, 35, and 36, marked with 1 notch on E. and 5 notches on W. edges!
dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N., S., E., and W. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth 2ft. high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, level.
Soil, rich loam-1st class.
No timber.
N. 79° 57 1 W. on a true line bet. sees. 2 and 35.
Va. 20-!0 E.
Over nearly level ground.
Set a sandstone, 16 X 10 X 5 ins., 11 ins. in the ground, for i sec. cor.,
marked i on N. face; dug pits lb x 18 x 12 ins. E. and W. of stone, 5t ft.
dist., and raised a mound of earth lt ft. hi&J:, 3t ft. base, alongside.
S. fork of Spring Creek, 15 lks. wide, course .N. 40° E.
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Exteriors .T. 13 N., R. 24 E.-Continued.
Chains.
80. 00

Set a post, 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 2, 3, 34 and 35, markedT. 14 N., S. 35, on N. E.;
R. 24 E., S. 2, on S. E. ;
T. 13 N., S. 3, on S. W., and
S. 34, on N. W. faces, with2 notches onE. and4notcheson W. edges;
dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5}- ft. dist., and raised a
mound of earth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, level.
Soil, rich loam-1st rate.
No timber.
September 22, 1880.

' N. 79° 57' W. on a true line, bet. sees. 3 and 34.
Va.20l0 E.
Ascend gradually.
18.60 Enter pine timber, in open grove.
40.00 Set a sandstone 18 X 8 X 6 ins. 12 ins. in the ground, fori sec: cor., marked t
on N. face; from which
A pine, 12 ins. diam., bears N. 23° W., 89lks. dist., marked iS. B. T.
No other tree in limits, and raised a mound of stone alongside.
52.50 Spring branch, 3 lks. wide, courseS. 50° E.
80.00 A point about 150 ft. above last sec. cor. and set a sandstone 18 X 8 X 6 ins.
12 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 3, 4, 33, and 34, marked with 3
notches on E. and W. edges; from which
A pine, 36 ins. diam., bears N. 45° E., 82lks. dist. marked T.l4 N., R. 24
E., S. 34 B. T. ;
A pine, 14 ms. diam., bears S. 24° W., 110 lks. dist., marked T. 13 N.,
R.24E., S. 4B. T.
No other trees within limits, and raised a mound of stone alongside.
Land, slightly undulating.
Soil, sandy loam-2d ra,te.
Timber, piae of fine quality; 61.40 chs.
N. 79° 57' W. on a true line, bet. sees. 4 and 33.
Va. 20t0 E.
11.60 Spring branch, 6lks. wide, course N. 200 E.
17.50 Leave timber. ·
40.00 Set a sandstone 20 X 10 X 4ins. 15 ins. in the ground fori- sec. cor., marked
l on N. face, and raised a mound of stone, covered with earth, 2ft. high,
4-i ft. base, alongside.
76.30 Spring branch, 2 lks. wide, course S. 50° E.
80.00 Set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 4, 5,.32, and 33, markedT. 14 N., S. 33, on N. E. ;
R. 24 E., S. 4, on S. E.; .
T. 13 N., S. 5, on S. W., and
S. 32, on N. W. faces, with 4 notches on E. and2 notches on W. edges;
dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound
of earth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land, nearly level.
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
Timber, pine; 17.50 chs.

36.10
40.00

N. 79° 57' W. on a true line, bet. sees. 5 and 32.
Va. 20!0 E.
Spring branch, 2 lks. wide, course S. 50° E.
Set a post, 3ft. long, 3 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
fort sec. cor., marked t S. on N. face; dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. E. and W.
of post, 5}- ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base,
around post.
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Chains.
80.00

40.00
77.95

Set a sandstone 18 X 12 X 6 ins. 12 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 5, 6,
31, and 32, marked with 5 notches on E. and 1 notch on W. edges; dug pits
18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5! ft. dist., a.nd raised a mound of earth 2ft.
high, 4t ft. base, alongsid~.
Land, level.
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
No timber.
N. 79° 57' W. on a true line, bet. sees. 6 and 31.
Va. 20!0 E.
Set a sandstone 22 X 10 X 3 ins. 16 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor. 1 marked i
on N. side; dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. E. and W. of stone, 5! ft. dist., and
raised .a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to Tps. 13 and 14 N., Rs. 28 and 24 E.
Land, level.
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
No timber.
Septembe1· 23, 1880.

2 miles 19 cbs. and 90 lks. of these lines run over mountainous land, or through timber.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
The northwestern portion of this township is rough, hilly, and broken. The remainder consists of rolling land.z with much rich bottom land along Spring Creek and
its numerous tributaries. On tne hilly and rolling land are large groves of pine timber. There is one settler near the center of the township. The township should be
subdivided.
JAMES M PAGE,
U. S. Deputy Surveyor.
SPECIMEN FIELD NOTES.-No. 4.
Resurvey of a portion of the exterior boundaries ofT. 25 N., R. 2 W., Willamette meridian, Oregon.
In subdividing this township I commenced by running north on a blank line,
on the east boundary of sec. 36, va. 17o 55' E., and at 40 cbs. I found the t
sec. cor. to beN. 80° E. 16 lks. dist., and at 80 cbs. the sec. cor. to be E. 30
lks. dist. I therefore continued the true line north, found that no portion of this east boundary was in alignment, and that many of the corners
were nearly obliterated, but that the cor. to Tps. 25 and 26 N., Rs. 1 and 2
W., was due north of the starting cor. As T. 25 N., R. 1 W., had not been
subdivided, and, consequently, no subdivision lines had been closed on
either side of this east boundary, I resurveyed the same as follows:
Finding the standard cor. to Tps. 25 N., Rs. 1 and 2 W., was a post greatly decayed, and with the marks nearly obliterated, I destroyed all traces of old
cor. and re-established it as follows:
Set a post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, 24 ins. in the ground, for standard cor. to
Tps. 25 N., Rs. 1 and 2 W., markedS. C., T. 25 N., on N.;
R.1 W., S. :n, on E., and
R. 2 W., S. 36, on W. faces, with 6 notches on N., E., and W. faces; from
which
.A. black oak, 20ins. diam., bearsN. 37° E., 27lks. dist., marked T. 25N.,
R. 1 W., S. 31 B. T. ;
.A. burr oak, 24 ins. diam., bears N. 430 W., 35 lks. dist., marked T. 25
N.,R.2 W.,S.36 B.T.;
A maple, 18 ins. diam., bearsS. 27° W., 39 lks. dist., marked T. 24 N.,
R.2W., .1 B.T.
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Exterio1·s T. 25 N., R. 2 W.-Continued.
Chains.

1. 00
18.00
20.00
40.00

55.00
57.00
72.60
80.00

4.20
6.10
40.00

74.00
80.00

Thence I run
North, bet. sees. 31 and 36.
Va. 17° 55' E.
Through timber.
Brook, 5lks. wide, course N. W.
Foot of hill, course N. W. and S. E.
Top of hill, about 50 ft. high.
Set a sandstone 20 x 8 X 3 ins. 15 ins., in the ground, for i sec. cor., marked
ton W. side; dug pits 18 X 8 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, H ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
.
From this point the old i sec. cor., which is a decayed stake, w1th marks
almost obliterated, bears N. 80° E., 16 lks. dist. I destroyed this stake,
and also the marks on the stump of a beech tree, described as a beanng
tree, in the :field notes of original survey. No traces could be found of
poplar tree described as bearing tree in said field notes.
Descend.
Foot of hill, about 40 ft. high, and enter rich levelland.
A brook, 10 lks. wide, course N. 40° E.
Set a post, 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, 2ft. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 25,
30, 31, and 36, markedT. 25 N., S. :~0, on N. E.;
R. 1 W., S. 31, on S. E.;
R. 2 W., S. 36, on S. W., and
S. 25, on N. W. faces, with 5 notches on N. and 1 notch on S. edges;
from which
A birch, 24 ins. diam., bears N. 30o E., 18lks. dist., marked T. 25 N.,
R. 1 W., S. 30B. T.;
A white oak, 16 ins. diam., bearsS. 25° E., 60lks. dist., marked T. 25
N., R. 1 W., S. 31 B. T.;
A white oak, 14 ins. diam., bearsS. 800 W., 93 lks. dist., marked T. 25
N., R. 2 W., S. 36 B. T. ;
A poplar, 15 ins. diam., bears N. 60° W., 82lks. dist., marked T. 25N.,
R. 2 W., S. 25 B. T.
From this cor. the old sec. cor., a decayed post, bears E., 30 lks. dist. I de·
stroyed this post, and also the marks on old bearing trees.
Land, rollino- and level.
Soil, N. and S. parts, rich loam-1st rate; middle part, sandy-2d rate.
Timber, beech, poplar, white oak, and birch.
North, bet. sees. 25 and 30.
Va. 17o 55 1 E.
Throuo-h timber.
A mapYe, 16 ins. diam.
Foot of rising ground, slopes E. and N. W.
An elm, 18 ins. diam., which I mark t s., on W. face, for i sec. cor., from
which
A poplar, 30 ins. diam., bears N. 30° E., 100 lks. dist., marked iS. B. T.
A beech, 13 ins. diam., bearsS. 24° W., 30 lks. dist., marked iS. B. T.
From this point a post, the old t sec. cor., bears N. 75° E., 100 lks. dist. I
destroyed this post, and also marks on the old bearing trees, a beech and
poplar.
A white oak, 16 ins. diam.
Set a post, 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, 24 ins. iu the ground, for cor. to sees. 19,
24, 25, and 30, markedT. 25 N., S. 19, on N. E.;
R. 1 W., S. 30, on S. E.;
R. 2 W., S. 25, on S. W., and
S. 24, on N. W. faces, with 4 notches on N. and 2 notches on S. edges;
from which
A beech, 18 ins. diam., bears N. 30° E., 74lks. dist., marked T. 25 N.,
R. 1 W., S. 19 B. T.
A poplar, 26 ins. diam., bearsS. 400 E., 28lks. dist., marked T. 25 N.,
R. 1 W., S. :30 B. T.
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Chains.!

22.10
40.00

44.00
50.00
56.40
65.20
72.00
80.00

12.30
21.00
30.40
40.00

44.00
59.00
80.00

A burr oak, 16 ins. diam., bearsS. 80° W., 36lks. dist., marked T. 25
N., R. 2 W., S. 25 B. T.;
A white oak, 16 ins. diam., bears N. 45° W., 36lks. dist., marked T. 25
N., R. 2 W., S. 24 B. T.
From this point the old sec. cor., a post, bears N. 50° E., 40 lks. dist. I destroyed this post 1 and also the marks on old bearing trees.
Land, rolling.
Soil, rich loam-1st rate.
Timber, beach, walnut, elm, and white oak.
North, bet. sees. 19 and 24.
Va. 17° 55' E.
Through timber, gradually descending.
A white walnut, 24 ins. diam.
Set a post, 3ft. long, 3 ins. square, 2ft. in the ground, for l- sec. cor., marked i
S. on W. face· from which
An ash, 10 ins. diam., bears .S. 400 E., 60 lks. dist., marked iS. B. T.;
An ash, 12 ins. diam., bears N. 60 W., 13 lks. dist., marked l- S. B. T.
From this point the old t sec. cor., a post, bearsS. 10 E., 45 lks. dist. I destroyed this post, and also the marks on old bearing trees.
Foot of slope, about 80 ft. below last sec. cor. Road from Williamsburg to
Astoria, course E. and W.
Elk Creek, 130 lks. wide, shallow at this point, and gentle current, general
course Yv. Brook, 10 lks. wide, courseS. W.
Leave creek bottom, and enter upland, course E. and W. 1
A hickory, 14 ins. diam.
Set a granite bowlder, 20 X 12 X 4 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, for cor. to s_ecs.
13, 18, 19, and 24, marked with 3 notches on N. and S. edges, and raised
.
a mound of stone alongside.
From this point, the old sec. cor., a limestone, bears N. 20° E., 16 lks. dist.
I destroyed marks on this stone. Found stumps of trees, which had probably been established as bearing trees at date of original survey, but
could not distinguish any marks on same.
Land, rolling a nd level.
Soil, rich loam-1st rate. Bottom is not subject to inundation.
Timber, walnut, beech, maple, ash, and hickory.
North, bet. sees. 13 and18.
Va. 17° 55' E.
Through timber . .
A white oak, 16 ins. diam.
Foot of high, broken ridge, about 200 ft. above creek bottom, course E. and
N.W.
Top of ridge, about 75ft. high, descends abruptly.
Set a limestone, 16 X 10 X 4 ins., 11 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
l- on W. side, from which
.
A cherry, 8 ins. diam., bears N. 300 W., 16lks. dist., marked l- S. B. T.
A cherry, 10 ins. diam., bearsS. 600 W., 80 lks. dist., marked t S. B. T.
I could find no traces of old t sec. cor., but found an old cherry tree marked
for bearing tree, and obliterated marks on same.
A burr oak, 30 ins. diam.
Foot of descent, about 300 ft. below top of rjdge, and ascend.
Set a post, 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, 24 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 7,
12, 13, and 18, markcdT 25 N., S. 7, on N. E.;
R. 1 W., . 18, on S. E.;
R. 2 W., S. 13, on S. W., and
S. 12, on N. W. faces, with 2 notches on N. and 4 notcheR on S. faces;
from which
·
A hiekory, 18 ins. diam., bears N. 400 E., 14 lks. dist., marked T. 25
N., R. 1 W., S. 7 B. T.;
A mapl , 12 ins. diam., bearsS. 420 E., 23lks. dist., marked T. 25 N.,
R. 1 W., . 1 B. T.;
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Chains.

13.10
40.00

68.00
80.00

6.00
9. 00
20.13
34.06
39.00
40.00

44.10
79.75

.A. beech, 16 ins. diam., bearsS. 36° W., 16lks. dist., marked T. 25 N.,R.
2 W. S. 13 B. T. ;
.
.A. hickory, 20 ins. diam., bears N. 39° W., 38lks. <hst., marked T. 25 N.,
R.1 W. S.12 B. T.
The old sec. cor., a post. was lying on the ground near this cor. I destroY,ed
this post. Tlle bearing trees are those described in the field notes of original survey, and were all newly marked.
Land (except S. 21.00 chs. ), high, broken, and mountainous.
Soil, sandy and rocky-3d and 4th rate.
Timber, beech, hickory, maple, and black-jack.
North, bet. sees. 7 and 12.
Va.17° 55' E.
ThrouO'h timber.
A black oak, 16 ins. diam.
Set a limestone 20 X 8 X 2 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, fori sec. cor., marked
ton W. side, from which
.A.n elm, 14 ins. diam., bea:rs S. 40° W., 16lks. dist., marked t S. B. T.;
.A.n elm, 11 ins. diam., bears N. 23° W., 42lks. dist., marked iS. B. T.
From this point, the old t sec. cor., a post, bears N. 7!'>0 W., 60 lks. dist. I
destroyed this post, and also the marks on old bearing trees .
.A. point about 100 ft. above last sec. cor., and foot of mountain, course E.
N.W .
.A. granite rock m place 2 X 6 X 10ft. above ground, which I marked for cor.
to secs.l, 6, 7, and12, with a cross (X) at exact cor. point, and 1 notch N.
and 5 notches S. of cross.
This rock is on the top of the mountain about 300 ft. above foot. Fire has
destroyed all traces of old sec. cor. and bearing trees.
Land, mountainous and broken.
Soil, stony and rocky-4th rate.
Timber, hickory, oak, beech, and ash.
The fire above r eferred to was confined to a space of about 30 acres on the
the summit of the mountain.
North, bet. sees 1 and 6.
Va. 170 55' E.
Descend abruptly .
.A. black oak, 16 ins. <liam., and enter timber.
.A. point about 250 feet below summit; foot of mountain.
An ash, 12 ins. diam.
Au ash, 20 ins. diam.
Edge of ravine, about 40ft. deep.
Bottom of ravine, and set ttlimestone 18 X 7 X 4 ins., 12 ins. in the ground,
fort sec. cor., marked ion W. side, from which
A poplar, 16 ins. diam., bears N. 40° E., 34lks. dist., marked i S. B. T.;
A poplar, 14 ins. diam., bearsS.· 13° W., 22 lks. dist., marked t S. B. T.
From this point the old t sec. cor., a post bearsS. 80° W., 10 lks. dist. I
destroyed this post, and after a careful examination of all the trees within
limits, was unable to distinguish any marks made for bearing trees.
Leave timber, and enter open prairie, course E. and N. W.
At this point I found the old township cor., a charred stake with remains of
trench and mound. As Tps. 26 N., Rs.1 and 2 W., had both been subdivided, I couid not change the location of this cor. and therefore re-established it, as follows:
Set a post, 4t ft. long, 4 ins. square, 24 ins. in the ground, for cor. to Tps. 25
and 26 N., Rs. 1 and 2 W., markedT. 26 N. S. 31 on N. E.;
R.1 w. s. 6 Oils. E.;
T . 25 N.S.1 on S. W.; and
R. 2 W. S. 36 on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on each edge; from
which
A cherry, 6 ins. cliam., bears N. 400 E., 14lks. dist., marked T. 26 N.,
R.1 W. S. 31 B: T.;
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Chains.

.~

6.50
38.00
40.00

A white oak, 5 ins. diam., bearsS. 300 E., 24 lks. dist., marked T. 25
N., R.l W., S. 6B. T.;
A hickory, 8 ins. diam., bears S. 50o W., 30 lks. dist., marked T. 25
N., R. 2 W., S. 1 B. T.;
A chestnut, 6 ins. diam. bears N. 28o W., 13 lks. rust., marked T. 26
N., R. 2 W., S. 36 B. T.
.
Land, broken, rolling, and level.
Soil, rocky and sandy loam-2d and 4th rate.
Timber, oak, ash, poplar, chestnut, and hickory.
In subdividing this township, and running the random line west bet. sees.
7 and 18, I was unable to :find the cor. to sees. 7, 12, 13, and 18. I found
the t sec. cor. bet. sees. 13 and 18, which is
A post, 3 ins. square, :firmly set in the ground, and marked t S. on W.
side ; from which
A white oak, 27 ins. diam., bears N. 27° W., 27lks. dist., marked iS.
B.T.;
A white oak, 30 ins. diam., bears N. 28° E., 92lks. dist., marked iS.
B.T.
From this i sec. cor. I run north bet. sees. 13 and 18.
Va. 1so E.
Road from Williamsburg, course E. and W.
Fence, course E. and W., leave timber, and enter plowed ground. ·
At this point I again made careful search for the sec. cor., which is described
as a post, with bearing trees, but was unable to :find any traces of it, and
therefore re-established cor. as follows:
Set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the
ground, for cor. to sees. 7, 12, 13, and 18, markedT. 25 N. S. 7 on N. E.;
R. 2 W. S. 18 on S. E.;
R. 3 W. S. 13 on S. W. and
S. 12 on N. W. faces, with two notches onN. and4 notches on S. edges;
dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a
mound of earth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land, level.
Soil, rich loam-1st rate.
Timber, oak.
.
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PRELIMINARY OATHS OF ASSISTANTS.
We, William Moran and Peter Cooper, do solemnly swear that we will well and
fait!Jfullv execute the duti es of chain carriers; that we will l evel the chain over even
and uneven ground, and plum» the tally pins either by sticking or dropping the samo;
that we will report the true distance to all notable objects, and 1he true lengths of aU
lines that we assist in measuring, to the best of our shill and ability, and 1n accordance with instructions given us iu 1he survey of the subdivision and meander lines of
Township No. 6 north, of Range No. 34 east, of the principal base and meridian in the
Territory of Montana.
·wiLLIAM MORAN, Chainman.
PETER COOPER, Chainman.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
[SEAL.]

se~ond

.

day of August, 1880.
JOHN JENKINS,
.
Kotary Public.

We, Arthur F. Fowler and Franklin J. Sage, do solemnly swear that we will well
and truly perform the duties of axemen in the establishment of corners and other

duties, accor<ling to instructions given us, an<l to t'·o best of our skill -and. ability, in
the survey of the sub<livh;ion and. meander lines of Township No. 6 north, of Range
No. 34 east, of the principal baso and meridian in the Territory of Montana.
ARTHUR F. FOWLER, Axeman.
:FRANKLIN J. SAGE, Axeman.
Suoscribed and sworn to before me this second day of August, 1880.
[SEAL.]
JOHN JENKINS,
Notm·y fublio
T. 6 N.,R.34 E.
Chains.

Preliminary to commencing this survey, I ran west on a blank line on the
south boundary of Sec. 36, and at 39.97 cbs. found the i sec. cor. and at 80.01
cbs. fonnd the sec. cor. AstLe east boundary of Sec. :n crosses the Yellowstone River it was not re-run. My compass will therefore run the same line
as the exterior honndaries, and tho chaining practically agrees.
Survey commenced August 15, 1879, with a Bmt.'s improved solar compass.
I commenced at the cor. to Sees. 1, 2, 85, and 36, on the south boundary,
which is a sandstone 30X!:)X2t ins. firmly set in the ground, with one notch
on E. au<l 5 notches on W. edges, and pits 18Xlt!X1i ins. in each sec. 5t ft.
oist. with mound of earth 2 tt. high, 4t ft. base alongside. Thence I run
North bet. Sees. 35 and 36.
Va. 18o 30' E.
20.00 Enter scattering timber. Alexander's house bears N. 31° W.
31.00 Leave sc:,1ttering timber.
~0. 00
Set a post:~ ft. long, 3 ins. square, with marked stone, 12ins. in tho ground,
fort sec. cor., marked t S. on W. side, dug pits 18 X 1!:! X 12 ins. N. and. S.
of post, fit ft. <list., and raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base,
around post.
Alexander's house bears S. 5~i0 vV.
52.70 Ent1·r brush.
53.82 Right bank of the Yellowstone River. Sot a post 4ft. long, 4 ins ..square,
with marked stone, 12 ins. in 1he ground, for meander cor. to fractional
sec~. 35 and 3f:i, marked M. C., and
'f. 6N. on~.,
R. 34 E. S. 36 on E., and
S. ~5 on W., faces, dug pit 3ft. square, 12 in1:1. deep, 8 lks. S. of post,
and raised mound. of earth 2ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
There being an island on line on N. sido of channel, I send a :flag across, and
set it on line bet. sees. :15 and 36, on barS. of island. I then go across to
flag and run :l base line W. 11.14 cbs., to a point from which meander cor.
on right bank bear1:1 S. 37° 50' E., which gives for distance across the river
to edge of bar 14.34 ch1:1. I then run north from flag 66 lks. to south bank
of island, making the whole distance 53.82+ 14.34 0.66 chs., or
41 L 0 -VOL III

+
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Chai11s.
68.82

72. 5()
80.00

To south bank of island, which point I established by setting a post 4ft.
long, 4 ius. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the gronnd, for meander
cor. to fractional sees. 35 and :3'6 on S. bank of island, marked M. C., and
T. 6 N. on N.,
R. 34 :E. S. 36 on E., and
S. 35 on W., faces, dng p it 3ft. SCJnare, 12 ins. deep, 8 lks. N. of post,
and raised a mound of earth 2ft. high, 4t ft . base, around post.
Thence continue on line across island, enter brush.
Leave brush, euter t,imher.
Set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. sqnare, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 25, 26. :35, and 36, marked
T. 6 N. S. 25 on N. E ..
R. 34 E. S. !16 on S. E.,
S. :35 on S. W .. and
S. 26 on N. W.', faces, with 1 notch on S. and E. edges, from which
A cottonwood, 12 ins. diam., bears N. 121o E., 180 lks. dist., marked T.
tiN., H. 34E., S. 25 B. T.
A cottonwood. 18 ins. diam., bearsS. 82° E., 154 lks. dist., marked T .
. 6 N., R. 34 E., S. 36 B. T.
A cottonwood, 10 ins. diam., bearsS . 29t0 W., 56 lks., ilist., marked T.
6 N., R. 34 E., S. 35 B. T.
A cottonwood, 10 ins. diam., bears N. 46t 0 W., 119lks. dist., marked
T. 6 N., R. 34 E., S. 26 B. T.
Land, level.
Soil, rich loam-1st rate.
Timber, cottonwood and willow undergrowth same, 12.30 chains.

East, on a random line, bet. secA. 25 and 36.
Va. 18o 20' E.
This line is wholly on the island.
1. 33 A cottonwood, 20 ins. diam.
21.50 Leave timber.
31.00 Enter timber and brush.
35.00 Leave 1imber and brush.
40.00 Set temporary i sec. cor.
47.50 Enter timber.
53.00 Leave timber.
61.00 Enter brush.
66.00 Leave brush, enter scattering timber.
79.54 Intersect the east boundary of the township at 58 1ks. N. of the cor. to sec.s.
25, 30, 31, and 36, which is a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, firmly set ill
the ground, marked
1'. 6 N. S. 30 on N. E.,
R. 35 E. S. :n on s. E.,
R. 34 E. S. :i6 on S . W., and
S. 25 on N. W., faces, with 5 notches on N. and 1 notch on S. edges,
from which
A cottonwood. 20 ins diam., bears · N. 30to E., 166lks. dist., marked T.
6 N., R. 35 E., S. 30 B. T.
A cottonwood, 24 in~;. diam., bearsS. 390 E., 67lks. dist., marked T. 6
N., R. :15 E., S. :n B. T.
A cottonwood, 14 ins. diam., bearsS. 89to W., 170 1ks. dist., marked T.
6 N., R. 34 E., S. ::J6 B. T.
A cottonwood, 16 iu~:~. diam., bears N. 230 W., 40 lks. dist., marked T. 6
N., R. 34 E., J:S. 25 B. T.
Thence I run
N. 89° 35' W. on a true line, bet. sees. 25 and :l6, with same va.
39.77 Set a post 3ft. long, :i ius. sqnare, with marked. tone, 12 ins. in the gronnd
fori sec. cor., mark •di . on N. face, dn .. pitslt3 x 18 X 12 inR. E. and \V.
of poHt, r:t ft. dist., and rai11ed a moundt>of earth 1! ft. high, 3i ft. La e,
ar und post.
79.54 Tbt:l cor. to s cs. 25, 26, 35 and 36.
Land, lev 1
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Subdivisions, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
Chains. Soil, alluvial-1st rate.
Timber, cottonwood and willow, undergrowth same, 36.50 chs.
August 6, 1880.
As the line bet. sees. 26 and 35 is fractional, I run
West, on a true line, bet. sees. 26 and :35.
Va. 18° iO' E.
3.50 Leave timber.
4.83 West b~1nk of island on river. Set a sandstone, 12 X 12 X 5 ins., 8 ins. in the
ground, for meander cor. to fractional sees. 26 and :35, marked M. C., ~rom
which a double cottonwood, 16 ins. diam., bears N. 78° E., 157 lks. d1st.,
marked T. 6 N., R. 34 E., S. 2G M. C. B. T.
A cottonwood, Hl ius. diam., bearsS. 29t0 W., 140 lks. dist., marked T. 6 N.,
R. 34 E., S. 35M. C. B. T.
NOTE.-The remainder of this J.ne was run east from cor. to sees. 26, 27, 34,
and 35.
I now return to the cor. to sees. 25, 26, 35, and 36, whence I run
North bet. sees. 25 and 26.
Va. ltl0 20' E.
Through timbt>r and brush.
North bank of island on river. Set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, with
marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground, for meander cor. to fractional sees.
25 and 26, marked M. C., and
T. 6 N. on N.,
R. 34 E. S. 25 on E., and
S. 2o on V.!., faces; from which
Acottonwood, Sins. diam., bearsS. 52-!0 E., 58lks. dist., marked T. 6
N., R. 34 E., S. 2(1 M. C. B. T.
A cottonwood, 10 ins. <liam., bearsS. 31° W., 103 lks. dist., marked T. 6
N., R. 34 E., S. 26M. C. B. T.

3.64

From this meander cor. on island I run north on bar 3. 60 chs. to water's edge
and send flag across to left bank of river, and set it on line bet. sees. ~5
and 26. I then run a base line east on bar 3.00 cbs. to a point whence
flag bears N. 55-!0 W., which gives for distance across 2.08 cbs. by calculation. The whole distance from cor. to sees. 25, 26, 35, and 3o will therefore
be 3.64 3.60 2.08 cbs., making
9.32 To flag on left bank. This point I establish by setting a sandstone, 22 X
10 X 5 ins., 16 ins. in the ground, for meander cor. to fractional sees. 25
and 26, marked M. C., and raised a mound of stone alongside. Thence I
rnn north on line, over level hottom.
·
40.00 Seta sandstone, 16 X 14 X 4 inl-1. 11 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor. marked
ton W. face, dug pits 1~ X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, It ft. high, 3t ft. base alongside.
60.30 T~legraph line, course S. 550 E.
7!:!.20 Road to Miles City.
80.00 Set a sandstone, 36 X 8 X 5 ins., 25 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 23, 24,
2;j, and 26, marked with 2 notches on S. and 1 notch ou E. edges; dug
pits 18 X 18 X 12 ina. in r~ach sec., f>t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth
2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, level.
Soil, a1luvial bottom-1st rate.
Timber, cottonwood on island, 3.64 chs.

+

+

I

22.80
37.60
40.00

44.20

East, on a random line, bet. sees. 24 and 25.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Short creek, spring water, 3 lks. wide, conrse S. E. SpringbearsN. 20°W.,
auoot 5.00 cbs. dist.
Stage station (Fletcher's) bears S. 41t0 E.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
~,letcher's stage station bears S. 24o E.
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Chains.
79. 90

39. 95
79. 90

21.00
40.00

73.71
75.00

80.00

38.50
40.00

42.00
79.80

39.90

79.80

34.00
30.00

IIntersect east boundary of township 68 lks. N. of cor. to sees.

19~ 24, 25, and
30, which is a post, 4 ins. sqm-.re, marked
T. 6 N. S. 19 on N. E.,
R. 35 E. S. 30 on S. E ..
R. 34 E. S. 25 on S. W.,-alld
S. 24 on N. W. faces, with 4 notches on N. and 2 notches on S. edges,
and pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5i ft. dist., and mound of
earth 2 ft. high, 41 ft. ·base, around post.
·
Thence I rnn
N. 89° :n' W., on a true line 1 bet. sees. 24 and 2G, with same va.
Set a sandstone, 22 X 10 X 3 ins., 16 ins. in the ground, fori sec. cor., marked
i on N. face, an cl ra.ised a mound. of stone alongside.
The cor. to sees. 23, 24, 25, and 26.
Land, level.
Soil, alluvial bottom; 1st mto.
No timber.

North, bet. sees. 23 and 24.
Va. 18° :30' E.
Over nearly level ground.
Enter alkali fla,t.
Set a post 3 ft. long, S ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
fori sec. cor., marked t S. ou W. face; dng pits 18 X 18 X 12ins. N. :tnt! S.
of post, 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3-! ft. base,
around post.
Alkali creek, dry, course E.
Leave alkali flat.
Seta, sandstone 16 X 10 X 4ins., 11 ins. in the groundJorcor. to secs.13, 14, ~'
and 24, marked with 3 notches on S. and 1notch on E. edges; dng p1ta
18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2ft.
high, 4~- ft. base, alongside.
Land, gently rolling an<llevcl.
Soil, partly alluvin.l alld alkali; 1st a.ud 3d rate.
A few scattering coitonwoo<ls on creek.
East, on a ran<lom line, bet. sees. 13 and 24.
Va. 18° 30' K
Over sage brush plain.
Left bank of Alkali Ureek, dry, course N. E., thence in creek.
Set temporary t soc. cor.
Leave creek, courseS. E., thence over level ground.
.
Intersect east bountlary of township 60 lks. north of cor. to sees. 13, 18, 19,
and :.:!4, which is a Sll.udstono 20 X 8 X 4 ins., 15 ins. in tho ground, marked
with :3 notches on N. a,u<l S. edges, awllllonnd of stone alongside.
Tht>nce I rnn
N. 89° 34' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 13 and 24, with same va.
'l'he cornt'r point being in creek, at a point 30 Jks. N. on N. bank of creek, I
set a post :3ft. long, 3 ins. square, with mn.rke<l ijtono, 12 ius. i11 tho ground,
for witness cor. tot ewe. cor., marked \V. C. iS. on N. face, <lng pits 18 X
18 X 1~ ins. E. and W, of post, Gt ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth, li
ft. high, 3t ft. base, around post.
Tho cor. to sees. 13, 14, 23, and 24.
Land, level.
Soil, alka.li, and sandy loam-2d rat~.
A few &catteriog cottonwoods on creek.
August 7, 1880.
North, bet. sees. 13 an<ll4.
Va. lbo 45' E.
Leave bottom and ascend.
Top of bench about 50 ft. high, course N. E., thence over gently rolling
brt'OUnd.
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Subdivi6io11s, 1'. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued:
Chams. Deposited a marked stone, 12 ins .. in t~w ground, _fort sec. cor., dug pits 18 X
18 x 1~ ins. N. and S. cor., 5-! ft. d1st., and raised a mound of earth 1tft. ,
40.00
high, 3i ft. base, over H. InN. pit drove stake 2ft. long, 2 ins. square, 12
in~>. in the gronud, marked t S. on \V. face.
Foot of bluff, about 150ft. high, course E., and ascend:
68.00 Top of lllnff, enter piue timller, and thence descend along rocky slope, slop72.70
ing westerly to
.
.
.
.
A point about 100 ft. llelow top of bluff. This pomt falhng on a flat rock m
place I mark a cross (X) at exact cor. point, for cor. to sees. 11, 12, 13, and
80.00
14, with 4 uotcbes S. and 1 notch E., and raised a mound of stone alongside. Pits impracticalJle.
From corner pr .int
.
A pine, 10 ins. cliam., bears N. 15° E., 27lks. dist., marked T. 6 N., R.
34 E., 8. 12 B. T.
A pine, 10 ius. diam., bearsS. 42° E., 46lks. dist., marked T. 6N., R.
34 E., S. 13 B. T.
A pine, 6 ins. cliam., bearsS. 5° W., 86 lks. dist., marked T. 6 N., R. 34
E., S. 14 B. T.
A pine, 9 ins. diam., bears N. 15° W., 90lka. dist., marked T. 6N., R. 34

E., S. 11 B. T.
Land, 34 cbs. bo1 tom, remainder broken.
Soil, alluvial and rocky-1st and 4th rate.
Timber, pine, 7.30 chains.

5.00
14.00
23.00
28.00

40.00
41.70
80.00

40.00
80.00

8. 00
40.00

61.10

East, on a random line, bet. sees. 12 and 13.
Va. 18o 30' E.
Ascend.
Top of ridge, about 125 ft. high, course S. Leave timber, thence over rolling ground to
.....
Commence descending.
Coult>6, 100ft. deep, course S. E., thence ascend.
E. side of coulee, thence over rolling ground.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Coulee, al10ut 30 ft. deep, course S. vV.
Intersect E. boundary of township, 70 lks. N. of cor., to sees. 7, 12, 13, and 18,
which is a post., 4 ins. sqnare, marked
'f. 6N. S. 7 on N. E.,
R. 35 E. S. ltl on S. E.,
R. 34 E. S. 1!~ on S. W., and
S. 12 on N. W. faces, with 2 notches on N. and 4 notches on S. edges,
and mound of stone, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Thence I run
N. 89° 30' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 12 and 13, with same va.
Set a post, 3ft. long, 3 ins. square, with markerl stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
f?r t sec. cor., marked iS. on N. face, and raised a mound of stone alongSide.
The cor. to sees. 11, 12, 13, and 14.
Land, rolling and broken.
Soil, stony-4th rate.
'l'imber, pine-5 chs.
North, bet. sees. 11 and 12.
Va. 1so 30' E.
Ascend along west Hide of bill, through timber.
'l'op of table land, allout 30ft. above la stcor., and leave timber, thence over
ro1ling ground.
Deposited a marked stone 12 ins. in tbe ground, fori sec. cor., dng pits 18 X
18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of cor., 5-! ft. clist., anti raised a mound of earth, It
ft. high, 3i ft. bas(\, over it. InN. pit drovestake2 ft. long, 2ins. square,
12 ins. in the ground, marked iS. on W. face.
Stream, 6 lks. wide, course E.
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.

Chams.
80.00

5.00
9.00
21.60
30.00
38.00
40.00
49.00
65.00
67.00
69.00
80.10

40.05

80.10

40.00
49.00
60.00
79.77

39.77
79.77

I
Set a sandstone 20 X 6 X 4 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 1, 2,
11, and 12, marked with 5 notches on S. and 1 notch on E. edges, dug pits
18 X 18 >( 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth, 2
ft. high, 41ft. base, alongside.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-:3d rate.
Timber, pine, 8 cbs.
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 1 and 12.
Va. 18° :WE.
Commence descending.
Enter pine timber.
Coulee, about 100ft. deep, course N. W.
Coulee, ahout 15 ft. deep, course N. E.
Coulee, about 18 ft. deep, course N. E.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
.
Conlee, about 12ft. deep, course N. E., ascend about 75ft. to
Top of ridge, course N. E.
Descend
Foot of ridge, about 100 ft. below top, and leave timber.
Intersect E. boundary of township at 42 lks. N. of cor. to sAcs.l, 6, 7, and
12, which is a sandstone 20 X 4 x 3 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, marked
with 1 notch on N. and 5 notches on S. edges, and mound of .stone alongside.
Thence I run
N. 89° 42' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 1 and 12, with same va.
Set a sandstone 18 X 14 X 3 ins. 12 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ton N. face; from which
A pine, 8 ins. diam., bearsS. 31o E., 95 lks. dist., marked iS. B. T.
A pine, 12 ins. diam., bears N. 250 W., 25 lks. dist., marked iS. B. T.
The cor. to sees. 1, 2, 11, and 12.
·
Land, rolling and broken.
Soil, sandy and rocky-3d and 4th rate.
'rimber, pine, of excellent quality-60 cbs.
North, oh a random line, bet. sees. 1 and 2.
V a. 180 :30' E.
Over rolling gronnd.
In coulee, about 20ft. deep, course S. E.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Coulee, about 15 H. deep, course S. E.
Coulee, about 20ft. deep, course S. E.
Intersect north boundary of township at 45 lks. west of cor. to sees. 1, 2, ~~
and 36, which is a sandst.one 20 X 8 x 4 ins., firmly set in the ground, w1th
pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and mound of earth 2 ft.
high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Thence I run
S. 0° 19' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 1 & 2, with same va.
A pine, 7 ins. diam., whir.h I marked :! S. on W. face, for t sec. cor., dug
pits, 18 X 18 X 12 ins., N. and S. of tree, 5t ft. dist., and r.aised a mound
of earth around tree.
The cor. to sees. 1, 2, 11, and 12.
Land, rolling.
Soi;, sandy and alkali-3d rate.
Timber, Rcattering pines in coulees.
August 10, 1880.
From the cor. to sees. 2, 3, 34, and 35, on the south boundary of the township, which is a post, 4 ins. square, marked
T. 6 N. S. 35 on N. E.,
R. 34 E. . 2 on S. E.,
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'f. 5 N. S. 3 on S. W., and
S. 34 on N. W., faces, with~ notches on E. and 4notches on W. edges,
and ruound of stone, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post; I run
North, bet. sees. 34 and 35.
Va. 1K0 30' E.
Over level bottom.
40.00 Set a sandstone, 24 X 14 X 3 ins., 18 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ion W. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft .. dist., and
raised a mound of earth It ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
80.00 Set a post 4ft. long, 4 ius. square, with marked stone, 1~ ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 26, 27, 34, and 35, marked
T. 6 N. S. 26 on N. E.,
R. 34 E. S. 35 on S. E.,
S. :~4 on S. W., and
S. 27 on N. W. faces, with 1 notch on S. and 2 notches on E. edges,
dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of
earth, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, level.
Soil, alluvial bottom-1st rate.
No timber .

Chains.

.As a portion of the line bet. sees. 26 and 35 has been rm1 west from the cor.
to sees. 25, 26, 35, and 36, I run
East, on a true line, bet~ sees. 26 and 35.
V a. lbo 30' E.
Over level bottom.
40.00 Deposited a marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., dug pit.s18 X
18 X l2ins. E. and W. of cor., 5i ft . dist., and raised a mound of earth 1tft.
high, 3t ft. base, over it. In E. pit drove a stake 2ft. long, 2 ins. square,
12 ins. in the ground, marked t S. on N. face.
.
69.30 Left bank of Yellowstone River. Set a sandstone 20 X 10 X 6 ins., 15 ins. in
the grom1d, for meander cor. to fractional sees. 26 and 35, marked M. C.,
and raised a mound of stone alongside.
In order to get the distance across the river I run north 20 l ks. to a point west
of meander cor on island on this line. I then run a base line south 3.00 chs.
to a point whence meander cor. on island bears N. 65° E., which gives for
distance, by calculation, 6.43 chs.
The length of the line bet. sees. 26 and 35 is as follows:
East of arm of river, on island . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . 4. 83 chs.
Across river.................................................. 6.43 "
West of river, on main land .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . 60. 30 "
Total .................................................. 80.56 "
Land, l evel.
Soil, alluvial bottom-1st rate.
Timber, cottonwood, 3.50 chs. on island.

26.30
40.00

48.70
57.40

I now return to the cor. to sees. 26, 27, 34, and 35, and run
North, bet. sect~ . 2ti ancl27.
Va. 18° :,30' E.
Over gently roliing ground.
'felegraph line; course N. E.
Set a po~<t 3ft. long, 3 ins. square, with marked stone, 1:-J ins. in the ground,
fort sec. cor., marked t S. on W. face; dug pits18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S.
of post, 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3-f ft. base,
around post.
Spring brauchllk. wide, courseS. 80° E.
!~rom this point a spring of pure, cold water, about 2ft. diam., bears N. 700
W., 2.36 cbs. dist.
Road to Miles City, course N. E.
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Chains.

80.00

27.00

40.00
78.40
80.00
40.00
80.00

40.00

56.00
64.30
80.00

9.20
40.00
61.00

70."0
79.84
39.92

79.84

Set a post 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in 't he ground,
for cor. to sees. 2~, 23, 26, and 27, markcdT. G N. S. 2~ on N. E.,
R. 84 E. S. 26 on S. E.,
S. 27 on S. W., and
S. 22 on N. W. faces, with 2 notches on S. and E. edgeR; dug pits 18 X
18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5i ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 2ft.
high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land, gently roiling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 23 an(] 26.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Over gent]y rolling ground.
Road to Miles City, course N. E.
Set temporary t Aec. cor.
Road to Miles City, course S. 50° E.
Intersect N. and S. line 37 lks. S. of cor. to sees. 23, 24, 25, and 26. Thence
I rnn
S. 89° 44' W., on a true line bet. sees. 23 and 26, with 'S:itme va..
Set a sandstone 14 X 10 X 6 ins., 9 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ton N. side, dug pits 18 X 1!::! X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth 1i ft. high, 3i ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 22, 23, 26, and 27.
Land, gently rolling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.
North, bet. sees. 22 and 23.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Over rolling ground.
.
Deposited a marked stone 12 ins. in the ground, for t sec. cor., dug p1ts
18 X 1R X 12 ins. N. a.ud S. of cor., 5-} ft. dist., and raised a p:~.ound of earth
1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, over it. In N. pit drove stake 2 ft. long, 2 ins.
square, 1~ ins. in the ground, marked t S. on W. face. Thence ascend to
Top of table ]and, about 40 ft. above t sec. cor.
Old Military Road, course S. E.
Set a sandstone 20Xl4X3 ius., 15 ins. in the ground, for cor to sees. 14, 15,
22, and 23, ma.rked with 3 notclles on S. and 2 notches on E. edges, dug
pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth
2ft. high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Lan<l, rollin g n.nd table.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 14 and 23.
Va. 1s o 35' E.
Over nearly level table land.
Old military road, course S.
Set tempora.ry t s~c . cor.
Descend from taule land to
Alkali creek, dry, courseS. E., about 30ft. below top of table land.
Intersect N. and S. line 14 lks. S. of cor. to sees. 13, 14, 2:3, an<l24. Thence
I run
S. ~9° 54' W., on a true Hoe, bet. sees. 14 and 23, with same va.
Set a sandstone, 18 X 12 X 4 ins., 12 ins. in the ground, fori sec. cor., IIUU'ked
t ou N. face, and raised a mound of atone alongside.
The cor. to sees. 14, 15, 22, and ~3.
Land, table.
Soil, andy-2<1 and 3<1 rate.
No timber.
..4.U{I1'81 9, 1880.
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Chains.
11.00
~~.00

:n.oo

34.00
40.00
41.80
43.90

80.00

40.00
66.00

68.20

80.06
40.03

80.06

26.00
34.00
40.00
42.00
43.25

44.00
61.10
80.00

North, bet. sees. 14 and 15.
Va. 11;0 3i/ E.
Enter pine timber and ascend to
Top of.smallhill, about 30ft. high, and nearly conicalin shape. Descend to
Foot of hill, and leave timber.
Old military road, four wagon tracks, course N. \V.
Set a sandstone, 15 X 15 X 3 ins., 10 ins. in the ground, for t sec. cor.,
ma.rked ton \V. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of sto~e, 5t ft.
dist., and raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongs1de.
Commence ascending.
Top of ta.ble land, about 50 ft. above last t sec. cor. Thence over nearly
level land to
Set a post, 4ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 10, 11, 14, & 15, murkedT.6 N. S. 11 on N.E.,
R. 34 E. S. 14 on S. E.
S. 15 on S. W., and
•
S.10 on N. W. faces, with 4 notches on S. an<l2 notches on E. edges,
dug pit~ 18 x 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5k ft. dist., and raised a
mound of earth, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, arouncl post.
Land, rolling and table.
Soil, sandy aucl gravelly-3d rate.
Timber, pine-20.00 chs . .
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 11 and 14.
Va. 1t:!O 30' E.
Gradually ascending.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Point about 60 ft. above last sec. cor., foot of nea.rly perpendicular bluff,
course N. and S., and enter scattering pine timber.
Top of bluffz.about 75 ft.Iligh.
Intersect N. & S. line, 50 lks. N. of cor. to sees. 11, 12, 13, and 14. Thence I
run
N. 89° a9' W., on a true line, bet. see!;. 11 and 14, with same .va.
Deposited a marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., dugpits 18 X
18 X 12 ins. E. and W. of cor., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth li
ft. high, 3t ft. base, over it. In E. pit drove stake 2 ft. long, 2 ius. square,
12 ins. in the ground, marl{ed t S. on N. face.
,
The cor. to sees. 10, 11, 14, and 15.
Land, table and broken.
Soil, gravelly-3d rate.
Timber, scattering pine.
North, bet. sees. 10 and 11.
V a. 18° 30' E.
Over table land.
Foot of spur of high mountain, ascend abruptly over broken ground.
Road of ravine, course S. 700 E.
Set a sandstone 20 X 8 X 4 ins., 15jns. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
t on W. face, ancl rah;ed a mound of stone alongside.
Foot of sharp ridge, course .E. and W.
Top of ridge, about40 ft. high, and about 500ft. above last sec. cor. Descend
abruptly.
Foot, about 30ft. below top, and ascend over broken ground.
Enter heavy pine timber.
A. point about 900 ft. above last sec. cor. Set a sandstone 24 X 6 X 4 ins.,
18 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 2, 3, 10, and 11, marked with 5 notches
on S. and 2 notches on E. edges, from which
A pine, 15 ins. diam., bears N. 67° E. 30 lks. dist., marked T. 6 N., R.
34 E., S. 2 B 'l'.
A pine, 27 ins. diam., bearsS. 23° E. 67 lks. (list., marked T. 6 N., R.
34 E., S. 11 ll. T.
A pine, 12 ins. <liam., bears 6. 47° W. 110 lks. dist., marked 'l'. 6 N., R.
34 E., S. 10 B. T.
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Chains.

12.00
18.30
21.10
24.35
40.00
61.10
72.08
80.00
40.00

80.00

40.00
75.30
80.10

40.10
80.10

A pine, 16 ins. diam., bears N. 50° W., 82lks. dist., marked T. 6 N.,R.
34 E., S. 3 B. T.
Land, mountainous and broken.
Soil, rocky-4th rate.
Timber, pine-28.90 chs.
54.00 chs. of line runs over mountainous land.
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 2 and 11.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Over rough, broken ground, through timber.
Descend into deep ravine, course S. 20° E.
Bottom of ravine, about 100ft. deep, and ascend.
Across ravine.
Descend ahruptly.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Stream 4 lks. wide, courseS. E., and leave timber.
Foot of spur, thence over rolling ground.
Intersected N. and S. line at 4H lks. S. of cor. to sees. 1, 2, 11 and 12. Thence
I run
S. 89° 39' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 2 and 11, with same va.
Set a sandstone, 16 X 4 X 4 ins., 11 ins. in the ground, fori sec. cor., marked
ion N. face, from which
A pine, lH ins. diam., bears N. 110 E'., 48lks. dist., marked! S. B. T.
A pine, 14 ins. diam., bears N. 40 W., 63 lks. dist., marked iS. B. T.
~e cor. to sees. 2, 3, 10, and 11.
Land, mountainous and broken.
Soil, rocky-4th rate.
Timber, pine-61.10 cbs.
72.08 cbs. of line runs over mountainous land.
North, on a random line, bet. secs.·2 and 3.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Ascend abruptly, through heavy pine timber.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Top of spur, about 850 ft. above last sec. cor. Leave timber and enter open
ground.
Intersect N. boundary of township 50 lks. W. of cor. to sees. 2, 3, 34, and 35,
which
A post, 4 ins. square, marked
T. 7 N. S. 35 on N. E.,
R. 34 E. S. 2 on S. E.,
'f. 6 N. S. 3 on S. W., and
S. 34 on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on E. and 4 notches on W. edges,
and mound of stone around post.
Thence I run
S. 0° 21' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 2 and 3, with same va.
A pine, 16 ius. diam., which I mark t S. on W. face, fort sec. cor., from which
A pine, 14 ins. diam., bearsS. 40° E., i8lks. dist., marked iS. B. T.
A pine, 20 ins. diam., bears N. 100 W., 24lks. dist., marked! S. B. T.
The cor. to sees. 2, 3, 10, and 11.
Land, mountainous and broken.
Soil, rocky-4th rate.
Timber, pine-75.30 cbs.
Whole line runs over mountainous land.
August 11, 1880.
From. the cor. to sees. 3, 4, 33, and 34 on the S. boundary of the township,
wh10h is a sandstone, 23 X 4 X 3 ina., with 3 notches on E. and W. edges,
and mound of stone alongside,
I run
North, bet. s cs. 33 and 34.
Va. 1 o 30· E.
Over bottom land.
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Subdivisions, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
Chains.

Set a post 3ft. long, 3 ius. square, with marked ~tone, 12 ins. i~ the ground,
fort sec. cor., marked t S. on W. face; dug pl.ts 18Xli:lX12 ms. N. and S.
of post, F>t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth lt ft. high, 3t ft. base,
around post.
·
45.10 Stream, 8lks. wide: course E., joins another stream about 20 cbs. E. of line.
76.20 Stream, 8 lks. wide, courseS. E., joins :first stream.
80.00 Set a post 4ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 27, 28, 33, and 34, marked
T. 6 N. S. 27 on N. E.,
R. 34 E. S. 34 on S. E.,
S. 33 on S. W., and
S. 28 on N. W. faces, with 1 notch on S. and 3 notches on E. edges;
dug pits 18 x 18 X 12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound
of earth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land level.
Soil, rich black loam-1st rate.
No timber.

40.00

East, on a random line, bet. sees. 27 and 34.
Va. ltlo 30' E.
Over bottom land.
40.01) Set temporary t sec. cor.
79.87 Intersect N. and S. line, ~7 lks. S. of cor. to sees. 26,27, 34, and 35.
Thence I run
S. 8!)0 48' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 2i and 34, with same va.
39.94 Deposited a marked stone 12 ins. in the ground fort sec. cor., dug pits 18 X
18Xl2 ins. E. and W. of cor., and raised mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3l
ft. bl;tse, over it. In E. pit drove stake 2 ft. long, 2 ins. square, 12 ins. in
the ground, marked t S. on N. face.
79.87 The cor. to sees. 27, ~8, 33, and 34.
Land level.
Soil, rich black loam-1st rate.
No timber.

1. 00
3. so
20.00
27.10
40.00

80.00

40.00
58.00
79.80

North, bet. sees. 27 and 28.
Va. H:l 0 301 E.
Over bottom land.
Creek, 7 lks. wide, courseS. W.
Same creek, courseS. E.
Telegraph line, course E.
Road to Miles City, course N. E.
Set a sandstone 17X6X3 ins. 11 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked -1
on W. side, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
Set a sandstone 22X6X4 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 21, 22,
27 and 28, marked with 2 notches on S. and 3 notches on E. edges; dug pits
18 X 18 X 12 in each sec., 5t feet dist., and raised a mound of earth 2ft.
high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, level.
Soil, rich black loam-1st rate.
No timber.
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 22 and 27.
V a. 18° 30' E.
Over levelland.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Small coulee, about 2ft. cleep, courseS. E., thence over gently rolling land.
Intersect N. antiS. line, 23 lks. N. of cor. to sees. 22, 23,26 and 27.
'thence I run
N. 890 50' W., on p, true line, bet. sees. 22 and 27, with same va.
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Subdivisior1s, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
Chains.

12.00
18.30
21.10
24.35
40.00
61.10
72.08
80.00
40.00

80.00

40.00
75.30
80.10

40.10
80.10

A pine, 16 ins. diam., bears N. 50°W., 82lks. dist., marked T. 6 N.,R.
04 E., S. 3 B. T.
Land, mountainous and broken.
Soil, rocky-4th rate.
Timber, pine-28.90 cbs.
54.00 cbs. of line runs over mountainous land.
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 2 and 11.
Va. 1so 30' E.
Over rough, broken ground, through timber.
Descend into deep ravine, course S. 20° E.
Bottom of ravine, about 100ft. deep, and ascend.
Across ravine.
Descend abruptly.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Stream 4 lks. wide, course S. E., and' leave timber.
Foot of spur, thence over rolling ground.
Intersected N. and S. line at 4H lks. S. of cor. to sees. 1, 2, 11 and 12. Thence
I run
S. 89° 39' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 2 and 11, with same va.
Set a sandstone, 16 X 4 X 4 ins., 11 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ton N. face, from which
·
A pine, ltl ins. diam., bears N. 17° E'., 48lks. dist., marked t S. B. T.
A pine, 14 ins. diam., bears N. 40 W., 63 lks. dist., marked t S. B. T.
1:he cor. to sees. 2, 3, 10, and 11.
Land, mountainous and broken.
Soil, rocky-4th rate.
Timber, pine-61.10 cbs.
72.08 cbs. of line runs over mountainous land.
North, on a random line, bet. sees. 2 and 3.
Va. 18o 30' E.
Ascend abruptly, through heavy pine timber.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Top of f'ipur, about 850 ft. above last sec. cor. Leave timber and enter open
ground.
Intersect N. boundary of township 50 lks. W. of cor. to sees. 2, 3, 34, and 35,
which
A post, 4 ins. square, marked
T. 7 N. S. 35 on N. E.,
R. 34 E. S. 2 on S. E.,
T. 6 N. S. 3 on S. W., and
S. 34 on N. W. faces, with 6 notches on E. and 4 notches on W. edges,
and mound of stone around post.
Thence I run
S. 0° 21' W., on a t.rue line, bet. sees. 2 and 3, with same va.
A pine, 16 ins. diam., which I mark t S. on W. face, fort sec. cor., from which
A pine, 14 ins. diam., bearsS. 400 E., 78lks. dist., marked t S. B. T.
A pine, 20 ins. diam., bears N. 70° W., 24lks. dist., marked t S. B. T.
The cor. to sees. 2, 3, 10, and 11.
Land, mountainous and broken.
Soil, rocky-4th rate.
Timber, pine-75.30 cbs.
Whole line runs over mountainous land.
.August 11, 1880.
From the cor. to sees. 3, 4, 331 and 34 on the S. boundary of the township,
which is a sandstone, 23 X 4 x 3 ina., with 3 notches on E. and W. edges,
and mound of stone alongside,
I run
North, bet. sees. 33 and 34.
V a. 180 30' E.
Over bottom land.
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Subdivisions, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
Chains.
40.00

Set a post 3ft.. long, 3 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for-! sec. cor., marked-! S. on W. face; dug pits 18XH:!X12 ins. N. and S.
of post, 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth 1~ ft. high, 3t ft. base,
around post.
·
45.10 Stream, Slks. wide 1 course E., joins another stream about 20 chs. E. of line.
76.20 Stream, Slks. wide, courseS. E., joins first stream.
80.00 Set a post 4ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. ~7, 28, 33, and 34, marked
T. 6 N. S. 27 on N. E.,
R. 34 E. S. 84 on S. E.,
S. 33 on S. W., and
S. 28 on N. W. faces, with 1 notch on S. and 3 notches on E. edges;
dug pits 18Xl8X12 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound
of ea,rth 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land level.
Soil, rich black loam-1st rate.
No timber.

40.00
79.87
39.94

79.87

1. 00
3.80
20.00
27.10
40.00

80.00

40.00
58.00
79.80

East, on a random line, bet. sees. 27 and 34.
Va. ltl0 30' E.
Over bottom land.
Set temponuy -! sec. cor.
.
.
Intersect N. and S. line, ~7 lks. S. of cor. to sees. 26,27, 34, and 35.
Thence I run
S. 8!)0 48' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 27 and 34, with same va.
Deposited a marked stone 12 ins. in the ground for-! sec. cor., dug pits 18X
18Xl2 ins. E. and W. of cor., and raised mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3l
ft. base, over it. In E. pit drove stake 2 ft. long, 2 ins. square,12 ins. in
the ground, marked -! S. on N. face.
The cor. to sees. 27, 28, 83, and 34.
Land level.
Soil, rich black loam-1st rate.
No timber.
North, bet. sees. 27 and 28.
Va. Hl 0 30' E.
Over bottom land.
C1·eek, 7 lks. wide, course S. W.
Same creek, courseS. E.
'l'elegraph line, course E.
Road to Miles City, course N. E.
Set a sandstone 17X6X3 ins. 11 ins. in the ground, for-! sec. cor., marked t
on W. side, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
Set a sandstone 22X6X4 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 21, 22,
27 and 28, marked with 2 notches on S. and 3 notches on E. edges; dug pits
18 X 18 X 12 in each sec., 5t feet dist., and raised a mound of earth 2ft.
high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, level.
Soil, rich black loam-1st rate.
No timber.
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 22 and 27.
V a. 18° 30' E.
Over levelland.
Set temporary -! sec. cor.
Small coulee, about 2ft. deep, courseS. E., thence over gently rolling land.
Intersect N. and S. line, 23 lks. N. of cor. to sees. 22, 23,26 and 27.
Thence I run
N. 89° 50' W., on f'.· true line, bet. sees. 22 and 27, with same va.
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Subdivisions, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
Chains.

39.90
79.80

Set a sandstone 16 X 5 X 4 ins. 11 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ton N. side, dug pits 18Xlf:lX12 ins. E. and W. of stone, 5i ft. dist., and
raised mound of cnrth lift. bigh, 3-ift. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 21, 22,27 and 28.
Land, level and rolling.
Soil, black loam and sandy, 1st and 2d rate.
No timber.
.AU{fust 9, 1880.
North, bet. sees. 21 and 22.

Va. u~o 30' E.
15.00

40.00
62.00
76.20

80.00

40.00
66.25

68.40
79.66
39.83

79.66

40.00

50.00

80.00

Over gently rolling ground, deioicending.
Enter swamp.
Set a Rancl:stoiJe 20X14X3 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked t
on W. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth It ft. high, 3·! ft. base, alongside.
Leave swamp, thence over gently rolling ground.
Old military roacl, course N. \V.
Deposited a marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 15, .16, 21,
and ~2, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ius. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a
mound of earth 2ft.. high, 4t ft. l.inse, over it. In S. E. pit drove stake
2ft. long, 2 ins. sqnare, 1~ ins. in the ground., marked
T. 6 N. S. l•) on N. E.,
R 34 E. S. 22 on S. K,
S. 21 ou S. vV., and
S. 16 on N. W. faces, with 3 notches on S. and E. edges.
Land, gentl;}; rolling, and swamp.
Soil, sandy and wet loam-2d rate.
No timLer.
NorE.-Swamp can be drained into Yellowstone River.
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 15 and 22.
Va. 18° 30' K
Over gently rolling ground.
Set temporary t r-;ec. cor.
Commence ascending to table land.
Top, a-bout 40 feet high, thence over table land to
Intersect N. and. S. liue, 25 lks. N. of cor. to sees. 14, 15, 22, and !3. Thence
I rnn
N. 89° 49' \V., on a trne line, bet. sees. 15 and 22, with same va.
Set a sandstone 16X14X5 ins., 11 ins. in the ground, for f sec. cor., marked
ion N. face, and raised a mound of stone alongside.
The cor. to sees. 15, 16, 21, and 22.
Land, rolling and table.
Soil, sandy-:2d rate.
No timber.
August 10, 1880.
North, bet. sees. l!J and 16.
Va. 1so 30' E.
Over gently rolling ground.
Set a sandt-itone W X 12 X 3 ins. 11 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ton W. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. aucl S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth lt ft. high, :3t ft. base, alongsid.e. Wells' house
bears N. W. 6.00 cbs. dist.
Easterly end of pond bears W. about 10 cbs. dist.
Set a sandstone :W X G X 4 ins. 15 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 9, 10,
15, aud 1G, marked. wi1h 4 notches on S. and 3 notches on E. edges, dug
pits 18 X 1!;X l~ ins. in cacb sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth
2 ft. high, 4:1- ft. base, alongside.
Land, rolling.
Soil, santly-2d rate.
No timber.
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Subdivisions, T. 6 N., R 34 E.-Continued.
Chains.
40.00
54.10
5G. :~G
79.70

30.85
79.70

5.40
20.90

40.00

80.00

1~.20

17. ().~

40.00
G7.03
79.80

39.SO
79.80

East, on a random line, bet. sees. 10 and 15.
.
Va. 1so 30' E.
Over rolling ground.
Set temporary l sec. cor.
Commence ascending to table land.
Top, about 50 ft. higlt, thence over uear1y table land to
Intersect N. an<l S. line at 41 lks. N. of cor. to sees. 10, 11, 14, and 15.
Thence I run
N. sgo 42' W. on a true line, bet. sees. 10 and. 15, with same va.
Set a sandstone 20 X 10 X Hi, 15 ins. in the gronn<l, fori sec. cor. mn~kcd
ton N. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. E. and "\V. of stone, 5-& ft. dw't.,.
and. raised. a monnd of earth, It ft.. high, 3! ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 9, 10, 15, and H5.
Land, rolling and table.
Soil, sandy and gravelly-2d and 3d rate.
No timber.
North, bet. sees. 9 and 10.
Va. loo 30' E.
Over rolling ground, ascending.
Enter timber, tltenco over broken gronnd.
Ravine, auout 20ft. deep, conrse S. W.
Set a sandstone 24 X 15 X 4 ins. 18 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor. marked
ion W. face; from which
A pine, 1~ ins. diam., bearsS. 75° E., 90 lks. dist., rt:w.rlwd t S.D. T.
A pine, 11 ins. diam., bears N. 55° "\V., 30 lks. dist., marked t S. U. T.
A point about 100ft. above last sec. cor. Set a post 4ft. long, 4 ins. sqnaro,
with rna; ked stone, ~4 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 3, 4, 9, and 10,
marked
·
T. 6 N. S. 3 on N. E.,
R.34 E. s 10 on s. E.,
S. 9 on S. W., and
S. 4 on N. W. faces, with 5 notches on S. and 3 notches on E. edges,
from wl1ich
A pine, 17 ins. diam., bears N. 23° E., 781ks. dist., marked T. 6 N., R.
34 E., S. :3, D. T.;
A. pine, 14 ins. diam., bearsS. 470 E., 43 lks. dist., marked T. 6 N., R.
04 E., S. 10, D. T.;
A pine, 20 ins. <liam., bearsS. 10° W., 16 lks. dist., marked T. 6 N., R.
34 E., S. ~l, D. T.;
A pine, 10 inf:l. diam., bears N. 73° W., 82 lks. dist., marked T.6N.,R.
34 E., S. 4, D. T.
J.Jand, rolling and broken.
Soil, sandy alHl rocl~:y-3U. and 4th rate.
Timber, pme; 74.(10 chs.

East, on n. random line bet. sees. 3 and 10.
Va. lt3o 30' E.
Ascend steep west slope of spur of mountain, over broken ground, and through
heavy pine timber.
Pine, ~4 ins. diau1,
Pine, ~0 ins. diaxn.
§tt temporary i sec. co1·.
Pme, 30 ins. diam.
A point about 700ft. above last soc. cor. and intersect N. and S. line, 30 lkB.
N. of cor. to sees. 2, 3, 10, and. 11.
Thence I rnn
N. 89° 47' W. on a true line, botw. sees. 3 and 10, with same va.
A pine, 2~ ins. diam., which I mark t S. on N. face fori sec. cor.; from which
A pine, Hi ins. diam., bears S. 42° E., 30 lks. <list., marked. iS. 13. T.
A pine, 40 ins. diam., bears N. 230 E., 78lks. dist., marked i S.ll. T.
Tho cor. I o sees. 3, 4, 9, and 10.
'
Land, monntainous.
Soil, rocky-4th rate.
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Subdivisions, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
Chains. Timber, pine; 79. 80 cbs.
vVhole line runs over mountainous land.

31.10
39.80
40.00
41.60

80.00

40.00

E:O.OO

40.00
46.00

so.oo

38.00
40.00

77.80

North, on a random line, bet. sees. 3 and 4.
Va. 18° ~10' E.
Alongside of west slope of spur of mountain, over broken ground, and through
pine timber.
At this point the needle suddenly changed, showing a va. of ;no 45 1 E., and
upon examination I found croppings of iron ore. In proceeding north on
line, the needle gradnally changed, until at
It marked a va. of 1so 30 1 E.
Set temporary t sec. c~..-r.
Leave timber.
Intersect N. boundary of township, 47 Iks. W. of cor., to sees. 3, 4, 33, and 34,
which is a sandstone 20 X i:l X 6 ins., with mound of stone alongside.
Thence I run
S. 0° 20' vV. on a trne line, bet. sees. 3 and 4, with same va.
·
·
s~t a sanclsto!le 1G X 14 X 5 ins. 11 ins. in the ground., for t sec. cor., marked
ton W. face; from which
A pine, n ins. (liam., bears S. 45° E., 65lks. dist., marked t S. B. T.
A pine, 12 ir.s. diam., bearsS. 300 N., 120 lks. dist., marked. iS. B. T.
The cor. to sees. 3, 4, 9, and 10.
Land, broken.
Soil, rocky--4th rate.
Timber, pine; 41. 60 cbs.
vVhole line tnns over mountainous land.
.August 12, 1880.
l<,rom the cor. to sees. 4, 5, 32, and 33, on the south boun<lary of the township, which is a post, 4 ins. square, marked
'1'.6N.S. 33onN.E.,
R. 34 E. S. 4 on S. E.,
T. 5 N. S. 5 on S. W., and
S. 32 on N. W. faces, with 4 notches on E. and 2 notches on W. edges,
and pits 18 X 18 X 1i ins. in each sec. 51- ft. <list., an<lmonnd of earLh,
2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
1 run
North, bet. sees. 32 and 33.
V a. 1so 30 1 E.
Over level bottom.
Set a sands roue, 18 X 18 X 3 ins., 12 ins. in the ground fort sec. cor. marked
ion W. face, dug pits, 1i:l X 18 X 12ins.,N. an<.l S. of stone, 5tft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongsi<le.
Creek, 6 lks. wide, course S. E.
Set a post 4 ft. long, 1 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 2ti, 29, 32, and 33, marked
T.oN.S. 28onN.E.,
R. :34 E. S. 33 on S. E.,
S. 32 on S. W., and
S. 29 on N. W. faces, with 1 notch on S. and 4 notches on E. edges, dng
pitA, 18 X 18 X 12 ins., in eacL sec., Gi ft. <list., and raised a mound
of earth, 2 ft. high, 4 ft. base, around post.
Land level.
Soil, rich black loam-1st rate.
No timber.
East on a random line bet. sees. 28 and 33.
Va.. 18° 30' E.
Over level bottom.
Creek, 8 lks. w1de, course S. E.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Creek, 6lks. wide, course S. W.
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Subdivisions, T. 6 N., R. 34 E,_:_Continued.
Chains.
79.50
39.75
79.50

16.30
40.00
44.00
4B.10
53.50
80.00

40.00
75.00
79.40
39.70
79.40

40.00

80.00

Intersect N. and S. line, 10 lks. S. of cor. to sees. 27, 28, 33, and 34.
Thence I run
S. 8\JO 56' W., on a true line, bet. sees 28 and 33, with same va.
Set a sandstone, 20 X 8 X 5 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, for i sec. cor.,
marked ton N. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. E. and W. of stone, 5i ft.
dist., and raised a mound of earth, lt ft. high, 3t. ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 28, 29, 32, and 33.
Land, level.
Soil, rich black loam.
No timber.
North, bet. Sees. 28 and 29.
Va. 18o 30' E.
Over level bottom.
Asr.end about 10ft., and thence over rolling ground.
Set a sandstone, 18 X 16 X 3 ins., 12 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
t ou W. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins., N. and S. of stone 5t ft. dist., and
raised a monnd of earth, 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
Telegraph line, course E.
Hoad to Miles City, course E.
Creek, 4lks. wide, course S. E. Its source, a spring of clear water, about 6
ft. diam., bears N. 80::l W., 3.25 chs. dist.
Set a post, 4 ft. long, 4 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 20, 21, 2M, and 29, marked
'T. 6 N., S. 21 on N. E.
R. 34 E., S. 28 on S. E.
S. 29 on S. W., and
S. 20 on N. W. faces, with 2 notches on S. and 4 notches on E. edges, dug
pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins., in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound
of earth, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Land, level and Tolling.
Soil, black loam and sandy-1st and 2d rate.
No timber.
East, on a random line, bet. sees. 21 and 28.
Va. I8° 30' E.
Over rolling ground.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Descend about 20 ft. into bottom land.
Intersect N. and S. line at cor. to sees. 21, 22, 27 and 28.
Thence I run
West on a true line, b et. sees. 21 and28, whh same va.
Set asandf:ltone, 20 X 20 X 4 ins., I5 ins. in the groun<'l, for !sec. cor., marked
t on N. face; dug pits I8 X I8 X I2 ins., E. an(l W. of stone, 5t ft. dist.,
and raised a mound of earth, It ft. high, Jt ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. :tO, 2I, 28, and 2!:).
Land, rollinp; and level.
Soil, sandy and black loam -1st and 2d rate.
No timber.
North, bet. sees. 20 and 21.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Over rolling ground.
Deposited a ma.rked stone, 12 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor. ; dug pits
18 X 18 X 12 ins., N. and S. of cor., 51 ft. dist., and ra.isPd a mound of
earth It ft. high, 3t ft. base, over it. In N. pit drove stake, 2 ft. long, 2
ins. square, 12 ins. in t.he gronnd, Inarked t S. on \V. face.
Set a sandstone, 18 X I5 X 3 ins., 12 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 16,
17, 20, and 21, marked with 3 notehes on S. ancl 4 notches on E. edges;
dug pits 18 X 18 X I2 ins. in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of
earth, 2 ft. high, 4! ft. base, alongsjde.
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S·ubdivisions, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
Chains. Land rolling.
Soil sandy-2d mte.
No timber.

40.00

77.92
79.72
39.86

79.72

15.00
20.00

40.00
43.24

40.00

44.60
80.00

East, on a random 1ine bet. sees. 16 and 21.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Over ro1ling ground.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Old militar,v road, course N. W.
Intersected N. and S. line at cor. to sees. 15, 16, 21 and 22.
Thence I run
West, on true line, bet. sees. 16 and 21, with same va.
Set a post, 3ft. long, 3 ins. square, with markt·d stone, 12 ins. in the grounrl,
fort sec. cor., marked t S. on N. face; dug pits It! X 18 X 12 ins., E. and
W. of post, 5i ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth, It ft. high, 3t ft.
base, around post.
The cor. to sees. 16, 17, 20 and 21.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.
From the cor. to sees. 16, 17, 20, and 21. I run
West, on a true line bet. sees. 17 and 20.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Knowing that it will strike the easterly shore of Lin:sLake in less than 80
cbs.
6ver i·olling ground, descending.
Telegraph line, course N., soon bends toN. W.
Road to Williamsburg, course N.
Set a sandstone, 19 X 11 X 4 ins., 14 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ton N. face; dug pitsl~ X 18 X 12 ins., E. and. \V. of stone, 5i ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, lt ft. high, 3t ft. uase, alongside.
East bank of Lin's Lake. Set a sandstone, 30 X 15 X 8 ius., 22 ins. in tho
ground, for meander cor. to fractional seeR. 17 and 20, marked l\1. C., and
raised a mound of stone, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, :&longside.
Land rolling.
Soil sandy-2d rate.
No timber.
North, bet. sees. 16 and 17.
Va. 18° :wE.
Over rolling ground .
Setasandt;tonc, 20 X 12 X 4 ins., 15ins. in thegronnd, fort sec. cor., marked
ton \V. face; dng pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. n.nd S. of stone, 5tft. dist., and
ntil:lecl a monncl of earth, It ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside. From cor.
Wilkie's bouse bears N. 80° W.
A creek, 4 lks. wide, courseS. \V. Wilkie's bouse bearsS. 60c W. Westerly
end of pond, area about 50 acrPs, bears N. E. about 15.00 chs. dist.
Set n. poRt 4ft. long, 4 ins. sqnare, with marked stone, 12 ius. in the ground,
for cor. to sees. 8, 9, 16, aud 17, marked·
T. 6 N. S. 9 on N. E.
R: 34 E. S. 16 on S. E.
S. 17 on S. W., and
.
S. 8 on N. W. faces, with 4 notches on S. and E. edges; dug pits
18 X 18 X 12 ins., in each sec., 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of
earth, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-=2d rate.
No timber.
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Chains. East on a random line, bet. sees. 9 and 16.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Over rolling ground.
40.00 Set temporary'! sec. cor. ~ortherly side of pond bears S. about 6.00 cbs..
dist.
79.90 Intersect N. and S.liue, 20 lks. N. of cor. to sees. 9, 10, 15, and 16.
Thence I run
N. 990 51' W. on a true line, bet. sees. 9 and 16, with same va.
Set
a post, 3ft. long, 3 ins. square. with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
:39.95
for! sec. cor., marked t S. on N. face; dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. E. and W. ot
post 5t ft. dist. and raised a mound of earth, It ft. high, 3l ft. base, around
post.
79.90 The cor. to sees. 8, 9, 16, and 17.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.
August 13, 1880.
North, bet. sees. 8 and 9.
Va.18c 30' E.
.
Over rolling ground.
38.10 Edge of Jimestone quarry, about 30ft. deep, to avoid which I run west on an.
offset line 1.00 ch., thence north 2.50 cbs., thence east 1.00 ch. to
40.60 On line, on north side of quarry. Set a limestone 30 X 12 X 8 ins. 22 ins. in
the ground, for witness cor. to t sec. cor. marked W. C. ton W. side, and
raised a mound of stone 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
80.00 Set a limestone, 24 X 8 X 4 ins. 18 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees 4, 5, 8, and
9, marked with 5 notches on S. and 4 notches on E. edges; dug pits
18 X 18 x 12 ins. in each sec. 5t ft. dist., and ra-ised a mound of eartli, 2ft.
high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy and light-2d and 3d rate.
No timber.

40.0{')
48.10
79.84
39.92
79.84

East on a random line, bet. sees. ,4 and 9.
Va. 18° 40' E.
Over rolling ground.
Set temporary t sec. cor. Porter's house bears N. 400 E.
Wood road, course N. 20° E. Porter's house bears N.1oo E.
Intersect N. and S.line, 25lks. N. of cor., to sees. 3, 4, 9, and 10.
. Thence I run
N. 89° 49' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 4 and 9, with same va.
Set a limestone, 16 X 12 X 4 ins., 11 ins., in the ground, for t sec. cor., marked
ton N. side, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. E. and W. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth lt ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 4, 5, 8, and 9.
Land, rolling.
ioil, sandy and light-2d and 3d rate.
No timber.

North on a random line, bet. sees. 4 and 5.
Va. 18° 40' E.
Over rolling ground.
40.00 Set temporary t sec. cor.
79.96 Intersect N. boandary of township 44 lks. W. of cor. to sees. 4, 5, 32, and 33,
which is a post, 4 ins. square, marked
T. 7 N. S.33 en N.E.,
R. 34 E. S. 4 on S."E.,
T.6 N.S.5 on S. W.,and
S. 32 on N. W. faces, with 4 notches on E. and 2 notches on W. edges,
and mound of stone, 2 ft. high, 4t ease, around post.
Thence I run
S. 0° 19' W., on a true line, bet. sees. 4 and 5, with same va.
42 L 0 - VOL III
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Chains.
39.96
79.96

40.00

80.00

40.00
51.10
65.40
79.60
30.80
79.60

40.00
79.18

Seta sandstone, 18 X 10 X 6 ins., 12 ins. in the ground, for tsec. cor., mar~ed
t on W. face, and raised a mound of stone, 1t ft. high, 3i ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 4, 5, 8, and 9.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy and light-2d and 3d rate.
No timber.
August 16, 1880.
l<~rom the cor. to sees. 5, 6, .31, and 32, on the south boundary of the township,
which is a sandstone 20 X 8 X 4 ins. with mound of stone, 2 ft. high, 4t ft.
base alongside,
I run
North, bet. sees. 31 and 32.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Over table land.
Set a sandstone, 16 X 12 X 6 ins.ll ins. in the ground1 fort sec. cor., marked
!on W. side, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. ot stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
From this cor. a cor. of James Parker's. desert land claim, a post, 8 ins.
square, with mound of stone around post, marked J.P. D. L. C. 2, bearsS.
20° E., 1.45 .cbs. dist. The land included in this claim was unsurveyed at
date of location.
Set a sandstone20 X 14 X 6 ins., 15 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 29, 30,
31, and32, marked with 1 notch on S.and5notchesonE. edges, dugpits18 X
18 X 12 ins. in each sec. 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth, 2 ft. high,
4! ft. base, alongside.
'
~
Land, level table.
Soil, sandy-2d and 3d rate.
No timber.

East on a random line, bet. sees. 29 and 32.
Va. U:lO 45' E.
Over table land.
Set temporary t sec. cor. From this point a post 8 ins. square, with mound
of stone around post, marked J.P. D. L. C. 4 for cor. to James Parker's
desert land claim, bearsS. 17° E. 64lks. dist.
From this point a spring about 2ft. diam. bearsS. about 3 cbs. dist. From
sprinf> a stream flows S. E.
Edge of tabl~ land, and descend about 70 ft. to
Intersect N. and S. line 19lks. S. of cor. to sees. 28, 29, 32, and 33. Thence
I run
·
·
S. 89° 52' W. on a true line, bet. sees. 29 and 32, with same va.
Set a sandstone, 17 X 8 X 6 ins., 11 ins. in the ground, fori sec. cor., marked
ion N. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X12 ins. E. and W. of cor., 5} ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth 1t ft. high ,4t ft. base, al<'ngside.
The cor. to sees. 29, 30, 31, and 32.
Land, table and bottom.
Soil, sandy and black loam-1st and 2d rate.
No timber.
West on a random line bet. sees. 30 and 31.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Over table land.
Se·t temporary i sec. cor. From this point a post 8 ins. square, with mound
of stone around post, marked J. P. D. L.' C. 8, for cor. to James Parker's
desert land claim, bears N. 800 E., 92lks. dist.
Intersect west boundary of township 10 lks. N. of cor. to sees. 25, 30, 31, and
36, which is a pol:lt, 4ft. long, 4 ins. square, marked
T. 6 N. S. 30 on N. E.,
R. 34 E. S. 31 on S. E.,
R. 33 E. S. 36 on S. W., and
S. 25.onN. W. faces, withmoundofstone,2 ft. high,4ift. base, around
post.
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Thence I run
N. s9o 56' E. on a true line, bet. sees. 30 and 31, with same va.
Set
a sandstone 20 X 12 X 8 ins., 15. ins. in the ground, fori sec. cor., marked
39.18
ton N. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins., E. and W. of stone, 5-lft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
79.18 The cor. to sees. 29, 30, 31, and 32.
Land table.
Soil, sandy-2d and 3d grade.
No timber.

Chains.

North bet. sees. 29 and 30.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Over table land.
40.00 Set a post 3 ft. long, 3 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
fort sec. cor., marked i S. on W. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S.,
of post, 5~ ft. dist., and r aised a mound of earth, It ft. high, 3t ft. base,
around post.
From this cor. a post., 8 ins. square, with mound of stone around post marked
J. P. D. L. C. 6, for cor. to James Parker's desert land claim, bearsS. 30°
W., 1.47 cbs. dist.
55.00 Telegraph line, course E. and W.
60.00 Road to :Miles City, course E. and W.
76.10 Edge of table land, and descend gradually.
80.00 A point about 30ft. below table land. Set a sandstone 30 X 12 X 8 ins., 23 ins.
in the ground, for cor. to sees. 19, 20, 29, and 30, marked with 2 notches on S.
and 4 notches on E. edges, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec. 5t ft. dif'?t.,
and raised a mound of earth, 2ft. high, 4t ft. base alongside.
Land, table. ·
Soil, sandy-2d and 3d rate.
No timber.

40.00
62.00
65.50
79.77
39. 88
79.77

40,00
79.10

East on random line, bet. sees. 20 and 29.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Over rolling ground.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Road to Williamsburg, course N.
Telegraph line, course N.
Intersect N. and S. liue 32lks. S. of cor. to sees. 20, 21, 28, and 29.
Thence I run
S. 990 46' W. on a true line bet. sees. 20 and 29, with same va.
Set a sandstone 20 X 12 X 3 ins. 15 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor. marked
ton N. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. E. and W. of stone 5i ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, It ft. high, 3t base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 19, 20, 29, all(l 30.
•
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
~o timber.
West on a random line, bet. sees. 19 and 30.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Over rolling ground.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
.
Intersects west boundary of township 27 lks. N. of cor. to sees. 19, 24, 25 and
30, which is a post 4 ins. square, markedT. 6 N. S. 19 on N. E.
R. 34 E. S. 30'on S. E.
R. 33 E. S. 25 on S. W., and
S. 24 on N. W. faces with 4 notches on N. and 2 notches on S. edges,
and mound of stone covered with ea:~;th, 2ft. high, 4t ft. base, around post.
Thence I run
N. 89° 48' E. on a true line bet. sees. 19 and 30, with same va.
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Chains.
39.10
79.10

Set a flandstone 18X12X8 ins. 12 ins. in the ground fori sec. cor., mar~ed
ton N. face, dug pits H:lX18X12 ins. E. and W. of stone, 5} ft. d1st.,
and raised a mound of earth, It ft. high, 3} ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 19, 20, 29, and 30.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.

North, bet. sees. 19 and 26.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Over rolling ground~ descending.
40.00 Set a sandstone 20XllX6 ins. 15 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked t
on W. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, 1t ft. high, 3} ft. base, alongside.
44.18 South bank of Lin's Lake. Set a post, 4ft. long, 4 ins square with marked,
stone, 12 ins. in the ground, for meander cor. to fractional sees. 19 and :2(),
_ marked M. C., and
T. 6 N. on S.
R. 34 E. S. 20 on E., and
S. 19 on W. faces, dug pit 3 ft. sq., 12 ins. deep, 8 lks. S. of post, and
raised mound of earth, 2 ft. high, 4} ft. base around post.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.
.August 14, 1880.

35.00
40.00

45.00
80.00

20.19

24.10

From the cor. to sees. 8, 9, 16, and 17, !.run
West on a true line bet. sees. 8 and 17.
Va. Hlo 30' E.
Over rolling ground.
Road to Williamsburg, course N. W.
Set a sandstone 16 X 11 X 8 ins. 11 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked t
on N. face, dug pits 18 X 18 X 12 ins. E. a11d W. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, 1} ft. high, 3i ft. base, alongside.
Telegraph line, course N. 600 W.
Set a sandstone 24 X 11 X 6 ins. 18 ins. in the ground for cor. to sees. 7, 8,
17, and 18, marked with 4 notches on S. and 5 notches on E. edges, dug pits
18 X 18 X 12 ins. in each sec. 5t ft. dist. and raised a mound of earth,
2 ft. high, 4} ft. base, alongside.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-~d rate.
No timber.
South, bet. sees. 17 and 18.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Over even ground, descending.
.
North bank of Lin's Lake. Set a sandstone 24 X 10 X 8 ina., 18 ins. in the
ground, for meander cor. !o fractional sees. 17 and 18, marked M. C., and
raised a mound of stone, 2ft. high, 4} ft. base, alongside.
Land, nearly level.
Soil, sandy and black loam-1st and 2d rate.
No timber.
August 13, 1880.
West, on a random line, bet.,secs. 7 and 18.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Over gently rolling ground.
Intersect E. boundary line of town of Williamsburg. N. E. cor., whi ch is a
post, 12 ins. square, ma.rked "'f. S. 2," with mound of stone around post,
bears N. 40 cbs. S. E. cor. , which is a post, 12 ins. square, marked "T. S.
1," with mound of stone around post, bearsS. 7.35 cbs.
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Chains.

29.10
34.10
39.10
40.00
44.10
48.35
49.10
54.10
56.75
59.10
60.00

62.10
78.20

38.20
78.20

Center of street, course N. and S.
Center of street, course N. and S.
Center of street, course N. and S.
Set temporary t sec. cor. From this point, the court-house in the town of
Williamsburg bears N. 10° W.
Center of Main street of Williamsburg, course N. and S. Court-house bears N.
Episcopal church bears N. 10° W. 4.50 cbs. dist.
Center of street, cours, N. and S.
Center of street, course N. and S.
Methodist church bearsS. 13t0 W.
Center of street, course N. and S.
Intersect W. boundary line of town of Williamsburg. N. W. cor. which is
a post, 12 ins. square, marked "T. S. 3," with mound of stone around
post, bears N. 40 chs. S. W. cor., which is a post, 12 ins. square, marked
"T. S. 4," with mound of stone around post, bearsS. 29.75 chs.
Methodist' church bearsS. 45° E.
Intersect W. boundary of township, 14 lks. S. of cor. to sees. 7, 12, 13, and
18, which is a post, 4 ins. square, marked
T. 6 N. S. 7 on N. E.,
R. 34 E. S. 18 on S. E.,
R. 33 E. S. 13 on S. W., and
S. 12 on N. W. faces, with 2 notches on N. and 4 notches on S. edges,
and mound of stone, 2 ft. high, 4~ ft. base, around post.
Thence I run
S. 990 54' E., on a true line, bet. sees. 7 and 18, with same va.
Set a sandstone, 18X15X5ins., 12 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ton N. face; dug pits U:!X18X12 ins., E. and W. of stone, 5t ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, 1t ft. high, 4-! ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 7, 8, 17, and 18.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.

North, bet. sees. 7 and 8.
Va. 18o 45' E.
Over rolling ground.
29.00 Telegraph line, course W.
30.10 Road to Williamsburg, course E. and W. changes·to S. E. about 10 chs. E. of
line.
40.00 Set a limestone, 20X15X8 iris., 15 ins. in the ground, fort sec. cor.{ marked
t on W. face, and raised a mound of stone, 1t ft. high, 3t ft. base, a ongside.
80.00 Set a sandstone, 15X15X6 ins., 10 ins. in the ground, for cor. to sees. 5.1 61
7, and 8, marked with 5 notches on S. and E. edges, and raised a moun<1 of
stone, 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.

16.40
40.00
79.96
39.98

79.96

East, on a random line, bet. sees. 5 and 8.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Over rolling ~round.
Road to Williamsburg, course S.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Intersected N. and S. line, 6lks. N. of cor. to sees. 4, 5, 8, and 9.
Thence I run
N. 89° 56' W. on a true line, bet. sees. 5 and 8, with same va.
.
Set a post, 3ft. long, 3 ins. square, with marked stone, 12 ins. in the ground,
fort soc. cor., marked t S. on N. face; dug pits, 18X18X12 ins. E. and
W. of post, 5t ft. dist., and raised a mound of earth, 1t ft. high, 3i ft.
base, around poet.
The cor. to sees. 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Land, rolling.
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.
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Chains.
27.15
40.00
78.40

38.40
78.40

40.00
80.05

40.05
80.05

West, on a random line, between sees. 6 and 7.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Over rolling ground.
Road to Williamsburg, courseS.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Intersect west boundary of township 15 lks. S. of cor. to sees. 1, 6, 7, and 12,
which is a post, 4 ft. long, 4 ius. square, marked
T. 6 N. S. 6 on N. E.,
·R. 34 E. S. 7 on S. E.,
R. 33 E. S. 12 on S. W., and
S. 1 on N. W. faces, with pits, 18 X 18X12 ins., in each sM., 5l ft. dist.,
and mound of earth, 2 ft. high, 4-! ft. base, around post~
Thence I run
S. 89° 54' E. on a true line, bet. sees. 6 and 7, with same va.
Set a sandstone, 18 X 14 X 3 ins. 12 ins. in the ground, for t sec. cor., marked
ton N. side, dug pits 18X18X12 ins. E. and W. of stone, 5-! ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth, 1-! ft. high, 3-! base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. G, 6, 7, and 8.
Land, rolling.
~oil, eandy-2d rate.
No timber.
North, on a random line, bet. sees. 5 and 6.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Over rolling ground.
Set temporary t sec. cor.
Intersect N. boundary of township 20 lks. E. of cor. to sees. 5, 6, 31, and 32,
which is a sandstone, 30 X 12 X 6 ins., marked with 5 notches on E. and
one notch on W. edges, and mound of stone, 2ft. high,- 4-! ft. base, along
side.
Thence I run
S. 0° 09' E. on a true line, bet. sees. 5 and 6, with same va.
Set a sandstone, 16X12X3 ins., 11 ins . in the ground, fort sec. cor., marked
ton W. face, dug pits 18X18X12 ins. N. and S. of stone, 5-! ft. dist., and
raised a mound of earth 1-! ft. high, 3t ft. base, alongside.
The cor. to sees. 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Land, rolling.
·
Soil, sandy-2d rate.
No timber.
August 16, 1880.
MEANDERS OF THE RIGHT BANK OF THE YEJ,LOWSTONE RIVER, UP STREAM.

I commence at the meander cor. to fractional sees. 31 and 36, on the east
boundary of the township, which is a sandstone, 24X10X5 in., marked
M. C., with pit 3ft. sq., 1ft. deep, 8lks. S. of stone, with mound of earth,
2 ft. high, 4-! ft. base, alongside.
Thence I run with meanders in sec. 36.
Va. 18° 45' E.
Bank, 20ft. high.
·
0
S. 65! W. 4.00 chs.
0
S. 78t W. 7.40 " Lower end of bar bears N. 15c W. about 5.00 chs. dist.
S. 63!0 W. 7.60 "
At 6.60 chs. leave bluff bank,. bank 15ft. high.
s. 89!0 w. 8.40 "
N. 72-!0 W. 10.00 "
Bank 10ft. high.
N. 60° W. 7.60 "
N. 33-!0 W. 4. 70 "
0
N. 50-! W. 7.80 "
At 1.90 chs. month of creek.
N. 60° W. 4.80 "
0
N. 72! W. 3.80 "
At 2.80 chs. enter Curran's field, fence course S.
N. 78-!0 W.• 4.80 "
0
S. 77! W. 3.50 "
Bank 6 ft. high.
N. ROi 0 W. 5.00 "
Leave Curran's field, fence course S.
N. 71° W. 2.40 "
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N. 25!0 W. 2.40 cbs.
N. 71-!o W. 3.50 "
Low bank, 3ft. high.
N. 76to ·W . 1.40 "
To meander cor. to fractional sees. 35 and 36.
Land, 18 cbs. W. part bluff, remainder level bottom.
Soil, bln,ck loam and sandy-1st and 2d rate.
No timber.
Thence in sec. 35.
Va. 18° 30' E.
In dense brush and scattering timber,
S. 86!o W. 2.30 chs.
s. 75!0 w. 3.30 ,,
s. 65° w. 2.30 " Upper end of bar.
s. 35t0 w. 11.00 " At 6.00 chs. leave brush. At 7.50 chs. Curran's
house bears S. 1.50 chs. At end of course, enter
Alexander's field, fence course S.
,
S. 38io W. 5.60 chs.
s. 46t0 w. 9.00 "
S. 54!o W. 5.00 "
At 3.00 chs. enter brush. At 4.00 chs. leave field.
s. 44-JO W. 2.00 "
S. 65o W. 2.60 "
At 50 lks. mouth of slough, 2.00 chs. -wide.
s. 55!0 w. 8.70 "
S. 55-JO W.
2.80 "
S. 48!-o W. 5.80 "
Leave scattering timber.
S. 56-!o W.
8.70 " Banks, 4ft. high.
S. 40-F' W. 16.12 "
(At 12.00 chs. leave brush. Head of slough 1.00 ch.
wide) to meander cor. to fractional sees. 2 and 35 on S. boundary of township, which is a sandstone 20 X 10 X 8 ins. marked M. C. with mound of
stone 2 ft. high, 4t ft. base, alongside.
Land, level bottom.
_
Soil, black loam-1st rate.
Timber and dense brush, cottonwood and willow, together 56.50 chs.
.August 6, 1880.
MEANDERS OF ISLAND CONTAINED IN SECS.

25, 26, 357 AND 36,

This island is partly in this township and partly in T. 6, N., R. 35 E.
I go to the point for meander cor. to fractional sees. 21 and 36 on the south
side of island, and finding cor. has been washed away,, I re-establish it as
follows: I go to a cottonwood tree on line, which is described in field notes
of the survey of the east boundary of this township as being 26.23 chs. S.:
of cor. to sees. 30, 31,35 and 36, and runS. 3.02 chs.'to south bank of island,,
making altogether 29.25 chs. instead of 29.70 chs. as stated in said notes~
At this point
Set a post, 4ft. long, 4 ins. square, 12 ins. in the ground, for meander cor.
to fractional sees. 31 and 36, markedT. 6N. onN.
R. 35 E. S. 31 dn E.
M. C. on S., and
R. 34 E. S. 36 on W. faces, dugpit3 ft. sq., 1ft. deep, Slks. N. of post,
and mised mound of earth, 2 ft. high, 4} ft. base, around post.
Thence I run with meanders in sec. 36,
Va. Hl 0 45' E.
Through dense brush, up stream, banks 10 ft. high.
S. 70t0 W. 2.40 chs. Lower end of bar bears S.
S. 86° W. 3.00 " Leave brush.
N. s1o W. 8.50 "
N. 68to W. 7.00 "
At 1.00 ch. enter timber and brush.
N. 73!0 W. 7.30 "
At 7.00 chs. leave timber and brush.
N. 940 W. 3.40 " At 1.50 chs. center of head of slough, 3.00 chs. wide.
At end of course, head of bar bears S. Enter brush.
N. 61!0 W. 1.50 chs.
0
N. G0! W. 3.50 "
N. 53PW. 2.50 "
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Meanders, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

61!0
57-!-0
6'2!0
71-!0
77t0

N. 88-f0

W.
W.
W.
W.

w.
w.
w.

2.60 "
4.90 chs.
8.90"
4.80 "
5.80 "
5.40 "
9.60 "

Enter timber, leave brush.

Leave timber.
At 1.25 chs., mouth of slough, 2 chs. wide. At 2.50
ells. enter dense brush, and leave brush at end of
course.
N. 88!0 W. 3. 75 chs. (At 2.00 chs., center of head of slough, 2.50 cbs.
wide) to meander cor. to fractional sees. 35 and 36 on S. W. end of island.
Land, level.
Soil, alluvial-1st rate.
Timber and brush, -cottonwood and willow, 71.70 chs.

s.

80°

Thence in sec. 35.
Va. 18o 20' E.
Along low bank.
S. 79° W. 6.70 chs.
N. 15-10 W. 3.90 "
N. 7-!0 W. 3.40 "
N. 17t0 E. 3.80 "
N. 50° E. 2.59 " To meander cor. to fractional sees. 26 and 35.
ltand, level.
Soil, alluvial-1st rate.
No timber.
Thence in sec. 26.
Va. 18° 20' E.
N. 52!0 E. 6.05 chs. To meander cor. to fractional sees. 25 and 26.
Land, level.
.
Soil, alluvial-1st rate.
No timber.
Thence in sec. 25.
Va. 18° 20' E.
Enter brush, bank 5 ft. high.
N. 64° E; 2.50 chs.
N. 69!0 E. 8.80 "
At 5.00 chs. leave brush, enter heavy timber.
N. 63-fO E. 9.40 "
Bank, 8 ft. high.
0
N. 63! E. ' 9.10 "
N. 49° E. 4.30 "
N. 33° E. 2.30 "
Enter brush.
N. 13!0 E. 9.00 "
Bank, 6 ft. high.
N. 46!o E. · 4.80 "
N. 27-!0 E.
7.BO "
N ..34!0 E.
4.70 "
Bank, 8 ft. high.
N. 45!0 E. 4.60 "
N. 61to E. 17.00 "
N. 74t0 E. 11.00 ''
N. 89-!0 E.
6.50 "
N. 54!0 E. , .69 "
To meander cor. to fractional sees. 25 and 30 on E.
boundary .of township, which is a sandstone 30X12X8 ins., marked M. C.
on N. face, from which
A cottonwood, 10 ins. diam., bearsS. 28° W. 20 lks. dist., marked T. 6.
R. 34. E., S. 25. M. C. B. T.
A cottonwood, 8 ins. diam., b~a:r~ S, 45° E., 30 lks. dist.? marlred T. 6. N., &
35 E., S. 30 M. C. B. T,
I Land, level.
Soil, alluvial-1st rate,

N.,

I
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Meander, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
Timber and brush, cottonwood and willow, 102.49 chs.
This island has a rich alluvial soil, and is generally covered with .fine cottonwood timber.
.August 7, 1880.
MEANDERS OF THE LEFT BANK OF THE YELLOWSTONE RIVER, DOWN STREAM. '

I commence at the meander cor. to fractional sees. 2 and 35, which is a
sandstone, 20 X 15 X 2 ins., marked M. C., with mound of stone, 2ft. high,4i
ft. base, alongside.
Thence I run with meanders in sec. 35.
Va. 18° 30' E.
Bank 6 ft. high.
N. 47° E. 2.80 chs.
N. 37-!0 E. 6.30 "
N. 31° E. 5.50 "
N. 311° E. 6.40 "
N. 38-!0 E. 7.10 " Bar in river bearsS, 200 E. 1 ch. dist.
N. 27° E. 2.70"
N. 53t0 E. 4.00 "
N. 47-!o E. 4.90 "
N. 51t0 E. 6.00 "
N. 54t0 E.12.00"
N. 52!0 E. 6.00"
N. 47!0 E. 3.90 "
N. 40-!0 E. 8.50 " At 7.00 chs, enter dense willow brnsh.
N. 28-!o E. 7.60"
N. 3P E. 3.70" Leave brush.
N. 15-!0 E. 9.20 "
N. 33t0 E. 3.80 "
N. 50-!0 E. · 6.42" To meander cor. to fractional sees. 26 and 35.
Land, level.
Soil, alluvial-1st rate.
No timber. 12.80 chs. of dense willow brush.

Thence in sec. 26.
V a. 18° 20' E.
N. 59° E. 4.80 chs.
N. 45-ioE. 7.80 "
N. 49° E. 2.05 " To meander cor~ to fractional sees. 25 and 26.
Land, level.
Soil, alluvial-1st rate.
No timber or brush.
.Aug1Uit 9, 1880.

Thence in sec. 25.
Va. 18° 20' E.
N. 65!0 E. 7.40 chs.
0
N. 63-! E. 5.30 "
N. 61-!0 E. 12.00 " At 7.00 chs. head of slough, 2.00 chs. wide.
N. 40t0 E. 5.60 "
N. 35° E. 7.70 "
N. 7!0 E. 2.50 "
N. lt0 W. 2.70 " At 1.90 chs. mouth of slough, 1.50 chs. wide.
N. 4lt0 E. 9.00 "
N. 35° E. 1.70 "
N. 41° E. 4.60 "
N. 40t0 E. 5.60 " At 1.00 ch. enter cottonwood timber.
N. 54!0 E. 3.00 "
N. 64° E. 3.00 " At 2.00 chs. mouth of Short Ck., 10 lks. wide.
N. 49£0 E. 2.60 " Fletcher's Stage Station bears N. 6.50 cbs. dist.
N. 6zto E. 11.30 "

/
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Meanders, T. 6 N., R. 34 E.-Continued.
N. 72° E. 5.70 cbs.
S. 87! E. 13.00 "
N. 67! E. 0.80 cbs., to meander cor. to fractional sees. 25 and 30 on E. boundary of township, which is a sandstone 18 X 12 X 6 ins., marked M. C.,
from which
A cottonwood 4 ins. diam. bears N. 730 E., 48 lks. dist., marked T. 6 N., R.
'
35 E., S. 30M. C. B. T.
A cottonwood 24 ins. diam. bears N. 27o W : 185lks. dist., marked T. 6 N.,
R. 34 E., S. 25M. C. B. T.
Land, level.
Soil, alluvial-1st rate.
' 44.00 cbs. of fine cottonwood timber.
August 7, 1880.
MEANDERS OF EASTERLY END OF LIN'S LAKE IN SECS.

171 181 19,

AND

20.

I commence at the meander cor. to fractional sees. 19 and 24 on west boundary of township, which is a post, 4ft. long, 4 ins. sq., marked M. C., wit·h
T. 6. N. on N.,
R. 34 E. S. 19 on E., and
R. 33 E. S. 24 on W. faces; from which
A cottonwood 24 ins. diam. bears S. 450 W., lllks .. dist., marked T. 6 N.,
R. 3:l E., S. 24M. C. B. T.
A cottonwood 20 ins. diam. bears S. 570 E., 14lks. dist., marked T. 6 N.,
R. 34 E., S. 19 M. C. B. T.
Thence I run with meanders in sec. 19.
Var. 18° 20' E.
Through cottonwood timber. Bank 3ft. high.
S. 59° E. 8.80 cbs.
Leave timber.
S. 46!0 E. 3.40 "
S. 44t0 E. 2.40 "
0
S. 43£ E. 5.70 "
s. 43° 0 E. 4.40 "
S. 46i E. 5.80 "
S. 52£0 E. 5.80 "
S. 58£0 E. 4.50 "
S. 70i0 E. 5.50 "
S. 75!0 E. 3.00 "
S. 88-! 0 E. 4.00 "
N. 78° E. 9.60 " At 6.00 cbs. Smith's house bears S., 50 lks. diet.
s. 88t0 E. 6.50 " .
S. 72!0 E. 6.70 "
S. 71-!0 E. 14.00 " 'l'o meander cor. to fractional sees 19 and 20.
Land, level.
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
Timber, cottonwood, 12.20 cbs.

I

j

Thence in sec. 20.
Va. 18° 30' E.
N. 88° E. 6.20 chs.
N. 55-!0 E. 11.50 "
N. 32io E. 9.90 "
N. 48!o E. 6.40 "
N. ;3li0 E. 5.00 "
N. 24£0 E. 3.90 "
N. 22P E. 2.10 "
N. 33° E. 2.40 "
N. 32t E. 3.40 "
N. 51-!0 E. 3.30 cbs. to meander cor. to fractional sees. 17 and 20.
Land, level
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
No timber.
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Meanders, T. 6 N., 34 E.-Continued.

I Thence in sec. 17.

Va. 18° 30' E.
N. 20° E. 11.00 chs.
0
N. Si- W. 10.10 " At 6.00 chs. mouth of ck. 5lks. wide.
N. 83i0 W. 2.00 ''
N. 76c vV. ·2.30 ''
N. 69:i0 W. 7.00 "
N. 83!0 W. 6.10 "
N. 53-!o W. 8.00 "
N. 20-!0 W. 14.00 ''
N. 13-!o W. 6.80 ''
N. 39° W. 2.30 "
N. 47-!0 W. 6.00 . "
N. 49!0 W. 5.00 "
N. 55-!0 W. 3.50 "
N. 49t0 W. 0.20 cbs., to meander cor. to fractional sees. 17 and 18.
Land, level.
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
No timber.
.August 14, 1880.

Thence in sec. 18.
Va. 16° 30' E.
W. 15.00 cbs.
W. 5.00 "
W. 13.00 " At 10.28 cbs. S. E. cor., town of Williamsburg.
W. 19.00 " At 3.0B cbs. center of street, course N.
At 8. 79 cbs. center of street, course N.
At 14.49 cbs.' center of street, course N.
S. 43° W. 13.00 " At 0.94 ch. center of main street, course N.
At 8.27 chs. center of street, course N.
S. 55t0 W. 4.00 " At 2.15 chs. center of street, course N.
0
S. 74! W. 4.70 " At 4.53 cbs. S. W. cor. town of Williamsburg.
s. 8~0 w. 5.60 "
N. 88-!0 vV. 12.47 " to meander cor. to fractionalsecs. 13 and 18 on W.
boundary of township, which is a sandstone, 30 X 12 X 8 ins., marked
M. C., with mound of stone 2ft. high, 4i ft. base, alongside.
L~.nd, level.
Soil, sandy loam-2d rate.
No timber.
August 16, 1880.
N. 38!0
N. 63!0
S. 84°
S. 61f0

7 miJes 36 cbs. and 82 lks. of the subdivision lines run over mountainous
land, or through timber; and 3 miles 59 chs. and 69lks. of the meander
lines run through timber or dense brush.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
This township contains nearly every variety of land from plains to mountains, and
the soil ranges from alkali to rich loam. The soil of the bottom land along the Yellowstone River and on the island is g en erally rich, black loam, capable of producing
ab_undant crops without irrigation. The soil of the remaining portion of the township, except the alkali fiat iu sees .. 23 and 24, and the mountainous land, .c an nearly all
be classed as second rate, is covered with an abundant growth of rich and nutritious
grasses, and will produce crops without irrigation. In the southwestern portion of
tbe township only the grass is more scanty, and irrigatjon may be necessary.
Cott?nwood timber is found along the Yellowstone River, on the island, and some
scatter~g along the creeks. The mou:qtain is covered with a dense growth of pine
and fir timber, many of the trees b eing very large.
·
There is one limestone quarry in sees. 8 and 9 which affords excellent building stones,
and, from su~face indications, it is probaule that large bodies of limestone and sandstone underhe other portions of the township. Iron ore was found in sec. 3.
The township is well watered by the Yellowstone River, which runs through the
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southeastern portion, and many small springs and brooks. The eastern end, comprising only a small portion of Lin'B Lake, is included in this township. This lake is
about 10 miles long, and its greatest width about 4 miles. The water- is clear and
pure, and varies in depth from 10 to 200 feet.
The town of Williamsburg is the county seat of Custer County, contains a courthouse, two churches, two hotels, several stores, and about 50 dwelling houses. Its
estimated population is 300.
.
There are two settlers in sec. 35, and one each in sees. 16, 17, 19, and 25.
J ames Parker has fenced a portion of his desert land claim, in sec. 36, and is boring
an artesian well to bring water upon it.
.
'VALTER W. DE LACY,
U.S. Deputy Surveyor.
FlNAL OATHS FOR SURVEYS.
LIST OF NAMES.
A list of the names of the individuals employed uy Walter W. de Lacy, U.S. deputy surveyor, to assist in running, measuring, and marking the lines and corners described in the foregoing :field notes of the survey of the subdivision and meander lines
of township No.6 north, of range No. 34 east of the principal base and meridian, in
the Territory of Montana, showing the respective capacities in which they acted: .
- - - - - ............•••..............................•••...... _. Compassman.
WILLIAM MORAN .. __ .....••.......... _....................... _...... Chainman.
PETER COOPER .•. _................•. _..• _.......•• __ ........ _..... _• Chainman.
- - - - - - . ---- ..............•.••.....•... _.....• _•....•...•.•. _•. Chainman.
- - - - - - ..... - - - ........•••••.. __ .......•..•..... _...• _•••...••. Chainman.
ARTHUR F. FOWLER ................................................ Axeman.
FRANKLIN J. SAGE ............•.•..................... ·.... __ ........ Axeman.
JoHN PARKER ....................................................... Flagman.
FINAL OATHS OF ASSISTANTS.
We hereby ~ertify that we assisted Walter W. de Lacy, U. S. deputy surveyor, i~
surveying all those parts or portions of the subdivision and meander lines of township No.6 north, of range 34 east of the principal base and meridian, Territory of
Montana, as are represented in the foregoing :field notes as having been surveyed by
him and under his direction ; and that said survey has been in all: respects, to the
best of our knowledge and belief, well and faithfully surveyed, and the corner monuments established, according to the instructions furnished by the U. S. surveyor-general for Montana.
- - - - - - , Compassman.
WILLIAM MORAN, Chainman.
PETER COOPER, Chainman.
- - - - - - , Chainman.
- - - - - - , Chainman.
ARTHUR F. FOWLER, Axeman.
FRANKLIN J. SAGE, Axeman.
JOHN PARKER, Flagman.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this twenty-third day of August, 1880.
JOHN JENKINS,
[SEAL.]
Notary Public.
FINAL ·OA'l'H OF U. S. DEPUTY SURVEYOR
I, Walter W."de Lacy, U.S. deputy surveyor, do solemnly swear that in pursuance
of instructions received from Roswell H. Mason, U. S. surveyor-general for Montana,
bearing date of the third day of July, 1880, I have well, faithfully, and truly, in my
own proper person, and in strict conformity with the instructions furnished by the
U. S. surveyor-general for Montana, the surveying manual, and the laws of the United
States, surveyed all those parts or portions of the subdivision and meander lines o:I
township No.6 north, of range No. 34 east of the principal base and meridian, in the
Territory of Mont~na, as are represented in the foregoing :field notes as having been
surveyed by me and under my direction; and I do further solemnly swear that all the
corners C?f said survey have been established and perpetuated in strict accordance with
the surveying manual, printed instructions, the special written instructions of the U.
S. surveyor-general for Montana, and in the specific manner described in the field notes,
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a.n d that the foregoing are the true field. notes of such surve.y! and should an;y fraud. be ·
det ected I will suffer the penalty of perJury under the provisw~s of an act of Congr ess
approved August 8, 1846.
WALTER W. DE LACY,
U. S. Deputy Sttrveym·.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this thirty-first day of August, 1880.
·
JOHN JENKINS, .
Notary Publw.

lSEAL.]

PRIVATE LAND CLAIM SURVEYS.
For method and instructions as to survey of private land claims, see P1·ivate Land
Claims, Chap. XXXI, page 394, et seq., and addenda, pages -.

SURVEY OF MfNERAL LANDS.
J:t'or method and instructions as to survey of mineral claims, quartz or placer, and
other valuable deposits, see chapter XXVI, Mines on the Public Domain, pages 306 to
831, and addenda, pages-.

RESTORATION OF LOST AND OBLITERATED CORNERS.
MARCH 13, 1883.-lN EFFECT

JUNE

30, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., March 13, 1883.
The increasing number of letters from county and local surveyors received at this
office, making inquiry as to the proper method of restoring to t.heir original position
lost or obliterated corners marking the survey of the public lands of the United States,
or such as have been willfully or accidentally moved from their original positio~, have
rendered the preparation of the following general rules necessary, particularly as in a
very large number of cases the immediate facts necessary to a thorough and intelligent
understanding are omitted. Moreover, surveys having been made under the authority different acts of Congress, different results have been obtained, and no special
law has been ep.acted by that a.uthority covering and regulating the subject of the
above-named inquiries. Hence the general rules here given must be considered merely
as an expression of the opinion of this office on the subject, based, however, upon the
spirit of the several acts of Congress authorizing the surveys, as construed by this
office. When cases arise which are not covered by these rples, and the advice of this
office is desired, the letter of inquiry should alwayR contain a description of the particular corner with reference to the township, range, and section of the public surveys,
t o enable this office to consult the record.
.
To restore extinct boundaries of the public lands correctly, the surveyors must have
some knowledge of the manner in which townships were subdivided by the several
methods authorized by Congress. Without this knowledge he may be grea.tly embarrassed in the field, and is liable to make mistakes invalidating his work, and leading eventually to serious litigation. lt is believed that the foUowing synopsis of the
several acts of Congress regulating the surveys of the pn hlic lands will be of service
t o county surveyors and others, and will help to explain many of the difficulties encountered by them in the settlement of such questions.
.
The differences resulting from Congressional legislation at different periods resulted
i n two sets of corners being established on township Unes at one time; at another time
three sets of corners were established on range lines, while the system now in operation
makes but one set of corners on township boundaries, except on standard lines, i.e., base
a nd correction lines, and in some exceptional cases.
.
The following brief explanation of the modes which have been practiced will be of
s &vice to all who may be called upon to restore obliterated boundaries of the public
land surveys :
Where two sets of corners were established on township boundaries, one set was
planted at the time the exteriors were run, those on the north b<'undary belonging to
the sections and qqarter section~ north of said line, and those on the west boundary
belonging to the sections and quarter sections west of that line. The other set of corners was established when the township was subdivided. This method, as stated, res ulted in the establishment of two sets of corners on all four sides of the townships.
Where three sets of corners were established on the range lines, the suhdivisional
~urveys were made in the above manner, except thl).t the east and west section lines,
1nstead of being closed uvon the corners previously established on the east boundary

of
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of the township, were run due east from the last interior section .corner, and new
corners were erected at the points of intersection with the ranse line.
The method now in practice requires section lines to be initiated from the corners
on the south boundary of the township, and to close on existing corners on the e~st,
north, and west boundaries of the township, except when the north boundary ru
base line or standard parallel.
.
SYNOPSIS OF .A.CTS OF CONGRESS.
The first enactment in regard to the surveying of the public lands was an ordinof the ance passed by the Congress of the Confederation, May 20,1785, J.lre~~~~~~r~n o~/h;r. c~~- scr~bing th~ mode for tJ?.e sur~ey of the ''West~r-!1 Ter.ritorl," ani\.
1785. u. s: Land lawn: which provided that sard terntory should be diVIded mto townv. 349. Edition 1~2s.
ships of six miles square, by lines running due north and south, and
others crossmg them at right angles" as near as might be.
.
It further provided that the first line running north and south should begm on the
Ohio River, at a point due north from the western terminus of a line run as the south
oou?dary of the State of Pennsylvania, and the first line running east and west ~h?~ld
begm at the same point, and extend through the whole territory. In these Imt1al
surveys only the exterior lines of the townships were surveyed, but the plats were
marked by subdivisions into section of one mile square, numbered from 1 to 36, commencing with No. 1 in the southeast corner of the township, and running from south
to north i11 each tin to No. 36 in the northwest corner of the township; mile corners
w ere established on the township lines. The region embraced by the surveys under
this law forms ~L part of the present State of vhio, and is generally known as ' 'the
Seven Ranges."
The Federal Congress passed a law, approved May 18, 1796, in regard to surveying
ActofMay1S,l796. u. the public domain, and applied to "the territory northwest of t he
~~·f~i.e~!~tg~8 ~39~.1; Ohio River, and aboye the mouth of the KentuckyRiver."
U. S. Re\"'ieed Statutes.
•
·
Section~, of said act, provided for dividing such lands as had not been a~e!l'dy
surveyed or dispose<! of, ''by north and south lines run according to the true merl(lian t
aud by others crossing them at right angles, so as to form townships of6 miles squa r e,'·
&c. It is also provided that ''one-half of said townships, taking them alternately,
should ~e subdivided. into sections containing, as 11early as may be, 640 acres e~ch,
by runmng parallel hues through the same each way at the end of every two m il es,
and marking a corner on each of said lines at the end of every mHe." The act also
provided that "the sections shall be numbered, respectively, beginning with t he
number one in the northeast section, and proceeding west and east alternately throug:h
the township, with progressive numbers till- the thirty-sixth be completed." Th1s
method of numbering sections is still in use.
An act amendatory of the foregoing, approved May 10, 1800, required the "townAct of May 10 1800• ships west of the Muskingum, which are directed to be sold in qua r~~~~·2sta~u~a at~~~~~ ter townships, be subdivid_ed into half s_ections of 320 acres each, as
2395, ' J. s. Revised nearly as may be, by runmng parallel lines through the same from
Statutes.
east to west, and from north to south, at the distance of one mile
from each other, and making corners, at the distance of each half mile on the lines
running east and west, and at the distance of each mile on those running from sout h
to north. .A.nd the interior lines of townships intersected by the Muskingum, and of
aU townships lying east of that river, which have not been heretofore actually subdivided into sections, shall also be run and marked. .A.nd in all cases where the exterior lines of the townships thus to be subdivided into sections or half sections shall
exceed, or shall not extend six miles, the excess or deficiency shall be specially noted,
and added to or deducted from the western or northern ranges 6f sections or half' sections in such township, according as the error may be in running the lines from east.
to west or from south to north." Said act also provided that the northern and western tier of sections should be sold as containing only the quantity expressed on th~
plats, and all others as containing the complete legal quantity.
The act approved June 1, 1767, "regulating the grants of land appropriated forAct of June 1, 1796. military services,"&c., provided for dividing the "Virginia Military
~~L\s~~t4~~ at Lar1e, Tract," .ill: the ~tate of Ohio, into townships 5 miles square, each to.
be subdivided mto quarter townships containing 4,000 acres.
Sectwn 6 of the act approved March 1, 1800, amendatory of the foregoing act, enAct of March 1, 1800 acted that the Secretary of the Treasury was authorized to subdivi de
~oi~2 s~ti4.te" at Lar,e, the q?arter townships into lots of 100 acres, bounded as nearly as
. '
practicable by parallel lines lUO perches in length by 1'00 perches in
Width. These subdivisions into lots, however, were ma.de upon the plats in the office
~f the Secretary of the Treasury, and the actual survey was only made at a subsequent.
mo when a sufficient number of such lots had been located to warrant the survey.
ordina~ce
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It thus happened in some instances, that when the survey cams to be made the plat .

and survey could not be made to agree, and toot fractional lots on plats were entuely
crowded out. A knowledge of this fact may explain some of the difficulties met with
in the district thus subdivided.
The act of Congress approved February 11,1805, directs the subdivision of the public
lands into quarter quarter sections, and provides that all corners Act of February u.
marked in the :field shall be established as the proper corners of the sec- 1805. u. s. statutes31at
tions or quarter sections which they ·were intended to designate, and ~:~~~n v~:igf,· pir. ~:
that corners of half and quarter sections not marked shall be placed Revised Statutes.
as nearly as possible ''equidistant fi·omthose two. corners which stand on the same .line."
This act further provides that "the boundary hues .actually run at;!d marked". (1.n.the
:field) "shall be established as the proper boundary lines of the sectiOns or subdiV1Sions
for which they were intended; and the length of such lines as returned by the surveyors
shall be held and considered as the trrie length thereof, and the boundary lines which
shall not have been actually run and marked as aforesaid shall be ascertained by
running straight lines from the established ·corners to the opposite corresponding
corners, but in those fractional townships where no such opposite or corresponding
corners have been or can be :fixed, the said boundary line shall be ascertained by running from the established corners due north and south, or east and west, as the case
may be, to the external boundary of such fractional township."
1;he act. of Congress approved April 24, ltl20, provides f(n· the sale of public lands
in half quarter sections, and requires "that in every case of the di- Act of April 24, 1820.
vision of a quarter section t~e line fo~ the divisi?n. ther~of shall run ~~l.s·3 ~t;~u~~tats~~~~';;
north and south, and fractiOnal sectiOns, contammg 160 acres and 2397, u. s. Revised
upwards, shall in like manner, as nearly as practicable, be subdivid Statutes.
into half quarter sections, under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Treasury; but fractional sections, containing less than 160 acres,
shall uot be Jivided."
The act of Congress approved May 24, 1824, provides ''that whenever, in the opinion
of the ~resident _of the United Sta~es, a departure from the ordinary Act of May 2!, 1824.
mode of surveymg land on any nver, lake, bayou, or water-course u.s. statutes at Large,
would promote the puulic interest, be may direct the surveyor-gen- voi. 4• P· 3!.
eral in whose distriet such land is situated, and where the change is intended to be
made, under rules and regulations as the President may prescribe, to cause the lands
thus situated to be surv~yed in tracts of two acres in width, fronting on any river,
bayou, lake, or water-course, and running back the depth of forty acres."
The act of Congress approved April 5, 18:33, directed the subdivision of the public
lands into quarter quarters ; that in every case of the division of a Act of April 5 1832.
half quar~er sectio~ the cl ividing line ~h~:mld run east and west., and ~~~~· ita;.ut~03~t~~~~r:~
that fractiOnal sectwns sbouldbe subdivided, under rules and regula- 2397, 'u. s. Revised
tions prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. Under the latter Statute•.
provision the Secretary directed that fractional sections containing less than 160 acres,
or the residuary portion of a fi'actional section, after the subdivision into as many quarter quarter sectiOns, as it is susceptible of, may be subdivided into lots, each containing the quantity of a quarter quarter section as nearly as practicable, by so laying
down the line of subdivision that they shall be ~0 chains wide, which distances are to
be marked on the plat of subdivision, as are also the areas of the quarter quarters
and residuary fractions.
These two acts last mentioned provided that the corners and contents of half quarters and quarter guarter sections should be ascertained as nearly as possible in the
manner and on the principles prescribed in the act of Congress approved February
11, 1805.
From the foregoing synopsis of Congressionallegh;lation it is evident1st. That the boundaries of the public lands established and returned by the_duly
appointed Government surveyors, when approved by the surveyors general a:nd accepted by the Government, are unchangeable.
·
2d. That the original township, section, and quarter section corners established by
the Government surveyors must stand as the true corners which theywera intended to
represent, whether the corners be in place or not.
3d. That quarter quarter corners not established by the Government surveyors must
be planted equidistant and on line between. the quarter section and section corner.
4th. That all subdivisionallines of a section must be straight lines, running from
the proper corner in one exterior line to its opposite corresponding corner in the opposite exterior line.
5th. That in fractional sections where no opposite corresponding corner has been or
can be established, any required subdivision line of such section must be run from the
proper original corner in the boundary line due east and west, or north and south, as
the case may be, to the water-course, Indian reservation, or other exterior boundary
of such.section.
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From the foregoing it will be plain that extinct corners of the Government surveys
must be restored to their original locations, wheneover it is possible t9 .do so; and hence
resort should always be first had to the marks of the survey in the field, The locus
o~· th~ missing corner should be first identified on the ground by the aid of the mound,
pits, hne trees, bearin~ trees, &c., described in the field notes of the original survey.
The identification ot mounds, pits, and witness trees, or other objects noted in the
field notes of survey, afford the best means of relocating the missing corner in its
original position. If this cannot be done, clear and unquestioned testimony as to the.
locality it originally occupied should be taken, if such can be at all obtained. In any
event, whether the locus of the corner be :fixed by the one means or the other, such
locos should always be tested and proven by measurements to known corners. No
definite rule can be laid down as to what shal~be sufficient evidence in such cases, and
much must be left to the skill, :fidelity, and good judgment of the surveyor in the performance of his work.
Where retracements of lines have to be made for the purpose of either testing th.e
relocation of a missing corner, or by di.rect measurement between known corners
intorsecting at the point sought to be re-established, it will almost invariably happen
that a difference of the measurement is developed between the original measurement, as
stated in the :field notes, and the new measurement made for that purpose ofre-establishment or proof. When these differences occur, the surveyor must in all cases re-establish or prove his corners at intervals proportionate to those given in the :field notes of
the original survey. From this rule there can be no departure, since it is the basis upon
which the whole operation depends for accuracy and truth.
TO RESTORE

I~OST

OR OBLITERATED CORNERS.

1. To 1·estore cornm·s on base and correction lines.-Run a right line between the nearest
existing corners on such line, whether base or correction line, which corners must, however, be fully identified, and at the point proportionate to the distance given m the
:field notes of the origin a~ survey, establish a new corner. This point should be verified by measurements to the nearest known corners north or south of the base or correction line, or both.
'Vhere several corners are missing between the corners to be connected as directed
above, their location will be determined upon the same principle and the same manner, that is to say, the original distance of the entire line between the recognized corners is to the entir~ distance remeasured between the same corners as the original
distance of the :first, second, third, &c., interval of the original survey is to the .new
distance to be laid off for the corresponding new·interval. After having checked each
new location by measurement to the nearest known corners north or south of the line,
new corners will be established permanently, and new bearings and measurements
taken to prominent objects, which should be of as permanent a character as possible,
and the same recorded for future reference.
As has been observed, no existing original corner can be disturbed, and it will be
plain that any excess or deficiency in measurements between existing corners cannot
in any degree affect the distances beyond said existing corners, but must be added or
subtracted proportionately to or from the intervals embraced between the corners
which a.re still standing.
2. Re-establishment of township corners common to four townsMps.-Inasmuch as township lines are sometimes run in a direction not true north and south, or east and west,
a line should :first be run connecting the nearest known corners on the north and south
township lines and a temporary corner established at the proportionate distance.
This will establish the location of the township corner only so far as its relative
position north and south is concerned. The nearest known corners on the east and
west township lines will then be connected in the same manner, independent of the
temporary corner previously set, and the proportionate point determined in that
direction; any difference east or west of the temporary corner which may be developed by the last operation, by intersection with the line previously run north and
south, will then be laid off in the direction required from the temporary corner, and
a l?ermanent corner established at such point, marked and witnessed as in the foregomg case.
3. Re-establishment of corners common to two townships.-The two nearest known corners on th~ township line, the same not being a base or a correction line, will be connect~d as m .case No. 1, by a right line, and the missing corner established by proportiOnate diStance as directed in that case· the location thus found will be checked
upon by measurements to nearest known se~tion or quartet section corners north and
south, or east. and west, of the township line, as the case may be.
·
4. Re:establtshment of closing co1·ners.-Measure from the quarter section, section or
townsh~p corner east or west, as the case may be, to the next preceding or succeeding ·
corner m the order of original establishment, and re-establish the missing closing
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corner by proportionate measurement. The line upon which the closing corner was ;
originally establishe~ should always be remeasurea, in order to check upon the correct-ness of the new locatiOn.
5. Re-establishment of interior section corners.-This class of corners should be re-established in the same manner as corners common to four townships. In such cases, when
a number of corners are missing on all sides of the one sought to be re-established,
the entire distance must, of course, be remeasured between the nearest existing recognized corners both north and south and east and west, in accordance with the rule
laid down, and the new corner re-established by proportionate measurement. The
mere measurement in any one of the required directwns will not suffice, since the direction of the several section lines running northwards through a townBbip, or running east and west, are onl~· in the most exceptional cases true prolongations of the
alignment of the section lines initiated on the south boundary 'o f the township; while
the east and west lines running through the township, and theoretically supposed to
be at right angles with the former, are seldom in that condition, and the alignment
of the closing lines on the east and west l)oundaries of the township, in connection
with the interior section lines, even less seldom in accord. Moreover, the alignment
of the section line itself from corner to corner, in point of fact, also very frequently
diverges from a right line, although presumed to be so from the record contained in
the field notes and so designated on the plats, and become either a broken or a curved
line. This fact will he ()etermined, in a timbered country, by the blazes which may
be found upon trees on either side of the line, and althougl). such blazed line will uot
strictly govern as to the absolute direction assumed by such line, it will assist very
materially in determining its approximate direction and should never he neglected
· in retracements for the re-establishment of lost corners of any description. Sight
trees described in the field notes, together with the recorded distances to same, when
fully identified, will, it has been held, govern the line itself, tven when not in a
direct or straight line between established corners, which line is then necessarily a
broken line by passing through said sight trees. Such trees, when in existence and
properly identified beyond a question of doubt, will very materially assist in evidencing the correct relocation of a missing corner. It is greatly to be regretted that the
earlier field notes of survey are so very meager in the notation of the topography
found on the original line, which might in very many instances materially lessen a
surveyor's labors in retracement of lines and re-establishment of the required missing
corner. In 1he absence of such sight trees and other evidences regarding the line, as.
in an open country, or where such evidence has been destroyed by time, the elements,
or the progress of improvement, the line connecting the known corners should be run
straight from corner to corner.
6. Re-establishment of quarter section corners on to-wnship boundaries. -Only one set of
quarter section corners are actually marked in the field on township lines, and they
nre established at the time when the township exteriors are run. When double section corners are found, the quarter section corners are considered generally as standing midway between the corners of their respective sections, and when required to
be established or re-established, as the case may be, they should be generally so
placed; but great care should be exercised not to mistake the corners of one section
for those of another. .After determining the proper section corners marking the line
upon which the missing quarter section corner is to be re-established, and measuring
said line, the missing quarter section corner will be re-established in accordance with
the requirements of the original field notes of survey by proportionate measurement
between the section corners marking the line.
1
Where there are double sets of sect.ion corners on township and range lines, and
the quarter section corners for sections south of the township or east of the range
lines are required to be established in the field, the said quar~er section corners should
be so placed as to suit the calculation of areas of the quarter sections adjoining the
township boundaries as expressed upon the official township plat, adopting proportionate me!tsnrements when the present measurements of the north and west boundaries of the section differ from the origin,al measurements.
7. Re-establishment of qua1·ter sect·ion corners on section lines closing upon the north and
west township boundaries.-This class of corners must be re-established according to
the original measurement at forty chains from the last interior section corner. If th&
measurements do not agree with the original survey, the excess or deficiency must b&
divided proportionately between the two distances, as expressed in the field notes of
original survey. The section corner started from and the corner closed upon should
be connected by a right line, unless the retracement should develop the fact that th&
section line is either a broken or curved line, as is sometimes the case.
8. Re-establishment of interi01· quarter section corners. - In some of the older surveys.
these comers are placed at variable distances, in which case the field notes of the
original survey must be consulted, and the quarter section corner re-established at
prqportionate distances between the corresponding section corners, in accordanc&therewith. The later surveys being more uniform and in stricter accordance with
43 L 0-VOL III
.
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law, the missing quarter section corner must be re-Pstablished equidistant between
the section corners marking the line; according to the field notes of the original survey. The marks made under § 5, in relation to section lines, apply with full force
~ere also; the caution there given not 'to neglect sight trees is equally applicable;
smce the proper re-establishment of the quarter section corner may in some instances
v.ery largely depend upon its observance, and avoid one of the many sources of litiga~~.

-

. 8. Where double C01'1'1e1'S '!,rm·e o1·iginally establ·ished, one of which is standing, to 1'e-estab:,%sh the other.-lt being remembered that the corners established when the exterior
t?wnship lines were run belong to the sections in the townships north and west of those
hues, the surveyor must first determine bey'ond a doubt tow hich sections the existing
·Corner belongs. This may be done by testing the courses and diRtances to witness
t~ees or other objects noted in the odginal field notes of survey, and by remeasuring
distances to known corners. Having determined to which township the existing corner belongs, the missing corner may be re-established in line north or sout.h of the
-existing corner, as the case may be, at the distance stated in the field notes ofthe
-original survey, by proportionate measurement., and tested by remeasurement to the
-opposite correspon<.ling corner of the section to which the missing section corner belongs. These, double corners being generally not more than a few chains apart, the
distance between them can be more accurately laid off, and it is considered preferable
to first establish the missing comer as above, and check upon the corresponding interior corner, than to reverse the proceeding; since the result obtained is every way more
accurate and satisfactory.
9. TVhere double co1·ners wm·e originally established, and both m·e missing, to re-establish
the one e.stablished when the township line was run.-The surveyor will connect the nearest known corners o.n the township line, by a right line, being careful to distinguish
the section from the closing corners, and re-establish ·the missing corner at the point
indicated by the field notes of the original survey, by proportionate measurement.
The corner thus restored will be common t.o two sectionf:l either north or west of the
township boundary, and the section north or west, as the case may be, should be carefully retraced ; thus checking upon the re-established corner, ~nd testing the accuracy
of the result. It cannot be too much impressed upon the surveyor, that any measurements to objects on line noted in the original survey are means of determining and
testing the correctness of the operation.
10. Where double corners ·were originally established, and both are rnissing, to 1·e-est~blish
the one established when the township was subdivided.-'l'he corner to be re-esta1>1Ished
being common to two ~:~ections south or east of the township line, the section line
dosing on the missing section cnrner should be first retraced to a.n intersection with
the township line in the manner previously indicated, and a temporary corner established at the point of intersection. The township line will of course have been pre-viously carefully retraced in accordance with the requirements of the original field
notes of survey, and marked in such a manner as to be readily identified when reaching the same with the retraced section line. 'fhe location of the temporary corner
plantefl at the point of intersection will then be carefully tested and verified by remeasun~ments to noted objects and known corners on the township line, as noted in
the original field notes of survey, ·and the necessary corrections ma.de in such relocation.
A permanent corner will then be erected at the corrected location on the township
line, properly marked and witnessed, and recorded for future requirements.
11. Where triple •conwrs were 01'iginally establi.<Jhed on 1·ange lines, one or t1oo of which
lla1·e become obUterated, to re-establish eithe-r ojthmn.-It will be borne in mind that only
two corners were established as actual corners of sections, those established on the
range line not corresponding with the subdivisional survey east or west of said range
line. The surveyor will, therefore, first proceed to identify the existing corner or
, corners, as the case may be, and then re-establish the missing corner or corners in line
north or south, according to the distances stated in the original :field notes of survey
in the manner indicated for the re-establishment of double corners and testing the
accuracy of the result obtainec!. as hereinbefore directed in other cases. If, however,
the distances between the triple corners are not stated in the original :field notes of
survey, as is frequently the case in the returns of older surveys, the range line should
?e fir~t ca~efullyretraced,, and marked in a manner sufficiently clear to admit of e~;tsy
19-entrfica~wn upon reac~:n~g same during the subsequent proceedings. The ~ectwn
h~e~ cl osmg upon the m1ssmg corners must then be retraced in accordance w1th the
ongmal field notes of survey, in the manner previously indicated and directed, and
the corners re-established in the manner directed in the case of double corners. The
surveyor can~ot .be ~oo careful, in the matter of retracement, in following closely all
the recorded .mdiCatwns of the original line, and nothing, however slight, should bt.\
-!leglected to msure the correctness of the retracement of the original line; since there
·s no other ch~ck upon the accuracy of the re-establishment of the missing corners,
unless the entue corresponding section lines are remeasured by proportional measurement, and the result checked by a recalculation of the areas as originally returned,
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w hicb, at best, is but a very poor check, because the areas expressed upon many plats
()f the older surveys are erroneously stated on the face of the plats, or have been carelessly calculated.
.
12: Where triple co1·ners were originally established on mnrte line~ all· of which are '"!'issing, ,
to 1·e-establi8h sarne.-These corners should be re-established m accordance with the
foregoing directions, comt;ne:r;cing with t~e corner origin:=tllY esta:blished. when. the
range line was.run, es~abhshmg the same _:m accordance Wit? previously given du:ectionl:l for restormg sectwn and quarter sectwn corners; that IS to say, by remeasurmg
between the nearest known corners on said township line, and re-establishing t,he
same by proportionate meaBurement. The two remaining will then be re-established
in conformity with the general rules for re-establishment of double corners. ·
13. Re-establishment of meander corners and meander8.-Before. proceeding with the
re-establisment of missing meander corners, the surveyor will carefully rechain at
least three of the section lines Letween known corners of the township within which
the lost corner is to be relocated,in order to establish the proportionate measurement
to be used. This requirement of preliminary remeasuremen t of section lines must in
no case be omitted; since it is the only data upon which the fractional section line
<Jan be remeasured proportionately, the corner marking the terminus, or the meander
<Jorner being missing, and which it is intended to re-establish. The missing meander
corner will be re-established on the section or township line retraced in its original
location, by the proportionate measurement found by the preceding operations, from
the nearest known corner on such township or section line, in accordance with the
requirements of the original field notes of survey. To retrace the original meander
lines, between the meander corners re-established as above, is generally an operation of much greater difficulty, owing to the fact that the line connecting the meander
<Jorners is, in most instances, a broken line, a:hd is, moreover, unmarked at each point
()f change in direction intermediate between the said meander corners, thus affording
no check upon the work as it progresses through a section. The several deflections
()f line comprising the meanders in any one section being originally run by compass,
their retracement by compass at a later period offers too many opportunities for
~rror; inasmuch as the variation of the needle, as not,ed in the original field notes of
survey, may have undergone violent changes by removal of the cause, such as timber,
&c., or increased attractions by exposure of minerals, thus giving no means of correct ion to be applied in that direction at the time of retracement. Moreover, the
variation of the needle as noted is not to be implicitly depended upon, since the observations for variation are in many instances crude and rough, and at best aff•:>rd
but an approximation in such work. It is, therefore, deemed preferable, where such
variation has been carefully noted in the original field notes of survey, and the lines
have been run with a true meridian throughout, to retrace the meanders by the
angles made by the several successive courses. For instance, supposing the first
course of a meander in a section to be initiated from a north and south section line,
and the course by compass to be N. 30° 15' E., true meridian, the surveyor will lay
()ff the angle of 30° 15' in the direction required ; the second course being N. 85° 45'
E., makes an angle with the preceding course of 55° 30'; the next course being S. 23°
30' E. makes an angle with the preceding course of 66° 30', and so on through the
section. The required distances ou each course being carefully chained, the excess
Qr deficiency ofthe aggregate distance should be proportionately distributed on Each
course between the meander corners from the data thus found; also any error that
may develop itself in the angles will be proportionately distributed upon the several
angles and the entire meanders corrected iu accordance therewith. Where no v~ri
ation bas been noted in the original field notes of survey,' the meanders can only be
retraced by trial lines, on the conrses and distances originally given, and corrected
by proportionate measurement of angle and distance as above. The surveyor will,
of course, take cognizance of any information furnished by the original field notes of
survey, as to objects on each course to which dist,ances may be given or bearings
taken, as well as at the meander stations themselves.
14. Fractional secUon lines.-County and local surveyors being sometimes calletl
upon to restore fractional section lines closing upon Indian, military, or other reservations, private grants, &c., such lines should be restored upon the same principleb
as directed in the foregoing pages, and checked whenever possible upon such corners
Qr monuments as have been placed to mark such boundary lines.
In some instances corners have been moved from their original position, either by
accident or design, and county surveyors are called upon to restore such corners to
their original positions, Lut, owing to the absence of any and all means of identification of such location, are unable to make the result of their work acceptable to the
QWners of the lands affected by such corner. In such cases the advice of this office
has in>ariably been to the effect that the relocation of such corner must be made in
accordance with.. the orders of a C;ourt of competent jurisdiction, the United States
having no longer any a~thority to order any changes where the lands affectell by
such corner have been d1sposed of.
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T~e original evidunces of the public land surveys in the following States, viz: Ohio,
Ind1ana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, and Kansas have been turned over, under the provisions of sections 2218, .2219,
a_nd 2220, United States Revised Statutes, to the State authorities, to whom applicatw~ should be made for such copies of the original plats and field notes as may be
des1red.
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
Approved.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

March 13, 1883.

H. M. TELLER,
·
Secretary.
METHOD OF S.A..LE, PRICE, AND DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
FROM 1784 TO 1880.
[See Chap. VIII, pages 196 to 208.]

No change in this chapter to June 30, 1883. The system and prices remain the same.
The throwing open to private purchase, at $1.25 per acre, in unlimited quantities, the
public lands in the States of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida,
as ordered by the act of June 2"2, 1876, has resulted in the purchase of millions of acres
by large holders and speculators. This still continues (see page 207, and annual reports of Commissioner of the General Land Office for 1880, '81, '82 and '83, and tables
of sales herein, showing sales in these several States). Arable lands should be held
for actual settlers.

DONATIONS OF LAND AND SPECIAL GRANTS.
To JUNE 30, 1882.
[See Chapter IX, pages 209 to 213.j

Congress, having complete and entire control over the public domain, can sell it,
give it away, or make such other disposition as it likes and as it 'believes best for the
general welfare and public good.
In addition to those cited ll;l Chapter IX, pages 209 to 213 herein, the following-are
given, having been enacted or put in operation since June 30, 1880:
[From Reports for 1881 and 1882 of General Land Office.]
WITHDRAWAL OF LANDS IN THE STATES OF WISCONSIN AND MINNESOTA FOR RESEIVVOIR PURPOSES.

By the provisions of the second section of an act of Congress entitled "An act making appropriations for the construction, repair, preservation, and completion of certain public work3 on rivers and harbors, and for other purposes," approved June 18,.
1878, the Secretary of War was directed to cause an examination to be made of the
sources of the Mississippi and Saint Croix Rivers, in the States of Wisconsin and
Minnesota, and of the Chippewa and Wisconsin Rivers, in the State of Wisconsin, t()
determine the practicability and cost of creating and maintaining reservoirs upon the
headwaters of said rivers and their tributaries, for the purpose of regulating the volume of water and improving the navigation of said rivers. Subsequently, by the
provisions of the acts of March 3, 1879, June 14, 1880, and March 3, 1881, appropriations were made for the survey above referred to, and the construction of said reservoirs.
The Secretary of War, by letter of Febru3ry 7, 1880, submitted to Congress the
report of the United States engineer having in charge the survey provided for by the
acts of June 18, 1878, and March 3,1879 (House Ex. Doc. No. 39, Forty-sixth Congress,.
second .session), from which it appeared that certain vacant public lands in the United
States m the States of Wisconsin and Minnesota would be affected in the event of
affirmative action by Congress on said report, in view of which fact the Secretary of
War, by letter of March 3, ltl80, addressed to the Secretary of the Interior a request
that ~11 publ~c lands which it appeared from the engineer's report would be affected
__.. be w1thdrawn from sa:le or disposal penuing action by Congress. The request of the
Secre~ary ~fWar ~avmg been referred to this office by the Assistant Secretary of the
lntenor, With an mdorsemcnt thereon directing a report to be made on the subjectmatter th.ereof, there appearing to be no valid reason why the lands referred to should
not be Wlthdrawn from sale as requested, a list of same was prepared, together wit:t
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a draft of a proclamation withdrawing said lal!ds from sale o~ disposal, which was tra;nsmitted to the Department March 19, 1880, whwh proclamatiOn (No. 859, G. L. 0. senes)
r eceived ~h e signature of the Pre~ident March 2~, 1880, and w:;ts at on?e p_romulgated
by t his office. By tb.is proclamatiOn some 70,0~0 acres of Ian~ 1~ the <'!-Istncts of Falls
Saint Croix, Eau Clane, Bayfield, and Wausau, m the State of W1sconsm, an~ 200 acres
in the district of Taylor's Falls, Minnesota, were withdrawn fro~ sale or disposal.
Under date of February 14, 1881, the Secretary of War transmitted a second report
by the engineer in charge of s~uv:ey, da~ed. Saint Paul, Minn., June 12, 1~0, co~tain
ing a list of lands found to be w1thm the hm1ts of or necessary to be appropnated for the
purposes of the reservoirs referred to, which list was referred to this office with directions for report thereon by the Department, under date of Febuary 15, 1881. In co.mpliance with instructions, a list of said lands was prepared and forwarded, together With
a draft of a proclamation of withdrawal, under date of March 25, 1881. This proclamation (No. 868, ·G. L. 0. series) received the signature of the President April 5, 1881,
and by it some 35,000 acres ofland in the districts of Falls Saint Croix, Eau Claire,
Bayfield, and Wausau, in the State of Wisconsin, and some 3,000 acres in the districts
of Saint Cloud and Taylor's Falls, in the State of Minnesota, were withdrawn, from
_sale or disposal.
This office also prepared lists of those lands included in the reports, the en~ineer
having in charge the surveys above r.e ferred to which were found to be withm the
limits of the Leech Lake, Chippewa, and Cass Lake Indian reservations in the State
of Minnesota, and the Court Oreille and Lac de Flambeau Indian reservations in the
State of Wisconsin, which were forwarded to the Department with letter of March
25, 1881.
[Report of 1882.1

In accordance with the provisions of the acts mentibned, and upon requests ofthe
Secretary of War, rlated November 22,1881, and January 13,1882, lands liable to overflow by the construction of rest-rvoirs have been withdrawn from sale or dispos·a l, as
follows:
In the Saint Cloud, Minn., land district, per proclamation No. 872 (General Land
Office series), about 17,000 acres.
By proclamation No. 874, in the Wausau, Wis., land district, about 5,000 acres; jn
t he Bayfield district, Wisconsin, about 4,000 acres; in the Eau Claire district, Wiscon.sin, about 500 acres; in the Falls of Saint Croix district, Wisconsin, about 1,600 acres;
in the Saint Clond district, Minnesota, about 29,500 acres; in the Taylor;s Falls dist.rict, Minnesota, about 200 acres.
The total area of lands withdrawn by the two proclamations is about 57,800 acres.
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1881, about 108,200 acres of pubic lands
were withdrawn for reservoir purposes, per proclamations Nos. 859 and 868.
On August 17, 1882, the Secretary of War, by a letter addressed to the honorable
Secretary of the Interior and referred to this office, called attention to the fact thn.t
anum ber of tracts had been omitted from proclamations Nos. 872 and 874, and requested
t he withdrawal of the same from sale or disposal. These tracts are in the Saint Cloud
district, Minnesota, and aggregate about 1,800 acres in area. By letter dated August
25, 1882, the Commissioner directed the register and receiver to withhold the same from
disposal.
The total area of lands "withdrawn by proclamation and withheld from disposal for
reservoir purposes, under the acts referred to, approximates 168,000 acres, w.orth, at
$1.25 per acre, $210,000.
·
By act of Congress of August 2, 1882, $300,000 were appropriated for reservoir purposes, and it is provided that·
''This sum shall be expended at such places on said headwaters of the Mississippi
River and its tributaries as the Secretary of War shall determine: P1'0Dided, That the
Secretary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered to enter upon,
purchase, take, and hold any lands or premises, and any materials of stone, timber,
or other kinds, that may be necessary and proper for the construction of said works.
A.nd in case the owner of such lands, premises, and materials and the Secretary of War
cannot agree as to the value of the lands, premises, and materials taken or to be taken
for said use, then the value thereof shall be determined by the appraisal of three disinterested commissioners., who may be appointed upon application by either party to
the judge of the United States district court for the district in which such land, premises, or materials may be situate; and said commissioners, in their assessment of damages, shall appraise such lands, premises, and materials at what would have been
the value thereof if said works had not been constructed; and upon return into said
United States district court of such appraisement, and upon the payment into the
same of the estimated value of said land, premises, and materials, so taken and appraised as aforesaid, said land, premises, and materials shall be deemed to be, and
shall become, the property of the United States, which shall thereby acquire full title
to the same. And eit.her party f~~ling aggrieved at said appraisement may, within
thirty days after the same has been returned into said court, file an appeal therefrom
and demand a trial by jury in said court to estimate and ascertain the damages sus-
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tained :. P1·ovided further, That the money h_e reby appropriated shall be use~ solely
for the Improvement of the navigation of the Mississippi River and its tributaries, and
no part thereof shall be expended with the view to the improvement of private property. And the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to ascertain
wh~t, if any, injury is occasioned to the rights of any friendly Indians occul?ying any
Ind1~n reservatiOn by the construction of any of the said dams, or the cuttmg ?r removi~g of trees or ~ther materials from any sn<lh reservation for the constructiOn or
erec.twn of any of sa1d dams, and to determine the amount of damages ~ayable to .such
Ind1ans therefor; and all such damages to private property and to fnendly Indians,
when ascertained and determined in the manner herein directed and provided, shall
be paid by the United States: P1·ovided, however, That such damages shall not exc:eed
10 per centum of the sums hereby appropriated for the construction of said reservoirs.'"
ARTESIAN WELLS.

The act making appropriations for the Agricultural Department, approved June .16,
18tl0, authorized the Commissioner of Agriculture to contract for siuking two artesian
wells on the plains east of the Rocky Mountains, and select the sites for the wells,
and required, when the site of either well should be designated, the Secretary of the
Interior to declare a reservation of four square miles, with the said site as nearly as
possible in the centre tb~reof.
.
At the request of the Commissioner of Agriculture, lot 1 of section 33, of township
22 south, of range 51 west, containing forty-six one hundredths of an acre, was reserved for a well by letter to the Pueblo land officers, dated September :-W, _1880. The
tract reserved is situated a few miles no~·theast of t.h e town of West Las Animas, and
adjoins the Fort Lyon ·m ilitary reservation on the north. At this point a well has
been sunk to a considerable d~th, . but water has not been reached. This is the only
well site selected under the aforesaid appropriation .
The act of May 19, 1882, making appropriations for the Agricultural Department,
contains the following provision :
"For locating and sinking not exceeding three artesian wells on the plains east of
the Rocky Mountains, with a view to reclaiming arid and waste public lands, $20,000:
P1·ovidM, That no part of this sum shall be expended in experiments upon the l~nds
of individuals or corporations, but only upon the lands belonging to the Umted
States. * * l'"
Under this act two sites have been selected in Colorado for the sinking of wells by the
Agricultural Department, to wit, sectons 4 and 5, township 2 north, of range 52 west,
Denver district; and section 20, township 14 south, ofrange· 44 west Pueblo district.
The vacant lands in said sections 4 and 5 (about 1,080 acres) and said section 20 were
reserved for the purpose by direction of this office, nuder date of August 2l, 1882.

THE PRE-EMPTION ACTS, CASH ENTRIES THEREUNDER, AND VITAL
AMENDMENTS NECESSARY TO EXISTING SETTLEMENT LAWS.
[See Chapter X, pages 214 to 216, inclusive, a.ml'l247.]
To JuNE

ao, 1882.

No changes have been made in the pre-emption acts since June 30, 1880.
The number of entries thereunder cannot be given in detail, because the system of
the General Land Office carries them into "cash entries," and they are, therefore,
embraced in the annual cash receipts from sales of lands unuer.various laws.
It is estimated that the disposals of lands under the pre-emption acts, since the
beginning of the land system to June 3{), 1882, have been about 173,000,000 of acres .
REPEAL OF THE PRE-EMPTION LAvVS.
The several pre·empt10o laws have outlived their usefulness. Other and better
laws have been passed containing pre-emption features, and affording proper facilities
for honestly acquiring title to public lands. The pre-emption laws are now the hope of
the land-grabber and are the land-swindler's darlings. Every at.tempt to repeal them
by act of Congress is met with desperate hostility, and defeat follows. The Commissioner of the General Land·Office for fonr years past h:1s asked for their r<·peal. The
Secretary of the Interior ha-; urged it for two years past. The Public Land Commission, charged with special power~:~ to investigate abuses under the lancl system, urgently recommended their repeaL High officials have urged that the repeal of the
pre-emption law~:~ was the sal vatiou of the remainder of the arable public domain.
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The Secretary of the Interior, Hon. H. M. Teller, in his report for 1882, says, referring
to the recommendation of the Commissioner of the General Land Office:
I fully agree with the Commissioner in this recommendation. 'l'he pre-emption
law, intended as a means of enabling the citiz'en wishing to make ~.home to do so
cheaply and speedily, has been used largely to aggregate large qt~ant1t1~s of land for
the benefit of t.he speculator, and not for those for whose benefit 1t was mtended. ·
It should be the policy of the Government to · preserve the public lands suitable for
cultivation for the use of actual settlers, and this cannot be done under existing laws. '
In the House of Representatives, second session, Forty-seventh Congress, December
19, 1882, Mr. Horace B. Strait, of Minnesota, from the Committee on the Public Lands,
submitted a favorable report on the following bill (H. R. No. 4993), by Mr. William D.
Washburn, of Minnesota, to repeal the laws allowing pre-emption of the public lands,
and amending the homestead law.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
MARCH 6, 1882.-Read twice, referred to the Committee on the Public Lands, and ordered to be printed.
DECEMBER, 19, 1882.-Reported with an amendment, referred to the House Calendar, ancl ordered to be

Drinted.
A :BILL to repeal tlle laws allowing pre-emption of the public lands, and amending the homestead law.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre8entatives of the United States of America
in Cong1·ess a8sembled, That the pre-emption laws of the United States relat.ing to the
public lands are hereby repealed: Provided, however, That such repeal shall not be
construed to embrace special statutes relating to specific reservations or tracts of
lands, which, to discharge treaty stipulations, or for other purpose separate and
distinct from the general law, are required to be sold for cash to actual settlers or
under the provisions of the laws allowing pre-emptions of the public lands.
SEC. 2. That all duly-qualified persons who, prior to the date of this act, have in
good faith and compliance with existing laws made pre-emption settlements on the '
public lands subjer.t thereto shall be entitled to perfect their entries and receive
patents under said laws.
•
SEc. 3. That no person who has made, or shall hereafter make, a homestead entry
.on the public lands shall be entitled to avail himself of the provisions of section
twenty-three hundred and one of the Revised Statutes of the United States until he
shall have resided ripon and cultivated the land embraced in such entry for the full
period of thirty months: Provided, however, That in case of the death of a party who
has made a homestead entry, it shall be competent for his successor in interest under
the law to make entry under said section at any time thereafter.
(Report No. 1834, Forty-seventh Congress, second session.]
DECEMBER

19, 1882.-Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to bl3 printed.

Mr. STRAIT, from the Committee on the Public Lands, submitted the following report., to accompany bill H. R. 4993.
The Committee on the Public Lands, to whorn was referred the bill (H. R. 4993) to 'repeal
the lawB allowing pre-emption of the public lands, and amending the homestead law, Bubmit the following report:
The pre-emption law and the various amendments which have been made to it from
time to time were enacted for the purpose of reserving the public domain to the occupation of actual settlers, and for many years was the only law under which title could
be acquired to unoffered la:1ds.
'
The effect of this law throughout the entire region where the public lands were
situated was of the most beneficent character, and saved a large region of country
from being taken for the purpose of speculation. But, with the subsequent passage
of the homestead act, there seemed to be little use for the pre-emption law, as those
who, in good faith, desired to occupy the public lands for the purpose of establishing
homes could do so to much better advantage under the provisions of the homestead
law. And since the passage of the homestead law the pre-emption act, as a rule, has
been "used only to be abused," and since that time the most extensive frauds have
been committed under this law.
Your committee are informed that in many sections of the country the e-vasion of
law has become a regularly organized business, and that offices are opened for the ·
express purpose of pre-empting and selling lands located under the pre-emption law.
Men are employed and paid definite amounts to make pre-emption locations, and
agreements are made to transfer lands so acquired the moment the title v.ests in them.
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But, beyon.d making such agreements in defiance of law, these loc!ltions, in m!l'ny
~ases, are, m every respect, fraudulent; the parties to them never makmg the re9-mred
Im.provements, and seldom going upon the land claimed. The consequence IS that
th1s law, which was so wisely enacted, and which for a long time after its enactm~nt
was so beneficent in its results, is now made use of almost exclusively to accomphsh
results that it was enacted to prevent. to wit, the passing or transferring of the
public domain into the hands of speculators instead of reserving it for the actual
settler; and not only thiA, but, in too many cases, passing into the hands of di!'!honest
speculators, who are willing to become parties to perjury and fraud.
With this state of things existing to so alarming an extent in all sections of the
country where there is any government land, and more especially in. regions where
the land is almost entirely valuable for its timber, coupled with the fact that _the
actual bona fide settler can acquire title to land for a home without money and without price, there seems no good reason why the pre-emption law should longer remain
on the statute book, and your committee therefore recommend its repeal.
Your committee, in order to give effectiveness to this repeal and to prevent the
consummation ofthe same class of frauds under the homestead act, commend the
provi1-1ion extending the time in which homestead claimants uan commute payment.
The bill under consideration extends this time from six to eighteen months. Your
-committee recommend that this time be further extended to thirty months.
The question of the repeal of the pre-emption law and the amendment of the homestead law is not a new one~ but bas been repeatedly urged by the Commissioner: of
the General Land Office. In his last report, June 30, 1882, he uses the followmg
language:
''Previous to the passage of the homestead laws the pre-emption system afforded ~he
only means by which settlers could acquire title to unoffered lands. The wise policy
"Of Congress, maintained for many years 1 has been to withhold the public lands from
disposal at ordinary cash sale, with a view to their occupation by actual settlers, and
to prevent the appropriation of large bodies by individuals for speculative purposes.
The pre-emption system was designed to enable actual settlers to establish their homes
on the public domain, and thus to improve and build up the country.
"With the passage of the homestead act, however, the pre-emption law became of
less importance, and recent supplemental legislation having placed lwmestead parties
on an equal footing in all respects with pre-emptors, the special utility of the preemption law for purposes of bona fide settlement on the public lands has wholly
cea~ed.

"Any person who could make a pre-emption entry can make a homestead entry. Any
iand that can be entered under the pre-emption laws can also be entered under the
homestead laws. Under the homestead laws, also, the homestead partv may pur<ehase the land entered by him within the same time, upon the same terms, and by the
-same proofs as in pre-emption cases. There is, therefore, no practical necessity for
·c ontinuing the double system in operation. A repeal of the pre-emption law would
::simplify the public business and be in t.he interest of public economy and good administration. Such repeal would, moreover, remove one of the causes of frauds in
land entries which have approached great magnitude. The correspondence of this
--office, and reports from fi)fficers and special agents, indicate that a material proportion of the pre-emption entries now made are fraudulent in character, being' chiefly
placed upon valuable timber or mineral lanils, or water rights, and made in the in·terest and by the procurement of others, and not for the purpose of residence and imJlrovement by the professed pre-emptor."
Your committee, believing that the remainder of the public domain should be
-sacredly held for the actual settlers who are now crowding to the frontier in such
:large numbers, and that few opportunities would be left to speculatore to acquire
~ands for speculation, urgently recommend the passage of this bill.
The bill did not become a law.
Mr. Frank Hiscock, of New York, February 19, 1S83, reported to the House of Repre1!entatives, bill H. R. No. 7595, from the Committee of Appropriations, making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1884. It contained-lines 1706 to 1760-some almost vital (proposed) legislation in relation to the public domain. Mr. Hiscock had embraced three several propo-sitions in the proposed repeal.
[Pages 70, 71, and 72, H. R. No. 7595, second session Forty-seventh Cong~ess.l

"Provided, That the pre-emption laws, together with all laws authorizing the filing
-of declaratory statements for entries of the public lands, by agent or attorney, be,
J~e sam e are hereby, repealed: Providedfu.rther, That this repeal shall not affect
6
Isposa1 of lands under treaty stipulations with Indian tribes, nor be deemed to
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impair any legal ;ights he~etofore ~cquired under the laws her~by repealed; b~t all.
existinO' settlements, entnes, or filmgs may be perfected upon proper pFoof of the
lawful ~nd bona fide character of said claims and of due compliance with the provisions and requirements of the laws under which such entries, settlements, or filings
were made: Andp1·ovided ju1·ther, That any person who has heretofore made, or may·
bert- after make, a bona fide entry of public lands under the homestead laws shall have
the priviledge of paying the minimum price for the. quantity of land so entered at
any time b~fore the expiration of. five. years from the .dat~ of entry an~ after actual
residence, Improvement, and cult1vatwn has been mamtamed for a period of not less
than two and one-half years after entry; and it shall be the duty of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office to require evidence of·actual compliance with the require- ·
ments of law in respect to settlement, residence, improvement, and cultivatiqn, in all
cases in which title now is or may hereafter be claimed under the homestead or other
settlement or improvement laws of the United States: And provided {urthe1·, That any'
person ap1•lying for the benefits of the timber-culture laws shall make his entry in
person, at the proper local land office, and shall make affidavit that he is an actual
resident m.' the county and State or Territory in which the land is situated, and that
he has not entered into any contract or agreement to relinquish the entry he may
make, and that he has no present or prospective purpose of making any such relinquishment; and the offering for sale, as a matter of traffic or speculation, of relinquishment~:' of entries made under the provisions of the timber-culture laws shall be
deemed prima facie evidence that such entries were made for speculative purposes, anft.
not in goocl faith, as required by law, and such entries shall thereupon be liable to
cancellation by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and the land covered
thereby shall be deemed subject to entry by the first legal applicant; and the first
section of the act of May fourteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty (autaorizing lands
covered b;,r relinquished claims to be held as open to settlement and entry without
further action by the Cothmissioner of the General Land Office), and all other acts
and parts of acts inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed: And provided further,
That when a timber-culture entry shall have once been made on a tract of public land
subject to such entry and the same shall be canceled or relinquished, the land covered thereby shall thereafter be subject to entry only under the timber-culture laws,
and no yatent shall be issued for such land until the requirements of said laws shall
have been fully complied with."
OPPOSITION TO THESE MEASURES.
At once ttfter the introduction of this bill the mails and telegraph were burdened
with letters, petitions, and messages demanding that these items be not enacted into
laws. Indignation meetings were held in some lo.c alities, and ~stirring resolutions
passed, denouncing the attempt of Congress to thus deprive speculators and grabbers
of the splendid chances under existing l~ws of fraudulently gathering in the little remaining agricultural lands in t4e West, now a remanent of a once great arable area,
the property of the nation.
The bill passed the House February 24, 1883, and went to the Senate. Remonstrances
now poured in tenfold in number; the clauses given above were stricken from the bill
by the Committee on Appropriations, and so reported to the Senate, March 1, 1883, and
then returned to the House March 2, 1883. After conference the bill became a l~w
March 3, 1883, without this most salutary and much needed and demanded legislation.
NEW , LEGISLATION ASKED IN THE MATTER OF TIMBER-CULTURE LAWS.

The legislation recommended in relation to the tim ber-eulture act, an act now generaly used to fraudulently acquire title, grew out of the recommendation of Mr. Commissioner McFarland in his annual report for 1882, wherein he says:
The period bas but just commenced when the earlier entries made under the timberculture act can be proven up. The fraudulent proceedings at the present time under the
operations of this act are not, therefore, that legal title has actually been obtained
~y unlawful methods, but that fictitious entries are initiated for the purppse ofholdmg the land out of market and selling to others relinquishments of the rigbt af occupation so acquired.
·
It ~s alleged by numerous co!responde_nts, and in the reports of officers and agents
of this department, that opera.twns of this character are carried on to a very great extent, ,notably a~ the prese~t time in Dakota, Nebraska, and Minnesota, and that as a.
rule, m proportwn as pub he surveys progress over territory subject to such entty, the
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lands are covered with fictitious claims, and actual settlers are compelled to pay t()
speculators, or persons holding the clnims, a bonus for the privilege of entering thEt
land in a legal and proper manner under the public land laws.
THE NECESSITY FOR CHANGES IN EXISTING SETTLEME~T LAWS.

The Commissioner of lhe General Land Office, Ron. N. C. McFarland, in a communication of date February 1:.>-, 1883, addressed to the Ron. Thomas Ryan, M. C., Kansas,_
gives the reasons for an immediate change in the pre-emption, homestead, timber-culture and desert land acts, and the timber-land act of 1878. This letter furnishes
argument for changes, and suggests remedies for the future by showing abuses and
pointing out legal met.hods for their prevention. The letter is given in full, as its
statements of the failure of existing laws to protect the nation were met by the proposed legislation in H. R. 7595.
DEPAR1 MENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LA.L~D OFFICE,

Washington, D., C., Feb1·uary 12, 1883.
SIR: In compliance with your request, I hand you herewith a brief statemen~ of
the requirements of the general laws for the disposal of the public lands of the Umted
States. These, not including the mineral laws, are :
The pre-emption laws.
The homestead laws.
The timber-culture laws.
The desert-~and laws.
The timber-land laws.
The homestead Jaws include the provisions for the comm'lltation of homestead entries and for the filing of soldiers' homesteads declaratory statements.
THE PRE-EMPTION LAWS.

The requirements of the pre-emption laws are settlement, inhabitancy, and improvement of land by the pre-emptor, for his own use, and not for speculation, nor for the
benefit of a.nother.
A pre-emptor has first to establish his residence on the land he wishes to enter. He
may then :file a pre-emption declaratory statemP.nt, which secures to him the preference
right to ·acquire title to that land by inhabitancy and improving it for not less than
six months, and by then paying the minimum price for it. If the land has. been
offered at public sale and is subject to private cash entry, he may purchase tt, by
virtue of his preference right, at any time within twelve months. If it is '' uno:ff~re~"
land, or land not subject to ''private entry," he may have thirty-three months wtthm
which to pay for it. If no adverse claim intervenes he may pay for it any time after
the expiration of the twelve or thirty-three months.
ABUSES.

The abuses are the evasion of the law for the speculative purposes by filing declaratory statements where there is no 1esidence on the land, and the subsequent fraudulent acquirement of title by false affidavit of inhabitancy and improvement.
In these fraudulent proceedings the pre-emptor is generally the tool of others who
suborn the perjury and reap the benefits of the unlawful acts they cause to be performed.
The objects sought are, generally:
·
·
1. To obtain title to large quantities of land in violation of the restriction of entry
to actual settlers.
2d. To obtain V:J.luable coal or iron lands at less than the Government price.
3d. To obtain lands that are valuable chiefly for timber.
4th. To control the ranges in grazing districts by obtaining title to valleys or to
shores of streams and water courses.
5th. To control the land under color of claim of record and hold the same for sale
on speculation.
As the actual sett.ler can obtain title under the homestead Jaws without the payment of price, and as a homestead entry is more secure than a pre-emption claim
(for e':en the United Sta.t es cannot disturb a valid homestead entry), it follows that
there. Is sma.ll legitimate occasion for pre-emption entries. Yet the number of preemptiOn claJms keeps fully abreast with the numuer of homestead entries.
A. pre-emption cl~claratory statement may be sent to the land office by mail, or in
any other wa~. It 1s not required to be sworn to or authenticated in any manner.
The opportumty for fraud is therefore practically unlimited.
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THE HOMESTEAD LAWS.

The requirements of the homestead laws are settlement, residence, and cultivation.
five years.
.
The party applying for the benefit of the homestead laws must make affidavit that
his application is made for his own use and benefit, that he makes the entry for the:
purpose of actual settlement and cultivation, and not for the use or benefit of any
other person. .After making such. affidavit he has six months wi~hin w~icl~ to e~t!l'b
lish his residence on the land. If he or some other member of his family IS res1dmg:
on the l[!Jnd when he makes his application to enter, the affidavit may be made before:
the clerk; of"the county court. Otherwise the affidavit can be made only before the
register oP receiver.
ABUSES.

The abuses are the same in character under the homestead as under the pre-emption laws, and under the commutation provision, through w~ich the land can be
purchased in the same way as by pre-emption, the abuses are of Lhe same extent as
under the pre-emption laws. Where a fraudulent entry is made for the purpose of
illegally obtaining title to the land, it is usually commuted to cash. When made
for the purpose of controlling the land and speculating in the relinquishment, it is
not commuted.
There is no provision for :filing declaratory statements under the homestead laws
except by or for soldiers and sailors. This provision is no advantage to the soldier or
sailor. It gives him six months within which to establish his residence and make
actual entry of the land .. But he would have the same time without :filing a declaratory statement, by making his application in the regular way.
Everybody, including the soldier and sailor, have the same privilege. The abuses
of the soldier's dec}aratory statement are that soldiers are misled by land agents aud
attorneys into supposing that they have only to :file a declaratory statement in order
to obtain land, and that residence is not necessary to enable them to lawfully dispose
of what they are told is their soldier's right.
The consequence is that a great many soldiers have been and are now being defrauded of their money which they send to such agents and never afterwards hear of
either land or money. In other cases soldil:'rs' discharge papers, or other evidence of
their military service, are purchased from them, generally by promises, and used for
making fraudulent :filin.gs for speculative purposes.
·
In both cases the declaratory statement is sold as a matter of common traffic, and·
when filed the relinquishment is offered for sale for the benefit of the speculator who
controls it. The soldier gets nothing from these proceedings. He is made a parfy to
a fraud without deriving any advantage from it. Actual settlers · avail themselves of
the general privileges of the homestead laws without preparatory filings and without
commutat.ion. Their difficulty is that the public lands are so largely covered by
fraudulent claims that they can usually make a bona fide homestead entry only after
buying ofl'these claims.
THE TIMBER-CULTURE LAWS.

The requirements of the timber-culture laws are that entries shalloe made for the·
cultivation of timber, and for the use and benefit of the person making the entry, and
not for the benefit of any other person, and not for speculation.
· Residence on the land is not required, anu it is not necessary that the affidavit of entry
should be made at the land office. Applications signed anywhere in the United States.
are filed by agents or att.orneys, who cause a jurat to be attached thereto, either in
their own offices or through some confederate in the land district.
Other abuses are that the land is not as a rule entered for the cultivation of timber,
but exclustvely for the purpose of speculating in the relinquishment of the entries.
A simple entry holds the land for a year. A few dollars expended in breaking fiveacres the first year, keeps the entry alive for the second year. A like small expenditure keeps it alive the third year .. If these small expenditures are made, or are not
proven to have been made, the entry holds good. ~ Meanwhile the relinquishment is.
offered for sale. The purchaser makes, perhaps, or causes to be made, another fraudulent entry, the relinqoishment of which he controls until he can find a purchaser at a
profit, and the proceeding is k'ept up until some actual settler buys the land at a high
price and enters it under the homestead or other laws. Timber is not cultivated under
speculative timber-culture entries, and there is no way of reaching the fraud, except by
a personal inspection of the land by officers appointed for that purpose, and not then
until some years after entry, if a few acres are occasionally plowed as a pretence oi
compliance with law.
THE ACT OF MAY 14, 1880.

Fraudulent entries of the public lands have always been the drawba·ck of the public land system, no provision for inspection ever having been made and no guards
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thrown around the different methods of disposal. But entries fraudulently ~adeor
procured for the purpose of speculating in relinquishments, is a feat~re wh1ehhas
developed into greater proportions undt>r the operation of the :first sectiOn of the act
of May 14, 1880 .
. This section provid_es that when a relinquishment of a pre-emption, homestead, or
t1mber-cuUure entry IS filed in the local land office, the land shall be lteld as open to
entry without further actwn by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
.
Previous to the passage of this act such relinquishments were forwarded to thts
office as a basis for the cancellation of the relinquished entry, and the land was not
.open to another entry until the former one had been canceled.
.
This proceeding did not prevent the sale of relinquishments pf fraudulent entnes,
but was an impediment to wholesale traffic of that character, both because of. the
delay involved and because the transferee of the· fraudulent entry had no certarnty
·o ! securing the new entry. The relinquishment gave the purchaser no.~reference
Tight to enter the land, which was open to entry to the :first legal applicant after
notice of cancellation was received at the local land office, and it was necessary for
the parties to the scheme of transferring the fraudulent entry to keep a close watch
for the receipt of the notice of cancellation in order to secure the new entry.
The first section of the act of May 14, 18tl0, removed aU impediments to th~ easy
and succesgful consummation of this class of frauds. Under the operation of this section the making and procurement of false, :fictitious, and fraudulent :filings a;n_d entries
for the sole purpose of speculating in relinquishments of such entries and fihngs, baa
been organized into an established business of great extent. The necessary papers
~ue prepared and signed and attested in blank in advance of township surveys,_and as
soon as the plats of survey are filed in the local land offices mnch of the lands m such
townships are at once covered with the bogus claims, and then the operators have
exclusive control of the land. The newspapers are fiiled with their advertisements
()f "relinquishments for sale," and settlers and persons seeking lands are cum pelled to
go to these speculators and buy off the fraudulent claims before they can make legal
settlement or entry of land so covered up and controlled.
As an example of this class of fraudulent entry and relinquishment, I inclose
herewith copies of three duplicate homestead receipts, each bearing a relinqui~hment
·d ated on the same day on which the entries were made, thus conclusively provmg the
fraudulent character of the transaction. These relinquishments were sold to other
parties on the 3d of the present month.
Relinquishments areal ways made to the United States. The last party purchas_ing
a. rE(linquishment presents it at the land office simultanP.ously with his own apphca-twn to enter the land. This secures an exclusive right of entry to the holder of the
relinquishment, and it is this facility for which he p'ays, and it is the profit to be
-derived from selling such facility that inspires and promotes the making of fraudulent
entries in the original instances.
THE DESERT LAND LAWS.

Desert land entries are restricted to lands which, without irrigation, will not pro:duce some agricultural crop, and the amount of land permitted to be entered by any
'()De person is limited to 640 acres.
The party making a desert entry payR 25 cents per acre at the time of application,
and the remaining one dollar upon making final proof of compliance with law, which
proof may be made within the period of three years. The abuses are that lands not
-desert in character are frequently entered, that the limitation of quantity is evaded
by collusive entries, which are afterwards assigned to the real party in interest, and
·that the lands are held for various purposes of speculation, rather than for tke objects
contemplated by the law.
.
THE TIMBER LAND LAWS.

_

The timber land act of 1878 applies only to the States of California, Oregon, and
Nevada, and to Washington Territory.
In other States a1_1d Territories timber lands are largely appropriated through
.fraudulent pre-emptiOn and commuted homestead entries made in the interest and
_by the_ procurement of parties desiring to obtain the use or control of the timber.
There 1s no special provision for the <lisposal of timber lands other than the act of
1878.
. The cond~tions ofth:;tt act are that the lands shall be valuable chiefly for timber,
but unfit for cultivatiOn; that no one person or association shall be permitted to
enter more than 160 acres; that the entry shall not be made for speculation, nor for
the ~ene:fit of any other person than the party making the entry. The applicant is
Teqnu~d to sw~ar, among other things, that he has made no contract or agreement
by whiCh the title he may receive from the United States shall inure in whole or part
to the benefit of any person except himself. These provisions are widely evaded. It
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iB understood that large operators cause their employtSs an~ other persons to ~a~e the
necessary affidavit enter the lands, and then convey to therr employers or pnnCipals.
In this manner large tracts of timber land.in California, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington Territory are controlled by single persons and firms, contrary to the intendment
of the statute.
.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
(,]ommissioner.
Bon. THOMAS RYAN,
House of Representatives.

FAILURE OF OFFICIAL EFFORTS TO EFFECT NECESSARY CHANGES.
The earnest efforts made by those officially charged with the administration of the
public land laws and system to effect the repeal of the pre-empyion laws, and the
amendment of other settlement laws, in the interest of actual settlers, has resulted in
nothing effective, save the placing on file in the Departments, 'the courts, and in
Congress of a mass of evidence showing that the most glaring and unblushing frauds
are perpetrated every day by scores of men and women, and the officers of the Government, through the failure of legislation, are powerless to prevent or suppress
them. The pre-emption homestead and timber culture laws have become, in many
instances, a premium for perjury and a reward for dishonesty.
CIRCULAR INSTRUCTIONS RELATIVE TO ENTRIES UNDER THE PREEMPTION LAWS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 20, 1883.
To REGISTERS and RECEIVERS:
GENTLEMEN: You are instructed to deliver to applicants for land under the preemption acts a copy of this circular, and to especially call the attention of the applicant to the requirements of the law under which the application is made.
RESIDENCE

01!'

APPLICANT.

1. The app].icant must in every case state in his application his place of actual resi·
dence, and the post office address to which notices of contest or other proceedings relative
to his entry shall be sent.
SECOND FILINGS AND ENTRIES.

2. A party making a legal filing or entry under any one of the foregoing acts exhausts his right under that act and cannot thereafter make another filing or entry
under said act.
ALTERATIONS IN APPLICATIONS.
3. Applications to amend filings or entries should be filed with the register and
receiver and be by them transmitted for the consideration of this office. Registers
and receivers will not change an entry or filing so as to describe another tract or
change a date after the same has been recorded.
RELINQUISHMENTS.
4. Entries and filings made for the purpose of holding the land for speculation and
the sale of relinquish~ents are illegal and fraudulent, and every eft'ort in the power
ot the Government will be exerted to prevent such frauds and to detect and punish
the perpetrators.
5. The first section of the act of May 14, 1880, provides that when a pre-emption
claimant shall file a written relinquishment of his claim in the land office, the land
covered by such claim shall be held as open to settlement and entry without further
action on the part of the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
6. This act refers to bonafide relinquishments of bonafide entries. An entry fraudulent in its inception is not an entry capable of being relinquished. It is an entry
to be canceled upon a proper showing of the facts and circumstances of the case~
whereupon the land will benome subject to proper entry by the first legal applicant.
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7. Purchasers of relinquishments of fraudulent filings or entries should understand
that they purchase at their own risk so far as the United States is concerned, and
must seek their own remedies under Jocallaws against those who, by imposing such
r~linquishments upon them, have obtained their money without valuable consideratiOn;
SETTLERS ON UNSURVEYED LANDS.

8. Pre-emption settlers on unsurveyed lands are allowed three months after the filing
of the township plat of survey within which to put their claims on record. Acc~rd
ingly no party will be permitted to make final proof in any case until after the exprrat.ion of said three mont.hs.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THE PRE-EMPTION LAW •

. 41. The qualifications required of a pre-emptor are that he (or she) shall be a citizen of the United States (or have declared an intention to become such); over twentyone years of age or the head of a family; an actual inhabitant of the tract claimed;
.and not be the proprietor of 320 acres of land in_any St.ate or. Territory.. .
.
42. A person who has removed from land of his own to reside on public land m the
same State or Territory, or who has previously exercised his pre-emption right, is not
.a qualified pre-emptor.
43. Lands included in any reservation, or within the limits of an incorporated town~
or selected as the site of a city or town, or actually settled and occupied for purp?ses
of trade and business and not for agriculture, or on which there are any known salines
or minerals, are not subject to pre-emption.
44. If the land is surveyed, but has not been "offered," the declaratory statement
must be filed within three months from date of settlement. If upon "offered" Jand,
the filing must be made within thirty days.
45. If the land is unsurveyed at the time of settlement, the declaratory statement
must be filed within three months after the date of filing the township plat in the
local office.
.
46. Failure to file a declaratory statement within the time prescribed makes the
land Hable to the claim of an adverse settler who does file notice of his intention at
the proper time.
47. The land-office fee for filing a declaratory statement is $2, except in tht3 Pacific
States and Territories, where the fee is $3.
·
.
48. A pre-emption filing can be made only by an actual settler on the land. A filing
without settlement is illegal, and no rights are acquired thereby. _
49. The existence of a pre-emption filing on a tract of land does not prevent another
filing to be made of the same land, subject to any valid rights acquired by virtue of
the former filing and actual settlement, if any.
50. On offered lands proof and payment must be made within twelve months from
date of settlement.
51. If the land is u.nojffYred, proof and payment may be made within thirty-three
months from date of settlement.
52. A failure to make proof and payment as prescribed by law renders the land
.subject to appropriation by the first legal applicant.
53. The requirements of actual inhabitancy and improvement must be observed as
.strictly under the pre-emption law as under the homestead law.
54. Failure to inhabit and improve the land in good faith, as required by law,
renders the claim subject to contest and the entry to investigation and cancellation.
55. Pinal proof in pre-emption cases must be made to the satisfaction of the register
.and receiver, whose decision, as in other cases, is subject to examination and review
by this office.
56. Publication of notice to make proof is required as in homestead cases.
57. The final affidavit must be made before the register or receiver, or before the
elerk of a court of record in the county and State or Territory where the land is situat~d. If in an unorganized county the proof may be made in a similar manner in any
ad1acent county in the same State or Territory.
·
.58, The pre-emptor is required to make oath that he bas not previously exercised
his pre-emption right; that he is not the owner of 320 acres of land; that he has not
settled upon and improved the land to sell the same on speculation, but in good faith
to appropriate it to his own exclusive use; that he has not made any contract or
agreement, c;J.irectly o.r indirectly, in any- way or manner, with any ~erson -yvhomsoev~r, by whiCh the title he may acquire from the United States shallmure m whole
or m part to the benefit of any person except himself.
~9. Anl perso.n sw:earing falsely forfeits all right to the land and to the pu1·chase-money
patd, b~sides bemg liable to prosecution under the criminal laws of the United States,

*

...

*

*

;,

~
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CAUTION TO APPLICANTS.

Persons making filings or entries under the ff ff * pre-emption acts are cautioned
that the laws authorize entries to be made only for the use and benefit of the party
making the same, and that entries or filings are not allowed by law to b~ made for tho
benefit of othe:tS nor for speculation, but all entries must he made in good faith and
the requirements of law must be honestly and faithfully complied with.
Very respectfully,
N. C.McFARLAND,
,
Commissioner.
Approved.

H. M. TELLER.
Secretary• .

See sections 2246, 5392, 5393, 5440 and 5449 Revised Statutes of the United States
for oaths and penalties..

RELINQUISHMENTS, JOINT ENTRIES, SECOND FILINGS, AND INSANE PREEMPTORS.
Pre-emption filings may be relinquished by the claimants in writing before the regor receiver of the proper district land office, or the relinquishment may be exe.cuted by the claimant on the back of the declaratory statement-receipt, duly witnessed
.and aclmowledged in the manner requisite under the laws of the Sta.t e or Territory
in which the land is situated for the transfer of real est,ate. After relinquishment
filed in the district land office, the tract embraced in the filing will be held subject to
the claim of any other settler, according to the first section, act of May 14, 11380. If
the receipt is lost, or from any other cause cannot be produced, the relinquishment
must be accompanied by the affidavit of the party showing the fact.
When two or more settlers on unsurveyed land are found upon survey to be residing
upon, or to have valuable improvements upon, the same smallest legal subdivision,
they may make joint entry of such tract, and separate entries of the residue of their
.claims. This joint entry may be made in pursuance of contract between the parties,
()r without it. (Revised Statutes, section ~74.)
Should the settler in either of the aforesaid cases die before establishing his claim
within the period limited by law, the title may be perfected by the executor, adminietrator, or one of the heirs, by making the requisite proof of settlement and paying
for the land, the entry to be made in the name of "the heirs" of the deceased settler,
.and the patent will be issued accordingly. 'fhe legal representatives of the deceased
pre-emptor are entitled to make the entry at any time within the period during which
the pre-emptor would have been entitled to do so had he lived.
Section 2261 of the Revised Statutes prohibits the second filing of a declaratory
.statement by any pre-emptor qualified at the date of his first filing, where said filing
bas been in all respects legal. Where the first, filing, however, is illegal, from any
.cause, not the willful act of t,he party, he has the right to make a second and legal
tiling.
Provision is made by act of Congress of June 8, 1880, whereby the rights of preemption claimants becoming insane may be proved up, and their claims perfected by
any person duly authorized to act for them during their disability.
1. Such claims must have been initiated in full compliance with law, by persons
who were chizens, or had declared their intention to become citizens, and were in
()ther respects duly qualified.
2. The party for whose benefit the act shall be invoked must have become insane
subsequent to the initiation of his claim, and the act will not be construed to cure a
failure t? comply with the law when such failure occurred prior to such insanity.
3. Claimant must have complied with the law up to the time of becoming insane,
an~ proof of compliance will be required to cover only the period prior to such insamts- .
4. The final proof must be made by a party whose authority to act for the insane
person during such disability shall be duly oertified under seal of the proper probate
-court.
Pre-emptors may, when desiring, change their filings to homestead entries. (See
~'Homesteads," herein.)
i~ter
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PRE-EMPTIONS.
TO DECEMBER 1, 1883.

Any pre-emptor can apply for and enter at any United States district land office
one quarter section of one hundred and sixty acres of public lands, also in the State&
of Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, Louisiana, and Arkansas.
Entriee are admitted under sections 2257 to 2288 of the Revised Statutes of theUnited States, upon "offered" and" uuofi'ered ''lands, and upon any of the unsurveyed
lands belonging to the United States tow hich the Indian title is extinguished, although
in the case of unsurveyed lands no definite proceedings can be had as to the completion of the title until after the surveys shall have been extended and officially returned
to the district land office.
A pre-emptor-may be heads of families, widows, or single persons over the age of
twenty-one, who are citizens of the United States, or who have declared their intention to become citizens, as required by the naturalization laws-need not be a citizen.
This does not include Indians, except such as have ceased their tribal relations and
been declared citizens by treaties or acts of Congress.
The right of pre-emption, formerly extended by act of Congress of March 3, 1853,
for one quarter section, or 160 acres, at the price of $2.50 per acre, to the alternate
United States or reserved sections along the line of railroads, is continued by the Revised Statutes, sections 2257, 2559, and 2279.
HOW PAID FOR.

Pre-e{Dptors in final payment for lands can use cash, military bounty land warrants,
agricultural college scrip, or private claim scrip under act of January 28, 1879.
LIST OF FORMS USED IN PRE·EMPTION ENTRIES.
Declaratory statement.
Receipt for declaratory statement, register's and receiver's.
Notice of intention to make final proof.
Notice for publication of intention to make final proof.
Certificate as to posting notice.
Proof of publication of notice; affidavit of publisher or foreman of newspaper in which published.
Affidavit required of claimant.
Proof: testimony of claimant.
Proof: testimony of two witnesses taken separately.
Non-mineral affidavit of claimant.
Application, with register's certificate of payment.
Register's certificate for patent.
Record; status of case made by register and receiver.
CONTESTS.

For proceedings in case of contest, or objection to claimant proving up and paying
for his or her' claim, see "Rules of Practice, General Land Office," approved December 20, 1803; "Contests a:qd Hearings," published in addenda to Chapter VI herein.
FORMS AND BLANKS US"ED IN PRE-EMPTION ENTRmS.

The pre-emptor, as the first step after settlement, files, in person or otherwise, in thedistrict land office, where blanks are furnished free, one of the following declaratocy
statements:
[No. 4-535.]
Pre-emption declaratory statement for unoffered lands.

When lands are surveyed and unojfered the pre-emptor must file this statement with·in thru
months from settlement. Final proof must be made and land paid for within thirty-thre6
months from date of settlement.
~-.-- - - - , of--, being - - , have, on the-- day of--, A. D. 18-, settled
an unproved the-- quarter of section No.--, in township No.--, of range No.
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- - in the district of lands subject to sale at the land-office at--, and containing--

acre~ wbich land bas not yet been offered at public sale, and thus rendered subject to

~rivdte entry; and I do hereby declare m:y intenti?n to claim the said tr.act of land
as a pre-emption right under sectiOn 2259 ot the Revised Statutes of the Umted States.
Given under my band this-- day of--, A. D. 18_,..

------.·

Iu presence of--- - - . [No. 4-534.]
P1·e-emption declatatory statementfor offered lands.

Whete the lands have been offered at public sale the pre-emptor must file this statement
thi1'ty days frorn settlement. FinallJroof must be made and land paid for within one
ye4r from date of settlemer~t.

~fithin

I , - - - - - , of--, being--, have, since the 1st day of--, A. D. 18-, set
tled and improved the-- quarter of section No. --,in township No. --, of range
No.--, in the district, of lands subject to sale at the land office at--, and containing
--acres, which land had been rend1-'?'ed subject to p7•it•ate entry prior to my settlement
thereon; and I do hereby declare my intention to claim the said tract of land as a
pre·omption right, under section 2259 of tho Revised Statutes of the United States.
Given under my hand this-- day of--, A. D. 18-.

------.

In presence of--- - - - .·
PRE-EMPTORS ON UNSURVEYED LANDS.

On 1tnsun1eyed lands, settlers must file one or the other of the above statements within three
months a.fte1· tlle township plat in which thei1· .land lies, is filed in the district lancl office.

[No. 4-536.]
Registm· and Receiver's Receipt and Notice.

$--.

LAND OFFICE AT - - ,

(Date) - - , HiS-.
. Mr. - - - ---has this day paid-- dollars, the register's and receiver'~ foes,
to file a declaratory statement, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged. ·
- - - - - - , Receiver.
No.-.
Mr.-- --having paid the fees, has this day filed in this office his declaratory
statement, N0. -·-,for--, section - - , township - - , of range - - , containing
--acres, settled upon--, 18-, being-- offered.
Under tlle provisions of the pre emption Jaws, the time within which final proof is
required to br~ made on unoffercd lands expires in thirty-three months from date of
settlement, or from elate of filing of township plat in district land office in case of
settlement on unsurveyed lanr!H, and on olft->red lands in twelve months from elate of
settlement; and under act of March 3, 1S79, notice of intention to prove up must be
given by publication in a, newf'paper, to be designated uy the register, for a period of
thirty days, or in five consecutive issu1·s of said paper, which notice must also contain
the names of the witnesses by whom t.he necessary facts will be established.
Notict» is, therefore, hereby given that this pre-emption filing expires on--, 188-,
a.fter which date the tract will be subject to the claim of any other qualified party~
Very respectfully,
------,Register.
See note in red ink, which registers and receivers will read and explain thoroughly to persons making applicat.ion for lands wht>J·e the affidavit is maue before either of them.
T~mher lanrl embrac~u in a lwwestead .. or other entry not consummated, may be cleared in order to
cult.lm.te tlw la~Hl and 1mpro:e the pre~1ses, b7ttjor n~ other purpose.
.
lf, after cl~al'm~ t!Ie l!lnd Jor cultivatiOn_, tl.Je~·e r ell?ams more timber than J,S required for improvem~nt, there JS n.o.ol>J~ctiOn to the ~P.~tler rhsposmg uf the same. But the question whether the land is
bewl!. clearer~ of 1t~ trmb~r jo·r leg·1. t~mat,. ptt?"_poses i~ a, question of fact which is liable to be raised at
a~y t1ru e. If the t.Jm ber 1s cu~ au~ rem~vedjor Cfrt.Y otJ;cr pt£rpose it. will subject the ent.ry to cancellatwn, and the person wbo 0ut 1t w1ll be lt(tble to cwtl sutt fur recovery of the value of said timber and
alsv to criminal prosecution under Section· 2461 of the Revised Statutes.
'
PROCEEDINGS TO PERFECT TITLE BY FINAL PAYMENT AFTER EXPIRATION 01!' LEGAL
TIME, AS ABOVE NOTED.

Payment for acreage can be made, provided sufficient improvements have bucn
made and cultivation necessary be shown, at the expiration of six months.
The pre-emptor files with the register of his district the following notice, which
notice will be published by the register in a newspaper to be by him designated as

44
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nearest the land, once a week for six weeks, at the applicant's expense, a deposit being
first made:
[No. 4-348.]

Notice of intention to make final proof.
AT - - - ,
(Date) - - , 188-.
I - - - - - - of--, who made pre-emption declaratory statement No.--, for
the'------,' do hereby give notice of my intention to make final proof to _establish my claim to the land above described, and that I expect to prove my residence
and cultivation before - - - ·--, at - - , - - - -, 188-, by two of the following witnesses:
--- ---, of--.
- - - - - - , of---.
- - - - - - , of---.
- - - - - - , of---.
LAND OFFICE

(Signatu1·e of claimant.)
AT - - - ,
(Date) - - , 188-.
Noti.ce of the above application will be published in the - - - , printed at - - - ,
.w hich I hereby designate as i;he newspaper published nearest the land described in
said application.
- - - - - - , Register•
LAND Ol!'FICE

. NOTICE T<:) CLAIMANT.-Give time and place of proving up, and name and title of
the officer before whom proof is to be made; also, give names and post-office addresses
of four neighbors, two of whom must appear as your witnesses.
The officer then issues the following :
[No. 4-347.]

Notice for publication.
AT---,
(Date) - - , 188-.
Notice is hereby given t h a t - - - - - - has filed notice of intention to make final
proof before - - - - - - , a t - - - , o n - - - , 188-, on homestead application
No.-- (or pre-emption declaratory statement No.--), for t h e - - - - - - .
He names as witnesses-- - - - , of - - , and--- - - - , of - - - .
- - - - -.- , Register.
LAND OFFICE

NOTE.-This notice must also be posted in a conspicuous place in the land office for
a period of thirty dayo prior to date of final proof. .
Pre-emptor or homestead applicant may join in one notice for publication.
[No. 4-347t.]

CONSOLIDATED NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
AT - - - ,
(Date) - - , 188-.
Notice is hereby given that the fo11owing named settlers have filed notice of intention to make final proof on their respective claims before - - - - - - , at---, on
- - - -, 188-, viz:
LAND OFFICE

- - - - - , on homestead application No. - - , for the--- --·- -.
Witnesses: - - - - - - , of---, and--- - - - , of---.
- - - - - , o n pre-emption declaratory statement No.--, for t h e - - - - - - .
Wi1 nesses: - - - - - , of-- -, and - - - - - - , of---.
- ·- - - - , Register.
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[No. 4-227.]
CERTIFICATE AS TO THE POS1'ING OF NOTICE.
LAND OFFICE A T - - - ,

, (Date) - - , 18-.
I ----,register, do hereby certify that a notice, a printed copy of which
is hereto attached, was by me posted in a conspicuous place in my office for a period
of thirty days, I having first posted said notice on the - - day of--, 18d-.
- - - - - - , RP-gister.
NOTE.-Proof of publication must be filed with final papers.
[No. 4-061.]
AFFIDAVIT REQUIRED OF PRE-EMPTIOl! CLAIMANT OR APPLICANT.

May be made before registe1· or receiver 01' clerk of court of record.
I, - - - - , claiming the right of pre-emption, under section 2259 of t.be
.Revised Statutes of the United States, to the - - of section No. - - , of township
No.--, of range No.--, subject to sale at--, do solemnl,y-- that I have ntver
bad the benefit of any right of pre-emption under said section; that I am not the
owner of 320 acres of land in any State or Territory of the United States, nor have
I settled upon and improved said land to sell the same on speculation, but in good
fn.ith to appropriate it to my own exclusive use or benefit; and that I have not,
directly or indirectly, made any agreement or contract, in any way or manner, with
any person or persons whomsoever, by which the title which I may acquire from t ·b e
Government of the United States should inure, in whole or in part, to the benefit of
any person except myself.
I , - - - - , o f the land office at --,do hereby certify that the above affidavit
was subscribed and sworn to before me this - - day of--, A. D. 188-.
[No. 4-375.]
PRE-EMPTION PROOF.
TESTIMOXY OF CLADIANT OR APPLICANT.

May be made before register or receiver or clerk of court of reom·d.
.- - - - , being called as a witness in - - own behalf in support of-- preemption claim to the--, testifies as follows:
Question 1. What is your name~ (Be careful to give it in full, correctly spelled, in
order that it may be here written exactly a,s you wish it written in the patent which
you desire to obtain.)
·
Answer.--.
Qnes. 2. What is your age f
Ans. - - .
Ques. 3. Are you the head of a family, or a single person; and, if the head of a
family, of whom does your family consist?
Ans. - - .
Ques. 4. Are you a native-born citizen of the Unit~d States~ If not, have you de- ·
clared your intention to become a citizen, and have you obtained a certificate of naturalization'*
Ans. - - .
Qnes. 5. Is the land ein br::tced in your pre-emption claim, above described, included
within the li . its of a,n incorporated town; or bas it been selected as the site of a city
or town, aud actually settled and occupied for purposes o£ trade and business~
Ans. - -

Ques. 6. Are there any indications of coal, salines, or minerals of any kind on this
land' (If so, state what . they are, and whether the springs or mineral deposits are
valuable.)
·
Ans. - - .
Que~. 7. Is the land more valuable for agricultural than mineral purposes f ·
Ans. - - .
Ques. 8. What is your post-office address T
Ans. - -.
. 'In case the party bas been naturali7.ed, or bas only declared his intention to become :t citizen a cer- ·
t1fie~ copy of his certifica.t e of naturalization or declaration of intention, as the case may be ~ust be
furmshed.
'
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Ques. 9. Are you the owner of 320 acres of land in any State or Territory f
Ans., - - .
· th ·
Ques. 10. Have you left or abandoned a residence on land of your own In
IS--to reside upon the Jand above described'
Ans. - .
h
1 d
Ques. 11. Have you ever filed a pre-emption declaratory statement for ot er and
than that above described? (If so, give, as nearly as you can, the date thereof an
des0ription of the land.)
Ans. - - .
Ques. 12. Have you heretofore made a pre-emption entry f
Ans. - - .
·
1
Ques. 13. Have you settled upon and improved the land for which you now app Y
to sell the same on speculation f
Ans. - - .
Ques. 14. Have you given any mortgage on this land, and have you made any agreement to sell the same Y
Ans. - - .
Ques. 15. When did you make settlement on the land, and what constituted your
first act of settlement Y
Ans. - - .
Ques. 16. What improvements, if any, were on the land at date of your settlement f
(If any, state who owned them, and whether they now belong to you.)
Ans. - Ques. 17. What improvements have you made on this land subsequent to your :first
act of settlement? (Describe them, and state the total value of the improvemen ts
owned by you thereon.)
Ans. - - .
Ques. 18. When did you first establish your residence upon the land f
Ans. - - .
Ques. 19. HaYe you resided upon the land ever since f
Ails.--

Ques. 20. What use have you made of the land f
Ans. - - .
Ques. 21. How much of the land, if any, has been broken and cultivated since your
settlement f
Ans. - - .
I hereby certify t.hut each question and answer in the foregoh1g testimony was read
to the claimant before-- signl;ld --name thereto, and that the same was subscribeJ.
and sworn to before mn this - - day of--, 188-.

------,

NOTE.-The officer before whom the testimony is taken should call the attent.ion of
the witness to the following section of t.he Revised Statutes, and state to him that it
is the purpose of the Government, if it be ascertained that he testifies falsely, to prosecute him to the full extent of the law.
TITLE LXX.-CRIMES.-CII.

4.

Every p~rson who, having taken an oath before a competent tribunal,
officer, or person, many case in which a law of the United States authorizes an oath
to ~e administered, that he will testify, declare, depose, or eertify truly, or that any
. wntten testimony, declaration, deposition, or certificate by him subscribed is true, willfully and contrary to such oath states or subscribes any material matter which he does
not believe to be true, is guilty of perjury, and shall
punished by a fine of not more
than two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment., at hard labor, not more than five
years, and. shall, moreover, thereafter, be incapable of giving testimony in any court
of the Umted States until such time as the judgment· against him is reversed. (See
sec. 1750.)
·
[No. 4-374.]
SEC. 5392.

he

(The testimony of two witnesses, in this form, taken separately, required in each case.)

PRE-EMPTION PROOF.
TESTIMOXY OF WITNESS.

May be rnade before register or 1·eceive1· or clerlc of court of record.

--,being called as a witness in support of the pre-emption claim of
- - - - - - t o the - - , testifies as follows:
Question 1. ·what is your post-office address¥
Answer.
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Ques. 2 What i~;, your occupation Y
Ans. - - .
.
.
.
.
.
.
Ques. 3. Are you well acquamted With--.- - - , the claimant m this case, and
how long have you known - - f
'
Ans. - - .
,
Ques. 4. How old do you know or believe claimant to be 1
Ans. --.
.
Ques. 5. Is claimant the head of a ~amily, or a single person; and, if the head of a
family, of whom does the family consistf
Ans. - - .
Ques. 6. Is claimant a native-born citizen of the United States f (If not, state, if
you can, what steps - - has taken to be naturalized.)
Ans. --.
Ques. 7. Are you acquainted with the land above described T
Ans. --.
Ques. 8. Do you live in the vicinity of the land f
Ans. --.
Ques. 9. Is this land within the limits of an incorporated town, or has it been selected as the site of a city or town, and actually settled and occupied for purposes of
trade and business f
Ans. --.
Ques. 10. Are there any indications of coal, salines, or minerals of any kind on this
land Y (If so, state what they are, and whether the springs or mineral deposits are
valuable.)
.
.
Ans. --.
Ques. 11. Is the laad more valuable for agricultural than i:nineml purpo~es Y
Ans. - -.
·
Ques. 12. Is the clmmant the owner of 320 acres of land in any State or Territory!
(State your :\rllo,vledge in this regard.)
Ans. --.
Ques. 13. Has the claimant left or abandoned a residence on land of - - own in
this-- to reside upon the land above described f (State your knowledge in this
regard¥
·
Ans. - - .
Ques. 14. Has the claimant ever filed a pre-emption declaratory statement for other
land than that above described, or has - - heretofore made a pre-emption entry 'I
(State your knowledge in this regard.)
Ans. - - .
Ques. 15. Do yon know whether the claimant ha,s given any mortgage on this land,
or made any agreement to sell the samef (State your knowledge in this regard.)
A11s. - - .
Ques. 16. When did claimant first make settlement on the land, and what constituted his first act of settlement f
Ans. - - .
Ques. 17. What improvements does the claimant possess on the land, and what is
the value of the same 'I
Ans. - - .
Ques. 18., When did claimant first establish a residence upon the land T
Ans. - -·.
Qnes. 19. Has claimant resided upon the land coatinuously ever since T
Ans. - - .
Que~. 20. For what purpose h~s the land been used by claimant!
Ans. - - .
•
.
Ques. ~1. How much of the said land, if any, has been broken and cultivated since
the claimant made settlement thereon 'I
·
Ans. - - .
Ques. 22. Is it your belief that - - - - has acted in good faith in the settlement and improvement of the said land under the pre-emption laws¥ Have you any
knowledge to the contrary Y
Ans. - - .
Ques. 23. Are you interested iu this claim 7
Ans. - - .
I hereby certify that witness is a person of respectability; that each question
and answer in the foregoing testimony was read to - - before - - signed - - name
thereto, and that the same was subscribed and sworn to before me this --·-day of
-,188-.

------,

---.

NOTE.-The

officer before whom the testimony is taken sll.onld call the attention of
tl1e witness to the following section of the Revised Statutes, and state t.o him that it
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is the purpose of the Government, if it be ascertained that he testifies falsely, to
prosecutt1 him to the full extent of the law:
TITLE LXX.-CRIMES.-CH. 4.
SEC. 5392. Every person who, having taken an oath before a compete~t tri bunal,
officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the United Sta·tes authonzes an oath
to be administered, that be will test.ify, declare, depose, or certify truly,_ or t~at any
written testimony, declaration, deposition, or certificate by him subscnbed 1s . true,
willfully and contrary to such oath states or subscribes any material matter which h e
does not believe to be true, is guilty of perjury, and shall be punished by a fine of
not more than two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment, at ha~d. labor, ~ot mo!e
than five years, and shall, moreover, thereafter, be incapable of g1vmg test~mo?Y 1n
any court of the United States until such time as the judgment against him I S reversed. (See sec. 1750.)
NON-MINERAL AFFIDAVIT.

The claimant or applicant now files a

Ron.·mineral affidavit.
COUNTY O F - - - ,

- - - o f - - - , 88:
- - - - - - , b eing duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he i s the
identical ---who is an applicant for Government title to the - - - ; tha.t be is
well acquainted with the character of said described land, and with each and e very
legal sn bdivision thereof, baving frequently passecl over the same; tba,t his kno w ledge
of said land is such as to enable him to testify understandingly with regard th e reto;
that there is not, to his knowledge, within the limits thereof, any vein or lode of
quartz or other rock in place bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, or copper, or
any deposit of coal; t hat there is not within the limits of said land, to his knowledge,
any placer, cement, gravel, or other valuable min era.l deposit; that no portion of said
laud is claimed for mining purposes under the local customs or rules of miners or otherwise ; that no portion of said land is worked for mineral during any part of the year
by any twrson or persons; that said land is essentially non-mineral land, and tha t his
application ther efor is not made for the purpose of fraudulently obtaining titl e to
mineral land, but with the object of securing said land for agricultural purposes.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this-- day of---, A. D. 188-, and I hereby
certify that the foregoing affidavit was read to the said ------previous to his
name being subscribed thereto; and that deponent is a respectable person to whose
affidavit full faith and credit should be given.
.
APPLICATION.

The claimant now signs the following application, which is certified to by the
register and filed with the receiver:
No.--.
LAND OFFICE A T - - - ,
(Date)---, 188-.
I , . - - - - - , of --County, - - - , do her~by apply to purchase the - - sectwn - - - , in township -, of range -, containing - - - acres according to the
returns of tbe surveyor-general, for which I have agreed with the register to give at
the rate of-- per acre. '
I , - - - - , register of the land office at---, do hereby certify that the lot
above. described contains - - acres, as mentioned above, and that t.he price agreed
upon IS - - per acre.
------,Register.
RECEIVER' S RECEIPT FOR PAYMENT.

(Issued in duplicate).
The receiver then issues the following:
No. - - .

RECEIVER'S OFFICE AT - - - ,

(Date) - - -, 188-.
Received fr~m -.- - - - - , - - - County, - - - , the sum of - - dollars and
--cents ; bemg m f~ll _ for the - - quarter of section No.-, iu township No. - ,
of range No.-, contammg --acres and-- hundredths, at$-- per acre ..
- - - - - - , Regt8ter.
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REGISTER'S CERTIFICATE FOR PATENT.

(See tit·le "Patents/' below.)
The register now issues to the claimant a certificate for patent.

.•

LAND OFFICE Ar - - - ,

No.-.]

(Date)---, 188-.
It is hereby certified that, in pursnanca of law, - - - - - - , - - - County, State
o f - - , on this day purchased of the register of. t~is office the lot or - - of se~tion
No. - in township No. -, of range No. -, contammg --acres, at the rate of-dollar' and-- cents per acre, amounting to - - - dollars and - - cents, for which
the s a i d - - - - - has made payment in full as required by law.
Now therefore, be it known that, on presentation of this certificate to the ComIll issio~er of the G<'neral Land Office, the said--- - - - shall be entitled to receive
a patent for the lot above described.
- - - - - - , Register.
RECORD OR STATUS OF EACH CASE.

The register and receiver will make for each and every case a record or brief of each
pre-emption case, which is filed and returned with each case.

RECORD FILED WITH THE CASE.
(To be used in all cases of pre-emption entry.)
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE AT - - - ,

(Date)....._--, 18-.
In the matter of the pre-emption claim of - - - - - - to - - .
Declaratory statement No.-, for--, filed on the-- day of-·- - , 188-, alleging settlement on the - - day of - - , 188-, and reported in the - - offered
series.
Plat of survey filed in this office on the - - day of---, 188-.
There are no ad verse claims of record except - - - .
REMARKS.

Unrler this head, if the land is within the limits of a railroad grant, the date of
withdrawal should be given; and if the land has been returned by the surveyor-general or withdrawn by order of the Commissioner as mineral, the fact should be noted.
- - - - - - , Register.
- - - - - - , Receiver.
PATENTS.

[From circ:ru.ar of General Land Office, Octol>er 1, 1880.]

Parties interested in the issue of pre-emption and other patents are further ad vised
that, in a decision of the-honorable Ast>istant Secretary of the Interior, of July 27,
18i:30, in the case of Horace Whitaker ex rel. Nathan H. Garretson v. The Southern
Pacific Railroad Company and Wesley M. Slater, the following instructions are promulgated:
* * "I think it is not a correct practice to issue .a pre-emption patent to an
assignee in any case. The law as to the issuance of patents is wen stated in the case
of McGarrahan v. New Idria ~o. (49 Cal., 3:35), thus: 'Neither the President, however,
nor any officer, has other power * * * to sign or to cause the seal of the Land
Office to qe affixed to patents than such as is conferred by statute of the United.
States.' (See also Stoddard v. Chambers, 2 How., :318; McGarrahan v. Mining Co.,
supra; sections 450 and 453 of the Revised Statutes; and act of June 19, 1878, 20 Stat,.,
183.) I fiud nothing in the pre-emption law requiring the issuance of patents to assignees
of pre-emptors, and t.he labor of examining into assignments ought not to be assumed
b y your office, to say nothing of the evils that may result from issuing patents to assiguees in pre-emption cases. The same doctrine applies to all cases of the issuance
of patents except where the statutes expressly recognize the right of an assignee to
take -patent in his own name."
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SALINE LANDS.
To ,JuNE 30, 1882.
[See Chapter XI, pages 217, 218, and 1247.]

No changes since Jurle 30, 1880.
[Official Circular.]
SAI,L~E LANDS-HOW RENDERED SUBJECT TO DISPOSAL.

lN

*

EFFECT DECEMBER

1, 1883.

*

Ootobm· 1, 18BO.
The act of Congress of January 12, ltl77, provides a mode of proceeding by which
public lauds indicated, by the filed· notes of survey or otherwise, to be saline in charactm· may be rendered su Lject to disposal.
.
Should pr·ima )'aoie evidence that certain tracts are saline in character be filed With
the regil:;ter anu receiver of the proper land dist.r ict, they will designate a time for a
hearing at their office, and give notice to all parties in interest, in order that they
may havf:' ample opportunity to be present with their witnesses.
At the hearing the witnesses will he thorougbly examined with regard to the true
character of the land, and whether the !:lame contains any known mines of gold silver,
cinnabar, lead, tin, copper, or other valuable mineral deposit, or any deposit of coal.
The witnesses will also be examined in regard to the extent. of the saline deposits
upon the given tract!>, and whether tho same are claimed by any person; if so, the
names of the claimants awl the extent of their improvements must be shown.
The testimony shoulu also show the agricultural capacities of the land, what kind
·of crops, if anv, have been raised thereon, and the value thereof. The testimony
should be as full and complete as possible, and, in addition to the leading points in(licated above, everything of importance bearing upon the question of the character
of the land Hhould be elicited a,t the bearing.
The register and recei\·er will transmit the testimony to this office with their joint
epinion thereon. \Vhen ti.e case comes before this office, such a decision will be rendered in regard to the character of the land as the law and the facts may wurra.nt.
Should the given tracts be adjndged agricultural, they will be subject to disposal
as soeh. Should the tracts be adjudged saline lands, the register and receiver will be
instructed to offer the same for sale, nJter public notice, at the local land office of the
district in whi~h the same shall be situated, and to sell said tract or tracts to the
highest bidder for cash, at a price not less than $1.25 per acre.
In case said lands fail to sell when so offered, the same will be subject to private
1:1ale at such land office for cash, at a price not less than $1.25 per acre, in the same
manner at~ other public lands are sold, and already indicated herein.
'rhe provisions of this act do not apply to any lands within the Territories, nor to
any within the States of Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, Calif01nia, and Nevada:
none of which have had a grant of salines by act of Congress.
*
*
*
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENJmAL LAND OFFICE,

SWAMP AND OVERFLOWED LANDS.
[See Chapter XII, pages 219 to 222, inclusive, and 1248.]

To JuNE ao, 1882.
Total acres selected from date of first law to June 30, 1882, 70,006,769.41.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in bis report for 1882, says:
An. increasing .demand is being made b.v the States to which the swamp-land grant
applies, and their grantees, for a final adjustment of the claims arisinO' thereunder.
:r'he pri?cipal cause for this de~and is found in the fact that the public"'lands are bemg rapidly exhausted, and part.I~s are· seeking swamp lands as an invest.ment, and in
mauy cases settlers are pnrchasmg them from the States and reclaiming them for
homes. It is a well-known fact that thousands of acres of laud that were so swamp}or overflowed at. the da~ <:f: the princiJ?al grant (Sept~mber 28, 1850) as to be thereby
rendered nnfit for ct~lt1vat~on, haYe smce been rec1aimed, antl are now among the
most valuable lands for agncultural purposes found in our country.
Again, the special appropriationG by Congress for three years past for this work
b~ve contributed largely to stimulate the parties in interest to present their claims for
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settlement; as prior to such appropriations this office labored under great embarrassment in prosecuting the work, especially that portion arising under the indemnity act
of March :.t, 1805, as extended by act of March 3, 1857.
SWAMP LANDS SELECTED BY STATES TO JUNE 30, 1882.
Statement exhihii'ing the quant-ity of la11d selected .for thq several State8 under acts of Congress
approred March 2, 1840, Septembe1· 2~, 1850 (llevised Statutes of the United Statts, section
2479), and March 12, 1l:l60 (Revised :Statutes of the United States, section 2490), up to
and ending June 30, 1l:l82.
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Statement exhibiting the quantity of land patented to the several ~tates under ao~s
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act of Ma1·ch 12, 1860 (Revised Statutes of the Umted States, sectwn 2490), and a
quantity certified to the State of Louisiana, under act approved March 2, 1B49.
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~~: ~8:

n

Wiscom!in . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167, 202. 08 . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 167, 202. 08 **3, 238, 661. 69
Total ...............

2o:243~55Tm:423~ 410~~ 14s:-424.28

002, 055. 34,53, 877, 356. 36

* 50,144.15 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under aet pf March 2, 1855.
t 2,309.07 acres of this contained in indemnit.Y patents under act of March 2, 1855.
t 4,880.20 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.
9 321,468.23 acres of this containt-rl in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.
/118,903.93 acres of this contained in indemnity. patents under act of March 2, 1855.
1f 43,700.64 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.
** 34,910.75 acres of this contained in indemnity patents unaer act of March 2, 1855.

UNITED STATES SWAMP LAND LAWS.
lN EFFEC'l' DECEMBER 1, 1883.

Owing to the large interests involved and the possibilities of litigation growing ont
of alleged frauds in obtaining title to swamp lands from the United States, and also
on account of its historical value, the following circular is given in full:
REGULATIONS AND DECISION!3 THEREUNDER.
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, .April 18, 1882.
As soon as practicable after the passage of the swamp land grant of September 28,
1850, viz, on t.he 21st November, 1850, the Commissioner transmitted to the governors
of the respective States to which the grant applied copies of office circular setting
forth the provisions of said act, giving instructions thereunder, and allowing the
States to elect which of two methods they would adopt for the purpose of designating
the swamp lands, viz:
1st. The field-notes of Government sun·ey could be taken as the basis for selections,
and all lands shown by them to be swamp or overflowed within the meaning of the act,
which were otherwise vacant and unappropriated Septemner 28,1850, would pass to
the States.
2d. The States could select the lands by their own agents and report the same to
the United States surveyor-general with proof as to the character of the same.
The following States elected to make the field-notes of survey the basis for determi?ing ~hat lauds passed to them under the grant, viz: Michigan, Minnesota, and
W1sconsm.
The authorities of the following States elected to make their selections by their
own agents and present proof that the lands selected were of the character contemplated hy the swamp grant, viz : Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, and Oregon.
The authorities of California did not adopt either method, and the passage of the
act of July 23, 11:!66, rendered such action on their part unnecessary.
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In Louisiana the selections under the grant of March 2, 1849, forming the bulk of
the selections in said State, are made in accordance with the terms of said act by
deputy surveyors, under the direction of the United States surveyor-general, at the
expense of the State. Lands claimed under the act of September 28, 1850, are selected
by agents of the State, and proof of the character of the land is furnished.
All lands properly selected and reported to this office as swamp are placed of record
in books especially prepared for that purpose. Thereafter the selections are compared
with the other records of the office, and lists of such lands as are shown to be swamp
or overflowed within the meaning of the :tct and that are otherwise free from conflict
are made out by thl.s office and are submitted to the Secretary of Interior with the
recommendation that the same be approved.
When the lists have been approved by the Secret:try and returned to this office
duplicate copies of the same nre made out, one of which is transmitted to the governor
of the State, with the .statement that on receipt of his request patent will.issue to the
State for the lands. The other list is t,r ansmltted to the register and receiver of the
land office in which the lands are sit,uated, and they are requested to examin~ the same
with the Tecords of their office and report any confl.icts found.
Upon receipt of re~ly to the· letters of this office as above patents issue to the State
for all the lands embraced in said lists, so far as they are free from conflict.
Under the p1·ovisions of the act of March 2, 1849, granting swamp lands to the State
of Louisiana, a ( ertified copy of the list approved by the Secretary of the Interior,
transmitted to the governor, has the force and effect of a patent.
The ''list" referred to in section 2 of the act of September 28, 1850, is held to be
the copy of the list approved by the Secretary of the Interior sent to the governor,
upon which his request for patent is based.
The following are the swamp land laws, regulations, and decisions:
AN ACT

w aid the State of Louisiana in draining the swamp lands therein.

March 2, 1849,
352

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative-9 of the United States fx~~;ii.p.
' ch.
of America in Congress assembled, That to aid the State of Louisiana in Cel'tain swamp

constructing the necessary levees and drains to reclaim the swamp and k~n~s gfa.~ed. t?
overflowed lands therein, the whole of those swamp and overflowed an: e 0
omsl·
lands, which may be or are found unfit for cultivation, shall be, and the
·
same are hereby, granted to that State.
SEc. 2. And be it further enacted, That as soon as the Secretary of the . How said lands
Treasury shall be advised, by the governor of Louisiana, that that State shall be selected:
bas made the necessary preparation to defray the expenses thereof, he
shall cause a personal examination to be made under the direction of
the surveyor-general thereof, by experienced and faithful deputies, of
all the swamp lands therein which are subject to overflow and unfit for
cultivation; and a list of the same to be made out and certified by the
deputies and surveyor-general, to the Secretary of the Treasury, who
shall approve the same, so far as they are not claimed or held by individuals, and on that approval, the fee simple to said lands shall vest
in the said State of Louisiana, subject to the disposal of the legislature
thereof: Provided, however, That the proceeds of said lands shall be ap- Proceeds of
plied exclusively, as far as necessary, to the construction of the levee~:> land~, how to be
and drains aforesaid.
apphed.
SEc. 3. And be it further enacted, That in making out a list of these. How selection
1
swamp lands, subject to overflow and unfit for cultivation, all legal s to be made·
subdivisions, the greater part of which is of that character, shall be in- ;fh~ns 0bJ:Y .P~rt
cl~ded in said list; but when .the greater part of a subdivision is not is swa~p {;~d.on
of that character,.the whole of 1t shall be excluded therefrom: Provided,
hmce~:.er, Tha~ the provisions of this act shall not apply to any lands
frontmg on nvers, creeks, bayous, water courses, &c., which · hav~ been
surveyed into lots or tracts under the acts of third March, eighteen hundred and eleven, and twenty-fourth May, eighteen hundred and twentytour: And provided fu1'ther, That the United States shall in no manner Proviso as to
be held liable for any expense incurred in selecting these lands and land on bayous,
making out the lists thereof, or for making any surveys that may be &c.
required to carry out the provisions of this act.
Approved March 2, 1849.
AN ACT to enable the State of A;,ka~sa:s and. o~!J.e~ States to reclaim the "swamp Sept. 28, 1850,
lands w1thm the1r nm1ts.
·9 Stat., p. 519, ch.

Be it ~nacted .1>.11 .the Senate and House o.f Representatives of the United lxs~:~
and
States OJ Ame1·wa tn Cong1·es8 assembled, That to enable the State of Ar- overflo~d lands

kan~:;as to construct the neceesary levees and drains to reclaim the unfit for cultiva!marup and OYerflowed lands therein, the whole of those swamp and tion granted to
overflowed lands, made unfit thereby for cultivation which shall re- Arkansas.
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main lmsold at the passage of this act1 shall be, and the same are here.
by, grunted to said State.
Secretary ofln. SEc. 2. And be it ftwther enacted, That it shall be the duty of the See.
terio~· to m:-~>ke ret2.r~' of the Interior, as soon as may be practicable after the pas. age
ont h.st and plats of this act to make out :a.n accurate list and plats of the lands descnued
9f s:ud land and
?
•
h
f th e-_State
when requ~stcd as aforl:'smd, and transmit the same tot e governor o
·
•of Ar·
to g~ant o. patent k:1nsas, and, at the request of said governor, cau.se a. patent to ~e Jssned
yestmg tiJc sfl.me to the State therefor; and on that patent, the fee simple _to s:ud lanili
m the State ot l:!hall vest in the said State of Arkansas, subject to the disposal of the
A;:~:~:::
legislature thereof: Provided, however, Tha-t the proceeds of said laJ?-dsd-.
whether from sale or by direct appropriation in kind, sh~ll be ~pphe '
exclusively, so far as necessary, to the purpose ofreclaimmg sa1d lands
by means of the levees and drains aforesaid.
When the great- SEC. 3. And be it further enact~d, That in making out a. list and pl~t
e~ J?n:rt o~· a su~- of the laud aforesaid, all legal subdivisions, the greate~ par~ of. w biCh
~tnsw~ 18 . unfit i~ "wet and unfit for cultivation " shall be included In said list and
~h~llu~:~~~\~:dt>1J plats; but when the greater ]Jart' of a subdivision is not of that charin sa.i d plats; if acter, the whole of i1Jshall be excluded therefrom.
the grf'ater part SEC. 4. And be it further enacted Tbat the provisions of this act be exbe nut 0 ~ tho.t tended to, and their benefits be c~nferred upon, each of the other State
1~a~~~~~d·~£.shttll of the Union in which su~h swamp and overflowed lands, known as
designated as aforesaid, may be situated.
Approved September 2~, 1850.
CONSTRUCTION OF ACTS OF 1849· AND 1850.
Swamp grant a The grant of swamp lands, under a-cts of March 2, 1849, and Sepgrantinpresenti. tember :t8, 1850, is a grant in presenti. See U:aited States Supreme

Court decisions, Railroad Company vs. Fremont County (9 Wallace, 89);
Railroad Company vs. Smith ( id., 95): Martin vs. Marks (7 Otto, :~45) ;
decisions of Secretary of the Interior, December 23, 1851 (1 Lester's L.
L., 549), April25, 1862, and opinion of Attorney-General, Nov. 10, 1858
(1 Lester's L. L., 564).
·
Actof1850only The act of September 28, 1850, did not grant swamp and overflowed
granted swamp lands to States admitted into the Union after its passage. See decision
lands ~o States of Secretarv Interior August 17 1858 · Commissioner G. L. 0. May 2
then 1 n the
'
'
'
Union.
1871.(Copp'sJ L. L., 474),
affirmed' by Secretary
June 1, 1871, and
Com-'
nnsswner G. L. 0., January 19, 1874 (Copp's L. L., 47~), affirmed by
Secretary July 9, 1Hi5.
When mCO?t?-od A State J;laving elected to take swamp land by field notes and plats
of determmlllg of survey IS bound by them as is also the Government. See S ecreta!~-~~~J 1 ~~~~s r;~'s deci~ions, October 4, 1855 (1 Lester's L. L., 553), August 1, le59
StateanclGovern: (id., 571), December4, 1877 (4 Copp's L. 0., 149), and September 19, 1879.
ment Loth bound
by same.
10 Stat., p. 634, AN ACT for the relief of purchasers and locators of swamp and overflowed lands.
act Mar. 2, 18G5,

c\;~~1:t!·toissue Be it enacted b.IJ the Senate and House of Representatives of the Unitecl States
for swamp lauus of .drnm"ica in Cong1·ess assembled, That the President of the Unite<l States
~~<1 fo~~~~~: c)~:i~ cause patents to be issu~d, as soon as practicaUle, to.the I?urchaser ?r

or to issuini of purchasers, locator or locators, who have made entnes of the puuhc
patents to the lands claimed as swamp lands, either with cash, or with land warrants,
States.
or with scrip, prior to the issue of patents t-o the State or States, as pro-

vided for by the second section of the act approved September twenty eight, eighteen hundred and fifty, entitled ''An act to ena.ble the State
of Arkansas and otl~er States to reclaim the swamp lands within their
limi1s," any decision of the Secretary of the Interior or other officer of
the Government of tlie United States, to the contrary notwithstanding:
Provision for P1·orid~d! That in all cases w!:tere any Stat•', through its cons~i tuted
t he case of :t s~le authontJefl, mn.y have sold or disposed of any tract or tracts of said land
~b~;iJ~ 1 ~~ to any individual or individn!l'ls p1·ior to the ent~y, sale,_ or location of
patent.
g the same, under t.he pre-emptiOn or other laws of the Umterl Stutes, no
pat?ut shull be issued by the President for such tract or tracts of land,
unt1l such State, through its constituted authorities, shall rel ease its
claim thereto, in such form as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of
List of such the In tenor: And providecl furtheT, That if snell State shall not, withi u
sales to be re- nine~~ aays from the passage of this act, tt ·rough its constituted auturned.
thorities, return to the General Lancl Office of the United States a list
of all t.he lauds sold as ttforesaid, together with the dates of such sale,
and the named of the purchasers, the patents shall be issued immediately thereafter, as directed in the foregoing section.
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SEC. 2. A11d be itfw·tlwr enacted, That upon the p~o?f, by the author- Indemnity to
ized a."'eut of the State or States, before the Comm1sswner of the Gen- the States when
eral L'tnd Office, that any of the .lands purchased were swamp lands, fheJ8lo~edswahy
within the true intent and meaning of the act aforesaid, the purchase a~~ un er t 18
money shall be paid over to the said State or States; and where the ·
lands have been located by warrant or scrip, the said State or States
shall be authorized to locate a quantity of like amount., upon any of
the public lands subject to entry, at one dollar and a quarter per acre,
or less, and patents shall issue therefor, upon the terms and conditions
enumerated in the act aforesaid: Prot,idcd, however, That the said decisions ofth" "ommissioner of the General Land Office shall be approved
by the Sec;retary of the Interior.
Approved March 2, 1655.

AN ACT to confirm to the several States the swamp and overflowed lands selected March 3, 1857,
under the act of September· twenty-eight, eighteen hundred and fifty, and the act 11 Stat., p. 251,
of the second March, eighteen hundred and forty-nine.
ch. cxvii.

Be it tnacted bJJ the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United States
of Ame1'ica i.n Congress assembl~d, That the selection of swamp and overflowed Jandt> gra.nted to the several State~ by the act of Congress ap-

proved September twenty-eight,.eighteen hundred and fifty, entitled
"An act to enable the State of Arkansas and other States to reclaim the ..
swamp lands within their limits," and the act of the second of March,
eighteen hnndrf'd and forty-nine, entitled "An act to aid the State of
Louisiana in draining the swamp lands therein," heretofore made and
reported to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, so far as the ·
same shall remain vacant and unappropriated, and not interfered with
by an actual settlement under any existing law of the United States,
be aud the sa.me are hereby confirmed, and shall be approved and patented to the said several States, in conformity with the provisions of
the act aforesaid, as soon as may be practicable after the passage of
this law: P1·odded, however, 'lihat nothing in this act contained shall interfere with the provisions of the act of Congress entitled ''An act for
the relief of purchasers and locators of swamp and overflowed lands,"
approved March the second, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, which
shall be and is hereby continued in force, and extended to all entries
aud locations of lands claimed as swamp lands made since its passage.
Approved March :3, Hlf>7.
CONSTRUCTION AND RUI,ES AS TO INDEMNITY.

The claim of the States for indemnity for swamp lands sold or located Swamp lands
subsequent to September 28, 1850, and prior to March 3, 1857, is not for which indembarred by failure of said States to have selected the lands prior to March nity ~s cliime~
3, 1857. See Attorney-General's opinion of April 20, 1866 (~ Lester, p. ~tafny ~h~~ ecte
3!:l2), adopted by the Department April 2:3, 1F366.
•
·
Under provisions of act of Congress approved March 2, 1855, as ex- Agent from G.
tended by act of March 3, 1857, indemnity proof mnst he taken by the~- 0. must ex~m
State before an agent from the General Land Office, after the land for ~n~ la~~
betor~
1
which indemnity is claimed shall have first been examined in the field ~~~:d_~ ~j Jt~~~
by said agent. See Secretary's decision Jnne 6, JS78 (5 Copp's L. 0.,
·
p. 125.)
.
Rules and regulations adopted by the Gencml Land Office, with the approval of the Secretar!J
of the Int(:rior, in regard to the proof 1·eq-wired i~t clai-ms for indemnity, under the act of'
Mm·ch 2, 1855, extended by the act of Mm·ch 3, 18::>7 (Bections 2482, 2483, and 2484, ReviBed Statutes of the United StateB), "for swamp and overflowed lands" sold by the United States prior to March 3, 1857.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., August 12, 1878.

In ord-er to dispose of the claims for indemnity provided for by the act of Congress
approved March 2, 1855, entitlecl "An act for t,he relief of purchasers and locators of
swamp and overflowed lands," which act was extenoed by the act of March 8, 1857
(as revised, now sections 2482, 24!:33, and 2484 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States), the following rules and regulations in regard to the "due proof" to IJe made
to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, under the sEicond section of said
first mentioned act (as revised, now section 20~2, Revised Statutes of the U uited States),
in order to oiJtain the indemnity aforesaid, are adopted:
The governor, or other duly authorized officer or agent, of the State claiming indemnity will be required to furnish this office with a list of the lands for which indemnity
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is ?l::timed. As soon ::~~s pmctic::~~ble after the receipt of this list an agen~ will b ~ ::~~p ·
pomt.ed to make an ex::~~mination in the field of each of the tracts therem descr1 bed,
and secure such reliable information as to the character thereof as c::~~n be obrained
from p ersonal examination and observation, and by inquiry of the owuer or r esident
thereon, if any there be, and of persons residing in the vicinity h::~~ving personal
knowledge of the past and present character of the bud. Upon the completion of this
examination at least thirty days' notice will be given the State, or claimants u n?-er
the St::~~te, of the time and place when and where testimony will be received touclung
the ch::~~racter of the l::~~nds described in the lists filed in this office.
At the times and pl::~~ces thus fixed the agent of this office will attend for the p ur·
pose of exami~ing witnesses and adopting such other me::~~snres as may be nec e~;sary
to protect the mterests of the Government.
,
The evidence offered by the State, or its agent, as to the character of the land, must
be the testimony of at least two respectable and disinterested person~ who have p ersonal and exact knowledge of the condition of the land during a series of years extending to the date of the swamp grant. (September 28, 1850).
'Vhere the testimony of wit.nesses having a knowledge of the condition of the l and
at the date of the grant cannot be obtained, the evidence of at least. two respectable
and disinterested persons, who have a knowledO"e of the land during a series of years
extending as near to the date of t.he grant as p~sible, may be presented; but before
presenting this secondaTy evidence the State agent should file his own affidav.it setting forth fully a.nd satisfactorily the reasons for the failure to present the testtmony
of the first-mentioned class of witnesses, and also setting forth that the witnesses whose
testimony he offers have the best knowledge of the land extending nearest to Sep tember 28, 1850, of any that can be obtaine<J..
The. t estimonv of each witness should not only show that ~t the time when be first
knew the land the greater part of each fort.y-acre tract, or other smallest legal subdivision, was swamp or overflowed within the meaning of the grant, but it must be full
and explicit on the following points:
The cau,se of the swampy character or overflow, with the time of the year and ~he
length of time such was the condition of the land, and how much or what proport iOn
of the tract was thus rendered unfit for cultivation in its natural condition;
The nature and extent of the means necessary to reclaim the land;
The kinds of timber, plants, shrubs, grasses, &c., growing on the land, and whether
or not plowing and the removal of timber or other natural growth would not have
caused the land to become dry enough for cultivation without ditching, draining, or
protection from overflow;
The names of water-courses, lakes, &c., on or near the land, with a description. of
'the size of;: the same, and, where not on the tract, the direction and distance from 1t ;
'rhe general character of the adjacent and surrounding lands;
. .
The present condition of the land, and in case any changes have taken place withm
the knowledge ofthe witnesses the natnre and cause of such changes, with a full description of such artificial means of reclamation as have had any effect on the characacter of the land, and ·all other facts known to the witnesses which may tend to show
the true condition of the laud.
Tbe witnesses should! be required to state facts, not opinions, and their testimony
should be as full and complete and as to every fact within their knowledge as if it w ere
needed to establish the character of the land to the satisfaction of a judge or jury.
Ex pa1·tc affidavits will not be considered, and all testimony must be taken in the
presence of the agent of this office.
.
Depositions may be t::~~ken before any officer authorized by law to administer oaths;
proYided that if taken before an officer other than the clerk of a conrt of record having a seal, t.he of6cial character of such offer shall be established by the certificate of
the clerk of the proper court of record under the official seal thereof.
In all cases the disintere-stedness of the witnesses must be established under oath, and
the credibility of the witnesses must he certified to by the officer taking the depositions,
or established. by the oath of witnesses to whose credibility he certifies.
In cases where the agent of this office shall be satisfied, from the previous examination in the field, that any tract or tracts are of the character contemplated by the swamp
grant, the testimony of two witnesses, as above mentioned, will be deemed sufficient
:proo.f; b.ut in cases where said agent shall not be so satisfied from the previous e.xammatwn m the field, he will take measures to secure such additional evidence as may
be necessary to fully determine the character of the land, by obt-aining the testimony
?f the owner or occupant of the land, or, if those persons h::~~ve testified, other wellmformed persons re~iding in tbe vicinity of the land allowino· the a()"ent of the State
full opportunity 'to cross-examine such witnesses sho~ld he d~sire tot>do so.
I~ th~ agent of this office shall be in donbt as to th e amonnt of a particular tract
whiCh lS swampy or ov~rflowed, he will have a tmrvey and plat made of the tract by
~ competent surveyor, m order that thtl exact amount of swawpy or overflowed land
m the tract may be shown.
•
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After the testimony is taken the agent will make a full report tu linis office upon
P.ach of the t.racts upon which testimony is taken, together with his opinion as to the
real character of each of said tracts.
These regulations will supersede all former regulations; but cases where proof bas
heretofore been taken and tiled in this office will be examined and determined upon
snch proof, if it is found to be in strict accordance with the regulations existing at the
time of taking the same.
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
(}om missioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
August 20, 1878.
Approved.
A. BELL,
Acting Secretary.
In States where the field notes of survey govern in adjusting claims for lands under
th e ad of 1850 said notes are the basis for adjusting claims for indemnity. (Secretary's
decision of April17, 1tl80.)
AN ACT to extend the provisions of "An act to enable the State of Arkansas and 12 Stat., p. 3,
other States to recl:lim the swamp lands within their limits" to Minnesota and Ore- a.ct March 12,
gon, and for other purposes.
1860, ch. v.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Provisions of
States of America in Congre88 assembled, That the provisions of the act of act d of 1850 ~x
Congress entitled "An act to enable the State of Arkansas and other ~~~of~ ;~d ~~~:
States to reclaim the swamp lands within their limits," approved Sep- gon.
tember twenty-eight, eighteen hundred and fifty, be and the same are
h ereby extended to the Btates of Minnesota and Oregon: H·ovided, That
the grant hereby made shall not include any lands which the Government of the United Stn.tes may have reserved, sold, or disposed of (in
pursuance of any law heretofore enacted) prior to the confirmation of
title to be made under the authority of the said act.
SEC. 2. Ar1cl be it further enacted, That the selection to be made from Selections unlands already surveyed in each of the States, including Minnesuta and der said a<?t, and
Oregon, under the authority of the act aforesaid, and of the act to aid th: a~t
18~9,
the State of Louisiana in draining the swamp lands therein, approved w en ° ema c.
March second, one thousand eight hundred and forty-nine, shall be
made within two years from the adjournment of the legislature of each
State at its next session after the date of this act, and, as to all lands
hereafter to be surveyed, within two years from such adjournment, at
the next session, after notice by the Secretary of the Interior to the
governor of the Btate t.hat the surveys have been completed and confirmed.
Approved March 12, 1860.

bf

Pro·d sions of sec. 2 repealed as to all States except Minnesota and
Oregon by enactment in Revised Statutes. See sec. 5506.
RULINGS.
The grant of swamp lands to the States of Oregon and Minnesota was Swamp grant
a grant in presenl-i, and the land so granted cannot be otherwise dis- to . Oregon and
posed of by the Government. See Secretary's decisions, Aprll15, 1880. M 1 n ~ e sot a ~
Crowley vs .. State of Oregon (7 Copp's L. 0., .28), and the State of Or~- grant~n present,_,
gon vs. Umtecl States, June 4, 1880 (id., 53}.
Status of lands within the meand er lines of shallow bodies of water Shallow bodies
at date of survey that might have been temporarily over:fl.owed con- of water.
sidered. See Secretary's decision, December 2, ll:l74 (Copp's Land
!Jaws, 475.)
·

.,.

CHAP. CCXIX.-AN ACT to quiet land titles in California.

.,.

*

*

*

*

14

Stat., p. 218,

.July 23, 1866.

SEC. 4. And be it fm·thet· enactrd, That in all cases where township Where townsurveys have been, or shall hereafter be made under authority of the ship surveys
United States, and the plats thereof approved, it shall be the duty of have been rnaile,
the Co~mi~sioner of the General Land Office to certify over to the Sta.te a~~ve~lats~:J
of Cahforma, as swamp and overflowed, all the lands represented as ~ncl o'verflowe~
such upon such approved plats, within one year from the passage oflands to be certithis a ct, or within one year from the return and approval of such town- fi ~d. to State
ship plats.
within one year.
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Segregation The Commissioner shall direct the United States surveyor-general
maps, &e., of for the State of California to examine t.be segregation maps and surveys
fi~a!1rdan~l~ver of t.be swamp and overflowed lands marle Ly said State, and where be
marle by st~~e; sha_II find tl1em to conform to the system of surveys. adopted by the
to be examined, !-Jnlted State~, he shall construct and approve township plats acc_ord&c.
mgl~·. and forward to the General Land Office for approval: Prot•tdeil,
Iffound to con· That in segregating laro-e bodies of land notorit~nsly and obviously
form to United swamp and overflo"~ed, it: shall not be necessa.ry to subdivide the sn.me,
St::ttes surveys. but to run the exterior lines of .snch body of land. In case such S~ate
If found not to surveys are found not to be in accordance with the system of Umted
conform..
States surveys, and in such other townships as no survey has been made
by the United States, the ComuJissioner shall direct the surveyor-general to make segregation surveys upon application to said surve~·or
general by the governor of !Said State, within oue year of said application, of a.ll the swamp and overflowed land in such townships, and to
report the same to the General Land Office, representing ttnd describIfStateclaims, ing what land was swamp and overflowed under the grant, according
dswamp, &c., to the best evidence he can obta.in. If the authorities of sa.. id State
las
anrepre~ented
s, any not
· as swamp and overflowed any land not represente d as su ch·
so
in s I1all c I a 1m
map, character of upon the map or in th(,) returns of the surveyors, the character of such
land h?w to be land at the date of the o-rant. September twenty-eight, eighteen hnndeterwmed.
dred and fifty, and t.he right i.o the same, shall be determined by testimony to be taken before the surveyor-general, who shall decide the
same, subject to the approval of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.
List of lands SEc. 5. And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty of the Comselected and of missioner of the General Land Office to instruct the officers of ihe
f~~m_fa,: &lcl.' local land offices, and the surveyor-general, immediately after t.he pasStnt: ~~ ~ec~e~ sage of this act, to forward lists of all selections made by the State reto General Land ferred to in section one of this act, and lists and maps of all swamp and
Office.
overflowed lands claimed by said State or surveved as provided in this
act, for final disposition and determination, which tinal disposition
shall be made by the Commissioner of the General Land Office without
delay.
1

Act March 5,
1872, 17 St1tt., p~
37, ch. xxxix.

AN ACT for the relief of J..ucas, O'Brien, Dickinson, and other counties in the State
of Iowa.

Selections 0 f Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representati·ves of the United
swam.P lands _in States of Anterica in Congress assembled, That the Commissioner of the
~ertam counties General Land Office is hereby authorized and required to receive, and
~~i;,.~'da!~ be re-examine the selections of swamp-lands in Lucas,· O'Brien, and Dickin' ·
son and such other counties in the State of Iowa, as formerly presented
their selections to the surveyor-general of the district including that
State, and allow or disallow said selections, and indemnity provided
for according to the acts of Congress in force touching the same at. the
time such selections were made, witlwut prejudice to legal entries or
the rights of bona }ide settlers nuder the homest.ea.d and pre-emption
laws of the United States prior to the date of this act.
Approved March 3, 187~.
Act December

27, 187:!, 17 Stat.,
P· 404, ch. xvii.

AN .ACT to quiet the title to certain lands in the State of Missouri.
Whereas by au act of the Congress of the United States, approved
on the twenty-eighth day of September, eighteen hundred and fifty,
the State of Missond, with other States, acquired title to all swamp
and overflowed lands within their limits; that the State of Missouri,
by an act of its genera.l assembly, approved February twenty-third,
eighteen hundred and fifty-three, passed the title thus acq aired to the
several counties in which sairllands were situated, for the purpo~e ancl
to the end that t.he same should be drained and reclaimed as provided
by saiu act of Congress; and that after the clonat,ion as aforesaid, a
commissioner was appointed, cl1arged with the duty to select alH.l
locate such swamp-lands, who did make such selections and locations
in said county of ~cott and State of Missouri, making uue report of the
same, which report was, by proper authority, approved, and the lands
so located patented by the Government of the United StateR to the
State of Missouri, and on the twenty-ninth day of AprH, eighteen hundr~d and seventy, by said State to said county of Scott; and whereas
sa1d commissioner, in his report, described other lauds situ:.tted in said
county as unsurveyed swamp lands, and that in the year eighteen hun-
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dred and sixty said lands were ordered to be surveyed by the General
Government, which survey was approved by the surveyor-general of
Missouri on the second day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-one;
and that by act of Congress approved March the twelfth, eighteen
hundred and sixty, said county was given two years in which to present its claim and make proof to jts title to said lands, which could not
be done, owing to the existence of civil war then afflicting the people
of said county; and whereas said coun~y, believing further time would
be given.to make said claim and proof, did sell to actual settlers the
greater portion of said lands, which purchasers, relying on said title,
have made, in many instances, permanent and valuable improvements:
Therefore,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Cer'"..a.inswamp
States in Congress assembled, That the lands above referred to be, and &c., l·~mds grant~
the same are hereby, granted to the county of Scott, in the State of 0d
S ~tit t

0 1°

Missouri, which lands, in the aggregate, amount to four thousand so!i Y'
s·
four hundred and ten and seventy-one hundreths acres, and described
.·
as follows: Parts of sections one, two, three, eleven, twelve, thirteen,
twenty-four, and twenty-five, all in township number twenty-seven,
range 12: Provided, That nothing in this act shall prejudice the rights Existingrights
of any homestead or other entry made, by any person whatsoever, un- not affected.
der the laws of the United States on said lands.
Approved December 27, 1872 .
.A.N .ACT authorizing and requiring the issuance of a patent for certain lands to the 18 Stat. p. 282
·county of Scott, in the State of Missouri.
act June 23, 1874;

ch.

484.

Whereas, by the act of Congress of the United States entitled "An
act to quiet t.he title to certain lands in the State of Missouri," approved Decemt.er twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and seventy-two,
certain lands therein mentioned were granted to the county of Scott,
in t he State of Missouri, which were not specifically described; and
Whereas, no provision for the issuance of a patent for said lands was
made in said act : Therefore,
Be it enacted b.IJ the Senate and House of Representati?,es of the United Patent to issue
States of America in Congress assembled, That it shall be the duty of the to.Scott.County,
Commh;sioner of the General Land Office to cause a patent to be issued :r~ss}urJ: for carto said county of Scott, in the State of Missouri, for all the lands in- am an s.
eluded in that portion of township numbered twenty-seven north of
range twelve east, of the fifth principal meridian lying east of Little
River, as the same appears on the plat of survey on file in the General
Land Office: Provided, That nothing in this act shall prejudice the Not to prejurights of any person claiming any of ~'laid JandA by virtue of any home- dice rights of
stead, pre-emption, or other entry made under the laws of the United home.stead, preStates.
~~p~~~t~r other ·
Approved June 23, 1874 .
.A.N .ACT for the relief of actual settlers on lands claimed to be swamp and over·

,

flowed lands in the State of Missouri.

19 Stat. p. 334
ch. 99. '
'

Be it enacted by the Sena,te and House of Representatives of the UnUed Purchasers of
States of America in Congress assembled, That in all cases in the State oflandsinMissouri

Missouri where lands have heretofore been selected and claimed as as swamp ~a~ds
swamp and overflowed lands by said State, and the various counties~~ ~~~! prtmty
therein, by virtue of any act of Congress, and said lands have been homest:!d ~r
withheld from market in consequence thereof by the General Govern-land not in fact
ment, and the said State and counties have sold said lands to actual swamp.
settlers, and said settlers have improved the same to the value of one
h~udred dollars; said settlers, their heirs, assigns, and legal representa_tives, 'Vho have continued to reside thereon, shall have priority of
nght to pre-empt or homestead all such lands as may be rejected by
the ~nited States as not being in fact swamp and overflowed lands;
and It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to make such
r~l~s and regulations as may be necessary to carry into effect the proVISIOnS of this act: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall prejudice the rights of any person who may have made <tctual settlement
upon such lands under the pre-emption or homestead laws prior to the
passage of this act.
·
Appr?ved February 23, 1875.
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CIRCULAR IN RELATION TO PROOF REQUIRED TO OBTAIN RELIEF FOR
ACTUAL SETTLERS UPON REJECTED SWAMP LANDS IN THE STATE OF
MISSOURI.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
General Land Office, March 23, 1875.
GENTLEMEN: Annexed is an act of Congress approved February 23, 1B75, "f?r the
relief of actual settlers on lands claimed to be ~wamp and overflowed lands m the
State of Missouri."
In order to enable persons entitled thereto to avail themselves of the provisions of
this act the following regulations are prescribed, with the approval of the Secretary
of the Interior.
In addition to compliance with existing regulations governing entries under the
pre-emption and Homestead laws, claimants must establish the following facts:
.
1st. That the land was duly selected as swamp land and withheld from market m
consequence of such selection.
.
2d. Purchase in good faith from the State or county, with settlement upon, and
improvement of the land, to the value of one hundred dollars.
3d. That the puFchaser from the State or county, or his heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, has continued to reside thereon.
4th. That the claim of the State under the swamp land grant has been rejected for
the reason that the land was not in fact swamp and overflowed.
All pre-emption settlements and homestead entries made prior to February 23, 1875,
where the requirements of law have been fully .complied with, will take precedence
of claims presented under this act.
S. S. BURDETT.
Commissioner.
REGISTERS and RECEIVERS of U. S. Land Offices in the State of Missouri.
Approved:
C. DELANO,
Seareta1·y.
19 Stat., p. 395, AN ACT granting to the State of Missouri all lands therein selected as swamp and
actMarch3,1877,
overflowed lands.
ch. 116,
Swamp and Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United
over~owed)ands States of America in Congress assembled, That all lands in lihe State of
to Mlssom·1 ·
Missouri selected as swamp and overflowed lands, and regularly reported as such to the General Land Office, and now withheld from
market as such, so far as the same remain vacant and unappropriated
and not interfered with by any pre-emption, homPstead, or other claim
under any law of the United States, and the claim whereto has_ not
been heretofore rejected by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, or other competent authority, be, and the same are hereby, conPatents to is- firmed to said State, and all title thereto vested in said State; and it is
sue.
hereby made the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to cause patents
to issue for the same.
Approved March 3, 1877.
[PUBLIC-No. 97.]
21 Stat., p.171, A.N ACT to confirm certain entries and warrant locations in the former Palatka
chap. 171.
.
military ,reservation in Florida.
Homestead en- Be it enacted by the Senate and Hous~ of Representatives of the United
triesofconfirmcd States of America in Congt·ess assembled, That in all cases in which lands
r~~~E~\~lnlal!t lyins- within the limits of the former Palatka military reservation in
kamilitaryreser-l<.,londa have been entered by settlers under the homestead laws, and
vation in Florida their entries are found to conflict with selections by the State of Florconfirmed.
ida under the grant of swamp lands by act of Congress of September
twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred and fifty, which are confirmed by the
act of March third, eighteen hundred and :fifty-seven, and in which
said settlers have in good faith complied with the requirements of the
homestead laws, their entries be, and the same are hereby, confirmed,
on the State filing with the Commissioner of the General Land Office
Other lands to its relinquishment of all claim thereto; and the State shall thereupon
~h ~ta\onted to be entitled to select in lieu thereof an equal quantity of land from
e a e.
any of the vacant and unappropriated public lands of the United States
in Florida, and patents shall be issued to the State for the lands so selected in lieu of the tracts taken bJ>: the settlers. .
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SEC. 2. That in all cases in which lands lying within said reserva- cash entries
tion have been entered at private entry or located by .military land- a!ld warrantlocawarrants, and which conflict with said selections, the same are also here- ~ons ~so do.n·
by confirmed on the Sta;te relinquishing al~ claim thereto, and the ~tat.e d::nfty ~llow~d
shall thereupon be entltled to mdemmty m the same manner as md1- the State.
cated in the first section of this act.
·
Approved June 9, 1880.
PUBLISHED DECISIONS HELATIVE TO SWAMP AND OVERFLOWED LANDS.
APPROVAL, EFFECT OF:

Secretary Interior,
Secretary Interior,
Secretary Interior,
Secretary Interior,
Secretary Interior,
Secretary Interior,

September 18, 1855, 1 Lester, 553.
January 14, 1856, 1 Lester, 554.
December 29, 1857, 1 Lester, 557.
October 24, 1i358, 1 Lester, 562.
June 25, 1859, 1 Lester, 569.
July 22, 1859, 1 Lester, 570.

ARKANSAS:

Secretary Interior, October 24, 1858, 1 Lester, 562.
S"cretary Interior, November 1, 1851:1 , 1 Lester 563.
Secretary Interior, June 25, 1859, 1 Lester, 569.
Secretary Interior, May 5, 1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., 63.
Commissioner General Land Office, December 21, 1H53, 1 Lester, 551.
CALIFORNIA:

Attorney-General, March 4, 1878, 5 Copp's L. 0., 12.
Secretary Interior, December 5, 1871, Copp's L. L., 45~.
Secretary Interior, April19, 1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., 02.
Secretary Interior, December 21, 1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., 150.
Secretary Interior, December 28, 1877, 5 Copp's L. 0., 22.
Secretary Interior, December 12, 1878, 6 Copp's L. 0., 29.
Secretary Interior, July 15, 1879; 6 Copp's L. 0., 108.
CONFIRMATION:

Secretary Interior, December 29, 1857, 1 Lester, 557.
Secretary Interior, January 8, 1858, 1 Lester, 551.
Secretary Interior, November 1, 1858, 1 Lester, 563.
Secretary Interior, December 10, 1858, 1 Lef'<ter, 567.
Secretary Interior, July 23, 1859, 1 Lester, 570.
Secretary Interior, December 5, 1871, Copp's L. L., 4G3.
Secretary Interior, December 21, 1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., 150.
Secretary Interior, May 2, 1878, 6 Copp's L. 0., 76.
Secretary Interior, July 15, 1879, 6 Copp's L. 0., 108.
EFFECT OF GRANT:

Attorney-General, March 4, 1878, 5 Copp's L. 0., 12.
Secretary Interior, November 20, 1855, 1 Lester, 521.
Secretary Interior, January 14, 1856, 1 Lester 554.
Secretary Interior, June 21, 1856, 1 Lester 555.
Secretary Interior, December 2, 1876, 3 Copp's L. 0., 172.
Secretary Interior, April19, 1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., 92.
• Secretary Interior, December 4, 1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., 149.
Secretary Interior, December 21, 1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., 150.
Secretary Interior, Ma.y 2, 1878, 5 Copp's L. 0., 124.
Secretary Interior, April 15, 1880, 7 Copp's L. 0., 28.
Secretary Interior, June 4, 1880, 7 Copp's L. 0., 53.
Secretary Interior, June 28, 1880, 7 Copp's L. 0., 70.
Secretary Interior, May 3, 1881, 8 Copp's L. 0., 21.
ENTRIES AND LOCATIONS OF:

Secretary Interior,
Secretary Interior,
Secretary Interior,
Secretary Interior,

January 14, 1856, 1 Lester, 554.
November 18, 1856, 1 Lester, 556.
October 13, 1876, 3 Copp's L. 0., 119.
January 6, 1879,5 Copp's L. 0 :,179.

FLORIDA:

Secretary Interior, December 9, 1878, 7 Copp's L. 0., 9.
ILLINOIS:

Secretary Interior, November 20, 1855, 1 Lester, 521.
Secretary Interior, May 2, 1t;78, 5 Copp's L. 0., 124.
Secretary Interior, May 2, 1878, 6 Copp's L. 0., 76.
Secretary Interior, April 5, 1880, 7 Copp's L. 0., 27.
Secretary Interior, June 28, 1880,7 Copp's L. 0., 70
Commissioner General Land Office, February 17, 1b79, 7 Coppis L. 0.., 9.
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INDEMNITY!
Attorney-GEmP-ral, July 25,1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., a2.
Secretary Interior, July 7, 1855, 1 Lester, 552.
~ecretary Interior, February 2, 1874, Copp's L. L~, 4BO.
0ecretary Interior, May 2, 1878, 5 Copp's L. 0., 1~4.
Secretary Interior, December 9, 1878, 7 Copp's L. 0., 9.
Secretary Interior, April6, 1880, 7 Copp's L. 0., 2t:l.
Secretary Interior, June 2~, 1880, 7 Copp's L. 0., 70.
Commissioner General Land Office, February 17, 1879, 7 Copp's L. 0., 9.
IOWA:
Secretary Interior, August 24, 1876, 3 Copp's L. 0., 84.
LOUISIANA!
Secret;uy Interior, January 14, 1856, 1 Lester, 554.
Secretary Interior, May 3, 1881, 8 Copp's L. 0., 21
MINNESOTA:
Secretary Interior, September 9, 1876, 3 Copp's L. 0., 99.
Secretary Interior, December 4, 1877·, 4 Copp's L. 0., 149.
OREGON:
Secretary Interior, December 2, 1874, Copp's L. L., 475.
Secretary Interior, October 13, 1H76, 3 Copp's L. 0., 119.
Secretary Interior, December 2, 1876, 3 Copp's L. 0., 172.
Secretary Interior, January 6, 1879, 5 Copp's L. 0., 179.
Secretary Interior, April15, 1880, 7 Copp's L. 0., 28.
Secretary Interior, June 4, 1880, 7 Copp's L. 0., 53.
PATENT:
Secretary Interior, January 8, 1858, 1 Lester, 558.
Secretary Interior, October 24, 1858, 1 Lester, 562.
Secretary Interior, November 1, 1858, 1 Lester, 562.
REGISTER OF LAND OFFICE :
Secretary Interior, September 6, 1856, 1 Lester, 339.
SELECTION, FORCE AND EFFECT OF, ETC.:
Secretnry Interior, January 15, 1856, 1 Lester, 555.
Secretary Interior, November 1, 1858, 1 Lester, 563.
Secretary Interior, April 20, 1859, 1 Lester, 568.
Secretary Interior, May 21, 1859, 1 Lester, 569.
Secretary Interior, October 13, 1876, 3 Copp's L . 0., 119.
Secretary Interior, April 5, 1880, 7 Copp's L. 0., 27.
Commissioner General L and Office, November 21, 1850, 1 Lester, 543.
Commissioner General Land Office, December 21, 1853, 1 Lester, 551.
Commissioner General Land Office, January 22, 1858, 1 Lester, 559.
Commissioner General Land Office, January f>, 1872, Copp's L. L., 483.
(NOTE.-ln cases of selections of swamp and overflowed lands made now the
requirements in regard to proof of the swampy character of the lands claimed are
substantially the same as those in the regulations in regard to. pro of in support
of claims to indemnity, herein published.)
STATE, WHEN ESTOPPED FROM CLAIMING:
Secretary Interior, August 24, 1876, ~ Copp's L. 0,, 84.
. Secretary Interior, September 9, 1876, 3 Copp's L. 0., a9.
Secretary Interior, May 5, 18i7, 4 Copp's L. 0., 63.
STATUTES, EFFECT OF REVISION OF:
Attorney General, July 25, 1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., 92.
Secretary Interior, June 28, 1880, 7 Copp's L. Q., 70;
SURVEY:
Secretary Interior, December 5, 1871, Copp's L. L., 453.
Secretary Interior, December 1~, 187tl, 6 Copp's L. 0., 29.
Commissioner General Land Office, February 22, 1855, 1 Lester, 71 '3.
SwAMPY CHARACTER, PROOF OF:
Secretary Inte1·ior, October 4, 1855, 1 Lester, 553.
Secretary Interior, November 18, 1856, 1 Le.s ter, 556.
Secretary Interior, August 12, 1858, 1 Lester, 561.
Secretary Interior, December 10, 1858, 1 Lester, 567.
Secretar.v Interior, May 21, 1859, 1 Lester, 569.
Secretary Interior, Angnst 1, 1859, 1 Lester, 571.
· Secretary Interior, October 13, 187(), 3 Copp's L. 0., 119.
Secretary Interior, December 21, 1877, 4 Copp's L. 0., 150.
Secretary Interior, December 28, 1877, G Copp's L. 0., 22.
Secretary Interior, January 6, 1879, 5 Copp's L. 0., 179 .
·
.WISCONSIN:
Secretary Interior, October 4, 1855, 1 Lester, 55:3.
Secretary Interior, August 1, 1859, 1 Lester, 571.
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COUHTS.

In addition to those herein cited, reference is made to the following decisions of
United Stl1tes and State courts, cited in the "United States land la.ws, local ancl temporary," COII;lpiled by the "commission on the codification of existing laws relating to
the survey and disposition of the public domain," vol. 1, pp. lvii a.nd lviii.
EFFECT OF GRANT:

Americ::m Emigrant Company l :B. County of Wright (7 Otto, 3:39).
American Emigrant Company VB. County of Adams (10 Otto, 61).
Supervisors, &c., vB. State's Attorney (81 Ill., 68).
Grantham VB. Atkins (63 Ill., 359).
Thompson tB. Prince (67 Ill., 281).
Keller VB. Brickey (7$ Ill., 133).
Busch vB. Donohue (31 Mich ., 481).
Dole VB. Turner (34 Mich., 405).
Barrett VB. Brooks (21 Iowa, 144).
Fremont County lJB. B. M. R. R. Co. (22 Iowa, 91).
Boynton VB. Miller ( 4~ Iowa, 579 ).
·
C., R.I. and P.R. R. Co. VB. Brown (40 Iowa, 333).
American Emigrant Company VB. C., R.I. and P.R. R. Co. (47 Iowa, 515).
Fletcher VB. PMl (20 Ark., 100).
Branch vB. Mitchell (29 Ark., 422).
Ringe VB. Rotan (29 Ark., 56).
H. and St. J. R. R. Co. VB. Smith (40 Mo., 310).
Foster VB. Evans (51 Mo., 39).
Clarkson VB. Buchanan (53 Mo., 563).
Campbell vB. Wortman (58 Mo., (258).
Masterson VB. Marshall (65 Mo., 94).
Gaston VB. Stott (5 Oreg., 48).
Owens VB. Jackson (.9 Cal., 322).
Summers VB. Dickinson (9 Cal., 354).
Kile vs. Tubbs (23 Cal., 431).
Keeran VB. Griffith (27 Cal., 87).
Keeran VB. All~n (33 Cal., 542).
Wright VB. Carpenter ( 47 Cal., 436).
Thompson VB. Thornton (50 Cal., 142).
Sutton t'B. Fassett (51 Cal., 12).
EXECUTION OF TRUST BY STATE:

American Emigrant Company VB. County of Wright (7 Otto, 339).
American Emigrant Company VB. County of Adams (10 Otto, 61).
State t'B, Hastings (11 Wis., 448).
·
Barrett vs. Brooks (21 Iowa, 144).
Keltner VB. Story County (2:3 Iowa, 35 ).
Page County VB. B. and M. R . R. Co. ( 40 Iowa, 520).
Dunklin Co. VB. District Court (23 Mo., 449).
Kimball vB. Reclamation Fund Commissioners ( 45 Cal., 344).
INDEMNITY:

.

American Emigrant Company VB. County of Adams (10 Otto, 61).
Fletcher VB. Pool (20 Ark., 100).
PATENTS:

French VB. Fyan et al. (3 Otto, 169).
Smith VB. Goodell (67 Ill., 450).
Attorney-General VR. Tlwmas (31 Mich., 365),
Gaston VB. Sto1t (5 Oreg., 48).
Owens t:B. Jackson (9 Cal., 322).
Summers VB. Dickerson (9 Cal., 554).
People vs. Stratton (26 Cal., 242).
Keeran 1:B. Griffith (27 Cal., ts7 ).
Carder vs. Baxter (28 Cal., 99).
Robinson VB. Forrest (29 Cal., 317).
Keeran VB. Griffith (31 Cal., 462).
R andall VB. Fay (3~ Cal., 354).
Keeran VB. Allen (33 Cal., 542).
Keeran VB. Griffith (34 Cal., 580).
KimbalhB. Reclamation Fund Commissioners (45 Cal., 344).
Reed VB. Caruthers ( 47 Cal., 181).
, Mahew VB. Richardson (50 Cal., 333).
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PURCHASERS FROM STATE:

American Emigrant Co. 'VB. County of Adams (10 Otto, 61).
·People VB. State Treasurer (7 Mich., 365).
Remeau vB. Mills (24 Mich., 15).
Attorney General VB. Smith (31 Mich., 359).
Attorney General VB. 'rhomas (31 Mich., 365).
Davis ·vB. Filer ( 40 Mich., 310).
Barden VB. Smith (7 Wis., 439).
Mowry VB. Smith (10 Wis., 509).
Conklin vs. Hawthorn (29 Wis., 476).
H.ogers vs. Voss (ti Iowa, 405).
Gwyn VB. Decatur (9 Iowa, 278).
Calvin VB. McCosky (9 Iowa, 585).
Wilson vs. McLernam (20 Iowa. 30).
Spitel vs. Scofield (43 Iowa, 571).
Stf:l,te vs. Register ( 48 Mo., 59).
Owens VB. Jackson (9 Cal., 3:l2).
Montgomery vs. Carson (16 Cal., 189).
Kile vs. Tubbs (23 Cal., 431).
People vs. Morrill (26 Cal., 336).
Thornton vB. Thompson (28 Cal., 602).
McNear VB. Hutchinson (31 Cal., 177).
Taylor vs. Underhill ( 40 Cal., 569).
Kimball vB. Reclamation Fund Commissioners ( 45 Cal., 344).
Cox VB. Jones (47 Cal., 412).
Edwards vs. Estell (48 Cal., 194).
Allen vs. Dale (50 Cal., 80).
Ringston vs. Guth (50 Cal., 86).
Mahen vs. Richardson (50 Cal., 333).
Keena vs. Doherty (51 Cal., 3).
Farran vB. Board of Supervisors (51 Cal., 307).
Yoakum t•s. Brewer (52 Cal., 373).

EDUCATIONAL LAND GRANTS BY THE UNITED STATES TO PUBLIC.
LAND AND OTHER STATES.
TO

JUNE

30, 1882

AND

1883.

[See Chapter Xlll, pages 223 to 231, ancl1249.]

For changes in the areas as set out in the above chapter to June 30, ld83, see pa-g e
1249.
IMPORTANT CHANGE IN THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE LAW.

The following act, approved March 3, 1883, materially changed the acts of July 2,
18G2, and the amendatory acts:
[PUBLIC-No.

53.]

AN A.CT to amend an act donating public lands to the several States and Territories which may pro.
vide colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Ametica
in Congress assernbled, That the fourth section of the act donating public lands to the
several States and Territories which may provide colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts, approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
be, and the same is hereby, amended so as to read as follows:
"SEC. 4. That all moneys derived from the sale of lands aforesaid by the States to
whioh the lands are apportioned, and from the sales of land-scrip hereinbefore provided for, shall be invested in stocks of the United States or of the States, or some
other safe stocks; or the same may be invested by the States having :no State stocks,
in any other manner after the legislatures of such States shall have assented thereto,
and engaged that such funds shall yield not less than five per centum upon the amount
so in vested and that the principal thereof shall forever remain unimpaired: Provided,
That the moneys so invested or loaned shall constitute a perpetual fund, the capital
of which shall remain forever undiminished (except so far as may provided in section
live of this act), and the interest of which shall be inviolably appropriated, by each State
which may take and claim the benefit of this act, to the endowment, support, and
maintenance of at least one college where the leading object shall be without excluding other scientific and classical studjes, and including military tactics, to teach such
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branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the legislatures of the States may respectively prescribe, in order to promote
the liberal and practical education of the indu~trial classes in the several pursuits
and professions in life."
Approved, March 3, 1883.
AGRICULURAL COLLEGE SCRIP.

[Official: General Land Office.]

*

*

~

This scrip may be usedFirst. In the location ofland at "p1·ivate ent?·y,". but when so used is only applicable t o lands not mineral which may be subject to private entry at $1.25peracre, and
is restricted to a technical "quarter S~Jction "-that is, land embraced by the quarter
section lines indicated on the official plats of survey; or it may located on a part of
a " quarter section," where such part is taken as in full for a quarter; but it cannot
be applied to di:fl'erent subdivisions to make an area equivalent to a quarter section.
The manner of proceeding to acquire title with this class of paper is the same as in
cash and warrant cases, the fees to be p aid being the sa,me afl on warrants. The location of this scrip at private entry is restricted to three .sections in each township of
land, and one million acres in any one State.
Second. In payment of pre-emption claims, in the manner and under the same
rules and regulations as govern the pre-emption of military land warrants; this, too,
without regard to the limit-ation as to the quantit.y located in the township or in
any State.
Third. In payment for homesteads commuted under section 2301 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States. * '~~ *
FORMS USED AND PROCEDURE IN DISTRICT LAND OFFICE.
In pre-emption entries or commutation of homesteads, proving up, agricultural-college scrip can be used in place of cash; when so used, the forms used in chapter X,
addenda "Pre-empti;ns", are used, with the addition of an "excess receipt by the
receiver," if any there be, and a "certificate of location," signed by register andreceiver.
In cash entries on offered land, when a person buys the land outright without settlement, the scrip is used in lieu of cash (see "Existing methods of disposition,"
chapter XXXII, and addenda).

LAND BOUNTIES FOR MILITARY. AND NAVAL SERVICES.
[See Chapter XIV, pages 232 to 237, and 1250.]

To JUNE 30, 1882.
The grants for military and naval land bounties from the origin of these laws .to
June 30,1882, amount to 61,0f•8,110 acres, as follows:
Statement U1tder acts of 1847, 1850, 11:l52, and l85f> showing the issues and locations from
the commencement of opt--rations undm· said acts to June 30, 1882.
-d

Grade of warrants.

]

§

]t;;

$

<11~

.~~

--------------1---~---~-!;J

I

.Act of 184-7:
· 160 acres ......... - ............. -

I

40 UC l't'.S. • • •• ·.-. · •• •• • • • • - ••• ·.

80, 669 1 12, 907, 040
7, 583 ~3, 320

Total .................. ·-.....
88, ~ _1_13, 2~0, 360
.Act of 1850:
- - -160 acres . .... . ..................
27,439
4, 390,240
80 acres . ............... ·-··-·..
57,712
4, 616,960
40 acres . ... . . -.... . ... -- ..• -... 103, 971
4, 158, 840

1$

gs~

ls

1

_g
~

~ ~:::;
:;

~

§~ ~:::;

]t;;

.g

i
~
79, 013
7, 072

~

12, 642, 080
282, 880

Po

1...

~~
.....,

~~ ~~

~J

! . _L
11 656
511

I

264, 960
20,440

86,085 ~24~ --2-, W~

- - - - - - .

26,814
56,249
100, 612

4, 290,240
4,499,920
4, 024, 480

625
1,463
3, 359

100, 000
117,040
134, 360

TotaL ..... - •. - ............... ' 189, 1~!:1 13, 166, 04-0 -~8~ 675 ; 12, 814-, 640

5, 447

351, 400

1
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Statement under twts of 1847, 1850, 1852, and 1855,

..,

'd

rd
..,

.
,al>.

.;

Grade of warrants.

s.g

~

~
Act of1852:
160 acres........................
80acres ..•.....................
40 acres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Total.. • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

Q

1, 223
1,698
9, 066

195, 680
135,MO
362, 640

11, 987 _

Act of1855:
160/lcres ........... . .......... ..
120 acres....................... .
100 acres........................
80acres .....••.................
60 acres ....• :..................
40 acres.................. ... . .
10 acres........................

114,688
96, 988
6
4::1,439
359
540
5

Tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

262, o2s

5bb

~.s

~

00~

'S

e

s
::s

<lj

rr;

s.a
..,f

iii
,.c

..,00-;g

.a

s:l

.E~

.Q

..,~

..,

I

~

.a
.....

Q
aj

~
Q

~

I

..,

"0

..,

rd

Q
~

::s

~c.-Continued.

z=

Q

z

<lj

1, 192
1,662
8, 877

j
190, 720
132,960 f
355, 080 1

1

I

3631 1
189
1

:11,7311678,7601--256!-

694, 160 .

18,350,0?0
11, 638, 560
600
3,955,120
21, 540
21, 600
50

109,043
::10, 519
5
47,981
310
466
3

17,446,880
10, 862, 281l
500
3,838,480
18, 600
18, 640
30

c

0

I
I'

1

'::::

1

5,645 1
6, 469 1
1
1,458
49 1
74 1
2

~

,Ep:,

s..o

~

..

~

~~

0

~

4, 960
2 8811
7; 560
15, 400

903,200
776, 280
100
116,fl40
2, 940
2, 960
20

33,987,55of248.327 32,1s5,4i0 -13.6981.8o2:Ho

SUMMARY.
Act of1847
Act of1850
.Act of 1852
Act of 1855

.................... ......
........•....•
.......... • .... :: :: : : ~ ~ ~ .
.....•..••...•.•.........

Total .......•......•..... .....

88,252
189,122
11, 987
262.025

13,210,360
13,166,040
694,160
33,987,550

86,085
183,675
11,731
248,327

12,924,960
12, 81~ 640
67 , 760
32,185, HO

551,386

61, 058, 110

529,818

ss. 603, 770

--- - - ----

1

2,167
5,447
256
13,698

285,400
351,400
15,400
1, 802,140

21,568

2, 454,340

Outstanding WJLrranta June 30, 1882, 21,568, embracing 2,454,340 acres.

CIRCUL.A.R RESPECTING THE LOC.A.TION .A.ND ASSIGNMENT 01!' BOUNTY
LAND WARRANTS.
IN EFFECT, DECEMBER 1, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF TH:F~ INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
July 20, 1875.
To REGISTERs AND RECEIVERs oF THE UNITED STATEs LAND OFFICES:
.
GENTLEMEN: Section 2414 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, which
statutes embrace all laws, general and permanent in their nature, in force on tlw 1st
day of December, 1873, provides that "All warrants for military bounty lands whic-h
have been or may hereafter be issued under any law of the United States, and all
valid locations of the same which have been or ma:v hereafter be made, are declared
to be assignable by deed or instrument of writing, tnade and executed according to
such form and pursuant to such regulations as may be prescribed by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, so as to ves.t the ar!lsignee with all the rights of the originftl owner of the warrant or location."
Under the authority conferred by the said section, the following compilation of rules
a.nd regulations governing the assignment of bounty-land warrants is prepared for
the guidance of registers and receivers of district offices in ascertaining the title to
such warrants when the same are presented in payment of entries of public lands,
and for the information of all concerned
To avoid, as far as possible, complications of land titles arising in consequence of
the location of fraudulent or imperfectly assigned warrants, registers and receivers are
peremptorily enjoined to refuse all warrants presenied when the assignments thereof do
not accord in every essential particula1· with the rules herein prescribed; and in all
cases when the question of title is in doubt they must decline to receive the warrants
until the holders thereof have submitted the same to this office for ex'lmination, and
have obtained a favorable decision thereon.
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I.-OF ASSIGNMENTS.

1. No assignment of a warrant executed prior to the date of the issue thereof can berecognized by this office.-Revised Statutes, section 2436.
2. The assignment is required to be indo1·sed, as far as practicable, upon the warrant
transferred. Should it be found unecessary in any case to write the entire assignment
on a separate paper, which can only occur when prior assignments have filled entirely the
blank space on the warrant, it must be so att a.ched as to show unmistakably that the warrant assigned was in the hands of the party making the transfer. In such cases the si~
nature of tbe assignor must be affixed in the presence of the officer before whom it 1s.
acknowledged, who must certify that at the date of the assignment the warrant was
presented by and in possession of the assignor. (See Form No.5.)
·
3. The same requirement must be observed in the preparation and acknowledgment
of powers of attorney to sell od ocate bounty-land warrants.
4. Blank assignments are void, and will not be recognized by this office. The name
of an a&signee should be written in the assignment before the warrant is sent to the
local o1· General Land Office.
5. Each assignment must be attested by two subscribing witnesses; the mark of a witness
will not be respected.
6. Parties in interest as assignees are not recognized as legal attesting witnesses to·
an asignment; neither can an officer take an acknowledgment of s.n assignment tohimself.
7. The execution of assignments is required to be acknowledged by the assignor, in
the presence of a register or receiver of a land office, a judge or clerk of a court of record-when authorized to take acknowledgments-a notary public, justice of thepeace, a commissioner of deeds resident in the State from which he derives his appointment, or a commissioner of a circuit court of the United States, who shall certify
to the fact of the acknowledgment, and to the identity of the assignor; and tbe official seal of said court, notary public, or commissioner shall be affixed to the certificate. When the acknowledgment is taken before a justice of the peace, or other
officer without an official seal (except a register or receiver of a land office), it must be·
accompanied by an .additional certificate, under seal of the proper authority, establishing the official character of the person before whom the acknowledgment was made·
and the gen·uineness of his signature. (See Form No. 15.)
Powers of attorney must be acknowledged in like manner.
8. Assignments executed by unmarried females must be accompanied by evidence that
they have attained the age of twenty-one years; aud when married women assign,
their husbands must unite with them in making the transfer. ·
9. Assignments executed by a commissioner, or other designated person, alleged to
be acting under a decree of court, must be accompanied by a duly certified copy of·
such decree, in w b.ich all the proceedings had in the case should be recited, and from
which it must appear that due notice of the pending suit had been given, by publication or otherwise, to all the parties interested.
10. Where two assignments exist, executed by the same party but made in favor of·
different individuals, the person :first named as assignee must execute a transfer in
favor of the second grantee, whether the assignment to him had been completed or
not.
11. When the name of a person has been inad~;ertently inserted in an assignment of a
warrant, a,nd erased therefrom, tnere should be filed an affidavit, duly authenticated,
from such-person, stating that his name had been m·roneo'Usly written in said transfer,
and erased with his knowledge and consent, and that he elaims no right or interest in thewarrant; when such person cannot be found, the title of the party whose name has.
been written over the erasure will not be respected by this office until the validity
thereof has been satisfactorily affirmed by a court of competent jurisdiction. ·when
th~ name of a bona fide assign(~e has been erased from a transfer, an assignment from
sa1~ assignee to the present holder of the warrant will be required to perfect thecham of title to the warrant.
•
12. When the assignment of a warrant is executed in a foreign country, and the·
acknowledgment thereof taken by an officer authorized by the laws thereof to perform.
such duties, the attestation of the American consul in such country should be obtained
as to the official character and genuineness of the signature of the person before·
whom the acknowled~ment of. the sai?- assignment was made; or if the official cbaracter, &c., of sucJ; ~ore1.gn ~agistrate IS .attest~d by a consular agent of such foreign
g?vernm~nt residing 1~ this country, his offic1!1l character must be certified by the
d1plomatw representative of such Government m the United States. When such assignments are executed in a foreign language, duly authenticated translations thereoi
must be furnished. Secretaries of legation and consular officers of the United States.
are authorized to take acknowledgments, but they must certify the same under their

official seals.

.

13. When the persons named as warrantees are described in the warrant as being.
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minors, their assignments thereof must be accompanied by satisf~ctory evidence that

t hey had attained their majority at the date of the transfer.
.
14. When an assignment has been executed and witnessed, but not a~kno'Yledged, 1t
may be proved in open court, but a certified transcript of the proceedmgs Ill the case
must be attached to the warrant· when however such assignment has not been properly attested, it must be made ane1;,,
'
'
1:"'. When an assignment is made by an Indian residinO' among the whit~s, the prescnbed form will be ad"pted, with this single addition, that the officer taking the ackn.owled~ment shall certify that the Indian is capable of contracting, a~so the amount
..
pa1d to him for the warrant, and that he saw the same pa.id to the Indian.
16. Where it is made by an Indian holdin(l' tribal relations, his identity and ability
to contract must be certified by the superintendent of Indian Affairs, or Indian agent,
.eit~?-er of his own knowledge, or on the testimony of the chiefs, certif.ri.ng to the amount
P.a1d for sai.d warrant, that the same was paid in his presence, and that .the tr~nsac
t~on was fair and regular. In either case, if the amoun.t paid is not a fair consider atwn, the assignment will be disregarded.
.
17. 'Where a warrant for the services of an Indian is issued, or descends to mm_?rS
who no longer retain their tribal relations, it must be located or sold by a guardian
duly appointed and authorized by the proper court for that purpose.
.
Where the minor or minors retain there tribal relations, the agent or superintendent
must certify that .they are entitled to the warrant under the laws, usages, and customs
oQf the tribe; and when sold or located, that it was done by the guardian or such p~op er
representative as, according to said laws, usages, and customs, was fully authOJ;rzed.
Jn all cases where the signature of the superintendent or Indian agent is herein re·quired, the genuineness of the signature of that officer must be attested by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
18. Prior to June 3, 1858, military lancl warrants were regarded as real estate, consequently a transfer of such warrant before that date by an administrator; must be
accompanied by evidence that the same was made in pursuance of an order of court
for the sale of the real estate of the decedent.
But by the act of June 3, 1851;, which was re-enacted by section 2444 of the Revised
Statutes, bounty-land warrants were declared to be personal chateles, and as such to
be assignable by the warrantees, by their widows in certain cases, by their heirs or
devisees, or by the lega.l1·epresentaUves of the deceased claimant, "for the use of the
heirs or legatees only."
It follows that the right to assign inures to the assignees of the vendors named
above, and to their heirs, devisees, or legal representatives; but these latter are not
required to assign "i'or the use of the heirs only."
19. Where a warrant has been issued in the name of a deceased soldier who bad apI>lied therefor before his death, the title thereto is declared by the said section 2444,
Revised Statutes, to vest in the widow, if there be one, and if there be no widow, then
in the heirs or legatees of the claimant.
20. If the claimant died and left a widow, who also was deceased before the issue
'()f the warrant, then the title thereto vests in heirs or legatees of the warrantee.
21. To make a warrant issued in the name of a deceased person available, it should
b~ a?compan~ed by a certificate, under seal, from the proper court having probate ju~is
diCtion, showmg the fact of the death of the warrantee at a specified date, and stating
whether he left a widow, giving her name if there was one. If there was no widow,
the said certificate should state whether the warrantee died testate or intestate, and
gi.ve the names of all his heirs-at-law, specifying such as are adults and such as are
nttnors.
22. If it shall ·appear from such certificate that the warrantee died before the issue
of the warrant and left a widow, the assignment of such widow, her heirs or legal rep.r esentatives, will be regarded as a sufficient conveyance of tLe title to the warrant.
. 23. If the warrantee died after the issue of the warrant, or if he died befm·e such
Issue and left no widow, the title vests in his heirs-at-law or legatees.
24. If. he died intestate, his heirs, shown,to be such by the required certifi?ate of c~mrt,
may assign the warrant, the adults for themselves, and the minors by their guardianA,
who. shall file with the warrant a certified copy of t.heir letters of guardianshi~, or a
certificate from the clerk of the proper court stating that such letters bad been Issued
.and that they were in force at the date of the assignment.
qr the administrator of the estate of the deceased waTrantee, who died intestate, may
ass~gn the warrant "fm· the use of the heirs anly," upon filing therewith a certified transcnpt of the letters of administration, or a certificate from the clerk of the proper
court that the said letters had been issued and that they were in force at the date of
the assignment. (See Form No. 6.)
'
25. If the warrantee died testate, a. certified transcript of the will must accompany the
~arra:~t. Ift~e will specifically disposes efibe warrant, tho devisee or devisees may a;stngu, If auult~, m the ?Snal form; if minors, by their guardians, as aforesaid. If the Wlll
does not specifically dispose of the warrant, the executor of the estate of the warrantee
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may assign "for the use of the hei1·s o1· legatees only;" but in that case a certified transcript of the letters testamentary, or a certificate from the proper authority that such
letters had been granted, and were in force at the date of the assignment, must accompany the transfer. (See Form No.8.)
26. An assignment executed by an adm.inistmtor de bonis non with the wi.ll annexed of
the est.a te of the deceased warrantee must be prepared in accordance with the Form
No. 8 prescribed to be used lly au executor, and accompanied by evidence of his authority to act, as required in tbe ca~;e of au administrator of the estate of a warrantee who
had died intestate.
II.-AS TO LOCATIONS.

27. Military bounty-land warrants may be located upon any vacant public lands of
the United States that are sullject to sale at pr·ivate entry, and they may be used in
payment of pre-emption claims, or in commutation of homestead entries, even when
the same emllraced unojfc1·cd lands.
28. A warrant isstted to several parties, or assigned to three or more persons, can·
not be located if assigned by one of the owners to another, or to other persons, so as to
invest any one of the parties with a greater interest than any other. In other words,
each owner of a warrant, at the time of its location, must have an equal share or interest therein.
29. A warrant may be located either at a district land office, or through the agency
()f this office (Revised Statutes, section 2437 ). If located at a district office, it must
be accompanied by a tender of the fees to which the register and receiver are entitled,
and by a written application to locate, containing a description of the tratcs desired,
and signed by the locator or his attorney in fact. If by the lat.ter, his authority to
act must be evidenced by a power of attorney, which must be prepared in accordance
with Form No. 14, and indorsed, if practicable upon the warrant. (See Rule No.2.)
30. If the location is made through this office, the warrant must be sent to the Commissioner with a request that the same be located in a specified land district, and
accompanied by a receipt from the register and receiver for the fees to which they
may be severally entitled under section 2238, Revised Statutes.
31. Each warrant is required to be distinctly and separately located. upon a compact
body of land; and if the area of the tract claimed should exceed the number of acres
called for in the warrant, the locator must pay for the excess in cash; but if it should
fall short, be must take the tract in full satisfaction for his warrant. A person cannot enter a body of land with a number of warrants without specifying the particular
tract or tracts to which each shall be applied; and for each warrant. there must be a
distinct location, certificate, and patent.
32. Where the desired tract i8 subject to entry at -a greater minimum than $1.25 per
acre, the locator, in addition to the surrendered warrant, must pay in cash the difference
between the value of such warrant at $1.25 per acre a.nd that of the said land; or present a warrant of such denomination as will, at its legal value of $1.25 per acre, cover
the rated price of the tract, and pay the excess in value of the land, if any, in cash.
For example: A tract of 40 acres of land held at $2.50 per acre ma.y be entered by
the location of a warrant calling for 40 acres and the payment of $50 in cash; or by
locating thereon a warrant for 80 acres, the 40 acres e~braced in the entry being received in full satisfaction of the same; or, a tract containing 80 acres rated at $2.50
per acre may be entered by the location of two SO-acre warrants, or of one for 160
acres, and so on. It will be required, however, in the entry of a tract-held at a greater
minimum than $1.25 per acre, by the location of two or 1no1·.e warrants, that each warrant shall be located upon a specific legalsubdivi8ion thereof, which legal subdivision shall be
received in full satisfaction of the warra.nt surrendered therefor; and that the excess
in value of the lands, if any there be, shall in each case be paid in cash. Hence, a
tract containing 40 acres or less, of double minimum lands, cannot be entered by the
location of two 40-acre wan·ants.
33. A pre-emptor of lands held at $1.2G per acre may enter the tract embraced in his ·
cla im by the location of one, two, or more warrants; but each warrant must be applied to a specific subdivision thereof; that is, a warrant to:~: 40 acres must be located
upon a described subdivision containin~ as nearly as possible 40 acres of land; a
warrant for 80 acres upon a tract embracmg 80 acres, and so on. Where the pre-emp1 ion claim is composed of lands subject to entry at a greater minimum than $1.25
]WI' acre the rules set forth in the preceding sect.ion will apply.
34. When a subJivision is fractional, a warrant approximating nearest the number of acres embraced therein may be located thereon, but the fractional excess in
.area must be paid for with cash, and will be conveyed in the same patent with the
lands covered by the location of the warrant; a legal subdivision, however, other than
those entered by the location of the warrant, will not be regarded as a le(l'itimate
fract ional excess over such location, llut will be required to constitute a sepat·~te entry.
Thus a person will not be permitted to make one entry of a quarter section of land by
t~~ location of a warrant for 120 acres and a cash payment for the remaining subdiVlSIOn.
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35. Registers and receivers of the local land offices are entitled to th~ follow-in~
fees for their services in locating warrants, and the several amounts mentwned must
be paid at the time of location :
For a 40-acre warrant, $0.50 each to the register and rece~ver; total, $1.
For a 60-acre warrant, $0.75 each to the register and receiYer; total, $1.50.
For an 80-acre warrant, $1 each to the register and receiver; total, $2.
Por a 120-acre warrant, $1.50 each to the register and receiver; total, $3.
For a 160-acre warrant, $2 each to the register and receiver; total, $4.
.
36. In all cases the patent will be transmitted to the local office where the loca,t~on
was made, for delivery by the register, unless the duplicate certificate of _lol'all.on
shall have been previously filed in this office with a request that the patent be delivered as requested by the person sendinO' the same; and in no case will the patei?t be
delivered, either by this or the localla~d - office, unless upon receipt of the duplicate
certificate of location, or of an affidavit of ownership of the lands conveyed by the
patent, and of the loss or destruction of the said duplicate certificate.
IlL-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

37. Bounty-land warrants for military services, granted under general laws, a~e
issued only by the Commissioner of Pensions; and persons supposing themselves entitled to such warrants should address their applications therefor to that officer.
38. Neither bounty-land warrants nor the lands entered therewith are liable to be
sold or made subject to the payment of any debt or claim incurred by the warrantees
until after the issue of the patent. (Revised Statutes, section 2436.) .
39. Warrants that may have been 1·ei.ssued under the provisions of Revised Statutes, sect.ion 2441, are subject to the same rules respecting assignments that. apply to
original warrants; but, in default of an assignment from the warrantee, a decree of
.title must be obtained from a court of competent jurisdiction, and a transcript thereof
appended to the reissued warrant.
40. When an entry, made by the locai.ion of a warrant properly assigned to the locator, has been canceled, the warrant will be returned, with a certificate attached
thereto authorizing its 1'elocation by the said locator or his assignees, without a
further payment of location fees. In no case, however, will such a certificate be attached to a warrant the assignments whereof are not such as would receive the approval of this office if presented for that purpose.
41. When a valid entry is withheld from patent on account of the objectio~able
character of the warrant located thereon, the parties in interest may procure the Issue
of a patent by filing in the office for the district in which the lands are situate an
acceptable substitute for the said warrant. The substitution must be made in tbe
name of the original locator, and may consist of a 'Warrant, cash, or any kind of script
legally applicable to the class of lands embraced in the entry. 1'wo warrants cannot
be substituted for the one originally located, nor will any payment be received that
would destroy the identity of the entry.
42. Afive-cent intm·nal-revenue stamp is required to be affixed to each ass'i gnment and
certificate-excepting certificates of acknowledgment-and a fifty-cent stamp to each
power of attorney executed and i~:~sued after October 1, H~62, an<l p1·ior to October lt
1872.
43. Each warr~nt transmitted to this office for the purpose of obtaining the Commissioner's official approval of the assignments thereof must be accompanied by the
~urn of one dollar, the legal fee for a certificate of verification; and each assignm ent
Indorsed upon or attached to such warrant must contain tbe name of an assignee.
. If a certificate of approval should be attached to the warrant, a IJ1ank form of asSignment will accompany the same, which may be used in making a subsequent tra usfer.
S. S. BURDETT,
Commissioner.
FORM No.1.
Fo1· the assignment of a warrant by the warrantee.
Por value received I, A B, to whom the within warrant, No.--, was issued_, do
hereby sell and assign unto CD, of--- county - - - and to his heirs and assignees forever, the said warrant, and authorize him' to loc~te the same and r eceive a
patent therefor ..
Witness my hand and seal this - - day of---, 187-.
' AB. [SEAL. )
Attest:
ElL

GH.
See Rules Nos. 2 and 5.
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FoRM No.2.
Of acknowledgment where the vendo1· is known to the officer taking the same.

STATE O F - - ,

--County, ss:
On this - - day o f - - , 187-, before me, personally came A B, to me well known,
and acknowledged the foregoing assignment to be his act and deed, and I certify that
said A B is the identical person to whom the within warrant issued, and who executed the foregoing assignment thereof.
(Officer's signature.)
See Rule No.7.
FORM No.3.
Of acknowledgment where the vendor is not known to the officm·, and his identity has to be
prot'tfn.
STATE O F - - ,

--County, ss:
On this-- day of - - , 187-, before me personally came A B and E F, of the
county o f - - , in the State o f - - , and the said E F, being well known to me as
a credible and disinterested person, was duly sworn by me, and on his oath declared
and said that he well knows the said A B, and that he is the same person to whom
the within warrant issued, and who executed the foregoing assignment; and his testimony being satisfactory evidence to me of that fact, the said A B thereupon acknowledged the said assignment to be his act and deed.
( Officm·' s s·ignature.)
FORM No.4.
J!'or the assignment of a wiu·rant by the assignee.
For value received I, CD, to whom the within warrant, No. --,was assigned, do
hereby sell and assign unto E F, of--- county,---, and te his heirs and assigns
forever, the said warrant, and authorize him to locate the same and receive a patent
t herefor.
Witness my hand and seal this-- day o f - - , 187-.
c D. [SEAL.]
Attest:
GH.
I J.
See Rules Nos. 2 and5.
FORM No.5.
Fo1' the certificate of acknowledgment of an assignment when the same is written on a separate paper and attached to the warmnt.
.STATE OF - - ,

---County, ss:
On this-- day of---, 187.:......, before i:ne personally came ---:-,to me well
known, and acknowledged the foregoing assignment to be-- act and deed, and in
my presence this day subscribed - - name thereto; and I certify that the said--is the identical person to whom the annexed warrant, No.--, was assigned, and
that the said warrant, at the time of making the foregoing assignment, was presented
by and in the possession of him, the said - -·-.
[SEAL.]
See Rules Nos. 2 and 7.
FoRM No.6.
For the assignment of a warant by an administrator.
For value received I, A B, administrator of the estate of C D, deceased, who died intestate, to whom the within warrant, No. --,was issued, do hereby sell and assJgn, "for the use of the heirs only," unto E F, o f - - county,--, and to his
heirs and assigns forever, the said warrant, and authorize him to locate the same and
receive a patent therefor.
Witness my hand and seal this-- day of---, 187-.
A B, lSEAL.]
Administrator.
Attest:
GH.
I J.
See Rule No. 24.
NoTE.-A certified copy of these letters of administration must accompany this assignment, or a certificate filed from the clerk of the proper court that said letters had
been duly issued and we1·e in force at the date of the assigmnent.
If the date of the death of the warrantee is not stated in the letters of administrati on, or other evidence as above mentioned, the same must appear in the clerk's certificate
.appended thereto.
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Fo1· the acknowleclgment.
STATE OF - - - ,
- - - County, ss:
On this-·- day o f - - , 187-, before me personally came------, to me w~ll
known, and acknowledged the foregoing assignment to be-- act. and d~ed, an.d .m
my presence subscribed-- name thereto; and I certify that the smd -.-.IS admmistrator of the estate of the warrantee - - , deceased, to whom the withm wnrrant,
No. -.- , was issued, and who executed the foregoing assignme~t thereof.
Witness my hllind and official seal the day and year above written.
(Officer's Signatu1·e.)

NOTE-In. assignments made by an administrator of the estate of a deceased assignee
the words "for the use of the hei1·s onl.11" may be omitted, bnt in all other respacts the
foregoing form of assignment and acknowledgment will be required.
FORM No.8.
Fm· the assignment of a wan·ant by an exectttO?'.

For value received I, A B, executor of the estate of C D, deceased, who died testate,
to whom the within warrant, No. - - , was issued, do hereby sell and assign ("fur
the use of the heirs only,"" or for the use of the legatees aa rnentione~ in t!w will," as. the case
may be), unto E F, o f - - county, State of---, and to hrs heus and assrgns forever, the said warrant, and authorize him to locate the same and receive a pateu L
therefor.
Witness my hand and seal this - - day o f - - , 187-.
A B, [SEAL.]
Executm·.
Attest:
GH.
I J.
(See Rule No. 25.)
NoTE-A certified copy of the will, and also of the letters testamentary or other proper
evidence, under the seal of said court, showing that said executor was duly appointed
and a~thorized to act as such at the date of said assignment, must accompany the same.
If the date of the death of the warrantee is not stated in the lettm·s testamentary or
other evidence, as above mentioned, it must appear in the ce1·tijicate of the clm·k appended thereto, as taken from the records of said court. The certificate ofthe acknowledgment may be the same as in Form No.7, except that the word'' executm·" must
be used instead of "administ1·ator."
FORM No.9.
For the assignment and acknowledgment of a warrant by the heirs at law of a deceased
warrantee.

For value received we, A B, CD, and E F, the only heirs at law of G H, deceased,
to whom the within warrant, No.--, was issued, do sell and assign unto I J, of,
---county, State of---, and to his heirs and assigns forever, the said warrant,
and authorize him to locate the same and receive a patent therefor.
Witness our hands and seals this - - day of - - - , 187-.
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.l
[SEAL.]
Attest:
KL.
MN.
(See Rule No. 24.)
~.,ORM No. 10.
STATE OF--,
--County,

For the acknowledgment.
83:

On this - - day of---, 187-, before me personally cam:e A B, C D, and E ~,,
to me well known, and acknowledged the foregoing assignment to be their act and
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deed and I certify that the said .A B, CD, and E Fare the identical persons named
in the attached certificate * as the only heirs at law of said warrantee, deceased, and
who executed the foregoing assignment thereof.
Witness my band and official seal the day and year above written.
(Officer' 8 signat·ure.)
NoTE.-For the evidence ot the death and heirship above mentioned it will be necessary
to procure and. attach a certificate, under sea!, fro~ a court ~aving p~obate jurisdiction,
showing that 1t has been proven to the sat1sfacllon of sa1d court, m open court, that
sai d warrant~, E H, is dead, the date of his death, whether he died testate or intestate; whether or not he left a widow, and who are his heirs and on~y heirs at law,
with their respective ages. If any of such heirs are femme coverts, their husbands must
join in the assignment. W This rule will apply to all assignments made by married
women.
FORM No. 11.

For the assignment of a warrant by a guardian.

For value received I, .A B, guardian of the person and estate of C D, a minor warrantee, to whom the within warrant, No.---, was issued (or "a rnino1;heir at law,
as mentioned in the attached certificate-see the note following Forn~ No. 10), do hereby
sell and assign, for the benefit of said rninor, unto E F, of the county of---· ,· State of
- - , and to his heirs and assigns forever, the said warrant, and authorize him to
locate the same and receive a patent therefor.
Witness my hand and seal this - - day o f - - , 187-.
- - - - , [SEAL.]
Guardian.
Attest:
GH.
I J.
(See Rule No. 24.)
FoRM No. 12.
For the acknowledgntent.

STATE OF - - - ,
- - - County, ss:
On this - - day of - - , 187-, before me personally came - - - - - - , to me
well known, and acknowledged the foregoing assignment to be his act and deed, and
in my presence subscribed his name thereto, and I certify that the said - - - - - is guardian of the person and estate of said minor, and who executed the foregoing
assignment thereof.
·
.
Witness my hand and official seal the day and year above written.
(Officer's signature.)
NoTE.-.A certified copy of the letters of guardianship, or other legal evidence under
the seal of the probate coU1·t, showing that the said guardian was duly appointed
and authorized to act as such at the date of said assignment, must accompany the same.
FORM .No. 13.

Of a powe1· of attorney to sell a wm-rant.

Know all men by these presents, that I (here insert the name of the wa1·rantee or owner
of the warrant), of the county of---, in the State of---, do hereby constitute
and appoint - - - - , of the county of---, in the State of---, my true and
lawful attorney, for me and in my name, to sell and convey the within land ;varrant,
No. - - , for--- acres, issued under the act of---, 18-.
Witness my hand and seal this --day. of---, 187-.
(Warrantee's 01· owner's signature.) [SEAL.]
Signed in presence ofA B.
CD.
See Rules Nos. 2 and 3.
NOTE.-Theform of acknowledgment of a power of attorney must be the same astor
the sale of the warrant, and both must be indorsed upon the warrant if there is sufficient blank space thereon that can be used for that purpose; otherwise, it must be ·
certified to as in the certificate of acknowledgment stated in Form No. 5.
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No. 14.

For a power of attorney to locate a war1·ant .
. Know all men by these presents, that I (here insm·t the name of the wa:rantee or as-

·Btg?~ee), of the county of---, in the State of---, do hereby const1tute and ap-

pomt A B, of the county of ---,in the State of ---,my true and lawful
attorney, for me and in my name, to locate land warrant No. - - , for - - - acres
-of land, which issued under the act of--, 18-.
Witness my hand and seal this-- day o f - - , 187-.
( Wm·rantee's or aSJJignee's name.) [SEAL.]
Signed in presence ofC D.
E F.
See Rules Nos. 2, 3, and 29.
FORM No. 15.
·Of the certificate of the clerk of the court, judge, or other person who is authorized to cert~jy,
under seal, to the official character of the officer who takes acknowledgments of asstgn,ments.
STATE OF---,
- . --County, ss:
I, A B, clerk of the court---, in the county and State aforesaid, hereby certify
that John Jones, whose ge:t;~uine signature is affixed to the above acknowledgment,
was, at the ti~e of assigning the same, a justice of the peace (notary public .or other
·Officer), duly authorized by law to take such acknowledgment, and that full faith and
·credit are due to all his official acts as such.
Given u.n der my hand and the seal of said court this-- day of---, 187..
A B, Clerk. [SEAL. ]
See Rule No. 7.'
. NOTE.-Where any acknowledgment is taken before a clerk of a court, judge, notary
public, or other officer duly authorized by law, with theirrespectiveo.fficiaZseaZs affixed,
the above certificate will not be required. Nor is such cert.Ificate required when the
acknowledgment is taken before a register or receiver: of a Fnited States land office.
The following sections of the Revised Statutes of the United States refer to the assig.nment of military bounty-land warrants and locations made therewith; and to the
application of such warrants to the location of public lands, viz:
Military boun- SEC. 2414. All warrants for military bounty land~ which have been
ty-land w~rrants or may hereafter be issued under any law of the Umted States, and all
.a~d lb~atiOns as- valid locations of the same which have been or may hereafter be made,
signa e. .
are declared to be assignable by deed or instrument of writing, made
22 March, 1852, and executed according to such form and pursuant to such regulatwns
·c.19, s,l., v.lO,p.3. as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
f.u~\-~ 8f~: so as to vest the as~ignee with_ all the rights of the original owner of
'309.
'
P the warrant or locatiOn.
.
Warrants loca- SEC. 2415. The warrants which have been or may hereafter be issued
ted at $1.~5; e;x:- in pursuance oflaw may be located according to the legal subdivisions
~::~s paid m of the public lands in one body upon any lands of the United States s_nb.
ject to private entry at the time of such location at the minimum pr1ce.
22 March, 1852, When such warrant is located on lands which are subject to entry at a
1
c. i9, s. · v. 10, greater minimum than one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, the
p. ·
locator shall pay to the United States in cash the difference between
the value of such warrants at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre
and the tract of land located on. But where such tract is rated at one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, and does not exceed the area
specified in the warrant, it must be taken in full satisfaction ther~of.
Death of claim- , SEc. 2444. When proof has been or hereafter is filed in the Pe~s~on
f·ntnaft~\esta~ Office, during the life-time of a claimant, establishing, to the satJsfacb:for~f:~~:nof tion of that office, his right to a warrant for military services, and such
warrant.
warrant has not been, or may not be, issued until after the death of the
------claimant, and all such warrantsashavebeenheretoforeissuedsubsequent
3 J'lfe, 1~58, c. to the death of the claimant, the title to such warrants shall vest in
64
aos. s. ' v. 1• p. his widow, if there be one, and if there be no widow' then in the heirs
?r legatees of the claimant; and all military bounty-land ~arrants
Issued pursuant to law shall be treated as personal chattels, and may
be conveyed by a~signmen t of such widow, heirs, or legatees, or by t~e
legal representat1ves of the deceased claimant for the use of such herrs
or legatees only.
'

.s/
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SEC. 2277. All warrants for military-bounty lands, which are issued Military boun.
under any law of the United States, shall be received in payment ofty-la:nd warrants
pre-emption rights at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five cents per recmvab£~ for
.acre, for the quantity ofland therein specified; but where the land is ~e~~~P IOnpay.
rated at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, and does not exceed - - - - - the area specified in the warrant, it must be taken in full satisfaction 22 March, 18~2,
c. 19, 8. 1, v. 10,
t hereo f .
.
· p 3
SEC. 2436. All sales, mortgages, letters of attorney, or other instru- Sal~s~ mortga·
ments of writing, going to affect the title or claim to any warrant ges, letters of atissued, _or to be _is.sued, or a~y land granted, or to be granted, .under the t~tb~~· t;~h~a~~ 
precedmg provisions of. th1s chapter, ma?e or ex;ecuted prwr to the warrant to be
issue of such warrant, shall be null and vOid to all mtents and purposes void.
whatsoever; nor shall such warrant, or the land obtained thereby, be in
•
anywise affected by, ..or charged with, or subject to, the payment of ~~ Sepi·· J.:5o,
1
1
any debt or claim incurred by any officer or soldier, prior to the issuing ~in. s. v. 1 P·
<>f the patent.
Sec. 2238. registers and receivers, in addition to their salaries, shall Fees and com·
be allowed each the following fees and commissions, namely:
missions of regi*
*
*
*
*
*
*
ter and receiver.
Fifth, For locating military bounty-land warrants issued since the 22 March, 1852•
eleventh daf:tOf February, eighteen hundred au.d forty-seven, and foro. 191 s. 21 v. 101
locating agncultural college land-scrip, the same commission, to be P· 24;r 1 1862
paid by the holder o~ assignee of each warrant or scrip, as is allowed l30 1 8~ ~; v. 1211~:
for sales of the pubhc lands for cash, at the rate of one dollar and 505.
twenty-five cents per .acre.
FORMS USED AND PROCEDURE IN DISTRICT

LAJ.~D

OFFICE.

In pre-emption entries or commutation of homesteads, military bounty-land warrants can be used as cash. Where cash is paid in excess of acreage of warrants, thereceiver issues duplicate receipts, one for claimant, one for the files, and a joint certificate of location by register and receiver is isfjued. (See rules 27 et. seq., above, as to
details of method of location under settlement or cash purchase laws. See also "Existing Methods of Disposition," chap. XXXII, and addenda.)

TWO, THREE, AND FIVE PER CENT. FUNDS.
[See Chapter XV, pages 238 1 239,
To JuNE

1251.]

30, 1882.

Staternent of the amounts which hat·e accrued to the following named States on account of the
two, three, and fit•e per cent. upon the net proceeds of the sales of public lands to Jnne 30,
1882, inclusive.

Name of State.

Two per cent. Three per cent. Five per cent.

.Alabama ........ . ........... .........
$405,178 81
$607,678 22 . .... . ........ . .
.Arkansas ... .... . .................. .. .... : . ....... . _.... .. .... .... _. .
$2321317 03
Colorado .... --· ---- ....... ---- ................ ---- .... : .. ...... ___ ..
9, 589 73
Florida ---- ......... __ .------- ............. -- ....... . . ___ .. . _. . _.....
331162 27
Iowa . . ............ -- ...... -- ...........•. --.......... .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .
626, 075 16

i~~i. ~ ~:.: -~ ~ ~

[': : _: : -~~[:: :_: :·: [:::·::~ : : :~Jl:if:Jl: .::::~~:~J~-

MiSSISSippi . -. . -..... . ---.- . -- .. -~--.

3951 528 64

Total . __ .... . .. _.. _. ___ . _...•..

8161 295 23

601, 377 86 ..... --- ..... - ..

~~~t-·U-ll: _:[_
;:l :l: l:~l~l.:. ~: ';· J'~ ,.~ -~: ~-~~F:;_ •: -::;rr;::~4:6 L 0 -VOL III

3, 6721 548 55

21 844, 225 98

Aggregate.
$1, 0121 857
~32, 317
9, 589
33, 162
626, 075
712,744
618, 277
346, 318
3151 676
4841645
148,854
9961 906
5511423
1371685
8, 319
596,634
34,911
466, 670

03
03
73
27
16
82
50
24
36
04
92
50
83
79
84
10
09
51

71 333, 069 76
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The following opinion, by the Hon. A. G. Porter, First Comptroller of the Treasury,
as to the claim of the State of Kansas for five per cent. of the net proceeds of sales of
public lands withiu her borders, contains much historical matter pertinent to the subject. It is given in full. The amount held to be due was paid.
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 185, Forty-sixth Congress, second session.]

Letter front the Sem·etary of the Treasu1·y, transmitting, in response to resolution of the Senate of the 18th instant, information relative to what action has been taken in the matter of
the claint of the State of Kansas for five per centum of the net proceeds of sales of p ublic
lands in that State.
·
M.AY 25, 1880.-Referred to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Bon.

WILLIAM

A.

May 22, 1880.

WHEELER,

President of the Senate :
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a resolution of the Senate of
the 18th instant as follows :
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be directed to inform the Senate what
action has been taken by the Treasury Department in the matter of the claim of the
State of Kansas for five per centum of the net proceeds of sales ofpubliclands in that
State."
In reply thereto I have to state that the claim has been examined by the accounting officers and the sum of $190,268.27 found to be due the State of Kansas, which cannot be paid without an appropriation by Congress.
A copy of the opinion of the First Comptroller of the Treasury in the case, together
with a copy of his letter of the 17th instant upon the subject, which were furnished to
the House Appropriation Committee on the 18th in::jtant, are herewith inclosed .
.As the claim was allowed subsequent to the date of the annual report of claims ma~e
to Congress under the- provisions of section.( of the act June 14, 1878 (20 Stat., 130), It
will be included in the report to be made at the next regular session of Congress.
Very respectfully,
JOHN SHERMAN, Se<Jretary.
Opinion of the Hon. A. G. Porter, .First Compt1·oller of the -Treasu1·y, in the matter of the
clq,im of the State of Kansas for five per centum of the net proc~ds of sa lea of public lands
in said State.
·
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
FIRST COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., May 6, 1880.
The State of Kansas has presented a claim against the United States amounting te>
$190,566.08, being for five per cent. on the net proceeds of sales from the 29th of January, 1861, to the 30th of June, 1877, inclusive, of lands within the limits of that
State heretofore embraced in Indian reservations. The reservations were known as
the Shawnee Absentee, Miami, Kansas Trust, Kansas Trust and Diminished Reserve,
Osage Ceded, Osage Trust and Diminished Reserve, New York Indian, and Cherokee
Strip. The entire claim has been allowed by the Commissioner ctf the General Land
Office, and the account is now before this office for examination.
The claim is founded upon the fifth clause of .section three of the act for the admission of Kansas into the Union, approved January 29, 1861. That clause enacts that
five per centum of the net proceeds of sales of all public lands lying within said Statewhich shall be sold by Congress after the admission of the State into the Union, afterdeducting all expenses incident to the same, shall be paid to -said State for the purpose of making public roads and internal improvements, or for other purposes, as thele¥,islature shall direct.
.
The clause is subject to the condition ihat the State shall never interfere with the
pri~ary disposal of the soil within the same by the United States, or with any regulatiOns Congress may find necessary for securing the title in the soil to bona-fide purchasers thereof, and that the State shall never ta.x the laud or property of the United
States therein.
The ~ase turns upon a proper answer to be given to the question, what lands were
H pubhc lands lying within said State" within the meaning of-this clausef
At .the .da:te of the passage of the act there were Indian reservations within the·
extenor limits of the State which embraced about 13,800,000 acres. Of these la nds,.
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1824 000 acres had been assigned to the New York Indians under a stipulation by
b-eat~ that the same should never be included within any State or Territory of the
Union. Eight hundred thousand acres had been sold in fee to the Cherokee Indians,
and formed into a reservation known ·as the Cherokee Neutral Lands. They were
held under an agreement that they were at no future time, without t,he consent of the
Indian owners, to be included within the Territorial limits or jurisdiction of any State
or Territory.. And 74,937 acres were occupied by the Ottawa tribe of Indians under
an engagement similar to that under which the Cherokee Neutral Lands were held.
The two last-mentioned reservations bave no connection with this account.
The reservation of tbe New York Indians was ceded to them by the treaty of January 15, 1838 (7 Stat., 550). This treaty granted to them in fee simple 1,824,000 acres
of land, being 310 acres for each person, as their numbers were i!hen computed. 'fhe
grant was made subject to the condition, however, that such of the tribes of the New
York Indians as did not agree to remove to the country set apart for their new homes .,.
within five years, or such other time as t·he President might appoint, should forfeit to
the United States all interest therein. Only thirty,two of the Indians removed to the
reservation and fulfilled the conditions of the treaty. To them were issued certificates of allotment for 10,215.6:3 acres, which was as nearly 320 acres to each allottee
as the location of the allotments would permit. On the 16th of J nne, 1860, the Secretary of .t he Interior decided that the remainder of the 1,824,000 acres had been for-,
feited by the Indians in consequence of their failure to occupy it, and that it was therefore still public land. The State has already received five per cent. of the proceeds of
that part of the forfeited tract which has been sold since the admission of the State. ·
The account under examination applies only to the 10,215.63 acres of their reservation,
being the alloted lands a,bove mentioned.
.·
A small part of the Indian reservations in the State at the passage, of this act consisted of lands the fee simple of which, under the provisions of treaties made by the
United States with these tribes, belonged to the tribes occupying them.
The rest of the lands included within Indian reservations were held by the tribes
occupying them in the manner in which lands have usually been held by Indians
occupying reservations. This title is popularly known as the "Common Indian Title."
In lands of the last-named class, the Indians have no other title than a mere right
of occupancy. The fee is in the United States subject only to such right of occupancy. (United Statesv. Cook, 19Wallace, 591.) Theposses~ion, when abandoned by
the Indian occupants, attaches itself to t.he fee without further grant. (Id.) So
restricted is their estate that, though they may clear the lands of timber to snell an
extent as may be reasonable for a profitable use for agriculture, and ma,y seU the timber thus removed, they may not sever timber except for this use. They may not sever it for the purpose exclusively of sale. If they do, the severance is wrongful,
and the timber, when cut, becomes the absolute pro,Perty of the United States. (ld.) ,.,
In the case just cited ·an action of replevin was maintained by the United States
against a purchaser to recover possession of logs thus severed, as having been cut and
carried away from public lands of the United States. The court said: "That the
United States may mainta~n an action for cutting a,n d carrying away timber from the
public lands was decided in Cotton v. The United States. The principles recognized
in that case are decisive of the right to maintain this action." ''The United States
may at iti pleasure dispose of these lands to whomever it may choose, subject only to
thisrightofoccupancy." (Beecherv. Wetherby, 95 U.S. Reports, 517.)
The right of the United States to dispose of the fee of lands occupied by Indians
under the common Indian title has always been rf>.cognized by t.he courts of the
United States from the foundation of the Government. Thus, a grant of the sixteenth section of the public lands in every township in the State of Wisconsin was held to
include whatever became the sixteenth section in every township then embraced in
Indian reservations, as such townships and sections should turn out to be, after the
Indian occupancy ceased and they had been surveyed. (Beecher v. Wetherby, above
cited.)
~
Not only have the courts uniformly decided that lands held bv the common Indian
title are public lands, but that they are such bas be~n repeatedly assumed in the legislation of Congress. Two only, among many instances, will be cited.
By a resolution of AprillO, 1869 (16 Stats., 55), provision was made for the sale to
actual settlers of land of the Great and Little Osages; and it was also provided that
sections 16 and 36 should be reserved for school purposes "in accordance with the
:provisions of the act of admission." They were, as part of the "public lands" withill the State, and by no other or clearer designation, granted by the act of admission
for school purposes.
By an act passed March 2, 1855, entitled "An act to settle certain accounts between
the United States and the State of Alabama," the Commissioner qf the General Land
Office was required to include in the accounts the several reservations under the various treaties with the Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Creek Indians within the limits of
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Alabama, ·and allow and pay to that State five per centum thereof as in case of f:ialt:s;
and by an act of March 3, 1857, the Commissioner was also directed to state an .ac~ount
between the United States and each of the otlher States upon the same prmCiples,
and to allow and pay to each State such amount as should thus be found due, estimating all lands and permanent reservations at $1 25 an acre.
.
~ot only were the reservations mentioned in this act treated as pu"t?hc la~ds, but.a
policy seemA to have been adopted by Congress of paying to States m whiCh.publ~c
lands were situate five per cent. of the estimated value of such as were contamed m
reservations, where a considerable period might be expected to elapse before the Indian titles would be ext.inguished.
Lands, therefore 1 held by Indians in reservations by the common Indian title are
public lands. They will pass, subject only to the Indian right of occupancy_, b! a
grant of public lauds by the United States; and in the absence of language evmcmg
a different intent; a grant to a State by Congress of five per cent. of the proceeds
of sales of the public lands within the State will be held to include five per cent. of
the proceeds of sales of lands held by Indians by the common Indian title.
.
There is a provision in the act for t,he n.dmission of Kansas that nothing contamed
in the constitution of the State respecting the boundary thereof shall be construed to
impair the rights of person or property pertaining to the Indians in said T~rritory, so
long as such ~ights. shall remain unextinguished by treaty between the Un:ted States
and such Indians, or to affect the authority of the Government of the Umted S~ates
to make any regulation respecting such Indians, their lands, property, or otD:er nghts
by treat.y, law, or otherwise, which it would have been competent to make Iftheact
had never passed.
This provision evinces no intent on the part of Congress to exclude Indian lands
from the Jist of j:mblic lands, five per centum of the net proceeds of which the act
directs shall be paid to the State of Kansas for the purposes therein named. It does
not say that Indian lands shall not be held to be public lands within the act; it does
not vest in the Indians a title more extensive than they had theretofore possessed;
and it precedes the clause whicl1 declares that :five per centum of the net proceeds of
all public lands lying within said State shall be paid to the State for the purposes
specified. The provision was meant merely to retain in Congress and the treatymaking power exclusive ,jurisdiction to make regulations with respect to the property
and other rights of Indians within the State without interference by the State. (See
opinion of the Attorney-General addressed to the Secretary of the Interior, Jan nary
21, J880.)
The grant of the five per centum having been made, it could not afterwards be revoked. The right of the State became, by the grant, a. vested right which Congress
could not recall. By treaties, made after the admission of the State with the several
tribes who occupied these lands, it was stipulated that the net proceeds of the sales
of all but one of the reservations, viz, the Kansas Trust, should be invested by ~he
Umted States for the benefit of the respective tribes. Without doubt, these treaties,
together with subsequent acts of Congress passed to carry out their provisions, entitled these tribes to a sum equal to these net, proceeds; but they did not destroy the
antecedent right of the State of Kansas to the :five per cent. which had been granted
when the United States, holding the fee in said lands, had capacity to make the grant,
and made it without provision for any subsequent limitation.
The disposition of Congress with respect to lands lying within the States, the primary disposal of which belonged to·the United States, seems to have grown more and
more liberal as new States ha.ve been admitted.
Thus, on the admission of Michigan into the Union, seventy-two sections were set
apart for t.he us~ and S?pport of a university. Previously, upon the admission of n~w
~tate~, thuty-slX sectwns only had been set apart for a like purpose. On the admisswn. smce of each successive new State in which there were public lands seventy-two
secti?ns have been set apart for the use of a university.
Pnor to the admission of Minnesota one section only in a Congressional township
had ever been set apart for the use of schools, but on that State becoming a member
of the Union, two sections in each township were reserved for schools, and a similar
grant has been made, on its admissio.n, to each succeeding new State .
. Before th~ adm!ss~on of Michigan four sections had usually been granted for the erectiOn of pubhc bm1dmgs at the seat of government. Five sections were given to that
State for that purpose, and a like number afterward to the new State of Iowa.
Subsequently, upon the admission of Wisconsin, Oregon, and Kansas, ten sections
were granted for a like use, and twenty subsequently to the States of Nevada, Nebraska, and Colorado.
0? th~ admission o~ Nevada, twenty. s~ctions were granted for the erection of a
pemtent1ary. In previous statutes a.dmittmg States no grant had been made for such
a use. When Nebraska and Colorado were admitted :fifty sections were granted to
each for a like object.
'
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In the light of this legislation and of the clear provisions of the act for admitting
Kansas, it would appear to be doing violence to the terms of the act and to the policy
of Congress to construe the five per cent. clause to be applicable only to lands to which
the Indian title had been extinguished prior to the admission of the State.
The gross amount realized from the sale of the eight reservations included in the
present account is $3,866,036.03. The expenses of sale _wer~ $54,714.34. The net proceeds, therefore, are $3,811,321.69; five per cent. of which IS $UI0,566.08-the amount
reported to this office by the Commissioner of the.General Land Office as owing to
the State. But from this sum must be deducted five per cent. of the net proceeds of
the sale of the New York Indian Reservation. The Indians did not hold the lands
included in this reservation by mere right of occupancy. The lands were not public
lands, because the United States, before the admission of the State, had granted the
fee to said Indians, and h~:d therefore no further estate in them. The United States,
in effecting the sale of these lands, acted merely in the capacity of an agent. The
State of Kansas cannot set up a claim to five per cent. of the net proceeds of the sales
of these lands.
There must also be deducted from the sum allowed by the Commissioner five per
cent. of the net proceeds of the sales of the Kansas Trust Reservation. Before the
admission of Kansas the United States had engaged by treaty that, when these lands
should be sold, the proceeds of the sales should be paid to the Indian occupants. From
t.he time that this engagement was made, the United States became a trustee, holding
merely a naked legal title, the beneficial interest being in the Indians. The lands
then ceased to be public lands.
The net proceeds of the sale of the New York Indian lands were $3,956.73, five per
cent. of which is $197.84. The net proceeds of the sa.le of the Kansas Trust Reservation were $1,999.48, five per cent. of which is $99.97. This sum, together with the five
per cent. upon the net proceeds of the sales of the New York Reservation, being
deducted from the amount found due the State by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, a balance remains of $190,268.~7, which amount I find to be due to the
State of Kansas upon this account.
It bas been assumed, in considering this claim, that the clause in the act for the
admission of Kansas which declares that five per cent. of the net proceeds of the sales
of all public lands lying within said State shall be paid to t.he State, carried with it
an appropriation of that amount. Irr the acts containing a like provision with respect
to sales of pJiblic lands in other States, the clause has uniformly been held, in th6
Treasury Department, to contain an appropriation. Section 3689 of the Revised
Statutes, which establishes permanent annual appropriations for the payment to certain States of five per centum of the net proceeds of sales of public lands lying within
their limits, treats clauses in the acts for the admission of Wisconsin, Minnesota.,
Oregon, and Nevada, expressed in pr:ecisely the same terms, as carrying an appropriation. That sect.ion does not, however, include Kansas in t.h e list of States for which
an appropriation is there provided, and it is the only section in those statutes that
makes appropriations for payment to States of five per cent. of the proceeds of the
public lands therein.
The act for the admission of Kansas does not seem to have entirely escaped the
notice of the revisers, for the substance of some of its provisions has been incorporated into their revision.
,
A question might, therefore, arise whether the fiv-e per cent. appropriation in t.he
Kansas act is not repealed by the first clause of section 5596 of said revision. The two
sections that are relevant to the question are as follows:
"SEc. 559G. All acts of Congress passed prior to said first da.y of Df cember, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, any portion of which is embraced in an:v
section of said revision, are hereby repealed, aml the section applicable thereto shali
be in force in lieu thereof; all parts of such acts not contained in such revision havin~ been repealed or superseded by subsequent acts, or not being general and permanent in their nature: Provided, That the incorporation into said revision of any ge11.13ml
and. permanent provision, taken from an act making appropriatious, or from an act
containing other provisions of a private, local, or temporary character, shall not repeal or in any way affect any appropriation, or any provision of a private, local, or
temporal'y character contained in any of said acts, but the same shall remain in force;
and all acts of Congress passed prior to said last-named day, no part of which are
embraced in said revision, shall not be affected or changed by its enactment.
"SEC. 5597. The repeal of the several acts embraced in said revision shall not affect
any act done, or any act a.ccruing or accrued, or any suit or proceeding had or comm~nced in any civil cause before the said repeal, but all rjghts and liabilities under
said acts shall continue, and may be enforced in the same manner as if said repeal
had not been made; nor shall said rP.peal in any nin.nner affect the right to any office
or change the term or tenure thereof."
It will be observed that the reason given in the first section for treating as repealed
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all acts of Congress passed prior to December 1, 1873, any portion of which is embodied
in any section of said revision, is that all parts of such acts h::~;ve b~en repealed o.r
superseded by subsequent acts or are not general and permanent 1n their naL"':lre. T~e
fact, however, in relation to said appropriation clause in the Kansas act, 1~ that It
has never been repealed or superseded by any subsequent act. In a letter written on
the 24th of November, 1877, by Chief Justice Waite to Mr. Middleton, late clerk of t_he
Supreme Court of the United States, and by the latter filed in this office, the Chief
Justice, after quoting section 5596, says:
.
"This clause, as is seen, contains not only the repeal but the rea,son of I.t. It asserts
as s'Tich reason the assumed fact that all portions not included in the Revtsed Statutes
of acts which have been partiall.v incorporated therein, either have been repealed or
superseded by subsequent acts, or are not general and permanent in their nature. It
seems clear from this that if a particular section of an act has neither been repeale.d
nor superseded by subsequent acts nor incorporated into the Revised Statutes, and IS
general and permanent in its nature, it is not within the reason and ground of the
repeal, but has been accidentally overlooked or omitted by the revisers, and should
not be regarded as within the intent and meaning of the repealing clause."
The Chief Justice adds that, in an informal manner, he had consulted his brethren
upon the matter, and that they concurred w~th him in this opinion.
Upon the back of the letter is an indorsement ma.de by the Secretary of the Treasury
in the following words :
.
"Upon the clear opinion of the Chief Justice, concurred in, as it seems, by. his a~so
ciates, I think you [First Comptroller Tayler] will be entirely justified m ~c~mg
upon his construction of the law in passing the accounts referred to. Other omissiOns
in the Revised Statutes covered by the same reasoning have been called to my attention, and, without seeking to strengthen the opinion of the Chief Justice, I only
express my concurrence in it."
I feel justified by these opinions, from sources so authoritative, in concluding that
if the 5 per cent. appropriation in the Kansas act was not preserved by other clauses
in the section above quoted, as I am strongly inclined to think it was, it was at any
rate not repealed by the first clause of the first of said sections.
But section 5 of the act approved June 20,1874 (18 Stat., 110), directs the Secretary
of the Treasury to cause all unexpended balances of appropriations which shall have
remained upon the books of the Treasury for two fiscal years to be carried to the sur·plus fund and covered into the Treasury. All(l the Secretary of the Treasury, on.the
~Oth of April, 1877, decided that the appropriations contained in section 3689, Revised
Statutes, came within the operation of this act.
As the amount owing to the State was not ascertained to be due within two fiscal
years since the claim accrued, the appropriation from which it would properly be
payable has, therefore, been covered into the Treasury.
The fourth section of the act approved June 14, 1878, ma.kes it the duty of the several accountin: officers of the Treasury to continue to receive, examine, and consider .
the justice and , alidity of all claims under appropriations the balances of which have
been exhaustP _ or carried to the surplus fund that may be brought before them within
a period of £ . e years. And the Secretary of the Treasury is, by the act, directed to
report the r .nount due each claimant, at the commencement of each session, to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, who shall lay the same before Congress for
consideration.
The amount ascertained to be due to the State of Kansas on the account under
examination will, therefore, be reported to the Secretary of the Treasury, under the
provisions of the last-mentioned act.
A. G. PORTER,
First Comptroller.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
FIRST COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., May 17, ltlSO.
Hon. JOHN S>~ERMAN,
Sec'reta1·y of the Treasury :
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by reference to this office, of a
letter addressed to you on the lOth instant by Hon. John D. C. Atkins, in relation to
the sum of $190,26t3.27, being fi>e per cent. of the net proceeds of tho sales, from
January 29,.1861, to Juno 30, 1877, inclusive, of certain public lands in the State of
Kansas, whiCh sum has been found to be due to that State from the United States.
:r~e sum ~f $190,566.08 was, on the 19th day of April, 1878, ascertained by the CommissiOner o~ the Gen~ral Land Office to ue clue upon said account, anc11 he account
was transmitted by h1m to this office for examination and decision thereon.
The account bas b.een carefully examined in this office, and the first-named sum has
been found to be owmg by the United St:ttes to said State. But, because more than
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two .fiscal years have elapsed since the claim accrued, the appropriation out of which
it would properly be payable has been covered into the Treasury. A new appropria.
tion therefore must be made by Congress before the claim can be paid.
The reasons for the decision made by this office on the examination of said account
are fully set forth in the opinion of which a copy is herewith transmitted.
Very respectfully,
A. G. PORTER,
First Comptroller.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
FIRST COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., May 20, 1880.
Ron. JOHN SHERMAN,
Se<:retary of the Treasury:

SIR: I have received, by 'r eference from your office, a ct=~rtified copy of Senate resolu·
tion of May 18, 1880, inquiring what action has been taken by the Treasury Depart·
ment in the matter of the claim of the State of Kansas for five per cent. of the net
proceeds of sales of certain public lands within that State.
In reply, I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of my opinion in the case,
from which it appears that there is due to said State from the United States the sum
of $190,268.27, for the payment of which no appropriation now exists.
Very respectfully,
A. G. PORT~R,
First Comptroller.

INDIAN RESERVATIONS FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
[See Chapter XVI, pages 240-248, and 1251.]
To JUNK 30, 1882.
NUMBER A:KD LOCATION OF RESERVATIONS.

The total number of Indian reservations in the United States, June 30, '1882, was
149, two-thirds of the area of which will eventually be restored to the public domain
for sale and disposition, after purchase of occupancy title from the Indians, and setting aside portions of the same to be held by the Indians in severalty or otherwise,
as may be ordered by Congress.
These reservations contain 143, 525,960 acres, with an estimated population of 2591632
or. about 552.80 acres to each Indian, and are Rituated in the following States and Territories:
The total number of reservations includes the twenty Indian pueblos in New Mex·
ico, sixteen of which have been patented to the Indians; also the Moqui pueblos in
Arizona.
-

Soheduw shotoing the names of Indian 1·eservations in the United States, a!Jencies, denorninalion fo1·mm·ly nominating agents, tribes occupy·ing or belonging to
the 1·ese17:ation, a1·ea of each resm·vation in squa1·e miles and am·es, and 1'eference to treaty, lctw, or otf!.er authority by whick reservations were established.

-1
('.,!)

00

[See page 1253.]
Name of reservation.

Agency.

Denomination.

Name of Cribe occupying reservation.

I~ll~~~

Area in
acres.

Date of treaty, law, or other authority establish·
ing reserve.

ARIZONA TERRITORY.

Colorado River (a) •. __ .I Colorado River __ _
Gila River·---·-_···-- ·

Hwalapai (b), Kemahwivi (Tantawait),
Koahualla, Kokopa (b), Mohavi, and
Yuma.
Marikopa and Pima ··---- ...... ------

Moqui Pueblo : -·--.-- ·
Papago
Suppai__ ___ _
White Mmmtain •. ____ _

Aravapai, Cbilion, Chidkahwa, Koiotero Mienbre, Mogollon, Mohavi,
Pinal, Tonto, and Yuma-Apache.

470 I

c300, 800

2S3 I

c1S1, 120

109~~
60

c70, 080
c3S, 400

3, 950

Act of Congress approved March 3, 1S65, voL 13,
p. 559; Executive orders, Novemb~or 22, 1S73,
November 16, 1S74, and May 15,1S76.
Act of Congress approved February 2S, 1S59, vol.
11, p . 401; Executive orders, August 31, 1S76,
January 10, 1S79, June 14, I.S7!-I, and May 5, 1SS2.
No reserve.
Executi\e order, July 1, 1S74, and act of Congress approved August 5, 1SS2, vol. 22, p. 299.
Executive orders, JuneS, November 23, 18SO, and
March 31, 1SS2.
Ex:ecutivfl orders, November 9, 1S71, December
14, 1S72, August 5, 1S73, July 21,1874, April27,
1S76, January 26, and March 31, 1S77.

2, 52S, 000

Klamath River·------·
Mission. __ .·----·---- __

Round Valley .... ------1 'Round Valley

Tule River .....•. ------1 Tule River ...•... l. ... do.
Tot~~>l

l;d
t.;j

tr.l

~
~

tt--

CALIFORNIA.

J?:oopa Valley ...... ___ .

~

P>

z

U1

4, S72~1 3, us, 400

Total ..•..... __ -. •-··· ..

~

zt;

Hunsatung, Hup~. Klamath River,
M.iskut, Redwood, Saiaz, Sermalton,
and Tisbtanatan.
Klamath River- -----·---··_
Coahuila, Diegenes, San Luis Rey,
Serranos, and Temekula.

140 I

Konkau, Little Lake, Pitt River, Potter Valley, Redwood, Wai\akki, and
Ynki.

159!1

Kawia, Kings River, Monacbe, Tehon,
Tule, and Wichumni.

40
239

I

--···-- - ----··------·---------·---···---

I

76

654~

cS9, 572

I Act

of Congress approved AprilS, 1S64, vol. 13,
p. 39; Executive order, June 23, 1S76.

25,600 j Executive order, November 16, 1S55.
152,960 Executive otders, December 27, 1S75, Ma:v 15,
1S76, Ma:v 3, Au~st 25, September 29, 1877,
January 17, 1880, March 2, March 9, 1881, June
27, and July 24, 1882.
cl02, 118 \ Acts of Congress a.p proved Aprils, 1864, vol.13,
p. 39, ancl March 3, 1873, vol. 17. p. 634; Executive orders, March 30, 1870, AprilS, 1S73, May
18, 1S75, and July 26, 1S76.
c4S, 551 Executive orders, January 9, October 3,1873, an<l
\ August 3, 1S78.
418,801\

=:;:.:;::;:: ==::;;=.:;;;r-;

8~
0

z

rn

COLOR.U>O.

Ute •••.••••••.••.•.•••• 1 Southern Ute . .... I Ev. Lutheran ..... I Kapoti, Muachi, and Wiminuchi Ute ..

1, 710

1, 094,400

Treaties of October 7, 1863, vol. 13, p. 673, and
Ma-r ch 2d 1868, vol. 15, p. 619; act of Congress
7

~&er~;Jer:i~~e~b~~ i2,l~~-5~~~g!~i 1~,~~~~:

February 7, 1879, and August 4, 1882, and act of
Congress approved July 28, 1882, vol. 22, p.178.

1, no 1 1, 094, 40o
= I = = ··

Total
DAKOTA TERRITORY.

IEpiscopal .•.. ····I .Lower
Yanktonai and
Sioux.

Minnekonjo

318

d203, 397

I Order of Department July 1, 1863 (see annual re-

Devil's Lake .......... 1 Devil's Lake ...... l Catholic .......... 1 Cuthead, Sisseton, and Wahpeton
Sioux.

360

e230, 400

I Treaty of February 19, 1867, vol. 15, p. 505; agree-

Crow Creek ..•......... 1 Crow Creek and
Lower Brule.

port, 1863, p. 318); treaty of April 29, 1868, vol.
15, p. 635.

ment, September 20, 1872, con:firnied in Indian
s.ppropriation act approved June 22, 1874, vol.
18, p.167. (See p.141-152, Comp. Rev. Stats.)
Santee
Sioux
..........................
1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
I
Land
selected by eighty-five Indian· families as
Santee
...........
.
Flandreau
homesteads, under 6th article of treaty of April
29,1868, vol.15, p. 637.
Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandan. -I 4, 550 I 2, 912,000 I Unratified agreement of September 17, 1851, and
Fort Berthold .•........ 1 Fort Berthold .••.
July 27, 1866; Executive orders Aprill2, 1870,
and July 13, 1880.
Sisseton
and
Wahpeton
Sioux
........
.
1,435
d918,
780
j'
Treaty
of February 19, 1867, vol.15, p. 505; agreeLake Traverse .........
ment, September 20, 1872; confirmed in Indian
appropriation act approved June 22, 1874, vol.
18, p.167. (See p.141-152, Comp. Rev. Stats.)
652
d416, 915 I Order of Department July 1, 1863 (see annual reOld Winnebago ........ 1 Crow Creek and I EpiscopaL ........ 1 Two Kettle and Yanktonai Sioux .....
port, 1863, p. 318; treaty of April 29, 1868, vol.
Lower Brule.
15,p. 635.
,
I
e!J6, 000 I Treaty of March 12, 1858, vol. 12, p. 997; and sup·
150
~..
plemental treaty, March 10, 1865, vol. 14, p. 675.
Blaokf,.t, Minnakonjo, Sana Area,
Treaty of April 29, 1868, vol. 15, p. 635; and Exand Two Kettle Sioux.
ecutive orders, January 11, March 16, and May
Do ................ Crow Creek and .... do ............. Lower Brule and Lower Yanktonai
20, 1875, and November 28, 1876; agreement
Lower Brule.
Sioux.
Do ................ Pine Ridge (Red .... do ............. Northern Arapaho, and Cheyenne~ 49, 576 ;e31, 728, 640 J ratified by act of Congress approved February
1 28, 1877, vol.19, p. 254; Executive orders, AuCloud).
and 0 11:alalla Sioux.
gust 9,1879, and January 24, 1882. (Tract set
Do ................ Rose Bud (Spotted .... do . . .. .. .... . .. Minnekon,jo, Ogalalla, Upper Brule,
Tail).
and W ahzahzah Sioux.
1 apart by Executive order of January 24, 1882,
l is situated in Nebraska.)
Do ................ StandingRock .... Catholic .......... Blackfeet, Unkpapa, Lower and
Upper Yanktonai Sioux.
J
Yankton ............... Yankton .......... Episcopal. ........ Yankton Sioux
672! d43o, 405 Treaties of April 19, 1858, vol. 11, p. 744, and of
April 29, 1868, vol. 15, p. 635.

.................... ............... ·I
1

1-4

~

t:l
1-4
I>
~

pj
trj

rn
trj

1;:0

~
t-3

1-4

0

~

rn

f

I

Total .......... ..

a Partly in California.

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . ..

.

b Not on reservation.

c Outboundaries surveyed.

57, 713!J 36, mi6, 537
= =i- = =
e Partly surveyed,

-1

1

d Surveyed.

fPartly in Arizona.

~

~

Schedule sltowin,g the names of Ind·ian reservations in the tlnited States, agenmes, denomination formerly nominating agents, ~c.-Continued.

-..::1

C).:)

0
.Agency.

Name of reservation.

Area in
acres.

Name of tribe occupying reservation. / ~n!~~

Denomination.

Date of treaty, law, or other authority establishing reserve.

IDAHO TERRITORY.

I

Creur d'.Alene .......... Col:ville .......... . Catholic ......... ·1 Creur d'Alene, Kutenay, Pend .d'Oreille, and Spokane.
Methodist ........ Boise and Brnnau Bannak (Panaiti),
and Shoshoni.

·I

1

Presbyterian .... Nez Perce ......... ·.................. .
Methodist . . . . . . . . Bannak (Panaiti), Sheepeater, and
Shoshoni.

I a736, 000 Executive orders, .Tune 14, 1867, and November
8, 1873.
1, 878 ab1, 202, 330 Treaty of July 3, 1868, vol. ·15, p. 673; Executive
orders, June 14, 1867, and July 30, 1869; agreement with Indians made July 18, 1881, and approved by Congress Jull3, 1882, vol. 22, p. 148.
1, 167 1 ab746, 651 Treaty of June 9, 1863, vo .14, p. 647.
100
64,000 Unratified treaty of September 24, 1868, and Executive order, February 12, 1875.
1, 150

~.

Total ........... .

295

1

2, 748, 981

INDIAN TERRITORY.

~

Cheyenne
.Arapaho.
Cherokee

I c4, 297,771 Executive order, .August 10, 1869; unratified

.Apache, Southern .Arapaho, and
Northern and Southern Cheyenne.

6, 715

Cherokee

7, 861 I b5, 031, 351

8~~~r:~~:: ~~~ :~::::::1:: ::i~ :::::: ::::::·:1:: :~~ :::::::::::::
Kansas

7, 267 c4, 650,935
10,450 c6, 088,000
5, 024 b3, 2l5, 495

156i

c100, 137

Kiowa and Comanche .

4, 639

c2, 968,893

Modoc ................ .

6

c4, 040

·1

Ponca, Pawnee, ~---·······-·-·······~Joseph's band ofNez Perce ......••..
and Otoe.
Osage ..••.•....•..... -- Osage ............. Friends (Orthodox) Great and Little Osage and Quapaw ..

Oakland or Nez Perce

~

~.....
~

142
2,297

. agreement with Wichita, Caddo, and others,
October 19, 1872. (See annual report, 1872, p.
101.)
Treaties of February 14, 1833, vol. 7, p. ~14, of
December 29, 1835, vol. 7, p. 478, and of July
19, 1866, vol. 14, p. 799.
Treai) ~f June 22, 1855, vol. 11, p. 611.

0

Treaties of February 14, 1833, vol. 7, p. 417, and
of June 14, 1866, vol. U, p. 785, and deficiency
appropriation -act of August 5, 1882, vol. 22, p.
265. [See annual report 1882, p. Liv.)
.Act of CoDgress approved June 5, 1872, vol. 17,
p. 228.
.
Treaty of October 21, 1867, vol. 15, pp. 581 and 589.

.Agreement with Eastern Shawnees made June
23, 1874 (see annual report, 1882, p. 271), and confirmed in Indian appropriation act approved
March 3, 1875, vol. 18, p. 447.
c90, 711 Act of Congress approved May 27,1878, vol. 20,
p. 74.
c1,470, 059 Article 16, Cherokee treaty of July 19,1866, vol.
U p. 804; order of Secretary of the Interior,

Ma.J.·ob 27 1871; act of Congress appt·ovod J1.m•
5,1872, vo\.17, p. 228.

trj
Ul
trj

~11>1-3
~

0

z

rn

Otoe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ponca, Pawnee,
and Otoe.

Priends........... Otoo and :M:issouria ........ .. . _... _. _

202

Ottawa ...•••.....•.... Quapaw .......... Friends (Orthodox) Ottawa. of Blanchard's Fork and Roche
de Breuf.
Friends ........... Pawnee (PAili) .......•................

23

b14, 860

442

c283, 020

Pawnee ..•.••...•••.... Ponca, Pawnee,
and Otoe.

··········1

Peoria ....•..
Quapaw .•..... : .. Friends (Orthodox)
Ponca . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Ponca, Pawnee, .....................................
andOtoe.

::~~=~~~: ~~~~-~~~~~~ ~~~~~-~s~~·.l

c129, 113

c50, 301
7811
159
c 101,894

I

Sac and Fox...... FrieJ?-dS (Orthodox) Absentee Shawnee (Shawano), and
Pottawatomie.

9oo

~:ca::: ~~~ ~ ~::: J:: ::: ~:::::::::::: ::::~
-~i~~~~~~-ox•.~-t~·e·,
-~~~~~~: ~~-~
(Sank) and
of the Missouri

c56, 685
88!1 ·
750
c479, 667

and of the Mississippi, including
Mokohoko's band.(d)
Union ............ ! Baptist ........... 1 Sem.inole .............................. l

Shawnee ..•.•••.••..••. l •••• do ..••..••.•••. l.••. do

Eastern Shawnee (Shawano) ....•.....

c575, 877

312!1 b200, 000

81 I

c51, 958

21

c13, 048

I

Wyandotte

33tl
c21, 406
3, 562 c2, 279, 618

b Outboundaries surveyed.

Acts of Congress approved .August 15, 1876, vol.
19, p. 192; March 3, 1877, vol. 19, p. 287; May
27, 1878, vol. 20, p. 76; and March 3, 1881, vol. 21,
p. 422.
Treaty of February 27, 1867, vol. 15, p. 531; act
of Congress approved May 23, 1872, vol. 17, p.
159.
Treaties of May 13, 1833, vol. 7, p. 424, and of
February 23, 1867, vol. 15, p. 513.
Treaty of February 18, 1867, vol. 15, p. 495.

~

21
t::j
~

>-

1, 162

aPartly surveysd.

Act of Congress approved A pril10, 1876, vol. 19,
p. 29. (Of this 230,014 acres are Cherokee and
53,006 acres are Creek lanils.)
Treaty of February 23, 1867, vol. 15, p. 513.

21

Wichita···············! Kiowa, Comanche,l .... do
'
and Wichita.

,....................,...................., ................ .

.Act of Congress approved :March 3, 1881, vol. 21,
p. 381 ; order of the Secretary of the Interior,
June 25,1881.
Treaty of February 23, 1867, vol. 15, p. 513.

c743, 610

165

cl05, 456

5, 684

I c3, 637, 770

c Surveyed.

1

Treaty of March 21, 1866, vol. 14, p. 755. (See
Creek agreement February 14, 1881 (annual
report, 1882. p. LIV), and deficiency act of
August 5, 1882, vol. 22, p. 265.)
Treaties of February 28, 1831, vol. 7, p. 348, of
December 29, 1832, vol. 7, p. 411, and of February 23, 1867, vol. 15, p. 513.
Treaties of July 20, 1831, vol. 7, p. 351, of December 29, 1832, vol. 7, p. 411, of February 23, 1867,
vol. 15, p. 513, and agreement with Modocs,
made June 23, 1874 (see annual report, 1882, p.
271),confirmed by Congress in Indian appropriation act approved March 3, 1875, vol. 18, p. 447.
Treaty of July 4, 1866, with Delawares. (Art. 4,
vol. 14, p. 794.) Unratified agreement, October
19, 1872. (See annual report, 1872, p. 101.)
Treaty of February 23, 1867, vol. 15, p. 513.
Cherokee lands between Cimarron River and one
hundredth meridian.
Cherokee unoccupied lands embraced within
Arapaho and Cheyenne treaty reservation
(t.reaty of October 28, 1867, vol. 15, p. 593), east
of Pawnee reservation.
Cherokee unoccupied lands embraced within
Arapaho and Cheyenne treaty reservation
(treaty of October 28, 1867, vol. 15, p. ~93), west
of Pawnee reservation.
dNot on reservation.

~
t;tj

m
t;tj

~
>~
~

0

21

[1.2

-1
~

.......

Schedule showing the names of Indian reservations in the United States, agencies, denomination formerly nominating agentsJ ~c.-Continued.
Agency.

Denomination.

Name of tribe occupying reservation.

CX)

t>:)

I

Name of reserva.tion.

-3

Area in
acres.

I~n!~~
1, 067

Date of treaty, law, or other authority establish·
ing reserve.

I a683, 139 Creek lands embraced within Arapaho and Chey-

enne treaty reservation (treaty of October 28,
1867, vol. 15, p. 593), north of Cimarron River,
exclusive of Pawnee reservation.
2, 57J ! I a1, 645, 890 Unoccupied Creek and Seminole ceded lands east
of ninety -eighth meridian.
2, 3621 al, 511, 576 U noccnpied Chickasaw and Choctaw leased lands
west of the north fork of the Red River.

64,222!~~

Total .••.••...•..

H

.z
t1

~

IOWA.

Sac and Fox .......... .

Pottawatomi Sac (Sank) and Fox of
the Mississippi and Winnebago.

.........................................

1

a692 I By purchase. (See act of Congress approved
March 2, 1867, vol14, p. 507.) Deeds November, 1876.

1-1___ 692
--~--

Black Bob's band of Shawnee (Shawano), stmggling Pottawatomi.
Chippewa and Munsee.l Pottawatomieand I Friends(Orthodox) l Chippewa and Munsi ................ .
Great Nemaha.
Kickapoo .................. do ............. 1 Friends(Orthodox) Kickapoo ..... .
Miami .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . do .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . Miami b ...

Friends(Orthodox) l Prairie band ofPottawatomi. ....... ..
Total

L'A.:nse ............. ..

6!

1

a33, 393

Treaty of May 10, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1053.

a4, 395

Treaty of July 16, 1859, vol.12, p.l105.

32

a20, 273
a2, 328

121

a77, 358

215

137, 747

3!

Methodist ....... - ~ Chippewas of Saginaw, Swan Creek,
and .Black River.

17}

all, 097

... . do ............. L'Anse and Vieux de Sert bands of
Cbipvewas of Lake Suveriol·.

82~

a52, 684

P:1

t;r:j
00

t;r:j
~

'

-<

>
1-3

•

Treaty of June 28, J862, vol.13, p. 623.
Treaty of June 5, 1854, vol. 10, p. Hl93, acts of
Congress approved March 3, 1873, >ol. 17, p.
631, of May 15, 1882, vol. 22, p. 63; and of June
27, 1882, vol. 22, p. 116.
Treaties of June 5, 1846, vol. 9, p. 853; of November 15, 1861, vol. 12, p. 1191 ; treaty of relinquishment, February 27, 1867, vol. 15, p. 531.

= =!= =

MICHIGAN.

Isabella ..•.••••••..... .

52

.z

Executive order, M?-Y 14, 1855; treaties of August 2, 1855, vol. 11, p. 633, and of October 18,
1864, vol.14, p. 657 •
'rreaty ofSeptomberSO, 1854, vol.lO, Il· 1100.

~

0

.z
fFl

On~ona,goil ... ... . --- .. -I- .. . do ........••... / . .. do ..... .......

1 Ontona,zon bnnuofCbippowasofLake

4

Superior.

I

a2, 551

I'

- - - -----104
66,332

Total .... . ..•.•..

Sixth clause, second article, treaty of Septembel"
30, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1109; Executive order, Septemb er 25,1855.

MINNESOTA.

~

-I

-I

Bois Forte .. ......... _, La Pointe c ...... Congregational .. Boise Fort band of Chippewas ....... .
Fonddulac ........... .. ... do------------ - ... . do------------- :Fond du Lao band of Chippewas of
Lake Superior.
Grand Portage (Pigeon ~ - .. do ............. I .••. do ...•... ------ ~ Grund Portage band of Chippewas of
River).
Lake Superior.
L eech Lake .••••....... WhiteE arth(~on- EpiscopaL ........ Pillager and Lake Winnebagoshish
solidated).
bands of Chippewas.

I

168
156

107, 509
a100, 121

81

d51, 840

148

e94, 440

95
Mille Lac .................. do ------------- ~ ----do------------- Mille L ac and Snake River jbands
of Chippewa.
R ed Lake ............... . .. do ...... . .......... do ............. Red L ake and Pembina b ands of Chip- 5, 000
pewas.
V ermillion L ake ...... . La Pointec . .... .. Con.r·.regational ... Boise Fort band of Chippewas . - ..... I
2
White Earth. _________ . White Earth (con- ~ Episcopal. __ .. ---- Chippewas of the Mississippi, Gull 1, 705
solidated).
Lake, Pembina, Otter '!'ail, and Pillager Chippewas.
Winnebago shish 1-. _ do ---- _..... _..... . do ..... ______ .. Lake Winne bagoshish and Pillager
500
( White Oak Point). 1
bands of Chippewas, and WhiteOak
1
Point band of Mississippi Chippe-

I

Total ............ /................... . / ..•••... -- .....•.. __

a6!, 014

d3, 200, OQO

Ia1, 091,523
p, 080
I

e320, 000

Treaty of April 7, 1866, vol. 14, p. 765.
Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1109;
act of Cong1·ess, approved May 29, 1872, vol.17,
p.190.
Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol.10, p.1109.
Treaties of February 22, 1855, vol. 10; p. 1165, of
May 7, 1864, vol. J3, p. 693, of March 19,1867,
vol.16, p. 719; Executive orders, November 4,
1873, and Mtty 26, 1874.
_
Treaties of February 22, 1855, vol. 10, p. 1165, and
article 12, of May 7, 1864, vol. 1a, pp. 693, 695.
Treaty of October 2, 1863, vol. 13, p. 667.
Executive order, D ecember 20, 1881.
Treaty of March 19, 1867, vol. 16, p. 719; Executive order, March 18, 1879.
Treaty of F ebruary 22, 1855, vol.10, p.1165; Executive orders, October 29, 1873, and May 26,
1874.

·--~~~------ .......................·. _... ~55"""15,027, 527

t

MONTANA TERRITORY.

Treaty of October 17, 1855, vol.ll, p. 657; nnratilied treaties of July 18, 1866, and of July
13 and 15, and September 1, 1868; Executive
orders, July 5, 1873, and August 19, 1874; act
21,651,200 I
of Congress approvecl April 15, 1874, vol. 18,
{ ·P· 21'; Executive orders, April 13, 1875, and
July 13, 1880.
4, 713,000 I Treaty of May 7, 1868, vol.15, p. 649; agreement
Methodist ... . .... Mountain a~d River Crow .......•.... I 7, 364
made June 12, 1880, and approved by Congress
April 11, 1882, vol. 22, p. 42; and agreement
made August 22, 1881, approved by Congress
July 10, 1882, vol. 22, p.157.
Flathead, Kutenay,andPendd'Oreille. \ 2, 240 ~~3, 600 Treaty of July 16, 1855, vol.12, p. 975.

Blackfeet ............. -j Blackfeet . . . ...... , Methodist ....... . Blackfeet, Blood, and Piegan .......
Do ...... ___ ........ Fort Peck ............ do
Assinaboine, Brule, Santee, Teton,
Unkpapa, and Yanktonai Sioux.
!33, 830 .
Do .............. ~_ .I Fort Belknap ..................... . ... . Gros Ventre, Assinaboine, andj
RiverCrow.
.

~

ztj
~

zt->
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trJ
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I

Crow

Jol'ko .•••••........••. .
Total ...... ------

.. T -~---. ___ .......................... ___ . 43, 434

1 27,797, 8oo

1

a Surveyed.

b Indians in Indian Territory.

cln Minnesota and Wisconsin.

d Outboundaries surveyed.

e Partly surveyed.

j Not on reservation.

-:J

~

- ~

Schedule showing the names of Indian resm·vations in the United States, agencies, denomination formerly nominating agents, 9'c.-Continued.
Agency.

Name of reservation.

NEBRASKA.

l

Denomination.

Name of tribe occupying reservation.

I
.... do .............

I ~u!~.e·

25

bl16, 000

Santee Sioux ..... .

180

cll5, 076

Omaha .............................. ..

224

c143, 225

Iowaa ................. Pottawatomieand Friends ........... , Iowa ........... .
Niobrara ..............

s!t::~-~~~~~~·--

Omaha ................. l Omahaand Winne-l .... do
bago.

...... ,None

Otoea

.... do

Area in
acres.

Otoe and Missonriad ..•.....•••••.....

Sac and Fox a ... ...... i Pottawatomieand 1.... do ...... . ...... 1 Sa(} (Sank) and Fox of the Missouri ..
Great Nemaha.
Winnebago ............ 1 Omaha and Win- 1----do ............. 1 Winnebago .... ..
nebago.

69

12!
171

Total ................. ..

ec44, 093

fc8, 014

c109, 844

681i

436,252

380

243,200
h1, 000

Date of treaty, law, or other authority establishing reserve.

Treaties of May 18, 1854, vol. 10, p 1074, and of
March 6, 1861, vol. 12, p.1171.
Act of Congress approved March 3, 1863, vol. 12,
p. 819; 4th paragraph, sec. 6, treaty of .A.pril29,
1868, vol. 15, p. 637; Executive orders, Febru·
ary27, July20, 1866, November16,1867, .August
31, 1869, and December 31, 1873.
Treaty of March: 16, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1043; selec·
tions by Indians with President's approval,
May 11, 1855; treaty of March 6, 1865, voL 14,
p. 667; acts of Congress, approved June 10,
1872, vol.17, p. 391, and of June 22, J874, vol.18,
p. 170 ; deed to Winnebago Indians, dated July
31, 1874, and act of Congress, approved .August
7, 1882, vol. 22, p. 341.
Treaty of December 9, 1854, vol.ll, p. 605; a(}tS
of Congress, approved June 10, 1872, vol.17, p.
391, and of August 15, 1876, vol. 19, p. 208, and
of March 3, 1881, vol. 21, p. 380.
Treaties of May 18, 1854, vol.10, p. 1074, and of
March 6, 1861, vol. 12, p. 1171 ; acts of Congress
approved June 10, 1872, vol. 17, p. 391, and .August 15, 1876, vol 19, p. 208.
Act of Congress approved February 21,1863, vol.
12, p. 658; treaty of March 8, 1865, vol. 14, p.
671; act of Congress approved .Tune 22, 1874,
vol.18, p.170; deed from Omaha Indians, dated
July 31, 1874.

~"'EVADA.

·I

·I

Duck Va~ey g ••••.•.. Western Shoshonej ...... : . ...... , .... W ~stern ~hoshone ... :.: .......... : .. .
Moapa River .......... Nevada .•••..••••. Baptist ..•.... . •.. Ka1-bab-bit, Kemahwrn (Tantawa1t),
Pawipit, Pai-Ute, and Shiwits.
Pyramid Lake . ... . .... 1... . do ...... . ...... 1.... do ............. 1 Pah-Ute (Paviotso) .................. .
Wn.lker River ....... . ..... do ................. do . . .............. do ................. .
Total

2

503
498

.. .. . . .. ... 1, 383

Executive order, .A.pril16, 1877.
Executive orders.t March 12, 1873, and February
12, 1R74; act ot Congress approved March 3,
1875, vol. 18, p. 445; selection opproved by Secretary oflnterior, July 3, 1875.
h322, 000 Executive order, March 23, 1R74.
h318, 815 Executive order, March 19, 1874.
885, 015

~
~
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.NBWlfEXICO TERRITORY.

·1

480
Mescalero and Ji- Presbyterian .... -~ Jicarilla .Apache . .................... .
c:trilla.
738
....
do
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Mescalero
and
Mim
bre
Apache
..••...
Mescalero Apache ... . do
(Fort Stanton).
8,544
NavaJo
••••..•.•..
J
.
.
.
.
do
.••••...•.•..
1
NavaJo
NavaJoj
J icarilla Apache ......

······1

Acoma
SanJuan ....
!Picuris
.••••.

S1tn Felipe ... !
IPecos
..•.•••

.

Cochiti ..... .
Santo Domin·

Pueblo.

J

g££ia-ci~;~::j

fPueblo .••.•••••. l•••• do .•••••.•••••• ! Pneblo .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. l1, 081

Tesuque . ....
San lldefonso'
Pojoaque .•..
Zia ......... .
Sandia ....•..
Isleta ......•.
Nambe ...••.
Laguna ..... .
Santa. Ana ... J
I
Zuni. .•........•.. . .... 1 Pueblo ..•.....•...••• do ••••••.••••.• ! Pueblo .•••.•••••••..•••••..••..•••..•. !

1

l

I

I

!

Total .•••••.•••..

Executive order, September 21. 1880.

47~,320

Executive orders, :May 29, 1873, February 2, 1874,
October 20, 1875, and May 19, 1882.
Treaty of June 1, 1863, vol. 15, p. 667, and Executive orders, October 29, 1878, and January 6,
1880.

i5,468, 160

(Jemez ..•.... 1

·

307,200

l

h17,510
h95,792
71.17,545
h17,461
h34,767
h18,763
h24,256
h74,743
h17,361

h17, 369
h17,471
h17, 293
h13,520 ..,
h17, 515
h24,187
h110, 080 .
htl3, 586
h125,225
ht17,361

I
J

3116

215, 040

.••. - .. --- .•.. ·••••••··•• --.----------- •••..• ---------------.,11, 179

7, 154,525

Confirmed by United States patents in 1864,
under old Spanish grants; acts of Congress
approved December 22, 1858, vol. 11, p. 374,
and June 21, 186~ vol.12, p. 71. (See Gen·
era.l Land Office .tl.eport for 1876, p. 242, and
for 1880, p. 658.)
4
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tl
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t;<j

1:0

I Executive order, March 16, 1877.

(Area of orig·
inaJ. Spanish ~tl7,581.25 acres.)
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NEW YORK.

Allegany

Onondaga, Seneca, and Tonawanda ...

47~

Cayuga, Onondaga, Seneca, Tonawanda, and Tuscarora.

34

1

Oneida, Onondaga, and Tonawanda . ..

h21, 680
640

S~neca .......•...•..

Oneid~ ---· ··

h30, 469

~

288

9~

6,100

Treaties of September 15, 1797, vol7, p. 601, and
of May 20 1842, vol7, p. 587.
Treaties of September 15, 1797, vol. 7, p. 601, June
30, 1802, vol. 7, p. 70, and of May 20, 1842, vol.
7, p. 587. (See annual report, 1877, p. 164.)
By arrangement with the State of New York.
(See annual report, 1877, p.166.)
Treaty of November 11, 1794, vol. 7, p. 44-, and
arrangement with the State of New York.
(See annual report, 1877, p.168.)
Do.

a In Kansas and Nebraska.
b Includes 5,120 acres in Kansas.
c Surveyed.
d Partly surveyed.
e Includes 9, 002.98 acres in Kansas.
/Includes 2,862.93 (teres in Kansa~.
fJ Partl;v in ldaho.
hOutbonndaries surveyed,
iindi;tus in I11dia11 Tenitor;v.
JPartl;v in Apzoua.

-::1

~

Q1

Scli(Jdule sho'lvir~g the vames of Indian reservatiovs in the United States, agencies, denomination formerly nominating agents, qoc.-Continued.
·I

.Agency.

Name of reservation.

Denomination .

N arne of tribe occupying reservation. I~n:~.e

Area in
acres.

Date of treaty, law, or other authority establish·
ing reserve.

Treaty of May 31, 1796, vol 7, p. 55. (See annual
report, 1877, p. 168.)
Treaties of September 15, 1797, vol. 7, p. 601, and'
Novomber 5, 1857, vol. 12, p. 991; purchased by
India.n s, and held in trust b;y the comptroller
of New York; deed dated :Eebruary 14, 1862.
(See also annual report, 1877, p. 165.)
Treaty of January 15, 1838, vol 7, p. 551, and arrangement (grant and purchase) between the
Indians and the HollandLand Company. (See
annual report, 1877, p. 167.)

-l

~

0':1

NEW YORK.

Saint Regis ............ /..•. do ............. , ..••••

Saint Regis ........... .

Onondaga and Tuscarora

Total ........... .

23

14,640

lli

a7, 549

7i

5, 000

-1351.

NORTH CAROLINA.

Qna.lla Boundary and ~ j Eastern Cherokee , . ----other lands.
.

Eastern band of North Carolina Cherokee.

a50, 000

Total ........... .
-102

OREGON.

I

Grand Ronde .•........ Grand Ronde .••.. I Catholic ......... . _Kalapnya, Klakama, Lnck~a~nte,
Molele, N eztucca, Rogne R1ver,
Santiam, Shasta, Tumwater, and
Umqna
Klamath . ..........••.. I Klamath.-- ....... I Methodist ...... .. Klamath, Modok, Pai-Ute, Walpape,
and Yahnskin band of Snake (Sho·
shoni).
None
Pai-Ute and Snake (Shoshoni) d ..... .
Siletz

Siletz . -- .......... \ Methodist . ...... . Alsiya, Coquell, Kusa, Rogue River,
Skoton-Shasta, Saiustkla, Sim'!law,
Tootootna, Umqua, and thirteen
\
others.

96

1, 650

l

I'J
a15, 211

78
24

1_
I

Held by deed to Indians under decision of
United States circuit court for western district of North Carolina, entered at November term, 1874, confirming the award of Rufus
.Barringer and others, dated October 23, 1874,
and act of Congress app.,oved Au_gnst 14,
1876, vol. 19, p. 139, and deeds to Indians
from .Johnston and others, dated October 9,
1876, and August 14, 1880. (See also H. R.
Ex. Doc., No. 196, Forty-seventh Congress,
first session.)

Treaties of January 22, 1855, vollO, p. 1143, and
of December 21, 1855, vol12, p. 982; Executive
order, June 30, 1857.

I c1, 056, 000 Treaty of October 14, 1864, vol. 16, p. 707.

648 I

414, 720

351i

c225, 000
\
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65, 2,1~
b61, 440

1-4

z~

86, 366

=====,r

1-4

ztj

Executive orders, March 14, 1871, September 12,
1872, May 15, 1875, January 28, 1876, July 23,
1880, and September 13,1882.
Unratified treaty, August 11, 1855; Executive
orders, November 9, 1855, and December 21,
1865 ; and act of Congress approved :Ml\rch a,
1875, vol. 18, p. 446.

~

...::.

t-t
0

I

Umatilla ............... ! Umatilla .......... ) Catholic . ......... / Cayuse, Umatilla, and Walla-Walla ..

420 I

c~68, 800

Warm Springs ...••..•. , Warm Springs .•.. , Un~ted Presbyterian.

725 I

464, ooo

Total

3, 890!1 2, 489, 960

lJTAH TERRITORY.

<!Uinta Valley----·---- ·
0

t-t

H
H
H

John Day, Pi-Ute, Tenino, Warm
Springs, and Wasko.

'rreaty of .Tune 9, iS55, vo112, -p. 945, and act of
Congress approved August 5, 1882, vol. 22, p.
297.
Treaty of June 25, 1855, vol. 12, p. 963.

Uncompahgre ........ .

Presbyterian ... '., Gosi Ute, Pavant, Uinta Yampa, and
Grand River Ute.
Unitarian ........ Tabequache Ute ...............•......

Total ........... .

I

3,.186\ca2, 039, 040 Executive order, October 3, 1861; act of Congress
approved May 5, 1864, vol.13, p. 63.
2, 9!il8
1, 912, 320 Executive order, January 5, 1882.
6,174 1 3, 951, 360
.......

WASHINGTON TER·
RITORY.

!Z
t::;;

Chehalis .............. .

Klatsop, Tsihalis, and Tsinuk . _. _....

6>1

M, 225

Columbia ........•.....

Chief Moses and his people .......... .

4, 675!

2, 992, 240

Colville .........•......

Creur d'Alene, Colville, Kalispelm,
Kinikane, Lake Methau, Nepeelium, Pend d'Oreille, San Poel, and
Spokane.
Dwamisb, Etakmur, Lummi, Snohomish, Sukwamish, antl Swiwamish.

4, 615

2, 953,600

Lummi (Chahchoo-sen)\ Nisqually, Skokomish, and Tulalip.
Makah ......•.....•..•. l Neah Bay and I Methodist ........ 1 KwillehiutandMakah ... .. ----·-·--·
Quinaielt.
Muckleshoot ....... - .. I Nisqually, S'Koko· , ..... .
lli~h, and TulaNisqually ...•.......... 1.... ~o ................... .
Port Madison .......... 1.... do
Puyallup

a Out boundaries surveyed.

Order of the Secretary of the Interior, July 8,
1864.
Exeeut.ive orders, April 19, 1879, and March 6,
1880.
Executive orders, April9, July 2, 1872, and January 18, 1881.

~

~
t;d

M
m.
M
t;d

19!

b12, 312

Treaty of Point Elliott, January 22, 1855, vol. 12,.
p. 927; Executive order, November 22, 1873.

36

23,040

Treaty of Neah Bav, January 31, 1855, vol12, p.
939; Executive orders, October 26, 1872, January 2 and October 21, 1873.
Executive orders, January 20, 1857, and April9,
·1874.

<!

>t-3
~

Muckleshoot --·-·· . ........... ,:.... .

51

b3, 367

Muckleshoot, Niskwalli, Puyallup;
Skwawksnamish, Stailakoom, and
five ot-hers.
Dwamish, Etakmur, Lummi, Snohomish, Sukwamish, and Swiwamisb ..

7!

b4, 717

11!

b7, 284

Muckleshoot, Niskwalli, Puyallup,
28
Skwawksnamish, Stailakoom, and
five others.
· b Surveyed.
cPartly surveyed.

b8, 062

0

'Z

rn

Treaty of Medicine Creek, December 26, 1854,
vol. 10, p. 1132; · Executive order January 20,
1857.
Treaty of Point Elliott, January 22, 1855, vol._12,
p. 927; order of the Secretary of the Interwr,
October 21, 1864.
Treaty of M.edicine Creek, December 26, 1854,
vol. 10, p. 1132; Executive orders, January 20,
1857, and September 6, 1873.
d Not on reservation.
-=1
~
~

Schedule showing the names of Indian reservations in the United States, agenci§.B, denomination formerly non~inating agents, ~c.-Centinned.

-.1

~

CIJ
Name of reservation.
W .ASHINGTON TER·
RITORY.

Quinaielt. ....•........ 1

Denomination.

Agency.

Nea~
~ay
Qumaielt.

and

I

Methodist

········1

Name of tribe occupying reservation.

Hoh,Kweet,Kwillehiut,andKwinaiutl.

Shoalwater ............ I Nisqually, Skoko- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . Shoalwater and Tsihalis .••••...•.•...
mish, and Tulalip.
Skokomish ..••......•. I.••. do ........•••.. I.................... I Klallam, Skokomish, and Twana ..... .
Snohomish or Tulalip .. l ••• do . ........... .
Squax:in Island (Klahche-miM.
Swinomish (Perry's
Island).
Yakama.

I ~n!~~

Area in
acres.

Date of treaty, law, or other authority establish·
ing r.eserve.

350

224,000

Treaties of Olympia, July 1, 1855, and January
25, 1856, vol. 12, p. 971; Executive order, November 4, 1873. .
Executive order, September 22, 1866.

!
8

a4, 987

Dwamish, Etakmur, Lummi, Snoho35
a22, 490
mish, Sukwamisb, and Swiwamish.
Niskwalli, PuyaMup, Skwawksnamish,
2!
a1, 494
Stailakoom, and five others.
Dwamish, Etakmur, Lummi, Snoho11
a7 ,195
mish, Sukwamish, and Swiwamish ..
Yakama .............................. 1_:_:~~~0,000

Total

Treaty of Point-no-Point, January 26, 1855, vol.
12, p. 933; Executive order, February 25, 1874.
Treaty of Point Elliott, .January 22, 1855, vol. 12,
p. 927; Executive order, December 23, 1873.
Treaty of Medicine Creek, December 26, 1854,
vol. 10, p. 1132.
Treaty of Point Elliott, January 22, 1855, v:ol.12,
p. 927; Executive order, September 9, 1873.
Treaty of Walla Walla, June 9, 1855, vol. 12, p. 951.

...... ·················.!2061!: ~~

- - - -,

WISCONSIN.

Lao Court Oreilles ..... I La. Pointe§ .•••••.. j Congregational ... I Lao Comt d'Oreille band of Chippewas
· of Lake Superior.

108

Lao de Flambeau .•.•• ;! .••. do •••••••••••.. I.••. do .•••••••••••. I Lac de Flambeau band of Chippewas
of Lake Superior.

109

LaPointe (Bad River).l .••. do. ············1····do ·

19~~

Red Cli:ff................... do ................. do

a335

La Pointe band of Chippewas of Lake
Superior.
La Pointe band (Buffalo Chief) of
Chippewas of Lake Superior.

Menomonee .••....•.•• .\ Green Bay .••••... \.... do ..........••. 1 Menomonee.

22

362

~
tj

~
!;:d
t:;j

00
t:;j

l;d

Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1109,
lands withdrawn by General Land Office, November 22, 1860, April4, 1869. (See report by
Secretary of the Interior, March 1, 1873.) Act
of Congress approved May 29, 1872, vol. 17, p.
190.
a69,824 Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1109,
(lands selected by Indians). (See report of Superintendent Thompson, November 14, 1863,
and report to Secretary of the Interior, .June
22, 1866.) :A.ct of Congress approved May 29,
1872, vol. 17, p. 190.
a124, 333 Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1109.
a69, 136

a13, 993

Treaty of September 30, 1854, vol. 10, p. 1109;
Executive order, February 21, 1856. (See report of Superintendent Thompson, May 7
18113.) (Lands withdrawn by General Land
Office, May 8 and Juno a, 1863.)
a23t, 680 Tronties of October 18, 1848, vol.D, 11. OG~, of :Mtw
l~!io~8~~i.lf~·P~~i7;f.' 1004, nml nJ' I•'cll.n·u,try ll,

s
1-4

0

z

rn

Oneida.:--········ ..... , .... do.
Stockbndge ...... - ... . ... do .

Oneida . .... .

Stockbridge

102~

6

~~-~·: ~~~ i~~--~~~j,.~ :.t~·;;~~::~-~-\::~.- ~l\~~J: ~or- ~~ p.
1

181

1

9fi5, of
Feht·mll·_y ''- 11--i."•ti. ,. I 11. p . 66:1. ancl c:>f 1·'(, \)ru .. ry
11, I Rf>6, n>l. ' l, I'· lj:H, '" t of Cou~t·esa approvt·d .Fllbru;u•y 6. l!ii I.
16, p . 404.

".,1.

Total •.•••••••••.

916

5R6, 026

WYOMIXG TERRITO:KY.

Northern Arapaho and Eastern band j 3, 660
of Shoshoni.

Wind River .••....•..•.

Total

3, 660

I b2,342, 400 I Treaty

of Jnly 3, 18HR, vol. 15, p. 673; acts of
Cotlp·res>< apprm·f•d J llllt) 22, lS'74, Yo!. 18, p. 166,
and December 15, 1874, vul. !8, p. 291.

1

2, 342, 400

..•. •224, 259 1143, 825, 960

a Surveyed.

b Partly surveyed.

c Outboundaries surveyed.

NoTE.-The spelling of the tribal names in the column "Name of tribe occupying reservation" has been submitted to Maj. J. W. Powell, and revised by him ~here the
correct name of such tribe is known. In m;~ony cases corrupted n~tmes have come into such .g eneral use as to make it impolitic to change them.

zt:1
~
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z

pj
tr_j
00
t;rj

~
~
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~
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INDIAN POPULATION ON ·RESERVATIONS.
Table of p~pttlation of various Indian tribes.

Name of agency and tribe.

N a'1Ile of agency and tribe, .Tune 30,1883.

ARIZONA.

CALIFORNIA-Continued.

Oolorado River Agency.

Indians inSolano County .......••...... • · • · · • • ·
Lassen County .............. -- --.-- · ·
Colusa County ............ ---- · ·- · -- ·
Humboldt County ............•...•..

Mohave . ..........•.............. ; . . . . . . .
'Chimehuevis . . . . . . . . . . . .... . • .•.... .... ..

812
214

Moquis Pueblo Agency.

~~I~~~'C~u%;.::::::::::::::::::::: :

.::Moquis Pueblo ................ . . : . . . . . . . .

Butte County ........•••.. - •.. ·- · · · · ·
Plumas County ............... --·····
Placer County . - ....•••... -.-. ·- • · · ·

1, 813

Pima, Maricopa, and Papago Agency.
P ima . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 908 1
331
Maricop<t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Apache................. . ................ .
10
..Papago ... . ... . ...........•......... . ..... a6, 000

San Oarlos Agency.
""White Mountain Apache ............. :...
:Sau Carlos Apache.......................
C oyotero Apache.........................
Tonto Apache............................
Southern Apache ...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Apache Yuma...................... . .....
.Apache Mohave..........................

a626
a835
a859
a615

a179
a324

a695

W:Ft:r
cc~::!.iy.::::: ::::::::::::::::::
Amador County .•.............. • ·-- ·

Nevada County ..........••..........
Lake County .... . ...•••..•. -. • · · · · · ·
Klamaths.

~i~k:-~~h~~;;ch:::: ::::::::::::::::
~f?ci ~~~~~;::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~h:~il~;;~h~:: :::::::::::::::::::::
t~z;~~~!~~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::

Mohave .••..............•.....•...•.• ••..
8uppai. •••••.••.............•........••...

Southern Ute Agency.
a620
a930
a700
a214

Hoopa Valley Agency.

Blackfeet Sioux ................ - .... • • · ·
Sans Arc Sioux . ................... -. ---.
Minneconj ou Sioux ..................... .
Two Kettle Sioux .............. -- ••••• ·-

Mission Agency.
:8erranos ............................ .. ... .

~~~i':ill~~~---. ·. ·.·.·. ::::: ·. ·. ·.: ·. :·:·.·.:·.::::::.:::
San Lnis Rey .......••..........•••... • .•.

Orow Oreek Agency. -.
381

731

Round Valley Agency.
Concow .............................. . ... .
Little Lake . ........•.•..•••..•.....•••.. .
R edwood .......... •....•......••• •.•••....

t!~§~i_:;;;;;;::;;::; ;;:;;;;;:;)

152
188
30
219

31
25

])evil's Lake Agency.

I Sisseton Sioux ..............••••.•.......
~~~:~dnS~~~~~-:: :~ -.~:::: ::::::::::::::
Fort B erthold Agency.
.Arickarees ............................. .
Gros Ventre ............................ .
Mandans ... : ................... . ....... .

Pule River Agency.

Lower Brule Agency.

Tule and Tejon ........... . .............. .
Wichumni, Kaweah, and King's River .•

159
1!540

Indians in Oalijornia not under an
agent. (a)
India.nsinSierra County ....•.•.: •..............
Eldorado County .................... .
Mendocino County ..•.....••...•......

~~E:~~~:;;::::::::::::::::::::::

12
193
1, 240
1, 037
47
157

4

15
18
32

39

925

239
776
1, 399
774

988

Lower Yanktonnais Sioux .......•••..•.

778

1,120

64

19
22

DAKOTA.

Oheyenne River Agency.

510

91

64
12
272
98
774

Muache, Capote, and Weeminuche Utes.

CALIFORNIA.

Hoopa ................................... .

522
508

COLORADO.

Indians in Arizona not under an agent.

~~~~p-~i-::::::::: :·: ::::::::::::::::::::::

21
330
353
224
162
339

370

353
210

672
454
226

1, 558

Lower Brule Sioux ..•......•...••.•••••.

Pine Ridge Ageney.

8,117

Ogalalla Sioux .......................... .
Rosebud Agency.
Brule Sioux ............................ }
Loafer Sioux .......................... .
Wahzahzah Sioux ...•..•••......•.•...
a7, 762
Two K et tle Sioux ................. : .•..
Northern Sioux ....................... .
Mixed Sinux ......................... - .

a From report of 1881.
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Table of population of various Indian t1·ibes.-Continued.

Namo of agency and tribe, June 30, 1883.

Name of agency and tribe.

DAKOTA.-Continued.·

INDIAN TERRITORY-Continued.

Sisseton Agency.

Qttapaw Agency.

Sisseton and Wahpeton Sioux • ......•••..

Seneca ... .'.............................. .
Wyandotte ............................. .
Eastern Shawnee ............•......•....
Miami (Western) .. ...................... .
Peoria. Pea, and Phmkeshaw ... . .....•..
Modoc ..................... ...... ...... .
Quapaw ................................ .
Ottawa ....... .. ........... .......... ... .

1,466

Standing Rock Ageney.
Lower Yanktonnais Sioux ...........•....
UpperYanktonnais Sioux ............... .
Blackfeet Sioux .......................... .
Uncapapa Sioux ........................ ..

954
593
689

1, 519

1, 977

IDAHO.

Fort Hall Agency.
Bannock ............................ ...·•..
Shoshone ............................... ..

490

750

Nez Perce Agency.
NezRerc6 .............. ................. .

1,251

Chickasaw ............................ ..
Choctaw ................................ .
Cherokee ............................... .
Creek . . ................. .............. ..
Seminole~ ............................. ..

44~

721
480·
41880.

9o.
6, 000>
16, 000·
20,336-

15, 00()

2, 700.

IOWA.

Sac and Fox Agency.
600

35~

Sac and Fox .........................-....

INDIAN TERRITORY.

KANSAS.

Oheyenne and Arapaho Agency.
Cheyenne ............................... ..
Arapahoe ..... ...... ..................... .
m~d

97
48

115

Unitm Agency.

under an agent.

Pend d'Oreille and Kootenais .••.•••.•.• -~

Kiowa, Oomanche,

144

Sac and Fox of the Mississippi .....• ..• .
Absentee Shawnee .................... ..
Pottawatomie (Citizen) ........••.....••.
Mexican Kickapoo . .......... .......... .
Iowa .................................. ..
M?ko!Ioko band Sac and Fox wandermg In Kansas ......................... .

1,161

Lemhi Agency.
Shoshone, Bannack, and Sheepeater .••••.

~ot

72'

59·

Sac and Fox Agency.

Yankton Agency.
Yankton Sioux .......................... .

Indians in Idaho

32~

287

4, 255
2,314

Wichita Agency.

Kiowa ................................... .

1,176

~:t;;'ni~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

152

Keechie ................................ ..
Waco ...... ............................. . .
Penetbeka. Comanche .................... .
Delaware .............................. ..
Caddo ............................... ... ..

~:a~~h~·:::.·:::.·:.·:::::. :::::::::::::::-:

214

Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha
Agency.
Pottawatomie ...... •·····.. ... ....... ••.
Kickapoo...... ...... ....................
Chippewa and Munsee . .. .. .. • .. .. • .. • • .
Sac and Fox of Missouri..... .. .. .. .. • • • •
Iowa--------------------··:···----······

7(}
131

MICHIGAN.

78
49

Mackinac Agency.

165
80
553
340
1,407

405
22S
65

Pottawatomies...... ....... ..............

a295

C~ffc!rw:ih~e~~~~~~·- ~',"~~. ~-~~~~- ~~~.

a2, 500
Ottawa and Chippewa . . . • . . .. .. . • . . . . • • • 6, 000

Chippewa of Lake Superior .............. a1, 00()

Osage Agmcy.

~~~~-::: :::::::::::::::::::::·_: ::::::::::
Quapaw ................................. .

285
200

Otoe Agency.
Otoe and Missouria. c .................... .

MINNESOTA.

1, 950

274

Pawnee Agency.
Pawnee ................................. ..

1,251

Ponca, Agency.
Ponca ................................... .
Nez Peroo ............................... .

542

White Earth Agmcy.
Mississippi Chippewa .•.•••..••.•••..•••
Otter Tail, Pillager, Chippewa •••••.•.•••
Pembina Chippewa ..................... .
Red Lake Chippewa ................... ..
Pillager Chippewa at Lake Winnebagoshish ...... __ ... _..................... .
Pillager Cbi_ppewa, Leech Lake ......... .
Pillager at Cass Lake ................... .

322

a From report of 1881.

865>
53~

211
1,

17~

170

1,108
310
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Table of population of various Indian tribes.-Continued.

Name of agency and tribe.

Name of agency and tribe, June 30, 1883.

NEW

MONTANA.

Elackfeet, Blootl, and Piegan...... . . . . . . . .

6, 000

Orow .Agency.
Crow . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 500

.
Flathead .Agency.
Flathead..................................
Pend d'Oreille . . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .
·xootenais. . . . .. . • . . • • .. .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .

136
820
435

Onondaga ..
Onondaga reserve........ {

Tcm~wanda-

Oni'Hla ...... .
St. Regis reserve .......... ~t. Regis ... .
Tonawanda reserve ........ Tonawanda
band of
Seneca .... .
~Tuscarora ..
Tuscarora reserve .. -· · · · ( Onondaga ....

Fort Belknap .Agency.

FOf't Peck .Agency.
..A.ssinaboine ............................. .
Yanktonnai Sioux ....................... .
.Santee Sioux ......•............• : •..•.••••
Ogalalla and Teton Sioux ................ .

950
850

Eastern Cherokee in North Carolina,
. South Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee .................................... .

1, 300
3, 800
600
314

NEBRASKA.

"Ponca ...................•.......•·.•......
:Santee Sioux ......................... .. .. .
.Santee Sioux at Flandreau .........•....•.

168
762
340

Winnebago and Omaha .Agency.

~~:~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1,476
1,193

NEVADA.

Nevada .Agency.

Pi- Ute................... . ................
Pah Ute..................................

3, 461
570

Western Shoshone .Agency.
Western Shoshone........................
500
Indians wandering in Nevada...... . • • • • • aS, 300

Grand Ronde .Agency.
Clackama . ............ ~ ---··· ........... .

597
425
51

Mescalero and JicarilZa .Agmcy.

34
80

Remnants of other tribes ......•.........

525

Klamath Agency.
Klamath ...... - ........................ .
Modoc .................................. .
Snake .................................. .

165

707
151

Siletz Agency.
.Alsea .. ................................ .
Chasta Costa ........................... · Uhetco . ...................................
Tootootna ......................... ······ ·
Coos .................................... .

98
55
69
83
73

g~~~ll~::::: ·.:::::::::::::::::·.::::::::.

Euehre ........................... .. ..... .
Galise Creek ........................... · .
Joshua ................................ ..
Klamath ....... . ........................,.
Sixes.................................... .
Macnootna . ............................. .
Neztucca. .............................. ..
Nultanatna ...·.......................... .

900
717

NavaJo .Agency.
NavaJo ................................... a16, 000

37
44

37

33
53

18
85

Umatilla .Agency.
Walla Walla ........................... ..
Cayuse ..... ............................. .

NEW YORK.

New York .Agency.

~~!Ut~~~:::: ::::: ·. :::::::: ·.:: :::::::::::

5l
~~~:!~~-~~ ~:

Seneca ..... ..
Allegany reserve ........ . Onondaga .. .
Onondaga: .••
Cayuga ..... .
Tuscarora .. .
Oneida. reserve ... .... ....... 6~~id~anda. ·
Corn-planter reserve ........ Seneca:::::::

9, 060

826
110
9
1, 412

sa

348

430
254

77

49

25

Indians in Oregon not under agent.
800

Indiana roaming on Columbia River ....

48
156
4
14
186

373

158

Umatilla ................................ .

Warm Springs .Agency.
Warm Springs .......................... .
· wasco .................................. .
Tenino ................ . ........... ....... .

Pueblo Agency.
P ueblo ................................... .

20
114
40
46
53
40

Sinsla.w ................................ ..

Mescalero .Apache........................
Jica.rilla Apache..........................

a2, 200

97

:~~:nR~i:~~-·_-_-_-_-_-_-::::::::::: ::::::::::

NEW MEXICO.

{

67

785

OREGON.

~~;:u!iv~r .. :::::::::::: ~:::::::::::: ::

Santee and Flandreau .Agency.

..,.,
...... a.tta.raugus reserve......

335
3

NORTH CAROLINA.

· Gross Ventre ............................ .
.A.ssinaboine ............................. .

·

YORK.-Continucd.

New York Agency.-Continued.

Blackfeet .Agency.

TEXAS•

Tonkawa Special Agency.
Lipan, 6..................................
Tonkawa, 98 ............... .......... . .. .
Mixed, 4 .... ............................ .

aFrom report of 1881.

J
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Table of population of various Indian tribes-Continued.

Name of agency and tribe.

Name of agency and tribe, June 30, 1883.

TEXAS-Continued.

WASHINGTON-Continued.

Indiana in Texas not under an agent.

Indians in Washington Territory not under an agent.
290

Alabama, Cushatta, and Muskekee ...... .

Moses's band on Columbia Reservation ..

UTAH.

Ouray Agency.
Ute........ .. .............................

Green Bay Agency.
Oneida ....... ......... . ................. .
Stockbridge ........................... . .
Menomonee ............. ............... ..

1,400

Uintah Valley Agency.
Uintah Ute............ . . . . . . . . • .. .. .. .. . .
White River Ute.:....................... .

a430
a541

Pah-Vant ................. ............... .
Goship Ute .............................. .

134
256

WASHINGTON.

Oolville Agency.
Colville .................. .'............... .
Lake ... .................................. .
O'Kanagan ............................... .
SanPoel ... . ............................. .
Methow .................................. .
Spokane ...............................
Coeur d'Alene ..
Calispel. .. ;;e~~ ~~~ ~~~~J-••.•
0

Winnebago ............................ ..
Pottawatomie (Prairie band) ........... ..

400
315
685

00.

1

oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Shoshone Agency. .
Shoshone .............................. ..
Northern Arapaho ....................... .

701
318

Miami and Seminole . .. . . . . . • . • . • • .. .. • • •

~~~~~ri;~·-· ·.·.·:.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Upper Cowlitz ........................... .
Lower Cowlitz ........................... .
Olympia ................................. .

~iJ):;:o~~: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Quinaielt Agency.

a~e~~~~l_t_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hoh....................................
Chehalis and Gray's Harbor .
Shoalwater Bay ........••.......... ... ....
o

0

••

••••••••••••

64

892

HAMPTON NOHMAL AND AGRICULTURAL
INSTITUTE, VIRGINIA.

122
113

8ioux, Winnebago, Omaha, Menomonee,
Gross V ~ntre, ·Mandan, Arickaree, Sao
and Fox, Pawnee, Pima, Papago,
Apache,· Absen tre Shawnee, Mohave,
Yuma, and Onondaga .. . ..................... ..

450
225

FOREST GRQVE SCHOO!,, OREGON.
2, 805

Yakama Agency.
Yakama., Klikitat, Pisqnouse, Wenatshapam, Seapcat, Klinquit, Pi-Ute, and
others ...... . ......................... .

940

Apache, 5; Arapahoe, 30; Caddo, 1; Cheyenne, 42; Comanche, 11 ; Creek, 25 ;
Delaware, 1; Gros Ventre, 1; Iowa, 5;
Kaw, 4; Keechie, 1 ; Kiowa, 9 ; Lipan,
2 ; Menomonee, 8 ; Miami, 1; Modoc, 4;
12 ·
Navajo, 1; Nez Perce, 5; Northern
15
Arapaho, 10 ; Omaha, 31; Osage, 34;
26
Ottawa, 2; Pawnee, 13; Ponca, 5;
8
PuQblo, 18; Sac and Fox, 1; Sioux
Rosebud, 1 ; Sioux Pine Ridge, 5; Sioux
Sisseton, 8 ; Semiuole, 2 ; 8hoshoue, 2 ;
145
Towaconie, 1 ; Wichita, 7 ..................... .
84

Tulalip Agency.
D'Wamish and allied tribes .....•.... ... ..

842

CARLISLE SCHOOL, PENNSYLVANIA.

116
598
105
91
71
56

S'Kokomish Agency.
S'Klallam ................................ .
S'Kokomish or Twana ................... .

930
280

INDIANS IN INDIANA AND FLORIDA.

Puyallup, Nisqually, cfc., Agency.
Chehalis ................................ ..
Puyallup ................................ .

G65

WYOMD<G.

425
400

• • • • 00 • • •

oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oo . . . . . . .

730
740
1,093
449
265
674

Indians in Wisconsin not under agent.

670
333
330

00 • • • • • 00 . . . 00 00 . . . . . . . . . .

1,500
140
1,500

La Point Agency.
Chippewa at Red Cliff ...........•.......
Chippewa at Bad River ................. .
Chippewa at Lao Courte d'Oreilles .•••.••
Chippewa at Fond du Lao .............. .
Chippewa at Grand Portage ............ .
Chippewa at Boise Forte ............... .
Chippewa at Lac du Flambeau ..•••...•.

Indiana in Utah not under agent.

Makah ..........
Quillehute ..............

150

WISCONSIN.

3, 420

I Chehalis,

7; Chilcat, 1 ; Nis ually, 3 ;
Oyster Bay, 2; Pitt River, 2; ~i-Ute, 1;
Puyallup, 22 i.. Sitka, 4; Spokane, 18 ;
Stickeen, 6 ; ;:;nohomish, 1 ; To~a, 1 ;

II

R~~~i~~·-~~:. ::.~~~ -~~~~~~ :_;0 ... ~~~~~ ........ .

a Taken from report of Major Powell.
RECAPITULATION.
Number of Indians in the United States, exclusive of those in Alaska·.····· .............. oa . . 259,632

List of Indian agtmoies and agents, with post-office and telegraphic addres_ses, to June 30, 1883.
Agent.

Agency.

Post-office address.

-:t'
~
~

Telegraphic address.

AEIZONA.

Colorado River .......... .Jonathan Biggs............. Parker, Yuma County, Ariz............................... Yuma, Ariz.
Moquia Pueblo.......... .Jesse H. Fleming........... M.oquis Puebl? Agency, Ariz., via Winslow on the A. & :Moq~s Pueblo Agency, via Winslow, on the A. & P.R. :R..,
P.R. R., Anz.
Anz.
·
Pima and Maricopa and A. H . .Jackson ...... .. -~.... Pima and Maricopa Agency, Ariz., via CasaGrande . . . . . . CasaGrande, Ariz.

s:Uao!:i~~

H

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . PhilipP. Wilcox............ San Carlos Agency, Ariz.................................. San Carlos, Ariz., via Wilcox, Adz.

~

tj

H

H?o~a Valley ...... .... . 1
MissiOn ... ..............
Round Valley . . . . . . . . . . .
Tule River .. . .. . .. .. . . ..

Capt. Charles Porter, U.S.A . I
S. S. Lawson ................
H. B. Sheldon . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C. G. Belknap .. .. . .. .. .. . ..

Hoopa Valley, Hu~boldt County, Cal ....................
San Bernardmo, Ca........................................
Covelo, Mendocino County, CaL . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Porterville, Tulare County, CaL...........................

! Arcata,
Hull'}boldtGounty, Cal.
San Bernardmo, Cal.
Ukiah, Mendocino County, Cal.
Visalia, Tulare County. Cal.

>~
>-

Q

tr:l

~

COLORADO.

0

Southern Ute ............ ! Warren Patten.

Ignacio, La. Plata County, Colo .....•...•.•.•.•...•....... -I Ignacio, La Plata County, Colo.

H

t?=j

rJ).

DAKOTA.

Cheyenne River ...... .... J
Devil's Lake ............
Fort Berthold . ..........
Crow Creek and Lower
Brule.
Pine Ridge (Red Cloud) .
Rosebud (Spotted Tail) ..
Sisseton ................ .
Standing Rock ........ ..
Yankton .............. ..

William A. Swan
I.Jacob
.John W. Cramsie . ......... .
Kauffmann . ..... .... .

Cheyenne River Agency, Fort Bennett, Dak .. ...... ..... -~
Fort Totten, Ramsey County, Dak .. .. . . . ... . .. ... .. . .. ..
Fort Berthold Agency, Stevena Count , Dak.............
W. H. Parkhurst .......... . Lower Brule Agency, Dak., via Fort Wale ...... . ..........

Fort Bennett, Dak.
Fort Totten, via Larimore, Dak.
Fort Stevenson, Stevens County, Da.lr.
Lower Brul~ Agency, Dak., via, Chamberlain.

V. T. McGillycuddy........ Pine Ridp:e Agencv, Dak ............................... . Pine Ridge Agency, Dak., via Fort Robinson, Nebr.

.Tames G. Wright ........... Rosebud Agency, Dak., via Fort Niobrara, Nebr ........ .
Charles Crissey............. Sisseton Agency, Dak., via Saint Paul, Minn .
.Tames McLaughlin . . . . . . . . Standing Rock Agency, Fort Yates, Dak ................ .
William M. Ridpath ........ Y~kton Agency, Greenwood, Dak ...... .

Rosebud Agency, Dak, via Thatcher, Nebr.
Brown's Valley, Minn.
Fort Yates, Dak.
Yankton Agency, via Sprin~field, Dak.

IDAHO.

Fort Hall . .............. .
Lemhi. ..... . ........... .
Nez Perces ............. .

Ross Fork, Oneida County, Idaho . .............. .......... \ Ross Fork, Idaho.
Lemhi Agency, Idaho . . . .. . . . . . . • .. . . .. . . . . • . .. . . . . . .. . . . Red Rock Station, Mont.
Nez Perc€ls Agency, Idaho ................................ Fort Lapwai, Idaho.

INDIAN TERRITORY.

Cheyenne and Arapaho . . I .John D. Miles

Darlington,lnd. T., via Caldwell, Kan.s ... ................ \ Fort :Reno, Ind. T., via Dodge City, Kans.

>z
t:::;

>0
tr:l

z1-3
rn

I

Kiowa, Comanche, and P. B. Hunt ............ ------1 .Anadarko, Ind. T ............. .. ......... ................. J
Wichita.
Osage ..... ... ........... Laban J. Miles ...... . ·- ---- Pawhuska, Ind. T .............................. ---·- ----Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe. I.ewellyn E. Woodin . .. .. .. . Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe .Agency, Ind. T., via .Arkansas
Oity, Kans.
Seneca, Newton County, Mo ..... .
~~a~d :F~~::~: ; :::::::: ~~c~b~e6a~-t~~- :::::::::::: Sac an<i Fox .Agency, Ind T .........••.
Union............. ...... John Q. Tufts ...... ..... .. . Muscogee, Ind. T ........................ .
IOWA.

Sac and Fox............. George L. Davenport ....... J

T~ma. City, Tama County, Iowa

Fort Sill, Ind. T.
Coffeyville, Kans.
.Arkansas City, Kans.
Seneca, Mo.
Muscogee, Ind. T.
Do.
Tama. City, Iowa..

KANSAS.

Pottawatomie and Great
Nemaha.

z

Saint Mary's, Kans.

tj

1-4

Edw. P . .Allen .............. 1 Ypsilanti, Washtenaw County, Mich

Ypsilanti, Mich.

>z
>~

CyrusP. Luse

Detroit, Minn.

a1-4

MICHIGAN.

Mackina.o

z

t?:j
UJ.

Blackfeet .Agency, Mont., via Fort Shaw, Mont.
Stillwater, Mont.
Fort Missoula, Mont.
Fort .Assinaboine, Mont.
Camp Poplar River, Mont.

Blackfeet ............... John Young .............. ..
Crow .................... Henry J . .Armstrong ...... .
Flathead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Peter R?na.n ............. .. .
Fort Belknap .. . .. ... .. . W. L. Lmcoln ........ .
Fort Peck .......... ..... 1 N. S. Porter
1

>-

B
>-

0

t?:j

NEBRASKA.

!

z

--j

1-3

rn

Omaha and Winnebago . . George W. Wilkinson ...... Winnebago .Agency, Dakota County, Nebr .............
Dakota City, Nebr.
Santee and }'Jandreau... Isaiah Lightner . .. ... . . .. .. Santee .Agency, Knox County, Nebr...................... Springfield, Dak.
NEVADA.

Nevada ................. JosephM. McMa~ter ....... j Wadsworth, Washoe County, Nev ....................... ! Wadsworth, Nev.
Western Shoshone ...... JohnS. Mayhugh .......... Mountain City, Elko County, Nev ........................ Elko, Nev.
NEW MEXICO.

Mescalero a.nd Jicarilla . . l William H. H. Llewellyn. ·-1 South Fork, Lincoln County, N.Mex .................. ··[ South Fork, via San Marcial, Fort Stanton, N.
.Navajo . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. D. M. Riordan.............. Navajo .Agency, Manuelito, Valencia County, N. Mex.... Mauuelito, N. Mex.
·
:rneblQ ............. , • .. J$e:p.. 1'4.. Tnomfls............ Pqeblo Agency, Santa ,f(l1 N. :Me~ ......... , ............. S!!-nta F6, N. M ex.

Me~.
-1

t-f:>.

9'

List of Indian agencies and agents, 'with post-offioe and telegraphic addresHes to June 30, 1883.-Continued.

-..:a
~

~

Post-office address.

Agent.

Agency.

Telegraphic address.

NEW YORK.

Benjamin G. Casler ..••.... -I Randolph, Cattaraugus County, N. Y .................... 1 Randolph, N. Y.

New York
NORTH CAROLINA.

Eastern Cherokee

S. B. Gibson .•......•....... 1 Charleston, Swain County, N.C ..•.•••.••••••••••••••••..

z

OREGON.

Grand Ronde ... ... . .... .
Klamath ..... ..............
Siletz . ............ ...•..
Umatilla ................
Warm Springs ..........

P. ,B. Sinnott ..........•....
L. M. Nickerson ............
Edmund A. Swan ..........
R. H. Fay .. .......•.....•..
.John Smith ... .....•.•......

Grand Ronde, Polk County, Oreg ..••••..••••.••••.•••.•..
Klamath Agency, Lake County, Oreg .............••.....
Toledo, Benton County, Oreg ... ....••••....•••••••......
Pendleton, UmatillaCounty, Oreg ....•.......... ~-- ...•..
Warm Springs, Wasco County, Oreg ..••..•...••.......•.

Sheridan, Oreg.
Fort Klamath.
Corvallis, Oreg.
Pendlet•m.
The Dalles, Oreg.

t:1
~

~

~

0

trj

TEXAS.

Tonkawa Special Agency! Lieut.EliasChandler,U.S.A.I Fort Griffin, Tex ..........•...•.•..•..........,...... ······I Albany, Tex.

z
0

~

trj

00.

UTAH.

O~ray ............. ..... . ,.J. F. M~nnfs ..••.....•...... 1 O~ray Agency, Utah ...... ;······························! Gre!ln River City, Wy_o. (thence ~y rna~ to agency) • .
Umtah Valley ... . .•.•.. .J. .J. Cntchlow ..........•• -I Umtah Valley Agency, White Rocks, Utah ...... ······•·I Wh1te Rocks, Utah, VIa Green River City, Wyo.
WASHINGTON.

§
~

Colville .. ........... . ...
Neah Bay and Qninaielt.
Nisqually, S'Kokomish,
anu Tulalip.
.
Yakama . ................

.John A.. Simms............. Fort Colville, Stevens County, Wash ..................... Spokane Falls, Wash.
Oliver Wood .....•.•.••..••. Neah Bay, Ulallam County, Wash ........................ P01t Townsend, ·wash.
Edwin Rells .. •...........•. Tulalip, ~nohomish County. Wash....................... Seattle, Wash.

~

Robert H. Milroy •.••....... Fort Simcoe, Yakima County, Wash .••••...••••...•..... The Dalles, Oreg.

~

WISCONSIN.

I

Green Bay .....•..•.... ·\ E. Stephens .........•.•.... Keshena, Shawano County, Wis ....••..•••••..•......•.. ·\ Clintonville, Wis. (thence by mail).
La Pointe ....•-.•........ WilliamR. Durfee .......... A.shland, Wis ............................................ Ashland, Wis.
1

1

WY01r1ING.

Shoshone ...... ...... ····\ .James Irwin ................ \ Shoshone Agency, Sweetwater County, Wyo ....... ·--···\ Fort Washakie, via. Rawlings, Wyo.
INDIAN TRAINING SCUOOLS.

Carlisle Barracks . ..... . I Lieut. R. H. Pratt, U.S. A .. l Carlisle Barracks, Pa. ............... . ..................... 1 Carlisle, Pa..

z

~

Hampton Normal ru1d

IS. C . .Armstrong ...... ··· --·~ Hampton, Va .......••...••......

A.gricultm:aJ. Institute.
Forest Grove Training J'. H. Minthorne .. .... ---- -- Forest Grove, Oreg ... .

School.

------1 Hampton, Va.

..... -1

Cornelius, Oreg.

Interior Department, Washington, D. 0.
INDIAN AFFAIRS, EZRA L. STEVENS, Interior Department, Washington, D. 0.

COMMIBSIO:!>"ER OF L'WIAN AFFAIRS, HIRAM PRICE,
CHmF CLERK OF

~

LIST OF INDIAN INSPECTOR.S WITH THEIR POST-OFFICE ADDRESS.
WILLIAM J. POLLOCK
ROBERT S. GARDNER .•••

CHARLES H. HOWARD .•••••
GEORGE M. CHAPllfAN---- .•
SAMUEL S. BENEDICT ............ .

JAMEs M. HAWORTH,

t::;

--······-··-····-~::::: :::::::::::::::::::&::ra~~. w. va.
..Glencoe, ill.

..: =:::: ::::::::::::::::::: :8:lf~:d~lj{!~~- Y.

Inspectoroflndia.n Schools ................. , ...................................................................... Olathe, Kans.
LIST OF SPECIAL INDIAN AGENTS WITH THEIR l"OST·OFFICB ADDRESS •

. :f~~iJ\~~~~;~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::IX't6sfti{~~~t~Saint Louis.
yg~ ~-~rr:~=:

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-.-.-.::::::::::::::::::::::::::-_:::::::::::::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::a'f:~re~~£- c.
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MILITARY RESERVATIONS.

MILITARY RESERVATIONS UPON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
[See Chapter XVII, pages 249 to 254, 1258.]
To JuNE 30, 1882.

The following list shows that the total number of military reseryations in 1he pub.
lie-land States and Territories is 179; containing 3,141,129.87 acres:
Milif.a1·y 1·eservations in public-land States and Ter1·itories, July 1, 1882•

.Alabama (1 reservation):
A small reser ve at Mobile Bay, area not known.
Alabama and Mississippi:

Acres.

Islands in Gulf of Mexico .•••••..•••..••••....••..••••.•• -. • • • • • • • •

6, 061.64

====

Arizona (14 reservations):
.
Fort Huachuca, area not known.
Camp Apache ......•.....••..••....••••....•..•••••..•••••••••.•••• .
Camp Crittenden ...•.••••..•.••...•••...••••.•••••.••...•••.••.• ·
Camp Bowie ...•.....••......•••••.•........•••..........••••••.••
Camp Grant (old) . .•••.••....•...••.........••••••..•••• ·•.••••••. Camp Grant (new) ...••.....•.............•••...•••.••..•.•• -·····

g::! ~~~E~i:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::

7, 421.14
3, 278.08
23,040. 00
2, 031. 70
42, 341.00
23, 040.00
6, 486. 81
24,750.15
49,920. 00
10, 487.00
12,293.79
1, 730.00
720.00
51. 6&

Camp Lowell ...............••..•.....•.•••••••••.•.•••.••••.•••.•
Camp Thomas .......•••....•••........•.•....•..•....•.••. ---. • ·Camp Verde ............•................••.••....•••...•.•..•••••
Fort Whipple ..........................•..............•.•.. - ••• • · ·
Timber reserve for Fort Whipple .•.....••.•..•...•..••.•.••••.••••
Fort Yuma,, mostly in California, small part in Arizona ...•••.••••••
Area of military reservations in Arizona not counting Camp Thomas,
which is mostly comprised in Camp Goodwin Reservaticm .••••••• 197,104.33Arkansas (3 reservations):
Fort Smith Cemetery .....................•.....••.....••••••..•.••
Quarrying reservation •.......•..........•...............••••••... ·
Rot Springs, block 94 ..•••...•..••••..•.••••••••••••.•••••••••••••
Total in Arkansas •.••.••••........••.•••.••••...•••••••••. ...
California (17 reservations):
Ang.el. and Alcatraz Islands, area not known.
Ben1c1a ........•.••.••...•......•..••...•...•••••••.••..••• • . · • · · ·
Fort Bidwell •.....••••••••..•....•.•.......•.••••...••...•.••.... -

g:~dm~!~!isi~~-d :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :

Camp Gaston .........•.....•... • ..••••......•••..• ·- ••.••...•••..
Fort Hill or Monterey, area not known.
Camp Independence ...................•..••••••.•••••••.••.••••••
Molate Island or Golden Rock ..••....••...••••....••.....•..••....
Presidio Reserve No. 1 ...................................... -.... .
Point San Jose (less the area relinquished to city and county of San
F~ancisco by act of Congress approved July 1, 1870) .•••.••••••••
Pemnsula Island, area not known.
Point Lorna, area not known.
San Solito Bay Point, area not known.
Three Brothers, Three Sisters, and Marin Islands at San Pablo Bay
entrance, area not known.
Yerba Buena Island, area not known.
Fort Yuma .......•.........••....•..••...•••••.•••••.••••..•••••..
Total in California as far as t he areas are known •••••••••••••••••

====
14. 81
260. 9&
6.,7&
28:.!. 53

--====

344. 90
3,201. 45
1,562. 00
2. 00
451. 50
2, 650.1S
7.52

1,479. 94
57.89

5,~14.

30

14,971. 68
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MILITARY RESERVATIONS.
Colorado (8 reserva tions):

Acres.

Old Fort Lyon ........ -------- ...........•••.••...•••••.•.•••.••••
Fort Garland ...............•...•.••....•..•.•..••........•.......
Fort Lyon ..•.........•••....•......•...••••.....•.•...•....••••.
Pike's Peak .....................•.....•..••..••.•.••••.••.••..••..
Fort SP-dgewick ................•••...••.••.........•..•••.•.......
Fort Pagosa . ...........................•••..•••...•••..•.••...•..
Camp on White River .........................••••.....••.•••.•...
Fort Lewis ....................................•........••••..... _

38,000.00
2,560.00
5,864.00
8,192.00
40,960.00
22,400.00
40,960.00
30,720.00

Total in Colorado ......••...... ·- ...•...••..•...•......••••.•••..

189,656.00

Dakota (10 reservations):
Fort Abrah am Lincoln, area not known.
Fort Buford, partly in Montana .••••• --- ~ -- ..•••....•....•••...•...
Fort Pen1 bin a ..........................•••.•••••.. __ ......••......
Fort Randall, estimated at .........•••.••••.•.•••........••••.....
Fort Rice, estimated at .................•..........•.•...•.........
Fort Stevenson, estimated at ...................... . .......••......
Fort Sully, estimated at ........... . .....................•.........
Fort Totten, estimated at .............•...........••..........•...
Fort Wadsworth ..........................••...............•......
Fort Meade ...................................••...•.•..••••......

576,000.00
1,899.08
96,000.00
102,400.00
48,000.00
28,800.00

4q,OOO.OO

78,400.00
11,184.83

Total area in Dakota, not including Fort Abraham Lincoln, but including on~-halfofFort Buford in Montana .••••....•...•.••... 988,683.91
Florida (16 reservations):
,
North end of Amelia Island .................••••. ------ .••••...••..
Fort McRee, area not known.
Battard Island and adjacent lands, area not known.
Fort Brooke ...............•.•.......... ·- ............•.••••.•••••..
Cedar Keys .............•• - ••.••• • .........••..•.•.•.. - . _•....••..
Islands in Charlotte Harbor ............•...............•...•......
Dry Tortugas, area not known.
Egmont Island ........................•••.•.••.•.•...••....•..••..
Fort Barrancas, area not known.
Neck of land at Saint Andrew's Sound, area not known.
Fort Marion and blocks in Saint Augustine and land at Matanzas
Inlet, area not known.
,
At Saint George's Sound, lands mostly disposed of, they constituting
a part of what is known as "Forbes's Purchase."
'Saint Joseph's Bay, Point Saint Joseph .....••••....•.••••.•••.....
Saint Mark's ...............................•...••.••.•••.....•....
At Santa Ro's a Sound .. . ........................•.•.....••...•.....
Key West Shoals, area not known.
Total area of reservations in Florida, as far as known ••..........
Idaho (5 reservations):
Fort Boise ...............•...........•••.......•••••••••••••.•••..
Fort Hall ...........................•......••....• • •..•..•...•.•..
Fort Lapwai ..... .- ....................••..•.•....•...•••••.••••...
Camp Three Fo ks, Owy bee •..•..........•••..•••••.....•••.•.....
Fort Creur d'Alene ........•.....•...•...•....••••.••..•••••.•••••.

419.44
148.11
211.65
2,143.38
392.77

3, 851.21
305.75
5,958.20

13,430.51
=====

Total in Idaho .........••.........•.•••...••••••••••••..••.... :-.

1,225.55
646.50
1,226.00
4,800.80
1,280.00
9,178.05

illinois:
Fort Armstrong (Rock Island), area not known.
Kansas (6 reservations):

!~~!~!::~~~~~~::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

F ort Leaven worth ............•........••••......••••.••..........
Fort Riley ......................•..... ••.....•.•••.••.••...•......
F ort Wallace ... : .......•.......•.•... 7 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

14,661.00
'7,600.00
10,240.00
2,750.00
19,899.22
8,960.00

----

Total in Kansas .............•......•••..•••.•.................. _

64. H0.22

750

MILITARY RESERVATIONS.

Louisiana (7 reservations):

Acres.

Battery Bienvenue, area not known.
,
Baton Rouge ...........•....•...••..•••••••••.••••.. ••···•···••••·
On the coast of the Gulf of Mexico quite a number of reserved tracts,
area not known.
Fort Jackson ...................•.......••.....•. - · · • • • • • · · · • • • • • • ·
Fort Pike, area not known.
Fort Saint Philip .............•...•••...••••••••••.•••• ••··••••••••
Tower Dupres, area not known.
-

740.97

Total in Louisiana, as far as known .••••.•••••••••• - -- --- • • • • • • •

1, 341.26

Michigan ( 4,reservations) :
Fort Brady, exact area not known.
Fort Mackinac, area not known.
BoisBlanclsland ...............••••.••••••.••••••••••••••••• ••••••
Fort Wilkins .............••.•..•..••••••••••••••••••••• - •• ••••••••

44.17

556.12

====
9,199.43
148.35

Total in Michigan, as far as known •••.•.•••••••.•••••••••.•• ••••

----9, 347.78

Minnesota (2 reservations):
Fort Snelling, area not known.
Reserve on Saint Louis River .•••....•••.•....•••••..•••••••••• - • • •

7.32

=

. Missouri (3 reservations):
Grand Tower Rock, area not known.
.
Island in MissoUl'i River, township 50 north, range 33 west .......... .
Fort Leavenworth, area not known.

54.70

Montana (9 reservations):
'
Camp Baker ..............•......•...••••••••••.•.•••••••.••••••••
Fort Benton, area not known.
Fort Buford (see under Dakota).
Fort Ellis ........... ... •..•...... -. ....•.•.•.••.••.•....•..••••.•.•
Fort Shaw ................•........•........••........•..••.•••••.
Fort Keogh .....................••..........•..•....•••••..•..••••
Fort Assiniboine, estimated ...........•••...•••••.••••..•••..•.• - ••
Fort Missoula .................•••....•...•..•......•••...•••••••..
Fort McGinnis, estimated ...........••.••..•...•••.•••...••••.... -

32,16-0.00
32,000. 00
57, 619.00
704,000.00
2, 777.64
31, 000.00

Total in Montana, as far as known .•••••.••.•••••.•.•.••..•.•.•.

861,956. 64

Nebraska (6 reservations):
On North Fork of Loup River •••••••••..•••••.•••••••••.••••.•••..
Fort McPherson ....•. ··-~·· ...••••..••.••••.•••••••••••••••.•••...
Fort Niobrara, increased in area to •• ~ .•..•.••.•••••••.•...•.••..•.
Fort Robinson ...........••..••••...••••••••••••.••••....••...•.. Camp Sheridan ........••....•••.•.•..••••.•••••.•.......•.•••••..
Fort Sidney ...... ,..............•••..•...•••.••...••.••••••••....•.
Total in Nebraska .. .. .. .. .. •. •• •. •. •. •• .. •. •. .. •• •• •• •. •• .• .. •.
New Mexico (13 reservations):
Fort Bayard ..... ~ ........••••.•.••.••.••••..•••••••••••••.• •.•..•.
Fort Butler (neverdeclared) ..•.•.•••••.••••.••.•••.••••••.••••.•..
Fort Craig .........••••..••••..••••..•••.••••..••.•.••••.•..•..•..
Fort Cummings, increased in area to .•..•...•.••.••••••....•..•••.
Fort Marcy ..............•••.••••••....••••.•.•......••.•••.•••...
Fort McRae ....••..........•••••.••....••.•••••..•...••••.•.•••.•.
On Moro River .•............••••••.••••..•...•..••.........•..•...
Fort Selden ...............•.•.•••••.••..••••..••••...••....•.•....
Fort Stanton .•••........•....••.....•..•....•••••••••..•....••.•.
Fort Sumner Cemetery ............•••••..•..•••.•••...•...........
Fort Thorn ................••..••••••........•....•••......•......
Fort Union ............ . ................••.•...••.•••••..•••......
Ji'ort Wingate, increased in area to ................................ Total in New Mexico, not including Fort Butler, never declared..

2, 400.00

=
3, 251.41
19,500. 00
35,012.27
15. 360.00
18,225.00
3,835.35
95. 184. 03

====
8,840.00
76, 800.00
24, 895.00
23,040.00
17.7i
2,560.00
5,120.00
9,613.74
10, 240.00
320.00
23,040.00
66,8 0.00
83,200.00
257,766.51

====
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MILITARY RESERVATIONS.
Nevada (3 reservations):

.Acres.

Carlin ......... --- ----- · ·---- · ---- · · · · · • • · - · · · · · · • · · • • • • • · · • • • · · •

g~:~ ii~~~~~itt~::: ~::: ·.: ::-.::: ~: ~ :::::::::::::::::: .. ::::: :~ ::::

920.0~

10 900.93
10~374.40

22,195.33

Total in Nevada ...............••..•...••••.••••........

===

Oregon (4 reservations):
Fort Klamath ......••• - .••••.. --- .......•.............••••..••••••
Sand Island.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . • . • . .•••..•••••...
Point Adams .........................••......•.•.......•.••••••.
Fort Orford, area not known.
Totalin Oregon, as far as known .....•.••..•••••••••.••••...•••..
Utah (4 reservations):
Fort Cameron ...............•••••.••••.••.•••••••••.....•••.•••.•
Carnp Dougl . s ............••.......•.•.••..••••••••••••••••.•.••••
Camp Floyd .......•........•...........••....••••••.•.••••..•••••
Rush Lake Valley .......•..........•.•••..••••••••••••••••••.•••••

3,135.68
192.0'7
1,250.11
4,577.86

===
23,378,00
2,560.00
94,550.005, 131.47
125,599.47

Total in Utah ...•.....•...............•.....•••••••..
Washington Territory (36 reservations):
Port Angeles and Ediz Hook, area not known.
Canoe Is! and .........................••.....•.•..•....••••••.•••.
Fort Cascades .................................................... .
Fort Colville ...... ....... ~ ...•.••......•..••••..••....••••••••••.•
Cape Disappuintment ............................... .:. ••.••••.•.•.
Lopez Island .................••..•....................•••..•••••••
Straits Juan de Fuca ..........................·•...•... ---~-- _ ••••
Point Roberts ..... . ....•.......•...•••..••••.......•..•.••••••••••
On San J nan Island ...............••...•••........••.....•.••••••.•
Shaw Island ... ~ ................................................. .
Fort Three Tree Point ........•••...••.....••.........•••••.•••••..
Port Townsend.... . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . •••••.•.•.•.••••••••••
Fort Vancouver ......................•......•....••••..•.••.•••••.
Fort Walla Walla corrected area ................................. .
On north side of New DnngenP-ss Harbor .......................... .
South side New Dungeness Harbor ................................ .
Vv est side of entrance to Washington Harbor ...••........•..•...•.
East side of entrance to Washington Harbor ........•. ~ .•••...••••
Challam Point ....................•.....••••.•.....•••...•...••••
Opposite Challam Point, ........................................ ..
Opposite Protection Island ..................................._.•...
Vancouver Point ..•................•...........•.......••......•.
Point Wilson.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . . . . . . . .•••.....•...••....••
Admiralty Head ...........••............•.•••••.....•.•..•••..••••
Marrow stone Point ............................•..............••.•••
North of entrance to Deception Pass (including islands) ....••••.•••
South of entrance to Deception Pass ............. ~ .............. ..
Two islands east of Deception Pass ............................... .
Tala Point, near Hood's Canal ................................... .
Hood's Head, near Hood's Canal.... . . .. .. . .. . .. . . • • • . .. ........ ..
Foulweather Point .................•.. . .......•••..••.•..•••••••.•
Double Bluff .......................•... . ...•..........••...•....•.
Point Defiance ..................... . ...... .. ...................... .
Three tracts on west side of narrows of Puget Sound (each 640) ... .
Most northerly point of Whidbey's Island ........................ ..
Fort Spokane .................................................... .

====43.10
320.21
1,070.0()
536.20
1,233.90
2,098.60
2,434.55
1,148.33
1, 110.20
640.00
621.97
640. 0()
612.93 300.00
640.00
640.00
640;00
640.00
640.00
640.00
640.00
640.00
640.00
640.00
640.00 .
640.00
200.00
640.00
640.00
640.00640.00
640.00
1,920.00
640.00
640.00

Total area reserved in Washington 'Territory, inclqding some lands
disposed of prior to date of the orders declaring reservations....

26, 079. 36

Wisconsin (1 reservation):
Stone Quarry Reservation in township 28 north, range 25 east ..•...

1,046.10

===
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Wyoming (9 reservations):

Acre-.

~~~~ ~:\~~:~~~: _- _-:::: _- _- _.: .-:::: ~ _- _- _- _- .-: _- _- _-: .-:: _- _- _- .-: _-:: _-.-: _- .- _-: _- _-::: _- _- ~

10,240.00
89,680.00

74,~;n
Fort Laramie increased in area to ..•..•• _•.• _••••••.••• ---- --- • -· · · ·J<'ort D. A. Russell ................... ----- . ----- ------ • • • • • · -·- · · · · · 4,512.00
Fort Sanders ...•• , ...•...........••...••..••••••••• - - - - - • • • ·-- • • · - · · 21,882. 6.!
Fort Fred Steele increased in area to .•.•...••••..••••••••••••• ---- ·- · 25,600,00
100.00
Sulphur creek (for coal) ...................................... ••·····
25,600. 00
640.00

j;~~~:r~~~~~y:~~:::::::::::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

-----

Total in Wyoming ...••...........••••..••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 252,494.64

Recapitulation of areas as far as knOW'fa. or estimated.
[See page 1259.]

Area.

States and Territories.

Acres.
1
14

Alabama .......................................................................... ···--· -- ·--- -Islands in Gulf, Alabama and Mississippi. ... _....................................
6, 061. 64

! if!fl5;~::::::::: ::::::: ::~::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:::: :::::::::::: :;;; ~ i

1

~g ~11~;: ~~;t~~i~~~ :~~~~ :~~~~ ~t: ~~~~ ~~;~;~:~ :~~~;~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~

l
~

fi; ~g: ~1

9

jflfuois, Fort Armstrong (area not known) ............. -........ --- ·---- • · .. ----- -- ·-- 64 · iio ·22

ii~~~1~~~~~-~~-~-:
-~-~-~-~:::::: ~:: ~ ~:::: :_ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Minnesota, besides Fort Snelling ........ _. __ .. . . . . • . . . • • . • . . . . • • . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • •

~ ~~~£~~~~~-~: -~-~~~i;!~ _:: : ~~:: ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~::::::: ~=::: :::_::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::

1~

New Mexico (Fort Butler never declared) ........•. __ ..... _.... _.....••. _.........

179

Grand total ........................... __ .. __ .................................

·i ~~·~- _· _ .) );:._(:. () )):)) )~)(: .:. ) :)>.:·:!;;!;:.·!:i:::i::!!:::!

~: :1~:7. 32~~

sg§; i~l ~

257, 766. 51

:~gJ;~
3, 141, l29. 87

STATE SELECTIONS.
[See Chapter XVIII, page 255.}
To JUNE 30, 1883.

No change in this chapter since June 30, 1880.
executed.

Grants certified and law in fact

DISTRIBUTION ACT OF SEPTEMBER 41 1841.
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/

DISTRIBUTION ACT OF SEPTEMBER 4, 1841.
[See Chapter XIX, pages 256 and 1260.]
CORRECTED TO JUNE

30, 1882.

Statement sluncing the respective shares of the several States and Territories of the United
States and tM District of Columbia, under the distribution act of September 4, 1841, of th6
1·eaidue of the net proceeds of the public lands sold to .August 29, 1842.
States and Territories and District Distributive
of Columbia.
shares.
:Maine .............................. .

~~~~r:;restt~~:::::::::::: ~:::::::

Rhode Island ...................... .
Connecticut ....................... .
Vermont ........................... .
New York ................•.........
NewJersey ........................ .

t!1~!~~~~~~~:::::: :::::: :~:::: ::~ ::

~~i~~:;ti~~:::::
~ ~ ~::::::::::::::
South Carolina ..................... .

Georgia ........................... .
.Ala.bama ........................... .

$19,716
11,181
28,985
4, 276
12, 180
11,471
95,436
14,057
67,738
3, 027
17,057
41,657
25,739
18.214
22,750
25,125

States and Territories and District Distributive
of Columbia.
shares.

~:~~!:t.~~

23
36
35
03

90

37
23

29,703 28

Indiana............................

30,278 13

~;:rot~-~~:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::

7{)

09
04
17
95
14
42
00
60

::::::::::::::: :::::~:: $i!: ~~~ ~~

Tennessee.........................

llY~~~ri:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::

~~: ~~~ ;g

~~~~~~m::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~: ~i~ ~~

Arkansas..........................

I

~I:~~~~~

Iowa ...........•..... .• .. ~ .:. ......
Florida............................
District of Columbia...............

5, 012 16

1, 693 70
1, 736 29
1, 643 72

TotaL.~--- .........·..•...... ,----mil, 117 05

CANAL, WAGON, MILITARY WAGON, AND RAILROAD GRANTS.
[See Chapter XX, pages 257-288, and 1260.]
To JuNE 30, 1882.

No change in the statistics of canal, wagon road, and military wagon road grants
has taken place since June 30, 1880. The area granted remains the same. Seepages
258, 259, 260, and 279.
LAND GRANTS TO RAILROADS-AREA NECESSARY TO FILL.

The estimates of acreage of public lauds requisite to comply with grants already
made, including lands already patented or selected, to June 30, 1880 (see pages 268,
269,270, 271, 272, 273, and 287), have not been materially changed, viz, 155,504,994.59
acres. The area of patented or certified railroad grant lands, being to June 30,1882, was
46,526,823.06 acres, leaving a balance not yet certified or patented of 108,978,171.48
acres.
VALUE OF LANDS GRANTED RAILROADS.

November 1, 1880, the Auditor of Railroad Accounts estimated the value of publio
lands granted railroads at $391,804,610.16. (See tables of operations of land departments ofland-grant railroads for the years 1878-'82, pages 772-787.)
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LAND-GRANT RAILROADS.

CONSTRUCTION OF LAND-GRANT B.AILROADS.
[See pages 268 and 1260.]
To JUNE 30, 1881, AND JUNE 30, 1882.
IN THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1881.

The reports of construct ion of land-grant railroads during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1881, show an aggregat e of 200 miles, which, with those previously r eported
(15,430.14 miles), make a total of 15,630.14 miles of such road, distributed as follows:
States and Territories.

Miles . .

Alabama ...... . .. . .........•............
822.00
Arkansas ..... . . . .......•..•. . ..........
620.16
California ............ . ................. . 1, 228.89
Colorado .. . ... .. ................ • ... . ...
298.00
Dakota ........................... . .... .
346. 00

IDi~~: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::

247.00
705.72

~:~~~~a~::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :
~~~~i!s~ta:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::

1, 654.00
152.00
1, 005.00
2,389. 50

155.00
Indian Territory ............... . ....... .
Iowa ...... . ................• . . . ......... 1, 672.00

States and Territories.

~~::~~:r.~i.:

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Nebraska . ......... . .................. .
Nevada . .... . ......................... .
New Mexico ..................... ······
Oregon . ...... . ....................... .
Texas (where there are no U. S.lands).
Utah ...... .. . . ....................... .

~fss~~~~;o~.::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

Wyoming .....• . ........•...•..•..•....

Mile!!406.00
703.00
832.00
460.00
50.00
227.00
342. 87
255.00
106.00
553.00
400.00

Total ................. ... ......... 15, 630.14

~THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1882.

The reports of construction of land-grant rail.Toads during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1882, show an aggregate of 608.96 miles, which, with those previously reported
(15,640.14 miles), make a total of 16,239.10 miles, distributed as follows:
States and Tenitories.

Miles.

Alabama .............................. ..
822.00
Arkansas ................... . .. .. ...... .
620.16
California. ............. •. . . . . ............ l, 228. 89
Colorado ...... .. .........•..............
298.00
Dakota ................................ .
421.00
Florida .. . ... . .... . .................... .
247.00
Idaho . .......................... : ... ... .
45.00
Illinois ................. . ............. ..
705.72

i~~:~ ~~~~~~~::::: : ::::::::::::::::::

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~:

155.00
1, 672.00
1, 654.00
152.00
1, 148.96
2, 389.50

States and Territories.

~::~s:y~i- ::: : :::::: :: ::: :. :: ."::: : : ::::

Montana .............................. .
Nebraska .......................•......
N evada . .............................. .
New Mexico ....... . .......... . ....... .
Oregon .. ..... . ......... ~ ............. .
T exas (where there are no U.S. lands).
Utah . . ................................ .

~fs~~~~~.:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::

Wyoming .............•.•••...•.•...•..

Miles.
406.00
703. 00
25.00
83Z. 00
460.00
150.00
227. 00
342.87
255.00
286.00
593.00
400.00

Total ............................ 16,239.10

CANAL, WAGON, MILITARY WAGON, AND RAILROAD LANDS.
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PATENTED AND CERTIFIED CANAL, WAGON, AND MILITARY WAGON ROAD
AND RAILROAD LANDS.
[See pages 1261 'and 1263.)
To JuNE 30, 1882.

Statement Bhowing number of acres certified or patented during the year, to June 30, 1882,
and u,p to June 30, 1882, for canal, wagon road, and military tvagon 1·oadB ILnd railroads
to StateB and corporationB.
RECA.PITULA.TION.

State.

Minnesota .....•..•..•••••••.•••.•••••••.••.••••••.••.•••••••••..•• ,......
Kansas . ............. .... . . . . . . .. ...... ..•••• ••..•.• •. .. .••. •••.. ....... ••

800.00
·720. 00

2, 595, 053. 00
935,158.70
2, 882, 076. 40
1, 760,834.98
1, 072,406.47
2, 376, 891. 49
1, 396,429. 87
4-, 706, 458. 39
3, 229, 010. 84
2, 807, 583.88
7, 748, 651. 32
4, 449, 226. 28

Corporations ........•••...•••..••. . .•...••.••..•••.•••••. - ••..• - . - - - .• - - .

53, 592. 71
122, 813. 89

35, 958, 781. 62
11, 235, 783. 20

~lib~~~~i~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~ ~ ~ ~i,: ~i~: ~i:
Florida ................................................................................ .
Louisiana ..••.•...•..••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••.•.•••• . ••• . ...••...........
.Arkansas ......................... . .................................................... .
Missouri ....................................................................... _....... .
Iowa......................................................................
759.36

~i~~~~ii::::::: :::: .· ::::::::::::: ~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

Total railroad grants to June ·30, 1882. ...••. .•. . .. ... . .• .•••••. ••. . •
176,406.66 47, 194,564.82
Deduct amount of land declared forfeited by Congress................... . . • • . • . • • . . . • .
667, 741. 76
46, 526, 823. 06
. W~gon roads to June 30, 1882:
===
Wisconsin... . ............................... . ............................ . . . .. • . . .••...
302,930.96

~:~:~~~~-: ::·.:: ::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::.:
176, 406. 66

~~~: g~~: ~~

47, 827, 864. 13

CANALS F.ROM 1824 TO JUNE 30, 1882.

Indiana .......•••••.•.....•...••••...••.. -... -- - • - - .. - -- - -- -- -- -- - -- - 1,457,366.06
Ohio .........•....•......... _.•......•••..........•....•••.•... ------ 1, 100, 361. 00
Illinois ...................•..• -- •.•.••.....• - -.. -- - .•• - •••·••• --- - --- - 290,915.00
Wisconsin .........••..........•.................•.•••·•..•.•.....••.. 325,431.00
Michigan ....•...••.....................••••....•.....•..•••• -..• -•.. 1,250,000.00
Total canals . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . • . • . . . • . . • • . . 4, 424, 073. 06
Grand total railroad, wagon road, and canal grants patented or certified from 1824 to June 30, 1882 ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 52,251,937.19
Patented or certified during the year ending June 30, 1882 . . • • • • • • • • •
176, 406.66

Statement exhibiting land oonoeaBions by CongreBs to States and corporationB for railroad purposes, date of taw, mite limits, anil acres certified anil
patented, j1·om 1850 to June 30, 1882.

Statea.

Date of la.-we.

~

E
~

------1

Illinois .•..•..•... -~ Sept. 20, 1850
Missiseippi.... . . . . Sept. 20, 1850
Do .•.... ..•.... Aug.ll, 1856
Do ............. Aug.11, 1856
Alabama .......... Sept, 20, 1850
Do ............. May 17, 1856
Do ............. June 3,1856
Do...... . . . . . . . 1 May 23, 1872

li

11
9

11

11

TI

Do .............
Do .............
Do .............
Do ............ .
Do .............
Do .............
Do .............
Florida ...... .....

June 3, 1856
June 3,1856
June 3,1856
Apr. 10, 1869
June 3,1856
Mar. 3,1857
Mar. 3,1871
May 17, 1856

11
11
11

Do .............
Do .............
Do .......•.....
Louisiana . .......•.
Do .•...........
Do............

May 17, 1856
May 17, 1856
May 17,1856
June 3, 1856
June 3,1856
July 14, 1870

11
11

w
11

11

w

11

11

11
11

Do . • • . . • . • • . . . • Feb. 9, 1853
Do . . . • • • . . . • . . . July 28, 11366
Do .•.••........ Apr. 10, 1869

w
ro
14
w
ro
u
w

Do ............. Mar. 8, 1870

H

Arkansas .......... rFeb. 9, 1853

Do . • . . . . . . . . . . . July 28, 1R66
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 6, 1870

Do .......••....
Do .............
Do .............
Missouri....... . . . .

Feb. 9, 1853
July 28, 1866
July 4,1866
Jnne 10, 1852
Do ...... . ...... 1 Juno 5, 1862

~

I
9
9

ro
u
u
ro

~

IDle limits.

Name-of road.

.s

P;

I

'

~~ X~!~!~d.r§b'fdI~:~t~~-:::::::: ~::::::::::::::: ::::::::::

17
17
17
45
17
200
580
15
15
15
15
18
18
277

Mobile and dhio River ... ..... ................. .......... .
Alabama and Florida ..................................... .
Selma Rome and Dalton ................................. .
Act c~nfirm~g lands heretofore certified to the State for
the Alabama and Tennessee Railroad.
Coosa and Tennessee ..................................... .
Mobile and Girard ................................. ..... .. .
Alabama and Chattanooga ............................... ~
Act to renew certain grants ofl::tnd to the State of Alabama 5
South and North Alaoama ................................ ~
Act amending the sixth section of the original act .·.... .
Act to renew certain grants orland to the State of Alabama
Atlantic, Gulf and ·west India Transit (formerly Florida
Railroad).
Florida and .Alaba.ma ..................................... :
Pensacola and Georgia ... ..... .. .... ..................... .
Florida, .Atlantic and Gulf Central ..........•........•....
N ortb Louisiana and Texas .... . ..... ... . ................ .
New Orleans, Opelousas and Great Western ........... }
Act declaring forfeited to the United States all the lands
not lawfully disposed of by the State.

i~~ ·~::~1~:~~s:
==~=in=~~-:::-:::~::::i~ii~~-:~j: ~~~-t}
twent.y miles of roaa.
~!i ~~t~~~::;i:;~h:~~::~~;?r:
~~~~1~ii~~: ~~: ~~~~i~~~ii}
miles of-road, &c.

I

Number of
acres certified
or patented
for the year
ending
June 30, 188~.

76 Act repealing provision in act of .A.pril10, 1869, as to mode
of sale of lands.
155 Memphis and Little Rock ................................. .
338 ...... do . ......... . ........ .
sa Sa.i nt I.onis anr1 Iron Mo11~·tain · · · · • · · · · · · · • · • · • • · • · · • · • · ·
8 South west branch of the Pacific :R,(;aci · ·· •··· •• ···· ·· ••· · ·· ·
22 Act ex~endin~ the time for completion o·f·;~~cl.f()r te~·yeai:s
4-

Number of
acres certified
or patented
up to ·
Juno 30, 1882.

1-----

I

4661llliuois Central. ....•.•.••....•.. · • • • • • . · • • • • · • • · ·- • · · • • • • · ·
466 Mobile and Ohio River .... ...................... .......... .
466
15
17
159

Ol.

0':>

rsoe pages 274 to 279.]

•

-=l

6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15

2, 595, 053 00
a7'37, 130 29
.••......•...•.•....•• --~·-·· ...•......• -~
198,028 41
...... ....•••. •... •...• ......•••••........... . .... ......
............••.•........ .•..•• ..•. ......
a419, 52R 44
. . . . • . .•••••. .•• .• . .•. • . ••.• •• . . . . . .. . . .
394,522 99
. . . . . • . . . . • . • • • • • .. . . • • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .
b457, 215 37

1::-4

1>-

zt::l
I

0

pj

~ :~g i~ ::::::::: ::::::::: :::: ::I:::: :: :::::::::~

6 and 15 ...... .••..••••..••. .••.

48,389 07

c67, 784 96
c504, 145 86
601,970 41

6 and 15 ..•..••••••••.••.•...•..

2, :>24 34

436,908 37

\>- ""

z

1-3

00
~

0

6 and 15

d290, 183 28
165,688 00

eel, 275, q_79 52
cj29, 384 18
353,212 68
g719, 193 79
h1, 115, 116 88
i204, 079 17
6 and 15 .....
Additional 5.

j550, 584 09

1366,156 28

6 and 15 ....................... ·1· ...............,
127,238 til
.Additional5................. .. . ..... . . •••.• . .. .
ll3,716 58
10 n.nd 20 . . .... .•••.•.••. ...... .. . •••. ••. .••.• ••• . •..••• .. •• ·

} 0 o.nd 15 . . . . . • . . • . . . . • • • . • • • • • • . •• • • • . . • • • • . . • • •

ttl72EI, 1140 llfJ

.;d
pj

1>1-4

1::-4

pj

0

~
rn

Do .••.••..•••.. Jttne 10,1852
Do ............. Feb. 9,1853
Do...... • . . . . . . .July 28, 1866
Do ............ .Jnly 4,1866
Iowa .••....•.•..... May 15,1856
Do .....•....... .June 2,1864
Do .•••••.....•• Feb. 10,1866
Do .•..•...•.... May 15,1856
Do ..•.......... .June 2,1864
Do ........••... .Jan. 31,1873
Do ......••••.• .June 15,1878

Do. . • . . . . . . . . . .
Do .••••.....••.
Do ...•........•
Do ...••........
Do ..•.•......•.

May 15, 1856
June 2,1864
May 15,1856
.June 2, 1864
Mar. 2,1868

10

ro

H

u
ll
u
u
ll
u
TI
w
ll
13
ll

m

u

8 Hannibal and Saint Joseph .... .. .... , ..................... .
155
~ !~~
338 . ~~~~td~~~~~·- ~~~~ ~~~~~~: ~-~~ -~~~:~~~:::::::::::::::: }
83 Saint Louis and Iron Mountain ........................... . Additional 5. · · · ·
9
96
349
9
98
421
133 Act to restore certain lanus in Iowa to settlement under

ig:::: ::: ::: ............ -..

.... -.. .

~292 050. 80

::~~i::z. :::z~-~:e~~::~~~~~~~~~i~~~~ ~i :;~~~::: l ~~~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ~~

.~:~l~:~::::~:~;Jt:~::~;~:~~; i~~~~i~i~ ~~:i~~~~}
the homestead law, &c.

-

Act authorizing said road to change its line ............. .
Act extending the time for completion of road to Jannary
l, 1872.

.... · · · · · · · · · · · .,. · · · ·

1

~0~~~-~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::::

:::

q161, 172.81

,

9:91I. Dubuque
?.~~~d.~~~~~~-~~-~~~~-~~~~-:::::::::::·:::::::::::: }
and Sioux City .................... .....•....... }
98
38

.

40.00
719.36

p782, 459. 83
r359, 660. 30
p550, 467. 96

Do ..••....•.... May 15,1856
ll
9 Iowa Falls and Sioux City............................••....
683,023.80
Do............. Aug. 8, 1846
9
77 } Des Moines Valley ..... : ..............•...................
569,001.58
Do .•.•......... .July 12,1862
H 543
72 McGregor and Missouri River .....................••....... 10 and 20 ....••.••...•..•••••.••.••••••..•••••.••.
8138,187.30
Do ..•.......... May 12,1864
u
Do............. May 12, 1864
m 72 Chicago, Mil waukee and Saint Paul ........•............... 10 and 20 .....••.
183,902.89
10 and 20 ......•....•.•.•.•.•.••.
m 72 Sioux City and Saint Paul. .•.............
t407, 910.21
Do .•...•....... May 12,1864
a In the adjustment of this grant the road was treated as an entirety, and without reference to the State line; hence Alabama has aJ.rproved to her more, and Mississippi
ess, land than they would appear to be entitled to in proportion to the length of road line in the respective States.
b 192 acres deducted from the amount heretofore reported to correct an error in addition.
c No evidence of the construction of any part of these roads, as required by the acts, having·been :filed in the General Land Office, the grants are presumed to have lapsed,
but the lands have not been restored to the mass of public lands, Congress having taken no action to that end.
d 8,199.11 acres heretofore erroneously reporteuas certified for the Florida, Atlantic and Gulf Central Railroad.
e 366.59 added to correct an error in the amount heretofore reported.
.
f 8,199.ll acres deducted from the amount heretofore reported and added to the amount certified for the Florida Railroad (now Atlantic, Gulf and West India Transit).
g 51,452.03 earned by the construction of eighty miles of road prior to June 3, 1866; 227,879.94 acres within the limif.s of the grant of March 3, 1871, to the New Orleans,
Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company, and 439,861.82 acres, restored to market in March, 1873, nnd.er the act of July 14, 1870.
.
11.'292.53 acrea relinquished by the company deducted from the amount heretofore reported.
i 841.91 acres relinquished by the company deducted from the amount heretofore reported; 2,760 acres also deducted to correct an error in the report for 1879.
j 63.91 acres added to make the correct amount certified.
lc 40 acres relinquished deducted from the amount heretofore reported.
··
"'
Z160 acres relinquished and deducted; 729.61 acres also deducted to make the correct area patented.
m 429,084.18 acres certified to the State and 3,130.97 acres patented under this grant, lying southwest of Springfield, Mo., deducted from the amount previously reported and
charged to the grant of July 27, 1866, to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company. 40 acres relinquished and deducted.
n 320 acres relinquished deducted from amount given in previous reports.
o 120 acres relinquished deducted from amount given in previous reports.
p Includes 35,685.49 acres of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, 109,756.85 acres of the Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad1 and 77,535.22 acres of the
Dubuque and Sioux City Railroad, situated in the old Des Moines River grant of August, 1846, which amounts are a loss to the roads by the demsion of the United States
Supreme Court in the case(of Wolcott vs. Des Moines Company (5 Wallace, 681).
q 40 acres relinquished deducted from amount previously reported.
r 320 acres onts1de the limits of the grant deducted from amount previously reported.
• 97.39 acres relinquished deducted from amount previously reported.
t 10,911.41 acres approved in 1874 not heretofore reported.
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Statement exhibiting land concessions by Congress to States and corpora~ions for railrood purposes, ~c.-Continued.

-.:J

01
States.

Date of laws.

"'

i

N arne of road.

4S

Mile limits.

~

~

1--1-1

- -- - - 1

·····--···J

1-------------------

Michigan
June 3,1856
Do....... . .. .. . Mar. 3, 1879

11
20

21
4.90

Do ............. 1 June 3,1856
Do ............. July 3,1866

11
14

21
78

Do . ............ Mar. 2,1867

14

425

3,1871

16

586

3,1856
7,1864

11
13

21
119

Mar. 3,1865
June 3,1856
Feb. 17, 1865
July 3,1866

13
11
13
14

520
21
569
78

Mar. 3,1871
June . 3,1856
Mar. 3,1865
May 20,1868
Apr. 20, 1871

16
11
13
15
17

582
21
521
252
643

June 3,1856
Mar. 3,1865
July 5, 1862
Mar. 3,1865
May 23,1872
June 3,1856

11
13
12
13
17
11

21
521
620
520
160
20

Do .. ........... May 5,1864
Do ...... ...... Mar. 3,1873

13
17

66 . ..... do ... ............................................ . .. .
634 .Act to quiet title to the lands of the settlers on lands

Do .............
Do .............
Do .............
Do. . . .. . . . . . . . .

11
15
11
13

20
238
20

Do .............
Doc ......... ...
Do .............
Do .............
Do .............
Wisconsin .........

June 3, 1856
July 27,1868
June 3, 1856
May 5, 1864
Do .........•... June 3, 1856
Do , .. .. ...... . May 5,1864

U'

Number of
' acres certified Number of
or patented acres certified
or patented
for the year
up to
ending
Jnne 30, 1882. June 30, 1882.

66

20
66

00

Port Huron and Lake Michigan ............•............ } 6 and 15
Joint resolution releasing the reversionary claim and interest of the United States in and to certain lands in
Michigan.
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw ........................... ) 6and15 ........................................ .
Act extending the time for completion of road ~:~even J
years, &c.
Act extending the time for completion of first twenty miles ~
of road.
Act authorizing change of northern terminus from Trav·
erse Bay to Straits of Mackinac, and for other purposes.)
Grand Rapids and Indiana . -.. - · -.- ·- · · · ·- · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Grand Rapids and Indiana from Fort Wayne, Ind., to
Grand Rapids.
·
·
Act extending time for completion of road eight years . . .
Flint and Pere Marquette ............ .. ................. }
Resolution extending time for completion of road ....... .
Act authorizing the company to change the western terminu~ of·its road.
'
Act extending time for com&letion of road five years ....

a37,467. 43

743,009.36

t:lI

~

·1
J

.

629,993.11
222,967.01
512,337.03

b437, 411.30

~

0

~

1-4

t"'

~

. ........................ .
128,000.00
c517, 825. 60

Wis·}

327,903.69
474,913.20

claimed by the West Wisconsin Railway Company.
Wisconsin Railroad Fa-rm-Mortgage Land Company ...... ~
Ac:t amen~atord of the original act . . ........... .......... 5

:;::~r;xB;~~tS~~~:~~:~ ~.:~~~: ~~~::::: : : : : : : ~

00

0

-~-~~~~~~ ~~~-~~~~~~~~~~::::::::::: .. ::·· :· ······ ······l
.Act authorizing a change of route in ' Michlg~~-:::::::::: 5
Chicag;o, Saint Paul and Minneapolis, formerly West
consm.

~

z1-3

~

~~~~0e_t~~: -~~~~~t_o_~'- ~~c~ ~-t·o-~~~~~: ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::: ~ }

•.
._
Resolution extending time for completion of road, &c ....
Act authorizing the Houghton and Ontonagon Railroad
Company to resurvey and locate anew a part of its road.
Ontonagon and Brule River ............... ..
Bay de Noquet and Marquette ............. ..

t'l

~

6 and 15 ........................

!!

10 and 20 ...•..•••••.••••.•••.••
6 and 15 .•.•...•.•.•. ...•....••.
10 and 20 ................ .......

S ·••· ••••••• ••·
................ .

l

40,049.11
524,538.15

Ill R, llflO. 41

>tl

rn

Do ••••••.••.... June 3, 1856
Do ..•.•••...... Apr. 25,1862
Do •...• .. .•••.. Mar. 3,1865
Do ..••... ...•. . Mar. 3,1869

11
12
13
15

20
648
520
397

Do ............. May 5,1864
Do ..•.......... June21, 1866

13
14

66
360

I

Apr. 9,1874

18

Mar. 3,1857
Mar. 3,1865
Mar. 3,1873

28

-~~

11

195

Do ............. Mar. 3,1857

11

!95

Do ............ Mar. 3,1865
Do ............. .July 12, 1862

13
12

Chicago - • N m-thwo•to= •..•.......•..•••.•••••••.••.•. } 1 o ~• 15 .••...•....•.•..•••.••• ··1- •••••.••••.••• ·I
Resolution :tuthorizing change of route in Wisconsin, &c.
Act extending time for completion of road five years .....
Act autlwrizing selection of lands along the full extent of
original route of road.
WinconsinCentral...! ................................... lj10and20 .....•......•••••••••••• 1················1
Resolution explanatory of the act of May 5, 1864, and authorizing certain changes of width in accordance with
th~ act ofthe State legislature.
I Act to extend the time for completion of road to December 31, 1876.
That Divi•ion Saint Pan! =d PaciJlo .......••.........•. }
=• 15.. · · · · ...........•.... · ·
~~t~;_ili~·g .th~. ti~~ co~pl~ii~~- ~f" i:h~· ~~~d" -~i~e 10 and 20 · · • · · · • · · · · · • · ·-- ·- ·-- ·- ·- · ·- -- · · ·- · ·- · · ·
months.
W """' Railroad, fonnerly BcaineM B=oh Saint Paul}
=d 15 ........................ -~-- ............ --~

~~~ ..Act.

J

.ior

I"

t ··..... ····... ·1

I"

545, 57~ 78

d575,644.56

466 40& 48
784; 642· 66

43<1, 69~ 16

526 .. . ~~~~-~~~~~-- .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . ...•..
10 and 20....... ..• .. ....... .••.. .... .. .... .. . .. .
e210, 263.33
624 Resolution authorizing the State to change the branch
line under certain conditions.
Do ............. Mar. 3,1871
16
588 SaintPaul, MinneapolisandManitoba ................... ll10and20 .•.••...•••.•...•.•••••• 1.---·-······ ··· -l
1,174,330.03
17
631 Act extending the time for completion of the road nine
Do ............. Mar. 3,1873
~~
18
203 A.ct extending the time for completion of the road to
Do ............. .Ttme22, 1874
March 3, 1876, &c.
)
Do ............. Mar. 3,1857
11
195 Mllmeoota Centrnl. ....................................
-d 15.. ..................... •
-- ~ l
179 706 01
13
526 ...... do .. .. ... .. . . .... ....................... .... ........... 10and20... . ................................... .
'
·
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. / 3, 1865
195 Winona =d Saint Peter ..................................
and 15.........................
380. 00
j:!4~ 704. 56
Do . ........... ·1 Mar. 3, 18571 11
Do ............. Mar. 3,1865
13
526 .... :.do...................................................
10 and 20... .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .
400. oo
/1, 32~ oaa 34
14
97 .A.ct allowing selections within twenty miles of road in
Do............. .July 13, 1866
lieu of lands sold after definite location but prior to
withdrawal, &c.
4091 Aot extendin" the time foroompletion of the road .......
Do ............ . Mar. 13,
11
195
Saint
Paul ana Sioux City ..•........... ,.................
6 and 15. ••.. .••••.. .... .........
20.00
gh905, 267.79
a, 1857
20
Do ............ . May 12,1864
10
=•
-----------·------•
Do .. .... ....... .July 13,1866
years.
a 40 acres added to former report to make correct amount certified.
b 26.30 acres approved in 1877, not heretofore reported.
c 88.55 acres relinquished deducted from amount previously reported.
d 200 acres relinquished deducted from amount previously reported.
,
.
e 40 acres relinquished in 1879, and 12,346.24 acres (in Fort Ripley reservation) relinquished in 1881, deducted from the a~nount heretofore reported. The amount here
reported includes 89,383.87 acres certified to the State for the Brainerd Branch of the Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad and afterwards included in a patent issued to the Western
Railroad Company. It also includes 9,1;77.99 acres r elinquished by the State and pompany in favor of actual settlers pursual\t to the act of the legislature approved March 1,
1877, the aCC!\ptance of which has not been authorized by Congress.
/761.08 acres, heretofore r eported in the 10 and 20 mile limits, deducted and added to the amount in the 6 and 15 mile limits.
g 452 acres deducted from the amount heretofore reported for tracts relinquished or twice approved.
h 53,619.45 acres deducted from the amount heretofore reported for the Saint Paul and Sio-qx,City grant and charged t.o the grant for the Southern Minneaota, UY:d.~r "\V:tlicb
the land was approved.
·
'
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State»urnt exMbiting land concessions by Congress to States and oorporation•fo.r railroad purposes, ~c.-Continued.
Date ofla.ws. I

States.

~.

!

~
Jl.i

I

------11----1--1--1
:Minnesota .•..... ·1 May 5, 1864
Do .....•....... .July 13,1866

13
- 14

3,1857

11

3,1865
4, 1866
13,1866
4, 1866
13, 1866
3,1863
1, 1864
10, f871

13
14
14
14
14
12
13
17

Do ............. .July 24, 1876
Do ............. Mar. 3,1863
Do ............. July 1,1864

19
12
13

Do ............. .Tuly 26, 1866

14

Do .............
Do ...... .......
Do .............
Do .............

121772
14

Mar.
.Tuly
.Tuly
Mar.

3,1863
23, 1866
25, 1866
3,1877

14
19

Corporations ....... .July 1,1862

12

Do .••••...•.••. .July 2, 1864
Do ..•.......... .Tuly 3, 1866

13
14

Do ............. .Tuly 26, 1866

14

Do ............. Apr. 10, 1869

16

Do...... .. . .. . . May 6, 1870

I I

Do ............. May 7, 1~78

16
20

~

::::: :

~:!rii:~d:~:~~~~: ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~::::::

: -::::::::::::: }

i8

u~i:~ ~:~tifd.~~ -~-t~~ -~~~~~~~::

-~

-

• ~l,, ~

-

- ·-----

, Number of
acres certified
or patented
up to
June 30, 1882.

0':1
""'
0

1 - - - - ----"------

Lake Superior and Mississippi ... . .•..................... } 10 and20 ...................... ..
Act authorizing the railroad company to make up deficiency out of land within thirty miles of the west line
of'the road.
195 Southern Minnesota, from a point on the Mississippi River 6and15 ........................ .
to Houston.
526 ...... do ... . ................................................ .
.... - - Southern MinnesotaExtension ........................... }
97
87
lOand 20 ....................... .
97
772 Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston . .. ............... } 10 and 20 ...................... ..
339 Act authorizing change of route of branch line .......... .
5 Act authorizing the company to relocate a portion of its
road .
101 Act declaring a portion of the grant forfeited ........•...
772 Missouri, Kansas and Texas ............................. - 1 10and20 ........................................ ..
339 Act extending the grant from Emporia to a point near}
· Fort Riley.
289 Act making a grant from Fort Riley lio the so~thern
boundary of the State.
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe .......................... ..
210 Saint .Joseph and Denver City ........................•.....
:~~ ~~::::::
236 Missouri River, Fort Scott and Gulf ...............•..•..• } 10and 20 ...................... ..
404 An a.ct to secure the right of settlers upon certain railroad lands and to repeal t,he first five sections of ,an act
granting lands to the State of Kansas to aid in the construction of the Kansas and Neosho Valley Railroad, &c.
489 Union Pacific from a point near Omaha, Nebr., to a point 1 10 ...............................
67,921.03
356
..........................
20 ............................... ·S
• 79 Act authorizing the location of the Union Pacific Railroad from Omaha westward.
367 Resolution granting the right of way through military reserve, &c.
56 Resolution for the protection of the interests of the United
States in the Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroads, \
and providing that the common terminus of the roads
shall _be at or n~ar Ogd_en, U:tah Territory, &c.
121 Act fixmg the pomt of JUnction of the Union Pacific andJ
Central Pacific Railroads, &c.
56 Aotamendatory of the acts of .July 1,1862, and .July 2,1864.
93

Mar.
.July
.July
.July
.Tuly
Mar.
.July
Apr.

Do .............
Do . ....... . ....
Do .............
Do .............
Do .............
Kansas ............
Do .............
Do .............

-'

1

64

···j Mar.

Do ... .... ...

Mile limits.

Name of road.

Number of
acres certified
or patented
for the year
ending
June 30, 1882.

::::::::: ::::::::·_, .........72o: oo ·

\l

860,564.09

a53,619. 45
b2, 716.95
b451, 845. 43

c312, 770. 27
d256, 281. 67

~
~

z

t:1I

0

~

~
zP--3

00

e984, 105. 96

Jo%j

0

~
~

/2, 745, 938. 47

g462, 373. 24
h.526. 94

~

1-4

t'l

~

0

~

il, 953, 883. 08

?l

Do ............ -~ July 1, 1862
Do ....•... .. ... July 2,1864
Do............ . July 3, 1866

·111020 ...............................
,{............. .
............................... 5

Do...... . . . . . . . .Apr. 10, 1860

121 4891 Central Pacific ....... . ..................................
13
356 .... . . do . .. .. ............ .. ... .. ................. ... .......
14
79 Act authorizing the location of the Central Pacific R.'l>ilroad
eastward ............................................. ..
16
58

Do ..••••.•.•.. -~ May 6,1870

16

Do .•......•.... Ma:r 7,1878
Do ..•..•....... 1 July 1,1862

20

Do .•...•.•..... , July 2,1864
Do ...•.....•... Mar. 3,1865

Do .•.•...••. .. ~I May 21,1866
Do .••••• ·······1
Do...... . . . . . . •
Do ........••...
Do ....•........
Do ..•..........

July
July
July
July
July

1,1862
2, 1864
1,1862
2,1864
3, 1866

721,434.68

Rr~t~~f: £~~ t~~f.;~t~~~f:c~n~t~~~~!:ill~t~:g~~e~

and providing that the common terminus of the roads
shall be at or near Ogden, Utah Territory, &c.
121 Act fixing the point of junction of the Central Pacific and
Union Pacific Railroads, &c.
56 Act amendatory of the acts of July 1, 1862, and J ulir-2, 1864.

: :: -~!;;~~~-~~~~-~~~~~~-S-0-~ ~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~---~~~~~' ~:~ ~~~~ :~ ~~:~~: ::::::::::::::::::ll
504 .Act ratifying the assignment made by the Central Pacific
Railroad Company to the Western P&cific Railroad Company of t hat portion from San Jose to the city of Sacramento.
'
14 I 356 I R esolution extending the time for completion of the first
twenty miles of the Western Pacific Railroad upon certain conditions.

14,966.87

j 446, 230. 65

13

I

!i i§ I:~;~;;:¥.;~;-_;;~~i: : : : ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~: :::~::~~ i:l!!~ ~~~~~~:~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~: :~~:::
14

Do ............. , May 7,1866
Do............. Mar. 6, 1868

14
15

Do ....•........ I Mar. 3, 1869

15

t'!

z>tj
k 187, 447. 99

l 917, 520. 70

79 Act requiring the company to designate route before December 1, 1866.
355 Resolution extending time for completion of road ........
39 Act restoring the even-numbered sections on line of Pacific
1
Railroad and branches at $2.50 per acre.
324 Act extending the Union Pacific Railway, eastern division, f
line of road to Denver City, and authorizing transfer of I
lands by said company to the Denver Pacill.c Railroad
Company between Denver and Cheyenne. .

I

a 53,619.45 acres deducted from the amount heretofore reported for the Saint Paul and Sioux City grant and charged to the grant for the Southern Minnesota, under which
the land was approved.
.
b 2,716.95 acres deducted from the amount heretofore reported for the Southern Minnesota Extension grant and charged to the grant for the Southern Minnesota, under
which the land was approved.
·
o 1,836.74 acres relinquished deducted from the amount heretofore reported.
dincludes 186,936.72 acres in the "Osage ceded reservation," which are a loss to the road under the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company v. The United States (2 Otto, 733).
,
e Includes 270,970.78 acres in the "Os~tge ceded reservation," which are a loss to the road under the decision cited in the preceding note. (The note in previous reports to
~he effect that the amount reported included 260.425.35 acres in said reservation is incorrect, as will appear upon comparison of the reports for 1876 and 1877.) 63,388.22 acres
madvertently omitted in 1877, and 1,663.36 acres in joint list No.1, chargeable to this grant, have been added and several minor errors corrected.
/9,4'65.28 acres relinquished deducted from the amount heretofore reported.
g 80 acres relinquished and 80 acres twice approved deducted from the amount heretofore reported.
'
·
h20,814.83 acres reconveyed to the United States by the company, under the act of March 3, 1877, deducted from the amount heretofore reported.
i 25,847.46 acres (being one-half the amount contained in joint patents Nos. 1 and 2, issued to the Union Pacific and Sioux City and Pacific companies) heretofore omitted.
j 3,000 acres omitted from previous reports.
·
,
k 160 acres relinquished, deducted from the amount heretofore reported.
l7,535.25 acres inadvertently omitted from previous reuorts.
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Statement exhibiting land concessions by Congress to States and corporations for railroad purposes,

~c.-Continued.
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States.

!

Date of laws.

rn

Name of road.

~
P-t

Number of
Nnmberof
acres certified acres
certified
or patented
or
patented
for the year
up
to
ending
J nne 30, 1882. June 30, 1882.

Mile limits.

- - - - - - - - - --1--1- -1 - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - -- - - Corpora.tions ...... -I Mar. 3, 1869
15
348 Resolution authorizing the Union Pacific Railway Com-~
pany. eastern division, to change its name to Kansas
~ci~

Do ............. Mar. 3,1869

15'

324

Do ............. June 20, 1874
Do ...... . ...... July 2,1864,
Do ............. May 6,1870

18
13
16

111
364
118

Do ............. July 2,1864,
Do ............. July 2,1864
Do ............. May 7,1866

13
13
14

363
365
355

Do ............. July 1, 1868
Do ........... .. Mar. 1,1869
Do ............. Apr. 10, 1869

15
15
16

255
346
57

Do ............. Mar. 31, 1870

16

378

Do ............. July 15, 1870
Do .............
Do .............
Do .............
Do .............
Do .............

I

13,18661

July
Apr. 15,1874,
July 25, 1866
June 25,1868
Apr. 10, 1869

161 305

"\
18
14
15
16

29
239
80
47

"

Do ............. July 25, 18661
Do ............. June 25,1868
Do .••.•...•.... Apr. 10, 1869

141 239
15
80
16 . 47

Do . • • • • . .. . . • .. .Tuly 27, 1866
Do............. Apr. 20, 1871

14
17

292
19

July 27, 1866
Jnly 25,1868
June 28, 1870

14
15
16

292
187
382

I

36,425,14
Union Pacific, successor to the Denver Pacific Railway} 20 ............................. ..
Company.
Act amendatory of the act of March 3, 1869 ............ ..
Burlington and Missouri River, in Nebra~;~ka ............ } 20 sections per mile ............. ,............... .
Act authorizing a ch:mge of route and connection with
the Union Pacific Railroad at or near Fort Kearney ... .
Sioux City and Pacific .................................... . 10 .............................. .
Stat-es, 20, 30, and 40; Territories,
~~~~f:Uo!'~~~~ai~i ti~e r~; ~-<>~~~~~i~g -~~ii ·c"o~pi~t-l 40, 50, and 60.
ing road.

.~::~~1l~~ ~~f~i~l~~~-~iii!~~~~~io~~i~~~:i~: ~~~~~~ t

86,236.73
a2, 373, 290. 77

~

~t;
I

41,398.23
746,500.52

0

pj

~
t-3

00

line from Portland to Puget Sound, &c.
Resolution authorizing the issue of bonds reversing location of main and branch lines in Washington Territory,
extending indemnity limits, &c.
Act reqniri11g the Northern Pacific Railroad Company to
pay the cost of surveying, selecting,and conveying lands.
Placerville atnd Sacramento Valley . . ..................... ~
Act declaring the grant forfeited 'to the United States ... 5
Oregon hranch of the Central Pacific ..............•
Act extending time for completion of road ............. .
Act amendatory of the original act, and providing for the
sale of the lands to actual settlers at a fixed price andj
in limited quantity.
Oregon and California .............•...................... } 20 and 30 ........... .
Act extending time for completion of road .............. .
Act amendatory of the origmal act, and providing for the
· sale of the lands to actual settlers at a fixed price and
in limited quantity.
States, 20 and 30 ;
40 and 50.
&c.
Southern Pacific ......................................... } 20 and 30.
.A.ct to extend the time for the construction of the road &c
Jointre~o.luti,on concerning the Southern Pacific Rail~oad
of Cahfol·ma.

1-:tj

\

0

~

~

I-I

~

--····t ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: :J:::~ ::~~ ~ ~ ::::::

1~~~!\t~~~i~~c~~~-~o~t>~:Y i~-~~~tgage it~ ~~~~d.' ia~d.~; t
5

•

pj

0

~

t;

rn
c322, 062. 40

d959, 206. 87
1, 037, 910. 11

Do

Do ...... ....•..
Do •............
Do ............ .
Do ............ .
Do .•••.........
Do ..•... . ......

Mar. 3,1871
Mar. 2,1867
June 15,1874
May 4,1870
Mar. 3,1871
June 22,1874
Mar. 3,1871

16
14
18
16
16
18
16

579
548

72
94
573
197
579

Branch line of Southern Pacific .•• . ........................ 20 and 80 .••...
Stockton and Copperopolis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 10 and 20 ...•..
.Act declaring the grant forfeited to the United States ... 5
Oregon Central ........................................... . 20 and 25 ........................ , ............... .
California, 20 and 30; Territoii;6
·
·a.· is7i
} ries, 40 and 50.
New Orleans, Baton Rouge, and Vicksburg ..............•. 20 and 30 ..•..•......••.•........•................

!~:~t~~~:r~~~~t~~:v t~-

~~-£ ~£ M:a~~h

~::::::

a 800 acres relinquished deducted from the amount heretofore reported.

b 120 acres relinquished deducted from amount heretofore reported.
....
d 1,240.90 am·es omitted since 1873 now included; 58.27 acres erroneously added in 1877, and 1,764.87 acres relinquished or twice patented deducted from amount hPretofore
reported; 429,084.90 acres certified and 3,130.97 acres patented to the State of Missouri under the grant of June 10, 1852, for the ,;oouthwest branch of the Pacific Road (all lying
southwest of Springfield, Mo.) have been deducted from the amount formerly reported under that grant and charged to the Atlantic and Pacific grant.

c 1,086.28 acres relinquished deducted from amount heretofore reported.

~
~

z

Official:
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

June 30, 1882.
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ATTACHMENT OF RAILROAD RIG~TS.

ATTACHMENT OF RAILROAD RIGHTS.
[See pages 280-284.and 1261

J

Owing to various important changes made by the several corporations in withdrawals or changes in location of line of road, the coiTected table to June 30, 1882, is
given as follows:
Table 1howing the time when the various railroad rights attached to the lands granted, so far
a8 at present determined.
States.

Names of roads.

Dates.

illinois . •• • . . . . . . Illinois Central . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . September 20, 1850. (Grant fnlly ad,1usted.)
Mississippi ••.... Mobile and Ohio River ........... September 20, 1850. (Grant fully adJusted.)
Vicksburg and Meridian .••.•.••.. August 31, 1850. (Grant fully adjusted.)
Gulf and Ship Island ............. *November, 1860.
Alabama •••.•••. Mobile and Ohio River ........... September 20,1850. (Grant folly adjnated.)
.Alabama and Florida .......••••.. *August 30, 1856.
Selma, Rome and Dalton.......... May 20, 1857.
Coosa and Tennessee ...•.•....... *December 27, 1858.
Coosa and Chattanooga .. ••....... *July 3, 1858.
Mobile and Girard ........•.•.•... *May 13, 1858.
Alab:l>ma and Chattanooga........ October 11, 1858.
.
South and North Alabama...... . . May 22, 1866, between Decatur and a Jnnoti<!n
with the Alabama and Tennessee Railroad m
township 22 south, range 2 west, and May 30,
1871, between that point and Montgomery.
Florida~--····· Florida Railroad .•.............·•.. From Fernandina to Cedar Keys, survey in the
field, which was be;tween :May 17, 1856, and
.
January 10, 1857, and from Waldo to Tampa,
December 14, 1860.
Florida and Alabama ...•......... *From May 17 to 31, 1856. ·
Pensacola and Georgia .... : ....... March 3, 1857, between Tallahassee and Alligator, in township 13 south, range 17 east, and
from September 1 to October 22, 1857, between
Tallahassee and Pensacola.
Florida,Atlanticand Gulf Central. *February 17, 1857, in the granted, and Septem·
L
ber 7, 1857, in the indemnity limits.
ouislaua........ Nbrth Louisiana and Texas . . . . . . January 27, 1857.
New Orleans, Opelousas and Great tOctober 9, 1856, between New Orleans and
Western.
Brashear City.
AFkauu. •.. · · · · Little Rock and Fort Smith • .. . . . August 13, 1855, and, under the reviving act,
May 13, 1867.
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and .January 17, 1855, and, under the reviving aci,
Southern.
July 28, 1866,
Memphis and Little Rock . . . . . . . . A.ugust 18, 1855, and, under the reviving aot,
Mis8ouri
May 13, 1867.
•.... • · · · Hannibal and Sai.Jit Joseph........ March 8, 1853, in the granted, and J nne 16, 1853,
in the indemnity limits. (Grant fully adjusted.)
~~iflc and Southwestern Branch. 1853. (Grant fully adjusted.)
a:E~\e~~~~- and Iron Mountain tA.pril 7, 1870.
Iowa.·· .. • ....... •· Burlington and Missouri RiTer... March 24, 1857. (See Supreme Court Report&,
9 Wallace, p. 80, Railroad Company
Fr&mont County.)
chicago, Rock Island and Pacllic. Survey
in the field, which wal!l from ()c.tober21,
1856, to March 2, 1857.
Cedar Rapide and lfiaeouri River. Survey
in the field, which waa from September
1, 1856, to July 12, 1857.
Dubuqne and Sioux City . . • . . • • . . Survey
in the field, which wae from May 30 to
I
F
August 31, 1856.
owa alls and Sioux City........ Survey in the field, which was from May 30 to
Chi
August 31, 1856.
p~o, Milwaukee and Saint *A.ugust 19, 1864, from McGregor to section 12,
_
township 95 north, range 35 west.

fJ•.

• Time taken as detln'te
l
1
tlon upon receivt of oc.~tion from data on flle in the General Land Office, subject, however, to
'1 tho act of Jul U ev1 ence to the contrary.
187
t rnment, and ba.~e al.n ~ the lands granted west of Brashear City were declared forfeited to the
Th n.nt ot March 8 1~! :~estored to homestead entry, excepting those falling within the limits
by
rrant hae ne..-er 'been'a.c tede
New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicks'J?urg Railroad.
.
•
by the company, but the lands are still reserved, awaiting action
.
oep
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Table showing the time when the various railroad rights attached,
States.

Names of roads.
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Dates.

From that point to the southwest corner section
18, township 96 north, range 38 west, between
N ovem.b er 30 and December 5, 1868, and from
that point to a connection with the Saint Paul
and Sioux City Road, between J nne 28 and 30,
• 1869, the dates of survey in the field.
Sioux City and Saint Paul ..•..••. Survey in the field, which was between September 27 and October 4, 1866.
Michigan .• ~..... Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw .. - Auguat 4, 1858.
Flint and Pere Marquette ........ - August 3, 1857.
Grand Rapids and Indiana ...... __ November 17, 1857, between Grand Rapids and
the Straits of Mackinac.
Bay de N oquet and Marquette._.. March 15, 1856, between Grand Rapids and Fort
Wayne, Indiana.
Houghton and Ontonagon . . . . . . . . December 1, 1857. (See Secretary's decision of
Aprill2, 1859.-Lester.)
Chicago and Northwestern . ....... June 23, 1859.
Wisconsin....... Wisconsin CentraL............... September 7, 1869~
Chicago and Northwestern ....... , From Fond duLac to the north boundary of the
State survey in the field, which was between ·
May 1, 1856, and October 16, 1857.
Chica~o, Saint Paul and Minne- July 13, 1857, from Tomah to Lake Saint Croix;
March 23, 1865, to additional grant under aci
apolis.
May 5, 1864.
Madison and Portage ...... _..... _ June 16,1857.
Wisconsin Railroad Farm Mort- July 13, 1857.
~age Company.
Samt Croix and Lake tiuperior, November 2, 1857, entire main line, except
and branch to :Bayfield.
between Prescott and the south line of township 34 north, which was from November 24
to December 8, 1857. Survey in the field.
Branch line from survey in the field, which was
between May 3 and J nne 10, 1858.
April 22, 1865, to additional grant under act of
May 5,1864.
Minnesota ••••• -~ Saint Paul and Paeifto ..... ..• .... Novem.ber 9, 1857, within 6-mile limits, and Jan·
nary 16, 1858, between 6 and 15 mile limits of
the main line and branch to Crow Wing, and
March 3, 1865, to additional grant nnder that
act.
·
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Man- From survey in the field, which was between
May 18 and 8eptember 21, 1871.
itoba.
Winona and Saint Peter .. _...... . July 17, 1857, from Winona to the west line of
township 110, range 31 west, in the 6-mile
limits, and March 22, 1858, between the 6 and
15-mile limits.
From that point to the west line of township
108, range 37 west, from survey in the field,
which was in April, 1864. (See Secretary's
decision of August 15, 1874.)
January 19, 1867, from that point to the Big
Sioux River, in Dakota Territory.
Minnesota Central .••••..••....... To original grant, from survey in the field,
which was between June 8 and July 25,1857,
and to additional grant under act of March 3,
1865, date of act.
Saint Paul and Sioux City ..•..... . From Saint Paul to section 28, township 106
north, range 34 west, survey in the field,
which was from June 8 to October, 1857, in
the 6-mile limits, and .March 28, 1858, between
the 6 and 15 mile limits.
From that point to section 30, township I04
north, range 39 west, from October 31 to Nofu:ti~~r 8, 1858, within liloth 6 and 15 mile
Iowa...... • • . . • . C~~~~· Milwaukee and Saint

From that print to the southern boundary of
Minnesota, June 29, 1866.
To the additional grant under the act of May
12, 1864, from date of act where the road was
already definitely located.
Lake Superior and Mississippi ... September 25, J866.
Hastings and Dakota .••.......... March 7, 1867.
Southern Minnesota ............. . From the Mississipni River to Houston, survey
in the field, which was from July 21 to August 5,..1.867.
From Houston to section 22, township 104 north,
range 8 west, July 4,1866.
From that point to section 2, township 103
north, range 18 west, January 1, 1867.
From that point to section 21, township 104
north, range 37 west, November 29, 1866.
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Table showing the time when the various railroad rights attached, ~c.-Continued.
States.

Names of roads.

Dates.

Minnesota~···... Southern Minnesota...... .. . . . .. . From that point to section 4, township 104
north, range 39 west, October 2i, 1866.
From that point to the western boundary of the
State, from survey in the field, which W38
.
.
betwaen October 18 and 26, 1870.
Kansas······.... Missouri, Kansas and Texas...... From Junction City to Humboldt, D ecember3,
6
. FJ:! :H:umboldtto Southern boundary of State,
January 7, 1868.
•
Leavenworth, L wrence and Gal· November 15, 1866, from Lawrence to the north
veston.
boundary of the Osa.~e lands.
November 26, 1867, to the southern boundary of
Kansas.
SaintJoseph and Denver City.... March
21, 1870.
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. . From Atchison to Emporia, survey in the field,
which was from November 28, 1865, to Jann·
ary 13, 1866.
.
From Emporia to Wichita, survey in the field,
which was from May 18 to July 13, 1869.
From the sixth principal meridian, near Newton, to section 27, township 23 south, range 5
west, September 23, 1871.
.
From that point west to section 33, township
22 south, range 6 west, October 8, 1870.
From that point west to the mouth of Pawnee
Creek, in township 22 south, range 16 west,
survey in the :field, which was from June21
to December 1, 1870.
From that point to the west line of range 27
west, March 22, 1872.
From that point to· the western boundaryof
the
State, May 30, 1872.
CORPORATIONS.
Union Pacific •• ••••••• .. ·• •• ··.... First one hundred miles west from Omaha,
October 19, l864.
Second one hundred miles, June 20, 1866.
From the200th to the380th mile post, November
23, 1866.
From the 380th mile post to Brown's Summit
(nearly to the 700th mile post), survey in the
field, which was from April1 to November
15, 1867.
From Brown's Summit to Ogden, survey in the
field, which was from May l to July 30,1868.
Withdrawal takes effect for the first hundred
miles of road within 15-mile limits December
16, 1863, the date when the company filed their
map of general route in the Department, and
between the 15 and 20 mile limits July 2, 1864,
date of additional grant. Withdrawal takes
effect from the 100th mile post west from
Omaha to Salt Lake City June 28, 1865, the
date when the map of general route was filed
in the Department. (See Secretary's decision
of February 27, 1875.)
Central Pacific • • • • • •• •• • • • •• • .. .. From Sacramento east to the south line of
townsbip 13 north, range 8 east, within ten
miles of the road, June 2, 1863, and within
twenty miles, July 2, 1864, date of act.
.
*From that point to the east line of township
17 north, range 13 east, September 14, 1866.
*From t!Jat point of the Big Bend of the Truckee
Rivf>.r , in township 20 north, range 24 east,
Nevada, October, 25, 1867.
From that point to Humboldt Wells, December
18, 1866.
From that point to Monum ent Point (head of
Salt Lake), January 16, 1867.
From that point to Ogden, July 18, 186B.
Western Pacific • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . First twenty miles north ward from San Jose,
October 3, 186ti.
.
From that point to Sacramento, from survey in
the field, which was between January 28and
December 15, 1868.
Kansas Pacific.................... From the boundary line between Missouri and
Kansas to section 17, township 11 south, range
18 east, Kansas, February 13, 1864.
• Time taken as definite 1 ti fr
.
e&rreotion upon receipt f ociad on om data on file in the General Land Office, subJect, however, to
o ev ence to the contrary.

,
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Na.mes of roads.
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Dates.

Kansas Pacific ..•••.. ~ ........... . From that point to Fort Riley, from survey in
the field, which was between February 13,
1864, and February 18, 1865.
From ]'od Riley to the 405th mile post (Sheridan, Kans.), ,July 11, 1866.
From that point to Denver City, from survey in
the :field, beginning .June 29, 1869, and ending
April 25, 1870, at the 635th mile post.
Denver Pacific ................... . March 3, 1869, date of act.
Central Branch Union Pacific .... . .January, 1864, witlrin the 10-mile limits, and
.July 2, 1864, date of act, within the 20jlllile
limits .
Burlington and Missouri River ... . .Tune 15,1.865.
Sioux City and Pacific ........... . November n, 1.866, in Nebraska, and in Iowa,
from survey in the :field, which was between
November 20 and December 7, 1866.
Northern Pacific ••••••••••.•...... From a junction with the Lake Superior and
Mississippi Road, in Minnesota, to the Red
River of the North, November 21, 1871.
From the Red River of the North to t.h e Missouri River, in Dakota Territory, May 26,
1873.
.
From the Missouri River, in D'Lkota Territory,
to the Little Missouri River, in said Territory,
.July 30, 18eo. the date of :filing map of definite
location in General Land Office.
From a point near Wallula, in W<tshington
Territory, to a point near Spokane Falls, in
said Territory, October 4, 1880.
From the Little Missouri River, in Dakota Territory, to the Yellowstone River, at the mouth
of Glendive Creek, Montana Territory, October 25, 1880.
.
From Glendive Creek, Montana Territory, to
the Tongue River, in said Territory, .June 25,
1881, and from said Tongue River to the eastern boundar.v line of Crow Indian Reservation,
in said Territory, .Ttme 25, 1881.
From the eastern boundary line of Crow Reservation, in Montana Territory to the western
boundary of said Crow Reserve, in said Territory, .June 27. 1881.
From Spokane Falls, in Washington Territory,
to Lake Pend d'Oreille, in Idaho Territory,
August 30, 1881.
From Kalama, Washington Territory, north to
Tenino, sixty-five miles, September 13, 1873.
From Tenino to Tacoma, on Puget Sound, Ma.y
14, 1874.
According to a decision of the Secretary of the
Interior, d::tted March 22, 1873, the :first withdr:twal of lands t.a kes efi'ect from the acceptance of the map of general route by the
Department, from which time settlement is
excluded from the granted sections, and the
alternate reserved sections are raised to $2. 'iO
per acre.
The first map of ~eneral route through Minnesota anu a portwn of Washington Territory
was accepted August 13, 1870, subsequently
amended in parts, both in Minnesota and
Washington Territory.
The map of general route through Dakota,
Montana, Idaho, and a port.ipn of Washington
Territory was accepted February 21, 1872.
The map of general route of the branch line in
Washington Territory was accepted August
15, 1873, and the map of amended route of
branch line was accepted .Tune ·n, 1879, but
the withdrawal takes effect, so far as respects
the lands affected by the ch::tnge, from the
receipt of the letters at the district offices.
Atlantic and Pacifto ••••••........ From Springfield, Mo., to the western boundary
of the State, December 17, 1.866.
From that point to the mouth of Kingfisher
Creek, in Indian Territory, December 2,1871.
From that point to the eastern boundary of New
Mexico, February 7, 1872.
From that point to the eastern boundary of
California, March 12, 1872.
From San Francisco to San Miguel, Cal., March
12, 1872.
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Table showing the time when the various milroad rights attached, !fc.-Continned.
Corporations.

Names of roads.

Dates.

Atlantic and Pacific.............. Through the county of Los Angeles and part of
San Bernardino, bal., March 12, 1872.
From San Miguel Mission to the Los Angeles
County line, August 15, 1872.
From a point in township 7 north, rt>.nge 7 east,
S. B. M., San Bernardino County, to the Colorado River, August 15, .1872.
.
Texas Pacifl.c ..................... Road not vet definitely located. Lands With·
drawn upon a prelimina,ry line, withdrawal
taking effect from date of receipt of the order
at the district land offices, whlch was as follows: New Mexico Territory, December 4.
1871; Arizona Territory, December 26, 1871;
California, October 15, 1871.
New Orleans, Baton Ronge and Road not yet definitely located. Lands withVicksburg.
drawn upon a preliminary line, taking effect
from date of receipt of the order at the district
offices, which was as follows: Let.terofNovember 29, 1871, receivedatNew Orle.tnsDecember
11, 187L; letter of November 29, 1871, received
at Natchitoches December 20, 1871; letter or
March 27, 1873, received at New Orleans
April3, 1873.
Orego;n Branch of the Centnl From Roseville (on the Central Pacific Railroad)
to Salt Creek, in township 32 north, of range
Pacific, formerly California and
Oregon.
5 west, September 13, 1867.
From that point to north line of township 46
north, of range 5 west, August 5, 1871.
Southern Pacific .................. First withdrawal became effective .January 3,
1867, date of filing the map of general route in
the General Land Office. (See Secretary's.
decision of April 23, 1875, in case of Alfred
Queen, and decision of August 2, 1878, in Samuel Tome et al.) Withdrawal for branch line,
under act of March 3, 1871, became effective
April 3, 1871. Right of road attaches from
the date of filing the maps of definite location
in the General Land Office.
Oregon and California •••...•..... From Portlg.nd, Oreg., south to . township 10
south, range 2 west, February 16, 1870.
From that point to the south line of township
13 south, April 28, 1870.
From that point to the south line of township
27 south, _April25, 1870.
From that point to near the south line of township 30 south, April13, 1871.
OregonCentral. •..•.•••.••••...... }"rom Portland, Oreg., to the· Yamhill River,
near McMinnville, and from a junction near
Forest Grove toward Astoria, twenty miles,
May 29, 1871.
From Astoria to Castor Creek, in the direction..
of Portland, .January 31, 1872.

I

Official:
GBNERA.L LAND

OFFICE,

June 30, 1882.

RIGHTS OF WAY TO RAILWAYS.
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RIGHT OF WAY GRANTED TO CERTAIN RAILWAY COMPANIES IN CERTAIN STATES AND TERRITORIES.
[See pages 285, 286, and 1263.]

Owing to alteratjons in, and changes of names of several railroad corporations, the
correctod list to June 30, 1882, is given below :
Rights oj way granted to railway companies in certain Stcttes and Tm·ritories.
ai

States and Territories.

j

Date oflaws.

Arizona ........•••........ Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Arkansas . ........... .... .. Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
California ........."': ........ Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1 875
Aug. 4,1852
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
June20, 1874
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Aug. 4,1852
Mar. 3,1875
California and Nevada . .••. Mar. 3,1875
Colorado ................... June23, 1874
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
colorado and New Mexico. June
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

8,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
8,1872
3,1875
3,1875
3,1877

/

'(/).

~
bll
C.!
~

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
10
18
18
18
18
18
10
18
18
18
18
18
18

482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
. 28
482
482
130
482
482
28
482
482
274
482
482
482

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
18
18
19

482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
339
482
516
405

I

49 L 0-VOL III

Name of company.

Arizona a.nd Nevada Railroad and Navigation.
Arizona Northern Railway.
Arizona Southern Railroad.
Colorado River and Silver District Railroad.
New Mexico and Arizona Railroad.
Southern Pacific Railroad.
Tucson aad Gulf of California Railroad.
Misilouri, Arkansas and Southern Railroad.
Springfield and Memphis Railroad.
Bodie Railway and Lumber.
Bodie and Benton Railway and Commercial.
California and Northern Railroad.
Califorma Southern Railroad.
California Southern Extension Railroad.
Nevada County Narrow Gauge l{ailroad.
Salmon Creek Railroad.
San FranciRco and Ocean Shore Railroad.
San Joaquin and Mount Diablo Railroad..
South Pacific Coast Railroad.
California Central Railway.
Arkansas Valley Railway.
Arkansas Valley and New Mexico Railway.
Bake-r's Park and Lower Animas Railroad.
Boulder, Left Hand and Middle Park Railroad
and Telegra~b.
Burlington an Colorado Railroad.
Cafion City and San Juan Railroad.
Colorado and New Mexico Railroad.
Colorado Western Railroad.
Denver and Middle Park Railway.
Denver and New Orleans Railroad.
Denver, Rollinsville and Western Railroad.
Denver, Salt Lake and Western Railroad.
Denver Southern Railway.
Denver, South Park and tead>'ille Railroad.
Denver, South Park and Pacific Railroad.
Denver, Utah and Pacific Railroad.
Denver, Western and Pacific Railway.
·
Gray's Peak, Snake Rh· er and Leadville Railroad.
Greeley, Bear River and Pacific Railroad.
Greeley, Grand River and Gunnison Railroad.
Greeley, Salt Lake and Pacific Railway.
Longmont, Middle Park and Pacific Narrow
Gauge Railway.
Monarch Pass, Gunnison and Dolores Railway.
Mount Carbon, Gunnison and Lake City Railroad.
North Park and Grand River Valley l{ailroad.
Pueblo and Arkansas Vall13y Railroad.
Pueblo and Salt La-k e Railway.
Pueblo and Silvl'r Cliff Railway.
Saint Vrain Railroad.
Spanish Range Railway.
Upper Arkansas, San Juan and Pacific Railroad.
Wet Mountain Valley Railroad.
Denver and Rio Grande Railway.
Do.
-..
Do.
Do.

770

RIGHTS OF WAY TO RAILWAYS.
Rights of way granted to railway companies, 4-c.-Continued.
,;

States and Terrhories.

Dateoflaws.

~lorado and Wyoming .... Mar. 3,1875
Dakota .................... Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
June 1,1872
May27, 1872
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar, 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Dakota ................... . Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Florida ••••••.••..••.•••••. .June 4,1872
.June 7,1872
Florida and Alabama .••••. Mar. 3,1875
.June 8, 1872
Mar. 3,1875
I daho ..................... Mar. 3,1875
.June.
4, 1872
I owa .......................
K ansas ........ ~ ........... Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Louisiana .................. Mar. 3,1875
Mi'ohigan .••••••••••..••••. Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
M iunesota .•••••.••.•••.•• Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, 1875
innesota and Dakota .... Mar. 3, 1875
Apr. 2,1878
Missouri ................... Mar. 3,1875
'M ontana ................... Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
N ebraska .................. Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
N evada ................... Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
N evada ...... ·-···· ....... Mar. 3,1875
N evada and California •... . Mar. 3, 1875
N evada and Oregon .••••... Mar. 3,1875
N ew Mexico .••...•••••.••. .Jnne 8, 1872
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
regon ..................... Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
12,1872
()
, regon, Idaho, and Utah. { ~r.
ar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3,1875
0
. t!io~~~~ ~~~-~~~::: Mar. 3,1875
lJ
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

....dell
~
....
rn

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
18
17
18
18
' 17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
20
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
18
18
18
18

3, 1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3, 1875
3,1875

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3, 187&
Mar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3,1875
3, 1875
u tah, Idaho, andMontana. Mar.
June 1,1872
Mar. a, 1873
.Jnne 20, 1878

18
18
18
18
18
17
17
20

I

{

;

45

Name of company.

b.()

C<l

p.;

482 Colorado Central Railroad.
482 Bear Butte and Deadwood Railroad.
482 Black Hills Railroad.
482 Casselton Branch Railroad.
482 Central City, Deadwood and Eastern R~ilroad.
482 Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railway.
482 Dakota Central Railway.
202 Dakota Grand Trunk Railway.
162 Dakota Southern R.ailroad.
482 Dakota Railroad.
482 Deadwood and Redwater Valley Railwa y .
.
482 Fargo and Southwestern Railroad.
482 Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway.
Saint
Paul
and
Sioux
City
Railway.
482
482 Sioux Falls Railrottd.
482 Travare and .Jamestown Railroad.
224 Great Southern Railway.
280 .Jacksonville and Saint Au~ustine Railroad .
509 .Jacksonville, Pensacola an Mobile Railroad.
340 Pensacola and Louisville Railroad .
482 West Florida and Mobile Railroad.
482 Idaho, Clearwater and Montana TranBportation.
220 Davenport and Saint Paul Railroad .
482 Saint Louis, Wichita and Western R ailway.
482 Southern Kansas and Western Railroad.
482 Louisiana Western- Railroad.
482 Detroit, Mackinac and Marquette Railroad.
482 Menominee River Railroad.
482 Barnesville and Moorhead Railway.
482 Chicago and Dakota-Railwal"
482 Minneafcolis and Saint Clou · Railroad.
482 Saint C oud and Lake Traverse Railway.
482 Worthington and Sioux Falls Railroad.
Do.
32
482 Kansas City, Springfield and Memphis Railr oad.
482 Montana Railway.
482 Rocky Mountain Railroad.
482 Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley R ailroad.
482 Omaha and Republican Valley Railroad.
482 Republican Valley Railroad.
482 Eureka and Colorado River Railroad.
482 Eureka and Palisade Railroad.
482 Nevada Central Railway.
482 Nevada Midland Railroad.
482 Nevada Southern Railway (first division).
482 Carson and Colorado Railroad.
482 Oregon Central Railway.
343 New Mexico and Gulf Railway.
482 New Mexico and Southern Pacific Railroad.
482 Rio Grande, Mexico and Pacific Railroad.
482 Southern Pacific Railroad.
482 Texas, Santa Fe and Northern Railroad.
482 Blue Mountain and Columbia River Railroad.
482 Roseburg and Port Orford Railroad.
52 } Portland, Dalles and Salt Lake Railroad.
612
482 Oregon Railway and Navigation.
482 Bingham Canon and Cam-&- Floyd Ra~lroad.
482 Denver and Rio Grande estern Ra1lway.
482 Echo and Park City Railway (successor to Snmmit Conn~ Railroad).
yomin~Railway.
482 Ogden and
482 Salt Lake and Park ity Railway.
482 San P ete Valley Railroad.
482 Sevier Valley Railway.
482 Utah and Pleasant Valley Railway.
482 Utah and Nevada Railway.
1
0
482
482 ~::~ ac!!ii R~t:~ ~~ Pleasant Valley
:Branch.
482 Utah Eastern Railroad.
Utah Southern Railroad.
4~2
482 Utah Southern Railroad Extension.
482 Utah Western Railroad.
482 Wasatch and Jordan Valle:k Railroad.
212 Utah, Idaho and Montana ailroad.
612 } Utah Northern Railroad-Utah and Northern
Railway.
241
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RIGHTS OF WAY TO RAILWAYS.
Rights of way granted to railway companies,

~c.-Continued.

rn

Date of laws.

States and Territories.

j

41

b.O

Name of company.

~

r:n

P-t

Utah and Nevada .......... Mar. 3,1875
Washington ............... Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3,1875
Mar. 3, 1869
Mar. 3,1873
Mar. 3,1875
3,1875
Mar.
Wisconsin .................

18
18
18
15
17
18
18

482 Salt Lake and Western Railwafr.
482 Columbia and Puget Sound Ra road.
482 Seattle and Walla Walla Railroad.
325
613 . } Walla Walla and Columbia River Railroad.
482
482 Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha

Mar.
Mar.
Wyoming ... ~ .....••..••... Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Wyoming and Colorado ... Mar.
Wjoming, Utah, Idaho, and Mar.
regon.
_

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482

{

3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1875
3, 1875
3,1875
3,1875
3,1,875

Railroad.
Menominee Railway.
Wisconsin Central Railroad.
Evanston and Montana Railroad.
Laramie, North Park and Pacific Railroad.
Utah and Wyomini Railroad.
Wyomin§-Central ailroad.
Denver, elJ.owstone and Pacific Railway.
Oregon Short; Line Railway.

Official:
GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

/
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LAND SALES BY LAND-GRANT RAIIJROADS, 1878.
OPERATIONS OF LAND DEPARTMENTS OF LAND-GRANT
Operations of land' departments of land~
Q

.a

-+'>

~

,.

~

~~
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

.S-d
~$

rm<D
cDI'l
1-o:::S

s~

1-<
.... b.()
O,p

....0

~

'0~

l'l
~

.....0

~cD

A

~

s~

.July 1, 1862 }1038 •sflG
Union Pacific R. R. Co ................. { July
2,1864
YtHJ
July 1, 1862 737. 5
aJ
uly
2,
1864,123.
16
Central Pacific R. R. Co ............... {
b.July 25, 1866 291
.July 1, 1862 39Bilh2l11}
Knnsa!! Pacific R. W. Co ........ .... ... { .July 2, 1864 2441"-Nll'ir
.July 1,1862
Denver Pacific R. W. & T. Co ......... { .July 2, 1864 106
Mar. 3,1869
.July 1,1862
Central Branch U. P.R. R. Co ......... { cJuly 2,1864 ~ 100
.July 1,1862
Sioux City & Pacific R. R. ' Co .......... { .July 2,1864
..
Texas and Pacific R. W. Co .............. Mar. 3,1871 870

1

186,453.28
41,318. 23

190-fu\
200
47.5

10
10 in Cal'a.
20 in Tar's.
10 in States.
20 in Tar's.
10 in States.
20 in Tar's.
6
10 in States.
20 in Tar's.
20
20
20

206.41

6

2, 374, 090.77
322,462.40
None.
None.
603,506.34

10

1, 383, 614.66

::

942

}
{
{

Southern Pstcific R. R. Co ................ .July 27, 1866

{

.June 10, 1852
St. Louis & S<tn Francisco R. W. Co ... { .July 27,1866 }293
33
Atlantic & Pacific R. R. Co ............
Mar. 3,1871

{

21
22

Leavenworth, Law. & Gal. R. R. Co ..... Mar. 3, 186~

23

Mo. Riv., Ft. Scott & G. R. R. Co ....... .July 25, 1866

18
9
20

f

l

St . .Joseph & Western R. R. Co .......... .July 23,1866
May 15, 1856
25 Chi., Bur. & Quincy R. R. Co ......... . { .June 2, 186-i
May 15, 1856
26 Chi., Rock Island & Pacific R. p.. Co ..
.June 2, 1864
May 15, 1856
27 Cedar Rapids & Mo. River R. R. Co ... { .J
nne 2, 1864
15, 1856
28 Dub. & Sioux City R. R. Co .. .. . .. ... { May
.June 2, 11'64

24

f

29
30
1
32

1, 859, 474. 59

10 and 20} 1, 117,037.17
10 and20
550,644.76
10
772,119.64
10 and 20

10 and 20

Northern Pacific R. R. Co ............... .July 2,1864 1800

7

10 and 20

49,811.59

9

.July 2,1864
.July 25, 1866
May 4,1870
Mar. 3,1871
.June 10, 1852
dFeb. 9, 1853
St._Louis, I. M. & S. R. W. Co . ........ { .July 4, 1866
dJuly28, 1866
Feb. 9,1853
Little Rock & Fort Smith R. W. Co .. .. { .July 28, 1866
Feb. 9,1853
Memphis & L. R. R. R. Co .. , ..........
.July 28, 1866
Mar. 3,1863
.July 1, 1864
Missouri, KanRas & Texas R. W. Co ...
.July 20, 1866
Atchison, Topeka & S. F. R. R. Co ...... Mar. 3,1863

peP~

~

20

-~~~--

2 Burlington & Mo. Riv. R. R. Co. inNebr ..
3 Oregon & California R. R. Co ..•..•.•••..
4 Oregon Central R. R. Co ...... - ..........
5 ' New Orleans, B. R. & V. R. R. Co .......
16 Hannibal & St. .Joseph R. R. Co ..•..•...

~'d •

'S~~

~

8

0
1

~~

0-+'>

~]
-s~
pPo

fi;'d

.s.a

Po

~~

~~

~

rd

Name of milro<td.

~g

rll

I>
~~

0

................ ................
} 304
210

}

}
}

}

None.
980,757.50
743,493.44
504,365.32

}

None.

}168

6

916,716.44

J133

5 and 15

141, 844.70

1577

10

658,068.13

471

10

2, 474, 686. 47

!44.16

10

256,281.66

157.5

10

--------·--···

ng

10

441,158.25

~

5279

6

388,817.35

{ 309

5
~
.
5271 06

6

643, 307.17

6

1, 140,493. 53

} 142. 89

6

549,345.41

{

1

I. F. & Sioux City R. R. Co ............ { fuie ~: ~~g~ S183. 69
6
683, 023. 80
Sioux City & St. P.R. R. Co .........•... May 12, 1864 122.35
6
407, 910. 21
St. Paul & S. C. R. R. Co .....•........ { ~!r. ~· i~~ S121. 27
.6
1, 199, 849. 07
Chi., Mil. and St. P.R. W. Co ................:. ~ .......................................... ..
M?G- ~ Mo. Riv. R. R . . . • . • . . . . . . . . May 12, 1864 150
10
138, 284. 69
Mmn. Cen. R. R .. .. . ............... Mar. 3 1857 110
6 and 10
179,736.01
Ha.~tings & Dak. R. R .............. .July
1866
75
10
169,790.81

1

4;

1:!~: :::::: :::::: ]·r:i. ~; ~~~~- -~

~ \ :~~f[s;r~:t~

3.........6•.a1n.od--1·0·.. .. . 854o.
21.1419: s
:s:
· .. • • • • • • • • · ( May 5, 1864 5 ·
bOregon Branch Central Pacific.
a Western Pacific.

~-- 841866_. 8°59.
'

·
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LAND SALES BY LAND-GRANT RAILROADS, 1878.
RAILROADS FOR THE YEARS 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, AND 1882.
grant milroads to November 1, 1878.
Land sold during the year.

To Dec. 31, 1877 ·}Dec. 31,1877
1, 3i8, 279.80
To Dec. 31, 1876 }nee. 31, 1877
e7 54 {
448,502.54
$4 98{

3 30

.......................

5 25

...................

69, 015. 87 1·$4 98
92, 647. 35 12 99

10, 764, 947. 00 >

$343,768 02
1, 2oa, 870 14 {

~~0 ~~-

{n, 3oo, ooo. oo

Dec. 31,1877

57, 054. 29

3 93

224,497 37

4, 803, 933. 00

Dec. 31,1877

26, 101. 56

5 25

136,963 89

950,000.00
116,165.00

From2to6

320.00 ..••.....•....
2 76

. •• . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mar. 31, 1878

4, 292. 53

2 76

18, 000, 000. 00

11,858 00

e4 56 5 To.June30, 1877

5.June 30 1877 90, 007. 70 4 06
365,810 80
~
192, 661. 68 {
'
5
ToAug.31,
1876
5
Auo749,
633.
00
4
51
3,
379, 432 32
31
1878
4 50 ~ I
80.00
921, 902. 00 {
,. •
5 87 { To Dec. 31, 1877 5Dec. 31' 1877
205' 291 58 · • • • • · • • • ·
38, 870. 26 5 28
618, 482. 99 { /

12, 061, 206. 00
··••·····••··•
f 915, 654. 00
{ Dec. 31, 1877

l·-·· ... ....... ...... ... ... ...... .... .. .. ......

/7 32 { To~~~; !~7~~~ 3
240.00 ...•.....•••.•
••.......... . . . . . . ••.•....•. . . . . . . • .• --- .....•. - ..•••..•....... -- ...• - •••• •• 1, 086.28
3, 000,000. 00
. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . • . . • • • • . • . • • . 1, 200, OJO. 00
6 13

••••••.•.•.•.....•••....•..•.....••••..•••.........••••••........•.•••.• ~. { .ra!~·~~~s~~

3 83

. ••• •• • ••. . . . . •.

Dec. 31, 1877

35, 295. 37

4 43

156, 512 75

281. 91 .••••••.•••••.

I
280.00

2 23

. •• . • . . • . . . . . . . .

Dec. 31, 1877

76, 694. 00

2 23

170,758 65 .•••••..•..•••••.••..•••

5 25 { DeeMs, ~~8~~~7 } . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • ••...••.•••.••.•••.••••..••.

es

88{ Deci21, ~;8~~~6 } ..•. ·.................................................... { .r:~· i;~s~~

5 36 { DecS86, ~~7 ~~~7 } . • • . . • . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • . . • • . • . • • • . •.••.........

12 13 { Dec.
8 38

7

3 J~5~~~

} ...........................·................... ·

••_.............. ............ . .. . ............ ...... ..............

815. 63 { De~\i~~s~~
360.00 ............. .

........ .... ................ ................ ............ .••••. .............. 1,065.74 ............. .
• .. -- · . ---- •. -.--. · •• • · • . - · · .. -· .. • • ·- • · .... · • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • ·-- • • • • · • .. • · · • • • • • · · • · { De~~a~:fs~g

.............................................................. •••••••••••••·

363.60 ·•••·····•••••

:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::: """i54."i8' ::::::::::::::
............................................................. ·.· ··········

......................................................................... .

:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::I:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::I·i; ~!~:· ~~., :::::: :~ ::::::
c Union Pacific Railroad Company.

d Cairo and Fulton.

e 1876.

/1873.
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LAND SALES BY LAND-GRANT RAILROADS, 1878.
Operations of land departments of land-grant
...,;
Q

....ell
~
~

bll

Name of railroad.

~
,.Q

~

36
37

38

39
.(()

41
42

43

«

Q

A

CO-+"

·a~~b'c

""'~»
Op

~'d

Qs:l

<l:>j:l

~p

co~

~~

.... fiD

~.s

OQ

~]

z

Southern Minn. R. W. Co .................· .July 4,1866 167.5
May 5,1864
St. Paul & Duluth R. R. Co ............ { .July
13, 1866 }1s6
Mar.
3,1857
St. P. & Pac. R. R. Co., I. Div ......•••.• { .July 12,
1862 J207
76
St. P. & Pac. R. R. Co., I. Div. Br. L ...... Mar. 3,1865
104
St. P. & Pac. R. R. Co., St. V. Exten . ...... Mar. 3,1871
72
Vicksbur!f. Shreveport & Tex. R. R. Co ·.. .Jnne 3, 1856
so
Morgans' ouis. & Tex. R. R .•.•.•...... .June 3, 1856
Missouri Pacific R. R. Co ... . ............ .June 10, 1852
37
Mar. 3,1857
Stillwarer & St. p, R. R. Co •••••••••••• { Mar. 3,1865
Mar. 3,1857
St. P., Stillwater & T. F. R. R. Co ..... { Mar.
3,1865

P<

IDQ

Q ....

~

~~

~0
dCI>

j:l

,.Q~

w·1sconsm
. R . R • C o ............. {

01'FIC:8 AUDITOR OF RAILROAD ACCOUNTS,

co

.S-d
-+"Q

,.Q<l:>

.June 3,1856
42.5
May 5,1864 J
Winona & St. Peter R. R. Co ............ Mar. 3,1865 327
North

45.1

46

~
....
0
~

~

35

-d

~

Q.,;

j~cxi

a-+>t-

SQ

pP<

p

-

z

~~

6 and10

843,497.58

6 and 10

1, 665, 078. 38

10

285,403.84

10

860,564. 09

10
6 and 10
6 and 10

..................

1, 248, 184. 18
537,842 42
780, 2!)1. 73
353,211. 'iO
51,452. 03
1, 1Gl, 204.51

·-············
6
J.......... -.............. ................. ......

}.......... .............. ···········-·-

November 1, 1878.
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railroads to November 1, 1878-Continued.
Land sold during the year.

180.00

$4 79

May 31,1878

7 69

Dec. 31, 1877

a4 07

May 31,1878

92, 141. 71 $4 79~
721.17 . . _7 69
5, 210. 84

4 58

$441,726 53

4 167 61

'

·

5, 549 50

780 92

23,889 81

291.00

·

f 1, 158, 901. 16

) May 31, 187il

f

153, 408: 61

( Dec. 31, 1871

308.46

. .. . .. ... . .. . . . . . ·-........ -... ... ... .. . . . -........ --.. -.. . . . ... .. .. .. . ... .. . .. . .. ... . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .................... .
~

············ ................................ 1··········--1--····1--··--·····--· ·········· ............. .
al878.
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Operation of the land departments of

Name of railroad compauy.

.July 1, 1862 July 2, 1864 1, 038-f!J>u
737. 5
.July 1, 1862 July 2, 1864

Wnion Pacific .... ............... ..
C-entral Pacific (from Sacramento,
eastward).
Central Pacific (Western Pacific) . . .
Qentral Pacific (Oregon Branch) ... .
Kansas Pacific ..................... .
Central Branch, U. P ............ ..
aSioux City and P acific ............ .
Burlington and Missouri River .... .
Denver Pacific ......... . ........... .

July
.July
July
July
J''uly
July
July

SaintLonisandSanFrancisco .... {
~egonaud(;alifornia ..............
vregonCentral. .... ... ......••.....
Hannibal and Saint Joseph .... .. ...
Missouri Pacific ....................

July25,1866
May 4,1870
June 10, 1852
June10,1852

Saint Louis and San Francisco ... . }

~ ~; ~J~~~

1, 1862
25, 1866
1, 1862
1, 1862
1, 1862
2,1864
1,1862

12~.

July 2, 1864
------.-- .. --. 1
1
July 2, 1864
.July 2, 1864
.July 2, 1864

16

291.

638.6
100.
101.77
190.14 Mar. 3,1869
106.
_. )
942
Southern Pacific ........... . :....... July 27, 1866
{
)
NorthernPacific ..............••... July 2,1864 ......••...... 1,800. {
Atl an t'lC an d P aCI':fl. c .. .. ............ .,uly
T
5
27,1866 Mar. 3,1871
203. (

Sa~~t~~~~s:_!_r~~-~~-~~~~~~-~~~}
Little Rock and Fort Smith •.....•..
Memphis and Little Rock . . . . . . . . . .
Missouri, Kansas and T exas .•......
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe ....
Kansas City,Lawrence and Southern
SaintJosephand Western ..........
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy. . . .
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific ...
bCedar Rapids and MissoUl'i River
DubuqueandS.iouxCity .......... .
low a :Falls and Sioux City...... . . . .
Sioux City and Saint P aul. .........
Saint Paul and Sioux City..........
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul.

~~~;~~;~~~~

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
July
May
May
May
May
May
May
Mar.
Mar.

9,1853
9, 1853
9, 1853
3, 1863
3, 1863
3, 1863
23,1866
15, 1856
15, 1856
15,1856
15,1856
15, 1856
12, 1864
3, 1857
3, 1857

}Mar.3,18711,440.
.............. 200. _
..............
47.5
.. .. . . . . . . . . . . 206.41
......... . ....
37.

}Mar. -, 18711, 440.

{~~}; 2~J~~~

July 28, 1866
July 28, 1866
5July 1, 1864
{ July 20, 1H66
......... __ ...
. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
............. .
.June 2, 1864
June 2,1864
June 2, 1864
June 2,1864
June 2, 1864
..........
May 12, 1864
5 May 12, 1864
{July 4, 1866
Wisconsin Central.. ................ May 5,1864 . .......... .. .

}514.
168.
133.
S( 577•
471.
144.16
227.
279.
309.
271. 06
142.89
ISS. 69
122. 35
121. 27
( 335

I

20
20

12, ooo. ooo
8, 000,000

20
10

1,100, 000
3, 000,000
6, 000,000
245,166
600, coo
2, 441,600
1, 100,000

I

6
20
20
6
6
6

249.3

•

I

20
20
10
20
20
10 in States. ~ 9, 520,000
20in Ter.
20 !n States. ( 47 000 000
40m Ter.
5 ' '
lO~n States. ~42 • 000• 000
20 m Ter.

10
6
5, 15
10
10
10
10
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
10
10

5

1

·•••·•·······
3,500,000
1,200,000
781, 944.83
1,161,235.07
42, 000, 000
4,106,647.311
1, 009, 296.34
804, 185. 80
1, 520, 000
3, 000, 000
800, 000
1,700,000
948, 643. 66
1, 261,181
1, 298,739
} 1, 226, 163. 05
524 800
1, 010:000
2, 729,403
1, 800,000

Ohicago, Saint Paul and Minneapolis .June 3, 1856 May 5, 1864

177.5

10

991), 983.38

North Wisconsin .................. .
Winona and Saint Pet-er ........... .
Southern Minnesota ............... .
Saint Paul and Duluth . . . . . . . . . . . . .

June
Mar.
July
May

42.5
327.
167.05
156.

10
10
10
10

1, 408, 452. 69
1, 410,000
735,000
920,000

Saf~~!'-~~~· -~~~~~~-~l~R a~~-~~~-i~ }

Mar. 3, 1857 {

10

4, 723, 638. 95

10

-- • • ·- -- · · · · · ·

Stillwater and Saint Paul . . . .. . . . . .
Saint P)l.ul, Stillwater and Taylor's
Falls.............
!;ickst::.rg, Shrevepori-~~d- T~~~~-::
.w.organ's Louisiana and. Texas .....

3,1856 May 5,1864
3,1865 ............ ..... .......
4,1866 .................. .
5, 1864 J uly13, 1866

i{;J
~: ~~~; ( 387.
Mar. 3, 1871 5
1

Mar. 3, 1857

IMar
Jun~

Mar. 3, 1865 . . . . . . . . . .

3,18571 Mar. 3,1865~- ----····· ·•••••···••· ·•••·······••·
3, 1856 . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
72.
10
610, 880
June :;_, :856 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.
10
967, 840

I

aAlllands, lots, and assets of this road were sold April15 1875 •to the Missouri Valley Land Com·
pany for $200.000.
'
'
OFFICE AUDITOR OF RAILROAD ACCOUNTS, November 1, 1879.
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land-grant 1·ail1·oads, Novernber 1, 1879.
Lands sold during the year-

.A.cres.

Ending-

1, 859,474. 59
6 318 99
94,'
,
.'
424 727 58
550, 644. 76

1, 539, 296.98$7,794,174 15$5 07

1)~ .June30,
, 1879
. ( 3,007,802 03
635 424 91 5
J

1

10,460,703. 02 Dec. 31, 1878 318,903. 47 $( 88 $1,557,082 32

6 20! 11,464, 575. 09 Dec. 31, 1878

78, 100. 13 8 24

643,776 71

:;:: m: ~ 1/:'l~~~::::l~~~~~~·~;~: ~; :~:~~: ::~~~~~·:~~~~ ~~ :~:~~-: ;~~ ~~;~: ~~~~~~~~-: ~~ :~:~~: ::~~~~ ~~~: ~~

2, 374, 090. 77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49. 811. 59
191, 652. 05 873, 537 75 4 56
1, 046, 370.65
743,493.44

274,882, 27

647, 885 27 2 35

f[~~~. f2~~~~ J................
3

38, 966. 77 Dec. 31, 1878 514, 098. 00 ... ... 2, 650, 511 00
908, 347. 95 Dec. 31, 1878 34, 523. 47 3 75
130, 902 50
518 mos. end(), 245, 117.73 ~ ~~~ ~ec. 31, \27, 920. 18 5 98
183,733 20

8

t

44,687,871.00 .••. .. . • • .• •• . • .•...•...••••. ·-·· •......•

None.
504, 365. 32
215, 747. 33 . . . • . . . . • . . . . • • • . . 41, 784, 252. 67 Dec.~ 31, 1878 10, 510. 30 2 89
30, 372 96
322, 462. 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . •.•••••••••
None.
. ..... .... .......................... ~ .................................................. .
603, 506. 34 . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . • . .. .. . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. • • . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . ................ .

1,

~~~: :~:: :~ :~~~::: :~::::: : :~: :~ :::::: :::::: ::: ~ ::~~~-~~~~~~~~:: :::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::

1, 383, 614. 66 { .J~~~.3g6~~~~
916,716.44
141, 844. 70
658,068. 13
2, 474, 686. 47
256,281.66
453,011.85
388, 817.35
643, 307.17
1, 140, 493. 53
5~ 550,, 347.. 96
683 023 80
407, 910. 21
1, 596, 847. 87
487,811.51
575, 844. 56
/

}571, 532 31

2 87

3, 907, 581. 30

.Tun~ 30, 1879 25, 347. 63 2 47

63, 153 82

.................... . ......................... .. ................. - ... . .... : . ........... .
. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . • .. . . .. .. . .. . .. • .. . Dec. 31, 1878 3, 033. 97 2 02
6, 074 40
.............................. .. .............. Dec. 31,1878 97,122.00 2 21
214, 864 28
865, 161. 68 6, 769, 570 23 7 82
2, 134, 838. 32 Dec. 31, 1878 267, 282. 00 4 52 1, 207, 615 64
.................................................·.......... ~ ........................... .
.. . ... . . . . . .• . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ........................................ .
.............. 5, 428,156 42 . .............. . .... Dec. 31, 1868 9, 707.6313 60
132, 098 99
{ .J~~:.3~ ~~~n1.907,838. 38 •••••
1, 027,257.08 ....... _....... _.............. . .... _.....'.
. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .................. . ................... ..
~ 292,228.311,502, 780 32 5 14 .. . .. . .. .. . . . Dec. 31, 1878 18, 693. 63 9 42
176, 180 86
5
198, 455. 00 1, 293, 769 76 6 51
326, 345. 00 Dec. 31, 1878 54, 263. 00 7 11
388, 498 00
1911,355.281, 346, 169 40 5 27
813, 644.72 Dec. 31, 1878 97, 050.50 6 82
661, 819 14
148,857.00 ....... ... .. ... .. . 2, 580,546.00 D ec. 31, 1878 7, 634.00 4 17
31,833 78
44, 112. 49
83, 612 42 1 89
1, 755, 887. 51 Dec. 31, 1878 18, 157. o7 1 82
33, o9s os
{ ~ mos. end- {
1

2

1

::: :~ :: ~-ii:;;;~:~;: :;: : : : : : : : . ."'·:'·:., . ;~f~~ .,. \.,._~':·r... .-'~·:20'."

1, 668, 007. 90 { 271, 996. 00 . •••••. •. . •••••.
5
285, 403. 84 . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ..
5
May
31,
1879
860,564.09 {
i 7, 734. 02 ~ . ......... ...•..

1, 396, 011. 90 May 31, 1879 51, 704. 73 3 90
143, 680. 38 Dec. 31, 1878 4, 252. 05 6 78
1
902,265.98 May 31, 1879 121 523. 18· 4 56

201, 872 24
28, 872 32
55, 110 49

31, 1877 (
2, 688, 085.36 {5Dec.
4513 , 865. 00 3,651,64100 7 94

4, 264, 773. 95 Dec. 31, 1877 89, 327. 00 4 13

368, 920 51

5

5

:

.. • • .. .. .. • • . • • .. . .. • .. • . . . .. .. . Dec. 31, 1877 None sold ................. .

::iii~ iii~ i~ :;;;;;~·;:;~~ :::~~: ~~~:~~ :::~~: :::::~·: ~~: t~~-: ~~:~~;: ::~:~: ~: :::~~: ::~: ~~: ~
b.A.lllands sold for $800,000 to the Iowa Railroad Land Oompany on September 15, 1879.
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Operations of land departments of laftd.
od

Name of railroad company.

~

~

0

j

0 •
.........

~?l

OjQ

ll!l""

rc:;l<il

]a

.s ~

~

Q~

...

<I)~

·gi
....

~0!

Obi!

....ore¥

$

~

A

A

~

~~
Cl)'d

'Se

<I)§

0!

Union Pacific (main line) ........ . .... July 1,1862
Kansas Division (late Kansas Pacific) _ July 1,1862
Denver Division (late Denver Pacific)_ July 1,1862
Central Branch Union Pacific .. • . _.. . July 1,1862
Central Pacific (east from Sacramento) July 1,1862
Western Pacific _.....••.•....•••..•... July 1,1862
Oregon Beach ...... .. ......... . . _..... July 25, 1866
Sioux City and Pacific a ........... .... July 1,1862
Northern Pacific ...................... July 2,1864
~_uthef1:1 Pa~ific ...... . ............... July 27, 1866
1ssonn Pamfic _.. _... . ............. _ June 10, 1852
Saint Louis and ~an Francisco ........ June 19, 1852
A t lantic and Pacific .................. July 27,1866
Burlington and Missouri River . _. .... July 2,1864
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River d . . . _ May 15,1856
Hannibal and Saint Joseph ........... June 10, 1852
Saint Joseah and Western . .•......... July 23,1866
Oregon an California ... . ........... . July 25, 1866
Oregon Central. ......... _............ May 4,1870
SaintLouis, IronMountainandSouth'n Feb. 9,1853
Memphis and Little Rock ........ _... Feb. 9,1853
Little Rock and Fort Smith ........... Feb. 9,1853
Missouri, Kansas, and Texas ...•..... Mar. 3,1863
Kansas City, Lawrence and Southern. Mar. 3,1863
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. _..... Mar. 3,1863
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy .... ·.. May 15,1856
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacillc . .... May 15,1856
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul .. Mar. 3,1857
Southern Minnesota .......... . ....... July 4,1866
c~~!b'~. s~i~~:-~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~} June 3,1856
Saint Paul and Sioux Ci~ ............ Mar. 3,1857
Sioux City and Saint Pa . •.......... May 12,1864
North Wisconsin_ , ................... June 3,1856
Iowa Fails and Sioux City ..•......... May 15,1856
Dubuque and Sioux City ............ _ May 15,1856
Wisconsin CentraL ................... May 5,1864
Winona and Saint Peter ..•........... Mar. 3,1857

ari>

July
July
Mar.
July
July
July

.....

::lei)

lZi

2,1864
1,1864
3,1869
2,1864
2,1864
2,1864

............................
July 2,1864
May 31,1870
Mar. 3,1871

2,1864

{ July
July
July
Jul}
{ Ju y
July

4, 1866
28, 1866
28, 1866
28, 1866
1,1864
26,1866

..........................
...... -..... ---.... ...
~

June 2,1864
June 2,1864
{ May 12, 1864
July 4,1866

.................
May
May

5,1864
12,1864

------··-······ ·
May
June
June

5,1864
2,1864
2,1864

... .. ............. . ........

1

Mar. 3,1865
July 12, 1862
Mar. 3,1865
Mar. 3, 1871
Saint Paul and Duluth ......•........ . May 5,1864 July 13,1866
Stillwater and Saint Paul ...•.• _..... . Mar. 3,1857 Mar. 3,1865
Saint Paul, Stillwater and Taylor F alls Mar. 3,1857 . .. ... .......................
by
Vicksbur1:, Shreveport and Pacific ... _ June 3, 1856 {Forfeited
act of July
Morgan's ouisiana and Texas .••.... _ June 3,1656
15, 1870.

S:1int Paul, Minneapolis aad Manitoba Mar. 3,1857

S CI)

<1)0!

a~

.... bl)
0<1)

'd 6'c

11)~

Q IZl

$]

.... <I)

cll tl

S=

s~

~~

~p.

a>O

~

12,000,000
20
1, 038.68
6, 000,000
20
638.6
1, 100,000
20
106
245, 166
20
100
7, 997, 600
20
737.5
1,
100,000
20
123.16
3, 724,800
20
291
41,318.23
10
101.77
20b
} 42, 000, 000
2, 317
40 c
11,964,160
20
934.70
6
37
1, 161, 235. 07
6
203
{
20b
}
49,
244, 803. 26
1, 755.70
40c
2, 441,000
20
190.5
1, 298, 730
6
271.6
781,944.83
6
206.41
1, 700,000
20
227
3, 840,000
20
200
100, 000
10
47.5
4, 106, 647. 30
10
514.
804, 185.80
10
133
1, 009, 296. 34
10
165.16
1, 520,000
10
183.2
800, 000
10
143.22
3,
005, 870
10
470.58
948,643
6
- 279
1,
261,181
6
317
2, 727, 403
10
335
735, 000
10
167.05
999, 983. 38
10
177.5
1, 199, 849. 07
10
121.27
551,148. 57
10
122.35
1, 408, 452. 69
1&
42.5
183.69
~} 1, 226, 163. 05
142.89
1, 800,000
10
256 37
1, 852,989
10
323.22

~

...........................
----------- ----June

..crd

Q~

f

...........................
.............................

.........................
............................
.............................
... . . . .......... . . . . ...

~

1%)

§rd

~$

}

}

}

}
}

387

10

156
13
18
93
80

10
10
10
6
6

4, 723, 638. 95
920,000

......................... .
....................... .
610,880
967,840

14,351.12 ......... 179, 922, 528. 54

aAlllam1s, lots, and land assets of this road were sold April15 1875 to the Missouri Valley Land
Company for $200,000.
'
'
bin States.
e In Territories.
dAlllands sold for $800,000 to the Iowa Roilroad Land Company on September 15, 1869.
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grant railroads to November l, 1880.
Total sales of lands.

Date.

.Acres.

Dec. 31, 1879
June 30,1880
June 20, 1880
Mar. 31,1877

1, 568, 438. 62
1 '433, 953. 32
1M, 604.78
70,287, 53

; June 30, 1880

726,534.54

.Apr. 15, 1875
June 30,1880
June 30, 1880
Dec. 31; 1879

41,318.23
2, 593, 983. 18
279,623.40
553,873.95

504, 536, ()0 Dec. 31, 1879
2, 374,090.77 Ja-n . 1, 1879
1
' ~6~: ~~~: ~: ·-n~~.- ai; i879"

220,259.20
e1, 041, 525.74

1, 859, 474. 59
828, 830.44
49, 811. 59
187,607.99
708,862.17~

424, 727.58
1, 338, 039. 27
41, 318. 23
746, 509. 52
1, 048, 090. 65
1, 161, 204. 51

Amount.

$7, 432, 534
:l, 266, 589
732, 067
327, 425

98
32
71
41

:~: :~::

73
98
45
66

5 95

10, 995, 865. 46_

10, 995, 865 46

5
3
4
2

39, 406, 016. 82
11, 684, 536. 60
607,361.12

11, 684. 536 60

49, 024, 5!4. 06
1, 400, 074. 26
1, 298,730
268,946.09
1, 700,000
3, 757,927. 45
100,000
3, 841, 844. 95
804,185.80
1, 009, 296. 34
1, 084, 445. 93
600,240.42
2, 012, 194, 21
665,628.48
889,327
2, 580,546
735,000
669,855.84
875,305.37
319,021.22
1, 408, 452. 69
~ - 361, 419. 68
550,467.96
~
1, 723, 265. 80
1, 295, 414. 02

24, 512, 272 06
14, 000, 742 60
6, 493, 650 00
2, 689, 460 90
8, 500. 000 00
9, 394, 818 62
125,000 00
9, 604, 612 37
2, 010, 464 ·so
2, 523, 240 85
5, 422, 229 65
3, 001, 202 10
3, 030, 485 52
6, 656, 284 80
7, 114, 516 00
12, 902, 730 00
3, 665, 000 00
3, 349, 279 20
4, 376, 526 85
1, 595, 106 10
7, 042, 263 45
-1, 807, 098 40
2, 702, 339 80
8, 616, 329 40
6, 477, 070 10

00
99
06
73

623, 369 04
6, 836, 329 11

.. ---5i2; 998."74" .--4," 8o2," 448- 89_.

................ ........................ ......
June 30, 1880
264, 802. 35
1, 129, 873 99
.... .................. !. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .
........................ --.... . . . .. . . . . . • .. • ..
June 30, 1880
435, 554. 07
1, 604, 014 97
June 30, 1880
199, 759. 58
597, 166 88
June 30, 1880
993, 675.79
5, 802,985 98
June 30, 1880
283, 014. 52
3, 430, 572 05
.Apr. 1, 1880
371, 854
2, 944, 374 00
148,857
Dec. 31,1878

00
50
28
63

2 86
7 93
9 55
2 14
--··· 4 27

.. .... .
. ..... .
3 68
2 98
5 84
12 12
7 91

J nne 30, 1880
324, 543. 70
2, 099, 387 87
6 49
June 30,1880
232, 127. 35
1, 506, 135 66
6 48
...... ....... . ........... . .......................... .
June 30 1880
314, 275.41
2, 098,994 25
6 85
I
Dec. 31, 1879
76, 734. 30
400, 204 99 · 5 60
June 30, 1880
g 557, 574. 98
1, 045, 801 58
3 98

2, 031, 337. 89 Dec. 31, 1877
860, 564. 09
65, 113.64
44,246.47
353,211.70
279,332.85

458, 865

3, 651, 641 00

7 94

June 30, 1880
28, 964
106,462 00
3 67
June 30, 1880
12, 862. 01
60,386 34
4 69
June 30, 1880
9, 028. 73
47,813 06
5 30
.................................................... .
.................................................... .

------ ------1--_;_____ -----32, 131, 731. 52 . .. .. • • .. .. .. .

14, 310, 204. 16

38
70
05
70

200, 000
9, 089, 453
1, 999, 396
1, 461, 855

:: -~-~~--~;.· ~~;~- r- j 2~~:-~~f ~~- "f--- ~~;: ~~ ·~~ · ·-~-~~-

1, 200, 358. 01
396, 998. 89
843,497.56
683, 023. 80(
5501 467. 96)
575, 844. 56
1, 668, 007. 90

$10, 431, 561
10, 415, 116
2, 238, 487
1, 748, 784

10. 431, 561. 38
4, 566, 046. 68
935,395. 32
174,784.70

4, 324, 888 70

~g~J!~:~~ ·-n·e·~:ai;is79- --····82,"o72."55...... i75,"65ii"37None ..........
1, 386, 383. 66
141, 844. 70
916, 716. 44
658, 068. 13
256, 281. 66
2, 474,326.47
388,817. 35
643, 307.17
654, 141, 17

$i
2
4
4

97, 515, 042 45
3, 036, 805 60

~

5

4, 264, 773. 95

21, 323, 869 75

891, 035. 11
52, 251. 63
35,217.74

2, 227, 587 77
156, 754 89
105, 653 22

610,880

1.............. ..

68, 905, 479 31 ....... 164, :::: :::. 38 •

-~~~: ~~~: ~~~. ~~-

eSales madt\ during years 1874, 1875, 1876, and 1877, not being reported, are not included in this
amount.
.
.
/The West Wisconsin Railroad Company, of which this organization is the successor, had disposed
of 252 752.73 acres before the property came into the hands of the new company.
gOfthis quantity317,061.26 acres were conveyed for purchase of the first 105 miles of road.
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~emtions of land departments of land-grant railroads to NO'I'em"ber 1, 1880-Continued.

Name of railroad company.

Lands
sold during

enaf:~-

Amount.

Acres.

243, 337. 31
$4 15 $1, 007, 855 tl3
Union Pacific (main line) ...... . ................... Dec. 31,1879
Kansas Division (late Kansas Pacific) .............. .June 30, 18HO
150,534.46
3 86
581,726 53
Denver Division (late Denver Pacific) .........•... .June 30, 1880
8, 834. 74
4 89
43,267 32
Central Branch Union Pacific .... . .............................. . ...... · · ····• · · •·· ·•·· ...... .. ... . ..
Central Pacific (east from Sacramento) .......... }
322,775 49
354
91, 269. 63
Western Pacific........ . .......... .. ............ .June 30,1-880
Oregon Branch ..... . ........................... .
Sioux City and Pacific a ....................................................... · · · · · · · · ........... .. .
812,521 M
2 67
304,276.58
Northern Pacific ................................... .June 30,1880
46, 7e9 44
4 00
11,697. ;l6
Southern Pacific ................................... .June 30,1880
Missouri Pacific ....................••.. •........ ~
Saint Louis and San Francisco ................... 5 Dec. 31,1879
40,343.98 ............. .. .. .... .

Atlantic and Pacific . ..... . ........................ Dec. 31, 1879
2, 462. 88
2 81
6, 934 17
Burlington and Missouri River .......: ............ Dec. 31, 1878
514, 098
5 15
2, 650,511 00
Cedar Rapids and Missouri Riverb ............... . ............................................... .. .
H'1nnibal aml Saint .Joseph ............... . ........ · Dec. 31, 1879
64,272. 59
7 76
494, 773 00
Saint Joseph and W estern ........................................................ · · · · · ... · ...... .. ..
Oregon aml California .. . . . • .. .. .. .. .. . . . . • . . . .. . . . Dec. 31, 1879
9, 927. 50
2 50
25, 658 10
Oregon Central .................................................................. • · · · · · .. · .. · .. · .. · ..
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern .. . . . . . . Dec. 31,1879
47,088.15
3 67
172, 623 96
MempLis and Little Rock .......•.....•.•......... Dec. 31,1878
3, 033.97
2 02
6, 047 40
Little Rock and :Fort Smith . . . . . . • . . . • . • • .. . . . . . . . . .........................., . ..... · · ... · .... .. · .. ·
48.422. 89
2 40
116, 206 92
Missouri, K11nsas and Texas ...................... .June 30.1880
'Kansas City, Lawrence and Southern ............. Half-year
20,215.71
3 23
66, 419 36
ending .June
30,1880 .

.A..tcbison, Topeka and Santa Fe ...................
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific .................
Chic::tgo, Milwaukee and Sstint Paul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Southern Minnesota . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . .
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneq,polis and Omaha .•....
Saint Paul and Sioux City.................... . ....

.June 30,1880
Dec. 31, 1879
Apr. 1,1880
Dec. 31, 1878
Dec. 31, 1878
Dec. 31,1879
18 mos. ending .June 30,

80,982
26,139.53
93,318.36
7, 634
4,252. 05
25,098.45
30,955.44

5 31
14 65
8 63
4 17
6 79
4 28
664

480,358 70
383, 097 59
803, 070 40
31, 833 78
28,872 32
107, 421 37
205,564 99

33,672.35

6 30

212,365 90

1880.

Sioux City and Saint Paul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 18 mos. end·
ing .June 30,
1880.

North Wisconsin............................ .. ....
Iowa Falls and Sioux City . ........................
Dubuque and Sioux City~--··-········ · ··-········
Wisconsin Central......... .. .. .. . .. . • .. .. .. . .. .. ..
Winona and Saint P eter ... . .. ... . .. .. .. ... . .. ...
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba ...••..••...
Saint Paul and Duluth .............................

...... . .. . ....
.June 30, 1880

26,279
4 65
122, 197 35
36,266
....... . ............. .
............................................ ..... . .............. .. . .
Dec. 31, 1879
10, 525. 57
2 44
27, 103 35
.June 30,1880
103, 139.75
3 20
330,047 20
Dec. 31, 1877
89,327
4 13
368, 920 51
18 mos. end11, 230. 87
2 67
29, 988 81
ing .June 30,
1880.

I

Stillwater snd f: aint Paul. ............................... . ................................... .. ..... .
a All lands, lots, and land assets of this road were sold April 15 1875 to the Missouri Valley Land
C ompany for $200,000.
'
'
bAll lands sold for $800,000 to the Iowa Railroad Land Company on September 15, l869.
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Operations of land departments of land-gmnt railroads to November l, 1880-Contiuued.

Name of railroad company.

Lands
sold during
year
ending-

Acres.

Amount..

Saint Paul, Stillwater and Taylor Falls ............ 18 mos. end3, 080
$2 24
$6,896 00
ing June 30,
1880.
Vicksburg, Shreveport and Pacific ................................................................. .
Morgan's Louisiana and Texas .................................................................... ..
2, 141,716.12 . .. . .. • .
0FFICB AUDITOR OF RAILROAD ACCOUNTS,

November 1, 1880.

9, 442,747 ,68
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LAND SALES BY LAND-GRANT RAILROADS, 1881.
Operations of the land depa1·tments of

I

Name of railroad company.

~nion

.July 1, 1862
.July 1, 1862
.July 1, 1862
.July 1, 1862
.July 1, 1862
.July 1, 1862
.July 25, 1866
~i~~;ci~;~~~hJ?;;cific
.July 1, 1862
Northern Pacific ... . .................................... .. .July 2, 1864
Southern Pacific ......................................... . .July 27, 1866
Missouri Pacific_ .......... _.... _............... .......... . .June10, 1852
Saint Louis and San Francisco ........................... . .June10, 1852
Atlantic and Pacific ...... _~ .............................. . .July 27, 1866
Burlinron anq Missouri River ........................... . .Tuly 2, 1864
Cedar apids and Missouri River d ...................... .. May 15, 1856
H annibal and Saint .Joseph ............................... . .June10, 1852
Saint .J ose~h and W estem ................................ _ .July 23, 1866
.July 25, 1866
8~:~~~ C~nt~!li.~~~i-~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: May 4,1870
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain an4 Southern ................. . Feb. 9,1853
Memphis and Little Rock ........................... .. .... . Feb. 9,1853
Little Rock and Fort Smith ............................... . Feb. 9,1853
Missouri, Kansas and Texas ....... .... ................... . Mar. 3, Ui63
Kansas City, Lawrence and Southem Kansas ............. . Mar. 3,1863
Atchison, Topeka and SantaFe ........................... . Mar. 3,1863
Ch~cago, Burlington and Quincy ........................... . May 15,1856
Ch1cago, Rock Island and Pacific ......................... . May 15,1856
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul ....................... . Mar. 3,1857
Southern Minnesota ..................................... .. .July 4, 1866
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha ...........•.. .June 3, 1856
Saint Paul and Sioux City ...........••••...•......••...... . Mar: 3,1857
Sioux City and Saint Paul. ............. . ................ _.. May 12,1864
North Wisconsin ......................................... . .June 3, 1856
Iowa Falls and Sioux City ................................ .. May 15,1856
May 15,1856
~~:o~~~c~~f;~~-~!~:.::::::::
May . 5,1864
Winona and Saint Peter . .... .. .......... . ................ .. Mar. 3,1857

Pacific (main line) ................................. .
ansas Division (late Kansas P acific) ..••..•••.•••.••..•..
D enver Division (late Denver Pacific) ..•..•••••...•...•...
Central Branch, Union Pacific ....................... .... .
C entral Pacific (east from Sacramento) ................... .
Western Pacific . ........................................ ..

a·:.::::·.:::::·.:::::·.::::: ::: ::: ·.: ::::

::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.July
.Tuly
Mar.
.July
.July
.July

1, 038.68
6H8.6
106
100
737.5
123.16
291
101.77
2, 317
934.70
37
203
1, 755.70
190.5 '

2, 1864
2, 1864
3, 1869
2, 1864
2, 1864
2, 1864

..J:;{ly ...2,' i864 .
May
Mar.

31,1870
3,1871

.j-:;{~~ •. -2,' i864.

~- .J~ly

..4,' i866.

( July
.Tulv
.Tuly
~ .r U:Iy
( .July

28, 1866
28, 1866
28, 1866
1, 1864
26, 1866

2~~:~1 i

~

S

·.r~~-"2,'i864'
.June 2, 1864
~ May 12, 1864 ~
{.July 4, 1866

s

May
May

5,1864
12,1864

Ma,.y
.June
.June

5,1864
2,1864
2,1864

Mar.
3, 1865
.July 12, 1862 }
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba ..................... Mar. 3,1857 { Mar. 3, 1865
Mar. 3, 1871 ·
Saint Paul and Duluth ................•....•.......•..•••.. May 5,1864 July 13, 1866
Stillwater and Saint Paul._ ... . ............................ Mar. 3, 1857
Saint Paul, Stillwater and Taylor's Falls .................. Mar. 3,1857
Forfeited by
Vicksburj!, Shreveport and Pacific ·....................... . .June 3,1856
act of .July }
Morgan'sLouisianaand Texas .............................. .June 3, 1856 { 14,1870.

-~~~:. --~~-~~~~-

227
2oo
1
47.5 1
514
133
165.16
183.2
143.22
470.58
279
317
335
167. o5 I
177.5
121.27
122.35
42.5
183.69
142.89
256.37
323. 22
387

I

156

~~

93

I

I

--~1
14,351.12

1

I

a All lands, lots, and land assets of this road were sold April15 1875 to the Missouri Valley Land
Company for $200,000.
'
'
bin States.
eln Territories.
OFFICE AUDITOR OF RAILROAD ACCOUNTS,

November 1, 1881.
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land-grant railroads to November 1, 1881.

....0

111

~]
g§

I-<

$-d
s$
p~

.:~

~~

o<D

~~

~:;:l

..cS

~~

S~-<

J:l<D

~P<

~

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
10
{ 20b}
40c

20

~

}

{ 20b ~
40c}
20
6
6
20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
6
10
10

}

12,000,000
6, 000,000
1, 100,000
245,166
7, 997,600
1, 100,000
3,724,800
41,318.23
42,000,000
11,964,160
1, 161,235.07

rileD

Total sale of lapd.

~~

~~

.... .s
0.-c
~

I-<
cD

.

Po

~~@

..C$~

4, 723, 638. 95
920,000

::::::::::::::::::,
610, 880
I
967, 840

........1m,

die:;>
~-oc::l

-~

z

~

1, 860, 114. 59
909,985.45
49,811.59
187,607.99
721, 434. tiS {
428,263.78
1, 338, 029. 27 ~
41,318.23
746,509.52
1, 139, 141. 61
1, 161, 204. 51

Dec. 31, 1879
June 30, 1880
June 30, 1880
Mar. 31,1877

1, 568, 438. 62
1, 433, 953. 32
164,604.78
70,287.53

June 30, 1881

850, 907.49

Apr. 15, 1875
June 30, 1880
June 30, 1881
June 30, 1881

41, 318.23
2, 593, i83. 18
295, 120.20
627,358.40

J

10

~~

Amount.

~~g

527,573.96 June 30,1881
49, 244, 803. 26
2, 374, 090.77 Jan. 1,1879
2,441,600
1, 141, 690. 77 -·········
1, 298,730
603, 506.34 Dec. 31, 1879
781,944.83
461,813. 24 --------······
1, 700, 000
323,148.68 June 30, 1881
3, 840, 000
None ............ ...........................
100,000
1, ~86, 383. 66 June 30,1880
4, 106, 647. 30
141,844.70 .........................
804, 185.80
916,716.44 ........................
1, 009, 296. 34
658,628.13 June 30, 1881
1, 520,000
2fl6, 281.66 June 30, 1880
800,000
2, 755, 403. 75 Dec. 31, 1880
3, 005,870
388,
817. 35 June 30, 1880
948,643
643,307.17
Apr. 1, 1880
1, 261,181
1, 158, 104. 57 Dec. 31, 1878
2,727,403
454,956.86 ........................
735,000
802, 816. 89 Dec. 31, 1879
999,983.38
1, 200, 358. 01 June 30,1880
1, 199, 849. 07
396,998.80 June 30, 1880
551,148.57
843,497.56 ..............
1, 408, 452. 69
683 • 023 · 80 June 30 1881
1, 226, 163. 05 {
550 1 467, 96
I
1, 800, (100
.
575, 844. 56 I Dec. 31, 1879
g1, 668,007.90 June 30, 1881
1, 852,989

10
10
10
6
6

Acres.

Date.

329,022.73

$7, 432, 534
4, 266, 589
732,067
327,425

98
32
71
41

$4
2
4
4

73
98
45
66

5, 333, 675 73

538

200,000
9, 089, 453
1, 463, 349
2, 173, 349

50
3 50
4 0
3 5

00
99
34
26

e 1, 041, 525. 74

769,700 12
6, 836, 329 11

89,596.11

270,470 84

2 26

264,802.35

1, 129, 873 99

427

2 8
7 9

.... -.. 5i2; 998~ 74' ·--- ·4:so2: 448-89 · ...........
9 5
......................... ................................ ............
................................ ...........................

................................. .............................. .............
........................... .......... . .......... .......... ..............
1, 125, 612. 43
199,759.58
1, 184, 229. 80
283,014.52
371,854.00
148,857.00

2, 484, 453 22

3 72

....................... . . ........ ............
5, 821, 705 16
3, 430, 572 05
2, 944, 374 00

502
12 12
7 91

.................................. ............
................................... . ................................ . .........

{

/252, 752. 73
77,374.81
324,543.70
232,127.35

307,654 68
2, 099, 387 87
1, 506,135 66

4 19
6 49
6 48

443,360.78
76,734.30
889,316.23

2, 788, 421 13
400,204 99
1, 423, 574 71

6 15
56
3 6

.......................... ............ . ................ .........

2, 425, 376. 17

Dec. 31, 1877

458,865.00

3, 651, 641 00

7 94

860,564.09
65,113.64
44,246.47

June 30,1880
June 30,1880
June 30, 1880

28,964.00
12,862.01
9, 028.73

106,462 00
60,386 64
47,813 06

3 67
469
53 0

353, 211. 70
279, 332. 85

..................... ................................ .............................. .........
......................... ............................. .............................. ............

922,528.54 --s3,524,559.67 ..............

15, 115, 858. 16

71, 900, 054 86

-.............

d Sales made during years 1875, '76, '77, not being reported, are not included in this amount.
eAlllands sold for $800,000 to the Iowa Railroad Land Company on September 15, 1860.
jThe West Wisconsin Railroad Company, of which this organization 1s the successor, had disposed
of 252,752.73 acres before the property came into the hands of the new company.
·
g Of this quantity 317,061. 26 acres were conveyed for purchase of the first 105 miles of road.
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Operations of the land depm·tments of

I
Name of company now operating.

2

4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
. 40
41
42

Date of act of Congress makName of railroad aiaed. ing ~r~nt.

AtlanticandPacific .....·.......... Atlantic and Pacific ........ July 27, 1866 ......•..••.•••••.
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe .. Atchison,TopekaandSanta March 3, 1863 ........••.••••••
l!'e .
...... do ........................... Kansas Citv Lawrence and ..... . do .•••.........•.•••..•• .
South en." Kansas.
Burlington and Missouri River (in Burlington and Missouri July 2, 1864 ............ -- - - - - ·
Nebraska).
River (in Nebraska}.
Central Pacific ............. _..... . Central Pacific ... . .......... July 1,1862; July2, 1864 ...•••
.. .... do ......................... . Western Pacific . .. . . ............ do ...................... .
. .... do ......................... .. California and Ore~on....... July 25, 1866 ......... ... -----.. . .. do .......................... . :Southern Pacific (Southern July 27, 1866; March 3, 1871 -D1vision).
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy .. Bmlington and Missouri May 15, lt"56; June 2, 1864 .....
River (in Iowa}.
Chicago, MilwaukeeandSainLPault Minnesota Central. ........ . March 3, 1857; March 3, 1865;
July 13, 1866.
'
.. .... do .. .......... ........ ....... SouthernMinnesota ....... July4,1866; July13,1866 .... ,
1
. . .... do . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. McGregoranrl MissoUI'i River May 1~, 1864 .......... -- -----do ........................... Hastings and Dakota ....... July 4, 1866; July 13, 1866 . -Chicago and Northwestern ........ Chicago and Northwestern .. ,June 3, 1856; April 25, 1862;
Mar(' h 3, Hl65; March 3, 1869.
.... .. do ........................... Cerlar Rapids and Missouri, May 15, 1856; June 2, 1864 .... /
River.c
...... do ........................... Winona and SaintPeter ... . March 3, 1857; March 3, 1865; J
July 13,1866; Jan.10,1873.
Chica?:o, Saint Paul, Minneapolis Saint Paul and Sioux City . . March 3, 1857; Ma.v 12, 1864;
March 3,1865; Jul.v 13,1866.
and Omaha.
,
...... do .......................... . Sioux City and Saint Paul .. May 12, 1864; July13, 1866 -··
.. ... . do ......................... . vyest W:J~consi_n ............ June 3, 1856; May 5, 1864 ..... 1
...... do ..... ....... ... . . .. .
North Vhsconsm . . . . . . . . . .. . . do .................... --Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific .. Mississippi and Missouri May 15, 1856; June 2, 1864.-. )
River.
Hauniual and Saint Joseph ...... . HannilJaland Saint Joseph .. June 10, 1852 ...... --···- --····
Illinois Central .. .............. .. Duuuquc and Sioux City ... May 15, 1856; June 2, 1864 --·
. do .......................... . Iowa Falls and Sioux City . . May 15, 18.i6
........ -----Littlll Rock and Fort Smith ...... . Little Rock and Fort Sm1th. February 9, 1853; July28, 1866.
Memphis and Little Rock ....... . Memphis and Little Rock ......... do .. . .. .. . .. ..
- .. -M issumi Pacific . . .. _............ .. ContralBr:mchUnionPacific July 1,11562; July2,1864
February 9, 1853; Jnly25,1866.
..... . do ................ ......... .. Cairo and Fulton . . . . .
...... do .. ..... ... ...... .......... . Southwl'st Branch of Pacific July 10, 1852. (See Saint Louis 1
of Missouri.
aJJd S n Francisco.)
... ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. .. Saint Louis Iron Mountain February 9, 1853; July 4, 1866; /
flnd Soutbern.
July !:!8, 1866.
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . Missouri, Kansas and Texas. Mm ch 3, 1863; July 1, 1864;
July 25. 1866: Jul\ 26, 1866. I
Northern Pacific ........ _. . . . • . . . . Northern Pacific...... . .. . . . July 2, 1864; Joint Res., May
1{1, 1870
..... do ........................... Lake Superior and Missis- May 5, 1864; July 13, 1866.
sippi River.,q
(SeP. Saint Paul and Duluth.)
...... do ........................... Western of Minnesota ... ... March 3, 18:>7; March 3,1871.
...... do........................... Saint Paul and Pacific h . .... :March~,l857; Joint Res., July
12, 186Z; March 3, 1865 ; Jnly
1 3, 1866; March 3, 1871.
j
Oregon and Califoruia .. ........ _.. Oregon and California . .... . July 25. 1866 ................ ..
...... do ... ...... . .. ........ .. Ore:ron Central
. . ... ... . May4,11->70 ...... ......... ..
Saiut Louis and San Francisco ... . Soutbw e~:~t Branch of Pacific June Ill, 1852. (See Missouri
of Missouri.
Pacific)
do ............ .. ............ . Atlantic and Pacific ...
July 27. 1866 ............ ---- -- 1
Saint Paul and Duluth ........... . Lake Superior and Missis- May 5, 1864; July 13, 1866 .....
sippi River.
...... do ............... ... ........ . Stillwater and Saint Paul. .. Mflrch 3, 1857; March 3,1865;
Jnl r 13, 1866.
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Mani- Saint Paul and Pacific ..... . March 3, 1857; Joint Res.,
Julv 13, 1862; March3,1 65;
toba.
July 13, 1866; March 3, 1871.

I

I

I

a In States.
bIn TerritorieA.
cAll lands sold for $POO,OOO to the Iowa R ailroad Land Company on September 15, 1869.
d Of thi~ quant~ty 3l7,0til.26 acres were C' •nveyed for purchase of the first 105 miles ot road.
e See Samt Loms. Iron Mountain and Southern.
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land-gmnt railroads to November 1, 1882.
Total sales of land.

Date.

!gb s 49, 244, 803. 26

1, 755.70
470.58

10

143.22

10

3, 005, 870
BOO, 000

190.50

20

2, 441, 600

~~

r: ~~~: ~~~

23, 037. 36

Acres.

...... - .. -...

21 745, 938. 47}
256, 281. 67 Deo. 31, 1881
2, 373, 290. 77

Amount.

. ............................. ..
1, 233, 903. 64

$6, 087, 720 03

No report .................................. ..

n~: ~~~: ~~} -~~~~ ~~: ~~~~- .... ~·-~~~~ ~~~--~~ _.... ~·-~~·-~~~. ~~

737.50
123.16
20
3,724,800
1,337,919.12 ........ . ................................... ..
291.00
934.70 ...... ............ ..... ...... ... .. . . ... . SeeSouthern ............................... ..
948,643

279.00
110.00 .1

10

167.05
150.00
75.00

10
10
10
6

..................

l

(
3, 462,403

I

451,845.43 Dec. ill, 1881 Not reported ................. ..
322, Q90. 19 I
312, 770. 27 J
545,575.76 Not reported ................................ .

271.60

6

1, 298,730

1, 142, 120. 13

223.22

10

r, 852,989

d1, 668, 787. 90

12L27 1

10

1, 199, 849. 07

122. 35
177. 50
42.50
317. 00

10
10
10
6

551, 148. 57
999,983.38
1, 4o8, 452. 69
1, 261,181

206.41
IH89
183.69
165.16
133.00
100.00

6
6
6
10
10
20

781, 944.83
1, 226, 163. 05
1, 009, 296. 34
804,185.80
245,166

37.00

6

1, 161, 235. 07

514.00

10

4, 106, 647. 30

183.20

10

1, 520,000

(e)

5 2,317.00

1

387.00
200.00
47.50
37.00
203.00
156.00
13.00

10

387. 00

10

5

June 30, 1882

~!~: ~~g: ~~

j

583, 265· 64

3, 742,298 65

::::::::::::::
-~~~~~~-~~~~::: ::::::::::::::::
.................. do ......................... .

189, 447.99
1, 319, 196. 05
/728, 949. 36

. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••.•..•••.•••••
....... .. . . .................................. ..

63,294.17

............. Not reported ................. ..

984,105.96

.................. do ........................ ..

746, 509. 52ll

I

646, 958. 49 Juno 30,
1, 251, 046. 141

1882 1

3, 294, 961. 98

13, 108, 835 28

. .

.
J
322, 062.40
Dec. 31, 1881
99, 647.93
309, 486 45
None ..... .... . ....... ....................................... .
51See Missouri (
936, 169. 51( r:.ci:fi.c No.

3, 840, 000

10 {

l· 424.574 71

. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . do .•....... . ..•.••..........

603, 186. 34

~~~: ~~~: ~~}

l :;·1j
l
·: l .·~··oo
20

668,384.23

407,910. 21J .............. Not reported ................. ..
802, 816.89
843,497.56
643, 147. 17 .................. do ........................ ..

I

Ir

{ 20a!

Not given in
report.
June 30, 1881

1, 146, 306. 561

......... .................................

42,000,000

}

179, 706. 011

~I

L
...................................

J

Pacific.
No report ................................... .

388,697.35

5' .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ............. .

1

2.:: :: :: I:::.:::8821~~, ~~~"::::: .....·:~:··.~

920,000
4, 723, 638. 95

I

I

f See Saint Louis and San Francisco, No 38.
·
U Dulnth ~o Thomson (24 miles) is owned jointly, but operated independently by the Northern Pa~ific and Sarut Paul and lJuluth Railroad Companies.
,
h Tbe Northern Pacific Railroad Company has the perpetual right of way from Saint Paul to Sank
Rapids (75! miles) over this road.
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Operations of the land depm·tments of

Name of company now operating.

43
44
45

46
47
48

49

50
51
52

Name of railroad aided.

SS1'ouutxheCr1n·ty aancifid Pc a__c_ifi
..c__··.·.••·.·.·.·.•.•.·.•. ·sioux Cityaild Pacifica ..•..
0
P
Southern Pacific (Northern
Division).
.•••.. do ..................• : . . . . . . Southern Pacific (Southern
Division).
Texas and Pacific ................ . Texas Pacific . ...... .... ....
. ..... do ...........••.••...•..••... North Louisiana and Texas.
Union Pacific ..... . ..••....... . ... Union Pacific ........ . ......
. ..... do ..... •.........•.••........ Kansas Pacific ..... ... : ...
..... do .......................... . Denver Pacific. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Date of act of Congress making grant.

July 1, 1862; July 2, 1862 .••••.
July 27, 1866; March 3, 18il: ••.
. "' •.. do .•••••........ . . . . ----.

March 3, 1871 ....••.... . ..••. .
June 3, 1856 ......•.•. ...•.....
July 1, 1862; July 2, 1864 ..•. ..
.•... . do ............•. . ... .....
July 1, 1862; July 2, 1864 ;
March 3, 1869.
....•. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . Saint Joseph and Denver July 23, 1866 . ....••.... ..•••. .
City.
Wisconsin Central . • . • • . . . . . . . . • . . Portage. Winnebago and May 5, 1864 .••......•••..•• •.•
Lake Superior.

a All lands, lots, and land assets of this road were sold April 15, 1875, to the Missouri Valley Land
Company for $200,000.
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lo.nd-g1·ant 1·ail1·oads to Novembe-r 1, 18R2-Continued.
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6
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1, 038. 68
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Date.

Acres.

Amount.

t_ _ _ _ _ _

41, 398, 23

Apr. 15, 1875

41, 318.23

$200,000 00

], 142,642.46

June 30, 1882

550,572.38

2, 540, 803 57

}............... . N one ~~.-~~;.· ~~ ~
3
610, SilO

I

Total sales of land.

12,000, 000
6, 000,000
1,100, 000

1, "'·
917, 883. 08}
70

.......................... No report ...... . ............................

52~.

638. 60
106.00

20

227. 00

20

1, 700, 000

462, 373.24

256.37

10

1, 800,000

575,644.56

86,236.73

bIn States.
c In Territories.
OFFICE COMMISSIONER OF RAILUOAD ACCOUNTS,

J ·une 30, 1882

4, 317, 959.55

......................... Not reported ...

November 1, 1882.

19, 312, 441 88

...................
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LANDS GRANTED RAILH.OADS-LANDS PATE~TED TO CEH.TAIN RAILROAD
COMPANIES-RAILROADS NOT COMPLETED IN TIME FIXED BY LAW.
The three following communications from pages 789 to 873 from the Commissioner of
the General Land Office in response to congressional inquiries being subjects of vital
and present interest, and containing a mass of most interesting and useful statistic~
and information, are given in full.
A letter from the Commissioner to tee Secretary of the Interior of date March 28.
18~2, in relation to resolution of House of Representatives of January 9, 18~, as to
lands granted railroads. (See pages 789 to 823.)
A letter from the Secretary of the Interior of date December 29,1882, in answer to
resolution of House of Representatives passed December 14, 1882, as to land patents
to certain railroad companies. (See pages 824 to 860.)
A letter from the Secretary of the Interior of date January 13, 1883, in answer t~
letter of Hon. T. C. Pound, chairman Committee on Public Lands, House of Representatives, as to certain land-grant railroads not completed within the period fixed by
law. (See pages 861 to 873.)
LAND-GRANT RAILROADS- OFFICIAL REPORTS AND LETTERS.
Additional information is also inserted relating to land-grant railroads as foll8WS :
A letter from the Secretary of the Interior transmitting to the Congress information
in relation to a certain decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office and
the opinion of the Attorney-General relating to the Northern Pacific Railroad of date
January 19, 1882. (See pagestl74 to 879.)
Also one of like purport dated February 2, 1882. (See page 879.)
Report No. 1283, Part 1, of the House Committee on the Judiciary, in relation to
the Northern Pacific Railroad, dated June 6, 1882. (See page 880.)
. Report No. 1283, Part 2, of Mr. Payson of the House Committee on the Judiciary,
submitting the views of the minority of said committee as to the Northern Pacific
R.a ilroad, dated July 24, 1882. (See page 8H2.)
Report No. 1803 of the House Committee on the Judiciary in relation to the Texas
and Pacific Railroad land grant, dated August 3, 1882, togeiherwith the views of the
minority of the committee. (See page 892.)
Report No. 1284 from the House Committee on the Judiciary in relation to railroad
land grants to certa.in States and recommending their forfeiture, dated June 6, 188'2.
(See page 89f>.)
Le~ter from the Secretary of the Interior in relation to alleged excess in certification of lands to certain railroad companies, dated July 10, 1882. (See page 1')98.)
H.eport No. 906 from the Senate Committee on the Judiciary reporting a bill (8. No.
2301), providing a method of forfeiting railroad land grants, dated January 2, 1883.
(See page 908.)
A letter from the Auditor of Railroad Accounts to the Hon. R. M. McLane, relative
to land grants to Pacific railroads, February 7, 1880, and amount of bond subsidieG.
(See pages 911 to 935.)
Letter and decision of Secretary of the Interior of July 11, 18~, as to indemnity
lands of Northern Pacific Railroad, and letter and circular of General Land Office of
May :.!2, 1~"'83. (See page 891.)
A letter from the Secretary of the Interior to the House dated February 27, 1883,
giving information in relation to telegraph lines along land-grant railroads. (See
page 910.)
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For areas certified or patented to June 30, 18133, see pages 7[.6 et seq., and 1·epo1·t fo1' 1883,
Commissioner Geme1·al Land Office.
[II. Ex. Doc. 144, Forty-seventh Congress, :first Session.]

Lettm· from the Secreta1·y of the Interi01·, in 1·esponl:!e to a 1·esoltttion of the House of RepTesentatives, Feb1·um·y 9, 1882, 1·elative to lands grantecl by the Govn·nment to cm·tain railroads.
DEPAHTMifNT OF THE INTERIOR,

WaBhingto·n, March 2t!, 1882.
SIR: In answer to House resolution of the 9th ultimo, calling on me for information
concerning land-grant railroads, I have the honor to transmit herewith report on the
subject, under date of yesterday, by the Commissioner of the General Laud Office, to
whom the resolution was referred. This report gives the material information called
for, so far as it can be obtained from the records of this Department, as I am advised
by t,he Commissioner of the General Lan<l Office.
Very respectfully,
S. J. KIRKWOOD,
Sec'retary.

The

SPEAKER

of the House of Representatives.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., March 27, 1882.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt on the 11th nltimo, by reference
from the Department on the lOth, for report, of a resolution of tile House of Representatives, passed the 9th ultimo, as follows:
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be r~quested to inform the House, at
his earliest convenience, the names of all the railroad companies to which the Government has granted lands to aid in the construction of their railroads, and the nameA of
all States and railroad companies where grants of public lands have been made by
the Government to said States for the bene.fit of said railroad companieg in the construction of their railroads, which have not completed their said roads within the
time provided by law ; the amount of land em braced in each grant, and the amouht
disposed of by each of said railroad c~nnpanies and States, and the dates of all acts
of Congress relating to each of said grants, and the number of miles of each of said
railroads completed under and pursuant to the acts making each grant, as well as
the number of miles of each remaining uncompleted at tbe date at which said acts
required the completion of the same; and he is also requested to give the name of
each of said railroad companies and States which are required by law to reimburse
the Government. for moneys expended by it in the surveying, selecting, or conveying
said land" com1Jrised within each of their said grants, ·and what amount; and also
what amount, if any, is now due from each of said companies a11d States by way of
reimbursement for the cost of said surveying, selecting, .and conveying said lands,
stating the amount in full by debit and credit on said indebtedness."
The 8tates and corporations to which grants have been made, for the benefit of roads
which have not been constructed, in whole or in part, within the time required by
the granting acts, and which I underfoltancl to fall within the terms of the inquiry, are
specified in the accompanying tabular statement marked A. Said statement also
shows the several acts making grants and increasing same, together with the acts
granting an extension of time for the completion of several of the roads; the elate w heri.
each road should have been completed; the date when (if at all) each road was completed; the length in miles of each road as definitely located or proposed; the number
of miles completed within the period required by the granting act; the number of
miles completed after such period; the number of miles uncompleted at the time when
the road should have been completed, and the number of miles now uncompleted.
Said statement also shows the number of sections ''in place" granted for each mile
of road; and grants "to the amount of" a certain number of sections per mile; also
the number of acres certified, approved, or patented to each State or corporat,ion.
Unless otherwise indicated, the number of acres given in the column headed "approximate estimate ofthe'nnmber of acres so granted," is the result obta,i ned by multiplying the number of acres grant( 'd per mile (allowing 640 acres to each sectibn) by
the number of miles oflocated road.
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No deductions whatever, unless expressed, are made for lands that may be situated
in limits common to two or more roads. Neither does t.he statement show the case
where it would be impossible to find sufficient land within the limits of a grant to
satisfy it, as t;uch fact could not be clearly demonstrated except by adjusting such
grant tract by tract, which it is not possible to do for reasons hereinafter stated. The
resolution asks the amount of land embraced in each grant. Such amount cann<?t l_>e
stated specifically. At the beginning it was held that the grants to States to a1d m
the construction of roads were present grants, and it was believed by the Dep~rtmen t
that the duty of" disposal" was properly in the States charged with executmg the
trusts. Accordingl~', in all the earlier grants, immediately upon the location of the
roads and determination of the limits of the grants, this office and the, Department
certified, in whole, to the States, the lands to which companies would ultimately ha~e
been entitled, had the roads been completed as required; and, in some cases, even m
excess of that amount. This certification was on the theory that the grants were of
absolute quantity, restricted only by certain lateral limits; that. is, that the f?tates
were ontitled to "indemnity" for lands lost, for any reason, in the granted linnts, t o
the extent of such loss, provided only that t.he quantity of the grants could be found
available within the limits to which they were restrtcted.
The Supreme Court of the United States (October term, 1875), in the case of the
Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company vs. The United States (:t
Otto, 73~), decided, in effect, that grants would be entitled to indemnity only for lands
in granted limits lost to them between the date of the granting acts and the definite
· location of the roads. Following this rule, it would, of course, be necessary in determining the actual quantity of any grant to examine tract by tract the lands in the
granted limits, and ascertain what lands were lost prior to the date of the grant, and
from that date up to the definite location of the road, thus ascertaining the amount
to be made up from the indemnity limits to adjust the grant.
This rule was modified by your predecessor October 16, 1880, following the opinion
of the Attorney-General, dated June 5, 1880, in the case of the Western Railroad of
Minnesota, wherein it was held and decided that properly construed such grants would
be entitled to indemnity for lands lost in the granted limits, either before or after the
granting act and up to the definite location of the roads, excepting only reserved lands.
It was also held and decided that such grants were not of absolute quantit~· , like
the Pacific railroad grants, but were grants in place, to the amount of whatever
might be the actual area of the granted. sections for so many sections in width,
whether such sections were full or fractional and coutaine<l more or less land (see
pages 158 to 163, inclusive, annual repor~ of this office, for 1881). This modified rule
weuld still require the detailetl examination of grants above suggested, and it would
not have been practicable to lta vc accomplished the same up to the present time as
to more than a tew grants.
·
Some grants wf•re under examination under the rule, when, in connection with the
grant to Minnesota, for the :::iamt, Pa.nl, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railroad (formerly
the Saint Paul and Pacific, Sa111t, Vmcent extenHion), the whole question as to what
losses wonltl fllltJtle the State to iutlemnity was presented to and taken under consideration by ) 'On. 1 have not been informed of your decision in the matter, and am
therefore uot in a position to dt·tcrmine the exact number of acres granted were it
practicable t,o tlo ~o in tirnfl for thi~:~ rep ort. For this reason, and after consultation
with you, I have, in the accompan~' ing table, unless otherwise indicated, estimated
the q":lantity granted a.s if the grant were full and the company·entitled to that
quantlty.
As a matter of fact many of the :.,rrants could not receive so much, for the reason
that there is uot available within tlle prescribed limits enough land to satisfy them.
Where grants are made ''to t . ht~ amount of" a certain number of sections per mile,
such amount is stated in the column bea,ded "Estimated quantity of land (in acres)
embraced in the limits of the grant," and is produced, unless otherwise stated, by
mu1tipl~·ing tho number of acres granted per mile by the number of miles of road
located.
~he resolution asks tho amount of land rlisposed of by each company and State.
Th1s office has no information whatever on the subject. The disposition of the lands
by States aiHl com1•anies, after tbeir certification or patenting by the United States,
is .not a matter of roeorrl in the Department.
·
The .grauts tn ~rntt~H and corporations which are included in the ta.bnla.r statement
het·owtth ure more JHtt'ticularly described, and the status of each road, to aid in the
cons~ruction of which t·ho grantt~ were made, more clearly shown in the following
detailed statement;
GULF

A.l.~D

SHIP ISLAND.

Unrler the net of Angust 11, 18iJ6, a grant of six sections of land per mile was made
Provision was made in the act for sale by the State of the Lands granted, the quantity

to the State of MissistSippi for a road from "Brandon to the Gulf of Mexico."
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sold to be proportionate to the miles of road constructed fro~ time to time, except in
the case of the sale of the fi!st o~e hundre~ and twenty sectwns, which could be sold
~n advance of the constructiOn o~ al?-y portwn of the road. It was also provided that
if the road was not completed w1thm ten years the lands unsold should revert to the
United States.
On August 15, 1856, prior to location of the road, the lands falling within the probable limits of the road were withdrawn from sale or location by Notice 567. A map of
definite location of the road was filed in this office November 27, 1860. No lands have
been approved to the State for said road, neither has any portion of the road been constructed. The reservation of lands for the road ceased on August 11, 1866.
The same act provides for a road from
. TUSCALOOSA TO MOBILE ItAILROAD.

within the State of Mississippi, granting for said purpose the same quantity of land
and in the same manner, upon the same limitations and restrictions in every respect,
as in the case of the Gulf and Ship Island Road. The withdrawal from sale or location
of lands falling within the probablf'l limits of the road was made August 15, 1856, by
Notice 567. No map of location has been tiled, neither has any portion of the road
been constructed. No lands have been approved to the State of Mississippi for said
road. The reservation of lands for the road ceased on August 11, 1866.
A like grant was made by section 6 of the same act (August 11, 1856) to the States of
Alabama, Mississippi, and Loui~iana, to aid in constructing a road from
MOBILE TO NEW ORLEANS.

The withdrawal of lands for this road was made August 15, 1856, by Notice 557. No
map of location bas been filed. No portion of the road has been constructed. No lands
have been approved to either of the States named for the benefit of said road. The
reservation of lands for the road ceased August 11, 1866.
RAILROADS IN ALABAMA.

The act of June 3, 1856, granted to the State of Alabama, for the purpose of aiding in
the construction of certain railroads named below, every alternate section of land designated by odd numbers for six sections in width on each side of each of said roads.
The act provides indemnity for lands within the limits of the grant, sold or preempted prior to the definite location of each road. It also provides that the lands
gran ted to the State "ehall be subject to the disposal of the legislature thereof for the
purposes aforesaid and no other." Section 4 of the act provides" That the lands l1ereby granted to said State shall be dispoStld of by said State only
in the manner following, that is to say: That a quantity of land, not excoodiug one
hundred and twenty sections for each of said roads, and included within a continuous
length of twenty miles of each of said roads, may be sold; and when the governor of
said State shall certify to the Secretary of the Interior that any twenty oontinnou8
miles of any of said roads is completed then anot.her quantity of land hereby grant.ccl,
not to exceed one hundred and twenty sections for each of said roads having twcnt~r
continuous mil~s completed as aforesaid, and included within a continuous lengtL of
twenty miles of each of said roads, may be sold ; and so, from time to time, nnt il Maitl
roads are completed ; and if any of said roads is not completed withm ten year!o!, no
further sale shall be made, and the lands unsold shall revert to the United Statet.."
The lands falling within the probable limits of the several roads provided for in
the act were withdrawn from sale or location by Notice 565, June 21, 1856. The following railroads were provided for in said act:
COOSA AND TENNESSEE.

This road was authorized by that portion of the act which provided for a railrond
from the Tennessee River at or near Gunter's landing, to Gadsden, on t.be Coo ..a
Rtver." A map of definite location, showin~ 36t miles, was filed in thiMotlice, Jan nary
18, 1859. Under the provisions of said sectwn, 67, 7t!4.96 acres of laud were approved
Jn M 27, 1860, to the State of Alabama for the benefit of the said railroad. (l:iee Ha.ilroau Land Company vs. Courtright, 21 Wall., 310, as to patent. for 1~0 sect. iom~.)
Whether said lands were transferred to the company by the State io;; not known by this
office. No portion of the road has been constructed. The lands withdrawn and not
approved to the road have not been restored to market, as they are within the limit.s
of the withdrawal for the Wills Valley (now Alabama and Chattanooga) Railroad, the
grant f01 which is not fully adjusted.
4'
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COOSA AND CHATTOOGA.

This road was authorized by that portion of the act which provided for a railro~d
from "Gadsden to connect wH.h the Georgia. and Tennessee and Tennessee line of ra1lroads, through Chattooga, Wills, and Lookout Valleys," to be completed with~n ten
years. Tlie Coosa and Chattooga Railroad Company was organized under sa1~ acr.
and :filed in this office, September 20, 1858, a map of definite location of a ra1lroad
from Gadsden, on the Coosa River, through the Chattooga Valley east of Loo~ou-r
Mountain, to the Georgia State line, a distance of about 37 t miles. No portion of the
road has been constructed. The lands withdrawn have not been restored to market,
as they lie within the limits of the Wills Valley (now Alabama and Chattanooga ,
Railroad, the. grant for which is not fully adjusted.
(NOTE.-Both the Wills Valley Railroad Company and the Coosa and Chattooga
Railroad Company were organized under the grant above named, the Wills Valley
Company locating [and building] through the Wills and Lookout Valleys, and the
Coosa and Chattooga Railroad Company through the Chattooga Valley. The gran
was conferred on the Wills Valley Railroad Company by a joint resolution of the legislature of Alabama, approved January 30, 185f:!.)
ELYTON AND BEARD'S BLUFF.

This road was authorized by that portion of the act which provided for a railroad
"from Elyton to the Tennessee River, at or near Beard's Bluff, Alabama." No map
of location has been :filed, neither has any portion of the road been constructed. The
reservation of lands for the benefit of this road ceabed June 3, 1866, the date of the
expiration of the grant. It is not known to this office that any corporation or company organized under the act ever existed.
MEMPHIS AND CHARLESTON.

This road was authorized by that portion of the act which provided for,. the
Memphis and Charleston Railroad, extending from Memphis, on the Mississippi River,
in Tennessee, to Stevenson, on the Nashvi-lle and Chattanooga Railroad, in Alabama. ' 7
The State of Alabama refused to accept the grant for said road, and the lands withdrawn were restored to market, by Notice 595, February 19, 1858.
MOBILE AND GIRARD.

This road was authorized by that portion of the act providing ibr a road from
''Girard to Mobile, Ala." A map of definite location of the road from Girard to
Blakely, Alabama, on Mobile Bay, a distance of2;z.oj.6 miles, was filed in this office on
the 1st of June, lt;58. Under the construction of the act as held by this Department
until October, 1875, and hereinbefore referred to, there were nine lists of land, aggregating 504,145.86 acres, approved to the State of Alabama for t.he benefit of said road,
between April 26, 1860, and January 3, 1861, inclusive. There is no evidence on file
in this office, or in the Department, of the con5truction of any portion of said road,
yet it is known unofficially that a railroad has been constructed and ls in operation
from Girard to Troy, a distance of 84 miles, on the line (or very nearly 1:10) of definite
location. It was held by this office, January 15, 1874, by Commissioner Drummond 7
that if any portion of the road bad been constructed in time, it w_ould, upon a proper
showing to that effect, be entitled to an amount proportionate to the number of mile~
so constructed. Under this theory the road would, upon proper evidence of the construction of 84 miles of road, be entitled to 322,560 acres of land, but there had been
(as before stated) 504,145.!;6 acres, or an excess of ltll,585.86 acres, approved to tbe
State for this road in 1860-'61.
Commissioner Drummond recommended the restoration to entry; by formal revocation on the part of Congress, of the portions of the grant not earned. No restoration of such lands, however, has yet been made by Congress, 110r has any restoration
been attempted, or declaration of forfeiture made in the case of any similar grant7
by this office or the Department, because of the decision by the Supreme Court of the
United States, October, 1874, in the case of Schulenberg vs. Harriman (21 Wallace,
44), where the conclusion was reached that acts of Congress containing provision
and restrictions such as are found in the act of June 3, 1856, import a present grant;
to the extent of passing over to the State the legal title to the odd sections de ignated; that a provision" That all lands remaining unsold after ten years shall revert to the Unite-::1 State~ if
the road be not then completed, is no more than a provision that the grant shall be
void if a condition subsequent be not performed; " " " [that] it is settled law
that no cine can take advantage of the non-performance of a condition ub equen
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annexed to an estate in fee but the grantor or bis heirs, or the successors of the
"ran tor if the grant proceed from au artificial person; anu if they do not see fit to.

~ssert their right to enforce a forfeiture on that ground, the title remains uniml_)aired

in the grantee. * * * In what manner the reserved right of the grantor for breach
of the condition must be asserted so as to restore the estate, depends upon the character
of the grant.. If it be a private grant, that right must be asserted by entry or its.
equivalent. If the grant be a public one, it must be asserted by ,judicial proceedings
authorized by law, * * * or there must be some legislative assertion of ownership of the property for breach of the condition, such as an act directing the possestlion and appropriation of the property, or that it be offered for sale or settlement."
Upon the question of sale'l:l by the State after failure to complete the road within
the statlit<,>ry period, the court says:
"The provision in the act of Congress of 1856, that aU lands remaining unsold after
ten years shall rey~rt to the United States if th~ r?~d be n~t. then completed, is no
more thau a proviSIOn that the grant shall be void 1f a conditiOn subsequent be not
performed. * * "' 'rhe prohibition against further sales if the road be not completed within the period prescribed adds nothing to the force of the provision. A
cessation of sales in that event is implied in the condition that the lauds shall then
revert; if the condition be not enforced, t.he power to sell continues as before its.
breach, limited only by the objects of the grant and the manner of sale prescribed in
the act."
It was also held in said decision that where no action had been taken by legislative
or judicial proceedings to enforce a forfeiture of the estate granted by the act of 18o6,
the title remains" In the State as completely as it existed on the day when the title by location or
the route of the railroad acquired precision and became attached to the adjoining
alternate sections."
SELMA, ROME AND DALTON, FORMERLY ALABAMA AND TENNESSEE.

This road was authorized by that portion oithe act which provided for the "Coosa
and Alabama Railroad, from Selma to Gadsden." A map of definite location of the
line of route from Selma, via Calera, Rome, Talladega, and Jacksonville, to Gadsden,.
a distance of 167.35 miles, was filed in this office March 27, 18fi8. The line of route,
although indirect and tortuous, was approved by the Secretary of the Interior May
15, 1858.
On the 8th of June, 1859, a certificate of the governor of Alabama, dated June 4,:
1859, was filed in this office, showing the construction of 100 miles of the road from
Selma north. No further evidence of construction was received in this office until
February 13, 1869, when a certificate was filed in this office by the governor of Alabama, dated January 13, 1869, showing the construction of a railroad from Selma, by
w!ly of Montrevalle, Columbia., Talladega, and Jacksonville, and thence to the·
Georgia St.a te line, a distance of 171.754 miles.
The road as constructed did not follow the line of location beyond Jackson ville,.
neitber was it ever completed to Gadsden, the line built running northeast from
Jacksonville to the Georgia State line, instead of running from Jacksonville northwest to Gadsden, leaving 23.42 mnes (from Jacksonville to Gadsden) of the located!
line unconstructe_d. It will be observed that only 100 mHes of the road were constructed within the period ·required uy law, 143.93 miles were constructed upon the·
located line (43.93 miles being const.rncted after the time required by law), aud had
so much of the road been constructed within the proper period it would · have been
entitled to 552,691 acres, provided there was that quantity of vacant lands wHhin,
the limits of its gr;mt.
On May 24, 1859, and May 7, 1860, there were selections of land aggregating
440,700.16 acres, approved to the State of Alabama for the benefit of this road, and:
a portion of the lands so approved lie opposite the 23.42 miles of unconstructed road ..
The act of May 23, 1872, contlrmed to the State of Alabama for the sole use and.J
benefit o:( the Selma, Rome and Dalton Railroad Company, the successors of t.he Alabama and Tennessee Railroad Company, all the lands previously certified to the said
State for the benefit of the last-named company. Since the passage of said act, but
16,515.21 acres have been approved (May 19, 1875) to the State for the benefit of said,
road (Selma, Rome, and Dalton). The grant has not been adjusted, and the vacant
odd sections within the limits of the grant are still withdrawn for the benefit of the·
road ..
SAVANNAH AND ALBANY.

The seventh section of the act of March 3, 1857, granted to the State of Alabama..
for the purpose of aiding in the construction of a railroad
"From the line of Georgia on the Chattahoochee River to the City of Mobile, Ala-
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bam a, * * " alternate filections of the public lands to the same extent and in the
same manner, and upon the same limitations and restrictions jn every respect, as was
granted to aid in the construction of other railroads.
Under the act of June 3, 1856, abov-e referred to, granting lands to the State of
Alabama, April 21, 1857, the lands falliug within the probable limits ofthe road were
withdrawn from sale or location. No niap oflocation was :filed, and no portion of the
;road was ever constructed. The reservation of lands for said road ceased March 3:
1867.
RAILROADS IN FLORIDA.

The act of May 17, 1656, granted to the State of Florida, to aid in the construction
of certain railroads in said State, every alternate section of land designated by <><!-d
num hers, for six sections in width on each side of such roads. The provisions in srud
act for indemnity, for disposition of the lands by the legislature of said State, for tJ:te
sale of such lands, and for the reversion of the unsold lands to the United States, m
the event of failure to complete the roads within ten years, are identical with those
contained in the act of June 3, 1856, above quoted, granting lands to the State of
Alabama. The following described railroads are provided for by the act (May 17,
1856):
ATLANTIC, GULF, AND WEST INDIA TRANSIT, FORMERLY FLORIDA RAILROAD.

This road was authorized by that portion of the act which provides for a road
from Amelia Island, on the Atlantic, to the waters of Tampa Bay,with a branch to
Cedar Key on the Gulf of Mexico." The lands falling within the probable limits of
the road (main line and branch) were withdrawn from sale and location, by telegram,
on the 17th May, 1856, and by Notice 568, SAptember 9, 1856. On the 22d September,
1857, a map of definite location of that portion of the .road from Fernandina to Cedar
Keys, 155 miles in length, was filed in this office. Eighty-four miles of the road so
located was on the main line, and 71 miles (from Waldo to Cedar Keys) was the branch
line complete. The whole of said 155 miles was completed in 1860, entitling the State
to, say, 595,200 acres for the benefit of the road. Up to the present time but290,183.28
acres have been approved to the State under this grant. Said lands were approved
prior to January 7, 1860.
The re~:~ervation of lands on that part of the main line from Waldo to Tampa Jtay,
150 miles in length, was not respected by this office after May 17,1866, entries berng
permitted of all lands (unless otherwise reserved) outside and south of the 15-mile
indemnity limits of the constructed portion of the road. Under date of Decemuer 7, 1875, the president of the company, Mr. Yulee, transmitted a map showing
tlw proposed route of the main line from Waldo to Tampa, and asked that the
lands along the said line and within the limits prescribed by the act of May 17, 1856,
ue wtthdrawn for the benefit of the road. The map and accompanying papers were
submitted to Secretary Chandler, who declined to receive or approve the map, and
directed, b~r letter of April 27, 1876, t.hat it be returned to Mr. Yulee. Secretary
.Chandler says in said letter that. he does not question the principle established in the
casf' of Schulenberg vs. Harriman; that the title which vested in the State by the
grant and definite location of the road thereunder could not be divested by the mere
t~tilure to complete the read so located within 1he time fixed by the act, but that he
tiwls nothing in that case to sustain the doctrine that the State retains the right for
au indetinHe period and long after the date fixed for the completiOn of the road to
((e~:~igna1e its route and thus give effect to the grant. He also held that failure t.o
locatfl the road before the time fixed for the completion of the road should be regarded
as evidence of abandonment. of the grant.
9n October 29, 1879, the company, through its attorney, iiled in this office the map
reJect-ed by Secretary chandler, and asked that it might, together with new and material evidence bearing upon the original location of the road, which accomparued it
(1he mnp), be submitted to the then Secretary of the Interior (Schurz) for review.
On .the lOth of November, 1879, tl1e map, evidence, and application for review were
snum1tt~d to the Secretary. The evidence submitted showed conclusively that a map
·flf (~efimte location of the road from Waldo to Tampa was filed in this office by the
~ngmt-er of the company December 14, 1860; which niap being returned to him Jan nary 2~, 1861, for the procurement of the governor's certificate, was lost or mislaid;
·a_nd that the last map presented was a duplicate of the original map of definite locatwn.
Secretary Schurz, after due consideration of the facts presented, held in effect that
the return of ~he map as .above related was unnecessary; that it should have been
accepted by th1s office! as 1t was undoubtedly recognized by the. officers of the com.:paoy, and by !·he State authorities, as the definite location of the road; and that the
ma.p was ~led m the same manner as the surveys of previous portions of the line had
been filed m the office of the secretary of state of Florida. The Secretary therefore
H
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approved the map and directed that the necessary withdrawal of lands be made to
protect the rights of the company and secure the proper adjustment of the grant upon
t he line designated. Such withdrawal was ordered by this office and took effect
March 26, 1881. It may be proper to state in this connection that the company ha\e
filed a formal waiver of all clai~s t? la~ds within the limits of the :x:oad occupied by
bona fide settlers at the date of sa1d withdrawal. Upon the questiOn of certifying
lands to the State under the grant, the Secretary decided that the lands could be
legal.ly cert.ified, referring to the case of Schulenberg vs. Harriman herein?efore quoted,
<>pmwns of Attorney-General, November 29, Hl79, case of Southern Mmnesota Railroad Company, and October 26, 1880, case of Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company.
The governor of Florida, under date of July 16, 1881, certifies to the completion of
44.fl5 miles of road from Waldo to Ocala.
PENSACOLA AND GEORGIA.

This road was authorized by that portion of the act which provides for a railroad
"from Saint John's Uiver at-Jacksonville to the waters of Esca.mbia Bay, at or near
Pensacola."
The Pensacola and Georgia Railroad Compa.ny was organized to construct that por,
tion of the•road running from Lake City to Pensacola, and the grant for that portion
of the road conferred upon them by the State. Said company filed maps of definite
location for said portion, which covered about 307 miles of road, prior to May 30, 1858.
The lands falling within the probable limits of this road were withdrawn by telegram
and letter of May 17, 1856, ,a nd May 23, 1856~ by Notice 5!'>8.
No evidence of the construction of any portion of this road has been filed in this
office, but tbe road is believed to be constructed and in operation from Lake City to
Chattahoochee River, a distance of, t:~ay, 150 miles. Had the whole length of road
located (307 miles) been constructed the State would have been entitled to 1,178,880
acres of land, provided so much vacant and unappropriated land could have been
found within the limits of the grant. Prior to Octobm· 30, 1860, 1,275,579.52 acres were
approved to the State for the benefit of this road. It will be observed that said
amount exceeds, by 96,779.52 acres, the entire amount that the State would have been
entitled to had the whole length of road (307 miles) been constructed; also, that it
exceeds by 699,579.52 acres the amount the State could properly receive and sell upon
evidence of the construction of 150 miles of road. It should be stated, however, that,
although the 1,275,579.52 acres lie opposite that. portion of the road from Lake City
to Pensacola, which was to be constructed by the Pensacola and Georgia Railroad
Company, the whole quantity was approved to the State of Florida for the benefit of
the road" from Saint John's River, at Jacksonville, to the waters of Escambia Bay,
at or near Pensacola."
Whether the State conferred any portion of the said 1.275,579.52 acres upon the
Florida, Atlantic and Gulf Central Railroad Vompany (below referred to),_ whif'h
const.rtlCted that portion of the T'O[tfl from Jacksonville to Lf1ke City, is 110t known t.o
this office; but it is not probable that such action was taken, as the last-named road
would only be entitled to a portion of the indernnit.IJ lands so certified. The vacant
unapproved and unselected lands in odd t:lections within the limits of the withdrawal
for this road have not been rest<>red to market for sale or entry.
FLORIDA. ATL.ilo'"TIC .AND GULF CENTRAL,

The company bearing the above name was authorized by the State to construct
that portion of the road "from Saint John's River at Jacksonville to the waters of
Escarubia Ba:y, at or near Pensacola," which was located from Jacksonville to Lake
City, a distance of 59 miles. Said road is believed to be constructed and iu operation, ,
but no evidence to that effect is ou file in this office or Department. The construction
of 59 miles of road within the proper period would entHle the State to 226,560 acres
of land. Prior to October 6, 1860, 29,a84.1tl acres were a.pproved to the State for the
benefit of this road. No further approvals have been made for the benefit of eaid
road; neither have the nnselected or unapproved vacant odd sections within the limits of the grant been restored to sale or entry.
RAILROADS IN LOUISIANA •

•

VICKBDURG, SHREVEPORT AND TEXAS, NOW NORTH LOUISIANA AND TEXAS.

The grant of 1hiti road was by the act of June 3, 1856, and was to aid in ·the constrnction of a railroad from the TexHs line in the State of Louisiana, west of the
town of Greenwood, via Greenwood, Shreveport, and Monroe, to a point on the Mississippi River opposite Vicksburg. The lands granted were the alternate, odd-numbered sections, for six sections in·width, on each side of said road; and in case the
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United States had, when the line of said road was definitely fixed, sold any sections
granted as aforesaid, or to which the right of pre-emption had attached, the State was
authorized to select from the lands nearest to the tiers of sections granted, but n o
farther than 15 miles from the line of the road, so much land in alternate sections as
would be equal to the lands sold by the United States, or to which the right of p reemption had attached.
The road was definitely located from the Mississippi River, opposite Vicksburg, to
the Texas State line, a distance of 189 miles, in the year 1857. The act required that
the road should be completed within ten years. On September 20, 1872, the gove~or
of Louisiana cert.ified to the completion, within the time specified in the gra_n ting
act, of 94 miles of said road, to wit, 20 miles extending from the Texas State hne to
the Red River, at Shreveport, and 74 miles from the Ouachita River, at Monroe, to
the Mississippi River, opposite Vicksburg. That portion of the line between Monroe
and Shreveport, 95 miles, has never been constructed.
On October 7, 1859, t.here were certified to the State for the benefit of the said road
353,212.68 acres, and on January 10, 1874, 100,652.76 acres (being a part of the lands
theretofore certified and lying opposite the constructed portion of the roau) were recertified to the State.
All the vacant unselected and unapproved lands in odd sections within the limits
of the grant are still withdrawn or reserved for the benefit of said road.• The com pany has recently fileu in this office copies of affidavits to the effect that it is n ow
proceeding with the construction of the uncompleted portion of its road as rapidly as
possible.
By the same act as that making the grant for t)le Vicksburg, Shreveport and Texas
Road (act of June 3, 1856), a grant identical in its terms was also made to the State
of Louisiana to aid in the construction of a railroad from New Orleans to the State line,
in the direction of Jackson, Miss. This road was never definitely located or con structed. A withdrawal of lands for its benefit was ordered by letter from this office,
dated June 16, 1856.
.
By telegraphic dispatch, dated February 6, 1857, the governor of Louisiana advised
this office that he did not think the grant would be accepted. The restoration of the
lands which had been withdrawn was ordered July 27, 1857.
RAlLROADS IN ARKANSAS.
LITTLE ROCK AND FORT SMITH.

The original grant for this road was by act of Congress approved February 9, 1853,
and embraced every alternate section of land designated by even numbers for six sections in width on each side of the road; and in case the United States had, when
the line of said road was definitely fixed, sold any section or part of section so grante~
or if the right of pre-emption had attached to any of said lands, then the State,.
through its duly appointed agent or agents, was authorized to select from the lands m ost
contiguous to the lands granted, and within 15 miles from t.he line of the road, so much
land in.the alternate sections as would be equal to the lands sold by the United States,
or to which the right of pre-emption bad attached.
In pursuance of t.his act the road was definitely located from Little Rock to F ort
Smith in the year 1855.
The act required the completion of the road within ten years, to wit, by February
9, 1863. ~o portion of the road was conbtructed within t.he time required.
The act of July 28, 1866, reviving and extending tl.te grant., granted all the alternate odd-numbered sections and parts of sections lying along the outer lme of lands
theretofore granted, and within five miles on each side thereof, excepting lands r eserved or otherwise appropriated by law, or to which the right of pre-emption or
homestead settlement had attached, with the proviso that tbe additional quan ti t;\r of
lands grantei, when added to the lands theretofore granted, should not exceed ten
sections for each mile of railroad. It was provided that if the whole of said r oad
was not complet.ed within ten years from the time when said act should take etiect
the lands unpatented should revert to the United States. It was further provided
that the said act, so far as the same related to this road, should not take e:ftect until
the Secretary of the Interior should make and file a certificate in his office and the
office of the secretary of state of Arkansas, stating that the said company had r eorganized its board of directors in a lawful manner, &c.
'l'he certificate of the Secretary of the Interior, as a.b ove required, was mdfie and
filed May 13, 1867, on which date this office holds that the act, so far as it rela te to
this road, took effect. The road, therefore, should have been completed by May 13,
1877.
The road was fully completed from Little Rock to a point on the Arkansas R iver,
opposite Fort Smith, prior to August, 1876, but as a small portion of the road (1.9-2
miles) was found to lie within the Indian Territory, the Department declined to accept
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such portion.oftheroad. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs subsequently required
the company to remove their road from tht-~ ·rer.ritory. . In com;~q uence of this actio!?-,
.5.73 miles of the road were not comp:eted w1thm the t1me reqmred by the act. Th1s
t~ection of f>.73 miles was accepted by the then Secretary of the Interior February 25,
1879.
This office bas always considered and treated this road as hav:ing been constructed
in time.
On January 9, 18H2, you approved two lists containing, respectively, 139,567.37
.acres and 7~0 acres, which, added to thA amount heretofore certified and paten~ed,
would be sufficient to satisfy the grant. In view, however, of proposed legislatiOn,
the land embraced in said lists has not been patented to the company.
IRON MOUNTAIN RAILROAD (IN ARKANSAS).

This grant was made by the second section of the act of July 4, 1866, for the purpose of aiding in the construction of a railroad from the point where the Iron Mountain Railroad intersects the southern boundary of Missouri to a point at or near the
town of Helena, Ark., and wa~:~ of the alternate odd-numbered sections for ten sections
in width on each side of'the road, with the right to indemnity for any lands,.granted
.as aforesaid, which had been sold or disposed of when the line of said road was definitely fixed; such indemnity lands to be selected from the alternate odd-numbered
sections not further than ~0 miles from the line of the road:
The act required the completion of the road within five years from the 1st day of
July, Hl66, or by July I, 1871.
No portion of the road has ever been definitely located or constructed, nor has any
withdrawal of' lands been made for its benefit. Consequently no estimate of the
number of acres embraced in the grant is submitted.
RAILROADS IN MISSOURI.
IRON MOUNTAIN, NOW SAINT LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN AND SOUTHERN.

The grant for this road was by act of Congress approved July 4, 1866, and was of
t he alternate odd-numbered sections for ten sections in width on each side of the
road, with the right to indemnity for any lands so grantedwhich had been sold or
.(lisposed of by tb~ United States when the line of the road was definitely fixed, such
indemnity to be selected from the lands of the United States nearest to the tiers of
sections granted as aforesaid and not more than twenty miles from the line of the .
road.
The road was required to be constructed within five years from the first day of
July, 1866. Under t.his act the road was definitely located from Pilot Knob, Mo., to
t he Arkansas State line, in the year ldo7.
.
In the month of January, 1871, the company applied to the Department for authority to change the line of its road to a more westerly one.
By letter, dated February 27, 1871, addressed to Thomas Allen, president of the
.company, the then Secretary of the Interior refused this application, holding that the
Stat~ and company were concluded by their own acts, and must be held to the original hne. On June 8, 1871, the governor of Missouri certified to the completion of
twenty consecutive miles of said road from Pilot Knob southwardly, toward the south·ern boundary of ibe State. This section of twenty miles was accepted by the Department June 19_, 1811, and is the only part of said road which was completed within the
required period, so far as is known to this office .
. In July, 1873, more than two years after the time for completing the road had exrnred, the company filed a map showing the line of its construct~d road. This map
-showed that the road had been constructed by the more westerly route, being the
.one which the Department had theretofore refused to recognize.
In a letter, dated July I, 1873, accompanying said map, Mr. Allen, the president of
t?e com,Pany, stated that the company claimed title to the lands gra.nted along the
hue designated on the map therewith filed, by virtue of the construction and complet ion of the road.
The road as represented on said map was never accepted by the Department, and
no action other than to place the map and letter on file has been taken in relation
thereto.
From Poplar Bluff, Mo., to the south boundary of the State, a distance of about
twenty miles, the road is identical with the Cairo and Fulton, now Saiot Louis, Iron
~ountain and Southern Railroad Company's constructed road, which company havmg received the grant made to the State of Missouri by acts of February 9, 1853, a~d
..July 28, 1866, filed on the 22d of January, 1875, a map of its constructe~ road in said
State. I am advised that the company (Iron Mountain) does not claim the lands
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g.rant~d, and that it has a~pliecl to the War Department for relie.f from the obli~~
t10ns Imposed by the grantmg act. As to these facts, however, this office has no o ·
cial information. No lands have been certified or patented to the company. .A..:.·
though the company has not for the last eight or nine years asserted its claim to. the
lauds granted, the odd sections within ten miles and both the odd and even section
outside of ten and within twenty miles of the line of its road as definitely locate
are withdrawn and reserved for its benefit.
RAILROADS IN MICHIGAN.
DETROIT AND MILWAUKEE AND PORT HURON AND MILWAUKEE.

The grant for these companies was by act of June 3, 1856, and was for a road :from
Grand Haven to Flint and thence to Port Huron. The lands granted were the alt~r
nate odd-numbered sections for six sections in width on each side of the road , and m
case when the line of said road was definitely fixed any of the lands gran ted as a~ove
had been sold or disposed of the State was authorized to select in alternate section-y
and not further than fifteen miles from the line of the road, so much land a s woul
· be equal to the lands so sold or disposed of.
The act required t.he road to be completed within ten years.
·
That portion of the grant between Grand Haven and Owasso was conferred by the
State upon the Detroit and Mil waukee Railroad Company, and the portion b etween
Owasso and Port Huron upon the Port Huron and Milwaukee Company.
The Detroit and Milwaukee road was definitely located in 1858, and the Por t Huron
and Milwaukee in H357.
The grants were subsequently declared forfeited to the State, and were conferred
ou the
PORT HURON AND LAKE MICHIGAN RAILROAD COMPANY.

The time for completing the road expired June 3, 1tl66.
On April13, H:l74, tllt' governor of Michigan certified to the completion of 60 continuous miles of the Port Huron and Lake Michigan Railroad. This certificate, h~w
ever, did not showt,he time of completion or the location of the portion completea..
I find', however, from certain papers on file, that the portion so completed lies between Lapeer and Port Huron. The road has evidently been fully completed from
Grand Haven to Port Huron, although no evidence of such completion, except as to
the 60 miles above mentioned, is on :tile in this office.
Tkere have been certified for the Detroit and Milwaukee 30,998.75 acres, aud for
the Port Huron and Milwaukee 6,468.68 acres, being practically all the vacant lands
in the limits of the grants.
By joint resolution of March 3, 18i9, the reversionary interest of the United States
in the lands certified for said. roads was released to the Stalie of Michigan.
JACKSON, LANSING AND SAGINAW, AND NORTHERN CENTRAL MICHIGAN, FORMERLY AMBOY, LANSING ..U."D
TRAVERSE BAY.

This grant was to aid in the construction of a road from Amboy, by Hillsdale a nd
Lansing, to some po~nt on or near Traverse Bay, by act of June 3, 1856. 1'he odd
sections for six sections in width on each side, of the road, were granted, with indemnity from the alternate sections within 15 miles of the line of the road, for any lands
lost in the granted limit~.
The Stat.e conferred the grant upon the Amboy, Lansing and Traverse Bay Railroad
Company.
The road was definitely located from Amboy to a point on Little Traverse Bay, in
the year 1858.
That portion of the grant which lies north of Michig-an avenue, Lansing, was sub sequently transferred to the Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw Railroad Company, and
the portion south of that point to the Northern Central Michigan Railroad Company .
The act of June 3, 1856, required the entire road to be completed within 10 years.
By the act of July 3, 1866, the time for completing the road was extended seven years
from June 3, 1866, or until June 3, 1873.
,
The Amboy, Lansing and Traverse Bay Company had, prior to September 17, 1863,
completed 28 miles of its road, extending from Lansing to Owasso.
November 1, 187~, the governor of Michigan certified to the completion of the Northern qentral Michigan Railroad from Lansing southward to Jonesville, a distance of
60 miles. The certificate does not show whether the said 60 miles were completed
prior to J nne 3, 1873, or not.
Between Jonesville and Amboy, a distance of about 20 miles, the road has not
been built.
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The Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw Company had completed its road from. O'Yasso
to a point in section 20, township 29 north, range 3 west, Otsego County, Michigan,
a distance of 160.10 miles, prior to the expiration of t~e grant.
. .
.
June 6 1876 the governor certified to the completiOn of an additiOnal sedwn of
9.95 mil~s, and on January 17, 1882, the completion of 63-&0 miles terminating at
Mackinaw City, was certified to.
The road as constructed is some 50 miles longer than the line as definitely located.
This is accounted for by the fact that the company, as authorized by the act of ~arch
3, 1871, changed the norther.n terminus of its road from Traverse Bay to Mackmaw
City, on the Straits of Mackmaw.
. .
. .
It was provided in thi::; act that only the lands embraced w1thm the hmits of th~
grant as the same was originally located under the act of June 3, 1856, should be
applicable. to aid in building the road.
.
In the adjustment of this grant, it has been treated as a whole and the lands certified to the State accordingly. The odd sections within the limits of this grant are
withdrawn.
MARQUETTE AND ONTONAGON.

The original grant for this road was by act of June 3, 1856, and was to aid in the
construction of a railroad from Marquett.e to Ontonagon. The lands granted were
the alternate odd-numbered sections for six sections in width on each side ·Of the
road, with indemnity from the alternate sections within fifteen miles of the line of the
road. The road was definitely located from Marquette to Ontonagon in 1859.
By the act of March 3, 1865, the grant was increased to ten sections per mile, to be
selected from the alternate odd-numbered sections within twenty miles of the line of
the road.
The act of June 3, 1856, required the completion of the road within ten years. By
3Ct of June 18, 1864, the time was extended five years beyond the time fixed for the
completion by the original act, and by joint resolution of May 20, 1S68, the time was
further extended until December :n, 1872.
The various other acts relating to this road and the effect of the same will be found
in the accompanying tabular statement.
.
•
The road was constructed from a point on the Bay de Noquet and Marquette Rails
road, about 20 miles west of Marquette to L'Anse, a distance of 52 miles, prior to
December :n, 1872.
From L'Anse to Ontonagon the road has not been constructed. The odd sectionwithin the 20-mile limits of this grant are still withdrawn for the benefit of the road.
ONTONAGON AND STATE LINE, NOW ONTONAGON AND BRULE RIVE.R RAILROAD.

The grant for this road was by the act of June 3, 1856, and was for a railroad from
Ontonagon to the Wisconsin State line. The grant was of the alternate odd-numbered
ilections for 6 sections in width on each side of the road, with indemnity to be selected from the alternate sections within 15 miles on each side of the road. The grant
was conferred by the State upon the Ontonagon and State Line Railroad Company .
. A ~rant of lands was also madfl to the State of Michigan by the act June 3, 1856, to
a1d m the construction of a road from Marquette to the Wisconsin State line. This
grant was conferred by the State U(l'On the Marquette and State Line Railroad Com, pany.
T~e Ontonagon and State Line and the Marquette and State Line Railroad Compames were subsequently consolidated with the Chicago, Saint Paul and Fond duLac
Railroad Company under the name of the latter.
The rights and franchises of this company were sold under a mortgage sale in 1839,
and 8. new company known as the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad Company was
formed by the purchasers.
On April 24, 1862, the board of control of the State of Michigan conferred the grant
oflands which had been made for the road from Marquette to the State line upon the
Pet?.insula Railroad Company. This transfer was subsequently confirmed by the State
le~1slature .. On October 21, 1864, the Peninsula Railroad Company was consolidated
With the Ch1cago and Northwestern Railroad Cempany under the latter name. Under
the. articles of consolidation all the rights, franchises, and property of the Peninsula
Rallroad Company became vested in the consolidated company. The road from Ontona.gon to the Wisconsin line was definitely located in the year 1857. On AprillO,
1860, the vacant lands outside of the 6-mile limits of the grant, were directed to be
restored to market on June 18, 1860. On December 12, 1861, there were certified of
the lands in the 6-mile limits: For the Ontonagon and State Line Railroad, 1~2,430.~3
acres ; for the Ontonagon and State Line, and the Marquette and State Lme Railroads, 41,649.25 acres; for the Ontonagon and State Line, and the Marquette and
Ontonagon Railroads, 68,659.71 acres.

.soo
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By joint resolution of July 5, 1862 (12 Stat.. , 620), it was provided that t h e wo~
"Wisconsin State line" in the act of June ~~. 1856, should be con~trued to autJ:tonze
• the location of the line of road provided for in said act from Marquette to t h e Wts~on
:Sin State line, upon any eligible route from Marquette to the Wisconsin S tate line
near the mouth of the Menomonee River, touching at favorable points on Green Bay.
The State was further authorized to surrender to the United States all t h e lands
which had been theretofore certified for the benefit of said railroad, and to receive in
!lieu thereof a like quantity of lands to be selected upon the line as relocated.
Under this resolution the road from Marquette to the Wisconsin State line w~ relocated, and on May 1, 1868, the gevernor of Michigan relinquished to the Un1ted
.States t,he lands which had been certified for the benefit of the Marquette anti State
Line Railroad Company, for the joint benefit of the Marquette and State L ine and
the Ontonagon and State Line Railroad Companies, and also for tbe joint benefit of
the Ontonagon and State Line and the Marquette and Ontonagon Railroad Companies, the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad C.o mpany having previously r eleased to
the State its interest in said lands.
By letter, dated July 13, 1868, addressed to the solicitor of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad Company, the then Commissioner of this office requested t~e company and the State to relinquish to the United States the 142,430.23 acres w hiCh had
been certified for the benefit of the Ontonagon and StateLine Railroad Company. On
..June 17, 1870, the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad Company relinquished to the
State of Michigan its interest in said lands, and on August 14, 1870, the governor of
."!aid State, acting under the written opinion of the attorney-general of the State, relinquished the same to the United States.
The restoration of said lands was· ordered by this office, and notice thereof was
given by the district land officers at Marquette, Mich., June 27, 1873, to take effect
August 6; 1873.
In a letter, dated July 10, 1873, addressed to the Secretary of the Interior, the then
,governo1· of Michigan claimed that as Congress had never annulled the grant, or the
legislature of Michigan authorized the surrender of said lands, their surrender was
made without authority of law, and that the lands rightfully belonged to t h e State
<Jf Michigan.
.
The order for their restoration was thereupon, on July 30, 1873, suspended, and has
never been carried into effect.
The time for completing the said road from Ontonagon to the Wisconsin S t a te line
expired June 3, 1866. No portion thereof was completed within that time.
On September 17, 1880, the board of control of the State Of Michigan, ignoring the
release to the United States, declared the grant to the Ontonagon and S tate Line
Railroad Company forfeited to the State, and conferred the same upon the Ont onagon
.and Brule River Railroad Company.
The action of the board of control was confirmed by the legislature of the State on
June 7, 1881.
On February 24, 1882, the governor of Michigan certified to the completion of 20
.continuous miles of the Ontonagon and Brule River Railroad, commencing a t Ontonagon and running thence southwestwardly by the way of Rockland to a point in
s ection 10, township 50 north, range 38 west.
The question as to whether the title to the relinquished lands along the line of this
road is now in the State of Michigan or in the United States has not been fully determined.
RAILROADS IN lOWA,
SIOUX CITY AND SAINT PAUL.

The grant for this road was to the State of' Iowa by act of May 12, 1864, t o aid in
the construction of a railroad from Sioux City, in said State, to the ·s outh line of the
State of Minnesota at such point as' the State might select between the Big Sioux and
the.West Fork of the Des Moines River, and was of every alternate section of land,
designated by odd numbers, for t en sections in width on each side of sa jd r oad, with
.a provision for indemnity for lands lost within the granted limits to be t ak en within
10 additional miles;
The fourth section of the act provided that if the road was not completed within
t en years from the date of the acceptance of the grant, the lands shoul d revert to
the State, for the purpose of securing the completion of the road, a nd if the State
should not complete the road within five years from the expiration of the ten years
aforesaid, t hen the lands should r ev ert to the United States.
The ~tate accepted the grant April3, 1866, and conferred it upon the Sioux City
a nd Sa mt P aul Company, and the company accepted the grant September 20, 1866.
. The ro ad was located definitely in 1867, and the line as located was 83 miles 52 rods
m length.
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On February 4, 1873, the governor certified to the construction of 56!_miles of t.he
road, extending from the Minnesota State line to Lemn.rs, Iowa. No road has been
constructed beyond Lemurs.
The area of the grant upon a basis of 82 miles of _road as giv~n in a former report
of tbis office was 524,800 acres. The area for 56t Imles of road 1s 3t 0,000 acres. . .
There have been patented to the State for this company 407,910.21 acres, but It IS
understood eome 85,000 acres have been withheld from the company.
This office is now in correspondence with the governor of Iowa, in pn;rsua~:lCe of
instJUctions from ~·ou, looking to t.be reinvestment af the United States With t~tle to
the lands patented to said State in excess of the qua ntH y e::u ned by tlw railroad
company.
RAILROADS IN WISCOXSIX.
WEST WISCO:liSIX, FORMERLY LA CROSSE AND MILWAUliiEE, AND TOMAH AND SAINT CROIX RAILHOADS,
KNOW!\ Sil\CE AUGUST 8, 1878, AS CHICAGO, SAINT PAUl, AND MINNEAl'OLlS HAI!,WAY.

By act of Jnne 3, 18;(), a grant was made to Wisconsin to aid in the construction of
a railroad Jrom Madison or Columbus, by way of Portage City, to Saint Croix. River
or Lake, betwren townships 25 and 31, of every alternate section of land for SIX sections iu width on each side thereof. Madison was selected as the initial point, and
the road was definitely located then•from. By act of May 5, 1H64, the grant was
increased to ten sections per mj)e between the town of Tomah .and Saint Croix Lake
or River, with the usual provision for indemnity, and the time for the completion of
the whole road was extended five years from that date.
·
By joint resolution of July 1:{, Hl68, the time for the completion of the road from
Tomah to Lake Saint Cro~x was extended three years, or until Mn y 5, H:!72. -The road
from Portn.ge to Tomah was certiHed by the governor as completed January 25, 1d69,
and from Tomah to Lake Saint Croix April Hi, 1872.
That portion of the road between Madison and Portage (39 miles) should have heen
c?m~leted May 5, 1869. The governor on December 16, 1874, certified to its completiOn m January, 1871.
The estimated area ofthe grant is 1,30::>,600 acres. The State has received A42,8fi6
acres; of this amount. 40,049.11 acres were certified for the Wisconsin R.ailroad I•'arm
Mortgage Land Company, under the act of July 27, 1868 (which is amendatory of the
act of June 3, 1856), but is properly chargeable against the grant.
There bas been no restoration of the ln.nds withdrawn under the act of May 5, 1864.
SAINT CROIX AND LAKE SUPERIOR RAILROAD AND mU.NCH '1'0 BAYI•'IELD, AF'l'ERW ARDS THE NORTH WIS·
CONSIN, AND NOW K.c\'OWN AS CHICAGO, SAJXT PAUL, llfiNNEAPOLIS AND OMAHA •

. By act of June 3, 1856, -there was, among others, a grant made to ·wisconsin to aid
m the construction of a railroad from a point on Saint Croix River or Lake to the
west end of Lake Superior and to Bayfield, to be eompleted within ten years. By act
of ~ay 5, li:lo4, a new grant was made by which the old was increased irom six to ten
sect1uu;; per mile, t.he time for the completion oft be rGad extended five years from its
date, an~l Lhe State authorized to select a point on the main line tor a junction with
the Bayhelfl brancL. The usual provision was made for indemnity. No road was
constructecl under the original gmnt. The legislature of Wisconsin, by au act ap- .
!?roved March 4, 1874, conferred the grant for the road from Lake Saint Croix to Bayfield upon the North Wisconsin Railway Company, and the grant from the junction
of ~he Bayfield brunch, as located, upon the Chicago and Northern Pacific Air ~ine
Railway Company. No road has been built by tbe latter company.
The No~th Wisconsin company nuder its original name constructed 80 miles of road,
and af~er 1t~ consolidation, on May 26, 1880, with the Chicago, Saint Paul and Minne~pol!s Rml wa;y, under the name of the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha
Ra~wa:y Coii,J-pany, constructed 40 miles more, making 120 miles, all built after the
expiratiOn of the time when the road shoulrl have been completed.
The c_onstructed road begins in the north half of the northeast quarter of section 20,
township 29 north, range Hl west, and is continuous to the southeast quarter of the
northwest. quarter of section 18, township 43 north, range 7 west.
.
The esturutted area of the grant is 1,408,452.69 acres. The State has received
843,497.56. The area of the grant for 120 miles (constructed road) is 768,000 acr.es.
One hundred and six miles of the road as located are now unconstructed. The lands
along the unconstructed road are still reserved from sale or entry.
WISCONSIN CENTRAL, FORMERLY PORTAGit., WINNE~AGO AND SUPERIOR.

The grant for this road was made by act of May 5,1864, and required that the ~oad
should b_e completed in ten years. The original definite location bJ: way of ~1pon
and Bcrhn to Stevens Point, and from thence to Bayfield and Superwr, covenng a
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distance of about 367 miles, was authorized by tbe act of June 21, 1866 (14 Stat., 360~.
By act of April9, 1874, the time for the completion of the road was extende? :!Jn
December 31, 1876. By act of March 3, 1875, the COJ!lpa.ny was. authon~
o
straighten the line of its road between Portage City and Stevens POint, but ~aa
0
provided tllali no lands sontb of Stevens Poirt, which might bo found b~yond 1
from the modified line when located, shot1ld go to the company un<ler Jts ~rant· ~
such lands should revert to the United States and become part of the public ?-':lmai
to be O.isposed of as other public lands, and that the accept.ance of the proviSIOn of
the act by the company should be beld to be a relinquishment of the same; and fur.
ther provided that the act should not be construed as increasing the grant, or
grant,ing to the company any lands whatever.
By straightening •the line of the road between tbe points mentioned the length
thereof was decreased about 26 miles, leaving the line as thus finally located
341 miles long.
.
The estimated area of the grant for :341 miles, after making a deduction. becan
the proximity of the line to Lake Superior, is l,EOO,OOO acres. By accoptm~ the ae
of March 3, 1875, the company lost between Portage City and Stevens Pomt abon
251,680 acres. The road constructed by the company from Portage Cit.y, by ':ay ot
Stevens Point, to Ashland is continuous, and is 257 miles in length. As shown rn e
accompanying table, 231 miles thereof were built '-vi thin the life of the grant, and "l6
mile.s were constructed after it bad expired.
The area of the grant for 257 miles is 1,644,800 acres, which, decreased by the lands
lost between Portage and Stevens Point, leaves 1,393,120 acres. There ha been
approved to the State for this road 575,844.56 acres. No road has been const ruct-ed
beyond Ashland.
The land~:~ relinquished by the company in accepting the act of March 3, 1875, ha>e
been re11tored to homestead and pre-emption entry.
.
There has been no restoration of the lands witharawn north of Stevens Pomt.
RAILROADS IN MINNESOTA.

The act of March 3, 1b57, granted to the (then) Territory of Minnesota, for the purpose of aiding in the construction of ce1·tain railroads therein specified, every alternate
section of land designated uy odd numbers for six sections in width on each side of
each of the roads so authorized. The act provides indemnity for lands within the
primary limits of the grant that were sold, pre-empted, or otherwise appropriated
prior to the definite location of each road. It also provides that the lands grant-ed to
t.he Territory ''shall be subject to the disposal of the legislature thereof, for the purpose aforesaid and no other " ; also'' That the lands hereby granted to said Territory or fntm!e State sball be disposed
of by said Territory or future State only in the manner following, that is to say: That
a quantity of land not exceeding 120 sect.ions for each of said roads and branches, and
included witbin a continuous length of 20 miles of each of said roads and branche ,
may be sold; and wben the governor of said Territory or future State shall certi(v
to the Secretary of the Interior that any 20 continuous miles of any of said roads or
branches is cr mpleted, then another quantity of laud hereby granted, not to exceed
120 sections for each of said roads and branches having 20 continuous miles completed as aforesaid, and included within a continnous length of QO miles of each of
such roads or branches, may be sold; and so from time to time until said roads and
branches are completed; and if any of said roads or l>ranches is not completed within
10 yea.r s no further sale shall be made, and tbe lands u.nsolcl shall revert to the United
.States."
An act of Congress, approved March 3, 1865, increased the ~rant for all roads and
branches provided for in the act of March 3, 1857, to ten sectwns per mj]e, enlarged
the limits within which indemnity lands might be taken, provided that said indemnity lands should in all cases be indicated by tbe SecretaTy of the Interior. Said act
also provided for the patent·ing to tbe State of all lands selected thereunder, to the extent of ten sections per mile, extending along and opposite sections of 10 consecutive
miles (in length) as fast as constructed and the construction certified to by the go>ernor, and that the lands granted IJ.y this and prior acts should not be dispo ed of in
a.FJ.y manner, except as the same were patented under the provisions of the act. The
time for the completion of the several roads and branches was extended to eight years
from the passage of the act, or to March 3, 1873, and in the event of failure to so complete said roads or branches, the lands undisposed of are to 1·evert to the United
States.
· The following described roads were provided for in the act (March 3, 1857) first
named:
.
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S.'\.L"'\T VINCll.NT EXTENSION OF SAINT PAUL AND PACIJIJC, l •'OilMEiti.Y llltAN Cif 1.1 'Jt 01• li I 'l l' I 1,
PACIFIC, NOW BAUi'l' PAUL, MIN ' F:Al'Ol.JS A 1) M 'J'JOII .

This.ro3;d was. authorized l>y that portion of the ac:t whi •h provi<l•d Cll· a' lmtn •h,
(of mam hne Samt Panl ll:J?d PacHic) "via ail1t Cloud and 'row Wing- to tiH• l1uvigaule waters of th.e R~d River of tbc North, at HU •]) vohlt as 1h ) giHh hm of Httid .
State may ~eterm1.ne. Tbe northern terminns of H:udlmmd1 was fixc•<l hy 1h !o-.j lature ?f ~a1<l Tern tory at ~aint Vinceut. An act of Con~r ., U.JlJH'OY •d J nl~· 1~, 1 ·:.a,
~ut~onzed a new branch hne to extend north ast rly to th wat rs of Lul <'.'npt•rior
m l1~u of that part of the original branch oxtmHlinO' "11odhwestorly from lb iut(•r~
sectiOn of the tenth standard parallel with th fot~·th gni<l m ri<lian."
n a t of
Congress approved March 3, 1!::!71 provided" That the Saint Paul and Pa~itic Railroad Comp~my may so all r it~; lmtn ·h lin
that instead of constructing a 1·oad from Crow Wiug to ah1'tVin' nt, ttnd from :in
~loud to the wate~·s of Lakc.Superior, it may locate and con trn ·1, i~1 li<'u. th r of, a
lme from Crow Wmg to Bramerd, to intersect with th Nortlwrn J a01ficJ a1ll' au, u.nd
from Saint Cloud to a point of intersection wiLh tl1 lin of 1.)1 originnl grant nt r
uear OtterTail or Rush Lake, so as to formamor dir ct r nt to ':tint Vin · nt, with
- the same proportional grant of lands to be tal<en in 1b sam m:um r along snicl altered lines as is provided for the pre~ent lines by xi ting lawA."
Said act also provided for a proper release l>y said •ompauy of all lnxHls ~~1 11g. t h
abandoned line. By an act approved March 3, JSn, 111 tim f 1' ill . ompl 't' .n of ~h
road from Saint Cloud to Saint Vincent was xt nd cl nin months ir m th tum• )united by previous acts of Congress, or to D ceml> r 3, 1 73.
An act of Congress, approved Jun o 22, 1 74, o ·t ncl cl ih i.inH for tl1
to March 3 1876, upon certain conditim1s 1o 1J a·· pi •cl hy th ofllc· I' f th ro <l
before t.he ~ct should become op rn.tiv . ' aid nclition w 1' Ho1, HCNJ>l d 1>, .th
company, and the act bas been lleldl>y tbi offi · U)l(l th D. pill' ttlt)n.~, I h .uwpc·~·atJv.
The road was definirelylocatcd Novcmb r7, 1 71, for 11 dH;tnu '< ol :31-1 nldtH, he tw <.n
East Saint Cloud and Saint Viuc nt; 140 mi I ' w l'<l C!OnHtn~ ·t d }1l't t' to l>ec l~t h r ·,3,
1873 and the remaining 174 mil s D c ml> r 2:3, l87U. Jt m ]ll'OJIC'l' 1o Ht.ut , 1! 1 fhal
co.nr:ectiou that the leCYislaturc
ofMinn •sola., by an act ltllJll'O cd Mar<·l 1, \• I ,7,{- ·
0
tended the'time (so far as the St:\te wn con 1'll ·d) for i.)l ·omplt 1io! 1 <> 1 t H 1 '~ 1111 !0
Januar 1 1881 u on tbe condition tllat 1h ·onqutny Hho11W 1101,, 111 lll 1. Jll,tntH.r,
11
directlJ o; jndi~·e!tly l>ecomo seiz d of any rjgl!t, 1.i1 Jo, int<'lTHf, <.!In " 11 • o.~ d'{11 a.\ d 0 ;.
or to an
arcel of l~nd lyinO' :w<l 1J ing wi1.hill Ill ~t'nJl!('(l r 111d ' ttltlt . IIIli !-4.
tbe roal
which legal tif.J: bad not l.Jo ·n p rf cL!'<l in 1h <lWliJlllll,y, l1J~ 01 ~ .wllll'h
any pers~n or persons had, jn good fu,itll , s tO d or a. ·q~1lrul vuh~a~>l t 111 ,1 11 n~t lilt nl
thereon prior to the passaO'e of th :wt. A· · pt:~n 't of tlu pro IHWIIH ol t h net h.
the company was to be co'D sid red ua u r·linquiHllm 111, of all tht ltrul H, to lltt 1 tent of not to exceecl160 acres for ach li 1.1 r, HO 1 ·up it tl h, n(·l.unl 1wt t lt•rH. I hn ·
not been advised of the ac ptanc fth provi ion of H!Iitl:l'i hy llu t·.otnJ11111 ,\' . I P
to the present time 1, 174,330.0~ act a ]Jav h on pntt•lltt•tl io tlu. ' lut fort hn ht•tu Ill
of the road. No portion of saHl am 1111 (lan<l H) \ nH pnl<'lllcd lll!ld nn<·t· nl tl11 con struction of 10 miles oppo ite th T ·to. 'l'h o wh Jc T<ltt<l hiiH ht·t•n nt·c· •pft·tl h: 1lu
Department. (See Seer tary'a d •i ~;ion, Jnn 10, 11:! , 1 <'1H'J'II1 Lnntl Jlkt J ''JIIll'l f11
that year, page 124.)

lo
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243,712 acres, of which amount 121,462.31 acres were patented to the State April .11
ltl79. Of this amount 12,:~46.:!4 acres lyin~ within the Fort Ripley military reservation
an~ erroneously patented have been relmquisbed by 1be State and company to t:J;te
Umted States. The State and company have also relinquished 9,177.99 acres of sa1d
. patented lands infavor of actual settlers as provided by the act of legislature of :March
1, 1877, hereinbefore referred to. Cong~ess bas not, however, authorized the acceptance of said release .
. An act of Conf;ress, approverl. July 4, 1866, granted to the State of Minne~ota, to ai d
m the construct10n of certain railroads below named, every alternated sectiOn of la~d
de8ignated by odd numbers to the amount of five alternate sections per mile on each Ertde
of said river.*
Indemnity was p,rovided by the act for such lands as the United States had sold, r eserved, or otherwise appropriated, or to which the right of homestead settlement or preemption had attached prior to the definite location of each road. The lands gra?te~
were to be subject to the disposal of the legislature of Minnesota, for the purposes mdicated by.the act, and in no other wa~'· Upon the completion of any s~ction of.lO
consecutive miles, patents are to issue for all the lands in alternate sectiOns, des1gnated by odd numbers, situated within twenty miles of the road so completed, and
lying coterminous to said completed section of 10 ruHes, for the benefit of the road
completing said section. The coterminous principle does not extend to such l~nds as
may be taken to make up deficiencies, and no land to make up such deficienCies can
be taken within 10 miles of the line of said roads. The roads authorized by the act
were to be completed within ten years from the acceptance of the grant, failing which
the lands granted and not patented ''shall revert to the' United States."
THE SOUTHERN :MINNESOTA RAILWAY :li:XTENSION

was authorized by that portion of the act which provMed for a road "from Houston,
in the county of Houston, through the counties of Fillmore, Mower, Freeborn, and
Faribault, to the western boundary of the State," the grant having been accepted by
the legislature of the State of Minnesota, February 25, 1867, and conferred upon the
Southern Minnesota Railroad Company, and subsequently upon the Southern Minnesota Railway Extension Company.
The road should have been completed by the :first company chartered by the State,
but as said company only completed the line from Houston to Winnebago City, a distance of. 149H-H miles, prior to February 25, 1877, the State, by act of legislature approved March 6, 18i8, conferred the privileges appertaining to the uncompleted portion of the line upon the Southern Minnesota Railway Extension Company, under
certain conditions, among others that the road should be constructed to Jackson, in
Ja~kson County, before the end of the year 1879, and to the west line of the State
before the end of the year 1880. The road was constructed to the west boundary of
the State by December 8, 1879, although the line, as constructed, deviated from the
located line to a considerable extent, but only to such extent as was necessary to ma~e
it conform to the requirements of the act of State legislature. The matter of deviation from located line,. and a complete history of the grant, together with the acceptance by the Secretary of' the Interior of the line as constructed for 43 miles beyond
Winnebago City, and a decision by the Secretary of the Interior that the grant was
earned to the extent of the miles constructed, is fully shown in the anual report of
this office for 1880, pages 116 to 118, inclusive. That portion of the line beyond the
point (near Jackson City) above referre~ to was accepted by the Secretary of the
Interior March 26, 1880, in a letter of that date addressed to this office, in which
he also decided that the State of Minnesota wa:s entitled to the land granted and
earned, and dir~cted the adjustment of the grant accordmgly.
HASTINGS AND DAK.OTA.

This road was authorized by that portion of the act of July 4, 1866, which provided
for a road" From Hastings, through the counties of Dakota, Scott, Carver, and McLeod, to
fmch point on the western boundary of the State as the legislature of the State may
determine."
This grant was accepted by the State March 7, 1867. Prior to that time the governor of the State had approved a map of definite location :fixing the west.ern terminu
of the road (which was not changed materially by the Jegislat.ure), and on June 26,
1867, said map was approvecl by the Secretary of the Iuterior. The road as con~truc~ed is 202.1 miles in length, and was completed December 15, 1879. Certain modIficatiOns and adjustments were made to carry t.he construct.ion of the road through
several towns named in the act of acceptance. All departures in construction from
• This grant is a grant of "quantity" as distinguished from a grant of "lands in place."
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the located line have however, been approved by the Department (see letter o"F Secretar:v of the Interior. 'dated April 17, 1!::80, on page 123 of annual report of this office
for 'v:l80), and this office directed to certify the lands in satisfaction of the ~rant. . The
State is entitled under the grant "to the amount of" 1,293,400 acres of land, If so
much can be found vacant and unllppropriated within the limits of the grant. Up
to the present time but 312,770.27 acres havo been conveyed to the State for the benefit of said road.
LAKE SUPERIOR AND l\HSSISSIPPI.

By the act of May 5, 1864, a grant was ma,de to the State of Minnesota for a road
"from the cit.y of Saint Paul to the head of Lake Superio~," of every alter11:ate section of land designated by odd numbers to the amount of five alternate sectwns per
mile on each side of the said railroad on the line thereof. The usual provision was
made for indemnity lands, to be selected within twenty miles from the line of road. The
act provides that upon certification by the .governor of the State of the complet~on of
an:v 20 miles of the road, patents shall be Issued for the amount of land cotermmous
with the completed section, to which the State is entitled under the act; that the
land shall be subject to disposal by the State for the purpose indicated by the act,
and no other; also, that if the road is not completed within eight years from the
date of the act, "no further patent shaH be issued for said lands, and no further sale
shall be made, and the lands unsold shall revert to the United States." .
An act of July 13, 1866, provided that if when the line of the road was located it
should be found that the quantity of land intended to be granted by the act of May
5, 1864, was deficient by reason of the line thereof running near the boundary-line of
the State, the company should be entitled.
.
''To take from other public lands of the United States within 30 miles of the
west 1ine of said road such an amount of lands as sball make up such deficiency :
Provided, That the same shvJll be taken in alternate odd sections, as provided for in
saicl act."
The road as located is 154.42 miles in length, and it was completed February.28,
1873, instead of Ma:IJ 5, ltl72, as required by the act. The quantity of land granted
by the act is 98~,28 i acres, provided so much can be found vacant and unappropriated
within the limits of the grant. Up to the present time 860,564 acres have been approYed to the St.ate for the benefit of said road. The road as constructed has been
accepted by the Department.
An act of CongresR approved Jnly 13, 1866, granted indemnity lands to the State of
Minnesota in lieu of lands theretofore granted for the purpose of aiding in the construction of railroads that the United States might have sold or disposed of after the
definite location of the road and prior to the withdrawal of said lands from sale. It
was provided, however, that such grant should not be so construed as todiminish
the quantity of lands previously granted to aid in the construction of the Lake Superior and Mississippi Railroad. Section 3 of the act provides for the cm·tijioation of
lands to the State.*
Also that" On the completion of any 10 miles of road the State may sell one-half the quantity of lands which said State is autrorized to dispose of on the completion of 20
miles."
·
It will be observed that sections 1, 3, .and 4 of said act apply to all previous grants.
No restoration of lands withdrawn and reserved for the benefit of railroads in the
State of' Minnesota has been made.
In several instances I have stated that by the construction of a certain number of
miles of road a State would be entitled to a certain number of acres of land.
In estimating such number of acres I have simply multiplied the number of miles
.constructed by the number of sections per mile granted, and have not added to that
amount the 120 sections or 76,800 acres aut.horized by several of the acts referred to
to be sold in advance of the construction of any portion of the road, preferring to
leave the matter of determining how much land shall revert to the United States,
in case of a forfeiture of a grant, to Congress.
This completes the statement of all facts deemed pertinent relative to grants of
land made to States to aid in the construction ofrailroads.
GORP ORATIONS.

The estimate of the areas within the limits of these grants herewith submitted, un~
less otherwise stated, embraces all the odd-numbered sections within the limits fixed
by the granting acts as laid down upon the maps and diagrams in this office. Except
where the area of the grant has been ascertained by actual examination of the
*The act of March 3, 1865, provides for patenting l:lnds to the State.
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records as stated, the amount 0o·iven is without deduction for Indian or ot h er resen·ations, overlapping grants, or 01 her causes which operate to except land from the
grants.
·
Owing to sinuosities in the Hues of these roads the quantities given arc _le s than
wonld be .ob~ain e~ by multiplying the number of sections _granted p er m ile by the
number of miles of road. The latter amount canu,.o t be litcqmred _under any g r ant res tricted to lat!'lrallimits unless the road is practically a straight hne.
NORTHEHN PACIFIC RAILIWAD COMPANY.

By the act of Congre~s approve(l July 2, 1~64 (13 Stat., p. 360), lands w er e gr~uted
to aid this company in the construction of a railroad from a point on Lake St1;penor to
Puget Sound, with a branch via the Vallt'V of the Columbia River to a pomt at or
near Portland, Oreg. The grant. is of eve~ry alternate odd-numbered Sf'ction to ~h£
amount of twenty alternate sections per mile on each side of the road wher~ the lme
passes through the Territories, and ten alternate sections per mile on each side where
It passes through States, excluding mineral lands, and lands reserved, sold, granted, or
otherwise appropriated, or to which homestead, pre-emption, or other rights sh_all ha>o
attached at the date of filing of maps of definite location of the road in th1e office.
Provision is made for indemnifying the company for lands lost to the grant by sale,
1·e~ervation, h?mestead, and pre-emption settlements, or other ~isposition thereof,
pnor to the filmg of such maps, out of alternate odd-numbered sectiOns not more than
10 miles beyond ihe limits of the sections granted. The indemnity limi ts were extended 10 miles farther on each &ide. by joint resolution of May 31, 1870 (16 Stat., p.
378).
The grant is upon certain conditions, one being that the company should complete
the entire road by the 4th day"of July, 1876.
_
The second section of the joint resolution approved May 7, 1877 (14 Stat. , p. 35o),
ex_tend~d. the time, for the completion of the road, two years.
.
fhe JOmt resolution approved July 1,1868 (15 Stat., p. 255), amended the gra n tmg
act, so as to require the completion of the entire road by July 4, 1877. Und~r d ate of
June 11,1679, the Secretary of the Interior held that the effect of the resolutiOns hE>re
cited was to extend the time for the compietion of the road to July 4, 1879 (see General
Land Office Report for 1879, p. 109 to 111 ).
The road, as definitely located or proposed, extends from the mouth of·the Montreal
Ri:er, in W:isconsin, to th~e h~adwaters of Puget. Sound, i;n Washi~gton T~rritory_, an
estimated distance of 2,05;:, m1les. The length of the branch as estimated IS 215 miles.
Maps on file in this office Ehow that the road has been constructed as follows: From
Northern Pacific Railroad JnJJction, in Minnesota, about 23 miles southwest of Duluth,
to a point on the east bank of the Yellowstone River, in Montana, a distance of 675
miles; from Wallula, Wash., northeastwardly to a point near Lake Pend d'Oreille, in
Idaho, 225 miles, and from Kalama, Wash., northward to Tacoma, on the headwaters
of Puget Sound, 106 miles, making the total amount constructed 1, 006 miles.
For detailed information r especting the length of the road in each of the several
States and Territories through which the line passes; the estimated area of land embraced within the limits of the grant; number of miles cOilstructed and uncomp leted
at the date fixed (.July 4, Hl79, see decision of Secretary Schurz before referred to) for
completion of the ent"ire road, as well as at the present time, and the number of acres
patented to the company, reference is made to the accompanying tabulated statement.
<

CALIFORNIA AND OREGON RAILROAD COMPANY.

A grant of lauds in aid of the construction of that portion of a road from th e Centml Pacific Railroad, in California, to Portland, Oreg., to ue constructed in California,
~as rna.de to this company by the act of Congress approved July 25, 1866 (14 St a t ., p.
2:39).

!he grant is of every odd-numbered alternate section of the public lands, n?t

m~neral, to the amount of twenty alternate sections per mile (ten on each side) ofsatd

•

ra1lroad line. Provision is made for indemnity for any land within said limits lost to
the gr.ant by other grants, sales, reservations, homestead, pre-emption, or other claim ,
out of alternate odd-numbered sections nearest to and not more than 10 miles from
the l~mits of tb_e sections granted.
Tlus act reqmred th e completion of the ent.he road on or before July 1, 1875.
By the act of June 25, 1868 (15 Stat., p. 80), the time for completing the road was
exten~cd to July 1, 18b0. The estimated length of the line in California is 288 mile ,
~f wh~ch the cornpa?y constructed152 miles, from a junction with the Central PaciRailroad !o Reddm,g, prior to the time fixed for coruplet.ing the road. No evidence
o co_ustruct~on beyond Reddin g h as been furnished this office.
This road1s now known as the Oregon Branch of the Central Pacific Railroad.

tiF
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OREGON CENTRAL - RAI.,ROAD

C0;'11PANY 1 NOW OREGON AND
COMPANY.

OALII<'ORNIA HAILROAD

The act approved July 25, 1806 (14 Stat., p. 2:~9),, made .a gran.t of l~~ds. to aid in
the construction of a railroad from the Central Pae1fic Railroad m Cahforma to Portland, Oregon. It provided that that ]JOrtion of 1he road in Oregon sh~uld be built b;v,
and t.he graut for the same conferred upon, StiCh company as the legislature of sa1d
S tate should designate. This company was so designated. •
The grant is of-every alternate section ofthe public la~ds, not miJ?-eral, designated
by odd numbers, to the amount of twenty alternate sectwns per m1le (ten on each
side) of said 1ailroad line. Indemnity is provided for lands lost to the grant by other
gran~s, sales, reservations, homestead, pre-emption, or oth~r claims out ?f !l'lternate
odd-numbered sections nearest to and not more than 10 miles from the hm1ts of thesections granted. The act r equired the completion of the entire road on or before
July 1, 1875. Hy the act of J nne 25, 1868, the th:ne for completing the ·road was extended to July 1, Hl80.
.
The estimated length of the line in Oregon is 315 miles. Prior to Jnly 1, 18~0, 197
miles of road, from .Portlaud to Roseburg,· were constructed. No evidence of further
construction has been furnished this office.
ATLANTI C AND PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.

By the act of Congress approvedJnly27,1866 (14 Stat:.> p. 292), lands were granted
to this company to aid in the construction of a railroad from a point at or near the
town of Springtield, in Missonri, to the Pacific coast, with a branch from the point at
which the road strikes the Canadian River eastwardly to . a point in the weRtern
boundary of the State of Arkansas at or near the town of Van Buren.
The grant is of every alternate section of the public land designate(l by odd num. bers, to the amount of twenty alternate sections per mile, on each side of the line of
the road through the Territories, and ten alternate sections per mile on each side
when the road passes through States, excepting mineral lands, and lands sold, otherwise granted or appropriated1 or to which pre-emption or other claims shall have attached at the time the line or said road is designated by a map thereof fiLed in this
office. Indemnity is provided out of alternate odd-numbered sections not more than
10 miles beyond the limits of the sections granted, for lands lost within the granj;ed
limits by reason of grants, sales, reservations, homestead, pre-emption, and oth~r
claims, prior to the filing of the map of the line of the road.
The third section .of the act provides" Tliat if said route [Atlantic and Pacific] shall be found upon the line of any oth~r
railroacl rout.,., to aid in the construction of which lands have been heretofore granted
by the United States, as far as the routes are upon the same general line, the amount
of land heretofore granted shall be deducted from the amount granted by this act;
· [also] that the railroad company receiving the previous grant of land may assign
their intereRt to said 'Atlantic and Pacific Railroacl Company,' or may consolidate,
confederate, and associate with said company upon the terms named in the first and
seventeenth sections of this act."
The At1antic and Pacific consolidated with the Pacific and Southwestern Branch
.Railroad (a railroad authorized by act of June 10,_1852, from Saint Louis to the west
boundary of Missouri), as to that portion of the roacl from Springfield to the west
bo.:nndary of Missouri.
The whole ofthe main line was required to be completed by July4, 1878. No time
was fixed for the completion of the branch.
The length of the main line is estimated at 2,126 miles and the branch at 300, making in all 2,426 miles.
_
Prior to July 4, 187~, the road had been completed and accepted from Springfield,
Mo., to Vinita, Incl. T., a distance of 125 miles; that portion between Springfielcl
and Pierce City, Mo., being constructed by the Pacific aml Southwestern Branch
Railroad Company. Since that date 200 miles of road, from a point near Isleta,.
N. Mex., to a point in Arizona, has been completed and accepted.
The first section of this portion of the road was accepted, and paten.t issued for2:3,037.36 acres along said section, in accordance with the opinion of the AttorneyGeneral, dated October 26, 1880 (Opinions of Attorneys General, vo1. 16, p. 572).
It is understood that this company has completed and is now operating its road a.
distance of 150 miles west of the point in Arizona last mentioned, but no official evidence of such construction has reached this office. In addition to this it is claimed
that the road has been graded a long distance beyond the terminns of this constrnctecl
road, but of course t.bis office is wit1IOnt official ~vidence of this fact.
·
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILJlOAD COMPAN¥.

By section 18 of the act of July 27, 1866·(14 Stat., p. 292), granting lands to ~he
At.lantic and Pacific ~ailroa.d Company, this company wa~ authorized to connect with
sa~d company at such point near the boundary of Cali forma as they should deem mo. t
smtable for a railroad line to San Francisco.
·
To aid in the construction of such milroad it was enacted that this compa ny should
have grants of land similar to those to said Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Compa_ny,
subject to all the conditions and limitations of said grants, with the same r equrram ents as to time and manner of construction.
,
.
~l'he grant, therefore, is to the amount of ten alternate odd-numbered sec.tJ.ons per
~nle on each side of said road, with the same e:x:ceptions and the same proy1s10ns for
mdemnity as in the grant for the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad above recited. The
road wa~ also r equired to be completed by Jul,y 4, H37r:l.
The length of this roacl is estimated at 5~2 miles. Of this 232 miles were constructed
nnd accepted pTior to July 4, 187.8, as follows: From San Jose southward to Tre
l'inos, 50 miles, and from Huron east to Goshen and southeasterly to Mojave, 182
miles.
This office has no evidence of the construction of any portion of this road b etw.een
San Fmneisco and San Jose Tres Pinos and Huron and Mojave and the State hne,
.
'
'
290 miles in all.
It is understood that at San Jose a connection for San Francisco is m a de with
a.not.her road over practically the same route.
OREGON CENTRAL RAILROAD COMP.Al.'ll'Y.

~

The act of May 4, Hl70 (16 Stat., p. 94), made a grant of lands to aid this company
in the construction of l;jJ ra.ilroad from Portland to Astoria, in Oregon, with a branch
from a point near Porcst Grove to the Yamkill River, near McMinville.
The grant is of each alternate section of the public lands, designated b y odd n~~
bers, n earest to said road, to the amount of ten alternate section8 per mile on e a ch s~Je
t.hereof. Mineral l::tnds, and lands otherwise reserved or held by valid pre- emptu~n
or homestead r_ights at the elate of the grant, are excepted. It is provid~d that m
case the quantity of t en full sections per mile cannot be found on each side. of the
road, other lands, designated as aforesaid, on either side of any part of salCl road
nearest to and not more than 25 miles from the track thereof may be selected to make
np such deficiency.
·
The eiltire road was to b e completed wit.hin six years from the passage of this ~ct.
The length of the mainline is estimatt-cl at 122 miles, and the branch 22-!, mak~ng
a total of 144t miles. Prior to the time fi:x:ed for the completion of the road 25 miles
of the main line w est of Portland and the entire branch line were constructed and
accepter). No proof of the construction of any other portion of this road has been filed
in this office.
The limits of this grant are partly in Washington Territory. No lands have been
withdrawn for the grant in said Territory, and under date of December 20, 1877, the
Secretary of the Interior declined a request for an order for such withdrawal, for the
reason that the time fixed by t'he granting act for the completion of the road had expired and the greater part of the road was uncompleted. For this reason no estimate
of the area embraced in the limits in Washington Territory has been made.
TF.:XAS PACIFIC RAILROAD C OMPANY, NOW THE TBXASANDPACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

By acto~ Congress approved l\:farch 3, 1871 (16 Stat., p. 573), a grant of lauds was
made to th1s company to aid in the construction of a railroad from a point at or near
Marshall, Tex., to San Di ego, Cal.
The grant is of every alternate section of public land, not mineral, designated by
~dd numbers, to the amount of twenty alternate sections per mile on each side of tbe
hne as adopted by th e company through the Territories of the United States, a nd ten
al.ternate sections per mile on each side of the line in California. Exception is made
of lands sold, r_eserved, or otherwise di sposed of, and lands to which a pre-empt ion or
homestead cla1m may hav e attached at the time the line of the road is definitel v fi xed.
lnd~mnity is provided for lauds thus lost to the gra.n t out of alternate odd-nuinber~d
sectwns not more than ten miles from the limits of the sections ()'ranted. Pro vi ion I
also made for indemnity for lands lost by reason of the near ;'pproach of the li ne of
the road to the boundary of Mexico and also tor mineral lands excluded fro m th e
grant out of odd-numbered sections n'ea.rest the line of tho road.
The co~pa.ny was required to commence the construction of its road simultaueons1y
at ~an Dtego, Cal., and from a point at or near Marshall Tex., and to complete the
~~ue
road within ten yea;s after the passage of the act.' The act, approved May 2,
2 (17
Stat., p. 59), reqmred that the road be so commenced and eou s trnctotl as to
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serure the completion of the entire road between the points above named within ten
ye~rs after the passage of said act. . T~is extended the t~me for comple~ion to May 2,
1882 and the grant is not strictly w1thm the class to wh1ch the resolutiOn now be~~re
me ~pplies; l.mt in view of the failure of. the compan~ to constr~ct any part of Its
road eastward from San Diego, I have decided to subll!-1t the facts m the matter. . .
The length of the entire line is estimated at ~,483 miles. Pr~of of th~ construct~on
of 181 miles of this road in Texas has been fnrmshed, but no eVIdence of construct,wn
beyond that bas reached this office.
From the western boundary of Ari~ona to the western bounda~y of Te~as the S~mth
ern Pacific Railroad Company, havmg no land grant, has bmlt and 1s. operat_mg a
road almost entirely within the limits of the grant to the Texas Pacific Ra1lroad
Company, and for the greater portion of~ the disttmce practically on the line adopted
by the Texas Pacific Company.
NEW ORLEANS, BATON ROUGE, AND VICKSBURG RAILROAD COMPANY, NOW NEW OR·
LEANS PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.
•

B~· section 22 of the act approved March 3, 1871 (16 Stat., p. 573), granting lands
to the Texas Pacific Railroad Company, this company was granted the same number
of alternate sections of public lands in Louisiana as were by that act granted in California to said Texas Pacific Railroad Company (to the amount of ten alternate odd. number sections per mile), on each side of the line of the road.
The company was required to complete its road within five years from the passage
of the act. The estimated length of the line of the road is 318 miles. No evidence of
the completion of any portion of this road within the time required by law has been
furnished.
Other jnformation respecting the grants to corporations above described appears
in the tabulated statement herewith transmitted.
All roads not hereinbefore mentioned are believed to have been constructed within
the statutory period.
.
The following statem.ent completes the imformation asked for by the resolution:
COSTS OF SURVEYING, SELECTING, AND CONVEYING LANDS GRANTED TO AID IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF RAILROADS.

By the act of Congress approved .July 1, 1864 (13 Stat., p. 335), as revised, parasection 2238 Revised Statutes, fees to be paid the registers and receivers
upon selections oflands under grants for railroad purposes were fixed.
Such fees have been paid on all selections forwardecl to this office since July 1, 1~64,
the same having been fully collected by registers and receivers upon presentation of
each list of selections.
A proviso in the act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Gove rnment, approved July 15, 1870 (16 Stat., p. 305), declares that before any land
granted to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company shall be conveyed to any party .
entitled thereto under the grant, the cost of surveying, selecting, and conveying the
same sha,ll be paid by the compa,ny or party in interest.
The act making appropriations for the same purpose, approved July 31, 1876, contained the following· proviso:
.
"That before any land granted to any railroad company by the United States shall
be conveyed to such company, or any persons entitled thereto under any of the acts
incorporating or relating to said comp~ny, unless such company is exempted by law
from the payment of such cost, there shall be first paid into the Treasury of the
United States the cost of surveying, selecting, and conveying the same by said company or persons in interest." (19 Stat., p. 121.)
Being in an act making appropriationsJ the proviso of July 15, 1870, requiring the
Northern Pacific Company to pay tbe costs of surveying and conveying lands
granted to it escaped the attention of the branch of this office then charged with the
adjustment of railroad grants, and I find no reference to it in the records until1874.
By letter of May 27, 1874, the resident attorney of said company was informed that
no more patents would issue to the company until the expense of surveying and
patenting 743,493.44 acres of land in Minnesota, for which patents had issued in .1873,
should be paid.
'rhe amount due from the compa,ny for the expense of surveying said land is
$26,020.53; expense of conveying same, $161.85; making a tqtal of $26,1tl2.3S.
It is understood that at the next session of Cougrese, after the date of said letter,
the company sought relief from the payment of the cost of surveying, &c., and this
may account for t,he fact that no further action was taken in the premises.
With the exception of one for 8,016.80 acres in Washington Territory, issued April
8, 1880 (upon which all costs were paid), no patents have issued to said company since
May 27, 1874.
gra~ 7,
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The provision in the act of 1876 making appropriations as stated, also e_sca~
notice until1878, when attention w~s called to it in connection with an :tpplicanon
for patents to the Southern Pacific Railroad of California. The matter was present.ed
to the 1>epartment October 26, 1878, with an opinion that said company 'Yas ex_em:p
from t.be operation of this requirement so far as lands earned by constructiOn pnor n
·July 31, 1876, w ere concerned. In his decision of February 20, 187~ (A.1;m_ual Report
·General Land Office for 1879, p. 115), your predecessor overruled this opm10n. .
Pursuant to this decision on March 12 1879 a demand was made upon the r es1den
- ~~tttorney of said company for the payrri~nt of the expense of surveying a~d con¥ey~ mg 230,500.30 acres; patented October 20, 1877. To this the attorney reph ed, on the
·Hth of ·the same month, that he bad advised 1he officers of the company of the demand and would communicate their answeP' as soon as received. No response by the
company has r eached this office.
·
I find that said company is indebted to the Government for costs of surveying and
conveying la:Ifds embraced in several sma.l ler 'pat-ents, for which no demand appears
to have been made.
·
·
The amount due from said company is as follows:
Expense of surveying 320 acres in patent No. 8, dated September
$14 40
30, 1876 ...... . . . ...... . ........................ -- .......... .
190
Expense of conveying same .. . ..................-...•...........
$16 30
Expense of surveying 22,600.48 acres in patent No. 9, dated February 27, 1877............................ .. . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 017 02
Expenseofconveyingsame.....................................
4 80
- - - - 1,021 82
Expense of surveying 230,500.30 acres in patent No. 10, dated
October 20, 1877 ...... . ........•.•.•......................... 10,718 52
Expense of conveying same ...... ·..... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
26 30
-- - 10, 744 82
Expense of surveying 40 acres in patent No. 11, dated January
31, 1878 .. - .. --- .. ---- .... -....... -- ....... -... -- ....... -... .
1 80
Expense of conveying same ..• _.. . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 50
430

Total amount due ........_.•..............•••••.......... ·.....••.•. 11, 7f37 24
The following amounts are due from the Central Pacific Railroad Company s successor-to the California and Oregon Railroad Company. I find no record of any demand made therefor:
Expense -of conveying 45,282.79 acres in patent No. 4, dated April 19,
1877 . -.- . -.-- ....... . ....... - ............. - ........... - - •.. -. ~.. . .
$11 75
Expense of surveying 238.26 acres iu patent No. 5, dated May 21, 1877. $10 72
Expense of conveying same and 320 acres additional in same patent,
(surveys pai'tl for).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
2 60
13 32
Expense of surveying 10,904.62 acres in patent No.&, dated February
28, 1878 ........ --- .......... . .... -- ..... --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 490 70
Expense ofconveying same..........................................
4 20
- - - 494 90
Total amount due .•................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 519 97
The Oregon and California Railroad Company are also indebted to tbe Government
for the expense of surveying 86,622.17 acres of land embraced in patent No. 5, dated
~nne 18, 1877, $3,940.15, and expense of conveying the same, $26-making the total
mdebtedness $3,966.1!), for which no demand appears to bave been made.
For reference, the amounts above given are here ta.bulated:

Name of company.

~~~!fi :;;tg~--~~ ~- ~ ~~~

due Total amount
IAmonntduo Amount
for convey- due from each
for expense
of surveys.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~J '

Or!gona and.c\/i~uccessor,
&c .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .
a ornia..... ....... ...... ... . .... .. .. . .... . . .
Aggregate indebtedness . . ......... . ...••••.......... .

$26,020
11 751
501
3, 940

53
74
42 1
15

ing landl'.
$161
35
18
26

85
50
55 1
00

company.

$26,182
11, 7ff7
519
3, 966

38
24
9-7
15

~;21384j--24looj--4~
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It will be observed ihat in the case of the three companies last referred to the pat
ents were all issued prior to the decision of your predecessor upon the act of 1876:
The failure to make and renew demands for payment was undoubtedly an oversight
and due to the crreat pressure of business which has always existed in the division of
t his office cbar~ed with the adjustment of these grants. -Now that the ·faets a-re
brougbt to my at.tent.ion,. demands will be made for the s_e veral amounts du~, a~d t~e
result promptly reported to the Department.
.
·
.
.. / '
The proviso in the act of 1876, before qnoted, appli~s to .all the "corpora~wn_s"
herein named, but the above are the onl_y ones to wh19h patents. have 1ssued t~at
have failecl to reimburse the Government for tlie expense of surveymg and pateutmg
lands.
·
·
_·
· ·
In conclusion, I have to state t hat the information asked for by the resolution -covered a wide rano·e of subjects, and that to answer the same satisfactorily has 1·equired
the unremitting labor of all t he available clerks ih. the railroad ~~vision for the past
forty days. The delay has b e~n caused almost entuely .bY. the fmlnre on ~he part .of
this office in the past, at the time when land grants to :ud m the constructiOn of railroads were first extensively made, to adopt and perfect. a comprehensive system of
procuring and keeping in a con cise and convenient form all matters of information
relative to each particular grant. It bas been nece~sary, in collecting much of the
information here presented, to examine correspondence relative to a particular grant,
covering a period of twenty-five years; also to measure, in almost every case, the line
of definite location of a road in order to determine its length "as located," because of
failure on the part of railroad compames to state the length of road, and because such
information was not necessary to this office in the adjustment of a grant, and bad not
therefore been previously ascertained. In order to determine what .roads bad not
been completed in the time named in the granting acts and amendments thereto, it
was necessary to examine every grant made· to a State or corporation, such fact, like
the precedmg one referred to, not being a necessary concomitant in the adjustment
of a grant since the Schulenberg vs. Harriman case, hereinbefore referred to.
For many years past the majority of the force of the railroad division of this office
has been engaged in the settlement of contests between settlers and railroad companies, ancl the increase of that class of cases has been so rapid, the rulings of the executive and judicial departments of the Government so diversified, and new legislative
acts relative to land grants so numerous, that but a small portion of the division
could have been assigned to the adjustment of railroad grants without detriment to
the interests of settlers, which have been considered paramount to others in conducting the business. When it is understoo(l that to · properly adjust aU the grants in
question the status of each 40-acre tract must be examined and determined; that there
are not only hundreds of thousands but millions of said tracts, and that the status of
many tracts involves not one-but many· questions of law, the magnitude -of the work
to be performed will be apparent.
·
.
The interests of settlers within the limits of these grants, the interests of the railroad companies and those of the people of the United States, demand that these grants
should be adjusted at the earliest possible date and the lands now withdrawn not
needed to satisfy grants restored to e11try, and that the-. proper force of. competent
clerks should be provided for such purpose.
The resolution uoes not can for any copies of papers or correspondence bearing upon
the subject therein involved, consequently none have been prepared. Of course there
is on file and of record a vast amount of correspondence pertaining to the business of
these various railroad companies, and their controversies with individual settlers.
To give copies of the same would require a long time and indefinitely postpone this
report. If, however, Congress should desire ancl designate copies of any such cOI.Tespondence, they will be furnished.
·
The resolution is herewith returned.
Very respectfully,
N.C. McFARLAND,
· Commissioner.
Ron. 8. J. KIRKWOOD,
Secretary of the Interior.
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LANDS GRANTED RAILROADS.

A.-Statement Bhow'ing StateB and corporationB to which grant8 have been made to aid ita tAt
STATES.
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Name of ra.ilroa.d-

1-. .

~~ I ~

- - 1 - - - -- I--E-1____

.Miss. l Aug.11,'56 1n 30
1Aug.11,'56 11 30

~
$

~~

~

I
·

A

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

...c:l

~

_

Isl~~a-

Aug.11,'56· 11 30

10 ........................ J Aug.11,'66 ............ , Gulf and Ship
10 ........................ Aug.11,'66 ............ TuscaloosaandMo e
(from Meridian t~ the
.Alabama State line) .b
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ! Aug.ll,'66 ............ 1.f~~~~~c and New Or-

t;~~: ~ ±~f: N:;~~ n ~g

ig :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ±~~:n::~~ :::::: ::~::: ::::::~~: ::::-::::: ::~:

I

I

Ala .. i June 3, 56 .11•1 17
June 3, '56 11 17
June 3,'56 11 17

101........................ 1 June 3, '66 ............ Coosa and Tennessee. d
10 ........................ June 3, '66 .. _......... Coosa and Chattooga.
10 ........................ June 3,'66 ............ Elyton and Beard's
II
~ffb
! June 3,'56 11 17 10 ........................ June 3,'66 ............ Memphis andChnxlesl
ton.e
' June 3,'56 11 171 10 ........................ June 3,'66 ............ Mobile and Girardf...
June 3,'56 11 171 10 ........................ June 3,'66 ............ Selma, Rome, and Dl!.lMaY: 23,'72 17159 . . . .
ton, formerly Alaba-ma and Tennessee.g . .
I
Mar. - 3,'57 111951 10 ........................ Mar. 3,'67 .•..•....... SavannahaodAlbanyh
Fla .. i May 17,'56 11 15, 10 ........................ May 17,'66 ............ .Atlantic,
Gulf
and .
West India
Transit,
formerly F 1 o rid a
Railroad.
May 17, '56 1il l 15 10 ........................ May 17, '66 ............ Pensacola and Georgia
(Lake City to Pensa.cola).i
i May 17;'56 I11 151 10 ........................ May 17,'66 ............ Florida,
Atlantic and 1
Gulf Central (Jacksonville to Lake City)j
1
La ... I June 3,'56 111 181 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 3,'66 ............ North Louisiana. and
Texas, formerly 1
Vicksburg, Shreve- ,
1
1
1
1
port and Texas.
'
June 3,'56 11 18 10 ....... -................ June 3,'66 ........... Railroad from New .
Orleans to the State
line in the direction
of Jackson, Miss.k 1
Little
Rock and lfort
Ark .. Feb. 9,'53 10i155 10 ............................................... .
July28,'66 14 338 .... July 28,'66 10 years May 13, '77 Feb.17, '79 Smith.l
fromdate
.Apr.ll','69 161 46 1
Mar. 8, '70 16 76 1
act took
1
July 4,'66 14 83 (*) ............ --~~~c-~· .... July 1,'71 ........... . Iron Mountainm .. - .. .
Mo... July 4,'66 14 83 (*) ........................ July 1,'71 June17,'73 Iron Mountain, new
Saint Louis, Iron
Mountain and Sonthern.n
De1roitand Milwaukee
Mich.1June 3,'56 11 21 10 ........................ June 3,'66 .........
(Grand Haven to .
Mar. 3, '79 20 490
Owasso).o
Port
Huron and Mil1 June 3,'56 111 21
10 ............ j ............ June 3,'66 .......... ..
waukee (Owasso to
i1 Mar. 3, '79 20.490
Port Huron).p
1
Jackson, Lansmg and
June 3,'56 11 21 10 ....................................
Sa~inaw (north of
· 14 78 .... July 3,'66 7 years June 3,'73
Lansin~), and North·
from June
ern Central Michigan
'
3, '66 . .
(south of Lan ing),
1 M ar. 2, 67 14425
formerly Amboy ,
J Mar. 3,'71 16~586
Lansing and Traverse
Bay.q
I
1

1

I

I
I

I

I

~.

j.,......... .

I

.. Five years from July 1, 1866.
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LANDS GRANTED RAILROADS.

CCfl,8truction of railroads which have not been completed ·within the time requi1·ed by law~
STATES.

170

None ... None... 170
170
:None ... None ....•....•••.

None
652,800
6
6 ............................... . None.

None ... None ............ .

6 ................................ None.

None
None
None
None
None

6 .............................. ..
6
140,160
6
144,000
6
6

...
...
...
...
...

None
None
None
None
None

....•..••.•..
.........•...
.•.....••....
............ .
............ .

6 ................................ None.

None ... None ........... ..
223.6
167.35

100

.....................
43. 93

67. 35

23. 42

6
6

105.12

6
6

·i;i7i;2oo .... ::::::::::::::::::

:::::::::1:::::::::::::::::::
94

None ...

95

95

159.43

5. 73

5. 73

6

None.
290,183.28-

1, 178,880

1, 275, 579. 52~

226,560

29,384.18

725,760

353, 212. 68·

6 ............................... None.

•.•. •. . . .. None . •. None ........... ..

165.16

504, 145. 8ft
457,215.37

858,624
641,285

6

307

l89

None.
None.
67,784. !)&;
None.
None.

None ........

!..............
I

10

1,057,024

916,740.34:

.

10 , ............................... .. None
None.

,: I ,:~~ ::::::.:::::::::::

110

.I

60
188.10

73.27

73.27

.......... ····oo···· ... ······

30,998. 75·
6, 468. 68·

1313, '"

None

·;,;···~

•lu. '"· ,..
I

tIn these estimates deductions were made for conflicting grants.

74-3,009. 36=
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LANDS GRANTED RAILROADS.
A.-Statement showing States and corporatiDf!-B to tvhich gra1li8 l1t1
ST~

Name of railroad-

Mich. June 3, '56 11 21
13 137
June 18, '64 13!409
Mar. 3, '65 13 520
15?52
Apr. 20;'71 17'643
. June 3, '56 u l 21

10 ........ ... . ................. ..... ...... ....... ................. .
.Jnne 18, '64 5 years.

Marquette and Onto
agon, new Marquette, Hough ton
and Otonagon. r

Ontonagon and State
Line, now Ontonagon
and Brule River.s
Sioux City and Saint
Iowa . .May 12, '64 1) 72 15 .......... :. . .. .. .. .. .. . Sept. 20, '81 ........... .
Paul.t
West \Visconsin, forWis .. June 3, '56 11 20 . 10 .............................................. ..
merly La Crosse and
May 5, '64 13 66 .... May 5, '64 5 years .... May 5, '69 Jan.-, '71 Milwaukee, and To(Madison
mahand Saint Crou.u
to Tomah).
15?571... ,Tuly 13,'68 3 years .... May 5, '72 Apr. 16,'72
June 3,'66

10 .......... ..

~;o~~~

I -

·r·

Mar. 3, '75 17 634i
Croix).
North Wisconsin , forJune 3, '56 11 20 10 .............................................. .. merly Saint Croix
1
and 'Lake Superior,
May •• '64 l3
May •• '64
May .....
now Chicago, Saint
Paul,
Minneapolis I
and Omaha. v
Wisconsin
Central, /
fu~ :i,:~~ ~: 3~~ · 10 .............................................. ..
former! v P o r tag e,
Winnebago and Sn·
18128·.... Apr. 9, '74 Until Dec. Dec. 31, '76
perior.w
/
31, '76.
Mar. 3, '75 18 511 I
Saint Vincent exten·
Minn. fu!;l~: ;~~ g · ~~~ ~ 10 ............................................... . sion of Saint Paul {
and Pacific {East
Mar. 3, '65 13 526·... . Mar. 3, '65 8 years.... Mar. 3 73
·
Saint Cloud to Saint
July 13, '66 141 971
extended
·
Vincent) now Saint
Mar. 3, '71 16 588
toP an 1 , Minneapolis
17,ti31 1 .... Mar. 3, '73 9months .. Dec. 3,'73 Dec. 23,'79 and Manitoba.x
18 203 .. .. June 22, '74 .......... ~
Western Railroad,l
June 22, '74 11195 10 . .. .. .. . .. .. 8 years..
}
formerly Brainerd I
Mar. 3,'57 13•526' .... Mar. 3, '65 ...... ....
M
3 •7 3
Mar. 3, '65 141 97j.... ... ~--...... . . .. .. .. ..
:r. d 'd t'
Jan. 1,
Branch Saint Paul]
and Pacific (Wathb
.July 13, '66 16 588.... .. ... .... .. 9months ~ .en3 e ,73
'78.
to Brainerd) ·J/
Mar. 3,'7117 1631:... . Mar.8,'73
1
eo. ••
June22.'74 18203 .... .June22,'74 .......... )
Southern Minneeeta I
July 4, '66 14' 871 10 ........................ Feb. 25,'77 Dec. 8, '79 Rail way Extension.z
July 13, '66 14 97[
July 4, '66 14 87[ 10 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. Mar. 7, '77 Dec.15, '79 Hastings and Dakotaaa
July 13, '66 14 971 8 ................. _...... May 5, '73 Feb. 28, '73 Lake Superior and
May 5, '64 13 64
Mississippi. bb
July13, '66 14 93
July 13, '66 14 971
I

'!"'"' ....

f

°,

•In this estimate a deduction was made for a conflicting grant.
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LANDS GRANTED RAILROA_!)S.
NOTES TO TABLE ..A..

(Pages 812 to 815.)

a Grant treated as forfeited after .August 11, 1866.
b No map of location or evidence of construetion on file.

c No map of location filed. Grants treated as forfeited after ~ugust 11, 1866.
d No evidence of construction on file.

e State refused to accept grant.

f No evidence of construction on file. Belit>Ted to be constructed from Girard to Troy, 84 miles.
g Road beyond Jacksonville not built on located line for 23.42 miles. .Act May 23, 1872, confirms all

the lands certified for the company up to that date.
h No map of location filed.

i No evidence of the construction of any portion of the road on file. Believed to be constructed a
distance of 150 miles.
j Believed to be constructed.

No evidence of construction on file.

k No map of definite location filed.
"

Z .Act July 28, 1866, increases grant to 10 sections per mile.

.Act of .April l9, 1869, extends time for

completion of first 20 miles of road. .Act of March 8, 1870, repeals the proviso of the act of .April 10,
1869.

m Road never definitely located.
n Road constructed by a different line from that of definite location, and 74 miles thereof never ac-

cepted.

o No evidence of construction on file. Road believed to be constructed. The act of March 3, 1879,
released t~ the State the reversionary interests of the United States in the lands certified.
p Believed to be completed. The act of March 3, 1879, released to the State the reversionary interest -

of the United States in the lands certified.

q .Act of March 2, 1867, extends the time for completion of first 20 miles of road. .Act of March 3,
1871, authorizes change of northern terminus of road.

r Joint resolution of June 18, 1864, explains ~he act of that date extending time for completion of
road. The act of March 3, 1865, increases grant to ten sections per mile. .Act of ..A.pril20, 1871, author·
izes a relocation of a portion of the road.
B

The lands certified were afterwards relinquished to the United States.

t The act of May 12, 1864, required the completion of the road wit-hin fifteen years from date of acceptance. Company accepted grant September 20, 1866.
u .Act of May 5, 1864, increases grant to ten sections per mile from Tomah to Saint Croix Lake. The
aet of March 3, 1873, authorizes the company to select indemnity for certain lands lost.

v .Act of May 5, 1864, increases grant to ten sections per mile.
w June 21, 1866, resolut.ion explanatory of the act of May 5, 1864. Act of March 3, 1875, authorizes
the company to straighten thdr road.

z Act of March 3,1857, autl10rizes branch via Saint Cloud and Crow Wing to Red River. Joint reso·
lution July 12, 1862, changes route of branch to Lake Superior. .Act of March 3, 1865, extends time and
increas s grant. Act July 13,1866, grants indemnity in certain caseH. .Act March 3, 1871, authorizes
ebange of route. Act June 22, 1874, extends time for completion. Not operative.

LANDS GRANTED RAILROADS.
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Notes co table ".A,'' pages 812 to 815-Continued.

y ..A.ct March 3, 1865, extends time and increases grant.

..A.ct July 13, 1866, grants indemnity in cer-

iain cases. ..A.ct March 3, 1871, authorizes extension of time from Crow Wing to Brainerd.

Act June-

22, 1874, extends time for completion of roa.d. Not operative, 16.13 miles of road. within Fort Ripley
reservation, and company not entitlt·d to lands.

z The act of July 4, 1866, required the road to be completed within ten years from date of acceptance.
Grant accepted ]'ebruary 25, 1867. Act July 13, 1866, provides for certification, &c.

ita The act ofJuly4,1866, requjred the road to be completed within ten years from date of acceptance.
Grant accepted March 7, 186.7. Act of July 13, 1866, provides for certification, &c.
bb The act of July 13, 1866 (14 Stats, 93), authorizes deficiency to be of made up of lands within 30
milt:~s

west of line of road. Act of July 13, 1866 (14 Stats., 97), provides for indemnity in certlPn cases.
Not.to diminish grant to this road.
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LANDS GRANTED RAILROADS.
A.:-Statement showing States and C01'JJOrations to which grants
COB.P()&

Name!! of corporations
to which grants have
been made.

Location of the gra.nta.

Effect of acts.

•

Northern Pacific Railroad Company.

July 2, '64
May7, '66

July 1, '68

13 365 Granting act; Required com·)
pletion of entire road by
July 4, 1876.
14 355 Resolution. Extended the
time for 'commencing and
completing the road two
years.
15 255 Re.,olution.
Extended the
time for commencing work
on the road two years, and
required· the completion of
the entire road by July 4,
1877.
15 346 Resolution. Consented to the
issue of bonds, &c.
16 57 Resolution. Authorized the~
extension of the branch line
from Portland, Oreg., to Puget Sound.
16 378 Resolution. Authorized the
issue of mortgage bonds;
reversed the location of the
main line and branch in
Washington Territory, ex~~ded the indemnity limits,

I
I
I

I

:Mar.1, '69
Apr.10,'69

May3L,'70

I
I

I

Wisconsin, main line ..
Minnesota, main line ..
Dakota., main line .••.•
Montana, main line ...
Idaho, maiD; lin.e ..•••..
Oregon, mam lme ....•
Washington, main line
Washington, branch ••

I

July15,'70
I

California and Oregon July25,'66
Railroad Company,
now Oregon Branch
of the Central Pacific June25,'68
Railroad.

Apr.10~'69

Oregon Central Rail- July25,'66
road Company, now
Orej!;on and Califo1··
nia. Railroad Com- June·25, '68
pa.ny.
Apr.10,'69

l6 305 Proviso. Required the com:
pany to pay the cost of sur- 1
veying, seiPcting, and con- J
veying lands granted before
the issue of patents.
14 239 Granting act. Required com-1
pletion of the entire road on
or before July 1, 1875.
15 80 Extended the time for completing the road to Jul:,' 1,
1880.
California .. -.. · .... · -·
16 47 Provided t.h at the lands
granted shall be sold to act-~
ual settlers only, in quantities not greater than one·
quarter section to one pnr-J
chaser, and for a pt·ice not
exceedin,'! $:!.50 per acre.
14 239 Granting act. Required com-1
pletion of the entire road on
OI' bl'fore July 1, 1875.
15 80 Extended tbe time for com-~~
pleting the road to July 1,
1880.
161 47 Amended granting act. A.lso,
Oregon .......... ~ .. ..
provirlecl that the l:l.nds
granterl shall be sold to actual settlers only, in quantities not greater than onequarter section to one pur-~
chaser, and for a price not
exceeding $2.50 per acre. J
1

l

1

I

I
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LANDS GRANTED RAILROADS.
'heen rnade to aid in the constrnction of milroads, ~c.-Continued •
.A.TIONS.

Remar~

- - - ______ ,_____ ,__ - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -

_·92 20
907,520
236 20 4, 301, 440
374 40
8,432,640
770 40 17,838,080
72 40
1, 900,800
40
3, 575, 680
511 40 ~
215 41:1 Sll, 258• 880
--

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

The date given for the completion of this road is thn.t fixed

r

July 4, '79 . . .

92....
92 .• . . •• . .. . . .
by the decision of the Secre. • • • . • • • . • • . 228
8 ••. .
8 743, 493. 44
tary of the Interior, dated
.•••••.•••.• 1971 177 1 177 ......•••..••••••
June 11, 1879 (see General
. •• • • . . •• • • . . • . . 770t 73 697 . • • • • • • .• . . .
Land Office Report for 1879,
.•.•.. ..•... .•..
721 45
27 ••••••.•••• ~
'PP· 109 to 111).
.•••.•.•.............. , . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . The limits of the m:tin line and
~ 405 180 225
3, 016.081
branch in Washington Ter· • • • • • • • • • · · 1061 ( 2151.. . . 215 . • • . . . . . • . . .
ritory overlap and the n.rea.
-

- -' -

==

.

2, 126, '526 78 July 1 '80

315

20

3, 701,760 00 July 1, '80 197 =119

•

152

in the overlapping limits is
estimated as ~art. of the
gra~tforthemamlineonly.

· (The quantity of land within
the limits here given is the
amount found by an actual
examinat.ion made heretofore. An examination under
136
13611 337 919 12
exist~ng rulings would prob·
· · · · _ _ -'--'--ably mcrease 1t.
- - - - - - - - No defnite location north of
township 46 north, range 5
west, Mount Diablo merid
ian, and no lands withdrawn
north of said township.

20

I

746, 509. 52 (

1
==
====== l

288

l

-- ----

1
48, 215, 040 00 . • • • • • . • • • • • 531 11, 7391 4751,
264

2, 270

--

tI

••••
1

No definite location south of
township 30 south; range 5
west, and no lands with·
==1=====1{ drawn south of said town·
ship.
118

322,062.40
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LANDS GRANTED RAILROADS.
A.-Statement showing States and corporations to which grants M1'e
CORPORATIOliS
~
0

~

'd

~

~_£

j:lQ)

"'""'
~
,_.Q)

lTames of corporations
to which grants have
'been made.

.Sl

Location of the grants.

Effect of acts.

~~
s~

~P.

Ol=l<

<~~=
...,co
0

~
A

al
Q)

~

a)

~

~

~

~

I
.Atlantic and Pacific July27, '66 14 292
Railroad Company.
Apr.20, '71 17

19

Missouri, main line .. -Arkansas, main line-Arkansas, branch . .
Indian Territory, main
G,antmgaet.
line.
pletion of the w ole of the I
Indian Territor y,
main line by July 4, 1878.
branch.
Authorized the company to
:;~gage Its road~ Ianda,
New Mexico,
main. lin
Texa•,
main line
Arizona, main line ....
Nevada, main line ... .
California, main line ..

~uiredcom· r
i

l

·1

Pacific Rail- July27, '66 14 292 Sec. 18. Granting act. Re· l
, quired complet.i on of the
road Company of Cal·
whole road by July 4, 1878.
ifornia, main line.
July25, '68 15 187 AlLowed the company until
Julhl, 1870, for construction
oft e first 30 miles of road.
June28, '70 16 382 Resolution. Authorized con- ~ California .••••••••••. struction on the route indicated by the map filed in
the Interior Department
January 3, 1867, and provided for issue of patents
for lands along each section
constructed.
Oregon Central Rail· May 4,'70 16 94 Granting act. Required com-l
Oregon, main line •. - • read Company.
pletion of the entire road
Oregon, branoh .......
within six years from the
date of the act.

~outhern

I
I
I

J

J

l
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been made to aid in the construction of railroads, ~c.-Continued.
-Continued.

89

20

1,100,160.00 July4, '78 89

---- ~ -

..........

No grant in Texas.
No withdrawal of lands
within the limits of this
grant in Nevada and Indian Territory has been
ordered.
In addition to the amount
patented in Missouri, here
I given, . 429,084.18 acres
I certified to said State
prior to July27, 1866, and
3,130.97 acres patented to
the State after that date,
all underthe grantofJune
10, 1852 (10 Stat., p. 8),for
the Pacific an d Southwestern Branch Railroad,. •are now charged

j

485,871.75

-···5· ··2o ······ ·12: s2o: oo ::: ::::::::: :::: ·····5:::: ·····s... ~~: ~~~: ~~
355

40 }

295

40

{ . -.--. . . . . 36
13,170,560.00

200 . --. . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
416 40 10, 215, 680. 00
380 40
9, 242, 240. 00
.. -... 20
34, 560. 00
686 20
6, 855, 040. 00
2, 426 .. ..

············•·

319 . --.

319 . -----------

295 .•..

295 ...•.•......

. ... . .. -. - . . . . . .
200 . . . .
200 --- - -- --- - -.
. --- ... --- .... -.
416 167
249
23, 037. 36
. - - ... - .. -.. - . .
380 33
347 . ----- . ----.
. - ... - . -.. -.. --. --- ..... - . ----. . ------ -----.
... - . . . . . . . . . - . .
686 . - - .
686 . - . - - - - -- - --

~t~:~tc~~d if:f~!'R!t~

road Company as successor to a portion of the former company's road.
The land patented in Arkansas is within the 30
mile (indemnity) limit of
the main line in Missouri.
No date fixed for completion
of the branch. Allowance
made f o r overlapping
limits of inain line and
branch in Indian Territory.

-------1-----1

40, 690, 560. 00 ......... - .. 125

2, 301

~00

2, 101

526, 991. 72

======

i22

20

122
22!

20
20

l44i . .. .

5, 511,264.26 July 4, '78 232
290 . . . .
~90 1, 037,910.11
======= {

==

~
S May 4, '76 25
91 • • • .
97 None . . . . .
5 1' 130•880•00 ~ .......... 22! ................ None .....

------1, 130, 880. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. 47!

97 . .. .

97 .. .. • .. .. . . .

e::::===.==-===

Area of this grant ascerta~ned by actual examinatwnheretofore.

(The branch is nearly all

1

1 within the limits of the

main line, and the estimate here given is for the
main line only.
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Texas Pacific Railroad
Company, now the
Texas and Pacific
Railway Company.

Mar.3, '71

May 2, '72

0

~

:ir:n

<D

~

~

16 573 Granting act. Required com-)
pletion of the entire road
within t en years after the
pas8age of tile act.
17 59 Changed the name; author-~
ized the issue of construetion bonds; . required construction or operation of a
road from the eastern terminus at Marshall, Tex., to
Shreveport, La., provided 1 Texas ... > ••••••••••••
New Mexico .•••.•••..
that the enti'e line f,om
Arizona ...........•..
Marshall to San Diego, Cal.,
California ..••••..•••••
should be completed within
ten years from the date of
this act, &c.
18 197 Authorized the issue of one
or more mortgages, and pro-~
vided that the J'oads of the
Southern Pacific Railroad 1
Uompany and the Southern
Transcontinental RaHway
Company, theretofore consolidated with this com- 1

I

I

l

June22,'74

I

~;,any, undor the lawo of

exas, shall be deemed and
taken to be a part of its road
for all purposes, &c.

New Orleans, Baton Mar.3,'71
Rouge and VIcksburg
Ra.ilfoad Company,
now New Orleans Pacifio Railway Company.

j

16 573 Boo. 22. G,.t;ng act. Re-}
quired complet.wn of the
Louisiana .•••••.•••••.
whole road within five years
from the date of the grant.
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been made to aid in the construction of mil1·oads,

~c.-Continued.

-Continued.

Remarks.

- - --1------~1------1-- - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - No p:rant in Texas.
The len{!:th of road in Texas
h ere g1ven is that of the line
fixed by the granting act.
The constructed road given
is part of this line.
It is understood · that this
company bas constructed
and is now operating its
road to the western boundary of Texas, but no proof
of c<fnstruction west of the
t~~~fi~:~. here given has

r
795 . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. ..
' 160 40
3, 537, 680. 00
378 40
9, 466, 880. 00
__
15_0 20
1, 315,200. 00
1, 483 .. ..

__

May 2, '82 181
......... , .. . . . .
.. .. . . .. .. ..
. .. . .. .. .. ..

614 .. ..
160 .. ..
378 . . . .
150 . • ..

614
160
378
150

. ... .. '.....

None......
None.. . . . .
None......

14, 309, 760. 00 .. .. . .. .. . .. 1811, 302 .... 1, 302 .. .. .. .. .. .

===-:

= =1 =

==

I
II

1

IProof
of construction, under
the act of 1872, of a road

from Marsha1l to the eastern boundary of Texas, a
distance of 20 miles, has
1
been filed.
The compan:v has also filed
maps showing 221 miles of
br:mch lines in Texas constructed or acquired under
L authority of the act of 1874.

I
I
I

The area within the limits of
this grant here given is the
amount of vacant land
available for the grant,
found bv actual examination h eretofore.
This company has recently
filed in the Department
proof of the completion of
130 miles of road, 60 of
which were constiucted by
the New Orleans, Mobile
and Texas Railroad Com-

r
I
318

20

903, 218. 61 Mar. 3~ '76

318 ....

318 None . .....

II

l

~~~b~e~u;d;f;:d ~~the ha~~

ceptance of auy portion
thereof.

LAND PATENTS TO RAILROADS.

[H. Ex. Doc. No. 29, Forty-seventh Congress, second session.]

LAND PATENTS TO CERTAIN RAILROAD COMPA.NIES.
In answer to a resolution of the House of Representatives of ·December 14, 1882.

Letter from the Secreta1·y of the Interior, in response to a resolution of the House of Bepresentatives in relation to land patents to certain· railroad companies.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, December 29, 1882.
SIR: In answer to House resolution of the 14th instant, calling on me for infonn~
tion as tolandspatented to railroad companies after the time fixed by law for therr
-completion and copies of decisions and opinion& on this subject, I have the honor to
transmit herewith copy of the report of the Commissioner of the General Land O~ce
~m the resolution of this date, witp. the accompanying papers; also copy ~f the op1nwn of the Attorney-General of the 13th June last, in relation to lands claimed !Jythe
New Orleans Pacific Railway Company, in answer to questions submitted to h~ by
my immediate predecessor. On this opinion no action has been taken by this Department.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
"The Hon. the SPEAKER
of the House of l!epresentatives.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENIJ:RAL LAND OFFICE,
•
Washington, D. C., December 29, 1882.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt on the 16th instant, by reference
-from you for report, of a resolution of the House of Representatives, passed the 14th
instant, as follows:
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, directed to in·form the House, at the earliest practicable period, whether any of the lands her~tofere
granted by Congress to any railroa.d company to aid in the construction of its railro~d,
. .and. to wh~ch. such company was not entitled to patents ·a t the time when ~he periOd
expired withm which, by the terms of the law making such grant, such railro~d "Yas
required to be completed, have been patented to such company since the expiratiOn
·'()f the period within which such railroad was required by law to be completed; and
if any such patents have been issued to any such companies that he inform the
House how much land has been patented to each of the land-grant railroad compani~B
·for land to which they were not entitled to patents when the period within which their
·respective railroads were required to be completed expired, and the date of such
:patents; and that he also inforn~ the House by and under what authority such patents
were issued, and furnish to the House copies of all decisions made by the Secretary
·'<>f the Interior in relation to the issuing of patents to any of such land-grant railroad
·companies for lands for which they were not entitled to patents at the expiration of
'the period above named; and also copies of all opinions and decisions made by any
•officer of the Government in relation thereto and filed in the Department of the
Interior."
The railroads for the benefit of which patents or certificates (as the case may be)
have been issued for lands lying opposite portions of such roads not completed within
t~e period required by the law making the grant, and for which the patents or certificates have been issued since the expiration of said period, are as follows:
RAILROADS IN MINNESOTA..

SAINT VINCENT EXTENSION OF SAINT PAUL AND PACIFIC, FORMERLY BRANCH LTh'E
OF SAINT PAUL AND PACIFIC, NOW SAINT PAUL, 1\IINNEAPOLIS AND MANITOBA
RAILROAD.
The grant for this road was made by a•t of March 3, 1857, and amendments thereto of·
...July 12, 1~62, March 3, 1865, March 3, 1871, and March 3, 1873. The road Rhould have
beeu. complete~ December 3, 1873. On that date only 140 miles had been completed,
}~a.vmg 17~ m1les u~finished, and which was not completed until December 23, 1879.
1 he followmg descnbed patents jssued to the State of Mjnnesota for the benefit of
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said road conveyed the amount of Janel specified, which lies opposite })Ortions of the
road not constructed December :3, 1873:
.
·
Acres.

Patent No.1,
Patent No.2,
Patent No.3,
Patent No. 4,

January 14,1875 ·······················--·········.······· 157,731.45
July 12, 1880 .......................................... ---- 355,746.67
February 19, 1881 ........................................ . 33,524.14
517.70
J nne 2:3, 1881 ................ - --- . --. -- - 7 - - ·.• -- • --- • ·-- • -- -

Total ....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 547, 519. 96
Said patents were issued · under the provisions of the sixth section of the act of
March 3, 1865. Patent No. 1 embraceH 155,345.92 acres of indemnity land which,
under the provisions of section 4 of the act of July 13, 1866, the State mi,g-ht. dispose
<>f', although it was not coterminous to a completed portion of the road. This would
leave 2,3~5.03 acres of granted land included in said patent lying opposite a st-ction
of the road not completed in time. No specific authority appears for the patenting
<>f said :.:!,385,5:~ acres. Said lands appear, however, to have been embraced in lists
ce:rt-ified in April and July, 187 4, to the State under the act of July 13, 1866. (14 Stats.,
.97.) It will be observed that the third sect.ion of said act provides" That all lands heretofore granted to the Territory and State of Minnesota to aid in
the construction of railroads shall be certified to said State by the Secretary of the
Interior, fi·om time to time, whenever any of said roads shall be definitely located,
2-nd shall be disposed of by said St.ate in the manner and upon the conditions provided in the particular act granting the same as modified by the provisions of this
2-Ct .

"

lf

lf"

Certification ,:Vas therefore made without regard to construction. Up to September
29, 1874, it was held by this office and Department that the title to lands granted to
Minnesota for railroad purposes passed by certification, and that no further conveyance was required. On said date (September 29, 1874), Acting Hecretary Cowen de-cid~d (copy of decision herewith, marked A) that a's the sixth section of the act of
March ;~, 1865, expressly provides for the issue of patents, and as such provision is not
~repealed in express terms by the act of July 13, 11il66, patents UJust necessarily issue
in order to convey title. Following this decision, or on January 14, 1875, all the
lands that had previously been certified to the Srate for the benefit of this road were
pate~ted to the State. Among the lands so patented are the 2,385.53 acres before
mentiOned.
Patents numbered 2, 3, and 4 w er e issued after the completion of the road, and under
.(lecision of Secretary Schurz, d ated June 10, 1880, a copy of which, marked B, is herewith submitted.
WESTERN RAILROAD, FORMERLY BRANCH OF SAINT PAUL AND PACIFIC RAILROAD.

( Acts of March 3, 1857, March 3, 1865, Jnly 13, 1866, March 3, 1871, and March 3,
1878.)
No portion of this road was completed in time. Only one patent has been issued to
t he State for its benefit. Said patent issued April 21, lo79, and conveyed 121,462.31
2-cres. Of this amount 12,346.~4 acres were subl::!equently relinquished by the State,
and also by the company, l eaving 109,116.07 acres chargeable to the road. Said pa.ten~ was issued after completion of the road and under instructions cont.ained in a de{)l~lon made by Secretary Schurz on February 18, 1879. (Copy of said decision here~lth,_ mark~d. C; also copy of letter of this office, dated January 27, 1879, referred to
m sa1d deCJswn, marked <.\; copy of letter of this office, dated Noven1ber 7, 1b79,
marked C9, and copy of decision, marked D, of Secretary Schurz, made October 16,
18~0, together with op1nion of Attorney-General Devens, of June 5, 1880, relative to
t h1s read.)
SOUTHERN MINNESOTA RAILWAY EXTENSION.

(Acts of July 4, 1866, and July 13, Hl66.)
This road was not complet ed unt.il December 8, 1879. It should have been completed l!'ebruary 2fi, :i.S77: but on that date only 149iH U. miles had been constructed,
leaving 1307>Ho miles uncornpler.ed. No patents have been issued to t.h e State for its
benefit. The company a.ppears to have been satisfied with a conveyance by certificat ion, under act of July 13, 1866. On April 27, 1880, two list,s of land, aggregating
169,553.13 acres, lying opposite sections of the road not completed February 25, 1877,
were cert.ified t.o tbe State of Minnesota for the benefit of this road. Said certification was made in accordance with instructions of Secretary Schurz, issued 'December
5, 1~9, and accompanied by an opinion of Attorney-General Devens, elated Novembed~9, 1879. (Copy of said instructions and opinion herewith, marked E.)
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HASTINGS AND DAKOTA RAILROAD.

(Acts of July 4, 1866, and July 13, 1866.)
. This road should have been completed March 7, 1877, but at that time only 74 miles
were completed, leaving 128.1 miles uncompleted. The entire road was complete_~
:Wecember 15, 1879. No patents have been issued to the St.a.te for the benefit of thi
road, all the land approved fur the road having been certified to the State under . ~he
act of July 13, 1866. Ou May 4 1880 and October 16, 1880, two lists aggregatmg
144,~!6.20 acres, lying opposite se'ction~ of the road not c_ompleted M~.rc~ 7, 1877, were
certt·hed to the State of Minnesota for the benefit of this road. Sa1d lists were pre_par, d under instructions contained in decision of Secretary Schurz, made April 17
18u0. (Copy herewith, marked F.)
LAKE SUPERIOR AND MISSISSIPPI ·RAILROAD.

(Acts of May 5, 1864, and July 13, 1866.)
This road should ha-ve been c~mpleted May 5, 1872. On that date, so far as the
records of this ·office' show, but 30 miles were completed, leaving 124.4~ ~iles uncompleted, which were finished, a.ccordinoto certificate of governor of Mwnesota, on
0
February 28, 1i:l73. Since the report of March ~7, 1882, relating ~o railroads. not
?ompleted within the time req aired by la.w was made to you, I have been u'::wfficially
mformed that this road was completed in August, 1870, but the proper cert,Ific.ates to
that effect have never been filed in this office or Department, hence I include sa1d road
in this report. No patents have been issueu to the State of Minnesota for the be:J?~fit
of this road, all the land a.pproved to the State for sari1e having ueen certified
. under the act of July 13, 1866. (14 Stats., H7.) On Jtme 7, 1873, May 17, 1875, and
September 28, 1875, after completion of the road, three lists, aggregating 193,21?.51
acres, lying opposite sections of the road not completed (per certificates) Ma.y 5, 1872,
were certified to the State of Minnesota for the benefit of this road.
RAILROADS IN WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN CENTRAL, FORMERLY PORTAGE, WINNEBAGO AND SUPERIOR RAILROAD.

· (Acts of May 5, 1864, .June 21, 1866, and April 9, 1874.)
This road as located is 341 miles long, and should have been completed December
31, 1876. At that time only 231 miles of the 257 miles between Portage City and
Ashland had been constructeu, leaving n, gap of ~6 miles, commencing at Fifield and
running north in the direction of Ashland. Said 26 miles were completed August 227
1877, or about eight months after the proper time, and made a cont.inuous road between
Portage City and Ashland. Eighty-four miles of the located roa.d are still uncompleted. The following is a summary of the lands lying opposite sections of the road
n.ot constructed DecembQr 31, 1876, which have been patented to the State of Wisconsm for the bene:fit of said road since said date:
.Acres.

In patent No.8, January9, 1878 ......................................... 12,387.69
Patent No.9, August 10, 1878 ...... ·······---·· ·--·-··-----·----·--· ·---- 29,398.51
InpatentNo. ~1,November23, 1882 ..................................... 40,679. 91
Total ................ _.. _. __ ........ ____ ....•... _......•.....• -.- - 82,466.11
The. first patent named (No. 8) was issued after the approval of a list (No. ) of
sel_ectwns by the State and company, submitted to Secretary Schurz, with letter of
thJ.H <;>ffice dated Nov_ember 16, 1877 (copy herewith inclosed, marked G), and r eturne_d
by him approved, with letter of December 26, 1877 (copy herewith, marked H). It IS
}lroper to say that the statement made in said letter of November 16, 1877, to tbe efiect
that there was but 1,377,~83.93 acres j n the limits of the grant for this road, evidently
!elates only to tha~ p~rt of the road between Portage City and Ashland, and cloe nTot
lllclud~ the land w1thm the limits of the road as located beyond Ashland. Patent No.
9 was 1ssue<l ttfter the approval by Secretary Schmz of n, list (No. 9) of selections sub-
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roitted to him, with letter of this office dated July 29, 1878 (copy_ herewith, mar~ed Lr
also copies of its inclosures marked L1, L2, L3), and returned by him approved with letter of July 30, 1878 (copy herewith, marked K). It will be obsen:ed that t.he Secre-tary directs in effect in this (said) letter, that no more patents sh_allissue _for ~be bene.~t
of this road, "until otherwise instructed by this Department.'' Mentwn IS J?ade m
said correspondence of requiring a relinquishment of ~1,sqo acres of mcl~~mty land
held to have been <'rroneonsly patented to the State, m VH~w of ~he decisiOn C?f the·
Supreme Court in the case of the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galve_ston R:;t.Ilroad..
Company vs. The United States (2 Otto, 73:3), which seems to hold that mdemmty can.
onJy be taken for lands lost between th~ elates of the grant-i ng act aJ?-d of the d~tinite·
location of the road. Grants were ad,Justed upon that theory un~1l thf\ receipt ?Y
this office of the decision (her( inbefore referred to in. connection w1th Western Railroad of Minnesota, and herewitb, marked D), by Secretary Schurz, October 16, 1880~.
and opinion of Attorney-General Devens, of June 5, 18c:l0, in which it was held that
indemnity might be selected for losses on acconnt of sales, pre-en!pt.ions, and other ·
appropriations (excepting reservations) under the land laws, ma.de brj01·e or after the
date of the granting acts. This change in the rule rendered it unnecessary for the
Wisconsin Central or the State to relinquish the 41,8DO a.cres referred to, as they
would under the new rule be entitled to more indPmnity than they b;:td received prior·
to October 16, 1880. On the 20th of February, 1882, the Wisconsin Central Railroad.
Company, through its attorney, applied to your prellecessor(Secreta.ryKirkwood), by
letter of that date, for patents for lands witbih their granted and indemnity limits~
and stated that they liad filed a list of indemnity land selections ju this office, which
was rea<ly for submission to your Dq>artment for approval preparatory to issue of'
patent; al.so tbn.t "the selections embrace lands due for road constructed within the
limitation oftbebw." (St~ e copy h erewith, markedL 4 .) Secretary Kirkwoodreferred
said letter to this office 'lvith the following indorsement: .
"Has the entire line of the' roacl been completed; if so, was it all done within the
time prescribed by the law making t.lie grant?"
On March 30, 1882, by letter of that date (copy inclosed, marked M), I informed.
Secret,ary Kirkwood that 1he road had not been completed in time, and that llOmilesremained uncompleted December :n, 1t376, since w hi ell elate only 2G miles bad been
built. I al&o said (in e1fect-) that if it were fully determined that tbe company was.
entitled to the full complement of lands for 2:31miles of road constructed in time, it.
would be ent-itled to much more land than had theretofore been patented for its
benefit, but I suggested, in view of the fact that ''the whole question concerning
grar:ts which have lapsed by failure to complete the road within the statutory period
is now before Congress," that no further steps sbould be taken at present looking· to
the patenting of more lands for the benefit .of the grant named. Previous to said
date (March ~0, 1~tl2), during the early part of tbe last session of Congress, Secretary
Kirkwood verbally instructed me to tn.ke no action looking to the certification or p-atenting of lauds to or for any gmnt where the road bad not been wholly completed
in time, involved in the Congressional inquiry then pending, and I verbally instructed
the clerks in charge of such matters accordingly. All action relative to listing lands.
for this road wa.s accordingly suspended. On September 18, 1882, the company, . by
letter of that da.te (copy berewith, marked N), again applied (to you) for the issue of'
patents for lands earned by the construction of sections of road in time. On October
~. 1882, by letter of that date (copy herewith inclosed, marked N1 ), you directed me·
to submit to you for approvnl the list of ~ndemnity selections in question. You approved said list. (No. 10) on October 13, 1882, and patent (No. 10) was issued for the
land (all of which lies opposite sect~ionH of the road constructed in time) on October
21, 1882. On the 13th ultimo, with letter of that date ( copy herew·itb, marked N2), I
submitted to you for approval a list of granted ln.nds aggregating 43,:.!80.99 acres. In
said letter, through tbe carelessness of the clerk or clerks in charge of the matter, it •
is incorrectly stated (in effecli) that said lands lie opposite portions of the road constructed in time, whereaA 40,679.19 acres of the same lie op'p osite the 26 miles mentioned not reported to this office as constructed until eight months after the expiration oft.be time limited for completion Jt, is absolutely impossible forme to examine
personally details of this character, but I have taken measures to fix the responsibility of this erroneo11s statement where it belongs, and will report the same to you
fo; proper action. Said certified list, however, when correctly stated, is in accorcl
With your recommendations and instructions in the case of the Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad hereinafter referred to, and also with the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad, referred to in your letter of September 18, 1882, not yet reached in the due
conrse of business. in both of which I am directed to issue patents for lands lying·
opposite portions of the roads recently constructed ont of time.
·
Nevertheless, bad I been truly advised of the situation I would not have forwarded
said list to you without previous consultation. Y6u approved said list on the 15th
ultimo, and on the 23d ultimo a patent (No. 11) was issued for the lands embraced in
said list.
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CORPORATIONS.
ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Act of July 27, 1866 (14 Stats., 292).
Th~ main line of this road was required to be completed by Jul:y 4,.187~. ~o time
was fixed for the completion of the Lranch. The length of the rna m line 1~ estimated
-.at 2,126 miles and the branch at 300 miles, ma.king iu all 2,42() mil~s. Prwr to. J.nly
4, 1878, the road had been completed and a,ccepted from Spring·field, Mo., to V1~1ta.
•I ndian Territory, a distance of 125 miles; tl1at portion between Springfield and ~terce
<Qity, Mo., having been constructed by the P:wific and Southwestern Bran ch Railroad
-company. It appears from the records of this Department that Secretary Schurz, O?·Oct.ober 15, 1880, requested the opinion of the Attorney· General (Devens) on the apphoCatwn of the Atlantic and PacHic Railroad Company for the appointment of three
eommissioners to examine a section of 25 miles of its road constructed west from
Albuquerque, N.Mex.
.
On October 26, 1880, Attorney-General Devens randered an opinion (copy ~erew1th,
marked P) on the matter, to the effect that the grant had not been ~orfe~ted by a
'breach of the condition named in the grantinO' act and until some actwn should be
·t aken by Congress in the nature of a declarati~n of forfeitnre of the grant it .would be
the duty of the Executive Departmeilt to give the company the benefit of 1 ts grant.
()n December 15, t8eO, with letter of that date (copy herewith inclosed, marked R),
.Secreta.ry Schurz su'bmitted to the President of the United States a report of the. co~
missioners appointed by him to examine that section of road beginning at a poiD:t Ill
township 8 north, range 2 east, near Isleta, N.Mex., and running westwardly 50 mrles,
<Constructed by the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company. Secretary Schurz recommended that said section be accepted, and "that patents for lands earned uy the con·s truction thereof be issued to said company pnrs1wnt to the fourth section of the act
approved July 27, 1866 (14 Stats., 295)." On Deeemuer 17, 1880, President Hay~s ap-proved the recommendations of Secretary Schurz, who notified this office accordmgly
'by letter of same date (copy herewith inclosed, marked S). On January 3, 1B81, my
'imme~iate predecessor, with letter of that date (copy herewith inclosed,. marked. T)
:Submi.tted to Secretary Schnrz a list (No. 1) embracing 23,037.36 acr~s of land lymg
<Opposite the section of roa<l ncceptecl December 17, 18t;O, above mentiOned. On Janua:ry 7, 1881, he approved said list, a.nd on Jnnuary 10, 1881, a patent was issued for
-saJd 23,037.36 acres. On April11:l, 1t:>En, 50 miles of this road was accepted, upon t.he
xe~ommendation of your predecessor, Secretary Kirkwood. On January.5, l!:i82, 1CO
miles, and on December 14, 1882, 250 miles of this road, all constructed since July 4,
1878, were accepted by the President of the United States, but no patents have yet
been issued for lands opposite said sections of road.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
Ron. H. M. TELLER,
Secr·etary of the Inte1'im·.
SAINT PAUL AND PACIFIC RAILROAD, SAINT VINCENT EXTENSIGN.

A.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, September 29, 1874.
SIR: I have examined the appeal of the Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad, Saint
Vincent Extension, from ronr decision of August 13, 1874, rejecting its application for
patents un<ler the act of March 3, 186:1, instead of cert.ified transcripts. You founded
_your ruling upon the third section of the a.ct of July 13, 1866, and the practice that
bas grown up in your office under it .
. The .Rixth section of the act of March 3, 1865, expressly provides t.hat pate~ts shall
1ssue for the lands g-ranted when the governor shall certify that any section of 10
.consecutive miles is completed iu a good, substantial, and workmanlike manner, and
the Sec_retary of the Interior shall be satisfied that the State bas complied in good
faith w1th the requirements of Jaw. It further provides that said lands ''shall not m
.any manner be disposed of c...xcept as t.he same are patented under the pro visions of
this act." .Thi f:llaugnage is clear, plain, and explicit. It requires the issning ofpat-~nts, a~t<l forbids any sale until alter patent. Has this requirement been rep~a.Ied.!
I'h(:r& IS no express repenl. If repealed at all, it is by implication. Repeals b.v Impli~atwn are not fa\'Oretl. IL is presumed that Congress, if it intends to repeal one of
Its acts, or any P.art tben'of, wm use apt words to express that intent.
You held that 1t bad repeah'd this provision by the third section of the act of July
3f, 1 66. I cannot agree with ~-uu. That section provides ''that all the lands. here0 ore granted to the Territory and State of Mmnesota to aid in the construction of
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railroads shall be certified t~ said State by the Secretary of the Interior from time to
time, when ever any of said roads shall be d_efi:nitely loc~ted, ~nd shall ~e disposed of by
llaid State in the manner and upon the conditiOns provided m the partwular act granting the same, as modified b~ the provision of this ac~." 'Ve have alrea~y se~n that on~
of the conditions upon whiCh the lands may be disposed of, as "pronded.In the particular act granting the same," is that patents · ~:~hall issue before sale. Tho section
under conf'lideration provides that the la.nds shall be oerWied to the State by the Secretary of the Interior whenever the line shall be definilely loca.ted; that is, before·
conf:ltruc:iun and before the Sta!e has done anything to earn the lands. If certification is equivalent to a convey ant fl, the Btate becomes the owner without complying:
witll the l:tw in constructing its rond.
I prefer to construe the certification referred to as intended to inform the State in
advance what lands it will 'be entitled to have patents for when its road is built in
accordance with law. This construction gives force to the provisions of both acts,.
and allows both to stand. It also leaves in force the provisions of the act of August
3, 1!-l.)4, cited in your decision. That act authorizes the Commissioner of the General
Land Office to make a certified li~:~t of la;nds which shall operate a~ a conveyance in
fee-simple, when the law making the grant "does not convey the fee-simple title o:f
snell lands, or require patents to be issued therefor." In the case under considerar.ion the law making t.be grant does require ''patents to be issued," arid therefore it
is not one where a certificate can be substituted for a patent.
To hold otherwise is to say that the act of August 3, 1854, is also repealed by implication by the third section of the act of July 13, 1866.
I am of opinion that there is no such repeal. I reverse your decision, and herewith
return the papers transmitted with your letter of the 26th ins~ant.
Very respectfully,
\
B. R. COWAN,
'
Acting Secretary.
The COMMISSIONER GENERAL LAND 0I<'FICE.

B.
DEPARTMENT Ol!~ THE INTERIOR,Washington, June 10, 1880.
SIR: I am in receipt of your report of the 27th of May last upon the status of the
grant of lands made to the State of Minnesota to aid in the construction of a railroad
from Saint Cloud to Saint Vincent in that State.
The report and accompanying map show that a road bas been constructed between
the above-named points by a company recognized by the State authorities as being
entitled to the benefits of the grant ; that the road was not completed within the time
directed by the statutes of the United States; that no forfeiture of the grant has been
declared, and that the line of the road as constructed deviates in some places from the
line of definite location indicated by the map filed in this Department in 1871, upon
which the withdrawal for the benefit of the grant was made, the largest deflections
being bo~tween Glyndon and Saint Vinc.e nt.
Upon these f:tets you submit-two questions for my consideration, and request to be
instructed in the prNnises.
1st. Whether, considering the failure to complete the road within the time directed
by the statute, the State is entitled to patents for the benefit of the Saint Paul, Minneapolis an1l Manitoba Railway Company, the present owner of said road.
2d. Whether, in view of the deviations in the line of construction from the line of
definite location, the State is entitled to patent.s under the grant for the benefit of
Raid company.
Upon the first point you express the opinion, in effect, that notwithstanding the
road was not completed within the time meni.ioned in the act of March 3, 1873 (17
Statutes, p. 631), the State is entitled to patents under the grant. I fully agree with
yo~ upon this point, the act of June 22, 1874 (18 Statutes, p. 203), tile conditions of
whJCh.bave not· been accepted by the company, being held as neither enforcing nor
declanug a forfeiture of the grant. (Kemper vs. Saint Paul and Pacific Rai !road Company, Copp's L. 0., vol. 3, p. 170.) The law controlling this question is well settled.
(Schulenberg vs. Harriman, 21 Wall., 44.)
. Upon the set:~ond point yon express no opinion. The only question for determinatlOn, however, is whether the deflections in the line of the constructed road are of
such character as to make it. a different road from that contemplated by the granting
acts, and for 'vhich tile withdrawal was intended. If the constructed road is not the
one contemplated hy the grant and withdrawal then the State bas no right to patents
for t.he lands claimed. But it is the road so contemplated if the deflections became
nece'Ssary in order to avoid engineering obstacles which could not be otherwise over<;ome without exaggerated expense, or to remooy defects in the original location. In
other wonls, if the road a.s constructe(l is a tmbstaut1al compliance with the gr:),Uting
acts, the State is entitled to the benefits of the grant. (Opinion of the Attorney-General of ~ebruary 2, 1880, Copp's L. 0., vol. 7{ 1~; case of Mc~regor and Western Railt
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·Toad Company, id., 27; case of Hastings and Dakota Railroad Company, decided April
14, 1880.)
Since your report was received the said company bas filed in this Depa r tment affi.
· davits showing why the road between Glvndon and Saint Vincent was not const';llcted
on the line as located in 1871. The affidavits were mn.de by the following partie .r~
·sp~ctively: Charles A. F. Morris, who was chief engineer of the Saint Paul and Pac~(
~a1lroad Company in the years 1871 and 1872 and who surveyed and located the hne
"ln ~871, ~nd re-examined it preparatory to con~tructing the road between Glyndvn ~d
· Samt Vmcent, in 1872; Charles J. A. Morris civil engineer, who was employed by aJd
..company, in 1871 and 1872, in the location a'nd construction of said road between the
·J oints aforesaid; Andrew· De Graff railroad constructor for said company, nn~er
whose persona:!' supervision a large p~rt of the Saint Vinc~~t exte?sion road w _a s bmlt:
Norman W. Kittson, whose business for many years reqmred him to make ,lo_urneys
,yearly from Saint Paul to Manitoba via the Red River Valley, anti who IS well
.acquainted with the country through' which said road is built; James J .. H ill, who
was engaged from 1868 to 1870 in the transportation business on the Red River of the
.North, between Saint Paul and Winnipeg, in :M;anitoba, and who bas passed through
the Red River Valley at all seasons of the year, and is well qualified to depose a . to
·the facts alleged by him; and William P. Payte, a civil engineer, well acquamted With
the topography of the country throurrh which the said road passes.
The affidavits of these witnesses shgw that there are extensive swamps and m arshes
·in townships 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, and 154, ranges 47 and 48, and in townships 1fi6,
157, and 158, in ranges 49 and 50; that the season during which the location of 18il
-was surveyed was very dry in the section of country through which the roa d was so
located; that at that time the said swamps and marshes were comparatively d r y, and
th~ surveyors walked over them without difficulty; that the line was located over
said swamps in the belief that it was a feasible rout,e and upon which the n ecessary
material could be easily obtained for grading ano b~llasting; that in the winte~ of
1871-'72 there were heavy falls of snow in that vicinity, and the weather of the sprmg
and summer of 1872 was very wet; that upon a re-examination of said line in l!:li2,
-preparatory to commencing the construction of said road, it was found that t h e country for a great distance in the above-named townships, and over wbich the lin e of 1Hn
was l~c~ted, w:;ts pnder water to the depth of several feet; that eart.b in suffici~nt
,quantities to raise the road-bed above water could not be obtained except by b auhng
it !or a long distance at great expense; that the largest of said swamps was in town.ship 147, ranges 47 and 48, and was twelve miles wide; that said swamps were under
water at .certain seasons almost every year, and presented engineering difficult ies in
the way of building said road of such a character as to make it necessary to locate
~he line of construction far enouo-h to the east to avoid the same; that the point of
.crossing the margin of the large s~amp above mentioned governed the location of t he
~oad for many miles north and sout,h thereof; that upon careful examination it was
found that no ground over which it was practicable to build the road could be fo und
nearer to the definitely located line than to the east of said swamps and m arshes
. where the road is constructed; that the point of crossino- of Red Lake River at Crooks.ton was the most feasible one ·and the best adapted f~:'bridging that could be found
for many miles in either direction; that no lands in that vicinity were settled upon
·or entered with reference to the line of definite location prior to the establishmen t of
the line of actual construction· that the progress of settlement kept pace wi t h the
construction of the road, and that the road as built is the shortest and best practica·ble one that could be had between Glyndon and Saint Vincent.
From the foregoing it is apparent that the defl.ect.ions from the line located in 1871,
between the points last above mentioned, were necessary to the proper construction
·of the road.
. It i~ clear that the road as now constructed is of immeasurably more value to t he
mhabi~ants of the Red River Valley along its line, and better adapted to the purposes
for whwh the road was intended than it would have been had it been built t hrough
~aid_ s'yamps :;tnd marshes, to say nothing of the extra expense of building and k eep·mg It m r epair over the latter route.
One. of the principal objections to varying from the line of definite location in constructmg a land-graut road does not exist in this case, viz, that settlers locate and
purchase lands at the advanc'3d rates in view of the definite location and for convenience to the road.
The deflections south of Glyndon do not appear to be material.
I am t~ erefore of opinion that the said road was built in substantial compliance with
the rec1 uuements of the grant ing act A, and t hat the State is entitled to patents for the
gran_ted lands i. and yon will proceed in the work of t he adjustment. of the gran t !10co;chngly, ha:vmg du e ~egar<l to all confli cting cla ims to the lands.
fhe affidavits aforesaid are herewi t k transmitted for filing in your office.
Very r espectfully,
C. SCHURZ, Secretary.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENE RAL LAND OFFICE.
7
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c.
WESTERN RAILROAD, FORMERLY BBANCH OJ<' SAINT PAUL AND PACIFIC
RAILROAD-DECISIONS AS TO LAND GRANT BY COMMISSIONER OF
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, SECRE'rARY OF THE INTERIOR, AND ATTORNEY-GENERAL.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, I!'eb1-uary 18, 1879.
SIR: I have received your communication of the 27th ultimo in relation to the lands
trelinquished to the United States by the governor of the State of Minnesota, :tnd als.,
by theW estern Railroad Company of Minnesota, said lands being the same formerly
\included in the grant to the Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad Company, Brainerd
Branch.
·
On the receipt of your letter above mentioned, the deeds of relinquishment were
transmitted to the governor of said State for correction in the pa.rticul;.trs referred to
by ~ou. Said deeds have been returned corrected. This removes every objection now
known to this Department to the approval of the lands to the latternamedcompany.
You will therefore proceed, upon the proper application by the governor of the State
.of Minnesota, to prepare the list of lands inurmg to the grant, not already approved
.and patented for the approval of this Department.
The deeds and accompanying papers are herewith transmitted.
Very respectfully,
C. SCHURZ, Secreta1·y.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., January 27, 1879:
SIR: I h~ve the honor to acknowledge the receipt, through reference by you for
report, of a letter from the Hon. J. S. Pillsbury, dated Saint Paul, November 21,1878,
transmitting a deed, executed by him as governor of Minnesota, relinquishing to the
United States certain lands within the limits of the grant by act of Congress approved
March 3, H357, and the acts amendatory thereof to ~aid State, to aid in the construction of the so-called Brainerd Branch of the Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad. Ac,companying the letter and deed are various papers, more particularly referred to
hereinafter.
I have the honor to submit the following in reply:
By an act of Congress, approved March 3, 1857, there was granted to the then Territory, now State, of Minnesota, to aid in the construction of certain railroads, among
which was a road "from Stillwater, by way of Saint Paul and Saint Anthony, to a
point between the foot of Big Stone Lake and the mouth of Sioux Wood River, with
.a branch via Saint Cloud and Crow Wing, to the navigable waters of the RedRiverof
t~e North, * ;. * every alternate section of land, designated by odd numbers, for
,six sectiontj in width on each side of said road and branches," and indemnity was
provided for within limits of 15 miles on each side.
By an act of the legislature, approved May 19, of the same year, the grant of March
3 was accepted on the t erms, conditions, and restrictions therein contained, and an
.act passed on the 22d of May, granted to the Minn esota and Pacific Railroad Company, to aid in the construction of several lines and bmnches of roads, including the
branch from Sain.t Cloud to Crow Wing and the navigable waters of the Red River,
.aU the interest, present. and prospective, of the Territory and future State of 1\finne~ota on said lines and branches, to any aud aU la,nds granted to the Territory bY.
s aid act · of March 3, toge1her with a.ll the rights, pri vilegrs, and immunities con-.
fer.red , or intended uy said act. A map of the definite location 0f the branch from
.San::t Anthony to Crow Wing, was filed in this office December 5, 1857, and in 1860,
1861, and 1864 the lands inuring to the grant were certified and approved to the
.State.
fn 1~62 (March 10) the legislature of the State, on account of the failure of the
~mn esota and Pacific Railroad Company aforesaid to build ancl complete the road
m accordance wHh the t erms of the grant of May 22, 1857, aforesaid, created th e Saint
~aul and Pacific Railroad Company, and granted to it all the rights, benefits, :md privIleges, property, and frnnchises of the first-nam ed company, including th e lands.
By ,joint resolution, approved July 12, 1862, Congress provided that in lieu of the
branch via Saint Cloud and Crow "WinO' to the navigable waters of the Red River
, • '!there migh~ be constructed a new bran~h line, having its south western terminus at
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any point on the existing line between the Falls of Saint Anthony and C.row \Vin~.
~nd ~xtending i_n a northeasterly direction to t.be waters of Lake Supenor; and In
1ts md a grant bke the one of 1~57 was made.
.
By an act, a.pp~oved l\brch :3, 1865, Congress extended ~he tiJ?e for th.e comp le 10 _
of the road, and mcreased the oTant to ten sections per mile, w1th the nght to ~.ec
indemnity within 20 miles.
·'"'
By an act, approved March 3, 1871 Con.,ress provided, upon certain condi!ions. tha·
t?e Saint J?anl and Pacific Railroad Confpany ''may so alter a~d a:rpend 1ts br~u ·h
lm.es that mstead of constructing a road from Crow Wing to Samt Vlllcen r, an.d tr~m
Samt Cloud to the waters of Lake Superior, it -may locate and construct 1ll !I~n
!he~eo!, aJ~ue from Crow vVing. to Brainerd to intersect with t~e Northern Pacitic.
with the same proportwnal n-rant. of lands to be taken Ill the same rnanntr
along said altered lines as is provided~for the present lines by existing laws. "
B;v a.ct of March 3, 1873, the time for t.he completion of the road from S:unt Anthonyto Bramenl \Y:tS extended to December :1 1873.
. By act of June 2~, 1874, the time for the completion of said branch .(among~t!-ter.?
was extended · unt1l March :~ 1876 and no longer upon t.h e followmg con<htton ·
"That all rights of actual' se.itlers' and their· crrantees who have heretofore, in gootl
fa.i.th, entered upon and actually resided on any of said lands prior to the passage of
this act, or who otherwise have leO"al ri()'hts in any of such lands shall be sa>ecl and
secured to such settlers or such otlfer pe:'sons in all respects the same as if said land ~
had never been gntnted to aid in the construction of the said lines of railroads. " The
second section provided "that the company taking the benefit of this act shal~, before acquiring any rights under it, by a certificate made and signed by the president
and a majority at least of the directors and sealed with the corporate seal, acc~pt
the conditions in this act, a.nd file such ~cceptance with 1he Secretary of the Intenor
for record and preservation."
. .
U~de~that act manyllersons who had, prior to its passage, settled t~pon J~nds w1~hm
the hm1ts of the grant to said Brainerd Bnl.nch line presented their c1auns~ which,
with few exceptions, were admitted or recognized, subject to appeal by the ?orup:;wy
to the Secretar,v-. In a few instances patents issued, but in most cases their cla1ms
never reached the status of entries.
When the question was brought to the at.tention of your predecessor, the Hon. Z.
Chandler (in a case, by appe:tl from the decision of this office in favor of the settle.r),
he dec~ded that the company not having accepted the conditions of the act it was moperatlve for any purpose, and that the right of sett.lers were not saved by the first
section thereof.
Further action by Congress bas not Leen taken· and the grant has been, for three
years past, subject to forfeiture for non-fulfillment of the terms of the granting act.
The legislature of the State of Minnesota, Ly an act approved March 1, 1877, ~e
~mned the grant theretofore held by the Saiut, Paul a.ucl Pacific Company, apperraii?mg to the uncompleted portion-between Watab and Brainerd-and conferred 1t
upon a railroad company to be organized of at least fiv1-1 persous, who were to be the
~ohlers of a majority of the $15,000,000 bonds, commonly known as the "extension
Jme bonds," upon certain conditions. In the event of a failure IJy those persons to do
a?1d perform ce~tain things within a specified period, then any company or c~rpora.
twn then orgamzed or to be thereafter oro·anized miO'ht ''succeed to and acqmre the
right to complete, own, maintain, a.nd operate the u~completed portions of said line
of railroad mentioned if if ,. by filinO' with the govemor a written not.ice of its
desire and intention, undf'r and sttbject to the proYisions of this act, to complete,
equip, maintain, and operate the then uucompleted portions of said line of railroad."
The company, to be composed of the bondholders aforesa.id, did not perform the
acts ~~quired; but the vVestem l~ailroad Company of Minnesota, a corporation duly
qualified, has completed and equipped the said. liue of road between \Vatab anu
Brainerd aforesaid.
'l'he te~th ~:-ctio~ of the act of the St.ate legislature provides tha~ "Th~ Saint
Paul and J:>ac~fic Railroad Company, or a.n y other company or corporatiOn takm g the
b~nefits of tb1s act, shall not in :wy manner, directly or indirect.Jy, acquire or become
smzed ?f any right, title, interest, claim, or demand in or to any piece or p~rcel of
land lymg .or bemg within the granted or intlemnity lirrdts of said branch hnes of
l'?~d to .whJCh legal and full title has not been perfected in said Saint Paul and PacdlC ~ailroad <??mpany, or their successors or assigns upon which any person or person
have m good faith settled aud made or acquired valuable improvements thereon on
or befor.e the passag-e ofthis act, or upon any of said lauds npon whi ch has been filed
any valid pre-emptiOn or homestead filing or entry not to exceed loll acres to any .oue
~ctual settl~r; and the governor of this State shall deed and I'elinquil:lh to the Umted
tat~s all :rnece or parcels ot said lands so settled upon by nny :tnd all a.ctnal settltl ,
a afo1·es~tHl, to the end that all such actual settlers ma.y acquire title to the la..nd:
npct w htch they actnally reside fi·om the United State8 as homesteads or otbenn ~e:
auc npon the acceptance of the provisions of this act by sa.id company it shall ue
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(]eemed by the governor of this State as a relinqni~hment . by said coml?any of all
such lands so occupied by such actual settlPrs; and m deedmg to the Umted States
such lands the governor shall rec~i ve, as prima facie evidence of a?tual set,tl~ men t on
said lands the testimony a,nd evidence, or copies thereof heretotj:>re, or whwll may,
be hereaft~r, taken in cases befure the local United States land offices, and decided
in favor of such settlers."
.
Under and by authority contained in that act the governor has deeded and relinquished unt.o the United Sta,tes certain lands for the use and benefit of the settl.ers
named in the deed. Accompanying the deed is a certificate by the governor, beanng
even date therewith, that the relinquishment executed by him in behalf of the State
of Minnesota to the United States "embraces a description of all lands within the
limits of the grant pertaining to the line of railroad constructed by the' Western R~il
road Company of Minnet;ota,' upon which any person or persons have in good fa1th
settled aml lllade or acquired valuable improvements, or upon which there had been
filed any valid pre emption homestead filing or entry prior to March 1, 1877," &c.
A deed of relinquishment by the Western Railroad Company of Minnesota to the
Uni:ed States of the same lands, and in favor of the same sett~ers described and
named in the deed from the State, dated December 6, 1878, accompanies the papers.
The resolution of the board of directors authorizing the president of the company
to execute the relinquishment, and under which authority it was executed, contains,
however, the· following reservation: "That in the event that any of such settlers
shall fail, or, for any cause, be unable to acquire title to said lands from the United
States upon settlement and improvements made prior to March 1, 1877, that the president make application to the Interior Department to have such lands again certified
to the State for the benefit of this corporation."
.
The deeds from the State and the company have been carefully compared, and are
found to agree in the description of the lands released, but in the names of the settlers in whose favor the relinquishments are made some few discrepancies are found,
and note thereof have been made, in pencil, upon the deed from the compa.ny. An
f.lxamination of the tract-books of this office shows that none of the lands have been
douded by erroneous conveyances.
·
In many instances the proofs of settlement, as presented under the act of June 22,
1874, are before me, and show satisfactorily the good faith of the claimants, but only
in cases where entries were permitted have proofs of the qualifications of the claimants been filed; and I am, therefore, unable to state whether or not all of the persons named in the relinquishments can acquire title to the lands released.
In many instances entries have been made; in other, applications to enter only
been received, while many of the parties named have never, so far as I can find, presented any proofs or claims. Several entries admitted under the act of June 22, 1874,
have been canceled in accordance with decisions by the Department denying the
rights of the claimants. In a few instances I find that the party in whose favor a
tract is released has no claim of record, while declaratory statements were filed under
the act of 1874 by persons not included in the list. In one case-viz, that of Rasmus
Hanson-the party has a homestead entry of record for 160 acres, while the deed releases but one-half that quantity in his favor. No reason therefor is given. and I
cannot understand why the whole tract embraced in his entry was not included in
the relinquishment.
I find some few claims before this office which are not included in the deeds, but
as the governor certifies that the relinquishment embraces all tracts upon which any
person had in good faith settled, it is presumed that the persons referred to have
abandoned the lands and do not assert claims thereto.
And I desire to state that no complaints have, thus far, reached me from any source
to the effect that any claims have been overlooked or omitted. As stated, it is not
known wllether all of the persons nained in the deeds are qualified to enter, and
without spr,cific proof in each case that point cannot, of course, be determined. But,
after a careful consideration of the whole subject, I can see no reason why the relinquishments should not be accepted. If it should appear, in carrying out the det.ails
-of executing the intention and wish of the State that any of the persons named in
the deeds are not properly qualified, through any cause, to acquire titles to the lands
relinquished in their favor, no wrong could be done either the State or the company,
for the remedy was intended for those only who haU. settled upon the lands prior to
the 1st of March, 1877, and does not extend to persons who may hereafter seek to
o{)nter any .of the tracts relinquished.
In the certificate of the governor hereinbefore referred to is the following, in addition to the language quoted:
''And I do further certify and return that the followin~ described pieces and parcel&
<>f lands lying within the said granted or indemnity hmits of the line of railroad
.above mentioned are not included in the accompanying deed of relinquishment, for
the reason that the s-ame had been patented by the United States to the persons whose
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names are set opposite the descriptions, respectively, prior to the passage of said acl
of March 1, 1877."
·
t
Then follows a descript.ion of the lands so patented with the names of the paten ee·.
In his letter the· governor gives very fully the reasons why those tract s were no1
em braced in the deeds.
· ·
·Accompanying th~ papers referred by you, J :find a protes~ and argument by Williaem
Lochren, esq., of Mmneapolis attorney for some of the clarmants nn~er t~e patent d
entries, against the action of' the governor in omittino· trom the relmqmsh ment !he
tracts embraced in their claims; but as the facts are clearly stated and t he que tion
is entirely a legal one I deem it unnecessary to submit any remarks thereon, bqt 1ea.-a
it for your consideration.
The papers received with the governor's letter are herewith returned.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
,J. A. WILL l.A.M 80.1,. ,
Cornmis8ioner.
Hon. C. ScHURZ,
Sem-etary of the Interior.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washi·ngton, D. C., November 7, 1879.
SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge receipt, by reference from the Depart m ent on
the 4th instant, of an application by W. P. Clough, esq., attorney for the S tate ~f
Minnesota, for the patenting to said State of" lands granted by the United ~tates to rud
in the construction of that certain line of railroad therein situated, which ex tends
from Watab northwardly to Brainerd."
·.
.
The application sets forth the legislation by Congress and the State m the prenuses,
and concludes by presenting as the claim of the grantee the following:
1. That patents should issue for every alternate section of land not sold, .reserv~d,
or otherwise appropriated, lying within a strip of territory bounded on eit her Side
by a line running parallel with the line of the road, and six miles distant therefrom;
and
2. That patents should also issue for enough lands in alternate sections, not o~her
wise appropriated, to be selected from .two other strips of territory lying on. eit h er
side of the line of road, each bounded laterally by lines running parallel With the
line of road, and respectively 6 and 20 miles distant therefrom.
.
It was referred for report upon the matters therein stated, and the reasons, if an y
exist, why the request, as therein made, should not be granted.
I have the honor to submit the following in reply:
By an act of Congress approved March 3, 1857 (11 Stat., 195), there was granted to
the then Territory of Minnesota, to aid in the construction of certain railroads, among
w~ich was a road "from Stillwater, by way of Saint Paul and Saint Ant.~ony, t? a
pomt between the foot of Big Stone Lake and the mouth of Sioux Wood River, 'Y'Ith
a branch via Saint Cloud and Crow Wing to the navigable waters of the Red River
of the North, * * * every alternate section of land, designated by odd numbers,
for six sections in width on each side of said road and branches." It provided that
"in case it shall appear that the United States have, when the lines or route8 of said
roads and branches are definitely fixed, sold any sections or any pa.rts thereof, granted
as aforesaid, or that the right of pre-emption has attached to the same, then it shall
be lawful for any agent or agents, to be a.ppointed by the governor of said Territory
or future State, to select, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, from
the lands of the United States neare~St to the tiers of sections above specified, so m uch
land, in alt.e rnate sections or parts of sections, as shall be equal to such lands as the
l.!nited States have sold, or oth~rwise appropriated, or to which the rights ofpre-emptwn ~ave ~ttached, as aforesaid: * * * Provided, That the land to be so located
shall m no case be further than 15 miles from the lines of said roads or branches, and
selected for and on account of each of said roads or branches." Any and all lands
theretofore reserved to the United States for the purpose of aiding in any obj ect of
internal improvement, or for any other purpose whatever, were reserved from the
operat.ion of the said grant.
•
Sectwn _4 declared "that the lands hereby granted to said Territory or fqtnre State
shall ~e disposed of by said Territory or future State only in the manner followin~:
That IS to say, that a quantity of land not exceeding 1:20 sections for each of said
ro~ds and branches, and included within a continuous length of 20 miles of each of
said roa?s and branche_s may be sold; and when the g~vernor of said Terri ~ory or
fu~ure State shall. certify to the Secretary of the In tenor that any 20 ~ontmuou ·
mlleB of any of said roads or branches is completed, then another quantity of l~nll
~3reby _granted, _not to ex ceed 120 sections for each of said roads and branches ha>mg
contmuous m1les completed as aforesaid, and included within a continuous length
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of 20 miles of each of such roads or branches, may be sold; and so from time to time
until said roads and branches are completed ; and if any of said roads or branches is
not completed within ten years no further sale shall be made and the lands unsold
shall revert to the United States."
By an act of the leO'islature approved May 19, of the same year, the grant of March
3 was accepted on th~ terms. conditions, and restrictions therein contained; and an
act passed May 22, granted to the Minnesota and Pacific Railroad Company, to aid in
the construction of several lines and branches of roads, including the branch from
Saint Cloud to Crow Wing and the n.avigable water:~ of the Red River of the N?rth,
all the interest, present anti prospect1 ve, of the Tern tory and future State of Mmnesota on said lines and branches to any and all lauds granted to the Territory by said
act ~f March 3, together with all the rights, privileges, and immunities conferred or
intended, by said act. A map of the definite location of the branch from Saint Anthony to Crow WinO' was :filed in this office December5, 1857.
In 18o4l (March 10) the legislature of the State, on account of the failure of the said
Minnosota and Pacific Railroad Company to build and complete the road in accordance with the terms of the grant of May 22, 1857, aforesaid, created the Saint Paul
and Pacific Railroad Company and granted to it all the tights, benefits, and privileges
property, and franchises of the first-named company, including the lands.
By joint resolution, approved July 12, 183~ (12 Stat., o24), Congress provided that
in lieu of the branch via Saint Cloud and Crow Wing to the navigable waters of the
Red River, there might be constructed a new branch line having its south western terminus at any point on the existing line between the Falls of Saint Anthony and Crow
Wing, anJ extending in a northeasterly direction to the waters of Lake Superior;
and in its aid there were granted "the alternate sections within 6 mile limits of snch
new branch line of route, · * .,. * with a right of indemnity between the 15 mite
limits thereof."·
By au act approved March :3, 1865 (13 Stats., 526), Congress extended the time fur
the completion of certain railroads, among which was the. one under consideration,
and declared "that the quantity of lands granted to the State of Minnesota to aid
in the construction of certain railroads in said State, as indicated in the first section
of an act ·e ntitled 'An act making a grant of land to the Territory of Minnesota, in
alternate sections, to aid in the construction of certain railroads, in said Territory,'
* * * approved March 3, 1857, shall be increased to ten sections per mile for
each of said railroads and branches, subject to any and all limitations contained in
said act and subsequent acts, and as hereinafter provided."
Section 2 provided that the first proviso in the first section of the act aforesaid
shonld be so amended as to read as follows, to wit: "Provided, That the laml to be so
located shall in no case be further than 20 miles from the lines of said roads and
branches, to aid in the construction of which said grant is made."
·
By section 3, similar exception to that contained in the grant of 1857, was made of
lands reserved to the United States, for purposes of internal improvement; but it
was provided "that any lands which may have been granted to the Territory or State
of Minnesota for the purpose of aiding in the construction of any railroad, which
lands may be located within the limits of this extension of said grant or grants, shall
be deducted from the full quantity of lands hereby granted," &c.
The sixth section of the act provided for the disposal of the lands; the certificat~on by the governor to the Secretary of the Interior upon the completion of any sectwn of 10 consecutive miles, and the patenting of lands granted, not exceeding ten
sections per mile.
·
By an act of March 3, 1871 (16 Stats., 588), Congress provided that upon certain
conditions the Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad Company "may so alter and amend
its branch lines that instead of constructing a road from Crow Wing to Saint Vincent, and from Saint Cloud to the waters of Lake Superior, it may locate and construct in lieu thereof a line from Crow Wing to Brainerd, to intersect with the Northern Pacific, * * * with the same proportional grant of·lands, to be taken in the
same manner, along said altered line as is provided for the present lines by e~isting
laws."
By act of March 3, 1873 (17 Stats., 631), the time for the completion of the road
from Saint Anthony to Brainerd was extended to December 3, 18i3.
By act of June 22, 1874 (18 Stats., 203), the time for the completion of said branch
(among others) was extended, upon certain conditions, until March 3, 1876. The
company did not accept the condition of that act, and upon that ground it has since
been declared by the Department inoperative.
Further legislation by Congress has not been taken; but the State, by an act approved March 1, 1877, resumed the grant theretofore held by the said Saint Paul and
Pacific Railroad Company appertaining to the uncompleted portion between Watab
and Brainerd, and conferred it upon a company to be organized in manner provided.
In the event of a failure by said company to do and perform certain things within a
epecified time, then any company or corporation then organized, or to be thereafter
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?rganized, upon the performance of certain requirements was to succeed [to] the righ
mtended to be conferred by the act, &c.
,
Under t?is legislation the Western Railroad Company of Minne~ota, a corp~rat~on
duly qualified, succeeded to those rights, and c.o mpleted and eqm~ped the sa1.d lme
of road between Watab and Brainerd aforesaid. as appears from satisfactory evidence
presented to this Department.
'
.
.
In a letter to this office, of 18th February last, you stated that every obJection
known to the Department to the approval of the lands due to the company was r;m?ved, and directed tlw preparation of lists of lands inuring to the grant to be u ,_
nutted for- your approval.
•
Accordingly, on the 8th of Apnl last a list containing 121,502.31 a~res of lands.
fo~nd to be vacant, and lying within 10 miles of the road, was submitted. It recmved your approval April 11, and on April 21 patent was regularly exe?uted.. .A
request was then made by the company for patent on the lands embraced Ill themdemnity selection, covering 153,089.34 acres, but it became necessary under the ~ole
announced by the Supreme Court in Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galvesto~ vs. Umted
States (2 Otto, 7:3:3), and adopted by the · Department December 26, 1877, m the c~ e
of tbe Wisconsin Central grant, and followed in several others, to know the quantity
of buds the State was entitled to receive before complying with the requ~st. To
this end a careful examination of the records was made, and it was thereby d1sclo ed
that the disposals contemplated by t.he said rule were very limited, scarcely exceeding 2,000 acres, along this road. This fact (and that in consequence thereof patent
as desired could not issue) w~ts verbally communicated to the company; and further
action by tliis office in the premises has not been taken.
The State, through her agent, Mr. Clough, has, as before stated, presented an application to have patents issued, and in an elaborate and exhaustive argument seek
to show that the rule a.foresaid and upon which the examination of the records was
made, does not in any manner affect this grant.
.
The principle referreu to, and which was adopted by the Department as aforesaid ,
is that in railroad grants not of specific quantity indemnity was not given for l.and
within the P,;ranted limits disposed of prior thereto, but only tor such ~ands as m1f{ht
have been d1sposed of subsequent to the date of the granting act and priOr to the time
when the grant vested by definite location. ·
The reason of the rule, as I understand it, is that Congress could only grant wJ:at
it possessed, and not owning lauds theretofore disposed of, it did not intend to gl\'e
equivalent therefor by the employment of words aut.horizing indemnity for any. of
the lands" hereby granted" which might have been sold, pre-empted, or otherwise
disposed nf.
An exa..Jiuation of the original grant of 1857 shows clearly that so far as the lan.guage there used is concerned the decision cited would apply with like force as to
that of the grant to the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad by act of
March 3, 1863; but as respects the act of 1865 it is, in my opinion, different. That act
in very plain language declares that the grant made by the act of 1857 ·shall be increaseu to ten sections per mile; and to the end that that quantity may be secured
enlarged the territory within which the selections can be made to lateral limits of20
miles, and in so doing Congress undoubtedly, from its htnguage, recognized the former
grant as having been one of quantity, and the change was not made by substituting
m 1.he latter grant words of larger import for those used in the former but by express
declaration. It is true that the enlarged quantity was granted "subject to any and
all limitations contained in saiU act and subsequent. acts," bnt those words do not
affect the extent of the grant so much as the conditions thereof. So far as I am able
to see no words of limitation save those contained in the third section of the act of
1865 are used.
If my construction be correct, the question t.hen arisPs is the State entitled to ten
full sections per mile for eacb mile of comtructed road~ The road as built by the
said Western Railroad Company is from Watab to Brainerd, yet the company ha ~
never located the line north of Crow Wing, some 8 miles distant from Brainerd, at
least no map of such location has ever been filed. Notwithstanding, therefore, the
cons~ruction of the road between Crow "Wing and Brainerd, I do not think it. can be
considered as entitled to the lands within tbe grant "in place 11 or ''indemnity " for
sl!ch as may have been disposed of. Nor do I believe the company entitled to indemmt.y for lands relinquished on the Hth of December last in favor of certain settler
under the tenth section of the act of the ~tate 1egisla.ture of March L, 18i7, aforesaid,
nor for lands reserved from the grant by the third section of the act of 1865.
The application of Mr. Clough is herewith returned.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. M. ARMSTRONG,
Acting Commi11sioner.
lion. C. Scrrunz,
Secretary of the Interio1·.
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D.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, Octobm· 16, 1880.
SIR: Referring to your report of November 7,1879, in the matter of the right of the
State' f Minnesota to receive from the United Sta•es, un<ler the acts of March 3, 1"'57
( II Stat., l95), and March:~, 11'-65 (13 Stat., 5:26), embracing, a·mong others, what is
known as the Western Railroad, the full quanttt.y of ten sections per rr ile of public
lands along the line of constru<:-ted road, I have to state that the subject was, on the
4th of June last, submitted to t.be Hon. Attorney General for a.n authoritative expres·
sion of his views; and a copy of his opinion, rendered June 5, l~HO, is transmitted
herewith for your information and guidance, tlle same having been fully examined
and concurred in by tllis Depa'r. ment.
The opinion holds, in effect, . that the grants made by these and similar acts for
railroad purposes, where the language employed is descriptive of "every alternate'
sect.ion for six or ten sections in width," as the case may be, are grants of lands in
place as distinguished from grants of quantity, such as are made by descriptive words,
"to the amount of any d · signated number of sections per mile," &c.
The Minnesota grants, and all others governed by the same limitations, are therefore to be treated as grants in place, conveying only such amount of lands as fall
within the lines of every alternate section tor the prescribed 'd. stance in width on
each side of the respective lines of road.
The opinion further holds that these grants embrace all lands contained in such
sections not sold, prt>-empted, nor reserved at the date when said grants attach, and
indemnity for such sections or parts of sections as may have been sold or pre-empted
prior to such date, whether before or after the date of the granting acts. Such indemnity grant does not, however, apply to lands lost by reservation, made by conlpetent authority, prior to t.he date of the respective acts. Such lands .are held to
have been absolutely reserved, by express provision, from the operation nf the gran · s,
and consequently cannot be considered within them nor affected by them .for any
purpose.
Entertaining these views of the law, the Attorney-General advis .. s a return to
the practice in vogue before the promulgati · n of the Supreme Court decisions in
the cases of tl1e Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company vs. The
United States (2 Otto, 73:~), and Un ted States vs. Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company (8 Otto, 334), which seems to bold that indemnity can only be taken
for lands lost between the dates of the granting act and of the definite location of the
· road.
·
Upon consideration and comparison of these with other decisioii'S of the courts he
arrives at the conclusion that the weight of authority is in favor of the doctrine that•
reservations alone are altogether excepted from t,he operation of the grants, while
indemnity may be selected for losses on account of sales, pre-ewptions, and other ap.
propriations under the land laws, and that this doct-rine is not inconsistent with the
real import of the decisions in the cases cited.
·
The foregoing suggestions are believed to be sufficiently explicit to enable yonr
office to adjust the indemnity rights of the various grantees, care b(•ing necessary in
determining the exact status of lands alleged to be lost in place, keeping well in miud
~he distinction betwPen res•·rvations and other appropriations as dPtined in the opinlon of the Attorney General.
The papers accompanying the case are forwarded herewith.
Very respectfu1ly.
·
C. SCHURZ, Sem·etary.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,

Washington, J-une 5, 1880.
SIR: The letter of the Act.ing Commissioner of the General Land Office, accompanying your CJ)mmunication of the 4th instant, submits the following facts:
By au act of Congress approved March :3, 1·57 (l t Stat., 195), there was granted to
the then Territory of Minnesota, to aid in the construction of certain railroads, among
which was a road from" Still water, by way of Saint Paul and Saint Anthony, r o a point
uetween the foot of Big Stone Lake and the mouth of Sioux Wood River, with a
uranch via Saint Cloud aud Crow Wing to the navigable waters of the Hed River of
t he North, * * * every alternate st>ction of land designated by odd numbers, for
six sections in width on each side of said roads and branches."
It provwed that "in case it ~:~ball appear that the United States ha,:e, when the
lines cr routes of sai'l roads and branches are definitely :fixecl, Aold any sections or
any parts thereof, granted as aforPsaid, or that the right of pre-emption bas at.tacbed
to the same, then it sllall be lawful 1or any agent or agents, to be appointed by the
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governor of said Territory or future State, to select, subject to the approval ?f the
Sec-r:etary of the Interior, from the lands of the United States nearest to the .trer of
sectwns above specified, so much land in alternate sections, or par~s of sectw~, as
~hall be equal to such lands as the United States have sold, or otherwise appropr1~ted.
or to which the rights of pre-emption have attached as aforesaid. * 1f : Provided,
that the land to be so located shall in no case be further than fifteen miles from the
lines of said roads or branches, and selected for and on account of each of s a i d roads
or branches." Any and all lands theretofore reserved to the United States for the
purpose of aiding in any object of internal improvement, or for any other p urpo e
whatever, were reserved from the operation of the said grant.
Section 4 declared "that the lands hereby granted to said Territory or future S~at~
shall be disposed of by said Territory or future State only in the manner follow-mg.
that is to say: That a quantity of land not exceeding one hundred and twenty sections, for each of said roads and branches and included within a continuous l ength
of twenty miles of each of said roads and 'branches, may be sold; and when t~e go\c.rnor of said Territory or future State shall certify to the Secretary of the InteriOr that
any twenty continuous miles of any of said roads or branches is completed, then
a_nother quantity of land hereby granted, not to exceed one hundred and twen ty sectwns for each of said road and branches having twent.v continuous miles com~leted
as aforesaid, andinclnded within a continuous length oftwenty miles ofeachot such
roads or branches, may be sold; and so from time to time until said road s. a~d
branches are completed; and if any of said roads or branches is not· completed w 1thm
ten years, no further sale shall be made and the lands unsold shaH revert to the U n i ted
States."
By an act of the legislature, approved May 19 of the samfl year, the grant of March
3 was accepted on the terms, conditions, a.n d restrictions therein contained ; an.d ~n
act passed May 22 granted to the Minnesota and Pacific Railroad Company, t o a)(] In
the construction of several linel:l and bra.n'ches of roads, including the bra nch from
Saint Cloud to Crow Wing and the navigable waters of the Red River of the N~rtb,
all the interest, present and prospective, of the Territory and future State of Mmnesota, on said lines and branches to any and all lands granted to the Territory b y said
~ct of March 3, together with all the rights, privileges, and immunities conferred or
Intended by said act. A map of the definite location of the branch from Saint Ant h ony
to Crow Wing wad filed in the General Land Office December 5, 1857.
.
In 1862 (March 10) the legislature of the State, on account of the failure of t h e sa1d
Minnesota and Pacific Railroad Company to builrl and complete the road in accordance
with the terms of the grant of May 22, 1857, aforesaid, created the Sa.int P aul and
Pacific Railroad Company, and granted to it all the rights, benefits, and privileges,
property, and franchises of the first-named company, including the lands .
. B.y joint resolution approved July 12, 1862 (12 Stat., 624), Congress provid ed that
m lieu of the branch via Saint Cloud and Crow Wing to the navigable waters of the
l\,ecl River there might be constructed a new branch line having its southwestern t ermmus at any point on the ex isting line between the Palls of Saint Anthony and Cr 8 w
Wing, and extending in a northeasterly direction to the waters of Lake Superior ;
and in its aid there were granted "the alternate sections within six mile limi_ts of
snch new branch line of route * * * withario-htofindemnitybetween
the fitteen
0
mile limits thereof."
By an act approved March 3, 1865 (13 Stat. 526), Congress extended the ti me for
the completion of certain railroads, among which was the one under consideration,
~nd declared: "That the quantity of lands granted to the State of Minnesota, to ~id
m the construction of certain railroads in said State, as indicated in the first s~c t wn
of an act entitled 'An act making· a grant of land to the Territory of Minnesota. in
alternate sections, to aid in the construction of certain railroads in said Territory
* * * approved March 3, eighteen hundred and fifty-seven,' shall be increased to
ten sections per mile for each of said railroads and branches, subject to any a nd a11
limi"ta~ions conta~ned in said act and subsequent H.cts, and as hereinafter provid ed: "
Sectwn 2 prov1ded that the first·proviso in the first section of the act aforesa1d
should be so amended as to read as follows, to wit: "P1·ovided, That the land t o h e so
located shall in no case be further than twenty miles from the lines of.said roads and
. branches,. to aid. in. the constr.uction of which said grant is made."
By sectwn 3 similar exceptiOn to tbat contained iii th e grant of 18S'7 was m ade of
~ancls reser":'ed to the United States for purposes of internal improvement; but that
It was pro-yrded "that any lands which may have been granted to the T erritory or
State of Mmnesota for the purpose of aiding in the construct.ion of any railroad, which
lands may be located within the limits of this ex tension of said grant or grants, shall
be, deducted from .the full .quantity of lands hereby granted," &c.
.
Th~ fourth sectw.n provide<l ''that the sections alJd parts of sections of land , \V hiCh
b.y sa1d acts and th1s grant shall r emain to the United States within ten wile 0 11 each
SI~e of said ~oads and branches, shall not be sold for less than double the minimum
1mce of pub he lands when sold, nor shall any of said lands become subject to sal e at
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private entry until the sa;m.e shall h.ave been firs~ offered at public sale to the highest
bidder at or above the mmmmm pnce as aforesmd."
·
'fhe sixth section of the act provided for the disposal of the lands, the certification
by the governor to the Secretary of the Interior upon the completion of !l'ny section
of ten consecutive miles, and the patenting of lands granted not exceedmg ten sec·
tions per mile.
By an act of March 3, 1871 (16 Stat., 588), Congress provided that, upon certain
conditions, the Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad Company "may so alter and amend
its branch lines that instead of constructing ·a road from Crow Wing to Saint Vincent, and from Saint Cloud to the waters of Lake Superior, it may locate and construct in lieu thereof a line from Crow Wing to Brainerd, to intersect with the Northern Pacific, if if if with the same proportional grant of lands, to be taken in the
same manner along said altered line as is provided for the present lines by existing
laws."
By act of March 3,1873 (17 Stat., 6:U), the time for the completion of the road from
Saint Anthony to Brainerd was extended to December 3, 1873.
By act ·of June 22, 1874 (18 Stat., 203), the time for the completion of said brauch
{among others) was extended upon certain conditions, until March 3, 1876. The company did not accept the conditions of that act, and upon that ground it has since been
declared by the Interior Department inoperative.
Furt,her legislative action by Congress has not been taken, but the S!ate, ?Y an act
approved March 1, 1877, resumed the grant tberetofore held by the sa1d Samt Paul
and Pacific Railroad Company, appertaining to the uncompleted portion between
Watab and Brainerd, and conferred it upon a company to be organized in manner
provided. In the event of a failure by said company to do and perform certain things
within a specified time, then any company or corporation then organized, or to be
t hereafter organized, upon the performance of certain requirements was to succeed to
the rights intended to be conferred by the act, &c.
Under this legislation the Western Railroad Company of Minnesota, a corporation
duly qualified, succeeded to those rights, and completed and equipped the said line of
road between \Vatab and Brainerd aforesaid, as appears from satisfactory evidence
presented to your Department.
All objections known to the Interior Department to the approval of the lands due
to the company having been removed, on February 18, ltl79, you directed the General
Land Office to prepare lists of lands inuring to the grant and sabmit them for your
a-pproval. Accordingly, on AprilS of that year, a list containing 121,50~.31 acres of
land, found to be vacant, and lying within ten miles of the road, was submitted to
yon and received your approval on the 11th of the same month, and on the 21st pattmt was regularly executed.
A request is now made by the company for patent of the lands embraced in the indemnity selection, covering 153,089.34 acres; and in order to properly decide upon this
request, you submit to me two inquiries:
1. Is the grant of March 3, 1857, as altered or amended by the act of March 3, 1865,
to be treated as a grant of quantity in the sense that the railroad is to be entitled to
receive ten sections of land for each and every mile of road constructed by it?
2. Whether this be so or not, is the railroad company entitled to indemnity for tho
sections of land which may have been sold by the United States, or pre-empted, pr1; vious to the original grant of March 3, 1857¥
•
1. The grant of March 3, 1857, was a grant of "every alternate section ofland, designated by odd numbers, for six sections in width on each side of each of said roads and
branches:' This grant was therefore a grant of lands in place. It was a grant of pm·ticular parcels (sections) of land lying within prescribed lateral limits to the road,
each of which was definitely marked out and numbered by the public surveys, and to
each of which the grant attached by distinct terms of description. The indemnity
which was provided for by the 11rant of lands ~11 lieu of such of the lands thereby
granted as might be found, upon the definite location of the road, to have been preempted or sold, was equally precise, as such lieu lands were to be selected "from the
lands of the United State!'! nearest to the tiers of sections above specified, so much
land, in alternate sections or parts of sections, as shall be equal to such lands as the
United States have sold, or otherwise appropriated, or to which the rights of preemption have attached, a8 aforesaid." Such indemnity lands so located were to be in
no case farther than fifteen miles from the lines of said roads or branches.
The fourth section of the act provided for a disposition by the Territory or future
State of the lands granted, and contemplated that the road itself was to be built in
divisions of a continuous len~th of twenty miles each, the Territory or future State
being entitled to sell a quantity of land not exceeding 120 sections for each division
of twenty miles.
Upon consideration of this act, I am of opinion that no grant was intended which
should be considp.r ed one of quantity as distinguished from a grant of lands in place.
'l'he location of the lands granted, and of the indemnity lands, is definitely stated.
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Both the granted lands and the indemnity-lands together are in pf?iut ot" quanti~ not
to exceed 1:W sections for every twenty miles of road. The quantity m1ght obnonsly
be less than 120 sections· as under the oTant (which is limited to the odd numbered
sections lying within th~ width of six s~ctions on each sid·' of the road, and does ~ot
call for an amount of land equal t.o the one-half of six sections in width .on each s1~e
of the road) a claim to six sections for every linear mile of the road and Its branche~.
including all sinuoshies and deflections from a straight line, would not ~e te?able:
!tnd thi.s according to what is deemed by me to l>e well-settle~ law. (5 .o~m. , n1 .)
If this was not a grant of quantity, but a grant of lands m place, d1d It become a
gra.nt of quantity by the operation of the statute of 18o5 Of
•
•
'I'he w.ord "quantity'; is undoubtedly used ns a convenient mode of d_e~1gnatmg
the poss1b~e amount of lands granted, and the first section of the act of 18~n m,?rea ed
the quantity of lands granted to the State of Minnesota., by the act of 18<>7,
to ten
sections per mile for each of said railron.ds and 1Jranches, subject to any ai?d al!
limitations contained in said act and subsequent acts, aml as hereinafter pro.vJ~ed.'·
The effect of this i~ to amend the act of 1657 by substHuti~g for ~be :vor~ "SIX' t~e
word "ten,'' and, If the rest, of the act be taken into cons1deratwn, It w1ll "be at•sisfwtorily seen that this is the full scope of the first section. An a.ttempt is made. to
give to the word "limitations" in the clause a,bove quoted the narrow :wd peculiar
sense which it bears in the real estate law; but this seems to me to be unwarranted.
The meaning to be attributed to this clause hi not difierent irom that which it "ould
have if it read ''subject to all the terms and conditions in the act of March 3, 1857.'~
'l'be second section of the act of 1855, provides that the location of the laud "shall
i~ n? ease be further tba.n twenty miles from the lines of said roads and branch ~s, .to
mel m the construction of each of which said grant is made." The granted limit
having been extended from six to ten, the indemnity limits are thus extended from
fifteen to twenty.
The fourth sectiou of the same act renews the provision in the original ac~, that tJ;te
landR wllich ''shall remain to tlle United States, within ten miles on each. stde.of sm.d
roads and branches, shall not be sold. for less than double the minimum prJCe of public
lands when sold," contemplating that the United States is under this act, as under the
act of 1857, to own the even sections.
The sixth section provides for the construction of the roa,d in eli visions of ten miles
in. length each, and the lands granted and selected, not e~ceeding ten sectio~s per
mile, are to be selected opposite to and wi1 bin a. limit of twenty miles of the lme of
the completed division, extending along the whole length thereof. The ~se of_ t.he
phrase "not exceeding ten sections per mile" indicates that, owing to the smuos1t1es
of the road, less than ten sections. per mile may actually become due to the State f<?r
the construction of a mile of road. By this section it is also contemplated that It
may be that the indemnity lands within particular divisions of ten miles, may not be
suffi('ient ~o compensate the loss in the granted lands appertaining to such divisions,
and provision is made for such deficiency by a claus.e which may, perhaps, better be
considered in connection with the second branch of your inquiry .
. This case is readily distinguishable from the case of the United States vs. The Burlmgton and Missouri River Railroad Company, in Nebra.s ka, where the grant was held
to be one of quantity as distinguished from a grant of land ·in place. From the language us~d in that case, the grant was distinctly a grant to the amount of. ten alt.ernate .s~ctwns; there were no lateral limits to the grant, and there was no mdemmty
provisiOn. It was thus well held to be a grant of an amount of land by way of conpensation for the public service of constructing the ra,i lroad.
In the view of the applicant it would seem that this grant is at first a grant of lands
in place, and that afterwards it becomes a grant of lands by the qua.ntity. It can
hardly bear this double character. Were this so, the indemnity woulJ be used, nt?t
to compensate the applicant for that which H had lost alone, but, further, to giYe It
the be~efit of an additional grant.
.
In duect answer to your first inquiry, I am, then, of opinion that the grant IS to
be tre:;tted as a grant of lands in place, as distinguished from a grant of an amount or
quantity of land.
~· .The second inquiry proposed, in view of the remarks that have ueen made. in
opmwns of the learned judrres
of the Supreme Court undoubtedl:v presents a questwn
0
'
•
of considerable difficult.y.
It is understood that tlp to the time oft be decision of the case of the Leaven woiihr
Lawre_nce and Galveston Railroad Company 1·s. 'flle United States (2 Otto, 733), !herule of the Department had been to indemnify the ra,ilrou.<l not only for lands which
bad ~een sold or pre-empted after the date of the passage of the granting act, but
prevJOut~ thereto, and that in consequence of the remarks made in that case the rul ehas been changed.
The case referreu to involved the title t.o the Osa!!e Indian lands in the State of
Kansas; the qnl'stiou being whether said lands were reserved to the United tate
under the provisions of the Indin.n treaty, aud al. o nnder the last provi o of the fir. t
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section of th'e act of March 3, 1863, or were granted to the State of Kansas, under the
act of 18fl3, to aid in the construction of railroads. It wa.s held that those lands never
passed by the grant to the State of Kansas or the railroad companies; that they wero
reserved' and excepted out of it, and, therefore, that the patents which had issued
therefor had improvidently issued. To that extent the decision is undoubted authority, and it must be held, therefore, that all lands reserved to the United States by
an act of Congress, or in any other manner by competent authority, for the purpose
of aiding in any object of internal improvement, or for any other purpose. whatever,
nuder the last proviso of the first section of the act of March 3, 1857, do not pass to
the railroad companies, nor are said companies entitled to indemnity therefor. In
commenting, m·guendo, upon the indemnity clause, Mr. Justice Davis remarks: "The
words employed show clearly that its only purpose is. to give sections beyond that
limit" (the original ten mile limit), "for those lost within it by the action of the Government, between the date of the grant and the location of the road." But it is to be
observed that he does not rest his decision upon this point, but upon the fact heretofore adverted to, that the lands in question (whose ownership he was then discussing)
were excepted from the grant made. His remark, therefore, is a dictum entitled only
to the weight which is given to the dicta of eminent judges.
In the case of the United States vs. The Burlington and Missouri River Ra.ilroad (8
Otto,' 334), the main question under discussion was whether the grant was or was not
a grant of a specific amount of quantity of land. It was held to be one of quantityr
and the selection of the land was subject, in the opinion of Mr. Justice Field, to certain limitations, the fourth of which was that it must not have been sold, reserved,
or otherwise disposed of by the United States, and a pre-emption or homestead claim
must not have attached to it at the time the line of the road was definitely located.
In this case, however, there was no question of indemnity. Upon this part of the
case, the grant being held to be one of quantity, the only inquiry was where the lands
':ere to be selected which were to make np the quantity to which the road was entitled. The mere fact that in considering this question Mr. Justice Field, spea.k ing
of many other grants, incidentally remarks that they are intended to provide ''for
the selection of ln.nd elsewhere, to make up any deficiency arising from the disposition
of a portion of it within such limit, between the elate of the act and the location of
~he road," cannot be considered as a distinct expression of opinion by that learned
JUdge that in a case like this only deficiencies were to be compensated when land had
been disposed of by sale or pre-emption after the elate of the act.
On the other band, Mr. Justice Harlan, in an opinion (concurred in by the circuit
and district judges) in the case of the Madison and Portage Railroad Company 1:s. The
Treasurer of the State of Wisconsin, &c. (circuit court of the United States for the
western ~istrict of Wisconsin), in commenting upon the mode in w hicli .deficiencies
of lands ~n place were to be made up from indemnity limit, says:
"In supplying deficiencies, it must be b;y sections, whether full or fractional, and
by legal subdivisions. Deficiencies in place, limits caused by sales or pre-emption previous to the location of routes, whether before or after the passage of the acts, may be
suppli~d from the indemnity limits."
·
In v1ew of these conflicting expressions, it would seem to me that the safer course
for the Department would be to return to its original construction; and, while it holds
that all lands reserved to the United States by any act of Congress, or in other manner by competent authority, do not pass to the railroad company, and that there can
be no inde~nity therefor, also to bold that, when lands have been sold or pre-empted
along the hne of the road within its granted limits, there should be indemnity for the
lands thus lost, even if such sale or pre-emption took place previonr3 to the elate of the
grant. This construction is in no wise in conflict with the decision made in the case
of the ~eaven~orth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad. It gives the compa.ny. no
~Itlet? mdemmtyfor lands reserved from and excepted out of the grant, but does entitle
It to mdemnity when within the granted limits there Rre found lands which have
been sol~ by the United States, or pre-empted, whether such sale or pre-emption took
place pnor or subsequently to the passage of the act of 1857, and prior or subsequently to the definite location of the road. But this indemnity can be carried no
further than to compensate the railroad for the lands which it has thus lost. It cann~t ~e e~tended so far as to indemnify the road for lands which were never included
Withm I~s gr~nt. WberA, therefore (act of March 6, 1865, sec. 6), a, division of ten
consec~ltive miles of road has been completed, the railroad ·is entitled to lands, not
exce~dmg .te~ sections a mile, situated opposite to and within the limits of 20 miles of
the line of sa1d road, and within the lateral limits of the division. If such lands are
not found within the granted limits of ten miles on each side of the road, then t.bey
may ?e obtained by the road within the corresponding indemnity limits. Until the
~o~d Is finally. completed, this is to be the arrangement as division after eli visi.on is
ii~1s~ed. As 1t may happen, however, that on certain divisions there may be neither
WI~bm the granted limits, nor within the indemnity limits, sufficient public lands to
satisfy the grant for such divisions, while on other divisions there may ~ave been no
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defici~ncy, or there may have been ~ore than enough within the iJ?-demnity limi_ts
to satisfy the deficiency, provision is made by which, at the completiOn of the railroad, the Secretary of the Interior "shall issue to the said State patents to all tJ;Ie
rex;naining lands granted for and on account of said completed road and bmnches m
this act, situate within the said limits of 20 miles from the line thereof throughou-t
~be en~ire length of said road and branches." This Jangup.ge must be construed as
mtendmg that when the road is fully completed, as reqmred by law, the company
so completing is entitled to lands in any or all divisions of its entire length !o _make
up the losses sustained in any one division. But the scheme of the act d1s_tmctly
shows that these selections are confined to such alternate odd-numbered sectwns a
remain undisposed of in the respective divisions. It was only these secti?ns wh~ch
~ere includ~d within either the granted or the indemnity limits. And t~e rndemmty
IS not made m order that the road shall have necessarily a hundred sectwns of land
for each ten miles in length of its road but only so far as it is required to make the
grant good. If there were, therefore 'reservations within the granted limits to the
United States, or if the road was not ~ntitled to one hundred sections of land for any
~en miles. c~n~structed by it in consequence of the curvatur.e or sin~o~ities of t~e road
1~ tb~t ~hV:ISion, t.bere can be no indemnity for a de:fic~ency thus ar1smg. The rnd.emmty IS limited stnctly by the sections lost in place, whiCh were granted by the Umted
States, but were previously or subsequently sold or pre-empted.
.
In direct answer to your second inquiry, I am, therefore, of opinion that the road 18
entitled to indemnity, provided the lands can be found within the proper limits, for
t~1e_lands which it may have lost by reason of the fact that lands within the granted
hm1ts were sold or pre-empted previously or subsequently to the date of the grant.
I~ view of the interest manifested in the questions submitted by you, on account of
~heir relation to other railroads as well as the one immediately concerned, I hav~ felt
It .my duty fully to bear arguments of all other parties who have deemed that nghts
might be lllffected by any opinion which should be given in the present case.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
·
CHAS. DEVENS,
Attorney-General.
Hon. CARL SCHURZ,
Secretm·y of the Inttwior.
E.
OPINION OF SECRETARY OF THE JN'l'ERIOR AND ATTORNEY-GENERAL
IN CASE OF SOUTHERN MINNESO'l'A RAILWAY EXTENSION COMPANY'S
CLAIM ~:OR LANDS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, December 5, 1879.
8IR: I transmit herewith a copy of the opinion of the Attorney-General, dated the
29th. ulti~o, in reply ~o c~rtain inquiries submitted by me February 1~ last, in co~
nectwn w1th the applwatwn of the governor of Minnesota to have certamlands certified fo~ the benefit of the Sout.hern Minnesota Railway Extension Company.
·
I~ will be observed that the Attorney-General is of the opinion that the lands opposite the four sections of 10 miles each constructed since February 25, 1877, the date
when the grant became snbject to forfeiture, should be certitied to the State, in view
of the fact that no act, legislative or judicial, bas been taken to revest the title of the
United States.
I concur in this opinion, and your office will be governed accordingly in the adjustm~nt of the grant. The -papers and maps submitted to the Attorney-Genern.l are herewith returned to your office.
Very respectfully,
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.
The COMMISSIONER OF TilE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,

Washington, November 29, 1879.
SIR: Your letter of February 19, 1879, informs me that by an act of Congress approv~d July 4, 18~6 \14 Statutes, 87), there was granted to the State of Minnesota
certam laJ?-dS to a;~d m tho construction of a line of railroad from Houston, through
the count1es of I<~llmoro, Mower, Freeborn, aud Faribault, to the western boundary
of the State. Tlns grant was accepted b:v tbe lerrislature of the State of Minnesota.
Febdrucary 25, 1867, and the lands in question O'ran~d to the Southern .Miuuesota Railroa
ompauy.
"'
Ma-ps of the definite location of this road were approved by the board of uirectors
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()f the company, a.nd filed in the General Land Office, as follows: From a point in
township 104, range 8 wes~, to a poi~t in township 103, range 18 west, 3;dopted by
resolution of the board of directors of the company Jan nary 1, 1E67, rece1ved at the
General Land Office February 11, 1867; from a point in town~hip 103, range 18 wes~,
to a point in township 104, range 37 west, n.dopte<l by resolutwn of the board of directors November 29, 1866, and received at the General Land Office December 10, 1866;
from a point in township 104, range 37 west, to a point in township 10~, range 39
west, adopted by resolution of the board of directors October 24: 18f56, received at the
General Land Office December 10, 1866; from a point in township 104, range 39
west, to the western boundary of the State. Survey ordered by resolution of the
board of directors December ~, 18{;)9, and the map received at the General Land Office
May 4, 1871.
The company constructed the road from Htmston to Winnebago City, in township
104, range 28 west, prior to February 25, 1877, at which date, in the event of a failure
to complete the road, it was provided that the lands granted and not patented should
revert to the United States. (See t.he proviso to the fourth section of the act of July
4, 1866, above mentioned.)
By an act of the legislature of the State of Minnesota, approved March 6, 1878, all •
the lands, rights, powers, and privileges granted to and conferred upon the State of
Minnesota by the act of Congress approved July 4, 18fj6, appertaining to t.he uncompleted line of ro~d of the Southern Minnesota Railroad Company (viz, the line from
Winnebago City to the western boundary of the State), were granted, transferred,
and vested in the Southern Minnesota Railway Extension Company, under certain
eonditions, among others that the road should be constructed to the village of Jackson, in Jackson County, before the end of the year 1879, and to tbe west line of the
State before the end of the year 18t:l0.
The Department of t.he Interior is in receipt of a map and accompanying evidence,
establishing the fact that the Southern Minnesota Railway Extension Company, be·
t ween Aprill6, 1878, and December 2, 1878, constructed a line of railroad from Winnebago City (the western terminus oftheroadconstructedpriortoFebrua.ry25, 1877),
t o a point in township 102, range 35 west, in Jackson County, a distance of forty-three
continuous miles of road. From Jackson to the western boundary of the State is a
distance of nearly one hundred miles; and under the act ofthe Minnesota legislature,
approved March 6, 1878, the road must be completed to the west line of the State before the end of the year 1880. It appears by your letter that the governor of Minnesota has :filed with the Department a request for a patent to the State of the lands
granted opposite the four sections of constructed road, of ten consecutive miles each,
between Winnebago City and the village of Jackson, in Jackson County, as provided
in the fourth section of the granting act .
. You state that you have hesitated to comply with this request, as the time provided
In the granting act for the completion of the road expired February 25, 1877, ten years
fro m the date of the acceptance of the grant by the State of Minnesota.
The line of road constructed in the year 187~ by the Southern Minnesota Rail way
Extension Company deviates from the line of definite location of the road adopted
by the board of directors of the Southern Minnesota Railroad Company November
29, 1866. At Jackson, the western terminus of the road, the variation is ten miles.
East of that point, and between the same and Winnebago City, the variation is from
one to six or eight miles from the line as located in 1866. ·
It will be observed that the granting act only designated through what counties the
road shall pass east of and including Faribault County.
In view of these facts you submit to me the following questions:
." 1. Ts this Departm ent authorized, under the law, to issue patents to the State of
Mmnesota for the lands opposite that portion of the road constructed in sections often
~onsecutive miles each since February 25_. 1877, the date at which, according to the
fourth section of the act of July 4, 1866, it was provided, in the event that the road
was not completed, tha.t the lands not patented should revert to the United States?
. "2. Should the Department accept proof of the construction of the road on a line
<~lff~rent from the one originally adopted and approved, if constructed within the
hunts of the grant as first located'
·
1. ~8 to the effect of the p1·oviso to !.hefoU'rUt section of the act of July 4, 1866:
While the part of t.he road to which your inquiries relate was not completed within
the time limited by law, no attempt has been made to enforce any forfeiture of the
land~ granted to the State of Minnesota, or by any means, legislative or other, .to revest
the_tttle in the United States. The question whether the State of Minnesota may still
clmm, under the act of Congress, lands which have been earned by the construction of
the roa~ since the expiration of the period is determined by the case of Schulenberg
v. ~arflman (21 Wall., 44). This was the case of a grant of lands to the State of
vV1sconsin, to aid in the construction of a certain railroad within that State, by an act
of June 3, 1856. 'I'he langnage there nsed in reference to t,h e condit.ion upon which
the grant mi~ht. he (l<'f<'atell h,v J1on-complf\tion of the roa.d within ten years was as
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fol1ows: "No further sales shaH be made and the lands 1m~olc:l shall r evert to •. e
United States." The road. had not been e~mpleted within 1he time r equired for 1 -construction, which had not been extended and Conaress had passed no act, nor tak n
any judicial proceedina to enforce any forfeiture of the grant for failure to con truethe road within the pe~·iod prescribed. Upon thi8 state of facts it was held tha~ a
pres~nt interest was passed.b.Y the grant to the .S tate of ~i~c?nsin; ~hat t he pron . •
;vas m the nature-of a comhtwn subsequent; that the proh1 b1twn ag~mst f urther _al ,
If ~he road were not completed added nothing to the force of the proviso, b ecau e ace satwn of salP.s was necessarily implied in the condition that the lands should ~e,ert: lm
t?a~ if the condition were not enforced the power to sell continued as b_efore Its breacl .
l1m1ted only by th~ objects of the grant and the ma:nnm:of sal~ pr~s~nbed by t~e :cr ·
a nd that, as no actwu had been taken either by leg1slatwn or .JudiCial proc.eedu~g · t
enforce a forfeiti1re or revest the title in the United States, thttt tHle remamed ?11 tb _
State as completely as it existed on the day that the title by location of the lme o!
t?-e railroa~ acquired precision :md became attached to the ttdjoining alternate ~ec
twns. In d1rect answer to your inqniry upon this point, I therefore reply that t.he
.tDepartmeut is authorized by law to issue patents to the State of Minnesot a opposi~e
that portion of t h e road constructed in sections often consecutive miles F ebr n:uy ~'?·
1877, the date at which, according to the fourth section of the act of July 4, 1 66, 1
was provided, in the event that the road was not completed, that the lands n ot patented
should revert to ihe United States and this for the reason above stated , t hat no act,
legislative or judicial, h as been taken to revest the tit.le of the United S tates.
Su:pplementary to this inquiry, I perhaps should add that, on exami nation of tbe
r elatwns between the Southern Minnesota Railway Extension Company and the
Southern Minnesota Railroad Company; it appears that the title granted to the ol~
C?mpany was forf~ited to the State of Minnesota by reason of ~he fact th.at t.~e condJtwns a~nexed to It wer e not performed; und that this forfeiture was 1mpl~edly asserted m the act making a ()'rant to another company. (Farnsworth t·s. Mmnesota
and Pacific Railroad Compa~y, 2 Otto, 50.)
2. As to the effect of change of line:
.
So far as the lands now in question are concerned, it is not important wheth er the
road was complet ed on the location of 18fi6 or whether it is completed on the pr~sent
constn;1cted line, .sin.ce, under the terms of the grant, precisely the sam.e lan~s 'Y1ll be
fo~md m place w1thm the ten-mile limit in either c-ase. They are alike w1thm te;n
miles of the location of 1i:l66 and 1 en miles of the constructed road. The fact t h at 1f
the constructed line bad been the line of original location other lands in andit ion to
these now sought would have been withdrawn from the market, cannot affect the
question of the right to these lands which actually were wit,hdrawn from the mar~et.
How far a railroad is authorized, after having made and filed a map of its locatwn,
to change such location and build upon a new and different line, does not seem n ecessary to be considered in the present case.
The facts in the present ease, as they appear from your statement and an examination of the legislative act, indicate that there was no proper location by which the
roa?, or any other parties interested, could be bound until after the act of the State
legislature of February 25, 186i. A location was made in 1836, after the act of Congre~s bad been passed granting the lands to the State of Minnesota, but uefo~e t~e
legislature had accepted the trust connected with the land grant. That locatiOn IS
w?-at is termed the old line or location of 1866. The maps of this location were transmitted by the g~vernor to the Secretary of the Interior December 4, 1866. 'Vhe~,
however, the legislature of the State accepted the grant-which was on February ~'
1867-tbe act by which they accepted it (referred to in your letter) required th-e hue
as constructed to run to Fremont and thence to Jackson.
This was a legislative modification of the line which constituted a statutory direction to its own offlcers, .and to the company, and appears to have been fully understood at the General Land Office. The road cannot he considered to have received an
official definite location until after the acceptance by the legislature, which acceptance
conte~plated t~is. modification. The present constructed road appears to deviate
only from the or1g1nal survey to such an extent as was necessary to cause it to conform
to the requirements of the legislativA act. Waivina therefore, as before indicated,
any discussion of the question how far railroads wbi~l1 have filed locations are genera~ly authorized in construction to deviate therefrom, I answer your inquiry by
saymg that tb~ De~artment should accept proof of the construction .of tbe r oad,
~lthougl~ on a hue different from the one originally approved, and . cert.1fy the lauds
m questwn.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS. DEVENS,
Attorney- Gen eral.
Ron. CARL Scuunz,
Secnta,ry of the Intel'iol'.
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P.
HASTINGS AND DAKOTA RAILHOAD, DECISION OF SECRETARY Or' THE
INTERIOH. AS TO LAND GRANT OF.
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTElnOH,

Wa8hington, .Ll.p?·il17,

18~0.

SIR : By act of July 4, 11-\66 (14 Statutes, p. 87), a grant was ma,de to the State of
Minnesota in aid of a railroad from Hastings, through the counties of Dakota, Sco~t,
Carver, and McLeod, to such point on the western boundnry of the State as the legis~
Jature might determine.
This grant was accepted by the State March 7, 1867. Prior to that time, viz, on
the 4th of January, 1867, the governor had approved a map of definite location, which
was, at some time prior to the 4th day of April, 1807, placed on file ~u this Department.
Certain modifications and adjustments were made to carry the construction of t.he
road through several towns named in the act of acceptance, and all questions relating
to the location of the road as far west as Glencoe, in the county of McLeod, are con~
sidered as settled. I think the action of the State authorities and of the company
grantee in allowing the line to remain unchanged from Glencoe westward and to rest
in the Department files unchallenged, the lands along the route having been :~lso with~
drawn within the lateral limits of such line to satisfy the grant, must be treated as a
clear recognition of the same as a line of definite location from w hicb the grant cannot
now be floateQ..
·
January 10, 1879, the governor forwarded a certified map of construction running
fi·om Glencoe to Montevideo, a distance of eighty miles, and on the 12th of January
la~t he supplemented the same by a map from the latter point westward to Ortonville
on the boundary of the State, a distance or forty~five miles; and request is now pending
for certificatiou of the granted lands in favor of the Hastings an ct. Dakota Railroad
Company, upon whom the grant bas been conferred by the State. An inspection of the
maps tiled shows a departure in construction from the line of definite location, the
variation in distance amounting at some points to six or seven miles on the portion east
of Montevideo, and from a few rods to about three or four miles to the westward of that
station. The road from a point in range 38 runs north of the Minnesota River, while
the original line crossed at that point and followed the south bank. Notwithstanding
these deviations it is claimed by the grantee that the road has been completed in sub~
stantial compliance with law, and whatever deviation is shown has been caused
hy material difficulties ancl obstructions, which rendered the old route impracticable,
and fully explain and justify the modification and correction of the line.
To establish thf'~<e allegations certain letters and staterrients of engineers of the com~
pauy were filed, which, JJOt, befng upon oath, were not recognized as sufficient.
I am now in receipt of corrollorative affidavits from the following parties: Gates A.
~ohnson, who, as engineer of the company, made the origiBal survey and located the
hue as tiled in 1ti67; A. B. Rodgers, the present chief engineer, who has had charge of
the !?cation a.ucl construction of the completed road; D. C: Shepard, a civil engineer
of tlmty years' experience; a.nd R. H. L. Jewett, civ-il engineer and surveyor, who ex~
ecnted in t.he field the United Stntes surveys of the townships for fifty miles along tho
route, an~l who has acted, by appointment from the governor: as State inspector of
<!onst.ructwn and equipment of newly-built railroads in Minnesota.
These a:ll speak hom nersonal examination and knowledge of the locality and lines.
From the1r statements it appears that the Jine as originally run crossed a very rough
C?untry of deep gorges and ravines, called •' Coolies," which would have rendered very
<.hfficult and expensive the construction of the road; that the .Minnesota bottoms are
<!omposed. almost entirely of granite, rendering en.rthwork impossible and compelling
th.e use of trest.le-work and bridging; that a bridge across the river must have been a
m~le or more in length, costing from one~ half million to one million dollars; that the
tr1uutar:y known as H~wk Creek is au immense gorge lying along and nearly parallel
~o the nvor, aud that 1t could not be crossed successfully below the present line near
1t~ head; th!1t to cross lower down would necessitate a steep grade to reach the sum~
-!lllt and. agam descend to the river, the distance being so f'hort as to render the attempt
1mpract1eable; that to cross the river at the point fixed would also require a bridge
a~ross the Yellow Medicine, and the bridging of numerous creeks, alw requiring miles
of e!llbankments across river bot.toms subject to overflow, where embankments would
be hable to wash out; that thu;e and other difficulties and expenses, recited in detail,
have been avoided by the pret~entlocatioo, which is on a directandpracticahleroute,
and ~ccommodates thriving and well-populated settlements, while the lands eouth of
th~ nver and on the Sionx Reserve are comparatively unsettled and unprodnctive.
'Without further discussion of these papers, which are transmitted with the other pa~
J.>ers before me for your files, I conclude that the deviations in question cannot justly
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be objected to or held to destroy the identity of the road, and, following the principles indicated in my communication of the 9th instant in the case of the McGregor
road, I ha.ve to direct that the lands be certified in sntisfaction of the grant.
Very respectfully,
C. SCHURZ, Secretary.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

G.
RAILROADS IN WISCONSIN-WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD, AS TO L.Al\TD
GRANT TO, FORMERLY PORTAGE. WINNEBAGO AND SUPERIOR RAIT.ROADS.
[Decisions amr accompanying papers, exhibits G, H, R, L 1, L 2, L 3 , M, N 1, N 2.]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., Not,ember 16, 1877.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith for approval list No.8 of selectiops by
the Wisconsin Central R.ailroad Company, containing 102, 73~.49 acres, granted rn the
Ea.u Clare, Wausau, and Bayfield districts, Wisconsin, by the act of Congress approved
May 5,1864.
·
In this connection I desire to state that an examination of the records of this office
show that the number of acres in odd-numbered sections within the granted or tenmile limits of said road is 1,377,363.93.
~he. numb~r of acres disposed of by the Government · prior to the passag~ of the
grantmg act 1s 789,6:!2.00, the number of acres disposed of subsequent to said da.te,
but prior to the definite location of the line of the road,.is 161,659.53. The quantrty
patented to the company within the gra.nted limits aggregated 240,363.54 acres, and the
quantity patented within the indemnity limits amounts to 20:3,459.62 acres.
It has been the practice of this office and Depa.rtment, since the inauguration of the
railroad land-grant system, to allow indemnity for all lands lost to the grant by
rea.son of sale, reservation, &c., prior to the definite location of the road, but by the
decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of the Lea.venworth,
Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company vs. United Sto.tes (2 Otto), it would appear that that practice was erroneous; that indemnity could only be allowed for land
sold or disposed of after the passage of the granting act.
On this subject the court says: "* * * the only purpose of that clause [ind~m
nity] is to give la.nds outside of the ten-mile limits for those lost inside by the actiOn
of the Government in keeping the land offices open between the date of the granting
act and the location of the road."
Applying this rule to the grant nuder consideration the company has received
patents for 41,820.09 acres in t>xcess of the indemnity authorized by the granting act.
The tracts embraced in the list herewith, together with those heretofore se~ected
and patented, aggregate ::J43,096.03 acres, leaving yet unselected 83,006.37 acres rn the
granted limits.
It is proposed by Mr. W. K. Mendenhall, resident attorney for the company, that theGovernment issue patents for the tracts embraced in the list now submitted, and authorize the selection of the 83,006.37 acres aforesaid, but that the Ia.st amount shall
be. withheld from patent until arrangements can be made by which the excess indemntiy patented ca.n be reconveyed to the United States.
I would recommend that this proposition be a.cceded to.
The company has selected and paid fees upon 167,072.14 acres of indemnity lands,
which have not, as yet, been patented. It is desired that the fees thus paid may be
applied to the tracts in the granted limits yet to be selected. I would recommend
that this request be denied. The selections were made under a supposed correct construction of the grant, a.nd the fees paid thereon were for services performed by the
local officers. I do not believe that because the selections were erroneously made
that the additional labor of examining and certifying a second list should be imposed
upon the local officers.
UJ?-der the first section of the act of July 1,1864, it is held that the registers and
receivers are each entitled to receive a fee $1 for each selection of 160 acres, and I
am of opinion that tho company should be required to pay the prescribed fees thereby,
sho~ld the selection of the tracts in the granted limits be authorized .
.I I~ close herewith two letters from Mr. Mendenh<tllnpon the subject of this commu·
mcatwn, dated October 4 and 18, 1877.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Hon., C. ScnuRz,
Secretary of the Interior.

Cornrnissioner.
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H.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, December 26, 1877.
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 16th ultimo, transmitting for approval list No.
8 of selections by the Wisconsin Central Railway Company, containing 102,732.49acres, granted in the Eau Claire, Wausau, and Bayfield districts, Wisconsin, by the
act of Congress approved May 5, 1864, I have to state that I have this day approved the
same, and it is here'Yith returned.
In your communication you state that the records show that there a,re 1,377,383.93
acres within the granted or 10-mile limits of said company's road; that the number
of acres disposed of by the Government prior to the granting act was 789,622 acres;
and that the number of acres disposed of between the date of the granting act and
the definite location of the road was 161,659.53 acres; and that the quantity patented to the company within the idemnity limits amounts to 203,459.62 acres.
The Supreme Court of the United States, in its elaborate decision in the case of the
Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company vs. The United States,
reaffirmed the doctrine formerly announced "that a tract lawfully appropriated
to any purpose becomes thereafter severed from the mass of public lands, and that
no subsequent law or proclamation will be construed to embrace it or to operate upon
it, although no exception be rp.ade of it.
It follows that land la1ojully sold or disposed of by the United States prior to the
passage of the act granting lands to the State of ·wisconsin was excepted from the
operation of said grant, and, if so, no indemnity can be obtained for the land thus
lost.
·
On this point the court, in the case before cited, says:
''The idemnity clause has been insisted upon. We have before said that the grant
itself was in pm~senti, and covered all the odd sections which should appear, on the
location of the road, to have been within the grant when it was made. The right to
them did nat, however, depend on such location, but attached at once on the making
of the grant. It is true they could not be identified tfntil the line of the road was
marked out on the ground; but, as soon as this was done, it was easy to find them.
If the company did not obtain all of them within the original limit, by reason of the
power of sale or reservation retained by the United States. it was to be compensated
by an equal amount of substituted lands. 'l'he latter could not, on any contingency,
be selected within that limit; and the attempt to give this effect to the clause receives
no support, either in the scheme of the act or in anything that has been urged by
counsel. It would be strange, indeed, if the clause had been intended to perform the
office of making a new grant within the ten-mile limit, or enlarging the one already
~ade. Instead of this, the words employed show clearly that its only purpose is to·
g1ve sections beyond that limit for those lost within it by the action of the Govern~ent between the date of' the grant and the location of the road. This construction
gives.effect to the whole statute, and: makes each part consistent with the other. But,
even If the clause were susceptible of a more extended meaning, it is still subject to and
limit~d by the proviso, which excludes all lands reserved at the date of the grant, and
not Simply those found to be reserved when the line Qf the road shall be definitely
fi~ed .. The lattfll· contingency had been provided for in the clause; and, if the proVISO d1d not take effect until that time, it would be wholly unnecessary.
And these
lands being within the terms of the proviso, as we construe it, it follows that they are
absolutely and unconditionally excepted from the grant; and it makes no difference·
whether or not they subsequently b ecame a part of the public lands of the country-.''
The indemnity clause in the act of May 5, 1864 (13 Stat., 66), is in substance the
sa~e as the indemnir,y clause in the act of March 3, 1863 (12 Stat., 772). Applying
this rule to the grant now under consideration, it will be seen that there bas been
patented to the Wisconsin Central Railroad Company 41,800.09 acres in excess of
wba.t it is entitled to.
You are t.herefore instructed to call upon the company to relinquish its claim to
the. said quantity of land, in order that the same may be restored to the public domain .
. It appears from the statement of Mr. Mendenhall, attorney for the company, that
tt has caused to be selecteu 167,072.14 acres as indemnity land, and paid the fees
thereon, amounting to $2,087.13.
Under the rule announced by the court, above cited, these lands cannot be ·p atented
to the company, and the r equest is made that credit be given for the fees thus paid,
to apply on the lands to b e selected in place.
Th.~ .fees thus ~eceive d by t.h e local officers were paid as compensation under the
provisiOn of sectiOn 2238 of the Revised St atutes, for labor actually performed at the
request of the company; and there is no law which authorizes this Department to :&eqmre the local officers to perform the additiona.llabor of making new selections without compensation. Your recommendation that the request be denied is approved.
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~he company also request that in view of the changed practice in the adjustment
of Indemnity lands, it be permitted to relinquish its c]a.im to the lands ~lready pate~ted and ~elect ~thers within its indemnity limits, where m~st convement ~nd desuable. 1 he basis of this request is that under the rule of this Department Ill force
prior to the decision of the Supreme Couft above cited, the company would h ave re?eived all the :vacant lands in the indemnity limits; hence its, selections '!ere made
Ill a body, taking all the ;vacant lands in the several sections along ~he hne of the
road; but under the rule now in force in the Department, the selectiOns w ould be
differently made.
.
The lands for which patents have issued were voluntarily selected by the ?omp~ny.
The Government and the public have been influenced in their action by th1s ~d;JUSt
ment, and I see no sufficient reason why it should be set aside and the add 1t10nal
labor and expense incident to the adjustment of new selections incurred.
The request is therefore denied.
The papers in the case are herewith returned.
Very respectfully,
·
C. SCHURZ,
Seortfa1·y.
1.'he COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

K.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, July 30, 1878.
SIR: I herewith return, with my approval, list No.9, co~taining 29,398.51 acr es of
land in place inuring to the Wisconsin Central Railroad Company, under the act of
Congress approved May 5, 1864, submitted by you on the 29th instant.
I also return the stipulation, dated May 20, 1878, and signed by the company, to
the effect that said company will ask for no further certificates or pateu.ts for lands
within the limits of its gral!t1 "1m til the question as to the excess of indemnity,
which it.is a.Ileged has heretotore
been patented to the company to the amount of
41,800 acres, shall be settled by a relinquishment of the same or by a decision of a
proper tribunal."
You will be governed by the terms of this agreement, until otherwise instructed by
this department.
Very respectfully,
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
L.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., July 29, 1878.
SIR: I have received selections by the Wisconsin Central Railroad Company, under act of Congress approved May 5, 1864, of lands .within the 10-mile limit s of the
grant, amounting, as shown by the accompanying clear list (No.9), to 29,398.51 acres.
In connection therewit h I have also received a letter from the president of the company inclosing au agreement on behalf of the company, conditioned upon approval
and patenting of these selections, "not to ask for any further certificates or pat~nts
{)f l~nd~ w_ithin the limits of its grant until the question as to the excess of indemmty,
whiCh It 1s alleged has h eretofore been patented to the company to the amount of
41,1;00 acres, shall b e settled by a r elinquishment of the same, or by a decision of a
proper tribunal."
From the_ t enor of t he communication accompanying this agreement, and of one
{)f the 20t~ mstant, ~eferred ~o this office by you, both of which, at;td the agreement,
.are heremt~ tmnsm1tted, I mfer that the selection of these lands IS the result of an
nnderstandmg, between the Department and the company in the mutter.
I have therefore examined a,nd certified to the selections in the usual manner, and
lay the list of the same before y on for your action.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commissioner.
Ron. C. SCHURZ
Secreta1·y of the Interior.
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WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY,
Milwaukee, Wis., May 20, 1878.
DEAR SIR: I inclose herewith an agreement, as required by the Secretary of the
Interior, which will entitle this company to an approval of the lists for 30,000 acres
of its grant recently :filed in the Wausau, Eau Claire, and Bayfield offices.
I request that the rule of the Department which requires that lists for approval
shall remain on file five months before patent shall issue may be set aside · in this
()USe.

I understand that the rule was adopted in order to give parties having adverse
daims an opportunity to present proof of their claims and have them acted upon by
the Department.
·
As the lands embraced in our lists were withdrawn from sale in 1869, all claim~ adverse to the title of this cempanymust have been disposed of, and therefore the necessit y for the rule no longer exists. It is of the utmost importance that the company
should receive patents for t he lands embraced in these lists immediately, and I hope
t h e usual five months' delay may be avoided.
·
I have sent you by express a map properly certified by the governor of Wisconsin
a nd the chief engineer of the company, showing the completion of the seventh section-26 miles-north from Stevens Point. This map, with those previously filed in
the General Land Office, completes the line of route of the railroad from Portage to
Stevens Point and from Stevens Point to Ashland.
Very respectfully,
CHAS. L. COLBY,
President.
Hon. J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commissioner of General Land Office, Washington, D. C:
Mr. Marble, solicitor of the Interior Department, drew up the agreement inclosed.

[Wisconsin Central Railroad Company, Charles L. Colby, president.]

MILWAUKEE, WIS., July 20, 1878.
DEAR SIR: A few months ago I had the pleasure of an introduction to you through
Gov. William E. Smith, and you favored me with one or two personal interviews in
r egard to our land grant, which you doubtless remember.
The following are some ofthe points alluded to: I explained1st. That we had invested many millions of dollars in the construction of our road,
t he principal ir;ducement for which was our land grant, which we were informed was
large and valuable, and which the United States Land Commissioner in an official
letter informed us amounted to 1,357,000 acres. The printed circulars issued by the
Department states the amount of the grant to our company to be 1,800,000 acres.
2d. It now appears that the official statements are fearfully incorrect, and that
t h ere are only about 800,000 acres unsold in the whole limits of our grant south of
Bayfield, including the indemnity.
3d. Under recent decisions of the Supreme Court you have deemed it necessary to
cut down even this amount a.bout 25 per cent. more.
4~h. We are very anxious to receive our patents for all the lands to which we are
entitled, and the cutting down of pur grant is ruinous to our company.
5th. A short time ago you declined to give us further patents, even for lands in
place, on the ground that if you should give us all we are entitled to in place, you
would then have patented to us 41,800 acres more than under the decision referred to
y ou would consider us entitled to.
At our personal interview, to which I refer, I asked that patents be issued to us for
20,000 acres more, and the balance (some 57,000 acres) to be withheld until we should
either relinquish 41,800 acres from lands already patented us for indemnity, er until
the question of excess of indemnity be definitely settled by some competent tribunal.
On May .9 I had my last interview with your solicitor, Mr. Marble, to whom the
matter was referred. He then advised me to apply for 30,000 acres in 10-mile limits,
~nd with this list file an agreement not to ask for more patents until the question at
Issue should be settled. He also very kindly worded for me the form in which the
agreement should be expressed.
Probably this statement will remind you and Mr. Marble of all the circumstances
of our interviews. And I desire here to express my appreciation of the courtesy and
kindness with which you listened to all my explanations.
In accordance with Mr. Marble's advice, the necessary lists were prepared and :filed
54 L 0 -VOL III
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in. t~e Department. The agreement, as proposed by him, was forwarde~ to the Commissioner of the General Land Office at Washington on May 20, 1878, w1th my letter
of explanation.
•
~he summer is fast slipping away, and with it my opportunities to sell the land applied for and bring in new settlers. You know how important time is to us, and that
a few weeks more or less in the right season makes a difference of thousands of
dollars.
:AI?- I trespassing too much upon your kindness in ask~ng you to instruct the Com1?-ISsioner of the General Land Office to make this a special case, and to make and deliver the patents to us immediately f This is a matter of great importance to us.
Thanking you again for your several courtesies.
I am, yours, very truly,
CHAS. L. COLBY,
Pt·esident Wisconsin Central Railroad Company.
Ron. CARL SCHURZ,
Secretary of the Intm·ior, Washington, D. C..

L3.
[Wisconsin Central Railroad Company, Char1es L. Colby, president.]
· MILWAUKEE, WIS., May 20, 1878.
SIR: In applying for approval of list for 30,000 acres, in Wausau, Eau Claire, and
Bft:yfield. districts, filed in May, 1878, and for patent for lands therein described, ~he
W1sconsm Central Railroad Company hereby agrees not to ask for any further certificates or patents of lands within the limits of its grant until the question as to the excess of indemnity, which it is alleged has heretofore been patented to the company
to the amount of 41,800 acres, sliall be settled by a relinquishment of the same or by a
decision of a proper tribunal.
WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPA.l\TY,

By CH.AS. L. COLBY, Pre.sident.

L4.
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 20, 1882.
SIR: The Wisconsin Central Railroad Company is an applicant for patents for lands
within their granted and indemnity limits for which selections have been made, and
to the extent of the indemnity tracts are ready for submission to yoitr Department for
approval preparatory to issue of patent, but I learn informally from the Commissioner of the General Land Office that for the present it is not your desire that lists of
railroad selections shall be submitted for approval, this because of the several resolutions and bills before Congress relative to railroad land grants.
While these resolutions are broad in their scope, yet we know of none that reach
to or are intended to reach to or affect in any way lands earned by the companies '?Y
construction of road within the statutory limitation. This is the status of the WIBconsin Central Railroad Company upon its present applications.
The selections embrace lands due for road constructed within the limitation of the
law.
The files of the General Land Office will, we are confident, show that the company
had constructed within the legal time not less than 200 miles of 1ts road, which would
entitle it to about 1,200,000 acres of land; and that all the lanP,s patented to ili to
date, together with those which we have selected and for which we desire patents,
will not near satisfy this lien. The company has received patents for only 57~,0~0
acres. Hence to approve these lands and give the company patents therefor will m
no way be against the spirit or letter of these legislative resolutions or present your
Department as showing a disregard for their possible effect. We therefore ask that
you will direct tbat our lists may be submitted for and that [they] will receive your
approval for patent.
Very respectfully,
W. K. MENDENHALL,
Attorney WisconBin Central Railroad Company.
Ron. S. J. KIRKWOOD,
Secretary of the Interior.

[Indorsement.]
DEPARTMENT OF THE L"'TEEIOR.

Commissioner McFARLAND:
. Has the e;ntire line of the road been completed; if so, was it all done within the
tune prescnbed by t he law making the grant 7
s. J. K.
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M.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, .
Washington, D. C., March ;)0, 1882.
SIR: I am·in receipt of a letter from W. ~{. Me_ndenhall, esq., addressed to. you. and
referred by you to this office for a report, m wbwh be requests that you will direct
that certain. lists of selections, made by the Wisconsin Central Railroad Company, be
submitted by this office for your approval, and that the same may be approved for
patent.
.
.
. .
You ask, "Has the entire line of road been completed ; If so, was It all done w1thm
the time prescribed by the law making the grant¥"
The grant for this railroad was made by act of May 5, 1864 (13 Stat., 64), and is for
every alternate section, designa.ted by odd numbers, for ten sections in width on each
side of the road, with indemnity limits of 20 miles, or 10 miles additional; upon ea,ch
side of the line of route.
Indemnity may be bad for all lands found to have been reserved or otherwise disposed of, or to which pre-emption or homestead rights bad attached, prior to the date
of definite location of the road.
.
The granting act was amended by act of June 21, 1866 (14 Stat., 360), to authorize
the location of the line of route as specified in said amendatory aery.
The act of April 9, 1874 (18 Stat., ~8), extended the time for completion of the road
until December 31, 1876.
.
Th~ act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., 511 ), allowed the company to straighten the line
of road between Portage City and Stevens Point, taking, however, only such lands,
falling within the 10-mile limits of the amended line, as were included in the original
withdrawal; those falling outside the said 10-mile limits of the amended line reverted
to the United States.
Tbe length of the line as finally located from Portage City to Superior is 341 miles,
of which 231 miles were constructed prior to December 31, 1876, the date of expiration
of the time limited, and 26 miles have been constructed since said date, making a total
of257 miles of constructed road, leaving uncompleted at expiration of the time limited 110 miles, and now remaining uncompleted 84 miles.
The grant, at ten sections per mile for 341 miles, would give an aggregate of
2,182,400 acres, but as the line is located along the lake from Ashland to Superior the
area of the grant is lessened thereby, and the total area is estimated· at about 1,800,000
acres, or the entire line.
·
The records of this office show that 575,844.56 acres have been patented for said
railroad.
The list, now ready for submission for approval for patent, and referred to by Mr.
Mendenhall, contains 23,578.08 acres.
Were it fully determined that the company is entitled to the full complement of
lands granted for that portion of the road constructed before the expiration of the
time named for the completion of the entire road, there would be, in my opinion, no
valid objection to the approval of the list in question, as it is apparent from the above
statement that the company bas earned, by the construction of the 231 miles built
prior to December 31, l!j76, much more than . the aggregate of the lands heretofore
patented, plus those in the list under consideration. As, however, the whole question concerning grants which have "lapsed" by failure to complete the roads within
the statutory period is n~w before Congress, it is my judgment that no steps should
be taken, at present, lookmg to the patenting of further lands for the benefit of the
grant in question.
·
Mr. Mendenhall's letter is herewith returned.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissione-r.
Ron. S. J. KIRKWOOD,
.
Secretary of the Interior.

N.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Se-ptember 18, 1882.
SIR: On the 20th February la.st I had the honor to address your Department on behalf of the Wisconsin Central Railroad Company, upon the subject of I'eceiving patents
for lands earned by the construction of road prior to the expiration of the grant.
This communication was referred by your predecessor to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office for a report as to the construction of the road. That report shows
that the company bad constructed within the limitation of the statute 231 miles of
road, which entitled it to 1,400,000 acres of land; that only h75,844 acres have been
patented, and that the list of selections for which we ask approval and patent cover
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but 230,578 acres, leaving nearly 600,000 acres yet due the company for the road constructed in time, but which we cannot obtain because of the want of lands to satisfy
it. The Commissioner adds to his report as follows: '-'Were it fully determined that
the company is to have the full complement of lands granted for that portion of road
constructed before the expiration of time there would be no valid objection to the
approval of the list;" but he suggests that as the whole question conceming grants
which have lapsed by failure to complete the road within the statutory period is now
before Congress, no steps should be taken at present looking to the patenting of further lands for the benefit of the grant in question.
No action has been taken as yet by your Department upon our application and said
report, and we beg to again call your attention to the subject and to the following
remarks:
As to our right to the lands earned by construction within the limitation we cannot
believe you entertain a doubt. There is no room for argument on the subject. The
grant. itself decides it so and the courts have so held. The seventh section of the act
(May 5, ltj64) provides that as each 20 miles of road is constructed patents shall issue
for the lands earned on said 20 miles, and so far as the road is completed. In section 9 it provides that if the road is not completed within ten yen,rs "no further patents shall be issued to said company;" that is, no patents further than the company
may have earned by construction-no further patents than are authorized to be issued by section 7, to wit, for the number of miles of road constructed within the
time imposed. This is the strictest construction which can be given to the statute.
Assume that the company is now before you for the first time asking for patents for
lands earned by construction of road before expiration of grant, will it be held that
because none have issued, none could issue because of such expiration, and thus that
we must lose the whole? Yet the argument applies to the whole as to a pa-r t. .Such
reasoning makes the grant a mere matter of diligence in procuring patents and 18 too
fallacious to stand.
That this is a grant in presenti needs not to be argued; that question is stare decisis.
The title became perfect and indefeasible when the conditions subsequent were performed; and the Department is directed to issue the patents upon the performance of
such conditions.
To the extent of our present request the company has done its part. Every requirement of the statute has been fulfilled-we have located our line, built our road,
and it hn,s been accepted by the State; the title has become complete; the absolute
.fee to any and e"\)"ery concession or grant made by the n,ct has vested; the Supreme
Court of the United States has so decided in Schulenberg vs. Harriman (24 Wall., 44);
the court there goes even further and says, relative to the prohibition against further
sales (patents in our case), "If the condition he not enforced the power to sell continues
as before the breach, limited only by the objects of the grant and the manner of sale
prescribed by the act." So in the matter of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company the Attorney General expressed the opinion that the Company is entitled to
, patents for lands earned by construction of the road subsequent to the expiration of
the grant, and your department issued patents to it accordingly. Much stronger,
then, is our present claim for patents for lands earned by construction prior to such
expiration; clearly and indubitably earned before any forfeiture could attach; earned
by a full compliance with every condition imposed by the Government; so fully earned
that our right ca,nnot be taken away by any" Be it enacted" of Congress.
There is, then, no legal question for consideration; all conditions of the law have
been complied with, and the only duty remaining to the Department is purely ministerial, to wit, the issue of the patents.
We therefore ask that our patents be given us for these lands. The questions before
Congress do not involve us in this respect, because it would be futile to so consider
u_s. The questions there bear upon and are considered only as bearing upon that portwn ~f grants not ea~ned by construction prior to their expiration; and tbat bo~y
certamly does not des1re or expect the Department to withhold (because of the legislation they are considering) patents for lands completely earned n,nd over which they
have, and can have, no jurisdiction; lands, the title to which has, beyond peradventure, vested in the company.
We are urgently in need of the patents asked for and the dela.y in their issue is
embarrassing to the company .
.we therefore ask your attention to this matter at the earliest moment, n,nd that you
w1~l authorize the issu,e of patents to us for all lands earned by construction of road
pnor to the date of expiration of the grant, December 31, 1876.
Very respectfully,
W. K. MENDENHALL,
Attorney jo1· Wisconsin Centml Raib·oad Company.
Ron. H. M. TELI,ER,
Secretary of the Interior.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, .
Washington, October 2, 1882.
Sm· I herewith inclose letters from W. K. Mendenhall, esq., dated, respectively, ·
Febru~ry 20 and September 18, 1882, on behalf of the Wisconsin Central Railroad
Company, in which. a reques.t is made for ~he .patenting of lands earned by the construction of that railroad pnor to the expnatwn of the grant.
By your letter of the 30th of March ultimo it appears that the road has received
575,844.56 acres, and that the lists ready for submission for approval contain 23,578.08
acres and that these two amounts will :fall short of the number of acres earned by
the c~nstruction of 231 miles of road completed prior to December 31, 1876.
In the matter of the grant to the Wisconsin Central Railroad there is ' no question
that the road was entitled to alternate sections so soon as progressive sections of the
road should be completed. That being the case, I see no reason why the list mentioned in your letter should not be submitted to me for approval, and you are directed
accordingly.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
Ron. N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner of the General Land Office.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAJ'I.T)) OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., Novernber 13, 1882.
Sm : Referring to your communication of the 2d ultimo, authorizing the submission to you for approval of lists of lands inuring to the grant for the Wisconsin Central Railroad, to the extent that said lands were earned by construction of road prior
to the expiration of the grant, I submit herewith list No. 11, containing 43,280.99
acres within the granted ten-mile limits in the Eau Claire, Bayfield, and Wansau
districts, Wisconsin.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
Ron. H. M. TELLER.
Secretm·y of the Interior.
P.
ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC RAILROAD LAND GRANT, OPINIONS OF ATTORNEY-GENERAL, COMMISSIONER GENERAL - LAND OFFICE, AND SECRE-.
TARY OF THE INTERIOR, EXHIBITS P, R, S, T.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
Washington, October 26, 1880.
Sm: Your letter of the 15t,h instant presents for my consideration the application
of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company for the appointment of three commis~
sioners to examine a section of 25 miles of its road west from Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
under section 4 of the act of Congress of July 27, 1866.
The Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company was created by and organized under
the act of Congress above mentioned, and was granted the right of way and the
public lands of the United States within certain defined limits from Springfield, Mo.,
through the Indian Territory and New Mexico, to the Pacific coast.
Before 1871, it appears that the company constructed its road from Springfield ·to
the western boundary line of the State of Missouri, and this portion of the road was
duly accepted by the President, and patents for the land issued. This action was in
accordance with the provision of section 4 of the granting act, which provides t.hat
when the company shall have 25 consecutive miles of any portion of said railroad
ready for the service contemplated, the President of the United States shall appoint
three commissioners to examine the same; and if it shall appear that 25 consecutive
miles of road have been completed in all respects required by the act, the commissioners shall so report to the President of the United States, and patents to lands, as
provided for by the third section of the act, shall be issued to the company.
The company next completed 34 miles in the Indian Territory prior to 1871 ; but
because the United States bad not extinguished the Indian title, no steps were taken
for the jssuance of patents along the_road in that Territory.
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From the early part of the year 1871 down to August or September of the present
year, no section or portion of the road was constructed by the company ; in fact no
work of any kind or description was done by the company on the road.
. .
Section 8 of the act makes it a condition of each and every grant, right, and pnvilege given to the company, that the company" shall commence the work on said
road within two years from the approval of this act by the President, and shall complete not less than 50 miles per year after the second year, and shall construct, equip,
furnish, and complete the main line of the whole road by July 4, 1878."
';l'he company has not conformed to this condition, as it appears that for six years
prwr to July 4, 1878, no road was constructed; and, in addition, that for two years
subsequent to that date no portion of the road was constructed.
The ninth section of the act recites that the conditional grSLnts were made and accepted upon the further condition that "if the company make any breach of the
conditions and allow the same to continue for upwards of one year, then in such case,
at any time hereafter, the United States may do any and all acts and things which
may be needful and necessary to insure a speedy completion of the said road."
By section 20 Congress has retained the right to add to, alter, amend, or repea.l
this act, having due regard for the rights of said railroad company.
.
Having in view the provisions and conditions of the granting act, and the failure
on the part of the railroad company to perform the conditions pre~:;cribed in the manner recited, you request my opinion upon the following question:
"Is it within the power and the duty of the Executive to appoint commissioners to
examine the section of road submitted by the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company,
to accept the same if completed in all respects required by the act of July 27, 1866,
and to cause patents to be issued to said company for lands situated opposite to a.nd
coterminus with the section of road, if completed T"
As I think the grant to this railroad must be treated as a present grant, to be made
afterwards definite, as from time to time the various portions of the road are completed, the only inquiry would seem to be whether or not the conditions upon which
the company received the grant are in their nature conditions precedent or subsequent. If conditions precedent, the failure to perform such conditions would deprive
tho road of its right to make application for the benefits of the act, if, after such conditions were violated, it proceeded to build portions of the road. If conditions subsequent, then it would be necessary for the United States to take advantage of such
conditions by acting under the ninth section of the act, and proceeding itself to do
acts and things which might be safe or necessary to insure a speedy completion ~f ~he
road, or by declaring a forfeiture of the grant by legislative action or by pr~v1dmg
for enforcing the same by a judicial proceeding. If the United States were disposed
to revest in itself or to enforce a forfeiture of the landti granted, it would be necessary
to take some action indicative of that intention.
The case of Schulenberg vs. Harriman is apparent1y decisive of the present inquiry.
That was the case of a grant of -lands to the State of Wisconsin, to aid in the construction of a certain railroad within that State, by the act of June 3, 1856. The
language of the first section of that act was, "That there be, and hereby is, granted
to the State of Wisconsin," the lands specified. Similar language is found in the third
section of the act of July 27, 1866, "That there be, and hereby is, granted to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company," &c. In that case the grant was made upon
a condition that if the road be not completed within ten years "no further sale shall
be made, and the lands unsold shall revert to the United States." The road had not
been completed within the time required for its construction, which had not been extended, and Congress had passed no act nor provided for any judicial proceedings
to enforce any forfeiture of the grant for failure to construct the road within the period prescribed. Upon this state of facts it was held that the grants to the State of
Wisconsin were grants in p1·msenti, which required precision, as the route of the road
became fixed by its location, and that the lands had not revertecl to the United States,
although the road was not constructed within the period prescribed, no action having been taken either by legislation or judicial proceedings to enforce a forfeiture of
the grants.
The conditions in the pre1:3ent case must be belcl in view of this authority to be
conditions subsequent. Apparently they are much more strongly so than in the ca e
referred to. The section nine, in which they are found, distinctly contemplates that
the United States will do some act and may do certain acts upon the breach of the
conditwns .
. I al?l, therefore, of opinion that the grant to the railroad has not been forfeited by
~ts ~a~ure to build its road within the time named in the act, no action by reason of
1ts f.ailure to perform the conditions having been taken by a,uthority of Congress. I t
h~vmg .then a present grn.nt, even if it be treated as one liable to forfeiture, it h
stlll a nght to proceed to construct the road, and until in some form advantage shall
b taken of the breach of the conditions it would be the ·duty of the executive department to give it the benefit of the grant. .
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I am also of opinion, therefore, that it would be within the power and duty of the
Executive to appo!nt c~mmissioners to examine the sectio~ of road subJ?itted by the
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, to accept the same if completed m all respects
required by the act of July 27! 1866, and to ca?-se pat~nts to be ~ssued to sa~d company for lands situated opposite to and cotermmous with the sectiOn of road if completed.
I have the honor in this connection to refer to the opinion delivered to your Department by me, of the date of November 29, 1879 (upon which l understand the Department has acted), in which the case of Schulenberg vs. Harriman, supra, was considered.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS. DEVENS,
Attomey-General.
Hon. CARL SCHURZ,
Sem·etm·y of the Interior.

R.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, December 15, 1880.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith, for your consideration, the report of
Messrs. Hoyt Sherman, J. E. Bloom, and A. B. Nichols, who were appointed by you
commissioners to examine the sixth section of the railroad and telegraph line con- .
structed by the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company. Said section begins at a
point in township 8 north, range 2 east, near Isleta, at the junction with the New
Mexico and Southern Pacific Railroad, runs westwardly, and ends at a point 50 miles
from the place of beginning, all in the Territory of New Mexico.
The commissioners report said section to be built in "a workmanlike and creditable manner,'" and in substantial conformity with law and the instructions of this Department. I therefore recommend that said section be accepted by you, and that patents for lands earned by the construction thereof be issued to said company, pursuant
t0 the fourth section of the act approved July 27, 1866. (14 Stat., 295.)
Very respectfully,
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.
The PRESIDENT.

s.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, December 17, 1880.
SIR: I inclose herewith copy of letter addressed to the President by me, on the 15th
instant, transmitting report of commissioners appointed by him to examine 50 miles
()f the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, lying immediately westward of the Rio Grande,
at Isleta, N.Mex., and recommending that the section (sixth) be accepted, and that
the lauds earned by the construction thereof be issued to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, together with copy of the President's indorsement thereon, approving
the recommendations.
I also transmit herewith the map and profile of said section, which accompanied .
the report of the commissioners, that you may carry out the President's order.
Very respectfully,
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

T.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., January 3, 1881.
SIR: By act-of Congress approved July 27, 1866, certain lands were granted to aid
in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the States of Missouri and
Arkansas to the Pacific coast, and the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company was incorporated and made the beneficiary. Section 8 of the said act provided that the
company should commence work on the road within two years from its approval,
build not less than 50 miles per year after the second year, and complete .the whole
line by July 4, 1878.
Section 9 enacted that if any of the conditions of the grant were broken, and continued so one year, "the United States may do any and all acts and things which
ruay be needful and necessv,ry to insure a speedy completion of the said road."
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The road has not been completed, but there has been no further action by Congress
concerning the grant.
•
There is no provision in the granting act for a forfeiture of the same. In the case
of Schulenberg et al. vs. Harriman (21 Wallace, 44) the Supreme Court of the United
States decided, concerning a grant for railroad purposes, which provided in case of
a breach of its conditions that the lands should revert to the United States, that there
could be no reversion or forfeiture without ,judicial proceedings or legislative action,
and that in the absence of such proceedings or action the title remained unimpaired
in the grantee.
It is clear that the same principle will apply with greater force to the grant to the
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, which does not provide for any reversion of
the lands nor for a forfeiture of the grant. With your letter of December 18, 1880,
you transmitted a map and profile of the road as constructed from a point in township 8 north, range 2 east, near Isleta, westwardly, a distance of 50 miles, all in the
Territory of New Mexico.
Your letter also transmitted a copy of the letter addressed by you to the President
on the 15th ultimo, transmitting the report of commissioners appointed to examine
said section of road, recommending its acceptance, and that the lands earned by the
construction aforesaid be patented to the company. The copy of your letter to the
President bears a copy of his indorsement, dated the 17th ultimo, approving your
recommendation. Thus the grant is fully recognized by the courts and the Executive
as being in full force and effect. By letter of December 8, 18EO, the register at Santa
Fe i,ransmitted a list of selections by the company, duly executed, of lands within
its ''granted" limits. The list was received in this office the 14th ultimo.
It is the rule to hold lists of selections by railroad companies five months before
submitting lists for approval upon which to issue patents, in order that full protection
may be given to valid adverse claims.
It has been represented to me that it is very desirable that the company shall receive patent at an early day for the lands in question, to show the recognition of the
grant ..
Under the circumstances I think the request a reasonable one, and have concluded
to waive the stated rule, inasmuch as the lands iu question have been long surveyed.
I submit herewith, for your approval, list No. 1 of lands in the Santa Fe district,
New Mexico, containing 23,037.36 acres.
The records and returns, so far as received, have been carefully examined, and the
lands included in the list are found free from any conflict or ad verse claim.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commissioner.
Hon. C. SCHURZ,
Secretary of the Interior.
NEW ORLEANS PACIFIC RAILWAY, SUCCESSOR TO THE NEW ORLEANS,
BATON ROUGE AND VICKSBURG RAILROAD COMPANY, AS TO TRANSFER
OF LAND GRANT, OPINION OF ATTORNEY-GENERAL UNITED STATES.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,

Washington, D. C., June 13, 1882.
SIR: By a letter dated the 5th of January last, your predecessor submitted to me a.
number of questions arising upon an application of the New Orleans Pacific Railway
Company for certain lands claimed under the land grant made to the New Orleans,
Batop. Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company by the act of Congress of March 3,
1871, chapter 122.
The land grant mentioned is contained in the twenty-second section of that act,
which provides:
"That the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company, chartered
by the State of Louisiana, shall have the right to connect, by the most eligible route
to be selected by said company, with the said Texas Pacific Railroad at its eastern
terminus, and shall have the right of way through the public land to the same extent
granted hereby to the said Texas Pacific Railroad Company ; and in aid of its construction from New Orleans to Baton Rouge, thence by way of Alexandria, in said
State, to connect with the said Texas Pacific Railroad Company at its'eastern terminus, there js hereby granted to said company, its successors and assigns, the same
number of alternate sections of public lands per mile, in the State of Louisiana, as
are by this act granted in the State of California to said Texas Pacific Railroad Company; and sa.id lands shall be withdrawn from market, selected, and patents issued
therefor, and opened for settlement and pre-emption, upon the same terms and in the
same manner and time as is provided for and required from said Texas Pacific Railroad Company, within said State of California: Provided, That said company shall
complete the whole o~ said road within five years from the passage of this act."
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The eastern terminus of the Texas Pacific Railroad, as fixed by the same act, was
a point at or near Marshall, Tex.

The New Orelans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railron,d Company was incorporated by an act of the legislature of Louisiana passed December 30, 1869, which au- "
thorized it to construct and operate a railroad "from any point on the line of the
New Orleans, Jackson and Great Northern Railroad, within the parish of Livingston,
running from thence to any point on the boundary line dividing the States of Louisiana and Mississippi," the route here indicated lying east of the Mississippi River.
It was also authorized to construct and operate a branch railroad from its main line
(above described) to the city of Baton Rouge; and for the purpose of ·connecting its
railroad with the railroads of other companies, &c., it was furthermore authorized
" to construct, maintain, and use, by running thereon its engines and cars, such
branch railroads and tracks as it may find necessary and expedient to own and use;"
and such branch railroads were, for all the purposes of the act, to be deemed and takep
to constitute a part of the. main lin~ of its railroad within the State of Louisiana..
On November 11, 1871, that company filed in the General Land Office a map designating the general route of a road projected thereby from Shreveport, by way of Alexandria, to Baton Rouge, and thereupon the withdrawal of the public lands along the
same was ordered, which became effective in December following.
Subsequently, by an act of the legislature of Louisiana, passed D cember 11,1872,
the same company was given "full power and aut.hority to commence the construction of their road in the city of New Orleans, or Shreveport, or at any intermediate
point on their line of road as may best suit the convenience of said company and
facilitate the speedy construction of a continuous line from the city of New Orleans
to the city of Shreveport, or perfect railroad communication with the Texas Pacific
Railroad, or any other railroad in Northwestern Louisiana, at or near the Louisiana
State line: Provided, however, That the said company shall construct the line of its
road between the city of New Orleans and the city of Baton Rouge on the east side of
the Mississippi River, to the corporate limits of the said city of Baton Rouge, or adjacent thereto."
·
,
In the mean time, by the act of Congress of May 2, 1872, chapter 132, the Texas and
Pacific Railway Company (formerly styled the Texas Pacific Railroad Company) was
''authorized and required to construct, maintain, control, and operate a road between
Marshall, Texas, and Shreveport, Louisiana, or control or operate any exist,ing road
between said points, of the same gauge as tlie Texas and Pacific Railroad." The same
act further provided that "all roads terminating at Shreveport shall have the right
to make the same running connections, and shall be entitled to the same privileges,
for the transaction of business in connection with the said Texas and Pacific Railway1
as are granted to roads intersecting therewith."
On February 13, 1873, a second map was filed in the General Land Office by the
New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company, designating the general
route of a road projected thereby from New Orleans to Baton Rouge, and a withdrawal of the public lands along the same was ordered, which took eftect in April,
1873. The route between those places, those designated, lies on the east side of the
Mississippi River. That compa,ny has not constructed any part of its road, either on
the route between New Orleans and Baton Rouge or on the route between the latter
place and Shreveport; nor, indeed, has there been a definite location of its road anywhere between the points mentioned. Nothing beyond the designation of the general
route thereof appears.
Pursuant to a resolution of its board of directors, adopted December 29, 1880, all
the right, title, and interest of that company in and to the aforesaid grant of public
lands made by the act of March 3, 1871, were deeded by 'it to· the New Orleans Pacific Railway Company. This action of the board of directors and officers of the
former company was afterwards approved and ratified by the stockholders thereof at
a meeting held in December, 1881.
The New Orleans Pacific H.ailway Company was originally incorporated under the
general laws of the State of Louisiana, in June, 1875. Its charter was subsequently
amended by acts of the Louisiana legislature, passed February 19, 1876, and February
5, 1878. It is thereby authorized to construct a railroad "beginning at a point ou
the Mississippi River, at New Orleans or between New Orleans and the parish of Iberville, on the right bank of the Mississippi, and Baton Rouge, on the left bank, &c.,
or from any point within the limits of this State, and running thence towards and to
the city of Shreveport," which is made its northwestern terminus.
The route of this company as projected is understood to extend from New Orleans
to Baton Rouge, and thence by way of Alexandria to Shreveport. Between New
Orl~ans and Baton Ro!1ge it lies on the west side of the Mississippi River; while the
designated route of the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company,
between the same pointR, lies on the east side of that river. Between Baton Rouge
and Shreveport its general course and direction correspond, in the main, with the
route designated by the last-named company. It is throughout its entire length
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from New Orleans to Shreveport within the limits of the before-mentioned withdrawals of public lands.
In October, 18tsl, the president of the New Orleans Pacific Railway Company made
affidavit that three sections of its road were then completed and ready for examination
by the Government; whereupon a commissioner was appointed to examine the same
the result of whose examination appears in a report made by him to the Secretary of
the Interior, under date of the 26th of that month. One of the sections embraces 68
miles of road, beginning on the west bank of the Mississippi River, opposite New
Orleans, and ending near the town of Donaldsonville; another embraces 20 miles of
road near Alexandria; and the third embraces 50 miles of road terminating at Shreveport. For each of these sections lands are claimed by that company under the aforesaid land grant, as assignee of the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad
·company.
No map of definite location of any portion of its road has been filed, other than
those of constructed portions.
.
It appears that in February, 1881, the New Orleans Pacific Railway Company purchased from Morgan's Louisiana and Texas Railroad and Steamship Company, the
road constructed on the west bank of the Mississippi River by the New Orleans, Mobile and Texas Railroad Company, from Westmego to White Castle, a distance of68
miles, and that the same has become a part of the main line of the road of the New
Orleans Pacific Railway Company.
The following are the questions submitted:
"1. Was the grant to the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad
Company a grant in prmsenti'l
'' 2. Had the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company, at
the date of itA alleged transfer of lands to the NewOrleansPacificRailwayCompany,
such an interest in the lands, under said act, as was assignable1
"3. Is the New Orleans Pacific Railway Company such a successor to or assignee
of the New Orleans, Batop. Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company as is contemplated by said act 1
"4. Should it appear that the 68 miles of the New Orleans, Mobile and Texas Railroad was constructed prior to the act of March 3, 1871, granting lands to aid in the
<Jonstruction of the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad, can the New
Orleans Pacific Company (its assignee) claim any benefit from the grant¥ Or in case
of such prior construction, and the non -construction of any portion of theNew Orleans,
Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Road, has the purpose for which the grant was made
failed, and the grant consequently lapsed¥
"5. If the New Orleans, Mobile and Texas Road was constructed, subsequently to
the date of said act, is so much of its road as is now owned by the New Orleans Pacific Company such a road as is contemplated for acceptance by the President within
the meaning of said act, and may patents issue to the latter for lands opposite to and
coterminous with such constructed portion of road ¥"
'rhese questions are accompanied by a request for an opinion upon such other questions oflaw as may suggest 1;hemselves touching the transfer of said land grant, to
which reference is above made.
Of the above-&tated questions the first three may be considered together in connection with the following inquiry, which presents itself at the outset, whether the assent of Congress to the transfer made by the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg
Railroad Company of all its interest in said land grant to the New Orleans Pacific
Railway Company is necessary (by reason of anything in the provisions of the grant
itself) to entitle the latter company to the benefit of said grant in aid of the construction of the road projected by it.
The act of March 3, 1871, passed to the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg
Railroad Company a p1·esent intm·est in a certain number of alternate sections of pu hlic lands per mile wit.hin the limits there prescribed. Its language is, "there is hereby
granted to the said company" the number of alternate sections mentioned; words
which import a grant in prmsenti, and not one in futuro, or the promise of a grant. (97
U. S. Rep., 496.) But the grant thus made is in the nature of a tloat. It is of sections
to be afterward located, their location depending upon the est.ablishment of the line
of the road. Until this is definitely fixed the grant does not attach to any specific
t racts of land. Upon the line of the road being definitely located the grant then
firat acquires precision, and the company becomes invested with an inchoate title to
the particular lauds covered thereby, which can ripen into a perfect title only as the
eonstruction of each section of 20 miles of road is completed and approved, when the
right to patents for the lands opposite to and coterminous with such constructed
section accrues.
'l'he proviso in the grant that the company shall complete the whole of its road
within five years from the date of the act is a condition subsequent, the failure to perform which does not ipso facto work a forfeiture of the grant, but only gives rise to a.
right in the Government to enforce a forfeiture t~ereof. Yet in order to enforce a for-·
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feiture such right must be asserted by a judicial proceeding, authorized by law, or
by some legislative action amounting to a resumption of the grant. (Schulenberg vs.
Harriman, 21 Wall., 44.) Hence, until advantage is taken of the non-performance of
the condition, under legislative authority, the interest of the grantee in the grant remains unimpaired thereby.
Such being the nature and effect of the grant and its accompanying condition, and
no action having been taken either by legislation or judicial proceeding~ to enforce a
forfeiture thereof, it follows that at the period of said transfer by the New Orleans,
Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company this company was invested with a
present interest in the number of alternate sections of public lands per mile granted
bv the act of 1871, notwithstanding it was already in default in the performance of
tii.e condition referred to, and that it still retained a right to proceed with the construction of the road in aid of which the grant was made until advantage should be
taken of the default. But as it had not then definitely fixed the line of its road, although a map designating the general route thereof was duly filed, that interest did
not attach to any specific tracts of land, but remained afloat, as it were, needing a
definite location of the road before it could become thus attached. Was the interest
here described assignable to another company, so as to entitle the latter to the benefit
of the grant in aid of the construction of its road between the places named therein,
without the assent of Congress?
,
Doubt has perhaps arisen on this point in view of the fact that in one or two instances
it bas been thought expedient to obtain legislation by Congress confirming or authorizing a simHar assignment (see section 2 of the act of March 3,1865, chapter 88, and
section 1 of the act of March 3, 1869, chapter 127), and also in view of the adverse
ruling of i.his Department in the case of the Oregon Central Railroad Company. (13
Opin., 382.) However, a simHar assignment made in 1866 by the Hannibal and Saint
Joseph Railroad Company to the Pike's Peak Railroad Company, afterward known
as the Central Branch Company, was held to be valid by .Attorney-General Stanbury
in an opinion given to the Secretary of the Treasury under date of July 25, 1866.
Iu the latter case the Hannibal and Saint Joseph Company, which was incorporated
by the State of Missouri, with authority to construct a railroad between Hannibal and
Saint Joseph, within that State, was, by the Pacific Railroad act of July 1, 1862 (section 13), authorized to "extendits road from Saint Joseph, via .Atchison, to connect
and unite with the road through Kansas, * * * and may for this purpose use any
railroad charter which has been or may be granted by the legislature of Kansas," &c.,
and by the fifteenth section of the same act it was provided that " wherever the word
company is used in this act it shall be construed to embrace the words their associates1 successors, and assigns the same as if the words had been properly added thereto."
Subsequently, in 1863, an assignment was made by that company of all its rights under said act (which included an interest in both a land and a bond subsidy) to the
.Atchison and Pike's Peak Railroad Company, a company previously organized under
a charter granted by the legislature of Kansas. The latter company having constructed a section of 20 miles of the proposed road west from .Atchison claimed the
benefit of the grant made to the Hannibal and Saint Joseph Company, as its assignee,
and this claim was recognized and allowed, in oocordance with t.he opinion of the .Attorney-General. It will be observed, however, that the Hannibal and Saint Joseph
Company was authorized to ''use any railroad charter which has been or may be
granted by the legislature of Kansas," and this, together with the provision in the
fifteenth section quoted above, may have been regarded as sufficient to sustain the
assignment.
In the case of the Oregon Central Railroad Company, mentioned above, a grant of a
right of way through the public lands, and also of alternate sections thereof, was made
to that company, "and to their successors and assigns," by the act of May 4, 1870,
chapt~r 69, for the purpose of aiding in the construction of a railroad and telegraph
line between certain places in Oregon. In August following an instrument was executed by the company assigning ali its interest in the grant to the Willamette Valley
Railroad Company, and thereupon the question arose whether the grant was susceptible
of being thus transferred . 'fhe Attomey-General (Mr . .Akerman), to whom the
question was submitted, after reviewing the various provisions of the act, some of
which (see section 5) imposed certain duties and required certain important acts to
be performed by the company, decided in the negative, holding that, upon consideration of those provisions, the Oregon Central Company was alone within the contemplation of Congress in respect of the donation made and duties imposed by that act.
The words "their successors and assigns," as used in the act, were regarded as words
of limitation merely.
.
But the grounds upon which that decision appears to have been based are not found
to exist in the case now under consideration. Here a grant of a certain number of
altern~te sections .of public lands per mile is made to the New Orleans, Baton Rouge
a.nd Vwksburg Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, in aid of the construc·tion of a road from New Orleans, by the route indicated, to connect with the eastern
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terminus of the Texas and Pacific Railroad, which lands are required to be "withdrawn from the market, selected, and patents issued therefor, and opened ~or settl~.,
:p1ent and pre-emption upon the same terms and in the same manner a~d time as 113
:provided for l'!'nd required from said Texas Pacific Railroad Compa~y.'' . The gra~t
IS coupled with . no special duties or trusts, for the performance of whiCh there Is
reason to believe the particr lar company named therein wa~ more acc~ptable to Congresf:l than any other. Its purpose is to secure the constructwn of a railroad between
the points designated, and whether this purpose be fulfilled by that comp:;tnY .or ?Y
aD;other company must be deemed unimportant in the <absence of any ~rovisJo:r;t Indicative of the contmry. The interest derived by the grantee, though It remain only
~float, is a vested interest, and it is held under the same limitations which apply a.fter
It develops into an estate in particular lands until extinguished by ferfe1ture for
non-performance of the condition annexed to the grant. I perceive no legal obstacle
arising out of the grant itself to a transfer of such interest by the grantee to another
company, and should the latter construct the road contemplated n.greeabl;y to. the
requirements of the grant, and thus accomplish the end which Congress had Ill view,
I submit that it would clearly be entitled to the benefits thereof.
_The question of the assignability of the interest of the grantee would be more
difficult if,- after definitely locating the line of its road, and thus attaching the grant
to particular lands along the same it was proposed to transfer that interest to another
company for the benefit of a road to be constructed by the latter on a different line,
though following the general course of the other road. But in the present case the
facts give rise to no such difficulty. The grant had not previous to the tran~fe~
become thus identified with a particular line of road, and was thereafter susceptible
of l?cation upon the line of the road projected by the assignee (the New Orleans
Pacific Company), provided this road met the requirements of the grant in other
respects, as to which no doubt is suggested.
.
My conclusion is that the assent of Congress to the assignment made by the New
Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company, as above. is not necessary
in order to entitle the assignee to the benefit of the land grant in question.
The remaining questions relate to the 68 miles of railroad formerly belonging to the
New Orleans, Mobile and 'rexas Railroad Company, but now owned by the New Orleans Pacific Company, and made a part of its main line between New Orleans and
Baton Rouge .
. The land gra.nt in question was, as its language imports, made in aid of the constructio~ of a railroad between certai"Jl termini, contemplating a road to be const.r:ucted,
not one already construc~ed. It has not been the policy of Congress thus to aid constructed roads. Had a constructed road existed at the date of the grant, which extended from one terminus to the other, and afterward the New Orleans, Baton Rouge
and Vicksburg Railroad Company, instead of entering upon and completing the construction of a road, had purchased the road a1ready constructed, this, it seems to me,
would not have satisfied the purposes of the grant so as to entitle the company to the
benefit thereof. The same objection would apply where the constructed road extended
ove! only a part of the rout~ contemplated by the ~rant.. S? far as I am advised, the
actwn of the Government h1therto has accorded w1th th1s v1ew. On the other hand,
if such road was constructed subsequently to the date of the grant, and is owned by
the grantee or the assignee of the latter, I see no ground for excluding it from the
benefit of the grant should it otherwise fulfill the requirements thereof.
Agreeably to the foregoing views, and in direct response to the several questions submitted, I have the honor to reply as follows: The first, second, and third questions I
answer in the affirmative. The fourth question (including the alternative added
thereto) I answer in the negative. The fifth question I answer in the affirmativeassuming, as I do, the company named therein to be an assignee of the grantee in the
act referred to.
I have the honor to be, very respectfullyt.
BENJAMIN HARRIS BREWSTER,
Attorney- General.
Bon. H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior.
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The House Committee on Public Lands, through its chairman, requested information from the General Land Office as to land-grant 1·ailroads not completed in time
fixed by law. The information so furnished is in House Misc. Doc. No. 17, Forty-seventh
Congress, -second session.
.
.
·
Letter from the Se(ffeta1·y ofthe Inte'rior inclosing a report by the Commissionm· of the General Land Office, t~nsmitting further information concerning milroads that were not completed within the period fixed by law.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, Janua1·y 13, 1883.
SIR: Your letter of the 21st ultimo, calling for further information concerning rail-

roads that were not completed within the period fixed by law, was received andreferred to the Commissioner of the General Land Office. I have the honor to transmit
herewith copy of his report on the subject, under dare of the 11th instant.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary. ·
Hon. T. C. POUND,
Chairman Committee on Public Lands, House of Representatives.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OI!'FICE,

Washington, D. C., January 11, 1883.
SIR: I am in receipt, by reference from you for report, of a letter addressed to you
by Ron. T. C. Pound, chairman of the Public Lands Committee of the House of Representatives, in which be says:
"On the 28th day of March last you transmitted to the House of Representatives a.
report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office giving information respecting
land-grant railroads, called for by a house resolution of February 9, 1882. That report contained the names of a number of railroads to whom grants of land have been
made, either directly or through the State, who had not completed their roads within
the time prescribed by law, and other information called for by that resolution. This
report was printed as House Ex. Doc. No. 144. Supplementary to that report, and
for the purpose of action on pending bills before this committee, I respectfully request
that you cause this committee to be informed at the earliest moment practicable."
Here follows a series of questions, seven in number, which I shall endeavor to answer
in the order in which they are presented, by arranging the questions nuder separate
heads, and giving a question and answer under each head.
·
I.-" Whether any companies therein named have since said report made any progress in building or towards completion of their lines of railroad."
Since March 27, 1882, the date of report referred to, the following described evidence of construction of railroads has been received at this office:
ATLANTIC, GULF, AND WEST INDIA TRANSIT RAILROAD.

Certificate of the governor of Florida, dated August 5, 1882, of the construction of
26Niti miles of road from Ocala, Marion County, in the direction of Tampa.
PENSACOLA AND GEORGIA (NOW PENSACOLA AND ATLANTIC) RAILROAD.

Two certificates of the governor of Florida, dated December 6, 1882, of the completion of two sections of :tO miles each of road.
First section.-Commencing in Walton County, at a point 60 miles east of connection with Alabama and Florida (now the Pensacola) Railroad, and running eastwardly towards Qhattahoochee, on the Apalachicola River.
•
Second section.-Commencing on the east bank of the Choctawhatchee River, in
Washington County, and running eastwardly toward Cbattachoochee. Total, 40 miles.
NORTH WISCONSIN UAILROAD.

Certificate of the ~overnor of Wisconsin, dated July 20, 1882, of the completion of
20 miles of road begmning at a certain point in section 18, township 431 range 7 west,
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and ending at station 1,056 in section 14, township 45, range 6 west. 9erti:ficate of
governor of Wisconsin, dated July 20, 1882, of the completion of 20 miles of. ro~,
1
beginning at a certain point in section 35, township 40, range 12 west,, and e?d~1 ~
section 25, township 4B, range 12 west. Certificate of the govern?r of WisconS 1?-• a. e t
October 23, 1882, of the completion of :lO miles of road, beginmng at a c~rtam pom
tn section 25, township 43, range 12 west, a.nd ending in section 22, township 46, range
12 west. 'rotal, 60 miles.
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.

On September 19, 1882, six maps, showing 200 miles of constructed roa.d in Montana
Territory, beginning at a point on the south bank of the Yellowstone River, about It
miles west of O'Fallon Creek, and ending at a point on west bank of Canyon Creek,
7 miles west of the town of Billings, in section 22, township 1 south, range 25 east,
accepted by the President of the United States on September 16, H382. On September
19, 1882, one map showing 25 miles of constructed road, beginning at the North~rn
Pacific Junction near Thomson, and ending near Bluff Creek in Superior, Wisconsm,
accepted by the President of the Unite(l States September 16, ltl82. On O~tober 12,
1882, a map showing 50 miles of constructed road, beginning at a point 3 nnles south
of Sand Point, in Idaho Territory, and ending at a point on the west bank of C~ark's
Fork of the Columbia River, about 5 miles south of Elk Creek, Montana Terntory,
accepted by the President of the United States October 9, 1882.
On October 22, 1882, a map showing 25 miles of constructed road in Montana Territory, beginning at a point 275 miles eastward of Wallula Junction, in Washington
Territory, and ending at a point 300 miles distant from said junction, accepted by the
President October 20, 1882.
On December 7, 1882, three maps, showing 100 miles of constructed road, beginning
at a point on the west bank of Canyon Creek, 7 miles west of the town of Billings,
Montana Territory, and ending at a point on the south bank of the Yellowstone River,
west of Little Boulder Creek, and opposite the old Crow Agency, accepted by the
President·of the United States December 5, W82.
On December 7, 1882, a map showing 4.58 miles of constructed road, accepted by the
President of the United States December 5, ltl82, beginning at a point in the city of
Bismarck, on the east bank of the Missouri River, in section 4, township 138 north,
range 80 west, fifth principal meridian, and ending at a point on the west bank of the
Missouri River, in the village of Mandan, in section 26, township 139 north, range 81
west. Total 4.04.58 miles.
.
ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC RAILROAD.

On December 19, 1882, two maps showing sixth and seventh sections of 25 miles each
of the central division of road, constructed in the Indian Territory, beginning at a
point 1.54 miles west of the crossing of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Rlllilway, and
ending at point 50 miles west of place of beginning ; also eight maps showing sections 9 to 16, inclusive, of road const ructed in the Territory of Arizona, beginning at
a point 200 miles w est of junct ion of this railroad with the New Mexico and Southern
Pacific Railroad, near Isleta, N. Mex., aud ending at a point 200 miles westward of
the place of beginning. Total, 250 miles, accepted by the President of the United
States December 14. 1882.
·
II.-"A.ll cases of such gran ts where no work has been done toward building the
road so far as the Department is advised."
I have not been advised of the construction of any portion of the following-named
railroads since March 27, 1882, viz:
In Mississippi.-Gnlf and Ship Island, TuRcaloosa and Mobile, Mobile and New
Orleans (also in Alabama and Louisiana).
"
A labama.-Coosa and Tennessee, Coosa and Chattanooga, Elyton and Beard's Bluff,
Memphis and Charleston.
Louisiana.-Railroad from New Orleans to the State line, in direction of Jackson,
Miss.
Arkansas.-Iron Mountain, authorized by second section of act of July 4, 1866, from
southern boundary line of Missouri to Helena .A.rk.
Ill.-"A.ll cases where efforts are now being made to complete the proposed roads
and eam the grants."
All of said ~ase~ are stated under the first head, except that of the Oregon Central
Railroad here1nafter r eferred to under the fifth bead, and the Vicksburg, Shreveport
and T exas Railroad, hereinafter r eferred to under the seventh head .
. IV.-'.'Tbe quant ity of and, if any, patented to the said several roads, if any,
smce sa1d report."
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No lands have been approved or patented for any uncompleted road since said r eport of March 27, 1882, was made, except in the case of the Wisconsin Central Railroad hereinafter referred to under the seventh head.
v ~"All cases where claims for the completion or further construction of any of
said. roads have been made or filed as a basis for the claim that further quantities of
land be patented to the State or companies."
The following-named road~ are embraced in the t~rms of this ~nqui~y: Atlantic,
Gulf and West India Transit, Pensacola and Georgia, North W1sconsm, Northern
Pacific Atlantic and Pacific. All of said roads are named under the first head, portions of the same having been constructed during the past year.
The Oregon and California, formerly the Oregon Central Railroad Company, in
April and September of last year filed certain maps of definite location of road in
Oregon and asked for a withdrawal oflandslying opposite said road. I referred said
maps to you with letter of September 23, 1882 (copy herewith inclosed; marked A), and
declined to recommend the withdrawal asked for. No action has been ordered by you
in said case since said date. I have been unofficially advised that the New Orleans
Pacific Railway Company, formerly New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company, have filed in your office evide?-ce of the const1~uction of. the major
portion of their located road, and have made claim for the lands lymg oppos1te thereto,
but I have 'not received any official information on the subject. The Vicksburg,
Shreveport and Texas Railroad might properly be included urider this head, but its
status will be found hereinafter under the seventh head.
VI.-"As to the.roads, towa.rd the building of which nothing has been done, whether
the building of them has been probably abandoned, if known, and the cause of delay
in building the same."
I am not in possession of any information which leads me to believe that any of the
roads named under the second head will be constructed.
The president of the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad Company, however, as shown by
the records of this office, applied to you July 17, 1882, by letter (copy herewith, marked
B),fora withdrawal of lands along the line of the road as located in 1860. You referred
said letter to this office for report, which was submitted to you on July 24, 1882 (copy
herewith, marked C), and on October 20, 1882, by letter ofthat date (copy herewith,
marked D), you rejected said application. No cause i~ assigned for the delay and failure in building this road.
.
VII.-" Any information the Department may possess which may be useful in determining whether any of the said grants should be declared forfeited and the lands to
revert to the Government."
No attempt has been made, nor is any contemplated, so far as I am informed, to earn
the grant for any of the roads named under the second head except the Gulf and Ship
Island Railroad, the action in regard to which is hereinbefore fully explained. The
grants for the roads named in the State of Mississippi were made by act of August
11, 1856 (11 Stats., 30), and the grants for the roads named in the States of Alabama.
and Louisana, by act of June 3, 1856 (11 Stats., 17, 18).
The grant for the Iron Mountain Railroad in Arkansas was made by the second section of the act of July 4, 1866 (14 Stats., 83).
No lands are reserved for the benefit of any of the roads named in said States, except for the Coosa and Chattanooga, in Alabama. Nothing further appears to have
been done since my report of March 27, 1882, by the Mobile and Girard Railroad Company looking to the completion of that portion of the road lying between Troy and
Mobile, regarding which I made certain recommendations to your predecessor, Hon.
S. J. Kirkwood, by letter of April14, 18e2 (copy herewith, marked E).
In my report of March 27, 1882, as to the Vicksburg, Shreveport and Texas Rail~oad, I stated that the company had filed affidavits to the effect that it was proceedmg with the construction of the uncompleted portion of its road ~ rapidly as possible. As said affidavits and the communication accompanying them give reasons for
the delay and difficulty in completing the road, I submit herewith copies of same,
marked F, G, and H. No certificate, however, of the construction of any portion
r~ported March 27, 1882, as unconstructed, has been filed in this office. The Wisconsm Central Rajlroad is referred to in said report as having 84 miles of located road
unconstructed. I have not been advised of the construction of, or intent to construct, any portion of said 84 miles. On October 21, 1882, there were 23,223.92 acres,
and on November 23, 1882, 43,280.99 acres, patented to the State of Wisconsin for the
benefit of this road, as explained in my report of December 29, 1882, printed as House
Ex. Doc. No. 29.
I return herewith the letter of Hon. T. C. Pound.
Very respectfully,
·
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
Hon. H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior.
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A.
OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD CO.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., September 23, 1882.
SIR: On the 6th of April, 1882, you referred to this office, without instruct~ons,. a
letter dated April 5, 1882, from H. Villn.rd, president of the Oregon and Cahforl!-m
Railroad Company, addressed to Hon. John H. Mitchell, with two maps of the defimte
location of said road, to wit :
Map No. 1, showing an amended line of route of the said railroad from the south
line of section 36, 27 south, 6 west, to a point in section line between sections 5 and
6, 30 south, 5 west, or from station 1,131 X 50 to station 1,298 of the eriginallocated
line, as shown by the oiigin~l map of location which was accepted by the Department, and upon which a withdrawal of lands was made by letter from this office of
March 31, 1871. This change in location is a very limited one, and was fouud necessary in order to obtain a better crossing of the Umpqua River, and would not affect
the withdrawal of the lands made on the original location.
Map No.2, showing the location of a section of 20 miles south. of that described
above, commencing at station 1,320 X 50 in section 6, 30 south, 5 west, and ending at
station 2,376 X 50 in township 31 south, 7 west.
On the 5th September, 1882, you referred to this office, for report and recommendation, a letter dated August 24, 1882, filed by W. K. Mendenhall, attorney for the Oregon and California Railroad Company, and map accompanying the same, showing the
definite location of the line of said railroad from station 2,376 X 50, in township 31
south, 7 west, to the north line of section 33, 34 south, 6 west.
Mr. Mendenhall requests that you direct the withdrawal of the lands along the line
-of definite location~ as shown by these maps, in accorda,nce with the act of July 25,
1866, granting lands to aid in the construction of said road.
The line of road, as shown upon the said maps, appears to have followed the direction indicated in the granting act, to a point in section 33, 34 south, 6 west, about 38
miles north of the State boundary, and in a direction to connect with the line of the
California and Oregon Company of California, which has located its road to the north
line of township 46 north, 5 west, in a northerly line from its starting point on the
-central Pacific road.
The act approved July 25, 1866 (14 Stats., p. 239), provided for the construction of
a railroad from Portland, Oregon, to the Central Pacific in California; the California
and Oregon Railroad Company to construct that part of the road in California, beginning at a point on the Central Pacific Railroads and running thence northerly to the
northern boundary of the State, and the Oregon and California Company to construct
that part of the said road in Oregon, beginning at Portland, and running thence
southerly to the southern boundary of Oregon, where the same should connect with
that part of the said line to be built by the first-named company.
The act required the completion of the entire road on or before July 1, 1875. By
the act of June 25, 1868 (15 Stats., p. 80), the time for completing the said road was
extended to July 1, 1880.
The estimated length of the lines of said road in Oregon is 315 miles. Prior to July
1, 1880, 197 miles of road, from Portland to Roseburg, were completed. No evidence
of further construction has been received at this office.
In view of the fact that the statutory period within which the entire road should
have been constructed has long since expired, and of the further fact that le~islation
concerning all grants in like condition has been proposed and is now pendin~this
office is not prepared at this time to recommend the acceptance, by the Department,
of these maps nor any further withdrawal of lands for the benefit of the grant in
question.
The maps are accordingly returned herewith, together with the letters filed with
the same.
·
Very respectfully,
N.C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
Hon. H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior.
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GULF AND SHIP ISLAND RAILROAD COMPANY. EXHIBITS B, C, D.
JAcKsoN, Mrss., - - - , 1882.

To the Hon. Secreta1·y of the Interior :
The undersigned president of the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad Company, corporated under the la~s of the. State of Mississippi, would respectfully represent to the
Hon. Secretary of the In tenor:
. . . .
That Congress, by the act of 11th of J\ugust, 1856, wanted to the State ~f Miss:ssip~I,
for the con truction of the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad, alternate sectwns of pu~hc
lands for a width of 6 miles, &c. (vol. 11, Statutes at Large U. S., p. 30). (A hke
(!'rant was by the same a~t made for two oth~r. roads.)
.
In 1860 a definite location of the Gulf and Sh1p Island road was made, map of wh1eh
wa filed in the Interior Department. This location and map was intended to g~ve
notice to the United States and the Land Office Department of the area and locatiOn
of the land granted, so that the same should be reserved from further sales. The
undersigned would further represent that the legal effect and operation of said act of
Congress was to vest in the State of Mississippi a present estate in fee in said la,nds,
subject to a condition subsequent; that is to say, subject to a right in the United
tates by positive act, to claim a restoration of said lands to the public domain on
the no~-completion of the railroad within the time limited, namely, ten years.
The undersigned insists that by virtue of the said act of Congress the State of Misi . ippi became owner in fee of said lands, in trust from the railroad, and will so continue owner until Congress resumes the grant.
The undersigned further insists that the grant by Congress separated said lands
from the public domain and devoted them to the use and purpose named in the. act
<>f Congress; and that a disposition of any of said lauds, by sales by the local land
<>ffice, id absolutely illegal and violative of the terms of the grant in the act of 11th
of August, 1856. This is clearly the ruling of the Supreme Court of the United States,
in Schulenberg vs. Harriman, 21 Wallace, 44. Unless Congress by unequivocal act
declares a forfeiture, the estate in fee, subject to the trust, remains in the State.
The undersigned represents to the Hon. Secretary that the officers of the local land
<>ffice in Mississippi, in plain violation of law and their duty in the premises, have
from time to time sold parcels of land within the area. of the grant, and claim and
are exercising the right so do to.
Bills are pending in both houses of Congress to waive the forfeiture and extend the
time for building the road.
The premises considered, the und~rsigned, on behalf of the company which he represents, prays the Ron. Secretary to Issue the proper order to the local land officers to
refrain from further sales of said lands until Congress shall take definite action on
the subject.
And, as in duty bound, &c.
WIRT ADAMS,
President Gulf and Ship Island Rail1·oad.

c.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., July 24, 1882.
SIR: I am in receipt, by reference from you, for immediate consideration, of~ letter
addressed to you by Mr. Wirt Adams, president Gulf and Ship Island Railroad, requesting that the local land officers in the State of Mississippi may be directed to refrain from further sales or disposition of lands in even sections within the limits of the
grant for said road by act of August 11, 1856. He refers to the fact that in 1860 (November 2i) a map of definite location of said road was filed in thit:J office, and holds
that the said map identified the lands granted; also that the subsequent disposition
()f ~aid lands by the local land officers was absolutely illegal and a violation of the
terms of the act of August 11, 1856. In reply I have to advise you that by the act of
August 11, 1856 (11 Stat., p. 30), a grant of six sections ofla,nd per mile was made to
the State of Mississippi for a road from Brandon to the Gulf of Mexico. Provision
was made in the act for the sale by the State of the lands granted, the quantity sold
to 'be proportionate to the miles of road constructed from time to time, except in the
case of the sale of the first one hundred and twenty sections, which -could be sold in
advance of the construction of any portion of the road. The act also provides that
if the road be not completed within ten years'' the lands unsold shall revert to the
United States."
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On August 15 1H56, prior to location of the road, the lands falling within the prob.
a.ble limits of the road were withdrawn from sale or location by Notice 567. A map
of definite location of the road was :filed in this office November 27, 1860, and " 8c
cepted as the basis of adjustment of the grant." No withdrawal was ever made upon
the map of definite location, because of the outbreak of the war of the r~belhon,
which occurred while the diagrams of withdrawal were in course of preparation.
13y
letter of August ~2, 1856, the local land officers in Mississippi were directed t~ allow
pre-emption settlements and entries upon any of the lands withdrawn by Not1ce 567
of August 15, 1856, up to the time when the line or rQute of the said road (and others
provided for by the act of August 11, 1856) should be "definitely :fixed." On <;>cto ber
22, 1856, said officers were instructed to the effect that upon the :filing in their office
of a certified map of the line of route of said road as "definitely :fixed," they m~st,
without awaiting further instructions from this office, cease to permit pre-emption
entries or locations for any purpose upon "the lands within 15 miles of said route."
No map of definite location appears to have been filed in any of the local land offic€s
in Mississippi; consequently pre-emption entries were permitted with;n the limit~ of
the road up to the date of the close of the offices by the war referred to. Said w~r
closed in the year H!66. The act of June 21, 1~66, reserved all the publh1 lands 1.11
Mississippi and other Southern States for homestead purposes, and as soon as the local
land offices in Mississippi were reopened, homestead entries only were permitted upon
the lands in question. This condition prevailed until June 22, 1876, when an act was
passed restoring lands in said States to pre-emption entry, and directing the offering
at public sale of the vacant public lands in said States from time to time, as soon as
practicable. Under this act all the vacant lands (no reservation of lands being made
for the road in question) in Mississippi were offered in Ld78 and 1r,79, and such as were
not disposed of at public sale have since been held subject to homestead, pre-emption ~
or private entry. During all the years from 1860 until the receipt of Mr. Adams's
letter on yesterday, a period of twenty-two years, no claim has been made in behalf
of the State, or of any company organized under her laws, to any lands under or by
virtue of the act of August 1 L, 1856.
·
No lands have been a.pproved to the State for the benefit of the road, and no portion
of the road has been constructed. There is not ·a ny evidence on file as to the disposition made by the legislature of Mississippi of the grant made for the benefit of this
road. A bill (H. R. 6390) is now pending before Congress providing for the repeal of
so much of the act of August 11, 185G, as makes a grant for the benefit of the road in
question.
There is also a bill (H. R. 868) pending before Congress which proposes to grant to
the State of Mississippi to aid in the construction of the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
"all the public lands heretofore granted for the same purpose" by the act of August
11, 1856. In view of the facts above stated I decline to recommend the withdrawal
asked for by Mr. Adams.
I return herewith Mr. Adams's letter.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLA.ND,
CommiBBioner.
lion. H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior.

D.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

WaBhington, October 20, 1882.
SIR: I have considered the contents of letter (without date, but received July 17
~ast) from Wirt Adams, esq., president of the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad Company,
m which he requests that the local officers of the State of Mississippi be directed to
refrain from further sales or disposition of lands in the even sections within the limits
of the grant for said road by act of August 11, 1856 ; also your report to me of July 24
thereon.
Briefly, the facts appear as follows:
_
Congress, by act of August 11, 1856 (11 Stat., 30), made a grant of six sections of
land per mile to the State of Mississippi for a road from Brandon to the Gulf of
Mexico. '!'he act provide_d for the sale by the State of the lands granted as follows:
_ The :first 120 sec~ions coul~ be sold .in advance of ~he construction of any portio!! of
the road, and a like quant1t~ followm~ the completiOn of any continuous twenty miles
of road. The act also provides tbat If the road be not completed within ten years
"the lands unsold. shall revert to the United States." A map of definite location of
the road was :fi.led m your office November 27, 1860, and" acce.pted as the basis of the
grant." No withdrawal was ever made upon the map of definite location. On the
22d of October, 1856, the locallan~ officers in Mississippi were instructed in effect by
your office, that upon the filing in their respective offices of a certified map of a line
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of route of said road as ".definitely fi.xed," th~y should, vyithout awaiting further instructions cease to permit pre-emp~wn• entnes or locatwns, for any purpose, upon
"the land~ within fifteen miles of said route."
No map of definite location app~ars to ~ave been filed in any o.f the l?ca~ land
offices in Mississippi and pre-emptiOn entnes were therefore permitted w1thm the
limits of the road up to the commencement of the war of the rebellion, when said
local offices were closed.
When these offices were reopened following the war, homestead entries only were
permitted upon the lands in question, for the reason that an act of Congress approved
June 21, 1866, reserved all the public lands in Mississippi and other Southern States
for homestead purposes.
On June 22, 1876, an act was passed l'estoring lands in said States to pre-emption
entry after having first been offered at public sale.
Under the provisions of this act all the vacant lands in Mississippi were in 1878 and
1879 offered, and such as were not disposed of at public sale have since been held subject to homestead, pre-emption, or private entry. No reservation was made for the
road in question. This condition has continued all these years since 1860 without
protest or objection from any quarter, and no claim has been made in behalf of the
State, or anv company organized under her laws, to any lands under or by virtue of
the act of August 11, 1856, until the receipt of Mr. Adams's letter a few weeks ago.
There is no evidence on file in this Department as to what disposition, if any, was
made by the legislature of Mississippi of the grant made for the benefit of this road.
A bill (H. R. 63VO) is now pending before Congress, providing for the repeal of so
much of the act of August 11, 1856, as makes a grant for the benefit of the road in
question .
There is also pending a bill (H. R. 868) which proposes to regrant to the State of
Mississippi, to aid in the construction of;, the Gulf and Ship Island Rrailroad, "all the
public lands heretofore granted for the same purpose" by the act of August 11, 1856.
In view of the foregoing facts, I must decline to direct the withdrawal of the lands
asked for by Mr. Adams.
You will inform him of my action in the matter, furnishing him a copy of this
letter.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

E.
MOBILE AND GIRARD RAILROAD COMPANY.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., April14, 1882.
SIR: I haye the honor ~o transmit her13with th~ ~eport of Mr. P. J .. Glover, a special
agent of th1s office, relative to the present condition of the lands embraced in the
grant made by Congress, June 3, 1856 (ll Stat., 17), for the construction of a railroad
from Girard to Mobile, in the State of Alabama.
The granted lands were included within six alternate sections in width on each side
of the con.templated .road, exclusive. of land~ previously sold, pre-empted, reserved,
or otherwise appropnated. Indemmt.y selectwns for specified losses were authorized
to b'e made within 15 miles from the line of the road.
·
Among the material conditions of the grant were the following:
1. The lands were to be exclusively applied to the construction of the road.
2. They were to be disposed of only as the work progressed.
3. They were to be subject to disposal by the legislature of the State solely for the
purpose mentioned.
4. No more than one hundred and twenty sections included within a continuous
length of twenty miles of the road could be disposE~d of by the State in advance of
construction.
5.. When t~e governor should certify to the Se.cretary of the Interior that twenty
contmnous m1leH of the road had been completed, another 120 sections of the granted
lands ":ithin a continuous length of 20 miles might be sold, and so on until the road ·
was fimshed.
6. The road was to be completed within ten years from the date of the act.
7. If the road was not completed within ten years, no further sale of the granted
lands was to be macle, but the lands then unsold were to revert to the United States.
The map of the definite location of the road was filed June 1 1858.
No record is f(')und in this office of any certificate from the go'vernor as to the completion of any part of said road, but it appears that up to January 31, 1861, there had
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been certified to the State of Alaba~a, on account of this grant, . an ag~re~ate of
504,145 acres of public land, being all, or nearly all, the Ian~ then vacant w1thm bot~
the granted and indemnity limits between Girard and Mobtle. Of t~e ~and s~ certified, :W8, 767 acres were within the granted limits, and 29G,377 acres w1thm the mdemnity limits.
.
It further appears as a matter of fact, as shown by Mr. Glover's report, which corresponds to the general information of this office, that the road was ~ompleted f~om
Girard to Union Springs, a distance of 54 miles, in 1861, and that a ~urther portiOn,
from Union SpriuO't::J to Troy a distance of 30 miles was commenced after the close of
the war, and completed in lS71, making the totall~ngth of constructed r~d 84 miles.
It is understood that construction definitely ceased at Troy.
Mr. Glover finds that the whole amount o~public land available !or. the purpose of
this grant bf'twecn Girarrl a.nc1 Union Springs, was 1,601 acres w1tbm the granted
limits, aiHll,:~99 anes wi1hin the indemnity limits.
The recordt::~ of this office &bow that these were the amo unts certified to the State
between said points, and that the amount certified between Union ~pring~ and 'l'~oy
wa,s 9,:327.8~ acres within the granted limits and 9,397.tl4 acres withm the mdemmty
limits, or a total of 18,7i5. 7i acres between the latter points. The total amount ~er
tified between Girard and Troy, .and which was all the public laud of t~e Umted
States remaining between those points at the datt- of the definite locatiOn of the
road, was ~1, 723.31 acres. The amount of land certified to the State in excess of the
amol)ut that could be c-laimed as inuring to the grant along the line of actually constr~ted road is therefore 482,421 acreA.
~
. It does not appear that any portion of the land certified to the State had been sold
or used for the purpose of the road at the date of the expiration of the time allo.wed
for construction, neither does it appear that any portion of the land had been certified
over to the railroad company at that period.
.
By the act of the legislature of the State of Alabama, approved February 1, 1858,
the State accepted the grant in aid of the construction of the Girard a.l'>~~,Mobile Railroad, upon the terms, conditions, a.nd restrictions contained in the a~,;t of Congress
making the grant.
·
.
.
The second section of the legislative act provided that the lands, powers, and privileges granted and conferred by Congress to aid in the construction of a railroad from
Girard to Mobile. " are hereby granted to and. conferred upon th@ Mobile and Girard
Railroad Company " * " for the purpose and under the restrictions specified in
said act of Congress, as soon as s~id company shall execute and deliver to the governor of this State a bond, faithfully to use s!!tid lands for the purpose of its donation,
and to abide by and perform the provisions and conditions in the said act of Congress
cont:tined."
In a letter addressed to Mr. Glover by the private secretary of the governor of Alabama, dated August 19, 1881 (copy herewith), it is stated that in the records of the
executive office there is nothing to show when the road w:ts begun, the progress of
its construction, or the date of its completion to its present terminus at Troy, and no
evidence that the company ever executed a bond ''to faithfully use said lands for the
purpose of its donation and abide by and perform the provisions and conditions" of
the act of the general a,ssem bly approved February 1, 1858, or that the governor ever
'certified to the Secretary of the Interior the completion of any twenty continuous
~oo~~ro~

·

In June, 1A57 (9 Opinions, 41), Mr. Attorney-General Black expressed the opinion
that grant& to States, similar to the grant in question, vested in the States a fee simple
title to the gr:tntcd lands without a patent; that the definite location oft he road would
locate the grant, and that lists of Janus embraced in the grant might be furnished for
information just as any other information would be given from the records of this De. partment, but tha.t such lists would have no influence on the title.
It is to be presumed, and is, I believe, a matter of fa.c.t, that the lists of lands within
. the limits of railroad grants which in 1860, and prior thereto, were certified to States,
as in the present instance, were so certified under the ovinion of the Attorney-General
as information from the records of this office, and that the same did not purport to
convey the title. Whatever title the State had was derived from the gra,nting act and
was subject to its provisions, conditions, and limitations. The lists defined the lands
which 'Yere supposed to be subject .to the opera.tion of the grant, leaving the question
of the t1tle to the described lands where it was left by the statute, and as it would
have remained if no lists had been certified, and as it did remain after as well as before such certification.
This I conclude to be the fact as to lands certified within granted limits. As to the
lands embraced within indemnity limits which were certified to the State in advance
of the construction of the road, and before any right of indemnity selection had been
acquired, and to which no such right has ever been acquired, the question arises
whether under the act of Congress of Augnst 3, 1854. (section 2449 Rev. Stat.), said
certifications were not wholly without legal force or effect.
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In any event it would appear that whatever title the State might have had, or
·ght claim to any of the lands described in the certified lists, whether such lands
:~re withln' the origina.ll;r granted,. or the indemn~ty limits, was subject to the forfeiture provision of the grantmg act after June 3, Ul66.
.
.
.
ubsequent to that period application was made to this office for copies of the onginally certified lists, which were f~r~ished under dat~ of November 291 1870, coupled
with a statement from the CommissiOner that the title to the descnbed lands h~td
lapsed to the United States because' of the non-completion of the road.
By the act of the legislature of the S~ate, ·approved Fe?ruary 10, 1876? the go-: ern or
was authorized and required to ~ransmit to the pr?p~r railroad compames the hst~ of
all lands certified from time to time by the CommiSSIOner of the General Land Office,
and to indorse on the same his approval, and it was provided that the lists so indorsed should operate as a conveyance to the railroad companies, respectively, ()fall
the right, title, and interest the State may have derived under the act of Congress of
June 3, 18!16.
It appears from a printed statement purporting to be a memorial to Congress by the
Mobile and Girard Railroad Company, a copy of which has unofficially bebn furnished
me anr1 is herewith inclosed, that on December 3, 1879, the governor of Alabama indoriSed over to said company the lists of lands certified to the State in 1860 and 1861,
as hereinbefore recited. It is to be presumed that the certified copies obtained in
1870 were the lists mentioned as having been so indorsed.
It is state(L in this memm:;ial that the company disposed of about 96,000 acres of
the land "in payment of services to commissioners and agents in selecting said lands
and obtaining certificates for the same."
Mr. Glover reports the result of his investigations into this transaction, by which
it appears t.hat on April :25, 186?:!, t.be Mobile and Girard H.ailroad Company entered
into a contract with Abraham Edwards, then register of the Uniterl Statt-s land office
at Montgomery, by which the company agreed to convey to said Edwards an amount
of land equal to 10 per cent. of all such land as should be acquired by the railroad
company; that on June 24, 1>!68, the company conveyed to said Edwards one undivided tenth part of the lands that had been certified to the .S tate, ,but which had not
then been indorsed over to the company; that by a resolution of the board of directors, passed October 31, 18681 the railroad company agreed to convey to said Edwards
5 per cent. additional of all such lands for which the said Edwards should secure
patents to the company; that on January 21, 1871, and after certified copies of the
originallists had been obtained from the General Land Office, a partition was made
of the lands, and three-twentieths thereof, amounting to 96,476 acres, were selected
and co11veyed to Edwards by deed from the company, he relinquishin"g the undivided
one-tenth previously conveyed. It also appears that John A. Pickersgill, of New
York, and Thomas Ewing, of Ohio, were parties in some interest with Edwards in
this transaction. These facts, Mr. Glover states, are matters of record.
•
It would appear from this recital that the 96,476 acres reported by the company as
having been disposed of "in payment of services to commissioners and agents in selecting said lands and obtaining certificates for same," were so dispos·e d of without
legitimate purpose. 'l'he selection of the lands for certification by the Commissioner
of the General Land Office was made prior to 1861, and hence it is apparent that the
comparatively small expense attending such selection could not have been an element ·
in the consideration for which this deed was given. The only "selection" to which
some expense to the company may have been involved must have been the selection
made by the ''commissioners" or" arbitrators" who made the partition above referred
to, while the'' services" contracted for by the company and satisfied by the deed of
96,476 acres of land, would appear to have been of an imaginary character. I conclude that the conveyance of said 96,476 acres did not amount to a bona fide disposal
of the lands.
The company further set forth that they have sold to sundry parties about 164,000
acr~s more of the land, of which 116,000 acres were sold at less than 5 cents per acre,
which the company say was its full value.
·
It ~as stated by ~r. Glover in the paper transmitted to me by you relative to his
appomt.ment as speCial agent, that a considerable purchaser from the company was,
and for some time h~d been, engaged in cutting timber from the lands, and u"ing the
same in the construction of railroads in Georgia.
If such cutting and removal have taken place on the 116,000 acres referred to, it is
presumable that whatever may be the value of the land for agricultural purposes, it
must have an additional and considerable value for the timber upon it. A sale of
available timber lands at 5 cents per acre could hardly, I suppose, be held to be a
bona fide sale.
But whatever the facts may have been in respect to these attempted conveyances
a.y the railroad company, the parties assuming to dori ve under the company's claim of
title bad knowledge of the defective character of thftt claim, and cannot therefore be
regarded as innocent purchasers.
·
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I am not advised whether the company now operating this r?ad, an?- which is presumed to have constructed that portion of the line bet~een Umo~ Sprm~s a~d Troy,
is or is not the same company that built the road from Gtrar~ to. Umon Sprmgs, nor am
I advised of the terms upon which the present COJ?~any, if drffer:ent from the former
one, acquired the property and franchises of the ongm~l corJ?orat~on: ?or whether the
price paid would indicate that the contingent expecta.t10n o~ co~mg mto the possession of the forfeited land grant was or was not a consideratiOn m the. case.
But it is shown that no apparent title tc;> any of the lands.was acqmred by any corporation until 1879, and I do not know upon what ground 1t could be assumed that
the State then had authority to transfer this grant. •
.
There can be no doubt, I think, that any disposal of the ~and by the S~ate, except
as authorized by the act of Congress making the grant, was Illegal and v01d, and conferred no rights upon the assignees of the State.
.
.
.
.
As previously stated, the total amount of ~and that could be claiJ?ed as murmg ~o
the State by virtue of the actual constructiOn of the roa,d from Girard to Troy, IS
21,723.31 acres. Whether or not the legal title to this land shoul~ be sough~ to. be
recovered to the United States, would, I suppose, be a proper subJect for legislative
consideration.
·
The legal title to the remainder of the lands described in the certified lists, ~mount
ing to 4tl2,422 acres, should, I think, be recovered by judicial proceedings, wh1ch may
doubtless be instituted to enforc e the forfeiture of the granted lands, and to vacate
the title, if any, that passed by the erroneous certificatio:as of lands within indemnity
limits.
I respectfully recommend proper action to this end. Should this view m.eet w:ith
your concurrence, the necessary description of the lands embraced in the certified hsts
will be furnished whenever the same may be desired.
The following papers are inclosed herewith :
1. Mr. Glover's report, with accompanying papers.
2. Memorial of the Mobile and Girard Railroad Company.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
ComntiBBioner.
Ron. S. J. KIRKWOOD,
Searetary of the Interior.

F.
VICKSBURG, SHREVEPORT AND TEXAS RAILROAD, EXHIBITS F, G, H.
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 20, 1882.
SIR: Inasmuch as the House of Representatives has recently called upon you by resolution for information relative to the progress of const,ruction and other facts regarding
certain railroad land grants, and it is understoou to be your desire and intention to
respond to said resolution by giving a full and deta:iled report of all the facts and statistics falling within the scope thereof, I have the honor to file herewith the affidavits
of Francis P. Stubbs, of Monroe, La., and F. Y. Dabney, chief engineer, showing the
progress of the work of construction and the reasons which have operated to prevent
the construction of the road known as the Vicksburg, Shreveport and Pacific Railroad
of Louisiana, viz: The affidavit of Francis P. Stubbs shows that that portion of the
road lying between Red River (at Shreveport) and the 'l'exas State line, a distance of
20 miles, and that portion lying between Vicksburg and Monroe, a distance of 74 miles,
had been built prior to the commencement of the late civil war (1861); that the
eastern division of the road was almost entirely destroyed by the hostile armies in
the year 1863, and has been rebuilt since the close of the war; that after the close of
the war, in 1866, an owner of four of the :first-mortgage bonds of the road successfully succeeded, under a decree of the State courts, in obtaining control of the road
and its franchises, whereupon an action in chancery was commenced in the United
States circuit court of Louisiana to annul this sale, which action finally resulted in
the setting aside the action of the State courts, and the sale of the road to its present
ownen in 1880, under a decree of the Supreme Court of the United States; that this
litigati?n absolutely destroyed the credit of the road and its ability to raise money
to contmue the work of construction; that the new company, on coming into possession, immediatel y commenced lJuilding the unconstructed portion of the road, and the
work of const.ruction is now progre~sing ":'ith great energy.
.
The affidavit of F. Y. Dabney, chief engmeer and superintendent, showmg that the
u~finished portion of the road is being built as rapidly as men and money can ccomphsh that result, and that an iron bridge over the Ouachita River costing upwarus of
$150,000 has been built in the past few months.
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There are other important f~cts to which .I desire to invite y~mr attent~on, viz:
B the construction of 94 miles of road this company e~rned 360,960 ames of land, of
whi~h amount it has received title for 353,212 acres, leavmg a balance due and uncertified of7,748 acres.
.
An examination of the records of your office relatmg to the lands throughout ~he
entire limits of this grant has been made ~ithin t~e past three months under my I.mmediate supervision, and the uncontrovertible fac~1s ~eveal~d th~t there n?w remau:s
of vacant unappropriated lands subject to selectiOn m satisfactiOn of this grant, m
both 6 and 15 mile limits, but 20,6:32.30 acres.
If the 7 748 acres earned and not listed be deducted from this20,632.30 acres of vacant
lands, th~ remainder, 12,904.30 a.cres, will b.e found to truthfully represent th~ whole
amount of ·lands subject to forfeiture for failure of the company to complete 1ts road
within ten years froll!- the date. of the grant.ing act.
. .
I invite your espeCial attentwn to these facts, as they refute the false and mahcwus
statements which have been made that hundreds of thousands of acres of land were
w:ithdrawn from market under this railroad grant.
Very respectfully,
M. D. BRAINARD,
Attorney jo1· V., S. and P.R. R.Co.
Hon. N.C. McFARLAND,
.
Comrnissione,. General Land Office.

G.
STATE OF LOUISIANA,

Ouachita Parish:
Before me, Julius Ennemoser, United States commissioner for the western district
of Louisiana, duly qualified commissioner and sworn, on this the 17th of January,
A. D. 1882, personally came and appeared before me Francis P. Stubbs, a citizen of
said parish and State, and to me well known, who, having been duly sworn by me,
deposes and says :
He has been a resident of said pa.rish and State for more thaJ?. thirty years last past.
That he was one of the original stockholders of the Vicksburg, Shreveport and Texas
Railroad Company, organized in the year 1853, for the purpose of constructing a railroad from a point opposite Vicksburg, on the Mississippi River, westward thrDugh
the parishes of Ouachita and Caddo, to the Texas State line. That he was elected a
director in said corporation in the year 1858, and served as such until his resignation
in 1863.
That the said company, at the commencement.of the war between the States, bad
constructed that portion of their line extending from the Mississippi River to Monroe,
on the Ouachita, called the Eastern Division-had in 1863 nearly completed the
Western Division, the portion comprised between the Red River and the Texas State
line, altogether about ninety-four miles, and had done some work on the Middle Division, that comprised between the Ouachita and the Red Rivers.
That this w.ork was done with means obtained from the stock subscribed, but principally with the proceedR of the fhst-murtgage bonds of the company, secured by a ·
mortgage executed upon the railroad, its property, rights, and franchises, and the
lands donated to through the State of Louisiana. by the United S~ates Government,
as per act approved June 3, 1856, to the railroad company. 'fhat manyofthese bonds
were sold, the entire proceeds thereof, between seven and eight lmndred thousand
dollars, used in the construction of the road.
That m 1860 that portion of the road between the Mississippi and Ouachita Rivers
exposed to the devastating overflows incident to the destruction of the levee systemthe prey to ceaseless anu successive efforts on the part of the Federal as weli as the
Confederate armies under special orders from their commanding officer~-was almost
totally destroyed, and the wonderfully prosperous country through which it ran be-came a barren wilderness, which was not improved during the continuance of the
war. Its destruction by the armies of both contending parties was full and complete.
That in 1866, shortly after the close of hostilities, an owner of a few (4) of the firstmortgage bonds obtained from the State courts an order of seizure and sale for the
whole debt against the whole property, and at sheriff's sale the property was adj udi-cated to the plaintiff and six other gentlemen associated with him for the price of
fifty thousand dollars. The property 50 adjudicated included all the lands donated
by the United Sta,tes to aid in building the railroad, estimated then to be about
( 400,000) four hundred thousand acres.
The purchasers at this sale took possession and control of the property, and being
organized into the North Louisiana and Texas R. R. Co. by the legislature of Louisiana, proceeded to rebuild that portion of the roa.d which had been destroyed as. aforeitaid.
.
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A large majority of the holders of the mortgage bonds refused to acquiesce i!l th~
sale and the actions of the purchasers, a,nd an action in chancery was brought _11?- the
United States circuit court for Louisiana to annul the sale made by the authont1es.
This suit of Henry R. Jackson et al. vs. V., S. & T. R. R. Co., Ladeling, and others
had also for its object and purpose a foreclosure of the mortgage. .
.
The litigation absolutely destroyed the ability of the new orgamzatwn, the ~orth
Louisiana and Texas R. R. Co., to raise, by the means ordinarily resorted_t?, th~ funds
necessary to rebuild and furni sh the road, and in consequence of th~ ht1~at10n th0
work of finishing [the] road Lwas] suspended until the final terminatiOn of the same
adverse to the cl::dms of the purchasers-the North Louisiana a.n d Texas R. R. Co.-:and
in Decembrr, 1879, the V., S. & T. R. R. Co., all its rights, privileges, and franchi_se.s,.
with its lands, right of way, &c., especially including the lands derived from the Umted
States and specially induded in the mortgage, was sold under a decree of the Supreme
Court of the United States permitting it, was purchased by a committee of and representing the holders of the original first-mortgage bonds, as above described.
.
This committee, acting for their constituents, under the laws of Louisiana, orgamzed
the present company, investing it with all its property, rights, franchises, land, &~.
Thus the Vicksburg, Shreveport and Pacific Railroad Company, the present orgamzation, derived its right to own and control the property, and its corresponding duty
of building and furnishing the road, long delayed by no fault of the original corporation, or of the holders of its securities, or those who now own it, under the final _settlement of the wasting proceeding in chancery.
Immediately on coming into possession, the present company entered ;:tctively the
work of finishing the railroad in accordance with the original purpose of its projectors,
and now, with the eastern [and] western divisions in successful operation, the company
is actively engaged in building the unfinished portions of the line, many contractors
are in the field, and the times and conditions of the contracts require, under heavy
penalties, the completion within the current year.
[That] the utmost energy will to complete the work is manifest by the management. Coupled with the undoubted ability of the company, :financially, the public
now feel little doubt of thP. :final completion in the early future.
Affiant states further that the fact.s above set forth are within his personal knowledge, he having been in some capacity connected with the organization having for their
object the building of the railroad ever since its inception.
All of which affiant swears to the best of his knowledge and belief.
FRANK P. STUBBS,
Sworn aucl subscribed before me this 17th January, 1882.
JULIUS ENNEMOSER,
U. S. Commissoiner, West District Louisiana.
DISTRICT OF' COLUMBIA,

County of WasM:ngton:
W. A. Smith, being duly sworn, on oath says that the foregoing is a correct copy of
the original affidavit of Frank P. Stubbs.
vV. A. SMITH.
Sworn and subscribed to b efore me this 16th day of February, 1882.
[SEAL.]
F. M. HEATON,
Notary Public.

H.
STATE OF LOUISIANA,

Ouachita Parish :
Before me, Justice Ennerr.oser, United States commissioner for the western district
of Louisiana, duly qualified, commissioned and sworn, on this the 18th clay of Ja.nuary, A. D. 1862, personally came and appeared F. Y. Dabney, a resident of said parish
and State, and to me well known, who, having been duly sworn by me, deposes and
says:
That he is the chief engineer and superintendent of the Vicksburg, Shreveport and
Pacific Railroad, and has been filling that position since the :first of July last past ;:
that previously to that time and since January, 1880, he was in the service of said
railroad company as engineer; that the present manao-ement assumed control of said
railroad on the first da.y of June last, and that thefoll~wing results have been accomplished by them, looking to a speedy completion of the unfinished portion of the lin&
between the town of Monroe and the city of Shreveport, a distance of ninety-five and
a half miles by the line of survey:
Fir t: That. the eastern half of this gap, extending from Monroe to Arcadia, aboui
forty-e1ght miles, has already been put under contract-one :firm having recently takea
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the entire work of graduation, bridging,.and cross~ ties ~orthat distance. That ab?ut.
2 300 000 cubic yards of earf.hwork are mvolved m this contract~145,000 cross-ti.es,.
~d ~ver 10 000 hnear feet of bridging. That the contractors are under pledge (with
~eavy forfeit in case of failure) to complete it, as follows:
.
The first 12 miles out of Monroe, by or before July 30, 1882. The second 12 milesout from Monroe, by or before August 30, 1882. The third 12 miles out from Monroe,
by or before Sept. 30 1tl82. And the fourth and last 12,miles out from Monroe, by orbefore October 30, u382. That w?rk on this divisi.on w~s ~ommenced about the first
in tant; that clearing and grading forces are bemg distributed. gradu3:lly over ~he·
entire distances; that cross-tie cutte:s are at work, and ~hat he ~s safe m assertmg
that the whole will be pushed as rapidly as the seasons will permit.
Second. That on the western half of the gap, extending from Arcadia to Shreveport a distance of forty-seven and a half miles, the final location of the route was.
finisbed in the early part of last month (December), since which time he has had sev-eral of his assistants busily engaged in working up the profiles and estimates of that
portion of the line, preparatory to letting it out by contract; that this work has b~en
unusually hurr~ed, ~n response to rep~at~cl le~ters ~nd telegrams_from the co~sultmg·
engineer of their railroad system at Cmcmnati, urgmg the necessity for haste m order
to put the work under contract as soon as possible; that all the calculations of estimates and preparation of profiles were finished on the ·16 in st., and have gone forward
to Cincinnati; and that he thinks he can safely assert here that it is the company's.
intention to lose no more time in awarding a contract for this second division of the·
''gap" than is absolutely necessary for enabling the newspaper advertisements of the·'
letting to become properly disseminated throughout the country.
Third. That a first-class railroad iron draw-bridge, spanning the Ouachita River
at this place (Monroe), has been under construction for 12 months or more past; that
it consists of four spans; two spans of about 250 feet each; one (the draw span) of 300•
feet, and one of 100 feet; that these spans aro supported by solid piers of brick masonry on substantial pile foundations; that the bridge is now approaching comple-·
tion, and will probably be finished within the next thirty days, and that it will cost.
about $150,000.
Fourth. That among.the most important matters presenting themselves for immediate comideration by the present management on assuming charge of the road was.
the condition of the roadbed on tbe operated portion of the line from Delta to Monroe;;
that out of a total distance between these points of seventy-three (73) miles, about
forty (40) miles are inundated annually by the winter and spring rise in the Mississippi River; that the river water, after reaching a certain stage, discharged itself
through what is known as ''Ashton Crevasse," near the Arkansas line; that this surplus water is conducted by the Bayou Macon, and other intervening streams, upon
the line of their road, gradually filling up the swamps and low basins, and eventually
overflowing their track; that these overflows involve an almost total suspensicn oi
business, and for periods of time varying from one to four months; that so serious an
incubus upon the prosperity of the road deman<lecl prompt action, and that the management lost no time in taking the necessary steps for remedying the evil; that a contract was entered into about the first of September last for the raisino- of the track
over this entire distance of forty miles, involving over 700,000 cubic yards of earth
and some 6,000 additional feet of bridging, to say nothing of the cost of track-mising.
· That although the work may not have been pushed with that vigor which the
urgency of the case demanded, it is through no failure on the part of the railroad company, and that it is safe at least to assume that in no event will th.ey be subject.ecl to.
another overflow after the one which is now threatening has passed.
All of which affiant swears to the best of his knowledge and belief.
F. Y. DABNEY ..
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th January, A. D. 1882.
JULIUS ENNEMOSER,
U. S. Comrnissioner, West Dist. Lo·uisian-a ..

[SEAL.]

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

County of Washington :

W. A. Smith, being duly sworn, on oath say a that the foregoing is a correct copy oi
the original affidavit of F. Y. Dabney.
W. A. SMITH.
Sworn and subscribed to before m~ this 16th clay of February, 1882.
[SEAL.]
F. M. HEATON,
Notary Publ·ic~
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NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 64, Forty-seventh Congr~ss, first session.]

Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting information in relation to Senate resolution of January 1~, 1882, calling for a certain decision of the Commissioner· of th~ Gener!X'l
Land Office and the opinion of the Attomey-General1·elating to the Northern Pacific .Ratl'road Company, tjc .
.JANUARY 19, 1882.-Referred to the Committee on the .Judiciary and ordered to be printed.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, January 19, 1882.
SIR: In answer to Senate resolution of the 12th instant, directing me to communioCate to the Senate a certain decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
a decision of my immediate predecessor, and the opinion of the Attorney-General, all
Telating to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, with all papers, orders, cor~e
spondence, and memoranda in this Department bearing on the said decisions and opmion; also the number of acres for which patents have been issued to .said company or
its assigns since the 4th day of July, 1877, I have the honor to transmit herewith the
report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office on the subject.
Froio. this report it will be seen that patents for lands in the Olympia district, Washington Territory, were issued on the 8th April, 18HO, for 3,016.08 ncres opposite a portion of the road constructed by said company previously to Hl75. No patents for lands
have been issued for the 475 miles of said road constructed, examined, and accepted
in 1880 and 1881.
Very respectfully,
S. J. KIRKWOOD,
Secretary.
The honorable the PRESIDENT pro tempore of the Senate.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., January 16, 1882.
SIR: I am in receipt, by reference from the Department on the 13th instant, for
report, of Senate resolution passed the 12th instant, as follows:
"Resol1Jed, That the Secretary of the Interior be directed to communicate to the
Senate the decisiqn of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, declaring the land
grant made to the Northern Pacific Ra.ilroad Company lapsed under the operation of
the law granting the same; and, also, the full text of the decision, order, or instructions of his predecessor, Hon. Carl Schurz, overruling the decision of tho Commissioner
-of the General Land Office and rP-storing the grant of lands to the Northern Pacific
Railroad without reference of the subject to the consideration of Congress; and that
he be further directed to communicate all papers, orders, correspondence, and memoranda in his Department touching or rel:\ting to the decision of the Commissioner of
the Land Office aforesaid, the order of the Secretary of the Interior overruling the
-same, and the decision of the Secretary of the Interior restoring and confirming to the
-said Northern Pacific Railroad Company said grant of land, including an opinion of
the Attorney-General on the subject; also, the number of acres for which patents have
been issued to said company or its assigns since the 4th day of July, 1877."
In accordance with instructions, I have to report as follows:
I know of no decision, in any actual case presented by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, declaring the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company
lapsed, which has been reversed by the Secretary of the Interior.
I inclose a copy (marked A) of a letter to the register and receiver at Bozeman,
Montana Territory, October 12, 1877, by the then Commissioner, stating that the time
for the completion of the road, under the grant, expired July 4, 1877, but that, under
<Jited decisions, there was no power in the office to enforce forfeiture. 'fhere may
have been other letters of similar import.
May 10, 1879, George Gray, esq.; attorney for the company, transmitted to yonr predecessor a map of the amended branch line of the proposed road in Washington Territory and asked that it be accepted by the Department, and the withdrawal oflands
adjusted accordingly. The said letter and map were referred to this office for report.
~he report called for was made May 21,1879, andMr. Gray's letterreturned therewith
to the Department, where it is now on file. A copy of my predecessor's said report is
~erewith, marked B. It will be observed that it presented to the Secretary the ques
t10n whether or not the grant in question had lapsed.
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June 11 1879 your predecessor returned; ' approved, the amended route map with
In said decision (copy herewith, marked
C), the Secretary held that the grant was in full force and e:ftect, fully stating the
reasons.
.
f h'
The above recited decision by your predecessor IS the only one o w ICh I am a ware,
.
touching the lapsing of the grant in question. .
I know of no opinion of the Attorney-General m the premises.
A full report, with maps, show~ng the several lines of road proposed by t"4e e~m
pany, and the history of the Withdrawals for the grant, was made by t~e Actmg
Commissioner of this office March 8, H3RO, and by your predecessor commumcat~d to
the Senate March 12, 1880. (See Senate Ex. Doc. No. 120, 46th Congress, 2d sesswn.)
The only patent issued to the company since July 4, 1877, was dated April 8, 1880,
covering 3,016.08 acres in the "granted" limits, Olympia Land District, Washington
Territory, opposite a portion o~ the road constructed previ~u~ to 187£?. .
.
On October 26, 1880, the Attorney-General rendered an opm10n on similar questwns
relating to the grant to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company. (See Opinions
of Attorneys-General, vol. 16, page 572.) (See page t353, herein.)
The copy of the Senate resolution is inclosed~
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Contmissioner.
Hon. S. J. KIRKWOOD,
.
Secretary of the Interior.
his decisi~n up~n the questions involved.

NoTE-See Senate Ex. Doc. No. 120, 2d sess. 46th Cong., "containing information concerning the
general lines of location of the Northern Pacific Railroad, the changes in said location, the lands with-

drawn under the several locations, and the extent to which the rights of settlers havt3 been affected,"

with maps.
See also Report of Acting . Commissioner of General Land Office, Feb. 11, 1880; Report Commissioner General Land Office, 1880, page 108, on railroad grants lapsed by reason of the non-completion of
roads within the time fixed by law.

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD LA.NDS, EXHIBITS A, B, C, DECISIONS OF
COMMISSIONER OF GENERAL LAND OFFICE AND SECRETARY OF THE
INTERIOR.

A.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., October 12, 1877. ,
REGISTER

RECEIVER,
Bozeman, Mont. :
GENTLEMEN: I have received your let~r of July 14, last, asking whether the odd
sections withdrawn from the Northern Pacific Railroad Company are subject to entry,
the company having failed to construct its road within the period prescribed by the
statute.
By the terms of the grant the tirue within which the company was required to complete the road expired 011 the 4th of July last.
The Supreme Court of the United States, however, in the case of Schulenberg et al.
vs. Harriman, announced that the provision for reversion is a condition subsequent
and cannot operate until a declaration of forfeiture, either by some judicial proceeding authorized by law or by legislative assertion of ownership on the part of the Government bas been made.
This office, therefore, has no power to enforce a forfeiture of the grant, or restore the
lands, and nntil action of the above characteris taken the lands will continue in their
present state of reservation.
Very respectfully,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commissione1·.
AND

B.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., May 21, 1879.

Hon. C. SCHURZ,
Secretary of the Interior :
Sm: I have received, through reference by you, a lette:r from George Gray, esq., attorney of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, dated New York, lOth inst., accompanied by a map representing the amended location of the branch line of said ra1l-
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road in Washington Territorywhich it is desired be accepted and approved b) ~he Department. Yon ask for an expression of my views as to whether anv reasons ex1st why
the request of Mr. Gra~ should not be granted. I have the honor to submit the following in reply :
By act of Congress approved July 2, 1864 (13 Stats., 365), a grant oflands was _made
to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company to aid in the construction ?f a railroad
from a point on Lake Superior, in Wisconsin or Minnesota, to some pomt on Puget
Sound, with a branch, via the valley of the Columbia River, to a point at or near
Portland in Oregon.
.
By joint resolution of May 31, 1870 (16 Stats., 37b), the company was authonzed tolocate and construct its main line to some point on Puget Sound via the valley of th~
Columbia River, with the right to locate and construct .its branch from some convenient point on its main trunk line across the Cascade Mountains.
.
The map of the general route of the main line as filed byiihe company fixes a pomt
at or near the international boundary on Puget sound as the western ter~inus.
.
By a map filed August 15, 1873, the branch line was represented as leavrng the mam
line at a point near Lake Pend D'Oreille, in Idaho Territory, running thence across.
Washington Territory to a point on Puget Sound.
This map was filed under the sixth section of the act of 1864, as amended by the
resolution of 1870, and was considered as a map of general route. The odd sections
were regularly withdrawn for forty miles on each side of the line of road, .and that
reservation has never been r evoked or changed.
On the 18th November, 1876, this office received, by reference for report from _the
Department, a letterfrom W. K. Mendenhall, accompanied by a map showing a desired
amendment by the company of th~ branch line aforesaid.
This map represented the amended line as beginning at Snake River, a tributary
of the Columbia, in the southeastern part of Washington Territory, running thence
along the Yokama and Nachess Rivers to Tocoma,its present western terminus of the
main liae, thereby greatly shortening the line as fixed by map previously filed.
On the 2:2d November I returned the map, with the statement that I could se~ no
objections to the change proposed, it appearing that a very l£1.rge body of land withdrawn along the firs~ line would be released and opened to settlement, while the tract •
affected by the amendment would not be so large.
On the 24th November your predecessor, tho Honorable Z. Chandler, approved the
map and directed this office to prepare the necessary instructions for withdrawing th~
lands along the new line and restoring those along the old.
Pending the preparation of the ma,pR necessary to give effect to the Secretary's dir~c
tions, the Honorable Orange Jacobs filed in the Department a motion for a reconsideration of the action of the Secretary, which, with a reply by Mr. Mendenhall, was
referreil. to me for report. Report was made January 17, 1877.
On the 15th October following you reviewed the whole subject and, for reasons fully
set forth in your letter to me, declined to disturb the action of your predecessor in
approving the map, and directed me to execute the previous instructions .
.Accordingly instructions were drawn, but, prior to their receiving my signature, I
was directed by the honorable .Assistant .Attorney-General to suspend action in the
premises until further ordered. Meantime the matter has been h eld in abeyance.
The company has now fi1ed a new map and renewed its r equest of 1876.
An examination of the map shows a route very ditferent from that represented upon
the first amended map, and is, with the exception of a fow miles, a new location.
It is a map of general route and was adopted by the company, as shown by certificate of the president thereto attached. 'fhough it is not certified to as having been
made from actual survey, I have been iuformed by officers of the company that the
location of the portion of the line through and across the mountains is the result of
careful engineering.
The fact that the present location differs from the line as represented upon the map
filed by the company in 1876, cannot in my opinion be considered an obj ection, for it
accomplishes the purpose of the change by greatly shortening the length of the branch,
and immaterially affects the quantity oflaods to be restored to entry . .
That the company has the power to change the line of general route, and the Department tl;J.e authority to recognize the change, is determined by your decision approving
th_e act10n o! Secretary _Chandler; but two questions have presented themselves to my
mmd to whiCh I deem It proper to direct your attention .
1st. Has the grant to the company lapsed by reason of the failure of the company
to perform. certain acts within the time specified in the granting statutes?
2n~ . If It has so lapsed can the Department recognize any acts by the company
lookmg to the initiation of new rights or the enlargement of old ones f
Upon the e points I do not desire to express an opinion, preferring to leave them
for your consideration. Aside from these possible objection. , no new r<~a ons are
known why the ~ap should not be accepted, and the previous in tructio~s by tho
Department earned into effect. On the contrary, I am of opinion that the best inter-
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est of the public requires that the desired change should be allo.wed. At present a
y large body of land is withheld from settlement and entry whiCh by the amended
;:e would be released and re~tored to the Government, whiJs~ the tract that would
be required to be withdrawn 1s not so lar ge by some four mil.hon acres.
The communication fi·om Mr. Gray and the map are herew1th returned.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commissioner.

c.
DEPARTMENT

OF

THE INTERIOR,

Washington, June 11th, 1879.

SIR: 1 have received your letter of the 21st ultimo, returning the letter of GeOI'ge
· Gray, esq., attorney. of the Northern Pacific Ra~lroad Company, dated New York the
lOth ultimo, presentmg a ma:p of amend~d locatiOn of the ~eneral r?ute of the branch
line of said railroacl in Waslnngton Tcrntory, al!-d requestmg that It be accepted and
.approved by this Department.
The lette'r of Mr. Gray was referred to you for an exprellsion of your views as to
wliether any reason existed why his request sho~ld ~ot be granted.
.
In returning the letter, and map accompan~m~ 1t, you c.al~ my att~nt10n.to two
.questions, which, I understand, you deem matenalm determmmg whet~er said com;pany has the right now to file this map, and have the same approved, VIZ:
"1. Has the grant to the company lapsed by reason of the failure of the company
t o perform certain acts within the time specified iti the granting statutes~
·
"2. If it has so lapsed, can the Department recognize any acts by the company looki ng to the initiation of new rights or the enlargement of old ones~"
You further state: "Aside from those possible objections no new reasons are known
why the map should not be a-ccepted, and the previous instructions by the Departmeni carried into effect~ On the contrary, I am of opinion that the best interest of
t he public requires that the desired change should be allowed. At present a very
large body ofland is withheld from settlement and entry, which by the amended line
would be released and restored to the Government, whilst the tract that would be
Tequired to be withdrawn is not so large by some four millions acres."
The prev)ous instructions referred to are those given by my predecessor, dated November 24, 1876, in approving the map of amended location in Washington Territory,
"then presented by said company.
'l'he first question suggested by you requires an examination of the aet of Congress ,
making the gmnt to said eompany, and the acts supplementary thereof.
By the eighth section of the act of July 2, 1864 (13 Statutes, 370), it is provided :
"SEc. 8. And be it juTther enacted, That each and every grant, right, and privilege
berein are so made and given to, and accepted by said Northern Pacific Railroad Company, upon and subject to the following conditions, namely: That the said compa.ny
. ha.ll commenQe the work on said road within two years from the approval of this act
by the President, and shall complete not less .than fifty miles per year, after th e second
year, and shall construct, equip, furnish, and complete the whole road by the fourth
·day of July, anno Domini eighteen hundred and seventy-six."
~
" SEc. 9. A nd be itju1·ther enacted, That the United States make the several conditioned gr ants herein, and that the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company accept the
·same, upon the further condition that if the said company make any breach of the
-conditions her eof, and allow the same to continue for upwards of one year, then, in
-such case, at any time h ereafter, the United States, by its Congress, may do any and
.a ll acts and things which may be needful and necessary to insure a speedy completion of the said road."
·
By section 2 of a joint r esolution approved May7, 1866 (14 Statutes, 355), entitled" A
resolution extending the time for the completion of the Union Pacific Railway, eastern division," jt is provided:
"SEc. 2. A nd be it j twthm· Tesolved, That the time for commencin g and completing t he
Nort,hern Pacific Railroad, and all its several sections, is extended for the term of two
y ears."
~y a j oint r esolut ion approved July 1, l tl6A (15 Statutes, 255), entitled ''Joint resolutiOn extendin g the time for the completion of the Northern Pacific Railroad," it is
provided:
''Be i t 1·esolved b:IJ the Senate and House of RepTeBentatives of the United States of America
in Cong1·ess assembled, That section eight of an a.ct entitled 'An act granting lands to
aid in t he construction of a r ailroad and t elegraph line from Lake Superior ~o Puget

Sound, on t he P acifi c coast ,' is h ereby so amended as to read as follows: 'That each
.and every grant, r igh t , and privilege h ~rein, are so made and given to and accepted
by said Nort hern Pacifi c Ra ilroad Company upon and subj ect to the following condi·
-:tions, namely : That the said company shall commen ce the work on said road within
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two years from and after the second day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
and shall complete not less than one hundred miles per year, ·after the second year
thereafter, and Rhall construct, equip, furnish, and complete the whole road by the
fourth day of July, anno Domini eighteen hundred and seventy-seven."'
Did the second ·s ectlon of the joint resolution of 1866 extend the time originally provided for the commencement and completion of said road, or did it extend the time
provided in section R of said act as amended by the joint resoluti(')n of 1868 f
It will be observed that the joint resolution of 1868 is entitled ''Joint resolution extending the time for the completion of the Northern Pacific Railroad." If it be held
that the act of 1868 repealed the extension in the act of 1866, then, instead of extending the time, it shortened the time one year, for, by the resolution of 1866, the time
for the completion oft he road would have been July 4·, 187~.
Unless there is a clear repugnancy between statutes in pari materia they are to be
construed so as to give effect to each. It is also a well settled rule that statutes are
not repealed by implication. Numerous cases might be cited in support of this rule.
Can the acts above cited be so interpreted as to give effect to each f
It will be noticed that the amendment of the act of 1868 is an amendment so as
to make the original act read as follows: "That each and every grant, right, and privile~e .herein, are so made and given to and accepted by said Northern and Pacific
Railroad Company,'' etc.
In the case of the Missouri, Kansas, and 'fexas Railway Company vs. the Kansas
Pacific Railway Company, decided at the last term of the Supreme Court, the court
say, "It is true the act of 1864 enla}'ged the grant of 1862, but this was done, not by
words of a new and an additional grant, bat by a change of words in the original act,
substituting for those there used words of larger import. This mode was evidently
adopted that the grant might be treated as if thus made originally, and therefore, as
against the United States, the title of the plaintiff to the enlarged quantity, with the
exceptions stated, must be considered as taking effect equally with the title of the
less quantity as of the date of the first act."
Applying the rule thus announced, it must be held that said company was to commencA work on said road within two years from the second day of July, 1868, and to
complete the same 6n or before the fourth day of July, 1877; and that such must be
taken as the terms of the original charter to said company.
With the terms of the charter thus fixed, the joint resolution of 1866 extends the
time for the completion of the road until July 4, 1879.
It will be observed, also, that this act, unlike most of the acts making grants to
railroad companies, does not provide that at the expiration of the time :fixed for the
co-m pletion of the road the lands granted shall revert to the United ~tates, but does
provide ''that if the said company make any breach of the conditions hereof, and
allow the same to continue for upwards of one year, then, in such case, at any time
hereafter, the United States, by its Congress, may do any and all acts and things
which may be needful and necessary to insure a speedy completion of said road." (See
9th section.)
It will thus be seen that no proceedings can be taken even by Congress to declare a
forfeiture of this grant, if breaches thereof have occurred, until one year after the
time fixed for the completion of the road, viz, July 4, 1880.
If this be not the true construction ot the various provisions of the acts of Congress
in relation to this grant, still, under the rule announced by the Supreme Court in the
case of Schulenberg vs. Harriman (21 Wallace, 44), it must be held that until Congress
does take some steps to declare a forfeiture of said grant the same is in full force and
effect.
In the case cited, the court say: "At common law the sovereign could not make
an entry in person, and, therefore, an office found was necessary to determine the
estate, but, as said by this court in a late case, 'the mode of asserting or of resuming
the forfeited grant is subject to the legislative authority of the Government. It may
be after judicial invt>stigation, or by taki:J?.g possession directly under the authority
of the Government without these preliminary proceedings." In the present case no
action has been taken, either by legislation or judiclal proceedings, to enforce a forfeiture of the estata granted by the acts of 1856 and 1864. The title remains, therefore, in the State as completely_as it existed on the day when the title by location of
the route of the railroad acquired precision and became attached to the adjoining
alternate sections." I am not advised that any proceedings have been taken to declare a forfeiture of the g:~:ant to this company; and jf my views of the law above
expr~ssed are correct, the time has not yet arrived when Congress could take any proceedmgs to declare such a forfeiture; but, in either event, the grant to-day must be
held to be the same as it existed on the day when it was made and accepted by the
company.
Your second question being predicated upon the first, and involved therein, is unnecessary to answer.
.
The grant being held to be in fnll force and effect to-day, I can perceive of no
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reason why the amended map should not be filed. The map of the. general routeri inally filed and the withdrawal made thereon, was fur the protectiOn of the comin reserving the tracts of land included therein for it, if the road was built ~n
that line. It was not a map of definite location of the road, and hence the grant did
not attach to specific tracts of land.
The right of the company under its grant only attaches to specific tracts upon the
definite location of its road.
.
.
.
Tbe company by its attorney, has filed with me, and ·the same IS herewith tr~nsmitted a relinquishment of all its right and interest in any of the lands first Withdrawn' on the branch route in Washington Territory. By this relinquish~ent, as
stated by you, a very large quantity of land will be ;released from the reoe~vatwn and
become subject to disposal under the laws of the Umted States. The partiCular route
upon which the branch line was to be bui~t in Washington Terri~orywas not specifie_d
in the act, and it must, therefore, be considered that Congress mtended to leave this
selection of the route to the company.
The company, after considerable difficulty, has finally selected a route upon which
it deems it to be practicable to build the road provided for by Congress.
The map of amended route is herewith transmitted approved, and you will cause
the lands on said route within the limits specified in the granting act to be withdrawn for the benefit of saicl company, and those on the route heretofore selected t()
be restored.
No withdrawal having been made on the route indicated on the map filed with and
approved by my predecessor November 24, 1~76, no further action in relation to said
map and route will be taken.
The rights of settlers upon the lands included within the limits of the withdrawal
to be made under this amended route must be protected, if settlements and entries
be made before the receipt of notice of withdrawal at the local office.
Very respectfully,
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.
The COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

;a:y

[House Ex. Doc., No. 63, Forty-seventh Congress, first session.]

LAND GRANT OF THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.
Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, in answer to the resolution of the House of January
30, relative to the action of the Interior Department and General Land Office as to the land
grant to the.Northern Pacijio Rail1·oad Company.
:F.lrnRUARY

4, 1882.-Referred to the Committee on Pacific Railroads and ordered to be printed.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, February 2, 1882.
SIR: In answer to resolution of the House of Representatives of the 30th ultimo
calling forinformation as to the action of this Department and the General Land office as to the land grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, I have the honor
to transmit herewith the report of t,he Commissioner of the General Land Office on the
subject, under date of the 1st instant.
·
Very respectfully,
S. J. KIRKWOOD,
Secretary.
The honorable the SPEAKER
of the House of Representatives.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., Feb1·uary 1, 1882.
SIR: I am in re.ceipt, by reference from the Department, on the 31st ultimo, for report, of a resolutiOn passed by the House of Representatives on the 30th ultimo, as
follows:
·
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be requested to communicate to this
House the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office declaring the land
grant made to the Northern Pacific Railroad lapsed under the operation of the law
granting the same; and -also the full text of the decision, order, or instructions of his
predecessor, Ron. Carl Schurz, overruling the decision of the Commissioner of the
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tGeneral Land Office, and restoring the grant of lands to theNorthern Pacific Railroad
without reference of the subject t·o the consideration of Congress. And that he be
further requested to communicate all papers, orders, correspondence, and memoranda
in his Department touching or relating to the decision of the Commissioner of ~he Gen.eralLand Office aforesaid, the order of the Secretary of the Interior overr~lmg the
same, and the decision of the Secretary of the Interior restoring and confirmmg to the
-said Northern Pacific Railroad Company the said grant of land to it."
Under date 16th ultimo Thad the honor to make a report to you upon a S~nate r.es·. olution, passed the 12th ultimo, to the same effect and in words almost identical With
that now under consideration. My snid report was by you communicated to ~he Sen.a,te on the 19th ultimo, and is printed in Senate Ex. Doc. No. 64, present sessiOn:
Inasmuch as the information called for is fully given therein, I inclose herewith a
_{lopy of the Senate executive document above referred to, deell!.ing it unnecessary t,o
,consume the time of clerks or delay this report in making written copies of the same
/Papers.
The House resolution referred by you is herewith returned.
I am, ,sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N.C. McFARLAND,
Comritissi071er.
[SeeS. Ex. Doc. 64, first session, Forty-seventh Congress, page 874, herein.]
Hon. S. J.

KIRKWOOD,

Seeretary

?f the Interior.

[House Report No. 1283, Forty-seventh Congress, first session.]

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD LAND GRANTS.
REPORTS OF CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES.
JUNE ·6, 1882.-0rdered to be printed.

Mr. T. B. REED, of Maine, from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted the
1following report :
The Committee .on the Judiciary, to whom were referred sundry bills relating to
land grants to railroads, have had the same under consideration, and report, as to the
"Northern Pacific Railroad, as follows.
The Northern Pacific Railroad Company derives its chartered rights from the act of
.July 2, 1864 (lJ Statutes, 365). The road is to be constructed from a point on Lake
.Superior to Puget Sound, with a branch, via the valley of the Columbia, to a point
at or near Portland, Oreg. Twenty alternate odd-numbered sections per mile on each
side of the road in Territories and ten in States were granted to the company, with a
right under that and subsequent statutes to make up out of a twenty-mile limit on
·either side all losses arising from prior 'disposal by the United States of lands the
·~ompany would have otherwise been entitled to.
By the terms of the original act the road should have been completed July 4, 1876.
By joint resolutions approved May 7, 1866 (14 Stat., 355), and July 1, 1868 (15 Stat.,
·255), such changes were made as to time of completion that the Secreta.ry of the Interior, June 11, H:!79, held that the effect of them was to require the completion of the
road July 4, 1879. Whether this was the exact date or not, it is sufficient to say that
the time for completion has now expired beyond question. Eleven hundred and
eighty miles of the road have been completed. On the western side it is finished from
Puget Sound to the western boundary of Montana, and on the eastern side from Lake
Su-rerior to the crossing of the Big Horn, in Montana. About 600 miles remain to be
bmlt. These figures we understand to refer to the main line.
Under the proYision of section 3 of the act of July 2, 1864, the land was granted;
under those of sections 8 and 9 the conditions were impo eel.
The important granting words of section 3 are as follows:
" EC. :~ . .And be it ju1·ther enacted, That there be, and hereby is, granted to the
Northt:rn Pacific Railroad Company * * * * every alternate section of public
land," &c.
The conditions are a follows, in full :
. '' 'EC. 8. That each and every grant, right, and privilege herein are so made and
giVen to an<l accepted by said Northern Pacific Railroad Company upon and subject
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to the following conditions, namely : That the said co~pa?y &hall commen~e th9
work on .said road within two years from the approval of this act by the President,
imd shall complet;e not less than :fitty miles per year after the second year, and shall
construct, equip, furnish, and complete the whole road by the 4th day of July, anno
Domini 1876.
.
"SEc. 9. That the United States make the several conditioned grants herem, and
that the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company accept the same, upon the further
condition that if the said company make any breach of ~he conditions hereof ~nd allow
the s~me to continue for upwards of one year, then, m such case, at any.time he.re~fter the United States, by its Congress, may do any and all acts and thmgs whiCh
may be needful and necessa.ry to insure a speedy completion of the said .road:".
Upon this state of facts your committee are call~d upon to ~tat~ their. opn~.Ion as
to the legal rights of the United States, and to advise what legislative actwn, If any,
ought to be taken.
The legal effect of the sections as quoted above is to make a present grant to the company of the lands in question, subject to the provisions and conditions stated in sections 8 and 9. The sections taken together vest in the company an estate upon condition subsequent. If section 9 had not been enacted, it would be quite clear that
the estate of the company would have been determinable at the pleasure of the United
States on the happening of any one of three things : 1st, a failure to begin the road
in two years; 2d, a failure in any one year to build fifty miles; and, 3d, a failure in
ten years to build, equip, and complete the whole road. To secure this right of forfeiture it was not necessary to mention it in the act. The words ''upon condition"
were the only words needed. They are as potent as if the words had been added,
"and if these conditions are not fulfilled the land shall revert to the United States."
But the severity of the words in section 8 Congress had a perfect right to modify. It
bad a right to say just what should be the effect of a breach of the conditions of the
grant. It could rest its reserved rights on the words "upon condition," and then the
legal effect would Le to retain the right of revertiter, or it could claim that right in
so many words, as was done in all the railroad grants made to States. Instead of
either of these things, Congress enacted section 9, limiting and defining the effect of
a breach ofthe conditions named in sectionS. B:v that limitation the sole right which
remains in the United States at the present time' is the right, "by its Congress, to ·do
any and all acts which may be needful and necessary to insure the speedy completion
?ftheroad." Of course this still leaves to Congress awiderange of power, but its power
IS necessarily subordinate to the speedy completion of the road. If Congress deems
th~ forfeiture of the lands n eeded for the speedy completion of the road it would have
a n15ht so to forfeit the lands. It might give them to another company, sell them, and
apply the proceeds, provided it adjudged such a course "needful and necessary to
secure the speedy completion of the road."
The purposes and intention of Congress in passing the act of July~, 1864, appear
thro~gho.ut all tlte act to be the speedy completion of the road. Every provision has
that.m view. All the limitations and conditions are to that end, and the limitations
of t1me had that purpose only. :Even-the right to amend and repeal is subject to the
same c.ontrolling desire.
Sectwn 20 r eads as follows:
"SEc. 20. And be it further enacted, That the better to accomplish the object of this
ac~, namely, to promote the public interest and welfare by the construction of said
ratlroad and telegraph line, and keeping the same in working order, and to secure to
tlte Government at all times (but particularly in time ~f war) the use and benefits of
the same for postal, military, and other purposes, Congress may, at any time, having
due regard for the rights of said Northern Pacific Railroad Company, add to, alter,
amend, or repeal this act."
Th~ United States did not want back its lands. It wanted a great public thoroughfare across ~be continent, and it took every precaution to insure its completion.
The r~maming question, therefore, for us to consider is, "what is needful and necessary to msure the speedy completion of the road~"
As .has already been stated, 1,180 miles of the road bave been completed; 600 .or less
remam. Work is going on at both interior termini and on the tunnels in the heart
of Montana. It appears that 150 miles were approved by President Hayes in 1880,
and 325 miles by President Arthur last year. The company assert that by September,
1 .3, they will finish the road; that they are progressing as fast as can possibly be
done .. No testimony or suggestion to the contrary has been made by any one. Your
?omm1ttee do not see bow the transfer of the lands to another company could hasten
the completion of the road, nor would it be regarded as advisable for the Government
to complete the road by its own direct action. Congress would hardly regard either
course as needful and necessary to insure the speedy completion of the road.
.
We can conceive of no legislation which would hasten the completion of the road, and
therefore recommend none.
56 L 0 -VOL III
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.NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD LAND GRANT.
.July 24, 1882.-0rdered to be printed.

Mr. LEWIS E. PAYSON, of Illinois, from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted
the following as the views of the minority:
Unable to agree with the majority of the committee in its conclusions as to t.he_legal
rights of the United States as to the iand grant in aid of this railroad, we submit our
views.
Two questions are presented under the bill before us.
. .
. .
1st. Is there the right of forfeiture as to all unpatented lands with~ the hJl'!lts
of the grant to this road, so t.hat the United States may revest itself with the title
thereto, as in its former estate, by declaration of forfeiture~ and
. .
2d. If the right of such forfeiture is found to exist, is it policy to exerCise 1t 'V _
Of course the :first question is purely a legal one, and, if determined in the negative,
renders absolutely unnecessary any inquiry as to the second.
.
The eminent counsel for the railroad company have, in the elaborate bnefs :filed
with the committee, as well as in their oral arguments before it, assumed that by the
acts of Congress making the grant and the acts amendatory thereto the title to all
these lands was absolute in the company; that because no power was reserved to C,ongress in express terms to declare a forfeiture for breach of the condition as to the time
of the completion of the road, therefore no such power exists; and they also insist that,
in any event, by the provisions of the ninth section of the act of July 2, 1864, the gra.nt
is irrevocably pledged to the construction of this particular road, and that by that
sect.i on of the act Congress has restricted its right and power to this: that the land or
its proceeds must be appropriated to the completion of the road, irrespective of the
time required for its completion.
_
This latter view the majority of the committee adopt, and, while not assentmg to
the views of the company n,s to the necessity of an express reservn,tion in the granting
act of the right to declare a forfeiture, yet hold that" By that limitation (section 9) the sole right which remains in the United States at
the present time is the right by its Congress to do any and all acts which may be
needfnl and necessary to insure the speedy completion of the road. " * * .A.ll thelimitations and conditions are to that end."
.A.nd conclude :
"We can conceive of no legislation which would hasten the completion of the road,.
and therefore recommend none."
The minority do not agree with these views; we assert that the power to declare a.n
absolute forfeiture of this land grant is in Congress, and that the question of the pol!-cy
of action to that end should be considered and be decided after a careful examinatiOn
of existing conditions as well as past transactions, and with a broad and liberal view
of what has been done under the disadvantageous surroundings of the promoting,
constructing, and equipping a railroad through the unimproved section of the country
traversed by this road.
The questions arc important, involving the title to upwards of 39,900,000 acres of
land, estimated by the company to be worth $2.50 per acre, or $99,750,000. (Report
of Commissioner of Railroads, 18tH, p. 185.)
The legislation necessary to be noticed is as follows:
The act incorporating the company and making the grant was passed July 2, 1861
(18 Stat., 365), sections 3, 8, 9, and 20 being the only ones deemed essential to be noticed
in this inquiry, and they are as follows:
''SEc. 3. Ancl be it ju1·thc1· enacted, That there be, and hereby is, gra.nted to the :NortJ .- ..
ern Pacific Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, for the purpose of aiding in
tbe construction of said railroad and telegraph line to the Pacific coast, and to secu~a
the safe and speedy transportation of the mails, troops, munitions of war, and pulJlw
stores over the route of said line of railway, every alternate section of public lands,
not mineral, designated by odd numbers, to the amount of 20 alternate SE>ction per
n;tile,_ on each sid~ of said railroad line, as said company may adopt, through th~ Terri tones of the Umted States, and 10 nlternate sections of land per mile on each side of
said railroad whewwer it passe through any State. * .,. *
. u SEc. . That. each and every grant, right, and privilege herein are so made and
giVen to and accepted by aiel Northern Pacific Railroad Uompany upon and so bject to
th~ follow in~ C?nditions, namely: That the said company shall commence the work on
said road withm two years from the approval of this act by the President, and shall
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complete not less than 50 miles per year, and shall construct, equip, furnish, and complete the whole road by the 4th day of July, 1876.
. .
.
"SEC. 9. That the United States make the several cond1t10ned grants herem, and
that the said Northern Pacific Rn.ilroad Company accept t~e. same, upon the fni'ther
condition t.hat if the said company make any b~each of conditiOn he1:eof and allow the
same to continue for npward of one year, th':ln m such case, a~ any tu~e hereafter, the
United States b:v its Conrrress may do any and all acts and thmgs wh1ch may be needful and necessary to in su~e a speedy completion of the SfLid road:
.
.
"SEC. 20. And be it further enacted, That the better to accomplish the obJ~cts of t~1s
act, namdy, to promote. the public i?terest and ":"elfare ~y the constructiOn of said •
railroad and telegraph lme, and keepmg the same m workmg order, and to secure to
the Government at all times (but particularly in time of war) the use an~ benefit~ of
the same for postal, military, and other purposes, Congress may at any time, havmg
due regard for the rights of said Northern PacHic Railroad Compa.ny, add to, alter,
amend, or repeal this act."
By joint resolutions of May 7, 1866, and July 1, 1868 (as ruled by the Department),
the time of the completion of the road was extended to July 1, 187 9; so that absolute
default has occurred so far as time is concerned.
It is perfectly clear, under the authorities, that the interest acquired by the company by the actof1864 to the lauds in question was an estateinpnsenti., with the conditions subsequent created by the eighth and ninth sections of the act. (R. R. Co. vs.
Smith, 9 Wall., 95; Schulenburg vs. Harriman, 21 Wall., 60; Leavenworth, &c., R.
R. Co. ·vs. U.S., 92 U.S., 741.)
By the eighth section ot the act it was distinctly asserted" 'rhat each and eveTy grant, right, and privilege herein are so made and given to and
accepted by said Northeru Pacific Railroad Company upon and subject to the following conditions, namely, ( t) that the said company shall commence the work on said
road within two years from the approval of this act by the President ; and (2) shall
complete not less than 50 miles per year; and (3) shall construct, equip, furnish, and
complete the whole road by the 4th day of July, 1876.7'
These are the condit.ions of the eighth section of the act. Nothing could be clearer
than that upon a default in the performance of either of these conditions the right attached of declaring a forfeiture for the breach by the Government. The right existed
independent of any express reservation in the grant. The law gives the right; it follows as an incident to the estate'' upon condition subsequent" as fully and absolutely
in the grantor as though expressly reserved; indeed, it is believed that no respectable
authority can be found which holds that the power to determine, by the grantor, an
estate on condit.ion subsequent for breach thereof is strengthened by express reservation of the power.
The majority of the committee concede this, and say:
"To secure this right of forfeiture it was not necessary to mention it, in the act; the
words 'upon condition' were the only words needed."
It is perfectly clear, then, that to this point in the legislation the position of the
company was that of an ordinary grantee of such an estate, one determinable at the
pleasure of the grantor on the happening of either of the three contingencies named
in the eighth section.
To this the majority of the commit.t·ee agree with us.
'I be (iivergence in opinion between us begins with the introduction of the ninth
section. The majority says :
''But th~ severity of the words in section 8 Congress had a perfect right to modify.
It had a nght to say jnst what should be the effect of a breach of the conditions of
the grant. It could rest its reserved rights on the words 'upon .condition,' and then
~he legal effect would be to retain the right of revertiter, or it could claim the right
m ~o J?l~ny words. * * * Instead of eitheT of these things, Congret:~s enacted section
9, hm1tmg and defining the effect of a breach of the conditions named in section 8.
~y t~at limi~ation the sole 1·ight which remains in the United States at the present
t1me 1s the nght., by its Congress, to do any and all acts which may be needful and
necessary to insure the speedy completion of the road."
Is this conclusion warranted? That is the question to be first considered.
It should be observed tha,t the language of the ninth section is peculiar, viz:
"Tha.t.the U:nited States make the several conditional granta heTtin, and the said Northern ~aCific R::ulroad Company accept the same upon the f1t1·the1· condition," &c.
·
.Is 1t not absolutely certain, leaving no room for interpretation or the entertainment
of any tloubt, that to this point in the legislation, by breach of any of the conditions
named in Rection 8, every right of the company, not only to the land grant, but its
very franchises as a corporation, were determinable at the option of the Government,
ex~)l'es~ed by Congressional action? There is no foundation for even conjecture on
th1s pomt; the language is explicit, and there is no conflict of authority in the textbooks or reports as to the right of revertiter of all rights gra.nted b:v the act, upon
breach of any condition, if forfeiture should be declared by Congress. •
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So well estabHshcd is thi::; pl'O}'osition that it would appear to be an affectation of
learning to cite authorities in support of it.
.
Now, it is insh;ted that Lecause Congress inserted the provisions of sectiOn 9? that
"the United States makes the ~;everal conditional gTants herein" (plainly re~errmg to
the condition in section 8; the<e can be no question as to this), "and the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company accept the same" (that is, the grant of land, as ~ell as !he
franchise and privileges in the act conferred, subject to the conditions nam~(~ m sectiOn
8), ''upon the fU?·ther condition that if the company make any breach of conditiOns he~eof
and allow tpe same to continue for upwards of one year, then * * * the Um~ed
States ;, ~r * may do any and all acts which may be needful and nec_essary tomsure a speedy completion of the said road," this was, in express terms, mserted as a
furthe1' condition upon the already" conditional grants" of the act; a condition superadded to those in the eighth section, and, by apt expression in the act, the company
accepted the ''conditional grants" created by the eighth section, with the additwna1
burden imposed by the "further conditions" of the ninth section.
How can it be pretended that the provisions o.f the ninth section were intended to
'' modif:y the severity of the words in section 8"~
.
.
No reference is made in the language of the ninth sect•ion to any intention to div.est
the Government of any rights it bad reserved by the provisions of the eighth sectiOn
by operation of law; indeed, we insist that no langu.a ge could be used 'vhich would
more forcibly convey the idea that Congress reserved all rights which it bad under
the eighth section than by using the expression that it did in the ninth section, that
'~th~,condibioual grants" are made and accepted on the "fur·ther (additional) conditwn, &c.
Undoubtedly Congress had the right to ''modify the severity of the words in section 8;" equally clear is it that it had the right "to say just what should be -the effec~ of a breach of the condition of the grant." But bas Congress "modified thesev-erity of the words of section 8~" Has it said just "what the effect of a breach of
the condition of the grant" should be~ Not a word as to this in express terms.
Keeping in mind that to reserve the right of forfeiture it was not necessary to mention it in the act; that all that was needed was to use the expressions that were used,
viz, "that every grant, right, and privilege herein are so made and given to and accepted by said Northern Pacific Railroad Company upon and subjtct to the followiug
condition,' 1 and that the right of declaring a forfeiture for breach of condition is not in
the least strengthened by an express reservation of the right in the act, if Congress
did modify the severity of the words of section 8, the modification must arise from the
legal effect of the provisions of section 9, because no express words are used showing
such intention, and the modification, if it exists, must be by an interpretation of the
ninth section.
The difficulty with the report of the majority is that it as~umes this interpretation
of the provisions of section 9, that by imposing a ju1·ther condition on the company,
viz, giving Congress the right to exercise power in its discretion a.s to the details of
business management of the company, and to say what should or should not be d0ne
by the company affecting its methods of advancing the work, &c.-a right that Congress would not have had without such a provision-Congress relinquished and absolutely lost all the rights of declaring a forfeiture for breach of condition which the
law gave it, aud which rights, as we have seen, were as well preserved by OJ:-eration
of law as though saved by express reservation in the grant.
Iu other wordP, the ma~ority assert that because, in express terms, Congress imposed a {U1·ther· condition on n.n already existing ''conditional grant/' which further·
condition was not inconsistent with the prior conditions and correlative rights and
liabilities under them, the imposition of such ju1·thcr condition was, in legal effect,
an abrogation of all legal rights beneficial to the Government growing out of the
p1·io1· conditions1 and the grantee took the estate practically discharged therefrom.
As this is the rnatel'ial portion of the inquiry, let us examine it further.
Under section 8, for a breach of either of the conditions, Congress could determine
the estate in the company and revest itself with the granted ttt.le, and here its power
would enu. It could not give direction as to any of the details of the lmsiness of the
company; it would be powerless to command any act to be done with reference to a
speedy completion of the road, or to coerce in any way any action on the part of the
company. It was in a posit JOn simply of ability to restore itself to its former position~
if it chose to exercise its right, leaving the company perfectly free to do as it chose
as to either manner or time of completion of the road. Congress assuming that perhaps. it might be to the advantage of the Government to have the power, in certain
coDtmgencie~, to give such direction to the company in any matter that would insure
mor~ speedy action on its part in the construction of its road, in case default should
contmne a~ to any condition for more than a year, the ninth section was added, not
as a sub~:~ti~u~e for the provisions of section 8, but, as stated iu the section, as a
fw·thel' conchtwn to the already "conditional grants." This is the only reason which
can propel'ly be assigned for inserting section 9.
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There is no inconsistency between the two sections.
.
.
For breach of either condition of the eighth sectio:p a power to declare forfeiture
existed. This power might or might not be exercised, in the discretion of Congre~s .
.A. mere delay to assert the right w.ot;tld not interfere with ~he .subsequent exerCise
of it, nor relieve the grant of its cond1t10nal character. Nothmg.Is bett~r settled than
that laches is not imputable to the Government. (See U. S. vs. K1rkpatnck 9, Wheat.,
720.) The doctrine is reaffirmed in 11 Whe~t., 1~4; 7 Otto, 584; 8 Otto, 489..
If Congress did not choose to assert the nght 1t had, and the default contmue.d for
more than a year, then the provisions of section 9 became operative, and all the nghts
growing out of the conditions in both sections were in a condition to be enforced by
the Government, at its pleasure.
. .
It could, as it did, extend the time for the performance of the work, the conditiOns
meanwhile being none the le~s ope~ative on the grant; no one preten~i~g, h.owever,
that the mere extension of time relieved the grant of any of the conditiOns Imposed
by the original act.
·
All parts of a statute must be construed together and effect given to all the provisions, if possible. It is never to be presumed that the legislature enacts usele~s
provisions; effect must always be given to every provision of a statute, if that be P?SSlble, and in the construct,ion of the grants that interpretation should always be g1ven
which strengthens the rights reserved by or for the Government.
The courts have frequently held that these grants are laws as well as conveyances,
and that such effect must be given them as will carry out the intent of Congress.
(Mo. R. R. Co., &c., 7 Otto, 491; Hall1'8· Russell, 11 Otto, 503.) In Leavenworth, &c.,
R. R. vs. U. S. (92 U. S., 740), citing approvingly Dubuque, &c., vs. Litchfield (23
Howard, 66), the court say:
"All grants of this descrip1ion are construed strictly against the grantee."
And further :
".A. grant like this should be neither enlarged by ingenioltB reasoning nor diminished
by strained constructiOn. If the terms used are plain and unambiguous, there can be
no difficulty in interpreting them; if they admit of different meanings, they must be
accepted in a sense favorable to the grantor."
·
''What is not expressly given or follows by necessary implication is withheld."
These views are substantially indorsed by Attorney-General Devens (16 Op. Attorney-General, p. 572), when, in giving a construction to the charter of the Atlantic and
Pacific Railroad Company, where the provisions were identical with those being considered here, t.hat officer held, under these two sections, in case of default continued
for more than a year, that it would be necessary for the United States to take advantage of such condition by acting under the ninth section, or by declaring a forfeiture
of the grant by legislative action, or by proceeding for enforcing a forfeiture by a
judicial proceeding; and he concludes:
''If the United States were disposed to revest in itself or enforce a forfeiture of the
lands granted, it would be necessary to take some action indicative of that intention."
Showing that the common-law right of declaring a forfeiture exists, in his judgment.
Nor is the character of the grant changed or the rights of the company enlarged as
to the estate granted by the resolution of May 31, 1870, which authorized the issuing
?f IJO]l(b. and securing them by mortgage, as that resolution only authorized the pledg11~-of'' 1ts p1·ope1·ty and rights of proper(IJ of all kinds and description," &c.
~ o Lmgunge is used which in any way changes the legal character of the original
fr:•nr or mal-:es the et:Jtate iu the company other than one" on condition subsequent."
Ko:bing iR better settled than that a grantee of such an estate cannot, by any act
11'·1-1 than performance, defeat the condition and convert such estate into an absolute
fL·e .

. Tl1i s c·mumittce, in its report in the matter of "Title to certain lands in Michigan,"
o. L~:G , as!>Clted the true" doctrine on this question, and if further authorities were
1 ~"<"<]<' <1, Foxcroft rs. Mallett ( 4 Howard, 353) would appear decisive.
\\ _e conclud e, then, ou the legal question of power in Congress (and we are only
dea111 ,p: with the abstract legal question now), that it has the right1st . To declare the titl<~ to all unpatented lands in the grant forfeited, and revest
t lw Uuited States with it, so that it can ue restored to the public domain, open to sale
aud ~;ctt lement under existing laws, under section 8.
' <1. To take any steps it ma.y deem advisable to insure a speedy completion of the
ron<1, uncler section 9.
So much on the q_uestions of power and the legal status of the grant .
. The first question present d uy the uill being answered affirmatively, an examinatiOn of the second is neceBsary, viz, I s it wise and prudent policy to exercise the power
to forfeit f
•
The com1i}a11y has contented itself with resting its case before the committee on the
legal arguments against the right of forfeiture.
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Of course, the majority being of the opinion that no right of absolute ~orfeiture
exists, t~e facts, :figures, conditions, &c., upon which the 9-uestion of .policy must
necessanly be decided have not heen presented to the committee, and this report do~s
not assume to deal with aught bui the legal aspects of the case. The House will
determine the question of policy.
Under the law, as we understand it, we are driven to the conclusion ahove stated.
L. E. PAYSON, Illinois.
N. J. ·nAMMOND, Georgia.
D. B. CULBERSON. Texas.
M. A. McCOID, Iowa.
J. PROCTOR KNOTT, Kentucky.
VAN H. MANNING, Mississippi.
R. w·. TOWNSHEND, Illinois.
Mr. J. PROCTOR KNOTT, of Kentucky, submitted the follo~ing additional views:
On the 6th ·day of J nne last the Committee on the Judiciary submitted to the House
a report in relation to the land grant made to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company,
asserting as a legal conclusion that
"The sole right which remains in the United States at the present time in respect
to the lands granted to that company, is the right, by its Congress, t.o do such acts
as may be needful and necessary to insure the speedy completion of the road," and
denying in toto the right of the Government to declare the lands forfeited, notwithstanding a breach of the conditions upon which the grant was made, and which :tre
distinctly set out in section t:l of the act from which the company derived its existence and its chartered rights.
From this remarkable conclusion seven out of the :fifteen members of the committee
dissented, and as the majority deemed it incompatible with their opinion of the law
as thus expressed to recommend any acdon, or even to enter upon an examination of
the facts in relation to the grant which had been made to this company, the undersigned prepared a brief statement of their views, deduced trom the only data at their
command, namely, the report of the Auditor of Railroad Accounts, made in response
to a resolution of the House of Representatives and published with the last annual
report of the Secretary of the Interior, from which it seemed that, waiving the Government's rights of forfeiture thus far, the probable value of the lands which the
company had earned by construction up to the :first of J anua.ry last, would considerably exceed the cost of the entire line for which the subsidy had been granted, and
in view of which they recommended the forfeiture of all lands remaining unearned
at that date.
After this had been done, the committee, for the better enlightenment of the minority, who bad dissented from its views, caused a series of interrogatories to be propounded to the president of the company, w1Jose answers thereto; together with certain suggestions which had not been called for, were read to the committee on the
6th and submitted to the several members in print or the 9th instant. It is to be
regretted, however, that notwithstanding this effort to procure them additional light,
the members of the minority, to say nothing of the world at large, have been furnished with very little more information than they had before, while the answers
themselves exhibit discrepancies with other statements in relation to the same subject which jt will be found difficult if not impossible to completely reconcile.
For example: The president of the company, in response to the inquiries proposed
by the committee, states the cost of coustructing 1,~03t miles of completed road and
170 miles of :finished grade at $5 1,019,40~.99, and estimates the cost of constructing
1,206 miles yet toLe built at $42,507,265.87, making $93,526,668.86 for 2,409t miles, or
$38,815.7!:1 per mile; while t he Auditor, in the report above referred to, after having,
as he says, ''made special inquiry in order to obtain the fullest information," and,
as the undersigned understand, from data furn ishe<l by the company itself, estimates
the entire cost of 2,700 miles at about $75,000.000, or at the rate of $~8,000 per mile.
After some r emarks concerning the work which had already been <lone, he says:
''The road yet to be constructed anrl accepted may be stated as follows, with the
estimated cost of t he same, namely:
·
Wisconsin division-Montreal River to Thompson Junction, 122 miles,
at $~0, 000 per mile _____ ... __ _. ______ __ __ . ______ .. ______ . _________ . $3, 440, 000 00
Missouri Division-Missouri l{iver to Yellowstone River, 217 miles, at
,;12,000 per mile, including an iron bridge over the Missouri River
at Bismarck, the co t of which is e ·timated at nearly $1,000,000, or
about __ .. _______ . _.. ____ . ____ ... ___ . . __ . ___ . ____ __ __________ ____ 3, 500,000 00
Yell,owstone, Rocky Mountain, and Clark's Ford divisions-Yellowstone
R1ver to ~ak Pend d'Oreille, 20 mile , at $30, 000 per mile ________ 24, 600, 000 00
P u<l <l'Orellle divi. ion-Lake P nd d'Oreille to ColumLia River, 209
mile,at '21,500p rmile·----·-·-·--··--- -····· ·- ----···-·· ---- --· 4,GOO,OOO 00
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Columbia River division-Junction of Columbia and Snake Rivers t<
Portland 238 miles at $31 500 per mile ..... _..... _..•.•...... -..... $7, 500, 000 00
Cascacle M~untain cli'vision~Junction of Col"?mbia and Snake R1ven;
to Puget Sound 219 miles at $30,000 per mile ........ -- .. ----.----. 6, 570,000 00
Pacific division-Portland t~ Kalam2., 40 miles, at $25,000 per mile.--. 1, 000,000 00
Total road to be constructed, 1,865 miles, at an estimated average
cost of $26,868 per q1ile, amounting to ........••• - ... -- ... --. 50, 110, 000 00
"The entire road when completed, 2,700 miles, will have cost about seventy-~ve
million dollars, or at the rate of $28,000 per mile." (Report Secretary of Intenor,
Vol. II, p. 575.)
.
.
· · d 11
Notwithstanding that due allowance 1s made by the Audi~Or for the m1lhon- o ar
bridge over the Mississippi River, as well as for thos~ portwns of the road of more
difficult construction, it will be observed that the discr~pancy betwe~n these t:wo
estimates is $10,815 per mi_le, or $26,048, 7?2 for the~ hole hue of ~,409~ m1les. Whwh
iR nearer correct may possibly be ascertamed by a httle closer analysis ..
In 1874 the company, in its report to the Department of the !~tenor, m8,de an
itemized statement of the amounts it had expended up to that elate m surveys, construction, equil)ment, &c., in which it appears that the actual construction of 530
miles of the road then built had cost $14,446,356.54, and that the "general and
incidental expen§!es during construction" h~d ?een. $635,454.71, making a to~al of
$15,081,811.25, or $2tl,456.24 per mile; and this, It Will be remembere?-, was pnor to
the r.rash which took place in the fall of 187:3, when labor and material commanded
higher prices than they have since. But, deduct this$15,081,811.25 from the $51,019,402.99 which the president of the company reports as the total amount expended
in the construction of 1,203t miles of completed and 170 miles of graded road, and
there will remain $35,937,591.74, from which deduct, say, $:!,550,000, probable cost
of gradin~ the 170 miles, and there will be left $33,:177,591.74 as the cost of the remaining 673t miles, or $49,558.41 per mile! By referring to the report it will be seen
that the total amount expended up to the complet.ion of the :first 530 miles was only
$21,353,410, or $40,289 per mile, including $1,108,:n8.05 for surYeys (!), $2,728,980.09
for'' auxiliary and connecting rail and water line~;;," $2,434.346.25 for equipment, and
$635, 454.71 for "general and incidental expenses during construction," whatever that
may mean. Yet, if the president's estimate is correct, the simple construction of
the 673t miles which have been completed since has cost $9,000 more, mile for mile,
and that, too, under far more favorable circumstances EO far as the prices of labor
and material are concerned. Why this should be so the company has failed to explain, and perhaps cannot explain. Assuming, however, that "the truth lies between the two extremes," the cost would be $33,407.65 per mile-$80,585,732.75 for
the whole line of ~,409t miles.
To aid in the construction of this road, Congress granted to the company, on certain
{)onditions, 57,920,000 acres of land, of which the Auditor in the report already referred to says, according to the latest estimatBs, 42,500,000 will be available to the
company; and the president, in his answer to the committee, remarks w1th seemingly some surprise that "the discovery has been made durin.g the present session of
Congress that the value of the grant, as a whole, is in the n eighborhood of a hundred
millions of dollars."
In this, however, the prel:iident is mistaken. Whether the value of the grant was
ever considered chimerical the undersigned do not know, but the fact that it is worth
a bunclred million dollars or more was discovered long ago. The Auditor reports that
the company has sold, up to June 30, 1880, :!,600,000 acres for $9,000,000, and adds:
"The value of the company's lands vested and unvested may be reasonably estimated at $2.50 per acre, so that the lands unsold are worth, say, 39,900,000 at $2.50,
.
$99,750,000"; which would be $108,750,000 for the whole.
.That portions of this enormous grant are worthless for any purpose will not be de~ned, and it is also admitted that its real value will be available to the company only
m the f~ture, but, whatever attempts may be made to disparage it, the estimate of
the Auditor quoted above is probably lower than the facts wonlcl actually justify.
Th~ company has only offered its agricultural lands for sale, withholding its coal
and t1mber lands nntil the country shall be occupietl. Yet, the answers of the president disclo_ses the fact that :3,083,953 n,cres have been sold for $11,565,466.65, or at an
~werage pnce of more than $:~ . 75 per acre, and it is not at all improbable that much
-of the grant now considered worthless may prove t.o be extremely valuable. The
prrsi_dent says: "It is a matter of record that those in charge of the management
prev10us to 1 73 had no idea that the extraordinary fertile lands in Dakota, which
now form the granary, so to 13peak, of the Northwest, were other than sterile plains,"
and the same will doubtless prove true of large portions of the grant yet to be developed.
'
Some idea of the character of the lands embraced by this grant may be gathered from
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the following remarks, to be found in the report of Mr. A. B. Nichols, engineer, made t()
the Auditor of Railroad Accounts November 1, 1880:
"From t.he commencement of the company's grant at the western edge of the ~ant
to the Saint Paul and Duluth Railroad Company to about 40 miles wes~ of Bramerd
the country is a succession of swamps and low uplands, interspersed w1th numerous
lakes. The swamps are mostly covered with a growth of tamarack, .cedar, and spruce,
while on the uplands are found white pine oak, some elm, and vanous other kmds of
wood usual in a forest in the Northern United States.
.
"From about 40 miles west of Brainerd to about 35 miles east of Fargo the country
is prairie, with numerous lakes, patches of swamp, and occasional timber, and. roue~
of it good for agricultural purposes. From this latter point westward to the 1\'llssoun
River stretches the great wheat region, embracing the celebrated valley of the Red
River of the North.
"This country is rapidly filling up with settlers, apparently of a good class, t.he
neat, well-painted farm buildings, so noticeable in this region, bearing witness thereto.
''West of the Missouri River, on the portion of road recently accepted by the ~ov
ernment and opened for use, the country is as yet almost uninhabited, and but httle
of the land surveyed. This region is all open 'plain' eountry, so mew hat more broken
and undulating than that between the Red and Missouri River"!, but the greater portion of it is apparently good wheat land, and will, doubtless, pr?duce good ?rors,
though not, perhaps, so large as in the Red River Valley. Extensive beds of hgmte
a,re found on this portion of the road, and extend much farther west, furnishing a fuel
available for al1 domestic purposes. The company are now using this fuel in their
locomotives, mixed in equal quantities with other coal.
"On the Pacific divisio1;1 the line from Kalama to Tacoma passes through a wellwatered, timbered country, with occasional open prairies. These prairies do not appear to be very rich, but there are, doubtless, lands in the river bottoms good for
farming purposes.
"The magnificent timber em braced in the company's grant on this coast must become valuable as soon as communication is opened with the treeless district east of
the mountains. At present, as shipments are chiefly made by sea, only those lands
bordering on the sound are available. .
"The large beds of cretaceous coallyinrr within the grant must also prove valuable.
During the late inspection, the mines at Wilkeson were visited. Owing to an improper system of mining, these mines have not hitherto been successful. The coal lies
in large veins, with a dip of about 65°, with the ravine through which the stream
runs cutting across the strata, so that every natural facility is afforded for economical working. Some of the veins are said to produce good smith coal, while the coke
made from coal mined here (specimens of which were brought away) appears to be of
excellent quality.
"On the Pend d'Oreille division, after l eaving Ainsworth, the line passes through
about 24 miles of open, sandy country, and then enters a treeless, rolling region, with
soil of volcanic aAh, and covered with a growth of 'bunch grass.' This continues as
far as my journey r eached-is said to extend to Spokane Falls-and constitutes a portion of the great wheat country of Eastern Washington Territory."
Prom t.h e foregoing it is by no means difficult to conclude that the coal and timber
lands belonging to this grant are, under the peculiar circumstances, immensely more
valuable than those adapted to ::tgricultural purposes only; and that, where one acre
of the latter may be found to be worth less than $3.70, the price realized by the company for that alre::tdy sold, several of the forrner will be found of many times that
value. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to suppose that, conceding 30 per cent. of
the entire area to be worthless, the ultimate value of the remainder will be sufficient
to yielu an average price of at least $3 per acre for the entire grant.
Proceeding, then, upon the hypothesis that the data upon -which the Auditor of
~ailroad Accounts made the report above referred to were correct, and that the entire grant shall be confirmed, the result will be as follows:
Value of land grant ............................................... _.. $108, 750, 000
Cost of 2,409t miles road, at $28,000......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
67, 466, 000
41,284,000
Surplus ............... _......... __ ............ __ .............. .
Or, adopting the extravagant estimates submitted b:v the president in his respon e
to the committee, the figures will stand thus:
'
Value ofland sold ............................ ___ ........ ______ . __ . _ $11, 565, 466 65
The re idue, 39, 416, 047 acres, at $2.50 ..... _... ___ ... __ .. ___ .... ___ . 98, 540, 117 50

Co t of 2,4091- miles of road ........ _.... ____ . __ .. ___ . ___ . ___ .. __ . _. .

110,105,5 4 15
93, 526, 668 6

Surplus. _____ . __ . _.. _... __ . __ . __ . __ . _.. ____ . __ .. _. ___ .. ____ __ 16, 578. 915 29
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o1, taking the mean between the two, the following will result:
Value oflands sold an.d unsold, estimated as last above ..... ------ •. $110,105,584 15
Cost of2,409i miles road, at $33,407.65 ..........•.• ----- ... -. -----80,495,732 75
Surplus .. _. ..................... ----------------------------·

29,609,851 40

The undersigned suppo~e that all t.hat could be asked .of the Government in the
exercise of the most prodigal generosity would be a sufficient 8mount of land~ to enable the company to construct its road without costing it a sjngle dollar of 1~s <;>wn
money and ·as either of the foregoing hypotheses shows a surplus of many mllhons
more than are necessary for that purpose, it has occurred to them that it might be ·to
the interest of the people of the United States generally to look somewhat after that
surplus, whatever it may be.
.
There is a farther view to be taken of this subJect, however. The undersigned
have no means of knowing precisely how much land has been earned by the company,
but estimating it at 30,000,000 acres, and appraising the portion unsold at _$2.5J per
acre, which the Auditor supposes to be reasonable, and we have the followmg:
3,083,953 acres sold for ...................... ....................... $11, 565, 466 65
26,916,047 acres unsold, at $2.50........... . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . • . .. • • • . . 67,290, 117 50
Total .. _.. _... _.... ___ . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . .

78, 855, 584 15

Or $3,854,584 more than the Auditor's estimate of the entire cost of the company's
lines, subsidized and unsubsidized. But when applied to the line as constructed,
and to be constructed, namely, 2,409i miles, the result stands as follows:
Value of lands already earned .......•.. ------ .............. ------ .. $78,855,584 15
Cost of 2,409i miles, at $28,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67, 466, 000 00
Surplus .................. ......................... _.. . .. . . . . .

11, 389, 584 15

Or, assuming the mean between the estimates of the Auditor and the president of
the company, and also the mean between the average price of the lands already sold
and the Auditor's estimate of $2.50 per acre, the following will be the result:
Proceeds of lands already sold ..•••..........•.. ------ .............. $11,!165,466 65
26,919,947 acres unsold, at $3.12-i------ ........................ ------ 84,100,146 87
Total ..........•....•...... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 95, 665, 613 52
Cost 2,409i miles road, at $33,407.t:i5 .. __ . ·.. __ .... __ .... __ ... . .. . .•• . . 80,495,732 75
Surplus ........·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

15, 169, 880 77

Or, applying this estimate of the value of the lands earned to the estimated cost of
the entire road, as submitted by the president of the company, t,h e figures stand thus:
Value of lands earned as above ........... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. $95, 665, 613 52
Estimated cost of entire road ........ __ ...... __ .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 93, 526, 668 86
'Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 138, 944 66

~tis re!lson:tble, therefore, to conclude that this company has already received, and
will receive, If only so much land as it has "earned ·by construction, say to January
1, 1~82, sha~l be patented to it, an amount sufficient to pay for the construction of its
entne subsidized line, even upon the estimates furnished by its own chief officer.
But in addition t~ the foregoing_consideratjons the und~rs~gneq beg leave_to submit,
that when the varwus acts makmg grants of land to aid m the constructiOn of railroads were passed by Congress, it was the settled belief of those by whom the grants
were made that unless the roads were constructed within the time limited in these
acts ~o _right to the lands would pass.
~his ~s abundantly Bhown by the contemporaneous debates; and it requires judicial
leg1slatwn to establish the doctrine that affirmative action by Congress was necessary
to revest the United States with the title to the portions of the public domain thus
conditionally granted.
Legally all unpatented lands embraced in this grant belong to the United States
freed from all claims of the company, if Congress shall choose to assert that right,
and under the rule asserted by the committee in the Ontonagon and Brule River Railroad case, the undersigned think such action· should be taken. While the company
may ass_ert equities, it is but one party to the controversy. The people are the other,
and then interests are certainly entitled to so1ne consideration.
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As the law is construed by the Department of Jnstice and acted upon by the Department of the Interior, in which, however, the undersigned do not concur, unless
and until Congress takes some contrary action, the company is entitled to pate~ts for
the lands conditionally granted as earned; consequently, declining or ~eglectmg to
assert the right of forfeiture is equivalent to making a new grant. Th1s the unde~
s~gned are opposed to, and they b ; lieve t.he people are opposed to i~. If the :propositiOn were presented of making a new grant of these lands, such as 1s now cla~med b;v
the company, they think it would be almost unanimously rejected by pubhc sentiment.
It may be set down as a certainty not only that this road will be completed by .some
company without the aid of the lands unearned by construction, but that it w1ll be
worth all it may cost, and there are no good r easons yet apparent why the people
should pay the cost of its construction and present the company with a colossal fortune besides. They will certainly profit nothing by the additional millions donat~d,
as experience shows that every road which has been subsidized has after completiOn
been opemted upon .the principle that freight and passeng~rs should be ta~ed just
"what the traffic w1ll bear," and there is no reason to believe that there w1ll be an
exception in this instance. So far as they are concerned, therefore, it is simply a
question whether the residue of this empire of territory shall be abandoned as a mere
act of grace to the company, and a precedent be set for similar action as to ot~er
grants which are in like condition as to compliance with the conditions upon whwh
they were made.
Asserting the right of forfeiture is no attack upon any right of the corporation; it
is a mere incident to the contract. The lands are the property of the United States,
and the undersigned believe that sound policy, as well as the demands of the people,
require that the r emainder of this vast grant unpatented to this date should be restored to the public domain for occupation by actual settlers under existing laws.
In view of these considerations, the undersigned think it due alike to the House
and the country that the subject of this land grant should be fully explored and
fairly discussed, and that Congress should take such prompt and decisive action in relation thereto :ts will do justice to the people as well as to the company. They therefore
ask that the accompanying joint resolution be placed upon the calendar and recommend its adoption; and in view of the fact that many millions of [acres of] the most
valuable lands, forfeited by non-compliance with the conditions upon which they were
granted, are liable, notwithstanding such forfeiture, to slip away from the people
forever, simply by reason of non-action and delay, the undersigned would respectfully urge the consideration and passage of said resolution during the present session
of Congress.
J. PROCTOR KNOTT, Kentuck1.J.
DAVID B. CULBERSON, Texas.
R. W. TOWNSHEND, Illinois.
VAN H. MANNING, Mississippi.
JULY 11, 1882.
I have not verified the figures above, but indorse the final conclusions and recommendations.
L. E. PAYSON, Illinois.
I have not sufficient time now to examine the facts connected with this matter;
but, that it may come before the House and be considered by this Congress, I concur
in wishing the resolution to be put upon the Calendar.
N. J. HAMMOND, Georgia.
JULY ,21, 1882.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled ap follow s, That all the lands granted to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company under an act of Congress entitled "An act granting lands to aid in the
coustru?twn of a railroad an<l telegraph line from Lake Superior to Puget Sound, on
the Pac1fic coast, by the northern route," approved July 2, 1864, which bad not been
patel?-ted to said company on the 1st day of J nly, 1882, be, and they are hereby, declared
fo:fe1ted to the United States by reason of a breach of the conditions upon which
sa1d grant wa~ made, and that said lands are hereby restored to the public domain
and made subJect to sale and settlement under existing laws.
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NORTHERN PACIFC RAILROAD COMPANY, TIME OF SELECTION OF INDEMNITY LANDS FOR.
CIRCULAR.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND 0FlfiCE,
Washington, D. C., May 22, 1883.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS:
GENTLEMEN : It appears that under cer~ai~ decisions of this offi~e ~nd the Depa:rtment a practice bas grown up at t>everal d1~tr10t l:"'nd offices of. adm1tt~ng pre-emptwn
claims or homestead. entries for land in sectwns withdrawn for mdemmty under grants
to aiel in the construction of railroads to remain of record awaiting the final adjustment of the grant when, if the land is not needed in satisfaction thereof, such entries
or claims may be perfected.
Under date 17th instant, the honorable Secretary of the Interior decided that he had
authority to order withdrawals of lands within the indemnity limits of the grant to
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company under the act of Congress approved July 2,
1864 (13 Stat., 365), and the joint resolution of May 31, 1870 (16 Stat., 378), and that
the withdrawals for that purpose should be maintained, at least for the present.
In view of the probability that a large proportion of the land in the indemnity
limits will be required to satisfy the several grants in which indemnity is provided,
it is evident that a continuance of the practice of allowing entries of such lands will
result in detriment rather than benefit to settlers, many of whom would find that the
lands entered by them were needed to make up the losses within the granted limits.
In such an even't the settler must either purchase the land at the price fixed by the
company or lose his improvements and the benefits of his labor.
In the decision cited, the Secretary says:
"The intention of the legislature, as manifest in these land-grant aets, must in
~ood faith be carried out by the land department. At the same time, the rights and
mterests of settlers must be regarded, and the policy of the country in respect to
speedy settlement of the public lands not unnecessarily restricted.
"I cannot shut my eyes to the fact that vast areas of lands (public but for the
.right of selection), lying within indemnity limits, are barred to settlement; and that
the area of arable lands open to settlement is not great when compared with the Increasing demanu, an<l is rapidly diminishing.
"It becomes tbe somewhat difficult duty of your office and this Department to administer the laws relating to these grants and the public lands, and to the rights of
settlers, in such manner as to preserve, as far as possible, the rights and interests of
all parties.
" It was clearly the intention of the legislature that within the indemnity limits
fixed by the Northern Pacific acts the company should have the opportunity to take
lands, acre for acre, for all those lost in place. * * *
"The work of ascertaining what lands in place have been lost to the company ought
to go forward as rapidly as possible, and the company be enjoined to make selections
in lieu of such lost lands without delay.
·
" If the company neglects to make Hs selections, and takes advantage of the withdrawals heretofore made, or that may be made hereafter, to withhold lands within
the indemnity limit from the operation of the settlement laws, not actually needed to
make good losses they have sustained, it will be the duty of the Department to revoke
such order of withdrawal."
The advantage to settlers in awaiting the adjustment of the claims of the railroad
companies for indemnity, and the restoration to unconditional entry of the lands
withdrawn but not needed for that purpose, over the practice of admitting entries
and holding them to await the result of the adjustment of the grants, by which settlers are kept iu doubt for an indefinite period, with ultimate loss to many, is too
plain for further remark.
The Secretary's decision being applicable to all withdrawals for indemnity purposes
under railroad grants, you are directed to refu~:~e applications for lands thus withdraw.u, except where the applicant alleges settlement prior to the date of receipt of
the order of withdrawal at the local office.
Very respectfully,
L. HARRISON,
Acting C01nmissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
May 26, 1883,
Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
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NORTHERN P .A.CIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
INDEMNITY- LA..~DS.- WISCOXSIN AND MINNESOTA.- The

indemnity lands within these Stat~s ~1161 be
selected within three months from notice to the railroad. Indemnity for the lands lost w1thm those
States must be selected within those States.

DEP ARTl\'IENT OF INTERIOR,
Washington, D. C., July 11, 1883.
I call your attention to my letters of May 17 and 28 last, relating to the Northern
Pacific land grant, and particularly to the indemnity part of such grant.
In those letters I indicated that the indemnity lands should not be closed to settlement any longer than was necessary to enable the company to make selection of lands
in lieu of those lost within the granted limits.
All lands lying within both limits in the States of Wisconsin and Minnesota are
now surveyed, and I see no reason why the company should not at once complete its
selections within those States.
I therefore direct you to give immediate notice to said company, th!lt all selections
must be made in those States within three months from the time you shall give such
notice; and that at the end of that t,ime all orders of withdrawals heretofore made
of indemnity lands · within those States, whether lying within the fir.;;t or second
indemnity limits, will be revoked and set aside and all such lands will be restored to
the public domain and opened to settlement under the laws relating to the public
lands.
Under the authority conferred and in discharge of the duty imposed upon me by
the act, which provides that the selections shall be made under the direction of the
Secreta.r y of the Interior, I deem it best to indicate at the outset what, in my opinion,
the practice should be in relation to selections. The amount of lands lost within
each of the States named should be made up by selections within such State, without
regard to quality, if there be sufficient within the indemnity limits for that purpose.
I do not think it was the intention of tho granting act, nor do I deem it just or equitable to the Govern,ment or to the settlers, to permit the company to cull the lands
within such limits, leaving portions unselected because they are poor, and then selecting other lands farther along the line, in place of lands lost within the granted limits of those States.
I am aware that, at the expiration of the time herein fixed for a completion of selections, there will remain undetermined a large number of contests involving lands in
the granted and indemnity limits, and that new contests will arise growing out of
selections and otherwise, and that by reason of such contests the company will not
be able to complete its selections within such time as to lands which it shall lose in
those contests. As th~-'se contests are, from time to time, determined, the company
should have an equal right (but not a preference right) with the settlers to select
lands within the indemnity limits in those States, although the orders of wHhdrawal
shall at that time have been revoked. And for lauds lost in such contests not made
up by selections in that way, the company should be allowed to make selections elsewhere within indemnity limits upon the line of said road.
I have thus referred to such matters as I deem it im:j?ortant now to be considered.
Necessarily many questions must be reserved until the final adjustment of the grant.
What is herein said will apply to the State of Wisconsin and the land grant therein,
only so far as said road is built within that State, and the grant earned.
H. M. TELLER,
Secreta1·y of the Interi01·.
Hon. N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner· GeneTal Land Office.
[House Report No. 1803, Forty.seventh Congress, :first session.]

TEXAS AND PACIFIC RAILROAD LAND GRANT.
AUGUST

3, 1882.-Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed.

Mr. T. B. REED, of Maine, from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted the following report, to accompany H. Res. 286.
The Comrnittee on the Juclicictry, to whorn was ?'eferred H. Res. 2 6, submit the following
1·eprn·t:
The Texas and Pacific Railroad Company was incorporated under the name of the
Texas Pacific by the act of March 3, 1871.. By section 1 of that act the route was
defined and described as follows:
''Prom 3: point at or near :Marshall, county of Harrison, State of Texas; thence by
the most dll'ect and eligible route, to be determined by said company, near the thirty-
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second parallel of north latitude, to a point ~t or near El Paso; thence by t~e moEt
direct and eligible route, to be selected by said company, through New Mexico and
Arizona, to a point on the Rio Colorado at. or near the. E~~mtheastern bound:'Lry of the
State of California; thence by the mo:r;;t di~ect and ehg1ble ro_ute t? San DI.ego,, Cal.,
to Ship's Channel, in the bay of San D.Iego! m the State of Cahforma, purs~mg II[, the
location thereof, as near as ruay be, tlie thirty-second parallel of north lat1tude.
Section 23 provides" That for the purpose of connecting the Texas Pacific ~ailro.ad. with the city of .San
Francisco the Southern Pacific Railroad Company of Cahforma IS hereby a~thonzed
(subject t~ the laws of California) to construct a line of railroad from a pomt at or
near Tehachapa Pass, by way of Lo~ Angeles, to the Texa~ ~acific Railroad. at or near
the Colorado H.iver, with the same nghts, grants, and pnvileges, ~nd subJect to ~he
same limitations restrictions, and conditions, as were granted to said Southern Pacific
Railroad Compa~y of California by the act of July 27, 1866." ·
Section 9 provides for a land g!ant which, as descr~bed.by the Seeretary nf the
Interior, Ex. Doc. 144, Forty-seventn Congress, first sesswn, IS" A O'rant of every alternate section of public laud, not mineral, designated by odd
numbe~s to the amount of twent.y alternate sections per mile on each side of the line
as adopt~d by the company through the Territories of the United States, and ten alternate sections per mile on each side of the line in California. Exception is made of
lands sold, reserved, or otherwise disposed of, and lands to which a pre-emption or
homestead claim may have attached at the time the line of the road is definitely
£xed .
"Indemnit~T. is provided for lands thus lost to the grant out of alternate odd-numbered sections not more than ten miles from the limits of the sections granted. Provision is also made for indemnity for .lands lost by reason of the near approach of the
line of the road to the boundary of Mexico, and also for mineral lands excluded from
the grant out of odd-numbered sections nearest the line of the road."
The same authority estimates the quantity of land embraced in the grant at 14,309,760
acres.
'rbe Texas and Pacific Company was required to commence the construction of its
road at San Diego and at Marshall simultaneously, and to complete it in ten years.
The act of May~' 1872 (17 Statuest, 59), extended the time of completion to May 2,
188~, which time at the date of this report has expired.
The Secretary of the Interior further reports that" The length of the en tire line is estimated at 1,483 miles. Proof of the construction
of 181 miles of this road in Texas has been furnished, but no evidence of construction
Leyond that has reached this office."
. ·
The committee are informed t,hat the construction has proceeded much farther in
the State of Texas than the last figures indicate, but the exact number of miles is not
material, as none of it is west of El Paso, on the Texas line.
To this should be added the fact that at t.he hearing before the committee it seemed
that whatever railroad had been built from San Diego eastward had be~n built by
another company.
.
This statement shows that the Tex.as and Pacific have never completed any part of
the route for which the land grant was made to them, and have never earned or
claimed to have earned any part of the land. It is also understood that they do not
propose to build any such road or to attempt to do it. In fact, they have agreed not
to do so, and have attempted to transfer to another company all their title to and
rights in the land grant in question. So far from intending to earn the lands, they
have renounced them. They have abandoned the undertaking so far as this part of
their route is concerned, ahd it is understood that they have agreed not to build, in
accordance with the charter, west ef El Paso.
While the ten years whioh were allowed for the building of the Texas and Pacific
were passing another corporation, the Southern Pacific, started out of San Francisco
to meet the Texas and Pacific at the Colora~o River. When it reached the Colorado
it found that the Texas and Pacific had not built in the Territories, and was asking
Congress for a guarantee of the interest on its bonds, in addition to the grant, to enable it to go on.
The Southern Pacific thereupon began to build to El Paso, claiming that i1o l>uaranty was needed, and no land grant even, and without guaranty or land grant It occupied substantially the route on which the act of March, 1871, contemplated that
the Texas and Pacific would build. After the completion of the Southern Pacific to
El Paso, it entered into an agreement with the Texas and Pacific, which was not produced before the committee. It was admitted, however, that thA latter company bad
released its title to the land grant to the Southern Pacific, and that that corporation
wa now the claimant of the Janus.
If the Texas and Pacific still claimed the lands, the strongest argument which it
-could ha\Te urged would have been found in the seventeenth section of the act of
)larch, 1 71. The language of that section, while not identical with that contained
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in the eighth and ninth sections of the cliarter of the Northern Pacific, nevertheless
resembles it and under that section an arcrument might have been advanced that the
only right '~hich the United States had r~served for themselves was to comp~ete the
road. Had the facts shown that the Texas and Pacific had begun its work m good
faith, had already expended large sums of money in an effort to build the road, w~s
in the act of building it as rapidly as was possible, that there _was no pret~n.se that1t
could be finished earlier than it was being finished, there m1ght have ansen a very
serious question as to the power and duty of Congress in the premises. But the _Texas
and Pacific, one party to the grant or contract, having made no efJ'ort to c~~ry It out,
having renounced it, both informally and formally, both by acts and by wntmg, there
can be no question of the right of the United States, the other party, to resurn~ possession of the proposed grant, unless the Southern Pacific have acquired some nghts
by virtue of some deed of release.
On behalf of the Southern Pacific it is urged that the words used in ~he ninth section, "and assigns," in the phrase "there is hereby granted to t.he sa1d '!'exas and
Pacific Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, every alternate section," &c.,
authorize the latter company to transfer the lands in question in bulk to any other J?erson who \\Ould receive it charged with the same trust; that the Southern raCI:fi.c,
having received the lands at a time when they had completed a railroad, whwh ":,as
the same, or nearly the same, in location as that described in the act of March, 18tl,
received the lands discharged from the trust by reason of its fulfillment. In t~e
opinion of the committee the words "and assigns" do not, in this case, have ~h~s
meaning. We think these words describe the nature of the estate, are words of limitation, and do not constitute the grantee an agent of the United States to s~lect
another corporation which has performed similar work and make it the beneficiary
of the grant. Nor do they constitute the grantee an agent to bestow a gratuity. It
is further claimed on behalf of the Southern Pacific that the sections-notably section 4-authorizing consolidations give the authority needed for the transfer. Whether
these sections would, under any state of facts, confer such power need not now be
determined, for no facts have been laid before us which show any consolidation
whereby the Texas and Pacific has absorbed the Southern Pacific. So far as this
transaction is concerned the process would seem to have been reversed.
The consolidations contemplated by sections 4, 5, and 6 were those whereby other
companies were to become part and parcel of the Texas and Pacific. If the Southern
Pacific had become part and parcel of the Texas and Pacific, it could not be the claimant here.
It is further urged on behalf of the Southern Pacific that, inasmuch as that company have clone what the United States offered to ~ive the granted land to the Texas
and Pacific if it would do it, equity requires that the land grant should be transferred.
To this, as a request for a gratuity, no objection can be made. That would rest in
the sound judgment of Congress. But this request is put upon the ground of a claim
founded upon equity and good conscience. The reply seems simple. Congress would
never have been justified in offering the lands had it not deemed the offer necessary
to secure the road. Now that events have demonstrated its non-n ecessity, the reason
for o:fferiri.g it has entirely failed. The Sonthern Pacific was not induced by it to
build. It built from other motives; not at the request of the United States, nor even
for the benefit of the United States. It happened for its own purposes to build the
road the United States wanted, and prevented the company from building it which
the Uuitecl States had authorized. It is difficult to see how this state of facts lays
the United States under any obligation, either in equity or good conscience.
To these considera-tions may be added the fact that action on t.he part of the United
States is necessary to enable the United States to restore this land to the public
domain. ·whatever legal rights parties have can be ascertained better after an act of
forfeiture than before, and none of them will be lost.
No question of policy can arise here such as would arise if this were an enterprise
not yet completed, but in the process of completion, which such an act would interrupt. ·whatever road is to be built has been built.
The committee therefore recommend the passage of the accompanying resolution:
JOINT RESOLUTION to declare the forfeiture of lands granted the Tt:xas Pacific Railroad Company under act of March third, eighteen hundred and seventy one, and acts amendatory thereof
and supplemental thereto.

Resolvecl, by 1he Senate ancl House of Rept·esentatives of the UnitNl States nf .Arnerica, in
Cong1·ess assembled, That all lands granted to the Texa Pacific Railroad Company
under tLe act of Congrt-"SS entitled" An act to incorporate the Texas Pacific Railroafl.
Company and to aid in the construction of its road, and for otLer purposes," approved
March third, eighte n hnnclred and seventy-one, and acts amendatory thereof or suppl~mental thereto, lJf', and they are hereby, declared forfeited, and that the whole of
a1d land~ ~ere torecl to the public domain and made subject to sale and settlement
under cx1 tmg laws of the United State .
Norn.-This resolution did not become a law.
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Mr. J. PROCTOR KNOTT, of Kentucky, from the Committee on the Judiciary_. submitted the following as the views of the minority:
While concurring in the recommendation of the committee, the undersigned are unwillinO' to be committed, even by the remotest implication, to the doctrine that the
United States might be deprived of its right to enf?rce a forfei~u.re of the land~ granted
to this or any other railroad company for breach of the conditiOns upon whiCh such
grant was made simply because Congress may have reser\'ed the power "to ad?pt
such measures as it may deem necessary and proper to secure the speedy completiOn
of the road" in aid of which the lands were granted, and because the company, notwithstanding tho breach, may be proceeding with its work.
The undersigned are aw~re that it is substantially so argued in the report of ~he
committee in the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad, as they are unable to perceive
any difference in the legal effect of the language upon which the conclusion was made
to hinge in that instance and that employed in the seventeenth section of the act
granting lands to the Texas Pacitic Company ; but they dissented from the doctrine·
then, and dissent from it now.
Nothing could be better settled or more universally conceded than that the grantor
of an estate upon conditions subsequent may, unless his right be expressly waived or
lost by his own laches, re-enter upon a breach of any condition upon which the estate
may depend, and that upon such re-entry the estate of the grantor becomes void abinitio, the pNson who re-enters being seized of his original estate in the same manner
as if he had never conveyed it away; and it is equally as well settled that laches are
never to be imputed to the Government. Both of these principles were recently asserted by this committee with great clearness and force in the case of the Ontonagon
and Brule land grant.
If, therefore, the Government, as grantor, has the right, without regard to the lapse
of time, to reinvest itself of such an estate for a breach of any of the conditions upon
which it had previously granted it, it is impossible to see how it can be deprived of
the power to do so simply because it. has reserved to itself the right to do something
in addition to the exercise of the mere right of forfeiture. A question as to the policy
of insisting upon such forfeiture is one thing; the naked legal right to enforce it is
quite another.
The undersigned, therefore, cannot assent to any reasoning or intimation in the report tending to establish the proposition that the right of absolute forfeiture does not
exist either in this grant or that to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company in case of
a breach of any condition upon which such grant was made.
J. PROCTOR KNOTT, Kentucky.
L. E. PAYSON, Illinois.
R. W. TOWNSHEND, Illinois.
VAN H. MANNING, Mississippi.
D. B. CULBERSON, Texas.
:N.J. HAMMOND, Georgia.

[House Report No. 1284, Forty-seventh Congress, first session.]

RAILROAD .LAND GRANTS TO CERTAIN STATES.
.TUNE

6, 1882.-Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed.

Mr. T. B. REED, of Maine, from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted the following report, to accompany bill H. R. 6390.
.
The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom were referred sundry bills relating to land gmnts
to States in aid of railroad constrtwtion, d~si1·e to report in pa1·t :
That by act of August 11, 1856, to be found in the eleventh volume of United States
Statutes at Large, page 30, lands were grantet1 to the State of Mississippi to be disposed of by that State in aid of the construction of their railroad, one "from Jackson to the line between the State of Mississippi and the State of Alabama " one from
Tuscaloosa to the Mobile Railroad within Mississippi, and" from Brandon'to the Gulf
of Mexico."
Wi~h the firs~ we h~ve notJ:ing to do, ~s it was not referred to us, and we are informed
that It ~as fimshed m due time. In aid of all these roads, every alternate section of·
land des1gnated by even num hers for six sections in width on each side of said roads
was .granted, with a right that in case of prior disposal of any such section or part of
sectiOn by the United States to select other sections within fifteen miles. The manner
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in which these laws were to be made available is stated in the fourth section of the
act, which is as follows:
.
"SEc. 4. That the lands hereby granted to the said State shall be disposed of by s~Id
State only in manner following, that is to say, that a quan~ity of Ian~ n?t excee~mg
one hundred and twenty sections for each of said·roads, and-mcluded withm a contmuous length of twenty miles of each ·of said roads, may be sold; and when the governor
of said State shall certify to the Secretary of the Interior that any continuous twenty
miles of either of said roads is completed, then another like quantity of land hereby
granted, not exceeding one hundred and twenty sections for such road, may be sold;
and so from time · to time until said roads are completed; and if said roads are not
completed within ten years, no further sales shall be made, and the lands unsold shall
revert to the United States."
'
No portion of either of these roads has been constructed, and no lands have been
approved to the State of Mississippi for them.
By the sixth section of the act of August 11, 1856, above described, a like grant on
like condition was made to the States through which said road should pass, ''for a
railroad from Mobile to New Orleans."
The road uontemplated by this section has never been built or begun..
The road from Brandon to the Gulf of Mexico was to be called the Gulf and Ship
Is:and; that from Mobile to New Orleans, ''The Mobile and New Orleans"; while
that from Tuscaloosa to the Mobile Railroad seems not to have got so far as a name.
The time limited. m the grant for all these roads expired August 11, 1866, sixteen
years ago.
The provision of law by which the time was limited to ten years is contained in the
fourth section recited above, and is in these words:
"And if said roads are not completed within ten years no further sales shall be made,
and the lands unsold shall revert to the United States."
It was at first supposed by somfl that this language of itself of its own force stopped
the sales at the expiration of the ten years, and reinvested the United States with the
title as fully as if the grant bad never been made or proposed; but in October, 1874,
the Supreme Court, in Schulenberg vs. Harriman (21 Wall., 44), decided that an :1Ct
of Congress precisely like this, although conveying lands to another State, granted an
estate upon condition subsequent, that the title to the lands covered by the grant
passed to the State and could only be regained by the United States by some act of
legislation equivalent to a re-entry.
Under that decision it becomes necessary for the Congress to pass some act which
shall assert ownership in the lands in question if it desires to repossess them andreannex them to the public domain.
As they stand now they cannot be sold by the United States, as the United States
has only a right of re-entry, a right which cannot be sold or assigned, and can only
be made available by the original grantor, for the United States can have no heirs,
and, we trust, no successors.
If, then, we deem that the lands should be thrown open to actual settlers we must
by law say so. No Department can do it. The power rests in the Congress alone.
Inasmuch as during a period of twenty-six years no stroke of work has been done on
either road, and inasmuch as sixteen years of that period have been subsequent to
the close of the war, your committee feel that the purposes which Congress had in
view in passing the act of 1856 will not be subserved by longer keeping the property
in question separated from the public lands and inaccessible to actual purchasers and
SP-ttlers.
One of the reasons most strongly urged for the passage of the bills making these
grants was, that the United States as a precedent landholder could well afford to give
one-half its lands on the line of a proposed railroad because it could thereby not only
Clonble the price of the remaining land but greatly expedite the sale of it.
;::;uch has been the result where roads have been actually built, but the sole effect,
if any, of the bill in question has been to•prevent the sale oflands and the settlement
of the country. Of course, a revocation of the grant does not bind Congress in the
future, nor prevent it from making new grants jf it should so determine. As the law
now is, it would seem as if the oniy business-like way to treat this subject was to make
void this grant and enact a new one or to give this definite extension. vYhile the case
of Schulenberg vs. Harriman decides that the lands will revert after the expiration of
the ten years, whenever the Congress chooses to so determine, and it is intimated in
the decision that the sales may go ou until such determination takes place, yet, as
{Jongress, even if that intimation be regarded as settled, can step in at any moment
and terminate the grant, with the road half built, the road can have only a limited
advantage from the graut as it now stands. Capital will naturally be much less wming. to be invested on a grant terminated at the plen.sure of Congress than on one
wlnch has a definite time to run, and which there is a hope of earning in its entirety.
It honld also be added that the claim is made that sales of land must actually cease
at the end of ten years, whether Congress passes an act equivalent to re-entry or not;
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'fmade the title conveyed is subject to the same right of forfeiture by the act of
~~~ntr a~ if the sale had not been made. If this view should prove to be sou~d, an.d
those .Jho favor ·it insi~t that anyt bing to the contrary in Schulenberg vs. Harriman IS
-obiter dictum, then the grants in their present state are ~f such ~mall value as to. no
longer justify their presence on ~he statute-books, even m the v1ew of the steadiest
advocate of grants of lands to railroads.
ELYTON AND BEAVER'S BLUFl!'.

The act of June~ 1856 was an act similar to the one which has just been discussed,
whereby lands were' gran'ted to the State of Alabama to aid in the construction, among
others, of a road "from Elyton to the Tennessee River, at or near Beard's Bluff, A;labama." As to this road the Secretary of the Interior reports that no map of locatwn
has been filed and no portion of the road constructed. So far as known, no corporation or company was ever organized under this act.
The time limited in the act expired June 3, 1866. It will be seen that what has
been written hitherto u.pplies to this road also.
ALABAMA AND CJIATTANOOGA OR COOSA AND CHATTOOGA.

The history and condition of this grant is substantially this:
By act of Congress June 3, 1856 (11 Stat. at L., p. 17), there was granted to the State
<Jf Alabama for the purpose of aiding in the construction of, among others, a railroad
from Gadsden, to connect with the Georgia and Tennessee and Tennessee line of rail' roads through the " Chattooga, Wills aij.d Lookout Valleys," the roads to be fully
completed within ten years. The lands were by the act made subject to the disposal
of the legislation of the State, and the act contained the usual provision that unless
the roads were completed within the ten years the unsold lands should revert to the
United States.
By joint resolution of the legislature of the State of Alabama, approved J anuary30,
18;)t:j (acts of 1!;57-'58, pages 130, 131), the State accepted the grants and made provision for the disposition of the same: by section 1 of the joint resolution conferred
the first grant on the Northeast and Southwest Alabama Railroad, from E'lyton to
Meridian, Miss., and by section 4 conferred the grant in aid of the road to be built
.through the Chattooga, Wills, and Looko'!lt Valleys to the corporation known aa the
Wills Valley Railroad Company.
Both these companies were snbs~quently consolidated by State authority and called
the Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad Company. In September, 185l:!, the usury
·" map of definite location" was filed in the Interior Department, and the odd sections
of land withdrawn from market.
The records are silent as to any steps being taken toward the construction of the
road in the time limited by the act of Congress. Unofficially we are advised that work
was begun, but the completion prevented by the late civil war; but on April tO, 1869
(16 Stat. at Large, page 45), an act was passed extending the time for construction to
.A.pril10, 1872.
Before that time had expired, as appears by a oertifioate of Governor Houston, dated
March 11, 1878, and filed in the Interior Department on May 15, 1878, t.he said roads (as
COUf?Olidated with the Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad) had been completed and
eqmpped, and were operating between Meridian, Miss., and Chattanooga, Tenn.
This, in our judgment, settles all questions of fact. The State has acted on the
assumption that the lands were earned and this company entitled to its share by
passing the act of February 10, 1876 (Session Laws of 1875-'76, page 154, No. 43), to
execute the power of disposal of the lands granted by act of Congress, entitled, &c.,
approved June 3, 1856, by providing as to details of certification and lists of lands in
cases of conflicting and overlapping grounds, and that~
"Such lists should operate as a conveyance to the railroad companies respectively,
and that such lists should fully and legally vest all such title to said lands in and to
said railroad companies," &c.
So that we are of opinion that, under the law, the title to the lands embraced in
the purview of act of 1856, so far as it relates to these roads, Meridian to Chattanooga,
has passed out of the United States, and that there is no power to perfect any rights
as to such lands.
MEMPHIS AND CHARLESTON.

The State of Alabama refused to accept the grant for this road, and the lands were
restored to market February 19, 1858. Your committee deem it prudent, however, to
repeal the granting act so far as it refers to this road, and have provided for it in
this bill presented.
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IRON MOUNTAIN RAILROAD-( IN ARKANSAS.)

This grant was made by act of July 4, 1866 (14 Stat., 83), and by its termo the road
should have been completed within five years from July 1, "!.86?, or by ~u 1 y,_1871.
The road was to have run from the southern boundary of Missoun, where 1t 1S m~er
sected by the Iron Mountain Railroad, to a point at or near Helena, Ark. No portwn
of the road has ever been either located or constructed.
NEW ORLEANS TO THE STATE LINE.

,.

By act of June 3, 1856 (11 Stat., page 18), a grant of alternate odd-numbered sections for six sections in width on each side of the road, with the right to make goodr
within fifteen miles out of as much lands in alternate sections as would be needed,.
such deficiences as might occur within the six-mile limits from previous sales and
pre-emptions, was made to the State of Louisiana, in aid of a railroad from New Orleans to the State line in the direction of Jackson, Miss. No part of this proposed
road has been constructed, and the lands were restored to the public domain, so far
as the Department could do it, July 27, 1857. Previous to such restoration, on the
6th of February, 1857, the governor of Louisiana advised the Land Office, by telegram,
that he did not think the grant would be accepted.
We have deemed it proper to recommend the repeal of so much of the act as proffered the grant described.
It will be seen from the foregoing that the committee have adopted the rule of advising the forfeiture of such grants as have not been in any way utilized. Where,
. after a long lapse of time, no attempt has been made to earn the grant, it has s~emed
as if it should be withdrawn. While this rule seemed to the committee the only one •
which could be adopted, they think it right to add that the State of Mississippi haspassed resolutions asking the extension of the grant in aid of the Gulf and Ship·
Island Railroad, and that representations have been made to us that parties were·
ready to build the road. While no evidence has been presented to us which would
justify us in excepting the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad out of the forfeiture, yet we
understand that the question of extension or removal is now pending before the
Committee on Public Lands, to which the evidence has been submitted.
If such evidence should justify a new grant, individual members of your committee,.
while agreeing to this report, reserve the right to act as the evidence may indicate.

[House Ex. Doc. No. 223, Forty·seventh Congress, first session.)

•
..4.LLEGED EXCESS IN CERTIFICATION OF LANDS TO CERTAIN RAILROAD
COMPANIES.

Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, in response to a resolution of the House of Repre-

sentatives relative to alleged excess in the certification of lands to certain railroad com- .
panies.
July 10, 1882.-Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary and ordered to be printed.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, July 10, 1882.
SIR: In answer to House resolution of the 6th ultimo, calling for facts in relation to
lands certified to certain railroad companies in excess (according to the testimon.Y of
Mr. J. W. Le Barnes before the Senate Committee) of the amo1;1nt to which they were
legally entitled, I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of the report of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, of the 15th ultimo, on the subject. A copy
o~ his letter to me of the 7th ultimo, on the same subject, is also transmitted hereWith.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
The Ron. SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. G., June 15, 1882.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by reference from you, of a resolutlOn of the House of Representatives, passed on the 6th instant, as follows:
"Whereas ~tis alleged in the testimony of J. W. Le Barnes, taken before a committee of the Umted States Senate, that certain land-grant railroads have received cerSI~:
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tifica.tes for lands in excess of the amount due them by the acts granting the lands ;
.
.
•fherefore, be it"Resolved That the Secretary of the Interior furnish the House all the facts m h1s
Depv.rtment' tending to show the truth or falsity of_ said allegations, and his !ecommendations if in his opinion the same are Wflll founaed, for the purpose of remvesting the titl~ to the said lands in t.he United States and opening the tmme to homestead
and pre-emption settlement."
In reply, I have t? ad vise ;rou that all the information in .relatio~ to the grants referred to in the testimony of Mr. Le Barnes that can be given Without a compl~te
adjustment of said grants is contained in my letter addressed to you on the 7th mstant, in answer to an inquiry on the same subject made by Ron. L. E. Payson, a
member of the Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives.
In the case of the Sioux City and Saint Paul Railron.d Company a letter was, at the
request of your predecessor, addressed to the governor of Iowa on the 7th of March
last, asking him to indicat.e what action he would take with regard to surrendering
the "patents issued to the State for the Sioux City and Saint Paul Company for lands
which have not been earned by said Company"; but, as heretofore reported, no reply
has been received from said governor.
The Sioux City and Saint Paul Railroad was authorized by the act of May 12, 1864
(13 Stat., 72). The last proviso of section 4 of said act reads as follows:
"That said lands shall not in any manner be disposed of or encumbered, except as
the same are patented under the provisions of this act; and should the State fail to
complete said road[s] within five years after the ten years aforesaid, then the said
lands undiRposed of as aforesaid shall revert to the United States."
As nearly 27 miles of said road remains uncompleted, and as the excess of lands patented were not "patented under the provisions of the act" of May 12, 1864, I.am of.
the opinion that judicial proceedings should be instituted for the recovery of said excess of lands. Like proceedings were recommended in my letter of April14, 1882, as ..
to the excess oflands certified for the Mobile and Girard Railroad.
I return herewith the copy of resolution referred to.
Very respectfully,
·
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissionm·~-.

Hon. H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Intef'ior.
As to methods in General Land Office of segregation of lands g1'1lnted, and rules adopted l
therefor.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., June 7, 1882.
SIR: I am in receipt, by reference from you, of a letter from Ron. L. E. Payson~..
dated the 17th ultimo, in which he says:
Le Barnes, assistant law clerk in the Land Office, has recently stated in testi-·
fymg before the Senate Committee on Public Lands, that certain land-grant ~ailroads :
have had from the public domain lands largely in excess of the amount to which they
·were entitled. The Judiciary Committee of the House have the general subject of'
unearned land grants before it, and instead of moving a resolution of inquiry as to
the matter formally, I write you this. I would be pleased to be advised as to the
facts as claimed by the officE).I's of the Land Office as to the evidence of :Mr. Le Barnes.
They are fully advised of what he has testified to I know. The information I desire
for the use of my committee,. and, of course, it should be verified by reference to the
records."
I understand Mr. Payson's inquiry to refer to the following-named roads viz:
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River (Iowa).
'
Sioux City and Saint Paul (Iowa).
S~int Paul and Sioux City (Minnesota).
First Division Saint Paul and Pacific (Minnesota).
Iowa Falls and Sioux City (Iowa).
Winona and Saint Peter (Minnesota).
Lake Superior and Mississippi (Minnesota).
West Wisconsin (Wisconsin).
Alabama and Chattanooga (Alabama).
Mobile and Girard (Alabama).
Coosa and 'rennessee (Alabama).
Pensacola and Georgia (Florida).
North Louisiana and Texas (Louisiana).
Iowa Central Air Line.
In o!der to enaUle yon to properly understand the figures hereinafter :~?resented I
deem It necessary to explain, as clearly as possible in a written commumcation, the.

:'Mr.
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1method followed in determining the precise tracts of land which inure to any Statefor the benefit of a particular grant.
.
After a map of the definite location of the line of rolJie of any land-grant ro~d 1s
nled in this office, diagrams are prepared generally upon a scale of 4 miles to l1~ch,
-each township being thus 1i inches square. The townships are divided into thuty..gix sections, and each section into sixteen quarter quarter-sections of 40 acres, thus
·dividing e~tch township into 576 subdivisions of 40 acres each.
'l'ho located line of route is accurately laid down upon such diagram. Wher~ a
:grant is of tQ.e alternate odd-numbered sections for six sections in width on eacJ;t s1de
•of the road, a line is drawn with mathematical accuracy on eack side of the hne of
;route in such manner that said exterior line shall be just six miles distant from any
;and every point on either side of the road. If a road followed a straight line it would
be a simple matter to fix the limits of its grant.
Nearly all of the land-grant roads, however, follow irregular lines, that is, there are
more or less bends or curves in the road; therefore a system was adopted by this J?epartment and office of fixing the lateral limits of a road by making consecu~1ve
circles (representing a diameter of six miles) along the line of road, and drawing lines
tangent to such circles in such manner that the line of lateral limits on each side
might be so adjusted as to be equidistant from every portion of the road. Where the
line of lateral limit (which is a temporary line made in pencil) so drawn embra?es
the greater por,tion of the smallest legal subdivision (40 acres) of a section, the entire
subdivision is awarded to the road. Where the minor portion only is embraced withi.n
such lateral line, the entire subdivision is excluded. A fixed and permanent line IS
then drawn including and excluding the proper tracts accordingly. The limits
within which indemnity may be taken are fixed in the same manner. I inclose a diagram, .marked A, illustrating the method described. An examination of said diagram
will show that a road by this system could not, even if all the land in odd sections
within its limits were subject to its grant, receive the exact amount 'o f six sections
(3,840 acres) per mile, but that in every instance it would receive a trifle less, the loss
ranging from one-tenth of one per cent. in ordinary cases to one per cent. in extreme
cases, the loss on a line of road similar to that on the inclosed diagram being 1.09 per
cent.
There are other causes which operate t<f prevent a road from getting the full number of sections per mile that may be named in a grant. Two roads, for the benefit of
which a grant ia made by the same act, may intersect each other. In such case·each
1·oad receives a moiety of the land embraced in the conflicting limits. Where roads
receiving a grant under different acts intersect, the earliest grant takes the land
within such conflicting limits to the exclusion of the road for which the later grant
wa~ made. Military reservations are in. all instances excepted from the operation of
;a grant. Indian reservations in Minnesota are excluded by the act of March 3, 1857,
~o long as the Indian title remains unextinguished. Under the additional grant of
March 3, 1865, to Minnesota, such reservations are excluded entirely. Private grants
are also ~xcluded from railroad grants, but indemnity has been allowed in Florida in
such cases. Where a grant is taken up for adjustment all these elements have to be
'Carefully considered, and the status of every 40-acre tract within the limits of a grant
-determined. But few grants have yet been fully adjusted, owing to the fact that the
majority of the force of the railroad division of ·this office has been engaged in the
tBettlement of contests arising between settlers and railroad companies. To adjust
"'ihe grants above referred to would require more than a year's labor of the entire
lforce available for such purpose.
In making the statement asked for, I shall therefore adopt the plan which, in my
-opinion, moat nearly approximates the result that would be obtained by an accurate
adjustment of each grant.
.
It must also be understood that none of the grants in question have heen adjusted;
also, that there are mooted questions relative to the true intent of some of the grants,
and that the final decision of such questions may materially reduce the amounts
herein stated.
·
Where the grant is a grant of quantity" to the amount of" so many sections per
mile, no deductions are made for any cause. Each statement, however, made with
reference to a particular road, exhibits as nearly as practicable, and following the
general plan herein adopted, such amounts as would inure to the road under the presen~ rules of the Department and office. All the earlier grants made for the benefit of
ratlronda have b een held to be grants in presenti; t'hat title to the sections granted
passed by the act, and t hat when the definit e location of a road was made the title of
the Stat e acquired precision, and at once attached to the land.
Con~ess r elied in all cases upon the good fait h of the Stat e to see that the lands
were d1sposed of in the manner provided in each act, and that the proceeds of the
~anda granted were applied for the purposes cont emplated by such act. Accordingly,
In nearly all the grants made previous t o 1864, immedia tely upon t he location of t he
roads and the determination of t he limits of a grant, this office and the Department
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certified in· whole to the States, all the vacant lands within the ~ranted limits c.f
each ro~d, and su~h land within the indemnity ~imit~ as was reqmred to make .thefull complement of the grant fo! the num.be~ of ~ll~s of located road, generally w1th=
out any deductions for reservatiOns, confhctmg hm1ts, or other causes. It was the~e ·
fore left to each State to fulfill the conditions imposed by a grant, a~d to so fultilll
them as to avoid the penalty of forfeiture, and in making sales or disposals of the·
lands granted to save her vendees from being the recipients of inyalid t~tles.
.
In all the grants hereinafter referred to, except that for the Swux C1ty and Samt
Paul and Saint Paul Lake Superior and Mississippi Railroads, the States werfl permitt~d to sell one h~dred and twenty sections of land, 76,800 acres, to be seJec~ed
anywhere on the line within a con~inuous twe~ty miles in adv~n~e of the constructiOn>
of any portion of a road named m the grantmg act. The validity of such a sale was.
affirmed by the United States Supreme Court in the case of .Railroad Land Company
vs. Courtright October term, 1874 (21 Wallace, 3l0). It w1ll therefore be observed!
that, generally, where roads lack twenty miles or more of completion, the excess oi
acres certified over the amount earned by construction may properly and legally be
76 800 acres, or 120 sections. of land, and that this excess may be taken from lands
an'ywhere along the located line within a continuous twenty miles ..

METHOD 0:1!, ADJUSTMENT OF GRANTS TO ROADS EMBRACED IN THE INQUIRY.
The grant to the State of Iowa for the benefit of the Cedar Rapids and Missouri
River Railroad is made by the act of May 15, 1856 ( 11 Stat., p. 9), an8. the act of J nne
2, 1864 (1:3 Stat., p. 95). This grant is peculiar in some :respects, and therefore needs
explanation.
The first act provides for a road "from Lyons City northwesterly to a point of intersection with the main line of the Iowa Central Air Line Railroad, near Maquoketa;
thence on said main line running as near as practicable to the forty-second parallel,
across the said State to the Missouri River," and grants therefor every alternate section ofland designated by odd numbers for six sections in width on each side of said
road. The usual indemnity provision is made for lands within the granted limits
that were sold, or to which the right of pre-emption had attached prior to the definite
location of t.h e road.
Lands reserved to the United States by any act of Congress, or in any other manner by competent authority, for the purpose of aiding in any object of internal improvement, or for any purpose whatsoever, are excluded from the operation of the act,
except t.hat right of way is granted through such reservations, subject to the approval
of the President of the United States. .
On July 14, 1856, the State accepted the grant and conferred it upon the Iowa Central Air Line Railr9ad Company. Said road was finally and definitely located from
the Mississippi to the Missouri River on September 12, 1856, and on October 31, 1856,.
the map of definite location was filed in this office. Said road was J46! miles in length,
which (miles), multiplied by 3,840 (the acres per mile granted), would give the tota.t
grant as 1,331,520 acres, subject to deductions for curves, reservations, and other causes
above referred to.
(NOTE.-The entire loss by curves in the 346! mile'S would be about 1,950 acres, orless than two-tenths of one per cent., as shown on the diagram by which the grant is.
adjusted.)
The Iowa Central Air Line Railroad Company did a large amount of grading on the·
located line, principally between Lyons and Maquoketa, but they never constructed
any portion of said line .
. Up to March 17, 1860, there were 665,687.34 acres of land lying along various portwns of the road certified to the State for the benefit of the Iowa Central Air LineRailroad Company. Of this amount the State conveyed to said company 63,106 acres,.
a pa~t of the first one hundred and twenty sections authorized by the act of 1856 to besold m advance of construction. This land was s1tuate west of Cedar Rapids. Thecompany sold this land and the sale was affirmed by the decision of the United States
Supreme Court in the Courtright case hereinbefore referred to. The legislature oi
Iowa, by act of March 17, 1860, resumed control of the land embraced in the grant,.
a~d by act of March 26, 1860, granted the same to the Cedar Rapids and Missouri
RIVer Railroad Company upon certain conditions. Prior to this date the Chicago,.
Iowa and Nebraska Company had built a road commencing at Clinton, on the Mississippi River, only 2.41 miles from Lyons City, to Cedar Rapids.
When the State made the grant to the Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad!
Com.IJany, this fact was recognized, and the State provided that the lands were to be-
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used for and devoted by the Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad Company to
· the building of a road from Cedar Rapids or Marion to the Missouri River.
.
This is all the State did, conceding it had the power to divert the lands, s~ to speak,
· to the construction of a railroad upon a diffe~ent route from that mentioned m t~e act.
(NOTE.-Such right is affirmed in effect by·the United States Supreme Court m the
case of Baker vs. Gee, December term, 1863, 1 Wall., 333.)
It has uniformly been considered by this office that by the act of June 2, 1864, here~ inafter quoted in part, Congress assented to the disposition made by the State of the
~ lands along the line of the original route; in other words, that the lands a_long ~he
~ 346! miles of the original line were. to be used for the construction of a modifiedlJ.?e
·or road 72.74 miles shorter, thus making the grant equal to about 4,860 acres per mile
..for constructed road. Previous to June 2, 1864, and after March 26, 1860, the Cedar
~Rapid~ and Mit~souri River Railroad Company constructed 70 miles of road between
-<Cedar Rapids and Marshalltown, and during that time 109,756.85 acres were approved
·rto the State under the act of May 15, 1856.
,. .
(NOTE.-The United States Supreme Court, December term, 1866, m the case ofW~l
-cott vs. Des Moines Navigation and Railroad Company, decided that all of sa1d
109,756.85 acres inured to the Des Moines improvement grant by act of August 8, 1846.)
By the fourth section of the act of June 2, 1864, it was provided'' That the Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad Company, a corporation establlished under the laws of the State of Iowa, and to which the State granted a portion
·of the land mentioned in the title to this act, may modify or change the uncompleted
portion of its line, as shown by the map thereof now on file in the General Land Office
()f the United States, so as to secure a better and more expeditious line to the Missouri River, and to a connection with the Iowa branch of the Union Pacific Railroad;
and for the purpose of facilitating the more immediate construction of a line of railroads across the State of Iowa, to connect with the Iowa branch of the Union Pacific
Railroad Company, aforesaid, the said Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad
Company is hereby authorized to connect its line by a branch with the line of th~
Mississippi and Missouri Railroad Company, and the said Cedar Rapids and Missoun
River Railroad Company shall be entitled for such modified line to the same lands and
to the same amount of lands per mile, and for such connecting branch to the same
amount of land per mile, as originally granted to aid in the construction of its main
line, subject to the conditions and forfeitures mentioned in the original grant, and, for
the said purpose, right of way through the public lands of the United States is hereby
granted to said company."
The said section of the act also required the company to file in this office a map of
the modified main line and connecting line as soon as located. Said section also directs
the Secretary of the Interior to reserve and cause to be certified and conveyed to the
company from time to time as the work progressed, out of any public lands not sold,
reserved, or otherwise disposed of, or to which a pre-emption right, or right of homestead settlement, has not attached, and on which a bonafide settlement and improvement has not been made under color of title derived from the United States, or the
State of Iowa, within 15 miles of the original main line" An amount of land equal to that originally authorized to be granted to aid in the
construction of the said road by the act to which this is an amendment. And if the
amount of lands per mile granted, or intended to be granted, by the original act to
aid in the •construction of said railroad shall not be found within the limits of the
15 miles therein prescribed, then selections may be made along said modified line and
connecting branch within 20 miles thereof."
It also provides for a branch line from the main line to Onawa City, with the same
grant of lands to be selected from the unappropriated lands anywhe;,e within 20 miles
of the main line and branch; also for a branch from the town of Lyons, in Iowa, "to
connect with the main line in or west of the town of Clinton in said State," and directs
the Secretary of the Interior to reserve a quantity of land "sufficient, in the opinion
()fthe governor of Iowa, to secure the construction" of such branch.
(NOTE.-One hundred and twenty sections of land were reserveu for this purpose.)
As before stated, it bas always been understood by this office that the Cedar Rapids
.and Missouri River Railroad Company was the successor of the Iowa Central Railroad
tCompany, and as such entitled to all the lands, rights, and privileges of the former
·company, and the.Jands certified by this office to the State of Iowa for the latter
company are regarded as inuri:p.g to the former company. The lands were certified
to the State (prior to June 2, 1!:!64), subject to her disposal; and while the Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad Company did not build any road (except the Lyons
bra~~h, 2.41 miles) east of Cedar Rapids, it has received the benefit of all the lands
certified to the State under the act of 1856, except 172,862.85 acres hereinbefore referred to, viz, 63,106 X 109,756.85.
The lands withdrawn on the line of the original route are still reserved for the
bbenefit of the grant, and the lands within 6 miles of said line are, and have always
• een, held at double minimum price.
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It will be noticed the act of June. 2, 1864, makes the g~ant to a corporation and not
i o the State direct except upon failure of the corporatiOn. to construct the road as
provided in section 8 of the act. Whether or not the acts of 1856 and 186~ hav~ bee.n
properly construed by this office, is not a question necessary to be determmed m this
report.
· to t h e M"Issouri·
The total length of the main line and branch from Cedar Rapids
River is 271.6 miles, and of the Lyons branch 2.41 miles, making 274.1 miles of road
built in compliance with the act of 1864.
.
. .
.
.
A branch road 6 miles in length, was bmlt by the Cedar Rapids and Missouri
River Railroad C~mpany, from Missouri Valley Junction, to co~nect with the Sioux
·City and Pacific~ running through Onawa; but no grant was claimed bythe company
therefor.
Giving the company six sections, or 3,840 acres per mile for the ori.ginalline of 3461
miles we find the grant to be in round numbers 1,331,520 acres. The hne of constructed
road,'however, runs through the limits of the Des Moines improvement grant ruade
by act of July 12, 1862, but the lands within 5 miles on each side of said river were
.at the date of the grant for the Iowa Central Air Line (May 15, 1856) reserved for the
benefit of the Des Moines improvement grant by act of August 8,1846. Whether the
latter grant (of August 8, 1846) extended above the Raccoon Fork, and whether the
-reservation was properly made, has been the subject of almost endless correspondence
.and litigation. It has not been determined whether the act of 1864 gives the Cedar
Rapids Company indemnity for the lands lost by said reservation.
There are 49,520 acres in the conflicting limits of the Cedar Rapids road and the Des
Moines improvement. grant. If no indemnity is allowed for said 49,520 acres, the grant
would be 1,331,520-49,520, or 1,282,000 acres.
The State of Iowa is charged on the records of this office with 1,032,363.28 acres
.certified under the acts of May 15, 1856, and June 2, 1864, for the benefit of the road
in question.
This would show an apparent deficiency of 249,636.72 acres required to satisfy the
grant, and, if indemnity is allowed for said 49,520 acres, an apparent deficiency of
·299,156.72 acres.
.
Either of said deficiencies would be slightly recluced by an accurate adjustment of
_-the grant by limits as shown on the diagram of lands embraced within the grant.
There a.re no losses to this road by conflicting li.mits of grants to other roads.
If the former rule of the office is changed, and no grant is allowed east of Cedar
Rapids, and no indemnity for lands in limits of Des Moines improvement grant, the
State has received 38,939.28 acres more than she would be entitled to under such a
·construction of the granting act.
·
SIOUX CITY AND SAINT PAUL RAILROAD.

By act of Congress approved May 12, 1864 (13 Stat., 72), a grant was made to the
of Iowa for the construction of a railroad from Sioux City in said State to the south
hne of ¥innesotaof every alternate section of land, designated by odd numbers, for
·t~n sectwns in width on each side of said road, and provision was made for indemmty for lands lost within the granted limits to be taken within ten additional miles.
'The. lands were to be patented only as the road was constructed, at the rate of 100
sectiOns of land for each section of road 10 miles in length, and if the road was not
eompleted within 10 years from the P,ate of the acceptance of the grant by the company, t~e lands granted and not patented should revert to the State for the purpose
of securmg the completion of the road. It was further provided that if the road
was not completed by the State in 15 years from the date of said acceptance, the
lands undisposed of should revert to the United States.
On April 3, 1866, the State accepted the grant and conferred it upon the Sioux City
.and Saint Paul Railroad Company, and said company accepted the grant September 20
1866
'
Th~ line located by said company w~s 83 miles and 52 rods in length, and a diagram
of Withdrawal was prepared accordingly, and the lands withdrawn August 26, 1867.
·Only 56! miles of the road have been constructed. The area of the grant for such
length of road, at 10 sections or 6,400 acres per mile, is-without deductions for any
-cause-360,000 acres. There have been patented to the State of Iowa, for the benefit
o0f said road, the following amounts of land :
· ~tate

Acres.

191,464.04
205,374.76
10,911.41
160.00
Total • . • • . • • • • • . • . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . • . . • . . • . • • • • . • . • • • • . • 407, 910. 21
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The excess, therefore, of lands patented to the State for this road over the a~oun*
lt was possible for the company to have earned under the most favorable crrcumstances, without deductions, by the construction of 56t miles of road is 47,910.21 acres.
It is clear that this amount was erroneously patAnted to the State, as reporte~ to you by
my letter of January 12, 1882. It is understood, however, though unoffiCially, that
some 85,000 acres of the amount of lands so patented have been withheld from the
company by the State.
On the 7th of March last, at the request of your predecessor, I addressed !1letter tGthe governor of Iowa asking him to indicate what action he would take WltJ;l regard
to surrendering the "patents issued to the State for the Sioux City and Samt Paul
Company for lands which have not been earned by said company." No reply from
the governor has yet been received.
The granted limits of th~ McGregor Western Railroad conflict with the grante~
limits of the Sioux City and Saint Paul Railroad. so that the actual area of the grant
would be about 35,500 acres less than 360,000 acres, or 324,500 acres, thus making the
probable excess patented to the State 83,410.21 acres, which is very nearly equal.tO>
the amount (85,000 acres) of lands withheld by the State from the company. It will
be observed that the patents issued to the State in this case for all the land except.
11,071.41 acres were issued prior to June 18, 1873; nearly nine years ago, and that the
last patent was issued June 4, 1877, or five years ago. By the act of March 3,,1857,
a grant was made to the then Territory of Minnesota for the construction of a ra1lroadl
now known as theSAINT PAUJ, AND SIOUX CITY RAILROAD,

running from Saint Paul and Saint Anthony to the southern boundary of the Territory in the direction of the mouth of the Big Sioux River. The grant was of every
alternate section of land, designated by odd numbers, for six sections in width on each
side of the road. Indemnity is also provided, to be taken with~n 15 miles of the line
of road, of ''so much land, in altern ate sections or parts of sections, as shall be eq ~a}
to such lands as the United States have sold, or otherwise appropriated, or to whiCh>
the rights of pre-emption have attached" prior to date of definite location.
By act of May 12, 1864, the grant for this road is increased.
"Four additional alternate sections of land per mile, to be selected upon the sameconditions, restrictions, and limitations as are contained in the act [of March 3, 1857,.
and providing that the land to be so located by virtue of the act] may be selected
within twenty miles of the line of said road, but in no case at a greater distance therefrom."
Said company located 199t miles of road upon which withdrawals were made under
the provisions of the grant.
·
The area of the grant, without deductions, at the rate of ten sections, or 6,400 acres,
per mile, for 1993; miles of located road would be 1,275,200 acres. The amount patented or certified is 1,146, 738.56 acres, leaving a deficiency of 128,461.44 acres.
From this amount there will have to be deducted, when ascertained, the proper proportion of a large amount of lands lying within the six-mile conflicting limi~s of this
road and other roads provided for by the act of March 3, 1857; also lands mcluded
within the limits of the former Winnebago Indian Reservation.
THE FIRST DIVISION OF SAINT PAUL AND PACIFIC RAILROAD

was authorized by the act of March 3, 1857, above referred to, with the same grant of
lands, six sections per mile, and indemnity for lands sold, &c., to be selected within
15 miles on either side of the line of road.
The grant was afterwards, by act of March 3, 1865, increased to ten sections permile, with indemnity to be taken within twenty miles of the line of road. Said company have constructed 230.80 miles in accordance with the provisions of the grant,
however; the line as located and upon which withdrawals were made is but 2273:
miles in length.
The area of the grant, without deductions, at the rate of ten sections, or 6,400 acres,
per mile, for 227f miles, would be 1,454,400 acres. Less for 10 miles constructed prior
to March 3, 1865, and only entitled to six sections per mile, 25,600 acres, leaving the
area. of the ~ant 1,428,800 acres; amount certified or patented to date, 1,251,046.14'
acres; deficiency, 177,753.86 acres.
!<'rom this amount there will have to be deducted, when ascertained, the proper
proportion of such amount of lands as lie within the conflicting limits of this road•
and ?ther roads authorized by the act of March 3,1857.
It 1s probable that an accurate adjustment of the grant will show a deficieney of
lands reqn irt>d to satisfy the grant.
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THE IOWA FALLS AND SIOUX CITY RAILROAD

was authorized by the act of May 15, 1856, which provided fo~ a road from Dubuque,.
Iowa to a point on the Missouri River near Sioux City, grantmg to the State of Io~a.
for that purpose every alternate secti~n of land, de~ign.ated b~ odd numbers, fo.r s~x.
sections in width on each side of the hne of road, w1th mdemmty to be taken w1thm
15 miles on each side of said line.
Lands reserved to the United States by any act of Congress, or in any other mannerby competent authority, were excepted from the operatioD; of the ac~.
The line of road as located is 327.53, but as constructed 1s 326.58 miles.
.
The area of the grant at six sections, or 3,840 acres, per mile, would ?e, ~~~hout
deductions, 1,254,067;20 acres; from this should be deducted the lands m hnnts oic
grant to the Des Moines improvement, amounting to 59,590.49 acres; area of grant,.
1!194,476. 71 acres; amount of lands certified or patented under the grant and properly
charged to the road, 1,155,956.54 acres; deficiency, 38,520.17 acres.
This amount will not be decreased by the conflicting limits of any other road. Th&·
limits of the Sioux City and Saint Paul Railroad conflict with the limits of this road
(Iowa Falls and Sioux City), but as the Sioux City and Saint Paul grant. is a la~er
grant (May 12, 1864), it does not affect the grant for the Iowa Falls and S1oux C1ty
Railroad.
THE WINONA AND SAINT PETER RAILROAD

was authorized, and a grant made to the then Territory of Minnesota for the same,.
by the act ofMarch3, 1857, and the grant was extended by the act of March 3, 1865t·
hereinbefore referred to. The two grants aggregated ten s.e ctions per mile, with
~demnity to be taken within 20 miles from eith,er side of the line of road. ReservatiOns are excepted from the operation of the grant.
Thecon&>any constructed 323.56miles, but the line as located and upon which lands.
were wit!arawn is 319! miles in length.
The area of the grant, without deductions, at ten sections, or 6,400 acres, per mile,.
for 319t miles, would be 2,04:3,200 acres. Less for 50 miles constructed prior to act of
March 3, 1865, and only entitled to six sections per mile, 128,000 acres; area of grant,
1,915,200acres; amount certified or patented, 1,668,787.90 acres; deficiency, 246,412.10.
acres.
From this'amount there will be deducted, upon an accurate adjustment of the grant,.
a large amount of land in the conflicting limits of other roads authorized by the act
of March 3, 1857; also land within the Winnebago and Sioux Indian Reservations.
The statements as to area of grant for t.he. last four roads above named, to wit, Saint
Paul and Sioux City, First Division Saint Paul and Pacific, Iowa Falls and Sioux City,
and Winona and Saint Peter, differ materially from estimates made by this office in•
1865, and published in the annual report for that year and for several years thereafter,.
which estimates attempted to show the ''quantities inuring under the grants," afte~r
necessary deductions for conflicting limits, &c., were made.
·
THE LAKE SUPERIOR AND MISSISSIPPI RAILROAD

was au\horized by the act of May 5, 1864, which granted to the State of Minnesota;. .
for the purpose of aiding in the construction of a railroad in said State from the city.
of Saint Paul to the head of Lake Superior-'' every alternate section of land desig,.
nated by oda numbers, to the amount of five alternate sections per mile on each sideof the said railroad on the line thereof, within the State of Minnesota; but in case it
shall appear that the United States have, when the line or route of said road is de:fir..
nitely fixed, sold, appropriated, reserved, or otherwise disposed of any sections or any
part thereof, granted as aforesaid, or that the right of pre-emption or homestead
settlement has attached to the same," indemnity was provided therefor, to be taken
with~n 20 miles on either side of the line of road. By the act of July 13, 1866, it was.
provided~~ That in case it shall appear, when the line of the Lake Superior and Mississippio
Railroad is definitely located, that the quantity of land intended to be granted by the
s!l'id act in aid of the construction of the said road shall be deficient by reason of th&
lme thereof running near the boundary line of the said State of Minnesota, the said
company shall be entitled to take from other public lands of the United States
within 30 miles of the west line of said road such an amount as shall make up sucb
deficiency: Provided, That the same shall he taken in alternate odd sections, as provided for in said act [May 5, 1864]."
This grant appears to be a grant of absolute quantity without deductiotls for any.
cause, if the amount can be found wit.hin said 30 miles. The company constructed1
154.42 miles, which would entitle them, at the rate of ten sections, or 6,400 acres, per
mile, to 988,288 acres. Amount patented or certified, 860,564.09 acres; deficiency.,.
127,723.91 acres.
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THE WEST WISCONSIN RAILROAD

was authorized by the act of June 3, 1856, and a grant made to t~e State of ~isconsin
therefor of six sections per mile, with indemnity to be taken within 15 miles of the
line of road.
This grant was subsequently, by act of May 5, 1864, increased to te~ s~ctions per
mile, from Tomah to Saint Croix River, with indemnity to be taken w1thm 20 IDI1e s
-()neither side of the line of road. The company constructed 244 miles of road-1 00
miles from Madison to Tomah is entitled to only six sections per mile, or 384,000 acres;
144 miles from Tomah to Saint Croix is entitled to ten sections per mile, or 921,600 acres;
or, without deduction, a total of 1,305,600 acres; amount paten.ted or certified, 824,866
acres; deficiency, 462,734 acres.
This amount would be largely reduced by deducting the amount of lands in the
-contlicting limits of this and other roads.
.
It is not probable, however, that said deductions will exceed 462,734 acres.
THE ALABAl\IA AND CHATTANOOGA RAILROAD

was authorized by that portion of the act of June 3, 1856, making a grant to the
.State of Alabama for the construction of certain railroads, which provi~e~ for a ro~d
from Gadsden to connect with the Georgia and Tennessee and Tennessee hne of railroads through Chattooga, Wills, and Lookout Valleys; and also for a road'' fr?m
near Gadsden to some point on the Alabama and Mississippi State line, in the directiOn
to the Mobile and Ohio Railroad."
Said roads were consolidated under the name of the Alabama and Chattanooga
Railroad, and 246 miles of road have been constructed in accordance with the granting act.
.
The grant was ''every alternate section of land designated by odd numbers for six
.s ections in width on each side of said roads," and the usual provision was made in the
.act for indemnity to be taken within 15 miles on either side of the line of road.
The area of the grant, without deductions, would be, for 246 miles, 944,640 acres;
.amoun~ patented or certified, 558,253.04 acres; total, 386,386.96 ac~es. One list, ag.gregatmg 43,717.38 acres, has been approved to the State for the jomt benefit of thiS
road and others with which it contlicts. If it is all awarded to the Alabama and
·Chattanooga Railroad, the deficiency in the grant will he 342,669.58 acres.
This amount will be somewhat reduced by the conflicting limits of other roads in
.Alabama, provided for in the act of June 3, 1856; however, it is not probable that the
,grant for this road can be fully satisfied, as the quantity of vacant land within the
limits of the road is inconsiderable. I do not understand Mr. Le Barnes to claim that
;there has been any excess certified for the last three roads named.
THE MOBILE AND GIRARD RAILROAD

was authorized by the sixth section of the act of June 3, 1856, above referred to. The
grant for said road was '' every alternate section of land designated by odd numbers
for six sections in width on each side" of the road. Indemnity is provided for "such
lands as the United States have sold, or otherwise appropriated, or to which the rights
of pre-emptiOn have attached" prior to the date of definite location of the road, such
indemnity to be taken within 15 miles on either side of'the line of road. Said act
provided "that a quantity of land, not exceeding 1:.20 sections" (76,800 acres), ''and
mcluded within 20 continuous miles of" said road, might be sold in advance of the
.construction of any portion of the road, and that the remainder of the lands should
1be sold only as the road progressed, at the rate of 120 sections for each 20 miles completed, andonly then after the governor of the State should certify to the Secretary
·of the Interior that ~:~uch a sflction was completed.
·
A_ map of definite location of the road from Girard to Blakely, on the Mobile .Bay,
.a d1stance of 223.6 miles, was filed in this office June 1 1858.
Following the rule hereinbefore referred to, which obtained at the date the grant
was ma~e, .nearly.all the _vaca;nt.lands within the granted limits of the road, a_nd such
lands w1thm the mdemmty hmits as were required to make as nearly as possible the
full complement of the grant for the nnm ber of miles of located road, were approved
()r certified to the State. Between April 26, 1860, and January 3, 1861 (inclusive),
there were 504,145.86 acres approved to the State for the benefit of the road. Of the
Ian~ so cert}.fied1 2~8, 767 acres were within the granted limits and 295,377 ac~es withip.
the mdelflmty lim1ts, as reported to you by my letter of April14, 1882, relative to this
road.
There ~s no evi~ence on file in this office or in the Department of the conetructioo of
any port10n o~ ~h1s road 1 yet it is known unofficially that a railroad has been con
iJtructed and ISm operatiOn from Girard to Troy, a distance of 84 miles. It has been
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~eld by this office that if this portion of the road was constructed in time, the ~~many would be entitled to 322,560 aeres of land. Th~ total !l'moun~ of land certified

lo the State for said road and lying between the termmal pomts (Guard and Troy) of

the,constructed road was, as reported to you m said letter of ~pril 14, 1882! 21,723.31
acres. Of this amount 10,928.88 acres was in the granted limits and 10,796. 84 m the
indemnity limits of the road.
Under the rules of this office whieh were in force July 30, 1858, and for many yea~s
thereafter where there were no vacant lands for indemnity near the lands lost m
place, the 'indemnity land selections could b~ ad_vauced to th~ ter~inus of the road.
If therefore the tl4 miles were constructed m time, the certrficat10n to the State of
iddemnity 295 377 acres and of granted lauds, 10,928.88 acres, or a total of 306,305.88
acres, wou'ld · b~ strictly~itJ:!in the rules of the office, as such amount would be less
than the full grant for 84 m1les of road:
.
If to this amount we add the 120 sectiOns or 76,800 acres which the State could sell
in advance of construction, we find that 383,105.88 acres would be the extent of the
disposals that could properly be made under the granting act, even if 84 miles of road
had been properly constructed in compliance with the terms of the act.
It does not appear, however, that any portion of the -land certified to the State for
the benefit of this road bad been sold or used for the purpose of the road at the date
of the expiration of time allowed for construction, neither does it appear that ~ny portion of the land had been certified over to the railroad company at that per10J. In
view of the fact. that there were but 21,723.31 acres of public ]and lying opposite the
84 miles of road referred to, included in the lists certified to the State, and the further
fact that no official report whatever of the construction of any portion of the road was
on file, or had been filed in this office, I recommended to you in my letter of April 14,
1882, that judicial proceedings should be instituted for the recovery of 482,422.65 acres,
the difference between 21,723.31 acres and the total amount certified.
COOSA AND TENNESSEE RAILROAD.

This road was authorized by the same act (June 3, 1856) as provided for the Mobile
and Girard Railroad. The grant and conditions thereof were the same. A map of
definite location showing 36! miles was filed in this office January 18, 1859.
No portion of the road has ever been: constructed>. Under the provisions of the act
67,784.96 acres were approved to the State for the benefit of the road. Whether the
State took advan•age of the provision of the act allowing them to sell120 ~:~ections of
land (76,800 ncres) for the benefit of the road before the construction of any portion
t hereof, is not known to this office.
THE PENSACOLA AND GEORGIA RAILROAD

was authorized by the act of May 17, 1856, making a grant to the State of Florida for
the construction of railroads almost identical in its provisions with that of the grant
of June 3, 1856, to Alabama. The grant provided for a road "fro'In Saint John's River,
at Jacksonville, to the waters of Escambia Bay, at or near Pensacola."
. The Pensacola and Georgia Railroad Company was organized to construct that port wn of the road running from Lake City to Pensacola, and the grant for that portion
of.tbe road conferred upon them by the State. Said company located 307 miles of road
1mor to May 30, 1858. No evidence of the construction of any portion of this road has
been filed in this office, but t.he road is believed to be constructed and in operation
from Lake City to Chattahoochee River, a distance of about 150 miles. If said 150
~iles were constructed within the proper period, the amount the State could properly
d1spose of would be 652,800 acres, including the 76,tl00 acres that could be sold in
advance of construction.
Prior to October 30, 1860, under the rules then existing, 1,275,579.52 acres were ap
P:oved to the State for the benefit of the road "from Saint John's River,- at JacksonVI!le, to the waters ofEscambia Bay, at or near Pensacola." lfsaid amount wassold
for the benefit of, or transferred to, said road, the amount disposed of would exceed
by 622,779.52 acres the amount that could be legally disposed of upon the construction
of 150 miles of road.
. This office has no information as to the disposition of the lands made by Florida. It
Is po~sible that some portion of the land was sold for the benefit of the company
(Flonda, Atlantic and Gulf Central) which constructed, or is believed to have, under
the said grant, the road from Jacksonville to Lake City, 59 miles, the grantforwhich
lac!rs 197,175.82 acres (counting the full quantity of 3,840 acres per mile) of being
satiSfied.
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THE NORTH LOUISIANA AND TEXAS RAILROAD.

The grant to Louisiana for this road was made by t.he act of June ~' 1856, being
similar in nearly all respects to the grants made to Alabama and Flonda above referred to. Ninety-four miles have been constructed an.d officially reported by the company in accordance with the provisions of the granting act.
The amount of lands earned by the construction of 94 miles would be 360,960 acres r
amount that could be legally disposed of in excess of lan~s earned, ~6,800 acres; ;<>tal,
437,760 acres. Amount patented or certified, 353,212.68 acres; difference, .84,u47.32
acres. In fact, less lands were certified than were earned by the constructiOn of 94
miles of road.
THE IOWA CENTRAL AIR LINE RAILROAD.

The grant for this road is fully explained in the beginning of this communication in
.connection with the Cedar Rapids and Missouri River Railroad grant, the lat-t:er company having received the benefit of, and been charged with, all the lands certified for
the Iowa Central Air Line Company.
The foregoing statements must in the main be received as explanatory and approximate, as I cannot undertake now to pass upon many questions that ha~e arisen, and
that may hereafter arise, in an accurate adjustment of these several railroad gra~ts.
It appears from the records of this office that at the commencement of the executwn
of the laws relating to land grants, no proper books of account were opened and no
careful basis prepared upon which to proceed with the administration of the law. My
more immediate predecessors, whether wisely or unwisely it is not for me to judge,, preferred to carry on the current work of the office rather than enter upon such adJustment. I am informed, and believe, that the force allowed by Congress was inadeq~ate
for both. Nor is it adequate now for me to enter upon such work of adjustment without neglecting the current business of the division, which would be very injurious to
parties interested.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commiesioner.
Ron. H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO FORFEIT RAILROAD LAND GRANTS IN CERTAIN CASES.
fSenate Report No. 906, Forty-seventh Congress, second session.]
IN THE SENATE

OF

THE UNITED STA.TEB.-Reported. and read twice.

J A.NUABY 2, 1883.-0rdered. to be printed.

Mr. GARLAND, from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted the foJlowing report,
to accompany bill S. 2301 :
The Committee on the Judiciary have for some time had under consideration various memorials asking for the forfeiture of certain railroad land grants, with several
bills and resolutions on the same subject. The resolutions and bills differ as to the
way and manner of securing forfeitures; some asking for a direct declaration by Con·
gress, others seeking to invest the Secretary of the Interior with the power to make
snch declarations.
·
.
Upon full consideratien of all these propositions, in connection with the various.
grants to be reached in this way, the committee found great difficulty in devising any
one plan that would be effectual. The grants themselves are different and clo not by
any means, in all caseshcarry the same meaning as to the relative rights and duties.
of the companies and t e Government.
The committee is unwilling to confide this vast power of declaring forfeitures t()
any one officer of the Government. In its essential elements it is a judicial proceeding_; an.d ~hile it is within the powe~ of Congress in certain cases to make this declaratiOn, 1t 1s deemed best for the secunty and protection of all concerned that some
means of a judicial character should be devised to accomplish this end.
In Farnsworth VB. Minnesota and Pacific Railroad Company, 92 U. S. Reps. (2 Otto),.
66, the Supreme Court say :
"A forfeiture by the State of an interest in lands and connected franchises, granted
forth~ construction of a public work, may be declared for nou-compliance with the
conditiOns annexed to their grant, or to their possession, when the forfeiture is pro-
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'ded by statute without J'udiCial proceedings to ascertain and determine the failure
grantee to' perform the cond't'
1 tons. "
.
This decision was preceded by the cases of Schulenberg vs. Harnman (21 Wal~-~44),
and United States vs. Repentigny(5 Wall., 211), to the same effect. These d,eClstons,
of course, are limited, and that carefully, to the language of the grants discussed,
which provide clearly for the exercise of such ~ower, and d_? ,not, as t~ey could not,
~mbrace cases in which the grants were upon different conditiOns. Wit!Iout undertaking to decide whether i~ all grants of l!l'nd by th.e Unit~d States to railroads Congress can declare this forfeiture,,the committee constde~ed I~ best .to adopt some measme that would avoid this questwn, and place the parties m attitude towards each
'()ther that would insure to each fair dealing and justiice as far as can be done.
They propose to direct the ~ttorney-General to inst,i tute prope! judicia~ proceedings
:against any railroad compames that he may have reason to believe are m defau.lt as
to the conditions of their grants, to bring about a forfeiture, and secure the nghts
'()f the Government to the lands, This proceeding, in the nature of an information,
will bring the supposed defaulting company ~nto court, to be heard ~n ~efen~e .again.st
:a forfeiture; and the court cau enter such a JUdgment or decree as m Its opm10n will
11ecure to the Government not merely in declaring a forfeiture, if need be, but in d~
claring resumption of the lands granted. Appeal to be allowed as in other cases m
the courts.
This proceeding, however, is not to interfere in any manner with any right of the
executive under his authority to enforce and execute the Jaws to take possession an.d
dispose of any such lands, without these proceedings where he could have done so If
no act as contemplated by the committee had passed.
While the committee had no doubt at all that some steps should be taken to declare
forfeitures in many of these cases, yet they were of opinion that in all cases where
rea-sonable and proper diligence and exertions bad been used by any of these companies, they should have the benefit of the same in any proceedings against them;
and accordingly the committee were of opinion it would be just to allow the companies to show in defense that for one year previous to the passsage of the act any
:Substantial progress in good faith in the building of the roads, limiting this period
to the first day of December, 1882. The substantial p1·og1·ess is to be considered and
Jlassed upon by the Attorney-General first before instituting proceedings, and then,
if pleaded in defense of the proceedings instituted, t,he court is t o pass upon it.
()f course it is a difficult matter to determine what is substantial progress, and no
general rule touching it can be laid down. Therefore, the committee would leave it
general in this way, to be determined upon in each particular case. Some provision
-of this kind is necessary, as certainly the grants were made with a view of securing
the building and completion of the roads; and when eftorts looking earnestly to that
end are being made, the Government would not desire forfeitures of the grants. And
this is in no sense a waiver by the Government of any condition or requirement imposed upon any corporation; and when this progress is not shown to exist, it is made
the i~per~tive duty of the A~torney-General t~ proceed against the companies. _
It 1s believed by the committee such a law w1ll enable the Government to get nd of
all these grants of lands to railroads that are not being used for legitimate purposes,
or are misused, or in which no efforts are being made to build the proposed roads;
and at the same time to have carried out all theEe grants in which the companies in
good faith are trying t9 finish their roads. In other words, while such a law would
b.e protective of the rights of the Government it would not be oppressive to corporaiiOJ?S that .are working and dealing fairly with the liberality of the Government in
irymg to secure the objects of those .g rants .
• And to this end they have agreed on the bill herewith proposed, and recommend
1 ts passage.
V1
of the

A BILL providing for the forfeiture of railroad grants in certain cases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
·in Congress assembled, That in all cases where grants of lands by Congress have been

ma?-e to aid in internal improvements, and said lands have not been patented by the
Umted States to the grantee, where the grantee was a corporation, ·or where the lands
were granted to the State, and said lands have not been disposed of by the State,
.and said grants have become subject to forfeiture or resumption by the United Stat·e s
for any cause whatever, it shall be the duty of the Attorney-General to cause suit or
smts to be brought in the name of the United States in the proper courts having
jurisdiction, to obtain judgments declaring the forfeiture or right ofresumption by
the United States of such lands, as the case may be, which suit or suits shall be subject to trial or hearing like other suits, with right to writ of error or appeal by either
party, as in other cases. This section shall not be construed so as to prevent the
.executive authority of the United States from taking possession and disposing of nny
~uch.lands without,judicial proceedings in any case in which it could lawfully do so
if tbts act had not been passed.
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SEc. 2. That the provisions of the first section of this act shall not appi;y: to th~ ca~e
of any railroad (except as mentioned in section three of this act) in_wh1~h, .Within
one year preceding the passage of this act, any substantial progress I_D bmldmg the
same has been accomplished in good faith, and shall bQ. continued m. the manner
hereinafter mentioned, or in which, before the :first day of Dece~ber, eightee.t;lhundred and eighty-two, there shaH have been made any substantial progress .m the
building thereof, and which progress shall be continued in good faith, _as ~eremafter
mentioned. Tne foregoing provisions of this section, limiting the apphcatiOn of section one of this act, shall cease, determine, and be of no effect in the case of every
railroad affected thereby the building of which shall not be in good faith continued
after said :first day of December, eighteen hundred and eighty-two, to the number of
miles in each year required by the act or acts granting such lands, or act or acts
amendatory thereof, and in the maimer so required, until such railroad shall be
entirely completed.
. .
SEc. 3. That nothing in this act shall be construed to be a waiver of any conditiOn
or requirement imposed upon any corporation or in I'espect of any such grant by the
act or acts granting lands to or in aid of it or amendatory thereof.
.
SEC. 4. That in every case in which any corporation, or its lawful successor, _bemg
lawfully entitled so to do, shall not do the acts mentioned in section two of this act,
it shall be the imperative duty of the Attorney-General of the United States to proceed against it as provided in section one of this act.
NOTE.-This bill was reported and, read twice, and did not become a law.

[House Ex. Doc. No. 100, Forty-seventh Congress, second session.]

TELEGRAPH LINES ALONG LAND-GRANT RAILROADS.
Letter from the SecretarJI of the Interior, in 'response to a resolution of the House of Representatives in relation to telegraph lines along the lines of land-grant railroads.
FEBRUARY

27, 1883.-Referred to t.he Committee on the Post-Office and Post-Roads and ordered to be
printed.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, Febr·utu·y 27, 1883.
SIR: In answer to House resolution of the 12th ultimo, calling for information
concerning telegraph lines along the lines of railroads subsidized by bonds or lands,
I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of report on the subject by Commissioner
of Railroads under date of yesterday.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
The Ron, SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF RAILROADS,
Washington, February 26, 1883.
SIR: I have the honor to return the resolution of the House of Representatives,.
dated January 12, 1883, referred by you to this office, with the following answer:
In my report for 1882, page 202, a list is given of all the telegraph companies which
have :filed their acceptance of the provisions of the act of July 24, 1866, up to June 30,.
1882, comprising fifty-five companies.
•
No returns are made to this office which would enable me to give specific answer
to the very general inquiry it proposes. I have endeavored, however, to procure
such information by special inquiry ofthe raihoads as I was informed by the author
of the resolution would be sufficient.
Replies have been received from the Union Pacific, Central Pacific, Southern Pacific,
and Northern Pacific, the last of which was not received until this morning.
The president of the Union Pacific Railway Company answers:
"I have the honor to state, in answer to the :first resolution, that this company has.
complied with the laws of Congress respectin~ the construction, operation, and maintenance of telegraph lines for the use of the Government and the public.
"In answer to the second resolution, I have the honor to state that this company
has not undertaken to lease or assign its telegraph facilities or property, so far as relates to the transmission of commercial messages for the Government and the public."
The vice-president of the Centra.] Pacillc Railroad Company has sent certified copies
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of existing contracts between this !'?ad and those-controlled by it, and the Western
Union Telegtaph Company, and wntes me that.
.
.
"The Central Pacific Railroad Company, throughout the entire extent of 1ts mam
tine and branches so aided by bonds or by lands, has complied with ~he laws of Congress respectino- the construction, operation, and maintenance of their own telegraph'
lines for the us~ of the Government and the public, and that no contracts have been
made by that company with any telegraph company by which it has undertaken to·
lease or assign any of its telegraph facilities or property."
The agent and attorney of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company writes me that
it has fully complied with the laws of Congress respecting the construction, opet:ttion,.
and maintenance of its own telegraph lines for the use of the Government and the public, and that it has not leased or assigned any of its telegraph facilities or property..
I am this morning in receipt of a communication from the president of theNorthern,
·
Pacific Railroad Company, stating that"This company has complied and is complying with the laws of Congress respecting:
the construction, operation, and maintenance of its t,elegraph lines for the use of the·
Government and the public; and that it has neither leased nor assigned, nor undertaken to lease or assign, its telegraph facilities nor property, so far as relates to thetransmission of commercial messages for the Government or the public, or otherwise.'r
'Jbe company entered into contract with the Northwestern Telegraph Company and
the Western Union Telegraph Company, under date of May 1, 11::!80, by which these
telegraph co_mpanies were to construct the telegraph lines of the Northern Pacific
Company thereafter to be constructed, in manner and of quality and description, in
all respects as required by the act of-Congress, the Northern Pacific Company to pay
a stipulated price for said construction and to terminate the contract fifteen years
from its date.
"This company, in the mean time r is in no way hindered or debarred from performing any or all telegraph service on .its lines, by itself or by any capable agent oragents it may employ.''
I know of no further information in this office bearing upon the matters inquired
of in the resolution.
Very respectfully,
WM. H. ARMSTRONG,
Commi8sione1·.
Hon. H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of t-he Interior.
LAND GRANTS TO RAILROADS.
,J,Inserted as containing much general information. The estimates and figures of the General Land
vwce, heretofo~~ given in this chapter, are standard, and are used in adjusting land grants.)
[House Mia. Doc. No.lO, Forty-sixth Congress, third session.]

Letter from the Auditor of Railroad Acoounts (to Hon. Robert M. McLane, of the Bouse oj
.&preaentati11es ), relative to land g1·ants made by the United States to aid in the construction
of the Pacific Railroads.
FEBRUA'RY 7, 1881.-0rdered to be printed.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
,.OFFICE OF AUDITOR OF RAILROAD ACCOUNTS,

Washington, D. C., February 3, 1881.
~IR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report prepared in this office, in com--

phance with your request of June 18, 1880, indorsed on a draft of a resolution which.
the ~ommittee c;m P~cific Railroads authorized you to report to the House at its last.
sess10n, but which, m the press of other business, was not reached before adjournment.
As the design of the resolution proposed was to ascertain, as accurately as possible,.
all fa~ts connected with the land grants made by the United States to aid in the con-structlOn of the Pacific Raih·oads, special inquiry has been made in order to obtain-.
the fullest information.
The rep_ort has been shaped so as to take up separately each one of the four great .
transcontmental routes or railroads located on the f-orty-seventh, fortieth, thirty-fifth, .
a:nd thirty-sf'.cond parallels of north latitude, givin~ details as to each main and branch·,
line, with a general recapitulation showing the w nole result.
'
Very respectfully,
THEO'S FRENCH,
Auditor.
Hon. ROBERT M. MCLANE,
Chairman Committee on Pacific Railroads,
House of Representatives.
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BEPOBT ON THE QUANTITY AND VALUE OF PUBLIO LANDS GRANTED BY OONGRESS
TO AID IN THE OONSTRUOTION OF THE PAOIFIO RAILROADS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF AUDITOR OF RAILROAD ACCOUNTS,

Washington, D. C., January 26, 1881.
The proposed resolution in regard to the matters embraced in this report is as follows:
•
"Resolved, /c., That the Committee on the Pacific Railroads, by subcommittee, be
authorized to sit during the recess for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity- and
value of the public lands heretofore granted by Congress to aid in the construction of
the Pacific Railroads which have not vested in said roads by the terms of the several
laws granting such lands, and the quantity and value of the said lands which have
vested in said roads, how the same have been disposed of, at what price, and also how
the proceeds of the same have been disposed of; also, the cost, in detail, of the con-struction of complet~d road and the estimated cost, in detail, of the construction of
road necessary to be built in order to complete the said railroads in accordance with
the requirements of law; also, to ascertain the cost, or estimated cost, of construction
-of any and all railroads built or proposed to be built parallel or adjacent to the said
railroads, whether or not the same are located on the line or lands reserved by any of
the said granting acts of Congress; with authority to employ a clerk during that time,
to obtain the assistance of th@ Auditor of Railroad Accounts, and to send for persons
.and papers or examine the same at the principal offices of said railroads, and all expens~s necessarily incurred in the execution of this resolution shall be paid out of the
(lontmgent fund of the House."
For the purpose of this report the Pacific railroads 'have been classified as follows,
viz:
.
1. Northern, or route on forty-seventh parallel of latitude.
2. Union Central, or route on fortieth parallel of latitude.
3. New Mexico Southern, or route on thirty-fifth parallel of latitude.
4. Texas Southern, or route on thirty-secoDd parallel of latitude.
The first or northern line is known as Northern Pacific, and extends from the Montreal River, in Wisconsin, to Puget's Sound, Washington Territory. Branch roads
.are intended to be built to Portland, Oreg., and to other points as may be deemed
.advisable. The main line and the branch to Portland only have land grants.
The second or Union Central line embraces the roads heretofore known as Union
Pacific, Central Pacific, Kansas Pacific, Central Branch Union Pacific, and Sioux City
.and Pacific, all of which are subsidized with bonds as well as lands. It also embraces in its system the Denver Pacific, and the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad in Nebraska, which are subsidized with lands only.
The third or New Mexico Southern line extends from Missouri and Arkansas through
the Indian Territory to California and the Pacific Ocean, and has a subsidy of lands
~~

-

· The fourth or Texas Southern line extends from Louisiana through Texas to connect with the Southern Pacific at Yuma, on the Colorado River, thus obtaining a
through line to San Francisco, Cal. This line has a subsidy of lands only.
NORTHERN, OR ROUTE ON FORTY-SEVENTH PARALLEL.

The Northern PacljW Railroad Company.-This company was chartered by an act of
Congress approved July 2, 1864, entitled "Au act granting lands to aid in the con·struotion of a railroad and telegraph line from Lake Superior to Puget's Sound, on
the Pacific Coast, by the northern route" (13 Stat., 365). (Report of Auditor of Railroad Accounts, 1880, p. 152.)
Section 1 designates the route as follows, viz: "Beginning at a point on Lake
.Soperior, in the State of Minnesota or Wisconsin; thence westerly by the most eligible
railroad route, as shall be determined by said company, within the territory of the
United States, on a line north of the forty-fifth degree of latitude, to aome point on
Puget's Sound, with a branch via the valley of the Columbia River to a point at or
near Portland, in the State of Oregon, leaving the main trunk line at the mo~:~t snitable place not more than three hundred miles from its western ternrinm'~."
Section 2 grants to the company the right of way .through the public lands to the
extent of "two hundred feet in width on each side of said railroarl, including all
n~cessary ground for station buildings, workshops, depots, machine-shops, switches,
s1de tr!l'cks, turn-tables, and water stations."
Section 3 grants to the company 11 every alternate section of pnblic land, not mineral, det1i~ated by odd numbers, to the amount of twenty alternate sections per mile
()n eaJ:)h s1de of said railroad line, as said compa,ny may adopt, through the Territories
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of the United States, and ten alternate sections of land per mile on ea:ch side of said
railroad when ever it passes through any State, and whenever on th.e lme there?f the United States have full title, not reser!'"ed, sol~, granted, or ?therwis~ approp!Iate.d,
and free from pre-emption, or other cla1ms or nghts, at the tilme the lme of sa1d railroad is definitely fixed, and a plat thereof filed in the office of the Commissioner of
the General Land Office."
Section 6 enacts "that the President of the United States shall cause the lands to
be surveyed for forty miles in width on both sides of the entire line of said road, after
the general route shall be fixed, and as fast as may be required by the construction of
said railroad· and the odd sections of land hereby granted shall not be liable to sale, or
entry, or pre!emption before or aft~r: they are surveyed, except by ~aid company, as
provided in this act_; but the pr?VISl?ns of the act of September, eighteen hundred
and forty-one, grantmg pre-emptwn nghts, and the acts amendatory ther:eof, an~ of
the act entitled 'An act to secure homesteads to actual settlers on the pubhc domam,'
approved May twenty, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, shall be, and the same are
hereby, extended to all other lands on the line of said road, when surveyed, excepting those hereby granted to said company. And the reserved alternate sections shall
not be sold by the Government at a price less than two dollars and fifty cents per
acre when offered for sale."
Sections 8 and 9 give the conditions attached to the grant as follows, viz: "That
each and every grant, right, and privilege herein are so made and given to, and
accepted by, said Northern Pacific Railroad Company upon and subject to the following conditions, namely: That the said company shall commence the work on said road
within two years from the approval of this act by the President, and shall complete
not less than fifty miles per year after the second year, and shall construct, equip,
furnish, a.nd complete the whole road bythe fourth day of July, anno Domini P-ighteen
hundred and seventy-six;" and "That the United States make the several conditioned
grants herein, and that the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company accept the same,
upon the further condition that if the said company make any breach of the conditions hereof, and allow the same to continue for upwards of one year, t·hen in such case,
at any time hereafter, the United States, by its Congress, may do any and all acts and
things which may be needful and necessary to insure a speedy completion of the said
road."
Section 10 enacts that "no mortgage or construction bonds shall ever be issued by
said company on said road, or mortgage, or lien made in any way, except by the consent of the Congress of the United States."
Section 20 enacts "That the better to accomplish the object of this act, namely, to
promote the public interest and welfare by the construction of said railroad and
telegraph line, and keeping the same iu working order, and to secure to the Government at all times (but particularly in time of war) the use and benefits of the same
for postal, military, and other purposes, Congress may at any time, having due regard for the rights of said Nort,h ern Pacific Railroad Company, add to, alter, amend,
or repeal this act."
.
.
The joint resolution approved May 7, 1866 (14 Stat., 355), extended the time for
commencing and completiug the railroad for the term of two years. (See Report of
Auditor of Railroad Accounts for 1880, page 159.)
The joint resolution approved July 1, 1868 (15 Stat., 255), amended section 8 of
th~ ?riginal act so as to read as follows: "That each and every grant, right, and
pnv1lege herein are so made and given to and accepted by said Northern Pacific Railroad Company upon and subject to the following conditions, namely: That the said
company shall commence the work on said road within two years from and after the
second day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, and shall complete not less
tha:r;t one hl?-ndred miles per year after the second year thereafter, and shall construct,
e9.mp, furnish, and complete the whole road by the fourth day of July, anno Domini
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven." (Auditor's Report for 1880, page 159.)
By the joint resolution approved March 1, 1869 (15 Stat., 346), Congress gave Hs conse:r;tt for the company "to issue its bonds and to secure the same by mortgage upon its
ra~lroa~ and its telegraph line, for the purpose of raising funds with which to construct
sa1d r~ilroad and telegr.aph line between Lake Superior and Puget Sound, and also
upon Its branch to a pomt at or.near Portland, Oregon." (Auditor's Report for 1880,
page 160.)
·
The joint resolution of April10, 1869 (16 Stat., 57), authorized the construction of
a branch from a point near Portland to Pnget Sound (the line from Kalama to Tacoma,
constructed and in operation).
.
. By ~esolution of May 31, 1870 (16 Stat., 378), Congress authorized the company "to
Issue Its bonds to aid in the construction and equipment of its road, and to secure the
same by mortgage on its property and rights of property of all kinds and descriptions,
ren.l, p~rsona!, and mixed, including its franchise as a corporation"; . also, to construct Its roam line via the valley of the Columbia River, with a branch across the
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Cascade Mountains to Puget Sound; and increased the indemnity limits to sixty miles
on each side of the road.
Section 2 of this resolution provides "tha;t Congress may at any time alter or amend
this joint resolution, having due regard to the rights of said company, and any other
parties." (Auditor's Report for 1880, page 161.)
.
.
Under the authority of this resolution the company, on July 1, 1870, Issued Its
thirty-year bonds bearing interest at the rate of 7.3 per cent. per annum, and secured
the same by a mortgage, ih accordance with the resolution, of an amount of about
$30,000,000. On the 16th of April, 1875, the company having previously defaulted
upon its interest, in proceedings of foreclosure, the United States circuit court for the
southern district of New York appointed a receiver. By a decree of that court the
property and franchises were sold at auction, August 12, 1~75, and were purchased by
a committee of bondholders, the sale being confirmed by the court August 25, 1875.
The company was reorganized September 30, 1875, upon a plan by which t.he holders
of the bonds of t.he company were reimbursed for the principal an<l interest UJ? to and
including July 1, 1878, in preferred stock at par, which it was proposed to .Is~ue to
the amount of $51,000,000. This preferred stock is entitled to 8 per cent. dtvidends
before any dividends are paid on the common stock, and is receivable at par ~or lands
belonging to the company east of the Missouri River. Common stock was Issued to
the holders of the stock of the old company, share for share, and $49,000,000 of the
common stock have been issued: the plan of reorganization being given in the annual
report of the company for 1876 (page 43).
In 1879 the company placed first mortgages upon the Missouri and Pend d'Oreille
divisions of its road, and to June 30, 1880, bad issued nearly $4,000,000 of the bonds
secured thereby. On January 1, 1881, the company executed a general first mortgage
on all its railroads 1 lands, property, and franchises to secure an issue of bonds to the
amount of $25,000 per mile of the main and branch lines, payable in forty years, and
bearing interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum. 'l'bis last mortgage provides for
taking up, retiring, and canceling the bonds issued on the Missouri and Pend d'Oreille
divisions; it is also provided in the mortgage that all moneys derived from the sales
oflands are applicable to the payment of the interest and principal of the bonds; a
sinking fund is also created, beginning .July 1, 1886, by which 1 per cent. per annum
is required to be paid to the trustee in equal semi-annual installments.
l!,rom the reports of the General Land Office the rights of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company attached to their grant as follows, viz: By map of general route
through Minnesota and part of Washington Territory, August 13, 1870; through Dakota, Montana, Idaho, and a part of Washington Territory, February 21, 1872; of a
branch line in Washington Territory, August 15, 1873 ; from Thomson to Moorhead,
Minn., November 21, 1871; from Moorhead, Minn., to Bismarck, Dak., May 26, 1873;
from Kalama to Tenino, Wash., September 13, 1873; from Tenino to Tacoma, Wash.;
May 14, 1874.
·
The construction of the Northern Pacific Railroad was begun July 1, 1870, and between that date and March 1, 1874: a period of three years and nine months, 530 miles
of subsidized road bad been completed and put in operation. To November, lJ. 1880,
680 miles have been completed and put in operation, in addition to 220 miles ot' other
road in operation, and about 100 miles of new road not quite finished; in all, 1,000
miles. The following table shows the acceptance of the several sections of subsidized
railroad of this company:

....oo=
o:g
:z;Q;)

From-

To-

Miles.

OEened for
usiness.

Examined by Accepted by
commission· the Pres1dent.
era.

Oct. 1,1872
.July 15, 1873
Oct. 1,1873
Mar. 1,1874
.July 1, 1880

Dec. 10, 1872
.Aug. 16, 1873
Nov. 24,1873
Mar. 5,1874
.July 26, 1880

rD

1
2

3
4
.5
6

Thomson, Minn .••.. Red River ....•..•..
Kalama ...........•. Tenino, Wash .•••..
...•.
i:~~~.::::::::::::: Bismarck~ak
Tacoma, ash •....
Missouri River .••.. One hundredth mile·
post.
One hundredth mile- One hundred and
post.
fiftieth mile-post
west.
Total ••••••.••.

228
65
196.4
40.1
100
50

....................... ---679.5

.Jan. 6,1873
Sept.10, 18'13
Dec. 1,1873
May 12,1874
Aug.16, 1880

Nov. 1,1880 Nov. 20,1880 Dec. 20, 1880
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The length of road and extent of l:md-grant fo~ the whole line in.cluded in the
eharter act and amendments may be stated approximately as follows, VIZ:
Miles of
road.

State or Territory.

'Visconsin .......................................... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·
Minnesota ......................................................... .
Dakota ................................................. ·.......... ..
Montana .......................................................... .
Idaho . ........................................................... ..
Washington .................................... -- · • ·- • • • •• ·-- • • • • • • ·
Totals ....................................................... .

Acres per Total acres
:~~- of granted.

110
265
450
800
75
750

12,800
12,800
25,600
25,600
25,600
25,600

1, 408,000
3, 392, 00()
11,520,000
20,480,000
1, 920,000
19,200,000

----- -*23,-640- -57,920,000
2, 450

*Average.

The latest estimate of lands which the company may obtain is as follow~, viz :
Miles.

Acres.

Minnesota and Dakota divisions .... ~ ......................................... ; - ..
Missouri division ................................................................ .
Yellowstone division ............................................................ .
Rocky Mountain _division ........................................................ .
Clark's Fork division ...... . ...... . .............................................. .
Pend d'Oreille division ........................................................... .
Main line to Tacoma across Cascade Mountains .•••••••.••••••••.••••••.•••••.••.
Bra~ch f~o~.Pend d'Oreille division to Kalama. ..••.•.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.
Pacific division .................................................................. .

426
217
340
198
209
250
250
145

5, 500,000
4, 600,000
7, 400,000
4, 000,000
5, 800,000
3, 600,000
4, 800,000
4, 006,000
2, 300,000

Totals......................................................................
Estimated for Wisconsin division................................................

2, 317
112

42,000,000
500,000

282

To June 30, 1880, there had been patented to t.h e company 746,509 acres. The company has earned by construction about 15,000,000 acres of land to November 1, 1880,
and sold to June 30, 1880, 2,600,000 acres for $9,000,000. The price of the company's
agricultural lands -is $2.50 per acre; coal and timber lands being reserved from sale
uutil the country is occupied. The lands not yet earned by the company are about
27,000,000 acres, situated chiefly in Montana, Idaho, and Washington Territories.
The value of the company's lands, vested and unvested, may be reasonably estimated at $2.50 per acre, so that the lands unsold are worth, say (39,900,000 acres o,t
$2.50), $99,750,000. For a description of some of these lands reference is made to page
82 of the last Annual Report of the Auditor of Railroad Accounts.
In 1874 the company in its report to this Department gave the cost of the road and
fixtures to June 30, 1874, a~ $21,353,416.11, and to that time had constructed 530 miles
of railroad, being an average cost of $40,289 per mile. The expenditure by items is
as follows:
Surveys ..................•.....••....••....•......••... _•.••..... _.. $1, 108, 278 52
Construction, including docks and wharves .....•...••..••••...•• _•... 14, 446, 356 54
Auxiliary and connecting rail and water lines ...•• , . . • • . . . . • • . . . • • • . • 2, 728, 980 09
Equipment ....•... ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . 2, 434, 346 25
635, 454 71
General and incidental expenses during construction . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . •
Total .•.••......••.......••.......•••..........•....•••.•••••. 21,353,416 11
In addition to these 530 miles, the company has constructed a branch line in Washington Territory, from Tacoma to Wilkeson, 32 miles in length.
The road yet to be constructed and accepted may be stated as follows, with the
estimated cost of the same, viz:
•
Wisconsin division-Montreal River to Thomson Junction-122 miles, at
$20, 000 per mile ............. _.. . . . . . . . . . • • . .........••......•.•..... $2,440, 000
Missouri division-Missouri River to Yellowstone River-217 miles, at
$12,000 per mile, including an iron bridge over the Missouri River, at
Bismarck, the cost of which is estimated at nearly $100,000, or about.. 3, 500,000
Yellowstone, Rocky Mountain, and Clark's Fork divisions-Yellowstone
River to Lake Pend d'Oreille-820 miles, at $301000 per mile .•••••••••. 24,600,000
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Pend d'Oreille division-Lake Pend d'Oreille to Columbia River-209 miles,
at $21,500 per mile .. _... _...... ____ . _____ . __ . ______ .. ___ . _........•..
Columbia River division-junction of Columbia and Snake Rivers to Portland-238 miles, at $:31,500 per mile. ___ . __ .... -----·. ___ ..............
Cascade Mountain division-junction of Columbia and Snake Rivers to
Puget Sound-219 miles, at $30,000 per mile .. _._ ... .... . . . . . . .. . ••. . . .
Pacific division-Portland to Kalama-40 miles, at $25,000 per mile......

$4, 500, 000
7, 500, 00()
6, 570, 00()
1, 000, 000

Total road to be constructed, 1,865 miles, at an estimated average
cost of26,868 per mile, amounting to·---- - ...............•..... 50,110,000
The entire road, when completed-2, 700 miles-will have cost about $75,000,000, or
at the rate of $28,000 per mile.
The conditions as to all government service on this road arf) found in section 11 of
the charter act, among which one is tha.t the road is ''subject to such regulatio?s as
Congress may impose, restricting the charges for such government transportatiOn."
THE UNION-CENTRAL LINE OR ROUTE.

This line, being composed of a main and branch lines having different owners,
will be treated separately, and in the following order: (1) Union Pacific Railroad
Company, (2) Kansas Pacific Railway Company, and (3) Denver Pacific Railway and
Telegraph Company, composing the (4) Union Pacific Railway Company (consolidated); (5) Central Pacific Railroad Company, (6) Western Pacific Railroad Company, and (7) California and Oregon Railroad Company, composing the (8) Central
Pacific Railroad Company; (9) Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company;
(10) Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company; (11) Burlington and Missouri River
Railroad Company in Nebraska.
The Union Pacific Rail?·oad Company.-This company, chartered by acts of Congress
approved July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489), and July 2, 1tl64 (13 Stat., 356), received from
the United States a grant of public lands, to aid in the construction of its railroad
and telegraph line, amounting to 20 sections, or 12,800 acres, per mile of road.
The length of road subsidized is 1,038.68 miles, extending from the Missouri River,
near Omaha, Nebr., to a point 5 miles west of the crossing of the Utah Central Railroad in Ogden, Utah. If none of the land had beeu previously disposed of by the
United States, the total grant would have been 13,295,104 acres. The quantity
which the company will obtain is estimated by the General Land Office to be about
12,000,000 acres; but the estimate of the laud commissioner of the company places it
at 11,200,000 acres.
•
The location of the lands may be generally stated as follows, namely: 4,800,000
acres in Nebraska, 4,600,000 acres in Wyoming, 700,000 acres in Colorado, and 1,100,00()
acres in Utah; of which it may be said that 3,500,000 acres are agricultural lands,
4,000,000 acres are grazing lands, and 3, 700,000 acres desert or waste.
About 2,.000,000 acres of the agricultural lands remained unsold December 31, 1879,
worth, at an average price of $3.50 per acre, $7,000,000, and about 4,000,000 acres of
the grazing ,l ands, worth, at $1.25 per acre, $5,000,000; in all, worth $12,000,000;
without estimating anything for the 3,700,000 acres of desert lands. To June 30,
1880, 1,859,475 acres of land had been patented to the company. To December 31,
1879, the company had sold nearly 2,000,000 acres, as follows:

Year.

1869 .•. ----------.-.-- .. - •••.• ----. - ...... -.- .. -- .. -- ......• -.
1870 ...... ---- .................. -- .......... - ........... - -. -··
1871 ...................... -- •..••.•..... ·••·•• ... . .. ... .. . . . . .
1872..........................................................
1873 ..........................................................
1874 .......... -- ................................. -.- .... .. . .. .
1875 ...... ...... •.•... .•••.. ...•.. .••. .. ..•• .. ............ .•• .
1876 ...... ------ .••••• ·••••• ·•·•·· ...................... -- ... .
1877 ..........................................................
1878 .....• --·--· •••.•.•...• ·•··•• ...... ---- ............... -..
1879 .......••••....•.. ·•••·• ...... ·;···· ·••··· ............. -..

Acres.

128, 825. 28
164, 058.62
206,605.97
172,108.67
177,093.50
235, 749.14
111,965.55
128,696.21
69,015.87
318,903.47
243,337.31

Average
price per
acre.
$4. 555
4. 385
3. 855
4.39
5.o5
4. 66
a. 66
3. 02
4.98
4. 88
4.141

.Amount.

$586, 808. 2~
719,758 14
795,557 53
755,430 94
983, 030 33
1, 099,467 21
409,916 1o389,773 46
343,768 02'
1, 557, 082 32
l, 007,855 63

Total, 11 years ......................................... -1-,-95-6-,3-4-9·.-5-9· l---4-.-42-l-8-, 64·-8,-44-7-97

From these sales forfeited and canceled contracts must be deducted, which leaves the
sales to the same date 1,568,438 acres, amounting to the sum of $6,916,811.58,
berng an average price of $4.41 per acre.
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The lands are sold in small tracts, averaging about 100 acres to each purchaser, so
that thore have been 15,000 to 16,000 purchas.ers. Some sales are made f~r c~sh, but ·
the large majority of the sales have been on time, deferred payments drawmg mterest
at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum.
The gross proceeds of sales, interest, forfeitures, &c., to Dt1cember 31, 1879, have
been $8 173,846.83, of which amount $4,412,033.88 has been received in cash, and the
remainder, $3, 761,812.95, in not.es or land contracts yet to be paid. These gross proceeds are applied to the redemption of land-grant mortgage bonds, of which $10,400,000
have been issued and $4,101,000 redeemed.
The expenses of the land department, taxes on land, &c., amounting to $1,889,977.68,
to December 31, 1879, have been paid by the company out of its ordinary income.
The cost of the railroad and its equipment ·to December 31, 1879, amounted to
$118,682,223.96, or at the rate of $114,262.54 per mile. The details are as follows, viz:
Payments to contractors:
"Oakes Ames" contract ............................................ $57, 140, 102 94
''Davis" contract.................................................. 23,129,671 01
"Hoxie" contract.................................................. 11,966,799 63

r

Total contracts ...•. ~ ........•.....•.•...•• - •..• - ••••••••.•• .; • 92,236,573 58
Expended by the company for$165,675 66
Right of way ..... ..•••..............•..••••••••..•••..•••••••••••.•
250,700 68
Fencing and crossings ........•....•••......•.•..•••.••..•.••.•• -- •.
100,375 78
Road bed and track ............•......•..•.........••.•.••••..•.• - ..
13,912 33
Coal sheds ...................•.•................•.••.•.••.••.•...•.
158,542 51
Bridging, piling, and trestling ...•.....•...•••••.••••••.......... - •.
393,978 14
Snow-sheds and snow-fences ..•••••••••.......•••••.••...••••..••••• ·
1,059,904 27
Passenger and freight buildings .................................... .
436,012 21
Machine-shops, car-shops, machinery, engine-houses, and tum-tables.
124,591 48
Water-tanks, wells, pumping-houses, &c .........•.•...••..•..••••
226,790 77
Hotels, tenements, &c ................................. ~ ••..••....
228,968 09
Rolling-mills, scrap-furnaces, rail-mills, &c ....................... .
2,193,998 69
Equipment other than furnished by contractors .................. ..
12,503 71
Express outfit ................................................... .
Government commissioners and Government directors during period
188,630 13
of construction ............................•••...••••..•.....••••
2,255,089 20
Omaha bridge and approaches .................................... .
1,691,510 57
Engineering, agencies, &c ..•••••.......•••••...••••••••••.••••••••
Total cost of construction .•••••..·......................... ~. 101, 937, 757 90
Less sale of constructed road ........................ $2, 840, 000 00
Sale of constructed telegraph line....................
104,432 54
Total amount sold .•.••...•••••.••.•••..•••••••...••••....••.

2,944,432 54

Net cost of property.... . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • •
Interest and discount expenses during construction:
Interest, discount, and commil3sions..... . . . . • . . . . . • . • $2, 750, 284 63
Losses on securities . . • . . . . . • • • . . • • • .• . . . • .. • .. . . •. . . 12, 215, 868 30
l~terest paid on bonds outstanding . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . 4, 000, 000 00
440, 000 00
D1scount on Omaha bridge bonds .•••.•• _.. • • • • • . . • • .
Inter~st on Omaha bridge bonds.....................
162,329 94
8, 032 25
Premmm on Omaha bridge bonds.... • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Expenses paying drawn bonds, &c ......... :.........
4, 446 02

98, 993, 325 36

Total amount, interest, &c.... • • • . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . • • • • • . • • • • •
Unexplained difference between cost as stated on ledger and items as
above...........................................................

19, 580, 961 23

Total cost of road and equipment •..•.••.••.•••••.••••..•••..

118,682,223 96

107,937 37

The _cost of building and ~quippiJ?g a railroad like the Union Pacific main line from
Council Bluffs to Ogden, With similar grades and on the same route the whole of it
laid with .steel rails,_ at the present time may be stated approximate(y at $32,000,000;
say 500 miles CounCil Bluffs to Cheyenne, at $20,000 per mile, and 540 miles Cheyenne
to Ogden, at $40,000 per mile.
The KanBaB Pacific Railway Company.-This company, originally known as "the
Le~venwo~th, Pawnee and Western Railroad Company," and afterwards as "the
Umon PaClft& Railroad Company, Eastern Division," was chartered by the State of
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of Kansas February 1, 1855, and received from the United States, under the. P.acific
Railroad acts before referred to, a grant of public lands to aid in the constructiOn of
its railroad and telegraph line. The grant was twenty sectionrs, or 12,800 acres per
mile of road.
The length of road subsidized is 638.6 miles, extending from the eastern boundary
line of the State of Kansas, in Kansas City, to Denver, Colo. The quantity of land
granted would have amounted to 8,174,000 acres, if none of the lands had been othe~
wise or previously disposed of by the Government. The General Land Office ~as. estimated that the company will receive about 6,000,000 acreli, but the land commwswner
of the company estimates about 200,000 acres more.
The location of this company's lands is as follows: 2,600,000 acres in Colorado,
3,600,000 acres in Kansas. Of these, probably one-third, say 2,000,000 acres, are
"grazing" lands, and the remainder, say 4,000,000 acres, are "agricultural." The
lands which were unsold December 31, 1879, lie chiefly in Western Kansas-about
2,000,000 acres between Manhattan, Riley County, and Grinnell, Gove County, wo~th
on an average nearly $3 per acre, and t.he remainder, 2,!:'JOO,OOO acres, between Gnunell and Denver, worth probably $2 an acre; in all, worth about $11,000,000. To
June 30, 1880, 828,830.44 acres had been patented to the company. To December 31,
1879, the company had sold 1,521,111.53 acres, as follows, viz:

~ear.

1868 .•••••••••••.••.••••..••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
1869 ·••••••••••••••••••••••• .•••...••••• ••••••••••••••••••·••·•••·
1870 .•••••••••••••••••.••••• ••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••·••·
1871 ..•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•..••.
1872 ·•••••••••••·•·•••·•••••·•••••·•••···••••••••·••••••••••••·•··
1873 ..•••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••..
1874 ..••...••.•••..•••••.••..••• ·•••••·•••••••••••••••·•••••••·••·
1875 ·•••••••••••·•••·•·••••• .••••••••••• ·••••••••••••••••• .••.•••.
1876 ...•..••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.........
1877 .••.•••••••••••••. ••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .••.•••.
1878 .....•.•••••••••••..••••.•••••.••••• ••••••••·••• •••••••••••••·
1879 ••••••••••••..•••• •••••• .•••••.••••. •••••··•··••••••••·••·•••·

Amount.

Acree.

111,271.29
382,885.20
124, 168. 59
123,935.82
68, 851. 29
25, 42J. 43
35, 393. 96
61,366.58
74, 554. 09
135,994. 45
207,938.03
169,328.80

Total. •••••••••• ~ .•••••..••• ••.••••••••••••••• ". • • • • . . • . • • • . 1, 521, 111. 53

$2
2
3
3
2

3
3
3
4

3

3
4

96
91
19
50
92
67
29
57
23
31
38
09

3 39

$329,812
1, 114, 578
396,196
434,235
199,841
03,175
J 17,708
218,808
315,420
449,234
795,997
592,930

67
57
06
52

71
10
61
60
62
44

83
53

5, 157, 940 26

Forfeited and canceled contracts for 229,657.16 acres, amounting to $737,979.77,
being deducted, leaves the net sales 1,291,454.37 acres, and the amount for which sold
$4,419,960.49 or an average of $3.42 per acre.
The lands have been sold principally on time, at one-fifth cash and balance in four
annual installments, with interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum.
The gross proceeds of sales, interestz forfeitures, &c., toDecember31, 1879, have been
$4,404,232.52, of which $3,016,022.60 llas been received in cash, and the remainde.r$1,388,209.92-is held as land notes or cont.racts. By the terms of the land-grant
mortgages, the gross proceeds of sales of land are to be applied to the redemption of
the bonds issued thereon. The expenses, commissions, taxes, &c., paid to December
31, 1879, have amounted to $694,997.90.
To December 31, 1879, the cost of this railroad and its equipment-670.5 miles-is
reported by the company as $34,359,540.6.6, which is at the rate of $51,244.65 per mile.
A railroad like the Kansas Pacific, 670 miles, most of it through a rolling prairie
country, could be built with stt·el rails at this time for $15,000 per mile, and fully
equipped for $5,000 per mile; in all $20,000 per mile, or $13,500,000.
Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company.-Thil:l company was incorporated
November 19, 1867, under the general laws of the territory of Colorado relating to
corporations, and was organized December 14, 1867, with a board of trustees. The
first annual meeting of stockholders was held on December 14, 1~68, when permanent
officers were elected.
By the act of Congress approved March 3, 1869, the Union Pacific Railway Company, Eastern Division, was authorized to transfer to the Denver Pacific Railway and
Telegraph Company all the rights and privileges, subject to all the obligations pertaining to that part of its line of railroad and telegraph between Denver City and
Cheyenne. Under this law the company obtained its land-grant of twenty sections,
or 12,800 acres per mile.
The length of road constructed is 105.89 miles, which entitles the company to
1,355,292 acres of land; but the General Land Office estimates the grant which.t!,2
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ompany will eventually receive as 1,100,000 acres, while the estimate of the comeany is only 971,771 acres, l:lOO,OOO acres of ":hich are co,vered by .a fir~t m~rtgage
piven to secure an issue of $2,500,000 bonds. 'I he company s officers m 18t0 estimated
fhe value of the 800,000 acres included. in the mortgage at $3,000,000.
.
All of the company's lands are in Colorado, and are among the most fertile and valuable portion of the agricultural lands of that State, and some of the lands have valuable coal deposits.
•
,
By the terms of t.he contract for building the railroad, all of the company s lands
ranted by Congress over and above the 800,000 acres covered by the mortgage referred to were to revert to the contractors. These lands being left out of the question, the company had remaining December 31,1879, 639,26~ acres uns~ld, the ,average
value of which may be estimated at $2.50 per acre, amountmgto$1,598,170. To June
30, 1880, only 49,811.59 acres had been patented to the company; December 31, 1879,
the company hall sold lands as follows :

Acres.

Year.

32,613.00
41,543.55
1!.1, 959.09
17, 951.95
10,918.54
3, 67(). 52
4, 364.37
26,101.56
34,523.47
7, 554.58

$4 17
3 94
4 07
4 6l
5 2l
6 12
14 32
5 25
3 79
5 81

Totals...... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. • .. . .. . . .. • • • .. . • .. .. . 199, 206. 63

4 60

1870 ·----- ------ ................................................. .
1871 .......................................................... . .. .
1872 ............................................................. .
I873 ............................................................ ..
1874 ...... ...................................................... ..
1875 ............................................................. .
1876
1877 ............................................................. .
1878 ............................................................. 1879 ............................................................. .
0

Average
pl'ice per
acre.

-

........................

-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --

••

-

Amount.

$136,076
100,858
81,195
82,676
56, 877
22,488
62,497
136,963
130,902
43,893

43
71
91
96
83
02
50
89
50
84

917,431 59

Deducting canceled sales, the net quantity sold during this period was 160,731.89
acres for $713,881.13, or at an average price of $4.44 per acre.
The cost of the road, 105.89 miles, as reported to this office, is $6,495,350, but no
details of the expenditures have been obtained. It was accepted by the President
May 2, 1872. .A. parallel road like this could be built to-day for $15,000 per mile-say
for $1,600,000.
.
The Union Pacific Railway Company.-This company is the successor, by consolidation, to the Union, Kansas, and Denver Pacific Companies.
Summarizing the statements heretofore given as to the three companies named, the
following facts are shown, viz :
Estimated quantity of land granted, acres ......... __ ..... __ .• __ •••
22, 824, 396
19, 100; 000
Estimated quantity of land vested under the grant, acres .. __ ~ ..... _
Quantity sold to December :n, 1879, acres ... _..... _.... ___ .. _.. . .. .
3, 020,625
Gross amount realized from sales . __ .•... ___ ... _.. _. _... ____ . . . • • • . $12, 050, 653 00
1, 783
Railroad subsidized with lands, miles ... _... _""" ........... _...... _
Cost of road and equipment, 1,815 miles ......... _. ____ . ___ ... __ .... $154 1 485, 642 29
Cost per mile, roadandequipment................... ...... ........
$85,116 00
Estimated value of unsold lands, 16,000,000 acres, at $1.50 per acre.. $24, 000, 000 00
Esti?lated present .cost of similar road, 1,815 miles, ;1ot $30,000 per
,
mile, onanaverage ............................................. $54,450,000 00
. The Central Pacific Rail1·oad Company.-This company is the successor, by consolidatiOn, June 23, lti70, of the Central Pacific Railroad Company of California, organized
June 28, 1861, and the \Vestern Pacific Railroad Company, organized December 13,
1862, both deriving their charter powers from the State of Califor11ia, although the
State, by act of April 4, 1864, virtually dissolved the company as a State corporation.
Subsequently, on August 22, 1870, the Central Pacific was consolidated with the California and Oregon, the San l<'rancisco, Oakland and Alameda, and the San Joaquin
Valley Railroad Companies.
So far as relates to the subjects of this report, the three roads, Central Pacific,
Western Pacific, and Qalifornia and Oregon, will be treated separate-ly.
The Central Pacific Railroad extends from Sacramento to a point five miles west of
the crossing of the Utah Central Railroad in Ogden, Utah, 738.45 miles, of which but
737.50 miles have been subsidjzed with bonds and lands.
'fhe land grant is under the same acts of Congress as that of t.he Union Pacific, and
amounts to twenty sections, or 12,ti00 acres, per mile, equal to 9,440,000 acres for the
entire road, from which, however, deducting lands previously granted, sold, or re.-
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served by the United States, estimated by the General Land Office at 1,440,000 acres,
leaves about 8,000,000 acres vested in the company.
Of these 8,000,000 acres, 708,862 had been patented to the company to June 30, 1880,
and the company bad sold, to December 31, 1879, 295,886.79 acres for $1,114,999.66,
being an average price of $3.77 per acre. The lands have been sold in small tracts,
some for cash, bnt most of them on time, 20 per cent. of the principal being paid at
time of purchase. This companv, unlike some others, sells no lands before it has received patents therefor. The p~oceeds of sales of lands are applied to the purchase
of la.nd-grant bonds.
The lands remaining unsold December 31, 1879, say 7, 700,000 acres, lying most of
them in the desert country between Salt Lake and the Sierra Nevada Mountains, are
largely unavailable, and many years must elapse before anything can be realized from
them. The real value of these lands is not over 50 cents per acre, or $3,850,000, although the companr includes them in the general estimate of all their lands at $2.50
per acre, which is the minimum price placed upon adjoining lands belonging to the
Government.
The cost of this portion of'the Central Pacific Railroad has not been ascertained in
detail. In a report published in H370 the cost of the property on December 31, 1869,
was itemized as follows:
Construction accounts .•••.•......•.•••..••....•••........ _. . • • . . . . • • • • $84, 129, 002
Buildings .......••••..•• __ .•.••.....• _..•..•......•.•.... _.... _.. • • . • .
2, 159, 718
Engines ...... _. __ . ____ . __ ••.•••••.. _••. ____ ••••. __ ••.... ___ • . • • • . • • • • 1, 846, 500
Cars ...•.......... ___ ....• _••. ___ •..• __ • __ •••••• _•.•• __ ........•.•..• _ 1, 988, 125
Total ..... _. _....... _••..........•.•. _.......•..... _ . . . . • • • . • • • •
Represented by capital stock ....••..........•......•••.•....•.••..•••.
First-mortgage bonds .................•••..••••.................••.• -.
United States· bonds ...............................•••........•...•.•••
Other d~ bt .................... _. _...•.•...•.••......•..........•....•.

90, 123, 345

==-==
40!097,290
25,517,000
25,517,000
7,1371,777

TotalliabHities .......•..... _... _..•.. _••..•......•....•...••••. • 99, 003, 067
A road similar to that of the Central Pacific, from Ogden to Sacramento, 740 miles,
could probably be built to-clay for an average price of $30,000 per mile, or $22,200,000.
The Western Pacific Rail1·oad Company.-This company was organized December 13,
1862, under the laws of the State of California, and was consolidated with the Central
Pacific Jun~ 23, 1870.
Under the Pacific Railroad acts the company was authorized to construct a railroad
from the American River east of Sacramento to San Jose, Cal., a distance of 123.16
miles, and received a subsidy in bonds and lands similar to that granted to the other
Pacific Railroad Companies.
·
The quantity of lands included in the grant has been estimated by the General
Land Office as 1,100,000 acres. To June 30, 1880, 424,727.58 acres had been patented
to the company.
The Western Pacific Railroad Company had disposed of its lands prior to consolidation with the Central Pacific Railroad Company.
In a report published in 1870 the cost of this road was stated as $12,347,332; offset
by an indebtedness of $2,808,290, and a share capital paid in, $7,900,000.
A portion of the road is of an expensive character, bnt it could probably be built
to-day for $35,000 per mile, or $4,300,000 for the whole road.
California and 01·egon Railroad Company.-This company was organized under the
laws of California June 30, 1865, and was consolidated with the Central Pacific August 22, 1870.
By an act of Congress approved July 25, 1866 (14 Stat., 239), the company received
a grant of twenty sections (12,800 acres) per mile for a railroad from the Central Pacific R::..ilroad to the northern line of the State. The estimated distance is 291 miles,
which would make the grant 3, 724,800 acres.
A condition of the grant is that the whole road shall be completed on or before July
1, 1880 (15 Stat., 80).
The road completed extends from Roseville to Redding, Cal., 151.81 miles; road
uncompleted, 139.19 miles. The lands which have not vested by reason of non-completion of road amount to 1, 781,632 acres, leaving 1,943,168 acres vested in the company. or so much thereof as was not previously disposed of by the United States.
To June 30, 1880, there bad been patented of these lands 1,338,039.27 acres. To
D~cember 31, 1879, the company bad sold 366,622 acres for $2,970,365, or an average
pnce of 8.65 per acre. The lands remaining unsold at that time were 1,576,546 acres,
worth, at a reasonable estimate, say, $4.50 per acre-over $7,000,000.
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The 152 miles of road were constructed between 1867 and 1872, the whole road being
opened for business September 1, 1872. The cost in detail of this road has not been
ascertained. In 1870, when some 80 miles of the road had been completed, a report
was published in which the cost ofthe road was stated as $2,750,000, or about $35,000
er mile The road could be built to-day for $25,000 per mile, or $3,800,000.
p From tJ,e above statements in regard _to t~ese three roads, namely, t~e pentral Pacilic, the western Pacific, and the Cahforma and Oregon, the followmg condensed
statement is made:
14, 264, 800
Estimated quantity of land granted, acres ........ --- •.... -.. . . . . . .
Estimated quantity of land vested un.der the grants, a.cres. . . . . . . . . .
10, 367, 895
Quantity disposed of by Western Pamfic before consohdat10n, acres.
424,727
2, 047,021
Patented to Central Pacific Company to June 30, 1880, acres........
Quantity sold to December 31, 1879, acres ......... _.. . . • • • . . . . . . . . .
662, 669
Amount for which 662,6G9 acres were sold...... . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . .
$4, 085, 354 00
Average price per acre ..• _......... -.-........... •• . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..
. $6 16
Miles of railroad subsidized with lands.............................
1, 0~2. 55
Cost of roads, &c., owned (1,202 miles) ............................ $136, 536, 295 59
Cost of equipment, machinery, furniture, &c.......................
$9,812,040 66
Cost per mile-road and equipments, &c .... - ... -.-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$121, 754 00
Estimated value of unsold vested lauds (9,280,499 acres at $1 per
acre) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . $9, 280, 499 00
Estimated value of unvested lands (1, 781,632 acres, at $2.50 per acre). $4, 454, 080 00
Ctmtral Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company.-The-legislature of the Territory of
Kansas, by an act approved February 11, 1859, granted a charter to the .Atchison and
Pike's Peak Railroad -Company.
·
·
On November 20, 1866, by vote of persons owning a majority of the stock, and in
compliance with the laws of the State of Kansas, the name was changed to ''Central
Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company," to take effect on and after January1, 1867.
By the thirteenth section of the act of Congress approved July 1, 1862, which
chartered the Union Pacific RailroaQ. Coml?any, the Hannibal and Saint Joseph Railroad Company was authorized to build a railroad from Saint Joseph via Atchison to
connect with the road through Kansas. By regular proceedings, beginning June 9,
1863, and ratified by votes of the stockholders, the Hannibal and Saint Joseph Railroad Company assigned to the Atchison and Pike's Peak Railroad Company all their
l'ight, title, and interest in the grant to them by the Pacific Railroad act of July 1,
1862, which assignment was formally accepted by the Atchison and Pike's Peak Railroad Company on May 26, 1865.
The land grant to this company is twenty sections, or 12,800 acres, per mile for 100
miles, extending from the Missouri River at Atchison, westwardly, through Kansas.
'fhe majority of the public lands through which this road runs having been disposed
ofprior to the grant, the company will obtain only some 250,000 acres, 1871608 of
which had been patented to them to June 30, 1880.
To June 30, 18BO, about 170,000 acres had been sold by the company at an ·a verage
price of say $5 per acre, amounting to $850,000, and 80,000 acres remained unsold,
worth about the. same price per acre-$5-amouuting to $400,000.
The proceeds of the sales of land have been applied to the payment of interest on
t~e first mortgage hoods and to the general purposes of the company, from time to
t1me.
Construction was commenced on this road from Atchison to Waterville, 100 miles,
in July, 1B65, and the first section of 20 miles was accepted by the President of the
United States on July 12, 1866, aud the whole road was completed by January 20,
1868.
The cost of the road-construction and equipment-as reported to this office December 31, 1879, is $3,913,40H.64, or at the rate of $39,134.04 per mile. A road similar to
this could be built and equipped to-day for from $15,000 to $18,000 per mile, or say
$1,650,000.
The Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company.-This company was organized August
41 1864, under the laws of the State of Iowa.
By section 13 of the act of Congress approved July J, 1862, which chartered the
l!nion Pacific Railroad Company, it was enacted that "whenever there. shall be a
lme of railroad completed through Minnesota or Iowa to Siorlx City, then the said
Pacific Railroad Company is hereby authorized and required to construct a railroad
and telegraph from said Sioux Cit.y, upon the most direct and practicable route, to a
point on, and so as to connect with, the branch railroad and telegraph in this section
hereinbefore mentioned."
Section 17, of the act of July 2, 1864, so amends section 13, above quoted, as to
release the Union Pacific Railroad Company from the construction of said branch,
and entitles the company so constructing it to receive in bonds an amount not larger
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than the said Union Pacific Railroad Company would be entitled to receive if ~t h~d
constructed the branch road, and to receive alternatA sections of land for 10 nales rn
wi~th on e~ch side of the same along the whole length of said brfl'nch.
.
'I he President of the United States on December 24, 1864, designated "the Swux
City and Pacific Railroad Company" as the company approved by him to construct
the b!'anch line named in section 17 of the act of Congress approved July 2, 186~.
Th1s co'rnpany, after careful examination and surveys to ascertain ''tho most duect
and practicable route," filed its map of definite location in Nebraska November 9, 1866,
and in Iowa between November 20 and December 7, 1866, from which dates its rights
attached to the lands granted.
The original idea of the Pacific Railroad act was, that a branch from Sioux City,
Iowa, to some point on the Union Pacific Railroad, not further west than the one hundredth meridian, should be constructed. This being impracticable, owing to the character of the country-the streams and valleys all running from northwest to southeast,
whiC?h would require immense fills and cuts, the act of July 2, 1864, modified the route
so as to permit any company constructing the road to select the point of junction.
The qua.ntity oflands patented under the provisions of the foregoing acts has been
reported by the General Land Office as 41,318.23 acres.
All lands, lots, and land assets of this road were sold A.pril15, 1875, to the Missouri
VaHey Land Company for $200,000.
The construction of this road was begun in the fall of 1866; the first section of the
railroad and telegraph was accepted March 27, 186B, and the last one was accepted
March 2,1869. The road was openedfortraffic February 11,1869. The length of subsidized road is 101.77 miles.
This road is subject to all the conditions and requirements applicable to it as a
branch of the Pacific Railroad, the Supreme Court of the United States, in revising and
affirming the judgment of the circuit court of the United States for the district of
Iowa (99 Supreme Court Reports, 491), having decided that this road is a branch of
the P!\cific Railroad, and subject to the same conditions as regards the payment of
"five per centum of its net earnings" towards the reimbursement of the United States
on account of bond~ and interest.
'l'he company in its report to this Department for the year ending J nne 30, 1880,
gives the cost of the road and fixtures to that date as $5,355,551.2Fl, having constructed
107.42 miles of railroad; being an average cost of $49,865 per mile.
A road has been constructed west of the Missouri River from Sioux City to Omaha
during the past year, but it is m~ch longer and more expensive to operate. A road
like the Sioux City and Pacific could probably be built to-day for $15,000 per mile$1,621,300.
.
'lhe Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company, in Nebraska.-By section 18 of
the act of Congress· approved July 2, 1864, the Bu:dington and Missouri Rive~ Railroad Company, organized under the laws of the State of Iowa, was '' authonzed to
extend its road through the Territory of Nebraska from the poirit where it strikes the
Missouri River, south of the mouth of the Platte River, to some point not further west
than the one hmidredth meridian of west longitude, so as to connect, by the most
practicable route, with the main trunk of the Union Pacitlc Railroad, or that part of
it which runs from Omaha to the said one hundredth meridian of west longitude."
The right of way is also granted by this section "to the extent of two hundred feet
where it may pass over the public lands, including all necessary grounds for stations,
buildings, workshops, depots, machine-shops, switches, side-tracKs, turn-tables, and
water-tanks."
Section 19, for the purpose of aiding in the construction of said road, grants to the
said Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company every alternate odd numbered
section of public lands (except mineral lands) to the amount of ten alternate sections,
or 6,400 acres per mile, on each side of the road. Section 20 provides that wh~n 20
consecutive miles of road shall have been completed the "President of the United
States shall appoint three commissioners to examine and report to him in relation
thereto, and if it t>hall appear to him that 20 miles of said road have been completed
as required by this act, then, upon certificate of said commissioners to that effect,
patents shall issue conveying the right and title of said lands to said company on each
side of said road, as far as the same is completed, to the amount aforesaid; and such
examination, report, and conveyance by patent shall continue from time to time in
like manner until said road shall have been completed." It also provides "that n()
Government bonds shall be issued to the said Burlington andMi souri River Railroad
Company to aid in the construction of said extension of its road; and provided
further, that said extension shall be completed within the period of ten years from the
passage of this act."
The line constructed and owned by this company extends from Plattsmouth to Fort
Kearney, Nebr., a distance of 190.5 miles. The first section of 80 mtles was accepted
by the President of the United &tates October 9, 1 71, a.nd the last section November
4, 1872. The road was opened for through traffic ptember 2, 1~72.
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The estimated quantity of lands granted by this aet is 2,441,600 acres. The quantity patented to June 30, 1880, amounted to 2,374,090.77 acres. The following statement of the business of the land department of this company is taken from Poor's
Manual for 1880 :

General account, land department, December 31, 1879.
Lands sold (1,574,392 acres) $8,556, 782 42
Interest on contracts...... 2, 495,788 50
Imputed payment.........
495, 817 58
SpAcial deposits . . . . . . . • • •
96,201 52
65, 614 53
Extra interest, rents, &c..
Total ............. ~ 11,710,204 55

Taxes, commissions, &c ..•
Discounts and premiums..
Principal on sales, due....
Interest and other assets..
Paid amount, treasurer....

$2, 090, 904
456,131
5, 816,528
1, 315,258
2, 040, 383

1909
13
10
04

Total .............. 11,710,204 55

The cost of construction and equipment of this road is not given separately, the
total cost being stated at $8,294,955, or an average of $43, 30() per mile.
A road like the Burlington and Missouri River in Nebraska could probably be built
to-day for $16,000 per mile-$3,048,000.
Summarizing the statements heretofore given, the following condensed facts are
shown, embracin~ all the roads of the 11 Union Central line or route," as enumerated
on page 11, of this report :

Estimated quantity of lands granted and vested.
Acres granted. Acres vested.
Union Paci:fl.c.........................................................
Central Paci:fl.o. ........... ........ ...... ....... ... .... ...... .... . . .. .
Central Branch Union Paci:fl.c ....................... .'...... .... • . . . • .
Sioux City and Paci:fl.c...... ...... ...... ............ .• ... .............
Burlington and Missouri River.......................................
Total...... .... .. .. .. ••• • .. • .. .. ... .. • • .. .. • • .. • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. .

22, 8!U, 396
14,264,800
1, 280, 000
651,328
2, 438, 400

19,100,000.00
10,367,895.00
250, 000. 00
41,318.23
2, 441, 600. 00.

1-----------1---------41, 458, 924
32, 200, 813. 23:

Quantity patented to June 30, 1880.
· Acres.

Union Pacific ..•••....••...•.••.••••••.•••••...•••.•••.••••••••••••
Central Pacific .................................................... .
Central Branch Union Pacific ..•••....••...••••..•••••..••••...••••
Sioux City and Pacific ............................................ .
Burlington and Missouri River in Nebraska ....................... .

3,738,117.00 .
2, 047,021.00
187,608.00
41,318.23
2, 374,090.77 '

Total ..••...•.•..•••••.••••••••..•..••.•••••...•••••••••.•..•

s, 388, 155. oo·

Quantity sold to December 31, 1879.
Acres.

Central Branch Union Pacific ..................................... .
Sioux City and Pacific ............................................ .
Burlington and Missouri River in Nebraska ...................... ..

g:~~l~~~~~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :·.::: ::::::::::::::::::

3,020,625.00
662,669.00
170,000.00
41,318.23
1,574,392.00

Total ...••..•......•.....••.......•••...•••••.•••••••••••.•.

5,469,004.23

Amount realized from sales to December 31, 1879.

if~~~a~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

0()
00
00
00
00

Toool ....•......•..•.....•••...••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••

25,742,789 0()

$12,050;653
4,085,354
Central Branch Union Pacific ..................................... .
850,000
Sioux City and Pacific ..........••......••...••••.•••••••••••••••••
200,000
Burlington and Missouri River in Nebraska ...................... ..
8,556,782
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.Ll.vemge price per acre of all sales to December 31, 1879.

Union Pacific .......................•.. ·----·.·----· ..........••.•
Central Pacific ................•.........••.......................•
Central Branch Union Pacific .................................... .
.Sioux City and Pacific ........................................... .
Burlington and Missouri River in Nebraska ...................... ..

$3 99
6 16
5 00
4 84
5 43

Total average ...•...............................•.•.......••

471

Miles of road subsidized with lands.

Miles.

Union Pacific ••••......••............•....................••.••••••
Central Pacific ..... ~ ........... ~ ........... _........•..........•..
Central Branch Union Pacific .................... ... - ............. .
Sioux City and Pacific ..............................·.............. .
Burlington and Missouri River in Nebraska .•.•....••..•••••..•••••

1,783.00
1,012.55
100.00
101.77
190.50

Total ••••..•••...................................•. - -. · • - • • •

3,187.82

Cost of roads, 4"c., owned as shown by books, 4-c.
Miles.

Union Pacific ••.•..•••••.•.......••••..•..•••........... 1,815.00 $154,485,642 29
Central Pacific .................••••.............. ....... 1,202.00 146,348,336 25
3,913,403 64
100.00
Central Branch Union Pacific ........................... .
5,355,551 28
107.42
Sioux City a.nd Pacific ................................. .
8,249,955 00
190.50
Burlington and Missouri River ............ ............. .
Total miles and cost .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . • . .. • • . .. • . 3, 414. 92

318, 352, 88B 46

Cost per mile, road, and equipment.

Union Pacific .................................................... .
Central Pacific ......••••.....•.............•.....•...........•...•
Central Branch Union Pacific ................. .................... .
.Sioux City and Pacific ........................................... .
Burlington and Missouri River in Nebraska ....................... .
Average cost per mile (3, 414.92 miles, $318,352,888. 46) .••••••

$85,116
121,754
39,134
43,306
46,232

00
00
00
00
00

93,224 00

Estimated value of unsold vested lqnds.

•Union Pacific, 14,800,000 acres, at $1.624 .......................... . $24,000,000 00
9,280,499 00
Central Pacific, 9,2801499 acres, at $1 per acre ..................•.••.
400,000 00
Central Branch Union Pacific, 80,000 acres, at $5 per acre ..•.......•
None.
Sioux City and Pacific ................·........................... .
Burlington and Missouri River in Nebraska, 800,000 acres, at $7 per
5,600,000 00
acre •••.•••••.....•••.•••.••........••...•••..••..••.••••..•••••
Total •••••••••••••••......•.••.•...•.••••.......•...•...•...

39,280,499 00

Estimated value of unvested lands.

Central Pacific, California, and Oregon lands, 1, 781,632 acres, at $2.50
per acre ...•••.•••••..••.....•...•.•..•••....•...............•..• $4,454,080 00
THE NEW MEXICO SOUTHERN, OR ROUTE ON THIRTY-FIFTH PARALLEL.

The Atlantic and Pacific .Railroad Company.-This company was chartered by an act
<>f Congress approved July 27, 1866, entitled "An act granting lands to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the States of Missouri and Arkansas to
the Pacific coast." (14 Stat., 292, Auditor's Report for 1880, page 163.) By this act the
corporation was authorized and empowered to construct and enjoy ''a continuous
rail~oad and telegraph line" from Springfield, Mo., to the Pacific Ocean, across the
Indian Territory, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and California as a main line, and
~om Van Buren, Ark., to the point where the main line strikes the Canadian River
m the Indian Territory as a branch line, more particularly described in section 1 of
the act.
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The grants made to the company by the act consists of the right of way through
the public lands to the extent of one hundred feet on each side of the railroad, the
right to use materials from adjacent lands belonging to the United States, the
right to take all grounds or lands, in addition to the one hundred feet on each side
of the road, that may be necessary for station, shop, turn-table, switching, or other
purposes, exemption oftherightof way from taxation in the Territories, and for every
mile of said railroad constructed in the Territories forty sections (25,600 acres) of the
public.lands, and for every mile in the States twenty sections (12,800 acres) of the
same. (See sections 2 and 3 of the act.)
The conditions attached to these grants are given in section 8 Of the act as follows,
namely: Work on the road was to be commenced within two years from the date of
approval of the act, July 27, 1866, that is, before July 27, 1868; after the second year
not less than fifty miles of road per year was to be completed ; and the main line was
to be completed by July 4, 1878; and, if the company suffered any breach of these
conditions to continue over one year, section 9 of the act provides that the United
States may, at any time thereafter, "do any and all acts and things which may be
needful and necessary to insure a speedy completion of the said road."
Maps of the general route having been filed, public lands embraced within the
limits of the grant were withdrawn from sale and the right of the company attached
thereto, as follows, viz:
To-

On line from-

West line of Missouri. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Mouth of Kingfisher Creek, Ind. Ter .... .
East line of New Mexico .................
East line of California .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . ..
San Miguel, California ............ ..... ...
~:~ {ti~~rc~f~~::: :~::~: ::~:
Los .Angeles County, west line California .
Los .Angeles County, west line California ... A. point in township 7 north, range 7 east,
8an Bernardino Mission, San Bernardino County, California.
8
A J>Oint in township 7 north, range 7 east, Colorado River..... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . .
S. B. M., San Bernardino County, Cal.
Springfield, Mo ......................... ·... .
West lino of Missouri ..................... .
Mouth of Kingfisher Creek, Ind. Ter ...... .
East line of New Mexico ... .......... ...... .

:::::::::::::

Date.
Dec. 17, 1866
Dec. 2,1871
Feb. 7,1872
Mar. 12, 1872
Mar. 12,1872
.Aug. 15,1872
Mar. 12, 1872
A.ng, 15,, 1872

The construction of this railroad was commenced July 4, 1868; and the sections of
road bel?w named have been examined by commissioners and reported on by them to
the President of the United States, who has from time to time authorized patents for
lands so earned to be issued to the company:
~.i

.s

0~
~~

~}
a

~}

:{

From-

To-

Springfield, Mo .•.•.. Pierce City, Mo .....
Pierce City, Mo ...... Seventy-fifth milepost.
1.54 miles west of
crossing of MisSeventy-fifth mHo- {
souri, Kansas &
post.
Texas Railway in
Indian Territory.

Miles.

by Accepted b:y
Opened for Examined
the Pres1commissionbusiness.
ers.
dent.

25 June 14, 1870 Sept. 22, 1870 Oct. 11, 187()
25 Dec. 8,1870 Jan. 19,1871 Jan. 31,1871

}

25~

}

50 Nov. 1,1880 Nov. 1,1880 Dec. 17, 1880

June 22, 1871 }Nov.16, 1871 Dec.
Oct. 6,18171

6,1871

Jonotlon of New}
Mexico and Southern Pnci:fic Railroad near Isleta, .
N.Mex.

Fiftieth mile-post
west therefrom.

The A~lantic and Pacific Railroad Company having suffered a default in the payment of mterest on their outstanding bonds, the mortgage given to secure the same
was foreclosed by a decree of the circuit court of the United States for the eastern
district of Missouri, and the entire property, including the land-grant, in Missouri,
was ~old, by virtue of said decree, on September 7, 1876, to William F. Buckley, and
by him conveyed, November 2, 1876, to the Saint Louis and San Francisco Railway
Company, which company became, and is now the owner of the property and fran- '
chises in Missouri, which had belonged to the South Pacific and Atlantic and Paci:fio
Railroad Companies, and also of about 655,000 acres of South Pacific lands and 306,000
acres of Atlantic and Pacific lands.
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West of the western boundary of the State of Missouri, the road and appurtenan~es
in the Indian Territory and in New Mexico are still owned by the Atlantic and Pamfic
Railroad Company. The road from Albuquerque, N. Mex., west, is known as the
"Western Divisiou."
For the purpose of obtaining means to build and equip the "Western Divisio_n,"
the company has resolved to issue and negotiate bonds, to an amount not exceedrng
$25 1000 per mile, secured by a first mortgage on tht' franchises, railroad, lands, landgrants, and other property pertaining to said "Western Division." The act of C~n
gress approved Apri120, 1871 (17 Stat., 19), authorized the company to "mortgage 1ts
road, equipment, lands, franchises, privileges, and other rights and property, su?ject
to such terms, conditions, and limitations as its directors may prescribe." (Auditor's
Report for 1t:l80, page 170.)
The company is now examining the route from Vinita, Indian Territory, westward
to Albuquerque, N.Mex., with a view to the construction of this part of the road_ at
.an early day. The length of this divisiou will be about 750 miles, for 400 miles of which
the land-grant is contingent upon the extinguishment of Indian titles thereto or such
other arrangement, to be approved by the President, as any Indian tribe or nation
may determine upon.
The length of road and extent of land-grant for the whole line included in the
charter act may be stated approximately as follows, viz:

State or Territory.

From-

To-

Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield . . . . . . . . . . . West line...... . . . . .
Indian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . East line .................. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do .................... do ................. Canadian River.....
Texas ... ..............•••. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . West line...........
New Mexico ...........•.. do ..................... do...............
Arizona ............... .... do .................... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
California ................. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Francisco . . . . . .
Arkansas ............. Westline ............. VanBuren..........

Miles.

90
400
300
200
450
400
655
5

Acres
Acres per of
land
mile.
granted.
12, 800
25, 600
25,600
1'2, 800
25,600
25, 600
12, 800
12,800

1, 152, 000
10, 240, 000
7,680,000
2, 560, 000
11,520,000
10, 240, 000
8, 384, 000
64,000

Total. ..•...........••........•.......•...........•............ --2-, 5-0-0-~:-_.-..•-.-.-• .-l--5-l-,840, 000

The company's estimate of the above is 2,472.98 miles of road and 49,244;803 acres of
land. The estimate of the General Land Office is2,544.65 miles of road and 50,067,600
acres of land.
The United States having no public lands in the State of Texas, and the lands in
the Indian Territory haviug been "otherwise appropriated" at the date of the grant,
there must be deducted from the above total 20,480,000 acres, which leaves 31,360,000
acres actually granted, from which is likewise to be deducted the following, namely:
Acres.

1. Lands in Missouri previously disposed of...•....•••.........•...••• ~·

645,184
2. Lands in New Mexico, ''mineral 11 and otherwise, disposed of, estimated
at one-half of the grant ..••••••.•......• _.....•..•. _............•.. 5,760,000
3. Lands in Arizona, "mineral" and otherwise, disposed of, estimated at
one-half of the ~ant .................•.....••.........•.•......... 5,120,000
4. Lands in Califorma of the same character, estimated at one-third of the
grant ........••.............• _.. _..•. ___ . _....•..•.....•••.......• 2,794,666
5. Lands in Arkansas otherwise disposed of .... _....•.......... _••..••.•
32,000
Total deductions, additional. •• _••... _.. . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . • 14, 351, 850
After all ofthese deductions are made, the quantityofland remaining forthe use of .
the railroad company would be but 17,008,150 acres, and of this quantity the Saint
Louis and San Francisco Railway.Company received in 1876 about 300,000 acres, and
there had been disposed of by the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, prior to
1876, about 200,000 acres, the proceeds of which were applied to the construction of
the road in Missouri; so that, iu round numbers, about 16,500,000 acres of land are
-only available for the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, to aid in the construction of its railroad of more than 2,000 miles from Seneca, Mo., through the Indian
Territ?ry, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and California, to the Pacific Ocean or San
FraUClSCO.

These ~ands are worth, probably, on an avera~e, not more than $2 per acre when
brought mto market by reason of the railroad bemg built, or $33,000,000; but that is
merely .a nominal value, sales being slow and difficult until settlers are assured of
protect10n from Indians and outlaws in that section of the country. From a recent
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rt of the snpedntendent of the western division of the railroad, the following
f:ep~s in reganl to the country on the line of the road between Albuquerque and the
C;lorado River, a distance of 620 miles, hav~ been gathe~ed.
.
.
Between Albuquerque and the San Francisco Mountams th~ countr;r IS chiefly occupied by large herders and stock-raisers, s?me of th~ land bemg cu~trv:ated. Many
of these :herders are Indians. There is cons~derable timbered la~d wit~m eas;y reach
of the road, and some saw-mills are ~ow be1~g erected. In the Im.mediate neighborhood of th~mountains the country IS descnbed a.s capable of b~mg made t~e first
summer and winter resort in the country. Between th.e San FranciSco .M01;mta~ns and
the Great Colorado River, some 300 mile~, the country IS known to be nch m mmerals,
as well as affording fine grazing and agncultural prospects.
. .
.
As to the location of 'the line, it is described as being "marvelous m Its alignment,
its grades and general characteristics. To cross the continental divide, the. Rocky
Mountains of tbe United States, with only maxim.um gmde of fift;r feet per l!nle, .and
this only going west (the east bound approach bemg only thtrty fe~t per mtle), m a
valley a mile wide, with no tunnels, are cGrtainly advantages enJoyed by no other
line." This is the language of Superintendent Smith, who is on the ground.
.
The superintendent's estimate of the annual business that may be done on th1s 620
miles is about 50,000 tons. If this tonnage is carried to Albuquerque it would make
on an average about 12,000,000 tons carried one mile per annum, which, at an average
rate of five cents per ton per mile, would give a gross earning from freight carried
amounting to $600,000.
•
·
Of the 306,111 acres of land acquired by the Saint Louis and San Francisco Railw.ay
Company in 1876, to December 31, 1879, 15,000 acres had been sold at an average pnce
of$3.25 per acre, amounting to $48,750. Prior to November 6, 1876, the Atlantic and
Pacific Railroad Company had disposed of 200,000 acres of the Missouri lands at an
a-v-erage price of $2.87~ per acre, amounting to $575,000.
No detail of construction has yet been obtained such as to enable a statement to be
made showing the cost of the subsidized line; on December 31, 1879, the company reported the cost of "franchises and property" as $28,841,974.50, being 292t miles of
railroad, &c., in Miss.ouri, extending from Pacific to the western State line near Seneca, making an average cost of nearly $100,000 per mile. The road runs through a
country where many heavy grades and sharp curves are required, and is of quite an
expensive character to build. The property is now in good condit.ion, better than the
average of western roads.
Under the authority of the·act of Congress approved April 20; 1871, the company on
July 1, 1880, issued its thirty-year bonds to the amount of $25,000 per mile, bearing
interest at the rate of six per cent. per annum, payable semi-annually in January and
July, and secured the same by a mortgage on the franchises, right of way, railroad,
telegraph, lands, land-grants, and other property pertaining to the western division
of the road, extending from Albuquerque, N. Mex., to the Pacific Ocean.
The payment of the coupons is also guaranteed by the Saint Louis and San Francisco Railway Company, and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company,
not exceeding 25 per cent. of the gross amount of their earnings respectively during
the six months preceding the due date of such coupons. The mortgage provides that
the net proceeds of the land-grant shall be used solely for the payment of interest on
the first and second mortgage bonde; for the principal and interest of any ad>ances
made by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe and the Saint Louis and San Francisco
Railroad Companies, and for the purchase and cancellation of the first mortgage bonds.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company and t,he Saint Louis and
San Francisco Railway Compa,ny each own one-half of the capital stock of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company.
Fifty miles of the western division of this road have just been reported ready for
examination by commissioners, making one hundred miles in alLcompleted west of
Albuquerque to date. .
·
The Southern Pacific Railt·oad Company.-The Southern Pacific Railroad Company
was incorporated under the laws of the State of California December 2, 1865.
On October 12, 1870, articles of consolidation were entered into with the followingnamed roads: San Francisco and San Jose, chartered August 18, 1860; Santa Clara
and Pajaro Valley, chartered January 8, 1868; and California Southern, chartered
January 22, 1870. The Southern Pacific Branch Railroad Company, chartered December 23, 1872, was consolidated with this road August 19, 1873 ; and the Los Angeles
and ~an Pedro Railroad Company, chartered February18, 1868, on December 14,1874.
By vutue of the consolidation the new company succeeds to all the rights, privileges,
and franchises of the companies named above.
Se.ction 18 of the act of Congress approved July 27, 1866, which chartered the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, authorized this company to connect with the
road of that company at such point on the boundary line of the State of California
as they shall deem most suitable for a railroad line to San Francisco and to aid in its
construction; similar grants of land were made to the Southern Pacific Railroad
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Company, subject to all the conditions and limitations prescribed for said Atlantic
and Pacific Railroad.
The sections of the main line were accepted by the President of the United States
as follows : .
N urn ber of section.

/

Miles.

~it~:~11~!:' g~~t~b~~~i!\~~::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
4th section, commencing at twentieth mile .................... ..... ......... .

5th section, commencing at fortieth mile .................................... ..
6th section, commencing at sixtieth mile ......... .. __......... ...... ........ ..
7th section, commencing at eightieth mile, near Bealeville ... ....... ...... ... .
8th section, from Goshen west, near Lamoore ...........................•....
9th section, from Lamoore to Huron . ............ ~ ........................... .
lOth section, from near Beale ville to Mojave ................... . : ........... ..

30.26
20. 00
20. 00
20. 00
20.00
20. 00
20.00
20. 00
20. 00
41. 66

Total . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .

231. !l2

Date.
Jan.
Oct.
Oct.
Aug.
Oct.
Aug.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

19,1871
23, 1871
1, 1872'
6, 1873:
23, 1874
23, 1875·
16,187625, 1877
21, 1877
3,1878-

From Mojave to the eastern boundary of the State and from Tres Pinos to Huron,
the former about 200 miles in length, and the latter varying according to route from
100 to 160 miles, remain unbuilt, and the lands granted remain unvested in the company. The total laud grant under the act of 1866 was, say, for 5oS miles at 12,800
acres per mile, 7,526,400 acres. Of this grant 2, 768,576 have vested in the company
by virtue of the construction of the 231.92 miles of road referred to, and 4,757,824 remain unearned by construction and unvested. No part of the line aided by a landgrant is now under construction, nor is it believed that the company has any intention
to construct their road from Mojave eastward. For a statement of the sales of land,
cost of construction, and other matters connected with the Southf:rn Pacific, reference
is made to that part of the report embracmg the Texas Southern route immediately
succeeding this.
THE TEXAS SOUTHERN, OR ROUTE ON THIRTY-SECOND PARALLEL OF LATITUDE.

The Texas and Pacific Railway Company.-This company was chartered by the act of
Congress approved March 3, 1871, entitled ".An act to incorporate the Texas Pacific
Railroad Company, and to aid in the construction of its road, and for other purposes.''
(16 Stat., 573.) See .Auditor's Report for 1880, page 170.
Section 1 designates the route, which may be stated as follows, viz, from a pQint at
or near Marshall, Tex.; thence to a point at or near El Paso; thence through New
Mexico and Arizona to a point on the Rio Colorado, at or near the southwestern
boundary of California; thence to San Diego, pursuing in the location thereof, as near
as may be, the thirty-second parallel of north latitude.
The company was vested with all the powers, privileges, and immunities necessary
to carry into effect the purposes of the act.
Section 8 grants a right of way through the public lands to the extent of two hundred feet in width on each side of the railway, and grounds for stations, buildings,.
WOl'kshops, &c., not exceeding forty acres of land at any one point.
To aid in the construction of said road, section 9 grants every alternate odd-numbered section of public lands, not mineral, to the amount of forty sections, or 25,600
acr~s, p~r mi_le in the '£erritories, and twenty sections, or 12,800 acres, per mile in
Cahforn1a.
Section 17 provides that the company shaU commence construction simultaneously
at San Diego, Cal., and at Marshall, Tex., and that at least 50 consecutive miles from each
of said points shall be completed and in running order within two years afterthepassage of the act, and to so continue to constn1et each year thereafter a sufficient number of miles to secure the completion of the whole line within ten · years; that is, by
March 3, 1881. The act of May 2, 1872, extended the time to May 2, 1882.
Section 18 of the original act provides for the appointment of a commissioner by
the President of the United States to examine the various section~ of 20 miles of road
as completed, and upon the acceptance by the President of the United States of said
sections, patents shall be issued to said company for the lands so earned.
By the act of Congress approved May 2, 1872, the name, style, and title was changed
to "the Texas and Pacific Railway Company," and section 17 of the act of March 3,
1871, amended so as to require that at least 100 consecutive miles of railroad should becompleted and in running order within two years after the pas age of the act, that is,
by May 1, 1874 (300 miles of road were in operation before that time); it also pro-
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vides that the company shall commence construction from San Diego eastward within
()ne year that js by May 1, 1~73, and construct not less than 10 miles before the expiration 'of the s~cond year, .and thereafter not less ~han 25 J?iles ~er a:r;tnu~ in continuous line between San D1ego and the Colorado R1 ver until the JUnctwn 1s formed
with the line from the east. Little or none of the line from San Diego eastward has
been constructed. From the Colorado River at Yuma, Ariz., a line of railroad has
been constructed by another company-known as the Southern Pacific Railroad Company of Arizona-under tJ:.e supposition th:;tt the general law of 18!5 gave them a
riO'ht of way over the public lanus of the Umted States, although sectwn 5 of that act
e;cepted any lands specially reserved from sale.
In March, 1872, the Texas and. Pacific Rail way Company acqujred, by J?Urcha~e and
<Jousolidation, all of the franchises and property of the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company, a corporation organized under the laws of Texas, and operating 66 miles
<tfroad between Shreveport and Longview, with a right to extend its line to El Paso.
It subsequently acquired, in like manner, the charter privileges and property of the
Southern Transcontinental Railway Company, organized under the laws of Texas,
with right to construct a road from the northeast boundary of the State to El Paso,
and the property and franchises of the Memphis, El Paso and Pacific Railroad Company, another Texas corporation.
On May 31, 1880, the number of miles of road operated was as follows, viz:
Miles.

From Shreveport, La., to Fort Worth, 'rex .......... - ........ _... ___ ... ____ . 219. 69
From Texarka11a to Sherman .... ·----··----·-----·-----·-------------· ____ . 155.12
From Marshall t.o Texarkana Junction ... _.--. __ ... -- .. ______ ... ___ ... __ ... _ 69. 05
Total ....... - ................. ___ ·.- _.. __ .. _ . _. _-- . - . -..... ___ .... _. . . 443. 86
The first section, extending from Marshall to Dallas, a distance of 147 miles, was
accepted by the President of the United States April 7, 1874; the second section, extending from Marshall to boundary line between Louisiana and Texas (22.12 miles),
from Marshall to Texarkana (74.23 miles), and from Shreveport to Brookston (56.18
miles) was accepted August 9, 1875; the last section, extending from Texarkana
Junction to Brookston, and from Dallas to Fort Worth, a distance of 127 miles, was
accepted March 8, 1877.
Tho company has already entered into a contract for the completion of the road from
Fort Worth to El Paso, a distance of 600 miles; the work was commenced March 5,
1880, and the whole line is to be completed by January 1, 1883.
The quantity of land granted to the Texas and Pacific Railway Company is estimated at 18,000,000 acres, lying in New Mexico, Arizona, and California. No lands
ba.ve been earned by construction of railroad in California or the Territories, and consequently none have yet vested in the company; but the right of way and the landgrant are subject, under the provisions of section 17 of the charter act and SJction 5
of the supplemental act of May 2, 1872, to such action as Congress may deem necessary to secure a speedy completion of the road.
The cost of construction and equipment on May 31, 1880, is reported at $27,418,107.94,
which includes expenditures for surveys and location of entire line of 1,457 miles west
of Fort Worth. The average cost per mile is $61,?'71.
The Southern Pacific Railroad Compan:IJ.-'The act of Congress approved March 3,
1871, which incorporated the Texas Pacific, provides, in section 23, that for the purpose
of connecting the Texas Pacific Railroad with the city of San Francisco the Southern
Pacific Railroad Company of California is authorized to construct a line of railroad
from a point at or near Tehachapa Pass, by way of Los Angeles, to the Texas Pacific
Railroad at or near the Colorado River, with the same rights, grants, and privileges,
and subject to the same limitations, restrictions, and conditions, as were granted by
t.he act of July 27, 1866, before referred to.
The grant of land under this act being 12,800 acres per mile of road from the Colorado River, at or near Fort Yuma, to Mojave (346.96 miles) amountS' to 4,441,088
~cres, supposing none of the la.nd to have been otherwise disposed of. The road havu~g been constructed was accepted by the President of the United States as follows,
VlZ:

Section 1,
Section 2,
Section 3,
Section 4,
Section 5,

.

May 1, 1874 .. __ .... __ • __________ •. _________ . __________________ ~ __
November 11, 1875 __ .... ____ .. _____ ... __ .. ____ ____ ____ ____ _ ____ ___
January 21, 1876 .. ____ .. ____ .. __________ .. ____ .. __ .. ____ .. __ .. ___
March 2, 1877. ____ .. _____________ .• __ • __ .. __ ..... _•.. __ ..... ____
January 23, 1878 ____ .. ____ .. ____________________ . ___ .. ________ ...

Miles.

50. 00
50. 00
50. 00
78. 59
118. 37

Total . ___ . _. ____ . _. ___ .. _.. _____ . _. __ •. ______ • _. _ . _•• _.. _. __ . _..• ____ 346. 96
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On December 31, 1879, the total length of road completed and in operation was as
follows:
Northern division:
Miles.
From San Francisco to Tres Pinos ........... ..................... _... . . . • . . 100. 49'
From Carnadero to Soledad . . .......... . .. .. .... ........................ __ . 60.40
Total . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160. 89
Southern division:
Miles.
From Huron, via Goshen and Los Angeles, to west bank of Colorado River ... 528. fl6
From Los Angeles to Wilmington ........ _.................................. 22. 06
Total . .... _...... _...... .. _..... ____ ....•................ _. _. . . . . . . . . 550. 6»
Total miles of railroad owned, 711.51, of which 578.88 have been subsidized with a
land-grant from the United States.
The southern division is leased to and operated by the Central Pacific Railroad
Company; lease terminable in five years from January 1, 1880, or when eastern connections are made.
The quantity of land covered by the grants to this company is estimated by the
General Land Office at 9,520,000 acres.
The quantity patented to the company to June 30, 1880, was 1,048,090.65 acres, of
which the sales to the same date have been 279,623.40 acres, at an average price of
$3.64 per acre, amounting to $1,017,255.89. Sales are made for cash, or part cash, and
the balance in five years' time, with interest at seven per cent. per annum, payable
in advance. Of the above sales 120,000 acres have been sold for cash at about $2 per
acre, and the remainder, 160,000 acres, on credit at nearly $5 per acre.
The proceeds of land sales are applied exclusively to the redemption of the company's bonds.
The quantityofland vested and unsold June 30, 1880, may be estimate.d at 5,407,553
acres, worth, at a fair average value, $1.25 per acre. The company's estimate of the
value of the ~rants from the United States, as stated in their last annual report to
their stockholders, is upwards of $40,000,000.
The company's estimates, on account of both grants, are as follows :
Acres.

Mainline, San Jose to Needles .. .. .. . ....... . ... ...... . .....••••.....
Branch line, Mojave to Yuma ...•................•..............•...

7,523,072.0()'
4,441,088.0(}

Estimated total number of acres granted .. .....•...•...... ··---~ ..... 11,964,160.00
Less total number of acres sold to June 30, 1880......... .. . . . • ••. .• . .
279,623. 40
Estimated nu~ ber of acres unsold to J nne 30, 1880 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 684, 536. 60
Estimated quantity earned by construction ofroad .................. .
Estimated quantity capable of being earned ........................ .

·=7' ===
,413, 7(50. 00
4,550,400.00

Total ...................•..................................... 11, 964, 160. 0(}
The land agent of the company says: "It is difficult to estimate the quantity of
land that will eventually inure to the company from these land grants, as there are included within the limits large areas of Spanish ~rants and lands otherwise excepted.
It is not at all probable that there will be suffiment available lands belonging to the
United States within the indemnity limits to make good these deficiencies." He also
says: "At the time this grant was made the value of the lands was rated as trifling,
as the best land in Southern California bad long been held and occupied by Spanishspeaking resiQ.ents and their descendants, and was devoted almost wholly to grazing
purposes, several acres in the average being required per h ead of stock. So brokenr
dry, and forbidding in aspect was the remainder still under the disposition of the Government that no one, at that day, imagined it could be of the slightest assistance toward the building of the road, and the greater part of it so remains to this day. It
resembles, and is commonly known as 'desert land,' totally incapable of being made
useful for the support of vegetation or animal life. However, where there is running
water sufficiently near, portions of it may be used for pasturage. The Southern Pacific Railroad Company would be glad to co-operate with the Governmentin any plan
whereby its altel'nate sections could be leased or sold in large unbroken tracts for
grazing; and there are millions of acres which it would be willing to sell for such
pu_rpo. es outright at 20 cents an acre." On the other band, the compan;y, in its
Jmnted annual report to the stockholders, speaks in the highest terms of its lands.
The following extracts are taken from the report of the land commissioner: "I can-
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not forbear in this connection alluding once more to the immense increase in agricultural pr~ductions, and to t,h e surprising effect of irrigation upon land in Southern
California."
"Lands previously of no value but as cattle ranges are now becoming the homesteads of thrifty, industrious families." "By the use of water the valuable lucern
known as alfalfa has been introduced, and makes it possiblP- to sustain a greater
number of cattle." "This wonderful clover .can be cut three or four times in a season,
realizing to the acre ten or twelve tons of hay per annum." ''But all that part of the
State in which this company's lands are situated is especially ada,pted by climate, soil,
and situation to the raising of semi-tropical fruits." "Even where water, through
canals, cannot be procured, t.h e lands ~;ell, the purchaser being able, by boring a well
and the assistance of a 'wind-mill,' to cultivate acres enough to support a family.
Waste or 'desert lauds' are thus made available or useful."
In regard to the "mussel slough" lands, about which there ha::; been some trouble
between the company and the settlers, the land agent says: "Had it not been for the
discovery tha ~ portions of the land in the San Joaquin and Tulare valleys are susceptible to irrigation by diverting the streams from the mountains upon them by means
of extensive canals and systems of irrigating ditches, the best lands of the campany
would have been unsalable to this day, and, like the other portions referreu to, would
have been regarded as desert lands. So soon as this was made obvjous, a number of
that improvident and speculating class to be found in all communitie.s rushed in upon
the lands within the limits of the grant, and, in defiance of the law and the officers of
the courts, sought to set up claims as pre-emptors or technical 'settlers.' Their VPry
presence, their threats ae well as their open resistance to the company, with the aid of
demagogues who sought to profit by their trespass, made it difficult or impossible for
the company to dispose of the lands in the vicinity. In this lawless way the wishes
of the railroad company and the purposes of Congress in making the grant were de.
feated. But for this untoward interruption of the course of law, which has only very
slowly been condemned by the .executive and judicial officers, the company would
have been enabled to transfer into the hands of solid and respectable persons many
thousands of acres, and with the traffic derived from their cultivation, it would have
been able to prosecute the work on the remaining gap in its lines of road.
';I'o 3une 30, 1880, the cost of construction of the 711.51 miles of railroad owned by
th1s company was $62,919,109.72, and of equipment, $1,848,533.81. Total cost,
$64,767,643.23, or at an average rate of $91,082 per mile.

-,-

Northern Pacific.

Items.

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

~

GENERAL RECAPITULATION TO JUNE 30, 1880.

C:.'!)

I Union
Central' Atlantic and I Southern Paroute.
Pacific.
cific.

t-:)

Texas Pacific.

Total.
~

Acres land granted, if all received ... -- ....... -------------------------Acres estimated to be obtained ... ~- .. --- .. ----.-------------.--------.-Acres earned by construction, and vested.---- ....... . .•....••.....•.. --

!~~:~~t~:~~fii~~~:~s:·:·:·:·:·:-: ~:::::: :~:: :::::: ~:::: :::::::::::::::-:

±~:~·:~~r~!g~ J:;o!d~'~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::·::::: :::
Est.huated value ... .. ............. ..................................... .
Atres unveste<l by reason of non-construction ..........................
l~st.imated value ......... ... ... ... ......................................
Miles subsidized with lands .............................................
MileR constructed or owned .............................................
Cost of same .......... . . ................................................
Cost p er mile of same .............................................. . ....
Miles to bo constructed .. .....•.... ... ... . ..............................
Estimated cost of same ..................................................
Cost per mile oi same ..................................................

±~r~ ~~~~2~~~~~~-~~~:.s:~~-: ::::::::::::: :·.::~:: :::::::::::::::::::::

Total cost per mile of same .............................................
EstimMed present cost of similar railroad ..............................
Estimated cost of same per mile ...................................._. ...

57,920,000
42, 500,000
15, ·ooo, ooo
746, 509
2, 600,000
$9,000,000
$3.46
$12, 400, 000
31,000,000
27, 500, 000
$68, 750, 000
2,450

41,458,924
32,200,813
30,419, 181
8, 388,155
5, 469,004
$25, 742, 789
$4.71
24,950, 177
$39, 280, 499
1, 781,632
$4,454,080
$3,187.82

51,840,000
17,008,150
1, 140, 000
504,536
215,000
$623,750
$2.90
925, 000
$1,850,000
15, 868, 150
$31, 736, 300
2, 500

680
$24, 353, 416
35,813
1, 865
$50, 110, 000
$26,868
2, 700
$75, 000, 000
$28,000
$75, 000, 000
$28,000

3, 414.92
$318, 352, 888
$93,224
139. 19
$5,600,000
$40,000
3, 554
$323, 952, 888
$91,151
$91, 069, 300
$25,624

175
t$30, 6!)1, 974
$80,768
2, 325
$58, 125, 000
$25,000
2, 500
$88, 816, 974
$35,526
$50, 000, 000
$20,000

1

{

11, 9G7, 488
10,445, 000
5, 687,176
1, 048,090
279,623
$1,017,256
$3.64
5, 407,553
$6,759,441
4, 757,824
$5,947,280
929
*132
579
$64, 767, 643
$91,082
350
$10, 500, 000
$30,000
920
$75, 267, 643
$81,020
$23, 225, 000
$25,000

18,000,000
12,000, 000

None-------·None ...... .. .
None . .......
None . . ..... .
None .... . ....
None .........
None

{

J
{

12,000,000
$24, QOO, 000
*1, 061
840
*444
$27, 418, 108
$61,771
*617
840
$43, 710, 000
$30,000
1, 901
$71, 128, 108
$37,4161
$47,525,000
$20,000

181, 186, 412
114, 153, 963
52,246,357
10,687,290
8, 563,627
$36, 383, 795
$4.25
43,682,730
$78, 889, 940
61, 907, GOG
$134, 887, 6GO
10,967.82
5, 424. !l2
$465, 584, 02!l
$82,698
6, 136.19
$168, 045, 000
$27,385
11,584
$634, 165, 613
$54,745
$286, 819, 300
$24,760

>~

q

t;j

0
"':1
~

>z
t:1

00
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t:1
Q

0

00
~

0

~
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From this recapitulation it will be seen that there remain "unvested," by reason 9f
non-construction of the respective railroads for which grants were made, the following lands:
'
Acres.
Northern Pacific ........ ___ ........................................ ---.. 27, 500, 000
California and Oregon ... _..... _.. . • • • • . . .. . . . . . • • • . .. . . . . . .. • .. . .. .. . . . 1, 781, 632
Atlantic and Pacific ................. _............. ..... ............. --. 15, 868, 150
Southern Pacific .......... _............ _..... _......•. ... . _......• -. . . . . 4, 757, 824
Texas and Pacific ... _............. ____ . ____ . ___ .. _. __ ..... ....... -. ---- 12, 000, 000
Of the-se railroads the Northern Pacific, the Atlantic and Pacific, and the Texas and
Pacific are vigorously pushing forward the work of construction; and it may be reasonably calculated that these railroads will be completed within the next three years.
The California and Oregon uncompleted road extends from Redding to the northern
line of the State of California, a distance of about 150 miles, and the country there is
of such a mountainous character as to require heavy work and great expense; so
much so that it is very doubtful if the road will be ever built.
The Southern Pacific uncompleted road extends from Tres -Rinos to Huron, across
the coast range-a difficult and costly line-and from Mojave to the eastern line of
the State of California, at or near a point called "The ::Needles," over a; desert country. Neither of these parts of the Southern Pacific are under construction, and, as
in the California and Oregon case, it is very doubtful when they will be built, if ever.
As to the forfeiture of any of these grants, the opinion of the Attorney-General of
the United States in the case of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company is given
on })age 111 of my last annual report.
The Northern Pacific act is similar to that which granted lands to the Atlantic and
Pacific in respect to the provisions for any action by Congress looking to a completion
of the road . .
The Texas and Pacific act contains no provision of the kind referred to, and has no
section or clause providing for any repeal of the charter or grants.
The Southern Pacific obtained its grant under the Atlantic and Pacific charter, and
is subject to the same conditions as that company.
The California and Oregon act, page 178 of Auditor's Report for 1880, in section A,
provides that'' all the lands not conveyed by patent to said company or companies,
as the case may be, at the date of any such failure, shall revert to the Unitesl State~."
THEOS. FRENCH,
Auditor of Railroad Accou.nta.
INDEBTEDNESS OF THE PACIFIC RAILROADS TO THE UNITED STATES
FOR BOND-SUBSIDIES TO JUNE :30, 1882.
[See page 1274.]

The following tables are taken from the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Rail- ,
roads for 1882 :
Cmi'D.ITION OF THE BOND AND INTEREST ACCOUNTS OF THE PACIFIC RAILROADS,

The following statement of the condition of the accounts with the several Pacific
Railroad companies, so far as regards moneys which have been actually covered in to
~heir credit, is obta~ned fro :ill t~e public debt statement for June 30, 188~. No account
1s taken of moneys m the smk1ng funds held by the Treasurer of the United States or
of the compensation for services performed by them for the Government at that time
remaining_unsettled by the accounting officers, and under the heading "Interest paid
by t he Umted States" the semi-annual payment clue July 1, 1882, is included:
j

1

Interest

rep~id by com-

pames.

Princi al
Interest ac- ~ Interest paid
Balance of
P.
crued and hythe United
By cash mterest pa1d
outstamlmg. notyetpaid.
States.
By transpor- payments 5 jby the United
I tation serv- I per cent. of
States.
1

.

Name of railway.

1

Central

Pac~

I '"'· I ·~;,~~·

fie . -..... 1$25, 885, 120
6, 303, 000
U mon Pamfic-- -.... _ 27, 236, 512
Central Branch U. P. 1, 600, 000
~~ este~l Pacific _... _ 1, 970, 560
SIOux C1ty and Pacific 1, 628, 320

Ka~sas Pa?Ific .. .....

'l.'otals ... - . ....

00 $776, 553 60 $21, 899, 448
00 180, 000 00 5, 751, 153
00 817, 095 36 23, 323, 659
00
48, 000 00 1, 453, 808
00
59, 116 80 1, 550, 015
00
48, 849 60 1, 366, 598

4~~--;; 1 ~648,

07 $3, 812,
09 2, 725, 458
69 8, 453, 537
26
124, 639
34
9, 367
29
95, 278

271 96 $17, 438, 764
331. _..... _.... 3, 025, 694
60 _. __. . _.. __ 14, 870, 122
85! 6 926 91
1 322 241
00 .... '.. _.... _ 1; 540; 648
57 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 271, 319

16
76
09
50
34
72

64,623,51200 1,938,70536 55,3«,682741i5,220;69'33o 655,19887 39,468,7o057
1
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Appendix 7 shows the total indebtedness of the several subsidized Pacific Railroads
to the United States on June 30, 1882, to be as follows:
.

.

.
TOTAL DEBT.
Union Pacific:
Principal ............................... _....• _ $33,539, 512 00
Accrued interest.-----· .... ---- ...... ------ .... 30,080,998 14

Central Pacific:
Principal ....... - .............. _..... _.. ____ . . .
Accrued interest.----..........................

$63,620,510 14
27, 855, 680 00
24,2%,133 81
52,140,813 81

Sioux City and Pacific:
Prineipal ................ __ ....... _.. _....... _.
Accrued interest ... _.......•.. _.... _.. _. _..... .

1,628,320 00
1,415,447 89

Central Branch Union Pacific:
Principal ....... _.. __ .. ____ ..... _.. __ . _ . ___ .. _.
Accrued interest .. ____ ... _.... _____ . ____ .... _..

1,600,000 00
1,501,808 26

3,043,767 89

3,101,808 26

Total . . _........ .... _...... _.... _.... _____ . _. _... _... _..... .

121,906,900 10

TOTAL CREDIT.
Transportation services performed and money paid into the Treasury:
Union Pacific ............... _.. _ ........... _______ ..... _..... .
12,360,603 35
Central Pacific ............. . ............••...................
6,004,665 17
Sioux City and Pacific ------ ............ ·----- ............ ---95,278 57
Central Branch Union Pacific . _... ---- .. ____ ................. .
131,56() 76
Total ................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18, 592, 113 85
Balance in favor of the United States, but not due until maturity of
the priucipal, 1895-'99 ...•............ _•. _•• __ .. __ • _.. __ .... _.... 103, 311, 786 25
NOTE.~The value of the lands granted the Pacific and other Land Grant Railroads
is estimated to be $391,804,610.16. [See page 753 herein.]
CONDITION OF THE SINKING-FUND ACCOUNTS.
[See page 1275.]

The recommendation is renewed that section 4 of the act of May 7, 1878, be so
amended as to embrace the subsidy portion of the Kansas Division of the Union Pacific Railway, the Central Branch Union Pacific Hailroad, and the Sioux City and
Pacific Railroad, within the operations of said act requiring the establishment of
sinking funds and the payment of "twenty-five per centum of net earnings." The
annual requirement as to the Kansas Division should be a sum not less than $300,000,
and as to the two other roads, it is believed that $60,000 each would not be an unreasonable requirement.
Appendix 8 of thi1:1 report shows in detail the condition of the sinking funds of the
Union and Central Pacific Companies, respectively, held by the Treasurer of the
United States under tbe act of Congress approved May 7, 1878, from which it will be
seen that on June 30, 1882, tnese fnnds amounted to $2,716,221.68, the Central Pacific
having to its credit $1,534,614,26, and the Union Pacific, $1,181,607.42.
Investments have been made by the Secretary of the Treasury as follows:
Character of bonds.

Union Pacific.

Central Pacific.

Fnnded loan of 1881, 5 p er cent ............................ .
Fnnded loan of 19v7, 4 per cent ............................ .
Currency sixes, 0 p er cent ......... .... .................... .

$256,450 00
32, 650 00
361,000 00

$194, 900 00
199, 100 00
444,000 00

~~~~~E~ p-~ici::: :::::::::: :·:::: :::::::::::::::::::::.
Total cost . -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total.

$451,350 00
231,750 00
8J5, 000 00

-650,
--------838, 000 ou
1, 488, 100 00
100 00
124,005 43

168, 727 73

292, 793 16

774, 165 43

1, 006, 727 73

1, 780, 893 16

--------------1- - - - -

The la t inv stm nt was made April 6, 1881, at which time a premium as high as 35
per centum was paid, but repeated protests have been made by the companies against
the h avy cost of these inve tments.
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On June 30, 1882, the amounts remaining in the Treasury uninvested were as follows:
Credit of the Central Pacific .................................... - .... -- $527, 886 53
Credit of the Union Pacific ........ __ ............ ......... --.- .. ... --. -. 407, 441 99
Total _. ____ .. ____ .. ____ ~ ____ .. ____ .. _. ___ .. _. __ .. _. _.......... _.

935, 328 52

on which the above companies are receiving no interest whatever.
These statements are made quarterly, in the public debt statement, and can also be
found in the annual report of the commissioner of railroads.

GENERAL LAND-OFFICE, REGULATIONS FOR.
ADJUSTMENT OF RAILROAD LAND GRANTS.
IN EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

The following circular instructions to registers and receivers, show the method of
adjustment of railroad grants, and embody regulations in force June 30, 1883, (modified by rulings since November 7, 1879) with forms for veri:fi.cation oflists of selections,
and also plats of survey of such roads, and railroad~ claiming right of way over the
public lands. (See volume of rulings and decisions from July, 18tH, to June, 1883.
General Land Office, June, 1883, pages 349 to 410.)
RAILROAD DIVISION.

(F.)

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., November 7, 1879.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
GENTLEMEN : The following * * * cinmlar instructi(:ms, relating to railroad
grants, embrace the various regulations now in force under the rules and decisions of
the Department respecting the subject, together with forms for selection, verification
of lists, and proper certification and authentication of plats of survey of such railroads, and railroads claiming the right of way through public lands, and a table
showing the respective granting acts, with reference by volume and page to the statutes containing the same.
These instructions are communicated for the guidance of district officers, surveyorsgeneral, executives, and agents of States, officus of railroad corporations, and others
having an interest in the matters recited; and t.h ey supersede those of June 24, 1875.
You will be governed by the regulations herein prescribed.
Very respectfully,
J. M. ARMSTRONG,
Acting Cornmissioner.
REGULATIONS CONCERNING RAILROADS.
Modified in sonte instances by 1·ulings since November 7, 18i9.-(See Annual Repo1·ts General Land Office, 1880-'81, and Decisions of the Depa1·tment of the Interio1' f1·o1n July,
1881, to June, 1883. Pages 349 to 410.)
I.

RULIKGS RESPECTING HOMESTEAD AND PRE-EMPTION CLA.IlliS .
. Under ~he provi sions .of the acts of Congress granting lands to aid in the constructiO~ of ra1lroa~s, wherem there a~e excepted from such g rants the lands to which a
vahd pre-empt10n or hornestead nght had attached at the time when the grant may
have become effective, the Depar t ment has uecided as follows:
.
1. A homestead entry, mado by a person duly qualified, which is in all respects
regular and ~egal, e~cepts the _land covered thereby from the operation of a railroad
grant attachmg dnrmg the ex1stence of such entry .
. Un.d~r t~is ruling it. is no longer neceF>sary to hold investigations for the purpose. of
mqmnng mto the penod of residence of the claimant, his acts respecting settlement
upon and cultivation of the tract, etc. ; but, if the entry appears upon 1ts face to be
valid, no hearing will he orrlered.
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In case allegations are presented by a railroad company tending to show fraud OJ'
irregularity in the initiation of the entry, proper opportunity will he afforded for the
presentation of proof thereof.
The law (section 2289, United States Revised Statutes) requires that a person making a homestead entry must be over twenty-one years of age, or the head of a family,
and a citizen of the United States, or have declared nis intention to become such;
and, at the time of making si1Ch entry, be must swear that it is made for the purpose
of cultivation, and not directly or indirectly for the use and benefit of any other
person.
The foregoing regulation bas reference only to lands within the gmnted limits of
railroads, the Supreme Court of the United States having recently decided, in the
case of Michael Ryan vs. Central Pacific Railroad CC'mpany, that the right to inderrtnity lands does not attach until those lands are regularly selected. Where, however,
en1ries or filings have been admitted upCUl lands within the indemnity limits of any
railroad grant, they will be allowed to stand awaiting the final adjustment of such
grant, when, if the tracts are not required in satisfaction thereof, the entries or filings
may be consummated.
2. A pre-emption claim which may have existed to a tract of land at the time of
the attachment of a railroad grant, if subsequently abandoned and not consummated,
even though in all r espects legal and bona fide, will not operate to defeat the grant,
it being held that upon the failure of such claim the land covered thereby inures to
the grant as of the date when such grant became effective.
Under this ruling, therefore, no bearings can be ordered for the purpose of ascertaining the facts respecting the settlement, occupation, improvement of the lands, etc.,
by such pre-emption claimant, for even if such facts were established, still, under the
decision, the land inures to the grant.
II.
APPLICATION BY RAILROADS TO SELECT LANDS PREVIOUSLY COVERED BY ENTRIES.

Where application is made by the agent of a railroad company to select lands on
which homestead entries existed at the time the railroad grant took effect, but which it
is alleged were fraudulent or irregular in their inception, you will order hearings to
determine the status uf the entries, giving at least thirty days' notice in writing of
the time and place of such hearing to all persons interested.
At such hearing your inquiries should be directed to the personal qualifications of
the homestead pa.rty, and all facts touching the regularity of the entry. Inquiry
respecting the residence of, and cultivation by, the party need not be made.
At the close of the bearing you will transmit to this office the testimony, prefaced
by copies of the notices served, wit4 your joint opinion thereon.
.
Where applicatwn is made by a railroad company to select lands on which pre-emption filings having heretofore been made and canceled, or where the same have expired by limitation of law, no other claim or entry appearing of record, you will admit
the selections, in accordance with the rules governing in the premises herein communicated. No proofs by the companies ooncerning such claims will hereafter bo
required.
III.
APPLICATIONS BY SETTLERS TO ENTER LANDS COVERED BY RAILROAD WITHDRAWALS.

Whenever an application to file or enter is presented, alleging upon s11fficient prima
facie cause that the land is excepted out of the railroad grant, you will give notice
thereof to the proper representative of the railroad company within whose grant the
land applied for is situated, and allow thirty days within which the company may
present objections to the allowance of such filing or entry. Should the company fail
to respond, or show any reason why, in your judgment, the application should not be
allowed, you will admit it, but should the company present any allegations of the character contemplated in the preceding section, you will order an investigation, and be
governed by the instructions therein given.
Whenever an application is presented which you deem it your duty to reject, you
will indorse upon such application the date of its presentation and your reasons for
rejection; and upon appeal being taken therefrom in the manner and within the period
prescribed by the Rules of Pra.ctice of the Department, yon will forward the r ejected
application ae a basis for your report to this office, together with the appeal and other
pa~ers which may be filed with you for that purpose. Your report should set forth
m full "$-e status of the land as shown by your records, including all filings, entries,
rel'D:ark , an<l notes foun<l thereon, or such reference to t he same as will present the
entire ca e to the attention of this office.
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IV.
SELECTIONS BY RAILROAD UOMPANIES.

By the seventh paragraph of section 2238 of the Revised Statutes it is provided that
in the location of lands by States and corporations under grants from Congress for
railroads and other purposes (except for agricultural colleges), the register and receiver shall each be entitled to a fee of one dollar for each final location of one hun·
dred and sixty acres, to be pai~ by the Sta.te _or corporation m~king such l?cation.
1st. Under this law the registers and receivers are each entitled to receive~ fee of
one dollar for each final location of one hundred and sixty acres, or any quantity approximate thereto when the deficit is less than forty acres.
.
.
2d. When the several quantities shall have been definitely ascertained by you tomure to the grant, as hereinafter prescribed, the fees will then be due thereon.
3d. The State, through its grantee, or the grantee, as the case may be, is required to
:file with the register and receiver of the proper land office descriptive lists of the tracta
of laud claimed as inuring under the grant within sections of--- miles each along
the line of route, on both sides thereof, to be dated and verified by the sign~ture of
the selecting agent.
J<'or agent's certificate, to be attached to each list, see Form A.
The party appearing as the agent of the grantee must file with the register and receiver written and satisfactory evidence, under seal, showing his authority to act in
the premises.
In the preparation of the · descriptive lists the register and receiver will afford the
agent all reasonable facilities, taking care, however, not to interrupt the current
public business.
The lists must be carefully and critically examined by the register and receiver, and
their accuracy test• ·d by the plats and records of their office.
When so examined and tested, and found correct in all respects, they will become
final locations, and you will, on the payment of the requisite fees to the receiver, so
certify ::~,t the foot of each list, according to Form B.
After such lists have been examined, and you have attached your certificate thereto,
the same will be consecutively numbered, commencing with No. 1, for each railroad
or separate grant. Upon the payment of the fees and certification of the lists by you,
the register will post the selections in the Tract Book after the following manner:
"Selected--, 18-, by A. B., agent for the--- Rail--- Co., act - -, ·list
No. - - ; " and on the plats he will mark the tracts so selected " - - - R. R."
After the selections are properly posted and marked on the plats, the lists will be
transmitted to this office, accompanied by the evidence of the agent's appointment.
It is required that clear lists of approvals shall in every case be made out by you,
or required of the selecting agents, after your examination of the tracts which you
are prepared to certify, showing clearly and without erasure the description of the
lands and the area of each tract~ also the aggregate area, properly footed in the col·
umns, and set forth in the certificate.
For rejected selections you will then require a new application and list, with tender
of fees, upon which you will note opposite each tract the objections appearing upon
your records, and indorse thereon in full your reasons for refusing to certify the
same.
S_hou~d th~ ~gent appeal, you will allow him to :file the points of exception to your
ruling m wntmg, properly drawn and dated, which, when completed, you will forw~rd to this office. No erasures should appear in such lists. The rejection will suffi~Iently appear from your notes and indorsements, ~nd, if finally admitted, the lists
Will then be in complete and perfect order for filing. To secure uniformity, and to
make the lists convenient for binding, prt)perly ruled blanks will be furnished upon
application.
Lists containing erasures received at this office will not be filed, but
be returned to you for perfection.
4th. 'rhe fees will be due in all cases where the service may have been rendered
aubaequent to the passage of said act of 1864.
5th. The receiver will account for the fees thus paid in his monthly and quarterly
accounts, specially setting forth in the· same the pa.r ticular case or cases on which
such fees had accrued, giving the name of road, number, and date of the list of selections for which they had been paid.
6th. By joint resolution No. 10, of January 30, 1865, "mineral lands" are not embraced in the grants made at the first session of the Thirty·eighth Congress, unless
otherwise specially provided in the act or acts making the grants. (Revised Statutes,
section 2346.)
Form of title page to be prefixed to the lists of selections will be found herewith1
marked C.
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v.
INDEMNITY SELECTIONS FOR RAILROADS.

In the adjustment of grants for railroads the principle has, until recently, prevailed,
that indemnity was allowed for all lands sold, reserved, or disposed of withiR the
granted limits, whether such sale, reservation, or disposal occurred before or after the
granting act, and the certifications and patents have been executed in conformity
thereto.
In accordance with the recent decision of the Supreme Court in the case of the
L eavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston Railroad Company vs. Uni!ied States (2 Otto,
733), it is helit by the Department that indemnity can only be allowed for lands sold,
reserved, or disposed of in the granted limits by the General Government after the
granting act and prior to the time when the railroad right attached, unless the
grant be one of quantity specifically set forth in the act. In the adjustment of all
grants it consequently becomes necessary to know for what lands lost in place the
indemnity selections are made, and. with the view to that end you will require the
companies to <lesignate the specific tracts for which the lands selected are claimed.

VI.
COSTS OF SURVEYING AND CO:r-.TVEYING LANDS.

By a proviso to the act of Congress approved July 31, 1876 (19 Stat., p. 12i), making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government, etc., it is declared:
"That before any lands granted to any railroad company by the United States shall
be conveyed to such company, or any persons entitled thereto under any of the acts
incorporating or relating to said company, unless such company is exempted by law
from the payment of such cost, there slall first be paid into the Treasury of the United
States the cost of surveying, selecting, and conveying the same by the said company
or persons in interest."
It has been decided by the Department that in the adjustmnt of all railroad grants
falling within the terms of that act the requirements thereof must be complied with.
No certifications or patents can issue, therefore, to any railroad company affected by
the statute until the costs of surveying, selecting, and conveying the lands have been
paid.
The cost of surveying includes the expense of field and office work, and must be
paid in the manner indicated in subdivision VII of this circular.
The cost of selecting is fixed by section 2238 of the Revised t:ltatutes, before referred
to, and payment thereof will be governed by the r egulation prescribed in subdivision
IV of these instructions .
. The cost ~f conveying will be governed by the rates fixed by law for the prepa.ratLon of cert1fied copies, namely, fifteen cents for each one hundred words or fractiOn
thereof. As a patent is required to be recorded, the payment must be made at double
those rates, or at the rate of thit·ty cents for each one hundred words, in order that
the necessary expense of conveying the land may be covered.
The provisions of the said act are construed as not applying to grants made to States
to aid in the construction of railroads not named in the granting act ; but where the
grant is to a State in trust for the benefit of a company named- where the State is
simply an intermediary and not a beneficiary-the payment required must be made.
VII.
PACIFIC RAILROADS UNDER ACTS OF CONGRESS APPROVED JULY

1, 1862,

AND JULY

2, 1864.
By section twenty-one of the latter act, these companies are required to pay the cost
of surveying and conveying the lands, in addition to the register's and receiver's fees
exacted by section 223 of the Revised. Statutes, before mentioned. This cost of surveying and. conveying is, by the decision of the United States Supreme Court at the
December term, 18i2, applicable to all the lan<ls granted by acts of July 1, 1862, and
July 2, 1864. Therefore, the "cost" will be assessed and collected on all the lands
within twenty miles from the line of the road, where the grant is under both acts.
To ascertain the cost of "surveying," which includes both su1·veying in the field and
?ffice t~or·k, the company .will apply to the surveyor-general of the State or T~rritory
m whwh the lands are Situated. Upon ascertaining the sums due for surveymg and
office work for the" section or sections of roacl" for which selections have been or
are to he made, a deposit of those sums must be made, to the credit of the Treasurer
of the Uni.ted States, with an authorized depositary. The <luplicate of deposit must
be filed ~nth the surveyor-general; whereupon he will transmit to the register and
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rc cC'],-,,r· of tlw proper land office his certificate of such payment having been made,
:::.pt·cif~·ing bO\Y lllUCh was for surveying and h~w much for office ';ork, a~ per Form D.
The snrve\or-o·eneral's cert-ificate and the evidence of the agents appomtment must
accompany the flsts of select,ion whe~ transmitted by_you to this offi~e.
.
Let me here ao-aio direct your attentwn to the necesstty of great care m the exammation and testing of these lists, so that all conflicts may be avoided and improper selections be excluded, and that the verified schedules may be absolutely accurate, thus
·avoiding embarrassment and delay to all concerned.
In the fourth section of the act of July 2, 1864, it is provided that th~ word ''mineral" when it occurs in that act, shall not be held to include coal and Iron. Therefore: iron and coal lands are subject t.o selection by the Pacific railro~ds; but all other
minerals are expressly excluded from the grant, aud must necessanly be so from all
selections you may certify to this office.
VIII.
RELINQUISHMENTS BY RAILROADS IN FAVOR O:B' SETTLERS.

By an act of Congress approved June 22, 1874 (18 Stat., p. 194), it is J?rovided" That in the adjustment of all railroad land grants, whether made chre-c tly to any
railroad company or to any State for railroad purposes, if any of the lands granted be
found iu the possession of an actual settler whose entry or filing has been allowed
nuder the pre-emption or homestead laws of the United States subsequent to the time
at which, by the decision· of the Land Office, the right of said road was declared to have
attached to such lands, the grantees, upon a. proper relinquishment of the lands so
entered or filed for, shall be entitled to select an equal quantity of other lands in lieu
thereof from any of the public lands not mineral, and within the limits of the grant,
not otherwise appropriated at the date of selection, to which they shall receive title
the sawe as though originally granted. And any such entries or filings thus relieved
from conflict may be perfected into complete title as if such lands had n.ot been granted:
Provided, That nothing herein contained shall in any manner be so construed as to enlarge or extend any grant to any such railroad, or to extend to lands reserved in any
land grant made for railroad purposes: And provided furt.her, That this act shall not be
construed so as in any manner to confirm or legalize any decision or ruling of the InteriOI· Department under which lands have been certified to any railroad company when
such lands have been entered by the pre- emption or homestead settler after the location of the line of the road and prior to the notice to the local land office of the withdrawal of such lands from market."
By reference to the foregoing it will be perceived that an inducement is offered to
such railroad companirs as may be found entitled to lands held by actual settlers under the pre-emption or homestead laws to relinquish in favor of the settlers, andreceive other lands in lieu of those surrendered.
. Upon the filing of such relinquishment this office is authorized to recognize the filmg or entry of the settler in the same manner as if the land had not been granted to
the railroad company.
To facilitate the adjustment of conflicting claims and give effect to thE'l provisions
of the act, the following rules are established :
1_. When the superior right of the company is ascertained, and it is found that the
cla1m of the settler is such that it would be admitted were the railroad claim extinguished, this office will, in all practicable cases, direct the attention of the officers of
the company to the fctet, and request an explicit answer whether or not the land will
be relinquished.
. ~t the same time it will b~:~ well for the party interested to seek for himself the relief
~ndwated by direct application to the railroad authorities, and thereby aid in securmg a speedy and satisfactory adjustment.
2.. Relinquishment may be made by a simple waiver of claim where the patent or its
eqmvalent has not been iRsued in behalf of the company; but where title has passed,
formal reconveyauce will be required, as in other cases of the surrender ofpatents.
3. When making relinquishment, the company will be permitted to name the tract
sel ~ted as indemnity; and in order that conflict with pending applications may be
av.Oidecl, such relinquishment and SP]ection should be filed with the register andreceiver,. and be nored upon their records, before transmission to this office.
But m cas_e the company desires to relinquish at once in favor of the settler, and
tn~st to future selections for indemnity, such relinquishment may be sent direct to
th_ts offi~e, and_ upon its receipt will be noted on the books, and the claim of the settler
Wlll Ue Immediately released from suspension .
.4. The selections must be of lands, not mineral, within the limits of the grant and
Withdrawal, f1·ee from other claims, and not reserved or otherwise appropriated at elate
of . election .
5 .. Where fees have been paid upon the original selections they will be applied to
the mclemnity. Where tracts not yet formally selected are relinquished, fees will be
charged upon the h...demnity selections.
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6. The selections will be r eported by the register and r eceiver in the same manner
as original selections, with a reference to the act by its date and title; and opposite
each tract annotation will be made of the tract surrendered, n.nd the name of the settler in who~;e favor it is reHnquisbed, with the number of his entry or :filing. (See
Forms E and F.)
Properly ruled blanks will be furnished for convenience in making the selections.
As t he act is not mandatory upon the companies, but simply provides a mode of adjustment depending upon their voluntary action, an <.I as the relief proposed is vital to
many settlers, who through error resulting from various causes have made homes upon
the lands granted, it is hoped that by a liberal and mutual spirit of compromise and
concession on the part of settlers and railroad officials its beneficent provisions may
be made avaHable, and substantial advantages to all may be secured at small cost and
trouble to the parties concerned; and although the adjustments will invol\e this
office in a large amount of labor, it will be cheerfully undertaken for the purpose of
accomplishing a result so desirable.

IX.
CONFIRMATION OF PRE-EMPTION AND HOMESTEAD CLAIMS IN RAILROAD LIMITS.

On the 21st of April, 1876, Congress, by an act entitled" An acttocon:firmpre-emption
and homestead entries of public lands within the limits of railroad gmnts iu cases
where such entries have been made under the r eg ulations of the Land Department,"
declared:
·
''That all pre-emption and homestead entries, or entries in compliance with any law
of the United States, of the public lands, made in good faith by actual settlers, upon
tracts of land of not more than one hundred and sixty acres each, within the limits of
any land grant, prior to the time when notice of the withdrawal of the lands embraced in such grant was received at the localland office of the district in which S'llch
lands are situated, or after their restoration to market by order of the General Land
Office, and where the pre-emption and homestead laws have heen complied with, and
proper proofs thereof have been made by the parties holding such tracts or parcels,
they shall he confirmed, and patent for the same shall issue to the parties entitled
thereto.
''SEc. 2. That when at the time of such withdrawn.! as aforesaid ViLlid pre-emption
or homestead claims existed upon any lands within the limits of any snch grante
which afterward were abandoned, and, under the decisions and ruling of the Land
Depa.rtment, were re-entered by pre-emption or hom estead claimants who have complied with the laws governing pre-emption or homestead entries, and shall make the
proper proofs required under such laws, such entries shall he deemed valid, and
patents shall issue therefor to the person entitled thereto.
"SEC. 3. That all such pre-emption and homestead entries which may have been
made by permission of the Land Department, o:~; in pursuance of the rules and instructions thereof, within the limits of any land grant at a time subsequent to expiration
of such grant, shall be deemed valid, and a compliance with the laws and themaking
of the proof required shall entitle the bolder of such claim to a patent therefor." (19
Stat., p. 35.)
It is required that every application linder this act shall be in such form as to distinctly set forth the facts in the case, and the specific grounds upon which the party
applying claims to be included in the terms of the law· and after the application
shall have been filed the applicant shall be allowed to make proof of compliance with
the pre-emption or homestead Jaws as provided in this act.
Applications under this act must, in all cases, be made to the local land officers of
the district within which the land claimed is situated, and the proof required must
b e taken before them, or before any person authorized by law to take the same.
No person shall be deemed to have lost any right who failed to make the proof
required by the pre-emption or homestead laws by reason of any decision or ruling of
this office ;Prior to approval of this act, and all such persons may now make the proof
required.
The proof must in all cases be filed with yon, and you will transmit each case separately to this office, with such information as is in youl' possession r elative thereto.

X.
RIGHT-OF-WAY RAILROADS.

The following is a copy of an act of Congress approved March 3, 1875, gr,anting to
railroads the right of way through the public lands of the United State :
. "Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentctti1,es of the United States of America
m Cong!'ess assembled, That the right of way through the public lands of the United
States 1s hereby granted to any railroad company duly organized nuder the laws of
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any State or Territory, except the Dis~rict of Columbia, or by the ~ongress of t?-e
United StaJtes which shaH have :filed with the Secretary of the InteriOr a copy of Its
articles of in~orporation, and due proofs of its organ~zation ~nder the same, to. the
extent of one hundred feet on each side of the centrallme of said road; also the nght
to take from the public lands adjacent .to the li~e of .said road material, eart?, stone,
and timber necessary for the constructiOn of said railroad; also grounds adJacent to
uch right of way for station buildi.ngs, depots, machine shops, side-tracks, .turn-outs,
and "1\ater-stations, not to exceed m amount twenty acres for each statwn, to the
extent of one station for each ten miles of its road.
'·SEc. 2. That any railroad company whose right of way, or whose track or road bed
upon such right of way, passes through any canyon, pass, or defile, shall not prevent
any other railroad company from the use and occupancy of the said canyon, pass, or ·
defile, for the purposes of its road, in common with the road :first located, or the crossinO' of other railroads at grade. And the location of such right of way through any
ca;yon, pass, or defile shall not ::Jause the disuse of any wagon or other public highwav now located therein, nor prevent t.h e localiion through the same of any such
wa~·on road or highway where such road or highway may be necessary for the public ~ccommodation; and where any change in the location of such wagon road is
necessary to permit tlw passage of such railroad through any canyon, pass, or defile,
aid railroad company shall, before entering upon the ground.occupied by such wagon
road, cause the same to be reconstructed at its own expense in the most favorable
location, and in as perfect a manner as the original road: Provided, That such expensesshall be equitab]y divided between any number of railroad companies occupying and using the same canyon, pass, or defile.
"SEc. 3. That the legislature of the proper Territory may provide for the manner
in "1\hich private lands and possessory claims on the public lands of the United
States may be condemned; and where such provisions shn,ll not have been made,
such condemnation may be made in accordance wi.th section three of the act entitled
"An act [to aruend an act entitled An act] to aid in the construction of a railroad
and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the
Government the nEse of the same for postal, military, and other purposes, approved
July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-two," approved July second, eighteen hundred
au<l sixty-four.
·
.
··SEc. 4. That any railroad company desiring to secure the benefits of this act shall,
within twelve months after the location of any section of twenty miles of its road, if
the same be upon surveyed lands, and if upon unsurveyed lands, within twelve months
after the survey thereof by the United States, file with the register of the land office
for the district where such land . is located a profile of its road; and upon approval
thereof hy the Secretary of the Interior the same shall be noted upon the plats in said
office; and thereafter all such lands over which such right of way shall pass shall be
disposed of subject to such right of way: Pt·ovided, That if any section of said road
shall not be completed within :five years after the location of said section, the rights
herein granted shall be forfeited as to any such uncompleted section of said road.
"SEC. 5. That this act shall not apply to any lands within the limits of any military, park, or Indian reservation, or other lands specially reserved from sale, unless
such right of way shall be provided for by treaty stipulation or by act of Congress
heretofore passed.
"SEC. 6. That Congress hereby reserves the right at any time to alter, amend, or
repeal this act, or any part thereof.
.
"Approved March 3, 1875." (18 Stat., p. 482.)
The regulations under the law are as follows:
I. Any railroad company desiring to obtain the benefits of the law is required to
fileFirst. A copy of its articles of incorporation, duly certified to by the proper officer
ofthe company, under its corporate seal.
·
S~cond. A copy of the State or Territorial law under which the company was orgaruzed (when organized under State or Territorallaw), with a certificate of the governo~ or secretary .of the S~ate or Territory t?-at the same is the existing law .
. Thud. :When said la:w d~rects that the. articles of association, or other papers connected w1th the orgamzatwn, be :filed w1th any State or Territorial officer, the certificate of such officer that the same have been filed according to law, with the date of
the filing thereof.
No forms are prescribed for the above portion of the "due proofs 7' required, as each
ease .must .ue governed, to some extent, by the laws of t.he State or Territory. Under
the 1ollowmg regulations proper forms will be found herein .
. Fourth. The official statement, under seal, of the proper officer, that the organiza. 10n has .been completed; that the company is fully authorized to proceed with the
Cl)nstructwn of the road according to the existing law of the State or Territory· and
that the copy of the articles :filed with the Secretary of the Interior is true and correct. (See Form I.)
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Fifth. A true list, duly verified by the sworn statement of the president, under the
seal of the company, showing the names and designation of its respective officers at
tbe date of the presentation of the proofs at the Department. (See Form II.)
These may be transmitted directly to the Secretary of the Interior, or throngh this
office, or they may be filed with the register of the land district in which the principal
terminus of the road is to be located, wbo will forward them to this office.
II. Upon the location of any section of the line of route of its road, not exceeding
twenty miles in length, the company must file with the register of the land district
in which such section of the road, or tile greater portion thereof, is located, a map
for the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, showing the termini of such portion
of the road, its length, a.nd its route over the public lands according to the public
surveys.
The map must be filed within twelve months after the location of such portion of
the road, if located upon surveyed lands, and if upon unsurveyed lands, within twelve
months of the survey tllereof. It must bear'' First. Affidavit of the chief engineer of the company (or person employed to make
the f:lurvey, if the company has no chief engineer), setting forth that the survey of the
line of route oi the company's road from--- to - - - , a distance of ---miles
(giving termini and distance), was made by him (or under his direction) as chief
engineer of the company, (or as surveyor employed for the purpose, if such be the
case), under authority of the company on or between certain·dates (giving t?-e. same);
and that such survey is accurately r epresented on the map. If the affidavit 1s made
by the chief engineer of the company, it must be signed by him officially. (See
Form III.)
"Second. Official certificate of the president of the company, attested by its secretary
under its corporate seal, regarding the person signing the affidavit, either aA to his
being the chief engineer of the company or as to his employment by the company for
the purpose of making such survey ; that the survey was made under authority of the
company; that the line of route so surveyed and representecl by the map was adopted
by the- company, by resolution of its board of directors of a certain date (giving the
date), as the definite location of the line of route of the company's road from - - to - - - , a distance of--- miles (giving termini and distance), and that the map
has been prepared to be filed for the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, in order
tbat the company may obtain the benefits of thE' act of Congress approved March 3,
1875, entitled 'An act granting to railroads the right of way through the public lands
of the United States."' (See Form IV.)
III. It will be observed that the requirements of the law regarding the filing of the
proper papers and maps are conditions precedent to the obtainment of the right to
construct a railroad over the public lands, or to take therefrom material, earth, stone,
and timber for its construction, or to occupy them for station or other purposes.. It
is tllerefore imperative that proper steps, as pointed out in this circular, should be
taken by a company, and the approval of the Secret,ary of the Interior obtained, prior
to the construction of any part of its road or ita occupancy of the public lands in any
manner.
IV. Should the cornpany desire to construct its road over lands prior to their survey, it may file, in manner as heretofore indicated, a map of its surveyed route, without waiting until the lands are surveyed, and, upon approval thereof, may proceed
\\ith construction, but, immediately on the survey of the lands over which the road
passes, the company must also file a map showing the line of route of its road over such
lands, in order that the proper notes and records for the protection of its rights may
b e made.
V. Upon construction of any section of the line of its road the company must file
with the register of the proper land district, for transmission to this office, a map of
such constructed portion of road, bearingFirst . .Affidavit of the chief engineer or person under whose supervision the portion
of the road was constructed that its construction was commenced on--- and finish ed on - - (giving dates); that the line of constructed road is accurately repr esented upon the map, and that it conforms to the line oflocated route which received
the appro,·al of the Secretary oft,heinterior on--- (giving date). (See Form V.)
Second. Certiticate of the presiclent of the company, attested by the secretary under
the corporate seal, that the portion of the road indicated by the map was actually
cons~ructed at the time as sworn to by the chief engineer of the company (or person
makmg the affidavit), and on the exact route shown on the map; that in its construction ~be road does not deviate from the line of route approved by the Secretary of the
lntenor, and that the company has in all respects complied with the requirement of
tbo act of March 3, 1 75, granting right of way through the public lands. (See Form
VI.)
Any variation within the limits of one hundred feet from the central line of the
road as lo.cate.d ~ill not be considered a deviation from such line, but where, npon
constructwn, It HI found necessary to transgress the limits within which the company
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has rjght of way, the comp::tny must at once file proper map of amended· route for
approval.
VI. Ifthe company desires to a,vail itself of the provisions of the law which grants
the use of" ground adjacent to the right of way for station-buildings, depots, machine
shops, side-tracks, turn-outs, and water-stations, not to exceed in amounu twenty acres.
for each station, to the exteut of one station for each ten miles of its road," it must
file for approval, in each separate instance, a plat showing, in connection with the
public surveys, the surveyed limits and area of the grounds desired. Such plat must
bearFirst. Affida.vit of the chief engineer or surveyor by whom or under whose supervision the survey was madb, to the effect that the plat accurately represents the surveyed limits and area of tbe grounds required by the company for station or other·
purposes, under the law (stating the purposes), in--- (giving section, township,
range, and State or Territory); that the company bas occupied no other grounds for
station or other similar purposes upon public la.nds within ten miles of the grounds.
designated on the plat, and that, in his belief, the grounds so represented a.re actually and to their entire extent required by the company for t.be necf\ssary uses contemplated by law. (See Form VII.)
Second. Certificate of the president of the company, attested by the secretary under
the corporate seal, that the survey of the tract represented on the plat was made
under authority and by direction of the company hy or under supervision of its chief
engineer (or person making the survey), whose affidavit is attached; that sucb·survey accurately represents the grounds actually and to their entire extent required by
the company for station (or other) purposes i n - - - (giving section, township,
range, State or Territory), allowed by the provisions of the act of Congress approved
March 3, 1875, granting to railroads the right of way through the public lands; that
the company has no station or other grounds upon public lands within a distanc ~· of
ten miles from the grounds represented on the plat; and that the company, by resolution of its board of directors of a certain date (giving the date), directed the proper
officers to present the plat for the approval of the Secretary of the Interior in orderthat the company may obtain the use of the grounds under the law above referred to.
(See Form VIII.)
VII. Registers at the various land offices are directed to require t.hat such papers.
and maps herein referred to as may be filed with them for transmission to this office
shall conform to these regulations. Where differences of opinion may arise between
the~selves and the persons :filing papers respecting the proper construction of these
requuements the papers may be transmitted with letter stating the differing opinions.
They are also instructed, in any case where information is received by them of the·
cons~ruction of railroads within their districts, on the rights of which they have no
offic1al knowledge, to promptly advise this office of the facts in order that proper in
formation o~ directiOJ?.S in the matter may be given them.
VIII. Actwn upon maps :filed will be facilitated by presenting them in duplicate.
The a.ttention o.f corupani~s seeking the benefits of this act should be specially directed
to t~1s suggestiOn, as senous delays ancl embarrassments are often incurred, through
the.mability of this office, owing to its limited clerical force, to prepare the necessary
copies for transmission to the district offices.
Very respectfully,
J. M. ARMSTRONG,
Acting Commission61',

DEP.o\RTMENT OF INTERIOR,

Novembm· 7, 1879.

Approved.
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS.
For addit~onal instructions relative to indemnity lands within the grants to railroads, see mrcular of May 22, 1883, and Secretary of Interior's letter of July 11, 1883,.
on pagee 891 and 892 herein.
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FORMS FOR VERIFICATION OF LISTS OF SELECTIONS.
(A.)
- - - O F - -1

Cou.nty of - - , ss :
I, - - - - - , being duly sworn, depose and say that I am the land agent of the
---,formerly t h e - - ; that the foregoing list of lands, which I hereby select,
is a correct list of a portion of the public lands claimed by the said - - - company
.as inuring to---, to aid in the construction of the--- from--.- , for which
-a grant of lands was made by the acts of Congress approved - - - ; that the said
lands are vacant, unappropriated, and are not interdicted mineral nor reserved lands,
and are of the character contemplated by the grant, being within the limits of-- miles
on each side of the line of route for a continuous distance of-- miles, being for-flection of said road, starting from - - and ending - - - .
[LS.]
Sworn and subscribed before me this - - day o f - - , 18--.

NOTE.-This affidavit may be made before either the Register or Receiver of the
United States Land Office.
(B.)
UNITED STATES LAND OFI<'ICE,

---,--,

---,18-.
We hereby certify that we have carefully and critically examined the foregoing lis.t
of lands claimed by the - - - , under the grant to the - - - , by act of Congress approved - - , and selected - - - by - - - - - - , the duly authorized agent; and
we have tested the accuracy of said list by the plats and records of this office, and
that we find the same to be correct. And we further certify that the filing of said
list is allowed and approved, and that the whole of said lands are surveyd public
lands of the United States, and within the limit of - - - miles on each side; and
that the same are not, nor is any part thereof, returned and denominated as mineral
land or lands, nor claimed as swamp lands, nor is there any homestead, pre-emption,
State, or other valid claim to any portion of said lauds on file or record in this office.
We further certify that the foregoing list shows an assessment of the fees payable
to us allowed by the act of Congress approved July 1, 1864, and contemplated by the
circular of instructions dated November 1, 1879, addressed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office to Registers and Receivers of the United States Land Offices;
and that the said company have paid to the undersigned, the Receiver, the full sum
of---, in full payment and discharge of said fees.
- - - - - - , Register.
- - - - - - , Receiter.
(C.)
---OF---,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE,

---,---,

'
--,18-.
The - - - - - , under arm. by virtue of the acts of Congress entitled " - - --,"and under and in pursuance of the rules and regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, hereby makes and files the following list of
selections of public lands claimed by the said company as inuring to it, and to which
it is entitled under and by virtue of the grants and provision~; of the said acts of Congross, and the location of the line of route of the - - - of said company; being for
tho - - section (--miles) of the same, commencing at - - - and ending - - - ;
tho selections being particularly described as follows, to wit: - - - - .
(D.)
UNITED STATES SURVEYOR GENERAL'S OFFICE,

--,---,

--,18-.
I, - - - - , Surveyor General for the United States in and for the---, hereby
rop~rt and certify .that the - - has this day filed with me~ at - - , a duplicate
certlficate of deposit, No. -, dated-- of the---, to the credit of the Treasurer of
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the United States, showing that the sum of$--. has been deposited as cost of survey
and$-- for office work, and that the said sums are the correct amount of the cost
of survey and office work for the lands mentioned and described in the list of lands
hereto annexed, to the extent of said list.
Survey, $--.
Office work, $---.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my band and official seal.
.
- - - - - - , Surveyor General.

RELINQUISHMENTS BY RAILROADS IN FAVOR OF SETTLERS.
(E.)
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE,

---,--,

--,18-.
I, - - - - , agent of the - - - Rail--- Company, hereby apply to select
the following described lands, in lieu of lands inuring to said company, under act of
- - , and surrendered by said company in favor of actual settlers thereon, as provided by act of June :C2, 1874, entitled "An act for the relief of settlers on railroad
lands."
(F.)
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE,

---,--,

--,18-.
We hereby certify that we have carefully and critically examined the foregoing
list of lands claimed by the - - - Ra:Jl--- Company, in lieu of la.nds. heretofore
granted for said company, and selected by - - - - - , the duly autbonze<l agent,
and that we find the same to be correct; and we further certify that the filing of
said list is allowed and approved, and that the whole of said lands are surveyed public landt:~ of the United States, and within the limits of-- miles.
We further certify that the foregoing list shows an assessment of the fees payable
to us under the act of July 1, 18114, and that the said company have paid to the undersigned, the Receiver, the full sum of---, in full payment of said fees.
- - - - - - , Register.
- - - - , Recei1•er.

FORMS FOR CERTIFICATION OF MAPS OF SURVEYS, PERMANENT LOCATIONS, AND COlvSTR UCTION OF RAILROADS.

Nos. 1, 2, ~.and 4 to be used when grant was direct to the railroad company. Nos. 1,
3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 to be used when grant was made to the State or Territory.
(No. 1.)
--OF---,

County of---, ss:
- - - -', o f - - , in said county an<l---, being duly sworn, deposet.h and
s~ys, that he is the chief engineer of the - - - , and has been such chief engineer
smce the - - - ; that during the period above named - - - and - - were employed, and by this deponent as chief engineer for said railroad company, as deputy
or division engineers; that the said engineers, as shown by their field-notes, verified
under oath, did actually survey and mark upon the ground the line or route of the
- - f r o m - - to---, in tho sections and at the times respectively designated
by d~tes, .which are included between the flag-staffs upon an<l along the line of route
of Bald ~all10~.d as "delineated O? this map, showing the line of the public survey in
C?D?~CtiOn w;th the surveyed line of the route; and that the acts of said deputy or
d1y1sl0n engmeers in the premises were duly approved and accepted on behalf of
Bald company by this deponent as said chief engineer of the - - - .
------,Chief Engineer.
Sworn and subscribed this - - - day o f - - , before m~.
[SEAL.]
- - - - , Notary Public.
. NoTE.-The map of location must, as shown in the above form, in all cases show the
lines of the public survey in connection with the tine of route.
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(No.2.)
OFFICE OF THE - - ,

----,18-.
It is l1~reb:v em tined that, in pursuance of the act of Congress approved July 1
1862, ~ntitled ''An Act to aid in the construction of a, railroad and telegraph line fro~
the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and to Hecure to the Government the URe of
the same for postal, milit::try, and other purposes," wherein a grant of land is made
by t.he - - - section to the - - - , who are thereby authorized to construct a railroa~ and telegraph line from---, and t.hA act of July 2, 1864, amendatory thereof,
~·h1eh - - - · - - - t o com.truct said railroad, this map shows the location of the
lu~e or .route oft h e - - - from--- to - - -, being a, part of the line or route of
sa1d railroad as definitely fixed, i11 complian ce with saill acts of Congress and in pnrsu:.HH.:e of the resolution of the board (>fdireetors off'ai<l company, passed on tbe - - ;
and .that the dates of the field-work thereof are truly indicated along the line, from
statwn to station, upon this map.
In testimony whereof the--- has caused the same to be signed by its president
and engineer, and has attached hereunto its corporate seal, a t - - , on the day
and year first above written.
(SEAL.]
- - - - - - , P1·Psidmt.
- - - - - - , Chief Engineer.
Attest: - - - - - -· ,
Secreta1-y.
(No. 3.)

---P--,

County of---, 88:
- - - - - , of---, in said county and ---,being duly sworn, deposeth and
says, that he is the chief engineer of the said railroad from - - - t o - - , being for
- - - section o f - - - miles, as shown Ly the line of route in connection with the
lines of the public snrveys on this map; that ft has bPeu completed and t~qu ipped as
required by law, and that this line of route shows the correct location of the said
railroad.
[SEAL.]
------,Chief Engineer.
Sworn and subscribed this--- day of---, before me.
- - - - - - , Notm-y Public.

[SEAL.)

(No. 4.)
It is ht>rehy certified that - - - - is the chief engineer of t h e - - , and that
the location of the road aR represented on this map is correct and approved by the
company; and also that the said portion of the said road has been completed and
equipped in all respects as required by law.
- - - - - - , President.
Attest: - - - - - - ,
Secretary.
(SEAL.]

(No.5.)
OFFICI~ OF T H E - - ,

It is hereby certified that, in pursuance of the act of the legit~htive asPembly of the
- - - , npproved - - - , entitled "---"this map show~:~, in connt~ction with the
public surveys, the actually surveyed line of route of tbe--- from--- t o - - ,
as definitely fixed, in compliance with the act of Congress approved - - - , and in
pursuance of tl1e resolutiou of the board of directors of t>aid railroad company, passed
on tbe - - - d ay of---; a.nd that. tbe dates of tbe field-work thereof are truly
tndicated along the line, from station to station, upon this wap.
In testimony whereof the--- has hereunto at tat· bet! its corporate seal aucl causrd
the same to be FJigned by the prebitlent aml engineer, a t - - , in tbe day and year
first above writteu.
(SEAL.]
- - - - - - , President.
- - - - , Chief Engineer.
Attest: - - - - ,
Secretary.

(No.6.)
I , - - - - - - , governor oftJ1e ---,do hereby crrtify 1hat tbis plat or map of
the--- has been duly file<l in my office by the railroad company, and shows, in
connection with tbe public tmrveys, tho location of tht1 liue of route as actually sur-veyol.l oftbe--- ''from--- to ---,"as defluitely fixed, in compliance with
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the act of Congress approved - - - , entitle.d "An act - - . ; " a.nd with the ac~ of
the leo-islative assembly of the - - - , approved - - , ent11led ' 1 - - , " grantmg
certai~ lands to the railroad herein named.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused to be affixed the:
great seal of the - - .
Done at - - , this - - - day of---.
[SEAL.]

------,

Governor•

.Attest: - - - - ,

Secretary of---.
(No.7.)
EXECUTIVE OFFICE, - - - - - -·- ,

------.

I, - - - - , governor of the - - , do hereby certify that this plat or map of
t h e - - has been duly filed in my office by the said - - - company, and shows
that portion of the said railroad commencing a t - - - and ending at---, which
has b-een completed and equipped as required by the act of Congress approved - - - ,
and the act of the legislative assembly of the--, approved---, entitled 11 - - - , "
granting lands to the said railroad company.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused to be affixed the
great seal of the - - .
Done a t - - this--- day of - - .

------,Governor.

[SEAL.]

Attest: - - - - - - ,

SecretaT'IJ o f - - .

FORMS FOR ' 1DUE PROOFS" AND VERIFICATION OF MAPS OF RIGHT OF
WAY RAILROADS.
(I.)

I , - - - - . secretary [or president] of the--- railroad company, do hereby
certify that the organization of said company has been completed; that the company
is fully authorized to proceed with the construction of the road according to the existing laws of the State [or Territoryl; and that the copy of the articles of association
[or incorporation] of the company filed in the Department of the Interior is a true
and correct copy of the same.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my name and the corporate seal of the compau.v.

------,

[!:lEAL.]

- - - of the - - Railroad Company.
(II.)

- - - - , being duly sworn, says that he is the president of the - - - railroad
company, and that the following is a true list of the officers of the said company,
with the full name and official designation of each, to wit: [Here insert the full
name and official designation of each officer.]

-----,

[SEAL OF COMPANY.]

President of the Company.
Sworn and subscribed to before me this-- day of---, 18-.
[SEAL.)

----,

Notary Public.

(III.)

- - - - , b e i n g duly sworn, says he is the chief engineer of [or is the person
employed to survey the line of route of the road of] t h e - - railroad company;
that the survey of t.he line of route of said road from - - t o - - a distance of
--miles, was made by him [or under his direction] as chief engin~er of the company [or as surveyor employed by the company] and under its au 1hority, commencJu~ ou tbe --day o f - - , 18-, and endino- ou the-- day of---, 18--; and
that tmch survey is accurately represented on {he accompanying map.

-----,

Sworn and subscribed to before me this-- day of---, 18-.
[SEAL.]

----,

NotaT'IJ Publio.
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·(IV.)

I, - - - - , do hereby certify that I am the pr:sident of the - - railroad
company; that--- - - - , who subscribed the foregoing affidavit, is the chief
engineer of [or was employed to make the survey by] the said company; that the
survey of the line of route of the company'E road, as accurately represented on the
accompanying map, was made under authority of the company; that the said line of
route so surveyed and as represented on the said map was adopted by the company
by resolution of its board of directors on the - - day of---, 18-, as the definite
location of the road from - - - to - - - , a distance o f - - - miles; and that the
map has been prepared to be filed for the approval of the Secretary of t.he Interior, in
order that the company may obtain tlJe benefits of the act of Congress approved
March 3, 1875, entitled "An Act granting to railroad~:~ the right of way through the
public lands of the United States."

------,

PTesident of t h e - - RailToad C011tpany.

Attest:------,
Secretary.
[SEAL OF COMPANY.]

(V.)

- - - - - - , being duly sworn, says that he is the chief engineer of [or was employed to construct the road of] the--- railroad company; that said road has been
constructed, under his supervision, from - - - to---, a distance of--- miles;
that its construct ion was commenced on the-- day of---, 18-, and finished on
the-- day of---, 18-; that the line of constructed road as aforesaid is accurately
represented on the accompanying map, and that it conforms to the line of located
route which received t he approval of the Secretary of the Interior on the-- day of
---,18-.

----,

Sworn and subscribed to before me this - - day of---, 1t!-.
[SEAL.]

----,

NotanJ Public.
(VI.)
1, - - - - - - , d o hereby certify that I am the president of the---railroad company; that the portion of the road from - - - to - - - , a distance of--- miles,
was actually constructed as set forth in the foregoing affidavit o f - - - - - - , chief
engineer, [or, the person employed by the company in the premises,] and on the exact
route as represented on the accompanying map; that in its construction the road does
not deviate from the line of route approved by the Secretary of the Interior on the
- - day of--, 18-; and that the company has in all things complied with the re. quirements of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1875, granting to railroads the
right of way through the public lands of the United States.

------,

President of the--- RaU1·oad Company.

Attest: - - - - - - ,
·
Secretary.
[SEAL OF COMPANY.

J

(VII.)
- - - - - - , being duly sworn, says he is the chief engineer of [or the person employed by] t h e - - railroad compa ny, under whose supervision the survey was made
of the groun<ls selected by the company for [station, buildings, depots, &c., a.s the
case may be], under the act ofCon~ress approved March 3, 1875, granting to railroads
the right of way through th e publtc lands of the United States; said grounds being
situated in the--- quarter ofsection ~--of township---,-- of range---,
--,in the State Lor Territory] of---; that the accompanying plat accurately
represents the surveyed limits and area of the grounds so selected, and that the area
of the ground so selected and surveyed is - - - acres and no more; that the company
has occupied no other grounds for similar purposes upon public lands within ten miles
of the ground designated on the said plat ; and that, in his belief, the grounds so
selected and surveyed, and represented, are actually and to their entire extent required
by the company for the necessary uses contemplated by said act of Congress approved
March 3, 1875.

------,

Sworn and subscribed to before me this-- day of--, 18-.
[SEAL. J

-----.

------,

Notary PubUc.
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SCRIP.
(VIII.)

I - - - - - - do hereby certify that I am the president of the--- railroad compa~y; that the s~rvey of the tract ;represented on the accompanying ~l~t wa~ made
under authority and by direction of the company, a~d under t.he.supervisiOn of--.- - , i t s chief engineer, [or the person employed m the premises,] whose ~ffidav1t
precedes this certiticate; that the survey as represented on the accompanywg plat
actually represents the grounds required in the --~ q~arter of section-.--. of
township - - , - - of range-----, for the purposes mchcated, and to thmr ent1re
extent, under the act of Cougress approved March 3, 1875, granting to railroads the
right of way through the public lands of the United States; that the company has
selected no other grounds upon public lands, fo4 similar purposes, within ten miles
from the grounds represented on said plat; and that the company, by resolution of
its board of directors, passed on the - - day of--, 18-, directed the proper officers
to present the said plat for the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, in order that
the company may obtain the use of the grounds described, under said act approved
March 3, 1875.

------,

President of the--- Railroad Company.
Attest:----,
Secretary.
[SEAL OF COMPANY.]

REFERENCES AND AUTHORITIES.
For statement showing States and corporations to which land concessions by Congress have been made for wagon-roads and railroads, see pages 766,769, et seq., herein.
For statement showing rights of way granted to railroad companies in States and
Territories on the public domain, see page 769, herein.
For decisions of the Departments, see Reports of Cornmisioner of the General Land
Office, 186~ to 1881, and decisions of Department of the Interior and General Land
Office from June, 1881, to J nne, 1883, title, "Railroads," pages 265 and following.

MAPS OF LAND GRANTS IN AID OF WAGON AND RAILROADS.

1

The first of the maps facing page 949 herein, exhibiting the grants of land made by
the United States in aid of the construction of wagon and. railroads was prepared by
Willis Drummond, jr., while in t,he service of the General Land Office in 1878. It was
corrected to June 30, 1883, by J. Dempster Smith, esq., chief of the Railroad Division
of the General Land Office. Confirmatory text will be found on pages 260 to 268,
Chapter XX, and on pages 753, et seq., addenda to Chapter XX.
The second, giving data as to land and bond granted railroads, is from the annual
report of Ron. Theos. French, Auditor of Railroad Accounts, for 1818.

SCRIP.
To JuNE

ao, 1882.

(See Chapter XXI, pages 289, 290, 1276.]

From June 30, 1880, to June 30, 1882, the additienal and other issues of scrip by the
General Land Office have been as follows:
·
Acres.

Scrip issued by surveyOT-general of Louisiana, under act of J one 2,
1858 . - - - - .. - - - - .. - • - ... - - ....... - - ... - ...•. - ... - •.. - - - - •••• - •.••••
(In all under this act to June 30, 1882, 219,t-58,324 acres.)
Scrip issued to Charles Gayarre, Louisiana:
On Las Ormigas grant .................. - •...... ·.·- •.... -- ... - --·
On La Narva grant .....••......••.•....•.. ···-·····-·· •.••.••••.

13,222,660

340,028
15,372,044

950

SCRIP AND ITS LOCATION.
Acres.

Scrip issued by Commissioner of the General Land Office, pursuant to
decrees of the United States Supreme Court, under act of June 22,
1H60, and supplemental legislation ........ ___ ....... __ ... -.- .. --- ..
(~n ~tlltm~er these ac~s to June 30, 1882, 624,268,041 acres.)
Scnp u;sned m satisfactiOn of the claim of T. B. Valentine, under act
of April5, 187~------ ...................... ·---· ...... ·----- ..... .
(In all under this act, 1:3,316,000 acres.)
Scrip issued in satisfaction of act of June 1, 1878, for Robert Cole
(~0 Stat., p. 536) ................................................. .
Warrants issued under act of April 11, U:lGO, Porter field warrants
(12 Stat., p. 8:36) -- ---- .. ---· .....•. ··---· ...... ------ ----·· ·---·· ..

11,800, 000

From June 30, 18tJO, to June 30, 1882, a total of ...... ___ .•.... -.-.-· ..

6(),943,003

To J nne 30, 1880, the grand total of acres issued under all acts was....
From June 30, 1880, to June 30, 1882, there were issued .. ___ .... __ . . . .
In all, to June 30, 1882, under all acts, a grand total of. .... ____

17,755,271

2,320,000
6, 133,000

====
2, 893, 034. 44
66, 943. 03

2, 959,977.47

SCRIP, HOW ENTRIES ARE MADE WITH, FORMS USED, AND AUTHORITIES AS TO
FOR CASH ENTRIES.

AND

Scrip can be used as cash in paying for pre-er.•:ptions and commuted homesteads.
In pre-emptions or commuted homestead entries the forms on page 688 are used,
with the addition of Forms A, B, and C in this chapter. When used in cask entriss
on lands subject to private entry (whieh are the only lands directly subject to scrip
location or entry) Forms A, B, and C in this chapter alone are used. For details
as to this character of location see the text of the following circular. See also Annual
Reports of General Land Office, 1879, 1880, and Decisions of the Department of the
Interior and General Land Office in cases relating to lands and land claims, from
July, 1881, to June, 1883, pages 308-310,635:
LOCATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF SCRIP ISSUED UNDER DECREES OF THE
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT, PURSUANT TO THE ACTS 01<' JUNE
22, 1860, MARCH 2, 1867, AND JUNE 10, 1872; AND ALSO SCRIP ISSUED
UNDER THE ACT OF JUNE 2, 1858.
!N EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERI0R 1
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washin_qton, D. C., February 13, 1879.
GENTLEMEN: The act of Congress approved June 22, 1860, entitled" An act for the
final adjustment of private land claims in the States of Florida, Louisiana, and Missouri, and for other purposes" (Statutes, vol. 12, page 85), provides, in its sixth section, "That whenever it shall appear that hmds claimed, and the title to which may
be confirmed under the provisions of this act, have been sold in whole or in part by
the United States prior to such confirmation, or where the surveyor-general of the
district shaH ascertain that the same cannot be surveyed and located, the party in
whose favor the title is confirmed shall have the right to enter, upon any of tho public lands of the United States, a quantity of land equal in extent to that sold by thf'
Government: P1·ovided, That said entry be made only on lands subject to private entry at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, and as far as may be possible in legal
divisions and subdivisions, according to the surveys made by the United States."
The provisions of said act were extended and supplemented by the acts of Maroh
2, 1867, and June 10, 1R72, and they have been further supplemented by the act of
January 28, 1879, entitled" A.n act d1~tining the manner in which certain land scrip
may be assigned and located, or applied by actual settlers, and providing for the issue
of patents in the name of the locator or his legal representatives," a copy of which is
hereto attached.
In pursuance of the provisions of these acts, scrip has been issued by this office, the
~veral certificates of which, representing various quantities of land, according to the
crrcumstanceR of the reRpective cases, may be located in legal subdivisions on any
public land in your district subject to sale at private entry at $1.25 per acre, any
small excess in such subdivisions over the area called for in the scrip to be paid for in
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money; or they ma.y, under the second section of t~e act of Jann:;try 28, 1879, ~ere
ceived from actual settlers in payment o pre-emptwn cla1ms or m commutatwn of
homestead claims, even where the same embrace lands subject to entry at the ~ouble
minimum price of $2.50 per acre, in the same manner and to the same extent as IS now
authorized by law in the case of military bounty land warrants. But the law. authorizes no fe'es to ue collected by the district laud officers on account of locatiOns
made with this scrip.
When such scrip i::; presented iu payment of a pre-emp~ion claim co~posed of lands
sn bject to entry at $2.50 per acre, the yre-emptor, m adth twn to tho. sc~tp su~rendered,
will be requireu to pa,v in eash the ddfe1:enc~ bet~veen the value of said s? ·.1p at $1:25
per acre aud that of the tract ern br::w ed m h1s cla1~ ; or to surremler ~cldtfWJ?al sc~1p;
thus 160 acres of double minimum land may be pa.td for by the surroouer of one prece
of scrip for HiO acres, and the payment of $200, or by the surrend~r of two. pieces of
scrip for luO acres each or one piece for :3~0 acres. If the value of the senp should
exceed that of the lands entered therewith, the pre-emptor will reeei ve no repayment
thereof from the United State~; tut if the land, at its rated price, should exceed the
scrip in value, s1tcb excess nmst be paid by the locator witjb cash. It will be rcq uired
also, in t~1e location of a tract subject to entry at a greater minimum than $1.:25 per
acre, that each piece of scrip shall be located npon a. spec~jio subdi·vi&ion the1·eoj~ and
that the excess in area of the land, if any, shall be paid for in cash. The same rules
will govern in commutations of homestead claims.
You will in evt->TY case re()_uire t.he party desiring to locate to suneuder the scrip
and make applicat.ion aeconling to attaehed Form A; when, if no objecti?n should
appear, you will allow the location to be matle, properly fill up the beachng of the
application by inserting the nnm ber of the certificate of location, the register andreceiver's numb.er, the date of the (iecree, and the claim for which the certificate of
location was issned, for whit'b bbnKs are 1cft in tho form.
You will then issue a certificate of entry in duplicate accoruing to Form B, annexed,
one of which you will deliver to the party to be held by him as his evidence of title
unt.il the patent shall be issued.
The locations allowed, ;you will enter the same on your records, and at the expiratiou of tbe month will send up u.n abstract of a,ll locations allowed during the same
(Form C, annexed). You will forward therewith th~ applications received and certifica:tes of entry issued during the month, and also the scrip snrrendereJ. Patents
Will be issued thereupon in regular course, as provided for in the third section of the
act of .Jan nary ~8, 18i9.
By the first.sect.ion of that act., it is dec1ared that this scrip is'' assignable by deed
or mstrnment of writing according to the form and pursuant to regulations prescribed
by t~e Commissioner of tlw General Laud Office, so as to vest the assignee with all
the. nghts of the original owners of the scrip." \Vith regard to such form and regulatJOns, the following is prescribed:
J!!ntries with tl1is serip must be made by the confirmee or confirmees named in the
~cnp, or his or tlH•ir duly authorized attorney, in the nnme of such confirmee or contirmees, or by 1be aAsignee or assignees of such confirmee or confirmees, or his or their
duly auth~rizec1 attorney, in the IW.llle of such assignee or assignees.
_Eac~ ass1gument must he Mtested by one or more subscribing witnesses; the mark
of a Witness will not be respeded. Part.il"s in interest as assignees are not recognized
as legal attesting witnesses to an assignment, neither can an officer take an acknowledgment of an at>~>ignment to himself.
The execn1ion of as::>ignments is required to be acknowledged by the assignor, in
the presence of a regit,ter or receiver of a land office, a judge or cle1·k of a court of
record when authorized to take acl,nowlcdgments, a notary public, justice of the
pe~ce, a commi~Rioller of deeds 1·esi(lent in t.be State from wl1icb he derives his app_o_wtment, _or a commissioner of a circuit court. of the United St.ates, who &ball certlfy !O the I acts ~)f tho acknowledgment and to t Le identit.y of the assignor, and the
O~Cial seal of saHl court, notury public, or commissioner, sha,U be affixed to the certJf:icat~ .. When t.lw arknowledgrw~nt. is taken before a justice of the peace or other
offiucr w1tho';lt an offieial seal (except a register or receiver of a land office), it must
~e ~.ccomp;Hned by an adllitimml certifica' e, under seal of the proper authority, esta.blJslJmg the official clJaracter of the person before whom the acknowledgment was
macte, anJ. the genuineness of his signature.
Po'Yers of attorney mnst be acknowledged in like manner.
Ass1gnmeuts ~~xer.uted by unmarried females must be accompanied by evidence that
they bave at.rumed tbe age of twenty-one years, and when married women assign,
the1r husb;~nds mnst unite with them in making the transfer.
When assigumeutR are executed by a commissioner or other designated person,
all_ege(1 to be acting onder a decree of ~ourt, there must be procured and filed in this
office a duly certified copy of such decree, in which all the proceedings bad in the caso
should be recited, and from which it must appear that due notice of the pending suit
had been given, by publication or otherwise, to all the parties interested.
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When the assignment of this scrip is executed in a foreign country, and the acknowl-

edg~ent thereof taken by an officer au tho ·izeu by the iaws thereof to perform such

duties, the attestation of the American con ul in such country should Le obtained as
to the official character and genuineness of the signature of the person before whom
the acknowledgment of the said assignment was made, or if the official character, &c.,
of snch foreign magistrate is attesteu by a consular arYent
of such foreign govemment
0
residing in tbis country, his official character must he certified by the diplomatic represPntative of snch government in the United States.
· When such assignments are executed in a foreign language, duly authent1uated
translations thereof must be furnished. Secretaries of legation and consular officel'8
of the Uniteu States are anthorize<l to take acknowledgments, but they must certify
the same under their official seals.
\Vhen the persons named as confirmees are described in the scrip as being minors,
their assignments thereof must be accompanied by satisfactory evidence that they
had a.ttaiued their majority at the date of the transfer.
When an assignment lias b een executed and witnessed, but not acknowledged, it
may be proved in open conrt, but a certified transcript of the proceedings in the case
must be filed in t-his office. When, however, such assignment has not been properly
attested, it must be made anew~
For general forms of assignment and of powers of attorney and acknowledgment,
see Forms D, E, F, G, H, I, H:, L, M, N, 0, P. In cases where the assignments, powers, or acknowJedgmc:mts are written or printed and signed on the back of the certificate, the words "the within certificate" may be used instead of the full description
of such certificate prc•I ide<l for in these forms.
It will not he practicable in all cases to attach the assignment or power of attorney
to each certificate of location, and it will not be required.by this office.
When a single assignment or power of attorney covers a uum ber of certificates, such
assignment or power may ~e filed in this office, and will be referred to to perfect the
assignment of any of the certificates name <I therein, whenever tbey or either of them
shall have been located and returood to this office for patenting. Such assignment
or power thus filed will also be referred to by this office for the purpose of attaching
to any certificate of location named therein a certificate (Form Q) relative to the
validity of the certificate of location and the assignments thereof.
Upon the application of any assignee of this scrip, accompa.n ied by the scrip and
papers in his possession relative to the assignment thereof, this office will examine
said scrip and assignments, and such assignments thereof as are found on the files of
this office; and if the scrip be found free from objections, and the assignments sufficient in form, a certiticate of approval of such scrip and the assignments thei'eof
(Form Q) will be attached by this office to the scrip thus submitted.
Each piece of scrip thus transmitted to this office must be accompanied by the sum
of one dollar, 1he legal fee for a certificate of verification.
'l'~·:e fourth scc1ion of tho act of January 28, 1879, declares that its provisions
respecting the assignment and patenting of scrip and its application to pre-emption
and homestead claims sllaJl apply to the indemnity certificates of location provided
for in the act of the second of June, 1858, entitled "An act to provide for t.he location
of certain confirmed private land claims iu the State of Missouri," and for ot.her purposes. The general principles hereinbefore laid down in regard to scrip issued under
the act of Jun e 22, 18o0, are applicable to the class of certificates issued under the act
of June 2, Ul5~. and you will be governed thereby in dealing with any of the latter
presented for location. The same forms may be used with such v erbal alterations in
them as may be necessary to adopt them to the case in hand. . You will take care,
however, in making returns for these two classes of locations, to keep them separate
and distinct.
Very respectfully,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
REGISTER and RECEIVER:
Cvmmissioner.

---,

[PunLic-No. 20.]
.AN ACT defining the manner in which certain land·scrip may be l\86igned and located, or a.ppli6d
by actual settlers, and providing for the issue of patents in the name of ihe locator or his legal
ropreaentatives.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of A.me1'ica
That whenever, in cases pros..- cntE'd under the acts of Congress
of Ju!1e twenty-second, eighteen hundred and sixty, March second, eighteen hundred
nnd 81Xty-seven, and the first sectlon of the act of J nne tenth, eighteen hundred and
aevonty-two, providing for the adjustment of private land-claims in the States of

m Congress assentbled,
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:Florida Louisiana and Missouri, the validity of the claim has been, or shall be hereafter r~cognized by the Supreme Court of the United States, and the court has decreed
that the plaintiff or plaintiffs is or are entitled to enter a certain numbr.r of acres
upon the public lands of the United States, subject to private entry at one dollar and
twenty-five cents per acre, or to receive certificate oflocation for as much of the land the
title to which has been established a1:1 has been disposed of by the United States, cet"titicate of location shall be issued by the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
attested by the seal of said office, t,o be located as provided for in the sixth section of
the aforesaid act of Congress of June twenty-second, eighteen hundred and sixty, or
applied according to the provisions of the second section of this act: and said certificate
of locatiou or scrip shall be subdivided according to the request of the confirmee or
confirmees, aurl, as nearly as practicable, in conformity with the legal divisions and
subdivisious of the pu)Jlic lands of the United States, and shall be, and are hereby
dedared to be, assignable by deed or instrument of writing, according to the form and
pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, so
as to vest the assignee with all the rights of the original owners of the scrip, including the right to locate the scrip in his own name.
SEc. 2. That such scrip shall be received from actual settlers only in payment of
pre-emption claims or in commutation of homestead claims, in the same maimer and
to the same ext{lnt as is now authorized by law in the case of military bounty-land
warrants.
SEC. 3. That the registe1' of the proper land-office, upon any such certificate being
1ocated, shall issue, in the name of the party making the location, a certiticate of
entry, upon which, if it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office that such certificate has been fairly obtained, according to the
true intent and meanin~ of this act, a pa.tent shall issue, as in other easEls, in the
name of the locator or h1s legal representative.
~EC. 4. That the provisions of this act respecting the a-ssignment and pn.tenting of
~cr1p and its application to pre-emption and homestead claims shall apply to the
mdemnity-certificates of location provided for by the a.c t of the second of J nne, eight- .
een hundred and fifty-eight, entitled ".Au act to provide for the location of certain
confirmed private land-claims in the State of Missouri, and for other purposes."
Approved, January 28, 1879.

(FORM

.A.)

Application to locate scrip-8igned by applicant.
Acts of Juit~ 22, 1860, March 2, 1867, and Jun~ 10, 1872.

REGISTER and RECEIVER's ~
No.--.
5
ScRIP No.--.
Scrip ~ssued by virtue of a decree rendered on the-- day of--- by the Supreme
~ourt of the United States, for the claim of--- ---·or - - - leg'al representatiVes.
I, - - - - , hereby apply to locate with the above-described certificate - - quarter of Section No.--, in Township No.--, of Range No . .- - containin<r---0
acre~, in the district of lands subject to sale at---.
'
Witness my hand this - - day o f - - A. D. 187-•
.Attest:
'
- - - - - - , Register.

------.

- - - - - - , Recei'l)(,'r.
(FORM B.)
[b duplicate, one to be kept for tho records, the other to be delivered to locator. On this patent issues.}

Acts of June 2:2, 1860, March 2, 1867, and J1me 10, 1872.

CERTIFICATE OF ENTRY.
~
REGISTER and RECEIVER's No.--. 5
UNITED STATES DISTRICT L.A.ND 0FFICR
.A.T - - - , - - - ,

187-.
We certify that certificate of location No.--, for---- acres, issued by virtue
of a decree re~dered on the - - day o f - - , by the Supreme Court of tke United
States, has th1s daY: been located by - - - - - - on the - ·- - quarter of Section
No.--, in TowllBhip No.--, of Range No.--, containing---- acres.
'
- - - - - - , Register.

- - - - - - , .Receiver.
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Monthly return of scrip located, by register and receiver.
(FORM

C.)

Abstract of locations made with sm·ip, in satisfaction of p1·ivate land claims, under act of
June 22, 1860, at the land office at - - - , in the nwnth of---, 113-.
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LAND OFFICE A T - - , - - , 18-.

- - - - , Register.

- - - - , Recei.ver.
''FORM Q." .

Form "Q" herein is the approving certificate of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, and completes the entry for patent. Page 958.

(FonM: D.)

For the assigmnent of scrip lnj conjirmee or assignee.

For value received, I , - - - - - - , to whom certificate of location No. - - , issued
by the General Land Office of the United States on the-- day o f - - , A. D. 1~,
pursuant to the act of Congress approved June 22, 1860, and supplemental legislation,
and by Yirtue of a decree of confirmation by the Supreme Court of the United States
rendered - - - , in favor of - - - - - - , was issued (or was assigned by - - -

- - - , as the case may be), do hereby sell and assign to A B, o f - - - County, State
of---, and to his heirs and assigns forever, all my rig-ht, title, and interest in and
to the said certificate of location, and authorize the sa1d A B, his heirs and assigns,
to locate the same, and receive from the United States such evidence of title for suoh
location as is now or may hereafter be authorized by law.
A B. [SEAL.]
Attest:
CD.
EF.
(FORM E.)

Of acknowledgment where the vendor is known to the ojficer taking tke same.
STATE OF - - - ,

- - - County, ss:
On this - - day of---, 187-, before me personally came A B, to me well known,
and acknowledged the foregoing assignment to be his act and deed; and I certify
that the said A B is the identica1 person t.o whom t.he above-de&cribed certificate of
location issued (or was assigned by---), and who executed the foregoing assignment thereof.
( Ojji.cer's signature.)
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(FORM F.)

Of ackn(Ylol~dgment where the vendor is not known to the officer and his identity has to be proven.
STATE O F - - ,

- - County, ss:
On this-- day o f - - , 187-, bAfore me personally came A B and E F, of the
county o f - - , in the State of---, and the said E F, being well ~nown to me as a
credible and llisinterested person, was duly sworn by me, and on h1s oath declared
and said that be well knows the said A B, and that h e is t.he same person to whom
the above-llescribed certificate of location issued (or was assigned by - - - - - - ) ,
and who executed the foregoing assignment, and his testimony being sa.tisfac~ory
evidence to me of that fact, the said A B thereupon acknowledgt,d the sa1d assignment to be his act and deed.
(Officer's signatu1·e.)
(FORM G.)

For the assignment of a oert·ificate by an adm.inistrator.
For value received, I, A B, administrator of the estate of - - - - - - , deceased,
who died intestate, to whom certificate of location No. - - issued by the General
Land Office of the United States on the-- day o f - - , A D. 18-, pursuant to the
act of Congress approved June 22, 1860, and supplemental legislation, and by virtue
of a decree of confirmation by the Supreme Court of the United States rendered in
favor o f - - - - - , was issued. (or assigned, as th e case may be), do hereby sell
and assign for the use o f - - - - - - unto------, o f - - - County, State of
--,and to his heirs and assifJilS forever, the said certificate and authorize the tSaid
- - - - , h i s, heirs and assigns, to locate the same and r eceive from the United
States such evidence of title for such location as is now or may hereafter be authorized by law.

A B, LSEAL.]
A dmin ·i11t1·ator.
Attest:

EF.
GH .
. Norn.-A certified copy of the letters of administration must accompany this asSignment or be filed in this office as a separate document, or a certificate filed from
the clerk of the proper court that said letters had been duly issued and were in force
at the date of t.he assignment.
If the date of death is not stated in the letters of administration, or other evidence
as above mentioned, the same must appAar in the clerk's certificate appended thereto.

(FORM H.)

For the acknowledgment.
STATE O F - - - ,

- - Cou,nty, 88:
On this - - day of - - - , 187-, before me personally came - - - - - - , to me
well ~nown, and acknowledged the foregoing assignment to b e - - - act and deed,
and m my presence subscribed - - - name thereto; and I certify that the said
- - - - - - is administrator of the estate of - - - - - - , deceased, to whom the
above-described certificate, No.--, was issued (or was assigned. b y - - - - - - ) ,
and yvbo executed the fort>going assignment ther~of.
Witness my hand and official seal the day and year above written.
(Officer's signat?J.re.)
(FORM I.)

For assignment of certificate by executor.
For value received, I~ A B, executor of CD, who died testate, and to whom-(same
as Form G).
NoTE.-A certified copy of the will, and also of the letters testamtlntary or other
proper evidence, under the seal of said court, showing that said executor was duly
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appointed and authorized to act as such at the date of said assignment, must accompany this assignment, or be filed in the General Land Office as a separate docu.
ment.
If the date of death is not stated in the letters testamentary or other evidence, aa
above mentioned, it must appear in the certificate of the clerk appended thereto, as
taken from the records of said court. The certificate of the acknowledgment may be
the same as in Form H, except that the word "executor" must be used instead of
"administrator."
(FORl\:f K.)

For the assignment and acknowledgment of. scri.i.• by heirs at law of deceased confirmee or a&·
signee.
'

For value received, we, A B and C D, the only heirs at law of G H, to whom-( same
as Form D).
(FORM L.)

Fo-r the acknowledgment.
STATE OF - - - ,
---County, ss:
On this-- day of---, 187-, before me personally came A B and CD, to me
well known, and acknowledged the foregoing assignment to be their act and deed;
and I certify that the said A B and C D .,.re the identical persons named in the attached certificate as the only h eirs at law of said deceased, and who executed the
foregoing assignment thereof.
Witness my band and official seal the day and year above written.
.
(Officer's ~ngnature.)

NOTE.-For the evidence of the death and heirship above mentioned it will be
nece::.sary to procure an<l attach, or file in the General Land Office as a separate d:ocument., a certificate, under seal, from a court having- proLate jurisdiction, showmg
that it bas Leen proven to the satisfaction of said court, in open court, that said confirmee (or assignee), G H, is dead, the date of his <leath, whether he died testate or
intestate, whether or not he left a widow, and who are his heirs and only heirs at
law, with their respective ages. If any of such heirs are feme C01Jerts their husbands
must join in the assignment.
'l'his rule will apply to all assignments made by married women.

(FORM M.)

For the assignment of a ctrtificate by a guardian.

For value received, I, A B, guardian of the person an<l estate of CD, a minor, con:firmee (or a minor heir at law of - - - - - - , a s the case may be), to whom certificate of location No. - - issued by the General Land Office of the United States on
the-- day o f - - , A. D. 18-, pursuant to the act of Congress approved June 22,
1860, and supplemental legislation, and by virtue of a decree of confirmation by the
Supreme Court of the United States in favor of - - - - - - , was issued, do hereby
sell and assign, for the Lenefit of said minor, unto E F, of the county of---, and
State of - - -1 and to his heirs and assigns, the said certificate, and authorize the
said E F, his heirs and assigns, to locate the same, and receive from the United
States such evidence of title for such location as may be authoriz.e d by law.
- - - - , [SEAL.)
G1ulrdian.

At test :

G H.
I J.
(FORM N.)

Form of acknowledgment for guardia·n.

OF - - - ,
- - - County, ss:
On this-- day of---, 187-, before me personally came------, to me
well known, a.nd acknowledged the foregoing assignment to be his a.ot and deed, a.nd

STATE
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in my presence subscribed his name there~o; aJ?-d I certify that the said-----.is guardian of the person and estate of said mmor, and who executed tho foregomg
assignment thereof.
Witness my hand and seal the day and year above written.

(Officer's signature.)

NOTE._:A certified cop:v of the letters of guardianship, or other legal evidence, under
the seal of the proper probate court, showing that the guardian was duly appointed
and authorized to act as such at the date of said assignment, must accompany t~e
certificate t.hus assigned; or where this evi1l•>nce apJ?lies t? a number of ce~tificates .It
may be :filed in the General Land . O:ffic~ sep ,trately, m which case sueh ev1den~e Will
be used to perfect the assignment of the various certificates as they are from time to
time located and returned to 1 his office.

(FORM 0.)

Power of attorney to sell or locate scrip.
Know all men by these presents that I, - - - - - - , of the county of---, State
o f - - , do hereby constitute and appoint - - - - - - , of the county of - - - ,
State o f - - , my true and lawful at,torney, for me and in my name to assign, sell,
and convey (or locate) certificate of location No.--, issued t o - - - - - - by the
General Land Office of the United States on the --day of - - , A . D. 18-, pursuant
to the provisions of the act of Congress approved June 22, 1860, and supplemental
legislation, and by virtue of a decree of confirmation rendered by the Supreme Court
of the United States - - , 18-, in favor of the said - - - - - - .
Witness my hand and seal this - - day of---, A. D. 18-.
[SEAL.]
Signed in the presence ofCD.
E F.

The form of acknowledgment for a power of attorney must not be the same as for a
sale of this scrip.
NOTE.-It must appear by satisfactory evidence that title to the certificate named
was vested in the party executing the power of attorney on the day when such power
was executed. Conditions should be inserted in the above power, 1st, revoking all
powers of attorney previou~ly given for the sale of the certificate named; 2d, renouncrng all right to appoint any other person attorney for the sale of said certificate.
This renunciation must be for a valuable consideration, which, in all cases, should
be expressed in the power.

(FORM P.)

Of the certificate of the clerk of the cou1·t, judge, or other person who is authorized to certify,
under seal, to the official character of the ojjicm· who takes acknowledgments of assignments.

STATE O F - - ,
(
- - - COUNTY, 5BS :
I, A B, clerk of the court - - - , in the county and State aforesaid, hereby certify
that John Jo.nes, ":h?se .genuine signatu.re i~ affixed to the above acknowledgment,
was, at the time of s.1gmng the same, a JUStice of the peace (notary public, or other
officer), duly authonzed by law to take such acknowledgment, and that full faith.
and credit are due to all his official acts as such.
Given under my hand and the seal of said court this - - day of---, 18-.
A B, Clerk. [SEAL.]
N ~TE.- Where any acknowledgment is taken before a clerk of a court, judge, notary
public, or other officer duly authorized by law, with their respective official seals
affixed, the above certificate will not be required; nor is such certificate required
when the acknowledgment is taken before a register gr receiver of a United States.
land office.
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(FORl\I Q.)
[See ]'orms A, B, C.]

Certificate approving oertijicate of location and assignment thereof.
ACTS OF JUNE 22, 1B60, MARCH 2, 1867, JUNE 10, 1872, AND JANUARY 28, 1879.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Wasltington City, D. C., - - , 18-.
The certHicate of location No.--, for--- acres: hereto attached, is found free
~rom objection, on the records of this office, and, as tho assignments of said certificate
from - - - - - - to - - - - - - and from - - - - - - t o - - - - - - a r e found
in form, the Dame are hereby approved accordingly.

------,

To----.
Fees: - - - , paid.

Commissioner.

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ISSUING REVOLUTIONARY BOUNTY-LAND
SCRIP.
(See Chapter XIV, pa.ges 232 to 237, and 711 to 721.1
[Under the act entitled "An act making .further provisions for the satisfa.ction of Virginia land warrants," approved August 31, 1852 (U.S. Stat. at L., vol. 10, page 143), in connection with the sup.
plemental act, approved June 22, 1860, "to declare the meaning" of the said bw of August 31, 1852
(U.S. Stat. at L., vol. 12, page 84)1.
IN EFFECT JUNE 30, 1883.

Located in the same manner as bou,nty land warrants, page 721, and used as cash in
cash, p1·e-emption and commuted lwmestead entries. Issued in lieu of bou,nty land warrants, and located under regulations adopted by law and the General Land Office.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GE~ERAL LAND OFFICE,

July 20, 1875.

1. The acts of Congress above mentioned, copies of which are hereto annexed,
authorize the Secretary of the Interior to issue land-scrip in favor of the present proprietors of all unsatisfied outst.m1ding military lao<l warrants, or parts of warrants,
fairly and justly issued or allowed prior to the 1st fla.y of March, 18G2, by the proper
authorities of the Commonwealth of Virginia, and consequently embrace the 10 per
centum deducted from the warrautH tiled under the act of March :1, 1~35; the warrants
or parts of warrants located in Ohio, which conflict with previous valid locations;
and Hlso those locate<1 in Kentucky, on which the State refu~;ed to issue patent~, and
which locations therein have been lost by interference with prior valid claims.
It is providt>d IJy the said act of Jnne 22, 1B60, that if any claim has been legally
"allo·wed" by Virginia, prior to March 1, 185~, the warrants fonndecl thereon, though
issued after saitl date, may IJe satbfied by the grant of scrip in lieu thereof, if the case
is found to conform with "the principles alread.v recognized by the Deparrment of
th" Interior in the execution of the provisionH of the said act" of August :H, 1f52.
2. The Secretary of 'the Interior having charged this • ffice with the executlOn of
the bws iu question, it is required that all warrants or part~:~ of warrants embraced
thereby, with the evidence in virtue of which the same were allowed and issued, sllall
be filf' d tlwreiu.
The evidence of service in each casP, npon which the allowance of the clairu was
made, is to be found in the office of the Aecretary of state, at Richmond, Va.., autl the
proof npon which any designated warrnut was issned is filed with the register of the
State land office at the same place. Certified copies from both these offici'~, of the
evidence filecl therein, mu"t accompa.ny the warrant when presented for sa.tislaetion.
If a "revision of the proofs" should fail to l:!atisfactorily establish the fact that
any warrant surrendered was fairly atl<l jnst.ly issnetl, in pursua.nce of the bwH of
Virginia, then ''additional testimony," at~ provided by said act of August :.n, 185:2,
will be received.
All assignmeuts of warrants mac1e since the paRsage of this law (Angnst 31, 18.-)2)
mnl:!t be iu thfl presence of two witneBSeti, acknowledged before a justice of tho peace,
who must certify to the ideLtity of th<' aRsignor, antl whose official character lllust IJe
certi~ed to, uncler seal, by the clt>rk of the court.
The cast'S will be taken up and examined iu the order in which they have hePn or
~ay be tiled in thil:! office, a.nd where the evidence is satisfactory, scrip will be
ISsued; .where it is deficient, in whole or in part., tbe parties will be advised, and tl.Jo
case snsp~1!rled till the rleficiency is supplied; or, if it iH ascertained that the warrau&;.
was not i:urly and jnaUy issued, the claim will be rejected.
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3. All warrants issued for services in the State or Continental line, or State navy,
prior to June 1, 1792, when th~ State of Kentucky was admi_tted iD:to the Union,
should be accompanied by a certificate, under sefLl from the reg;1ster of the Kentucky
land office, stating that such ~arra t~ have not be~n patente~ m that State.
"'
Continental line warrants Issued smce that perw<l, and pnor to January 1, 18,)2,
should be accompanied by a certificate from the surveyor of the Virginia military
district in Ohio, stating that no location or survey bas been ma.fie of such ':::trrauts r
or if a location and survey, or either, ltas been made, when, the amount, m whose
favor, &c.
4. In all places where a warrant bas been lost, mislaid, or destroyed, thA present
propriP.tor must file a duplicate copy thereof, with a certificate from the register that
the original has not been surrendered in exchange for any other warrant or warrants •
.After the warrant has been filed, with proofs showing the loss of the original, the
present proprietor must give six weeks' public notice in a newspaper published near
the domicile of the party in interest, and another in the city of Washington, describing the warrants, service rendered, amount, date, and number, sta.ting the loss of the
original, and the intention of applying to this office for scrip for the same.
A bond of indemnity to the United States must be :filed, duly executed and acknowledged by the part.y in interest, and properly cert ified, with sufficient sureties, to be
approved by some court of competent jurisdiction, or other proper officer, in the
penalty of double the value of the lost or destro~re d warrant, estimating the same at
$U!5 per acre, and conditioned to indemnif:y and save harmless the United StateH from
any and all costs, charges, and expenses in case that, at any time after the i::mne of
scrip, any claim to the original warrant should be legally substantiated of a character
adverse to the title of the present claimant.
Upon a compliance with these requirements, the duplicate warrant will remain
three months on file in this office after the expiration of such notice, and if the title is
not contested at that time, the same will be commuted into scrip for the amount fvund
due thereon.
5. Where warrants, having been partly satisfied by patent from tbe State of Kentucky, remain on file in the office of the register of thtl land office of that State, nod
therefore cannot ue produced, certified copies of them from the register of the land
office at Richmond mnst be filed, and be accompanied by a certificate from the register at Frankfort, Ky., describing the warrant, smvey, &c.
·.
6. The scrip will be issued in pieces or certificate~:~ of eighty am:es, or one hundred
~ollars e~cb, except for fractions, to which claimants may be entitled after deduct~ng the e1gbty-acre certificates. "When there are more persons than one interested
Ill the same warrant," scrip will issue to each person "for his or her proportion of
the warrant," if desired.
7. When scrip is claimed, located, or sold by the "guardian of au infant," or "the
husband of a fen1e covert," the evidence of their being such guardian or husband,
fully a.nthenticatrd, must be produced.
8. This scrip is "assignable by indorsement, attested by two witnesses," in the
followmg manner, upon the back of the certificate:
!"o~ value. received (I, or we, as the case may be), the present proprietor- of the
Withm cert.Jficate of i!crip, do hereby sell and assign the same to - - - - - - of
.
, and his heirs and assigns forever.
'
Witness my band and seal tltis the--- day of - - - , 18-.
E. F. [SEAL.)
Attest :
A B.

CD.
9.. This scrip is "~·eceivable in payment of any lands owned by the United States
subJect to sale at pnvate entry," and can be applied at the rate of $1.~5 per acre, in
the ~arne _manner a_8 money, in all cases where tbt tract applied for contains tbe area.
spec1fied m t~:w scnp, or more; where it contains less, the excess of tue scrip cannot
be refnndt>d In rnoneyj bnt may be _denoted in t~e relinquishment as applicable to auy
other tract. It can a so be used m commutatiOn of homestead entries and can be
a_Pplied i? payment of offered or unoffered lands which may be embraced by pre-emptwu entnes.
10 When located, tbis scrip must be relinquished by the leO"a]
owner thereof after
0
the following form, viz:
I (or w~) clo hereby relinquish to the United States the within certificate 1 in payment (?r 111 .part pa.v: ·· ent., as the case may be) of the--- half of the--- quarter
of sectwn No.--. m towuship No.-- of range No.--, located in the name of
- - , ~t tbe land office - - , this - - day o f - - -, 18-.
Signed
A B . [SEAL. ]
Witnesses:

CD.
E 1<'.

\
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11. No acknowledgment of the transfer of said scrip is reqnired, the same being
de~lared by law "assignaule by indorsement, attested by two witnesse~." The relinqmshment may be executed in the same man:mer
No fees are required to be paid upon the loca on thereof, the same being regarded
as money; and the local land officers receive from the United i:ltates Treasury their
commissions upon the surrender thereof, as in the case of entries made with actual
cash.
1~. Any person prosecuting this class of claims, either as attorney or on his own
account, will be required, in accordance with the provisions of sections 347/:l and 3479,
United States Revised Statutes, to subtlcribe to and file the oath of allegiance, and to
support the Constitution of the United States, as follows, viz:
"I do solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may be) that I will support, protect,
and defend the Constitution and Government of the United States against all enemies,
whether domestic or foreign, and. that I will bear true faith and allegiance and loyalty
to the same, any ordinance, resolution, or law of any State convention or legislature
to the contrary notwithstanding; and further, that I do this with a full determination,
pledge, and purpose, without any mental reservation or evasion whatsover; and further, t!Ja,t I will well and faithfully perform all the duties which may be required of
me by law: So HELP ME GoD."
The oath herein referred to ma,y be taken before any officer of the United States, or
of the several States, authorized by law to administer oaths for general purposes. If
taken before an officer not having an official sea,l, it must also be accompanied by a.
certificate, under seal from tho proper officer, as to the official character and signature
of the officer before whom the same was taken.
"VIRGINIA MILITARY DISTRICT-KENTUCKY."

The following rules have b een adopted by this office for the guidance of those who
make application for the satisfaction of entries and surveys founded on Virginia military warrants located h Kentucky prior to June 1, 1792, and which have been lost,
either in whole or in part, by interfereuc ,, with previous valid locations, founded either
upon Virginia military wanants or State treasury warrants, conformably with the
provisions of the act of Congress approved "August 31, 18G2," providing for the further satisfaction of Virginia military warrants.
1st. It will be necessary to file either the original warrants er duplicates of the
same, together with a certificate from the register of the land office at Frankfort, Ky.,
bearing his official seal, setting forth specifically the cause of interference, anrl. the
amount thus lost, givino- the number of tho survey, amount for which it calls, in
whose name made, and the date of the same, together with the same data in relation
to the survey wif.h which it conflicts; and also, whether there is any evidence filed
in his office showing that the locators of the survoys or the patentees for which application is made for the amount of interference have conveyed the same or any portion
of it.
2d. Copies of the surveys thus lost, and those with which they interfere, with the
metes and bounds accurately set forth, must be forwarded, authenticated by a certificate from the register under his band and seal.
3d. When patents have issued before such interferences were discovered, it will be
necessary to file certified copies of the originals, together with certificates from the
proper officers of the county where the land is situated, setting forth that there is no
evidence on file showing that the patentees, their heirs-at-law or devisees, have conveyed the same.
4th. The patentees, their heirs-at-law or devisees, must 6 lea deed of relinquishment
of the land patented to them or their ancestors, to the United States and to the State
of Virginia, which deed must be recorded in the county court where the land is located.
5th. In all cases where there is doubt as to the correctness of the amount of such
interferences, and copies of the original surveys cannot be procured, it will be nf'cessary to have a resurvey made, and the amount of such interferences decreed by judgment of the proper court of th e county where the land is located.
When applicants have complied with the foregoing rules and filed the required evidence as to service and proprietorship, the claims will be taken up for examination in
their regular order, and disposed of at the earliest moment practicable.
''VIRGINIA MILITARY DISTRICT-OHIO."

1. Where application is made for the issue of bounty-land scrip founded upon Virginia military wanants entered in said district, and which locations are claimed to
be in conflict with former valid entries and surveys, the c:laim therefor must be accompanied, in addition to the evidence of service, heirship, and present proprietorship,
with the official certificate of the surveyor of the Virginia military district, whose
office is at Chillicothe, Ohio, setting forth the number and amount in acres of the
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warrant when and for whose service issued, when entered or surveyed, and with what
entry add survey it is found to interfere, and the date when the latter were made.
This certificate must show t~e precise amount of the wm;rant .lo~t by ~be interference in. question, and should gtve the name of the county m Ohw m whiCh the land
located is situate.
.
2. A certificate from the auditor of the county in w~ich the said locatwns hav~ been
made must be produced, showing .that the lands cla1med to have been lost . by mterference have not been sold for taxes.
3. The certificate of the recorder of deeds for said count;y must a:lso be obtained to
the effect that the lands included in the entry and survey m questwn have not b~n
sold or conveyed, or charged with any incumbrance by or through the party makmg
the said locatinn, or his grantees.
4. If a patent has been issued for lands in said district, a.nd t~e ~h?le. or any p~rt
1hereof been declared by the judgment of a court of competent JUrisdiCtiOn to be Illvalid by reason of conflict with a pr~~ions valid title, upon filing in this ~ffice a c~r
titied copy of the record of such dectston, and the return of the patent ~tth a relinquishment indorsed thereon, duly recorded, from the patentee to the Umted ~tates,
and accompanied by the certificate of th~ auditor and recorder as above mentw~ed,
the Viro-inia military land warrant em braced in said patent will be commuted mto
scrip in° the name of the present proprietor thereof for the amount so established to
have been previously satisfied.
.
Applications u~der these rules must also be accompanied by the evidence of service,
&c., as hereinbefore prescribed.

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ISSUING CERTIFIED COPIES IN LIEU OF LOST OR
DESTROYED REVOLUTIONARY BOUNTY-LAND SCRIP.

1. The claimant must make and file an affidavit, duly certified, setting forth all the
particula.rs as to the loss or destruction of the original scrip.
This affidavit, if found satisfactory, will be regarded as a tempomry caveat, and will
stupend for the time being, and until the other requirements of this office can be
answered, the issue of any patent found upon the location of any such original scrip.
~. Publication must be made immediately upon the filing of said affidavit for six
successive weeks-once in each week-in a newspapE>r of general circulation, published
at or nearest the domicile of the party in interest, and also in a newspaper of the
city of Washington, D. C., stating the loss or destruction of the original scrip, fully
describing it, and giving notice that at a specified time application will be made to
this office for the issue of a certified copy thereof.
3. Proof of the publication of such notice for the required time, made by the-proprietor of such papers, or other competent party, must be filed in this office with
copies of said notice.
4. A bond of indemity to the United States must be filed, duly executed, and acknowledged by the party in interest, and properly certified, with sufficient sureties,
. to be approved by some court of competent jurisdiction, or other proper officer, in the
penalty of double the value of the lost. or destroyed scrip, estimating the same at $1.25
per acre, and conditioned to indemnify and save harmless the United States from any
and all costs, charges, and expenses in case that, at any time after the issue of such
certified copy, any claim to the original scrip should be legally substantiated of a
character adverse to the title of the present claimant.
FORM OF NOTICE.

\Yhereas on the-- day o f - - , 18-, United States revolutionary land-bounty
scnp No.--, for--- acres, was issued by the Department of the Interior, under
the act of Congress of August :n, 1852 (or, if under any former act, mentioning it), in part
satisfact.ion of Virginia (or United States) military land warrant No. - - , granted for
the f:lervtces of (name of officer, soldier, or seaman), who was a (description of service) in
the Virginia Continental (o1· State) line (or State navy), (or in the United States Continental line); and whereas said scrip has been lost or destroyed, notice is hereby given
that on the - - day of---, 1~-, application will be made to the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, at the city of Washington, D. C., in pursuance of the rules
and regulations of his office, for the issue of a certified copy in lieu of said lost or
destroyed scrip, the undersigned being the present lawful owner (by assignment or
otherwise) thereof.
Circulars of December 20, 1852, June 30, 1854, and March 1, 1862.
.
S. S. BURDETT,
Commissioner.
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GRADUATION ACT OF 1854 AND COAL LANDS.
AN ACT making furthe~ provisions for the satisfaction of Vir~ia land warrants.

. . Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of AmerictJ
tn Congress assembled, That all unsatisfied outsta.nding military land warrants, or parts
of warrants, issued or allowed prior to the first day of March, eighteen hundred and
fifty~two, by the proper authorities of the Commonwealth of Virginia, for military
services performed by the officers and soldiers, seamen or marines, of the Virginia
State and Continental lines, in the army or navy of the Revolution, may be surrendered to the Secretary of the Interior, who, upon being satisfied, by a revision of the
proofs, or by additional testimony, that any warrant thus surrendered was fairly and
justly issued, in pursuance of the laws of said Commonwealth, for milita.ryservices so
rendered, shall issue land scrip in favor of the present proprietors of any warrant thus
surrendered, for the whole or any portion thereof yet unsatisfied, at the rate of one
dollar and twenty-five cents for each acre mentioned in the warrant thus surrendered,
and which remains unsatisfied; which scrip shall be receivable in payment for any
lands owned by the United States subject to sale at private entry; and s3.id scrip
shall moreover be assignable biindorsement, attested by two witnesses. In issuing
such scrip the Secretary is authorized, when there are more persons than one interested in the same warrant, to issue to each person scrip for his or her portion of
the warrant; and where infants or feme coverts may be entitled to any scrip, the
guardian of the infant, and the husband of the feme covert, may receive and sell or
locate the same: P1·ovided, 'l'hat no less than a legal subdivision shall be entered and
paid for by the scrip issued in virtue of this act.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That this act shall be taken as a full and final adjustment of all bounty-land claims to the officers and soldiers, seamen and marines,
of the State of Virginia, for services in the war of the Revolution: Provided, That the
State of Virginia shall, by a proper act of the legislature thereof, relinquish all
claim to the lands in the Virginia military land district in the State of Ohio.
SEC. 3. And be it furthe~· enacted, That in settling the claims of the State of Ohio,
under the acts of March second, eighteen hundred and twenty-seven, and May twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and twenty-eight, granting lands to said State for canal
purposes, the same principles shall be acted upon as have been applied under the provisions of the act of May the ninth, eighteen hundred and forty-eight, entitled "An
act in additionto a.n act therein mentioned," for the settlement of the claims of the
State of Indiana accruing under the said act of March the second, eighteen hundred
and twenty-seven.
Approved August 31, 1852.
AN ACT to declare the meaning of the act entitled "An act making further provision for the satisfaction of Virginia land warrants," passed August thirty-one, eignteen hundred and fifty-two.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior, in executing the provisions
of the act passed August thirty-one, eighteen hundred and fifty-two, entitled "An
act making further provisions for the satisfaction of Virginia land warrants," be required so to construe the same as to authorize the satisfaction in scrip of all warrants
or parts of warrants issued on allowances made by the executive of Virginia prior t()
the first day of March, 1852, coming within the principles already recognized by the Department of the Interior in the execution of the provisions of the said act, and whether
issued before or since the first day of March, eighteen hundred and fifty-two: Provided, however, That no warrant or part of a warrant shall be satisfied in scrip, founded
or issued on any allowance made -by the executive of Virginia since the first day of
March, eighteen hundred and fifty-two.
Approved June 22, 1860.

GRADUATION ACT OF 1854.
To JuNE 30, 1882.
[See Chapter XXII, page 291 and 1277.]

No change in the chapter as printed on page 291.

COAL LANDS.
To

JUNE

30, 1882.

[See Chapter XXIII, page 292 to 294 and 1277.]

The total number of entries under this act from March 3, 1866, to June 30, 188'2, was
180, containing 24,560 acres, realizing $336,528.65.

. Statqment showing the number of ent?·ies and area, and the amount of cash received by the United Statesft·om the sales of coal lands ft·om 186() to June 30, 1882.
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Statement showing the number of entriP,s and a'l'ea, and the amount of cash received by the United States from sales of coal lands, ~c.-Continued.
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State or Territory.

No. of
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BEGULATIONS UNDER THE COAL LAND LAW AND FORMS FOR ENTRY.
IN EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

[See also "Decisions of Department of Interior to June 1883," page 552.]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
WaBhington,, D. C., July 31, 1882.
GENTLEMEN: The following sections of the Revised Statutes provide for the sale of
coal lands of the United States :
TITLE

MINERAL

XXXll,

LANDS

CHAPTER SIX.

AND MINING RESOURCES.

SEC. 2347. Every person above the age of twenty-one years, who is a citizen of t~e
United States, or who has declared his intention to become such, or Entry of coal land•. 3
any association of persons severally qualified as above, shall, upon March,
1873, c. 279, s. 1,
607
17
application to the register of the proper land office, have the right to v. • P: •
enter, by legal subdivisions, any quantity of vacant coal lands of the Umte~ States
not otherwise appropriated or reserved by competent authority, not exceedmg one
hundred and sixty acres to such individual persou, or three hundred and twenty acres
to such association, upon payment to the receiver of not less than ten dopars per
acre for such lands, where the same shall be situated more _than fifteen miles from
any completed railroad, and not less than twenty dollars per acre for such lands as
shall be within fifteen miles of such road.
SEc. 2348. Any person or association of peraons severally qualified, as above provided, who have opened and improved, or shall hereafter open and Pre--emptionofcoallands.
improve, any coal mine or mines upon the public lands, and shall be
Ibid., s, 2.
in actual possession of the same, shall be entitled to a preference-right of entry, under
the preceding seo..:tion, of the mines so opened and improved: P1·ovided, That when
any association of not less than four persons, severally qualified as above provided,
shall have expended not less than five thousand dollars in working and improving
any such miue or mines, such association may enter not exceeding six hundred and
forty acres, including such mining improvements.
SEc. 2349. All claims under the preceding section must be presented to the register
of the proper land-district within sixty days after the date of actual
posses~ion and the commencement of improvements on the land, by c~~?i:~t:~o~~:!!~:~J
the fihng of a declaratory statement therefor; but when the town· wi~hin sixty days, &c.,
ship plat is not on file at the date of such improvement, filing must Ibid., •· a.
be made within sixty days from the receipt of such plat at the district office; and
where the improvements shall have been made prior to the expiration of three months
from the third day of March, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, sixty dayfi from
the expiration of such three months shall be allowed for the filing of a declaratory
statement, and no sale under the provisions of this section shall be allowed until the
expiration of six months from the third day of March, eighteen hundred and seventy~
three.
SEC. 2350. The three preceding sections shall be held to authorize only one entry
by the Same person Or association Of persOnR j and no association of Only one entry allowed.
persons, any member of which shall have taken the benefit of such
Ibid., •· 4.
sections, either as an· individual or as a member of any other association, shall enter
o! hold ~ny other lands under the provisions thereof; and no member of any associatiOn whiCh shall have taken the benefit of such sections shall enter or hold any other
lands under their provisions; and all persons claiming under section twenty-three
hundred and forty-eight shall be required to prove their respective rights, and pay
for the lands filed upon within one year from the time prescribed for filing their
re~pective claims; and upon failure to file the proper notice, or to pay for the land
w1thjn the required period, the same shall be subject to entry by any other qualified
applicant.
·
~EC. 2351. In case of conflicting claims upon coal lauds where the improvements
shall be commenced after tho third day of March, eighteen hundred Conflicting claim. Ibid.
and. seventy-three, priority of posseRsion and Improvement, followed
•· a.
'
by proper filing and' coutinued good faith, shall determine the preference-right to
purchase. And also where improvements have already been made prior to the third
day of March, eighteen hundred and seveuty-three, division of the land claimed may
be made by legal subdivisions, to include, as near as may be, t.be valuable improvements of the respective parties. The Commissioner of the General Land Office is
authorized to issue all needful rules and regulations for carrying into· effect tho provisions of this and the four preceding sections.
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SEC. 2352. Nothing in the five preceding sections shall be construed to destrey or
Ibid. impair any rights which may have attached prior to the third day of
' March, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, or to authorize the sale
of lands valuable for mines of gold, silver, or copper.
.
Rights reserved.
•· 6.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Under the authority conferred by said section 2351 the following rules and regulations are issued for carrying into effect the provisioRs of said law:
1. Sale of coal lands is provided forBy ordinar.v private entry under section 2347.
By granting a preference-t·ight of purchase, based on priority of possession and improvement, under 2348.
2. The land entered nuder either section must be by legal subdivisions, as made by
the regular United States survey. Entry is confined to surveyed lands; to such as
are vacant, not otherwise appropriated, reserved by· competent authority, or containing valuable minerals other than coal.
' 3. Individuals and associations may purchase. If an individual, he must be twentyone years of age, and a citizen of the United States, or have declared his intention to
become such citizen.
4. If an association of persons, each person must be qualified as above.
5. A person is not disqualified by the ownership of any quantity of other land, nor
by having removed from his own land in the same State or Territory.
6. Any individual may enter by legal subdivisions as aforesaid any area not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres.
7. Any association may enter not to exceed three hundred and twenty acres.
8. Any association of not less than four persons, duly qualified, who shall have expended not less than $5,000 in working and improving any coal mine or·mines, may
enter under section 2348 not exceeding six hundred and forty acres, including such
mining improvements.
9. One person can have the benefit of one entry or :filing only. He is disqualified
by having made such entry or :filing alone, or as a member of an association. No entry
can be allowed an association which has in it a single person thus disqualified, as the
law prohibits the entry or holding of more than one claim either by an individual or
an association.
10. Lands that are sufficiently valuable for gold, silver, or copper to prevent their entry as agricultural lands cannot be entered as coal-lands; and you will not allow any
entry to be made under the above named provisions of law of lands valuable for their
deposits of said minerals.
·
11. The present rules relative to" hearings to establish the character oflands," contained in General Land Office regulations of October 31, 1881, issued under the mining laws, will, as far as applicable, govern your action in determining the character
oflands sought to be entered as coal land.
·
1~. The price per acre is $10 where the land is situated more than fifteen miles from
any completed railroad, and $20 per acre where the land is within :fifteen miles of such
road. The price of the land, however, must be determined by its distance from a completed railroad at the date of payment and entry irrespective of the preference-right
of entry.
13. When application is made to purchase coal-land at the rate of $10 per acre you
will in all cases require satisfactory proof that the land applied for is, at date of entry,
situated more that :fifteen miles from any completed railroad. This proof may consist of the affidavit of the applicant, or that ofhis duly aut.horized agent, corroborated
by the affidavit of some disinterested credible party showing personal knowledge of the
facts.
.
14. Where the land lies partly within :fifteen miles of such road and in part outside
such limit, the maximum price must be paid for all legal subdivisions the greater part
of which lie within fifteen miles of such road.
15. The term" completed railroad" is held to mean one which is actually constructed
on the face of the earth; and lands within fifteen miles of any point of a railroad so
constructed will be held and disposed of at $20 per acre. ·
'
16. Any duly qualified person or association must be preferred as purchasers of those
public lands on which they have opened and improved, or shall open and improve,
any coal mine or mines, and which they shall have in actnal possession.
17. Possession by agent is recognized as the possession of the principal. The clearest proof on the point of agency must, however, be required in every case, and a
clearly-defined possession mnst be established.
18. The opening and f,mpt·oving of a coal mine, in order to confer a preference-right
of p~rchase, must not be considered as a mere matter of form; the labor expended
and Improvements made must be such as to clearly indicate the good faith of the claim.n.nt.
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19. These lands are intended to be sold, where there are adverse claimants therefor,
to the party who, by substantial imJ?rove.m.ents, actual possession, ~nd !l' reasonable
industry shows an intention to contmue h1s development of the mmes m preference
to those 'who would purchase for sp~culative purposes only. With t~is view, you will
require such proof of compliance with tJ;te law, when l~nds are apphed_for .under section 2:348 by adverse claimants, as the circumstances of each case may ,JUStify.
20. In conflict~, where improvemt>nts have been or shall hereafter be commenced,
priority of possession and improvement shall govern t~e award when .the law h.as
been fully complied with ·by each party. A mere possesswn, however, without satisfactory improvements, will not secure the tract to theofirst occupant when a subsequent claimant shows his full compliance with the law.
21. After an entry has been allowed to one party, you will make no investigation
concerning it at the instance of any person except on instructions from this office.
You will, however, receive all affidavits concerning such case and forward the same
to this office, accompanied by a statement of the facts as shown by your records ..
22. Prior to entry it is competent for ~'OU to order an investigation, on suffiCient
grounds set forth under oath of a party in interest and substantiated by the affidavits
of disinterested and credible witnesses.
MANNER OF OBTAINING TITLE.

Application for coal lands-private entry.

23. When title is sought by private entt·y the party will himself make oath to the
following application, which must be presented to the register:
I, - - - - - , hereby apply, under the provisions of the Revised Statutes of the
United States relating to the sale of coal lands of the United States, to purchase the
--quarter of section---, in township--- of range---, in the district of
lands subject to sale at the land office at---, and containing--- acres; and I
solemnly swear that no portion of said tract is in the possession of any other party;
that I am twenty-one years of age, a citizen of the Umted States (or have declared
my intention to become a citizen of the United States), and have never held nor purchased lands under said act, either as an individual or as a member of an association;
and I do further swear that I am well acquainted with the character of said described
land, and with each and every legal subdivision thereof, having frequently passed
over the same; that my knowledge of said land is such as to enable me to testify understandingly with regard thereto; that said land contains large deposits of coal and
is chiefly valuable therefor; that .there is not to my knowledge within the limits
thereof any vein or lode of quartz or other rock in place bearing gold, silver, or copper, and that there is not within the limits of said land, to my knowledge, any valua.ble deposits of gold, silver, or copper. So help me God.
24: Thereupon the register, if the tract is vacant, will so certify to the receiver,
statmg th~ price; and the applicant or his duly authorized agent must then pay the
amount of purchase money.
l:!5. The receiver will then issue to the purchaser a duplicate receipt, and at the
close of the mouth the register and receiver will make return8 of the sale to the General Land .Office, from whence, when the proceedings are found regular, a patent or
<Jo.mplet.e ti.tle will be issued; and on surrender of the duplicate receipt such patent
:Will be dehvered, at the option of the patentee, either by the Commissioner at Washmgton or by the register at the district land office .
. 26. Thi.s disposition at private entry will be subject to any valid prior adverse
nght WhiCh may have attached to the same land, and which is protected by section
2348.
PRE-EMPTION OF COAL LANDS.

27. Second .. When ~he apJ?lication to pur~hase is based on a priority of possession,
~c. 1 as provided form sectiOn 2348, the claimant must, when the township plat is on
tile m your office, :file his declaratory statement for the tract claimed sixty days from
a;nd after the first day of his actual posession and improvement. Sixty days, exclustve of the :first day of possession, &c., must be allowed.
Dec lam tory statement.
28. The declaratory statement must be substantially as follows, to wit:

I--.----, do solemnly swear that I am--- years of age, and a citizen of
the Umted States (or have declared my intention to become a citizen of the United
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States), that I never have, either as an individual or as a member of an association
held or purchased any coal lands under the provisions of the Revised Statutes of th;
United States relating to the sale of coal lands of the United States, and I do hereby
declare my intention to purchase, under the provisions aforesaid, t h e - - quarter
of section---, in township--- of range---, of lands subject to sale at the
district land office at - - - , and that I came into posession of said tract on t h e - day of - - - , A. D. 18.....:...., and have ever since remained in actual possession continuously; that I have located and opened a valuable mine of coal Lhereon; and have
expended in labor and improvements on said min~ the sum Of--- 'dollars, the labor
and improvements being as follows: (here describe the nature and character of the
improvements) and I do furthermore solemnly swear that I am well acquainted with
the character of said described land, and with each and every legal subdivision thereof,
having frequently passed over the same; that my knowledge of said land is such as to
enaule me to testify understandingly with regard thereto; that there is not, to my
knowledge, within the limits thereof any vein or lode of quartz or other rock in place
bearing gold, silver, or copper, and that there is not within the limits of said land, to
my knowledge, any valuable deposit of gold, silver, or copper. So h£llp me God.
29. When the township plat is not on file at date of claimant's first possession the
declaratory statement must be filed within sixty days from the filing of such plat in
your office.
30. One year from and after the expiration of the period allowed for filing the declaratory statement is given within which to make proof and pa.yment; but you will
allow no party to make final proof and payment except on notice to all others who
appea.r on ~'our records as claimants to t.he same tract.
31. A party who otherwise complies with the law may enter after the expiration of
said year, provided no valid adverse right shall have intervened. He postpones his
entry beyond said year at his own risk, and the Government cannot thereafter protect
him a.gainst another who complies with the law, and the value of his improvements
can have no weight in his favor .
.Affidavit of claimaflt at time of purchase.

32. Each claimant at the time of actual purchase must make affidavit as follows:
I - - - - - - , claiming under the provisions of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, relating to the sale of coal lands of the United States, the right of purchase
to t h e - - quarter of section---, in township--- of range---, subject
to sale at ·- - , do sglemnly swear that I have never had the right of purchase under the aforesaid provisions of law either as an individual or as a member of an association, and that I have never held any other lands under its provisions. I further
swear that I have expended in developing coal mines on said tract in labor and improvements the sum o f - - - dollars, the nature of such improvements being as foll o w s : - - - - - - - - - ; that I am now in the actual possession of said mines, and
make the entry for my own use and benefit, and not directly or indirectly for the use
and benefit of any ot,her party; and I do furthermore swear that I am well acquainted
with the character of said described land, and with each and evPTy legal subdivision
thereof, having frequently passed over the same; that my knowledge of said land is
such as to eualJle me to testify understaQ.dingly with regard thereto; that the same is
chiefly valuable for coal; that there is not, to my knowledge, within the limits thereof
any vein or lode of quartz or other rock in place bearing gold, silver, or coppar, and
that there is not within the limits of said land, to my knowledge, any valuable deposit of gold, silver, or copper. So help me God.
33. The application, declaratory statement, and the affidavit required at the time
of actual purchase-the forrns of which are given above under paragraphs 23, 28, and
32-may be sworn to before a.ny officer authorized by law to adrninister oaths, but the
authority of such officer must be properly shown.
34. Any party duly qualified un(1er the law, after swearing to his application or declaratory statement, may, by a sufficient power of att<:>rney, duly executed under the
laws of the State or Territory iu which such party may then be residing, empower an
agent to file with the register of the proper laud office the application, declaratory
statement, or affidavit required at the time of actual pnrcbase, and also authorize him
to make payment for and entry of the land in the name of such qualified party; and
when such power of attorney shall have heen filed in your office you will permit such
agent to act thereunder as above indicated.
3.11. Where a claimant shows by affidavit that he is not personally acquainted with
the character of the land, his duly authorized ageut who possesses such knowledge
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may make the require~l affidavit as to its character; but w~ether this ~~davit is made
by principal or agent, 1t must be corroborated by the affidavits of two duunterested and
credible witnesses ha•ing knowledge of its character.
31). Nothing in these regulations shall be so construed as to prevent a party from
proving his citizenship o~ age, ~r establishing t_he status of the lands sought. to be
entered, in accordance with ordmary rules of evidence; and any proof regularly mtroduced for that purpose that would be competent in a court or before a commissioner
charged with the ascertainment of facts may be considered.
.
Assignments recognized.
37. Assignments of the right to purchase will be recognized when properly executed.
Proof and payment must be made, however, within the prescribed period, which dates
from the first day of the possession of the assignor who initiated the claim.
38. The "Rules of Practice in cases before the United Sta1les district land offices,.
the General Land Office, and the Department of the Interior," approved December
20, 1880, will, as far as applicable, govern all cases and proceedings arising under the
sections of the Revised Statutes above quoted providing for the sale of coal lands of
the United States.
39. You will report at the close of each month as "sales of coal lands" all filings
and entries in separate abstracts, commencing with number one, and thereafter proceeding consecutively in the order of their reception. Where a series of numbers
bas already been commenced by sale of coal lands you will continue the same without change.
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
To REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS.

Approved.

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR,

July 31, 1882.

H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
ESTIMATE OF COAL LANDS AND LOCATION.
[See pages 292,293, herein.]

New discoveries are being constantly made. The probabilities are that much of
the valley and plains land of the desert and arid region cover coal beds.

DONATION ACTS.
[See Chapter XXIV, pages 295 to 297 and 1278.]
To JuNE 30, 1882.

Under the several donation acts the nation has disposed of public lands as follow~:
Und~r.}"'lorida act of August 4, 1842, to ·June 30, 1882, 1,317 entries, con-

Acres.

taining ..................,...................................... ~. . .
210, 720. 00
Under <?r~gon act of September 27, 1850, to June 30, 1882, 7,317 entries,
contammg .........•....................................... _. . . . . . . 2, 563,752. 02
Under ~~abington act of March 2, 1853, to June 30, 1882, 985 entries,
conta1mng ........ · · · ·- · ....................................... __ .
290, 215. 3G
Under ~e~ .Mexico act of July 22, 1854, to June 30, 1882, 332 entries,
conta1rung ..• _..................................................... .
52,609.36
A grand total to June 30, 1882: of............................... 3, 117, 40.1. 73
NEW MEXICO DONATION ACT.

[See, also, "Decisions of Department of the Interior and General Land Office to June, 1883," page 287.1

The only donation act in operation is the act relating to New Mexico. The following corrected table (see page 297) exhibits the results of this act to June 30, 1882.
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New Mexico donations, under the act of July22, 18.'54 (10 Stats., 308), reported to the General
Land Office up to June ao, 1882.
Number of
certific::>.tes.

Area.

TOWN-SITE AND COUNTY-SEAT· ACTS.
[See Chapter XXV, pages 298 to 305. inclusive, and 1278.]
To .TUNE 30, 1882.

Under all of these several acts there has been disposed of to June 30, 1882, 162,794.41
acres.
TOTAL ENTRIES TO JUNE 30, 1882, OF TOWN SITES.
To June 30, 1880, under the town-site acts, there were located, on public lands, 4~0
towns, containing 144,131.23 acre~; from J nne 30, 1880, to J nne 30, 188~, there were
located 45 towns, with an acreage of 12,626.50 acres; in all to June 30, 1882,465 towns,
with a total acreage of 156,757.73 acres.

COUNTY SEATS.
(See page 305, and also
TOTAL ENTRIES TO JUNE

~>action

30, 18821

2286, R. S.]

UNDER COUNTY-SEAT ACT.

To June 30, 1880, eight counties under the county-seat act located 886.68 acres;
from June 30, 1880, to June 30, 18~2, one county took the benefit of the act, locating
160 acres; in all to June 30, 18!:32, nine entries, containing 1,046.68 acres.

TOWN LOTS.
(See page 305, and also section 2382, R. S.)
TOTAL ENTRIES UNDER TOWN-LOT ACT TO JUNE

30, 1882.

Six towns took the benefit of the town-lot act, entering 649 blocks, containing
3,840 acres, to June 30, 1880. From that date to June 30, 1882, one town received the
benefit of the act, entering 102 blocks, containing 510 acres; in all, to June 30, 1882,
seven entries, containing 751 blocks, embracing total area of 4,350 acres.

MILITARY RESERVATIONS.
SALE OF MILITARY RESERVATION AT DALLES, OREGON.

By act of March 3, 1877, 128 city lots were sold, at the Dalles, Oregon, containing
640 acres.
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TOWN SITES.
FROM JUNE

30, 1880, TO JUNE 30, 1882.

Forty-five entries were approved nnder the town-site acts, as follows, containing
12,626.50 acres:

List of town-Bite entrieB. approved front July 1, 1880, to June 30, 1882, incluBive.

Jan.
May
Jan.
Oct.

State or Territory.

Town site.

Date of entry.

Area in
acres.

Pine Valley ...................... - - .... - Utah .......... .
Kansas ........ .
Colorado .... _.
Nevada ....... .
Glendale .............................. .. Montana .... ..
Republican City .... . ........... ...... .. Nebraska ...... .
Downieville .................... . - .... -.- California ...... .
Utah ......... ..
~tki~h~~: .-.-.-:.·.-.-:~:::::::: :~::::::: ~ Colorado .... _..
Mantau . ................................ Utah .......... .
Salina . . ... ...................... ............ do ......... .
Redmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. do ......... .
Lehi ......................................... do .... ~ .... .
Newton ................................ . ..... do ......... .
Paradise ... ........................ .......... do ......... .
Clarkston ....... . ·............................ do ........ ..
Maysville.: ........................ . .... Colorado . ..... ..
Strawberry Valley .................... California..... ..

240
160
101. 65
155.07
33.8i.
327.40
240
40
160
640
280
160
320
480
640
640
320
320
280
80
121.61
240
332.48
640
562.64
560
320
640
200
69.40
157. 02
179.69
320
640
304.50
80
321.25
160
160
120
160
80
159.98
320
160

Act.

March 2,
March 3,
March 2,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
March 3,
March 2,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
March 3,
March 2,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
March 3,
March 2,
May 23,
March 2,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

1867
1871
1867

3,1880
20,1879
13, 1879
4,1880
July 10, 1880
Nov. 6,1879
.Aug. 2, 1880
Oct. 26, 1880
July 19, 1880
Feb. 5,1881
.Apr. 8, 1880
.Apr. 8, 1880
.Apr. 28, 1880
.Apr. 10, 1880
.Apr. 10, 1880
.Apr. 10, 1880
Oct. 7, 1880
:llcn. 4, 1880
Mch. 18, 18lll
Nov. 16, 1876
Sept. 9, 1880
J nne 25, 1881
July 21, 1881
June 25, 1880
June 25, 1880
June 25,1880
June 25, 1880
July 8,1881
.Apr. 8, 1880
Jan. 31, 1881
.Apr. 7,1881
July 9,1881
Apr. 4,1881
May 22,1880
Dec. 3,1881
July 26, 1880
.Aug. 13, 1881
.Apr. 16, 1881
Feb. 6,1882
Jan. 17,1881
Mch. 29, 1817
Dec. 2,1882
:Mch. 2, 1382
.Apr. 9, 18SO
Oct. 23, 1880

l~i.~~ ~: ~\-~\F :·i~ -~ i~ ·i-~ ~ ~ ~f~n.-:~~~~u~~~~~ _.-_:_.~-~-~: :---~~ ~::: : : ·: : : : -~~:~~:~~--_:_~::::

Apr.10, 1880

Ketchum ............................... Idaho ......... { bl'ks, 102
acr!:ls, 500 }July 1, 1864
CouNTY-BEAT AcT, Sxc. 2286.
160 May 26, 1824
CacheCounty ........................... Utah .......... ..

~~Jl~ogi~~:: ~::: ~::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::

~b~~~;:a?~~~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~: ~ :::::::::::::::::: ~~~~!~~: :::::: ·

Kokomo............................... Colorado ........ .
Latrobe .. ............. .................. Calitornia...... .

~~rlsa-~~~:.·_-_-_-~: :::::::::::: :~::::: ::::: .Id~h~~:::. ::::: ~

:Montpelier............................. . .... . do ......... .

~i~8l:~.~fe; ~.::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :' ~:::: . :::: :·3g: :::::: .' .':
~f~~~~i~::: _.::: _.:::: _.::::::::::: ::::::: ~~:h~~-:::::: :: :

0

Alpine .. ............. :..... ............. California ...... .
St .. Elmo ................................ .. . . do ...... ... .
Eureka . ..................................... do ........ ..
Cornwell .................................... do ........ ..
.Mayfield ..... ...................... ..... Utah ........... .
Teller .................................. Colorado .. .... .

\

•

Kiowa .................................. Kansas ........ .

1877
1867

1877
18G7

1877 .
1867
1844
1867

TOWN·LOT ACT, SEC. 2382.

SALE OF MILITARY RESERVATION.
bl'ks, 128
TheDalles .............................. Oregon ........ { acres, 640 JMarch 3, 1877
Total .............................................. --·

TOWN SITES AND TOWN LOTS.

-iii, 936.50

DECISIONS AND RULINGS.

For decisions as to, see annual reports Commissioner of the General Land Office,
and "Decisions of the Department of the Interior and General Land Office, from June,
1881, to June, 1883," pages 501 to 506, and 567, 568.
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METHOD OF ENTRY AND FORM OF PATENT.

The following letters of the Secretary of the Interior and Commissioner of the General Land Office are inserted on account of historical interest and information.
[Ex. Doc. No. 187, Forty.sixth CongresR, Second Session.]

Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting, in response to Senate resolution of the
30th ultimo calling for information concerning entries of town sites on mineral lands, the
report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office on the subject.
MAY 25, 1880.-Referred to the Committee on Public Lands and ordered to be printed.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, May ~4, 1880.
SIR: In answer to Senate resolution of the 30th ultimo calling on me for information
concerning entries of town sites on mineral lands, I have the honor to transmit herewith the report of the Commissioner of the General L:t'nd Office on the subject, under
date of the 7th instant, and to state that I concur in the views therein set forth.
Very respectfully,
. C. SCHURZ,
Sec1·etm· y.
The Hon. the PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
WaSJhington, D. C., May 7, 1880.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt, by Department reference of 3d instant,
of Senate resolution dated 30th ultimo, as follows:
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior . be dire(Jted to inform the Senate if
changes of rulings and construction of statutes concerning entries of town sites upon
mineral lands have recently been made in his Department; whether such change of
ruling and construction have affected the substantial rights of parties who have
settled upon the public lauds, and, if so, what legiAlation, if any, is in his judgment
necessary to protect the equitable rights of such parties; and the Secretary is requested
to suspend action upon cases affected by said rulings .until action by Congress."
I will :first give, briefly, the outlines of the practice of this office under the laws
relating to the subject presented by said resolution.
''The act for the disposal of coal lands and of town property in the pub lie domain,"
approved July 1, 1864 (13 Stats., 343), was prior to the acts providing for the sale of
mineral lands, other than coal, and did not mention such other minerals.
In "An act supplemental to the act approved :first July, eighteen hundred and ~;ixty
four, for the disposal of coal lands and of town property in the public domain," approved March 3, 1865 (13 Stats., 529), the existence of minerals in such lands was
recognized, as follows:
"Provided furthm·, That where mineral veins are possessed, which possession is recognized by local authority, and to the extent so possessed and recognized, the title to
town lots to be acquired shall be subject to such recognized possession and the necessary use thereof; Provided, ho·wever, That nothing contained herein shall be so construed as to recognize any color of title in possessors for mining purposes as against
the Government of the United States."
This acL was also prior to the first act providing for the sale of mineral lands, other
than coal.
In the official circular instructions, under the last-named act, the provisions relating
to mineral veins are referred to as follows:
"In the second section of the supplemental act it is provided that parties having a
possessory right to mineral vein8, which possession is recognized by local authority, are
to be protected therein, and titles to be acquired to town lots under this act are made
subject to "such recognized possession and the n ecessary use thereof," yet with an
express sa1ri:ng of the paramount title of the United States."
No further instructions seem to have been given upon said point.
The first act of Congress providing for the sale of mineral lands, other than coal,
was approved July 26, 1866 (14 Stats., 251), and entitled "An act granting the right
of way to ditch and canal owners over the public lands, and for other purposes."
This act made no specific reference to town sites, but allowed the party in possession
of a mining claim, held in accordance with local customs or rules of miners, and in
regard to whose po8session there was no controversy or opposing claim, to purchase
the same from the United States and receive patent therefor.
.
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The act approved March 2 1867, entitled "An act for the relief of the inhabitants
of citi~s and towns upon the' public lands" (14 Stats., 541), provides for the entry of
lands ''settled upon and occupied as a .t own site and therefore J?-Ot ~u bject to entry
nuder the agricultural pre-emption laws,'' by the corporate authority, m case the town
should be incorpora.ted, and otherwise by the judge of the countY: court, in trust .for
the several use and benefit of the occupants thereof, and contamed the followmg
proviso:
.
h
· ·
f h'
"And provided further, That no title shall be acqmred, under t e provisiOns o t IS
act to any mine of gold, silver, cinnabar, or copper."
On June 8 1868 an act amendatory of the last-named act of March 2, 1867, was approved (15 Stats.,' 67), and contained the following provision:
.
''That no title under said act of March two, eighteen hundred and siXty-seven, shall
be acquired to any valid mining claim or possesf:lion heldunder the existing laws of
Congress."
In the official circular-instructions issued under said acts, and dated September 21,
1868, the provision relating to mines was only re~erred to, as f?llows:
.
"All military and other reservations of the Umted States, pnvate grants, and vahd
mining claims, are excluded from the operation of these town-site laws."
April21, 1869, the then Commissioner of t.his office, in a letter to the local land
officers at Sacramento, Cal., concerning the application to enter Nevada City, Cal.,
as a town site, held that the mines of gold formerly in the land having been completely exhausted, the town-site entry could be made.
Secti<m ~318, U. S. Revised Statutes, provides that" In all cases lands valuable for minerals shall be reserved from sale, except as otherwise expressly directed by law."
EN'l'RIES OF TOWN SITES ON MINERAL LANDS.

The town-site entry of Clarksville, Cal., was approved for patent August 23, 1872, and
was the FIRST ENTRY patented with a reservation inserted in the patent saving mineral rights, it having evidently been theretofore the practice to require proof of the
non-mineral character of the land applied for as a town site, and to allow town-site
entry only upon p1·ooj that the land was non-mineral.
In the annual report of this office for 1872, on page 21, the then Commissioner said:
"There has been no legislation by Congress since my last report relative to the location of town sites upon the public lands. It is now held by this office that patents
may issue to the proper authorities for lands claim~d as mineral, stating that 'no title
shall be hereby acquired to any mine of gold, siver, cinnabar, or copper, or to any valicl
mining claim or possession held under existing laws of Congress.' This obviates the
necessity of suspending the issue of patent until the non-mineral character of the land
has been shown, and allows parties claiming lots on a town site to obtain title thereto
at an early day after the entry has been made, while any part of the land upon which
minerals exist is specially reserved and excepted from t.h e operation of the patent."
The practice indicated as above was followed thereafter until October 6, 1875, in
the matter of the Silver City town site, Nevada. The Commissioner, in addition to
the usual clause of reservation, decided to except from the operations of the patent
certain mineral surveys by name . .
. The owners of mines under the town site of Central City, Colo., for which applicatiOn for patent had been made, desired that any patent which should issue for the
town site should contain the following clause:
. "Prov~dfd, That no title shall be acquired under this patent to any mine of gold,
s1lver1 cmnabar, or copper, nor to any surface ground over any such mine, or within
fifty feet on each side of the same, throughout the length of the vein, which said surface ground shall be reserved, and shall be sold with the mines for the special use and
working thereof at not less than--- dollars per acre."
PATENTS FOR TOWN SITE ON LAND CONTAINING VEINS.

On the 23d of December, 1875, my predecessor rendered decision in said'case, stating
that patent for the town site would issue with a proviso in the following form:
"P1·011ided, That no title shall be hereby acquired to any mine of gold, silver, cinnabar, or c<;>pper, or to any valid mining claim or possession held under existing laws:
And p?'Ovtded further, That the grant hereby mn,de is held and declared to be subject
to all the conditions, limitations, and restrictions contained in section two thousand
three hundred and eighty-six of the Revised Statutes of the United ~tates so far as
the same are applicable thereto."
The exception in mining patent for land within a town site was also in the same
decision recited, as follows:
"Exceptin~ and excluding, however, from these presents all town property rights
npon the surface, and there are hereby expressly excepted and excluded from the same
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~ll houses, buildiags, and structures, lots, blocks, streets, alleys, or other municipal
Improvements on the surface of the above-described premises, not belonging to tht)
gr~ntees herein, and all rights necessary or proper to the occupation, possession and
enJoyment of the same."
'
Said decision was affirmed by Hon. Secretary Chandler, June 7, 1876.
~t _should here be remarked that said decision relates to a town site upon land contammg veins, and was, therefore, directly founded upon section 2386, Revised Statutes
which relates exclusively to veins.
'
TOWN SITE ON PLACER GROUND.

On the 23dofNovember, 1876, the local land officers at Helena, Mont., were instructed
by me . to allow the entry of the town site of Butte, and that the patent would contain the reservation specified in said decision in case of Central City town site before
mentioned. The town of Butte was located upon placer ground, and I held that after
the issue of patent to the town site with said reservation, the title to all valid mining
claims or possessions still remained in the United States, and that title thereto could
. only be acquired under the provisions of law relating to the disposal of mineral lands
by parties who showed compliance with the terms of the mining acts.
In the case of Kemp vs. Starr, an application having been made by Starr for patent
to his placer-mining claim, in Leadville, Colo., it was alleged that the land was nonmineral, whereupon a hearing was held to determine the fact.
·
It was proven that the claim was valuable for minerals; that it was regarded as
placer-mining ground as early as 1860; that the mining claims represented by Sta.r r
had their inception long prior to the occupation of any portion of the land as a town
site; that at a very recent date there had been a sudden influx of population, whose
residence or occupancy would doubtless depend upon the mining prosperity of the
locality; that in order to prevent forcible occupation, the proprietors of the mining
claim had ·]aid out lots on a part thereof, and permitted building on certain considerations, and agreements for the conveyance of such lots, upon receiving patent, being
executed, and that the town authorities made no opposition to Starr's application for
patent.
I held that the application of Starr for a patent should be allowed; and that no
exception of any town rights should be inserted in the patent, for the reason that his
claiJ:n, was a surface claim, and was anterior to town site occupation, no adverse or
conflicting right having been acquired by the town or by individual settlers who went
there with record notice of ownership of t~aid placer claim.
My decision in this case was affirmed by you under date of March 4, 1879.
In your decision you said:
"After careful consideration of the same, I concur with you that the land embraced
in the application is land which should, under the provisions of section 2318, Revised
Statutes, be held as 'valuable for minerals,' and should be reserved from sale except as
provided by law regulating the sale of mineral lands. In my opinion, the eviden ce
submitted as to the relative value of the land for town-site or mining purposes was
improperly allowed. If the land is mineral, it was subject to location only under the
provisions of the mining law, without reference to the relative value of a portion of
the tract for town-site purposes."
The decision 8f the Department of June 7, 1876, in case of the town site of Central
City related to a towl'l site overlying veins, which condition is referred to in Revised
Statutes, section 2386, and was the first decision of a case involving the question then
presented.
That decision has been uniformly followed to this day.
The decision aforesaid by the Department in the Starr claim was its first decision
upon a case where a town site was located upon placer mines, which, as a rule, are
surface claims, and are valueless, when unaccompanied by surface proprietorship.
This decision has likewise been followed uniformly since it was rendered.
It will therefore be seen that the decisions of the Department have not been changed;
they have simply been rendered when cases involving the separate specific questions
aforesaid have been regularly presented for adjudication.
It is hardly within my power to report specifically" whether the substantial rights
of parties who have settled upon the public lands" have been affected by said rulings.
It has been the law for many years that no title should. be acquired through a townsite patent to any valid mining claim or possession. (See section 2392, Revised
Statutes.)
The decision aforesaid in case of the Central City town site relates to a town overlying veins, the use and development of which is compatible with surface occupation
by a town, and seemed distinctly justified by section 2386, Revised Statutes.
In the town site of Deadwood, Dak., lately tho subject of a decision by me, it wa&
found that town site occupation followed the location of placer-mining claims, and did
not precede such locations; that the placer-miners were actually prohibited in some
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instances from working their. claims at al~, because they were l?revented by ~o;~e and
by color of municipal authonty from havmg the necessary dramage and factht1es .essential to such work. Yet it appeared in that case that the occupation for dwelhng
· and business purposes fvllowed close .uP<.m the occt~pation for mining purposes, and
was substantially contemporaneous with It. The mmes were surface claims, huwever,
and their development was plainly incompatible with municipal occupation. The
former probate judge who made the entry, entered and paid for every foot of ground
within the survey for the town site, including a number of mineral surveys, of which
entries had then already been made, and were in this office awaiting patents; and by
publication in the newspapers said probate judge gave the claimants to city lots notice to pay for the same within thirty days, and that the land not so taken would then
be sold and disposed of at public sale.
.
While this case has not yet been taken before you on appeal from th1s office, I have
mentioned it as illustrating the difficulties involved in cases where town sites are
made upon land located, purchased, and valuable for placer mines.
In view of the fact that it has for many years been the law that no title to a valid
mining claim or possession could be acquired through a town-site entry, and that,
when a surface placer-claim of value existed, the town site claimant necessarily had
personal knowledge of the incompatibility of the existence of both claims upon the
same ground, I atn, in the absence of accmate knowledge of the equitable claims, if
any, existing in individual cases heretofore embraced in general adjurlications, unable to advisedly conclude what, if any, equitable relief is due, or what legislation
could be directed to relieve such occupants of town sites which would not at the same
time destroy essent.ial rights long since allowed by law to mineral cla,i mants.
In such cases, where the land has been awarded to mineral claimants, it is extremely
probable that surface occupants have already purchased from the mineral owners such
privileges as were necessary or desirable, and that any present disturbance of title
heretofore adjm~ted by this Department would result only in positive injury to the
actual occupants of such lands. That parties interested in speculations might profit
by such unsettling of title should not constitute a reason for new legislation.
LEGISLATION RECOMMENDED.

Concerning defects in the present law, I am of the opinion, in view of all the difficulties which seem to surround this question, and the uncertainty of title which is
represented to result from the apparently unavoidable construction of the existing
laws, that such legislation should be had as would most distinctly define the respective rights of mineral and town-site claimants, and leave the least possible ground for
controversy or possible mis'direction. Legislation upon the subject which would
clearly advise all parties of their rights and mislead none and leave nothing to chance,
would be of such paramount importance that other considerations could well be postponed.
·
To this end I would respectfully suggest that if new legislation be had, it should
provide for the following conditions:
1st. Where mineral location of lodes or placer antedates town occupation, patent
should issue, without reservation, to the mineral claimants.
2d. Where the land is occupied as a town prior to mineral location, and the character of the town occupancy is clearly permanent and in good faith, the same rule of
priority should control; and patent, without reservation, should issue to the town
authorities, without regard to the characters of the land.
3d. Where the ground is known t.o be mineral in character, and the location of
mining claims and building and occupancy of dwellings, stores, &c., proceed contemporaneously, very difficult questions of fact arise in every case. Minerals are discovered in any certain locality; locations are made; temporary dwellings are erected;
miners from different localities rush in, under the excitement of the new discoveries;
stor_es, saloons, boarding-houses, &c., &c., are built to satisfy the demand of trade
dunng what may be the transient occupation of the mining camp. No man during
that period builds or occupies for permanent purpose; he is there for the profits of
~he hour. If the mineral developments after due effort are found to be poor, the place
IS soon abandoned for other more promising localities; if the mines are found rich
an~ extensive, the general occupation will soon take the character of permanency, of
whiCh there was no earlier intent. Now, when the surface occupants decide upon
permanent and organized occupation, it is in their power to immediately apply for patent; and if any delay in preparation is necessary, they can at least give published
notice of their claim, with its boundaries, and file the same in the district land office;
an~ this would ~e a full notice from its date to all subsequent locators of mining
cl~Ims, and the right of the town to unlocated ground should attach and patent issue
w1t~out exception in favor of such subsequent locators, while prior locations made
durmg the period when everything except the mining location was considered as
transient, and calculated only for temporary purposes, should not be embraced in a
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town-site entry, but be subject to entry and patent without any reservation, by the
individual owners thereof.
·
I think that any objection to this plan based upon the proposition that valuable
mineral ground may sometimes be patented to a town should be subordinated to the
larger interests, public and private, to be secured only by certainty of proceeding and
peace of title.
The said Senate resolution is herewith returned.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Co1nmisBioner.
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
TOWN SITES.
[Official circular.)
IN EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., October 1, 1880.

*
.,.
*
*
*
The eighth chapter of the Revised Statutes of the United States, comprising sections
'2380 to 2394, and act of Congress of March 3, 1877, provide for the disposal of town
.
.-sites on the public domain.
TITLE, HOW ACQUIRED.
There are two methods by which title to such town property may be acquired, subject to the election of pa.rties desiring to do so; one provided for in sections 23tl2, 2383,
23t34, and 2385, and the other in sections 2387, ~388, and 2389 of the Revised Statutes of
-the United States. The first method limits the extent of the area of the city or town
to 640 acres, to be laid off into lots, and which, after filing in the General Land Office
tlle transcript, statement, and testimony required by section 2:~82, are to be offered at
public sale to the highest bidder, at a minimum of ten dollars for each lot. Lots not
thus disposed of are made thereafter liable to private entry at said minimum, or at
.such reasonable price as the Secretary of the Interior may order from time to time, as
the municipal property may increase or decrease, after at least three months' notice.
A privilege, however, is granted to any actual settler upon any one lot of pre-empting
that, and any additional lot on which he may have "substantial improvements," at
said minimum, at any time before the day fixed for the public sale.
ENTRY, HOW MADE BY INDIVIDUALS.
There are, however, certain preliminary conditions to be complied with in order to
the enjoyment of the privileges granted in this section. Parties who have already
founded, or may hereafter found, a city or town are required1st. To file with the recorder of the county in .which the town or city is situate a
plat thereof, not exceeding 640 acres, describing its exterior boundaries according to
-the lines of the public surveys, where such surveys have been executed.
2d. Also the plot or map of such city or town must exhibit the name of the city or
-town, the streets, squares, blocks, lots, and alleys; the size of the same, with measurements and area of each municipal subdivision, the lots in which shall each not
.-exceed 4,200 square feet, with a statement of the extent and general character of improvements.
3d. Further, the said map and statement to be verified by oath by the party acting
for and in the behalf of the founders of the city or town.
?
4th. Within one month after filing the map or plat with the recorder of the county
.a verified copy of said map and statement is to be sent to the General Land Office,
.accompanied by the testimony of two witnesses that such city or town has been established in good faith.
5th. Where the city or town is within the limits of an organized land district, a
similar copy of tho map and statement must be filed with the register and receiver.
Section 2383 provides for cities or towns founded on unsurveyed land, and directs
that it may be lawful to adjust the exterior limits of the premises with the lines of the
'Public surveys, where it can be done without impairing the rights of others. It also
provides for the issue of patents for lots disposed of under these provisions as in ordinary cases.
Section 2384 authorizes the Secretary of the Interior, in case the parties interested
-shall. fail or. refuse, wi~hin twelve months of the founding of a city or town on the
pubhc domam, to file m the General Land Office a copy of the map, with the statement and testimony called for by section 2382, to cause a survey and plat to be made
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of the said city or town, and thereafter the lots to be sold, as provided, at an increase
of fifty per cent. on the minimum price of ten dollars per lot.
ENTRY, HOW MADE BY INHABITANTS OF CITIES OR TOWNS.

Sections 2387 2388, and 2~89 grant to the inhabitants of cities and towns on the
public lands th~ privilege of entering the lands occupied as town sites at the minimum
price of one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, through the corporate authorities
of such towns and cities, or the judges of the county courts, acting as trustees for the
occupants thereof..
.
. .
.
.
This privilege IS granted where such mode of obtammg title to town property IS
preferred to that provided in sections 2382,2383,2384, and 2385, which are not repea,led
by the former sections. The inhabitants of these towns or cities are limited, however,
to one or the other of the modes provided in these statutes, and cannot commence
proceedings. t~nder both s:ystems.
.
. .
.
.
The provisiOns of sectwns 2382, 2383, 2384, and 2385 were ongmally embodied m
the acts of Congress of July 1, 1864, and March 3, 1865; those of sections 2387, 2388,
and 2389 in the act of March 2, 1867. Section 2394 is a re-enactment of the act of
June 8, Hi68. It has reference to cases where the inhabitants of cities or towns proceeded to act under the provisions of the acts of Jnly 1, 1864, and March 3, 1865, prior
to June 2~, 1874, the date of the Revised Statutes, and in which they have partly
proved up and paid for the lots claimed by them according to said acts. It provides
for extending the privilege of sections 2387, 2388, and 2389, if the town authorities in
any such case should elect to proceed under them, to such of the inhabitants as may
not have paid for their lots, without interfering with the issuing of patents to those
who had made or might make entries or elect to proceed under the acts of July 1,.
1864, and March 3, 18ti5, or sections 2382, 2383, 2384, and 2385 of the Revised Statutes.
Accordingly, should any case be presented where proceedings had been commenced,.
as aforesaid, by the inhabitants of any town or city before the date indicated, and lll
part of them, not having entered and paid for their lots, desire to take advantage of
the other syst~m referred to, they would be entitled under section 2394, on application
to the register and receiver of the proper district office, through the town :wthorities,
pursuant to the provisions of sections 2387, 2388, and 2389, to enter or file upon such
portion of the town site as has not already been entered and paid for, and is not in
po~session of parties electing to complete their titles under the originn,l proceedings;
after which, that part of the town site so entered or :filed upon will be disposed of
under the last-mentioned sections, and the remaining portion, if any, under sections
2382, 2383, 2384, and 2385. Section 2394 bas no reference to any case in which proceedin~s for acquiring title to the town site were commenced subsequent to June 22,.
1874, tne inhabitants in all such cases being restricted to the method of acquiring
title according to which they may have commenced to act.
PRICE OF LANDS AND SURVEYS.

. Section. 2394 further provides that, in .additio~ ~o the minimum pri~e of the lands
mcluded m any town s1te entered under Its provisions and those of sections 2387, 2388,
and 2389, there shall be paid by the parties availing themselves thereof all costs of
· surveying and platting any such town site, and expenses incident thereto, incurred
by the United States, before any patent therefor shall issue. Hence, when it is desired
to enter a town site found upon the unsurveyed public lands, a written application
should he presented to the surveyor-general of the proper district for a survey of the
sa.me under section 2401 of the Revised Statutes, and the amount estimated by him
-~assufficient to cover the said cost and expenses deposited with any assistmt United
tes treasurer or designated depositary in favor of the United States ~asurer, tob passed to the credit of the fund created by "individual depositors for the survey
of the public lands," the depositor taking a duplicate certificate of deposit, one to be
filed with the surveyor-general to be sent to the General Land Office, and the other
ret:li.ned by the depositor. On receiving such certificate, showing that the requisite
su~ has been deposited in a proper manner to pay for the work, the surveyor-general
Will transmit to the register and receiver of the district land office his certificate of
such payment having been made, and will contract with a competent United States
deputy surveyor and have the survey made and returned in the same manner as other
public surveys, after which the lands embraced within the site may be entered, or
filed upon, as in the case of town sites upon surveyed lands .
. When town sites are located upon land already surveyed, the entry must be made
m conformity to the legal subdivisions of the public lands, and here no costs in regard
to past surveys will be exacted. When sites are upon unsurve'!Jedland, it will be necessary, after the extension thereto of the public survey, to close those lines upon the
exterior limits of the town site.
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·Section 2389, it will be observed, stipulates that there shall be conceded, where the
m.umber of inhabitants is one hundred and less than two hundred, not exceeding three
hundred and twenty acres; where the population is more than two hundred and less
than one thousand, not exceeding six hundred and forty acres; and where the inhabit:Jtnts number one thousand and over, not exceeding twelve hundred and eighty acres;
an~ for each additional one thousand inhabitants, not exceeding five thousand in
all, a further grant of three hundred and twenty acre.s.
WHAT LANDS ARE EXEMPT FROM SUCH ENTRrES.

All military and other reservations of' the United States, private grants, and valid
mining claims are excluded from the operation of these town-site laws. In patents
issued thereunder it is expressly declared as follows, viz: "No title shall be hereby
arcquired to any mine of gold, silver, cinnabar, or copper, or any valid mining claim
..,u possession held under existing laws of Congress." (Section 239'2, Revised Statutes.)
1\USCELLA:l\"'EOUS.

In :any Territory in which a land office may not have been established the declaratory statements provided for in the foregoing statutes may be filed with the surveyorgeneral of the proper district.
In the act of Congress of March 3, 1877, section one restricts the amount of ll.!'nd
that can be reserved from pre-emption and homestead entry, by reason of the eXIst. ence or incorporation of a town upon the public domain, to 2,560 acres, unless the
excess shaH "be actually settled upon, inhabited, improved, and used for business
and municipal purposes."
Section 2 confirms pre-emption and homestead entries already made within the corporate limits of a town, the enfties being regular in all respects, p1·ovided it shall be
sati.sfactorily shown that the lands so entered are "not settlecl upon or used for any
municipal purpose, nor devoted to any public use of such town."
Section 3 provides that, when it shall appear that the corporate limits of a t?~n
-embrace lands in excess of the maximum quantity allowed, t~e proper authon~u~s
may select those portions that are actually occupied, used, and Improved for mummpal purposes, which lauds shall he reserved from pre-emption and homestead entry,
.and the residue will be restored, or become subject to such settlement and entry. This
eelection must be made within sixty d_a ys from notice, and in default thereof a hearing will be ordered and testimony taken as to the condition of the land, ancisuch portion set apart as shall appear to be within the meaning of the act.
. .
The fourth sectiou, with tbe proviso to the second edition, provides for additiOnal
48ntries by towns, where entries have already been made, in cases in which an increase
i.n the nnmber of inhabitants would entitle them to an entry of a larger area under
section 2389 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, such entries, however, to
be within the maximum amount, or 2,560 acres.
*
*
*
..
*
•

MINES ON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
[See Chapter XXVI, pages 306 to 331, inclusive, and 1:;179 to 1:;182.]
TO

JUNE

30, 1882,

AND

JUNR 30, 1883,

AS NOTED.

Under the acts of 1866, 1870, and 1872 there have been patented as quartz, vein or
lode, or other valuable deposit mining claims in the several precious metal bearing
States and Territories of the public domain, from 1867 to June 30, 1882, 5,609 lodes,
oontaining G3,020.57 acres, and realizing $'272,726. Under the placer acts of 1866,1870,
and 1~72, there have been patented in the same localities to June 30, 1882, 1,688
placer claims, containing 141,950.03 acres, realizing $369,691; in all, vein and placer
from 1866 to June 30, 11;82, patents for 7,297 claims, containing 194,970.60 acres,
realizing to the nation $642,417. (See Tables, pages 982 to 98 •. )
MINING LOCATIONS, HOW MANY MADE.

It is estimated that since the discovery of gold in California, January 19, 1848, to
.June 30, 1883, there have been more than 300,000 mining locations made in the several
mining States and Territories, yet to June 30, 1882, but 7,249 of these claims had been
patented.
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GOLD AND SILVER MINERS IN

1882.

The number of persons classed as miners in the precious metal regions on the public domain in 1882 was as follows (in round numbers 99,000):
4 678

98,645
AVERAGE WAGES OF MINERS.

The productio~ of gold and silver for the year 1882 makes an average of about
.1,000 for each miner employed in precious-metal mining.
CORPORATION DIVIDENDS PAID IN 1882.
Fifty-four corporations in 'the several States and Territories paid dividends as follows:

States and Territories.

Mines.

Amonnt.

Arizona. ..................................................................... .
Colorado ................................................................... .. .
California .................................................................... .
Dakota ............................................. . ........................ .
Montano. ............................................... ~ ..................... .
Nevoda ...................................................................... .
Utah ................... : .................................................... ..
Ida.bo ....................................................................... ..

~.:~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~::::. ::::::::::::::::

5
16
10
3
3
7
4
3
1
2

$1,887,500
2, 326,650
1, 312,047
1, 110,000
221,516
663,262
2, 129,000
38,000
48,000
204,000

Total .................................................................. .

54

9, 939,975

CORPORATION ASSESSMENTS IN 1882-'A3.
One hundred and seventy-five gold and silver mining companies made three hundred and forty-three assessments. Seventy-six of these received $7,087,000. IfJ;he
remaining ninety-nine received a proportionate amount, the assessments would be
more than $10,000,000, or largely in excess of dividends by corporations.
REFERENCES.

For a most valuable and interesting report on the precious-metal regions of the
public domain, as well as of other portions of the United States, see Annual Reports of the Ron. H. C. Burchard, Director of the Mint, upon the "Statistics of the
production of the precious metals in the United States for the years 18~0, 1gs1, and
1882," the statistical work being undAr the supervision of Dr. Frederick Eckfeldt,
aided by a. corps of efficient agents living in the regions mentioned. See also Compendium United States CensuR, 1880, pages 1229 to 1~36.

ESTIMATE OF AREA, UNSOLD, OF PRECIOUS-METAL REGIONS.
[See page 325.J

To .TuNE 30, 1883.

The estimated area of the precious-metal be:tring region of the public domain [the
property of the nation] is nbout 64,000,000 acres. This is exclusive of Alaska.
See map of appr<*imnte location of the precious-met,allands, facing this page. It
will be noted that most of these lands lie under surface, covered with timber.
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PRODUCTION OF GOLD AND SILVER IN THE UNITED STATES, AND FROM
THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
[See page 3200]
FROM 1848 TO JUNE 30, 1882.

Since the discovery of gold in paying quantities in California, in 1848, there has
been produced in the United States the sum of $2,137,463,792 in gold and silver, of
which $1,587,241,532 was in gold, and $550,222,260 in silver. All but about $1,500,000
of this sum (which would represent the gold and silver extracted in the States oth~r
than public-land States) has been extracted from the lands of the public domain.
The following estimate of the yearly production of gold and silver from 1848 to 1882
is from the reports of Ron. H. C. Burchard, Director of the Mint:
Estimate of the production of the precious metals in the United States from 1848 to 1882, by
fiscal years.
Date.

Gold.

1848 ..................................................... .
1849 ..................................................... .
1850 ..................................................... .
1851 .................................................... ..
.1852 ................................... 0................ ..
1853 ..................................................... .
1854 ........................... ................. ......... .
1855 ..................................................... .
1856 ................................... 0................ ..
1857 .............................. ..... 0................. .
1858 ..................................................... .
1859 ..................................................... .
1860 ............................................. ....... ..
1861 ......- ............................................. ..
1862 .........- .......................................... ..
1863 .................................................... ..
1864 .....................................................
1865 ............................... 0..................... 0
1866 .................................................... ..
1867 ............................... ..................... ..
1868 ................. 0............................ ....... 0
1869 ..................................................... .
1870 ............................................... 0.... ..
1871 ........................................... 0.. . ..... ..
1872 ..................................................... .
1873 .................................................... ..
1874 ............................... 0.................... ..
1875 .................................................... ..

Silver.

Total gold
and silver.

50,000, 000
55,000, 000
60,000,000
65,000, 000
60,000,000
55,000,000
55,000,000
55,000,000
50,000,000
50,000,000
46,000,000
43,000, 000
39,200, 000
40,000,000
46,000,000
53, ~5, 000
53,500,000
51,725, 000
48,000,000
49,500,000
50, 000,000
43,000,000
36,000,000
36,000, 000
33,490,902
33,467, 856
39,929,166
46, 897,390
51, 206,360
38,899,858
36,000,000
34,700, 000
32, 500,000

$50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50, 000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50, 000
100,000
150, 000
2, 000,000
4, 500, 000
8, 500, 000
11,000,000
11,250,000
10,000,000
13,500,000
12,000,000
12,000, 000
16,000,000
23,000, 000
28,750,000
35,750, 000
37,324, 594
31, 7'27, 560
38,783, 016
39,793,573
45,281, 385
40,812,132
37,700, 000
43,000, 000
46,800, 000

$10,000,000
40,050,000
50, 050, 000
55,050, 000
60,050,000
65,050,000
60,050,000
55, 050, 000
55,050,000
55,050,000
50,050,000
50,100, 000
46,150,000
45,000,000
43,700, 000
48,500,000
57,000,000
64,475,000
63,500,000
65,225,000
60, 000, 000
61,500,000
66,000, 000
66,000, 000
64,750, 000
71,750,000
70,815,496
65, 195, 416
78,712, 182
86,690,963
96,487,745
79,711, 990
73, 700, 000
77,700,000
79, 300, 000

Total to December 31, 1882 0....................... 0 1, 587, 241, 532

550,222, 260

2, 137,463, 792

$10, 000, 000
~o.

0

i~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1878 .................................................... .
1879 .........................
1880 ...................................................
1881 ............... 0..............•....................... .
1882 ............................................. 0...... ..
o ......................... o ..

o ..

ooo, ooo

- - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - -

CHANGES AND EXISTING LAWS.
To JuNE 30, 1883.

No change of moment in the mining laws relating to the public lands has been ma.de
since June 30, 1880, except tha.t two acts of general interest have been passed.
The act of March 3, 18S1 (given in full on page 994), and tho a.ct of March 3, 1883,
relating to mineral lands in Alabama.
AN ACT to exclude the public l.n.nds in Alabama from the operation of the laws relating to
mineral. lands.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of .Representatives of the lJnited States of .An~erica
in. Congress assembled, Tbat within the State of Alabama a.ll public lands, whether
mmeral or otherwise, shall be subject to disposa.l only as a.gricultura.lla.nds: Provided,
hotcever, That all lands which ha.ve heretofore beeu reported to the General La.nd
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Office as containing coal and iron shall first be offered at public sale : And provided
further That any bonafide entry under the provisions of the homestead law of lands·

within' said State heretofore made may be patented without reference to an act approved May tenth eighteen hundred and seventy-two, entitled "An act to promote
the developement of the mining resources of the United States," in cases w~ere ~he
persons making application for such patents have in all other respects complied With
the homestead law relating thereto.
The following circular was issued by the Commissioner of the General Land Offi.c&
in relation to said law:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL

LAND

OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., April9, 1883.

To

DISTRICT LAND OFFICERS,

M01ltgomery and Huntsville, Ala.:
The act of March 3, 1883 (copy herewith), enacts that all public lands

GENTLEMEN:

within the State of Alabama, whether mineral or otherwise, shall be subject to disposal only as ag·r icultural land j provided, that all lands which have heretofore been
reported as containing coal and iron shall first be offered at public sale, and, further,
that any bona fide entry under the provisions of the homestead law of lands within
said State hr.retoj'o1·emade, may be patented without reference to the act of May 10, 1872,
in ca~es where the persons making application for such patents have in all other respects complied with the homestead law relating thereto.
In order to carry out th.e provisions of said act it will be necessary to prepare a list
of all public lands heretofore reported as mineral that have not been entered and
have them offered by PresidenHs proclamation. In the mean time you will be careful
not to allow an entry to be made for any lands lists of which were transmitted to
your office October 23, 1879, nor of other tracts that have been since investigated and
reported as valuable for minerals, a list of which I inclose herewith.
All existing bonafide entries, under the homestead laws, may be perfected regardless
ofthe mineral character of the land, in accordance with rules and regulationsgoverning the same.
Any contest pending before you, where the only allegation is the mineral chamcter
of the land, must be dismissed.
The law requires the offering to embrace aU lands heretofore reported as containing
coal or iron, which remain undisposed of by entry or sale.
;Entries, whether by cash or location, already allowed and reported to this office
Will be examined and disposed of upon their merits without reference to the question
of mineral.
Very respectfully,
N.C. McFARLAND.
Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

April 9, 1883.

Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.

8t6tem8nt of the humber of placer mining claims patented in the several preciou.B metal-bea1·ing States and Territories of the public domain from 1867 to June
30, 1882, together with the acreage and amount paid therefor, under the several mining aotB of July 26, 1866, July 9, 1870, and May 10, 1872.

c.o
00

N)

[See page 1281.)
California.
1867.-Number of placers .•• ••.
Number of acres ...••••.
Amountpaid ......•••••.
1870.-Number of placers . ..•..
Number of acres .•....•.
Amount paitl. .......... .
1871.-Nomber of placers .•. • ••
Number of acres .. ..... .
Amount paid . . ........ .
1872.-Number of plac~rs •••••
Number of acres ....... .
Amount paid . .......... .
1873.-Number of plaoors . .... .
Number of acres ....... .
Amount paid . ......•....
1874.-Number of placers .... ..
Number of acres . ...... .
Amountpaid ....... •.•••
1875.-Number of placers .. ....
Number of acres ..•.....
Amount paid . ......•••••
1876.-Number of placers ..... .
Number of acres . ...... .
Amount paid .......•....
1877.-Number of placers . .•...
Number of acres .. ..... .
Amount paid ........... .
1878.-Number of pla{)ers ..... .
Number of n.cres ......•.
Amount paid ........••.•
1879.-Number of placers .•••..
Number of acres ....... .
Amountpaid ........... .
1880.-Nnmber of vlacera ..... .
Number ot' acres .. . .. .. .
Amount paid
........ .
1881.-Number of placers ... .
Number of acres ....... .
Amountpaid .......... ..
1882.-Number of placers ..... .
Number of acres ....... .

Amountpn.id .•.......•••

Oregon.
----1

Nevada.

Idaho.

Wyoming.
Montana.
1----1
I

Utah.

Colorado.

Dakota.
TotnJ..
I------·------

1
80.70
$405 00
2

2

71.16
$185 00
36
385.84
$9,632 50
79
8, 680.57
$20,837 00
130
10,748.32
$26,973 50
104
9, 562.67
$23,979 50
107
12,439.51
$29,874 00
57
6, 789.05
$16,982 00
67
6, 371.49
$16,030 00
95
11,409.17
$28,615 50
72
4, 719.32
$14,142 00
36
4, ~66. 55
$11,005 00

250
$625 00
6
446.47
$1,373 00
5
324.06
$814 50

288.48
$677 50
10
697. 39
$1,745 5g
468.94
$1,276 00

82

3

8,419. 04
$21,102 50
80
7, 499.83
$17,921 00

1
80.70
$405 00
5
347.40
$877 50
56
2, 019.68
$13,453 00
117
12,053.65
$29,338 50
224
16,650.42
$41,932 50
166
13,043.07
$32,699 50
173
16,763.41
$40,908 50

4

147.97
$445 00
7

I

lOG

. .............. .

7

386.50
$987 50
7

414.18
$1,055 00
1

20.00
$50 00

a

71.90
$182 50

91.79
$232 50
4
140.00
$350 00

::::::::::::::, ............ 2.

. ··~~.-~i-· ir ,. ······~~ir

3
331.95
$830 00

56.51
$142 50
1
11.77
$30 00

5
25.07
$67 50
17
154.17
$330 00
4
61.80
$172 00
1
1. 66
$5 00
4

26.51
$72 50
17
199. 83
$517 50

9, 684.08
$24,759.50
109
9, 765.55
$24,814 00
147
13,022.88
$35,143 00
119
7, 507.44
$21,624 00
87
8, 202.00
$20,906 50
166
14,286.03
$37,347 50
213
18, 623.72
$45,482 00
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States and Territories.
California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Oregon .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .
Nevada...............................
Idaho.................................
Montana.............................
Wyoming............................
Utah.................................
Colorado........................... . . .
Dakota .. . .. . .. .. . .. • • . . . . .. . • . .. . . . ..

No. of
placers.
948
67
6
4
319
7
7
282
48

Total
acres.
91, 443. 22
3, 747. 77
2, 257.74
75.87
19,710.46
651.95
148.76
23, 445. 22
469. 04

Total ............................ ~~lli,95o. 03

trl

Total
amount.

U1

~
1-3

$237, 684
9, 814
5, 645
285
50,734
1,880
587
61, 896

50
00
00
00
00
00
50
50
1, 164 50

tJ=j
~

1-3
t;!j

tl
1-3

0

~

---a69, 6910o

~
~
tzj

fi·.

•

w
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i~
c.c
(X)

~

Statem.Mtt of the ttumbet• of q'IUlrt~ vein or lode, or ot'her valuable deposit mining claims, patented in the se-veral precious-metal-bearing States and Ter1'iiories
of the public domain, j1·orn 1867 to June 30, 1882, together with the acreage and amount paid therefor, under the several mining acts of July 26, 1866,
July 9, 1870, and May 10, 1872.
California.

I Oregon. Nevada..

Idaho.

Montana. Wyoming.

Utah.

---- ---- ---- ----

New
Colorado. Mexico.

--·--

Arizona. Dakota.

.

427.1i

855.~i

535.~~

675.i~

3
3.42
$25 00
27
39.42
$245 00
61
104.93
$670 00
72
117.32
$775 00
123
189.38
$1,340 00
188
342.8!}
$2, 145 00
114
222.36
$1,500 00
138
453.53
$2,645 00
173
818.37
$4,534 00
139
676.88
$3,755 00
242
1,403. 79
$7, 570 00

..........

.................

1 .......... .. ..................
20.66 .. .................. .................
$105 00 .. ................ ...................
.. .................. ..................... .. .................
.................... .. .................. .. .................

.

............... . ................... . ..................
.. .................
3 ......... .
..

. .... .. ...........

45.63
$248 00
13
.. .................
163.49
$845 00
6
2
13.77
116.40
$70 00
$600 00
7
1
20.66
133. 59
$105 00
$680 00
10
1
169. 32
20.66
$105 00
$870 00
18
.. ...............
207.23
...... ,.2 . $1,065 00
7
97.26
31.01
$500 00
$160 00
12
1
203.92
20.66
1,
$105 00 $1,050 00
$6, 2652~
9
2
180.44
40.88
1, 898.47
$7, 535 00 $210 00 $915 00

149~~g

.............

. ................. ................... ...................
.. .................. ................... ...................
. ................... . ................. ...................
.................... .................... .. .................
.. ................. ................... ..................

.. ................
.. ...............

.. ..............

.. ................
.. ................

................
.. ............... .
..

.........

. .................

.. ................
..... . ....
.. .................
.. ................

.................. .
.. .................
. .................
.. .................
.. .................
3
17.90
$92 00
15
124.43
$670 00
7
40.59
$245 00

~

Total.

-------- ------ ---................. . ..................... .............. ................... . ................. .................. .................
7
.................. ....................... ................... .................. ................... .. ................. ..................
154.87
.................. ........................ ................... ................. .............. ................ ....................
$790 00

4 .........
3 ..........
1867.-:Number of lodes .....................
16.19 .. ...............
Number of acres .....................
138.68 ...................
Amount paid ............ . ............
$90 00 .. .................
$700 00 ....................
1868.-Number of lodes .....................
2 ..........
26 ...................
9 ............ .. ................
Number of acres .....................
287.19 ......................
53.93 . .................... ..................
147.09 .....................
.Amount paid .........................
$740 00 ................. $1,485 00 .. .................. $290 00 .. .................... .................
6 ..........
1869.-Number of lodes .....................
34 ...................
7 ............ .....................
Number of acres .....................
255.16 .....................
207.84 ..................
50.52 .. ...................... .....................
.Amount paid ... ............•.•....... $1,045 00 .................... $1,320 00 .. .................. $280 00 .. ....................... ....................
1870.-Number of lodes . ........ ... .........
6 ...........
5 ............ ...................
44 ......................
Number of acres .. ...................
249.53 ....................
348. 15 ....................
45.70 . ...................... .......................
.Amount paid .. ................••..... $1,755 00 ................... $1,295 00 .. ................. $240 00 .. ..................... ...................
1871.-Number of lodes .....................
1
23 ..................
13
2 ........... ;
8
Number of acres . ....................
13.76
115.23 ....................
13.77 .. ........................
740.00
49.28
Amountpnid .. ....................... $3,725 00
$70 00
$595 00 .... ........... .
$75 00 .. ................... $270 00
1872.-Nurn ber of lodes .....................
4
26 .................
16 . ........................
54
36
Number of a01·es .. ...................
13.76
179.93 .................
73.76 .. ......................
1, 182.46
171.46
.Amonntpaid ...•.•...............•.. $6,020 00
$70 00
$925 00 . ............
$420 00 . ........................ $940 00
1873.-Number of lodes .. ...................
63
84 ..................
20 . .........................
1
46
Number of acres .....................
1, 950. 57 ...................
459.27
85.00 .. ...................
7. 23
252.76
Amount pa.id ........................ $10,090 00
$2,370 00
$500 00 ........................ $1,365 00
$40 00
1874.-Number of lodes .....................
73
24 ....................
81
1
34
Number of acres . ....................
741.86
2, 123.69 ..................
5. 50
277.98 .. ......................
84.16
Amount paid ........................ $9,650 00 ................. $3,450 00
$30 00 $1,505 00 .. ...................... $460 00
1875.-Number of lodes .....................
70
25 .. ......................
88 ................
5
31
Number of acres ................... _.
706.92
2, 753.86 ..................
632.40 .. .......................
68.50
296.58
.Amount paid ..... - ................. $14,040 00 ................... $3,620 00
$350 00 $3,275 00 .. ....................... $1,375 00
1876.-Number of lodes .....................
61
77
30
1
57
Number of acres ... .. ...............
1, 701.45 .................
872.18 . ....................
307.40
8. 89
455.87
Amount paid . ...........•........... $8,320 00 .................. $4,450 00 .. ............... $1,605 00
$45 00 $1, 840 00
1877.-Number of lodes .....................
35 ............
76 ...................
68 .................
63
Number of acres .....................
1, 600.60 ..................
372.02 ............................
737.76 .....................
375. 91
Amount pai!l .... .....•.....•••...... $7,955 00 ................... $3,865 00 .. .................. $2,045 00 ............ $2,010 00
72 .............
67
1878.-Number of lodes .. ...................
83
59
837. 96 ......................
517.94
Number of n,cres .....................
1, 167.02 ...... ... .
813.40 ......... .
Amount paid ........................ $5, 875 00 .......... $4, 180 00 .......... $4, 365 00 ............ $3, 160 00
1879.-Number of lodes .....................
1
20.21
::::::::::
::::::::::::
Number of acres .....................
$105 00 $4, 350 00 .......... $2,875 00 ............ $3; 040 00
Amount paid ........................ $6: 675 00
65
1
33 .. • .. .. .. .
26 . .. . .. .. .. ..
59
1880.-Nnmber of lodes .....................
508.97
20.66
407.28 ..... .. .. .
308.94 .... .. ......
406.06
Number of aores .....................
$2,
700
00
$105
00
$2,
075
00
.
.........
$1,
595
00
............
$2,117
00
Amount paid ........................

e.o

00

40
491.63
$2,540 00
74
552.94
$2,890 00
117
768.97
$4,065 00
119
1, 049.36
$5,510 00
262
1, 856.38
$9,963 00
415
3, 261.21
$17, 355 00
335
3, 585.72
$17,265 00
365
5, 066.04
$26,090 00
410
4, 354.14
$21,769 00
399
4, 066.40
$20,695 00
535
4, 987.28
$25,902 00
491
5, 012.31
$25,185 00
409
3, 818.211
.17, '97. 00

.!:)
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1881.-Nm:nber of lodes ...•••
Number of sores .........•....•.....
Amount paid ..... .
1882.-Number of lodos ................... .
Number of acres ..... .
.Amount paid

68 1

84
2
47
1
1, 147.54
19.87
683.79
36.15
577.11
$5,950 00
!~~~-~~$3,580
~g
$185
~g
$3,ooo
~g
68
1, 135.79 . -- .. .. . ..
855. 05
241.41
929.92
$5,841 00 . -...•.... $4, 465 00 1$1, 240 00 $4, 815 00

..

234
1,439. 09
$6,980 00
648
.. . .. . . . . . . .
807.75
4, 318.44
...... ...... 1$4, 150 00 $22,990 00

.•••••..•••• 1
........•.••

93
712.73

:::::::::::: $3,75o1gg

3
66. 98
$340 00
78
49. iH 1, 227. 65
$255 00 $6, 265 00

41

RECAPITULATION.

10

72.20

$390 00

19
153.40
$865 00

542
4. 755.46
$24,275 00
1, 088
9, 608 91
$50,880 00

,!:)

c:l

[See page 1282.]
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States and Territories.

No. of
lo«les.

~

Total acres. I Total amount.

N

~

~

1
824
851
24
439
1
686
2, 554
14
153
54

20.66 ··•········•••··
18,302.34
$90,690 00
88.30
450 00
8, 155.00
41,840 00
358.79
1, 845 00
5, 034. 08
26, sao oo
8. 89
45 00
24,297 00
4, 873.03
67,004 00
12, ~i~: ~*
1,115 00
2, 591.52
13, 273 00
2, 212 00
404.84

5, 609

53,

8
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57

272,726 00

0

1, 688
5,609

Hl, 950.03
53,020.57

369, 691 00
272,726 00

c:l

7, 297

19(, 970.60

642,417 00
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REGULATIONS UNDER EXISTING MINING LA.WS.
REGULATIONS UNDER EXISTING MINING LAWS.

UNITED STATES MI!'>ING LAWS, AND REGULATIONS THEREIDI'DER.
lit' EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883 •

.INDEX TO REGULATIONS.
[Pages 985 to 1009.)
Page.

1

~~i~3 ~i Re-.;i;~ci ·s~i~i~~-~;;i i~~~::::::~~:~~ ~-- ~ :~ :::: ~ ::::::::: :~:: :::::: ::~::~::::::::::: : :

Mineral lands ora en to exploration, occupation, and purchase.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 994
Status oflode c aims located prior to May 10, 1872 .....................................·... ... .. . .. 994
Patents for veins or lodes heretofore issued.... .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 005
Manner oflocating claims on veins or lodes after May 10, 1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. 996
Tunnelrights............ ..... . ...................... ......................................... ... 997
Manner of proceeding to obtain Government title to vein or lode claims . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 098
.Adverse claims . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. 1000
Quantity of placer ground subject to location............... .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 1001

~~!iJ~~i-t'i~e;;;bip -~i ~~i.~i ~i~i~~~i~:::::::::::::::::::: :::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

i:

.Am~~~~be~ef~lf~~~~ _o_~ ~~~ ~~ _1_8_8_2_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::
December 9, 1882 .............................. ............ .......................... ... .....
Valuable deposits, instructions, January 30, 1883 ............................................... .
Surveys ofmining claims, November16, 1882 ..................................................
.Amendatory regulations, June 8, 1883...... .. ........ .... . ... ...... . ... .... .. ....................
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WHAT .ARE MINERALS?

Whatever is recognized as mineral by the standard authorities, where the same occurs in quantit~ and quality to render the land in question more valuable on its account than for agricultural purpose, is mineral within the meaning of the mining
laws.
S. J. KIRKWOOD
Sem·etary of tlze Interior.
October 8, 1881.
·
(Appeal of W. H. Hooper and others, from Salt Lake office, January 25, 1881.)

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
October 29, 1881.
GENTLEMEN: Your attention is invited to the Revised Statutes of the United States
and the amendments thereto in regard to
MINING

LAWS

AND MINING ItESOURCES.

TITLE XXXII, CHAPTER 6.

Mineral lands SECTION 2318. In all cases lands valuable for minerals shall be rereserved.
served from sale, except as otherwise expressly directed by law.
4 July, 1866, c.
l&l, 8. 5, v. 14, p.
86
idineral lands SEc. 2:319. All valuable mineral deposits in lands belonging to the
open.~ purchase United States, both surveyed and unsurveyed, are hereby declared to
by cltlZe~ be free and open to exploration and purchase, and the lands in which
lf>~o ~y,
c. they are found to occupation and purchase, by citizens of the United
91.' a. v. 'P· States and those who have declared their intention to become such,

1SJ.?·

--u.s:-1i'i:Gear under regulations prescribed by law, and according to the local ensa How., 120.

'toms or rules of miners in the several mining-districts, so far as the
same are applicable and not inconsistent with the laws of the United
States.
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SEC. 23'20. Mining-claims upon veins or lodes of q uartJZ or other rock Leng~h of min·
in place bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, copper, or other valu- ~~Yn~l~~lfo~~;:>n
able deposits, heretofore located, shall be governed as to length along - - -- - - -,
the vein or lode by the customs, regulations, and laws in force at the 15 ~0 M~y, 1f!{_l• e.
<late of their loca.tiQu. A mining-claim located after the tenth day of 91.' s. ' v. ' p.
May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, whether located by one or
more persons, may eq ua~ but shall not exceed, one thousand five
hundred feet in length along the vein or lode ; but no location of a
mining-claim shall be made until the discovery of the vein or lode
within the limits of the claim located. No claim shall extend more
than three hundred feet on each side of the middle of the vein at the
surface, nor shall any claim be limited by any mining regulation to
less than twentv-five feet on each side of the middle of the vein at the
surface, except where adverse rights existing on the tenth day of May,
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, render such limitation necessary.
The end-lines of each claim shall be parallel to each other.
SEC. 2321. Proof of citizenship, under this cha.p ter, may consist, in Prhif of citi·
the case of an individual, of his own affidavit thereof; in the case of_ze_n_s_p_._ __
an association of persons unincorporated, of the affidavit of their au- 10 May, 1872, c.
thorized agent, made on his own knowledge, or upon information and 152, s. 7, v. 17, p.
belief; and in the case of a corporation organized under the laws of the 94.
United States, or of any State or Territory thereof, by the :filing of a
certified copy of their charter or certificate of incorporation.
SEC . .232'2. The locators of all mining locations heretofore made or Locator~'rlghts
~hich shall hereafte.r be m~de, on. any. mineral v~in, lode, or ledge, ~!~os!e::~~nand
situated on the public domam, their heirs and assigns, where no ad· _J_Y_ _ __
verse claim exists on the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and sev- 10 May, 1872, c.
enty-two, so long as they comply with the laws of the United States, ~~2, s. 3, v. 17, P·
and with State, 'Territorial, and local regulations not in conflict with the ·
laws of the United States governing their possessory title, shall have the
exclusive right of possession and enjoyment of all the surface included
within the lines of their locations, and of all veins, lodes, and ledges
throughout their entire depth, the top or apex of which lies inside of
such surface-lines extended downward vertically, although such veins,
lodes, or ledges may so far depart from a perpendicular in their course
1(11
downward as to extend outside t.he vertical side-lines of such surface
locations. But their right of possession to such outside parts of such
veins or ledges shall be confined to such portions thereof as lie between
vertical planes drawn downward as above described, through the endlines of their locations, so continued in their own direction that such
planes will intersect such exterior parts of such veins or ledges. And
nothing in this sectwn shall authorize the locator or possessor of a vein
or lode which extends in its downward course beyond the vertical lines
of his claim to enter upon the surface of a claim owned or possessed by
another.
SEC. 2323. Where a tunnel is run for the development of a vein or Own!lrs of tun·
lode, or for the discovery of mines, the owners of such tunnel shall nels, rights of. ~
have the right of possession of all veins or lodes within three thousand 10 May 1872 C.
feet from the face of such tunnel on the line thereof, not previously 152, s. 4, ~. 17,' p.
known to exist, discovered in such tunnel, to the same extent as if 92,
discovered from the surface; and locations on the line of such tunnel
of veins or lodes not appearing on the surface, made by other parties
after t.he commencement of the tunnel, and while the same is being
prosecuted with reasonable diligence, shall be invalid; but failure to
prosecute the work on the tunnel for six months shall be considered as
an abandonment of the right to all undiscovered veins on the line of
such tunnel.
SJl!C· 2324: Th~ miners of each mining-district may makeregulations Regula~ione
not m conflJCt With the laws of the United States, or with the laws of made by mmers.
the State or Territory in which the district is situated, governing the 1o M:~y 1872, 0
location, manner of recording, amount of work necessary to hold pos-152, e. 5; ~. 17, ,:
session of a mining-claim, subject to the fo11owing requirements: The 92.
location must be distinctly marked on the ground so that its boundaries
can be readily traced. All records of mining-claims hereafter made shall
contain the name or names of t.he locators, the date of the location; and
such a description of the claim or claims located by reference to some
natural object or permanent monument as will identify the claim. On
each claim located after the tent.h day of May eighteen hundred and
seventy-two, and until a patent has been issued therefor, not less than
one hundred dollars' worth of labor shall be performed or Improvements
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made during each year. On all claims located prior to the tenth day
of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, ten dollars' worth of labor
s~all be performed or improvements made by the tenth day of June,
eighteen hundred and seventy-four, and each year thereafter, for each
one hundred feet in length along the vein until a patent has been issued
therefor; but where such claims are held in common, such expenditure
may be made upon any one claim; and upon a failure to comply with
these conditions, the claim or mine upon which such failure occurred
shall be open to relocation in the same manner as if no location of the
same had ever been made, provided that the original locators, their
heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, have not resumed work upon
the claim after failure and before such location. Upon the failure of
any one of several co-owners to contribute his proportion of the expenditures required hereby, the co-owners who have performed the labor or
made the improvements may, at the expiration of the year, give such
delinquent co-owner personal notice in writin(J', or notice by publication in the newspaper published nearest the claim, for at least once a.
week for ninety days, and if at the expiration of ninety days after such
notice in writing or by publication such delinquent should fail or refuse
to contribute his proportion of the expenditure required by this section,
his interest in the claim shall bacome the property of his co-owners who
have made the required expenditures. (Amended June 6, 1874, February
11, 1875, and January 22, 1880, seepages 993 and 994).
Patents for SEc. 2:325. Apatent for any land claimed and located for valuable
mineral lands, deposits maybe obtained in the following manner: Any person, assohow obtained. ciat.iou, or corporation authorized to locate a claim under this chapter,
10 May, 1872, c. having claimed and located a piece ofland for such purposes, who has,
152, s.6,v.17, p.92. or have, complied with the terms of this chapter, may :file in the proper
land-office and application for a patent, under oath, showing such compliance, together with a plat and :field-notes of the olaim or claims in
common, made by or under the direction of the United States surveyorgeneral, showing accurately the boundaries of the claim or claims,
which shall be distinctly marked by monuments on the ground, and
shall post a copy of such plat, together with a notice of such application for a patent, in a conspicuous place on the land embraced in such
plat previous to the :filing of the application for a patent, and shall :file
an affidavit of at least two persons that such notice has been duly posted,
and shall :file a copy of the notice in such land-office, and shall thereupon be entitled to a patent for the land, in the manner following:
The register of the land-office, upon the filing of such application,
plat, :field-notes, notices, and ~ffidavits, shall publish a notice that such
application has been made, for the period of sixty days, in a newspaper
to be by him deRignated as published nearest to such claim; and he
shall also post such notice in his office for the same period. The claimant
at the time of :filing this application, or at any time thereafter, within
the sixty days of publication, shall :file with tke register a certi:ficate
of the United States surveyor-general that :five hundred dollars' worth
of labor has been expended or improvements made upon the claim by
himself or grantors; that the plat is correct,'with such further description by such reference to natural objects or permanent monuments as
shall identify the claim, and furnish an accurate description, to be incorporated in the patent. At the expiration of the sixty days ofpublication
the claimant shall :file his affidavit, showing that the plat and notice have
been posted in a conspicuous place on the claim during such period of
publication. If no adverse claim shall have been filed with the register
and the receiver of the proper land-office at the expiration of the sixty
days of publication, it shall be assumed that theapplicantisentitled to
a patent, upon the payment to the proper officer of five dollars per acre,
and that no adverse claim exists; and thereafternoobjectionfrom third
parties to the issuance of a patent shall be heard, except it be shown
that the applic"a nt has failed to comply with the terms of this chapter
(Amended January 22, 1880, seepage 994).
Adverse claim, SEC. 2326. Where an adverse claim is :filed during the period of pubproceedings on. lication, it shall be upon oath of the person or persons making the
10 Ma 1872 c same, and shall show the nature, boundaries, and extent of such a.d152,L7 /.'17 p. 93: verse claim.! and all proceedings, except the publicatioB of notice and
'
'
making ana :filiug of the affidavit thereof, shall be stayed until the controversy shall have been settled or decided by a court of competent
jurisdiction, or the adverse claim waived. It shall be the duty of the
adverse claimant, within thirty days after :filing his claim, to commenoe
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proceedings in a court of co.mpetent jurisdiction, to deter~ine the question of the right of possessiOn, and pr?secute the same With reas~mable
diliO'ence to final judgment; and a failure so to do shall be a waiver of
his ~dverse claim. After such judgment shall have been rendered, the
party entitled t? ~he possession o.f the claim, <;>r any portion th~reof,
may, without g1vmg ~urther notice, file a certified cop~ of the JU~~
ment-roll with the register of the land office, together w1th the certificate of the surveyor-general that the requisite amount of l.ab?r has
been expended or improvements made thereon, and the descnptwn required in other cases, and shall pay to the receiver five dollars per acre
for his claim, together with the proper fees, whereupon the whole proceedings and the judgment-roll shall be certified by the register to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, and a patent shall issue
thereon for the claim, or such portion thereof as the applicant shall
appear, from the decision of the court, to rightly possess. If it appears
from the decision of the court that several parties are entitled to separate and different portions of the claim, each party may pay for his portion of the claim with the proper fees, and file the certificate and description by the surveyor-general, whereupon the register shall certify
the proceedings and judgment-roll to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, as in the preceding case, and patents shall issue to the
several parties according to their respective rights. Nothing herein
contained shall be construed to prevent the alienation of a title conveyed
by a patent for a mining claim to any person whatever. (Amended
March 3, 1881, see page 994; and April26, 1882, see page 1007.)
SEC. 2327. The description of vein orlode claims, upon surveyed lands, ~ascription of
shall designate the location of the claim with reference to the lines of; e/~- ~~a~d on
the public surveys, but need not conform therewith; but where a pat- s~r;e~ed l!d~.n
ent shall be iss ned for claims upon unsurveyed lands, the surveyor-gen- - - - - - eral, in extending the surveys, shall adjust the same to the boundaries 10
May, 1872, c.
2
8
of such patented claim, according to the plat or description thereof, but ~ • s. • "· 17• P·
so as in no case to interfere with or cha.nge the location of any such ·
patented claim.
SEC. 2328. Applications for patents for mining-claims under former Pending applilaws now pending may be prosecuted to a final decision in the General c~tionB; exiBting
Land Office; but in such cases, where adverse rights are not affected nghts.
thereby, patents may issue in pursuance of the provisions of this chap- 10 May 1872 c.
ter; and all patents for mining-claims upon veins or lodes heretofore 152, s. !J, ~. 17,' p.
issued shall convey all the rights and privileges conferred by this chap- 94.
ter where no adverse rights existed on the tenth day of May, eighteen
hundred and seventy-two.
SEC. 2329. Claims usually called "placers," including all forms of Conf'ormit.y of
deposit, excepting veins of quartz or other rock in place, shall be sub- placer-cl~m~ to
ject to entry and patent, under like circumstances and conditions, and surveys, limit of•.
upon similar proceedings, as are provided for vein or lode claims; but 9 July, 1870, c.
where the lauds have been previously surveyed by the United States, 235, s.12, v.16, p.
the entry in its exterior limits shall conform to the legal subdivisions 217.
of the public lands.
·
SEC. 2330. Legal subdivisions of forty acres may be subdivided into Subdivisions of
ten-acre tracts; and two or more persons, or associations of persons, ten-~cre tracts;
having contiguous claims of an~ ~ze, although such claims may ~e less :~~~:O~;.pla
than ten acres each, may make JOmt entry thereof; but no locatiOn of - - - - - a placer-claim, made after the ninth day of July, eighteen hundred and 9 July, 1870, c.
seventy, shall exceed one hundred and sixty acres for any one person or 235, s.1~, v. 16, P·
217
association of persons, which location shall conform to the United States ·
surveys; and nothing in this section contained shall defeat or impair
any bona fide pre-emption or homestead claim upon agricultural lands,
or authorize the sale of tno improvements of any bona fide settler to any
purchaser.
·
SEc. 2331. Where placer-claims are upon surveyeillands, and conform Conformity of
to legal s_u~divisi<;>ns, no further survey or plat shall be required, and all placer-claiiJ?s. to
placer-mmmg clarms located after the tenth day of May, eighteen hun- ~urver i .hmitadre.d and seventy-two, shall conform as near as practicable with the wn ° c aJ.ms.
U:~t~d States system of public-land surveys, and Lhe rectangular sub- 10 May, 1872, c.
diVISIOns of such surveys, and no such location shall include more than 152, s .1o, v.l7, P·
twenty acres for each individual claimant; but where placer-claims 94 •
cannot be conformed to legal subdivisions, survey and plat shall be
made as on unsurveyed land; and where by the segregation of mineral
lands in any legal subdivision a quantity of agricultural land less than
forty acres remains, such fractional portion of agricultural land may be
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entered, by any party qualified by law, for homestead or pre-emption
purposes.
!What evid~nce SEC. 2332. Where such person or association, they and their grant~c~~!s~!tlf~~~ ors, have held and worked their claims for a period eqnal to the time
right to a patent. prescribed by the statute of limitations for mining-claims of the State
or Territory where the same may be situated, evidence of su())l posses23~ ~ui~· J 8 i~· c. sion and working- of the claims for such period shall be sufticient to
217: · ' • 'p. establish a right to a patent thereto under this chapter, in the absence
of any adverse claim; but nothing in this chapter shall be deemed to
impair any lien which may have attached ii) any way whatever to any
mining-claim or property thereto attached prior to the issuance of a
patent.
Proceedings for SEc. 2333. Where the same person, association, or corporation is in
for placer. possession of a placer-claim, and also a vein or lode included within
c
• &c.
the boundaries thereof, application shall be made for a patellt for the
10 May, 1872, c. placer-<~:laim, with the statement that it includes such vein or lode, and
152, s. 11, v. 17, p. in such case a patent shall issue for the placer-claim, subject to the
94.
provisions of this chapter, including such vein or lode, upon the payment of five dollars per acre for such vein or lode claim, and twentyfive feet of surface on each side thereof. The remainder of the placerclaim, or any placer-claim not embracing any vein or lode claim, shall
be paid for at the rate of two dollars and fifty cents per acre, together
with all costs of proceedmgs; and where a vein or lode, such as is described in section twenty-three hundred and twenty, is known to exist
within the boundaries of a placer-claim, an application _for a patent for
such placer-claim which does not include an application for the vein
or lode claim shall be construed as a conclusive declaration that the
claimant of the placer-claim has no right of possession of the vein or
lode claim; but where the existence of a vein or lode in a placer-claim
is not known, a patent for the placer-claim shall convey all valuable
mineral and other deposits within the boundaries thereof.
Surveyor.gen- SEC. 2:334. The surveyor-general of the United States may appoint. in
eral to appoint each land-district" containing mineral lands as many competent sur:nurvjy?rsofmin. veyors as shall apply for appointment to survey mining-claims. The
g-c aims, &c. expenses of the survey of vein or lode claims, and t.be survey and sub. 10 May, 1872, c. division of placer-claims into smaller quantities than one hundred and
152, a. 12, v. 17, p. sixty acres, together with the cost of publication of notices, shall be
95 ·
paid by the applicants, and they shall be at liberty to obtain the same
at the most reasonable rates, and they shall also be at liberty to employ
any Udted States deputy surveyor to make the survey. The Commissioner of the General Land Office shall also have power to eetablish the
maximum charges for surveys and publication of notices under this
chapter; and, in case of excessive charges for publication, be may desig-nate any newspaper published in a land-diHtrict where mines are
Situated for the publication of mining-notices in such district, and fix
the rates to be charged by such paper; and, to the end that the Commissioner may be fully informed on the subject, each applil'ant shall
file with the register a sworn statement of all charges and fees paid by
such applicant tor publication and surveys, together with all fees and
money paid the register and the receiver of the land-office, wh ch stat-ement shall be transmitted, with the other papers in the case, to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office.
Verification of SEc. 2335 All affidavits required to be made under this chapter may
affidavits, &o.
be verified before any officer authorized to administer oaths within the
10 May 187 2, c land-district where the claims may be situated, and all testimony and
152, a. 13,'v.l7
proofs may be taken before any such officer, and, when duly certified
95.
'
by the officer taking the same, shall have the same force and effect as
if taken before the register and receiver of the land-office. In cases of
contest aa to the mineral or agricultural character of the ln.nd, the testimony and proofs may be taken as herein provided on personal notice
of at least ten days to the opposing party; or if such party cannot be
found, then by publication of at least once a week for thirty days in a
newspaper, to be de!lignated b.v the register of the land-office as published nearest to the location of such land; and the register shall require proof that snch notice has been given.
Where veins SEc. 2336. Where two or more veins intersect or croRs each other,
int.ersect, &c.
priority of title shall govern; and such prior location shall be entitled
10 May,1872, 0 . to all ore or mineral contained within the space of intersection; but
152, 11. u, v.17, p. the subsequent location shall have the right of way through the space
96.
of intersection for the purposes of the convenient working of the mine.

p=t
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And where two or more veins unite, the oldest or prior location shall
take the vein below the point of union, including all the space of intersection.
SEc. 2337. ~ere non-mineral.laud not contig.uous to the vei~ ~r lode n ~
¥~ ~ rf~i
is used or occupied by the pro~rwtor of such vem or lode for mmmg or lands, &c.
milling purposes, such non-adJacent surface-ground m3:y be embraced - - - - - and included in an application for a patent for such vem or lode, and 10 May, 1872, c.
the same may be patented therew.ith, subject t~ the same :preliminary~~~· 8 • 15, v.17, P·
requirements as to survey and notice as are applicable to vems or lodes;
but no location hereafter made of such non-adjacent land shall exceed
five acres, and payment for the same must be made at the same rate as
fixecl b v this chapter for the superficies of the lode. The owner of a
quartz-mill or redu~tion-works, not o~ning a 11!-ine in conn~ctio~ ther~with, may also receive a patflnt for his mill-site, as provided m this
section.
SEc. 2338. As a condition of sale, in the absence of necessary legisla- . What. condition by Congress, the lo(}allegislature of any State or Territory may twns ~~ 8ble 1~i}
provide rules for working mines, involving easements, drainage, and le~~tur!.
other necessary means to their complete development; and those con- - - - - - ditions shall be fully expressed in the patent.
26 .Tuly,
1866, o.
262,
8. 5, v.14, p.
252.
SEC. 2339. Whenever, by priority of possession, rights to the use of Vested rights
water for mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, have to us~ !Jf water
vested and accrued, and the same are recognized and acknowledged by ;lrht~fn;a, &~~~
the local customs, laws, and the decisions of courts, the possessors and c!als.
Y
owners of such vested rights shall be maintained and protected. in - - - - - the same; and the right of way for the construction of ditches and 26 .Tuly, 1866, c.
canals for the purposes herein specified is acknowledged and confirmed; 262, 8. 9, v. 14, P·
but whenever any person, in the construction of any ditch or canal, 253 ·
injures or damages the possession of any settler on the public domain,
the part.y committing snch injury or damage shall be liable to the party
injured for such injury or damage.
SEc. 2340. All patents granted, or pre-emption or homesteads allowed, Patents preshall be subject to any vested and accrued water-rights, or rights to eruptions,' and
ditches and reservoirs used in connection with such water-rights, as ~ 0 ~fsteatdsu~
may have been acquired under or recognized by the preceding section. ~~~rn{)edes wS:~rrights.
9 July, 1870, c.
235, 8. 17, v. 16, p.
218.
SEc. 2341. Wherever, upon the lands heretofore designated as mineral Mineral lands
lands, which have been excluded from survey and sale, there have been in whic~ no vatuhomesteads ma<:le by citizens of the United State"", or persons who have ~f;~v:~r 0 ; ; :
declared their intention to become citizens, which homesteads have to homeste'a<ls.
bee~1 made, improved, and uBed for agricultural purposes, and upon 26 July, 1866, c.
whwh there have been no valuable mint>s of gol~ silver, cinnabar, or 2~2, s.10, v.l4, p.
copper discovered, and which are properly agrictfttural lands, the set- 2o3.
tlers or owners of snch homesteads shall have a right of pre-emption
thereto, and shall be entitled to purchage the same at the price of one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, and in qnantity not to exceed one
~undred and sixty acres; or they may a.v ail tbemsel ves of the pro visIons of chapter five of this Title, relat.ing to "HoMESTEADS."
S~c. 2342. Upon the survey of the lands described in the preceding Mineral Jande,
sectJ.on, th~ Secretary of the Interior may designate and set apart snch how ~et apart as
portiOns of the sa!lle as are clearly agric11ltnrallands, which lands shall fa~d~cultural
thereafter be snbJect to pre-emption and sale as other public lands, and 26 j 1 1866
be subject to all the laws and regulations applicable to the same.
262, 8.~ 1~'v.I4,' ;:

:.t.:,.

SEc. 2343. The President is authorized to establish additional land- ~d di ti on al
districts, and to appoint the necessary officers under existing laws, lal!d-districtsand
~herever. he may dee~. the s~m~ n ecessary for the public convenience f~c~:~~d:;[ f!
1ll executmg the provisions of this chapter.
provide.
- 26 .Tuly,1866, o.
262, 8. 7, v. 14, p .
25
. SE<?· 2~44. Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed to ~rovisions of
rmparr, II?- a;ny way, rights or interests in mining property acqnired this chapter not
under existmg laws; nor to affect the provisions of the act entitled t? affect certain
"An act granting to A. Sutro the right of way and other privileges to ~ghts:o--..,1=,_
aid in the construction of a draining and exploring tunnel to the Com- 15~~ :!fl,'v.BJi; ~:

25

96.
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stock lode, in the State of Nevada," approved July twenty-five eighteen
hundred and sixty-six.
'
. Miner~l lands SEC. 2345. The provisions of the preceding sectiom of this chapter
!!c~~f:d~ States shl_tll no~ apply to .the minerall.ands situated in the States of Michigan,
llfFeb~· W1sconsm, and Mrnnesota, whiCh are ueclared free and open to explo159, v. 17;· p. 4 65~ ration and purchase according. to legal subdivisions, in like manner a.a
before the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two. And
any bona fide entries of such lands within the States named since the
tenth 1of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, may be patented
without reference to any of the foregoing provisions of this chapter.
Such lands shall be offered .for public sale in the same manner, at the
same minimum price, and under the same rights of pre-emption as other
public lands.
Grants of lands SEC. 2346. No act passecl at the first session of the thirty-eighth Cont~r~~ites or cor- g.ress, granting lands to States or corporations to aid iD: the construcfnclud~ns Z:~~r!~ twn of roads, or for other purposes, or to extend the time of grants
lands.
made prior to the thirtieth day of January, eighteen hundred and sixty- - - - - - five, shall be so construed as to embrace mineral lands, which in all
R!~ .J~nio
cases are reserved exclusively to the United States, unless otherwise
p. 567. · 'v. ' specially provided in the act or acts making the grant.
9 J nly, 1870C·
2~~: s.I7, v. 16, P·

2

Isfg•

REPEA.L PROVISIONS.
TITLE LXXIV.

What Revised SEC. 5595. The foregoing seventy-three titles em brace the statutes of
Statutes em- the United Stat6s general and permanent in their nature, in force on
brace.
the 1st day of December, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,

as revised and consolidated by commissioners appointed under an act of
Congress, and the same shall be designated and cited as The Revised
Statutes of the United. States. l.
Repeal of acts SEC. 5596. All acts of Congress}assed prior to said first day of Deceme:r:n"!>raced in re- ber1 one thousand eight hundred and. seventy-three, any portion of
VIsHm.
which is embraced in any l"ection of said revision, are hereby repealed,
and the section applicable thereto shall be in force in lieu t.hereof; all
parts of such acts not contained in such revision having been repealed
or superseded by subsequent acts, or not being general and permanent
in their nature: Provide(l, That the incorporation into such revision of
any general and permanent provision, taken from an act making ap·
propriations, or from an act containing other provisions of a private,
local, or temporary character, shall not repeal, or in any way affect
any appropriation, or any provision of a private, local, or temporary
character contained in any of said acts, but the same shall remain in
force; art\I all acts of Congress passed prior to said last-named day no
·
part of which are e,1llbraced in said revision, shall not be affected or
changed by its enacbents.
Accrued rights SEC. 5597. The rept>al of the several acts embraced in said revision,
reserved.
shall not affect any act done, or any right accruing or accrued, or any suit
- - - - - - or proceeding had or commenced in any civil cause before the said repeal,
but all rights and liabilities under said acts shall continue, and may
be enforced in the iiame manner, as if said repeal had not been made;
nor shall said repeal in any manner affect the right to any office or
change the term or tenure thereof.
Proaeeut ions SEc. 5598. All offenses committed, and all penalties or forfeitures inand punish- curred under any statute embraced in said. revision prior to said repeal,
menta.
may be prosecuted. and. punished in the same manner and with the same
effect, as if said repeal had not been made .
. Acts of llmita.- S:JLC. 5599. All acts of limitation, whether applicable to civil causes
tion.
and proceedings, or to the prosecution of offenses, or for the recovery of
penalties or forfeitures, embraced in said revision and covered by said
appeal, shall not be affected thereby, but all suits, proceedings or prosecutions, whether civil or criminal, for causes arising, or acts done or
committed prior to said repeal, may be commenced and prosecuted
within the same time as if said repeal had not been made.
Arrang.e m e.n t SEC. 560(}. The arrangement and classification of the several sections
~~e~~a~cation
of the revision have been made for the purpose of a more convlilnient
1
n·
and orderly arrangement of the same, and therefore no inference or
presumption of a legislative construction is to be drawn by reason of
the Title under which any particular section is plar.ed.
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SEC. 5601. The enactment of the said revision is not to affect or re- . ActD pa1\~~:
peal any act of Congress passed since the 1st day of December, .one ~~~C:ffe~t~d:
'
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, and all acts passed ~m~e ______
that date are to have full effect as if passed after the ~nact.ment of this
revision and so far as such acts vary from, or con:fhct w1th any provision c~ntained in said revision, they are to have effect as subsequent
statutes, and as repealing any portion of the revision inconsistent
therewith.
Approved, June 22, 1874.
The following is an act of Congress approved June 6, 1874:
AN ACT to amend the act entitled "An act to premote the development of the
mining resources of the United States, 11 passed May tenth, eighteen hundred and
seventy.two.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the provisions of the fifth
section of the act entitled "An act to promote the development of the
mining resources of the United States," passed May tenth, eighteen
hundred and seventy-two, which requires expenditures of labor and
improvements on claims located prior to the passage of said act, are
hereby so amended that the time for the first annual expenditure on
claims located prior to the passage of said act shall be extended to the
first day of January, eighteen hundred and seventy-five.

The following is an act of Congress approved Fe?ruary 11, 1875:
AN ACT to amend section two thousand three hundred and twenty.four of the
Revised Statutes, relating to the development of the mining resources of the
United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hmtse of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section two thousand three

hundred and twenty-four of the Revised Statutes be, and the same is
hereby amended so that where a person or company has or may run a
tunnel for the purposes of developing a lode or lodes, owned by said
person or company, the money so expended in said tunnel shall be taken
and considered as expended on said lode or lodes, whether located
prior to or since the passage of said act, and such person or company
shall not be required to perform work on the surface of said lode or
lodes in order to hold the same as required by said act.
The following is an act of Congress approved M:1y 5, 1876 :
AN AC·:r to exclude the States of Missouri and Kansas from the provisions of the
act of Congress entitled "An act to promote the development of .the mining resources of the United States, 11 approved May tenth, eighteen hundred and seventytwo.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hmtse of Bep1'esentaUves of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That within the States of Mis-

HOuri and Kansas deposits of coal, iron, lead, or other mineral be, and
they are hereby, excluded from the operation of the act entitled "An
act to promote the development of the mining resources of the United
States," approved May tenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, and
all lands in said States shall be subject to disposal as agricultural lands.
The following is an act of Congress approved June 3, 1878 :
AN ACT authorizing the citizens of Colorado, Nevada, and the Territories to fell
and remove timber on the public domain for mining and domestic purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ot Representatit•cs of the United
States of .America in Congress assembled, That all nitizens of the United

States and other persons, bona fide residents of the State of Colorado
or Nevada, or either of the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona Utah
Wyoming, Dakota, Idaho, or Montana, and all other mineral districts of
the United States, sha:ll ?e and ~re hereby, ~u~horized and permitted to
fell and re~ove, for bmldmg, agriCul~ural, rm.mng, or other domestic purposes, any t1m:?er or other trees.gr?wmg or bemg on the public lands, said
lands bemg mmeral, and no~ subJect to e~try_under exis.tin g laws of the
United States, except for mmeral entrv, m mther of said States Territories, or dis~ricts of w ~ich such citize'ns or persons may be at the time
bona fidt3 residents, subJect to such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe for the protection of the timber and
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of t~e undergrowt~ growing ll:pon such lands, and for other purposes:
P1·omded. The prov1s10ns of th1s act shall not extend to railroad corporations.
SEc. 2. That it shall be the duty of the register and the receiver of
any local land office in whose district any mineral land may be situated
to ascertain from time to time whether any timber is being cut or used
upon any such lands, except for tb.e purposes authorized by this act
within their respective land districts; and, if so, they shall immediately
notify the Commissioner of the General Land Office of that fact; and
all necessary expenses incurred in making such proper examinations
shall be paid and allowed such register and receiver in making up their
next quarterly accounts.
SEc. 3. Any person or persons who shall violate the provisions of this
act, or any rules and regulations in pursuance thereof made by the Secretary of the Interior, shall be deemed guilty of a misde01eanor, and,
upon conviction, shall be fined iu any sum not exceeding five hundred
dollars, and to which may be added imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months.
The following is an act of Congress approved January 22, 1880:
AN ACT to amend sections twenty-three hundred and twenty-four and twenty-three
hundred and twenty-five of the Revised Statutes of the United States concerning
mineral lands.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Stales of America in Congress assembled, That section twenty-three hundred and twenty-five of the Revised Statutes of the United States be
amended by adding thereto the following words: "Provided, That where
the claimant for a patent is not a resident of or within the land-district
wherein the vein, lode, ledge, or deposit sought to be patented is located,
the application for patent and the affidavits required to be made in this
section by the claimant for such patent may be made by his, her, or its
authorized agent, where said agent is conversant with the facts sought
to be established by said affidavits: And provided, That this section shall
apply to all applications now pending for patents to mineral lands."
SEc. 2. That section twenty-three hundred and twenty-four of the
Revised Statutes of the United States be amended by adding the following words: "Provided, That the period within which the work required to be done annually on all unpatented mineral claims shall commence on the first day of January succeeding the date of location of
such claim, and this section shall apply to all claims located since the
tenth day of May, auno Domini eighteen hundred and seventy-two."

The following is an act of Congress approved March 3, 1881:
AN ACT to amend section twenty-three hundred and twenty-six of the Revised
Statutes relative to suits at law affecting the title to mming-claims.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentati11es of the United
States of America in Congress assembled. That if, in any action brought
pursuant to section twenty-three hundred and twenty-six of the Revised Statutes, title to the ground in controversy shall not be established
by either party, the jury shall so find, and judgment shall be entered
according to the verdict. In such case costs shall not be allowed· to
either party, and the claimant shall not proceed in the land-office or be
entitleu to a patent for the ground in controversy until be shall have
perfected his title.

MINERAL LANDS OPEN TO EXPLORATION, OCCUPATION. AND PURCHASE.
1. :it will be perceived that by the foregoing provisions of law the mineral lands
in the public domain, surveyed or unsurveyed, are open to exploration, occupation,
and purchase, by all citizens of the United States and all those who have declared
their intention to become such.

STATUS OF LODE-CLAIMS LOCATED PRIOR TO MAY 10, 1872.
2. By an examination of the several sections of the Revised Statutes it will be
se~n that the stat~ of lode-claims located previous to the lOth May, 1872, is not changed
w1th regard to their extent along the lode or width of su1-jace.
~· Miil~g rights acquired under such previous locations are, however, enlarged by
s~nd ReVISed Statutes in the following r espect, viz: The locators of all such pre-
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viously taken veins or lodes, their hei!s a~d assigns, so long _as they ?om ply _with the
laws of Congress and with State, TeJ"!Itonal, or ~ocal regulatwt;s not m confl.1c~ therewith, governing mining-c~ai~s, are _mwested '!1th th~ exclus1ve posses~ory nght of
all the surface included w1thm the hues of theu locat10ns1 !l'nd ?f ~ll yems, lodes, or
ledges throughout their entire depth, the top or apex of Which hes ms1de of such surface-lines extended downward vertically, although such veins, lodes, or ledges may
so far depart from a perpendicular in their course d_own:vard as to extend ~utside the
vertical side-lines of such locatiOns at the surface, 1t bemg expressly provided, how~ver that the right of possession to such outside parts of said veins or ledges shall
be c~nfined to such portions thereof as lie between vertical planes drawn downward,
as aforesaid through the end-lines of their locations so continued in their own direction that su~h planes will intersect such e~terior parts of sue~ veins, ~odes, or le~ges;
no right being granted, however, to the daimant of such outside portiOn of a vem or
ledge to enter upOJ? t?-e surface location of another claimant.
. .
4. It is to be d1stmctly understood, however, that the law hm1ts the possessory
right to veins, lodes, or ledges, other than the one named in the original location, to
such as were not adversely clairned on May 10, 1872, and that where such other vein or
ledge was so adversely claimed at that date, the right of the party so adversely
()]aiming is in no way impaired by the provisions of the Revised Statutes. (Amended,
see paragraph 6, page 1010.)
5. In order to hold the possessory title to a mining-claim locat.ed prior to May 10,
1872, and for which a patent has not been issued, the law requires that ten dollars
shall be expended annually in labor or improvements on each claim of one hundred
feet on the course of the vein or lode until a patent shall have been issued therefor;
but where a number of such claims are held in common upon the sam~ vein or lode
the aggre~ate expenditure that would be necessary to hold all the claims, at the rate
of ten dollars per hundred feet, may be made upon any one claim; a failure to comply
with this requirement in any one year subjecting the claim upon which such failure
occurred to relocation by other parties, the same as if no previous location thereof
had ever been made, unless the claimants under the original location shall have resumed work thereon after such failure and before such relocation. The first annual
~xpenditure upon claims of this class should have been performed subsequent to May
10, 1872, and prior to January 1, 1875. From and after January 1, 1875, the required
amount must be expended annually until patent issues. By decision of the honorable
Secretary of the Interior, dateu March 4, 1879, such annual expenditures are not required subsequent to entry, the date of issuing the patent certi:ficat~ being the date
contemplated by statute. (A.rnended, see paragraph 6, pa_qe 1010.)
ti. Upon the failure of any one of several co-owners of a vein, lode, or ledge, which
bas not been entered, to contribute his proportion of the expenditures necessary to
hold the claim or claims so held in ownership in common, the co-owners who have performed the labor, or made the improvements, as required by said Revised Statutes,
may, at the expiration of the year, give such delinquent co-owner personal notice in
writing, or notice by puLlication in the newspaper published nearest the claim, for at
least once a week for ninety days; and if upon the expiration of ninety days after
such notice in wrWng, or upon the expiration of one hundred and eighty days after
the first newspaper publication of notice, the delinquent co-owner shall have failed
~o contribute his proportion to meet such expenditures or improvements, his interest
m the claim by law passes to his co-owners, who have made the expenditures or improvements as aforesaid. Where a claimant alleges ownership of a forfeited interest
under the foregoing provision, the sworn statement of the publisher as to the facts of
p~blication, giving dates and a printed copy of the notice published, should Le furn~shed, and the claimant must swear that the delinquent co-owner failed to contribute
his proper proportion within the period fixed by the statute.
PATENTS FOR VEINS OR LODES

HERETOFORI~

ISSUED.

7_. Rights under patents for veins or lodes heretofore granted under previous legisl~tiOn_of Cong~ess are enlarged by the Revised Statutes so as to invest the patentee,
his he1rs or assigns, with title to all veins, lodes, or ledges, throughout their entire
.(ie~th, the top or apex of which lies within the end and side boundary lines of his
claim on the surface, as patented, extended downward vertically, although such veins,
lodes, or ledges may so far depart from a perpendicular in their course downward as
t o e~tend outside t~e vertical side-lines of the claim at the surface. The right of pos.sesswn to Sl_lch outside par~s of such veins or ledges to be confined to such portions
t he_reof as he between vertwal planes drawn downward through the end-lines of the
.claims at the surface, so continued in their own direction that such planes will intersect such e_xterior parts of such veins or ledges, it being" expressly provided, however,
t~at all vems, lodes, or ledges, the top or apex of which lies inside such surface locations, other than the one named in the patent, which were adversely claimed on the lOth
May, 1872, are excluded from such conveyance by patent.
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8. Applications for patents for mining-claims pending at the elate oftheact ofMav
10, 187~, may be prosecuted to final decision in the Geneml Land Office, and where no
~dverse rights ~re affected thereby, patents w~l be issued in pursuance of the provisIons of the Revised Statutes.
MANNER OF LOCATING CLAIMS ON VEINS OR LODES AFTER MAY

10,1872.

9. From and after the lOt.h May, 1872, any perRon who is a citizen of the United
States or :vJ:o has ~eclared his intention to become a citizen, may locate, record, and
ho~d a mmmg-clmm of fifteen hund1·ed linea1· fee.t along the course of any mineral
vem or lode subject to location; or an association of persons, severally qualified as
above, may make joint location of such claim of fifteen hundred feet, but in no event
can a location of a vein or lode made subsequent to May 10, 1872, exceed fifteen hundred feet along the course thereof, whatever may be the number of persons composing
the association.
10. With regard to the extent of surface-ground adjoining a vein or lode, and claimed
for the convenient working thereof, the Revised Statutes provide' that the lateral extent of locations of veins or lodes made after May 10, 1872, shall in no case exceed thre&
hundred .feet on each 8ide of the middle of the tJein at the su1jace, and that no such surfacerights shall be limited by any mining regulations to less than twenty-five feeton each
side of the middle of the vein at the surface, except where adverse rights existing on
the lOth May, 1872, may render such limitation necessary; the end-lines of such claims
to be in all cases parallel to each other. Said lateral measurements cannot extend beyond three hundred feet on eithe'r side of the middle of the vein at the surface, or such
distance as is allowed by local laws. For example: 400 feet cannot be taken on one
side and 200 feet on the other. If, however, 300 feet on each side are allowed, and by
reason of prior claims but 100 feet can be taken on one 'side, the locator will not be
restricted to less than 300 feet on the other side; and when the locator does not determine by exploration where the middle of the vein at the surface is, his discovery
shaft must be assumed to mark such point.
11. By the foregoing it will be perceived that no lode-claim located after the lOth
May, 1872, can exceed a parallelogram fifteen hundred feet in length by six hundred
feet in width, but whether surface-ground of that width can be taken depends upon
the local regulations or State or Territorial laws in force in the several mining-districts; and that no such local regulations or State or Territorial laws shalllimita vein
or lode claim to less than fifteen hundred feet along the course thereof, whether the
location is made by one or more persons, nor can surface rights be limited to less than
fifty feet in widt.h, unless adverse claims existing on the lOth day of May, 1872, render such lateral limitation n ecessary .
12. It is provided by the Revised Statutes that the miners of each district may make
rules and regulations not in conflict with the laws of the United States, or of the State
or Territory in which such districts are respeclively situated, governing the location,
manner of recording, and amount of work necessary to hold possession of a claim.
'rhey likewise require that the location shall be so distinctly marked on the ground
that its boundaries may be readily tra.ced. This is a very important matter, and locators cannot exercise too much care in defining their locations at the outset, inasmuch as the law requires that allrecords of mininglocationsmadosubsequenttoMay
10, 1872, shall contain the name or names of the locators, the date of the location, and
such a description of the claim or claims located, by reference to some natural obj ect or
permanent uwnument, as will identify the claim.
13. The st.atutes provide that no lode-claim shall be recorded until after the discovery of a vein or lode within the limits of the claim located, the object of which
provision is evidently to prevent the appropriation of presumed mineral ground for
speculative purposes to the exclusion of bonafide prospectors, before sufficient work
has been done to determine whether a Yein or lode really exitits.
14. The claimant should, therefore, prior to locating his claim, unless the vein can
be traced upon the surface, sink a shaft, or run a tunnel or drift, to a sufficient depth
therein to discover and develop a mineral-bearing vein, lode, or crevice; should determine, if possible, the general course of such vein in either direction from the point
of discovery, by which direction he will be governed in marking the boundaries of hi
claim on the eurface. His location notice should give the course and distance a
nearly as practica.ble from the discov-ery-shaft on the claim, to some permanent, wellknown points or objects, such, for instance, as stone monuments, blazed trees, the confluence of streams, point of intersection of well-known gulches, ravines, or roadst
prominent but.tes, hllls, &c., which may be in the immediate vicinity, and which will
serve to perpetuate and fix t~e locus of the claim and render it susceptible of identification from the description thereof given in the record of locations in the districtt
and should be duly recorded .
. ~5_. In a~dition to the foregoing data, the claimant should state the names of adJOlmng claims, or, if none adjoin, the relative positions of the nearest claims; should
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drive a post or er~ct a monume.nt of stones at each corner of his surface-ground, and
at the point of discovery or discovery-shaft should fix a post, stake, or board, upon
which should be designated the name of the lode, the name or names of the locator&,
the number of feet claimed, and in which direction from the point of discovery; it
being essential that the location notice ~led fo! record~ in addition to th~ foregoing
description, should sta.te :whether the entire c~a~m of fifteen hundred feet IS taken on
one side of the point of discovery, or whether It IS partly upon o~e and partly up~n the
other side thereof, and in the latter case, how many feet are claimed upon each Side of
such diRcovery-point.
.
16. Within a reasonable time, say twenty days after the locatiOn shal~ have been
marked on the ground., or such time as is allowed by the localla,ws, notice tbere.of,
accurately describing the claim in manner aforesaid, should be filed for rec?rd with
the proper recorder of the district, who will thereupon issue the usual certificate of
location.
17. In order to hold the possessory right to a location made since May 10, 1872, not
less than one hundred dollars' worth of labor must be performed, or improvements
made thereon a.nnually until entry shall have been made. Under the provisions of
the act of Congress approved Jar~uary22, 1880, the first annual.expendi~ure b~comes
<lue and must be performed durmg the calendar year succeedmg that m whiCh the
location was made. Expenditure made or labor performed prior to the first day of
January succeeding the date of location will not be considered as a part of, or applied
upon, the first annual expenditure required by law. Failure to make the expenditure
or perform the labor required will subject the claim to relocation by any other party
having the necessary qualifications, unless the original locator, his heirs, assigns, or
legal representatives have resumed work thereon after such failure and before such
:re location.
18. The expenditures required upon mining-claims may be made from the surface
o r in running a tunnel for the development of such claims, the act of February 11,
1875, providing that where a person. or company has, or may, run a tunnel for the purpose of developing a. lode or lodes owned by said person or company, the money so
<~xpended in said tunnel shall be taken and considered as expended on said lode or
lodes, and such person or company shall not be required to perform work on the surface of said lod.e or lodes in order to bold the same.
19. The importance of attending to these details in the matter of location, labor,
and expenditure will be more readily perceived when it is understood that a failure to
give the subject proper attention may invalidate the claim.
TUNNEL RIGHTS.

20. Section 2323 provides that where a tunnel is run for the development of a vein
o r lode, or for the discovery of mines, the owners of such tunnel shall have the right
of possession of all veins or lodes within three thousand feet from the face of such
tunnel on the line thereof, not previously known to exist, discovered in such tunnel,
to the same extent as if discovered. from the surface; and locations on the line of such
tnnnel of veins or lodes not appearing on the surface. made by other parties after the
commencement of the tunnel, and while the same is being prosecuted with reasonable
diligence, shall be invalid; but failure to prosecute the work on the tunnel ior six
months shall bo considered as an abandonment of the right to all undiscovered veins
or lodes on the line of said tunnel.
21. The effect of this is simply to give the proprietors of a mining-tunnel run in
good faith tho possessory right to fifteen hundred feet of any blincllodes out, discovered, or intersected by such tunnel, which were not previously known to exist, within
t hree thousand feet from the face or point of commencement of such tunnel, and to
prohibit other parties, after the commencement of the tunnel, from prospecting for
and making locations of lodes on the line theTeof and within said distance of three
t bous.and feet, unless such lodes appear upon the surface or were previously known
to exist.
22 .. The term "face," as used in said section, is constrnod and held to mean the first
workmg-face formed in tho tunnel, and to signify tho point at which the tunnel
actually enters cover; it being from this point that the three thousand feet are to be
counted, upon which prospecting is prohibited a.s aforesaid.
~3: To avail themselves of the benefits of this provision of law, the proprietors of a
mmmg-tunnel will be required, at the time they enter cover as aforesaid, to give
proper notice of their tunnel location by erecting a substantial post, board, or monument at the face or point of commencemeut thereof, upon which should be posted a
good and sufficient notice, giving the names of the parties or company claiming the
tunnel.-right; the actual or proposed course or direction of the tunnel; the height
and width thereof, and the course and distance from such face or point of commencement to some permanent well-known objects in the vicinity by which to fix and determine the locus in manner heretofore set forth applicable to locations of veins or
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lodes, and at the time of posting such notice they shall, in order that miners or pros.
pectora may be enabled to determine whether or not they are within the lines of the
tunnel, establish the boundary lines thereof, -by stakes or monuments placed along
such lines at proper intervals, to the terminus of the three thousand feet from the
face or point of commencement of the tunnel, and the lines so marked will define
a~d govern as to the specific boundaries within which prospecting for lodes not prevwusly known to exist is prohibited while work on the tunnel is being prosecuted
with reasonable diligence.
¥4. At the time of posting notice and marking out the lines of the tunnel as aforesaid; a full and correct copy of such notice of location defining the tunnel-claim must
be filed for record with the mining recorder of the district, to which notice must be
attached the sworn statement or declaration of the owners, claimants, or projectors
of such tunnel, setting forth the facts in the case; stating the amount expended by
themselves and their predecessors in interest in prosecuting work thereon; the extent
of the work performed, and that it is bona fide their intention to prosecute work on
the tunnel so located n.nd described with reasonable diligence for the development of
a vein or lode, or for the discovery of mines, or both, as the case may be. This notice
oflocation must be duly recorded, and, with the said sworn statement attached, kept
on the recorder's files for future reference.
25. By a compliance with the foregoing much needless difficulty will be avoided,
and the way for the adjustment oflegal rights acquired in virtue of said section 2323
will be made much more easy and certain.
26. This office will take particular care that no improper advantage is taken of this
provision of law by parties making or professing to make tunnel locations, ostensibly
for the purposes named in the statute, but really for the purpose of monopolizing the
lands lyinjS in front of their tunnels to the detriment of the mining interests and to
the excluswn of bona fide prospectors or miners, but will hold such tunnel claimants
to a strict compliance with the terms of the statutes; and a reasonable diligence 011
their part in prosecuting the work is"one of the essential conditions of their implied
contract. Negligence or want of due diligence will be construed as working a forfeiture of their right to all undiscovered veins on the line of such tunnel.
MANNER OF PROCEEDING TO OBTAIN GOVERNMENT TITLE TO VEIN OR LODE CLAIMS.

2i. By section 2325 authority is given for granting titles for mines by patent from
the Government to :my person, association, or corporation having the necessary qualifications as to citizenship and holding the right of possession to a claim in compliance
with law.-Amended, see page lOlO,paragraphsl, 2, 3.
28. The claimant is required in the first place to have a correct survey of his claim
made under authority of the surveyor-general of the State or Territory in which the
claim lies; such survey .to show with accuracy the exterior surface boundaries of the
claim, which boundaries are required to be distinctly marked by monuments on the
ground. Four plats and one copy of the original field-notes, in each case, will be
prepared by the surveyor-general; one plat and the original field-notes to be retained
in the office of the surveyor-general, one copy of the plat to be given the claimant for
posting upon the claim, one plat and a copy of the field-notes to be given the claimant
for filing with the proper rflgister, to be finally transmitted by that offic~r, with other
papers in the case, to this office, and one plat to be sent by the surveyor-general to
the register of the proper land-district to be retained on his files for future reference.
29. The claimant is then required to post a copy of the plat of such survey in a
conspicuous place upon the claim, to~ethcr with notice of his intention to apply for
a patent therefor, which notice will g1ve the date of posting, the name of the claimant, the name of the claim, mine, or lode; the mining-district and county; whether
the location is of record, and, if so, where the record may be found; the number of
feet claimed along the vein and the presumed direction thereof; the number of feet
claimed on the lode in each direction from the point of discovery, or other well-defined
place on the claim; the name or names of adjoining claimants on the same or other
lodes; or, if none adjoin, the names of the nearest claims, &c.
30. After posting the said plat and notice upon the premises, the claimant will file
with the proper register and-receiver a copy of such plat, and the field-notes of survey
of the claim, accompanied by the affiflavit of at least two credible witnesses, that
such plat and notice are posted conspicuously upon the claim, giving the date and
place of such posting; a copy of the notice so posted to be attached to, and form a
part of, said affidavit . .
31. Attached to the field-notes so filed must be the sworn statement of the claimant
th~t he has the possessory right to the premises therein described, in virtue of a compliance by himself (and by his grantors, if he claims by purchase) with the mining
rules, regulations, and customs of the mining district, State, or Territory in which
the claim lies, and with the mining laws of Congress; such sworn statement to nar-
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rate briefly, but as. clearly as poss~ble,, t~e fa~ts constituting such compliance, the
origin of his possesswn, and the basis of hiS claim to a.patent:
. .
32. This affidavit should be suppor~ed by appropnat~ evidence from ~he mmmg
recorder's office as to his possessory nght, as follows, viz: Where he claims to be a
locator, a full, true, and correct copy of such location should be furnished, as the same
appears upon the mining recor1s; such copy to be. attested by the seal of the recorder,
or if he has no seal, then he should make oath to the same being correct, as shown by
his records· where the applicant claims as a locator in company with others who have
since conv~yed their interests in the lode to him, a copy of the original record of location should be filed, together ~ith an abstract of title from t~e proper recor?er, under
seal or oath as aforesaid, tracmg the co-locator's possessory rights m the claim to such
applicant for patent; where the applicant claims only as a purchaser for valuable
consideration, a copy of the location record must be filed, under seal or upon <?ath as
aforesaid, with ~n abstracto~ title certi~ed as above by the proper rec?r~erl tracmg the
right of possessiOn by a .co~tmuous cham of conveyances from the ~:mgma locat<?rs ~o
the applicant, also cert1fymg that no conveyances affectmg the title to the claim m
question appear of record in his office other than those set forth in the accompanying
abstract.
33. In the event of the mining records in any case having been destroyed by fire
or otherwise 1ost, affidavit of the fact should be made, and secondary evidence of
possessory title will be received, which may consist of the affidavit of the claimant,
supported by those of any other parties cognizant of the facts relative to his location,
occupancy, possesr;ion, improvements, &c.; and in such case of lost records, any
deeds, certificates of location or purchase, or other evidence which may be in the
claimant's possession, and tend to establish his claim, should be filed.
34. Upon the receipt of these papers the register will, at the expense of the claimant
(who must furnish the agreement of the publisher to hold applicant for patent alone
responsible for charges of publication), publish a notice of such application for the
period of sixty days, in a newspaper published nearest to the claim; and will post a
copy of such notice in his office for the same period. In all cases sixty days must intervene between the first and the last insertion of the notice in such newspaper.
When the notice is published in a weekly newspaper ten consecutive insertions are
necessary; when in a daily newspaper the notice must appear in each issue for the
required period.
35. The notices so published and posted must be as full and complete as possible,
and embrace all the data given in the notice posted upon the claim.
36. Too much care cannot be exercised in the preparation of these notices, inasmuch
as upon their accuracy and completeness will depend, in a great measure, the regularity
and validity of the whole proceeding.
37. The claimant, either at the time of filing these papers with the register, or at
any time during the sixty days' publication, is required to file a certificate of the
surveyor-general that not less than five hundred dollars' worth of labor has been expended or improvements made upon the claim by the applicant or his grantors; that
the J?lat filed by the claimant is correct; that the field-notes bf the survey, as filed,
furmsh such an accurate description of the claim as will, if incorporated into a patent, serve ~o fully identify the premises, and that such reference is made therein to
natural ObJects or permanent monuments as will perpetuate and fix the locuB thereof.
38. It will be the more convenient way to have this certificnte indorsed by the
surveyor-~eneral, both upon the plat and field-notes of survey filed by the clairn:mt
as aforesaid.
~9. After the sixty days' period of newspaper publication has expired the claimant
Will file his affidavit, showing that the plat and notice aforesaid remained conspicu.ouslY.P?Sted upon the claim sought to ue patented during said sixty days' publicatiOn, givmg the dates .
. 40: Upon the filing of this affidavit the register will, if no adverse claim was filed
m h1s office during the period of publication permit the claimant to pay for the land
according to the area given in the plat and fteld-notes of survey aforesaid, at the rate
of fi.ve dollars for each acre and five dollars for each fractional part of an acre, the
receiver issuing the usual duplicate receipt therefor. The claimant will also make a
sworn statement of all charges and fees paid by him for publication and surveys,
together .with all fees and money paid the register and receiver of the land-office;
after wh1ch the whole matter will be forwarded to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office and a patent issued thereon if found regular.
41. In sending up the papers in the case the regi&ter must not omit certifying to
the fact that the notice was posted in his office for the full period of sixty days,
s:nch certificate to state distinctly when such posting was done and how long contmued.
42. The consecutive series of numbers of mineral entries must be continued, whether
the same are of lode or placer claims.
43. The surveyor-general must continue to designate all surveyed mineral claims
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as heretofore by a progressive series of numbers, ueginning with lot No. 37 in each
township; the claim to be so designated at date of filing the plat, field-notes, &c.
in addition to the local designation of the claim; it being required -in all cases that
the plat and field-notes of the survey of a claim must, in addition to the reference
to permanent objects in the neighborhood, describe the locus of the claim with reference to the lines of public surveys by a line connecting a corner of the claim with
the nearest public corner of the United States surveys, unless such claim be on unsurveyed lands at a remote distance from such public corner, in which latter case the
reference by course and distance to permanent objects in the neighborhood will be a
sufficient designation by which to fix the locus until the public surveys shall have been
closed upon its boundaries.
ADVERSE CLAD1:S.

44. Section 2326 provides for adverse claims, :fixes the time within which they shall
be :filed to have legal effect, and prescribes the manner of their n;djustment.
45. Said section requires that the adverse claim shall be :filed dJiring the period of
publication of notice; that it must be on the oath of the adverse claimant; and that
it must show the "nature," the ''boundaries," and the "extent" of the adven;e claim.
46. In order that this section of law may be properly carried into effect, the following is communicated for the information of all concerned:
47. An adverse mining-claim must be :filed with the register of the same land office
with whom the application for patent was :filed, or in his absence with the receiver,
and within the sixty days' period of newspaper publication of notice.
-!8. The adverse notice must be duly sworn to by the person or persons making the
same before an officer authorized to administer oaths within the land-district, or
before the register or receiver; it will fully set forth the nature and extent of the interference or conflict; whether the adverse party claims as a purchaser for valuable
consideration or a locator; if the former, a certified copy of the original location,
the original conveyance, a duly certified copy thereof, or an abstractoftitlo from the
office of the proper recorder should be furnished, or if the transaction was a mere
verbal one he will narrate the circumstances attending the purchase, the date thereof,
and the amount paid, which facts should be supported by the affidavit of one or more
witnesses, if any were present at the time, and if he claims as a locator he must :file
a duly certified copy of the location from the office of the proper recorder. (Amended,
see ci1·culm· of May 9, 1882, page 1007.)
49. In order that the "bounda1·ies" and "extent" of the claim may be shown, it will
be incumbent upon the adverse claimant to :file a plat showing his entire claim, its
relative situation or position with the one against which he claimA, and the extent of
the conflict. This plat must be made from an actual survey by a United States
deputy surveyor, who will officially certify thereon to its correctness; and in addition
there must be attached to such plat of survey a certificate or sworn statement by the
surveyor as to the approximate value of the labor performed or improvements made
upon the claim by the adverse party or his predecessor!:! in interest, and t.he plat must
indicate the position of any shafts, tunnels, or other improvements, if any snch exist,
upon the claim of the party opposing the application, and by which party said improvements were made.
50. Upon the foregoing being filed within the sixty days as aforesairl, the register,
or in his absence the receiver,
give notice in writing to both pa1·ties to the contest,
that such adverse claim has been filed, informing them that the party who filed the
adverse claim will be required within thirty days from the date of such filing to commence proceedings in a court of competent jurisdiction to determine the question of
right of posses&ion, and to prosecute the same with reasonable diligence to final judgment, and that sl10uld snch adverse claimant fail to do so, his adverse claim will be
considered waived, and the application for patent be allowed to proceed upon its
merits.
51. When an adverse claim is filed as aforesaid, the register or receiver will indorse
upon the same the precise date of filing, aM preserve a record of the date of notifications issued thereon; and thereafter all proceedings on the application for patent
will be suspended, with the exception of the completion of the publication and posting of noticet-~ and plat, and the filing of the necessary proof thereof, until the controversy shall have been adjudicated in court, or the adverse claim waived or withdrawn.
52. The proceedings after rendition of judgment by the court in such case are so
clearly defined by the act itself as to render it unnecessary to enlarge thereon in this
place.
(Paragraphs 53 to 60 arnended, see ci1·cular of September 22, 1882, page 1007.)
53. The proceedings to obtain patents for claims usually called placers, including
all forms of deposit, are similar to the proceedings prescriberl for obtaining patents
for vein or lode claims; but where sairl placer-clv.im shall be upon surveyed lands, and
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(lOnform to legal subdivisions, no further survey or plat will be required, and. all
placer-mining claims located after May 10, 1872, shall conform as nearly as practiC~
ble with the United Stat.es system of public-land surveys and the rectangular sul)dlvisions of such surveys, and no such location shall include more than twenty acres
for each individual claimant; but where placer-claims can :dot be conformed to legal
:aubdivisions, survey and plat shall be made as on unsurveyed lands. But where such
daims are located previous to the publi~ surveys, and do not ?onform to legal Sl~b
divisions, survey, plat, and ent,ry thereof may be made accordmg to the boundanes
thereof, provided the location is iu all respects legal.
54. The proceedings for obtaining patents for veins or lodes having already been
fully given, it will not be necessary to repeat them here; it being thought that careful attention thereto by applicants and the local officers will enable them to act understandingly in the matter and make such slight nrodifications in the notice, or
otherwi.:'e, as may be necessary in view of the different nature of the two classes of
claims, placer-clll.ims being tixed, however, at two dollars and fifty cents per acre, or
fractional part of an acre.
55. By section 2::330, authority is given for the subdivision of forty-acre legal subdivisions into ten-am·e lots, which is intended for the greater convenience of mtners in
.segregating their claims both from one another and from intervening agricultural
lands . .
f>6. It is held, therefore, that under a proper constructiQn of the law these ten-acre
lots in mining-districts should be considered and dealt with, to all intents and purposes, as legal subdivisions, and that an applicant having a legal claim which contorms to one or more of these ten-acre lots, either adjoining or cornering, may make
.entry thereof, after the usual proceedings, without further survey or pln.t.
57. In cases of this kind, however, the notice given of the application must be very
specific and accurate in description, n.nd as the forty-acre tracts may be subdivided
into ten-acre lots, either in the form of squares of ten by ten chains, or of paralellograms five by twenty chains, so long n.s the lines are pamllel and at right angles with
the lines of the public surveys, it will be necessary that the notice and application
.state specifically what ten-acre lots are sought to be patented, in addition to the
{)ther data required in the notice.
58. Where the ten-n.cre subdivision is in the form of a square it may be described,
for instance, as the "S. E. t of the S. W. t of N. W. t,'' or, if in the form of a paralellogram as aforesaid, it mn.y IJe described as the" W. i of theW. i of the S. W. t of the
N. W. t (or theN. i of the S. i of theN. E. t of the S. E. t) of section --,township
- - , range - - , " as the case may be; but, in addition to this description of the
land, the notice must give all the other data that is required in a mineral application,
by which parties may be put on inquiry as to the premises sought to be patented.
The proof submitted with n.pplications for claims of this kind must show clearly the
character and the extent of the improvements upon the premises.
Inasmuch as the surveyor-general has no duty to perform in connection with the
entry of a placer, claim of legal subdivisions, the proof of improvements must show
their value to be not less than jive httniirecl clollm·s and that they were mn.de by the n.pplicant for patent or his grantor.
54. Applicants for patent to a, placer-claim, who are also in possession of a known
vein or lode included therein, must state in their application that the placer includes
such vein or lode. The published and posted notices must also include such statement; and the vein or lode must be surveyed and marked upon the plat; the fieldnotes and plat giving the area of the lode claim or claims and the area of the placer
separately. If veins or lodes lying within a placer location are owned by other
parties, the fact should be distinctly stated in the applica.tion for patent, n.nd in all
the notices. It should be rem embered that an application which omits to include an
.application for a known vein or lode therein, must be construed as a conclusive declaration that the applicant bas no right of possession to the vein or lode. Where
there is no known lod•1 or vein, the fact must appear by affidavit of cln.imn.nt and one
or more w1tnesses.
60. When an adverse claim is filed to a pl:wer application, the proceedings are the
same as in the case of vein or lode claims, n.lready described.-Pa1·agmplts 53 to 60
<Lmended, see circula1· of September 22, 1882, pages 1007, 1008.

•

QUANTITY OF PLACER GROUND SUBJECT TO LOCATION.

61. By sec tion 2330 it is declared that no location of a placer-claim, made after July
shn.ll exceed one hundred n.ml sixty acres for any one person or association of
persons, which location shall conform to tlle United States surveys.
62. Section 2:{31 provides that all placer mining-claims located after Mn,y 10, 1872,
shall conform as nearly as practicable with the United States system of public surveys and the subdivisions of such surv~ys, :tnd no such locations shall include more
thn.n twenty acres for en.ch individual clairnn.nt.

~, 1870,
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63. The foregoing provisions oflaw are construed to mean that after the 9th day of
July, 1870, no location of a placer-claim can be made to exceed one hundred and sixty
acres, whatever may be the number of locators associated together, or whatever the
local regulations of the district may allow ; and that from and after May 10 1872 no
locat~on. made ?Y :;tn. individual can exceed twenty acres,, and no locati?n m~de by an
assomatwn of md1V1duals can exceed one hundred and sixty acres, whiCh location of
one hundred and sixty acres cannot be made by a less number than eight bona fide
locators ; and no locallaws or mining regulations can restrict a placer location to less
than twenty acres, although the locator is not compelled to take so much,
64. The regulations hereinbefore given as to the manner of marking locations on
the ground, and placing the same on record, must be observed in the case of placer
locations, so far as the same are applicable; the law requiring, howe,•er, that where
placer-claims are upon surveyed public lands the locations must hereafter be made to
conform to legal subdivisions thereof as near as practicable.
65. With regard to the proofs necessary to establish the possessory right to a placerclaim, section 2332 provides that" where such person or association, they and their
grantors, have held and worked their claims for· a period equal to the time prescribed
by the statute of limitations for mining-claims of the State or Territory where the
same may be situated, ·evidence of such possession and working of the claims for such
period shall be sufficient to establish a right to a patent thereto under this chapter,
in the absence of anv adverse claim.''
66. This provision 'of law will greatly lessen the burden of proof, more especially
in the case of old claims located many years since, the records of which, in many cases,
have been destroyed by fire, or lost in other ways during the lapse of time, but concerning the possessory right to which all controversy or litigation has long been settled.
67. When an applicant desires to make his proof of possessory right in accordance with this provision of law, you will not require him to produce evidence of
location, copies of conveyances, or abstract of title, as in other cases, but will require
him to furnish a duly certified copy of the statute of limitations of mining-claims for
the State or Territory, together with his sworn statement giving a clear and succinct
narration of the facts as to the origin of his title, and likewise as to the continuation
of his possession of the mining-ground covered by his application; the area thereof,
the nature and extent of the mining that has been done thereon; whether there has
been any opposition to his possession, or litigation with regard to hi!! claim, and, if so,
when the same ceased; whether such cessation was caused by compromise or by judicial decree, and any additional facts within the claimant's knowledge having a direct
bearing upon his possession and bonafideswbich be may desire to submit in support of
his claim.-Amended, see paragraph 8, page 1010.
.
68. There should likewise be filed a certificate, under seal oft he court having junsdiction of mining cases within the judicial district embracing the claim, that no suit
or action of any character whatever involving the right of possession to any portion
of the claim applied for is pending, and that there has been no litigation before said
court affecting the title t9 said claim or any part thereof for a period equal to the time
fixed by the statnte of limitations for mining-claims in the State or Territory as aforesaid, other than that w bicb has been finally decided in favor of the claimant.-A.mended
as abot•e.
69. The claimant should snpport his narrath~e of facts relative to his possession,
occupancy, and improvements by corrobative testimony of any disinterested person
or persons of credibility who may be cognizant of the facts in the case and are capable
of testifying understandingly in the premises.-Amended as above.
70. It will be to the advantage of 0laimants to make their proofs as full and complete as practicable.
MILL-SITES.

71. Section 2337 provides that, "where non-mineral land not contiguous to the vein
or lode is used or occupied by the proprietor of such vein or lode for mining or milling
purposes, such non-adjacent surface-ground may be embraced and included in an application for a patent for such vein or lode, and the same may be patented therewith,
subject to the same preliminary requirements as to survey and notice as are applicable
to veins or lode~; but no location hereafter made of such non-adjacent land shall
exceed five acres, and payment for the same must be made at the same rate as fixed
by this chapter for the superficies of the lode. The owner of a quartz-mill or reduction-works, not owning a mine in connection therewith, may also receive a patent
for his mill-site, as provided in this section."
72. 'r:o avail themselves of this provision of law, parties holding the possessory ri~ht
to a -ye~n or lode, and to a piece of non-mineral land not contiguous thereto, for min~ng
or m1llu~g purposes, not exceeding the quantity allowed for such purpose by sectiOn
23~7 Umted States Revised Statutes, or prior laws, under which the land was appropna~ed, ~he :proprietors of such vein or lode may file in the proper land-office their
apJ:!liCatiOn for a. ~atent, under oath, in manner already set forth herein; which applicatiOn, together w1tb the plat and field-notes, may include, embrace, and describe, in
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addition to the vein or lode, such non-contiguous mill-site, and after due proceedings
as to notice &c. a patent will be issued conveying the same as one claim.
73. In m~king'the survey in a case of this kind, the lode-claim should be described
in the plat and field-notes as" ~ot No. 37, .A," and. the ?Tiill-site as "Lot No ..37, B,"
or whatever may be its ap~ropnate nnmencal designatt?n; the ?ours~ and d~stan?e
from a corner of the mill-s1te to a corner of the lode-claim to be mvanably g1ven m
such plat and field-notes, and a copy of th.e pl:=tt and notice of applicati~:m for patent
must be conspicuously posted upon the mtll-stte as well as upon the vem or lode for
the statutory period of sixty?-ay~. In making the entry no separate recei~t or.certi~
cate need be issued for the mill-stte, but the whole area of both lode and mill-site will
be embraced in one entry, the price being five dollars for ea.ch acre and fractional part
of an acre embraced by such lode or mill-site claim.
74. In case the owner of a quartz-mill or reduction-works is not the owner or claimant of a vein or lode, the law permits him to make application therefor in the same
manner prescribed herein for mining-claims, and after due notice and proceedings, in
the absence of a valid adverse filing, to enter and receive a patent for his mill-site at
said price per acre.
75. In every case there must be satisfactory proof that the land claimed as a millsite is not mineral in character, which proof may, where the matter is unquestionedr
consist of the sworn statement of the claimant, supported by that of one or more disinterested persons capable from an acquaintance with the land to testify understandingly.
76. The law expressly limits mill-site locations made from and after its passage to
five acres.

77. The registers and receivers will preserve an unbroken consecutive series of numbers for all ruineral entries.
PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP OF MINING-CLAIMANTS.

78. The proof necessary to establish the citizenship of applicants for mining patents
must be made in the following manner: In case of an incorporated company, a certified copy of their charter or certificate of incorporation must he filed. In case of an
association of persons unincorporated, the affidavit of their duly authorized agent,
made upon his own knowledge, or upon information and belief, setting forth the
residence of each person forming such association, must be submitted. This affidavit
must be accompanied by a power of attorney from the parties forming such association,
authorizing the person who makes the affidavit of citizenship to act for them in the
matter of their application for patent.
79. In case of an individual or an association of individuals who do not appear by
their duly authorized agent, you will require the affidavit of each applicant, showing whether be is a native or naturalized citizen, when and where born, and his residence.
80. In case an applicant has declared his intention to become a citizen, or has been
naturalized, his affidavit must show the date, place, and the court before which he
de~lared his intention, or from which his certificate of citizenship issued, and present
residence.
81. The affidavit of claimant as to his citizenship may be taken before the register
or. receiver, or any other officer authorized to administer oaths within the land-distrte~. If citizenship is established by the testimony of disinterested persons, such
testimony may be taken at any place b efore any person authorized to administeroaths, and whose official character is duly verified.
APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTY SURVEYORS OF MINING-CLAIMS-CHARGES FOR SURVEY&
AND PUBLICATIONS-FEES OF REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS, &C.

82.. Section 2334 ~ro:vides for the appointment of surveyors of mineral claims, authonzes the Commtsswner of the General Land Office to establish the rates to be
charged for surveys and for newspaper publications, prescribes the fees allowed to the
local officers for receiving and acting upon applica.tions for mining-patents and for
adverse cl aims thereto, &c.
Under this authority of law the following rates have been established as the maximum charges for newspaper publications in minincr cases:
a Where a daily paper is designated the charg; shall not exceed seven dollars for
eac~· ten lines o~ sp~ce occupied, and where a weekly newspaper is designated as the
medmm of publicatiOn five dollars for the same space will be allowed. Such charge
shall be accepted as full payment for publication in each issue of the newspaper for
the e'!ltire period required by law.
It IS expected that these notices shall not be so abbreviated as to curtail the descript~on essential to a perfect notice, and the said rates established upon the understandmg that they are to be in the usual body-type used for advertisements.
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b For the publication of citations in contests or hearings involving the character of
lands, the charges shall not exceed eight dollars for five publications in weeklynewspapers, or ten dollars for pnblica.tions in daily tlewspapers for thirty days.
83. The surveyors-general of the several districts will, in pursuance of said law,
appoint in each land-district as many competent deputies for the survey of miningclaims as may seek such appointment; it being distinctly understood that all expenses of these notices and surveys are to be borne by the mining-claimants and not
by the United States ; the s;rstem of making deposits for mineral surveys, as required by
previous instructions, being hereby revoked as regards field-work; the claimant having
the option of employing any deputy surveyor within said district to do his work in
the field.
84. With regard to the platting of the claim and other office-work in the surveyor-general's office, that officer will make an estimate of the cost thereof, which amount the
-claimant will deposit with any assistant United States treasurer, or designated depository, in favor of the United States Treasurer, to be passed to the credit of the fund created by "individual depositors for snrveys of the public lands," and file with the
surveyor-general duplicate certificates of such deposits .in the usual manner.
85. The surveyors-general will endeavor to appoint mineral deputy surveyors, so
th.at one or more may be located in each mining-district for the greater convenience of
miners.
86. The usual oaths will be required of these deputies and their assistants as to the
.correctness of each survey executed by them .
The duty of the deputy mineral surveyor ceases when he has executed the survey
.and returned the field-notes and preliminary plat thereof with his report to the surveyor-general. He will not be allowed to prepare for the mining-claimant the papers
in support of an application for patent, or otherwise perform the duties of an attorney
before the land-office in connection with a mining claim.
The surveyors-general and localland officers are expected to report any infringement
<>f this regulation to this office.
87. The law requires that each applicant shall file with the register and receiver a
sworn statement of all charges and fees paid by him for publication of notice and for
,survey; together with all fees and money paid the register and receiver, which sworn
-s!;atement is required to be transmitted to this office, for the information of the Commissioner.
88. Should it appear that excesstve or exorbitant charges have been made by any
surveyor or any publisher, prompt action will be taken with ~he view of correcting
the abuse.
89. The fees payable to the register and receiver for filing and acting upon applic~
tions for mineral-land patents are five dollars to each officer, to be paid by the appli-cant for patent at the time of filing, and the like sum of five dollars is payable to each
<>fficer by an adverse claimant at the time of filing his adverse claim.
90. All fees or charges under this law may be paid in United States currenc~.
91. The register and rec eiver will, at the close of each month, forward to th1s o~ce
.an abstract of mining-applications filed, and a register of receipts, accompanied with
.an abstract of mineral lands sold, and an abstract of adverse claims filed.
92. 'I' he fees and purchase-money received by registers and receivers must be placed
to the credit of the United States in tho receiver's monthly and quarterly acco1_1nt,
.charging up in the disbursing account the sums to which the register and receiver
may be respectively entitled as fees and commissions, with limitations in regard to
the legal maximum.
HEARINGS TO ESTABLISH TIIE CHARACTER OF LANDS.

93. In every case where it becomes necessary uncler the law and existing instructions of this office that a h earing be held and testimony taken for the purpose of
.ascertaining the mineral or agricultural character of land, the local officers are directed
to cause tho evidence to be taken before a duly qualified officer whose office is located
nearest the land in dispute, the distance to be computed by ordinary routes of travel.
Whenever the local office comes within this rnle, the hearing will be held before the
re~ister and receiver.
It is intended to cause these hearings to be held, as far as practicable, in such manner as to afford the least inconvenience to persons interested. Should it appear,
thereiore, by written stipulation of all the parties that this purpoE~e will best be subserved by the designation of any particular officer authorized to administer oaths
within the land-district in which the land in controversy is situated, the instructions
herein may be dcpaTted from in accordance with such stipulation. Such deviation
may also be allowed where the officer who would, otherwise, be designated is an interested party, or where, for other good reason, his selection would be improper.
When the evidence is taken before an officer other than the register and receiver,
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the record should be sealed up, the title of the case indorsed on the envelope, and the
whole returned by mail or express to the register and receiver.
On the 27th April, 1880, in accordance whh the directions of the Secretary of the
Interior, this office revoked the withdrawals theretofore made, upon general inform ation, that vast tracts of public land were mineral in character, and instructed the
local officers, in the absence of a specific allegation of the mineral character of land, to
allow applications for agricultural entry thereof, upon due proof.
Hereafter the only tracts of public land that will be withheld from entry as agricultural land on account of its mineral character, will be such as are returned by the
surveyor-general as mineral; and even the presumption which is supported by such
return may be overcome by testimony taken at a regular hearing.
94. Hearings to determine the character of land, as practically distinguished, are of
two kinds:
1st. Where lands which are sought to be entered and patented as agricultural are
alleged by affidavit to be mineral, or when sought as mineral their non-mineral character is alleged.
The proceedings relative to this class are in the nature of a contest between two
or more known parties, and the testimony may be taken on personal notice of at least
ten da.ys, duly served on all parties, or, if they cannot be found, then by publication
for thirty days in a newspaper of general circulation, to be designated by the registw
of the land-office as published nearest to the land in controversy. If publication ia
made in a weekly newspaper, the notice must be inserted in five consecutiYe weekly
issues thereof.
2d. When lands are returned as mineral by the surveyor-general.
When such lands are sought to be entered as agricultural, notice must be given by
publication for thirty days as aforesaid.
95 . .A.ll notices must describe the land, give the name and address of the claimant,
the character of his claim, and the time, place, and purpose of the hearing.
Proof of service of notice, when personal, must consist of either acknowledgment
of service indorsed on the citation (which is always desirable), or the affidavit of
the party serving the same, giving date, place, and manner of service, indorsed a~
aforesaid.
'
. Ptoof of publication must be the affidavit of the publisher of the newspaper, stat~ng the period of publication, giving dates, stating whether in a daily or weekly
ISsue, and a copy of the notice so published must be attached to, and form a part ofr
the affidavit.
Proof of posting on the claim must be made by the affidavits of two or more person~ who state when and where the notice was posted; that it remained so posted
durmg the prescribed period, giving dates, and a copy of the notice so posted must
be attached to, and made a part of, the affidavits.
Proof of notice is indispensable to the regularity of proceedings and must accompany the record in every case.
The e-xpense of notice must in every case be paid by the parties thereto.
96. At the hearing there must be filed the affidavit of the publisher of the paper
that the said notice was published for the required time, stating when and for how
long such publication was made, a printed copy thereof to be attached and made a
part of the affidavit.
97. At the hearing the claimants and witnesses will be thoroughly examined with
regard to the character of the land; whether the same has been thoroughly prospe?ted; whether or not there exists within the tract or tracts claimed any lode or
vem of quartz or other rock in place, bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, or copper, or other valuable deposit which has ever been claimed, locat.ed, recorded, or
~orked; whether such work is entirelyahandoned, orwhetheroccasionallyresumed;.
~~ s~~h lode does exist, by whom claimed, under what designation, and in which subdivision of the land it lies; whether any placer mine or mines exist on the land; if
so, what is tho character thereof-whether of the shallow-surface description, or
of the deep cement, blue lead, or gravel deposits; to what extent mining is carried
o~ vy-hen water can be obtained, and wha.t the facilities are for obtaining water for
mmmg purposes; upon what particular ten-acre subdivh;ions mining has been done,
and at what t~me the land was abandoned for mining purposes, if abandoned at all.
.98. The testimony should also show the agricultural capacities of the land, what
kin~ of crops are raised thereon, and the value thereof; the number of acres actually
cult1y3:t~d for cropl:l of cereals or Yegetables, and withiJ1 which particular ten-acresubdiVISion such crops are raised; also which of these subdivisions embrace his improvem~nts, giving in detail the extent and value of his improvements, such as house,
barn, vmeyard, orchard, fencing, &c.
99. It is thought that bona fide settlers upon lands really agricultural will be able
to show, by a clear, logical, and succinct chain of evidence, that their claims are
fou:>-ded upo~ law and justice; while parties who have made little or no permanent
agncultural1mprovements, and who ouly seek title for speculative purposes, on ac-
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count of the mineral deposits known to thetnselves to be contained in the land will
be defeated in their intentions.
'
100. ~he testimony should be as full and complete as possible; and, in addition to
t~e leadmg points indicated above, everythin~ of importance bearing upon the questJOn of the ch:1racter of the land should be elicited at the hearing.
101. Where the testimony is taken before an officer who does not use a seal, other
than the register and receiver, the official character of such officer must be attested
l)y a. clerk of a court of record, and the testimony transmitted to the register and
recerver, who will thereupon examine and forward the same to this office, with their
joint opinion as to the character of the land as shown by the testimony.
102. When the case comes before this office, such an award of the laud will be made
as the law and the facts may justify; and in cases where a survey is necessary to set
~part the mineral from the agricultural laud in any forty-acre tract, the necessary
mstructions will be issued to enable the agricultural claimant, at his own expense, to
have the work done, at his option, either by United States deputy, county, or other
local surveyor; the survey in such case may be executed in such manner as will segregate the portion of land actually containing the mine, and used as surface-ground
for the convenient working thereof, from the remainder of the tract, which remainder
will be patented to the agriculturist to whom the same may have been awarded, subject, however, to the condition that the land may be entered upon by the proprietor
of any vein or lode for which a patent has been issued by the United States for the
purpose of extracting and removing the ore from the same, where found to penetrate
or intersect the land so patented as agricultural, as stipulated by the mining-act.
103. Such survey when executed must be properly sworn to by the surveyor, either
before a notary public, officer of a. court of record, or before the register or receiver,
the deponent's character and credibility to be properly certified to by the officer
administering the oath.
104. Upon the filing of the plat and field-notes of such survey, duly sworn to as
aforesaid, you will transmit the same to the surveyor-general for his verification and
approval; who, if he finds the work correctly performed, will properly mark out the
same upon the original township-plat in his office, and furnish authenticated copies
of such pl~t and description both to the proper local land-office and to this office, to
be affixed to the duplicate and triplicate township-plats respectively.
105. In cases where a portion of a forty-acre tract is awarded to an agricultural
claimant and he causes the segregation thereof from the mineral portion, as aforesaid,
such agricultural portion will not be given a numerical designation as in the case of
surveyed mineral claims, but will simply be described as the "Fractional--- quarter of the--- quarter of section---, in township---, of range---, meridian, containing--- acres, the same. being exclusive of the land adjudged to be
mineral in said forty-acre tract."
106. The surveyor muet correctly compute the area of such agricultural portion,
which computation will be verified by the surveyor-general.
107. After the authenticated plat and field-notes of the survey have been received
from the surveyor-general, this office will issue the necessary order for the entry of
the land, and in issuing the receiver's receipt and register's patent certificate you will
invariably be governed by the description of the land given in the order from this
offtce.
108. The fees for taking testimony and reducing the same to writin~ in these cases
will have to be defrayed by the parties in interest. Where such test1mony is taken
before any other officer than the register and receiver, the register and receiver will
be f'ntitled to no fees.
109. If, upon a review of the testimony at this ,office, a ten-acre tract should be found
to be properly mineral in character, that fact will be no bar to the execution of the
settler's legal right to the remaining non-mineral portion of his claim, if contiguous.
110. No fear need be entertained that miners will be permitted to make entries of
tracts ostensibly as mining-claims, which are not mineral, simply for the purpose of
obtaining possession and defrauding settlers out of their valuable agricultural improvements; it being almost an impossibility for such a fraud to be consummated under
the laws and regulations applicable to obtaining patents for mining·claims.
111. The fact that a certain tract of land is decided upon testimony to be mineral
in character is by no means equivalent to an award of the land to a miner. A miner
is compelled by law to give sixty days' publication of notice, and posting of diagrams
and notices, as a preliminary step ; and then, before he can enter the land, he must
show that the land yields mineral; that he is entitled to the possessory right thereto
in virtue of compliance with local customs or rules of miners, or by virtue of the statute of limitations; that he or his grantors have expended, in actual labor and improvements, an amount of not less than five hundred dollats thereon, and that the
claim is one in regard to which there is no controversy or opposing claim. After all
these proofs are met, he is entitled to have a survey made at his own cost, where a survey is required: after which he can enter and pay for the land embraced by his claim.
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112. Blank forms for proofs in mineral cases are not furnished by the General Land
Office.
Respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR,
October 31, 1881.
Approved.

S. J. KIRKWOOD,
Secretm·y.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOH, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. V., May 9, 1882.
To REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
U. S. District Land Offices :

GENTLEMEN: Your attention is directed to the provisions of the following act of
Congress ~proved April 26, 1882:
AN ACT to amend section twenty-three hundred and twenty-six of the Revised Statutes, in regard to
·
mineral lands, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Amm·ica
in Congress assembled, That the adverse claim required by section twenty-three hun-

dred and twenty-six: of the Revised Statutes may be verified by the oath of any
duly authorized agent or attorney-in-fact of the adverse claimant cognizant of the
facts stated; and the adverse claimant, if residing or at the time being beyond the
limits of the district wherein the claim is situated, may make oath to the adverse
claim before the clerk of any court of record of the United States or the State or Territory where the adverse claimant may then be, or before any notary public of such
State or Territory.
SEC. 2. That applicants for mineral patents, if residing beyond the limits af the district wherein the claim is situated, may make any oath or affidavit required for proof
of citizenship before the clerk of any court of record, or before any notary public of
any State or Territory.
1. It will be observed that the act is not retroactive, and hence cannot affect proceedings had prior to its approval; where citizenship, however, has not been proven, it
may be established as provided by section two of this act.
2. Where an agent or attorney-in-fact verifies the adverse claim, he must distinctly
swear that be is such agent or attorney, and accompany his affidavit by proof thereof.
3. The agent or attorney-in-fact must make the affidavit in verification of the adverse claim within the land district where the claim is situated.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,

Commisioner.

Approved.

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR,
May 26, 1882.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
PATENTS TO PLACER CLAIMS.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. G., September 22, 1882.
To REGISTERS L~D RECEIVERS, AND SURVEYORS-GENERAL :
GENTLEMEN: The following re~ulations are promulgated as amendatory of circular
of October 31, 1881, entitled" Umted States mining laws and regulators thereunder,"
and ~ave s~ecial reference to applications for patents to placer claims. They are to be
c?ns1dered m connection with paragr:tpbs 53 to 60 of regulations contained in said .
Circular:
1. The first care in recognizing an application for patent upon a placer claim must
b_e exercised in determining the exact classification of the lands. To this end the
clearest evidence of which the case is capable should be presented. If the claim be
all placer ground that fact must be stated in the application and corroborated by accompanying proofs. If of mixed placers and lodes it should be so set out, with a
d_escription of all known lodes situated within the boundaries of the claim. A specific dechration, such as is required by section 2333, Revised Statutes, must be fill'·
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n.ished as to each lode intended to be claimed. All other known lodes are by the
silence of the applicant, excluded by law from all claim by him, of whatsoever' nature
·
'
possessory or otherwise.
. 2 .. Section 2395, Revised Statutes (subdivisio'n 7), requires the surveyor to "note
m ~IS field-book~ the true situat.ion of all mines, salt licks, salt springs, and mill seats
whiCh come to his knowledge"; also ''all water-courses over which the lines he runs
may pass." It further· requires him to "note the quality of the lands." 'l'hese descriptive notes are required by subdivision 8 to be incorporated in the plat by the
surveyor-general.
.
3. If these duties have been performed, the surveys will furnish a reasonable guide
to the district officers and to claimants in prosecuting their applications. But experience has shown that great neglect has resulted from inattention to the law in this
respect, and the regular plats are of very little value in the matter. It will, therefore, be required in the future that deputy surveyors shall, at the expense of the
parties, make full examination of all placer claims, and duly note the facts as specified in the law, stating the quality and composition of the soil, the kind and amount
of timber and other vegetation, the locus and size of streams, and sRch other matters
as may appear upon the surface of the claims. This examination should include the
character and extent of all surface and underground workings, whether placer or
lode, for mining purposes.
•
4. In addition to these data, which the law requires to be shown in all cases, the
deputy should report with reference to the proximity of centers of trade or residence;
also of well-known systems of lode deposit or of indhidual lodes. He should also
report as to the use or adaptability of the claim for placer mining; whether water
has been brought upon it in sufficient quantity to mine the same, or whether it can
be procured for that purpose; and :finally, what works or expenditures have been
made by the claimant or his grantors for the development of the claim, and their situation and location with respect to the same as applied for.
5. This examination should be reported by the deputy under oath to the surveyorgeneral, and duly corroborated; and a copy of the same should be furnished with the
application for patent to the claim, constituting a part thereof, and included in the
oath of the applicant.
6. In case of a proposed claim for lands not yet surveyed, the foregoing regulations
will govern the.application for survey.
7. In controversies hereafter to be determined respecting the mineral value of lands,
their value for all purposes, whether agricultural or municipal, or as seats fortownR,
will be considered, without reference to the decisions heretofore made in particular
cases. No decision finally executed, however, will be reconsidered under this modification.
8. No application by an association of persons for patent to a placer claim wi11 be
allowed to embrace more than one hundred and sixty acres, nor will any application
be entertained that embraces more than one location. .Amended: [see circular following.]
9. Applications awaiting entry, whether published or not, must be made to conform
to these regulations, both with respect to amount of ground and examination as to
the character of the land. Entries already made wi11 be suspended for examination
by the Commissioner, and such additional proofs as may be deemed necessary in each
case will be demanded.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
September 23, 1882.
Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, D. C., December 9, 1882.
To REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS AND SURVEYORS-GENERAL :
GENTLEMEN: By direction, contained in letter dated the 7th in st., from the honorable Secretary of the Interior, paragraph No. 8 of the preceding circular of September 22, ltl82, relating to placer-mining claims, has been amended so as to read as follows:
"8. No application by an association of persons for patent to a placer claim will be
allowed to embrace more than one hundred and sixty acres; and not less than five
hundred dollars' worth of work must be shown to have been expended upon or for the
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benefit of each separate location em braced in such application. If an individual becomes the purchaser and pos~essor o~ sev~ral se~ar~te claims of twenty acres each or
less, he may be permitted to mclude m h1s ~pp~lCabon for patent any number of ~uch
claims contiguous to each other, not exceedmg m the aggregate one hundred and sixty
acres· but upon or for the benefit of each original claim or location so embraced, he
or hi; grantors must have expencle?- the s~m of. five hundre~ d~llars in improvements."
You are instructed to observe thiS modificatiOn of my said cucular of September 22,
1882.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.

VALUABLE DEPOSITS-INSTRUCTIONS.
REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE ENTRY OF LANDS CONTAINING BORAX AND ALKALINE
EARTHS, SULPHUR, ALUM, AND ASPHALT.

Secretary Teller to Commissioner McFarland, January 30, 1883.
My atJtention is called to the fact that these deposits, although valuable, are not of
sufficient value to permit their being entered under the mining laws, if the recent
circular approved by me September 22, 1882, and its amendment of December 9,1882,
is applicable to entries of lands containing borax and other similar valuable deposits.
It was early determined by the Department that the act of May 10, 1872, which describes certain lands containing valuable mineral deposits, was applicable to lands
containing deposits of borax, corbonate and nitrate of_soda, sulphur, alum, and asphalt; and I believe that from the passage of the law until the present time the definition of the term "valuable mineral deposits" has been such as to include the minerals and alkaline substances named. I understand t.hat entries of borate lands have
been allowed under the provisions of the act of 1872, and the regulations made in accordance therewith.
It is the desire of the persons interested that the regulations which were in exist- ence, having special reference to the application for patent for placer claims-namely,
the circular of October 31, 1881-should be continued in force so far as they relate to
deposits of borax, &c., as mentioned above.
Believing that practical effect should be given to the mining laws of the United
St~;~,tes, I am of the opinion that to apply the new regulations to such entries would result
in excluding such lands from sale, and depriving the people of the benefit of the use of
these natural deposits. I therefore direct you to permit the entry of public lands
containing valuable deposits of borax, the carbonate and nitrate of soda, sulphur,
alum, and asphalt in the States of California and Nevada and the Territories of Ari- •
zona, Utah, and Wyoming-in which section of country I am informed the deposits
are present-under the regulations of October 31, 1881.
In addition, however, an applicant for patent for public lands containing deposits
of borax, &c., as above, must affirmatively show that the lands entered are not valuable for any other purpose than the one for which application is made.
It will therefore follow that the circulars of September 22 and December 9, 18821
are not applicable to entries of the lands thus described and excepted.

SURVEYS OF MINING CLAIMS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., November 16, 1882.
To UNITED STATES SURVEYORS-GENERAL:
GENTLEMEN: The regulations of this office require that the plats and field-notes of
surveys of mining claims shall disclose all conflicts between such surveys and prior
surveys, giving the areas of conflicts.
The rnie has not been properly observed in all cases. Your attention is invited to
the. following particulars, which should be observed in the survey of every mining
claim:
1. The exteriOr boundaries of the claim should be represented on the plat of survey
and in the field-notes.
2. The intersection of the lines of survey with the lines of conflicting prior surveys
should be noted in the field-notes and represented upon the plat.
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3. Con:q.icts wi~h unsurveyed claims, where the applicant for survey does not claim
the area m conflict, should be shown by actual survey.
4. The total area of the claim embraced by the exterior boundaries should be stated
and also the area in conflict with each intersecting survey, substantially as follows~
.Acres.

Total area of claim .••••..•.••.......•..••..••••..••••..•••.•.•••..•..•...... 10.5()
Area in conflict with survey No. 302 .••••..••••.••••.•....••.•••.•.•.•..... _.. 1. 56
Area in conflict with survey No. 948 ............ __ .... .•• . .. .•.. .• . ... ... . .... 2. 33
Area in conflict with Mountain Maid lode mining claim, unsurveyed.......... 1. 48
In a number of' instances that have come to the attention of' this office the total
are!"' in conflict has been given, but not the area in conflict with each intersecting
claim. 'rhe portion of the plat not in conflict has been colored, and the remainder
left uncolored. The language of the field-notes has been such as to convey the idea.
that the conflicting areas were excluded from the claim, whereas such was not the
intention. It does not follow that because mining surveys are required ~o exhibit all
conflicts with prior surveys, the areas of conflict are to be excluded. The :field-notes
and plat are made a part of the application for patent, and care should be taken that
the description does not inadvertently exclude portions intended to be retained. It
is hetter that the application for patent should state the portions to be excluded in
express terms. A survey executed as in the example given will enable the applicant
for patent to exclude such conflicts as may seem desirable. For instance, the conflict with survey No. 302 and with the Mountain Maid lode claim might be excluded,
and that with survey No. 948 included.
Your attention is also invited to another matter. The practice of coloring portions
of surveys, leaving other portions uncolored, is open to the same objections that have
been stated concerning the field-notes. In the future no coloring will be used.
Very respectfully,
N.C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., June 8, 1883.
To REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS AND SURVEYORS-GENERAL:
GENTLEMEN: The following additional regulations are promulgated as amendatory
of circular of Octob!:'r 31, 1881, entitled "United States mining laws and regulations
thereunder," which, except as herein modified, will remain in full force:
1. No application will be received, or entry allowed, which embraces more than one
lode location.
2. A party who is not an applicant for patent under section 2325, Revised s.tatutes,
.or the assignee of such applicant, is not entitled to make entry under said sectwn, and
in no case will the name of such party be inserted in the certificate of entry. This
regulation has no reference to proceedings under section 2326. See prtge 998.
3. Any party applying to make entry as trustee must disclose fully the nature of the
trust and the name of the cestui que t1·ust; and such trustee, as well as the beneficiaries, must furnish satisfactory proof of citzenship; and the names of beneficiaries, as
well as that of the trustee, must be inserted in the final certificate of entry.
4. Where an adverse claim has been filed and suit thereon commenced within the
statutory period, and final judgment determining the right of possession rendered in
favor of the applicant, it will not be sufficient for him to file with the register a certificate of the clerk of the court, setting forth the facts as to such judgment, but he
must, before he is allowed to make entry, file a certified copy of the judgment, togetherwith the other evidence required by section 2326, Revised Statutes.
5. Where such suit has been dismissed, a certificate of the clerk of the court to that.
effect, or a certified copy of the order of dismissal, will be sufficient.
6. In no case will a relinquishment of the ground in controversy, or other proof~
filed with the register or receiver, be accepted in lieu of the evidence required in
paragraphs 4 and 5.
7. Where an adverse claim bas been filed, but no suit commenced against the applicant for patent within the statutory period, a certificate to that effect by the clerk
of the State court having jurif:!diction in the case, ancl also by the clerk of the circuit
court of the United States for the district in which the claim is situated, will be required.
8. Possessory title to a lode claim held and worked for a period equal to the time
prescribed by the etatute of limitations for mining claims of the· State or Territory
~here ~be same may be situated, ma.y, in the absence of any adverse claim, be estab~shed m the &arne manner as now allowed in placer claims, and indicated generally
m paragraphs 6'Y, 68, and 69 of Llle circular hereby amended. See page 995.
9. No entry will be allowed until the register has satisfied himself, by a careful
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examination that proper proofs have been :filed upon all the points indicated in official
regulations in force, and tha~ they show a suffici~nt bona fl~e co~pliance w.ith the laws
and such regulations. A stnct observance of this regulatiOn w1ll be reqmred.
L. HARRISON,
Acting Commissioner.
JULY 6, 1883.
Approved.

H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.

SURVEY OF A MINING CLAIM UNDER UNITED STATES LAW-METHOD
AND COST.
The following letter gives the details of method and cost of surveying mining claims
under the mining laws of the United States.
[Department of the Interior, United States Surveyor.General's Office for the district of California,
610 Commercial Street, San Francisco.]
DECEMBER

J. A.

20, 1881.

WILLIAMSON,

Commissioner General Land Office, Washington, D. C. :
SJR: In compliance with your request that I furnish you with a statement of the
work required from this office by the survey and platting of an ordinary mining claim,
I have the honor to submit the following:
·
A necessary incident to the survey of a mine is the appointment of a deputy mineral surveyor, although it is not required that a deputy be appointed for each survey.
There is so much to be done as to this preliminary that the steps taken are included in
this statement as being properly a part of the work.
The applicant for appointment is examined as to his qualifications, either by this
office or by a deputy. If found competent be is required to execute a bond in duplicate in the suni of $10,000. An examination as to the qualifications of the sureties
upon the bond is made. After approval the bond is forwarded by letter for the approval of your office. Upon the receipt of the notice of such approval a commission
is made out, sealed, and transmitted to the deputy.
A record of the bond and issuance of the commission is kept in a book, which
shows also the date of appointment and address of the deput,y.
Applications for survey are seldom in proper form, and the correspondence necessitated by the return of erroneous applications is by no means inconsiderable.
Upon the receipt of a correct application an estimate of the amount to be paid for
office work and stationery is sent to the applicant. The amount of the estimate, usu~lly $40, is in most cases sent to this office in order that it may be properly deposited
m the Treasury. Although not required by law to receive the money and deposit it for
the applicants, this office does so on account of the great convenience afforded claim~nts .liv.iug at points remote from the Treasury. In such cases the Treasurer's receipts,
m tnphcate, are taken by this officf' and sent, one to the Treasury Department, one
to your office, and the third to the depositor.
Upon the filing of the certificate of deposit, instructions to survey the mine are issued to a United States deputy mineral surveyor.
Upon the receipt of the deputy's returns they are registered and examined as to
the form and general completeness, and if satisfactory are sent to the draughting-rooms
for technical examination and platting. Errors in tabling and survey are often found,
!'requently of a serious nature, and, as by your letter, N, of December 11, 1878, enors
m the sworn returns of a United States deputy mineral surveyor must be corrected
by himself, a return of the work to the deputy with an explanatory letter is necessary.
When found to be correct and in accordance with the record of location and requirements of the law and instructions, the survey is platted.
Four plats are required in ordinary cases: one for the United States land office, one
for the claimant, being the plat forwarded to your office with the returns from the
United States land office, and one posting plat.
In cases where there are more than one location included in one survey, as many
posting plats as there are locations must be made.
With the plat sent to the United States land office there must be a letter of transmittal, and the register's receipt must be recorded and filed.
With the plats furnished the claimant there are sent certified copies of the application for survey, and the approved field-notes and returns of the deputy. A receipt
for the plats and copies furnished is made out and sent with them, and when returned
is registered and filed.
For convenience of reference the original plat and :field-notes are numbered and in-
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-~exed, a double index.being kept, that is, an index in the name of the mine and also

-11.n the name of the cla1mant.
Two of these are required: one in the draughting division and the other in the gen-eral office, ~s it would be ext~emely inconvenient in case but one index were kept to
~Sen~ up sta1rs to the draughtmg-rooms for the number of a case when but an exami''a::tatwn of the papers is desired, or to send from that division to the general office for
:i;he number of a map when an examination of the map alone is all that is necessary.
Alth?u~h this ~ystem ~f index.ing :r;n~Y appe.ar at fi~st productive of unnecessary
_work, 1t 1s not so m practiCe, for mqmnes relat1ve tommesareconstantlybeingmade
•by persons who can give only the claimant's name.
The papers retained in this office are neatly folded and :filed in heavy wrappers, upon
'Which are shown the names of the mine and claimant; the district, county, and town:ship and range in which the mine is situated; when the survey was made, and by whom,
with the date of the deputy's instructions; by whom the :field-notes were copied;
when the plats and copies of the field-notes were sent to the claimant, and when the
register's map was sent to the United States land office.
By this system of filing, the main points relative tq location, survey, &c., can be seen
without reference to the papers.
An account is opened with the depositor upon the receipt of the Treasurer's certificate in this office. Strict account is taken of the time engaged in platting the survey
and making the necessary copies of the original plat and returns of survey. For this
purpose each employe engaged upon "special-deposit work" is required to hand the
accountant, at the end of each day's work, a tag showing what particular case or cases
he has been employed upon during the day.
A full statement showing the condition of the deposits acted upon during the quarter must be made to accompany the quarterly returns of this office.
In cases where the original deposit is found insufficient, the claimant is called upon
for an additional deposit, with which the same formulas are observed as with the
original deposit.
The township plats must be amended from time to time as surveys of mines interfere
with the areas of the public land sections. Duplicate diagrams showing the amendments must be made-one for the local land office and one for your office.
Much of the work attP-nding the course of a survey through this office is of such a
nature that no account can be taken of it as affecting any particular claim; as, for
instance, making out instructions and estimates, writing letters to deputies and to
.claimants, preliminary examinations of the deputy's returns, designating surveys by
their proper lot numbers and recording such Jottings, &c., work which in the abstract
is but slight, but which in the concrete requires much time and labor.
As a partial illustration of my statements, I transmit copies of the forms of the books
in use in this office under the special-deposit system, so far as they relate to surveys of
mining claims, and also transmit copies of the :field-notes and plats of survey of the
Bald Mountain Placer Mine, Sierra County, California, a case which I have selected
.as a fair example of the amount of office work which may be required in the prepara.tion of plats and papers in the manner required by current usage and r!;~gulations.
By the records of this office it appears that the actual cost of the office work upon
.said survey was as follows :
'l<'or original plat, 26t days, at $5.86-t .••••.. _. _... ____ • __ . _... _. __ -.... - -. -- $155 42
For one copy for the Department; for one copy for the local land office ; for
three copies for posting, one on each location . __ .• _. __ ... ___ . _.•..• --- .. - 58 65
Forten days, at $5.86-k per diem .. _._. __ .. _. _. _......•... ____ . _-. _.•. -- .... -For clerical work, 3tdays, at$5.861---·-··------·---·-·-·---·-·-·-········
20 53
Total ____ .•.. ·-----·--····-·--· .•.. ---···---- .•.. ---·---·---·....... 234 60
A short description of the mine and of the office work performed will explain the
apparently great amount of time, 26t days, of 6-i hours each, consumed upon the original plat. This mine comprises three locations, namely, the Bald Mountain, the
Parkman, and the Oregon Creek. The survey of the boundaries of the Bald Mountain location has 12 courses, that of the Parkman location 21 courses, and that of the
Oregon Creek location 90 courses (prior to the amendment of the latter location it
comprised 114 courses), and, as will be seen upon examination of the accompanying
plats, the lines of the entire claim cross the boundaries of seven sections of the public
surveys.
The survey was made in November, 1878, by Mr. Samuel Bethell, a United States
deputy mineral surveyor, who, from long experience in the customs and regulations of
this office (having been almost constantly at work on mining surveys for the past
ten or twelve years), is believed to be as thoroughly conversant with all the r equirements of the service as any deputy surveyor in the district.
The notes were receiv ed in J anuary, 1879, examined from beginning to end, were
found to require some arr..end~ents and explanations, and were returned to the deputy.
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The notes were received a second time in February, 1879, were again examined,.
found to contain other errors, and were again returned for amendments and explana-·
tiona.
They were received a third time in February, 1879, were found to be in accordance·
with all requirements, and were platted.
Each of the examinations above referred to required, 1st, tabling the surveys according to Davie's method to determine their accuracy and the area; 2d, a comparison of all the approved surveys of the surrounding or adjacent claims, with the one
under examination as to possible conflicts; and, 3d, the tabling of all the connections
with the lines of the public surveys, to ascertain the fractional areas remaining tO>
the public lands, and to see that the deputy had made no error in this part of his
work. .As this mining claim crosses the lines of several sections, much careful work
was required in this part of the examination.
.
.About five months after the approval of the sunrey, the claimants requested that the
Oregon Creek location should be amended by cutting off 4,000 feet from the southern
end; consequently.! the new notes had to be examined and the plats amended at an
expenditure of 5t <lays' time, and a cost ofFor draughtsman's work ................................................... $32 26
For clerical work . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . • . . • . • • • • . . . . • • . . • • • • • 6 00
Total for amended survey ..•••....••.••. _.... • • • • • . . • • • .. . . .. • . . • • • • .

38 26

This, added to the cost of original survey ($234.60), makes a grand total of
$272.88. * .. *
In conclusion, I have to state that the cost of office work is likely to increase in the
future, for the reason that the richest mineral deposits are confined to comparatively
narrow strips of country and locations having been made at various dates by persons who were ignorant of previous legal locations upon the precise tracts which they
wished to take up, the locations must overlap, and the extent of all such overlaps upon
approved surveys must be investigated and delineated by this office for the information of the Department.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THEO. WAGNER,
United States Surveym·- General for CaUfornia.

MINERAL-LAND ENTRIES.
IN EFFECT DECEMBER ] , 1883.
FORMS REQUIRED AND PROCEDURE IN DISTRICT LAND OFFICE TO COMPLETE A TITLE.

The above regulations give the data requisite in entering mining lands, giving
both the law and the departmental regulations. The following papers are requisite
in making application for a patent; adverse claims may intervene, but in all casee
patented the following is the procedure:
[When the entry is by a corporation, a copy of the act must be filed; when by an
attorney, a copy of the power of attorney.]
The applicant files, when publication is made1. An application.
2. Notice oflocation (certified copy).
3. .Abstract of title.
4. Affidavit of citizenship of applicants.
5. Field-notes of survey.
6. Plat of survey.
7. Affidavit of identity of claim.
8. Affidavit of amount of improvements.
9. Copy of by-laws of mining district.
10. Proof of posting notice of ownership and plat on the m~e.
11. Notice for publication.
When entry is made (after publication), the applicant must file the following papers:
1. Proof that the notice and plat remained posted for the 60 days requisite during
the full time of publication.
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2. The register certificate of posting notice and plat in his office the requisite time.
3. Fee statement.
4. Proof of publication by publisher (in newspaper) of notice of ownership.
The applicant now files the following application to purchase:

N.

(4-011.)
APPLICATION TO PURCHASE.

To the Register ana Receiver, United States Land Office a t - - :
Mineral Entry, No.-, Lot No.-.
- - , - - - , 188 .
The undersigned applicant , under the laws of Congress, for a patent for what i~
known as the - - mining claim, em bracing - - - linear feet of the --vein or
lode, with - - - acres of surface ground, the same being designated by the surveyorgeneral as lot No.-, in the - - o f section-, in township-, of range-, ofthe - meridian, in the--- mining district,--- county,-- o f - - , do hereby
apply to purchase said mineral claim or lot of land, and agree with the register to pay
- - - dollars, being the legal price thereof.
I, - - - - - - , register of the ]and office at - - , do hereby certify that the aforesaid mineral claim or lot No.- is subject to entry by the above-named applicants;
the area being - - - acres, and the legal price thereof-- dollars.

----,

Register.

6. The receiver now issues, after payment, the following certificate in duplicate,
one for the files, the other for the applicant :
[N.]

[4-145.]
RECEIVER'S RECEIPT.

(Duplicate to be given the purchaser.)
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE A.T - - ,

Mineral Entry, No. -, Lot No. -.

---,18 .
Received from------ the sum o f - - - dollars, the salll:e bein~ in full f?r
the surface area embraced by survey No.-, in the--- of sectwn -, m towns~p
No.-, of range No. -meridian, said mineral claim or lot of land being situate m
- - - mining district, county o f - - , and - - - o f - - - , and known as the--mining claim, embracing--- acres, as shown by said survey.

$--.

------,

Receiver.

7. The register now issues the following certificate of entry in duplicate, one for
the files and one for the applicant. On this certificate the patent issues:
(N.).

[4-201.]
REGISTER'S FINAL CERTIFICATE OF ENTRY.
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE AT---,

Mineral Entry No.-, Lot No.-.

---,188 .
It is hereby certified that, in pursuance of the mining act of Congress, approved
July 25, 1866, and the acts amendatory thereof, approved July 9, 187U, and May 10,
1872, ------,whose post-office address is---, on this day purchased that mineral claim or lot of land designated as survey No.-, in the--- of section-, in
~wn.ship. No. -, of range- meridian, Mituate, lying ancl being in the - - - m~n~ng
district, m the county of--- and - - - of - - , known as the - - - m1mng
claim, embracing --linear feet, with--- acres of surface ground, as shown by
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said survey, for which the said------ have this day made payment to thereceiver in full, amounting to the sum of--- dollars.
Now, therefore, be it known that, upon the presentation of this certificate to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, together with the plat, survey\' and description of said claim, a patent shall issue thereupon to the said - - - - - - if all
be found regular.

------,

Register.
NoTE.-The e~tire case is now transmitted to the General Land Office at Washingt on for patent.

HOMESTEADS.
TABLES TO JUNE

30, 1882.

[See Chapter XXVIT, pages 332 to 356, and 1282.]

The homestead acts continue to be the favorite laws for actual settlers, their beneficent proYisions being easily understood and acted upon.
From May 20, 1862, to June 30, 1882, there were made 552.112 original homestead
entries, containing 67,043,189.79 acres. During the same period 194,488 final entries
were made, or homestead entries consummated, and title passed by the Nation to individual citizens, containing 23,412,795.92 acres, as follows:

Nu1nber and area of ~tries under tke homestead aots, by States ana Territories, from May 20, 1862, to June 30, 1882.

1-4

0

~

[See pagea 3M, 355, and 1284.]
llr Tim YEARS 1881

.AND 1882,

0)

.AGGREGATE OJ!' ENTR~S BY STATES AlfD TER·
BlTOBmS_AND ACRES, FROM MAY 20, 1862, TO
JUNE 30, 1882.

TO JUNE 30.
Fiscal year 1882.

Fiscal yea.r 1881.

Recapitulation.

t:Il

States and Territories.
Original homesteads.

Final homesteads.

Final homesteads.

Original homesteads.

Original homestead
entries.

Final homestead
entries.

0

Is:
trj

Ul

No. of
entries.
.A.lnbama ..•••.•.•..••••.•......
Arizona ..•....•••.....•••••.••.
Arkansas ..•••••..........•.....
California .....•.•..............
Colorado ......••.......•••......
Dakota .••..••.••..•....•...•...
Florida .•.........•..•.•........

~~~!gi·s· :~:: ~ .": ::~: :~:::: ::::::::
Indiana ............•..•..•.....
Iowa ..•....•...•...............
Kansas .......•••...............
Louisiana ...••......•...........
Michigan .•............••.......
Minnesota ......................

2, 801
55
3, 680
1, 735
821
8, 878
870
1
••••

-~~~.

300,872.88
8, 037.43
408,511.41
247,546.62
115,550.99
1, 386, 8i2. 18
104,201.17
64,555.01

.....................

%~~Yton_:: ~: ~: ::~:::: ::::::::::::

~f:~o~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::
Wyoming ..•...•..••..••..••...

866
398
1,583
785
64

40.00
1, 683.82
447,247.04
96,628.77
87,572.70
538,676.32
109,517.86
106,266.55
56,361.46
365,922.00
6, 064.61
73,852.50
.....................
122,094.46
54-,442. 57
227,902.56
88,463.27
9, 216.51

Grand total .••••••.....••.

36,999

5, 028, 100. 69

~~==~:r~~

: : ::: : ::: :: : :

1
25
3,186
785
749
3, 993
948
1, 061
392
2, 545
41
324

Acres.

Montana .••...•................
Nebraska ..•....................
Nevada .................•..•....
New Mexico ..•.......••........
Ohio ..........••..•.•....•...... ...........

No. of
entries.

No. of
entries.

Acres.

626
15
862
1,178
492
911
564
109

63,826.41
2, 080.00
89,534.56
162, 186.40
70,764.19
135,728.97
69,272.76
15,098.61

89
3, 274
227
748
1, 742
227
243
45
1, 611
27
225
2
386
289
352
820
13

8, 017.24
477,247.06
26,470.35
81,845.88
202,800.44
22,702.87
25,226.63
5, 646.28
202,800.44
3, 394.48
38, 601. 55
120.00
50,316.85
37,927.32
43,082.73
92,298.04
1, 573.31

15,077

1, 928, 004. 76

. ...........................
................. ..........................

DltP4RTMltNT Of TilE lNTKRIOR, GKNER4L LAND OJ!'FICK, Was]l.ington, ]).

2,336
266,123.44
56
8, 462.80
3, 264
365,913.98
1, 988
285, 651.98
934
136,408.88
14,156 2, 208, 268. 64
191,033.22
1, 548
528
80,632.00
536.75
7
1
40.00
32
3,124.14
3, 789
537,349.07
116,703.70
872
103,465. 57
829
4, 244
588,343.61
1,119
138,488.36
134,222.68
1,306
64,682.59
445
471, 9(39. 05
3, 223
4, 580.08
31
86,706.77
580
91.00
1
153,532.46
1, 059
54,745.43
400
231,132-66
1, 581
98,478.69
879
17,387.50
123
.!5, 331

a.

Acres.

6, 348, 045.05

No. of
entries.
884
34
755
1, 354
543
1,430
762
115
6

...

Acres.

-----

No. of
entries.

Acres.

No. of
entries.

~

tr_j

1>tj

69
3,499
187
629
2, 050
179
297
75
1, 925
29
266
1
481
435
405
733
31

96,896.07
5, 314.71
77,243.76
185,223.90
78,574.52
210,087.15
91,726.66
17,548.74
376.75
...........................
5, 481.75
499,300.12
20,737.22
70,156.21
245,646. 58
18,627.93
so; 523.53
8, 509. !!9
258,393.54
3, 953.84
37,166.27
40.00
63, 638.26
59,640.68
52,647.78
78,681.00
3,317.44

28,995 2, 873, 547. 12
359
49,452.41
44,940 4, 095,743. 94
24,750 3, 218, 745. 16
8,462 1, 156, 989. 62
52,733 8, 142, 999. 85
16, 390 1, 743, 331. 41
2, 910
432,763.27
5, 560.77
72
21
1, 446.13
13,942 1, 346, 776. 97
86,936 11, 746, 949. 80
9, !!65 1, 172, 960. 13
26,664 3, 102,787.40
70,616 8, 473, 058. 89
12,489 1, 175, 037.45
27,008 2, 730, 379. 87
370,686.88
2,475
64,328 8, 133, 076. 25
117, 541i. 74
837
229,407.79
1, 379
11,750.93
170
11,710 1, 544, 526. 43
750, 25~J. 60
5, 689
12,668 1, 675, 162. 92
25,162 2, 682, 445. 44
59,803.62
442

5, 227
79
11,562
10, 012
3, 249
7, 806
3, 305
718
65
15
8, 263
34,055
2,188
11,439
31,610
2, 094
10, 157
692
29,140
218
580
' 105
4, 017
2, 018
3, 360
12,421
93

17,174

2, 219, 454. 10

552,112 67,043, 189.79

194,488

.............

Acres.
542,147.69
11,842.86
1, 142, 623. 01
1, 235, 213. 09
447,075.28
1, 142, 263.71
353,702.91
99,081.95
5, 170.46
l, 272.28
845,468.26
4, 660, 734. 83
264, 7B2. 14
1, 338, 374. 57
3, 672, 710. 61
203, <!10. 86
1, 030, 800. 64
102,703.79
3, 566, 477. :l9
28,743.28
88,850.84
7, 473. 16
651,284. 02
271,065.12
436,246.96
1, 351, 804. 79
11,521.52

-----23, 412, 706. 92

tr_j

z

~
~

H

trj
Ul
~

0

~

~tr_j

eJ:l

_o

~
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CIRCULAR INSTR UGTIONS RELATIVE TO ENTRIES UNDER THE HOM]})..
STEAD LAWS.
·
IN EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. G., March 20, 1883.
To REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS :
GENTLEMEN: You are mstructed to deliver to applicants for land under the homestead acts, a copy of this circular, and to ~specially ca~l t~e a~tention of the arplicant
to the requirements of the law under whwh the application .Is made.
RESIDENCE OF APPLICANT.
1. The applicant must in every case state in his application his place of actual residence, and the post-office address to which notices of contest or other proceedings rela-\
tive to his entry shall be sent.
SECOND FILINGS AND ENTRIES.
2. A party making a legal filing or entry under any one of the foreg6ing acts exhausts his right under that act. and cannot thereafter make anotp.er filing or entry
under said act.
~
ALTERATIONS IN APPLICATIONS.
3. Applications to amend filings or entries should be filed with the register andreceiver aud be by them transmitted for the consideration of this office. Registers and<
receivers will not change an entry or filing so as to describe another tract or change
a date after the same has been recorded.
RELINQUISHMENTS.
4. Entries and filings made for the purpose of holding th~ land for speculation and
the sale of relinquishments are illegal and fraudulent, and every effort in the powe11
of the Government will be exerted to prevent such frauds and to detect and punish
the perpetrators.
.
·
•
5. The first section of the act of May 14, 1880, provides that when a pre-emption,
homestead, or timber-culture claimant shall file a written relinquishment of his claim,
in the land office, the land covered by such claim shall be held as open to settlement
and entry without further action on the part of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.
6. This act refers to bona fide relinquishments of bonafide entries. An entry fraudu~
lent in its inception is not an entry capable of being relinquished. It is an entry to
be canceled upon a proper showing of the facts and circumstances of the case, whereupon the land will become subject to proper entry by the first legal applicant.
7. Purchasers of relinquishments of fraudulent filings or entries should understand that they purchase at their own risk so far as the United States is concerned,
and must seek their own remedies under local laws against those who, by imposing
such relinquishments upon them, have obtained their money without valuable consideration.
SETTLERS ON UNSURVEYED LANDS.
8. Homestead and pre-emption settlers on unsurveyed lands are allowed three months
after the filing of the township plat of survey within which to put their claims on
record. Accordingly no party wm be permitted to make final proof in any case until'
after the expiration of said three months.
THE HOMESTEAD L-AWS.
9. Homestead entries can be made for not more than one quarter section, or 16(}
acres of land.
FEES PAYABLE WHEN APPLICATION IS MADE.
10. The land office fees and commissions, payable when application is made, are as·
follows:
In Alabama, Arkansas, Dakota, Florida, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, and NebraskaLancZ at $2.50 per acre.
Land at $1.25 per acre.
For 160 acres._ ........ ___ ... __ .. $18 00 For 160 acres __ ._ .. __ . __ .. _..• _.. $14 00
For 80 acres. ____ .. _.•....... _. .
9 00 For 80 acres. __ .. __ .. _. . . • . . . . . .
7 00'
For 40 acres ........ _... __ .. .. ..
'/ 00 For 40 acres .. __ ..... _...••... __ 6 00'
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In Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico Oregon
Utah, Washington, and Wyoming1 '
'
Land at $2.50 per acre.
Land at $1.25 per acre.
For 160 acres.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . $22 00 For 160 acres...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • $16 00
For 80 acres...... .. • • .. .. . .. .. . 11 00 For 80 acres.... .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 8 00
For 40 acres. . . .. . .. • .. . . .. . .. ..
8 00 For 40 acres... . . .. • .. . . .. .. .. . . 6 50
11. When a person desires to enter a tract of land upon which he has not established
·.a residence and made improvements, he must appear personally at the district land office
and present his application, and must make the required affidavits before the register
.and receiver.
12. He must then establish his actual ret?idence (in a house) upon the land within
six mout.hs from date of entry, and must reside upon the land continuously for the
period prescribed by law.
13. In the case of a single person, the actual residence must be established within
·the same time, and must be continuously and actually maintained for the same period.
14. The homestead affidavit can be made before the clerk of the county court only
in cu,ses where the family of the applicant, or some member thereof, is actually residing
-on the land which he desires to enter, and on which he has made bona fide improvement and settlement, and when he is prevented by reason of distance, bodily infirmity,
·or other good cause from personal attendance at the district land office.
15. In such cases the applicant must state in a supplemental affidavit the facts of
:Such settlement, improvement, and residence: what acts of settlement have been performed and when made; the nature, extent, and value of the improvements; what
member or members of his family are residing on the land, and the length of time
such residence has been maintained, and the cause specifically why the applicant can·not appear at the local office.
16. A false oath taken before a clerk of a court is perjury. the same as if taken before the register or receiver.
17. The period of actual inhabitancy, improvement, and cultivation required under
-the homestead laws is five years.
.
18. In case of the death of a homestead party before making final proof~ the widow
-succeeds to the homestead right.
19. In case of the death of both father and mother, the right and fee inure to the
·minor children, if any.
20. A homestead right cannot be devised away from the widow or minor children.
SOLDIERS' HOMESTEADS.

[See circulars of December 15, 1882, and February 13,1883, pages 1020 and 1021 amendatory of this.]

21. A Union soldier or sailor of the late war is entitled to a deduction from the five
years of the length of time (not exceeding four years) of his military service. But the
soldier (or his widow, as the case may be), must actually reside on the land at least
one year before final proof can be made.
22. In case of the death of the soldier, and the death or remarriage of the widow,
the minor children of the soldier, by a duly-appointed guardian, are entitled to the
.privileges of the father.
.
23. Neither the guardian nor the minor children are required to reside upon the
land, but the same must be cultivated and improved for the period of time during
which the father would have been required to reside upon the tract.
24. The soldier may file a declaratory statement for a tract of land which he intends
to enter under the homestead laws. The fee is $2, except in the Pacific States and
·Territories, where the fee is $3.
25. This statement may be filed either personally or by an agent, and the sol~ier is
thereafter allowed six months within which to make his entry and commence h1s settlement and improvement.
26. The entry can be made only by the soldier in person at the local land office, and
he must commence his settlement on the land within six months after his :filing, and
must continue to reside on the land and cultivate it for such period as, added to his
military service, wHl make five years. But he must actua.lly reside upon the land at
least one year, whatever may have been the period of his military service.
27. Entries cannot be made for a soldier by an a.gent or attorney.
28. After a declaratory statement bas once been filed, whether by an agent or otherwise, the soldier cannot file again. His rights are exba,usted by the first :filing, and if
he does not, within six months, make his personal entry a.t the land office and com·
mence his settlement as required by law, he obtains no right to the land.
29. A soldier's homestead declaratory statement for a tract of land does not prevent
.any?ody else fro_m maki_ng an entry of the sa.me la.nd, subject to such ri~ht as ~he
-eold1er may acqurre by vutue of actual residence on the land and full compliance With
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law. If the soldier does not establish his residence on the tract as required, the next
oComer may take the land.
.
. .
30. Soldiers are not entitled i1o land, nor to bounty-land warrants, for theu mthtary
service in the late war, nor can title to land be obtained for them by agents or attorneys. All representations to the contrary are false, and soldiers and sailors a~e
warned against imposition by parties who offer to locate land for them, or to sell their
rights.
}j'INAL PROOF.

31. A settler d.e siring to muke final proof must file with the register of the proper
bnd office a written notice, in the prescribed form, of his intention to do so, which
notice will be published by the register in a newspaper, to be by him designated as
nearest the land, once a week for six weeks, at the applicant's expense.
32. Applicants should commence to make their proofs in sufficient time, so that the
same may be completed and filed in the local office within the statutory period of
seven years from date of entry.
33. The final affidavits and proof should be made before the register or receiver,
but may be made before the judge, or, in his absence, before the clerk, of a court of
record in the county and State, district, or Territory in which the land is situated.
If in a.n unorganized county, the proof may be made in a similar manner in -any adjacent county in the same State or Territory.
34. Whe11.. proof is made before the county officers mentioned, the same must be
transmitted-by the judge or clerk of the court to the register and receiver, together
with the same fees and commissions that the land officers would have been entitled to
receive iftheproof had been made before them aud the testimony reduced to writing
by them.
FEES PAYABLE AT TIME OF MAKING FINAL PROOF.

35. The land office commissions, payable at time of making final proof, are as follows:
In Alabama, Arkansas, Dakota, Florida, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesot~, Mississippi, Missouri, and NebraskaLancl at $2.50 per acre.
For 160 acres ............... _. __ .
$8 00
For 80 acres ........... _. . . . . . . .
4 00
For 40 acres .......... , ....•. _..
2 00
In Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho,
Utah, Washington, and WyomingLand at $2.50 per acre.
Ji'or 160 acres ................... . $12 00
For 80 acres ............ ....... .
6 00
Por 40 acres ................... .
3 00

Land a.t $1.25 per acre.
Por 160 acres ........ _. _.... __ . .
$4 00
For 80 acres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 00
For 40 acres .................. _
1 00
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon,
Land at $1.25 per acre.
For 160 acres ................. ..
For 80 acres .................. .
For 40 acres .................. .

$6 00
3 00
1 50

36. The fees for reducing testimony to writing in making final proof are, in the
former States, 15 cents, and in the latter States and Territories, 22t cents, for each 100
words. No other land-office fees than those stated in this circular are payable or allowable in homestead cases.
COMMUTED HOMESTEADS.

37. Homestead entries can be commuted to cnsh only after actual inhabitancy of the
land by the homestead party, and his improvement and cultivation of it for a period
of not less than six months.
31:!. A person who commntes a homestead entry cannot move from the tract and settle upon other public land in the same State or Territory as a pre-emptor.
39. Proof of settlement and cultivation for the prescribed period is to be made in
the same manner as in pre-emption cases.
40. A person commuting a homestead entry when he has not actually resided upon
the land and improved and cultivated it as required by law ,forfeits a.ll right to the land
and to the purchase money paid, and in addition thereto renders him,self liable to criminal prosecution.
*
~
*
*
*
*
*
CAUTION TO APPLICANTS.

Persons maldngfilings or entries under the homestead * * * acts are cautioned
that.the laws aut.borize entries to be made only for the use and benefit of the party
makmg the same, and that entries or filings are not allowed by law to bCI made for the
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benefit o.f others nor for speculation, but all entries must be made in good faith a.nd
the reqmrements or law must be honestly and faithfully complied with.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
March 20, 1883.
Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
SOLDIERS' HOMESTEAD DECLARATORY STATEMENTS.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., December 15,1882.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
GENTLEMEN: In view of extensive frauds in the matter of declaratory statements
of homestead applicants under sections 2304 and 2309 of the Revised Statutes, the
privilege conferred by the filing of such claims having been made the occaswn of barter and sale, without attempt on the part of the soldier to comply wit he statute
by making formal entry at the district office, and commencement of settlement upon
the lands within the prescribed period of six months, the following regulations are
prescribed for the admission of such filings:
1. Proof of qualification as an honorably discharged soldier must be furnished in
accordance with existing regulations in case of entry by soldiers who make direct homeste:1d application without availing themselves of the preliminary filing. Oath of the
soldier, setting forth his residence and post-office address, must accompany the filing,
to the effect that the claim is made for his exclusive use and benefit, for the purpose
of actual settlement and cultivation, and not either directly or indirectly for the .use
or benefit of any other person; and it must also be shown by such oath that he has not
theretofore either made a homestead entry or filed a declaratory statement under the
homestead law.
2. Where the declaratory statement is offered for filing by an agent under section
2309, the oath must further declare the name and authority of such agent, giving the
date of the power of :1ttorney or other instrument creating the agency, and also aver
that the name was inserted therein before execution. It will be observed that with
the filing ofthe declaratory statement the power of the agent, under the law, is at an
end. He has thereafter no right or cont.rol with respect to the matter nor over the
land selected, and has no authority to relinquish the claim or do any other act in the
premises. The further declaration of the statute is expressed, that "such claimant
in person shall within the time prescribed make his actual entry, commence sett.lements and improvements on the same, and thereafter fulfill all the requirements of
law." Nevertheless, the oath of the soldier and the power of attorney should show
that such is the understanding of the matter, and he should swear in terms that such
agent has no right or interest direct or indirect in the filing of such declaratory statement.
3. In addition to the proper power of attorney in such cases, the agent must file his
own oath to the effect that he has no interest either present or prospective, direct or
indirect, in the claim; that the same is filed for the sole benefit of the soldier, and
that no arrangement has been made whereby said agent has been empowered at any
future time to sell or relinquish such claim either as agent or by filing an original relinquishment of the claimant.
4. As above implied by the requirement of the oath, a soldier will be held to have
exhausted his homestead right by the filing of his declaratory statement; it being
manifest that the right to file is a privilege granted to soldiers in addition to the ordinary privilege only in the mu.tter of ~iving them power to hold their claims for six
months after selection; but it is not a hcense to auandon such selection with the right
thereafter to make a regular homestead entry independently of such filing. This i.s
clear fron;t the st:1tutory language. Section 2304 provides th:1t "the settler shall be
a~o~ed s1~ months, afte~ locating his homestead and filing his declara:tory statement,
w1thm '!hiCh to make h1s entry and commence his settlement and Improvement";
and sect10n 2309 requires him "in person" to ''make hi.s actual entry, commence settlements and improvements on the same, and thereafter fulfill all the requirements of
law." These must be done ''on the same" landselected and "located" uythe filing.
5..Th~ foregoing ruling will not ue so construed as to require the rejection. of a;n
applicatiOn to enter the tract filed upon, after the lapse of six months, where climatic
reasons are shown which will justify an allowance of une year under the act of March
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3, BOO (21 Stat., 511); nor in cases ~here the failure results from sickness, ~isfortm;e,
or any insurmountable cause, whwh shall be properly alleged and satisfactorily
shown, and whe~e no adverse right has ii~.terve~ed.. Where such caus~ h~s prev~nted
entry and an adverse right has been admitted, 1t will be held proper w1thinthe discretion of this office to allow an entry upon another tract: Provided, That it shall be shown
to the full sn.tisfaction of the Commissioner that the default was practically beyond
the power of the claimant to avoid. This was formerly the rule, as prescribed by
circular of May 17, 1873; but later practice and instruction have extended it ~ar beyond its original scope, and allowed entry to be made upon simple default Without
showing of course for non-compliance with law.
6. Following the accepted practice in pre-emption cases, the filing of a declaratory
statement will not be held to bar the admission of other filings and entries; but any
person making entry or claim during the period allowed by law for entry of the soldier will do so subject to his right, an.d his application when offered within such
time will be allowed as a matter of right and operate to exclude the intervening claim.
7. Where you have cause to believe that any "filing" offered for record is not presented in good faith, you will note such ca.use upon the same, and if it be sufficient
to warrant rejection, such as a want of proper authentication or any palpable defect,
you will reject the same, and allow an appeal from your ruling according to the regular practice. Where such cause is not sufficient to warrant an authoritative ruling,
you will admit the filing subject to investigation, and immediately proceed to make
proper inquiry into the matter, r eporting your action at oncl:l to this office.
Forms of affidavit are hereto appended, and blanks will be furnished as soon as
they can be prepared.
You will please give the date of the receipt of this circular.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
[See forms following].
REVISED REGULATIONS RELATIVE TO SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND 0Fl!'ICE,
Washington, D. C., February 13, 1883.
To REGISTERS AND REcEIVERs, UNITED STATES LAND Ol!'FICES :
GENTLEMEN: Section 2306 of the Revised btatutes of the United States provides
that any person entitled to make a homestead entry under section 2304 (providing for
the benefit of soldiers and sailors of the late war), who had, prior to June 22, 1874,
made a homestead entry of less than 160 acres, may enter an additional quantity of
land sufficient to make, with the previous entry, 160 acres.
The right granted by this section, and extended by section 2305 to the widow, if
unmarried, or otherwise to the minor orphan children by proper guardian, is a personal
one and is not transferable, nor subject to assignment or lien, nor can it be exercised
by another. It can lawfully b'e exercised only by the soldier or sailor, or by the widow
<>r guardian, as the case may be, in his or her own proper person.
·
The practice which has hitherto prevailed of certifying the additional right as information from the records of this office and permitting the entry to be made by an
~gent or attorney is hereby discontinued.
The following regulations will hereafter be strictly observed:
1. The party desiring to make an additional entry, and being entitled thereto, must
present himself at the land office of tho distri<;t in which the land he wishes to enter
is situated, and make his application in the same manner as in case of an original
entry. (Form No. 4-008.)
2. In addition to the usual homestead affidavit, the claimant must make a special
.affidavit showingFirst. His identity as the soldier he represents himself to be, reciting his military
service, and stating his present residence and post-office address.
Second. The facts, in detail, respecting his right to make the additional entry, and
th~t be has fully complied with the provisions of the homestead laws in the matter of
res1dence upon and cultivation and improvement of his original entry, and whether
or no~ he bas proved up his claim and received a pa\ent for the land.
Third. That he has not in any manner previously exercised his additional right
either by entry or application, r by sale, transfer, or power of attorney, but that the
6ame remains in him unimpaired.
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3: The foreg~ing affida:vits must be swo~n to and subscl'ibed in the presencE.\ of the
regist.e r or recetver: ~his rule must b~ stnctly adhered to in ~rder to avoid false pers~matwn; and applicatiOns and affidavits presented to the register and receiver with
signatures attached will not be received. Department circulars of May 17 1877 and
September 1, 187~, are modified accordingly.
'
'
4. These rules will not be deemed to apply to cases where the additional right has
~eret.ofore been. certified by this office, nor to cases now pending, or which may be filed
m this office pnor to March 16, 1883.
Very respectfully,
N.C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

February 14, 1883.

Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Searetary.
[Revised Statutes of the United States.]

SEC. 2246. The register or receiver is authorized, and it shall be their duty to adminster any oath required by law or the instructions of the General Land Office, in connection with the entry or purchase of any tract of the public lands; but he shall not
charge or receive, directly or indirectly, any compensation for administering such
oath.
SEC. 5392. Every person who, having taken an oath before a comp~tent tribunal,
officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the United States authorizes an oath
to be administered, that he will testify, declare, depose or certify truly, or that any
written testimony, declaration, deposition, or certificate by him subscribed is true,
willfully and contrary to such oath states or subscribes any material matter which
he does not believe to be true, is guilty of perjury, and shall be punished by a fine of
not more than two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment at hard labor not mch-e
than five years; and shall, moreover, thereafter be incapable of giving testimony in
any court of the United States until such time as the judgment against him is reversed.
SEC. 5393. Every persons who procures another to commit any perjury is guilty of
subornation of perjury, and punishable as in the preceding section prescribed.
SEC. 5440. If two or more persons conspire either to commit any offense against the
United States, or to defraud the United States in any manner or for any purpose, and
one or more of such parties do any q,ct to effect the object of the conspiracy, all the
parties to such conspiracy sball be liable to a penalty of not less than one thousand
dollars and not more than ten thousand dollars, and to imprisonment not more than
two years.
SEc. 5479. If any person shall falsely make, alter, forge, or counterfeit, or cause o.x
procure to be falsely made, altered, forged, or counterfeited, or willingly aid or assist
in the false making, altering, forging, or counterfeiting, any bond, bid, proposal,
guarantee, security, official bond, public record, affidavit, m· other writing for the purpose
of defrauding the United States, or shall utter or publish as true, or cause to be uttered
or published as true, any such false, forged, altered, or counterfeited bond, bid, proposal, guarantee, security, official bond, public record, affidav.it, or other writing for
the purpose of defrauding the United States, knowing the same to bo false, forged,.
altered, or counterfeited, or shall transmit to, or present at, or cause or procure to be trammUted to, or presented at, the office of any officm· of the United StateB, any such false, forged,
altered, or counterfeited bond, bid, proposal, guarantee, security, official bond, public record, affidavit, or other writing, knowing the same to be false, forged, altered, or
counterfeited for the purpose of defrauding the United States, shall be punished by
a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment at hard labor for
not more than ten years, or by both such punishments.
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DECEMBER 1, 1883.

The several homeste~d laws recognize six classes of homestead entries.
A homesteader must be the head of a family, male or female, a widow or a singleperson, male or female, over the age of twenty-one years, who are citizens of the
United States, or who have declared their intention to become citizens (such cannot,
however, make ajinal entry of a homestead until fully naturalized); also, to Indians
who have abandoned their tribal relations, and have adopted the habits and pursuitsof civilized life.
THE SEVERAL CLASSES OF HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

1. Under the original act of May 20, 1862, and amendments.
Adjoining farm homesteads, Sec. 229, R. S. U. S.
Additional homestead act of March 3, 1879.
Soldier's homestead act of June 8, 1872.
Additional homestead, under act of June 8, 1872.
Indian homestead act of March 3, 1875.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ENTRIES-HOW MADE.

Homestead entries are received, in the manner herein set out, at any United Statesdistrict land office. Homestead settlements can be made upon any of the public
lands not otherwise specially reserved, and which has been declared subject to entry
and location by law of Congress. No public lands, however, are open to settlement
or sale until after Congress directs their survey, creates land offices therein, and
orders how, when, and by what system they shall be disposed of.
HOW PAID FOR.

~ash is received in payment of fees. In the case of a commuted homestead, the·
commutor can use cash, military bounty-land warrants, agricultural college or private scrip, under the act of January 28, 1879.
DECISIONS AS TO HOMESTEADS.

For decisions and rulings as to homestead and entries, see annual reports of the Commissioner of the General Land Office from 1862 to 1881; also, volume of" General and
Permanent Land Laws." Public Land Commission, 1880, title, "Homesteads," Chapter VIII, sections 212, 255, pages 80-94,-; also, see "Decisions of the Department of
the Interior and General Land Office in cases relating to lands and land claims from
July 1881, to June 1883," title, "Homesteads."
HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.
GENERAL METHOD OF PROCEDURE IN DISTRICT LAND OFFICES AND
DETAILS AS TO LAWS.
IN EFFBCT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

THE HOMESTEAD PRIVILEGE.

The l~ws extending ~he homestead privilege, embraced in sections 2289 to 2312 of
the Revised Statutes, giVe to every citizen, and to those who have declared their intenti~n _to become _citizens, the right to a homestead on surveyed lands. This right
was hm1ted by sectiOn 2289 of the Revised Statutes, as the maximum quantity, to 16()
acres of the class of ordinary public lands held by law at $1.25 per acre, when disposed of to cash purchasers, or 80 acres of the class of lands embraced in the alternate
sections, along the lines of railroads or other works of internal improvement, reserved
t? the C nited States in acts of Congress making grants of land in aid of th~ constructiOn of such works, and the price thereof increased to $2.50 per acre. By act of Cong_ress o~ ~arch 3, _18?9, it was enacted tba t from and after its passage "the even sectiOns 'Y~thm the l1m1ts of any grant of public lands to any railroad company, or to
any military road company, or to any State in aid of any railroad or military road,
shall be open to settlers under the homestead laws to the extent of one hundred and
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-sixty acres to each settler," thus doing away in this class of entries with the distinction between ordinary minimum and double minimum lands, or lands held at $1.25
per acre and lands held at $2.50 per acre, which had existed under section 2289 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States, so far as the double minimum lands ma.y be
found in even sections within the limits of land grants for railroads or military roads.
These provisions did-not extend so as to embrace any double minimum lands in oddnumbered sections, or in the limits of ~rants for any other description of public works.
By act of July 1, 1879, the same provisions were extended to the odd sections "in the
"States of Missouri and Arkansas, where the odd sections were reserved to the United
States, the price of the lands therein enhanced, and the even sections granted for the
purposes of improvement. Both acts were inoperative in any case where the even sections were granted, the odd being reserved, and not within the States of Missouri and
Arkansas, as in Alabama and Mississippi; but the double minimum lands in the two
last-mentioned States having been brought into market at the enhanced price prior
to the 1st January, 1861, are now reduced to $1.25 per acre under the third section of
the act of June 15, 1880.
·
.
PROCEDURE IN DISTRICT LAND OFFICES.

[See forms, pages 1033 to 1036.]

To obtain a homestead the party must, in connection with his application (Form
4-007), make au affidavit (Form 4-063), before the register or receiver, that he is over
the age of twenty-one or the head of a family; that be is a citizen of the United States,
or has declared llis intention to become such; and that the entry is made for his ex-clusive use and benefit, and for actual settlement and cultivation; and must pay the
legal fee and that part of the commissions which is payable when the entry is made,
as given in tables on page -.
WHEN PERSONAL APPEARANCE AT TilE DISTRICT LA..l.~D OFFICE MAY BE DISPENSED
WITH.

Where the applicant has made actual settlement on the land he desires to enter,
but is prevented by reason of bodily infirmity, distance, or other good cause, from
personal attendance at the district land office, the affidavit may be made before ~he
.clerk of the court for the county within which the land is situated, under sect¥>n
2294 of the Revised Statutes.
On compliance by the party with the foregoing requirements, the receiver will iss~e
his receipt fof'the fee and that part of the commissions paid (Form 4-137), a dupli<Jate of which he will deliver to the party. The matter will then be entered on the
records of the district office and reported to the General Land Office.
SETTLEMENT AND RESIDENCE.

[See Forms, pages 1036 to 1040.]

An inceptive right is vested in the settler by such proceedings, and upon faithful
<>bservance of the law in regard to settlement and cultivation for the continuous term
6f five years1 ancl at the expiration of that time, or within two years thereafter, upon
proper proot to the satisfaction of the land officers (Forms 4-070, 4-269, and 4-370), and
payment to the receiver of that part of the commissions remaining to be paid, as given
in tables on page 1019, the receiver issuing his receipt therefor, the register will issue
his certificate (Forms 4-140 and 4-196), and make proper returns to this office as the
basis of a patent or complete title for the homestead. In regard to the requirement of
.continuous residence and cultivation in such cases, reference is made to the exceptions
provided for in the act of Congress of July 1, 1879, as given above, with respect to
grasshopper ravages, and withm certain sections of Kansas and Nebraska provided
for by act of June 4, 1880, also given above, in cases of loss o'r failure of crops from
unavoidable causes, these acts being applicable to homestead claims in like manner
as to pre-emptions. And an inceptive riO"ht to a homestead may now be acquired,
and the period of continuous residence and cultivation begin to run, prior to the date
<>f formal entry at the district land office, by the party making actual settlement on
the tract dei!ired, provided the entry at the district office is made within the prescribed period thereafter as in pre-emptions. The third section of the act of May 14,
18t!O, places homestead settlers on public lands on the same footing with pre-emption
settlers under existing laws. This section protects the claim of an actual settler upon
unsurveyed land not yet open to entry at the district office, provided he shall make
homestead entry of the land within three months from the filing of the township plat
()f. snrv~y in the district land office, t.he same as the pre-emptor is now protected by
fihng hiB declaratory statement within the same period; and if the homestead settler
shall fully comply with the law as to continuous residence and cultivation, his settle-
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ment defeats all claims intervening between its date and the date of filing his homestead application. In making final proof, his five years of residence and cultivation
will commence from date of actual settlement.
NOTE.-The law is specific in requiring final proof to be made within two years after the expiration
of the five years from day of entry.
FINAL PROOF-HOW MADE.

[See Forms, pages 1037, 1038.1

Under the aflt of Congress of March 3, lt!79, any settler desiring to make final proof
must first fi le with the register of the proper land office a written notice of his intention to do so. Such notice must descril>e tiJe land claimed, and the claimant must give
the names and residences of the witnesses by whom the necessary facts as to settlement, residence, cultivation, &c., are to be established. (See Form 4-341::!.)
The filing of such notice must be accompanied by a deposit of sufficient money to
pa.y the cost of publishing the not.ice to be given by the register.
Upou the filing of the notice by the applicant, the register shall publish a notice of
such application once each week for a period of thirty clays, in a newspaper which he
shall designate, by an order written ou said application, as published nearest the land
de~:;cribed in the application, ttn.d he shall also post said notice in some conspicuous
place in h is office for the r--ame period. A compliance with the law will reqnire the
notice to be published weekly five times, because four weekly publications would not
cover a per iod of thirty days.
The notice to be given by the register must state that application to make final
proof has been filed; the name of the applicant; the kind of entry, whether homestead
or pre-emption; a description of the land, and the names and residences of the witnesses as stated in the application. (Seo Form 4-347.)
To srtve expense, the regbter may em brace two or more cases in one publication,
when it can be done consistently with the legal reqnirements of publication, in a
newspaper published nearest tlw land, as per attached Form 4-347-k.
When.proof is filed that notice has been given in the manner and for the time
required by said act of Congress, the applicant will be entitled to make final proof,
as provided by law.
.
'l'be proof that requisite notice has been given will be the certificate of the register
that the notice of tlle application (a copy of which should be annexed to the certificate) was posted by him in a conspicuous place in his office for a period of thirty days
(Form 4-227), and the nffidavit of the publishr.r or foreman of the newspaper that the
no_tice (a copy of which notice must be annexed to the affidavit) was published in
sa1d newspaper once each week for five successive weeks.
Tho proof of tho publication and posting of the notice must be filed and preserved
by the register, to be forwarded to this office with the final papers when issued.
HOW PROOF MAY BE MADE OTHER THAN AT DISTRICT LAND OFFICE.

[See Forms, pages 1038 to 1040.)

In making final proof the homestead party may appear in person at the district land
office with liis witnesses, and there make the affidavit and proof required in support
of his claim, or he may proceed under the act of March 3, 1877. This prescribes that
~he party desiring to avail himself thereof must appear with his witnesses before the
JUdge of a court of record of the county and State, or district and. Territory, in which
the land is situated, and there make the iinal proof required by law, according to the
forms prescribed, Nos. 4-070 and 4-36!1, which proof, duly authenticated b.v· the court
seal, is required to be transmitte d by the judge or the clerk of the court to the register
und receiver, togetller with the fee and charges allowed by law. See 3cl, lOth, and
12th subdivisions of section 2238 of tlle Revised Statutes of the United States.
'l'he judge being absent in any case, the proof may be made before the clerk of the
proper court. The fact of the absence of the judge must be certified in the papers by
tho clerk acting in his place.
If the laD!l in any caee is siiiuateu in an unorg:wizecl county, the statute provides
that the party may proceed to make the -proof, in the manner indicated, in any adja?ent county iu the State or Territo1 y. The fact that the county in which the land lies
H! unorganized, and that the county in which the proof is made is adjacent·thereto,
must be certified by the officer.
In any case where the final proof ~:~hall be tra.nsmitted to the re~ister and receive:~
as contemplated in this act, and the full amount of money clue shall be paid, they wi u
carefully examine the proof, and, if no objection appears, proceed to issue the rece1 pt
and certificate in the case, and make proper returns to this office as the basis of a patent or complete title for the homestead, pursuant. to existing laws. If any object.ion
appears they will promptly notify the party and advise him of his rights in the matter .
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ENTRIES OF DECEASED OR INSANE PERSONS-HOW COMPLETED.

Where a homestead settler dies before the consummation of his claim, tho widow,
or in case of her death the heirs, may continue settlement or cultivation, and obtain
title upon requisite proof at the proper time. If the widow proves up, title passes to
her; if she dies before proving up and the heirs make the proof, the title will vest in
them.
Where both parents die, leu,ving infant children, the homestead may be sold for
cash for the benefit of such children, and the purchaser will receive title from the
United States, or the patent will issue to the infants on proof of settlement or culti vation for the prescribed period.
Under the act of Congress of June tl, 1680, parties whose homestead entries were regularly made according to law, and who afterwards became insane, may be represented
for making final proof and perfecting their entries by any person whose aut hority to
act for them during their disability shall be duly certified under seal of the proper
probate court. This act will not be construed to cure failure to comply wit.h the lu.w
where the failure occurred prior to the ins::m ity of the claimant. Final proof will not
be received until the expiration of the five years, but proof of residence and cultivation will be required to cover only ' the period prior to such insanity. If a claimant
becomes insane after expiration of the period of residence, &c., the act will be construed to permit his guardian to act for him witbin the time in which he might have
made final entry himself. The proof must show the regulu.rity of the entry, and therefore that the claimant was either a citizen or had filed his decbration to become one
according to tho naturalization laws at date of entry, but further proof will not be
required as to citizenship.
SALE OF HOMESTEAD NOT RECOGNIZED.

The sa,le of a homestead claim by the set~ler to another party before completion of title
is not recognized by this offi({c, and vests no title or equitiefil in the purchaser. In making final proof, the settler is by law required to swear that no part of the land has been
alienated, except as provided in section 2288 of the Revised Statutes, for churcb, cemetery, or school purposes, or the right of wa.y of railroads. So far, however, as regards
homestead entries made prior to the 15th June, 1880, for lands properly subject to
such entry, the second section of the act of Congress of that date provides that the
persons to whom the rights of those having so entered for homesteads may have been
attempted to be transferred by bona fide inst.ruments in writing may entitle themse~ves
to said lands by paying tue Government price therefor less the fee and commisswns
paid on the entries. Instructions relat ive to such cases will be found in place below.
ABANDONMENT OF HOMESTEAD.

As the law allows but one homestead privilege, a settler relinquishing or abandoning his claim cannot thereafter make a second entry; although where an entry is
canceled as invalid for some reason other than abandonment, and not the willful act
of the party, he is not thereby debarred from entering again, if in other respects entitled, an<l may have the fee and commissions paid on the canceled entry refunded on
proper application under the act of June 16, 18BO; or, if he so elect, he may, by special
instructions from this office, be allowed credit for such fee and commissions on a new
homestead entry.
RELINQUISHMENT OF

H0~1ESTEADS.

DUTIES OF REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS ON RELINQUISHMENTS BEING FILED.

By the first section of the act of May 14, 1880, it is enacted ''that when a preemption, homestead, or timber-culture claimant shall file a written relinquishment of
his claim in thelocallandoffice, the land covered by such claim shall be held as open
to settiement and entry, without further action on the part of the Commissioner of
the General Land Office." The district land officers are instructed not to accept or
act upon any relinquishment, unless made before them, which has not been duly subscribed by the claimant on the back of his duplicate receipt, and acknowledged, witnessed, and executed in the manner requisite uncler the laws of the State or Territory
in which the land is situated for the valid transfer of real estate. In case of the loss
of .the duplicate receipt an affidavit of such loss must accompany the written relinqmsbment.
Immediately upon a relinq uh;hment, duly executed as a.bove, being received at their
office, t~e register will note on the relinquishment, over his signature, the day and
hour of 1ts receipt, will write the words" Canceled by relinquishment" (giving date)
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opposite the record of the entry i~ the tract book, the register of entries, and t:J:te
register of receipts, and draw a hne over the number of the entry on the township
plat.
·
· to this~
· ffi ce a ll t h ere1·mOn Monday of each week they are duected
to tr~nsm1t
quishments which have been · accepte<l ~y t.bem durmg the precedmg we~k. When.
the relinquishment shall have b en recmved and noted as above, they w1ll hold the
land embraced in t.he relinqishe entry as subject to settlement or entry by the :first
legal claimant; the intent of said sectio~, .as und~rstood by me, ?eing only to preve~t
the delay formerly resulting from awa1tmg actiOn on such. relmqmshments by th1s
office.
ABANDONMENT OF HOMESTEAD-CONTESTS.

Where application · is made to contest the validity of a homestead entry on the
ground of abandonmeut,.the party :r_nust ~le hi~.affi~avi.t with the distri?t .land officers,
setting forth the allegatiOns on whJCh his appl~catwn JS, found~d descnbmg the tra:ct
and giving the name of the set.tler. Upon this the officers will set apart a da:y for
bearing, giving all the parties in interest due notice of the time and place of tnal.
In cases of inability to make personal service of the notice, and when it becomes
necessary to serve it by application, the act of Congress of June 3, 1Fl78, directs that
the same shall" be printed in some newspaper in the county where the lan<l in contest
lies; and if no newspaper be printed in such county, then in the newspaper printed
in the county nearest to s.u ch land." After the trial, the land officers will transmit
the testimony, with their joint report, for the action of this office, according to Ru1es
of Practice approved December 20, 1880, given on pages 559 to 567.
The contestant must defray the expenses incident to such a contest. Under the
second section of the act of Congress of May 14, 1880, befor~ referred to, if he succeeds in the contest, and procures the cancellation of the entry, he will be notified
thereof, and for a period of thirty days from such notice will be allowed a preference
right to institute a claim to the land over any other persqn who may desire to do so.
PREFERENCE MUST BE GIVEN TO A BONA FIDE SETTLER.

According to the principles laid down in the decisions rendered by the United States
Supreme Court in the case of Atherton VB. Fowler, 6 Otto, 51~{, and the case of Hosmer
VB. Wallace, 7 Otto, 575, the preference right of a bona fide actual set tler will be recognized as against any other part.y seeking title to the tract covered by his settlement,
under the pre-emption, homestead, or timber-culture laws.
PRE-EMPTION FILING MAY BE CHANGED INTO A HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

[See Forms, page 1041.1

When an individual has made settlement on a tract and :filed his pre-emption declaration therefor, he may change his :filing into a hemestead, if he continues in good
faith to comply with the pre-emption laws until the change is effected; and by an
act of Congress of May 27, 187t:l, the time during which the party has resided upon
and claimed the land as a pre-emptor will be credited ·upon the period of residence
and cultivation required und<-r the homestead law. In so doing he is required in his
fi.rst homestead affidavit to set forth the fact of a previous pre-emption :filing, the
time of actual residence thereunder, and the intention to claim the benefit of such
time as provided for in t.h e act. In making :final proof on his homestead entry be is
required, in addition to the usua.l affidavit and proof, to make the prescribed "preemption homestead affidavit." (Form 4-071.)
HOMESTEAD MAY BE COMMUTED AT END OF SIX MONTHS WITH CASH, SCRIP, OR
LAND WARRANTS.

LSee Forms, page 1036.]

If ~be ~omestead s~ttl.er ~oes not wish to remain :fivt; years on his tract, the law

per~Its

htm to pay for It with cash or warrants or agncnltural college scrip, upon
makmg proof of settlement and cultivation for a period of not less than six months
from the date of entry to the time of payment; or payment may now be made with
private claim scrip under the act. of J anuary 28, 1879.
This proof of actual settlement and cultivation mnst be the affidavit of the party
(For~ 4-069) made before the district officers, in addition to tho testimony usual in
makmg final homestead proof (Form 4-369), or ibe part.y may, nuder the act of June
9, 1880, make the required affidavit before the clerk of any court of record of the
county and State or district and Territory in which the land is situated ; or if in any
unorganized county, be may make such affidavit in a similar manner in any adjacent
COUIIty in the State or Territory.
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ENTRY OF HOMESTEADS BY HOMESTEADERS OR BY TRANSFEREES UNDER ACT 01'
JUNE 15, 1&:'().

With respect to the class of homestead entries made prior to the 15th June, 1880,
the act of Congress that day approved provides another method of acquiring title to
the land by purchase. Under section 2, duly qualifi~ persons who, prior to June 15,
1880, entered, under any of the homestead laws, Ian~ properly subject to such entry,
are permitted to obtain title by paying the Government price, less' the fee and commissions paid thereon.
In allowing entries of this class, the district officen; will require proof that the
·p arty was twenty-one years of age, or the head of a family, was a citizen or had declan·d his intention to lJecome a citizen of the United States, and was in other respects
en1 itled to make the entry.
.
\Vhen homestead entries, made prior to June 15, 1880, have been attempted to be
transferred by bona fide instrument in writing, the persons to whom such transfers
were made are likewise authorizeu to obtain title by like payments and with like deductions of fees and commissions.
In permitting entries by transferees, they will first ascertain whether the original
homestead entry was a valid entry under the homestead laws. They will then require
the instrument in writing by which it was sought to transfer &uch homestead right
to lJe filed, toget,her with the best evidence attainable of the bona fide character of
the transfer, including the affidavit of the party who seeks to purchase. They wi.H
also require satisfactory proof that the attempted transfer was made prior to June lb,
1880. In cases of doubt as to the propriety of allowing the application to purchas~,
they should refer all the papers to this office, with a full statement of facts and their
opinion.
No entry will 'be allowed under the second section when the original homestead entry was not a valid entry; nor when an entry under the h_omestead laws shall have
been rna.de on the same land subsequent to the original entry; nor if the land was
embraced in a prior valid entry at the date of such original homestead entrY:; nor
where adverse legal rights of any character exist at the date of the applicatwn to
purchase.
Applications to purchase under said second section will be made on Form 4-DOl, as
in case of ordinary cash entry, and must be accompanied by the receiver's duplicate
homestead receipt, or, if that has been lost or destroyed, by an affidavit setting_f~rth
snch fact, and giving the register's and receiver's number and date of t.he ongmal
homestead entry. It must also be stated in the application that the s~me is m~de
under the second section of the act of June 15, 1880. Where the duplicate recmpt
bas been lost or destroyed, and the application to purchase is made by the original
homestead party, the applicant must make oa.th that be has not transferred ?or attempted to transfer his homestead rights under said entry, nor assigned his nght to
receive the repayment of the fees, commissions, and excess payments paid thereon.
The register will certify tC> the receiver tile amount to be allowed as credit for fees
and commissions already paid, the applicant first making oath that said fees and commissions have not been repaid, and that no application for such repayment has been
made.
Entries under said second section will receive current register's and re<ieive~s numbers iu the regular cash series, and will be returned in the same manner as m other
cases of cash entry, referring, however, in each instauee, on the cash abstracts, certificates, and receipts, to the date of the act authorizing the entry, the register's and
receiver's number of the original homestead applicatiou, and the amount allow~d as
credit for fees and commissions, as follows: "Act June 15, 1880. Original homestead
entry No.-. Credit for fees and commisRions, $---."
Final homestead proof not being required in these cases, no advertisement or notice
of intention to make final proof is necessary, and no final homestead fees are to be
paid or collected.
Warrants and scrip, made receivable by Jaw for lands subject to sale at private
ent~y, or in commutation of homestead or pre-emption rights, and certificates of deposit on account of surveys, will be deemed receivalJle for lands purchased under the
act of June 15, lt!SO.
'~he existing rule must, however, be observed, that where the value of warrants or
scrip exceeds that of the land entered therewith, no repayment is authorized, but the
wa~rant or scrip applied must be fully stlrrendered. In such case there would be no
cla1 m for repayment on account of the fee and commissions paid on the original homestead entry,
ADJOINING FARM: HOMESTEADS-HOW ENTERED.

[See Forms, page 1041.)

There is a class of homesteads designated as "adjoining farm homesteads." In
these cases the law allows an applicant awning and 1·esiding on an original farm to
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enter other land lying contiguous thereto, which shall not, with such farm, exceed in
the aggregate 160 acres. Thus, for exa.mple, a party owning or occupying 80 acres
ma:v enter 80 additional, without 1·eg:ud to price, whet.her held at $1.25 or $2.50 per
acre; or, if owning 40 acres, he may enter 120 acres additional. of land held at.$1.25.
per acre, or of laud held at $2.50 per acre, where 160 acres IS now the max1mum
quantity of double minimum larid subject to homestead entr~, but cannot exceed the
m!Lximum of SO acres where the land proposed to be entered 1s held at $2.50 per acre,
and where 80 acres is still the legal maximum in reference to that class of lands,
under section 2289 of the Revised Statutes as modified by the acts of Congress of
March 3, lt79, .July 1, 1879, and June 15, 1880, before mentioned.
In applying for an entry of this class, the part;y must nn~.ke affida:vit <!~rm 4-066)
describing the tract which he owns and upon whJCh he resides as h1s ongwal farm.
In making final proof it is not r eq uired that he should prove actual residence on the
separate tract entered; but if he does not, it must appear from the proof adduced
(Forms 4-369 and 4-067, the two former to be modified t.o suit the circumstances of
the case) thn.t he has continued for the period required by law to reside upon and
cultivate the original farm tract, ma.k ing use of the entered tract as a part of the
homestead.
ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

(See Forms, page 1042.)

The act of March 3, 1879, in addition to its provisions already referred to, provides.
fi:rBt, that" any person who has nuder exist,ing laws taken a homestead on any even
section within the limits of any railroad or military road land grant, and who by existiug laws shall ha,ve been restricted to 80 acres, may enter under the homestead laws an
udditional80 acres adjoining the land embraced in his original entry, if such additional land, be subject to entry," without payment of fees and commissions, and that
''the residence and cultivation of such person upon and of the land embraced in his
original entry shall be consiuered residence and cultivation for the same length of time
upon and of the land embraceu in his additional entry, and shall be deducted from the
fiv e years' residence required by law," with the proviso, however, that in no case shall
patent issue "until the person ha.s actually, and in. conformity with tho homestead
laws, occupied, resided upon, and cultivated the land" embraced in his additional
mtry "at least one year." The act of July 1,1879, is similar in effect.
Upon any party proposing to enter an additional tract under these provisions, the
register and rt>ceiver will require him to submit proof which shaH set forth the particulars of his existing entry and of his compliance with the legal requirements regarding the same, according to the form provided for nse in making final proof, 4-369,
as also to swear that he did not serve in the Army or Navy of the United States during
th e late civil war for ninety days or more, as the class of persons who thus served were
11ot restricted to eighty acres under previously existing laws, and, therefore, are not
e11titled to the benefits of the acts referred to, and to ma,ke homestead application and
affidavit according to attached Forms 4-018 and 4-086. The required proof is found
necessary to ascertain the BtatuB of the m-jginal entry at the date of application for the
benefit of the said acts, and also the credit for residence and cultivation to which the
-roarty who nw.de the same may be entitled, according to their provisions, in perfecting
his title under the additional or new entry to be allowed, without waiting the arrival
of the time when final proof on the latter is to be made. ·with reference, however, to
~ases in-which final proof on the original entries has been made and the certificates
issued, the requirement of proof as herein directed may be omitted, and in lieu thereof
a reference made in reporting the case to the certificate issued, giving its number and
date, so that it may be identified on the records of this office.
These requirements having been complied with, the register and receiver will then,
if they find his original entry to be intact on their records, whether patented or not,
and if no objection appears in any respect, a.Uow the entry applied for, note t,he same
on their records, giving it the proper number in the regular homestead series, andreport it with their monthly homestead returns, indicating its character as an additional
entry under said act on the margin of their monthly abstracts, with a reference to the
original entry by its number, and the description of the land. The money columns in
the abstra-cts will of course he left blank, since there will he no fees and commissions
paid.
In this class of entries the party, if still resident on the original entry tract, will not
be required to remove therefrom to the additional entry tract in order to make a new
residence on the latter, as the two forming one body of land, residence on either will
.be regarded as satisfying the legal requirement; but in making final proof on the
additiOnal entry the party must show such residence, with occupancy and cultivation
of the tract taken as additional nuder said act, for five years from the date of entry
thereoft less the time to be deducted on account of residence and cultivation on the
original entry, which shall not exceed four years in any case.
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Se~ond. The acts further provide that should the person so elect he may, instead of
makmg an addit.ional entry, "surrender his existing entry to the United States for
cancellation, and thereupon be entitled to enter lands under the homestead laws the
same as if the surrendered entry had not been made," with the same provisions as
regards fees and commissions not being required, and requiring settlement and cu'ltiv_ation, occupation, and residence, as have been already stated with regard to additiOnal entries. In case of any party electing to surrender his entry under this act,
the regit>ter and receiver will receive his relinquishment, which shall specify for w bat
purpose made, and be accompanied by the duplicate receipt issued for the relinquished
entry, or by a statement under oath Bhowing a good reason for its absence, report the
case in a special letter to this office, and await instructions before proceeding further
i~ the matter. Relinquishments may be made in the same manner hereinbefore proVIded for.
SOLDIER'S HOMESTEAD.

[See Forms, page 1043. See amendatory circular, pages 1020 and 1021.]

Provisions fo1' the benefit of soldie1·s and sailors of the late 1var, their widows and minor
01phan children.-SPctions 2304, 2305, 2306, 2307, 2:308, and 2309 of the Revised Statutes, for the benefit of soldiers and sailors, their widows and minor orphan children,
provide1st. In section 2:304, that every soldier and officer in the Army, and every seaman,
marine, and officer of the Navy, who served for not less than ninety days in the Army
or Navy of the United States, ''during the recent rebellion," and who was honorably
discharged, and has remained loyal to the Government, may enter, under the provis·
ions of the homestead law, 160 acres of the public land, to be taken, if desired, from
the class of double minimum lands.
2d. In section 2305, that the time of his serv!ce, or the whole term of his enlistment
if the party was discharged on account of wounds or disabmty incurred in the line of
duty, shall be deducted from the period of five years, during which, as per section
2291, the claimant must, to perfect title, reside upon and cultivate the entered tract,
but with tne proviso that the party shall, in every case, reside upon, improve, and
cnlti vate his homestead for a period of at least one year after he shall have commenced his improvements.
.
:M. That any person entitled to the benefits of section 2304, who had, prwr to the
2:!d of June, 11:i74, made a homestead entry of less than 160 acres, may enter an additional quantity of land sufficient to make, with the previous entry, 160 acres.
4th. That the widow, if unmarried, or in case of her death or marriage, then the
minor orphan children, of a person who would be entitled to the benefits of section
2304, may enter land under its provisions). with the additional privil~ge acc<?rded,
that if the person died during his term of enlistment, the widow or mmor children
shall have the benefit of the whole term of enlistment.
APPLICATIONS-HOW MADE.

5th. That any person entitled to the benefit of section 2304 may file his claim for a
tract of land through an agent, and shall have six months thereafter within which to
make his entry and commence his settlement and improvement upon the land; but
first entry cannot be made by an agent or atto1·ney.
The following is the course of proceedings for parties to avail themselves. of the
benefits of these sections of the Revised Statutes in making homestead entnes (see
Amendatory Circular of Decembe1· 15, 1882, and February 1:3, 18tl3):
1st. On the party producing the proper proof of his right to do so, immediate entry
of the tract desired may be made; but if the party so elect, be may file a declaration
(Form A or B) to the effect that he cla.ims a spemtied tract of land as his homestead,
and that he takes it for actual settlement an<l cultivation. The register and receiver
will number the declarations so filed in a separate series, according to the order of filing, enter them on their records, and with their monthly returns forward an abstract,
to embrace all declarations of this class filed with them during 1he month. Thereafter,
at any time within six month. from the <late of filing, the party may come forward,
make his entry of the land (Forms of application anct affidavits, 4-015 and 4-065),
and commence his settlement and improvement. Should the party present his declaration through an agent as authorized by section 2309, said a.gent must produce a
duly executed power of attorney from the principal desiring to ma.ke the entry, who
will be bound by the selection his agent may make tho same as though made by himself: Where the party has failed to make ent.ry within six months from the date of
filing, he is not thereby debarred from making en try of the tract filed for, unless some
a.dver e right has intervened; and if so he may enter some tract that is still vacant.
2d. The claims of widows and minor orphan children may be initiat.ed by declaration,
as abov-e. Minor orphan children can act only by their duly appointed guard'ans,
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who must file certified copies of the powers of guardianship, which must be trausmiLted to this office by the registers and receivers with their abstract:; of declarations.
The bw does not require, as a condition to enjoying its benefits, that the party should
first file a declaratory statement, and, as before stated, immediate entry may be made.
(See Arnendatory Circular february 13, 1833.)
SOLDIER~S ADDITlONAL HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

[See Forms, page 1045.]

3d. Where a party entitled desires to make an additional e~try of a qu!l'n~ity wh.ich,
with his original entry,, ~hall not ~xceed one hundred and. srx:ty acres, It IS .reqm:ed
that a full recital of military service be presented to the district land office m which
the land is he wishes to enter, with due proof of the identity of the party making the
claim, and with proper reference to his original homestead entry, giving the name
of the district office, date and number of entry, and description of the land. In aduition, a detailed statement, under oath, must be filed by the party in interest, setting forth the facts respecting his right to make the entry, and containing his declaration that he has not in any manner exercised his right, either by previous entry or
application, or by sale, transfer, or power of attorney, but that. the same remains in
him unimpaired. He must also declare, under oath, all of these, in the presence of the
register or receiver, that he has made full compliance with the homestead law in the
matter of residence upon, cultivation and improvement of, his original homestead
entry, and should further recite whether or not be bas proved up his claim and received
a patent of the land.
When these papers are filed and examined, they will, if found satisfactory, be · returned with a certificate attached recognizing the right of the party to make additional entry under the law; and when presented with proper application at any district land office, either by the party entitled or his agent or attorney, they will be accepted by the register and receiver, and forwarded with the entry papers to this office
in the usual manner.
The fee for examination and certificate, under the seal of the office, will be $1, which
rnuRt in all cases accompany the papers presented for approval.
W~ere ~he party's first entry has been consummated, the register and receiver will
reqmre htm to make application in the form prescriberl (No. 4-008), and to pay the
sa~e fee and commissions as in cases of original entry; the receiver will issue his recelptfor the money paid, and these papers will receive the current elate and the proper
nu!llbers in their homestead series. Then, to complete the transaction-it, being an
~bJ ect, for the convenience of business, that the additional entry papers and the
fi~al papers therefor in such cases shall be kept separate and distinct-the party
w1ll make payment. of the usual final commissions ou the entered tract, for which the
~eceiver will issue his receipt; the register will thereupon issue his final certificate
for the additional tract (Form 4-197), the receipt and certificate to bear their proper
numuers in the final homestead series; likewise a reference to the original entry and
to the final certificate thereon by their uumber, and also by their district where the
party's first entry shall have been made in a different district.
!n case the party has not made proof on his original homestead entry when he apphes. for. additional land, he will be allowed to make the additional entry on proper
appl.ICatw~, as above stated, and paying the usual fee and commissions, for which the
recelVer ~Ill issue his receipt, the papers to receive their proper numbers in the homeslead senes, with a reference thereon to the original entry. Thereafter, when the
party ~h~ll make final proof on the original entry, he will be required to pay the final
comnnsswns on both entries, when a final receip t will be issued for the money, and
t~ereup?~ a final certificate issued to call both for the tract in the original entry and
tae addttJ?~al tract. On these papers the register and receiver will make a reference
to the ongmal and the additional entry, and on them one patent will issne for
~)()t~ i, yet where it happens that the original entry and the additional entry are made
m dtfterent land districts, this rule must be departed fi:om so far as regards the issuing
of one final certificate and receipt for both .
. The ~ollowing proof will be required of parties applying for the benefits of sections
2304, 2.~05, ~nd 2:307, in addition to the prescribed affidavit of the applicant:
1st. Certified copy of certificate of discharge~ showing when the party enlisted and
when he w.as discharged; or the affidavit of two respectable, disinterested witnesses
corrobor.ative of the allegations contained in the prescribed affidavit (Form 4-065) on
these pomts, or, if neither can be procured, the party's affidavit to that effect.
2d. In cas.e of widows, the prescribed evidence of military service of the husband,
as ab(lve, With affidavit of widowhood, giving date of the husband's death.
~d. In cas~ of minor orphan children, in addition to the prescribed evidence of
mthtary serviCe of the father, proof of death or marriage of the mother. Evidence of
death may be the testimony of two witnesses, or certificate of a physician duly at-
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tested. Evidence of marriage may be certified copy of marriage certificate, or of the
record of same, or testimony of two witnesses to the marriage ceremony.
The register and receiver will be allowed to charge one dollar each for receiving
and filing the initiatory declaration of the parties in cases where such declarations are
filed. This fee the receiver will account for in the usual manner, indicating tho same
in h~s account as fees for "homestead declarations," which will be charged against the
maximum of $:i,OOO now allowed by law. In the States and Territories for which 50
per centum additional is allowed by the 12th subdivision of section 2238 of the Revised Statutes, the additional allowance will apply to the fee herein named, viz: California, Oregon, vVashington, Nevada, Colorado, Idaho, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah,
Wyoming and Montana.
INDIAN HOMESTEADS, HOW MADE.

[See Forms, pages 1046.)

P1·ovisions for the benefit of Indians.- The fifteenth and sixteenth sections of the act
Qf March 3, 1ti75 (copy attached, No. 9), extends the benefits of the homestead act of
May 20, 1862, and the acts amendatory thereof (now embodied in sections 2290, 2291,
2292, and 2295 to 2302, inclusive, of the Revised Statutes) to any Indian, born in the
United States, who is the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of twentyone years, and who has abandoned, or may hereafter abandon, his tribal r elations,
with the exception that the provisions of the eighth section of said act of 1862 (section
2301 of the Revised Statutes) shall not be held to apply to entries made thereunder,
and with the proviso that the title to lands acquired by any Indian by virtue thereof
shall not be subject to alienation or incumbrance, either by voluntary conveyance,
or the judgment, decree, or order of any court, and shall be and remain inalienable
for a period of five years from the date of the patent issued therefor.
An Indian desiring to enter public land under this act must make application to
the register and receiver of the proper district land office; also an affidavit setting
forth the fact of his Indian character; that be was born in the United States; that he
is the head of a family or bas arrived at the age of twenty-one years; that he has
abandoned his tribal relations and adopted the habits and pursuits of civilized life
(Form 4-079), and this must be corroborated uy the affidavits of two or more disinterested witnesses (Form 4-077).
If no objection appea.rs, the register and receiver will then permit him to enter the
tract desired according to existing regubtions, so far as applicable, under the homestead law, the regist.er writing acroRs the face of the a.pplication (Form 4-007) the
words "Indian homestead-act of March 3, 1875;" they will note the entry on their
records and make returns thereof to this office, with which they wi1l send the affidavits
submitted. It will be observed that the provisions of the eighth section of the act of
May 20, 1862 (section 2:~01 of the Revised Statutes), which admits of the commuting
of homestead to cash entries, do not apply to this class of homesteads.
All lands obtained under the homestead laws are exempt from liability for debts
contracted prior to the issuing of patent therefor.
FORMS USED IN HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.
.JUl\"E

30, 1883.

IN UNITED STATES DISTRICT

LAND

OFFICE.

Blanks are furnished free.
Applicant must file, on applicationApplication and register's certificate.
Affidavit of applicant.
Non-mineral affidavit.
Receiver's receipt, issued in duplicate.
Excess receipt for excess of area, if any there be.
FINAL ENTRY, OR PROVING UP.

Notice of intention to make final proof.
Notice for publication to make final proof, "register's." (Two or more entries may
be embraced in this notice.)
Certificate as to posting notice.
Proof of publication of notice; affidavit of publisher or foreman of newspaper in
which published.
Final affidavit required of claimant.
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Proof, testimony of claimant.
testimony of two witnesses taken separately.
Receiver's :final re~eipt (in duplicate).
Register's certificate for patent (in duplicate).
Proot~

SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' HOMESTEADS.

Forms as above are used, except that soldier's declaratory statement, A, in p erson,
or, B, by his agent, are used instead of the application in the first instance~ and the
affidavit di1fers. (See forms following.)
INDIAN HOMESTEADS.

Forms as in homestead entries, with tb.e addition of affidavit [No. 4-079] by applicant, and conoborative affidavit of two persons [No. 4-077].
SPECIAL HOMESTEAD LAWS.

Commuted homesteads, or payment at end of six months, as in pre-emption; adjoining-farm homesteads; pre-emption homesteads, or where pre-emption filings are
changed to homestead entries; additional homesteads, and soldiers' additional homesteads require special forms, which are given in the chapter following.
HOMESTEADS AND PRE-EMPTIONS IN DISTRICTS SUBJECT TO GRASSHOPPER INC URSIONS.

By the act of July 1, 1879, special provision was made for absence by settlers of such
land during the period of such incursions. (See regulations following.)

HOMESTEAD, :FORMS USED IN ENTRY OF.
IN

EFFECT JUNE

30, 1883.

Homestead claims to the extent of 160 acres can be entered, by a duly qualified
person, upon any of the public lands of the United States in any and all the publicland S1Jates and Territories where the lands are not mineral or purely timber lands,
and where they are subject to entry by reason of enactment by Congress. Homestead titles can be initiated upon unsurveyed as well as surveyed lands.
Settlement prior to entry is not a condition.
FORMS USED ON (ORIGINAL) APPLICATION.
FORM

No. [4-007.]

Bomestead application.
If filed for surveyed lands and when applicant has not established a residence and
made improvements, applicant must appear personally at the district land office and
make affidavits; actual residence must be made within six months, and e continuous until :final proof is made. If settlement is on unsurveyed lands, claimants must
put their claims on record within th1ee months after filing of the township plats in
the district land office; must be paid for within seven years from date of filing application. (See note at bottom of receiver's receipt [4-138].)
HOl\UllSTEAD.
LA!\TJ> OFFICE AT - - - ,

No. - - .
(Date) - - , 18-.
I, - - - - , of---, do hereby apply to enter, under section 2289 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, t h e - - of section--, in township---,
of range - - , containing - - acres.

.APPLICATION

LAND OFFICE AT - - ,

(Date)--, 18-.
I, - - - - , register of the land-office, do hereby certify that the above application is for surveyed lauds of the class which the applicant is legally entitled t-o enter
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under section 2289 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, and that there is no
prior valid adverse right to the same.

- - - - , Register.
AFFIDAVIT OF CLAIMANT.

(Made before 1·egister or receiver or clerk of court.)
[See note.J

[4-063.]
HOMESTEAD •

.Affidmrit.
LAND OFFICE A T - -

- --,188-.
I, - - - - - , of - - - having filed my application, No. -, for an entry under
section No. 2289 Revised Statutes of the United States, do solemnly swear that--;
that said application, No. -, is made for the purpose of actual settlement and cultivation; that said entry is made for my own exclusive benefit, and not directly or indirectly for the benefit or use of any other person or persons whomsoever; and that
I have not heretofore had the benefit of the homestead laws.
Sworn to and subscribed this-- day o f - - , before

--- ---,

of the Land Office.

NoTE.-If this affidavit be acknowledged before the clerk of the court, as provided
for by sec. 2294 U. S. Revised Statutes, the homestead party must expressly state
herein that he or some member of his family is residing upon the land applied for, and
that bonafide improvement and settlement have been made. He must also state why
he is unable to appear at the laud office.
~See note, which clerks of the courts an.d registers and receivers will read and
explain thoroughly to persons making application for lands where the affidavit is made
before either of them. (See directions to land officers on duplicate receipt.)
Timber land, embraced in a homestead or other entry not consummated, may be
cleared in order to cultivate the land and improve the premises, but for no other p'IWpose.
If, after clearing the land for cultivation, there remains more timber than is required for improvement, there is no obj ection to the settler disposing of the same.
But the question whet.her the land is being cleared of its timber for l~gitirnate purpos68
is a question of fact which is liable to be raised at any time. If the timber is cut and
removed for any other purpose it will subject the entry to cancellation, and the person
who cut it will be liable to civil suit for recovery of the value of said timber, and al8o
to criminal p1·osecution under section 2461 of the Revised Statutes.
HOMESTEAD.

NON-MINERAL AFFIDAVIT.

(Made by applicant.)
COUNTY 011' - - - ,

- - - o f - - - , 88:
- - - - - - , being duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is the
identical--- who 1s an applicant for Government title to the---; that he is well
acquainted with the character of said described land, and with each and every legal
subdivision thereof, having frequ ently passe!l over the same; that his knowledge of
said land is such as to enable him to testify understandingly with regard thereto;
that there is not, to his knowledge, within the limits thereof, any vein or lode of
quartz or other rock in place, b earing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, or copper, or
any deposit of coal; that there is not within t be limits of said land, to his know ledge,
any placer, cement, gravel, or other valuable mineral deposit; that no portion of said
land is claimed for mining purposes under the local customs or rules of miners or
otherwise; that no portion of said land is worked for mineral during any part of the
year by any person or persons; that said land is essentially non-mineral land, and
that LiB application therefor is not made for the purpose of fraudulently obtaining
title to mineral land, but with the object of securing said land for agricultural purposes.
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this - - day of - - - , A. D. 187-, and I hereby
certify that the foregoing affidavit was read to the said-+---- previous to his
name being subt:;cribed thereto; and that deponent is a respectable person to whose
affidavit full faith and credit should be given.

RECEIVER'S RECEIPT IN DUPLICATE.

(4-137.)
Receiver's receipt, No. -. Application, No. -.
HOMESTEAD.

(Given to the applicant.)
RECEIVER's OFFICE, - - - ,

---,188-.
Received of - - - - - - the sum of - - - dollars-- cents; being the amount
of fee and compensation of register and receiver for the entry of - - - , of section in township- of range-, under section No. 2290 Revised Statutes of the United
States.
- - - - - - , Receiver.

$-.

NOTE.-It is required of the homestead settler that he shall reside upon and cultivate the land embraced in his homestead entry for a period of five years from the time
of filing the affidav1t, being also the date of entry. An abandonment of the land for
more than six months works a forfeiture of the claim. Further, within two years
from the expiration of the said five years he must file proof of his actual settlement
and cultivation, failing to do which, his entry will be canceled. If the settler does
not wish to remain five years on his tract, he can, at any time after six months, pay
for it with cash or land warrants, upon making proof of settlement and cultivation
from date of filing affidavit to the time of payment.
WSee note in red ink, which registers and receivers will read and explain thoroughly to persons making application for lands where the affidavit is made before
either of them.
Timber land embraced in a homestead, or other entry not consummated, may be
cleared in order to cultivate the land and improve the premises, but for no other purpose.
If, after clearing the land for cultivation, there remains more timber than is required for improvement, there is no objection to the settler disposing of the same.
But the question whether the land is being cleared of its timber for legitimate purposes
is a question of fa~t which is liable to be raised at any time. If the timber is cut and
removedfor any other purpose it will subject the entry to cancellation, and the person
who cut it will be liable to civil suit for recovery of the value of said timber, and also
to criminal prosecution under section 2461 of the Revised Statutes.
·

[No. 4-138.]
RECEIVER'S RECEIPT.

(Duplicate for the files.)

Receiver's duplWate receipt No.-.

Application No.-.

HOMEf!TEAD.

RECEIVER's OFFICE, - - - ,

---,18-.
Received of - - - - - - the sum of - - - dollars - - cents; being the amount
of fee and compensation of register and receiver for the entry o f - - - of sectionin township - of range -, under section 2290 Revised Statutes of the United States.
- - - - - - , Receiver.

$-.

NoTE.-It is required of the homestead settler that he shall reside upon and cultivate the land embraced in his homestead entry for a period of five years from the time
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of filing the affidavit, being also the date of entry. An abandonment of the land for
more than six months works a forfeiture of the claim. Further, within two years
from the expiration of ll.e said five years he must file proof of his actual settlement
and cultivation, falling to do which, his entry will be canceled. If the settler does
not wish to remain five years on his tract, he can, at any time after six months, pay
for it with cash or laud warrants, upon making proof of settlement and cultivation
from -date of filing affidavit to the time of payment.

HOMESTEAD.

EXCESS RECEIPT.

[Act of May 20, 1862. Revised Statutea of tho United States, section 2357.]

Where there is more than the quantity allowed by law in legalsubdivisio11s.
tional sections or lots on north and west of townships.

Occur• infra.

Excess receiver's receipt, No.-.
RECEIVER'S OFFICE, - - ,

---,187-.
Received o f - - - - - - the sum of--- dollars-- cents, being in full for--acres and - - hundredths of---, section No. -, in township No. - of range
No. - , being excess in said tract over the area entered under the homestead act, per
application and receipt No.-.
- - - - - - , Receiver.

$--.

PROCEEDINGS TO PERFECT TITLE BY MAKING FINAL PROOF-AFTER EXPIRATION 011'
LEGAL TIME.

Commutation or cash payrnent f?r homestead.
Should the settler desire at the expiration of six months he may pay for his homestead with cash, warrants, or scrip upon making proof of settlement and cultivation
from date of filing application and affidavit to the time of payment. He or she will
file the following affidavit:
[No. 4-069.]
To be used in cases of commuted homestead entries. For taking the testimony of claimant and
his witnesses in making commutation proof, use the pl'eSCl'ibed forms for" Homestead Proof." But
all the steps necessary to complete pre-emption entry, as given on page 688, anc.l following, muat be
complied with. The entry aft('!r this stage becomes virtually a pre-emption entry, still the proofia
the same as in final homestead entry.
COMMUTED HOMESTEAD AFFIDAVIT.

[Section 2301 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.]

I, - - - - - - , claiming the right to commute, under section 2301 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States, my homestead entry No.--, made upon the-- section--, township--, range - - , do solemnly swear that I made settlement upon
said land on the - - day of--, lH-, and that since such date, to wit, on the - day of--, lB-, I have built a house on said land, and have continued to reside
therein up to the present time; that I have broken and cultivated - - acres of said
land, and that no part of said land has been alienated, except as provided in section
2288of the Revised Statutes, but that I am the sole bona fide owner as an actual settler.
I further swear that I have not heretofore perfected or abandoned an entry made
under the homestead laws of the United States.

Sub80ribed and sworn to before me this - - day of--.

LAND

OFFICE, - - - .

- - - - , &guw.

FORMS USED IN HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.
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COMPLETING A HOMESTEAD ENTRY UNDER FIVE YEARS' RESID~"'CE.
At the expiration of tha five years' settlement, cultivation, and improvement, the
claimant at the district land office signs the following notice, which will be published
by order of the register in a newspaper, to be by him designated as nearest the land,
once a week for six weeks, at applicant's expense, a deposit being first made.
[No. 4-348.]
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO MAKE

FINAL

PROOF.

LAND OFFICE AT - - - ,
(Date) 188-.
I , - - - - , of--, who made homestead application No.-- (or pre-emption
declaratory statement No. --), for t h e - - - - - - , do hereby give notice of my intention to make final proof to establish my claim to the land above described, and
that I expect to prove my residence and cultivation before - - - - - - , at ---,on
- - -, 188-, by two of the following witnesses:
----,of---.
----,of---.
-----,of---.
----,of---.
(Signature of claimant":)

LAND OFFICE AT---,
(Date) - - : 188-.
Notice of the above application will be published in the---, printed at---,
which I hereby designate as the newspaper published nearest the land described in
said application.
- - - - - - , Register.
NOTICE TO CLAIMANT.-Give time and place of proving up, and name and title of
the officer before whom proof is to be made; also, give names and post-office addresses
of four neighbors, two of whom must appear as your witnesses.
The officer then issues the following :
[No. 4-347.]
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
LAND OFFICE AT - - - ,
--,188-.
Notice is hereby given t h a t - - - - - - has filed notice of intention to make final
proof before------, at - - - , on - - - -, 188-, on homestead application
No.-- (or pre-emption declaratory statement No.--), for t h e - - - - - - .
He names as witnesses - - - - - - , and - - - - - - , of---.
- - - - - - , Regist(Jf'.
NOTE.-This notice must also be posted in a conspicuous place in the land office
for a period of thirty days prior to date of final proof.
To save expense, when it can be done consistently, the register may embrace two or
more cases in one notice for publication, as follows:
[No. 4-347t.]
CONSOLIDATED NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
LAND OFFICE AT---,
.
---,188-.
. Notice is hereby given that the following named settl ers have filed notice of intentilln to make final proof on their respective claims before - - - - - - , at - - - , on
- - -, 1&3-, viz:
- . - - - - - , on homestead application No.--, for t h e - - - - - - .
Witnesses: - - - - - - ; o f - - , a n d - - - - - - , of---.
-.-----,on pre-emption declaratory statement No.--, for t h e - - - - - - .
Witnesses: - - - - - , of---, and - - - - - - , of---.
- - - - - - , Register.
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[No. 29.]
CERTIFICATE AS TO THE POSTING OF NOTICE.
LAND OFFICE A T - - ,

(Date) - - , lB-.
I , - - - - - · - , register, do hereby certify that a notice, a printed copy of which is
he;eto attached, was by me posted in a conspicuous place in my office for a period of
th1rty days, I having first posted said notice on the-- day of--, 18-.
- - - - , Register.

PROOF OF PUBLICATION OF NOTICE.

Affidavit of publication of the notice (with copies attached), made bythe .publisher
or the foreman of the paper in which inserted, must be here filed and form part of the
record.
FINAL ENTRY AFTER PUBLICATION.

The applicant after this appears at the district land office for final entry or proceeds uuder the act of March 3, 1877, under which he may make affidavit and proof
with two witnesses before a judge or the clerk of a court of record. (See general proceedure herein, pages 1023 to 1032.)
(4-070.)
HOMESTEAD PROO]'.

Final affidavit required of homestead claimants. The homesteader now 8urrender8 the duplicate i·eceiver's Teceipt Teceived at the time of filing hi8 a.J?plication.
[Section 2291 of the Revised Statutes of the Unitod States.]

I, - - - - - - , having made a homestead entry of the--- section No. -, in
township No.-, of range No.-, subject to entry at---, under section No. 2289 of
the Revised Statutes of the United States, do now apply to perfect my claim thereto
by virtue of section No. 2291 of the Revised Statutes of the United States; and for
that purpose do solemnly - - - t hat I am a citizen of the United States; that I have
made actual settlemeut upon and have cultivated said laud, having resided thereon
since t.he - - - day of - - , 18-, to the present time ; that no part of said land has
been alienated, except as hrovided in section 2288 of the Revised Statutes, but that
I am the sole bona fide owner as an actual settler; that I will bear true allegiance to
the Government of the United States; and further, that I have not heretofore perfected or abandoned an entry made under the homestead laws of the United States.
I, - - - - - - , of the land office at - - - , do hereby certify that the above affidavit was subscribed and sworn to before me this-- day o f - - , 188-.

HOMESTEAD PROOF.

Testimony of claimant.

[No. 4-369.]
[This form will be used both in final homestead proof and commutation proof.]

The testimony of claimant and of the two witnesses are now taken on a blank form
of four pages, No. 4-369.
------,being called as a witness in-- own behalfin support of-- homestead entry for---, testifies as follows:
Ques. 1. What is your name, written in full, and correctly spelled; your age, and
post-office address¥
·
Ans. - - - .
Quea. 2. Are you a native of the United States, or have you been naturalized' (See
note.)
Ana.
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Ques. 3. When was your house built au the land, and when did you establish actgal residence thereon f (Describe said house and other improvements which you
ha.ve placed Qn the land, giving total value thereof.)
A.ns. - - .
Ques. 4. Of whom does your family consist, and have you and your family resided
continuously on the land since first establishing residence thereon Y (If unmarried, .
state the fact.)
A.ns. - - .
Ques: 5. For what period or periods have you.bcen absen_t from the h~mestead si~ce
makinrr settlement, and for what purpose; and, 1f temporanly absent, dul your fam1ly
reside gpon and cultivate the land during such absence Y
Ans. - - .
Ques. 6. How much of the land have you cult ivated, and for how many seasons
have you raised crops thereon f
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 7. Are there any indications of coal, salines, or minerals of any kind on the
land f (If so~ describe what they are, and state whether the land is more valuable fol'
agricultural than for mineral purposes.)
Ans. - - .
Ques. 8. Have you ever made any other homestead entry¥ (If so, describe the
same.)
Ans. - - Ques. 9. Have you sold, conveyed, or mortgaged any portion of the land; and, if so,
to whom, and for what purpose T
Ans. - - .
I hereby certify that the forgoing testimony was read to the claimant before being
subscribed, and was sworn to before me this - - day of---, 18-.

------,

HOMESTEAD PROOF.

(The testimony of two witnesses, in this form, taken separately, required in each case.j

Testimony of witness.

- - - - , being called as a witness in support of the homestead entry of--- - f o r - - , testifies as follows:
·
Ques.l. What is your occupation and where is your residence f
An's.--.
Ques. 2. Have you been well acquainted with - - - - - - , the claimant in this
esse, ever since he made his homestead entry No.--~
Ans.--.
Ques. 3. Was claimant qualified to make said entry? (State whether the settler
was a citizen of the United States, over the age of twenty-one years, or the head of a
family, and whether he ever made a former homestead entry.)
A.ns.--.
Ques. 4. When did claimant settle upon the homestead, and at what date did he
establish aetual residence thereon f (Describe the dwelling and other improvements,
giving total value thereof.)
Ans.--.
Ques. 5. Haye claimant and family resided continuously on the homestead since first
establishing residence thereon Y (If settler is unmarried, state the fact.)
Ans.---.
Qnes. 6. For what period or periods has the settler been absent from the land since
making settlement, and for what purpose; and if temporarily absent, did claimant's
family reside upon and cultivate tho land during such absence f
Aut!.--.
Ques. 7. How much of the homestead has the settler cultivated, and for how many
seasons did he r aise crops thereon Y
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 8. Are there any indications of coal, salines, or minerals of any kind on the
homestead f (If so, describe what they are, and state whether the land is more valuable for agricultural than for mineral purposes.)
A.ns.--.
Ques. 9. Has the claimant mortgaged, sold, or contracted to sell any portion of said
homestead ?
A.ns.--.
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Ques. 10. Are you interested in this claim, and do you think the settler has acted in
entire good faith in perfecting this entry V
.A.ns.---.
\

I hereby certify that the witness is a person of respectability; that the foregoing
testimony was read to him before being subscribed, and was !!!worn to before me this
- - day o f - - , 18-.

----,

NOTE.-If naturalized, the claimant must file a certified copy of his certificate of
naturalization. In a commuted homestead a foreign-born claimant must file a certifierl copy of his declaration of intention. In making proof the party must surrender
his original duplicate receipt or file affidavit of its loss.
NoTin.-The officer before whom the testimony is taken should call the attention of
the witness to the following section of the Revised Statutes, and state to him that it
is the purpose of the Government, if it be ascertained that he testifies falsely, to prosecute him to the full extent of the law.
TITLE LXX.-CRIMES.-CH. 4.
SEC. 5:392. Every person who, having taken an oath before a competent tribunal,
officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the United States authorizes an oath
to be administered, that he will testify, declare, depose, or certify truly, or that any
written testimony, declaration, deposition, or certificate by him subscribed is true,
willfully and contrary to such oath states or subscribes any material matter which he
does not believe to be true, is guilty of perjury, and shall be punished by a fine of not
more than two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment, at hard labor, not more than
five years, and shall, moreover, thereafter, be incapable of giving testimony in any
court of the United States until such time as the judgment against him is reversed.
[See sec.1750.]
RECEIVElt's FINAL RECEIPT.
The receiver now issues a final receipt, in duplicate, one for claimant, one for the
· files.
[No. 4-140. j

Receiver'B final receipt No. -. .Application No. -.
HOMESTEAD.
RECEIVER'S OFFICE - - ,
(Date)--, 18-.
Received from - - - - , of - - county, - - , the sum of - - dollars and-cents, being the balance of payment required by law for the entry of the - - of section - - , in township - - , of range - - , containing - - acres, under section 2'291
of the Revised Statutes of the United States.
- - - - , Receiver.

$-.
REGISTER'S FINAL CERTIFICATE.
The register now issues his final certificate, in duplicate, one for the files, one for·
the claimant. On this certificate patent issues.
[No. 4-196.]

Final certificate No. -.

Application No. -.

HOMESTEAD.
LAND OFFICE AT - - ,
(Date)--, 18-.
It is hereby certified, pursuant to section 2291, Revised Statutes of the United
States, that - - - - , of-- countJ, - - , has made payment in full for-- of
section No.--, in township No.--, o range No.--, containing-- acres.
Now, therefore, be it lruown, that on presentation of this certificate to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, the said - - - - - shall be entitled to a patent
for the tract of land above described.
- - - - - , Register.
The completed case, with ·a n papers, is now transmitted to the General Land Offie&
at Washington for approval and patent.
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PRE-EMPTION FILING CHANGED TO HO:i\IESTEAD ENTRY.

[Under acts of March 3, 1877, and May 27, 1878.]

The claimant in his first homestead affidavit must show the fact of a prior pre-emption filing. He proceeds in other respects as in homestead entries. Time of his actual
residence on the land under the pre-emption is credited on his homestead time.
[No. 4-071.]
(To be used in making :final p1oof in cases where pre·emption :filings have been changed to homestead
entries.]
PRE-EMPTION HOMESTEAD AFFIDAYIT.

I, - - - - , having

changed my pre-emption declaratory statement No.--,
filed the --· day--, 18-, alleging settlement the - - day of - - , 18-, for the
--section No.--, in township No.--, of range No.--, to homestead entry original No.--, district of lands subject to entry at - -, under the acts of Congress approved March 3, 1877, and May 27, 1878, do solemnly swear that I have never had the
benefit of any right of pre-emption under section 2259 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States; that I have not heretofore filed a pre-emption declaratory statement
for another tract of land; that I was not the owner of three hundred and twenty
acres of land in any State or Territory of the United States at any time during the
above-mentioned period of settlement under the pre-emption statutes; that I did not
remove from my own land within the State of-- to make the settlement above referred to; nor have I settled upon and improved said land to sell the same on speculation, but in good faith to appropriate it to my exclusive use or benefit; and that I
did not, during the period of pre-emption settlement above-mentioned, directly or
indirectly, make any agreement or contract, in any way or manner, with any person
or persons whatsoever, by which the title which I might acquire from the Government of the United States would inure, in whole or in part, to the benefit of any person except myself.

------.

I, - - - - , of the land office - - , do hereby certify that the above affidavit
was subscribed and sworn to before me this-- day--, 18-.

------.

ADJOINING HOMESTEADS.

Where an applicant owns a farm containing less than 160 acres, he may enter public lands
sufficient to make his holding equal to 160 a01·es, taking it, of course, in legal subdivisions.
!fo p1·ooj of re8idence on the tmct to be pu1·chased is requisite, otherwise the entry p1·oceeds as
tn a hornestead entry.
[No. 4-066.]
ADJOINING FARM HOMESTEAD.

[See page-.]

.Affidavit.
LAND 0FFCE AT - - - ,

(Date)--, 18-.
I , - - - - - - , of--, having :liled my :1pplication No.--, for an entry under
the provisions of the act of Congress approved May 20, 1862, entitled "An act to secure homesteads to actual settlers on the public domain," do solemnly swear that
- - - - - [here state whether the applicant is the hea.d of a family, 01· over twenty-one
years of age; whether a citizen of the United States, or has filed his declamtion of intention
of becoming such; or, if under twenty-one yem·s of age, that he has sm·ved not less than jourteen da'!js in the A1·my or Navy of the United States during actual wa1·]; that said entry is
made for my own exclusive b enefit, and not directly or indirectly for the benefit or
use of any other person or persons whomsoever; neither have I heretofore perfected
o_r abandoned an entry made under this act; that the land embraced in said application No.-- is intended for an adjoining farm homestead; that I now own and reside
upon an original farm containing-- acres, and no nw1·e; that the same comprises
the - - of section - - , township - -, range - - , and is contiguous to the tract this
day applied for.
Sworn to and subscribed this - - day of--, before

------,

66 L 0 -VOL III

- - of the Land Office.
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[No. 4-067.]

FINAL AFFIDAVIT REQUIRED OF ADJOINING FARM HOMESTEAD CLAIMANTS.

[Section 2291, Revised Statutes.]

I, - - - - - - , having made a homestead entry of the-- section No.--, in
township No.--, of range No.--, subject to entry at--, for the use of an adjoining farm owned and occupied by me on the-- of section No.--, in township
No.--, of range No.--, under section 2289 of the Revised Statutes, do now apply
to perfect my claim thereto by virtue of section 2291 of the same, and for that purpose do solemnly-- that I am a cit.izen of the United States; that I have continued
to own and occupy the land constituting my original farm, having resided thereon
since the - - day of--, 18-, to the present time, and have made use of the said
entered tract as a part of my homestead, and have improved the same in the following manner, viz: - - . That no part of said land has been alienated, but that I am
the sole bona fide owner as an actual settler; that I will bear true allegiance to the
Government of the United States; and, further, that I have not heretofore perfected
or abandoned an entry under the homestead laws.

I, - - - - , of the land office at - - , do hereby certify that the above affidavit
was taken and subscribed before me this - - day of--, 18-.

ADDITIONAL HOMESTEADS.

The act of March 3, 1879, provides for an additional allowance of 80 acres adjoining
original 80-acre location of a homestead within the limits of any railroad or military
roa«ii.land grant. For procedure, see page 1029, herein.

[No. 4-018.]
ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD.

[Act of March 3, 1879.]

Application No. -.
LAND OFFICE AT - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.

I, - - - - - - , of---, do hereby apply to enter, under the act of March 3, 1879,
the - - of section --,in township - - , of range --,containing - - acres, as additional to my entry No. - - , for the - - of - - , section - - , in township - - , of
range--.
L~~D OFFICE AT - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.
office, do hereby certify that the above application is for surveyed lands of the class which the applicant is legally entitled to
enter under the act of March 3, 1879, and that there is no prior valid adverse right
to the same.
- - - - - - , Register.

I,-----, register of the land

[No. 4-086.]
ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD,

[Act of March 3, 1879.]

Affidavit.
LAND OFFICE AT - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.

I,----, of--, having filed my application No.--, for an entry under the

a.ct of March 3, 1879, do solemnly swear that [here state whethe1· the applicant is the head
of a family, or over twenty-one years of age j whether a citizen of the United States, or has
ftUd his declarati<rn of intention of becoming such j or, if under twenty-one years of age,
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that ke has sm·ved not less than joU?·teen days in the A1·my m· Navy of the United Statesduring actual war]; that said application No. - - is made for my exclu~i-ve _benefit;
and that said entry is made for the purpose of actual settlement and cult1vatwn, and!
not directly or indirectly, for the use or benefit of any other person or persons whom110e~er, and that I have not heretofore had the benefit of said act.
Sworn to and subscribed this - - day of--, before

------.
------,
Register [or Receiver]~

SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' HOMESTEADS.

[Under act of June 8, 1872.]

For procedure in full, see pages 1030, 1031, herein.
APPLICATION.

Where the applican,.t appears in person he files the following soldier's declaratory
statement; when filed it is in effect a preference right to a tract of public land, 160
acres, for six months; at the end of six months the party comes forward and makes
entry in due form, as hereinafter shown.

FORMA.

[Circular of December 15, 1882.]
SOLDIER'S DECLARATORY STATEMENT.

I, - - - - , of - - - county and State or Territory of - - - , do solemnly
swear that I served for a period of - - in the Army of the United States during the
war of the r ebellion, and was honorably discharged therefrom, as shown by a statement of such service herewith, and that I have remained loyal to the Government;
that I have never made homestead entry or filed a declaratory statement under sections
2290 and 2304 of the Revised Statutes; that I have located as a homestead under said
statute the [describe land], and hereby give notice of my intention to claim and enter
said tract; that this location is made for my exclusive use and benefit, for the purpose
of my actual settlement and cultivation, and not either directly or indirectly for the
use or benefit of any other person. My present post-office address is [give P. 0.]
Sworn and subscribed before me this - - day o f - - , 188-.
[SEAL.]

NoTE.-This form may be used where the soldier files his own declaratory statement.

FORM

B.

When he files his application by an attorney the following is used:
SOLDIER'S DECLARATORY STATEMENT.

I, - - - - , of - - County and State or Territory of - - - , do solemnly
swear that I served for a period of - - - in the Army of the United States during
the war of the rebellion, and was honorably discharged therefrom, as shown by a statement of such service herewith, and that I have remained loyal to the Government;
that I have never made homestead entry or filed a declaratory stateme~t under sections
2290, 2304, or 2309 of the Revised Statutes; that I have appointed, by power of attorney, duly executed on t h e - - day o f - - (or I do hereby appoint) - - , o f
- - , County and State of - - - , my true and lawful agent, under section 2309
aforesaid, to select for me and in my name, and file my declaratory statement for a homestead right under the aforesaid sections ; and I heTeby give notice of my intention to
claim and enter said tract nuder said statute ; that the location herein authorized is
made for my exclusive use and ben efit, for the purpose of my actual settlement and
cultivation, and not either directly or indirectly for the use or benefit of any other
person; that my said attorney has no interest, present or prospective, in the premises,
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and t.hat I have made no arrangement or agreement with him or any other person for
any sale or attempted sale or relinquishment ot my claim in any manner or for any
consideration whatever, and t hat I have not signed this declaration in blank.
Sworn and subscribed before me t.his - - - day of - - , 188-, and I certify that
the foregoing declaration was fully filled out before being subscribed or attested.
[SEAL.]

By virtue of the foregoing, and of a certain power of attorney therein named, duly
executed on the--- day of---, and filed herewith, I hereby select the-- as
the homestead claim of---, the aforesaid, and do solemnly swear that the same is
filed in good faith for the purposes therein specified, and that I have no interest or
authority in the matter, present or prospective, beyond the filing of the same as the
true and lawful agent of the said--, as provided by section 2309 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States.

----,

.Agent.

Sworn and subscribed before me this - - - day of---, 188-.
[SEAL.]

,

.

NoTE.-This form may be used where the declaratory statement is filed by an agent
under section 2309, Revised Statutes.

NON-MINERAL AFFIDAVIT.

The claimant now files a non-mineral affidavit.

(See page 1034 for form.)

APPLICATION.

The claimant here files his application.
Must be filed at end of six months under declaratory statement entry or iB used in direct
ent1-y by claim~nt (see pages --), as in other homestead entries.
[Soldiers' and sailors' homesteads under act June 8, 1872.]
HOMESTEAD APPLICATION•

.Application No. -.
LAND OFFICE A T - - ,

- - , - , 187-.
- - , d o hereby apply to enter, under the provisions o~ section 2304, Revised Statutes United States, the - - - of section -, in to:wnship -,
of range -,containing - - acres, and for which I .filed my declaratwn on the
- - day of - - , 187-, through----, my duly-appointed agent.

I , - - - - , of

------.

LAND OFFICE AT - - -1

--,-,187-.
I, - - - - , register of the land office, do hereby certify t h a t - - - - - filed
the above application at this office on the - - day of - - , 187-, and that he has
taken the oath and paid the fees and commissions prescribed by law.

- - - -Regisur.
,

AFFIDAVIT OF CLAI..l\fANT.
C~aimant

files the following:

•

[No. 4-065.]
[Soldiers' and sailors' homesteads under act June 8, 1872.]

.Affidavit.

No.-.]

LAND OFFICE A'l' - - - ,

- - - , -, 187-. .
I, - - - - , of---, do solemnly swear that I am a - - - of the age of twenty!
one years and a citizen of the United States ; that I served for ninety days in Company-,-- Regiment United States Volunteers; tha.t I was mustered into the
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United States military service the - - day of - - - , 18-, and was honorably discharged therefrom on the-- day of - - , 18-; that I have since borne true allegiance to the Government; and that I have made my application No. -to enter a
tract of land under the provisions of section 2304 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States, giving homesteads to honorably discharged soldiers and sailors, their
widows and orphan children; that I have made said application in goo~ fai~h; and
that I take said homestead for the purpose of actual settlement and cultrvatwn, and
for my own exclusive use and benefit, and for the use and benefit of no other person
or persons whomsoever; and that I have not heretofore acquired a title to a tract of
land under this or the original homestead law, approved May 20, 1862, or the amendments thereto, or voluntarily relinquished, or abandoned, an entry heretofore made
un er said acts: So help me God.
Sworn and subscribed to before me, - - - - - - , register of the land office at---,
this- day of - - , 187-.

------,

Register.

RECEIVER'S RECEIPT .AND EXCESS RECEIPT.

The receiver then issues the regular homestead receipt on page 1035, and excess receipt, if any there be, noting the character of the eni,ry on their face.
FINAL ENTRY OF SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' HOMESTEAD.

The procedure is the same as in homesteads, except as to time of settlement. The
time of service <'f the party in the Army or Navy is deducted from the five years required, but the law requires an actual residence and cultivation of at least one year
after improvements are commenced.
SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

For procedure, see page 1030.
Where a. soldier or sailor, or other person entitled, who prior to June 22, 1874, made
a. homestead entry containing less than 160 acres, under section 2306, Revised Statutes,
such person may enter public land sufficient to make, with the prior entry, 160 acres.
The application must be presentecl at the clistrict land office by applicant in person.
[No. 4-008.]
SOLDIERS' .ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

[Under section 2306 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.]
APPLICATION.

No.-.
Must be sworn and subscribed to before the register or receiver, or in their presence.
LAND OFFICE AT - - - ,

(Date) - - , 1t;-.
I , - - - - , o f - -.- county, State of--, being entitled to the benefits of
section 2306 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, granting additional lands
to soldiers and sailors who served in the war of the r ebellion, do hereby apply to
enter the - - of section - - , of township - - , of range - - , containing - - acres,
as additional to my original homestead on the - - of section - - , of township - - ,
of range--, containing - - acres, which I entered - - , 18-, per homestead No.

LAND OFFICE A T - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.
I, - - - - - - , register of the land office at - - , do hereby certify that - - - - filed tho above application before me for the tract of land therein described,
and that he has paid the fee and commissions prescribed by law.
- - - - - - , Register.
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RECEIVER'S RECEIPT.

[See forms (4-137 and No. 4-138) page 1035.J

The receiver here issues, in duplicate, his receipts for fees and commissions paid,
the same as in original homestead entry, marking the character of the entry on the
face of the papers.
SPECIAL AFFIDAVIT REQUIRED OF CLAIMANT.

See page 1021 for necessary showing to be made in a special affidavit in each case, to
be made in the presence of the register or receiver.
RECEIVER'S FINAL RECEIPT.

The receiver here issues in duplicate a final receipt.
1040, herein.

See form [No. 4-140], page

REGISTER'S CERTIFICATE.

Issued in duplicate.

[No. 4-197.]
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

[Under section 2306 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.]

Final certificate No. -.

Application No. -.
LAND OFFICE AT - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.
It is hereby certified that, pursuant to the provisions of section 2306 of the Revised

Statutes of the United States, - - - - - - has paid the fee and commissions, and
made entry of the-- of section--, of township - - , of range--, containing-acres, which, added to the quantity embraced in his original homestead No.--, on
which he made his final proof, as per certificate No . ....,...-, does not exceed 160 acres.
Now, therefore, be it known that, on presentation of this certificate to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, the said - - - - shall be entitled to a patent
for the tract of land above described.
- - - - , Register.

L.'IDIAN HOMESTEADS.

[See page 1032.]

Cannot be com'ntuted by cash payments for land as in other homesteads.

The procedure in this class of entries is the same, from inception until issue of certificate of patent, as in Homestead Ent.ries, page -, with the addition of the two following forms, which are filed at the time of making application:

[No. 4-079.]
INDIAN IIO.MESTEAD.

[Under act of March 3, 1875.]

.Affidavit.

I, - - - - , of - - , having filed my application No. --for an entry under
the pr~visions of the ad of Congress of J\Iarch 3, 1875, do solemnly swear that I am
an Indian, formerly of the-- tribe; that I was born in the United States; that I
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have abandoned my relations with that tribe and adopted the habits and pursuits of
civilized life [here state whether the applicant is twenty-one years of age, or the h~ of a
family]· that I desire said land for the purpose of actual settlement and cultivatiOn,
and not directly or indirectly, for the use or benefit of any other person or persons
whomsdever; and that I have not heretofore had the benefit of said act.
Sworn and subscribed before me this - - day of--, 18-.

------.
------,
Register [or Receiver].

[No. 4-077.]
INDIAN HOMESTEAD.

[Under act March 3, 1875.]

Corroborative affidavit.

- - - - a n d - - - - - do solemnly swear that we are well acquainted with
- - - - and know that he is an Indian, formerly of the-- tribe; that he was
born in the United States; that he has abandoned his relations with that tribe, and
adopted the habits and pursuits of civilized life [here state that he is twenty-one years of
age, or, if not, that he is the head of a family].

Sworn to and subscribed before me this-- day of--, 18-.

------.

In all cases the papers, when entry is completed, are transmitted to the General
Land Office at Washington, D. C., for approval and patent.

TIMBER AND STONE ACT.
[See Chapter XXVID, pages 357 to 359, and 1285.]

The law fQf' sale of timber applies only to public lands in California, Oregon, Nevada, and
Wa.shington Territory.
To

JUNE

30, 1882.

From June 3, 1878, the date of the act, to June 30, 1882, 159,008,041 acres of timber
and stone land have been sold.
PREVENTION OF DEPREDATIONS ON THE PUBLIC TIMBER.

The reports of the Commissioner of the General Land Office for the years 1881 and
1882 contain much important information as to the operation of this law and as to
"depredations on the timber on the public domain." In his report for 1881 he says:
At the beginning of the past fiscal year [July 1, 1880] there were enga~ed in the
work of suppressing depredations upon the public timber lands fifteen spemal timber
agents, distributed in the various public-land States and Territories. .A.t the close of
said year there were in the employ of this office seventeen agents, of whom three
were assigned to duty in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi, one in Arkansa~, one in California, one in Dakota, two in Michigan, two in Minnesota, one in
Missouri, three in New Mexico and Arizona, one in Oregon and Washington Terri tory,
op.e in Wisconsin, one in Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado. In Idaho, Montana, and
~evada the local land officers give some attention to the suppressing of timber depredations within their respective laud districts.
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Here follows a detailed statement of the operations of the agents in the several land
districts for the year 1881. The results of the year's work are shown by the following :
RECAPITULATION FOR 1881.

Number.
Trespass cases reported dnring fiscal year involving material, timber,
unlawfully cnt and removed from the public lands, as follows:
Logs ...•.................•.........................................•.•....

~¥f~~~~~~~~~~-~~~:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Trees .......... . •........•. ------ ·-- · · · · · · • • · -· · · -· · · · · • • · · · · · • · · • · · • · · • · ·
Cords of wood ........................................................... .
Railroad ties ..............••................................ . ......•••....

lf~fci~~1~a~k ·.·. ~ ·.·. ·_·:::::.·_·_ ·:::::.: ·::::. :·:. ·::.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Lumber manufactured-board measure-feet ...... .. ...........•...•.....
Land on which trees were boxed for turpentine, acres, damages .......•.
Logs reported seized and held by United States .............•..••..•..••.
Telegraph poles reported seized and held by United States .. .......•.....
Sticks of timber, square, reported seized and held by United States ..••..

Valuation on
ground.

322
21,536
2,485
14,080
17,770
6, 719
128,394
142,058
40,000
100
79,936,637
22,845
10,500
1, 900
1,287

Total value of timber cut, removed, or damaged ..•...••.•..•••.......•••••••.....

$8,614
24,850
3, 520
1, 777
2, 687
64,197
4, 261
4QO

500
79,935
17, 186
4, 200
475
12,870

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

225,472 00

Propositions received for settlement in trespass ca01es during fiscal year.
87 .•.......... ..
Involving stumpage amounting to...... .. ... ....... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . .
27, 946 00
Involving purchase of 27,848.32 acres land, amounting, at $1.25 per acre, to. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
34, 810 00
Total valuation included in propositions ....................••.••••....•••.•......

62,756 00

.Amount paid into the United States Treasury on account of timber depredations during the
past fiscal year, through the united States courts, on judgments and compromises ....... $31,584 69
Amount paid in to the receivers of public mone.r on account of settlement of trespass cases,
authonzed by the Secretary of the Interior, where no suit was pending, includmg stumpage, amount received on land entered under act of June 15, 1880, and costs............... 10,095 28
Total paid in.................... . .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ... . . . . .. . . . . ... .. ...... 41, 679 97
Amount appropriated by Congress under act of June 16, 1880, "to meet expenses of protecting timber on public lands" ................ :. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 000 00
Balance in favor of the Government over appropriation . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . • . . . . .

1, 679 97

The Commissioner says:
The foregoing table, while showing amount paid in on account of fines and penalties for timber depredations for the fiscal year to be in excess of the appropriation
made for the protection of the timber lands, does not present the actual excess. As
above stated, there have been eighty-seven propositions for compromise accepted to the
amount of$62,756, and authority given to settle. But the receivers of public money,
owing to the late date at which they received this authority, have settled and reported
only a few of the cases, amounting, as shown, to $10,095.28, leaving as a balance still
due on compromise trespass cases for the year the sum of $52,661, which sum is properly a credit, and should be added to balance shown in table above, making the actual
amount in favor of Government over amount appropriated, $54,340.97.
TIMBER DEPREDATlO~S FOR

1882.

The General Land Office furnishes the following result of operations of its timber
agents for the year ending June 301 1882:
Recapitulation for 1882.

Number of cases investigated and reported during fiscal year ending June 30,
1882 .......••• - . . .. - ..... -...........................•• - •.... -- .. - - •.... - • -. 817
Number of criminal suits instituted ....... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . 137
Number of civil suits instituted ....... _..... _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . • • . • . . . 152
Number of propositions of settlement received and acted upon ...•••••..••.. 110
Number of cases now awaiting further investigation and final action .•.••.•• 418
Total ..•...•.•..••••. -. . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 817
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Statement showing value involvea i??' civil suits institute~, am~unt. accept~d on proposi~ions .of
settlement and amount involved ~n cases now under ?,nt,esttgatwn, ·whwh presents tn brwf
the anwut;t and val1w of wot·k pm'formed by the special timber agents of this office during
the fiscal yeat·.
E~tim~t~d v:;tlue on ground (stumpage) of timber, lumber, &c., involved
1U CIVIl SUitS . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •

$160, 583 86-

Value of timber, lumber, &c., involved in accepted propositions of settlement...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Estimated value on ground (stumpaO'e) of timber, lumber, &c., involved
in cases reported and now under further investigation...... . . . • • . . .

298, 816 7&

Total..................................... .... ................

511,069 48-

51, 668 84-

Statement showing amount involtJed and a.oceptecl on account of propositions of settlement of
trespass oases, in whieh no suits have been instituted; also, presenting amount of money
paid in through t·eceivers of public ntoneys, and amount st-ill due on accepted pt·opositions of
settlement.

Total amount involved in accepted propositions of settlement .......•
Total amount paid in to receivers of public moneys ........•.•..•.••.

$51,668 84
14,511 67

Balance due ........... -. ... ..•...............•.....•.• .•..•••..

37,157 17

Statement showing amount invol!,ed in civil Sltits institnted, and amounts collected on same
th?-ough the courts.

Total amount involved in civil suits instituted . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • •
Total amount collected and paid into court on account of suits in trespass cases..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .

$160, 583 86

Balance to be collected ..................................... .. .

136,512 26

24, 071 60

Statement showing amount and kind of timber, lurnber, and other material involved in the 817
cases investigated anclt·epot·ted to th-is office during the fiscal year; also, showing the stumpage and market val1ws of the same.

Number of feet of timber ........................................... .
Nurnber of railroad ties ............................................. .
Number of trees ..................•......................••...•..•.. ·

~~~~:~~~~~1~~~~~::~::::::~::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Number of sticks of square timber .................................. .
Number of cords of bark ............................................ .
Number of posts ............................•...•......•.••••..••.••
Number of hop poles ............................................••••
Number of shingles ............................•......•............. Number of cords ofwood ..................... ........•..•.... .......
Number of sugar pine shakes ....................................... ..
Number of pickets ..... ......... ................. ................... .
Number ~f acres oflanc1 trespassed upon (amount of timber not given).
The estunated market value of material described in above statement.
Estimated stumpage value of same ............................... .

222,734,583
2,434,525
9,685
176,799
12,475
l, 9-26
650
11,050
20,000
575,000
79,139
1,100,000
65,000
60,960
$2,044,277 92
511,069 48

8tatetnent s~owing total amount paid thtough the courts in civil cases on account of judgments
t·e~det·ed m trespass cases, amount t·eceived o». account of ptopositions of settlement submttted a-nd acoepte£l, and amount paid in to t·eceivers of public moneys on account of land11
e~~end under the act of June 15, 1880; also, showing amount still due on account of propos~t~ons of settle1nent accepted dw·ing the fiscal year.

Amount paid through the courts in civil cases
Amount paid in to receivers of public moneys on account of settlements
made, no suits pending .......................................... ..
Amount paid in to receivers of public moneys on account of lands entered un~er a.ct of June 15, 18tl0 .................................. .
Amount still due on account of propositions of settlement submitted
and accepted during the year .................................... ..
0

Total .......

0

..................... ..

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$24,071 60
14,511 67
1,625 00
37,157 17
77,365 44
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Statement showing amount of appropriation made fm· the fiscal yea'· ending
June 30, 1882, for the suppression of timber depredations.

Amount appropriated for fiscal year 1882 ....•........................

$40,000 00

Balance in favor of Government ..........•.... __ ............. .
37,365 44
The Commissioner says:
The foregoing tables present as nearly as possible the results attained by this office
in its efforts to suppress depredations upon the public timber lands, showing amount
and value of the m~terial destroyed, and the amount collected on account of such trespasses.
I am, however, unable to give amount collected through the courts on account of
:fines and penalties in criminal cases, as the same are not returned to the Department
of Justice under the head of" timber depredations," but are included in the general
report of moneys collected as "fines and penalties. "
TIMBER DEPREDATIONS-REMEDY FOR.

Mr. Commissioner McFarland st:1tes the necessity for protection of the public
timber so forcibly, and makes such practical recommendations for the future in his
reports for 1881 and 1882, that they are here given in detail.
RESULT OF THE AGENTS' WORK.

To properly extend the protection necessary in guarding the valuable timber lands
of the United States from future devasta-tion and wanton destruction would require
more than double the number of agents now in the field. That the present force has
been very effective, a careful investigation of the work performed by them during the
past year will, I believe, be most convincing.
The results attained are satisfactory, both in a financial sense and in the salutary
effect which the detection and punishment of well-known offenders has had upon the
communities in which they reside, by warning others that the public property must
be respected, and that its r emoval for private gain is a crime, and will be treated as
such.
It has had the further effect of convincing persons engaged in legitimate and ~onest
business enterprise that they would be protected against vicious and unlawful competition from those whose material heretofore has been unlawfully obtained.
CHANGE OF SENTIMENT AS TO DEPREDATIONS.

The special agents report that, in many localities which have heretofore been hostile
to them in the performance of their duties, there at present seems to be a general feeling in favor of the suppression of further depredations; that it is now much easier to
obtain information regarding trespassers and their unlawful acts than formerly, when
the community seemed leagued together for mutual protection against the officers of
the Government. They a,lso report that the change is not brought about so much by
fear of the law as by the fact that the genuine and bona-fide settlers and residents
recognize the vast injury done thetr respective sections in the denuding the country
of its valuable timber, and that the benefit derived from many of the present lumbering operations is but temporary and trifling in comparison with the future advantages that must accrue to them by a judicious system of protection to the timber lands,
which, in many sections of the country, constitute the only natural wealth.
I may be permitted in this connection to express the opinion that much credit is
due to the special agents, as a body, for the manner in which they have performed
their duties, and that, while fully caring for the interests of the Government, they
ha\e avoided everything that could be construed as having the semblance of persecution.
EXTENT AND LOCATION OF DEPREDATIONS.

It will be seen by the foregoing report presented of depredations in each publicland State and Territory that, while a general system of depredating upon the public
lands has been carried on throughout the country, the most extensive trespassing has
been committed in the States of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Michi~an,
Wisconsin, and Colorado, and the Territories of New Mexico, Dakota, and Washington .
The Gulf States, with their vast forests of live-oak and pine, their convenient and
accessible harbors for shipment, the. numerous streams, lakes, and la<Yoons that offer
eo cheap and convenient a means of transportation to a market or mil~ have for years
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been infested with a class of non-residents who have plundered the public lands ·in
these States to an extent generally unknown. For years there have been shipped to
various parts of the world immense quantities of the :finest and most valuable ship
timber. So extensive and bold have these depredations become that the naval reserve
lands, though guarded by resident agents, were invaded and timber cut and carried
away.
.
In addition to the mill-owner, timber contractor, and speculator, there is another
class of depredators whose operations are even more extensive and destructive; they
are the turpentine distillers. To obtain the crude material to supply their works, it
is no uncommon thing for one of these operators to have the trees boxed on from one
thousand to ten thousand acres. When it is known that the trees will only endure
boxing for about :five consecutive years before dying, it will be seen that a trespass of
this character is most destructive.
,
The yet large areas of public lands in Michigan and Wisconsin have also been the
field of perhaps the most extensive trespassing in the country. ·while many of the
large lumber companies have manufactured a portion of their products from timber
growing on purchased lands, it is a well-established fact that millions of feet of lumber, thousands of railroad ties, telegraph poles, cords of wood and bark have been
taken from the public lands. In many places the land has been stripped of both trees
and undergrowth. These States have furnished much of the building material that
has supplied for years the great demand from the growing Western States. New
Mexico and Colorado have but recently become the :field of the timber depredators.
DEPREDATIONS BY RAILROADS.

Attention is also called to the fact that large quantities of timber, especially in
New Mexico, are being cut from the public lands of the United States, and from unconfirmed private grants, for delivery under contract to railroads now being constructed in the Republic of Mexico; notably the Mexican CentraL This company
openly advertises in the press of New Mexico for raHroad ties and telegraph poles to
be delivered to its agents at El Paso, Mexico. It is also a well-known fact that much
of this material is delivered on the line of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, to be transported by it to the said point of delivery, all of which is contrary to
law.
INDIVIDUAL DEPREDATORS.

There is still another class of depredators who, under shadow of title, strip the timber from a certain section of country or tract of land by making what they claim to
be a desert-land entry. They m:1ke the first payment as required by law; sink a, well
or two, in the meau time cutting and removing what timber or wood there is, and
then ~hey abandon the entry. Another great source of loss and destruction of timber,
espeCI~lly in Colorado, is the extensi>e fires that break out in the mountain ranges,
sw~epmg away vast quantities of growing timber.
·while, perlJaps, these cannot be
ent1rely prevented, they might be measurably reduced, if, when the :fire was wantonly
set, the offender could be punished. The timber act of June 3, 1878, applying to Colorado, &c., makes no provision for this offcu1:>e, and in the absence of any legal penaJty
therefor the offender, if detected, cannot be reached.
FLUME MEN AND 1\IILL-OWNERS.

Washington and Dakota Territories are also the field of extensive depredations.
Those committed in the :first-named Territory have been mostly committed by millowne~s and flume companies. In and around Puget Sound, which is famous for its
magnificent timber, large saw-mills have been erected for the manufacture oflumber,
most of which is shipped out of the country for a market. The owners and managers
of ~ost of these mills reside in San Francisco, and have been engaged in the lumber
busmess for many years. The gre~ter proportion of all the lumber cut for these mills
has come from the public lands, and many of these depredations amount to millions
of feet.
The flumes are generally for the driving of logs and lumber, which in most instances
have been taken from the public lands. Mills are also being erected at many points
where the owners can depend upon the public timber for their supply of logs.
NECESSITY FOR NEW TIMBER LAWS.

In his report for 1882, the hononorahle Commi ssioucr continues:
\Vflile much has been :wcomplisbe<l in the direction of suppressing the unlawful
cuttmg and removing of tim h er from the public lauds, I am of the opinion that better
r~ snlts can be obtained in the future; particularly ljO if some general and compreheusr>c law could be passed clearly defining who may take timber from the public lands,
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the purposes for wh:ich it may_ be cut _and removed, and prescribh;g the punishment
f?r unlawful~y cuttmB', removmg, or m any wa_y wantonly ~estroymg or injuring any
t~~ber growmg or bemg upon any of the pubhc l~nds, or m any way cau ing or inCitrng such trespass. Such law should also establish the terms and conditions upon
which any compromise or settlement should be authorized. A law of this nature
would be more generally understood and compreh ended than the several different
enactments relating io this subject now in force, and could be more easily and evenly
administered.*
THE RESULT OF THE TIMBER AND STONE ACT TO JUNE

30, 1882.

[See page 1288. )

Sales of timber and stone lands unde1· act of June 3, 1878, from the date of act to June 30,
1882.
1879.

State or Territory.

California . . . . • . . . • . . • . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .

1881.

1880.

Acres.

486. 49

I

Acres.

10, 402. 79

t

1882.

Aggregate.

Acres.

Acres.

20,839.97
5, 544.55
168. 10
16,436.00

39,891. 57
3, 811.51

Acres.

51,533.94

42,988. 62

95,237.021 159,008.41

71,620.82
12,201. 6.0
2, 417. 56
72,768.43

w:ai~~i~~-:-~-~-~-~-~-:-~:::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::-~~~:-~~: - - ·~~!:- -!~·'- - - - - -l-··----······
- - - -i·-----1
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UNITED STATES SPECIAL TIMBER AGENTS.
Special agents of the General Land Office for p1·evention of timber dep1·edations on the public
lands, Septembe1· 13, 1833.
[Thirty-eight in number, appointed by the Secretary of the Interior.]

Special agents for timber
depredations.

Whence
appointed.

Date of original
appointment.

Present legal
rel'lidence.

Date of present
appointment.

!

State.

Cong.
Diat.

Compensation.

--------- 1 ------ ;~ -------l-------,----- ----- -----

tJohn M. Dunn ..........
tThomas F. Shoemaker ..
Jolm T1·uan .... ..........
William F. Prosser .. .. ..
Thomas Harlan ..........
Lemuel Shields ......... .
Milton Peden .. . .. .. .. .. .
William Ro:v ............
William M. Clark........
Isaac N. Wilcoxen .......
J ohn H. ·welch ..........

f~~~~d s:V:H!.fe~~~~-:::

Del. ... .. ..
N.Y.......
Colo .......
Tenn . .. .. .
Iowa ......
Mo . .... ...
Ind .. .. .. ..
La .........
Colo .. . .. ..
N.Y .......
Mich ......

July
Ma.v
Sept.
March
May
May
May
June
D ec.
Ma,v
April

29,
4.
23,
20,
10,
13,
16,
10,
13,
!J,
18,

1880
1882
1882
1879
1881
1881
1882
1882
1882
18l:'3
1879

April
May
Sept.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
April
May
May

5, 18R3
4, 1882
23, 1882
1, 1882
1, 1882
1, 1882
1, 1882
1, 1882
181 1883
9, 1883
21, 1883

D el ... .... ....
N.Y.. 29th ..
Colo.. 1.... ....
Tenn . 6th . ..
Iowa. 1st....
Mo... 1st.. ..
Ind .. . 6th . ..
La .... 2d .. ..
Colo .. .. . .. . ..
N.Y..........
Mich. 5th ...

$1,800
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400

1, 1883 N.Y.. .. .. .. ..
10, 1883 Kans. 3d ....
24, 1882 Mich. 5th...
15, 1882 1 Ind .. 9th .. .
16, 1882 Nebr - ~ 1st. ...
25, 1R82 1 Colo.. ..... ...
4, 1882 Colo.. ..... ...
16, 1882 Colo.. .. . .. . ..
29, 1883 .Ala ... 8th ...
1, 1883 1 Tenn. 1st....
10, 1883 I Ariz.. . . . . . . . .
16, 1883 Pa_.... 20th . .
1!J, 1883 W1s .. 9th .. .
23, 18il3 \ Cal ... 2d ....
21, 1883 Nebr. 1st....
29, 1883 I Colo ..........
31, 1883 Wis . . 2d . . . .
1, 1883 Ark .. 3d ....
1, 1883 N.Y .. 7th...
2, 1883 Kans. 3d....
6, 1883 D. C .. .. . .. .. .
6, 1883 Pa .... 14th..
13, 1883 1 Tenn. 8th...
6, 1883 D. C .. .. . .. .. .
1, 1883 D.C.. ........

1, 400
1, 400
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200

fi;·::::: ·:: ~:~ch ~r; i~~~ ~:; ~t: i~~~ fr~ ~ ~ ~ ;i~h-::

W. Scott Smith .. .. . .. . .. N.Y....... Aug.
1, 1883 Aug.
Charles S. lrlartin ........ Kans ...... Aug.
10, 1883 Aug.
Don.A..Dod~e ............ M:ich ...... Dec.
15,1880 Jan.
James Tulhs .... .. . .. .. . Ind........ Sept.
15, 1882 Sept.
PChroasrp:srT.A..MSrme
·n·zthel·. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·. Nebr ...... Sept.
16, 1882 Sept.
·hColo ....... ! Sept.
25, 1882 Sept.
D arwin J. Chadwick ..... Colo . ...... Oct.
4, 1882 Oct.
William H. Green ........ Colo ....... Dec.
Hi, 1882 Dec.
Hernando D. Wood ...... Ala ........ An g.
10, 1882 Jan.
Eli A. Warren ........... Tenn ...... Feb.
1, 1883 Feb .
J a,mea B. Thomas ........ .Ariz ...... ·I March 10, 1883 March
Thomas Burnside........ Pa......... March 16, 1883 March
Edw~d Outhwaite ...... Wia ...... -I March 19, 1883 March
L. W . .Allum ............. Cal ........ April 23, 1883 .April
21, 1883 May
W ebster Eaton ..... ..... 1 Nebr ...... Mar
William H. Goucher . .... , Colo ....... May
29, lR83 llay
Frank Markle . . . . . . . . . . . Wia . ...... 1 May
31, 1883 1 May
Cbarles L . Kelsey ........ Ark ....... · .June
l, 1883 • .June
Geor$e W. tory ........ N. Y ....... 1 June
1, 1883 ,June
Henueraon Ritchie ...... Kana ...... June
2, 1883 1 June
Hen ry C. De Ahna, sr.... D . C ...... Oct.
26, 1882 1 June
Edward W. Oyster ...... Pa ........ June
6, 1883 June
Warren F . Travis ........ Tenn ...... March 14, 1881 June
~hn W. Hall............ D. C .. . .. .. July
6, 1883 -~uly
M . Randall ............ D. C ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept.

·1

I

1

*Page 687.

t Army or Navy.
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AREA OF TIMBER LANDS REMAINING.

For extent and area of timber lands on the public domain, and over which the
special timber agents have jurisdiction, subject to the General Land Office and the
Department of the Interior, see map facing this page. Area estimated remaining
June 30, ~883, 75,000,000 acres, and December I, 1883, 73,000,000.

INSTRUCTIONS TO SPECiAL AGENTS OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE
.APPOINTED TO PREVENT TIMBER DEPREDATIONS UPON GOVERNMENT
LANDS AND TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC TIMBER FROM WASTE AND
DESTRUCTION.
IN EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

INDEX.
Page.
Act of March 3, 1875, granting to right-of-way railroads the right to take timber for certain

J:r~o~~~875; ·p~·~t~cti~~· ~i' ·~;~;~~~i;1 ~~a: ;;t'h~; i~~~-s- ~~ G~;e~~~e~t ·r-e;e;;~ii~~~: ~: : f~~~

.June 3, 1878, authorizing residents of Colorado, Nevada, and the Territories to fell and
remove timber from mineral lands for mining and domestic purposes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.June 3, 1878, sale of timber lands in California, Oregon, Nevada, and Washington TeiTitory...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. • . . . . • • • .. . . . .. ..
.June 15,1880, settlement of trespass by purchase of lands trespassed upon...............
Acta of Congress, sections 2460, 2461, 2462, 2463, 4205, quoted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

:~~~i~~si165l'. 53 ~~:::

1070
1068
1072
1067

ig~~

_:::::::::::::: :. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Adjacent to line of railroad, definition of expression .............•••..•.......•.•....•.••...•. 1059, 1060
Advice, agent may apply to United States attorney for ....................................... 1065, 1066
Affidavit in cases where land is mineral (form 11) or non-mineral (form 12) .••••. •••••. .......... 1081
Agents,

~~11~\;\~o~~bt~i:~~;~~~:
~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~::: ~:::: ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: H~~
expenses of........ .. ........ ... ........................................................ 1065

appointed by railroads for procuring timber............................................ 1060
Agricultural and domestic purposes, timber may be used for. (See "Domestic.")
Anzona Territory, act regarding the removal of timber from mineral lands in................... 1057
Attorney, United States, agent may apply to him for legal advice............................... 1065
may begin suit on application of agent in case of emergency.......................... 1065
Board and lodging voucher, form of (No. 3)................ .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ...• ••• .••. •• . •.•. •. . • . . 1079
Bolles Wooden-Ware Company, case of, circular based upon, March 1, 1883 ...................... 1077
Brush of trees must be taken care of .. . .. ................ ... ......•.....•....•.•.••...••..•... 1058, 1060
CCalifornia, act relative to sale at' timber lands in, .June 3, 1878 .. . .. . . . . . . ... ••. . .... ••.. •• ... .. .. 1068
edar timber. (See "Red cedar.")
C~rtificate, physician's, form of (No.7).......................................................... 1080
rrcular of August 16, 1878, under act of June 3, 1878.. .. . . . . .•. .•. .. . . .. . . •. . • . . . .•.. .. .. . . • . . .. 1070
October 15, 1880, under act of .June 15, 1880~.... ... .. .. . .. . . . . . . ... ••. . •••.. •.. . •. . • . . 1072
.July 1, 1882, under act of .June 3, 1878.. . ... ... . . .. . .. . . . .. . • .. ... •••• •. • . • .. ... .•. .. . 1057
September 21, 1882, relative to forest fires, waste, &c ............................ ;.. . 1080
October 12, 1882, relative to "Mesquite" ................................. ,........... 1076
Ma;rch 1, 1883, relative to measure of damages to which Government is entitled for
timber trespass...... ... ........................................................... 1064
M:.rch 5, 1883, under act of March 3, 1875 .......... ........ ...... ...... ....... .. ..... 1077
March 8, 1883, relative to forest fires.......................... . .......... ............ 1<070
. April~. 18_83, relative to unlawful inclosures of public land .......................... 1078
'i .
OJ 1 srutmay be mst1tuted, when...................... ........................................ . 1061
Claims and entries which are never consummated....... ............................. ........... 1061
C tfses of Government land ...... .... .. ...... .... .. ...... . .. .. .••.... .•....... ............ ....... 1050
o ectors of customs, duty to prevent trespass.................................................. 1067
Co1orado =.Act authorizing citizens to cut timber for mining and domestic purposes..... . . . . . . . . 1057
Compromise, law relative thereto ....................................... ... .................... . _ 1074
C
al
terms and manner of effecting . ..................................................... 1074
C O~lC~ jent or removal ofevid ence of trespass................ ..................... ............. 1074

C

v:

runma suit ~:Jn~~ t~s~~~;~~~'r!~r:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: fg~i
. .
baiTed after the lapse of three years ........................................ _,..... 1061
CultlVation and i~provem ont of land justifies the cutting of the necessary timber............... 1056
CDokstoms officers m Alabama, duties of............ . ....................................... ....... 1067
a ota Territory, act authorizing the cutting of timber for certain purposes in...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1057
~a~a~es, measure of, in cases of timber trespass ............... .. ............................ 1061, 1077
D~ClSious and opinions in relation to tim her irespass, extracts from .. .. . . • .. . • • • • . . . • .. . • . . .. .. . 1074
whence obtained, and how used......................................... ............. 1066
D ~agrams,
Jamet~r of timb~r allowed to be cut. (See "Size.")
~~mbet~tichand agnc.ultural purposes, timber may be used for ................•••.........•.... 1058, 1067
1g me es, no timber ofless diameter to be cut. (See "Size.")
Emerg~ncy, duty of agent in cases of.. ....... . .................................................. 1065
nc osmg public lands. (See "Inclosure.")
~xpe~s oftimber agents....... ... .. .... .. ..................................................... 1065
xpo t~on of Government timber from a State or Territory ................................. 1058,1067
F
F enc~ to m 1Y~sures of Government r eservations must not be broken down . . • . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • . . • . 1068
· encmg pu IC lands prohibited (circular of April 5, 1883).. ......................... ... •• . . .. • . . 1068
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Page.
Fires, forest, circular regarding (September 21, 1882) ..• ...•.............•....•••....•............ 1075
instructions relati•e to............................................................ 1076
Florida, special act re~arding destruction of timber in ..................................•....... : 106i
Forest fires. (See" Fnes. " )
Forms for use of special agents : 1. Oath of office; 2. Weekly re-port ; 3 4 and 5. Vouchers . 6.
Transportation orders; 7. Pllysician's certificate; 8. Report of timb~r' trespass· 9. Rele~se
oftimb~r or lumber; _10 Prop?sition of settlement; 11. Affidavit where land is ~eral; 12.
.Affidavit where land IS non-mmer al. ...................................................... 1078-1082
Government lands, classes of . ... . .. . . . .......................................................... 1056
Graz~ng permitted on G?•eynment lands .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . 1078
Graz1ers not allowed to m close Go\ernment land .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . l OiS
Hay may be cut from Government land.......................................................... 1078
Homestead entries, regulations regarding the cutting of timber upon............................ 1056
Idaho Territory, act regarding the cutting of timber in . ......... . ............................... 1057
Inclosure of public lands not allowed (circular of .AprilS, 1883) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• . . . .. . . . . . . . .... .. l Oi S
to Government resenat-ion (gate, fence, hedge, or wall) must not be left open ......... 1068
Indian reservations, timber upon ......... . ...................................................... 1059
Informers of timber trespasses to have a share in certain cases ...................•. :............ 1068
Laws relating to Government timber. (See ".A.cts. ")
Legal advice, agent may consult United States attorney for ...................•............... 1065, 1066
Limitation of time within which suit can be instituted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1061
Live.()ak and reel cedar timber, laws against the cutting and removal of.......................... 1067
Lumber. (See "Timber.")
Mesquite, circular relative to (October 12, 1882)..... ... .. . ... . . . .• . . ... .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .... .. . ... 1076
Militar.v r eservations, tim b cr must not be cut from.............................................. 1059
Mine owners must protect their own interests...... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . • . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1058
Mineral lands, definition of,..... . ........................................................ . ...... 1056
trespass upon, prohibited ..................... ·. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1057
districts, act authorizin g inh abitants thereof to fell and remove timber for mining and
domestic purposes, Jun e 3, 1i<78 .........................·.. . ............................ 1057
Miscellaneous expenditures, voucher for (form No. 5)............ . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. 1080
Montana Territory, inhabitants ther eof may fell and remove timber in certain cases............. 1057

~~~;lsr~~~~;~tf:n':_r_i~~~~-~-~~-1-~~~- ~~-c!~~~-~~~~·~~~~~ ::~ ~ ~~ ~:: :::::: ~~::: ::::::::::::: :::~ ~ ~~:::: ~~~

Navy, Secret ar y of, duty in certain cases ................................ _................ .. .. .. 1067
Nevada, act authorizing inhabitants ther eof to fell and remove timber for certain purposes, ;rnne
3, 1878 ........................ - .. .................................................. 1068,1071
act r elative to sale of timber landRin, ;r nne 3, 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1068
New Mexico, act authorizing inhabitants thereof to fell and remove timber for certain purposes. 1057
Non-mineral, affidavit that land is...... . .. . ..................................................... 1081
Non r esidents h aYe no ri rrht to cut timber on Government land ............................... 1056, 1058
Oath of office, form of (No.1) .......... . ......................................................... 1078
Object of protecting timber upon Government lands............................................. 1056
Opinions and decisions i n t imber trespass cases, extracts from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1074
Ord ers, transportation, instruct ions relative to uRe of.............. . .. . . . .. .. • . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. 1066
form of (No.6) .. . .. .......... ; ........................................ . .. 1080
Oregon, act r elative to sale of timber lands in, June 3, 1878 . ..................................... 1068
Ornamental and other trees on Government r eservation, act relative to, March 3, 1875 . . .. . ... . . 106
Pa.vment of $2.50 per acre to r eliev e trespasser in certain cases.................................. 1068
P enalty for trespassing upon Government timber ............................................... 1068

f~f:~~~i~:;~£ri£.:~~!~7~:~!~db?_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:: _:_:_~_:_:_:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~:::: ~~~

Proposition of settlement, form of (N o. 10) ... . . . ... . . . ...... . .. . ........ ............ ...... ...... 10 1
in stnwtious relative to............................................... 1063
Purchase of lands trespassed upon in settlement of trespass, act of ;June 15,1880 ...... .......... 1072
Qualifications of special timber a.e:euts ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10~
Railroads, act granting right to take timber from public lands for certain purposes, March 3, 1875. 10:>9
their rights in mineral districts.................. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . 1058
sale of trmber to them not allowed ................................................ . 1058, 1060
prohibited from carrying timber or lumber unlawfullycut ............................ 1068
transportation order (form No. 6) . ......... : ............ _............................. 108l!
Record of cases investigat ed, instructions r elative to . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . • . . • . . . • • . . . .. • • • • . . • • . .. . 1065
Red cedar and live-oak, law prohibiting the destruction of... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . ••• • . . . . . . • . . . 106i
Regis;ers and receivers to act as guardians of the public timber .............................. 1057-106i
'Refease of timber or lumber, instructions relative to............................................. 1064
form of (No. 9) . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. • . .. . • • • . . . . . . . 1080
Removal or concealment of evidence of trespass ................................................. 1067
Report of timber trespass, instructions relattve to manner of making............................. 1062

im

weekly,}~~~(~~~) ~~~~~i-~~ _t_o_: ·.·.·.·.·.·_·.- .......................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Reservations, Government, act for protection of ornamental and other trees upon............... 1067
military, naval, Indian, and other . ... .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . • . .. . . . .. . .. • • . . . • .. .. . . . . 1059
R evised Statutes, sections quoted. (See ".Acts.")
Sale of timber lands in California, Oregon, Nevada, and Washington Territory, act relative to,
;June 3,1878 ..................................................................... 1068
to railroads not allowed . .... . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . • .. . . . .. • . . . . .. . .. . . .. . 1060
Scaling, cost of to be p aid by the trespasser . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. • . .. .. . . . • • . . . • .. . . . .. .. 1~
Secretar y of the Nav y, duty in (·.er tain cases . .................................................... 1067
Seizure of timber or iumber, instructions r elative to............................................. 1064
Settlement. of tresT?ass b.v pt~rchase of the lands trespassed upon, act of ;June 15, 1880............ 1072
InstructiOns r elat1ve t o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . 1063
S
.
proposition of (form No. 10) . .. .. .... _......................................... . ...... 10 1
pecml instructions to 'foecial timber agents ..................... _.................. ---·........ 1066
Siz f tran s~rtation , orm of voucher for . . .........•........•...•..•..•.....•.••••.••.... _.... 1 1
eo trees e cutting of wb ich is permitted ................................ :·....... •. 1058, 1060,1074
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Stumpage, definition of ................. ·.· ....•••..•.•••.••• ••• ••••••• ••• •••••••• ····.··.'.········ 1064
no uniform rate can be prescnbed..... . • . . . • • . • • • . • • • . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1064
Suits civil and criminal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . . • • • . • • . • • . . . • • . . • . . . . . 1061
Survey cost of to be paid by trespasser ..........•..•........•..••...••....•••••.....••...... 1061, 1063
Territories, act authorizing residents thereof to fell and remove timber from mineral lands for
mining and domestic purposes, ,June 3, 1878. .....•.. ....•......••.......••.•.•...... ....••. .. 1057
Timber agent-s. (See "Agents.")
after being felled, is no longer realty ......•...........•...•..••......•.............•• •.. 1061
acts regarding. (See "Acts.")
Tops and laJ?S of trees ~ust be ~aken car~ of. (See "Brush.")
Transportation orders, mstructwns relative to use of............................................ 1066
special voucher for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . 1079
Trees ornamental and other, on Government reservation........................................ 1068
Trespass, timber, definition of. .................................................................. 1060
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., June 1, 1883.
The following instructions to special timber agents and the rules and regulations
contained herein are hereby prescribed by this office, and all special timber agents of
this office will hereafter be governed by and comply with the same.
All previous instructions and rules and regulations prescribed by this office in conflict herewith are rescinded.
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

June 1, 1883.

Approved.

H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
INSTRUCTIONS TO SPECIAL TIMBER AGENTS.
DESIGNATION OF SPECIAL AGENTS.

1. Special agents of the General Hand Office, Interior Department, appointed to
prevent depredations upon the public timber and to protect the same from waste and
destruction will hereafter be designated as "special timber agents."
QUALIFICATIONS OF SPECIAL TIMBER AGENTS.

2. A special timber agent must, in order to render intelligent and effective service,
have a thorough understanding as to the object sought to be accomplished in protecting the timl>er growing upon Government land; the classes of lands upon which
th_e timber needs protecting, or upon which timber depredations are liable to be committed; what persons are authorized or permitted to fell or remove timber therefrom,
to what extent and for what purpose; what constitutes a timber trespass upon Government land; what penalties are attached to such trespaAs, and what are the duties
of a special timber agent in the premises.
To this end the following directions and instructions are issued. l!'or ready reference they have been arranged under several headings, and the paragraphs under each
heading numbered.
Special timber agents are expected to study these instructions closely and carefully
uottlthey have thoroughly familiarized themselves with the nature of the duties devolving upon them.
·
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OBJECT OF PROTECTING TIMB_ER UPON GOVERNMENT LAli'D •

. 3. The objec~ of th~ Go~erm~1ent in endeavoring to prevent the waste and destruc·twn of pubhc t1mber 1s, primarily, to preserve it for the wants of future generationshaving, ?f course, due regard for the requirements of the present. The result of the
,destructiOn of for.ests in permitting a more rapid melting of the snows in spring
than would occur m the same region if well sheltered, and in decreasing the capacity
of the soil to retain moisture after rains-in both ca.ses increasing the liability to
sudden and devastating floods, not only in the denuded sections, but sometimes hundreds of miles distant-also the well-established climatic influence of such destruction in diminishing the annual rainfall, to the serious detriment of regions already
.subject to frequent droughts, are other reasons which render the preservation of the
public timber a matter of vit al importance not only to the agricultural but to many
·other extensive interests.
CLASSES OF GOVERNMENT LAND.

4. Government land embraces all land the title of which is in the Government; and
for the present purpose may be divided into four classes:
1st. Vacant unoccupied public land;
2d. Land coyered by homestead, pre-emption, or other entry, upon which the claim.ant has not so fulfilled his obligations under the law as to entitle him to patent;
3d. Mineral lands;
4th. Military, naval, Indi:m, and other Government reservations.
VACANT PUBLIC LAND.

5. All unoccupied lauds of the United States to which no valid claim bas attached,
and which are subject to homestead, pre-emption, or other entry, or which can be sold
or otherwise disposed of by the United States, are vacant public lands.
6. From such lands, if not mineral in character (see "Mineral lands" below), no
person or persons ca.u lawfully fell or remove any timber, except right of way railr~ad companies for certain purposes, and under certain conditions.
(See "Right of railroad companies to take timber from public laud," page 1059.)
LL~DS

COVERED BY HOMESTEAD OR PRE-EMPTION ENTRY.

7. Lands covered by homestead or pre-emption claims are lauds upon which citizens
-of the United States have made entry, and have filed certain papers in the proper
district land office, obligating themselves to conform to the requirements of the law
as to occupancy, cultivation, and improvement.
8. The claimant to any such land, provided he is living upon, cultivating, and improving the same in accordance with law and the rules and regulations prescribed by
this Department, is permitted to cut and remove, or cause to be cut ancl removed,
from the portion thereof to be cleared for cultivation, so much timber as is actually
necessary for that purpose, or for buildings, fences, and other improvements on the
land entered.
9. In clearing for cultivation, should there be a surplus of timber over what is
needed for the purposes above specified, he may sell or dispose of such surplus; but
it is not allowable for him to denude the land of its timber for the purpose of sale or
speculation until he has made final proof and acquired title. (See Decisions 3, 4, and
5, appendix, page 1075.)
10. Where the facts justify the conclusion that the person bas made his ent ry in
good faith, and is cultivating and improving the land with the purpose of making i t
his home, the agent need not consider it his duty to report every deviation from t he
preceding rule. But where the person does not make the land his actual residence,
and cultivate and improve the same, or where the value of the timber cut andremoved is greatly in excess of th e impro.-ements, or where other facts afford a strong
presumption that the entry was not made in good faith, but solely for t b e purpose of
denuding the land of its timber, the case should be at once r eported to t his office.
11. No person other than the one making the entry has a right to cut timber from
such land for any purpose whatever.
ML.~ERAL

LANDS.

12. Mineral lands are those which are more valuable for the mineral therein than
.for agricultural purposes or for the timber thereon.
13. The right to take timber from mineral lands for building, agricultural, mining,
or other domestic purposes is specially provided for under act of Congress approved
J nne 3, 1878, as follows :
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"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representati1'es of the United States of America
in Congress assembled That all citizens of the United States and other persons, bmw,

fide residents of the State Tof C?lorado or Nevada, or either of the Territories o~ New
Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyonnng, Dakota, Idaho, or Montana, .awl all other J?IDeral
districts of the United States, shall be, and are hereby, aathonzed and permitted to
fell and rPmove, for lmil<ling, agricultural, mining, or other domestic purposes, any
timber or other trees growing or l>eing on the public lands, said lands being mineral,
and not sul~ject to entry under existing laws of the United States, except for mineral
t>ntry, in either of said States, Territories, or districts of which such citizens or persons ma.v be at the rime bona fide residents, subject to such rules and regulations as
the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe for the protection of the timber and of t.he
nndergrowth growing upon such lands, .and for other purposes: Provided, The provisions of this act shall not extend to railroad corporations.
" SEC. 2. That it shall b..., the duty of the register and the receiver of any local land
<>flice in whose district any mineral land may be situated to ascertain from time to
time whether any timber is being cut or used upon any such lands, except for the
purposes an1 horized by this act, within their-respective land districts; and, if so, they
~hall imme<liately notify the Commissioner of the General Land Office of that fact;
and all nece:-sary expenses incurred in making such proper examinations shall be paid
and allowed such rr.gister and receiver in making up their next gnarterly accounts.
" SEc. 3. Any person or persons :who shall violate the provisions of this act., or any
rules or regulations in pursuance thereof made by the Secretary of the Interior, shall
be deemed guilt.y of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding :five hundr.ed dollars, and to which may be added imprisonment for any
term not exceedmg six months."
.
14. Rules and regulations under the preceding act have been prescribed by this Department under dates of August 16, lt:l78 (see page 1071), July 1, 1880, and July 1,
181:!2; but those of the two earlier dates are no longer in full force, the one having
been revoked and the other modified by that of the last-named date, which is as follows:
'
"The rules and regulations heretofore prescribed by this Department under act of
Congress approved June 3, 1878, entitled 'An act authorizing the citizens of Colorado,
Nevada, and the Territories to fell and remove timber from the public domain fo.r
mining and domestic purposes,' are hereby modified as follows:
. "All citizens and bona fide residents of the States and Territories mentioned therein
are authorized to fell and remove, or employ others to fell and remove, or to purch:ase from others who fell and remove, any timber growing or being upon the public
mmerallands in said States or Territories: Provided,
''1. That the same is not for export from the State or Territory where cut.
"2. That no timber less tban eight inches in diameter is cut or removed.
"3. That it is not wantonly wasted or destroyed.'*

*

~

*

*

*

*

"As the rules anrl regulations in relation to the cutting and removing of timber from ·
public mineral lands are modified as hereinbefore stated, all agents and officers of
th:Js Department are hereby instructed that in reporting cases of alleged trespass they
will be governed in their report upon the mineral or non-mineral character ofthe land
by tbe following general rule :
"Where 1he lands are situated in districts of country that are mountainous, intersp~rsed with gulches and narrow valleys, and minerals are known to exist at different
p~mts thw:ein, such lands,· in the absence of proof to tho contrary, will be held to be
mmeral in character; but where t.here are extensive vall~s, plains, or mountain
ra.nges, and no known minerals exist, the land may be considered and treated as nonmmeral.
"Said agents and officers are further instructed that hereafter, in forwarding reports .in cases of timber trespass, a simple statement to the effect that the lands m
quest.wn are mineral or non-mineral in character will not be regarded by this office as
suffiCient proof; evidence establishing that fact mllst in all cases accompany and form
a part of said report.
"In .investigat.ing cases of timb~r trespass in mine-ral districts said agents and officer~ w1ll be careful hereafter to report only those cases in which there has been a violatiOn of the rules an·d regulations above specified .
. "All rules and regulations heretofore prescribed by this Department in cases of
ttmber trespass upon public lands non-mineral in character remain in force.
"All rules and regulations or instructions heretofore prescribed under said act of
.June 3, 1878, by this Department inconsistent with the provisions contained in this
circular are hereby rescinued."
th~

* The portion of the 'lircular here omitted related to the right of railroad companies to take timber!
an.d has been amenderl b:; office circular of March 3, 1883 (approved March 5, 1883). See "Right of
rwlroad companies to take timber,'' page 1059.
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15. The following portion of the circubr issued by this office under nate of eptember
I?, 1882 (approve.d September 21, 1882), a.pplies also to the cutting and removal of
~ber from pubhc mineral lands authorized. by said act of June 3, 1878:
One of the most dangerous elements to contend with in case of forest fires a n d
one c;>f the principal auxiliaries to the spread of the same, is the dry tops of treea ~hich
parties leave upon the ground after having cut and removed the timber for saw logs
and .other purposes. When .the tree tops can be profihtbly cut into wood, the peraou
cnttmg s~1eh trees on public land-when such cutting is authorized bylaw-must cut
the tops ·mto wood, or at least cut up and pile the brush in such manner as to preve n t
the epread of fires.
·
''Afailure on the partofwooclsmen to utilize all of the tree that can profitably be u aed ,
an~ to take reasonable precaution to prevent the spread of. fires, willlJe regarded b y
th1s office as wanton waste, and subJect them to prosecutwn for wanton waste and
destruction of public timber."
16. Non-residents of a mineral district are not authorized, under any circumstances,
to fell or remove timber from puulic minerallanda in said district, except for use in
such pnrposes.
17. Railroad companies are prohibited from the privileges granted in said act; that
is, they cannot tako timber from public mineral lands for buildings, fuel, &c.; but
are not prohibiteu from taking timber from such lands for construction purposes, a.s
authorized under act of March :3, 1H75.
18. Special attention i::~ called to tbe fact that the authority granted in said act of
June 3, 1878, applies exclu~ively to lands which are strictly mineral in character and
subject to mineral entry only. Tho evidence must be positive that such lands are
more valuablo for the mineral t.hereon than for any other purpose, and that they are not
suitable for agricultural purpos~s or cultivation, or valuabl~ solely for the timber
th1~ reon.
·
19. Every report of an alleged depredation upon public land in a mineral district
must be accompanied by affidavits from two entirely disinterested and responsible
persons as to the miueral or non-mineral character of tho land. (See Forms No. 11
and 12, page 1081.)
20. The object of the Department in providing that such timber shall not be e xported is, to protect the settlers in sparsely timbered districts from being deprived of
tho timber necessary for their domestic nses. It is not, however, the intent of the
Department to strictly enforce a technical prohibition in cases where the interests of
tho settlers in the dist.ricts from which timber is cut and removed are not injuriously
affected there by.
21. The removing of timber or lumber from one State or Territory across the line
into an aJjoiuing State or Territory, but not out of the same general district or section of country, is not such exportation as it is intended to prohibit.
22. In inve&tigating cases of alleged export, special timber agents mnst examine
carefully into all the facts, and report in full, especially as to the manner in which the
settlers and residents of the district from which the timber is cut and removed are
affected thereby.
~~~- The object of the Department in prohibiting the cutting or removing of trees
less than eight inches in diameter is the preservation of the young timber and undergrowth, so as to provide a supply for the future, when such tret s shall have matured.
But it is not the intention to prohibit the cutting or removal of any full-grown tree
belonging to a species which, ?!'hen mat·u.re, does not exceed eight inches in diameter,
or of any mature tree; nor of trees of any description) even if less than ei~t inchea
of diameter, j f it can be hown that t.here were no other trees in that vicinity. Therefore in investigating cases of alleged trespass where the treea cut or removed are of
less than the prescribed size, tho agent must ascertain aud report the species of treo
so cut or removed, the a.verage size which trees of that species attain in that section
of country, and whet her tbe trees cut and removed were growing trees, or trees of
mature growth; whether the trees in that vicinity generally are less than eight inches
in diameter, and all other facts necessarry to be known to enable this office to determine whether the cutting was that of mature trees of less than the required size, or
of the largest trees obtainable in that locality even if less than eight inches in diameter1 or whether it was a case of wanton and wasteful destruction of the public
timl.)er. ·
24. Locators of mining claims, so long as they comply with the law governing their
possessions, are invested by Congress with the exclusive right of possession and enjoyment of all the surface inclnded within the lines of their locations. If a locator
neglects to protect himself and his possessions, the lnw does not asHume that the
United States is injured by the cutting and use of the timber on such claim. It is the
duty of the possessor to care for his own if trespass be attempted by a stranger; he
alone is concerned for its protection, and may undonbtedlv maintain suit to that end.
(Secretary's decision, September 30, 1882.)
•
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INDIAN, AND OTHER GOVERNMENT RESERVATIONS.

25. The timber upon military, naval, Indian, and other Government reservations
is the property of the United States, and no person has the right to fell or remove the
same unless employed by the Government for that purpose. Therefore, any timber
trespass discoveretlupon such reservations must be reported to this office (in the same
manner as trespass upon vacant public land) for reference to the proper Department.
RIGHT OF RAILROAD COMPL'\TIES TO TAKE TIMBER !<'ROM VACANT PUBLIC LANDS.
26. All land-grant railroads are authorized, in the granting act, to take timber from
the public land adjacent thereto, for construction purposes. This authority,' powever, is confined strictly to timber for construction pnrposes only, in every grant except that. to the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, which authorizes said roacl to take
timber for repairs also.
.
27. All1·ight-of-wa.IJ railroads are authorized to take timber from the public lands
adjacent to the line th~:m~of, for construction purposes onl,11, under act of March 3, 1875
(Supplement to the Revised Statutes, chapter 15~), as follows:
AN ACT granting to railroads the right of way through the public lands of the United States.

Be it enacted, <j'c.
SECTION 1. That the right of wa.y through the public lauds of the United States is
hereby grai;Jted to any railroad company duly organized under tbe laws .of any State
or Terri torr, except the District of Columbia, or by the Congress of the United StateR,
which shall have tiled with the Secretary of the Interior a copy of its articles of incorporation; and due proofs of its organization nuder the same~ to the extent of one hundred feet on each side of the central line of said road; also the right to take, from tho
public lands adjacent to the line of said road, materiaJ, eart.h, stone, and timber necessary for the construction of said railroad.
SEc, 4. That any railroad company desiring to secure the beuetits of thiH act shall,
within twelve months after the location of nny section of twenty miles of its road, if
the same be upon surveyed lands, and if upon unsurveyed lands, within twelve months
after the survey thereof by the United States, file with the register of the laud office
for the district where such land is located a profile of its road; and upon approval
thereof by the Secretary of tho Interior, the same shall be noted upon the plats in said
office; and thereafter all such lauds over which such right of way shall pass shall be
disposed of subject to such right of way: Provided, That if any section of said road
11hall not be completed within five years after the location of said section, the rights
herein granted shall be forfeited as to any such uncompleted section of said road.
SEC. 5. 'l'hat this act llhall not apply to any lauds within the limits of any military
park, or Indian reservation, or other lands especially reserved from sale, unless such
right of way shall be provided for by treaty stipulation or by act of Congress heretofore passed.
SEc. 6. That Congress hereby reserves the right at any time to alter, amend, or repeal this act, or any part thereof.
CIRCULARS OF DEPARTMENT WHICH ARE NOW IN EFFECT.
28. Circulars of instructions rPlative to the construction to be placed upon the preeeding act have been issued by this office under dates of July 15, 1881 (approved July
19, 1&:!1), June 30, 1882 (approved .July 1, 1882), July 22, 18H2, and March~. 1883 (approved March 5, 1883). None of said circulars are now in force except the last, which
is as follows:
"The first section of the act of Congress, approved March 3, 1875 (18 Stat., p. 482),
granting to railroads the right of way through the public lands of the United States,
P.rovides that any railroad company organized as therein described shall have 'the
nght to take from the public lands adjacent' to the line of said road, material, earth,
lltone, and timber necessary for the construction of said roailroad.'
"In determining the rights of railroad companies under the foregoing provision you
will be governed by the following instructions:
"1. Said provision refers exclu~:oively to contemplated or unconstructed roads. Companies have no right to take timber or other' material nuder this act for 'repairs, fuel, or
for the fnrther improvement of roads already constructed.
''2. Tho right granted to n.ny railroad company under this act to taketimberor ot.her
material from the public lands 'adjacent to the line of said road' for construction purpo8?8 is construed tu mean that, in procuring timber or other material for the purposes
mdwa.ted in the act, the same must be obtained from the public lands in the neighborllood of the line of road being constructed, and within the terminal points of such
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road,.if P?Ssible. If, however, it should be found that the material re~uired in the
constrnct,wn of such road cannot be procured from the public lands in the neighborhood of, and witbi_n the terminal limit-' of, such road, then it is permitted that such
corupan~' may obt.am the material required outside the terminal limits of the road under
con~truct.ion; such material, however, to be taken from such points as are most accessible and nearest to the terminal limits thereof.
"0. All duly organiztd railroad companies under this act, upon the filing and ac?ert.ance of properly authenticated copy of their articles 0f incorporation and orgiKlIzatJOn, and map of definite line of location, are entitled (as provided in paragaaph
numb~red :l of this circular) to take timber from any of the public lauds not otherwise
reserved or previously occupied according to law, whether the same be mineral or nonmineral in character.
'' 4. In the procurement of timber or other material for construction purposes, such
company must, before causing the cutting or removal 'thereof, appoint in writing one
or more persons as tbeir duly authorized agent or agents for that purpose. Copies of
all such appointments m1fst be filed in this office for its information, in order that such
comp·auy may be held responsible for any violation of the rules and regulations as
herein prescribed in relation to the cutting or removal of timber or other material from
the pnblic lands by such agent or those employed by or under him.
"5. All such duly appointed agents have authority to employ others to procure
from snch public lands and deliver to them, for the use of such company, all material
required for the purposes specified in the act. It is imm~terial whether such p~rsons
are employed hy the day or by the piece; but no authority can lJe given by such railroad company to the general public to cut timber from the public lands.
~'No railroad company organized according to the provisions of this act is entitled
to procure, or cause to be procured, either by itself or through any of its agents, any
timber or other material from the public lands for sale or other disposal either to
other companies or to the general public.
"7. The right to take timber from the public lands by such railroad company, or
its agents, is confined to such timber or other material as is actually necessary in original construction of same, and ceases when such road is open to the public for general
use.
"S. In the procurement of such timber from the public lands, noue less than eight
inches in diameter is permitted to be cut or removed; no waste or destruction of t.imber is allowable, and the tops and laps of all trees must be cut and piled in order that
the spread of forest fires may be checke.d thereby.
"All rules and regulatiens or instructions heretofore prescribed under said act of
March:\ 1875, by tllis Department, inconsistent with the provisions contained in thi8
circular, are hereby rescinded."
29. There is no law authorizing individuals to cut timber from the public lands and
sell the same to railroads at a certain price per tie, or per thousand feet, or under contract, even though it lllay be used for construction purposes. The right is conferred
only upon the railroads themselves; therefore the person cutting such timber must
be in the actual employ of the road or its agent.
30. The terms "lands adjacent to the line of the road" are indefinite, and cannot be
confined to any prescribed limits. On this point the special timber agent must use his
best judgment. As a rule such lands are deemed to be the nearest, most accessible,
· and available public la.nds within the terminal points of the road from which the road
can procure suitable material; but Congress never intended to grant to any railroad
superior rights to those of the settler; therefore, where a railroad passes through a
sparsely timbered section of country, and t~e taking of timber from such lands would
prevent or discourage set.tlement along the line of said road, or be a hardship to those
who may have already :-;ett.led in that locality, by depriving them of the necessary material for lJuildings, feuces, fuel, &c., the railroad should be encouraged to take timber from other convenient, heavily timbered, and thinly settled sections of country
adja,cent to the line of said road.
:n. By the granting acts, and by the act of March 3, 1875, the right to take timber
is limited to construction purposes exclusively (except in case of the DenvPr and Rio
Grande Railroad); thtrefore wben a road is ouce completed the privilege ceases, and
after t.hat any cutting of timber by the railroad is a trespass.
32. The portion of office circular of September 19, 1882 (approved September 21,
1882), directing that the tops and brush of trees be cut up and piled in order to prevent the spread of fires ~see page 1075 ), applies also to the cutting and removal of timber from the public lands for the construction of railroads.
WHAT CONSTITUTES A TIMBER TRESPASS.

33. Any person who fells or removes timber, or who hires others to fell or remove
timbe-r:_, or who incites or inclnces others to fell or remove timber from Government
land, tor his personal benefit or ad vantage, or for the purpose of 8peculation and gain,
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(except be bas the riO'ht or permission so to do as specified under heads of "Lands
covered by homes teal' or pre-emption entry," "Right of railroad c.o mpanies," and
11 Mineral lands"), is a timber trespasser upon Gove~nment land.
.
B4. Any person who is authorized by ~a.w, or permrtted, to fell and remove ~Imber
from Government land who fails to utrhze all of the trees cut that can possrbly be
used or to remove th~ brush and take every reasonable precaution to prevent t~e
spre~d of forest fires; · or who in any other particular wastes and destroys the publw
timber is guilty ot: timber trespaAs upon Government land.
. .
35. Any person who commits timber trespass upon Go;vernment land rs liable to
both crimin ,1 prosecution and civil suit ; criminal prosecution for t.he act of trespass,
and civil suit for the value of the material taken and the damages sustained, together
with costs of court, and also the cost of survey and scalement when the same shall be
necessary to accurately determine the extent of trespass and the amount of damages.
(See circular of Mareh 1, 18t!3, page 1077.)
36. The person or persons who contract for, purchase, or receive said timber are
also liable to civil suit for the value thereof and the damages sustained, together
with costs as 11bove. (See circular of March 1, 1883, page 1077.)
37. Timber unlawfully cut from Government land is the property of the United
States, a.nd is subject to seizure as such, wherever or in whatever condition it may be
foRnd, and from any party having possession of it, or who in any way lays claim to it.
38. Cut timber is not a part of the realty and does not go with the land; it is personal property and the value of the same can be sued for after the land has be en
parted with by the Government.
39. The value of such timber in a civil suit is the value of the timber, or lumber,
at the place where and in the condition when found. (See decision No.5; Appendix,
page 1075 ; also circular of March 1, 18'33, page 1077.)
40. Criminal actions are barred by the statute of limitation after the lapse of three
years; but there is no limitation as to time when the Government may bring civil
action for the value of the property and damages.
DUTIES OF A. SPECIAL TIMBER AGENT.

41. Special timber agents are assigned to duty in certain State::; or districts, wherein
they will have a general supervisiOn and charge over all timber upon Government
land.
42. It is their duty to keep themselves thoroughly informed as to the condition of
the timber upon the Go...-ernment land in their respective districts, and to protect and
preserve said timber from waste and destruction from any and all sources. · (See
office circular of September 19, 18tl2, approved September 21, 1882, relative to forest
fires, &c., page 1075.)
43. In enforcing a compliance with the several laws relative to the protection and
preservation of the public timber, and -the rules and regulations prescribed thereunder by ~his Department, much must necessarily be left to the discretion and judgment
of specral timber agents; as the evidence of violations of said laws, or of the rules
and regulations, is in nearly every instance a question of fact which can only be
ascertamed by personal examination and investigation.
44. Special timber agents should remember that it is not the purpose of the law,
~or ~f the regulations of this Department, to prohibit the use of so much of the public t~mber as may be actually needed. by bona fide settlers for agricultural and domesti~ purposes, but to prevent its being made an article of speculation for the
pecumary gain of a few individuals to the detriment of the many, or from being
wanton~y wasted or destroyed. When an agent understands this, ariel convinces the
p~ople m the district to which he is assigned that such is the case, he will :find no
difficulty in securing their active support and co-optratiou.
45. Whenever you have information that any timber has been unlawfully felled or
r emoved from Government land, you should v:isit the ground and investigate said
alleged trespass in person, in order to be able to report the case from personal knowledge and obsei'vation.
·
46. You should ascertain the character of the land from which the timber has been
felled or removed, whether it is vacant, unoccupied publiclaud, or covered by homes~ad, preemption, or other entry; whether it is within the limits of the ~rant to any
railroad, or of any Government reserval ion; and whether it is mineral or non-mineral.
47. The purpose of the Government is to prevent the unlawful taking of timber from
all Government lands until the title to such lands has actually passed. from the United
State8.
·
48. Many claims and entries are made upon GoVPrnment land which from one cause
or !1-nother are never consummated, and the land finally reverts to the Government.
It ts therefore fully as important to preserve the timber upon such land from nnlawful.8poliation as it is on vacant public lands upon which there never has been any
clrum.
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49. Having ascertained the character of the land, anrl that it. is such as should be
protected from timber trespass, you should next ascertain who committed tho trespass.
50. It is not the object of the Government to persecute poor wood-choppers; or cutters who are employed or induced to fell or remove the timber for others who are to
reap the profits therefrom; but to punish the principals therein, or the parties to be
directly benefited in the case, they being the more guilty parties.
51. Care should be taken to ascertain whether the alleged trespasser has any right
or authority to take such timber, as specified under heads of "Homestead or preemption entry," "Right of railroad companies, &c.," and "Mineral lands."
.
5~. Having ascertained the above facts and become satisfied that the person IS
tmlan:fully felling or removing timber from the Government land, you should next
find good and reliable witnesses to establish all the facts necessary to a successful
prosecution of the person committing the trespass.
53. Having aU the fa,cts in your possession you should, at once, fill out a fonn of
report (in duplicate) and transmit tl.Je same to this office, being particular to state
the facts in full under each head, and io aceordance with instructions given under
the h ead of "Manner of making reports of timber trespass."
54. It is imperative that all names shall be given in full, written plainly, and
spelled ('Orrectly. An important suit might be lost through neglect of the agent in thia
particular.
MANNER OF MAKING REPORT OF TRESPASS.

55. It is impossible to prescribe a form of report which will call for only the information needed in each particftlar case ; therefore the form prescribed calls for all the
information that it is thought can be ueed~d in any case.
56. It is the duty of the special timber agent to follow the form of report closely in.
every case, and to give all the information called for under each head, where practicable; and where not practicable, to state the reason therefor.
(1.) State name of trespasser in full, with post office address and residence; where
the trespass is committed by a tirm, state firm name and post office address; also name
in full, post office address, and residence of each member of tho firm. Where by an
organized company or corporation! state name of company and location of home offioo;
also name in full, post office address, and residence of each officer, and of the manager
or local superintendent.
(2.) Describe the land trespassed upon.
lf surveyed, state subdivision of section, section, township, and range.
If unsurveyed, define the locality by streams and other natural objects, distance,
and direction from nearest surveyed lands, cities, towns, &c.
(:~.) Describe the ch·tracter of tlle lanc.l, whether vacant public land or covered b;r
homestead, pre-emption, or other entry; whether mineral or non-mineral land;
whether within railroad limits or Government rcsery-ation.
If the land is vacant, public land, no further description as to character is necessary.
If t,he land is covered by homestead, pre-emption, or other entry, state the kind of
entry, and, under the dia.gram on second page of report, g1ve the following information in the order named: 1. Name of person making entry. 2. Date of entry. 3.
Whether the party permanently resides on the place. 4. Whether he has any family.
5. Nature of improvements (if any) and whether permanent or temporary. 6. Estimated value of improvements. 7. If any of the ground is cleared or cultiyated, state
how mueh and to what extent. 8. Any other information which will tend to show
whether the person made entry in good faith or for the purpose of cutting the timber
therefrom and abandoning same.
If the land trespassed upon is within a mineral district., the report must be accompanied by affidavits as to the mineral or non-mineral character of the land (see Forms
11 and 12, page lOtH). Affidavits from two r esponsible persons are required in each
case; and if tho trespass was on mineral lands the following information must be
stated under the diagram on second page of report, viz: Whether the trespass consisted in cnttiugtrees less than 8 iucbm:1 in diameter, in wanton waste and destructiQD
of tho public timber, or whet.her any of the timber or lumber was exported or cut for
export from the Stat.e or Territory where the cutting was done. (See "Mineral
lands" pages 1056.)
.
If the tim her was cut or removed from indisputably mineral lands, and none of the
provisions relative to the cutting thereon have been violated (see "Mineral lands,"
pa{Tes 1059), no report whatever in the case is necessary.
ft· the land trcspa-sed upon is within railroad limits, state, under diagram on sooond page of report, the name of tho railroad; and the distance of the land from tho
line of the road.
(4.) Give the date t>r dates upon which the timber was cut, and the date or dates
opon which it was removed.
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(5.) State whether the trespass co~sisted in only cutt_ing the timber, or in cutting
and removing the same; or in removmg the same after It had been cut by other (unknown) parties.
.
.
.
(6.) State kind of timber; whether pm~, oak, ~r other wood. (See circular relative to mesquite, approved October 12, 188~, p. 10,6.)
.
(7.) State number of each ldndoftrees cut or removed. .
.
(t;.) State number of feet, poard measnre, .or number of railroad ties, cords of wood,
poles, posts, or other materia.! into which the tim her may have been manufactured.
(9.) Describe log mark or mar~s.,_ and state the name of the p~rson who uses such
mark to represent his property, g1vmg post-office address and residence.
(10 ) State where the timJ.?er is ; w lJetber on tho grouncl w her~ en t., or hauled. to
any stream or shippino· point., giving the name of same; whether m boom, or at m1ll,
or removed and dispos~d of; :wu if removed or disposeu of, state the use made of the
san1e.
•
(ll.) Sl;ate valueofthe timber or lumber in each of the conditions specified in form
of report, as uearly as practicable.
.
.
. .
(12.) Give the na.me, post-office address, and resiCleuce of the claimant of sa1d tim\•er or lumber, or the person having possession of the same.
(13.) If the cutting was done under contract,· state contract price, and where the
timber was to be delivered; whether any money has been paid or advanced on same;
Jtnd give names in full, post-office address, and residence of contracting parties.
(14.) lfthfl timber ha-; been solei, give name, post-office audress, and residence of
party to whom sold ; state price gi vcn or agreed upon; amount paid; where anu in
what condition the timuer is to be delivered; number of logs or amount of ttmber
.delivered, if any; whether the purchaser had knowledge that the timber was unlawfully cut, or to be cut, from public lands, or took reasonable precaution to ascertain
that fact and was an innocent purclwser through misrepresentation on tho part of
()tilers of generally good reputation.
(15.) Give names iu full of at least two reputable witrwsses, giving post-office ad<lress and residence of eacll, or where he may bo found. State in brief what each
witness will be able to testify to in court, being par; icular to state the date or dates
upon which he saw the cutting or removing. (The qntters and haulers or other employes of the trespasser should be used as witnesses whcneYer available.)
(16.) Give a brief statement of what facts you can testify to from your own knowledge
and observation, being particular to state date or dates when you visited the ground
and made personal examination.
(17.) State whether the trespass was willful, and whether there are any extenuating
()r mitigating circumstances; and, if so, the nature and evidence thereof.
(18.) State whether any legal proceedings have been institutfld against the partiea
for the trespass in quest} on.
(19.) State whether the parties are financially responsible; and, if so, to what
amount.
(20.) State what action iu the premises, in your judgment, will be for the best in1.erest oft he Government .
. (21.) State any other facts which you may deem neces8ary for a clear comprehenI> JOn of the case iPn all its details.
(~2:) Fill up t.he diagram on seconil. page of forro of report; showing streams, roads,
1<watwn of cutting, and buildiugs upon the land trespassed upon.
PROPOSITIONS OF SETTLEMENT.

57. After 3·ou have ascertainefl all the facts in the case and prepared your report
for transmission to t.his office, should the party to tho trespass (either t.he actual
tr~passcr or tho purchaser of the timber, or both) express a desire to avoid lhi<Tation
ancl to compromise by paying t.he Government a certa~n price in sett.lement fgr said
t.rt'S]Jass or timber, if the evidence indicates that t.he trespass was not willful, but acci•lental or nnintPntional, or if there are other extenuating circumstances, you may inform
~he trespas~cr that, if he will make a sworn statement and proposition of settlement,
w :,tccordanc~ with the terms of the circular of March 1, Hlt:l3, and in the form precnbed hy tins office (see Porm 10, page 101:!1 ), you will transmit the same with your
rf\port to this office for contsideration and action.
f>H. TlJc party who cut the timber, or caused it to bfl cut, may make proposition of
<·-omprorllii'ie (if the circums ances in the case warrant it, as set forth above in para;.;r:lpll f;i) for tlw purpose of relieving himself from criminal prosecution, but the
a n.-pt :llll"(' of such proposition will not. relieve the purchaser of the timber from civil
t•roN·(•ding-s ,nnl e s~ the amount. offered not only covers the damag(l to the land but also
1lw Yalw· ot tlw t.Jmber.
r,u. Tile purchaser of tho timber may make a proposition of settlement (if the cir(" ltlllKtaul·t•s in the case will warrant it., as above set forth in paragraph 57) for the pur~.M,-;e of :1 vo1ding civil proceedings, but the acceptance of atwh proposition will not
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r~lieve the party who cut the timber, or caused it to be cut, from criminal prosecution.
HO. Wh~re there is positive proof that the person who cut the timber, or caused it
to be c_ut, IS a willful and malicious or persistent trespasser upon the public timber, a
pr?posttion for the purpose of avoiding criminal prosecution should not be entertamed.
· 61. Wh~re the purchaser of the timber had a knowledge at the time of purchase
that the tun ber was unlawfully cut from public land, proposition of settlement should
not be entertained for the purpose of relieving the l)arties from civil proceedings, unless the amount offered in said proposition is for the full value of the material in the
condition where and position where found, or, if sold, for the amount for which it wa&
sold; and for at least as much as there is a reasonable prospect of being able to recover through legal proceedingR, with costs.
62. 'f.' he acceptance of propositions at a lower rate than the owners of pri -..ate lands
in the same vicinity would charge for similar timber, or for the privilege of cutting
the same, would be an actual inducement to parties to commit timber depredations
upon the public lauds; therofore, such propositions should never be enter ained, except when there is indisputable and positive proof that the person who cut the timber, or who purchased the same, was absolutely innocent of any guilty intent or
knowledge that the same was cut from Government land; iu which case propositinns
may be made to pay "stumpage" for the damage sustained-that is, the value of the
timber when standing. ·
63. No fixed and uniform rate of stumpage can be prescribed by the Department.
The actual valne of the standing timber at the place where and the tim~ when it was
cut, together with the other facts ancl circumstances ascertained IJy t.he agent, must
govern in each case as to such rate.
·
64. In all cases where an offer of compromise or settlement is made, if there ha&
been any expense to the Government for snrveying, or scaling, or watching and caring
for the property, the amount muf::lt be included in and made vart of the proposition.
65. Sworn statements and propositions of settlement must be made out iu accordance with the form prescribed by this office (see Form 10, page 1081). The person whosubscribes and swears to the statement and proposition in stating the extenuating circumstances must state his case in his .own way and not from dictation by the special
timbRr agent.
66. Apecial timber agents are not authorized or permitted under any circumstances
to decide upon any proposed compromise, or to accept any offer of settlement, or to
receive any money or other valuable consideration as a deposit pending its consideration by this office, or to receive the money after a proposition has been accepted by
this office.
67. AU payments in settlement of propositions for timber trespass must be made to
tbe receiver of public moneys for the land district in which the trespass was committed.
68. Where cases are in suit, prope>sitions must be made through the proper United
States district attorney to the Department of Justice.
VOLUNTARY RELEASE OF TIMBER OR LUMBER.

•

69. Should an innocent trespasser, purchaser, or party having .possession of any

timber or lumber cut from Government land, voluntarily offer to deliver the same tothe Government, you may receive a sworn statement and release from said party, in
accordance with the form prescribed by this office (see Form No. 9, page 1080), take
possession of the property, and transmit said release, together with a full report in
the case to this office according to form of trespass report (see Form 8, page 1080), upon
receipt of which ye>u will be instructed as to what dispo~:>ition to make of the property.
70. If you are satisfied that the party offering to release the timber or lumber became possessed of the same with a full knowledge that it was unlawfully cut from
Government land, and that his offer to release the same is made solely to avoid 1 he
legal punishment and penalties for his unlawful acts, or if the timber is in ncb a position that no disposition can be made of it by the Government except to dispose of it
to the guilty party upon his own terms, you will refuse to accept a release for said
timber, but will at once report the case in full, in order that legal proceedings may
be instituted. Any other course would be an encouragement to continued depredations.
SEIZURE OF TIMBER OR LUMBER.

71. No seizure of timber or lumber can be made except by due process of law.
The appointment of a special timber agent doe~:> not confer upon him any power or
authority to seize timber or luniber by virtue of his office. However, shonld you at
any time find any timber that has been cut upon Government land, and abandoned
9y ~he party who cut the same, you will take possession of said timber, and at one&
notify this office, when you will be instructed as to what disposition to make of it.
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CASES OF EMERGENCY.

72. In case of emergency, where the offender is !"bout to leave the country, or the
property is being removEid or concealed and the evidence of tJ;te trespass destroyed, S()
that immediate action is absolutely necessary to pro~eet the mterests of t~e Gover.nment, the special timber agent may a.pply to ~he ~mted States attorney forth~ district in which the trespass was committed to mst1tute the proper legal proooedmgs.
73. In such cases, however, the responsibilit.ywill rest with the special timber agent
to produce clear and indisputable evidence to establish the trespaes, and show the
necessity for his action.
74. In all other cases the trespass must first be reported in full to this office for instructions.
PREVENTION OF TRESPASS.

75. It is as much a part of :vour duty to prevent parties from committing timber
trespass upon Government land as to detect and secure the punishment of such trespass after it has been committed. Therefore, should yon receive information that any
person or perRons premeditate :mch trespass, yon must acquaint them with the lawupon the subject, and warn them against such unlawful acts.
RECORD OF CASES INVESTIGATED.

76. You must keep a record of every case investigated by you and reported to this.
office '(a blank record book for which purpose will be furnished you), showing every
action taken in each case until it is finally disposed of and settled; and, within thirty
days after the 1st day of January and July, in each year, you mnst transmit to this
office a transcript from said record book showing the exact status of each and every
case rt~corded therein.
'l'his is a most important part of your duty and must be strictly adhered to, in order
that every case may be promptly disposed of, and that none may go by default on account of neglect on the part of this office or its agents; and also that you may be able
to report at once to this office the exact 8tatus of any case when called upon.
WEEKLY REPORTS.

77. You are required to furnish this office, each week, with a report giving a brief
statement of your official acts each day of the week. (See Form 2, Appendix, pago
HY79.)
78.· Such weekly reports are necessary to the prompt adjustment of your accountsr
and no allowance will be made in any instance for time not so reported upon.
79. In making out such reports state each day, in the proper column the day of thomonth, the day of the week, and the name of the place at which you are stopping or
which you visit .
. 80. Under the head of nature of business, state the time ·of departure from and ar~
nval at each place visited, the object of the visit, and a brief statement as to the
nature of the business transacted.
8L After every statement of a journey made in which a transportation order is used
put the initials T. 0., give the number of the order used, and the initials of the route
over which you traveled.
·
82. Such ·terms as "attending to official business"; " engaged in office work " ;
"writing official communications," &c., are not sufficiently specific, and will not be
accepted by this office: You mu&-t state the nature of the official business or office
w:ork or the names of parties written to, and when investigating cases of trespa8s
g1ve ~he names of the alleged trespassers or parties interview ed or description of land
exammed.
83. You must make a special and full r eport in each case investigated, at an earlyday .thereafter.
· ~. Information which is to be a matter of record in any pending trespass case must
not be fur:~:lished in weekly reports, bnt must be made the subject of a separate report.
85. A failure to comply with any of the above instructions will necessitate the
retu~n of your weekly reports for correctio1.1 and subject ~our monthly account to suspensiOn.
EXPENSES OF SPECIAL TIMBER AGENTS.

. 86. In addition to your salary you will be allowed the aetna.] and necessary expenses
mcurred by you while attending to your official duties.
·
!;7. Office circular of June 20, 188;l (copy herewith), will furnish you with full information as to what cont:~titutes your actual and necessary expenses, and how t-o
make out and transmit your monthly accounts for settlement.
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88. Letters transmitting monthly accounts must relate solely to said account&
89. You are specially instructed not to incur any indebtedness in surveying land
and scaling timber, or for any other purpose, beyond your salary and pers0nal expensett,
without special instructions from this office in each case.
TRANSPORTATION ORDERS.

90. You will be furnished, for your official use, with a supply of railroad transportation orders, with stubs attached.
91. In traveling, in evm·y case use a transportation order where the railroad company will accept. the same and furnish transportation in accordance therewith, using
the orders in their numerical order.
·
92. In cases where the officials of any railroad company refuse to accept said orde-rs
-or furnish transportation thereupon you will purchase a ticket, taking a stamped
receipt therefor from the ticket agent, and transmit saitl receipt to this office with
your monthly account; and in your let.ter of transmittal state the reasons assigned
by the officers of the railroarl company for refusing to accept of the transportation
.tJrder. (Subsidized roads named in circular of June 20, 1882, are compelled by law to
:accept such transportation orders, and no charge by a special timber age1~t for fare
-on any of said roads will be allowed by this office.)
93. ·with each monthly account forward the stubs of all transportation orders nsed
<luring the time covered by said account.
94. Never allow your supply of transportation orders to become exhausted; a failure
to apply for a renewal of the same in time will not be excused, except in cases of an
unavoidable contingency where reasons can be assigned satisfactory to this office.
95. In applsing for a new supply of transport~tion orders, in every instance state
the number of order!:! you have on hand at the date of making such application.
96. Paragraph 27 of office circular of June 20, 1882 (copy herewith), relative to nso
-of transportation orders is hereby rescinded.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

97. It is a waste of time for Bpecial timber agents to write long letters to this offioo
-stating that a number of persous are committiug depredations upon Government tiDlber, neglecting to furnish particulars. No intelligent action can be taken in any case,
'by this office, unless all the information called for in the form of report is furnished.
98. Your services will not be valued by the length or number of your communications, but by their utilit.y.
99. Every case of trespass must be made the subject of a report separate and distinct
in itself.
100. Important facts in any case which has been previously reported must be made
the subject of a separate communication.
101. All reports of trespass, ~»worn statements, and propositions of settlement, all
release~; and affidavits, and all papers requiring official acrion by this office (except
monthly accounts and weekly reports), must be transmitted in duplicate. You sh0uld
.also keep a copy of 1·ach paper for your own information.
102. Should you at any time need legal advice relative to the laws concerning tim·b er depredations, you will consult with the United States attorney for the St.ate or
Territory assigned you.
.
103. Should you require diagrams of township plats to enable you to locate a tre.
pass, you will apply to the register and receiver of tlle land district in which the land
is situated, who will furnish them to you without charge.
104. Theso diagrams should show the tracts which are vacant public lands, and
those upon which there are homestead, pre-emption, or other entries .
..~.05. When yon are assigned t.o dut.y, some certain cit.y or town in the district over
which you are put in charge, centrally located, will be designated as your bea.d.quarters, for the purpose of having some specified place as your post-office address,
where .communications from this office may be mailed ;you.
106. When you expt"ct to be absent from the vicinity of your headquarters for any
length of time, you will leave directions with the postmaster where to forward your
mail.
107. It is not expected that you will permanently ret-icle at the place designated ae
_)·our headquarters, or that you will ro111ain there continuously; ~·ou cannot in that
way become an efficient or •valuable special timber agent.
10 . To familiarize yourt~elf with 1he timber buBiness of your district, and at the
same time to ascertain what action can be taken to prevent the waste and destruction
-of public timber and to preserve it for legitimate uses, it is necessary for yon to visit
the tim1.er lands of your district and acquire such knowledge by pen~onaJ observation.
109. A special timber agent who feels an interest in the good of the public servioe
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and the special duties dev~l ved upon him will, during the greater portion. of the time,
be110.
in the
· 1
Youfield.
will be furnished by t?is offic.e, for your. offi cw
use, w1'th a sup?1Yo f . s t"'at' ery and the followin<r blank forms, v1z: o~th of office; weekly report~, vouche.rs
f~~nboard and lodging, special tr~~sportati~n, and miscellane~ms exp~ndlt,ur.es; railroad transportation orders; l?~y~nman's certificate: rel?ort ?f timber t~esp.ass, relea.Be
<Jf timber or lumber; propotntwns _for settlement, affidavits a~ to ~meral cha,racte.r
<Jf land and affidavits as to non-mmeral character of land. (See 1! orms 1 to 12, Appen(l.ix, pages 1078 to 1082.)

APPENDIX.
LAWS RELATIVE TO THE PRESERVA.TION OF GOVERNMENT TIMBER.
LIVE-OAK AND HED CEDAR TE\:IBRR.

rRevised Statutes of t.he United States.]

SEc. 2460. The President is a.uthorized to emplo~T so much ofthe land and ~aval for:ces
<Jf the United States as may he necessary eflectually to prevent t.he fellmg, cuttmg
down, or other destruction of the timber of the United States, in Florida, and t~ prevent the transportation or carrying away any such timber as may be already !died
<Jr cutdown; and to take such other and further measures as may be deemed advisable
for the preservation of tbe timber of the United States in Florida.
SEC. ~461. If any person shall cut, or cause or procure to be cut, or aid, assist, or be
employed in cutting, or shall wantonly destroy, or cause or procure to be wantonly destroyed, or aid, assist, or be employed iu wantonly destroying any live-oak or red cedar
trees or other timber standing, growing, or being on any lauds of the United States
which iu pur~?uance of any law passed, or hereafter to be passed, have been reserved or
purch:tsed for the use of the United States, for supplsing or furnishing therefrom
timber for the Navy of the United States; pr if any person shall remove, or cause, or
procure to be removed, or aid, or assist., <fr be employed in removing from any such
lands which have been reservE.r~ or purchased, any live-oak or red cedar trees, or other
t imber, unless duly authorized so to do, uy order, in writing, of a competent officer,
a nd for the use of the Navy of the United States, or if any person shall cut, or cause
or procure to be cut, or aid, or assist, or be employed in cutting any live-oak or red
c~dar trees, or other timber on, OI' shall remove, or cause or proc re to be removed, or
a.1d or assist, or be employed in removing any live oak or red cedar trees or other
timber, from any other lands of the United States, acquired, or hereafter to be ac<Jnired, with intent to export, dispose of, use, or employ the same in any manner whatsoever, other than for the use of the Navy of the United States, every such person
shall pay a fine not less than triple the value of the trees or t.imber so cut, destroyed,
or removed, and shaH be imprisoned not exceeding twelve months. (S~e 4751.)
SEc. 2462. If the master, owner, or consignee of any vessel shall knowingly take on
boa_rd any timber cut on lands which have been reserved or purchased as iu the precedmg .section prescribed, without proper authority, and for the use of tbe Navy of
the Umted States; or shall take on board any live-oak or red cedar tirube.r cut on any
other lands of the United States, with intent to transport the same to any port or
place within the United States; or to export the same to any foreign conn1ry, the
vessel on board of which the same shall be taken, transported or seized, shall: .with
her t~cklc, apparel, and furniture, be wholly forfeited to the United States, and the
cap~am or master of such ves!:>-el wherein the same was exported to any foreign connt.ry
agamst the provisions of this section shall forfeit and p~.y to the United States a snm
not exceeding one thousand dollars. (See 4751.)
SEC. 2463. It shall be the duty of aJl collectors of the custom~ within the States of
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Florida, before allowing a clearance to any
vessel.laden in whole or in part with live-oak timber, to ascertain satisfactorily that
such tllllber was cut from private lands, or, if from public ones, by consent of the Navy
Department. And it is also made the duty of all officers of the customt!~ and of the
Ian~ officers within those States to cause prosecutions to be seasonably instituted
agamst all persons known to be guilty of clApredations on, or injuries to, the live-oak
gr'()wjng on public lands. (See 4~05, 4i51.)
SF.c. 4205. Collectors of the collection districts within the States of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, before allowing a clearance to any vessel laden in
whole or in part with live-oak timber, shall ascertain satisfactorily that sueh timber
wa.s cut from private lauds, or, if from public lands, by consent of the Department of
the Navy. (See 2463.)
·
~Ec. 4751. All penalties and forfeitures incurred under the provisions of sectiona
t wenty-four hundred and sixty-three, Title "The Public Lands," shall be sued for,
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recovered, distributed, and accounted for, under the directions of the Secretary of the
N~vy, and shall be paid over, one-half to the informers, if any, or captortl, wb~re
seized, and the other half to the Secretary of the Navy for the use of the Navy penswn
fund; an~l ~he Secretary is authorized to mitigate, in whole or in part, on such ter.ms
a~d cond1~10ns as he deems proper, by an order in writing, any fine, penalty, or forfeiture so mcurred.
DEPREDATIONS ON TIMBER LANDS.
S~c. 5388. Every person who unlawfully cuts or aids or is employed in un]a,~fully
cu.ttmg, or wantonly destroys, or procures to be wantonly destroyed, auy ttmber
standing upon lands of the United States which in pursuance of law may be reserved
or purchased for military or other purposes, . shall pay a fine of not more t.hau five
hundred dollars and be imprisoned not more than twelve months. (See 2460-24G3.)

PROTECTION OF ORNAMENTAL AND OTHER TREES ON GOVERNMENT RESERVATIONS.
[Chapter 151, Supplement to the Revised Statutes.]

Be it enacted, &-c. *
*·
SECTION'!. That if any person or persons shall knowingly and unlawfully cnt:, or
shall knowingly aid, assist or be employed in unlawfully cutting, or shall wa.ntonly
destroy or injure, or procure to be wantonly destroyed or injured, any timber-t · ee or
any shade or ornamental tree, or any other kind of tree, stauding, growing, or ueing
upon any lands ofthe United States, which, in.pursuance of law, have been reserved,
or which have been purchased by the United States for any public' use, every such
person or persons so offending, on conviction thereof before any circuit or district
court of the United States, shall, for every such oifeuse, pay a fine not exceeding :five
hundred dollars, or shall be imprisoned not exceeding twelve months.
SEc. 2. That if any person or persons shall knowingly and unlawfully break, open,
or destroy any gate, fence, hedge, or wall inclosing any lands of the United States,
which have, in pnrsua.nce ·of any law, been reserved or purchased by the United States
for any public use, every such person so offending, on conviction, shall, for every such
offense, pay a fine not exceeding two hundred dollars, or be impris·oned not exceeding
six months.
,
SEC. 3. That if any person or persons shall knowingly and unlawfully break, open,
or destroy any gate, fence, hedge, or wall inclosing any lands of the United States,
reserved or purchased as aforesaid, and shall drive any cattle, horses, or bogs upon
the lands aforesaid f«" the purpose of destroying the grass or trees ou the said grounds,
or whero they may destroy the said grass or trees, or if any such person or persons
shall knowingly permit his or their cattle, horses or hogs to enter through any of
said inclosures upon the lands of the United States aforesaid where the said cattle,
horses or hogs may or· can destroy the grass or trees or other property of the United
States on the said land, every such person or persons so offending, on conviction, shall
pay a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or be imprisoned not exceeding twelvtJ
months: Provided, That nothing in this act shall be construed to apply to unsurveyed
public lands, and to public lands tmbjectto pre-emption and homestead laws; or to public lands subject to an act to promote the development of the mining resources of the
United States, approved May tenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two. (March 3,
1875.)

TIMBER LANDS IN THE STATES OF CALIFORNIA, OREGON, NEVADA, AND IN WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
[Chapter 151; approved June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89).]

Be it enacted by the Senate autl House of Rep1·esentative& of the United States of America
m Congress assembled, That surveyed public lands of t.be United States within the
States of California, Oregon, and Nevada., and in Washington Territory, not included
within military, Indian, or other reservations of the United States, valuable chiefly
for timber, but unfit for cultivation, and which have not been offered at public sale
according to law, may be sold to citizens of t.he United States, or persons who have
declared their intention to become snell, in quantities not exceeding one hundred and
sixty acres to any one person or association of persons, at the minimum price of two
dollars and fifty cents per acre; and lands valuable chiefly for stone may be sold on
the same terms a timber lands: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall defeat
or impair any bona fide claim nuder any law of the United States, or anthorize the
sale of any mining claim, or the improvements of any bonafide settler, or lands containing gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal, or Jands selected by the said States
U?der any law of the United States donating lands for internal improvements, education, or other purposes: And p1·ovided further, That none of the rights conferred by
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the act approve1l July twenty-si~tb, eighteen hnndred and sixty-six, ~ntitled "An
act granting the ri~bt of way to d1tch and c~nal owners over the public lands, and
for other purposes,' shall be abrogated by t~1s act; a~d all p~t~nts granted shall _be
subject to any vested and accrued w.ater rights, or nghts to d1tc~es and reservous
used in connection with such water n.ghts, as may have been acqmred ?-uder and by
the provisions .o f said act; and such nghts shall be expressly reserved m any patent
issued under this act.
SEC. 2. That any person desiri~g t? availh_imselfoftbe pro.visic-ns.ofthis act shall ~le
with the register of the proper d1stnct a wntteR sta.temel!t m duplicate, ~1?-e. o.f which
is to ue trausmitted to the General Land Office, desiguatmg by legal subdn:-IsiOns the
particular tract of land he 1lesh·es to yur?base, setting forth 'tl: a~ the .same ~s unfit for
eultivation and valuable chiefly fonts ttmber or stone; that 1t IS umnhab1ted; contains no mi~ing or other improvements, except for ditch or canal purposes, where any
such do exist, save such as were rnade by or belong to the applicant, nor, as deponent
Yerily believes any valuable deposit of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal; that
<lcponent has ~ade no other application under this act ; that be does not apply to purchase the same on speculation, but in good faith to appropriate it to his own exclusive
use and benefit; and that be bas not, directly or indirect!~·, made any agreement or
contract, in any way or manner, wit,b any person or persons whomsoever, by which
the title which he might acqnire from the Government of the United States should
inure, in whole or in part, to the benefit of any person except himself; wLich staternent. must be verified by the oat.h of the anplican·t before t.be register or the receiver
(){the laud office within the district where the land is situated; and if any person
taking such oath shall swear falsely in the premises, he shall be subject to all the
pains and penalties of perjury, a.ml shall forfeit the money which he may have paid
for said lands, and all right and title to the same; an<l any grant or conveyance which
be may have made, except in the hands of bona fide purchasers, shall be null and
void.
SEC. :J. That up~Hl the filing of said statement, as provirled in the second section of
this act., the register of the land office shall post a notice of such application, embracing a description of the land by legal l:mbdivisions, in his office, for a period of sixty
<lays, and shall furnish the applicant a copy of the same for publication, at the expense of such applicant, in a newspaper published nearest the location of the premises,
for a like perio<l of time; and after the expiration of said sixty days, if no adverse
-claim Rhall have been filed, the person desiring to purchase shall furnish to the register pf the land office satisfactory evidence, firs~, th.;t said notice of the application
prt·pared by the register as aforesaid was duly published in a newspaper as herein
required; secondly, that the land is of the character contemplated in this act, unoccupied and without improvements, other than those excepted, either mining or agricultmal, and that it apparently contains no valuable deposits of gold, silver, cinnabar,
copper or coal; a,nd upon paymflnt to the proper officer of the purchase-money of said
la!H~, together with the fees of the register and the receiver, as provided for in case of
mimng claims in the twelfth section of the act approved May tenth, eighteen hundred
anu se~e~ty-two, the applicant may be permitt,ed to enter said tract, and, on the
transm1sswn to the Geueral Land Office of the papers and testimony in the case, a
pate!1t shall issue thereon: Provided, That any person having a valid claim to any
portJ.on of the land may object, in writing, to the issuance of a patent to lands so held
by ~1m, stating t.he nature of his claim thereto; and evidence shall be tak"n, and the
Qlents of said objection shall be determined by the officers of the land office, subject
to. al?peal, as in other land cases. Effect shall be given to the foregoing provisions
<>f th1s act by regulations to be prescribed by the Commissioner of the General Lancl
Office.
SEC. 4. That after the passage of this act it shall be unlawful to cut, or cause or
procnre. to b~ cut, or wantonly destroy, any timber growing on any lands of the United
Statc11, 1.11 smd States and Territory, or remove, or cause to be removed, any timber
from .said public lands, with intent to export or dispose of the same; and no owner,
kast~-'.r, or consignee of any vessel, or owner, director, or agent of any railroad, shall
now?ngl:f transport the same, or any .lumber manufactured therefrom ; and any person ~wl.atmg the provisions of t.his section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on
~ onv~etwn, shall be fiued for every such offense a sum not less than one hundred nor
more than ~ne thousand dollars: Provided, That m>thing herein contained shall prev~n~ any ~mer or agriculturist from clearing his land in the ordinary working of his
mmwg cla1m, or preparin~ his farm for tillage, or from taking tb"" timber necessary
to support h~s improvements, or the taking of timber for the use of the United States;
and the penalties herein provided shall not. take effect until ninety days after the passage of this act.
'
SEc. 5. That any person prosecuted in said States and Territory for violating section
two t~wusand four hundred and sixty-one of the Revised Statutes of the United States
wh.o 1s not prosecuted for cutting timber for export from the United States, may be
relieved from further prosecution and liability therefor upon payment, into the court
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wherein said action is pending, of the sum of two dollars ancl fifty cents per acre for
all lands on >vhielt ho shall have cut or caused to be cut timber, or removed or caused.
to be removed the same: P1·ovided, That nothino- contained in this section shall beconstrued a" grant,i ng to the person hereby relie~ed the title to said lands for saifl
payme_nt; but he shall have the right to purchase the same upon the same terms and
eondttwns as other persons, as provided hereinbefore in this act: Andju1·ther provided,
That all moneys collected under this act shall be covered into the Treasury of theUnited States. Ancl section four thousand seven hundred and fifty-one of the Revised
Statutes is hereby repealed, so far as it relates to the States and Territory herein.
named.
SEc. 6. That all acts and parts of acts inconsit;tent with the provisions of this act
ar~ hereby repealed.
The following circular of instructions relative to the preceding act has been issued
by this office :
TIMBER ACT OF JUNE 3, 1878, APPLYING .TO "CALIFORNIA, OREGON,
NEVADA, AND vVAS,H INGTON TERRITORY." ALSO, TIMBER ACT OF SAME
DATE APPLYING TO "COLORADO, NEVADA, AND THE TERRITORIES."
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., A1L!JU8t 15, 1878.
To REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS OF UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
GENTLEME~: The following is a .review of the provisions of the act entitled "An
act for the sale of tir:p.ber lands in the States of California, Oregon, Nevada, and in
\Vashington Territory,' approved June 3, 1878, and of the act approved same date,
entitled "An act authorizing the citizens of Colorado, Nevada, and the Territories to
fell and remove timber on tho imblic domain for mining and domestic purposes," so
far as they relate to tile privilege of cutting and removing timber from the public buds
of the United States, the punishment therefor, or to the protection of"' timber and of
the undergrowth" growing upon tho pub] ic lands. Copies of these acts are annexed.
The fourth section of the first mentioned act provides that "it shall be unlawful to
eut, or cause or procure to be cut, or wnntonly destroy, any timber growing on any
lands of tho United States, in said States and Territory, or remove, or cause to be removed, any timber from said public lands, with intent to export or dispose oftho same;
and no owner, master or consignee of any vessel, or owner, director, or agent of any
railroad, shall knowingly transport the same, or any lumber manufactured therefrom_
Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction, shall be fined for every ~mcb ofl'ence a sum not less than ono hundred
nor more than one thousand dollars." Provision is also embraced in said section that
''the penalties herein provided shall not take effect until ninety days after the passag6
of this act." This section also contains a proviso, as folluws: "And nothing bereiu
contained shall prevent :wy miner or agriculturist from clearing his land in the ordinary working of his mining claim, or preparing his farm for tillage, or from taking
tho timber necessary to support his improvements, or the taking of timber for the us""
of the United States.'' The penalty provided for in this section takes effect after th&
1st du.y of September, 187~, and applies to cutting for any 1mrpose other than that
mentioned in tllis proviso, such as the wanton destruction of timber, or its removal for
export or disposal.
·
In the States and TE'rritory mentioned the efi'ort of the Executive will in the futurebe directed to the proper punishment of parties who may cut for purposes not authorized by the statute under consideration, and to the prevention, so far as practicable,
of fnrtber trespass against the general law.
The :fifth section of the act provides ''that any person prosecuted in said States and
Territory for violating section 2461 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, who
is not prosecuted for cutting timber for export from the United States, may be relieved
from further prosecution and liability therefor upon payment, into the court wherein
Mid action is pending, of the sum of two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) per acre for all
lands on which he shall have cut or caused to be cut timber, or removed or caused tobe removed the same: P1·ovided, That nothing contained in this section sball be con.trned as granting to the person herehy relieved the title to said lands for said pa,yment; but he shall have the right to purchase the same upon the same terms and
conditions as other persons, as provided herein before in this act." This provision is.
applicable alike to cases pending at the time of the passage of the act, and to suoh
eases as have been since or may hereafter be commenced.
Section 5 also contains provision that all moneys collected under this act shall b&
covered into the Treasury of the United States, and section 4751 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, which authorizes tho penalties and forfeitures incurred
1UUler sections 2461 and 2462 of the Revised Statutes to be sued for recovered and
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acco~oted for, under the directio"; of the Secretary of the Navy, is repealed, so far as.
it relates to the11e States and Tern~ory.
"
. .
.
By the provisions of the last-mentwned act all Citizens of the Umted States and other
persons ~ona .fide' re~idents .of the St.ates of Co~orado, Nevada, or either ?f the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Wyommg, Dakota, _Idaho, and M?ntana, andl
all other mineral dist.rict5 of the Umted States, are authonzed and permitted to fell
and remove for building, agricult.ural, mining,. or other d<;>mestic purJ?oses, :_tny timber
or other trees growing or being upo~1 the public lands,. said lands be'ing mmera:l and
not subject. t.o entry under the exis.tmg laws o~ th~ Umted S.tates, excep~ for mmeral
entry in either of said States, Terr1tones, or distriCts of whiCh such citizens may be
at the time bona fide residents, subject to such rules and regulations as the Secretary of
the Interior mav prescrilw for protection of the timber, and of the undergrowth growing upon such lands, and for other purposes." (See page 1057 for this act.)
The first section contains a provision that this act shall not extend to railroad corporations. A copy ofthe rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, for the protection of the timber and of the undergrowth growing upon the
minerallandsof the United States, in compliance with this provision, is printed herewith. The second section of t.llis act makes it the duty of the register and receiver
of any local land ot1iee in whose district any mineral land m:;..y be situated to ascertain
from time t.o time whet.her any timber is being cut ~)r used upon any of tile mineral
lands, except for the purposes authorized by this act, wit.hin their respective bncl
districts; and if so, they at·e rl'.;q uued to notify the Commissioner of the Genera.! Laml
Office of that fact.
These reports will be made by the registers and receivers separately from those relating to any other snbjeet, and will giv<' the details of any violation of the provisions of this act.
Tbe registers and receivers are al !owed all necessary expenses incurred in making
snch proper examinations in regard to viola1.ions of t.he provisions of this act, which
will be paid and allowed them in making up their next quarterJy accounts.
The third section pro\' ides that ''any person or persons who shall violate the -provisions of this act, or any rules and regulations in pnrsnance thereof made by the Secretary of the Interior, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, aud upon conviction·
shall be fined in auy sum not exceeding five hundred dollars, and to which may be
added imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months."
When violations of the provisions of this act are brought to the attention of thi::-t
Office, either by report from the registers and receivers, or by other persons who, as
good citizens, may feel an interest in the protection of the public timber, if tho facts
are deemed sufficient to warrant pro::;ecutions, they will be brought to the artention
of the Department of Justice, that instructions may be given to the proper district
attorney to insl.itute legal proceedings.
·
:RULES AND REGULATIONS PRESCRIBED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR FOR
THE .PROTECTION OF TIMBER, ETC.

Rule~ a.n(il regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior for the protection
of the f.tmber and of the undergrowth growing upon mineral lands of the United States,
not s~bject to entry under existing laws of the United States, except for mineral
entry m the States of Colorado and Nevada, or in the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, 'Vyoruing, Dakota, Idaho, or Montana, and in a,ll other mineral districts
of the United States, in compliance with the provisions of an act approved Jnne :3,
187~, entitled "An act authorizing the citizens of Colorado, Nevada, and the TerritorJes to fell and remove timber on the public domain for mining and domeAtic purposes."
·
With the view to and the intention of preserving the young timber·and undergrowth
npon the mineral lands of the United States, and to the end that the mountaiu sides
may not be left denuded :.~,nd barren of the timber and undergrowth necessary to prevent the precipitation of the rainfall and melting snows in floods upon the fertile
arable lands in t.he valleys below, thus destroying the agricultural and pasturage interests of the mineml and mountainous portions of the country, I do hereby make and
cause to be promulgated, by virtue of the power vestecl in me by the act entitled "An
~t authorizing tho citizens of Colorado, Nevada, and tho Territories (excepting Washmgt~n Territory) to fell and remove timber on the public domain for mining and domestiC purposes," the following rules and regulations:
1. Section 2461, Revised Statutes, is st.ill in force in all of the States and Terri toties
named in the bill, and its pnwisions may be enforced, as heretofore, against persons
trespassing upon auy other than lands which are in fact mineral, or have been withdrawn as such; and in all cases whore trespasses are committed upon the timber
u~n pu~lic lands which are not mineral, the trespassers will be prosecuted under
awd eootwn.
2. It shall be unlawful for any person to cnt or remove, or cause to be cnt or removed,
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fi:om any of the mineral lands of the United States any timber or undergrowth of any

~md whatsoever less than 8 inches in diameter, and any person so ofi'ending shall be

hable to be tined, in compliance with t.he provisions of the third section of said act,
in a:r;ty sum not exceeding five hundred dollars, and to which may be added imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months.
~

~

*

~

Very resp~ctfully>

*

*

*

J. A. WILLIAMSON,
· Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, August 16, 1878.
The foregoing is hereby approved.
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.
Rules 3 and 4 have been revoked.
In so far as the above circular relates to the act of June 3, 1878, entitled "An act
the citizens of Colorado, Nevada, and the Territories to fell and re:r;nove
tiJ?ber on the public domain for mining and domestic purposes," the provisions contamed therein have been modified and rescinded by circular of June 30, 188:J, approved
J n1y 1, 1882. (See "Mineral lands," paragraph 14, page 1057.)
:a~1thorizing

SETTLEMENT OF TRESPASS

BY

PURCHASE OF THE LAND TRESPASSED UPON.

Be it enacted by the Senate. and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That when any lands of the UniteO. States shall have been entered
.and the Government price paid therefor in full no criminal suit or proceeding by or
in the name of the United States shall thereafter be had or further maintained for apy
trespasses upon or for or on account of any ruaterial taken from said lands, and no civil
:tmit or proceeding shall be had orfurthermaintaiued for or on account of any trespasses
. upon or material takenfron: the said lands of the United States in the ordinary clearing
<>f land, in working a mining claim, or for agricultural or domestic purposes, or for
maintaining improvements upon the land of any bona fide sett.ler, or for or on account
<>f any timber or material taken or used by any person without fault or knowledge of
the trespass or for or on account of any timber taken or used without fraud or collusion by any person who iu good faith paid the officers or agents of the United States
for the same or for or on account of any alleged conspiracy in relation thereto : Provided, That the provisions of this section shall apply only to trespasses and acts done
or committed and conspiracies entered int.o prior to March first, eighteen hundred and
seventy-nine: And provided further, That defendants in such suits or proceedings shall
exhibit to the proper courts or officer the evidence of such entry and payment and
.shall pay all costs accrued up to the time of such entry.
SEC. :J. That persons who have heretofore under any of the homestead laws entered
lands properly subject to such entry, or persons to whom the right of those having se
.entered for homesteads may have been attempted to be transferred by bona fide instrument in writing, may entitle themselves to said lands by paying the Government price
therefor, and in no case Jess than one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, and the
.a.mount heretofore paid the Government upon said lands shall be taken as part payment of said price : Provided, This shall in no wise interfere with the rights or claims
o0f others who may have subsequently entered such lands under the homestead laws.
SEC. 3. That the price of Janda now subject to entry which were raised to two dollars and fifty cents per acre, and put in market prior to January, eighteen hundred
.ancl sixty-one, by reason of t.he grant of alternate sections for railroad purposes, is
be~eby reduced to one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.
SEc. 4. This act shall not apply to any of the mineral lands of the United States;
and no person who shall be prosecuted for or proceeded against on account of any
trespass committed or material taken from any of the public Jands after March first,
.eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, shall be entitled to the benefit; thereof.
Approved June 15, 1&!0.
The following circular of instructions has been issued under the above act:
DEPART:\IENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., October 9, 1880.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
GENTLEMEN: In carrying out the provisions of the act of Congress of J nne 15, 1880,
.entitled "An act relating to the public lands of the United States," yon will be gov-erned uy the following instructions supplemental to, and in lieu of, the circular of this
o()ffice of July 17, 1880, which i~ hereby rescinded.
1. The first section of said act provides that when any lands of the United State8
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shall have been entered and the Government price paid therefor, no suits or proceedings on account of trespasses committed thereon prior to March 1, 1879, shall be had
or maintained.
. .
.
2 This section extends to such trespassers the privilege of paymg for the land upon
which the trespass was committed at th~ legal ~ric~ per acre at date of entry..
3. The privilege of purchase under sa1d sectiOn IS J?-Ot confin~d to lan.ds subJeCt to
ordinary private entry, but extends to any lands, not mmeral, subJect to disposal under
existing general laws.
4. No entry can be allowed under this section if the valid subsisting claim of another
person shall have attached prior to the application to purchase.
5. Where lands are plainly subject to ordinary private entry, no special application
to purchase, other than the usual application in cases of private entry, is required in
order to enable the purchaser to avail himself of the benefits of the act.
6. When lands are not plainly subject to ordinary private entry, and application to
purchase the same shall be made with a view to securing the immunity contemplated
by said section, you will require the application to be presented under oath of the applicant, giving a full and detailed statement of all the facts upon which he bases his
claim to purchase. Such sworn statement should be corroborated by the affidavits of
credible witnesses, and you will thereupon forward all the papers in a special letter
to this office, allowing no entry until so directed.
7. Under the second section, duly qualified persons who, prior to June 15, 1880,
entered, under any of the homestead laws, lands properly subject to such entry are
permitted to obtain title by paying the Government price, less the fee and commissions
paid at date of original entry.
8. In allowing entries of this class, you will require proof that the party was twentyone years of age, was a citizen, or had declared his intention to become a citizen of
the United States, and was in other respects entitled to make the entry.
9. When homestead entries, made prior to June 15, 18~0, have been attempted to be
transferred by bona fide instrn men t in writing, the persons to whom such transfers were
made are authorized to obtain title by like payments, and with like deduction of fees
and commissions, as in the case of original homestead parties.
10. In permitting purchases by transferees of homestead rights, you will first ascertain whether the original homestead entry was a valid entry under the homestead laws,
You will then require the instrument in writing by which it was sought to transfer
such homestead ri~ht, to be filed, together with the best evidence attainable of the bona
fide character of the transfer, including the affidavit of the party who seeks to purch~se. You will also require satisfactory proof that the attempted transfer was made
pnor to June 15, 1880.
1.1. You will exercise all possible care in allowing purchases of the above character,
as~~ IS not improbable that fraudulent entries will be attempted, and the proper executiOn of the law will largely depend upon your vigilance and discretion. In cases
wherein you entertain a doubt of the propriety of allow in~ the application to purchase, Y.o~ should refer all the papers to this office, with a full statetnent of facts and
your opmwn.
12. No entry will be allowed under the second section when the original homestead
entry was not a valid entry; nor when an entry under the homestead laws shall have
been made on the same land subsequent to the original entry; nor if the land was embraced in a prior valid entry at the date of such original homestead entry; nor where
adverse legal rights of any character exist at the date of the application to purchase.
1.3. Applications to purchase under the second section will be made on Form No.18,
as m case of ordinary cash entry, and must be accompanied by the receiver's duplicate
homestead receipt; or, if that has been lost or destroyed, by an affidavit setting forth
such fact, and giving the register's and r eceiver's number, and the date of the original
homest ead entry. It must also be stated in the application that the same is made
under t he second section of the act of J nne 15, 1880.
14. Where the duplicate receipt has been lost or destroyed, and the application to
purchase is made by the original homestead party, the applicant must make oath that
he has ? ot transferred nor attempted to transfer his homestead rights under said entry,
nor assigned his right to receive the repayment of the fees, commissions, and excess
payments paid thereon.
15: In each case of an entry under the second section the register will certify to the
re~e1 ver t he amount to be allowed as credit for fees, commissions, and excesses already
paid ; t he applicant first making oath that said fees, commissions, and excess payments
have not been repaid, and that no application for such repayment has been made.
16. Ent ries under the second section will receive current register's and receiver's
nu '1l bers in the regular cash series, and will b~ r eturned in the same manner as in other
C!ises of cash entry, referring, however, in each instance, on your cash abstracts, certdic~tes, and r eceipts, to the date of the act authorizing the entry, the register's and
receiver's number of the original homestead application, and the amount allowed as
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credit for fees and commissions, as follows: "Act June 15, 1880. Original homestead
entry No. - - . Credit for fees and commissions,$-."
17. The m·eas of said homestead entries, having been heretofore reported, will be
deducted from the footings of your cash abstracts, and the aggregate of such entries
will be stated in red ink in your recapitulations.
18. The amount received under said second section will be accounted for by the recei.ver, as in case of other cash sales, except that in his quarterly detailed account he
will note the date of the act opposite each entry of this class, and will state the are ass
in red ink, and will not includ.e the same in his footinrrs. In his recapitula.tion and
in his condensed quarterly accounts-current, he will make a separate entry, as follows:
"Sales under the second section, act of .June 15,1880, $--."
19. Final homestt>ad proof not beiuO' required in these cases, no advertisement or
notice of intention to make final proo~ is necessary, and no final homestead fees are
to be paid or collected.
20. Warrants and. scrip made receivable by law far lands subject to sale at private
entry, or in commutation of homestead or pre-emption rights, and certificates of deposit on account of surveys, will be deemed. receivable for lands purchased under the
second section of act of J nne 15, 1880.
21. The existin~ rule must, however, be observed, that where the value of warrants
or scrip exceeds that ofthe land entered therewith no repayment is authorized, but the
warrant or scrip applied must be fully surrendered. In such case there would be no
claim for repayment on account of the fees and commissions paid on the original homestead entry.
22. The third section reduces to one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre the price
of any lands which were subject to ordinary private entry at two dollars and fifty cents
per acre at the date of the approval of the act, having been doubled in price by reason of
the grant of alternate sections for railroad purposes, and which were put in market at
that price prior to the 1st of January, 1861. Lands which have not been put in market
for sale at ordinary private entry at two dol1arsand fifty cents per acre, or which were
so put in market subsequent to the 1st of January, 1861, are not changed in price uy
this section. You will carefully observe the rule, as to price, thus introduced. By
reference to your official records it will be in your power to ascertain the facts with
regard to auy lands from which to decide as to the applicability of the rule to such
lands. In case of doubt you may correct your records to exhibit the facts by correspondence with this office.
23. You will further observe that, under section 41 none of the provisions of this a.ct
apply to mineral lands, and that no person is entitled to the benefit of any provision
of the enti1·e act who falls within the inhibition named. in this section.
Very respectfully,
C. W. HOLCOMB,
Acting Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

October 15, 1880.
Approved.
C. SCHURZ,
SeC'retar.y.
COMPROMISE.

[Section 3469, Revised Statutes.]

Upon a report by a district attorney, or any special attorney having charge of any
claim in favor of the United States, showing in detail the condition of such claim, and
the terms upon which the same may be compromised, and recommending that it· be
compromised upon the terms so offered, and upon the recommendation of the Solicitor
oi the Treasury, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to compromise such claim
accordingly. But the provisions of this section shall not apply to any claim arising
under the postal laws.

EXTRACTS FROM OPINIONS AND

DECISIO~S.

The following opinions and decisions are published for yoqr information:
1st. Attorney-General Wirt, in an opinion of the 27th May, 1821, holds as follows :
"Independent of positive legislative provisions, I apprehend that, in relation to all
property, real or personal, -which the United States are authorized by the Constitution
to hold, they have all the civil remedies, whether for the prevention or redress of injuries, which individuals possess. (See 3 Wheaton 181.) So the United States, being
authorized to accept and to hold these lands for the common good, must have all the
~eg~l means of protecting the property thus confided to them that individuals enjoy
m like cases. * ... * They are, therefore, in my opinion, entitled to the injunction
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of waste by way of prevention, .an.d to th~ ac~ion of tres~ass by way ~f punishment,
in like manner as individuals, similarly situated, are ent1tled to them.
2d. Attorney-General Tan~y, [~sJ Chief-Justic~ of the United ~ta~es, in an opinion
of 2'td August 1833, cites this opmwn of Mr. Wut, and concurs mIt.
3d. Attorney-General Mason, in a communication of 16th July, 1~45, refers ~o tJ;le
opinion of Attorney-General Nelson, of the ~1th At;~gnst, Hl4:~, and, m concurrmg. m
it states that "when the right of pre-emptiOn extsts, the settler who has compliecl
with the provisions of the act of 4th Septemb~r, ~841, has a _right of o?c?-pancy ~or
twelvo months, within which he may perfect his title b:y- paymg ~he .m1m~~m pnce
of the land. Like the settlers under the armed occupatiOn act, his nght IS mchoate
only; and he has only those rights of p~operty. which .are nec~ssa~y to th.e perfectin~
of his title. He may clear the land, build on It, and mclose It with a VIew to cultivation. For these purposes he may use or destroy any trees which may be necessary,
but within these restrictions, and necessary fire-wood, he is confined."
The penal act of 2d March, 1831, provides "for the punishment of offenses committed
in cutting, destroying, or removing live-oaks and other timber or trees preserved for
naval purposes."
This act of 2d March, 1831, you will find fully considered in the case of the United
States vs. Ephraim Briggs (9 Howard, p. 351), in which the Supreme Court decided
that the said act authorized the prosecution and punishment of all trespassers on
public lands by cutting timber, whether such timber was fit for naval purposes or not.
4th. Judge Nelson in the case of the United States t'8. McEntee, in the United States
district court, Minnesota, October term, 1877, held as follows, McEntee being a settler
under the homestead law:
"The lands can be cleared and timber sold if cut down for the purpose of cultivation; but if the sale and traffic is the only reason for severing the timber, and it is
not done with a view of improving the land, the inteutions of the lawgiver are subverted."
5th. In the case of the United States vs. James A. Smith at the April term, 1882, of
the United States district court for the eastern district of Arkansas, where it was
charged that said Smith unlawfully cut and removed certain timber from lands belonging to the United States in the State of -Arkansas and converted the same into
cordwood and railroad ties, and where evidence was produced to show that he purchased said timber from parties who claimed to own the land upon which it stood,
Judge Caldwell held as follows:
"Persons cutting and removing timber from lands are bound to know that they who
assumed to sell them the timber bad the right to do so, and if they did not, the purchaser is liable to the lawful owner of the timber for its va-lue, and if the trees are
worked up into cord wood or railroad ties, such cord wood and ties are the property of
the owner of the land as much as the trees were, and the owner of the land is entitled
to recover the value of the timber in its new form, in other words, the value of the_
cordwood and railroad ties."

CIRCULARS OF A.. GENERAL CHARACTER,
RELATIVE TO PROTECTING TIMBER ON PUBLIC LAND FROM FOREST FIRES AND FROM
WANTON WASTE AND DESTRUCTION.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Mr.-----,

Washington, D. C., September 19, 1882.

Special Timber Agent :
SIR: The fact having been brought to the notice of thrs Department t;hat extensive
forest fires fr.om time to t.ime, in ~iffereut sections of the country, are destroying vast
amonnts of timber upon the public lands, and no means have heretofore been provided
~y the Government for the purpose of checking or preventing the same and preservmg the public timber from such destruction, you are hereby informed that it will
hereafter be a part of the duty of the special timber agents of the General Land Office
to protect and preserve the public timber from this kind of waste and destruction, as
well from destruction by the woodsman, or from any other source .
. ~ou are, therefore, hsreby instructed to keep yourself fully informed as to the conditiOn of the timber upon the public land in your district, and to use your best endeavors to protect it from waste and destruction from any and all sources ; and to this
end-~ here there are State or Territorial laws for the preeervation of timber-you are
a~thonzed and directed to cooperate with the State or Territorial authorities and t.o
aid and. assist them in enforcing said laws.
Shou.ld ~ou at an~ t ime receive information of any forest fire being in progress in
;your distnct, you will at once proceed to the l<Mality of the same and use all possible
means to check its progress and to extinguish it.
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Should it be necessary to employ asststance in snch a case, and the emergency .be
such that it would be impossible to inform this office of that fact and to receive spemal
instructions, you are hereby authorized to expend a reasonable sum for such purpose,
but you will at once inform this office, by telegraph, of the number of persons so employed and the total probable expense.
One of the most dangerous elements to contend with in case of forest fires, and <?ne
of the principal auxiliaries to t.he spread of the same, is the dry tops of trees w h1ch
parties leave upon the ground after having cut and removed the timber for saw logs
and other purposes. When the tree tops can be profitably cut into wood, the person
cutting such trees on public land-when such cutting is authorized by law-must cut
the tops into wood, or at least cut up and pile the brush in such manner as to prevent
the spread of fires.
A failure on the part of woodsmen to utilize all of the tree that can profitably be
u~ed, and to take reasonable precaution to prevent the spread of fires, will be regarded
by this office as wanton waste, and subject them to prosecution for wanton waste and
destruction of public timber.
Very respectfully,
N.C. McFARLAND,
Comrnissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, September 21, 1882.
Approved.
H. M. TELLER,

Secretary.

FOREST FIRES.
The following public notice relative to forest fires is furnished to special timber
agents, printed on cloth, for posting in conspicuous places in their districts:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 8, 1883.
The attention of the public is ca1led to the fact that large quantities of the public
timber are annually destroyed by forest fires which, in many cases, originate through
the carelessness of hunting, prospecting, and other camping parties, while in some
instances they occur through design.
I take this methocl of warning all persons that hereafter the cause and origin all fires
will be closely investigated, and where the fire is ascertained to have originated through
either carelessness or design the parties implicated will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
Special timber agents are hereby directed to proceed against all offenders under the
local laws of the State or Territory relating to the unlawful setting out of fires in w hieh
the same may occur.
The public generally are requested to aid the officers of the Government in its efforts
to check the evil referred to and in the punishment of all offenders.
. N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
CLASSIFICATION OF MESQUITE AS TIMBER.
[Circular.]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., October 12, 1882.
To REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS OF UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES, AND TO SPECIAL
TIMBER AGENTS OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
GENTliE:l'dEN: The rules and regulations heretofore prescribed in relation to the cutting and removing of mesquite growing and being upon any of the public lands of the
United States-mineral in character-are hereby modified as follows:
The cutting and removing of mesquite is restricted and confined to actual settlers
and bona fide residents of the State or Territory who are citizens of the United States.
The cutt!n~ and removing of mesquite from the public lands of the United Statessaid lands bemg mineral-is permitted for all building, agricultural, mining, and domestic purposes needed in the development and improvement of the homes or mining
interests of such actual settlers, residents, or miners.
It is further permitted that mesquite maybe cut and removed from the public mineral lands for the purpose of selling the same to any actual settler or resident of the
State or Territory.] but only for the uses and purposes hereinbefore described.
The cutting ana removing of mesquite from any of the public mineral lands of the
United States for export from the State or Territory, or by, or for sale to, any railroad
company as a.n article of fuel or rrpair is strictly prohibited; the person or persona so
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offending being liable to civil ru;td criminal prosecutio~ !ls provid~d.by secti.on 3 of the
act approved June 3, 1878, entitled "An act a";lthor1zmg ihe Cit~zens of. Colora~o,
Nevada and the Territories to fell and remove timber on the pubhc domam for mming and' domestic purvoses."
.
.
.
THe cutting and removing of mesqmte from any of the pubhc lands of the Umted
States-non-mineral in character-is strictly prohibited for any purpose, except the
same is to be used in building, fencing, or otherwise improving and cultivating the
land or claim from which the same is cut or removed.
Any person cutting or removing mesquite from non-miner~l public land~ of the
United States except for the purposes and uses above stated, 1s hable to pumshment
therefor under section 2461 Revised Statutes, both civilly and criminally.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissilmer.
DEPARTME:NT OF THE INTERIOR,

October 12, 1882.

The foregoing is hereby approved.

H. M. TELLER,

Se01·etary.

MEASURE OF DAMAGES TO WHICH THE GOVERNMENT IS ENTITLED FOR TIMBER TRES·
PASS.

The following circular relative to the manner of ascertaining the damages to which
the Government is entitled under the several cases set forth, is based upon the decision
of the United States Supreme Court, at its October term, 1882, in the case of Woodenware Company vs. The United States (106 U.S., 432):
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., March 1, 1883.
SPECIAL TIMBER AGENTS, GENERAL LAND OFFICE, - - - :
GENTLEMEN: Respectin&' the measure of damages to which the Government is
entitled in settlement for timber trespass upon the public doma:n, the United States
Supreme Court has recently decided that--1. Where the trespasser is a knowing and willful one, the full value of the property
at the time and place of demand, with no deduction for labor and expense of the
defendant, is the proper rule of damages.
2. Where the truspasser is an unintentional or mistaken one or an innocent purchaser from such a trespasser, the value of the timber at the time when first taken by
the trespasser, or if it has been converted into other material, its then value, less what
the labor and expense of the trespasser and his vender have added to its value,·is the
proper rule of damages•
.3. Where a person or corporation is a purchaser without notice of wrong from a
Willful trespasser, the value at the time of purchase should be the measure of damages .
. You will, therefore, in cases where settlement is contemplated, state the facts and
cucumst~nces attending the cutting and the purchase of the timber, in such clear
and <~efimte manner that the Supreme Court decision, above referred to, can be readily
applied.
In cases where settlement with an innocent purchaser of timber cut unintentionally, through inadvertence or mistake, is contemplated, yon are instructed to report
a.s nearly as possible the damage to the Government as measured by the value of the
timber before cutting.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Comrnissioner.

Approved.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Ma,rch 1, 1883.

H. M. TELLER,
Becretary.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LANI>"0FFICE,
Washington, D. C., April 5, 1883.
To REGISTERS A....~D RECEIVERS UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES, AND SPECIAL AGENTS:
GENTLEMEN : You are instructed to circulate the following notice in your district:
NOTICE RELATIVE

TO

UNLAWFUL INCLOSURES OF PUBLIC LANDS.

In view of the numerous complaints of the unlawful inclosures of public lands for
stock range purposes, and consequent impediment to settlements, all persons are
hereby notified as follows:
The public lands are open to settlement and occupation only under the public land
la.ws of the United States, and any unauthorized appropriation of the same is trespass.
Such trespass is equaliy offensive to law and morals as if upon private property.
The fencing of large bodies of public land beyond that allowed by law is illegal,
and against the right of others who desire to settle or graze their cattle on the inclosed
tracts.
Until settlement is made, there is no objection to grazing cattle or cutti11g hay on
Government land, providt..'<l the lands are left open to all alike.
Graziers will not be a1lowed, on any pretext whatever, to fence the public lands and
thus practically withdraw them from the operation of the settlement laws.
This Department will interpose no objections to the destruction of these fences by
persons who desire to make bona fide settlement on the inclosed tracts, but are prevented by the fences, or by threats or violence, from doing so.
.
The Government will take proper proceedings against persons unlawfully inclosmg
tracts of public land whenever, after this notice, it shall appear that by such inclosures they prevent settlements on such lands by others who are entitled to make settlement under the public land laws of the United States.
Very respectfully,
N.C. McFARLAND,
Conw-1-idsioner.

DEPARTMENT OF THII INTERIOR,
April 5, 1883.
.Appro-ved.

H. M. TELLER,
~'1"etary.

FORMS PRESCRIBED BY THIS OFFICE FOR THE OFFICIAL USE OF
SPECIAL TIMBER AGENTS.
1.
OATH

OF OFFICE.

I, - - - ---,do solemnly - t h a t I have ne-ver voluntarily borne arms against
the United States since I have been a citizen thereof; that I have voluntarily given
no aid, countenance, counsel, or encouragement to persons engaged in armed hostility
thereto; that I have neither sought nor accepted, nor attempted to exercise the functions of, any office whatever, under any authority, or pretended authority, in hostility
to tbe United States; that I have not yielded a voluntary support to any pretended
government, authority, power, or constitution within the United States, hostile or
inimical thereto. And I do further--- that, to the best of my knowledge and ability,
I will support and defend the Constitution of the Unitefl States against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I
take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion;
and that I will well and faithfulcy discharge the duties of the office on which I am
about to enter, so help me GoD.

- .----.

Sworn to and subscribed before-m&thl&--day of _____.,.~.,_D.;.1.88-.
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2.
WEEKLY REPORT.

BepMt o f - - - - , special agent G. L. 0., for week commencing the - - day of
- - , 188-, and ending the-- day of·---, 188-.
"

Nature of bus,iness.

~

Dayofwook.

N arne of place vis-

ited.

~

l

NOTE.- When the nature of business requires a
more extended explanation than the space allotted to each day permits, state same in an
accompanying letter.

Monday---·.
Tuesday ...•.
Wednesday ..
Thursday ...
Friday ••••••
Saturday .•••
. ..

-. -• -••• - • -. 188 '

I, - - - - , a special agent of the General Land Office,
do hereby certify that I have performed the services stated,
and that the above report is correct.

------,

Speci4l A.g~.

(NoTE.-Date, plaoo, and State above.)

3.
VOUCHER FOR BOARD AND LODGING.

(4-158.)
No.

-.J

Received, - - -, 188-, from - - - - , special agent General Land Office,
- - dollars for board and lodging from - - t o - - , 188-, inclusive, -days,
at$- per day.
3-----=.
Name:----.....
Post Office:·- - --...i-,
4.
VOUCHER FOR SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION.

·(4-159.)
No.-.]

Received, - - -, 188-, from - - - - , special agent General Land Office,
dollars for hire of - - horse- and - - wagon, with - - driver, -eluding
~xpen~es, from-- to--, distance - - miles; from . . - to - - , las-:,
mclus1ve, --days, at$-- per day.
~.
N a m e : - - - -..
Post Office) - - - -·-.
-
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5.
VOUCHER FOR MISCELLA..."lEOUS (AUTHORIZED) EXPENDITURES.

(4-160.)
No. -.1
Authorized---, 188-.
Received,----, 188-, from--- ---,special agent General Land Office,
- - - dollars for - - from - - - to - - - , 188-, inclusive, - - days, at $-per day.
.
$--.
Name:----.
Post Office: - - - - .
6.
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION ORDER,

It is not deemed necessary to give the form of transportation order here, as such an
order, to be valid, must first be signed by the honorable Commissioner of the General
Land Office, and the occasion can never arise where it will be necessary or proper for
a special ~gent to draft suoh an order, should his supply be exhausted.
7.
PHYSICIA.J.'ij' 18 CERTIFICATE, IN CASE OF SICKNESS FOR A PERIOD EXCEEDING TWO
CONSECUTIVE DAYS.

(Give post-office address and d a t e : ) - - , - - ,
---,188-.
I hereby certify that I am a regularly practicing physician, and as such rendered
continuous service t o - - - - - - from - - t o - - , 188-, inclusive; and that it
is my professional opinion that he was, in consequence of sickness, unable to attend
to ordinary business from - - - to - - - , 1~8-, inclusive.
----,M.D.
I do certify on oath to the above facts.

------,

Special .Agent.

Sworn to and subscribed before me t h i s - - day o f - - , 188-.

------,

Notary Public.

8.
REPORT OF TIMBER TRESPASS,

It is not deemed necessary to print the form of report here, as all the requirements
are eml:rodied under the head of "Manner of making report of timber trespass,"
pages- tu -.
9.
RELEASE OF TIMBER OR LUMBER.

I, - - - - - , a member of the :firm o f - - - - , do hereby certify that - engaged in the business o f - - ; that-- place of business is at---, county--of---; that during the months of--- and - - · , 18-, ---purchased or became pussessed o f - - , which is now lying at---; that at the time-- said
- - - l..ad no knowledge or information that the same was cut from Government land,
but had taken reasonable precautions to satisfy-- to the contrary, having--now informed, and have satisfied - - that said--- was unlawfully cut from--during the years 18- and 18-, and being desirous of restoring said property to its
rightful owner, and of avoiding any legal proceedings in the premises,-- do hereby
voluntarily relinquish and release to the United States all - - - right, title, and
interest in and to said - - ; and in consideration of said release and the circumstances above set forth - - - ask that - - - be relieved from all further liability in
the premises.

------,
for----.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this - - day o f - - , 188-.
[1-.:AL.)

------.
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10.
PROPOSITION OF SETTLEMEET.

------,

- - - - , 18&-.
Honorable COM'MISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D~ C.,----,--:
SIR: I,
member of the firm o f - - - - - - , engaged in the business
of--, at--.-, county o f - - , in the - - - of---, do hereby. re~resent and
certify that, durmg the months of--- and - - - , 18&-, - - - certam timber consisting o f - - - - , said timber now lying---; and that said timber was cut
from the following described Government lands, and was - - - by - - - under the
following circumstances: - -further certify that the value of said timber in the position and condition it wa.s
in when - - first informed or became aware that the same was cut from Government
land was$-- per--; that at the time it was cut, the value of the same standing
in the tree was$- per--; that the value when felled and cut up into logs was
$ - p e r - - , and the market value of the same at the boom or mill yard was
$ - p e r - - , now informed b y - - - - - - , a special timber agent of your office,
that --liable to - - and - - - prosecution for the value of said timber and
the damages sustained by the Government, the same having been unlawfully cut from
Government land.
As an acknowledgment of the rights of the Government in the premises, and for the
purpose of avoiding litigation, - - - hereby offer to pay unto the United States in
settlement for said - - - the sum of---, being at the rate of $-- per - - - for
said timber, said payment to be made to the receiver of public moneys at---, or
in such other manner as you may direct, within - - days from the date of notification of acceptance of this proposition, and in consideration of such payment, and the
circumstances hereinbefore set forth, I respectfully ask that I be relieved from--or from any further liability in the premises.

----,a

------,

for----.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, - - - - - - , a t ---,this - - day of---,
188-.
[SEAL.]

11.
AFFIDAVIT WHERE LAND IS MINERAL.
I, - - - - , a resident of - - - , county of - - , in the - - - o f - - , do
hereby certify that I am well acquainted with the character of the land described as
--.-,situated in the-- of - - - , upon which it is alleged that - - - - - , a
resident o f - - , county of---, in the--- o f - - , has cut and removed or
caused others to cut and remove timber to the extent of---; that my personal
know ledge of said land is such as to enable me to testify understandingly wit.h rega.rd
thereto; that there is to my certain knowledge within the limits thereof certain veins
or l?des of quartz or other rock in place bearing--- or other valuable mineral deposit; that the said lands are indisputably mineral in character and not subject to
entry under existing laws of the United States except for mineral entry, that said
lands are not solely valuable for the timber thereon, and are unfit for agricultural
purposes or for cultivation.

------.

Subscribed and sworn to before me,--- ·- - - , at - - - , this-- day of---,
188-.
[SEAL.)

------.

12.
AFFIDAVIT WHERE LAND IS NON-MINERAL.

I, - - - - - , a resident of - - , county of - - , in the--- of---, do
hereby certify that I am well acquainted with the character of the land described as
- - , situat~d in the--- o f - - , upon which it is alleged that------, a
resident of - - county of - - , in the - - - of - - , has cut or removed or
caused others to cut and remove timber to the extent of - - - ; that my personal
knowledge of said land is such as to enable me to testify understandingly with regard
thereto; that there is not, to my certain knowledge, within the limits thereof, any
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vein or ~ode of quartz or other rock in place bearing gold, silver, copper or other valuabl~ mmeral deposit; that said land IS indisputably non-mineral in character valuable for--- and subject to entry under existing laws of the United States for---.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, - - - - - - at - - - this --day of---,
188---.
'
'
.
[SEAL.]

-----.
DECISIONS AND OPINIONS.

For decisions and opinions under the stone and timber and timber acts of June 3, 1878,
and generally as to timber on the public lands, see United States Land Laws, general and
permanent, to December 1,1880. "Public Land Commission, chapter 9, pages 95-106;"
also annual Report Commissioner General Land Office, 1880-'81, and also see '' Decisions of the Department of the Interior and General Land Office on cases re3lating to
lands and land claims, from July, 1&;1, to June, 1883," pages 600-640, and especially
circular of General Land Office of June 30, 1882, and modifying circular of March
3, 1883, approved March 5, as to construction of act of June 3, 1878, and as to the act
of March :3, 1875 (18 Stat., p. 482), granting the right to right of way railroads of
taking from the public lands material, earth, stone, and timber necessary for the construction of said railroads.
TIMBER LANDS ON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
TO DECEMBER

1, 1883.

The public domain States and Territories containing timber lands the property of
the Nation, are Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Michigan, Wisconsin, Missouri, Minnesota, California, Oregon, and Nevada, and the Territories of
Dakota, Montana, Washington, Idaho, Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming.
The estimated area remaining December 1, 1883, was about 73,000,000 of acres, exclusive of Alaska. Much of this area is, however, over mineral lands, and eight-tenths
of it lying west of the Mississippi RiYer.
See map of (approximate) area and location of public timber lands facing this pa~.
RECOMMENDATION OF THE PUBLIC LAND COMMISSION.

The Public Land Commission, in its preliminary report of February 25, 1880,
gesting legislation for _the timber lands of the United States, said:

ins~

BALE OF TIMBER.

By the proposed classification of public lands "all lands, excepting mineral, which
are chie:fly valuable for timber of commercial value for sa we(\ or hewed timber, shall
be classified as timber lands."
By this classification all timber-bearing lands which are mineral or agricultural,
and all lands bearing timber which does not possess value for sawed or hewed timber,
are excluded from the classification as timber lands.
Timber lands, as thus defined, comprise a comparatively small area.. In Arkansae,
Louisianal Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida, but little, if any, lands will fall under
the clas!ii1ication.
There may be small areas in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, which shouhl
come under the classification, but the existence of such tracts is a matter of doubt,
and consequently the classification will probably only include lands 'n the TerritoiW8
a.nd Pacific States.
In presenting a proposed law for the sale of timber and the retention of the soil, u
becomes necessary to give, as briefly as may be cousistent with the importance of the
subject, the reasons for the departure from the custom of selling the soiL
The most valuable timber in the Territories, and in the States on the Pacific coast,
grows upon lands possessing very little, if any, value for agricultural purposes.
Large areas of the land in tho Territories and Pacific States are eit.her known or
supposed to be more valuable for minerals than for any other purpose. Where the
mineral character of the land is known, it is, of course, sold as mineral, with no mgard to the 'Value of tiruber.
The rate of r.onsumption and the destruction of timber by fires in the United States
have been so great during the past twenty-five years as to canae alarm, not only on
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the part of thoughtful men at home, but in all countries not producing timber supplies
equal to their wants.
.
.
.
The area of timber land, aecording to the ~lassi:ficatioD;, Is sma11, and Its retention
by the GovE~rnment neither withdraws nor withholds agrwultural lands from settle-

m;~t~ commisswn is of the opinio~ that the :pro~ision for the. sale .of the ~im~er upon
alternate sections only, and reservmg all whiCh IS less than eight mches ill .diameter,
as well as the fee in the soil, will result in the maintenance and reproductiOn of the
forest. The experiment is at least well worth trying.
. .
Referring to the necessit;v for the legislation recommended, or some other, ~t 1s
proper to say that much diffi?ulty is encount~red ii~ tryiJ?g 1~o suppres~ depredatiOns
upon the timber on the public lan<;ls .. The ~hfficul.tt~~ anse from a yan~ty of ca?ses,
chief among whtch has been and stlll1s the Impossibthty of purchasmg, m a straightforward, honest way from the Government ~ither timber or tim ber-bearin~ ~and.B. .
Until a very recent date, no public lands m the States of Arkansa.s, Loms1ana,
sissippi, Alabama, or Florida could be procured in any other manner than by a comphancewith the homestead law. 'l'his condition of the law was the primary cause of thousands of fraudulent homestead entries. It was no uncommon thing for one person or one
firm engaged in the timber or turpentine trade to procure to be made large numbers
of homestead entries with apparently no intention of complying with the law. So
far as relates to the States mentioned this condition no longer exists, as the lands have
all been brought into market under the act of June 22, 1876, and rendered subject to
sale at $1.25 per acre at private entry, and consequently depredations on the timbe1· in
those States have, to a very great extent, ceased.
Until the passage of the act of June 3, 1878, entitled "An act for the sale of timber
lands in the States of California, Oregon, Nevada, and in Washington Territory,"
there was no manner by which timber or timber lands in either of the States or the
Territory mentioned could be obtained excepting by settlement under the homestead
and pre-emption laws, and by the location of certain kinds of sc1·ipt and additional
homestead rights, which eost several dollal'S per acre.
•
Settlements upon timber-bearing lands in the States and Territory mentioned in the
a.ct, under the homestead and pre-emption laws, are usually a mere pretense for getting the timber. Compliance with those laws in good faith where settlements are made
on lands bearing timber of commercial value is Wf\llnigh impossible~ as the lands in
most cases p'ossess no agricultural value, and hence a compliance with the law re- ,
qv,iring cultivation is impracticable.
The commission visited the red-wood producing portion of the State of California, and saw little huts or kennels built of "shakes" that were totally unfit for
human habitation, and always had been, which were the sole improvements made
under the homestead and pre-emption laws, and by means of which large areas of redwood forests, possessing great value, had been taken under pretenses of settlement
and cultivation which were the purest :fictions, never having any real existence in fact,
but of which ''due proof" had been made under the laws.
_In some sections of timber-bearing country where there should be, according to the
":proofs" made, large settlements of industrious agriculturists engaged in tilling the
sml, a primeval stillness reigns supreme, and solitude heightened and intensified by the
grandeur of high mountain peaks, where farms should be according t.o proofs made,
the. my!".h ical agriculturist. having departed after maki~g his '':final proof" by pe1jury,
WbJCh 1s a.n unfavorable commentary upon the operatiOn of purely beneficent laws.
. The law of Jnoe 3, 1b78, is onerous, and ameliorates the condition existing before
Its passage but very little, if any; something further is necessary .
. ~other act was approved on the :~d of June, 1878, ent.itled "An act authorizing the
cft~ens of Colorado and the 'I'erritories to fell and remove timber on the public doroam for ruining and domestic purposes," by the provisions of which settlers and
other persons may take timber for mining and agricultural purposes from mineral
lands.
The provisions of this law, when understood, mean but very little. Timber may be
tli~nf1'om ?ninerallands. Perhaps not one acre in :five thousand in the State and Territo!Ies n~med is mineral, and perhaps not one acre in five thousand of what may be
mllleralis known to be such. The benefit of this law to the settlers is better understood when these facts are known.
The whole subject-matter of existing laws in relation to the sale or disposal of timberbea~ing lands may be briefly stated, as follows:
T1muer lands in the States of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florid-a
may be bought for cash by any persons in any quantities, or may be taken under the
hQillestead anc1 pre-~mptio~ laws. (In effect June :30, 1883.)
J.n such parts of the States of Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Missouri as contam public lands, which are at the same time agricultural and timber lands, the title
may be obtained only under the homestead and pre-emption laws.
There is no way provided by law for disposing of lands which are chiefly valuable
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for timber of commereial value in those States, as it must be conceded by all that the
'homestead and pre-emption laws apply only to lands valuable for agriculture. .
In the States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and in Washington Territory, t1mb~
lands can be bought by certai,n persons, under certain onerous conditions, in quant1r
ties not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres.
.
In the States of Nevada (both the laws approved June 3,1878, are applicable tothiB
State) and Colorado, and in all the Territories except Washington, any person ~ay
cut and remove all the timber he may need for mining and domestic purposes fro!ll
n~in.eralland. This law, strictly observed, would not confer any benefit upo?- one l:U
one thousand of the inhabitants. There is no other law by or under which timber or
timber lands can be procured in the States and Territories last above named.
The population of two States and seven Territories should not longer be c01;npelled
by the laws of the country to be trespassers and criminals on account of takmg the
timber necessary to enable them to exist, as is the condition to-day, and as it has be~n,
according to law, ever since settlements were commenced, or since the policy of selling
lands for cash has been abandoned by the Government.
·.
If the bill proposed by the commission should become a law, timber upon agncultural lands may be taken with the land, under the homestead law; timber or pasturage laud may be taken under the law for sale or pasturage land, and also ~nder
pasturage homesteads; and timber may be taken from any lau~ not classified as t1m ber
or agricultural land by all citizens and others requiring its use. Under the chapt~r of
the act referring specifically to the sale of timber, the timber upon alternate secti<?US
of the timber lands may be bought without the soil. These provisions, together w1t~
the law as it now stands in reference to the States of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama, and }<,lorida, will place all the public timber land of the United States u~der
laws for disposal to persons requiring it, excepting the timber upon alternate se.ctwns
of the lands embraced under the classification of timber lands, and thus make It potr
~ible for all persons, in every part of the country, to get timber or timber land, and
at the same time making some provision for the retention of the timber on a part of
the land and the reproduction of it upon another small portion.
.
• For a thorough discussion of the question, and much valuable information relatn~g
thereto, see the testimony attached to and with the Preliminary Report of the Publio
Land Commission, 668 pages, Ex. Doc. 46, Forty-sixth Congress, second session.
STONE AND TIMBER LANDS.
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ACT OF JUNE 3, 1878.

INDIVIDUAL ENTRY.

lN EFFECT DECBMBER 1, 1883.

[From Regulations of General Land Offioe, October 1, 1880. J

The first, second, and third sections of the act of Congress of June 3, 1878, provide
for the sale of surveyed lands in California, Oregon, Nevada, and in Washington Territory not yet proclaimed and offered at public sale, valuable chiefly for timber and
stone, unfit for cultivation, and consequently for disposal under the pre-emption and
homestead laws. When a party applies to purchase a tract thereunder, the register
and receiver will require him to make affidavit that be is a citizen of the United
States by birth or naturalization, or that he has declared his intention to become a
citizen under the naturalization laws. If native born, parol evidence of that fact
will be received. If not native born, record evidence of the prescribed qualification
must be furnished. In connection therewith, he will be required to make the swon1
statement in duplicate, according to the attached form, No. 4-537, as provided for in
the seco~d section of the act. One of the duplicate statements filed in each is by the
act reqmred to be transmitted to this office, and the registers and receivers will accordingly send up with their monthly returns the duplicate statements to be transmitted
for the month.
':f-'be evi~ence in regard to the pubHcation of notice required to be furnished, in the
thu~ sectiOn of the act, must consist of t.he affidavit of the publisher or other person
bav:mg charge of the newspaper in which the notice is published, with a copy of the
not1ce attacJ;ted thereto, setting forth the nature of his connection with the paper, and
~bat the notice 'Yas d~ly published for the prescribed period. The evidence required
m the same sectiOn w1th regard to the non-mineral character of the land and its unO?c.upied and ~nimproved condition, must consist of the testimony of ~t least two
d1smterested ":ltnesse.s, to the effect that they know the facts to which they testify
from personalmspectwn of the land and of each of its smallest legal subdivisions, as
per form attached, No. 4-371. This testimony may be taken before the register or
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receiver, or any offi?er using an ~fficial seal and authorize~ to administe~ ?aths in the
land district in which the land hes. Upon such proof bemg produced, If no adverse
claim shall have been filed, the entry applied for may be allowed in pursuance of the
provisions of the ac~. The receiver will issue ~is receipt for. the purchase money, ~nd
the re(l'ister his certificate of purchase, numbermg the entry m the regular cash senes.
(Form~ of application, receipt, and certificate are attached, Nos. 4-001, 4-1:31, and
4-189.) The register and receiver will enter the sale on their books, and make the
usual returns therefor to this office, noting on the monthly abstracts, opposite the
entry, and on the entry papers, a reference to the act of Congress under which allowed.
They will forward all the papers in the case with their returns to this oflice, except
the reta.ined duplicate statement filed under the second section of the act, to which
the register will give the same number with the other papers for the entry, and retain
it on the appropriate file with the formal application in his office.
The register and receiver will be entitled to a fee of five dollars each for allowing
an entry under said act, and jointly at the rate of twenty-two cents and a half per
hundred words for testimony reduced by them to writing for claimants, which will
be accounted for as other fees.
If, at the expiration of the sixty days' notice provided for in the third section of the
act, an adverse claim should be found to exist calling for an investigation, t,he register
a.nd receiver will allow the parties a lwaring according to th'e rules of practice.
ENTRY BY AN ASSOCIATION OF PERSONS.

In case of an association of persons making application for such an entry, each of
the persons must prove the requisite qualifications, and their names must appear in
and be subscribed to the sworn statement, as in case of an individual person. They
must also unite in the regular application for entry, which will be made in their joint
names as in other cases of joint cash entry. The forms prm:~cribed for cases of application~ by individ~al persons ~ay be ada~ted for use ~n applicati~ns of this cl,:ss.
FORMS USED IN AND METHOD OF ENTRY OF LANDS UNDER STONE AND TIMBER ACT
OF JUNE

3, 1878.

IN EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

Sworn statement of applicant.
Notice of application. Evidence of posting and publishing.
Testimony of two witnesses, take11. separately.
Cash application by applicant.
Receiver's cash (final) receipt. In duplicate.
Register's cash (final) certificate. In duplicate.
AREA AND QUALITY THAT CAN BE ENTERED.

Act only applies to CaUfornia, Oregon, Nevada, and Washington Territory.
Lande must be valuable chiefly for timber or stone. Citizens, or those who have
declared their intention to become such, can buy 160 acres, or less, at $2.50 per acre.
FORMS USED IN DISTRICT LAND OFFICE.
[Furnished free.)
ENTHY-HOW MADE.

Application to purchase.
[Made at District Land Office, and in duplicate.)

[No. 4-537.]
TIMBEI;'t AND STONE LANDS-ACT OF JUNE

3, 1878.

Sworn statement.
LAND 0FFIU:E AT - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.
to avail myself of the provisions of
the act of Congress of June 3, 1878, entitled ''An act for the sale of timber lands in the
States of California, Oregon, Nevada, and in Washington Territory," for the purchase
of the-- of section--, township - - , of range--, do solemnly-- that I*--;

I,-----, of-- county,--, desiring

• In case the party has been naturalized , or has declared his intention to become a citizen, a certified
copy of his certificate of naturalization or declaration of intention, as the case may be, must be fur·

ni&hed.
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that the said land is unfit for cultivation, and valuable chiefly for its - - ; that i~ is
uninhabited; that it contains no mining or other improvements--; nor, as I venly
believe, any valuable deposit of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal; that I have
made no other application under said act; that I do not apply to purchase the land
above described on speculation.l but in good faith to appropriate it to my own exclusive use and benefit; and that 1 have not, directly or indirectly,' made any agreem~nt
or contract, in any way or manner, with any person or persons whomsoever, by which
the title which I may acquire from the Government of the United States may inure
in whole or in part to the benefit of any person except myself.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this--- day of--, 18-.

------,

NOTICE OF APPLICATION.

Posting and publishing.

Register posts a notice of the land applied for, giving description, in his office fOr
sixty days. Applicant receives a copy for publication in a newspaper nearest the
location of the lands. Must be published for sixty days, and then proof of publication be filed, viz: Affidavit of publisher or foreman of paper in which published,
with copy of notice as published attached. Claimant then produces two witnesees,
whose testimony is taken as to the character of the land, as follows:
[No. 4-3il.]
(The testimony of two witlwsses, in this form, taken separately, ~trlred in each case.)

(May be taken before register and 1·eceiver,

01' before officer with a seal in land district in
whick the land is situated.)

TI:MlmR AND STONE LANDs-ACT OF JUNE

3, 1878.

TestimQny of wit'MIJB.

- - - - - - , being called as a witness in support of the application o f - - - - - to purchase the - - of section - - , township - - , of range - - , testifies as
follows:
Ques. 1. What is your post-office address, and where do you reside 'I
Ans.--.
Ques. 2. What is your occupation 'I
Ans.--.
Ques. 3. Are you acquainted with the land above described by personal inspection
of each of its smallest legal subdivisions 7
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 4. When and in what manner was such inspection made t
Ans. - - .
Ques. 5. Is it occupied; or are there any improvements on it not made for ditch or

oaual purposes, or which were not made by, or do not belong to, the said applicant 'I
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 6. Is it fit for culti-.ation f
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 7. What causes render it unfit fo:r cnlthation t
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 8. Are there any salines, or indications of deposits of gold, silver, cinnabar,
oopper, or coal on this land f If so, state what they are, and whether the springs or
mineral deposits are valuable.
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 9. Is the land more valuable for mineral or any other purposes than for the
timber or stone thereon, or is it chiefly valuable for timber or stone 7
Ans. - - .
Ques. 10. From what fa-cts do you conclude that the land is chiefly valuable for
timber or stone f

Ans. - - - .
Ques. 11. Do you know whether the applicant has directly or indirectly made any
agre~ment o_r contract, in an;v way or manner, with any person whomsoever, by ~hich
~be t1tle wh~ch he may acqmre from the Government of the United States may mure,
m whole or m part, to the benefit of any person except himself¥
Ans. - - .
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Ques. 12. Are you in any way inte!ested ~n this a_Pplica.tion, or in the lands ~b<?ve
described, or the timber or ·s tone, salmes, mmes, or Improvements of any descriptiOn
whatever thereon f
.
.
Ana.--.

.r hereby certify that witness is a person of respectability; that each question and
answer of the forego in rrtestimony was rea.d to-- before-- signed-- name thereto,
311 d that the same wa~ subscribed and sworn to before me this - - day of - - , 18-.

-----,

NoTE.-The officer before whom the testimony is taken should call the attention of
the witness to the following section of t.he Revised Statutes, and state to him that it
is the purpose of the Government, if it be ascertained that he testifies falsely, to
prosecute him to the full extent of the law.
"TITLE LXX.-CRIMES.-CH. 4.

"SEC. 5392.. Every person who, having taken an oath before a competent tribunal,

officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the United States authorizes an oath
to be administered, that hewill testify, declare, depose, or certify truly, or that any
written testimony, declaration, deposition, or certificate by him subscribed is true,
willfully and contrary to such oath states and subscribes any material matter which
he does not believe to be true, is guilty of perjury, and shall be pnnishecl by a fine of
not more than two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment, at hard labor, not more
than five years, and shall, moreover, thereafter be incapable of giving testimony in
any court of the United States until such time as the judgment against him is reversed." [See sec.1750.]
CASH ENTRY NOW ALLOWED.

No adverse claim having been filed, cash entry is now allowed. Reference to the
oot of Congress under which made will be made on office books and abst~acts, and
aJso across the face of the papers.
[No. 4-001.]
CASH APPLICATION.

No. - .

LAJ'I.'D OFFICE AT - - ,

(Date)--, 18-.
I , - - - - , of - - county, - - , do hereby apply to purchase t,he - - of section--, in township --,of range - - containing-- acres, according to the
returns of the surveyor-general, for which have agreed with the register to give at
the rate of-- per acre.

f

------.

I , - - - - , register

of the land office at--, do hereby certify that the lot
above. described contains-- acres, as mentioned above, and that the price agreed
npon 1s - - per acre.
- - - - , RegisfRr.

[No. 4-131.]
RECEIVER'S CASH RECEIPT.

( Is81.ted in duplicate, one for applicant and orw for the files.)

No.--.

. RECEIVER'S OFFICE AT - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.

Received from - - - - , of-- county, - - , the sum of-- dolla.rs and - cents; being in full for the-- quarter of section No.--, in township No.-- of
range No.--, containing-- acres and-- hundredths, at$-- per acre.
'
- - - - - - , Receiver.

$--.
[No. 4-189.]

REGISTER'S FINAL OR CASH CERTIFICATE.

(Issu-ed in duplicate, one for purchaser and one for the files.)

No.--.

LAND

OFFICE A T - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.

It is hereby certified that, in pursuance of law, - - - - - , of-- county, State
oi --, on this day purchased of the register of this office the lot or - - of section
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No.--, in township No.--, of range No.--, containing-- acres, at the rate
of-- dollars and - -· cents per acre, amountin$ to - - dollars and - - cents, for
which the Baid--- - - - ha- made payment m full as required by law.
.
Now, therefore, be it known that on presentation of this certificate to the Commissioner of the General Land Office. the s a i d - - - - - shall be entitled to receive a
patent for the lot above described.
•
- - - - - - , Register.
The papers are now [at end of month] transmitted to the General Land Office for
approval and patent.

TIMBER CULTURE.
[See Chapter XXIV, pages 360-362, 1289.)

To

JUNE

30, 1882.

Under the several timber-culture acts from March 3, 1873, to June 30, 1882, there
have been 90,757 original entries made, containing 13,657,146.47 acres; 165 final entries,
containing 23,371.12 acres, have been made.
Mr. Commissioner McFarland, in his annual report for 1882, speaking of the timberculture acts, says:
The utility of the timber-culture law as an inducement to the cultivation of trees
that would not otherwise be planted has sometimes been questioned, since settlers
under the homestead law in treeless regions find it one of the necessities of the situation to set out and cultivate trees, and their interest to do this is a usual guaranty
that it will be done. At the same time, I am not inclined to recommend the repeal
of a law of so beneficent an intention as the timber-culture act. But I deem it incumbent upon me to refer to the abuses to which it is subject.
This act does not operate in the five Southern public-land States, except a few
entries in Arkansas.
AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES. ·

See page 683 for Mr. Commissioner McFarland's recommendations as to this law,
of date February 11, 1883, also showing abuses of it; also see page 681; see also
''Timber-Culture" Decisions of the Department oft be Interior and General Land Office
from July, 1&n, to June~ 1883;" see also title "Timber or Timbet-Cultnre," page 95;
"General and Permanent Land Laws, 1880," and Annual Reports of Commissioner of
the General Land Office for the years 1873, '74, '75, '76, '77, '78, '79, 'SO, and '81.
AREA ENTERED UNDER TIMBER-CULTURE LAW.

From 1873 to June 30, 1882, 90,757 individual entries were made under this law, containing 13,657,146.47 acres, an area about equal to the total surface of the States of
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Delaware. During this time but
165 entries have been consummated, containing 23.571.12 acres.
This act bas been denounced by officerR charged with its execution, and by special
examiners, as one generally used for the benefit of fraudulent enterers and grabbers.
Its practical utility is questionable, and thus far it has been used mostly by speculators
intent on acquiring large tracts of public lands. This law, in practice, is not for the
real benefit of the actual settler or the nation.
·

Statonumt showing tlte numbe-r of tim be-r-aultm·e entries, with a?'eas, made -in each State and Tf!M'itm·y under the timber-cultu1·e act of March 3, 1873, and
June 14, 187tl, to June 30, 1882, incluswe.
(See page 1290.]

~
t-4

1873.

States and Territories.

~

No. of
entries.

A .
m:es.

1874.

No. of
entries.

A

1875.

cres.

No. of
entries.

A

1876.

cres.

No. of
entries.

A

1877.

cres.

No. of
entries.

A

1878.

cres.

~

No. of
entries.

Acres.
1-------

0 Arizona. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
196. 51
2
320. 10
10
t-4 Arkansas.....................................................................................................
3
H California.........................................
2
329. 75
59
8, 878. 00
195
29, 065. 53
136
H Colorado..............................................................
17
2,272.24
27
3,453.82
45
H Dakota...........................................
24
3, 560. 00
865 124, 997.29
451
61, 969.75
842
Idaho .................................................................
2
180.83
21
2,583.25
17
Iowa ..............................................
1
145.90
33
3,816.05
92
9,127.52
99
K ansas . . . .. . ... . .. .... .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . ..
60
9, 642. 17
1, 954 282, 479. 07
1, 265 168,269. 06
1, 354
Minnesota........................................
95
14,710.15
804 113,131.63
499
63,673.73
1, 070
Montana. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .
Nebraska.........................................
137
21,858.07
2,164 312,712.09
1, 061 130,894.26
834
Nevada.......................................... ........ ............. ........ ............ ........ ............ ..... . ..
New Mexico..................................................................................................
7

%~~\~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: -----~- -----~8~:~~Washington . .. • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • .. • • • • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . ..

22
1

2, 482. 22
80.00

31
1

3, 324. 14
130.47

5, 923

851, 225.99

a, 652

473,694.31

1~

54
1

1, 197. 15
21
2, 440. 00
11
1, 600. 00
231.92 .....
. .............................. .
20, 524. 33
75
10, 586. 05
60
8, 029. 42
6,514.22
28
3,343.33
125
17,436.73
119,835. 23
476
68, 266. 92
3, 769
579, 804. 04
1,973.89
52
7,035.91
158
22,169.53
8,563.42
59
4,791.56
89
7,535.47
185, 596. 43
1, 666 238, 020.44
4, 031
593,295. 17
140,126.30
561
76,021.53
2, 693
377,017.78
.. . . . . . . . . . .
3
398. 59
9
960. 00
106,499.74
706
90,812.90
1, 408
195,306.68
............
2
240.00
5
600.00
1,128.00 ........ ............
2
320.00

1,~~~J~

1~

Wyoming........................................ ........ ..... .. .....
---1-----1----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Total.......................................

819

50,246.04

4, 488

2,~~~:~b

1~:~Z:~~

1ag
5, 374. 28
148
19, 746. 75
562
· 78, 237. 00
160.00 ..............•.........•.....•••.•....•

599, 917.97

3, 819

524,551. 85

----

13,061 1, 902,038. 03

. tj

~

~

c

0

t'4

~

~t;rj
t;l

z~
~
~

t;l

r:n.
~

0

~

0

zt;l
t1i

_o

....

~
......,.
0

00

c:.c

......

Statmnent showing the nu:rnber of tirnber-cultu1·e ent1·ies, with areas, made in each State and Ter·rito1·y, 9'"c.-Continued.

0

c..o

0

REC.A.PI'l'UL.A.TION.

1880.

1879.

1882.

1881.

Final entries.
Original entries.

States a.nd Terri·
to des.
No. of
entries.

±~:~:la~· ~: :~::::: ~::

California.............
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Da.kotn... .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iowa.................

Kansas...............
Lonisi!Ula.. .. . . . . ... ..

Acres.

No. of
entries.

Acres.

No. of
entries.

Acres.

No. of
entries.

Acres.

No. of
entries.

Acres.

..... ~~ ...... ~·-~~~: ~~- ...... ~- ....... :~:: ~~- ······6· ···· ·· ·76o." oo· ·· ·· ··9· ····· i; 352~ 77 ·I:::::::: ::::::::::::
112
121
4, 675
162
73
7, 776
1
1, 847
27
3, 183
1
14
117
20
479

14,458.81
16, 142. 03
728,687. 83
22, 013. 93
6, 577. 67
1, 167, 582. 77
80.43
257, 642. 50
3, 134. 20
465, 968. 94
160. 00
1, 891. 93
17, 046. 59
2, 328. 93
68, 506. 10

99
214
5, 575
181
57
289
1
309
61
3, 202
5
24
482
35
893

12,120.31
30, 302.14
868,748.39
23, 300. 04
4, 714. 05
408, 261. 74
40. 00
123,735.36
6, 835. 32
475, 275. 87
560.00
2, 887.95
73, 061. 66
4, 044. 05
134, 637. 65

Minnesota............
Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nebraska . . . . ... . .. . .
Nevada...............
New Mexico..........
Oregon...............
Utah . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Washington..........
Wisconsin............ . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . .. . . . .
Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
240. 00
Total........... 18, 629

2, 775, 502. 66

201
195
5, 133
224
55
1, 924
19
1,168
131
1, 682
7
16
212
35
540
1
5

24,538.28
306
39,882.99 . . . . . . . . .•.•.... .. . .
26, 473. 31
329
47,436. 05
1
160. 00
868, 400.36
9, 368 1, 446, 532. 34
4
521.68
28, 680. 26
272
33, 965. 61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
3, 644. 25
82
6, 235. 62 . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .
268, 575. 09
1, 933
273, 053. 55
71
9, 915. 52
2, 293.40
7
1, 004.02 . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
167,582. 16
1, 220
176,741.42
21
2, 998.50
16, 535. 20
266
35,409. 94 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240, 306,94
2, 806
298, 520.11
68
9, 975.42
1, 040. 00
10
1, 520. 00 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
2, 039. 26
24
3, 351.99 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..•...
31, 176.40
590
88,038.77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•....
3, 921. 52
32
3, 831. 7l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
77, 008. 62
603
87, 524. 76 . • • . . . . . . . • • . . . •. . . .
40. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. ••.
784. 30
20
2, 284. 44 . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . • . .

No. of
entries.

i~

1, 245
1, 001
31,178
1, 089
640
22, 252
28
10,266
497
17, 183
30
87
1, 570
137
3, 332
1
30

Acres.

~: ~~~: ~~

Final entries.
No. of
entries.

Acres.

1:::::::: ::::::::::

168,413. 53, ...••....••••.••..
153, 373.87
1
160. 00
4, 870,802. 15
4
521.68
141, 903. 25 .••......••...•.••
55,151. 51 .••••... •. ...•••.•
3, 594, 775. 49
71
9, 915. 52
3, 417.85 ..•..•...•.•...•..
1, 510,382.56
21
2, 998.50
63,273. 25 ...............••.
2, 338,155.60
68
9, 975.42
4, 120.00 ...........•......
11,619.13 ..•.....••••••••..
232, 95L 86 .••••.•..•••...••.
16, 144. 59 ..•.•....•••••..••
476, 841.52 ..........••..•.•.
40.00 ..••••..•••••..••.
3, 679. 21 .•.•....•••••..••.

------,--,-----------------

11, 435

2, 169, 484. 18

DEP.A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

11, 554

1, 763, 799. 35

~~~877

2, 546, 686. 09

165

23, 571.12

90, 757 13, 657, 146. 47

165

Washington, D. 0.

23, 571.12
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TIMBER CULTURE ENTRIES-HOW MADE, AND FORMS.
FORMS USED IN TIMBER-CULTURE ENTRIES.
[Furnished free at district land offices.]
IN EFFECT DRCEMBER 1, 1883.

IN FIRST INSTANCE, OR ORIGINAL ENTRY.
Application of person, with register's certificate.
Affidavit of applicant.
Non-mineral affidavit of applicant.
Receiver's receipt in duplicate.
FINAL ENTRY.
Final affidavit by claimant.
Proof testimony of claimant.
Prooftestimony of witnesses, two taken separately.
Receiver's final receipt, in duplicate, one for claimant, one for files.
Register's final certificate, in duplicate, one for claimant, one for the files.

ENTRY CAN BE MADE BY WHOMf
By any person, a citizen, or who has declared his or her intention to become such
above the age of twenty-one years. The head of a family or a single person, male or
female, or a widow, or a woman the head of a family by reason of desertion by her
husband.

CIRCULAR INSTRUCTIONS RELATIVE TO ENTRIES UNDER. THE TIMBER
CULTURE LAW.
lN EFFECT

DECE~lliER

1, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LA::t\TJ> OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 20, 1883.
To REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS:
GENTLEMEN: You are instructed to deliver to applicants for land under the timberculture act a copy of this circular, and to especially call the attention of the applicant
to the requirements of the law under which the application is made.
RESIDENCE OF APPLICANT.
1. The applicant must in every case state in his application his place of actual residence,

a~d the post-office address to which notices of contest or other proceedings relative to

his entry shall be sent.

SECOND FILINGS AND ENTRIES .
.2. ~party making a legal filing or entry under any one of the foregoing acts exhausts
h1~ r1ght under that act and cannot thereafter make another :filing or entry under
said act.
ALTERATIONS IN APPLICATIONS.

?· Applications to amend filings or entries should be filed with the register andreceiv~r and be by them transmitted for the consideration of this office. Registers and
receivers will not change an entry or filing so as to describe another tract or change a
date after the same has been recorded.
RELINQUISHMENTS.
4. Entries and filings made for the 1mrpose of holding the land for speculation and
the sale of relinqui~hments are illegal and fraudulent, and every effort in the power of
the Government Will be exerted to prevent such frauds and to detect and punish the
perpetrators.
5. The first section of the act of May 14, 1880, provides that when a pre-emption,
~omestead, or timber-culture claimant shall file a written relinquishment of his claim
m the land office, the land covered by such claim shall be held as open to settlement
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and entry without further action on the part of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.
6. This act refers to bona fide relinquishments of bona fide entries. An entry fraudulent in its inception is not an entry capable of being relinquished. It is an entry to
be canceled upon a proper showing of the facts and circumstances of the case, whereupon the land will become subject to proper entry by the first legal applicant.
7. Purchasers of relinquishments of fraudulent filings or entries should understand
that they purchase at their own risk so far as the United States is concerned, and
must seek their own remedies under local laws against those who, by imposing such
relinquishments upon them, have obt,ained their money without valuable consideration.
THE TIMBER-CULTURE ACT.

60. A. timber culture applicant is required to make oath that his entry is made for
the cultivation of timber and for his own exclusive use and benefit; that he makes
the application in good faith and not for the purpose of speculation, nor directly or
indirectly for the use or benefit of any other person or persons whomsoever; and that
he intends to hold and cultivate the land and to wholly comply with the provisions
of the act.
61. Claimants under the timber culture act will be held to a strict compliance with
the terms and conditions of the law.
.
62~ - Not more than one-quarter [or 160 acres] of any section can be entered under
this act.
63. Where 160 acres are taken, at least five acres must be plowed within one y ear
from elate of entry. The following, or second year, said five acres must be actually
cultivated to crop or otherwise, and another five acres muet be plowed. The third
year the first five acres must be planted to trees, tree seeds, or cuttings, and the second
five acres actually cultivated to crop or otherwise. The fourth year the second five
acres must be planted to trees, tree seeds, or cuttings, making, at the end of the fourth
year, ten acres thus planted to trees.
64. Perfect good faith must at all times be shown by claimants. Trees must not
only be planted, but they must be protected and cultivated in such manner as to promote their growth.
65. Final proof may be made at the expiration of eight years from date of entry.
It must be shown that for the said eight years the trees have been planted, protected,
and cultivated as aforesaid; that not less than 2,700 trees were planted on each of
the ten acres, and that at the time of making proof there are growing at least six
hundred and seventy-five (675) living thrifty trees to each acre.
66. Where less than one quarter-section of land is entered, the same proportionate
amount of plowing, planting, and cultivation of trees must be done as required in
entries of 160 acres.
67. If the trees, seeds, or cuttings are destroyed in any one year they must be replanted. A. party will not be released from a continued attempt to. promote the actual
growth of timber or forest trees. A. failure in this respect will subject the entry to
cancellation.
68. Only an applicant for the land under the timber-culture or homestead laws can
institute a contest under the third section of the act of 1878.
69. Contestants have a preference right of thirty days after cancellation in which
to make entry of the land.
70. The Government will at any period, upon proper application to contest, or upon
its own information, investigate alleged fraudulent or illegal timber-culture entries,
or alleged failure to comply with the law after entry, and such entries will be canceled
upon sufficient proof either of illegality or failure to comply with the law.
71. The land-office fee for an [original] entry of more than 80 acres is $14; for 80
acres or less, $9.
CAUTION TO APPLICANTS.

Persons making filings or entries under the homestead, pre-emption, or timber-culture acts are cautioned that the laws authorize entries to be made only for the use
and benefit of the party making the same, and that entries or filings are not allowed
by law to be made for the benefit of others nor for speculation, but all entries mnst
be made in good faith, and the reg_uirements of law must be honestly and faithfully
complied with.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFA.RLAND,
·

Commissioner.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

March 20, 1883.

Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Secreta1·y.

DUTIES OF REGISTER IN TIMBER CULTURE ENTRIES
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Sections 2246, 5392, 5393, 5440, and 5479, R~vised Statutes, provides for oaths and
, penalties, and are published in full in the circular.
·
WHAT LANDS CAN BE ENTERED.
The act of March 3, 1873, provided that an entry could be made on any quarter section of the public lands.
The act of June 14, 1878, existing ~aw, provides that lands ca~ be en.tered for the
cultivation of timber which are prame lands or other lands devoid of timber, as the
several chapter herein show. T~ere ar~ special laws for. the disposal of desm·.t lar~;ds,
saline lands town sites on the pubhc dommn, and lands whiCh are unfit for cultivatiOn
and valuabie chiefly for timber or stone.
DUTIES OF REGISTER AND RECEIVER IN TIMBER-CULTURE ENTRIES.
(From General Land Office circular of October 1, 1880.]
lN EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.

The following regulations are prescribed pursuant to the fifth section of the act of
June 14, 1878, viz:
I. The register and receiver will not restrict entries under this act to one qua.rter
section only in each section, as was formerly done nuder the acts to which this is
amendatory, but may allow entries to be made of subdivisions of different quarters
of the same section, provided that each entry hall form a compact body not exceeding
160 acres, and that not more than that quantity hall be entered in any one section.
Before allowing any entry applied for, they will, by a careful examination of the
plat and tract books with reference to any previous entry or entries within the limits of
the same section, satisfy themselves that the desired entry is admissible under this rule.
2. When they shall have satisfied themselves that the land applied for is properly
subject to such entry, they will require the party to make the prescribed affidavit and
to pay the fee and that part of the commissions payable at the date of entry, and the
re?eiver will issue his receipt therefor, in duplicate, giving the party a duplicate receipt. They will number the entry in its order in a separate series of numbers, unless
they have already a series under the acts to which this act is amendatory, in which
cas~ they will number the entry as one of that series; they will note the entry on
t~e1r records and report it in their monthly returns, sending up all the papers therein,
With an abstract of the entries allowed during the ·month under this act. If the affidaYit is made before a justice of the peace, which the act admits of, his official character and the genuineness of his signature must be certified under seal.
3. When a contest is instituted, as contemplated in the third section of the act of
June 14,1878, tbe contestant will be allowed to make application to enter the land.
The register will thereupon indorse on the application the date of its presentation,
and will make the application and the contestant's affidavit setting forth the grounds
of. c~ntest the basis for further proceeding, these papers to accompany the report submittmg the case to the General Land Office. Should the contest result in the cancellation of the contested entry tbe contestant may then perfect his own, but no
preference right will be allowed under this section unless application is made by him
at date of instituting contest. Bnt reference is here made to the subsequent act of
Congress, approved May 14, 1880, the provisions of which allowing preference rights
apply to timber-culture entries as well as to homesteads and pre-emptions.
4. The fees and commissions in this class of entries the receiver will accDlmt for in
the :usual :nann~r, indicating the same as fees and commissions on timber-culture
entnes, wh1ch w1ll be charged against the maximum of $3,000 now allowed by law.
5. In a\! cases under this act it will be required that trees shall be cultivated which
sha,U be 01 the classes included in the term "timber," the cultivation of shrubbery and
frmt trees not being sufficient. (See classes of trees before mentioned.)

•

*

*

~

*

*

FORMS USED IN FIRST INSTANCE.
ORIGINAL ENTRY .

.Applicant need not appear at the Dist1·ict Land Office; residence on the land is not requisite.
APPLICATION OF CLAIMANT.

[No. 4-009. ]
TIMBER CULTURE-ACT OF JUNE

14, 1878.

Application No. - - .
I , - - - - , hereby apply to enter, under the provisions of the act of June 14,
1878, entitled "An act to amend an act entitled' An act to encourage the growth of
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timber on t?~ Western prairies,'" the-- of section--, in township--., of range
- - , contammg - - acres.
LAND OFFICE .AT - - -1

(Date)-- 18-.

·

I, - - - - - - , register of the Land Office, do hereby certify that the above application is for the class of lands which the applicant is legally entitled to enter und~r
the provisions of the timber-culture act of June 14, 1878; that there is no prior vahd
adverseright to the same, and that the land therein described, together with the lan~s
heretoforeentered underthis act and the acts Of which this is amendatory in the said
section, does not exceed one-quarter thereof.
- - - - - - , Register.
Applicant files the following :
[No.4-073.]
TIMBER CULTURE-ACT OF JUNE

14, 1878.

Can be taken before Register or Receiver, or before officer with a seal, authorized to administer oaths.
Affidavit.
LAND OFFICE AT - - - ,

(Date)--, 18-.
filed my application No.--, for an entry under the pr()visions of an act entitled ''An act to amend an act entitled 'An act to encourage the
growth of timberon the Western prairies,'" approved June 14, 1878, do solemnly-that I am the head of a family [o1· over twenty-one years of age], and a citizen of the
United States [or have declared my intention to become such]; that the section of land
specified in my said application is composed exclusively of prairie lands, or other la1'lds
devoid of timber; that this filing and entry is made for the cultivation of timber, and
for my own exclusive use and benefit; that I have made the said application in good
faith, and not for the purpose of speculation, or directly or indirectly for the use or
benefit of any other person or persons whomsoever; that I intend to hold and cultivate the land, and to fully comply with the provisions of this said act; and that I
have not heretofore made an entry under this act, or the acts of which this is amendatory.

I------, having

Sworn to and subscribed before me this-- day of--, 18-.
With his affidavit must be filed aNON-MINERAL AFFID.AVIT.

Can be sworn to before Register or Receiver, or any officer 1oith a seal, authorized to admi'nl
ister an oath.
See page 694 for form.
RECEIVER'S RECEIPT.

The receiver issues the following receipt, in duplicate, one for the :files and one for
the applicant:
[No. 4-142.]
Receiver's receipt.

Receiver's receipt, No.-. Application, No.-.
RECEIVER'S OFFICE, - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18--.
Received of - - - - - - the sum of-- dollars - - cents, being the amount of.
fee and compensation of register and receiver for the entry of-- of section - - , in
township - - , of range - - , under the first section of the act of Congress approved
June 14, 1878, entitled "An act to amend an act entitled 'An act to encourage the
growth of timber on the Western prairies.'"
$-.
- - - - - , Receiver.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTESTS.
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TIMBER-CULTURE CONTESTS.
IN EFFECT DECEM.BER 1, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. G., February 13, 1883:.

TO

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

GENTLEMEN: By circular letter of this office dated December 20, 1882, your attention was called to the provisions of section 3 of the timber-culture act of June 14, 1878,
and it was therein announced t hat on the 14th of November, 1882, the honorable
Secretary of the Interior held, in Frank Bundy's appeal-Oberlin, Kans.-that said
statute restricts contests against a prior timber-culture entry to one who seeks to
enter the land covered thereby under the homestead or timber-culture laws, and that
in the absence of such application to make entry there is no right of contest, nor does
a preference right attach under section 2 of the act of May 14, 18eO. You were therefore directed to dismiss all contest suits then pending in your respective offices against
timber-culture entries coming within the purview of said decision, and informed that
the filing of the application aforesaid is a condition precedent to the right of contest
under said section 3 of said act of June 14, 1878, and that the party so applying must
be qualified to make an entry.
On the 2d instant the honorable Secretary of the Interior, in the case of Albert L.
Bartlett vs. Edwin Dudley-Visalia, Cal.-among other things, held as follows:
"Further consideration confirms me in the opinion that the decision in the case of
Bundy was a correct interpretation of the third section of the act of 1878, as respects
a contestant, and that it is not inharmonious with the second section of the act
of 1880.
order, however, that a contestant whose contest has been or hereafter
may be dismissed, for failure to fil e an application to enter the contested tract at the
date of ~nitiating his contest, may yet have opportunity for entering it, under a valid
P.roceeding, I know of no objection to his initiation of a new contest with an applicatiOn to enter the tract; or that, in such case, in order to the saving of expense and
delay, t~e parties may stipulate, in writing, that the testimony formerly taken may
be used m the new contest, with such ·other testimony as they may see fit to submit.
The new contest will, of course, be subject to any intervening right initiated prior
thereto and, in view of the time which has elapsed since the initiation of the former
contest, ~hould receive your early consideration.''
You w11l post a copy of this circular in some conspicuous place in your respective
offices, and, in cases arising, be .governed in accordance with the above provisions.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McF.A.RL.A.ND,
Commissioner.
Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.

In

TIMBER CULTURE.
FORMS IN CASES OF CONTEST.

Many defects and considerable irregularity having heretofore prevailed in the matter of ~otices served and affidavits filed in contests against timber-culture entries, the
fo~owmg forms have been adopted and are the only ones now in use in contests against
thlB class of entries:
[4-346.]

[Notice.-Timber cultu.re.]
U. S. LAND OFFICE,

---,188-.

Co~plaint having been entered at this office by - - - - against - - - - -

for failure to comply with la w as to timber-culture entry No. - - - , dated-.- - ,
18-, upo~ the - - - , section - - - , township - - - , range - - - , i n - - - county,
- - , With a view to the cancellation of said entry; contestant alleging that - - - - , the said parties are hereby summoned to appear at this office on the - - - day
of.--, 188-, at - - o'clock - - m. , to r espond and f urnish testimony concerning
Said alleged failure .
. NoTE.-The fact and date of service upon the timber-culture claimant should be
mdorsed on t his notice, and publication must be resorted to where personal service
cannot be had, and that fact is established by an affidavit that, after using due diligence, it has been found impossible to make personal service upon the claimant.
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[ 4-090.]
Affidavits to be filed before contest of timber-culture entry.

U; S. LAND OFFICE,
---,188-.
Personally appeared before me, - - - - - - of the land office, - - - - - - of
---county, State of---, who upon his oath says: That he is well acquainted
with the tract of land embraced in the timber-culture entry o f - - - - - - No. - - - ,
made - - - , 18-, - - - and kuows the present condition of the same; also that the
said - - - - - - , * and this the contestant is ready to prove at such time and place
as may be named by the register and receiver for a hearing in said case; and he therefore asks to be·allowed to prove said allegations, and that said timber-cultuTe entry,
No.--, may be declared canceled and forfeited to the United States-he, the said
contestant, paying the expenses of such hearing.

Sworn to and subscribed the day and year above written before
Also appeared at the same time and place - - - - - - , and - - - - - - , who,
being duly sworn, depose and say: That they are acquainted with the tract described
in the within affidavit of - - - - , and know from personal observation that the
statements therein made are true.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this - - - day o f - - , 188-.

INS'l'RUCTIONS

FOR

MAKING

FINAL PROOF ON TIMBER-CULTURE
ENTRIES.

[Under acts of Congress to encourage the growth of timber on Western prairies.)
IssUED

FEBRUARY

1, 1882. IN

EFFECT DECEMBER

1, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., Febt·v,at·y 1, 1882.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS OF UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
GENTLEMEN: Your attention is called to the following regarding timber-culture
entries under the several acts of Congress and the manner in which final proof may
be made:
The act of March 3, 1873 (17 Stat., 605), entitled "An act to encourage the growth
of timber on the Western prairies," provided that any person might make an entry
under that act on any quarter-section of the public lands.
Entries under that a6t were not restricted to heads of families, persons twenty-one
years of age, citizens, or those who had declared their intention of becoming citizens
of the United States.
Persons making entries under said act were required to plant, protect, and keep in
a healthy growing condition for ten (10) years forty acres of timber on the qnartersection entered. The trees were to be not more than twelve (12) feet apart each way.
Only one-quarter of any section could be entered. Entries were to be made for the
cultivation of timber. Final proof could be made at the expiration of ten (10) years
from the date of entry or at any time within three (3) years thereafter.
In making final entry under this act the party, or, if he be dead, his heirs or legal
representatives, must "prove by two credible witnesses that he, she, or th<'y have
planted, and for uot less than ten years have cultivated and protected," the quantity
and character of timber above mentioned.
The act of March 13, Ul74 (18 Stat., 21), was an act amendatory of, and, fro m said
March 13, 1874, a substitute for, the act of March 3, 1873. All timber-culture ''otries
made between March 13, 1874, and June 14, 1878, were made under the act of 1874.
This act provided that citizens of the United States, or persons who had declared
their intention of becoming citizens, aud who were heads of families or had arrived
at the age of twenty-one years, could make snch entries.
Entries were to be made for the cultivation of timber.
*Here state that tho clnimrnt did not Jjerform certain acts required bv law to be done dnring the
year or: years in which the failure is alle~ed to have occurred, specifying said reqnirem('nts in
full. Thus, if the tract be 160 acres, and failure during the first year after entry be alleged, the affida~it should state that the claimant failed to break, or cause to be broken, five acres of 1he tract
claimed, and in a similar manner should specif.r any failure alleged to have occurred in subsequent
years.

TIMBER CULTURE-
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Forty acres of timber on a quart~r-section, and the like proportion of ~imber on
less than a quarter-section, were reqmred to be planted, protected, and kept m healthy
growing condition for eight (8) years. The trees were to be not more than twelve
(12) feet apart each way.
Only one quarter-section, or its equivalent, could be entered by any one person under this act.
.
.
The party making an entry of one quarter-sectiOn was rt:qmred to break ten (10) acres
of the land the first year, ten (10) acres the second year, and twenty (20) acres the third
year after the date of the entry; and to plant ten (10) acres of timber the second year,
ten (10) acres the third year, and twenty (20) acres the fourth year after the date of
the entry, and in the same vroportion when the entrJ: wa;s for a _less area than one
quarter-section. Final proof could be made at the expiratiOn of eight (8) years from
the date of entry, or at any time :vi thin five (5) years. thereafter.
.
.
In making final entry under thiS act the party, or, If he be dead, his heus or legal
representatives, must "prove by two credible witnesses that he, she, or they have
planted, and for not less than eight years have cultivated and protected," the quantity and character of timber mentioned in this act.
In case of the death of a person who had complied with the provisions of the act for
three (3) years the heirs or legal Tepresentatives had the option to continue the compliance for the remainder of the eight years and to receive patent accordingly, or to
r-eceive patent for forty ( 40) acres outright by relinquishing all claim to the remainder.
Entries made under the act of March 3, 1873, can be completed, and final proof
made under the act of March 13, 1874, upon compliance with the provisions of the
latter act.
By the act of May 20, 1876 (19 Stat., 54), amendatory of the act of 1874, it was provided that whenever a party holding a claim or making final proof under said act
should prove, by two credible witnesses, that the trees planted and growing on said
claim were destroyed by grasshoppers during any one or more years, the time allowed
in which to plant the trees and make final proof should be extended the same number
ofyears as the trees planted were so destroyed.
·
It was also provided 1,hat the planting of seeds, nuts, and cuttings should be considered a compliance with the tim her-culture act, when such seeds, nuts, and cuttings
should be properly and well pl::mted, and the ground properly prepared and cultivated.
It is not necessary under this act that the planting shall be done in one body, "provided the several bodies. not exceeding four in number, planted by measurement,
aggregate the amount required and in the time required by the original and amended
act."
It was provided that in case the seeds, nuts, or cuttings should not germinate and
gr?w, or should be destroyed by the depredations of grasshoppers, or from other inevitable accident, the ground should be replanted, or the vacancies filled within one
year from the first planting. Parties claiming the benefit of this provision were to
prove, by two good and credible witnesses, that the ground was properly prepared and
planted, and that the destruction of the seeds, nuts, or cuttings was caused by inevitable accident.
.
The act of June 14, 1878 (20 Stat., 113), is an act amendatory'of, and, as to all entries
made since June 14, 1878, is a substitute for, the act of March 13, 1874.
The persons authorized to make entries under the act of 1878 are heads of families
or single J?ersons who have attained the age of twenty-one years, and who are citizens
ofthe Umted States or have declared their intention to become citizens, and who
have made no previous entry under the timber-culture laws.
Entries are restricted to not more than one quarter-section, and one entry only can
be made by any one person .
. Only tracts embraced in sections which are prairie lands, or other lands devoid of
timber, are subject to entry under this act.
The ent.ry must be made for the cultivat ion of timber, and for the exclusive use and
benefit o_fthe person making the entry. It must be made in good faith, and not for
speculatiOn, nor for the benefit of another.
Fi':c (5) acres on a quarter-section are required to be broken or plowed the first year,
and f1 vo (5) acres the second year. The second year the first five acres must be cultivated to crop or otherwise. The third year the second five acres must be cultivated
t? crop or otherwise, and t he first five acres must be planted in timber, seed, or cuttmg~ . Tb~ fourth year the second five acres must be planted in timber, seeds, or
cutt.m gs. Ten (10) acres are thus to be plowed, planted, and cultivated on a quartersection, and th e sam e proportion when less than a quarter-section is entered. The
w~ol_e t en (10) acres, or the due proportion thereof, must be prepared and pl::wted
w1thm four years from the date of tho entry, five (5) acres being prepared the first and
secoJHl years and planted the third year, and five (5) acres being prepared the second
and third years and planted the fourth year.
'
If 1lle trees, seeds, or cuttings are destroyed by grasshoppers or by extreme and unusual droughts, the time of planting may be extended one year for every year of such
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destruction, upon the filing in the local office of an affidavit by the entryman, corro borated by two witnesses, setting forth the destruction and asking the extension of
time provided for by the act.
Final proof can be made at the expiration of eight (8) years from the date of entry,
or at any time within five years thereafter.
The requirements ih making :final proof under this act are as follows:
1st. It must be shown that not less than twenty-seven hundred (2, 700) trees of the
proper character were planted on ea.ch acre of the ten acres required to be planted.
2d. It must be shown that the quantity and character of trees as aforesaid have been
cultivated and protected for not less than eight years preceding the time of making
proof.
. 3d. It must be shown that at the time of making proof there are growing at least
SlX hundred and seventy-five (675) living and thrifty trees to each acre of the ten
acres planted.
All entries made since June 14, 1878, are made under this act. Parties who made
entries under either of the former acts are permitted to complete the same and to
make final proof under the act of 1878, upon full compliance therewith.
Section 7 of the act defines the meaning of the term "full compliance" as used in
that section. It is, that the parties shall show that they have had under cultivation,
as required by the act, an amount of timber sufficient to make the number of acres
required therein; that at the time of making :final entry the required number of living and thrifty trees are growing on the land.
It is not requisite, in making proof under the act of 1878, tba.t the manner of planting as prescribed by that act should be shown to have been followed by persons who
made entries under the acts of 1873 and 1874.
The planting in such cases may have been done in the manner prescribed by the
acts of 1C373 or 1874, or in the manner prescribed by the act of 1878.
The character of the trees should be such as are recognized in the neighborhood as
of value for timber, or for commercial purposes, or for :firewood and domestic use.
The enumeration of Apecies on page 27 of the General Circular of October 1, 1880, is
only intended as a general guide, and is not to be construed to exclude any trees falling within the foregoing characterization.
In computing the period of cultivation the time runs from the date of entry, if the
necessary acts of cultivation were performed within the proper time. The preparation of the Janel and the planting of trees are acts of cultivation, and the time authorized to be so employed, and actually so employed, is to be computed as a part of
the eight years of cultivation required by the statute.
If there have not been eight (8) years of cultivation, or if there are not the requisite
number of living and -thrifty trees growing on the land at the expiration of eight
years from the date of entry, then :final proof cannot be made until these requisites
shall have been complied with.
The proof required in :final entry will be the affidavit and testimony of the party,
corroborated by the testimony oftwo witnesses, setting forth, specifically and in detail,
all the facts of the case, showing when cultivation was commenced, the acts performed, amount of land· plowed, cultivated, and planted, what was done in each year,
the total number of trees planted, the total number growing, and their size and condition at date of proof, and any other facts or circumstances material to the case.
In making :final proof the timber-culture claimant must appear in person with his
witnesses at the district land office of the district in which the land is situated, ana.
there make the necessary proofs; or the affidavit of the party may be made, and his
testimony, and the tel:!timony of his witnesses, given before a judge or clerk of a court
of record in such land district.
The officer administering the oath or taking the testimony must certify to the identity and credibility of the part.y appearing before him.
In every case, when :final proof is offered or submitted, the register and receiver
"ill carefully examine the evidence, and, if found sufficient as showing that the
claimant bas fully complied with the law (and on payment of the final commissions
allowed by law), they will proceed to issue the :final certificate and receipt in the
same manner as in final homestead cases.
The payments required by law on a timber-culture entry are as follows:
ORIGINAL ENTRIES.

For more than 80 acres, a fee of $10, to be paid at date of entry, and $4 commissions ; tot al, $14.
For 80 acres or less, fee $5, commissions $4; total $9.
FINAL ENTRIES.

The total payment required in each case of :final entry is $4, payable when :final
proofis made.
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No additional or other fee, charge, ~at1_1ity, or reward. is permit~ed t? be paid or
received for any services rendered at d1stnct land-offices m connectiOn w1th such entries .
.ADnexed will be found forms A, B, C, D, and E.

N. C. McFARLAND,

Commissioner.

Approved February 2, 1882.

S. J. KIRKWOOD,

.

Secretary .

A.
FINAL .AFFID.AVIT.-TIMBER-CULTURE ENTRY.

(Before register or receivet, or before a judge or clerk of a court of recm·d within the lanrl
district.)
IActs of March 3, 1873, March 13, 1874, and June 14, 1878.]

I, - - - - - , having on the - - day of - - - , 18-, made a timber-culture entry
No. -, of the - - of section - - , in township - of range -, subject to entry at
- - , --,under the timber-culture laws of the United States, do hereby apply
to perfect my claim thereto by virtue of the seventh section of the act of June 14,
1878, entitled "An act to amend an act entitled 'An act to encourage the growth of
timber on the western prairies,"' and for that purpose do solemnly--- that my
aforesaid entry was made in good faith, and not for the purpose of speculation, or
directly or indirectly for the use or benefit of any other person or persons whomsoever; that I have not heretofore made any other entry under the timber-culture laws
of the United States; and I do further-- that the section of land specified in my
aforesaid en~ry is composed exclusively of prairie lands or other lands devoid of
timber; that said entry was made for the cultivation of timber, and that I have
p_lantedon said land, cultivated and protected, and kept in a healthy, growing conclitlOn for and during the period of eight (8) years last past,--- acres of (here describe
the kinds of timber) timber; that not less than ---trees were planted on each acre,
and that there are now at least (he're state the number of trees) living and thrifty trees
to and upon each acre, aggregating in total the number of--- trees.
(Signature of claimant.)
Sworn to "and subscribed before me this-- day o f - - , 18-.

------,

B.

------.

TIMBER-CULTURE PROOF.-TESTIMONY OF CLAIMANT.

(Bej()'f'e regieter or receiver, or before a judge or clerk of a court of record within the land
district.)
[Acts of March 3, 1873, March 13, 1874, and June 14, 1878.j

- - - - , being called as a witness in - - own behalf in support of - - timber-culture entry No. - - f o r - - section-, township -, of range-, in the district
of lands subject to entry a t - - - - , testifies as follows:
Question 1. What is your name written in full and correctly spelled, your age, and
post-office address 7
Answer.--.
Question 2. Describe your timber-culture entry, giving the date thereof and the
number of acres embraced therein.
Answer.--.
Question 3. What number of acres of said land was broken by you during the :first
year, ~hat number broken during the second year, and what number broken during
the thud year, r espectively, after the date of your entryY Give the day, month, and
year, .as nearly as practicable in each instance, when the several breakings were done;
descnbe the method of breaking, and in what way your measurements were made.
Answer.--.
·
Question 4. De~cribe the way in which the ground was prepared, and state how
~at;~y acres of said tract were planted to trees during the second year of your entry,
givmg the day, month, and year, al:! nearly as practicable, when · the planting was
done, the kind or kinds of trees planted; and state how you know the area or number
of acres so prepared and planted during said second year.
Answer.--.
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Question 5. Describe the way in which the ground was prepared, and state how
many acres of said tract were planted to trees durin$ the third year of your ent.ry,
giving the day, month, and year, as nearly as practicable, when the planting was
done, the kind or kinds of trees planted; and state how you know the area or number
of acres so planted during said third year.
Answer.---.
Question 6. Describe the way in which the ground was prepared, and state how
many acres of said tract were planted to trees during the jout·lh year of your entry,
giving the day, month, and year, as nearly as practicable, when the planting was done,
the kino or kinds of trees planted; and state how you know the area or number of
a.cres so planted during said fourt.h year.
Answer. - - - .
Question 7. If you have received an extension of time for planting on account of
the destruction of your trees, seeds, or cuttings, by grasshoppers or by extreme and
unusual drought, state the year or years in which extension was had and give all the
particulars. Haw did you proceed to obtain such extension Y
Answer. - - - .
Question 8. How many acres of timber have you planted, cultivated, protected, a:nd
kept in a healthy growing condition for the period of eight (8) years last precedrng
on the tracts embraced in your entry 7
Answer. - - - .
Question 9. Describe the condition of the trees now growing on said tract, giving
their average diameter and height as near as you can, the kind or kinds of trees, the
number of trees per acre now growing thereon; and state how you know the facts to
which you testify.
Answer.--.
Question 10. Have you ever heretofore made any other timber-culture entry Y If
so, describe such entry or entries, and state all the particulars.
Answer. - - - .
Question 11. Is the section specified in your entry composed of prairie land, or was
it devoid of timber at the date of your entry Y
Answer. - - - .
Question 12. State anything further within your personal knowledge which you
have to offer regarding your aforesaid entry.
Answer. ---;-.
(Signature of claimant.)

------.

I hereby certify that each question and answer in the foregoing testimony was read
to the claimant before-- signed-- name thereto, and that the same was subscribed and sworn to before me this - - day of - - - , 18-.

------,

NOTE.-The officer before whom the testimony is taken should call the attention of
the witness to the following act of Congress, which is made by statute specifically applicable to all oaths, affirmations, and affidavits required or authorized under the
timber culture acts:
LAct of March 3, 1857 (11 Statutes, p. 250.)]

"SEC. 5. And be itju1·ther enacted, That in all cases where any oath, affirmation, or
affidavit shall be made or taken before any register or receiver, or either or both of
them, of any local land-office in the United States orany 'l'crritory thereof, or where
any oath, affirmation, or affidavit shall be made or taken before any person authorized by the laws of any State or Territory of the United States to administer oaths or
affirmations, or take affidavits, and such oaths, affirmations, or affidavjts are made,
used, or filed in any of said local land-offices, or in the General Land Office, as well in
cases arising under any or either of the orders, regula tiona, or instructions concerning any of the public lands of the United States, issued by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office or other proper officer of the Government of the United States, as
uu~er the _laws of the United States, in anywise relatin~ to or affecting any right,
d~um, or t1tle, or any contest therefor, to any of the public lands of the United St~tes,
a.nu any person or persons shall, taking such oath, affirmation, or affidavit, knowingly, willfully, or corruptly swear or affirm falsely, the same shall be deemed and
taken to be perjury, and the person or persons gmlty thereof shall, upon conviction,
lJe liable to the punishment prescribed for that offense by the laws of the United
.States."
(See also section 5392 United States Revised Statutes.)
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(The testimony of two witnesses in this form, taken separately, required in each case.)
TIMBER-CULTURE PROOF.-TESTIMONY OF WITNESS.

(Before register or receiver, or before a Judge o1· clerk of a cou1·t of 1·ecord within the lanil
district.)
[Acts of March 3, 1873, March 13, 1874, and .Tune 14, 1878.]

- - - - being called as a witness in support of the timber-culture entry of
--No.- f~r the-- of section-, township -, range-, in the district of lands
subject to entry a t - - - - , testified as follows:
Question 1. What is your name, age, occupation, and residence Y
_
Answer. - - .
Question 2. Are you well acquainted with - - - - - - , the claimant; and, if so,
since what time have you known him f
Answer. - - - .
Question 3. If you have personal knowledge regarding claimant's timber-culture
entry, give the date when said entry was made, describe the tract or tracts, and state
the number of acres embraced therein.
Answer.--.
Question 4. How far do you reside from the land described, and have you had continuous personal knowledge of saiU. land and the improvements thereon during the
last eight (8) years f
Answer. - - - .
Question 5. Was the section embracing the entry of the claimant composed of prairie
lands or other lands devoid of timber f Describe the land em braced in said section,
whether undulating or otherwise, and if any natural timber was growing on the tract
named at the date of entry; state the kind or kinds of trees so growing, and their
number, situation, and size.
Answer. - - - .
Question 6. How many acres of the land embraced in claimant's entry were broken
by him during the first year, how many during the second year, how many during
the third year, respectively, after the date of entry f Give the day, month, and year
in ~ach instance, as near as practicable, when the several breakings were done, descnbe the method of breaking, and in what way your measurements were made, or
how you know the area, or number of acres broken.
Answer.--.
Question 7. Describe the way in which the ground was prepared, and state how
~a?y acres of said tract were planted to trees during the second year of said entry,
grvmg the day, month, and year, as near as practicable, when the planting was done,
the kind or kinds of trees planted, and state how you know the area or number of
acres so prepared and planted during said second year.
Answer. - - - .
Question 8. Describe the way in which the ground was prepared, and state how
~any acres of said tract were planted to trees during the third year of said entry, givmg the day, month, and year, as near as practicable, when the planting was done,
the kind or kinds of ~rees planted, and state how you know the area or number of
acres so prepared and planted during said third year.
Answer. - - - .
Question 9. Describe the way in which the ground was prepared, and state how
~a?y acres of said tract were planted to trees during the fourth year of said entry,
g1vmg the day, month, and year, as near as practicable, when the planting was done,
the kind or kinds of trees planted, and state how you know the area or number of
acres so prepared and planted during said fourth year.
Answer. - - - .
Question 10. Has the claimant ever had the trees, seeds, or cuttings on the tract
embraced in his timber-culture entry destroyed by grasshoppers or by extreme and
unusual drought? If so, state the year or years in which the destruction took place,
and give all the facts within your personal knowledge.
Answer. - - - .
Question 11. How many acres of timber on the tract described has the claimant
planted, cultivated, protected, and kept in a healthy growing condition for the period
of eight (8) years last preceding, and from what source is your knowledge upon this
point obtained Y
Answer. - - - .
Question 12. Describe the condition of the trees now growing on said tract, give
their average diameter and height as near as you can, the kind or kinds of trees,
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th~ number of trees to the acre, and state how you know the facts to which you
testify.
Answer. - - - .
Question 13. Has the claimant, to your knowledge, ever made any other timberculture entrv f
Answer. -~--.
Question 14. Have you any interest, direct or indirect, in this claim 'I
Answer. - - - .
Question 15. State any further facts which you may know of your own personal
knowledge regarding the aforesaid timber-culture entry.
Answer. - - - .
(Signature of witness.)
- - - ----.

I hereby certify that the above-named---- personally appeared before
me, and. that he is a credible witness; that the foregoing testimony was read to him
before being subscribed, and was sworn to by him before me this - - day of
---,18-.

------,

NoTE.-The officer before whom the testimony is taken should call the attention of
the witness to the following act of Congress, which is made by statute specifically
applicable to all oaths, affirmations, and affidavits required or authorized under the
timber-culture acts:
[Act of March 3, 1857 (11 Statutes, p. 502) J.

SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That in all cases where any oath, affirmation, or
affidavit shall be mad6 or taken before any register or receiver, or either, or both of
them, of any local land-office in the United States, or any Territory thereof, or where
any oath, affirmation, or affidavit shall be made or taken before any person authorized
by the laws of any State or Territory of the United States to administer oaths or affirma tions, or take affidavits, and such oaths, affirmations, or affidavits are made,
nsed, or filed in any of said local land-offices, or in the General Land Office, as well
in cases arising under any or either of the orders, regulations, or instructions, concerning any of the public lands of the United States, issued by the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, or other proper officer of the Government of the United
States, as under the laws of the United States, in anywise relatincr to or affecting any
right, claim, or title, 0r any contest therefor, to any of the public lands of the United
States, and any person or persons shall, taking such oath, affirmation, or affidavit,
knowingly, willfully, or corruptly swear, or affirm falsely, the same shall be deemed
and taken to be perjury, and the person or persons guilty thereof shall, upon conviction, be liable to the punishment prescribed for that offense by the laws of the United
States.
(See also section 5392 United States Revised Statutes.)
RECEIVER'S FINAL RECEIPT.

D.
TIMBER CULTURE.

(In duplicate; one fm· applicant, one for· the files.)
[Acts of March 3, 1873, March 13, 1874, and .June 14, 1878.]
:RECEIVER'S FINAL RECEIPT, ~

No.-.

5

5 APPLICATIONJ

{

No.-.

RECEIVER'S OFFICE,

(Date) - - -, 188--.
Received from - - - - - - , o f - - , the sum o f - - dollars, being the balance
of payment required by law for the timber-culture entry of the - - - - - - of section -, in township -, of range -, containing - - - acres, under the acts of March
3, 1873, and March 13,1874, and the act of June 14, 1878, amendatory thereof, entitled
"An act to amend the act entitled 'An act to encourage the growth of timber on the
western prairies.'"

------,

i--.

Receiver.
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REGISTER'S FINAL CERTIFICATE.

E.
FINAL

5 APPLICATION,

CERTIFICATE, ~

No.-.

l

S

No.-.

TIMBER CULTURE.

(In duplicate; one for ftpplicant, one for the files.)
[Acts of March 3,1873, March 13,1874, and Jun~ 14, 1878.]
LAND OFFICE AT

,

(Date) day o f - - , 18-.
It is hereby certified that, in the pursuance of the provisions contained in the acts
of Congress of March 3, 1873, and March-13, 1874, and the act amendatory thereof of
June 14, 1878, entitled "An act to amend the act entitled 'An act to encourage the
growth of timber on the western prairies,'"------, of---, has made payment in full for-- of section number-, in township -,of range number-, containing - - acres.
Now, therefore, be it known, that on presentation of this certificate to the Commissioner of the General Land Office the s a i d - - - - - shall be entitled to a patent
for the tract of land above described.

------,

• Register.
The case is now made up and the papers transmitted, at the end of the month, to
the Commissioner of the General Land Office for approval and patent.

DESERT LANDS.
[See Chapter XXX, pages 363-364, 1Wl.]

To

JUNE

30, 1882.

From March 3, 1877, to June 30, 1882, there have been 3,849 entries
under this act, containing 1,170,676.53 acres, realizing to the Nation
$291,849.71.

•
Sales of desert lands under the act of March 3, 1877.

1882.

1881.
State or Territory.
No. of
entries.

Area.

No. of
entries.

Amount.

Area.

Amount.

---- ---

i ~!

11
27
44
67
32
25
32
75
6
107

4, 235.26 .........................
5, 279.44 ................... ......
12,215.37 ....................... .
17,241.62 .................. .........
8, 105.18 .........................
6, 387.49 ..........................
10,252.86 .......................
9. 922.27 ........................
638.50 ...................
34,282.03 ......................

102

5, 926.59
11,694.15
23,647.39
61,683.13
1, 960. 00
8, 338.15
5, 535.01
12,517.41
360.00
33,294.11

......................

568

164,955.94

12
55
78
167
14
38
22
76

&eliiiiliiiiiiliiiii i i --- - - - - ---- ---- - - - - - Total .......................... .

426

108,560. 02

4

....................

RECAPITULATION BY FISCAL YEARS.

Years.

Entries.

i~~~ ······························ ............................... .
1879:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:~::: :::::::::::::::::::::
1880 ·•••·••··••••••••• · •· ........................................ .

4cres.

Amount.
$67,654
74,168
40,994
40,652

69
45
95
63

741
957
611
546

271,604.91
298,586.07
164,368.30
162,601.29

.........................................................................................................

426
568

108, 560. 02
164,955.94 } 68,378 99

Total to June30, 1882 ...................................... .

3,849

Total to J nne 30, 1880 .••.••••..••.•••..•.••• .•••••.••.••••••
1881
1882 ·••·••·•••••••••••··•·••••••·•••·•·••·••• •···••··•·••··•···••·

--- - - -223,470
-- -897,160.57
72
2, 855
1, 170,676. 53

291,849 71

,
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LANDS TO WHICH THE DESERT-LAND ACT APPLIES.
DECEMBER

1, 1883.

(See map fronting this page.)
Agriculture depends upon irrigation in Nevada, New Mexico, Arizo~a, Colorado,
Wyoming, Idaho, Southern .California, Montana, Eastern Oregon, a portion of the western part of Dakota, and Eastern Washington Territory; also in other portions of the
public domain. The desert-land act, however, applies to the localities above named,
and the lands therein are so called by law, and are so disposed of unless the contrary
be shown. This vast arid region, estimated to contain more than seven hundred millions of acres, contains a water-supply sufficient to irrigate thirty millions of acres.
What artesian wells may do is a question for the futu~e.
A great portion of the timber lands of theN ation lie vy-ithin this region, generally on
the mountains (see timber map). Within this area lie the grazing or pasturage lands
of the public domain (covering copper, coal, iron, and the precious metals), estimated at
more than three hundred and fifty millions of acres. June 30, 1883, the United States
owned (est.imated), within subdivisions above enumerated, more than five hundred
millions of ~res of land within the area shown by the map and known as the arid
region. Along streams, near springs, or by the side of water holes, or in valleys, can be
found thousands of farms and homes using the existing water supply. These have been
taken under the hoinestead, pre-emption, or other settlement laws; but it may be safely
said that such lands with water supply immediately adjacent have long since been
entered.
AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES.

For abuses under desert-land law, see letter of Mr. Commissioner McFarland, pages
682 and 684, herein. Also Annual Reports of Commissioner of General Laud Office for
1877, '78, '79, 'SO, '81, '82, and '83; also decisions of Department of the Interior and
General Land Office for '81 to '83, title "Desert lands," and reference cited on page
361 herein. See also a>ublic Land Commission volume of "General and Permanent
Laws," chapter XVI, title Desert Lands, pages 162, 163.
DESERT LANDS.
OFFICIAL CONSTRUCTION AND REGULATIONS.

IN EFFECT DECEMBER 1, 1883.
DEFINITION OF DESERT LANDS.

[From official oiroular General Land O:ffioe, Ootober, 1880.]

By desert lands is meant a class oflands which will not, without irrigation, produce
any agricultural crop. Land along streams and around bodies of water which produces grass suitable for hay without artificial irrigation is not desert land within the
meaning of the law, and such lands are not subject to desert entry.
IN WHICH SUBDIVISION CLAIMS MAY BE ENTERED.

Title to desert lands in any of the following States and Territories may be acquired
under the act of Congress of March 3, 1877, viz, the States of California, Oregon, and
Nevada, and the Territories of Washington, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, .Arizona,
Netv Mexico, and Dakota.
METHOD OF ACQUIRING TITLE.

Any party desiring to avail himself thereof must file with the register and receiver
of the proper district land-office a declaration in form prescribed (No. 4-274), which
must be under oath, and may be executed before either the register or receiver or the
clerk of any court of record having a seal. It must be set forth that the applicant is
~ citiz.en of the United States, or that he has declared his intention to become such,
m wh1ch case a duly certified copy of his declaration of intention to become a citizen
must be presented and filed. It must also be set up that the applicant has made no
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other declaration for desert lands under the provisi.o ns of this act, and that he intends
to reclaim the tract of land applied for, not excee~ing one s~ction, by conduct~ng
water t.hereon within three years from the date o_f his declaratiOn. TP,~ ~ecla!atwn
must also contain a description of the Ian~ appl~ed for, by legal subd~v~s1ons I.f surveyed or if unsurveyed as nearly as possible Without a survey by e;Ivmg, With as
much ~learness and precision as possible, the lo?ality ?f the tract with r t ference ~o
known and conspicuous landmarks or the established hnes of survey, so as to adnnt
of its being thereafter readily identified when the lines of survey come to be extended. _
ENTRIES ON SURVEYED LANDS-SHAPE OF CLAIM.

The law requires desert entries_ to b~ compact in form. The requirem~nt of compactness will be held to be complied with on surveyed lands when a sectwn, o! part
thereof, is described by legal subdivisions compact with each other, as nearly m the
form of a technical section as the situation of the land and its relation to other lands
will admit of, although parts of two or more sections be taken to make up the quantity or equivalent of one section. But entries which show upon their face an absolute departure from all reasonable requirements of compactness, and being merely
contiguous by the joining of ends to each other, will not be admitted, whether on surveyed or on unsurveyed lands.
ENTRIES ON UNSURVEYED LANDS.

On unsurveyed lands the degree of compactness required will be such as, upon the
adjustment of the lines after survey, will bring the land within the limits and general
form of a technical section, or part thereof, as nearly as may be.
AREA AND FORM OF ENTRY.

In no case will the side lines be permitted to exceed one mile and a quarter, when .
the full quantity of six hundred and forty acres is entered. ·when the entry embraces
a less quantity than a whole section or its equivalent, the limit to the side lines will
be proportionately decreased.
.
Entries, whether by legal subdivisions on surveyed lands, or of an irregular form
on unsurveyed lands, running along the margins or including both sides of streams,
and not being compact in any true sense, will not be permitted.
PROCEDURE IN ENTRY-BLANKS AND FORMS.

As preliminary to the :filing of the declaration, it must be satisfactorily shown
that the land therein described is dese1·t land as defined in the second section of the

~ct . To this end, the testimony of at least two disinterested and credible witnesses
IS ~equired, whose testimony will be reduced to writing in the usual manner; or the

ev1dence may be furnished in the form of affidavits executed before the clerk of any
court of record having a seal, the credibility of the witnesses to be certified by said
~Jerk. The witnesses must clearly state their acquaintance with the premises, and the
facts as to the condition and situation of the land upon which they base their judgment. A form of affidavit, to be sworn to and subscribed by each witness, is attached
(~o. 4-074). Where the land is situated on the borders of streams or lakes evidence
Will also be required that the land in Hs natural state is not productive of hay. After
pr?of ~as been made to the satisfaction of the district officers, the receiver wi,ll r:eCeJve from th~ applicant the sum of twenty-five cents per acre for the land applied
for; .the register will rec~ive aud file his declaration, and they will jointly issue, in
duphc~te, a certificate in the form attached (No. 4-199). One of these duplicates will
b~ dehvered to the applicant; the other will be retained by the register and receiver
WJt?- the declaration and proof. They will bear a number according to the order in
:W hJCh the certificate was issued. The register will keep a record of the certificates
. lSSl!ed, showing the number, date, amount paid, name of applicant, and description
of the land applied for in each case, and, in addition, be will note the same tlpon his
Pl:=tts a~1d records as in cases of ordinary entry. At the end of each mont·h be will,
With h1s. regular returns, forward to this office an abstract of the declarations filed
auu certificates issued under this act during the month, accompanying same with
the decl~rations and proofs filed and the retained copy of certificate in each case.
The receiver will also account for the money received under this act in the usual form.
At any .time within t.hree years after the date of filing the declaration and the issue
of certificate, the proper party may make satisfactory proof of having conducted
water.upon the land applied for. This proof must consist of the testimony of at least
two disinterested. and credible witnesses, who must appear in person before the regist~r. and receiver. They must declare that they have personal knowledge of the conditJOn of the land applied for, and of the facts to which they testify; and their testi-
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mony must be reduced to writing in the usual manner. (See Forms 4-372 and 4-373.)
'fhe party must also present and surrender the duplicate certificate issued when ~he
declaration was filed. When this is done, and the final proof made to the satisfactiOn
of the district officers, the receiver will receive the additional payment of one doll3;r
per acre, receipt therefor in duplicate, as per Form 4-143, and give the party a duplicate receipt. The register will also issue a final certificate of purchase (Form 4-200).
They will give to these final certificates and receipts a special series of numbers, a.nd
will make separate abstracts of same at the end of each month, sending up therewith
the final certificates, receipts, and proofs.
CLAIMS ON UNSURVEYED LANDS- DUTIES OF OFFICERS IN SUCH CASE.

In cases where declarations shall be filed under this act for unsurveyed lands, the
register and receiver will immediately forward copies of the declarations to the surveyor-general in order that the proper surveys may be made. The claimants will be
required to take their claims by legal subdivisions when the lines of public surveys
shall have been extended over the same.
WHO MAY ENTER DESERT LANDS.

Any person who is a citizen of the United States, or any person of requisite a.g e, who
may be entitled to become a citizen, .a nd who has filed a declaration of intention to
become one, may enter 640 acres of desert land or public land, which will not, without
irrigation, produce some agricultural crops-in the States and Territories above set out.
8u:+veyed or unsurveyed lands may be entered.
PROCEDURE AND FORMS IN DISTRICT LAND OFFICE.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

[Blanks furnished free.]
LIST OF FORMS.

(At time of (original) application.)
Declaration by applicant.
Affidavit or testimony of two witnesses.
Non-mineral affidavit by applicant.
Register and receiver's certificate, in duplicate.
(l!,inal entry.)
Any time within three years after date of filing.
Declaration and issue of certificate must be done in person before register and
receiver.
Deposition of applicant.
Deposition of two witnesses.
Receiver's final receipt in duplicate.
Register's final certificate, in duplicate.
FORMS NECESSARY AT APPLICATION.

[No. 4-274.]
DESERT LAND-ACT OF MARCH

3, 1877.

(Executed before 1·egister or 1·eceiver o1· derlc of court having ct seal.)
Declamtion of applicant.

No.--.

LAND OFFICE A T - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18--.
I, - - - - , of-- county,-- of--, being duly sworn, depose and declare,.
that I am a. citizen of the United States, of the age of - - , and a resident of said
county and--, and by occupation a--; that I intend to reclaim a tract of desert
land, not exceeding one section, by conducting water upon the same, within three
year from date, under the provi ions of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1877,.
ntitl d "An act to provide for the sale of desert lands in certain States an<l Terri-

'
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tories." The desert land which I intend t? re?laim do~s not e~ceed o:ne section, an~ is
situated in-- county, in the --land distnct, and IS descnbed as .f~llows, to wit:
the-- of section No.--, township No.--, range No.--, contammg --acres.
I further depose; that I have made no other decl~ra.tion. for dese~t lands. u~der. the
provisions of said act; that the land ab?ve de~cnbed will. not, witho~t rrngat10n,
produce an agricultural crop; that·there IS no timber growmg ~pon said land; that
there is not, to my knowledge, withi~ the li~its thereof, an;y vem or lode of quartz,
or other rock in place, bearing gold, silver, cmnabar, lead, tm, or copper, or any tieposit of coal; that there is not within the l~mits of sai~ land, t? my knowledge, n:nr
placer, cement, gravel, or other valuable mmeral deposit or sahnes; that no .po~tiOn
of said land is claimed for mining purposes, under the local customs or rules of mm er~
or otherwise; that no portion of said land is worked for mineral during any part ot
the year by any person or persons; that said land is essentially non-mineral lane~ ;
that I became acquainted with said land by - - ; and that my declaration therefor IS
not made for the purpose of fraudulently obtaining title to mineral land, timber land,
or agricultural land, but for the purpose of faithfully reclaiming, within three years
from the date hereof, by conducting water thereon, a tract of land which is desert
land within the meaning of the act.
LAND OFFICE AT - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.
I hereby certify that the foregoing declaration was this day sworn to and subsc:cibed
before me.
- - - - - - , Registe1·..
------,Receiver.
[No. 4-074.]
DESERT LAND-ACT OF MARCH

3, 1877.

AFFIDAVIT.

(Two witnesses, separately in each case, sworn to before register or 1·eceiver m· clerk of a.

court with a seal. )
No. - .

LAND OFFICE AT - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.
I, --.----,of.- - county, - - , being duly sworn, declare, upon oath, that I
am a resident ()f said county and - - ; t,hat I am of the age of--, and by occupation
a.-.-; that I am well acquainted with the character of each and every legal subdiVISion of the followin~-described land: the-- section No.--, township No..--,
range No. - - , contaming - - acres; that I became acquainted with said land by
- ; that I have. been acquainted with it for - - years last past; that I have freque~tly passed over it; that my knowledge of said land is such as to enable me to
~estify understandingly concerning it; that the same is desert land within the meanmg of the s~cond section of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1!377, entitled "An
act to I,>rOvHle for the sale of desert lands in certain States and Territories"; that said
Ian~ Wlll not, without artificial irrigation, produce any agricultural crop; that no
agncultural crop has ever been ralsed or cultivated on said land for the reason that it
~oes not contain sufficient moisture for successful cultivation ; that the same is essentially d.ry and arid land, wholly unfit for cultivation without artificial irrigation;
that said land cannot be successfully cultivated without reclamation by conducting
water thereon; that said land has hitherto been unappropriated, unoccupied, and
lmsettled, '!:>ecause it has been impossible to cultivate it successfully on account of its
dry an~ and c~nd~tion; that it is a fact well known, patent, and not01·iou8 that the
same will ~ot, m Its natural condition, produce any crop; . that the land is the - - ;
that there IS no timber growing thereon, but that it is devoid of timber ; that there is
not, t? my knowledge, within the limits thereof, any vein or lode of quartz, or other
rock m place, bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, or copper, or any deposit of
coal; that there is not, within the limits of said land, to my knowledge, any placer,
ceme~t, gravel, or other valuable mineral deposit or salines; that no portion of said
land 1s. claimed for mining purposes under the local customs or rules of miners or
otherwise; that no portion of said land is worked for mineral during any part of tlw
year by.any person or persons; that said land is essentially non-mineral land; that I
~m not mterested in any way or manner, directly or indirectly, present or prospective,
~n any application or declaration made or to be made for said land or in the land
Itself, or in the title which may by any person or in any manner be acquired thereto.
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NON-MINERAL AFFIDAVIT.

(Sworn to before registm· or t•eceiver, o1· clm·k of a co1wt having a seal.)

See page 694 herein, for form of non-mineral affidavit.
[No. 4-199.]
DESERT LAl\"'D CERTIFICATE.

(Issued in d'uplicate j one for appl'icant, one for the files.)

NO. - - .

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE,

--,18-.
It is hereby certified that under the provisions of the act of Congress approYed March
3, 1877, entitled "An act to provide for the sale of desert lands in certain States and

Territories,"------ has this day filed in this office his declaration of intention
to reclaim the following-describ ed tract of land, viz: - - - ; that he has proven to
our satisfaction that the s.aid tract of land is desert land as defined in the second section of said act, and that he has paid to the receiver the sum of-- dollars, being at
the rate of twenty-five cents per acre for the laud above described.
It is, therefore, further certified, that if within three years from the date hereof the
said - -·- - - - , his heirs or legal representatives, shall satisfactorily prove that the
said land has been reclaimed by carrying water thereon, and shall pay to the receiver
the additional sum of one dollar per acre for the land above described, he or they shall
be entitled to receive a patent therefor under the provisions of the said act.
- - - - - - , Register.
$--.
- - - ---, Receivm·.
NOTE.-The word" h eirs" is substituted in this form for the word" assignee," the
Secretary of the Interior having declined to recognize the assignment of desert land
claims.
·
FORMS USED IN FINAL ENTRY.

[No. 4-372.]
FINAL PROOF UNDER THE DESERT LAND ACT OF MARCH

3, 1877.

(May be made at any time 'Within three years after date of filing doclaration and receipt of
ceTtiflcate.)
DEPOSITION OF APPLICANT.

(Must be taken before register or receiver in pet·son j applicant must also s~uTender tlte duplicaf£. certificate issuecl him or her when clecla1·ation ·was filed.)

Ques. 1. State your name, age, occupation, and r esidence.
Ans. - - .
Ques. 2. Are you a citizen of the United States, or, if not, have you declared your
intention to become such~ (If not native-born, proof-record must be furnished.)
Ans. - - .
Ques. 3. If you have heretofore made a desert land entry, give the number and date
thereof, and describe the land embraced therein.
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 4. Have you conducted water upon the land embraced in said entry, and irrigated the same, and reclaimed it from its former uesert character to such an extent
that it will now produce an agricultural crop~
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 5. What crops ha"~;te you r aiseu upon said land in each and every year since
your first entry thereon under your declaration Ko. -- ~
Ans. - - .
·.te;
Ques. 6. How many acres have been sown or planted in each year, in what crops,
and upon what portion or subdivision of the land, and what amount of such crops has
ueen actually produced V
Ans. - - .
.
Ques. 7. What crops, if any, had been grown upon tbe land, or upon any portion
thereof, and, if any, upon what portion, previous to your entry thereon f
Ans. - - .
Qnes. . Would the land, or any portion of it, by cultivation without irrigation,
have produced any agricultural crop whatever, and, if so, what cropf
An1:1.
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Ques. 9. Was there any natural water supply UJ?On such land s~fficient to fertilize
or irrigate the whole or any portion thereof,- and, If so, what portwn Y State fully.
Ans. - - .
.
Ques.lO. Has the amount of water conveyed upon the land many O?e season_ been
sufficient to so irrigate the entire tract as to render the same product1ve, and, If so,
what crop or crops would such irrigation produce f
Ans.--.
.
Ques.ll. Has the whole tract been irrigated and cultivated by you m any one
season?
Ans.--.
Ques.l2. Has each smallest legal subdivision or portion of less than forty acres
been irrigated or cultivated either during one season or different seasons since the
date of your entryf
·
Ans.---.
Ques.l3. How much water per acre has been conducted upon the land, or upon any
portion under cultivation, in any one season; for how long a time was it so conducted
upon the land, and at what times orseasonsf State fully .
.Ans.--.
Ques. 14. In what manner was such water conveyed upon the land, whether by
pipes or ditches, and how was it distributed over and through the soil 7 State particularly and in detail, and describe the ditches as to their widt,h, depth, direction through
or around the land, and give the length of each.
Ans.---.
Q?-es. 15. Have you at this time the right and proprietorship of water sufficient and
available to continue the irrigation of this tract and make perpetual reclamation of
the land, and is it your purpose so to continue its use upon this land, and for the purposes of such reclamation f
.Ans.---.
Ques.16. How was such right or proprietorship obtained, and by what tenure do
you now hold the same~ (Duly verified abstract of title must be furnished.)
.Ans.---.
Ques. 17. Have yon the sole and entire interest in said entry, and in the tract covered thereby, and the water appropriated to irrigate the same f
.Ans.---.
· Ques. 18.. Has any other person, individual, or company of individuals any interest
rhateyer lll said entry, tract, or water appropriation~ If so, give the name, resienc~, and occupation of each sueh person, and the nature, amount, and extent of
such mterest.
Ans.--.
·
Q~es. 19. Ha:ve you made or become the assignee of any other entry, or,.have you
any mterest, direct or indirect, in any other entry under the dese]it land act V
.Ans. - . -.
( Signatu·re) - - - - .

I HEREBY CERTIFY that each question and answer in the foregoing deposition was
reabd t? the ,applicant before - - signed - - name thereto, and that the same was
su scnbed and sworn to before me this - - day of--, 18-.
- - - - - - , Register.
- - - - - - . Receiver.

NO't:E.-The officer before whom the deposition is taken should call t.he attention of
~he Witness to the following section of the Revised Statutes, and state to him that it
IS the :purpose of the Government, if it be ascertained that he testifies falsely, to prosecute him to the full extent of the law:
"TITLE LXX.-CRIMES.-CH. 4.
"SEc. 5392. Every person who, having taken an oath before a competent tribunal,
officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the United States authorizes an oath
to ?e admin_istered, that he will testify, declare, depose, or certify truly, or that any
.filtten testimony, declaration, deposition, or certificate by him subscribed is true, will ..
u Y a~d contrary to such oath states or subscribes any material matter which he does
fbt believe to be true, is guilty of perjury, and shall be punished by a fine of not more
an two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment, at hard labor, not more than five,
s;ars, an~ shall, moreover, thereafter, be incapable of giving testimony in any court
0 the Umted States until such time as the judgment against him is reversed:" [Seo
sec. 17GO.]
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[No. 4-73.]

I The deposition of two witnesses, in this form, taken separately, required in each case.]

(Must be taken in 1Jerson before the register and receiver.)
FINAL PROOF UNDER THE DESERT LAND ACT OF MARCH

31 1877:

DEPOSlTION OF WITNESS.

Ques. 1. State your name, age, residence, and occupation.
Ans.--.
Ques. 2. Are you acquainted with-- ---,who made desert land entry No.--,
'On the-- day of--, A. D. 18-, upon the--~
Ans.---.
Ques. 3. How long have you known the party who made this entry 'I

Ans.--.

Ques. 4. Have you personal knowledge of this land~
Ans.---.
Ques. 5. Has water been conducted upon the land embraced in said entry so as to
irrigate and reclaim the same from its former desert condition to such extent that the
same will produce an agricultural crop T
Ans.---.
.
Ques. 6. What crops have been raised upon said land in each and every year since
its first entry b y - - - - , under declaration No.--, and by whom 'I
Ans.---.
Ques. 7. How many acres have been sown or plantecl in each year, in what crops,
and upon what portion or subdivision of the land, and what amount of crops have
been produced thereon, and by whom 'f
Ans.-.--.
Ques. 8. What crops, if any, had been grown npon the land, or upon any portion
thereof, previous to the entry o f - - - - - - thereon 'I
·
Ans.--.
Ques. 9. Would the land, or any portion of it, by cultivation without irrigation,
have produced any agricultural crop whatever, and, if so, what crop 'I
Ans.--.
Ques.10. Was there any natural water supply upon such land sufficient to :(ertilize
or irrigate the whole, or any portion thereof, and, if so, what portion 'I State fully.
Ans.---.
Ques.ll. Has the amount of water conveyed upon said land b y - - - - - - in any
one season been sufficient to so irrigate the entire tract as to render the same productive, and, if so, w:hat crop or crops would such irrigation produce J
Ans.---.
Ques. 12. Has the whole tract been irrigated and cultivated b y - - - - in any
one season T
Ans. - - - .
Q ues. 13. Has each smallest legal subdivision or portion of less than forty acres been
irrigated or cultivated either during one season or different seasons since the date of
entry¥
Ans. - - - .
•
Ques. 14. How much water per acre has been conducted upon the land, or upon
any portion under cultivation in any one season; for how long a time was it so conducted upon the land, and at what times or seasons 'I State fully.
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 15. In what manner was such water conveyed upon the land, whether by pipes
or ditches, and how was it distributed over and through the soil Y State particularly
and in detail, and describe the ditches as to their width, depth, direction through or
around the tract, and give the length of each.
Ans. - - .
Ques. 16. Has - - - - - at this time the right and proprietorship of water sufficient and available to continue the irrigation of this tract and make perpetual reclamation of the land Y
Ans.--.
Ques. 17. How did you become acquainted with the facts relative to the irrigation
of said land T
Ans. - - - .
Ques. 18. Have you any interest, direct or indirect, in this entry, in the land covered thereby, or in the water supply used in its irrigation T

Ans.--.

(Signatut·e) - - - -·- .
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I ~REBY CERTIFY that witness is a person of respectability; thap each question

and answer in the foregoing testimony was read to --before - - s1g~ed - - name

thereto a.nd that the same was subscribed and sworn to before me this-- day of
--- ---, Regi~tfir.

-, 1&-.

- - - - - - , Recetvfir.

NOTE.-Tlie officer before whom the deposition is taken should call the a~tention .o
the witness to the following section of the Revised Statutes, and state to him that It
is the purpose of the Government, if it be ascertained that he testifies falsely, to prosecute him to the full extent of the law.
"TITLE LXX.-CRIMES.-CH. 4.
SEC. 5392. Every person who, having taken an oath before a competent tribunal,
officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the United States authorizes an oath
to be administ,ered, that, he will testify, declare, depose, or certify truly, or that any
written· testimony, declaration, deposition, or certHicate by him subscribed is true,
willfully and contrary to such oath states or subscribes any material matter which he
does not believe to be true, is guilty of perjury, and shall be punished by a fine of not
more than two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment at hard labor, not more than
he years, and shall, moreover, thereafter, be incapable of giving testimony in any
court of the United States until such time as the judgment against him is reversed."
[See sec.1750.]
[No. 4-143.]
11

DESERT LAND-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1877.

(Issued in duplicate-one for claimant, one fo1' the files.~
Receiver's Final Receipt, No.-.

Declaration No.--.
LAND OFFICE .AT - - ,
(Date) - - , 18-.
Receiv~d from------, of-- county,--, the sum of -.-.dollars and-cents, bemg final payment of one dollar per acre for the - - contammg --acres, at
?De dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, the sum of twenty-five cents per acre havmg been heretofore paid, as per original receipt No. - - .
·

$-.

- - - - - - , Receive?·.

[No. 4-200.]
DESERT LAND-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1877.

(issued in duplicate j one for claimant, one for the files.)
Register's Final Certificate No-. . Declaration No.--.
LAND OFFICE .AT---,
(Date)--, 18-.
IT IS HER:mBY CERTIFIED that, in pursuance of the act of Congress approved March
~ 18_77, ~nt:tled "An act to provide for the sale of desert lands in certain States and
ern tone~, ' - - -.- - , of-- county, State or Territory of--, has .purchased
If the register of this office, and made payment in full for the land descnbed as folows, to wit: --, containing - - acres, at the rate of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per acre, amounting to-- dollars .
. Now, therefore, be it known, that on presentation of this certificate to the CommisSioner of the General Land Office the said------ shall be entitled to receive a
patent for the tract of land above described.
- - - - - - , Re,qistfJr.
[NOTE.-See original declaration and receipt, No.-.]
.
The case is now made up and the papers transmitted, at the end of the month, to th~.
Commissioner of the General Land Office for approval and patent.

·

PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
[See Chapter XXXI, pages 365 to 410, 1292.]

To JUNE

30, 1883.

~o additional legislation by Congress of a general character on the subject of
pnvate land claims has been had since June 30, 1880, and. scores of such cases are
now on file in the General Land Office, or in the registers of Congress to which they
have been reported, waiting for an act of confirmation.
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PRIV A'rE LAND CLAIMS PENDING.

The condition and volume of these claims pending in the General Land Office June30, 1882, can be readily seen by the following exhaustive statement made by the principal clerk on private land claims in charge of that uivision, Luther Harrison, esq.,
before a committee of the United States Senate, December 28, 1881, and January 3,.
1882. This statement shows the necessity for Congressional action looking toward
the final settlement of these claims.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., November 30, 1881.
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS DIVISION.

This division of the General Land Office has charge of all claims which had their
origin in some form of concession from a foreign Government before the acquisitio;n ~y
the United States of the territory in which they are located and are embraced w1thm
the purchases of Louisiana and Florida, the former by the treaty of April 30, 1803,
with France, and the latter by the treaty of February 22, 1819, with Spain, and thecession made by Mexico by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the subsequent
Gadsden purchase.
The rights of claimants to property acquired from the former governments w J:en
they exercised sovereignty over the region of country in which their respective claimsare situated are recognized and protected by the treaties of acquisition referred to.
After the confirmation of this class of claims unuer the various laws passed by Congress for ascertaining their validity, their proper location by a United States survey
and patenting come within the supervision of this division. It also has charge of the
examination, location, and patenting of donation claims in the State of Oregon and
the Territories of Washington, New Mexico, and Arizona, and of Indian lands, both
reservations and allotments, and the issuing of scrip in satisfaction of con:firr:Q.ed
claims where the title to such claims has been adjudicated by the Supremo Court of
the United States, under the act of Congress of June 22, 1860, and certificates of location or scrip decreed by said court; also, of the examination and authenLication of
other scrip issued for like purpose under act June 2, 1858, and the examination and
patenting of New Madrid locations, act February 17, 1815, and of other matters in theservice similar to the foregoing.
STATE OF LOUISIANA.

It is estimated that in the State of Louisiana alone the number of confirmed,
private land claims is .................................................... 10, 00()
Of this number there have been patented ............................... 9i8
Satisfied with certificates of location, act June 2, 1858 ............. ··p·· 289
1,267 '
Total undisposed of .. . . . • . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. • • . • . . .. .. .. . • . . • • . . . . .. .. .. 8, 733
There remaining at least 8, 7~3 claims unadjudicated and subject to patent.
Relative to the inquiry made by Senator Blair upon his former visit as to the
necessity of issuing patents for this class of claims would say in reply that the acts of
Congress confirming private land claims in Louisiana generally provide for the issue
of patent, and consequently this office 'has no jurisdiction to consider that question,
but must execute the require!Ilents of the law in that respect by issuing such patents
when applied for.
Upon the general proposition as to the necessity of a patent, my understanding is,.
that a patent is essential to establish the boundaries of a confirmed claim and invest
the patentee or lawful cl::timaut with the legal title to the land described in such
boundaries, being conclusive evidence of both.
"In the Federal courts, where the distinction between legal and equitable proceedings is strictly maintained, and remedies afforded by law aud equity are separately
pursued, the action of ejectment can only be sustained npon the possession by theplaintiff of the legal title. * * * The patent is the instrume11t which, under the
laws of Congress, passes the title of the United States. It is the Government conveyance. * * * But in the action of ejectment in the Federal courts the lega.l titlemust prevail, and the patent, when regular on its face, is conclusive evidence of that
title." Gibson vs. Choteau, 13 Wallace, 102.
Independent of the foregoing considerations its convenience, too, is undoubtedly
appreciated in the daily business transactions of life. Suppose, for the sake of illustration, that the owner of a con:firmeu grant of land desired to borrow money upon
~ prop.erty or t~an fer it. In either transaction the title would be brought directly
m questiOn, and, m the absence of a patent, the confirmation would have to be resorted
to to establish title. That evidence is not in the possession of the claimant, and could
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only be exhibited by him by copies furnished from this office. The confirmation clea.r ly
established, a question might very properly arise as to the correctn~ss of the bou~da
ries of the claim as confirmed; which in many cases are vague a_nd drfficult of locat.10n,
and being liable to be changed by the Government befo_re the Issue. of a patent nnght
defeat the object. In this view of the matter a patent IS of much Importance, as the
objections stated would thus be obviated.
Patents also are absolutely necessary where two priva;te land cl~ims are confir.r:J?-ed
for the same, or portions of the same tra.c.t of la~d, ~o give the .clau:~.1ants a standmg
in court in a suit, if necessary, to determme which IS the supenor title, and cases of
this kind frequently occur in the administration of this office.
.
.
I will now endeavor to give a brief outline of the system ado~ted ?f diSJ?OS~ng of
this class of claims, the same rule applying to all other classes of cl~Im~ withm the
jurisdiction of this division, and the labor involved in their exammat10n and adjustment.
These claims are disposed of as called up by the parties in interest or their duly
authorized attorney, e. g. : An application being made for a patent in a specific case,
an examination is first made of the files, of which there are alphabetical indexes, containing the names of the confirmees in the cases on file, and if the necessary papers
are found constituting the basis of patent, they are examined to ascertain whether
the confirmation is properly stated, the question of confirmation being previously inquired into and settled by our own records, that the claim is correctly surveyed, and
corresponds in every particular with the survey as represented upon our township plat,
and generally that the papers are in all respects regular, and conform to the law. If
the examination results satisfactorily, the :r,atent is issued and the case closed; but if
the papers should not be found upon the files, the party is so advise~l, and is also informed that they must be transmitted before action is taken. Frequent.ly the local
land officers are instructed in that particular dii·ect from this office.
DONATIONS IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON TERRITORY, FORMERLY OREGON TERRITORY.

By act September 27, 1850, a grant of public lands was made to every white settler
a?oyethe age of eighteen years, a citizen of the United States or who had declared
h1s 1~tention of becoming such on or before December 1, 1851, if a resident of said
Tern.tory on or before December 1, 1850; 320 acres to a single man and 640 acres to a
marn~d man, one-half to himself and the other half to the wife, to be held in her
0.W~ nght upon the condition of four years' continuous residence and cultivation.
A
Similar grant was also made by the same act to those who went there between Der,ember 1, 1850, and December 1, 1853, and possessed the same qualifications prescribed
or the other class, and upon the same conditions, except that the settler must have
been .21 years of age; and that a single man was only entitled to 160 acres and a
mame~ man to 320 acres, one-half of which went to the wife in her own right.
~he t1me when a claim could be initiated was further extended by subsequent legis.1atiOn to December 1, 1855.

~he files here show that there still remain to be patented, of the above claims..
343
o which add (supposed to have been abandoned) .......... _. __ .. _. ___ . ____ . _ 2, 00()
Total -.. - -- - - - -- •. - . -- . - - - - ... --. - • -••·•.•• - - - . -- - -- - - -•• ,. •••• -- - • - •• - . 2, 343
. Relative to the claims supposed to have been abandoned, [I] would say that notifica~lons were filed as required by law, but the proof of residence and cultivation is wantmg, and from the fact that they hav-e continued in this condition for a long period of
y~ars, there can be no question but these claims have been abandoned, and consequently
Will never ?e. perfected. They cannot be disposed of, however, without legislation of
Congress, fixmg a time under a penalty of forfeiture when claimants should come for..
ward and furnish such proof
The ~ecessi~y for this legislation arises from a defect in t.he original donation act in
nhot fi xmg a time when the proofs required by it of residence and cultivation, &c.,
s ou1d be made.
NEW MEXICO DONATIONS UNDER SECOND SECTION, ACT JULY
OREGON.)

22, 1854.

(SIMILAR TO

~otalreported
to date
.......
.... -----............
atented to present
time
. ____---·
.. ______
. _________
. ______ ·-----·-·-···----··----·
. _____ ~ _____ . ___ •. __ . __ . 234
26Total undisposed of _______ . ____ .. _____ . __ .• _ . ____ . ___________ . _____ .. __ . 208
The act of July 22, 1854 (second ·section), makes a grant of 160 acres of land to all
persons above the age of twenty-one years, citizens of the United States or natural-
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ized citizens who were residents of the Territory of New Mexico on or before J anu~ry
1, 1853, and a like grant of 160 acres .o f land to persons possessing the same quah!J-cations who went to said Territory between January 1, 1853, and January 1, 1858-:--m
the latter class upon the condition of four years' residence and cultivation. Reqmrements in these cases, which must be established by satisfactory proof, are1. Age January 1, 1853; if in the second class when claim is alleged.
2. Whether native born or naturalized.
3. Continuous residence and cultivation for four years, if in the second class.
4. That land is agricultural and non-mineral.
.
.
5. That donee has never reeeived the benefits of any grant from Spam or Mex1c6
which has been recognized by the United States.
By the act of Congress approved February 5, 1875 (18 Stat., p. 305), certain lands in
-Santa Cruz valley, Pima County, Arizona T~rritory, were relinquished and gran~ed
"to the person or persons who have been in actual bonafide occupancy or possessiOn
of said land by themselves or their ancestors or grantors for twenty years next preceding the date of the passage of the act.'' The register and receiver are authorized by
t>aid act "to hear and determine, subject to the approval of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, the rights of the parties claiming under" said act and for that
purpose authority is given to summon witnesses, administer oaths, and take testimony
relative to such occupancy or possession. The act further provides upon the final
determination of any such claim for a survey and patent.
•·
Total number of said claims reported to date .. ____ ......................... - .. - 89
These claims have been suspended awaiting perfection of proofs as required by law .
.CLAIMS IN CALIFORNIA PRESENTED TO BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS (ACT MARCH
.
3, 1851, AND SUPPLEMENTAL LEGISLATION).

Number of claims _....................................... ~.. . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • . • . 813
Mission claims under No. 609 (24) . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 836
Claims rejected by Board and courts, or both ................... _.... . .. . . . . . .. 212
,Claims finally confirmed (estimated) ............ _.. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. 624
Claims surveyed and reported .............. _.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. • . . .. . .. .. 596
.confirmed claims not yet reported.. . • • • .. • • .. . • • • • • .. . • .. .. .. .. • • • • .. .. .. .. .. ..
Confirmed claims docketed but not disposed of . .. .. . .. . .. .. • • • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . • .

28
25

Totalin California to be disposed of........ ; • •• . . . • .. .. . • • . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . 53
In the settlement of these claims we dispose, on an average, of seventeen a year.
Many complications arise in the consideration of this class of claims, the boundaries of
-which as a general thing are contested, the act of July 1, 1864, affording facilities to
all interested parties for that purpose. These claims usually embrace large tracts of
valuable land, and in settling contests we are called upon to decide questions of law,
in construing the confirmatory decrees, which in many cases are very ambiguous, at;td
questions of fact in determining the correct location of the boundaries of a claim as
fixed by the decree.
GRANTS ORIGINALLY IN NEW MEXICO, NOW IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO.

Reported by surveyors-general, under eighth section, act July 22, 1854, and confirmed by subsequent acts of Congress. Undisposed of.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 40
The same remarks will apply to this class of claims as were made with reference to
.California claims. These claims as confirmed are, however, for much larger tracts
than those in California, and the description of boundaries contained in the ~rants
from which their location must be determined is very vague and indefinite rn the
majority of cases.
Of this class of claims there have been reported by the surveyor-general of New
Mexico) under said eighth section, act July 22, 1854, and are now pending in Congress
for act10n, 70.
Grants in Arizona reported to Congress by surveyor-general of that Territory, under
act of 1854, as extended to Arizona, 11.
Total pending in C?ngress, 81.
CERTIFICATES OF LOCATION.

This division is also charged with the examination of all applications for certificates
-of location, under the act of June 2, 1858. Said act was designed for the benefit of
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{)wners of con:fi~med private land claims, applying only to those .claims confirm~d by it
and prior acts of Congress, where the land embraced by such claims. had been d1spo~ed
ofbythe United States. as ~ublic lands, aJ?-d cannot therefore be satisfied by a locatwn
in place, and the exammatwn necess~ry ~s1. Hight of party to make the apphcatwn.
2. As to confirmation.
3. Original locus of grant.
4. That land so confirmed has been disposed of by United States.
This scrip, like that issued by this division u~ virtue of decr~e~ of the Supreme Court
.ofthe United States, under act of 1860, accordmg to the provisions of th~ act of Congress approved January 28, 1879,, is made rec.eivabl~ from ac.tual settl~rs m commutation of homestead and payment for pre-emptwn claims, and IS also assi~nable, and t!te
€xamination of assignments as to their regularity is conducted here pnor to transmission to recorder for patenting.
In Supreme Court scrip, locations made prior to act January 28, ~879, abo-ye referre~
to, no patents are authorized to be issued, but a certificate approvmg duplwate. cert.Jiicate of entry was prescdbed by Secretary's decision of August 4, 1875, to be Issued
by this office as evidence of title.
There are awaiting approvals of duplicates in this division, 1,176.
Scr~p apJ?lications under act June 2, 1858, to be examined, 96.
.
Scnp assignments to be examined, act of June 2, 1858, and Supreme Court scnp,
163.
Scrip suspended on account of imperfections in assignments, 169.
PATENTS FOR INDIAN ALLOTMENTS AND RESERVATIONS.

This division is also charged with the issuing of patents for all Indian allotments
Its duties, however, in this particular
a:e purely ministerial, as all questions of conflict are determined by the Office of Indian Affairs, the only labor required by this office being posting the different allotments upon the tract books and the preparation of patents.
~wd reservations, under the various treaties.

NEW MADRID LOCATIONS.

In 1812 a large part of the land in the county of New Madrid was injured by earth~
quakes, and on February 17, 1815, Congress passed an act for the relief of parties who
had th~s suffered. By this act persons whose lands had been materially injured were
auth?nzed to locate a like quantity of land on any of the public lands in the Territory
of Missouri, the sale of which was authorized by law; and it was made the duty of
the reco!der ofland titles in the Territory, when it appeared to him from the oath or
affirmatwn of competent witness or witnesses that any person was entitled to a tract
of _land ~nder the provisions of the act, to furnish him a certificate to that effect. On
th!s c.ertrficate, upon the application of the ·claimant, a location was to be made by the
prmCipal deputy surveyor of the Territory, who was required to cause the location to
be ~urveyed and a plat of the same to be returned to the recorder with a notice designatmg the tract located and the name of the cJaimant.
:r'~e act further provided for a report to be forwarded by the recorder to the Comlnisswner of the General Land Office of the claims allowed and locations made, and
for the de~Ivery to each claimant of a certificate of his claim and location, which
~hould ~nt1tle him, on its being transmitted to the Commissioner, "to a patent to be
Issued m like manner as is provided by law for other public lands of the United
~tates." The act also declared that in all cases when the location was made under
Its provisions, the title of the claimant to the original land, founded generally upon
some French or Spanish grant, or other evidence of title emanating from either of
those governments, should revert to and vest in the United States.
~umber of said claims reported __ ... _____ . ____ .. ___ ..... _.. _..... __ . ____ .. ____ . 516

c~::ru~~~~~~~£~£- _-_-_-_-_-_-_- .- _-_-." ." .".":::: ~::::: ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t~~
STATES OF FLORIDA, MISSOURI, ARKANSAS, ALABAMA, MISSISSIPPI, ILLINOIS, MICHIGAN, AJI.~ INDIANA.

In ~ddition to the foregoing there are a large number of private land claims and
<l~na~IOns in the States of Plorida, Missouri, Arkansas, Alabama, Mississippi, Illinois,
MICh1gan, and Indiana still unadjusted and unpatented.
In Florida there are 866 claims confirmed by, or pursuant to acts of Congress, or by
the United States Supreme Court, of which United States surveys, with descriptive
notes, are on file here. The land involved amounts to nearly 1,800,000 acres, and a
very few only of said claims have been called up for patenting.
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There are other claims in Florida which have been confirmed, but not located or
surveyed; and there are many con:flids between those surveyed, which will at some
time have to be adjusted in this office.
In the old Vincennes (Ind.) and Sault Ste. Marie (Mich.) land districts there are
about 100 military and other donations unadjusted and unpatented.
.
Since the passage of the act of June 6, 1tl74, this office has not been obliged to .Issue
patents in confirmed Missouri claims, but many important cases come before 1t f?radj_udication from that State. This act, however, does not apply to New Madr~d
cla1ms, which are not private land claims within its meaning, and are, therefore, still
subject to patent.
•
It is impossible to tell, without much research, how many unadjudicated claims remain in the States of Alabama, Mississippi, and Arkansas, but there is quite a large
nunt ber, and they are the subjects of considerable correspondence every year.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H ARRISON,
P. C. P. Lancl Claims.
Approved.
N. C. McFARLAND,
Commissioner.
For Hons. J. T. MORGAN and H. W. BLAIR,
Of Committee on Public Lands, United States Senate.
RECOMMENDATION OF THE PUBLIC LAND COMMISSION FOR LEGISLATION AS
LAND CLAIMS.

~0

PRIVATE

The Public Land Commission appointed under acts of March 3, 1879, and June 16,
18!50, in their preliminary report of February 24, Hl80, after careful review of the subject, and having before it the testimony of a score of witnesses as to the necessity for
legislation, made the following suggestions (see H. Ex. Doc. No. 46, Forty-sixth Congress, second session, together with testimony taken, 690 pages):
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
So far as concerns all private land claims situate in any cessions from foreign Governments outside of the boundaries covered by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo audl
the subsequent Gadsden purchase, the commission has but one recommendation to
submit. Numerous acts of Congress have, from 1806' to 1872, inclusive, granted indemnity scrip for confirmed private land claims, wholly or partly lost by non-location, or conflict with other claims, entries, or rights, or reduced by deficient surveys.
Most of these acts were temporary or local, or both; but an act of Congress, approved
June 2, 185tl (Stat. at Large, vol. II, pp. 294-5), made general provision for all claims
confirmed by Congress before that date and then remaining unsatisfied. The ascertainment and satisfaction of the claims therein provided for was placed within the
jurisdiction of the executive officers of the United States; but as the questions involved are purely legal, the -commission recommend a transfer of the jurisdiction
,to the Federal courts. The General Land Office would then be restricted to issuing
such scrip, only upon judicial confirmation. This will not impair such rights as may
have vested under past laws, but it will provide a safer and more satisfactory mode
of ascertainment. This recommendation is formulated in sections 221 to 22:3, inclusive, in the accompanying bill.
The commission has no recommendations to make concerning private land claims
in that part of the cessions from Mexico which fall within the State of California.
The laws governing the confirmation and the segregation of these claims have been
so far executed that vory few claims ar~ unsettled. So far as we are advised, none of
these claims are pending in the courts upon the confirmation of title, and but thirtyseven have not been finally adjudicated upon the question of survey. Even as to
that limited number, most of them have been surveyed by the Government, aud the
questions incidental thereto are rapidly approaching a final settlement. Whatever
views we might have desired to submit if the question was res integm, there is no
subject-matter to which new legislation by Congress would be applicable.
Sections 206 to 219, inclusive, of accompanying bill embody our recommendationAas to the private land claims within the cessions from Mexico by treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo and the Gadsden J?Urchase, but exclusive of the State of California. These
&ections are literal transcnpts of a biU introduced in the Senate during the present
Congress by Hon. George F. Edmunds.
In California, Congre , by the ~cts of March 3, 1851, June 14, 1860, July 1. 1 64,
and July 23, 1 66, provided machinery for the ascertainment and settlement of the e
claims, which ~as resulted in their final confirmation or rejection and in their subsequent segregatwn from the adj acent public lands. Questions of title were settled by
~he Federal courts, and authol'ity to segregate claims jn(1icially confirmed was vested
m the proper execut,ive oiticers of the Cnitl·(1 States.
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But in the remainder of the territory derived from Mexico a different mod~ from
settlin()' private land claims was prescribed. The basis of such settlement IS the
ei()'hth ~ection of the act of July 22, 18!)4, which made it the duty of t~e surveyorge~eral to "ascertain the origin, nature, ch_aracter, an~ e~;.ent of a!l claim~ to lands
under the laws usao·es, and customs of Spam and Mexico, and to Ie:port hiS ?On?lusions to Congr~ss fo~ its direct action upon the question of: ~onfir_r;natwn or: r~Jectwn .
The law was singularly defective in machinery for its admnnstratwn, an~ It Imposed
no limitation of time in the presentation of claim~, and no pen~lty for: fa1~ure to present. Its operation has been a failure amountmg to a. demal of .JuStice both to
claimants and to the United States. Aft.er the lapse of nearly thHty year~, more
than one thousand claims have been filed with the surveyor-general, of whiCh less
than one hundred and fifty have been reported to Congress, and of the number ~e
portell Congress has finally acted upon only seventy-one. Under the law, only copies
of the original title papers were submitted to Congress, and it is not presumed_t~at
its committees are so constituted as to make safe judicial findings upon th~ validity
of titles emanating from foreign Governments, nor to measure the era of claims whose
boundaries rest exclusively upon meager recital of natural objects in terms of very
general description. As a consequence the committees of Con~ress have naturally
been reluctant to act with insufficient data upon questions which involved the functions of the judge rather than of the legislator, and as these claims have heretofore
pertained to a semi-foreign population in a comparatively unsettled portion of our
Territories, business of more importance to the general welfare of the nation has been
permitted to exclude these local matters from regular consideration. In the limited
number of cases finally confirmed, Congress has been compelled to confirm by terms
{)f general description, which have usually proved to include much greater areas of
land than Congress would knowingly have confirmed. The established rule of area
under the Mexican colonization law was a maximum of eleven leagues to a claimant,
being a little less than 50,000 acres; but as illustrations of the natural result of confirmation without proper judicial investigation, one confirmation by Congress to two
·claimants has proved to embrace 1,000,000 acres and another about 1,800,000 acres.
The time has arrived when the States and Territories containing these treaty claims
are ~o longer on the frontier, and they have ceased to be populated exclusively by a
f~rmg~ population. Lines of transcontinental railroads are piercing them in every
dJrect10n; the restless activity of American civilization is spreading towns and farms
over. the_plains, and has exposed the hidden treasures of the mountains; emigration is
flowmg m with magical rapidity, and indm;;try and thrift are exploring every avenue
for development and investment. But at the foundation of all.permanent growth lies
th~ s.ecurity and certainty of land titles, and no discussion is required to prove that
thJs ts unattainable in communities covered with claims to t.itle of foreign derivation
.and of u~ascertained boundaries. Even the Government is ignorant of the line of
?emark.atwn between its puulic lands and these treaty claims, and uncertainty and
~nsecunty taint the titles of its purchasers. The sections proposed in our law are
mtended to cure these evils and to p: ovide a practical and speedy mode of settling
-these claims to title. The eminent source from which the commission has copied its
recommend.at~on inspires us with great confidence in the sufficiency of the remedy proposed. It ISm substance a judicial determination of the validity of the claims, with
bar for non-presentation within a prescribed period, and a compulsory segregation after
·confirmatwn.
T?e exp~rience of California has, however, demonstrateo that in t.h e ]apse of years
·d.unng winch the United States have slept upon the fulfillment of these treaty obligatiOns many of these claims have passed into the hands of innocent purchasers for valuabl~ consitleration. Caf.'les will doubtless occur when the title of their grantees will
be reJected or the lands so purchased will be excluded from the final survey of the
grant. It was deemed simple justice to give such grantees a preference right to pur<Jbase ~rom the United States at $1.25 per acre, to the extent of t.heir actual possession,
~~cordmg to ~be lines of their original purchase, and section 220 is recommended to
at end. It IS simply a literal enactment as general legislation of section 7 of the
a~t of Congress of July 23, 1866, and applicable only to California. It has operated
wtth extreme b~neficence in the State, and its principle s.hould be equally applied to
.any other locahty wherein the same conditions exist.
THE EDMUNDS BILL FOR SETTLING PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.

The Pu b1ic Land Commission, as abo\e noted, recommended the adoption of the bill
presented in the Senate December 14, 1881, by Hon. George F. Edmnnds, of Vermont,
for ascertaining and settling private land claims in certain States and Territories.
''J'he bill was as follows:
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504.

[Forty-seventh Congress, first session. ]
IN THE SENATE OF THE .UNITED STATES.

DECEMBER 14, 1881.-Mr. F.DMUNDS asked and, by unanimous consent, obtained leave to brin_g in the
following bill; which was read twice anu r eferreu to the Committee on Private Land Claims.
FEBRU.Al~Y 17, 1882.-Reported by Mr. BAYARD with amendments, Yiz: Omit tbe parts printed within

brackets and insert the pat·ts printed in italics.
A BILL to provide for ascertaining and settling private land-claims in certain States and Territories.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Ame1·ica
in Congress assembled, That it shall and may be lawful for any person or persons, or
corporations, or their legal representatives, claiming lands within the limits of the
territory derived by the United States from the Republic of Mexico, and now embraced
within the Territories of New Mexico, Wyoming, Arizona, or Utah, or within the States
of Nevada or Colorado, by virtue of such lawful incomplete Spanish or Mexican grant,
concession, warrant, or survey as the United States are bound to recognize and coilfirm by virtue of the treaties of cession of said country by Mexico to the United States,
which, at the date of the passage of this act, have not been confirmed by act of Congress, or otherwise :finally decided upon by lawful authority, and which have not tecome complete and perfect, in every such case to present a petition, in writing, to th e
judge of the district court of the United States in a State or Territory for the judici::l
district in which such lands may be situate, setting forth fully the nature of their
claims to the lands, and particularly stating the date and form of the grant, concession, warrant, or order of survey under which' they claim, by whom made, the nameo
or names of any person or persons in pot~session of or claiming the same, or any part
thereof, otherwise than by the lease or permission of the petitioner; and also the
quantity of land claimed and the boundaries thereof, where situate, with a map showing the same, as near as .may be; and whether the said claim has heretofore been confirmed, considered, or acted upon by Congress, or the authorities of the United States.
or been heretofore submitted to any authorities constituted by law for the adjustment
of land titles within the limits of the said territory so acquired, and by them reported
on unfavorably or 1·ecommended for confirmation, or authorized to be surveyed or not:
and praying in such petition that the validity of such title or claim may be inquired
into and decided. And the said courts respectively are hereby authorized andrequired to take and exercise jurisdiction of all cases or claims presented by petition
in conformity with the provisions of this act, and to hear and determine t~e same, as
hereinafter provided, on the petition and proofs in case no a.n swer or answers be :filed
.after due notice, or on the petition and the answer or answers of any person or persons interested in preventing any claim from being established, and the answer of the
district attorney where he may have :filed an answer, and such testimony and proof
as may be taken ; and a copy of such petition, with a citation to any adverse possessor or claimant, shall, immediately after the :filing of the same, be served on such possessor or claimant in the ordinary legal manner of serving such process in the proper
State or Territory, and in like manner on the district attorney of the United States ;
and it shall be the duty of the United States attorney for the proper district, as also
any adverse possessor or claimant, after service of petition and citation, as hereinbefore provided, within thirty days, unless further time shall, for good cause shown, be
granted by the judge or court to whom said petition is presented, to enter an appearance, and plead, answer, or demur to said petition; and in default of such plea. answer,
or demurrer being made within said thirty days, or within the further time which rna-'·
have been granted as aforesaid, the court shall proceed to hear the cause on the petition and proofs, and render a :final decree according to the provisions of this act; and
in no case shall a decree be entered otherwise than upon full legal proof and hearing ;
and in every case the court shall require the petition to be sustained by satisfactory
proofs, whether an answer or plea shall have been :filed or not.
SEc.2. Thatallproceedingssubsequenttothe:filingofsaidpetitionshallbeconducted
as near as may be according to the rules of the courts of equity in the proper 'rerritory
or courts of the United States in the States, except that the answer of the attorney of
the United States shall not be required to be verified by his oath, and no continuanc(•
shall be gr~nted unless for good cause shown; and the said court shall have full power
a?ld authonty to hear and determine all questions arising in said case relative to thPtitle of the claimants, the extent, locality, and boundaries of said claim, or other
matters connected therewith :fit and proper to be heard and determined, and by a una!
de~ree to settle and determine the question of the validity of the title and the bound anes <?fthe ~ant or claim presented for adjudication, according to the law of nation .
the stipulations of the treaty concluded between the United States and the Republic
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of Mexico at the city of Guadalupe Hidalgo on the second day of February, in theear of our Lord eighteen hundred .and forty-ei~ht,, or the treaty conclnd~d between
fhe same powers at the city of Mexico on the thirtieth day of Decemb~r, m the year
of our Lord eighteen hundred and fifty-three, and the .laws and ordmances of. the
Government from which it is alleged to have been d~nv~d, and all other quest~ons
properly arising between the claimants or other parties m the case an.d the Umted
States which decree shall in all cases refer to the treaty, law, or ordm~nce under
which' such claim is confirmed or rejected; and in all cases the party agamst :'Tho!ll
the judgment or decree of said district court may be finally rendered shall :"Ithm s1x
months be entitled to an appeal to the supreme court of the pr.oper Tern tory, ai~d
from the supreme court of a Territory, and if the case be in a Umted St~tes court m
a State from tha,t court to the Supreme Court of the United States, whiCh shall be
taken ~nd allowed within one year, and in the manner now prescribed by law for
taking appeals from said courts; which Supreme Court sha~l retry. the c~u.se, as well
the issues or questions of fact as of law, and may hear testimony m additiOn to that
given in the court below, and may amend the record of the proceedings below as tn;th
andj ustice may require; in which Supreme Court of the United States every questiOn
shall be open, and its decision shall be final and conclusive; and should no appeal be
taken, the judgment or the decree of the said district court shall in like manner be
final and conclusive, as shall be also the decision of the supreme court of the Territory
unless appealed from; and all the cou1·ts aforesaid shall advance the hea1·ing of cases1tnde1·
this act asja.1· as the same may be done consistently 'With the public inte1·est.

SEc. 3. That the testimony which has been heretofore lawfully and regularly received by the surveyor-general of the proper Territory or State, or by. the Commissioner of the General Land Office, upon all claims presented to them respectively,
shall be admitted in evidence in all trials under this act when 1he person testifying
is dead, so far as the subject-matter thereof is competent evidence; and the court
shall give it such weight as, in its judgment, under all the ·c ircumstances, it ought to
have.
SEC. 4. That it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the General Land Office of
the United States, the surveyors-general of such Territories and States, or the keeper
?f any public records who may have possession of the records and testimony pertainmg to any land-grants or claims for land within said States and Territories in relation
~which any petition shall be brought under this act, on the application of any person
n~ter~sted, or by the attorney of the United States for either of said Territories or
~Istncts, to furnish copies of such records and testimony, certified under his official
s1g~atu!e, with the seal of office thereto annexed, if there be a seal of office; which
copies, If the originals are not within the jurisdiction of the court, shall have the
same effect. as testimony that the originals would have if produced. The legal fees
shall be P.aid for such copies Ly the parties applying for the same, except the attorney
of the Umted States.
S1w. 5. Thitt the provisions of this act shall extend only to such claims as may be
presente~ and filed within three years from the date of its passage ; and all petitions
under this .act may be presented in vacation or term time, but the final hearing on
t~e s!l'me shall be had and the final decree rendered only at the regular terms of the
di~tr1et c.our~s; and the judges of said district courts and the supreme courts in the
Bald Terntor1es are hereby authorized, in vacation, in all cases arising under this acttto ~rant all orders for taking testimony, or otherwise te hear and dispose of all
moti?ns, and do .all other things necessary to be done to bring the same on to a final

~~
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SEC. 6. Th.at :upon the final decision in accordance with this act of.any claim prosecuted under It, m favor of the claimant or claimants, it shall be the duty of the clerk
of the court in which such final decree is had to transmit a duly certified copy of the
decree to the surveyor-general of the proper State or Territory, who shall thereupon
cause th~ la;n~s specified in said decree to be surveyed at the expense of the United
S~ates. Tnphcate plats and certificates of the survey so made shall be returned into
~s ofi!ce, one of which shall remain in his office, and one,•duly authenticated, shall
e de~ve.red, on demand, to the party interested therein, and one shall be sent to the
Commissioner of the General Land Office; on receipt and approval of which snrvey
an~ plat by said Commissioner and the Secretary of the Interior, the President of t-h e·
Umted States shall issue a patent to said claimant, subject to the provisions of this
ac~; but one-half the necessary expense for making such survey and plat shall be,
pa1d by the claimant, and shall be a lien on said land, which may be enforced by sale
of so much thereof as sball be necessary for t.hat purpose, after a default of payment
thereof for six months next after the approval of such survey and plat; and no patent
shall issue until such payment.
·
S.Ec. 7. '!'hat the clerk of the court in which such petition may be filed shalJ, and
he Is hereby directed, when any petition or claim is filed under the provisions of this
act, before any proceedings t.hereon, subject to the direction of a judge, to require
reasonable security for all costs a~d charges which may accrue thereon in prosecuting-
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the same to a final decree; and the district attorney, clerk, marshal, and witness~s
severally be allowed such fees for their services and attendance as may be aLlowed by law for the like services and attendance in the United States courts for the
proper State or Territory.
SEc. 8. That it shall be the duty of the attorney of the United States for ~he pr~per
Territory, in every case when the decision or decree of the district court IS agamst
the United States, to appeal the cause to the supreme court of the Territory; and if
the decision of the latter court be against the United States, a copy of the r?cord and
decree, with a statement of .the legal questions involved, shall be forthwith transmitted .by the district attorney to the Attorney-General; and in like ~anner he s~all
transmit a copy of the record and decree in any case decided agamst the Umted
States in the district court in a State; and unless the Attorney-General shall otherwise direct, the district attorney shall appeal the cause to the Supreme Court of the
United States.
SEc. 9. That if in any case it shall so happen that the lands decreed to any claimant under the provisions of this act shall have been sold or granted [for a valuable
consideration] by the United States, it shall be lawful for such claimants, or their
legal representatives, at any time within one year after the rendition of the :final
decree in their favor, to execute and :file, in the office of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, a release to the United States of all right, title, or claim to the
land so sold or granted by the United States; and thereupon there shall be issued by
the said Commissioner (under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior), to such claimant, or his legal representatives, scrip for an equal
amount of acres so released, in quantities not exceeding six hundred and forty acres
each, which scrip shall be assignable in such form as may be prescribed by said Secretary, and shall be r~ceivable, acre for acre, in payment for any public lands in either
of said Territoires or States respectively that may be subject to private entry at the
minimum price.
SEc. 10. That the provisions of this act shall extend to any city lot, town lot, village
lot, farm lot, or pasture lot held under a grant fTom any corporation or town [to
which lands have been lawfully granted], any grant which may be entitled to corifirmation under this Governrnent, for the establishment of a city, town, or village, by the
Spanish or Mexican Government, or the lawful authorities thereof; but the claim for
said city, town, or village shall be presented by the corporate authorities of the said
city, town, or village, or, where the land upon which said city, town, or village is
situated was originally granted to an individual, the claim shall be presented by or
ill the name of said individual or his legal representatives.
·
SEc. 11. That all claims which are by the provisions of this act authorized to be
prosecuted shall, after three years from the taking effect of this act, if no petition in
Tespect to the same shall have been filed as hereinbefore provided, be deemed and
taken, in all courts and elsewhere, to be abandoned, and shall be forever ba.r red.
SEc. 12. That all the foregoing proceedings and rights shall be conducted and de-cided subject to the following provisions, as well as to the other provit:~ions of this
act, namely:
First. No claim shall be allowed that shall not appear to be upon a title lawfully
and regularly derived from the Government of Spain or Mexico, and one that at the
-date of the acquisition of the territory by the United States the claimant would
have had a lawful right to make perfect had the territory not been acquired by the
United States, and that the United States are bound upon the principles of public
law, or by the provisions of t·h e treaty of cession, to respect and permit to become
.complete and perfect.
Second. No claim shall be allowed that shall interfere with or overthrow any just
.and unextinguished Indian title or right to any land or place.
Third. No allowance or confirmation of any claim shall confer any right or title to
any gold, silver, or quicksilver mines or minerals of the same, unless the grant claimed
.effected the donation or sale of such mines or minerals to the ~rantee, or unless such
grantee has become otherwise entitled thereto in law or in eqmty; but all such mines
and minerals shall remain the property of the United States, with the right of working
the same, which fact shall be stated in any patents issued under this act. But nothing in this act shall authorize the working of any mines therein by any person except
the con:firmee, or his assigns, until Congress shall provide by law therefor.
Fourth. No claim shall be allowed for any land the right to which has hitherto
been lawfully acted upon and decided by Congress, or under its authority.
Fifth. No proceeding, decree, or act under this act shall conclude or affect the private rights of persons as between each other, all which rights shall be reserved and
sa-ved to the same effect as if this act had not been passed; but the proceedings, decrees, and acts•hcrein provided for shall be conclusive of all rights as between the
United States and all persons claimiug any interest or right in such Jands.
Sixth. No confirmation of or decree concerning any claim und~r this act shall in
any manner operate or have effect against the United t;; [es otherwise than as aresha~l
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lease by the United States of its ri~ht and title t? the. land confirmed; nor shall it
operate to make the United States many manner hable m re~pect o~ any such grants,
claims or lands or their disposition, otherwise than as herem provided.
Sev~nth. No ~onfirmation shall in any case be made or patent issued for a g~e~ter
quantity than eleven square leagues of land, to or in the right of a:uy one ongmal
grantee or claimant, or in the right of any one original grant to tw<? or more perso?s
jointly, nor for a greater qnanti!-Y than was authorized by the respective laws of Spam
or Mexico applicable to the claim.
SEQ. 13. That section eight of the act of Congress approved July t~enty-second,
anno Domini eighteen hundred and :fifty-four, entitled "An act to establish th~ offices
of surveyors-general of New Mexico, Kansas, and Nebraska, to grant don~twns to
actual settlers therein, and for other purposes," and all acts amendatory or m extension thereof, or supplementary thereto, and all provisions of law inconsistent with
this act, be, and the same are hereby, repealed.
The bill did not become a law.
LEGISLATION RECOMMENDED BY SURVEYORS-GENERAL.

The surveyor-general of' Arizona, Hon. John Wasson, in his report to the Commissioner of the General Land Office for 1881, says ofSPANISH AND MEXICAN PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.

But for the failure or neglect of parties to present their claims acquired under Spanish and Mexican laws for examination, every claim of any great importance would ere
this have been reported as required by act of July 15, 1870; and, as it is, there are
only four positively known to this office, and they lie partly in Sonora and partly in
A;rizona, which have not been presented, and all but one (El Sopori), for which petitiOns have been filed, have been reported and preliminary surveys executed. There
are some, perhaps many, claims to very small tracts, granted by alcaldes and captains
of presidios, which have not been presented for the action of this office .
. My last annual report referred to seven claims, aggregating 49! square leagues, havJ?g been presented and reported upon, 32! leagues being recommended for con:firmat~ou and 17 for rejection. Five leagues were adversely reported because of forged
title papers, and 1~ because in excess of the amount granted.
As a rule, claimants petition for and set up claim to all land within the boundaries
referred to in their title papers. Excepting the case of the ''Calabazas" every title
paper presented shows that the original grantees petitioned the authorities for an
exact 9-uantity by sqnare leagues and specific parts of square leagues, and that such
quanttty was always appraised in accorda.nce with prices fixed by law, set forth as
exac~ly measured, sold, and granted. The former Governments were very careful to
re.quue full payment for all land granted, however small the fraction of a league
m1ght. appear in the proceedings of measurement, appraisement, sale, and grant.
Qu~D:t1ty being mentioned with exactness throughout all the proceedings, from the
petitt%u to grant, I caused all the preliminary surveys (save that of the "Calabazas ) to be made for such exact quantity, and thus have justly recommended to
Co~gress a saving of many square miles of land, without attempting to deprive any
claimant of even a square inch to which he or his grantors ever bad a lawful right.
A very thorough examination of Spanish and Mexican land laws has convinced me
that neither Spain nor Mexico ever granted absolute title to mines and minerals, and
t~~t the right or any right to them could be acquired only in pursuance of the pro:VIswns of the mining ordinanees; and that under grants and sales of land for grazmg and agriculture no rights whatever to mines or minerals in the land so granted
were acquired by the grantee, but all right and title thereto remained in the Government notwithstanding the grants; therefore I have recommended in all my reports
upol!- claims in which minerals are even supposed to exist that the act of confirmation
spemally exempt the mines and minerals and reserve them to the Government.
In the famous case of the United States v. Andres Castellero (2 Black), the Supreme
Court.emphatically declares that a Spanish or Mexican title to land does not convey
the ~merals contained in the land granted, nor any interest in them, and that rights
to mmes and minerals could be acquired only under the mining ordinances. It is
hoped that Congress will not make a donation of mines and minerals at wholesale to
o.wners of immense grants of la,nd made by foreign Governments, and at the same
tu:~e continue the practice of selling the mineral lands (which were never claimed as
pnvat~ property) at a high price and under expensive conditions. I believe it is now
the nmform practice of our Government to insert in patents for lands acquired under
all other than the mining laws a clause exempting the mines and minerals therefrom,
an~ with more reason should Congress exempt them from Spanish and Mexican grants
by Its acts of confirmation.
Since my last annual report the following titled cases have been reported:
January 21, 1881, "La Ari!Jac;" petition by Charles D. Poston, with an interven·
71 L 0 -VOL III
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ing petition by Santiago Ainsa; confirmation of all within boundaries asked; 2
square leagues recommended to the legal representat.ives of the original grantees.
February 5, 1881, "San Juan de las Boquillas y Nogales;" petition by ·Janet G.
Howard and George Hearst, and asked confirmation of all within designated boun~
aries; recommendation for confirmation of exactly 4 square leagues to present petitioners.
·
February2.1'l, 1881, "Los Nogales de Elias," which lies partly in Mexico; petitioners
Camon Brothers and the heirs of Elias; recommendation for confirmation of that proportion of 7t square leagues which falls within Arizona, by measurements .or surveys
based upon the initial point. described in the original title papers, wbicb· gives about
two square leagues, one-half to Camon Brothers, and one-half to the legal representa- tives of the original grantees.
.
..
March 1, 1881, two sowing lots and a house lot, granted by captams of pres1d1os;
present petitioners Sabino Otero et al., to whom confirmation was recommended to
the exact areas called for in the title papers, amounting to between 400 and 500 acres.
A petition has been before this office for more than a year asking for a report upon
aclaim to 31-l square leagues, and the case would have been reported months ago but
for the pressing demands for delay upon part of petitioner. I have no doubt but the
claim is based upon forged title papers, and shall so report.
· During the past year I found it necessary to send an agent to Hermosillo to specially examine certain records relating.to land claims in Arizona, and finding references in title papers before me to land records in the Mexican city of Chihuahua, I
deemed it a wise precaution to have the archives in said city examined by a trusted
and. competent employe of this office. It is sometimes as necessary to know that
records do not exist as that they do. This office labors under unexampled difficulties
in the examination of titles to lands issued by Spain and Mexico, inasmuch as aU tha
original records and title papers (save the mere teBtirnonioB) are about four hundred
miles distant, in a foreign country. However frequently and carefully these foreign
archives may be searched by a competent person, it is impossible to note and report
all points that arise in each case. Some cases that are presented for examination
and report compel special examinations in Mexico of the papers and records pertaining to such cases. This fact requires time and expense. A pending case requires
another examination of the archives in Hermosillo, in a particular that no searcher,
however competent and cautious, could have anticipated in a general search.
In his report for 1882 Mr. Wasson again calls attention to this subject:
''SPANISH AND MEXICAN PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS,

1882.

"Titles to but three of these claims have been reported upon during the past fiscal
year, viz:
.
"' El So pori,' the Sopori Land and Mining Company, petitioners, for 31-l square
leagues. After a very thorough examination, the title was pronounced forged and
invalid, and a recommendation made that it be r ejected.
" 'Buf"na Vista,' Frederick Maish and Thomas Driscoll, petitioners, for 4 square
leagues, the greater portion lying in Sonora, Mex. The title was found to be genuine,
and confirmation recommended.
'' 'Rancho de Martinez,' Nicolas Martinez et al., petitioners, and quantity very small,
it being a grant made by the justice of the peace of Tucson. Independent of the title
paper, petitioners ha{l acquired a right to confirmation by long, useful, and undisputed occupation, and a recommendation was accordingly made.
"Several claims to more or less land are S'till to be examined and reported. All
would have been passed upon bad claimants presented their claims. No law compels them to ask for an adjudication of titles, and the non-action of Congress on claims
long since reported in accordance with existing law tends to di&,courage them, and
creates a fear that, after doing all they can do under the law, their cases will be relegated to the courts, proceedings which in many cases would amount to confiscation.
It is not stating the case too strongly to say that ~he non-action of Congress is an inexcusable outrage upon settlers generally, as well as upon owners of sound titles, the
confirmation of which is guaranteed by international treaty. The homes of about
twenty thousand people in Arizona are in jeopardy because of private land claims,
some of which are not yet presented for investigation, and owners of sound grants are
absolutely deprived of the possession of their property by squatters, who are encouraged to believe they have rights by the non-action of Congress. Thus great damage
is done to thousands of honest men and their families and the improvement of the
lands prevented. Congress ought, upon every consideration of expediency and justice,
to immediately confirm or reject all claims reported in accordance with law; and if
the present system is not right, or not the best, to promptly enact a new Jaw and cause
it to be vigorously enforced upon part of claimants and those charged with its execution. The treaty with Mexico requires that this be done. Sound public policy de-
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mands it and goqd faith with claimants and settlers generally calls aloud and justly
upon Co~gress to perform this obvious dut,y.
"During the past year a number of petitions have been fil.e?- praying investigation
of the rights of communities of. Ind1ans to lands: The petitiOns do n?t even allege
that the claims are based upon t1tJe papers, but evidently rely upon t_he laws1 usages,
a,nd customs of Spain and Mexico.' These cases ought to be 6peE'dily exammed and
reported. (It is no fault of this office that .they have not been.) The lo!lger defe~ed,
the greater the hardships which are certam to ensue, however determmed. If It be
decided that the Indians have valid rights by reason of long occupation and. the
usaO'es and custons referred to, many people will lose their homes and mining rights
be greatly interferred with, .if not in effe~t destroyed, th<!ugh !lo title to mines passed
with grants under the Spamsh and Mexican system of dtsposmg of lands; and upon
the other hand, if it be found that the Indians have no rights to or in the lands claimed,
they will become wanderers over the c~untry and public nuisances, and of necessity
sufi'er much without being responsible therefor.
"Provision ought to be made for a thorough search of all land records in the Mexican States of Chihuahua, J alisco, Sinaloa, and Sonora. Original title papers or records;
or both, to lands in Arizona, and quite likely in New Mexico, are liable to be found
in t.he. ~rcbives of either of said States. The original titles and all loose paper~ connected therewith to lands anywhere in the United States ought to be &urrendered to
our Government, and full copies ma:de of all records pertaining to titles to such lands
which ~re so interwoven with the records in any of these States that they cannot be
detached. , An expert in Spanish title docud1ents should superintend the work) and
wherein only copies cau be obtained careful notes should be taken regarding any peculiarity of each and of all points indicating soundness or unsoundness of titles.
'Manifest destiny' seems to point to a further expansion of our country southward,
and hence it would be wise policy for our Government to be vigilant in this matter of
foreign land titles across our southern border. Enough was long since developed in
California to demand such vigilance, and Arizona has already supplemented the history. of California in this respect.''
RECOMMENDATIONS OF SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF NEW MEXICO.

Ron. Henry M. Atkinson, surveyor-general of New Mexico, _which contains the
largest number of these unadjusted claims, in his report to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office for 1881, says:
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS• .

There have been three private land claims filed during the year, to wit:
No. 184, Town of Atrisco. Jose Hurtado de Mendoza et al., grantees.
No. 185, San Jose Spring. Paulin Montoya et al., grantees.
No. 18~, La Nasa. Manual Lucero, grantee.
A considerable amount of testimony has been taken in several cases, and final action
has been taken in the following cases:
Reported No. 123. Ignacio S. Vergara. Approved.
.
Reported No. 124. Juan Montes Vigil, grantee. Approved.
Reported No. 125. Don Fernandez de Taos, town of, grantee. Approved.
The transcripts of the two former have been transmitted, and that of the latter will
be forwarded in due time.
The Ia:nd:grant question is becoming more serious in this Territory as time lapses,
~nd ag~m, m the language of my last report, I beg to renew my recommendation made
m J?revw~s reports, that Congress fix a limitation on the time for filing and prosecut1_ng prrvate land claims and provide that they should be barred tbereafter, and I
ag~m.ear~estly urge the importance of providing some safer and speedier method of
ad~udicat1.~g claims ofthit~ character, as the present method is unsatisfactory a.nd un-'
safe, both fo~· the Government and claimants. Judging from the light of experience I
am of the opmion that a, reference of these cases for adjudication to the district courts
of the r~spective districts in which the lands may be situated would not be adV'isable,
and, wb1le there an1 some arguments in favor of such a reference, I believe the results
Would not be as satisfactory a.s under the present system .
. Some of the objections to that method are that the court of adjudica.tion should have
drrect ~nd .read:y acce~s to a,ll the a~chives, it being frequently necessary, on account of
the antiquity of. the t1tlc papers, to mtroduce for pnrposes of comparison other original
documents bearmg the signatures of the same Spa.nish or Mexican offic.ials whose signatures, or purported signatures, appear on the muniments of title in the case at bar, and
th:e genumeness or ungenuineness of these title papers is frequently necessarily detern;nned by such comparison when there are no living witnesses familiar with the
Signatures of such officials to prove or disprove the genuineness of the same.
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The evidence of the abandonment or fraudulent character of a grant may exist
among the archives in documents having no direct connection with the case at bar
in one district, and the same document may embrace evidence of a similar character
or reverse in another c::i.se pending in another district, and the document may be required in evidence in both district courts at the same time. or its existence may be
known to one and unknown to the other, or may be unknown to either, unless direct
and easy access to the entire archives can be hall by the court. If these dot?uments
were sent back and forth from one district to another or to and from the regular custodian of the same, they would be liable to be lost, and if distributed among the several
judicial districts the evidence of legality or illegality of the documents in sot~e par.t icular case might be on file in another district than the one in which it might be
required in evidence in such particular ease.
The invt;stigations of this office the past five years have demonstrated that some of
these alleged grants are forgeries, and a comparison of the signature of the governor
.on the alleged title papers with the signature of such officer, proven and accepted as
genuine upon other documents in the archives, and the judgment of experts there.on
IS not unfrequently required to establish the character of the documents under consideration. Unless the court before which these cla.ims are adjudicat,ed can have access
to all of these archives, it is much more liable to be imposed upon by fraudulent title
papers.
It is not a difficult matter for witnesses to be obtained to swear to whatever may be
deemed necessary to establish the claii:rt~ if parties were so disposed, and the· closest
scrutiny and most careful investigation is absolutely essential in these cases. There
are two methods that could safely be adopted in the adjudication of these cases, to
wit, by a commission appointed for that express purpose similar to that of California,
with like p·o wers and right of appealfrom their action; the other would be to continue
the authority in the surveyor-general, before whom all the testimony could be taken,
and require the supreme court of the 'rerritory (or United States court of the district
in case of a State) to review each case before it is transmitted to Congress for its
action, with the right of appeal therefrom to the circuit and sr;preme courts of the
United States, or what would be better, have but one court of appellate jurisdiction.
The surveyor-general could continue to make these investigations as before, taking
the testimony in writing as under the present system, and his action in every case
would be subject to review by the supreme court of the Territory or the United
States district court of the States; which courts, having all the evidence before tl::em,
or accessible, could with facility dispose of the same without the duty imposed interfering materially with the other business of the court, and if they required further
testimony in any case, they could remand it back to the surveyor-general for that
purpose.
If the authority is continued in the surveyor-general to investigate these cases, he
-should be specifically empowered by law to issue compulsory process, punish for contempt, &c., and the United States district attorney should be required to appear on
behalf of the Government from the inception of the investigation.
If Congress will fix the limitation, and provide some such mode of adjudication of
these claims as is herein suggested, they will be rapidly disposed of, and the titles in
this Territory, now in such an unsettled condition, will be speedily adjusted.
The acquisition to the population of New Mexico the ensuing year-from immigration is estimated at not less than 50,000, and will probably exceed that, and it is all
important that these titles be adjusted without further delay, and the lands embraced
therein segre~ated from the public domain, so that the settlers upon the public lands
may locate w1th some degree of confidence and certainty in eventually securing title
to the lands settled upon by them.
.
Many of these grant title papers are doubtless still in the personal possession of the
grantees or their descendants, and the particular location of the tracts covered by
them, as well as the lands embraced by those claims on file but nnadjudicated, is
necessarily unknown. Individuals may locate on what is suppoRed to be public land,
and after they have erected valuable buildings and improved the tract it may finally
be ascertained to be embraced within the limits of a grant, and the labor and outlay
of years are taken from the settler.
Where the Government has such large interests involved, and the property and improvements of settlers on the public lands are so much in jeopardy, it does seem as
though Congress should ~ive this matter prompt attention, and, in providing for the
adjudication of claims of this character, the right of appeal to the several courts involves a great expense both to the Government and claimants; and while there should
be a. court to review the proceeding of the commission, or court having primary juri&·
dictiOn, in order to meet the demands of justice and as a safeguard against errors, yet
to provide that all such cases may be appealed successively from court to court until
the highest tribunal is reached would encumber the dockets and records of the
various courts and render the proceedings tedious. I would suggest that an appeal
be allowed from the court of original jurisdiction to some particular but higher tri-
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bunal in order to simplify the proceedings and avoid the expense and dela;rs incid.e11:t
to a final determination of a case where it muilt follow the course of ordmary CIVIl
cases.
Under existing laws there is no legal requirement th~t owners o"f gra11:ts .shall ~le
and prosecute their claims, and unless Congress pres?ri hes some time. wtthm whiCh
they shall be filed and proven up, the present uncertam status of the s01l as ~o ownership must remain undetermined. These grants are usually pastural or agncultural,
and the unqualified confirmation operates as a quitclaim on the part of the Goyernment to the mineral which was never intended to be granted by either the Spamsh or
the Mexican Goverr:ment, and the local Spanish or Mexican authorities had no power
to grant the right to the mineral, as that was reserved as the propertY: of the state,
only subject to alienation by the supreme authority, and in a prescnbed mann~r.
Where the confirmation is unqualified the Government not only ma.k es good the original title but confers upon the claimant the additional right to the mineral. It is well
known that the precious metals abound throughout this Territory, and n early all of
these gratJts doubtless contain more or less mineral, althongh its existence may, at
this time, in particula.r cases be unknown, yet the almost absolute certainty that it
exists generally in the Tenitory should induce Congress to except the right to the
mineral in the confirmation of these claims. I assume it to be the policy of the Government to enconra.ge the development of the mineral resources of tlre countr.r, and to
reap some benefit from t.he same in the incr~ased consideration charged for lands of
this character, as well a.s tile indhect benefit derived by reason of the addition of the
net prodHcts of the mines to the substantial wealth of the country. If the right to
the mineral is vested in the grant claimants, the adventurous prospootor through
whom these discoveries are usually made has no incentive to prospect thereon, and
the existence of rich mineral deposits may 1·emain undiscovered and unknown .
. The appointment of a commission to a.djust these claims would involve some' addit.Jonal expense over the present method, but I believe on the whole it would be far
more satisfactory, and certainly the magnitude of the interest involved, both to claimants and the Government, would amply justify Congress in adopting this method for
the settlement of private land claims in New Mexico, where such a considerable number yet r~main to be adjudicated; and I hope that Congress will take early action in
the premises.
.
In his report for 1~82, continuing the subject, he again urges the attention of Cong:ess to the subject, reciting the language of his report for 1881 and .six years preVIous.
LAND GRANTS, HOW MADE BY SPAIN AND

MEXICO IN THE ULTRAMARINE POSSESSIONS OF THE SPANISH CROWN-HOW MADE IN SPANISH AND MEXICAN POSSESSIONS Now· IN THE UNITED STATES.
LWork of Special Agent R. C. HoPKINS.]

September 1, 1879, Mr. Rufus C. Hopkins was appointed by Hon. John ·wasson,
tmrveyor-genera.l of New Mexico, to take charge of the bureau of private land claims
in his office.
Mr. Hopkins proceeded to Sonora and other Mexican States in search of records
~nd data. In Sonora he found record of twenty-one claims or grants within what
18
now Arizona. His report as to the method of making and character of grants
made by authority of Spain and Mexico, now in California, Arizona, New Mexico, and
Colorado, are given in fnll, as prepared by Mr. Wasson:
-GRANTS OF LAND BY SPAIN AND MEXICO IN THE ULTRAMARINE POSSESSIONS OF THE

SPANISH CROWN .

k'The ancient laws of Spain tleclare that t.he ownership and fnll dominion of conquered
mgdoms belong to the monarch. (Law II, Title I, Partida II.)
Wherefore, the West Indies having been conquered by the arms of the Catholic king
~fd queen, Fernando and Isabel, in the sixteenth century, in consideration of the fact
1at no person can live without the means of subsistence, and no city exist without
the ren~s necessary for its support, their majesties thought proper to cede to the towns
(poblact?nes) of America and to the councils of the same certain portions of lands
!rom whlCh to derive their support, using the same for pasturage and cultivation, or
m the ~nanner that may be directed by the municipal ordinances; these lands were
-denonnnated consejiles, or de p1·opios.
Another portion of the (conquered) lands was distributed by concession of the king
to those who assisted in conquering the country as rewards fo·r their services; and
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lands were also sold to individuals (p~ticulares) for the purpose of obtaining mea~s
to supply the necessities of the crown. These lands, donated or sold, were denoml•nated de dominio particular (of private property), as in fact they are, because the full
ownership thereof was transferred to the donees or purchasers, and hence they aretruly private property.
.
The ~sufruct of the remaining lands was ceded by the kings to all their vassals, .that
they might make use of their pastures, woods, waters, and other natural productiOns,.
for the support of their flocks and herds; which lands are called "common lands,'~
because they are for the common use. They are also ca1led valdios (vacant lands) ~
because nothing is paid for the use of the pasturage, or fire-wood that may be cut
thereon. They are also 1·ealengos (royal lands), because th.e dominion and property
thereof are reserved t? the king by his right of cunquest, although he ceded th~ usufruct of the same to h1s vassals. (Law III, Title VIII, Book VIII, del Ordenam1ento;
Law X, Tit.Je XV, Book II, Recopilacion; Law II, Title I, Book III, del Ordenamiento;
Law I, Title V, Book VII, Recopilacion.)
For the dispositioJ! ancl settlement of the realengo lands of Spanish America, royal
decrees were fi·om time to time issued, and laws and ordinances passed, changed, ~r
modified to suit the circumstances of the times, having for their end a proper disposition of the realen.go lands and the encouragement of the occupation of the country by
the actual settler. The royal decree of the 24th of November, 1735, required petitioners for realengo lands to apply to the royal person of the king for a confirmation of
their titles. This decree, however, was found to be prejudicial to the settlement of the
realengo lands, the expenses attending such applications being so great as to prevent
many persons from applying for these lands; vy here fore to remedy this difficulty wereissued the royal instructions of the 15th of October, 1754.
Article 1st of these instructions provides that from the date thereof the power to
appoint sub-delegate judges to sell and compromise for vacant lands of the royal domain shall belong exclusively to the viceroys and presidents of the royal audencias of
the kingdom, who are required to notify the sub-delegate judges. of their appointments
and furnish them with a copy of the instructions, the viceroys and presidents being
required to give immediate notice to the secretary of state and universal dispatch of
the Indies of the mimsters whom they might appoint as sub-delegate judges of their
respective districts.
Article 3d provides that all persons who shall have possessed royal lands, whether
settled and cultivated or not, from the year 1700 till the date of the publication of this
ord~r, may prove before the sub-delegate the titles and patents in virtue of which they
hold their lands.
Article 4th provides that persons in possession of royal lands by virtue of sales or
compositions made by sub-delegates before the year 1700, although the same may not
be confirmed by the royal person of the king, shall not be disturbed in the possession
thereof.
·
Article 5th provides that the possetssors of lands sold or compromised for, from the
year 1700 till the present ·time, shall not be disturbed in the possession thereof, provided their titles have been confirmed by the royal person of the king or by the viceroys and pretsidents of the audencias dnring the time that they exercised this fi:teulty; but such possessors of lands as have not obtained such confirmations shall apply
to the audencias of the district to have their titles confirmed. Under this decree or
instructions the preliminary proceedings of survey, valuation, publication, and sale of
the 1·ealengo land petitioned for having been taken by the minister sub-delegado of the
district in which the laud was sit.uated, the expediente showing such proceedings was.
transmitted to the real audencia for approval; and if the proceedings were found t()
be regular, they were approved and the title was issued and registered in a book kept
for that purpose.
The provinces of Sinaloa and Sonora belonged to the real audencia of Guadalajara,
and hence the sales made of realengo lands in t,hese provinces under the decree of 1754
were registered in the office of the real audencia in the city of Guadalajara.
The law of 1754 remained in force until the 4th of December1 1786, when to cure
some defects and remedy some inconveniences found in the practical workings of said
law the royal ordinances of inten<lentes were issued. Under these royal ordinances
t,he Kingdom of New Spain was divided into twelve intendencias, exclusive of the
Californias, one of which was to be the general intendencia of the army and province
· and to be established in the capital of Mexico, and one, the intendencia of Sonora.
and Sinaloa, t.he capital of which was established at the city of Arizpe.
The viceroy was to exercise the uperior authority and the various powers confelTed
on him by royal commission and by the laws of the Indies as governor and captaingeneral, but the superintendency of the royal treasury, in all its branches and revenue , was committed to the care, direction, and management of the general inten~ency of the army and trea ury, establi. bed in the capital of Mexico. A superior
Junta wa e tablished in the capitalz having jnritsdiction over all matters relating to
the royal treasury and the army, anct al o ov r the public propel'ty and revenues.
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.Article 81 of these ordinances provides that. th~ intend~nt~s shall b~ the e~clusi"-ye·
judges of all causes and qu~s~ions that may a.:Ise m the d1stnct of their provmces m •
relation to the sale, compositiOn, and g~ant of 1·ef!'le.ngo lands.
Under these ordinan'ces the proceedmgs prehmmary to a grant of realengo land s
were taken in the same manner as under tlle Jaw of the 15th of October, 1754, but
these proceedings, instead of being referred to the real aude_nci~ for approval, were
submitted to the intendente who r6ferred the same for exammatwn to the promotor
iisca1, who made a report tb~reon; whereupon they were referred bythe.intendenteto
the "provincial junta de hacienda," and when approved were transmitted through
the office of the commandante-general to the city of Mexico for final apyroval by the
"superior junta de hacienda/' and, if found to be correct, the proceedmgs were approved, the approval registered in the proper book, and the expediente returned to the
province where it belonged.
On the 22d day of October, 1791, Don Pedro de N ava, commandante-general of ":'estern provinces, made a decree to the effect that, "notwithstanding what was prov~ded
in article 81 of the ordinances of intendentes," captains of pr~sidios w:ere authon~ed
to grant bouse lots and lands to soldiers and settlers who m1ght desire to establish
themselves under the protection of the presidio. These grants were, however,. limited
t.o the territory embraced within four square leagues, measured one league from the
presidio to each of the cardinal points. The motives of this decree are manifest; they
were that the soldiers of the presidio might make homes for their families, and that
pueblos might grow up around the presidia! establishments.
The ordinances of the 4th of December, 1786, were further modified by the royal
decree of the 23d of March, li98. This decree provides that when the value of the
real~go Jands petitioned for and sold by the intendente does not reach the sum of
$200 It shall not be necessary to refer the proceedings to the superior junta for approval. The reason for the issuance of this decree was that the expenses attending a
ref~rence to ,the superior tribunal were oft-en greater than the value of the lands sold,
WhiCh prevented persons of small means from making application for 1·ealengo lands,
and much retarded the settlement of the country.
Under these ordinances, with the modifications referred to, grants of realengo or
royal lands continued to be made until the dominion of Mexico was lost to the crown
of Spain by the revolution which resulted in the independence of Mexico in 1821.
From the foregoing laws, ordinances, and decrees it is seen that the constant policy
of Spain was to encourage by all means the settlement of -her possessions in the New
World; that, while the absolute ownership of the rralengo lands was retained by the
crown, laws from time to time were passed for the purpose of enabling actual settlers
to obtai_n ti.tles to so much of these realengo lands as they required for their use and
occupa~JOn ~n the pursuits of agriculture and stock-raising; yet, while the terms und.er Which titles to these realengo lands could be obtained for actual use and occupatiOn were made so easy as to be within the reach of petitioners of humble means, still
the G~v~rnmen.t guarded with jealous care their disposition by passing such la\VS ·as
made 1t Impossible for the vassals of the king to acquire them for any other purpose
than that of actual use and occupation.
·
GRANTS OF "TERRENOS VALDIOS, '' OR VA CANT LANDS, BY THE GOVERNMENT OF
MEXICO, SUBSEQUENT TO THE YEAR 1821.

T~e revolution of ltl21 changed the form of the Government of Mexico without proIn 1822 an imper!al government was established, which, however, was soon abolished, and the republican form adopted, and in 1824 a federal constitution was formed, modeled somewhat
after that of the United States. On the 4th of August, 1824, the sovereign constit~ent Congress of the United States of Mexico passed decree No. 70, in which are specIfied the sources of the federal revenues, and the eleventh article of this decree recites
"that the rents that are not included in the preceding articles of this decree belong
to the States." As a compensation for this concession by the General'Government tho
Gum of $3,136,875 was required to bo paid yearly by the states for the support of the
e~eral Gove~nment. This sum was apportioned to the different States accordingto
t h err p~pulanon and wealth, the sum apportioned to the State of the West (Estado
del OcCid~nte), embracing the Spanish pro;rinces of Sonora and Sinaloa, being $53,125.
Under this law grants or sales of land were made in the State of Sonora from 1824
down to the. time when the system was changed by legislative enactment .
.After.the mdp,penclence of Mexico, the old intendencia of the Spanish Government,
embracmg the provinces of Sonora and Sinaloa, was called El Estado del Occidente
(the State of the West), continuing united under that name until about the year 1830,
when they were divided by the boundary as it now exists.
On ~be 20th of May, Ul25, the constituent congress of the free, independent, and
aovere1~n State of the West (Estado del Occidente) passed provisional law No. 30,
regulatmg the system of selling the public lands. Under these provisional regulations

~ucmg any radical change in the habits or thoughts of the people.
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the prices at which the public lands could ue sold were graduated according to the location and quality of the land. The quantity allowed to one individual was limited to
fou.r square leagues, unless the applicant could satisfy the government that he re•q uired more for the use of his stock. Under this provisional law the State of the
West, in making grants or sales of land, continued the system that had been established by t.be Spanish Government. The same formalities were observed; the lands
were survey~d, valued, published for thirty days, and at the end of that time were
·Sold at public auction to the highest bidder, the treasurer-general of the state occupying the same position under the state government t.h at the intendente did under
the Spanish Government. The grants, however, issued by the treasurer-general re·quired no approval by the supreme government.
.
Between the time when grants cease to be made within the jurisdiction of the mten·dencia of Sonora and Sinaloa by the authorities of the Spanish Government and the
time w ben they were made by the authorities of the '' Estado delOccidente" under the
law of the general congress of 1824 and the provisional law of the congress of the
:s tate of 1825, the granting power was exercised by an officer .e ntitled comisa1·io gen.e?·al, pTovisional de hacienda, credito publico y guerra, whose headquarters, as shown by
the records of the times, were generally at Fuerte, a town in Sinaloa, near the north·ern boundary of the State.
Report of special agent, Mr. R. C. Hopkins, states: "That notes on expedieni;es of
grants of land in the government archives of Sonora show that about the year 1825 a
number of grants were issued by the above-named officer, on proceedings which under
the Spanish Government bad not gone beyond the approval of the provincial junta de
hacienda," having doubtless at that point been arrested hy the revolution of 1821. In
these cases no borradores or draughts of title are found in the expedientes, but notes
are fonnd of the register of the grant in cua1·deno No.2 in the office of the comisario
general.
On the 30th of May, 1834, the constituent congress of the State of Sonora issued
decree No. 10, which provides as follows: ·''Article 1st. Six months' furfher time is
granted to possessors of lands who have failed to obtain titles of ownership thereof,
as required by decree No. 10 of the 28th of June, 1833."
Article 2d declares that if at the end of this time, which shall not be extended, the
possessors of lands shall not appear and make their grants efi'ective, their lands shall
be denounceable, and the claimants thereof shall be subject to the penalties imposed
by the organic law of the treasury, which is about to be passed. This law was required to be circulated and published in all the pueblos of the State, the respective
authorities being directed to furnish exact lists of the lands in their districts for
which titles had not been obtained.
On the 11th of July, 1834, was passed the "ley organica de hacienda" (organic law
of the treasury). Article 57 of this law provides: That any one ba.ving necessity for a
tract of land for grazin~ or other purposes shall present himself before t.h e treasurer
general, applying therefor in the name of the State, accompanying his application with
the testimony of three impartial witnesses in relation to the circumstances of t.he petitioner, character of land, &c.
Article 58 declares that to no new settler (creador) more than four square leagues
shall be granted or sold, unless it can be shown that, on account of the abundance of
stock owned by such new settler, be needs more; in which case the treasurer general
will concede him only so much as he may need, as shown by the testimony of impartial witnesses.
Article 60 declares that the treasurer general, as the immediate chief of all the revenues, shall make sale of the lands and issue titles therefor.
Article 61 declares that those who possess lands to which they have not obtained
titles, although the lands ba>e 'been applied for and surveyed, shall present themselves
to the treasurer general within the time designated by the law No, 10 of the 30th of
May of the current year (six months from 1st of June, 1834). The lands of the proprietors, which may not be regulated in accordance with this disposition, shall remain
vacant and denouncea ble, provided tbe proprietors thereof shall not present themselves
and make application for their titles within the time prescribed by said law, setting
out in writing the cause of the failure to obtain title.
Article 62 directs the treasure1· general to refer these matters to the promotor fiscal
for his 'Opinion, whereupon the matter will be determined in view of the rights of the
interested party and of the public treasnry.
Article 6? requ_ires grantees of lands to construct boundary monuments of rough
&tone and hme w1thin three months after tbe issuing of the title, and failing to do so,
they J;lave to pay a fine of $% and the cost of constructing the necessary monuments.
Arttcl~ 64 fixes the value of the public lands as follows: For dry lands only suitable
for grazmg, ·15 per quare league; for such as may be irrigated from reservoirs and
contain past~re, 49, and wi~hout these circum tances, $35 per square league; for such
as may contam spnngs or nver , but are dry and broken, $60 per square league, and
0 per square league for such as are very fertile and suitable for agriculture. These
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were the minimum prices, for less than which lands could not be. sold in any case
whatever.
'
. .
d ~
Article 72 directs the surveyors to appoint as appraisers o.f the lands p~~1tione ~or
persons who are free from prejudice and not especially l?art1al to the pet1t10ner.
Grants made subsequent to the passage of the foregomg law refer to the decree of
the general congress of the 4th of August, 1824, and to the decress of the congress ?f
the State of Sonora of the 30th of May, 1825, and of the 11th of July, 1834, as the basis
on which they are made; and all the grants of land in Sonora since the passage of
these laws were made under the authority thereof.
GRAKTS UNDER THE LAWS OF COLONIZATION.
To encourage the settlement of t.he vacant lands of the republic, the sovereign
general Constituent congress of the United States of Mexico, on the 18th of August,
1824, passed a law, article 1st of which declares: "That the Mexican nation offers
to foreigners, who may come to establish themselves in the territory, security in their
persons and property, provided they submit to the laws of the country.''
Under this law any lands of the nation that did not belong to private individuals or
pertain·to corporations or pueblos were subject to colonization, except such as were
embraced within the twenty leagnes bordering on a, foreign territory, or the ten leagues
bordering on the seashore. In the granting of these lands Mexican citizens '';ere to
be preferred to foreigners. To carry in to cf:l:'ec t this general law the congresses of the
states were to form such laws and regulations as might. be necessary, in accordance
with the general constitution and principles established by this law.
The maximum quantity that could be granted to one person under this law was
eleven square leagues; one of irrigable, four of arable, and six of pasture lands.
The concluding article declares that, in accordance with the principles established
by this law, the government will proceed to colonize t,he territories of the republic .
. Un(ler this law grants were made in the territory and department of the Califormas down to the change of government on the 7th of July, 1846.
On the 4th of April, 1837, a decree was issued "to render effective the colonization
of the lan~s of the republic." This decree ueclarcs the government, in concert with
the counml, shall proceed to render effective the colonization of the lands which may
be, or shoul~ be, the property of the government, by means of sales, lease~, or mortgages, applymg the proceeds thereof (which in case of sale shall be at a price not less
than $1.25 per acre) to the extinguishment of the national debt, which has already
~Jeen or may be contracted; ahvays reserving a sufficient quantity to fulfill the promJses made to the soldiers, as a reward for their services in the war of independence,
and also sufficient. to satisfy the concessions made by congress as Indian reservations,
and to those who had assisted in the re-establishment of the government in T exas.
On the 15th of September, 1837, an agreement was entered into in the city of London between the agents of the Mexican Government and the holders of Mexican bonds
to the following effect: Article 1 provides for the consolidation of the national debt
at 5 per ce~t. interest per annum.· F. de Lizardy & Co. were appointed as agents of
~he repubhc to act in the matter; these gentlemen to issue, in the name of the MexICan Gov.e rnment, the corresponding bonds of the consolidated fund in sterling money,
pay~ble m .London on the 1st of October, 1866. A certain class of these bonds were
rcce~vable m payment for vacant lands in tho departments of Texas, Chihuahua, New
Mex1co, .Sonora, and California, as might be desired by the purchaser, at the rate of
£1 sterlmg for four acres; interest to run on the bonds until the purchasers of the
lands .should be placed in possession thereof.
.
Article 7 of this ae;reement provided that the payment of the principal and interest
of these bonds should be secured by a mortgage, in the name of the Mexican nation,
~n o:ne hundred millions of acres of the vacant lands of the departments of the Californms, Chihuahua, New Mexico, Souoro, and Texas.
On the 1st of June, 1839, the foregoing agreement was approved by decree of President Santa Ana.
ATTE:!\IPT OF PRESIDEK'l' SANTA ANA TO ANNUL GRANTS MADE IN THE TERRITORY
01? THE REPUBLIC AFTJm 21ST OF SEPTEMBER, 1821.
On ~he 25th of November, 1853, President Santa Ana issued a dictatorial decree
dcclaru?g: "That the vacant lands (ten·enos valdios) being the exclusive property of
the natwn, could never have been alienated by any title w hatcvcr, by virtue of decrees,
ord~rs, ~nd dispositions of the legislatures, governments, or authorities of the states or
terr1tones of the republic; wherefore such sales, cessions, and alienations as may have
been made of tLc vacant lands, wiLbout the express order and sanction of the general
po;versin tbeform prescribed by law, are declared null and void." On the 7th of July,
18.':>4~ President Santa Ana issued a second decree in relation to public lands, requiring
all titles of the alienation of publw lands made in the territory of the republic from
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September, 1821, to the date of the decree, given either by t he general au.tJ;toriti~s or
by the extinguished states and departments, shall be submitted to the revisiOn of the
supreme government, without which they shall be considered of no value, nor shall
they convey any right of propert.y. The foregoing decrees of Presiden.t Sa;nta Ana
were annulled as follows: "On the 3d of December, 1855, Juan Alvarez, !?resident ad
interim of the Mexican Republic, issued a decree abrogating in all their part.s the
decrees of the 25th of November, 1853, and of the 7th of July, 1854, issued by Pr~side';lt
Santa Ana., and declaring that all the titles issued dming the period ·r eferred tom s::ud
decrees of 1853 and 1854 by the !:!uperior authorities of the l:ltates or territories, under
the federal system, by virtue of their legal faculties, or by the authorities . of ~he
departments or territories, under the central system, without the express authonzat~on
or consent of the supreme government for the acquisition of said lands. the sam.e bemg
in accordance with existing laws in relation to such alienations, shall in all times be
considered as :firm and valid, t,he same as the titles to any other property legally
required, without in any case being subject to a new revision or ratification by the
Government."
This decree further declares: ''That the alienations of vacant lands that may have
been made by the authorities of the states, departments, or territories, without the
requisites mentioned in the foregoing article, and in contravention of the requirements
of article 4 of the law of congress of the 18th of August, 1824, are null and void, ~nd
the possessors of lands in -such cases shall be subject to such penalties as may be Imposed by the laws of the republic."
Article 4th of the law of the 18th of August, 1824, above referred to, is as follo~s:
"The territories embraced within the twenty leagues bordering on a foreign nat!on,
and the ten leagues bordering on the sea, cannot be colonized without the prevwus
approval of the Supreme Government." Decree of President Alvarez further declares:
''That the concessions or sales ofvacant lands which mayhave been made by competent authority and in accordance with the laws in force controlling the same, under
the express obligation of colonizing them within a :fixed time, on a failure to comply
with this condition shall be void, the land in such case reverting to the nation." The
decree!:! of President Santa Ana of 1853 and 1854 were also abrogated by the act of the
Mexican Congress of the 16th of November, 1856. But even if the dictatorial decrees
of President Santa Ana had not been declared null, they could not affect the Mexican
grants in Arizona, since the treaty was signed on the 25th of September, 185:~, while
the decree of Santa Ana was not issued until the 25th of November, 1853, and that although ratifications of the treaty were not exchanged until after the 25th of N ovember, 1853, these ratifications have a retroactive effect, relating to the date of the treaty,
(September 25th, 1853), and bound both Governments from that date.
From the foregoing historic sketch of the laws, ordinances, and decrees of the Gov·ernments of Spain and Mexico in relation to the disposition of public lands is gathered: 1st, that under the ancieut laws of Spain the full dominion of a conquered kingdom was claimed by the monarch by right of conquest. 2d, that the lands of the
conquered kingdoms were divided into three classes; first, such as were conceded for
the establishment and support of pueblos, which were denominate<l conseyiles or de p?·opios j second, such as were granted by the king to those who had assisted in conquering
the country, and such as were sold to individuals, for the purpose of obtaining means
to supply the necessities of the crown, which lands were denominated de dominio pm·ticula.1'j and third, l:luch as remained of the conquered kingdom, which were called
"common lands," "vacant lands," and "royal lands." 3d, that the usufruct of this
last-mentioned class of lands was ceded by t.he kings to their vassals, under the provisions of such laws as from time to time were passed in relation thereto. 4th, that
these royal lands were granted for use and occupation, and that the quantity granted
was limited to such an amount as the applicant might ueed and was able to use and
occupy. 5th, that up to the 15th of October, 1754, grants or concessions of royal lands
required the approval of the king. 6th, that from the 15th of October, 1754, to the
4th of December, 1786, grants of laud were issued by the real andencias, and did not
require the approval of the king. 7th, that from said 4th of December to the date of
the Mexican independence grants of the royal lands were made by the intendentes or
governors of provinces, and required the approval of the" superior juuta de hacienda"
established in the capital of Mexico. 8th, that the exceptions to this rule are as follows, to wit: On the 22d day of October, 1791, Don Pedro de Nava issued an order
permitting captains of presidios to make grants within the four jurisdictional leagues
of the presidio, and in 1798 grants of the royal lands of a value less than $200 did not
require the approval of the "superior junta de hacienda." 9th, that, on the change
of Governments in 11321, the realer~ go or royal lands of the Spanish Government became
the pnblic lands of the Republic of Mexico, and continued to be disposed of to settlers,
by valuation and sale, much in the same manner as they had been under the Spanish
Government. lOth, that the act of the Mexican Congress of the 4th of August, 1824,
gave to th~ State of the West (Estado del Occideute), composed of the States of Sonora and maloa, the public lands embraced therein, requiring from the State for thi
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concession the annual payment into the federal treasury of the sum of $53,125, and
that based upon this act of the general Congress the Congre~~ of the States ~f ~on ora
and Sinaloa united, on the 20th of Mar, 1825, p~ssed a prov1s10nal law provHlm?" f?r
the disposition of the public lands, w h:w h provisionallaw was followed by the ?rgamc
' law of hacienda, passed by the congre.ss of the State on the 11th of Jul;v, 1834, confirming the provisional law of 1i:l25, With some amendments th~reto. 11th, t.hat.on
the 18th of August, 1824, the ge.neral Congress ~f ~e~ico authonzed t.~e coloJ?~Z~t~on
of such lands of the nation as did not belong to mdiVIdual~ or corpo~atwns, dnectmg
the leO'islatures of the states to make such laws or regulatwns as might be necessary
forth~ carrying into effect the provisions of this. general law within their respectivejurisdictions. 12th, that the provisional regulatwns made by the congr~ss of Sonora
on the 20th of May, 1825, for the disposition and settlement of the public lands, mni7"
be considered as authorized to be made by the act of the general Congress of the 18th
of August, H:l24. 13th, that on the 25th of November, 1853, and the 7th of July, 1854t
General Santa Ana, by dictatorial decrees, attempted to annul the grants of land made
subsequent to the 15th of September, 1821, which decrees were abrogated by decree of
president Alvarez on the 3d of December, 1855, and by act of the Mexican Congress, passed'
November 16, 1856. 14th, that grants of the realengo or royal lands were made by the
Spanish Govemment, for settlement, use, and occupation, and that grants under the
Mexican laws of colonization, and under the provisional regulations made by the congress of Sonora and Sinaloa, of the 20t.h of May, 1825, and the organic laws of hacienda
of the 11th of July, 18;"j4, were made under the condition of occupation within a limited time, under penalty of a forfeiture of the right granted, unless a good cause could
be shown why the condition of occupation had not been complied with.
Wherefore, since grants of the public lands were given on condition that they continued to be occupied, and if abandoned they were subject to denouncement and could
be regranted by the Government, it is manifest that these grants of the public domain
by the Government were conditional, and did not pass the absolute title or fee of the
land.
G-RANTS CONTAINING MINERALS.
MINES AND MINERALS.

In accordance with Interior Department instructions, I have collected information
from authentic sources in reference to the laws of Spain and Mexico respecting ininerals and what conditions attached to grants embracing mines.
From the earliest European settlement of the country mining for the precious metals.
constituted the principal branch of industry in Spanish America, and being the one
that yielded the largest revenue to the government, laws and royal ordinances were
from time to time passed for the encouragement of the adventurous prospectors and
for the protection of the fortunate discoverer of mines of the precious metals; yet,
although these laws and ordinances dignified the mining profession by attaching
thereto the privileges of nobility, still the Government went no further in its liberality
t~an to grant the miner the exclusive privilege of working the mine he might have·
dis~overed ~n the manner required and under the conditions imposed by the laws and
ordmances m relation thereto; and when these conditions were disregarded or violated
the ownership of the mine, or rather the exclusive right to work it, was lost, and the·
same reverted to the Government, ~o be acquired by any one else who might undertake to comply with the conditions under which it had been granted to the foro:er
owner, the absolute o~nership of the mine ever remaining in the Government.
Joaquin Escriche, in his Diccionario Razonado de Legislacion y Jurisprudencia (a.
standa~d authority), .under the head of Minas, says: "Accordi~g to the ancient Roman
law, mmes ?f gold, silver, copper, iron, and other metals pertamed to the owner of the
land o~ whiCh they were discovered, erant privati,j~wis, et in libero privatorum usa juri&
comercw, because they are benefits bestowed by nature, to be· enjoyed by the owners oi
the land producing the same. SubBequently the Roman emperor appropriated onetenth of the products of the mines of every character.
·
''Under the Spanish law a different rule was adopted; mines of gold, silver, lead,
and o~her metals could not be worked without royal permission, since they (and alsosalt pits) belonged to the king. Any one was permitted to 'dig' in search of minerals
or stones on his own lands, or on the lands of others with the consent of the owner,
under the condition that the discoverer should receive one-third part of the net proceeds of the discovery, the other two-third parts to be given to the Government.
Every Spaniard or foreigner was permitted to 'dig' in search of minerals on public
or pnv~te ' lands, under the obligation of compensating for the damages occasioned.
In MeXIco, Venezuela, and Chili the matter of mines is governed by the ordinances of'
the 22d of May 1783." (Escriche, new edition, printed 1869, Mina.) ·
As early as the year 1383, Don Alonzo XI issued a ''pragmatica" in which it is declared: "That all mines of silver and gold and lead, and of any other metal whatever,.
of whatsoever kind it may be, in our royal seigniory shall belong to tls, therefore nc;
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.one shall presume to work them without our special license and command; and also
the salt springs, basins, and wells which are for making salt, shall belong to us, wherefore we command t,hat t.hey revert to us with the produce of the whole thereof, and
-that no one presume to intermeddle therein except those to whom the former kings,
.our predecessors7 or we ourselves may give them as a privilege, or who may have .
held them from time immemorial." (Vide Book VI, Title XIII, Law II, Recopilacion
.O.e Castilla; Book IX, Title XVIII, Novisima Recopilacion.)
The law of Philip II, 1559, declares: That inasmuch as the discoverers of mines, after
having discovered and registered them, pretend that by that act alone they have
.a.cq uired such a right to them that no other person can, within the limits and space of
.such mines, enter, or try, or work, and that they can thus keep them encumbered
without working them themselves or permitting others to do so, by which they 11ervent
the principal produce and profit which belongs as well to us as to our subjects and to the
public welfare, since that principally consists in the working and reduction of mines
and metals, and not merely in their discovery, we declare and command that such dis·c overer of the mine or mines of silver, after having made registry in the manner prescribed, shall be obliged within six months to sink and excavate to the depth of three
estados (a measure of about six feet), and not sinking and excavating his mine to the
depth of' three estaclos, it may be denounced before the judge and registry made thereof
as of a vacant or undiscovered mine. Also, that we reclaim, resume, and incorporate
in ourself, in our crown and patrimony, all the mines of gold and silver. and quicksilver
-of these kingdoms, in whatsoever parts and places they may be and are found, whether
in royal lands, or in those of lordships, or of the clergy, and whether in public, munici.pa1, or vacant lands, or in inherit.ances, places, and soils of individuals, notwithstanding the grants which by us and by the kings, our predecessors, have been.made to any
persons, of whatsoever condition, rank, and dignity they may be. (Book VI, Title
XIII, Law IV, Recopilacion de Castilla. Also, Book IX, Title XVIII, Law III, Novisima
Recopilacion.)
ROYAL ORDINANCES FOR THE DIRECTION, REGULATION, AND GOVERNMENT OF THE
IMPORTANT BODY Ol!' MINING OF NEW SPAIN AND OF ITS ROYAL TRIBUNAL GENERAL, MAY 22, 1783, NOW IN PRACTICE, WITH MODIFICATiONS NOTED IN MEXlCO.

Article I, Title V, declares: That mines are the property of the royal crown, as well
by their nature and origin as by their reunion declared in Law IV, Title XIII, Book
VI, Nueva Recopilacion.
Article II, same title, declares : That without separating them from the royal patrimony, they are granted to the subjects of the king in property and possession, in such
ma,nner that they may sell, rent, donate, and pass them by will, either in the way of
inheritance or legacy, or in any other manner alienate the right which in the mines
belon&s to them, on the same terms on which they themselves possess it, and to persons
capable of acquiring the same.
Article III, same title, declares: That-this grant is understood to be with the conditions that the grantees contribute to the royal treasury the proscribed portion of the
metals, and that they shall work the mines in the manner prescribed by the ordinances,
so that they shall be considered forfeited whenever a failure shall occur in complying
with the ordinances in which it is provided, and that they may be granted to any
})erson who for that cause may denounce them.
Article I, Title VI, declares: That the discoverers of one or more mineral hills, absolutely new, may acquire on the principal vein which they may select as many as three
pertenencias, continued or interrupted, according to the measurements which shall be
prescribed, and if they may have discovered more veins, they may have one pertenencia
on each vein, sai.dpertenencia being determined and marked out within ten days. (A
pertenencia was iu extent two hundred varas, measured on the vein, the width being
determined by the dip or angle thereof, being sufficiently wide to prevent the vein
from being cut by a shaft s1mk on a side claim, at a depth of less than two hundred
varas, this being the depth beyond which, in those times, it was considered unprofitable
to work a mine.)
.
Article X, same title, declares: That if the denouncer of a mine does not put his
working-shaft in order nor take possession within sixty days, he shall lose his right,
and the mine may be denounced by another.
Article XIV, same title, declares : That any one may discover and denounce a vein
or mine, not only in common land uut also in the private lands of any individual, provided he pays for the land of which he occupies the surface, and the damage which
immediately nsues therefrom, according to the valuation of the experts appointed by
b th parties, and a t.hird in case of disagreement.
Art-icle II, Title IX, provides: That no one shall be permitted to work mines without
the d.irection and continual assistance of one of the intelligent and practical experb
who m New Spain are called Mineros or Gua1·da-minas, who must be examined, licensed,
and affirm d by one of the professors of mining, which each Ileal or A.Biento must have.
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Article XIII, same title, declares: That as mines require to be w:ork_ed continua.Ily
and incessantly in order to procure their me~als, and a~ they reqmre I_n them w~rks.
and operati?ns whi~h can be executed onl~ m a long t~e, and as the1r re-es~abhsJ;l
ment, if their workmg be suspended _and u~te.rrupted, ~Ill cost as much as m their
oriainal undertakino- therefore to obviate this mconvemence, and also to prevent any
ow~ers of mines wh~' cannot or will not work them, from keeping them without use,
and for a long time impeding by pretended working the real and effective labor which
others mio-ht bestow upon them, I order and command that any one who shall for fourconsecuti~e months fail to work a mine with four operatives regularly employed and
occupied in some interior or exterior work of real utility and advantage, shall thereby
forfeit the right which he may have to the mine, and it shall belong to the denouncer
who proves its desertion.
.
.
Article X, same title, declares: That no mine shall be abandoned without first Informing the deputation of the district, iu ord~r that it may be published by fixing notices on the doors of the churches and other accustomed places, so that all may have
notice thereof.
Article II, Title ·XIX, grants in favor of scientific professors of mining the privileges
of nobility in order that all persons who devote themselves to this important profession and occupation may be considered and treated with all the distinction duet()
so noble a profession.
According to Escriche, the laws of Spain passed prior to 1821 and the laws of Mexico passed since that date have not changed the fundamental principles laid down in
the ordinances qf the 22d of May, 1783, in relation to the ownership of mines and the
n;tanner of acquiring title thereto; hence these ordinances have been in force in Mexic()
smce the date of their passage in 1783, the Mexican mining laws passed since the year
1821 not having essentially changed the spirit thereof.
From the foregoing it is manifest that under the laws and royal ordinances of Spain,.
fr?D?- very early times down to the date of the independence of Mexico, and under the
mmm~ laws of Mexico down to the publication of the new edition of Escriche (1869}
the mmer could acquire no absolute ·title or fee in any mine discovered by him in any
part of the Mexican territory, the usufruct thereof being all that was granted him by
!'he government, and this under such regulations, instructions, and conditions as were·
Impos~d by law; and when these conditions were not complied with, the right to work
the m~ne was lost, andflould be acquired by any one else who might undertake to comply Wlth the conditions and regulations inseparable from the privilege of working
~es. The Spanish and Mexican Governments, in granting lands in Mexico, never
m. terl?s reserved the minerals contained therein, for the reason that under the constitutwnal laws they were reserveu by and for the government. For this reason, in
th~ manY: ~rants of land made by Spanish and Mexican authorities in Sonora, as well
as m California, no mention is made of minerals.
Pas~oral and mining pursuits were separate branches of industry, and in a certain
sense mdependent of each·other. Both were cherished and protected by the government. To the grazier and agriculturist was granted so much of the soil as he had
means to oceupy and improve, together with such apJ>'urtenances thereto as were necessary t? make the occupation of the soil possible and the use thereof valuable ; and to
the m~nei: were. gracted the minerals he might discover in the soil and the usufruct of
the ~n~e m whiCh they were found. But to neither of these parties was the grant unconditiOnal. To the grazier were granted lands on condition that he occupied them
~sefully t~ himself and to the government, and the abandonment thereof was followed
Y a forfe1ture of title, in which case the land reverted to the government to be reg_ranted to a more industrious applicant. To the miner was granted the exclusive
n~ht to work the mine he might have discovered, on condition that he observe certam.rules and regulations established by law and paid to the government a. certain
portwn o~ the products of the mine ; a violation of these conditions was also followed
by a forfeiture of such title as he possessed, the usufruct of the mine reverting to the·
governm~nt to be regranted to a more vigilant and" honest miner."
h The obJects of the government iu granting lands for settlement were the increase of
t e we!"'lth ~nd population of the country, the spread of the holy Catholic faith, and the
~xtenswl?- o_
f the power of the Spanish monarchy; and the motive that induced the grant ·
~g of pi'lvileges to miners was that the royal treasury might be supplied with AmerIcan go~d. No grants of lands or mines were ever made by the Government of Spain
or Mex1co fo~· speculative purposes. It is true that lands were sometimes granted as a
reward for distinguished services, but in all other cases on condition of occupation.
From a careful consideration of the foregoing laws and ordinances, as well as of the·
usa~es and customs of Spain and Mexico, I am forced to the conclusions:
Jfust. Th_at the grantee of land under the Spanish and Mexican Governments acquued no title to the minerals contained in the granted land.
Second. That the title to the minerals contained in the tract granted remained in
the g_overnment notwithstanding the grant of the land.
Thud. That under the Spanish and Mexican laws and ordinances any one had a. right
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to'' di~" in search of minerals, under certain conditions, on his own lands or on those
belongmg to individuals or private persons.
Fourth. That the Government of the United States under the treaty of 1853 for the
purchase of a portion of the territory of Sonora succeeded to all the rights and obligations of the Mexican Government in relation to the ceded territory at the date of the
treaty.
The result of these condlusions necessarily is: That since our Government succeeded
to all the rights and obligations of the Mexican Government in relation to the ceded
territory it is bound by the treaty to recognize and confirm all rights, titles, and privileges which had been granted by that government to private individuals prior to the
cession of the territory, and to carry out the intentions of the Mexican Government
toward those having ownership in lands and mines precisely as if there had been no
change of sovereignty.
It is therefore clear to my mind that any one has at present a right to pro~pect for
minerals on such portions of the ceded territory as may have been granted by the Mexican Government to private individuals, and a right to work any mines that may be
found on said lands, under no more onerous conditions than the reasonable ones imposed by the mining laws of Mexico. See Article XIV, Title VI, Ordinances May 22d,
178;3, heretofore cited.
CONGRESSIONAL REPORT ON PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
The following report made to the House of Representatives is inserted because it
contains a large amount of most valuable information:
[House Report No. 1733, Forty-seventh Congress, flrst.session.]

PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN CERTAIN STATES AND TERRITORIES.
JULY

26, 1882.-Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed.

Mr. G. C. HAZELTON, of Wisconsin, from the Committee on Private Land Claims,
submitted the following report, to accompany bill H. R. 6840:
The Comrnittee on Private Land Claims, having had untler consideration a bill (H. R. 3149)
to provide for ascertaining and settling private land claims in certain States and Territories, respectfully submit the followin[J report, to accornpany substitute for sa.i d b!ll :
A bill that provides for the adjudication of claims in the district courts is objectionable, in that the courts having jurisdiction in the cases should have access to the entire archives of the Spanish and Mexican documents and records; and as these documents and records are kept in one place, they could not be readily accessible to all of
the courts of the several districts in the Territories.
To illustrate this proposition, we will take the Territory of New Mexico, wherein
the larger number of these claims a.re awaiting adjudication. The old Spani1:1h and
Mexican archives are in the possession of the surveyor-general of that Territory at
Santa F6. The place for holding the United States court for the first. judicial district
is at Santa F6, and that court could have ready access to the archives in question;
but t!Je United States courts for the second and third districts in that Territory are
at Albuquerque and Mesilla respectively, 75 and 300 miles distant from the place
where the archives are kept.
In determining the character of these titles it is necessary in nearly every case, on
account of the antiquity of the title papers, to introduce, for the purpose of comparison, other original documents already passed upon, bearing the signatures of the same
Spanish or Mexican officials whose signatures, or purported signatures, appear on the
muniments of title in the case at bar, in order to correctly determine whether they
are genuine or not; as it is &eldom the case that living witnesses can be found by
whom the nature, whether genuine or not, of the offical signature can be shown.
The evidence of the abandonment, annulment, forfeiture, or fraudulent character
of a grant may exist in the archives, in documents having JJO direct connection with
the muniments of title in the case at bar in one district, and the same documents may
embrace evidence of a similar character, or the reverse, in another case pending in
another district, and if the documents were sent back and forth from the archives to
the several judidal districts they wonld be liable to loss; or perhaps the document
showing the annulment or fraudulent character of ti.Je grant in tho case at bar might
be unknown to the court before whom the cause may be pending, on account of ita
not being among the papers directly connected with the case nnder investigati•m.
The production in court ofthe original muniment t>f title should be required in all
cases, when in ex istence, as the adjudicating authority should give them a personal
inspection to avoid being imposed upon by fraudulent title. Thi~:; could not be done
if th court. were to act upon certified copies only.
.
The MeXIcan colonization law of 1824 limit"cl grants of eleven square leagues to
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each grantee, but prior to that time the~e was no such law .in force and .all perfect
grants anterior thereto could not be restr~cted to eleven square leagues, .and no su~h
general limitation of the area of these cla1ms can be made by C<!ngress Without a VI?lation of individual rio-hts guaranteed by the terms of tp.e treaties re~err~d to; and 1t
is only competent for Congress il) provide that each claim shall.be adJUdicated under
the particular Spanish or Mexican law under which the concesswn was made.
.
For these reasons we deem it essential for the proper adjustment of these clai!fiS
that the court adjudicating them should have direct and ready access to the old Span~sh
and Mexican archives; and as a commission, in our opinion, is the proper aut~onty
to adjudicate these grants we beg leave to report that, having had un~er consi~era
tion H. R. 3149, entitled "A bill to provide for the ascertaining and settlm~ ~f pnvate
land claims in certain States and Territories," and approving of its prov1s1ons, your
committee recommend that the same do pass, believing that it is free from the objections indicated, and provides a means for the safe and•speedy adjustment of these
land claims.
The courts in most instances are already overburdened with business, and could not
give these cases that prompt and careful consideration which the interests of the Government require, and where such large properties are involved. There are a lar~e
number of these Spanish and Mexican claims in the State of Colorado and the Territories of New-'Mexico and Arizona which remain unadjudicated. Under the present
laws they are now investigated by the respective surveyors-general of those States
and T~rrrtones, upon whom, in addition to their ordinary duties, is imposed the duty
oftakmg testimony and reporting to Congress their opinions in all these cases.
Th.ese s_urveyor's-general are not supposed to possess the legal atta.inments a~d
quahfi?~tw;n~ which a:e requisite in a judicial officer, yet they are requrred to act ~n
a quasi-JUdicial capaCit,v in cases often involving hundreds of thousands of dollars m
value, and upon the title to immense tracts of land, necessarily passing upon intricate legal propositions embracing a construction of the laws of Spain and Mexico, and
t)le rules of evidence, which no one, nat learned in the bw, is competent to do. The
s~eyor-general of New Mexico, who has had a large experience in investigating
thit! class of claims, in his annual reports to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, has repeatedly called attention to the necessity of prompt action on the part of
~ongress upon this matter, as will be seen from the Land Office reports of 1876, '77,
78, '79, '80, and '81, and in our opinion he truthfully says that further (lelay on the
part of Congress to provide for suitable means for the adjudication of these claims
amounts almost to criminality. The present method is unsatisfactory both to claim.ants. and the Government, as Congress fails to act on the reports of the surveyor.s-gen¥tlm these ~ases, and as a necessary result the titles remain unsettled and uncertain.
e proc~edmg~ are to a 0 reat extent ex parte, and while the claimants are always
~re~ent With thetr witnesses there is no attorney to represent the Government. The other
uties of the surveyors-general are such that they have not the time, even though
they poss.essed the requisite legal acquirements, to protect the interests of the Governm.ent m. these cases. They are compelled to act as attorneys for the Government
aug Judge Impartially between it and the claimants-rather an anomalous position.
?ngress should not be required to act in a judicial capacity, nor can it, on mere
copies of paper~, act with any degree of correctness in the confirmation of a grant;
anttd as a result It is liable either to do nothing and permit these claims to remain un- .
se 1ed ~nd unconfirmed, or they must accept the recommendations of the surveyor~enerali.n.regard to their validity or invalidity, thus virtually giving to one mau the
nal. deCisiOn of these important cases. And should the surveyor-general err in any
1 ?~1ar, Congress is almost sure to follow in his footsteps and confirm that error,
part
0
.failmg to act at all, it does injustice to the claimant, who is entitled to have his
~ aJm passed upon and finally determined. The obligations of the treaties, ancl the
mtedrests of the claimants and the public, demand that these titles be adjudicated,
an that speedily.
In the cou!ts the expenses will be"onerous to claimants, who, as a rule, are limited
as to means u;tdependent of their interest in the grants.
thYour C?mmtttee believe that the method provided by this bill for the adjustment of
t' est c.lamis to ~e a proper one, as it will prove to be a safe, speedy, and comparatve Y m expens1ve manner of adjusting these land title1:1.
thThe pre~ent executive of New Mexico urges the passage of this bill by Congress, in
· ~ followu~g language :
In rclatwn to all the unconfirmed grants, there should be a commission appointed
emp.ow~rcd to come out here and take testimony and order surveys. In this way
m~ntorwus cases can be separated from fraudulent ones. This commissiou should
~hXIst for two years, and after tha\ time all grants should be held as prescribed. Though
e Government must keep the treaty in good faith, it cannot be held in violation
thereof _for Congres1:1 to fix a time when the subject shall be considered closed. The
now existing very greatly retards the development and growth of the
Tunce~amty
em tory."

f'
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The following letter from the Commissioner of the Geneml Land O.tncc will show
the importance of some legislation on this subject ofland gra,nts:
DEPARTMENT 0.1!' THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OF:i!'ICE,

Wash ·ington, IJ. C. , Janu.ary 9, 1i:l7tL
Sir: On the 18th ultimo, Ron. A. G. Thurman, chairman of t he Committee on Private Land Claims, United States Senate, addressed a connuunica.tion to this office,
inclosing a copy of Senate bill 3'76 "to provide for ascertaining and settling pri v~te
land claims in certain States and Territories," and requesting my opinion on said bill,
and a st.atement of any facts which might be of importance relative thereto.
In compliance with the above request, I have the honor to inclose herewith the
aforesaid bill, with the foll~wing report :
.
As the title of the bill indicates, it proposes a method for ascertaining and setthng
the private land claims in the States and Territories therein named. Private lan.d
claims, as defined in the body of the bill, a.re claims based upon titles which had therr
origin under the Spanish or Mexican Governments prior to the date of the acquisition
by the United States, of the Territory within which they are situated.
By the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, ra.tified May 30, 184tl, and.the treaty commonly
known as the Gadsden purchase, ratified June 30, 1854, the Mexican Rf'public ceded
to the United States the territory em bmced within the present limits of the States of
Califom.ia and Nevada, and the Territories of Arizona and Utah; part of the State of
Colorado, and parts of the Territories of New Mexico and Wyoming.
By the eight and ninth articles of said treaty of 1848, which by reference thereto,
was made a part of the subsequent treaty of 1t!54, it was stipulated that property of
every kind, within the ceded territory " now belonging to Mexicans, not established
there, shall be in violably respected. The present owners, the heirs of these, and all
Mexicans who may hereafter acquire said property by contract, shall enjoy-with respect to it guarantees equally ample as if the same belonged to citizens of the United
States." '' That Mexicans, in the aforesaid. Territory, who shall not preserve the character of citizens of the Mexican Republic conformably with what is stipulated in the
preceding article shall be mcorporate<l into the Union of the United States, and be
admitted at the proper time " * * to the enjoyment of all the rights of citizens
of the United States according to the principles of the Constitution; and in the mean
time shall be maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty and
property," &c.
.
For the purpose of carrying into efl:'ect the foregoing treaty stipulations, Congress,
by the eighth section of the act of July 22,1854 (Stat. at L., vol. 10, page 308), an(l
the act of August 4,1854 (Stat. at L., vol. 10, page 575), directed the surveyor-general
of New Mexico, "under such instructiOns as may be given by the Secretary of the
Interior, to ascertain the origin, nature, character, and extent of all claims to lands.
under the laws, usages, and customs of Spain and Mexico, and for this purpose may
issue notices, summon witnesses, administer oa.ths, and tlo and perform all other necessary acts in i.he premises. He shall make a full report on all such claims as originated before the cession of the territory to the United States by the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo of eighteen hundred and forty-eight, denoting the various grades of t itle,
with his decision as to the validity or invalidity of each of the same under the laws,
usages, and customs of the country before its cession to the United States; and shall
also make a report in regard to all pueblos existing in the Territory, showing the
extent and locality of each, stating the number of inhabitants in the sa.id pueblos, respectively, and the nature of their titles to the land. Such report to be m:!tde according to the form which may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior; which
report shall be laid before Congress for such action thereon as may be deemed just
and proper with a view to confirm bona-fide grants, and give · fnll effect to the treaty
of eighteen hundred and forty-eight, between the United States and :Mexico; and
until the final action of Congress on such claims, all lauds covered thereby shall be
reserved from sale or other disposal by the Government, and shall not be subject tothe donations granted by the previous provisions of this act."
The provisions of this section were extended to the then Territory, now State of·
Colorado, by the act of February 28, 1861 (12 Stats., p. 176), and to the Territory of
Arizona by the act of July 15, H:!70 (16 Stats., p. 304).
It is impo sible to determine the exact number of private land claim there are in
the States and Territories named in the bill, but it appeara from a schedule which.
accompanied the annual rep01·t for the year 1856 of the urveyor-general for the Territory of New Mexico, that there were, at the date 'Of aid report, oue thousand aucl
fourteen document r lating to grants of land by the Spanish and Mexicau Governments, on fi.le in his office, and f~om an abstract accompanying , aid report, that then~
had been selected from the public record or archives tl.eposited by the former Governments at Santa Fe, 197 grants to land.
During lihe period of twenty-three year the aforesaid act of 1854 has be n in force,
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ihe surveyor-O'eneral has reported to Conrrress 123 claims; of this number only 23, one
claim in every five, are found to be erubr~ced in the abstrac~ of grants above referred
to, yet the surveyo:-general in each c~se, with the exception of a very few of the
pueblo or town claims, reports .the claim as fol!-nded upon a complete grant. These
facts lead to a conclusion that erther the foregomg ~bst~ac.t of graD;ts only represents
one-fifth of the number of grants or private land claims rn the Territor~ of New Mexico or that 1(10 of the 123 claims which have been reported, 71 of wh1ch hav~ been
co~firmed by Congress, are based upon spurious titles. The latter theory, m my
opinion, is not ten:.1ble, as it is scarcely possible, much less pr~bab.le! that ~he ~ur
veyor-general could have been imposed upon to such an ext~nt m his IJ?-VestigatiOns
of these claims We must therefore conclude that there are m the Terntory of New
Mexico alone about one thousand private land claims, seventy-one of which, as before
stated, have been confirmed, leaving over nine hundred yet to be adjudicated.
Taking the actual number of claims reported in the past twenty-three years, 123,
by the surveyor-general under the act of 1854 as a basis, the average number reported
annually is 5. At this rate, under the present system, the probable da~e :when the
last of the 900 unconfirmed claims wiH be reported upon and confirmed IS m the far
future. As the act of 1854 also extended the public land system to the States and
Territories named, and the lands thereby, so far as they were not known to be cove!ed
by private land claims, became subject to appropriation under the laws.regulatmg
the disposal of the public domain, and as the limits of these private claims are not
known to the officers upon whom devolves the duty of the exec~tion of the public
surveys, they are extended over them, and the settlers thus invited to s~ttle up~n
lands to which it is, and will forever remain, impossible for them to obtam a vahd
title under existing laws.
On the other hand there are many persons who are deterred from settling upon the
public lands by the fear that the land settled upon may be subsequently found to be .
•
within the limits of an unconfirmed, unsurveyed private land claim.
The claimants, in the mean time, must wait without remedy, and their grants, which
wo~d be valuable if the title were completed by a confirmation or patent, must remam comparatively worthless, as is the case with all property where the vendor offers
for sale an incomplete title and prospective litigation.
As many of the grants made by Spain and Mexico were for a given quantity of land
Within larger exterior boundaries, i.e., eleven square leagues or a less quantity within
boundarie~ that may perhaps embrace an area of fifty, sixty, or a hundred leagues,
and the said act of 1854, having placed the full quantity described in the grant in a
~tat~ of reservation, until fina.Jly acted upon by Congress, it results in rendering unav~llable for an indefinite period large tracts of land which properly belong to the
. Umted States.
The United States, by the long delay in the settlement of these claims, not only
loses the sale of its lands, but the development of the resources of that country will
c~eate additional incentives for t.he manufacture of fraudulent title papers, with a
~1ew of secl!-ring therewith the public lands. The lapse of time, with the consequent
.eath of Witnesses and the loss or destruction of ancient records relating to land
title~, add.s to the possibilities of such forged and otherwise fraudulent title papers
passmg Without detection the scrutiny of the officers whose uuty it may become to
act upon them.
As the act under which these claims are presented for the action of the surveyorgeneral does not contain any limitation within which they must be filed, neither the
surveyor-ge?-eral nor Congress is directly responsible for this delay. But even if it did,
and the .claims were all properly presented, a proper attention by the surveyor-general to his executive duties leaves him but little time to attend to the examination of
~mplicated and confused evidences of title, most of which are in a foreign language.
d ~ben such claims have been reported to Congress and assigned to its appropriate
coll?mittee, no member of such committee can conscientiously recommend that the
D?-Ited St~t~s convey the large tract of land, which the most of these grants contain,
t \thout g1vmg to each case that careful, patient, and protracted examination which
e ongs to the judge rather than the legislator.
However able, competent, and valuable a surveyor-general may be as an executive
<>fficer, or t? conduct the business arising in a surveyor-general's office, he may, and
prob.ably w~ll, lack the technical legal knowledge which will enable him to cope succ essfully With voluminous i.itle papers complicated by the sophistry of skillful attor~~ys.. Yet, .under the present system, the surveyor-general is required to surmount
e difficulties; for, however carefully Confess may examine his work, it must not
be forgotten that Congress acts on a ~opy o the papers filed with the surveyor-gener~l, and hence cannot determine whether the grant is antedated or forged, or contams any of those defects which can be detected only by an inspection of the original
record.
And again, from the fact that the majority of these grants were never segregated
from the public domain by actual survey or measurement in the field under the Span-
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ish or Mexican Governments, but bounded by natural landmarks without refuence
to objects known to our public-land system, it is impossible for Congress to determine
the quantity of land the claimants are seekin~ a confirmation for. It is not within
the power of the surveyor-general to furnish this information; and if it is within t~e
knowledge of the claimants, which is very seldom the case, they prefer to withhold It
in order to obtain a confirmation of their claim by metes and bounds without regard
to quantity.
This is, perhaps, best illustrated by the case of the Maxwell or Beaubean and Miranda grant, which was recommended by the surveyor-general for confirmation, and
confirmed by Congress according to the boundaries described in the grant, it appearing in one of the documents constituting the basis of the claim before Congress that
said boundaries embraced an area of only about seventeen leagues, while, in point of
fact, it is found by actual survey to contain about four hundred leagues, equal to
about 1,800,000 acres. Under the Mexican laws, customs, and usages, the cla~mants
in this case were only entitled to twenty-two leagues, or about 97,000 acres. This is
not an isolated case, but one of many that have occurred and will continue to occur
under the present imperfect system for the settlement of these claims.
It appears that as early as May, 1858, less than four years after passage of the act of
1854, the results of the present defective system were felt in Congress. The House
Committee on Private Land Claims of the first session, Thirty-fifth Congress, in their
report No. 457, state that the claims "forwarded by the surveyor-general have received the most careful attention your committee could give them; but in justice to
the committee I must say this examination has been confined entirely to what seemed
to be the principal papers in each case, having no time to scrutinize the evidence and
the application, as made by the surveyor-general, of the Spanish and Mexican laws
and usages to each of them in detail. Nm· will it ever be in the power hereafter of any
committee of this House to make suck an examination as will be entirely satisfactory should
these claims be allowed to accumulate before Congress. It is now ten years since the
Territory of New Mexico was acquired, and nearly four years since the surveyor-general was authorized to examine and report to us the private land claims of its people;
and, although protected, as is supposed, by treaty in the enjoyment of their property,
no man in that Territory, without some action of Congress, can say that his title,
however acquired, would hold against any claimant who might purchase his lands
from the Government. if if if The people of New Mexico are not at all pleased to be
compelled by law to submit their muniments of title to one man whose fitness for surveying is not supposed to qualify him particularly for discharging the duties of a judge,
and yet whose opinions are expected to control, to a great extent, the final action of
Congress on their claims.
"Because of this, and that Congress, if it shall reserve the right to itself of passing
judgment, must rely upon the report of an examining commission, your committee
believed it very important that such a board should consist of at least three persons,
whose recommendations, whether to Congress or to a judicial tribunal, would be entitled to and command more respect than your committee or the House can award to
the report of the surveyor-general alone."
It will be observed that this report not only sets forth the difficulties that Congress
had to contend with as early as 1858 in dealing with these claims, but it also suggests practically the same remedy proposed by the bill now before me. If it was considered a necessary measure then to relieve Congress of a duty that it was impossible
for it to satisfactorily discharge, as well as to protect the interests of the Government
and do justice to the private claimants, in view of the present confused condition of
titles to lands in the Territory of New Mexico, the result of the operation of the system
introduced and continued in force up to the present time by the act of 1b54, for the
disposal of the public lands before the private land claims had been ascertained or
settled, it is obvious that a far greater necessity now exists for the repeal of that system, and one more effectual and speedy in its operation provided.
In this connection it might be added that this office is in almost daily receipt of
letters direct from the parties or by reference from the Department, from different sections of the State of Colorado and Territory of New Mexico, complaining bitterly of
the evils growing out of and praying for relief from the hardships they are subjected
to by the present tardy and defective system for the settlement of these claims; the
grant claimants complaining that it is tantamount to a confiscation of their property
to compel them to expend its value, or, perhaps more, to protect their rights against
the settlers, and on the other hand the settlers charge the grant claimants as being
land grabbers who are endeavoring to eject them, without color of right, from the
lands they have settled upon and improved in good faith under the public-land laws.
The bill before me contains all of the best features of the act of March 3, 1851 (Stat.
at L., vol. 10, p. 308), and supplemental legislation under which the priva.te land
clain;ts in the State of California, a class of claims in every respect similar to those
proVlded for in the present bill, have been finally confirmed. This legislation was the
outgrowth or the fruits of an experience of about a half a century in the settlement of
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private land claims in the territory acquired from Fran~e by the treaty of 1803, commonly known as the Louisiana purchase, and from S:pam by the treaty of 1819, COf!lprised within the present limits of the State o~ F.londa .. In the settlement. o~ sa:1d
claims various methods were adopted, by commissioners w1th full power and JUnsdiCtion td finally confirm all claims containing less tha:n a limited quantity. Sec.ond, by
commissioners whose jurisdiction was lim1ted to s1rr:ply reportmg. the facts m each
case for the final action of Congress thereon, and thud by the Umt~d States ?ourts,
who were clothed with a special jurisdiction for that P.urpo.se, each tnbunal be1?g entirely separate and independent of ~he other. The ~a:hforma act. o~ 1851. consohda:ed
the best features of these methods mto one, by prov1dmg a commissiOn w1th the ~e ..,es
sary power and jurisdiction before whom the claims should be first present~d,. with .an
appeal therefrom, the filing of a transcript of the p~oce.edings of the com~ssion Wit h
the court to operate ipso facto as an appeal to the d1stnct court of t.he Umted States;
the decree of the commission could only become final upon the dismissal of the appeal
therefrom by the court. Experienee has fully demonstrated that this system has yielded
the best results of any that has yet been tried, and, in my opinion, is as near perfect as
any that can be devised.
It might perhaps be suggested that inasmuch as in the majority of the cases th~se
claims will have to go into court for the fir~.al adjudication of title, that the commission might be dispensed with, and the coti.rts vested with original and exclusive jurisdiction in all cases. This course would be open to the following objections:
First. Delay, which is the principal objection against the present mode of settling
these claims under the act of 1854. In this connection, it should be taken into consideration, first, that the courts already have all of the legitimate business they can
attend to; and second, that if the adjudication of the title in these cases were made
an original proceeding in the courts the whole case would have to be made up in the
court, requiring in each case a period varying from two or three days to a week or
ten days, according to the particular circumstances in each case, while on the other
hand, if the case is brought into court in the form of a complete transcript of the
proceedings of the commission thereon it can be disposed of in a comparatively much
shorter tim e.
. Ifthe confirmation of these claims were left entirely to the court, it would, in my
Judgment, be a low estimate to fix the limit within which they would all be confirmed at twenty-five years.
Second. The commission, as constituted in the proposed bill, with its interpreters
and ~wo law agents, one of whom is required to be skilled in the .Spanish language,
fnr~shes a more perfect and effectual means for the protection of flie interests of the
Umte~ States than if the adjudication of these claims were devolved upon the courts.
The b1ll contemplates that one of the law agents shall be in constant attendance upon
the commission, while the other, whose duties will be more in the nature of a special
attorn~y or agent, is abroad collecting testimony in behalf of the Government. In
many mstances it will be necessary for each agent to visit the premises in person to
procure the information and witnesses necessary to a proper defense of the interests
?fthe Government. The district attorneys could not possibly perform these duties if
It we:e required of them, for the reasons, first, that outside of the time necessary to
lhe discha:ge of the duties properly pertaining to their respective offices they would
. ave but httle time to devote to these duties, and second, that it would be necessary
Ibn orde.r .to pr?perly perform them for the district attorney of each judicial district to
e familiar. w1th the Spanish language .
. Another Important feature deserving of attention in connection with the consideratiO.n ~f t~e bill is the great saving to the Government which will be effected in the
adJu~ICatiOn of claims thereunder, as compared with that under the present system
proVIded by the said act of 1854.
To enable .the surveyor-general of the Territory of New Mexico to report to Congress the private land claims in his district, as required by said act of 1854, there
have been annually appropriated from two to three thousand dollars. Dividing the
average of these amounts, $2,500, equally among the five claims (the average num~er), annually reported by the surveyor-general, it results in ;J; net cost to the United
tates of $500 for each claim ; and to continue the computation to those which have
been_ reported or confirmed, estimated at ~00, the aggregate cost to the United
tates w~ll a~onnt to $450,000. And after the expenditure of this sum of money on
ihese ~la1ms.1t leaves them in a condition that Congress is almost as uncertain what
nal dispostwn should be made of them as if they had never been reported .
. O.n .the other hand the proposed bill suggests a method by which said claims can be
JU~Cially determined at a cost to the United States of one-fourth of that above stated,
or, mstea~ of each claim costing the United States $500 to have it reported to Congress, as Is the case under the present system, its confirmation by the commission and
courts will cost the United States $120.
As I have already had occasion to state, it is impossible to determine the exact
number of unconfirmed claims there are in the States and Territories named in the
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bill; from the data at hand, the number bas been estimated to be about 900. This
number may be in excess, or it may be less than the actual number; but in either
event, it is just as important and necessary that they should receive early and speedy
action. It is justly due to the claimants and the settlers, who are directly concerned
in having their rights finally adjudicated, and necessary to prevent the perpetration
of frauds in the future upon the Government.
This office in its annual reports for the past five or six years or more has set forth
the condition of land titles in the Territory of New Mexico, the only Territory in which.
the system provided by the act of 1854 has been in active operation since the passage
of said act, and urged such legislation as that proposed by the bill before me for the
settlement of all of the private land claims within the Territory, excepting the State
of California, acquired from Mexico.
The bill under consideration was drafted in this office and the Department. After
carefully reviewing it, I have the honor to suggest the following amendments thereto:
First. On line 9 of section 4, between the words "of" and "the," insert the wards
"one of," so as to read that "it shall be the duty of one of the said agents to attend
all meetings of the commission," &c.
Second. On line 24 of section 7, between the words "district" and "court," insert
the words "or territorial."
Third. On line 2 of section 8, between the words "district" and "and," insert
"territorial," so that when amended it will read "that the commission herein provided for and the district, territorial, and Supremo Courts of the United States," &c.,
and;
Fourth. Add to section 12 the following, after the word "individual," on line 11,
"and the fact of the existence of the city, town, or village, on the seventh day of July,
one thousand eight hundred and forty-six, being duly proven, shall be accepted as prima
facie evidence of a grant to the corporation thereof, or to the individual under whom
the lot-holders claim."
The la,s t amendment above suggested has been taken from the fourteenth section of
the act of March 3, 1851, under which the private land claims, including claims to
town property, in the State of California were confirmed. It was also incorporated
into and made a part of the instructions issued by the Department under the act of
July 22, 1854. The Government having thus adopted at an early day after the cession
of the Territory the above rule in regard to what shall constitute sufficient evidence
of the right of persons holding property under the corporate authorities of a town to
a confirmation, and the fact that the system of the Spanish and Mexican Governments
in regard to town grants is entirely different from that in force under the public land
laws, constitute the grounds upon which I have based my suggestion in regard to said
fourth amendment.
In accordance with the foregoing views, I have the honor to earnestly recommend
the early passage of the aforesaid bill.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commisflioner.
Ron. C. SCHURZ,
Secreta1y of the Inte1·ior.
In order to obtain the latest data on the subject, the honorable Secretary of the
Interior was requested by Mr. Hazelton of your committee to furnish certain information as to the number and aggregate area of the grants approved and confirmed, and
the following has been received in reply:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., June 9, 1882.
SIR: Complyin~ with the direction for report contained in the reference dated 1st
instant of the Assistant Secretary of a letter to you dated 31st ultimo from Hon. George
C. Hazelton of Committee on Private Land Claims, House of Representatives, inclosing H. R. 3149, entitled "A bill to provide for ascertaining and settling private land
claims in certain States and Territories," and making certain inquiries in connection
therewith, I have the honor to state that the total number of claims, including pueblos, reported to Congress, by the surveyor-general of New Mexico, under the eighth
section of the act of July 22, 1854 (Stats. 10, page 309), is .••••.•••••.•.••••. ··-· 141
Of this number there have been confirmed by Congress ...••...••......... ·- 64
Rejected by the Supreme Court of the United States under fifth section act of
June 21, 1860 .•.... ·--·-· ..•.•..••••...•... ·-···· ...•...•••..••.••. ··---·
1
65
Pending in Congress . _•••...•••...•...•••••.•..••..••••.•••••.••• _•.... ,
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Relative to Colorado and Arizona, would say in reply that under act of Febru~ry
28, 1861 (Stats. 12, p. 172), the surveyor-general of Colorado has reported o?e claim,
and under act of July 15, 1876 (Stats. 16, p. 304), the surveyor-general of Anzona has
.reported thirteen claims.
.
As none of the claims reported by the surveyors-general of Colorado and Anzona
have been confirmed, the number pending in Congress is the same as reported, to
wit: 14.
From the foregoing it will be observed that the number of claims reported by the
surveyor-general of New Mexico is .•.......•...•.........•••••.•••• - .•• -.---- 141
1
Reported by surveyor-general of Colorado ...••........•..••.•...•••.•••• - .• ---.
Reported by surveyor-general of Arizona ....................•.•••••.•..••.• -.-. 13
Making a total of claims reported •......•...•......•....••••.•••••••••• -. 155
Of this number there have been confirmed by Congress ...• -.-............... 64
Rejected by the Supreme Court of United States under 5th act June 21,1860.
1
65
Total pending in Congress.... • . • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . • • . . • • . • . • • • • • .

90

Of the 90 claims pending in Congress as aforesaid, three were rejected by the surveyor-general of New Mexico, and two were rejected by the surveyor-general of Arizona, and the case oftbe Una de Gato, originally recommended for confirmation, was,
upon reinvestigation, subsequently reported as fraudulent.
It may be proper to state in this connection that in the claim of Gervacio Nolan,
numbered 39, and that of Jose Sutton, numbered 45, both in the Territory of New Mexico, adverse reports were made by the proper committee of Congress. These claims
are also included in the number pending as aforesaid.
In response to the second clause of the second question in Mr. Hazleton's letter, I
inclose herewith a copy of office letter dated January 9, 1878, to the honorable Secretary of the Interior. This letter estimates the total number of grants inN ew Mexico
to b~ 1,014. I find upon examination of the ·r eport of the surveyor-general of New
Mex1co of August 22, 18t!1, that up to that time only 190 claims, including pueblos,
had been filed with him, and deducting the 141 which bad then been reported by him,
wou~d leave 49 still pending in his office and 824 claims yet to be filed with him, assummg that none have been filed since that date.
!VJlile I have no means of determining the accuracy of the statement contained in
sa1d letter as to the probable number of grants in New Mexico, which may or may not
be overestim~ted, yet I concluded to transmit a copy of the same, and the information
upon that pomt may be accepted for what it is worth.
,
From the most reliable information in the possession of this office, it is believed
that the number of claims to be reported by the surveyor-general of Arizona will not
exceed 11. All the claims pending in Congress, with the exception of about 12,
have been surveyed, and the preliminary surveys are found, upon examination, to
cove~ an area of about 5,500,000 acres.
Th1s office is not advised of the existence of any private land claims in the State of
Nevada nor in the Territory of Utah. Mr. Hazleton's letter and inclosure are herewith returned.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N.C. McFARLAND,
·
Commissioner.
Ron. H. M. TELLER,
Secreta1·y of the Interior.
T~is b_ill is in substance the same as the one referred to by Commissioner Williamso~ m h1s foregoing letter of January 29, 1878, and which bad the sanction of the Intenor Department.
Your committee therefore report back the accompanying substitute for H. R. 3149,
and recommend the passage thereof.
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MR. HAZELTON'S ORIGINAL BILL.
[Referred to on page 1134.]

FORTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

H. R. 3149.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, JA.'\UA.RY 16, 1882.

Read twice, referred to the Committee on Private Land Claims, and ordered to be printed.

Mr. G. C. HAZELTON, of Wisconsin, introduced the following bill:
A BILL to provide for ascertaining and settling private land claims in certain States and Territories.

Be it ena(;ted by the Senate and Ho;,se of Representatives of the United States of .America
in Cong1·ess assembled, That for the purpose of ascertaining and settling private land
claims in the States of Nevada and Colorado, and the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona, Wyoming, and Utah, a commission shall be, and is hereby, constituted, which
shall consist of three commissioners, to be appointed by the President of the United
States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, which commission shall continue for four years from the :first day of September, eighteen hundred and eighty-two,
unless sooner discontinued by the President; and such commission, when organized,
shall have power to issue and enforce process for the attendance of witnesses, and to
punish contempts, and shall be governed by the same rules of evidence and practice
which govern the United States courts in the State or Territory where the claims are
located; and all process shall be issued by the secretary of said commission, and shall
run in the name of the United States, and be executed by the marshal of the United
States for the district where said land is located.
SEC. 2. That a secretary, skilled in the English and Spanish languages, shall be appointed by the commission to keep a record of the proceedings of the commission in a
bound book or books furnished for that purpose, which record of proceedings, at the
termination of said commission, shall be deposited in the General Land Office of the
United States.
SEc. 3. That such clerks as may be necessary, not to exceed five in number, including two competent stenographers, shall be appointed by the said comnDssion; and the
commission may, from time to time, designate their secretary or either of their clerks
to act as interpreter for the commission.
SEc. 4. That the President of the United States is hereby authorized to appoint an
agent and an associate agent, learned in the law, one of whom shall be skilled in the
Spanish language, whose special duty it shall be to appear in behalf of and to represent the United States before eaid commission, and to continue them in such agency
so long as in his judgment the public interest may require, and to allow them such
compensation as he shall deem reasonable, not to exceed :five thousand dollars per
annum each. It shall be the duty of the said agents to attend aU the meetings of the
commission, to collect testimony in behalf of the United States, and to be present on
all occasions at the taking of testimony by or in behalf of claimants before said commission; and that in all cases claimants shall be required to give notice in writing to
either of said agents of the time and place they propose to produce witnesses for examination: Provided, That in all cases testimony shall be taken before the commission, or in pursuance of a commission issued by said commissioners, with interrogatories and cross-interrogatories annexed thereto and approved by them: And provided
further, That all witnesses subpamaedon behalfoftheUnited Stateswho shall testify
before said commission shall be entitled to the same per diem and mileage as witnesses attending upon the district court of the United States, to be paid by the marshal in like manner upon the certificate of said commissioners.
SEc. 5. That the said commission shall hold its sessions at such place or places as
the Commissioner of the General Land Office shall direct, of which due and public
notice shall be given; and the United States marshal of the district within which the
land is situated shall appoint one or more deputies whose duty it shall be to attend
upon the said commission and execute all process issued by authority thereof, and
who shall receive the same compensation as is allowed to the marshal for his attendance upon the district court and the performance of like services therein.
SEc. 6. That either of the said commissioners, when sittin~ as a commission, or the
secretary of the commission, shall be, and is hereby, anthonzed to administer oaths
t? witnesses produced for examination in any case pending before the said commisSlon; and that all testimony shall be reduced to writing, and shall be recorded and
preserved in bound books to be provided for that purpose.
SEc. 7. That excepting in claims heretofore confirmed by or reported to Congress
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for confirmation, each and every person claiming laD;ds in the .States and Territor~es
aforesaid by virtue of any right or title, _legal. or eqmtabl~, denve~ ~rom the Spam~h
or Mexican Government, shall present his claim to the Aald ~omnnss10ners, 'Yhen sitting as a commission, together wlth such documentary evi~ence a?d testu:~ony of
witnesses as the claimant relies upon in support of such cla1m, whiCh may mcl~de
the testimony heretofore taken bef?re the surveyors.-gene~al under the author1ty
given them to investigate such claims; and when said claim s?-all hav:e J:>een presented to the commissioners aforesaid, it shall.be the duty of said commissiOners. to
give notice of such presentation by a J?Ublica~IOn, once a >yeek for four c<;msecutive
weeks, in two newspapers of general CirculatiOn, one publl~hed at the ~apital of the
State or Territory and one published nearest the land claimed; and It shall be the
duty of said commissioners, when the case is ready for hearing, to proce~d promptly
to examine the same upon such evidence, and upon the evidence produc~d m behaU: of
the United States, and to decide upon the validity, extent, and the exteriOr boundaries
ofthe said claim; andin every casein which the said commission shall render~ :final
decision, it shall be their duty to have prepared two certified transcripts of their proceedings and decision, and of the papers and evidence on which the same are fo~nd~d,
one of which transcripts shall be filed with the clerk of the United States district
court for the district within which the land claimed is located, and the other shall be
transmitted to the Attorney-General of the United States; and the :filing of such
transcripts with the clerk aforesaid shall ipso facto operate as an appeal to said court
for the party against whom the decision shall be rendered; and if such decision shall
be against the private claimant, it shall be his duty to :file a notice with the clerk
aforesaid, within three months thereafter, of his intention to prosecute the appeal;
and if the decision shall be against the United States, it shall be the duty of the
~ttorney-General, within three months after receiving said transcript, to cause a notiC~ to be :filed with the clerk aforesaid that the appeal will be prosecuted by the
UJ?ted States; and on failure of either party to file such notice with the clerk aforesaid, the appeal shall be regarded as dism1ssed • and in all cases wherein notice of
appeal as hereinbefore provided shall have been frled, the district court shall proceed
to he~r, try, and determine the rights of the parties, and render judgment upon the
pleadmgs and evidence in the case, ancl upon such further evidence as may be taken
byor~er of the said court, and shall, upon application of the party against whom judgment IS rendered, grant a writ of error to the Supreme Court of the United States, in
the manner now prescribed by law: Prot•ided, however, That if the transcript of the
rec?rd of proceedings in the district court is not filed in the Supreme Court by the
clmma~t within one year after the filing of such appeal, said appeal may be dismissed
ohn m?twn of the Attorney-General, on the certificate of the clerk of the district court
s owmg that such appeal was taken.
SEc. 8. Tha.t the commission herein provided for, and the district and supreme
~~urts of the United States, in deciding on the validity of any claim brought before
.em under the provisions of this act, shall be governed by the treaty of Guadalupe
:Idalgo, the tr~ty with Mexico concluded on the thirtieth day of December, eighteen
.undred and fifty-t.hree, comlllonly known as the" Gadsden treaty," the law of nat~ons, the la':s, ;nsages, and ~ustoms of the ~overnment from which the claim is. derSitved, the prmciples and eqmty, and the decisions of the Supreme Court of the Umted
ates, so far as they are applicable.
SEc. 9. Th~t all lands as aforesaid the claims to which shall be :finally rejected in the
banner herem provided, and all lands as aforesaid the claims to which shall not have
been presented to the sa.i d commission within two years after the first day of SeptemUer. next, shall be deemed, held, and considered as a part of the public domain of the
mted States, and said claims shall be forever thereafter barred .
.SE?· 10..That it shall be the duty of the surveyor-general of the State or Territory
Within wh~ch a~y unsurveyed claim to land, finally confirmed as aforesaid, is situated,
0
kause said claim to be accurately surveyed, at the expense of the United States, and
eep an ~ccurate account of the cost of such survey or surveys, and the platting
~reof, whiCh account shall be entered of record in his office, and a certified transcript thereof shall be filed for record in the office of the recorder of land-titles of the
county or counties within which the land is situated, which shall operate as a lien
upon the land so surveyed for the amount of the said account; and if such lien shall
n~t have been satisfied or discharged within five years from the date of the filing of
S~Jd account for record as aforesaid, ·the Commissioner of the General Land Office may
direct the necessary proceedings to be instituted in the proper United States district
~onrt to enforce said lien; and said court shall have power to issue suitable process
or th.e e~forcement of such lien, and by sale or otherwise compel the payment of all
co.sts lllC!dent thereto, which proceedings shall be instituted by the United Statesdis~wt attorney for the district where the land is located, and summary judgment shall
6 rendm:ed on his motion made to the court, after ten days' notice in writing to the
gra:nt claiinant, his heirs or assigns: P1·ovided, That in the location and survey of said
claims the decree of confirmation shall be followed as closely as practicable whenever

!th
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such decree designates the specific boundaries of the c~aim; but when such deere~
designates only the out-boundaries within which the quantity confirmed is to betaken,
the location of such quantity shall be made, as near as practicable, in one tract and in
compact form; but if intervening grants render the location in one tract impracticable, then each separate location shall be made, as near as practicable, in compact
form ; and it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the General Land Office to require a substantial compliance with the directions of this proviso.
SEC. 11. That whenever either of the surveyors-general as aforesaid shall, in compliance with the provisions of this act, have caused any claim to land as aforesaid to
be surveyed, and a plat thereof to be made, he sb all give notice that the same has been
done, by a publication, once a week for four consecutive weeks, in two newspapers
having a general circulation, one published at the capital of the State or Territory in
which the land surveyed is situated and one published nearest the land thus surveyed,.
and shall retain in his office, for public inspection, the survey and plat for the period
of ninety days from the date of the first publication at the capital of the State or Territory aforesaid; and if no objections are made to said survey, he shall approve thesame, and transmit a plat and descriptive notes thereof to the Commissioner of theGeneral Land Office, for his approval; but if objections are made to said survey within
the said ninety days, by any party claiming to have an interest in the tract embraced
by the survey, or any part thereof, such objections shall be reduced to writing, stating
distinctly the interest of the objector, and signed by him and his attorney, and filed
with the surveyor-general, together with such affidavits or other proofs -as he ruay
produce in support of the objections. At the expiration of the said ninety days, if theobjections and prima-facie showing above prescribed have been filed, the surveyorgeneral shall give notice thereof to the United States district attorney in whose district said lands are situated; and, upon the receipt of such notice, said district attorney shall appear and examine the objections and proof filed in support thereof; and
if, in his opinion, the same are not sufficient to warrant the ordering of a hearing to
determine the correctness of said survey, he shall file his reasons therefor with the
surveyor-general, whereupon the surveyor-general shall determine whether a hearing
should be ordered, subject to an appeal therefrom to the Commissioner of the General
Land Office ; and if a hearing shall be ordered by the Commissioner, the surveyorgeneral shall give due uotice thereof to all parties in interest, and to the said United
States district attorney, whose duty it . shall be to be present at such hearing for the
purpose of representing the interests of the United States; and after such hearing
shall have been had, the surveyor-general shall transmit a plat and descriptive notes
of such survey, together with the objections and all the evidence relating thereto,
with his opinion thereon, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office; and if the
survey is approved by the said Commissioner of the General Land Office, he shall
indorse upon the plat thereof his certificate of approval. If disapproved by him, or if,
in his opinion, the ends of justice would be subserved thereby, he may require a fur.ther
report from the surveyor-general touching the matters indicated by him or proofs to
be taken thereon, or may direct a new survey and plat to be made. Whenever the o bjections are disposed of, or the survey and plat are corrected, or a new survey and plat
are made in conformity with his direction~:~, the said Commissioner of the General Land
Office shall indorse upon the plat of the survey adopted his certificate of approval ;
and after the survey shall have been approved by the said Commissioner, as hereinbefore provided, and the expenses of such survey shall have been reimbursed to the
United States, it shall be the duty of the said Commissioner to cause a patent to issue
to the confirmee of such claim as soon as practicable after such approval and payment
for survey.
SEc. 12. That the provisions of this act shall not extend to any city lot, town lot,
village lot, farm lot, or pasture lot held under a grant from any corporation or town
to which lands may have been granted for the establishment of a city, town, or village by the Spanish or Mexican Government, or the lawful authorities thereof; but
the claim for said city, town, or village shall be presented by the corporate authorities of the said city, town, or village, or, where the land upon which said city, town,
or village is situated was originally granted to an indiviuual, the claim shall be presented by or in the name of said individual.
SEC. 13. That the final decrees rendered by the said commissioners, or by the district courts, or by the Supreme Court of the United States, or any patent that may be
issued under this act, shall be conclusive between the United States and the said claimants only, and shall not affect the interests of third persons.
SEC. 14. That each commissioner appointed under this act shall be allowed and paid
at the rate of five thousand dollars per annum; that the secretary of the commission
shall be allowed and paid at the rate of three thousand dollars per annum; and three
of the clerks herein before provided for shall be allowed and paid at the rate of one
thousancl eight hundred dollars per annum; and such additional number Qf clerks,
not exceeding two, as the commissioners may deem necessary, shall be allowed and
paid at the rate of one thousand ·ix hnndred dollar per annum; the aforesaid salaries
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to commence from the day of the notificatio'!l by th~ commissioners of ~he first meeting of the commission; and all salaries herem provided for shall be pal?- ~onthly.
SEc. 15. That the actual traveling and hotel expenses. of the C?mmisswners, law
agents secretary, and clerks hereinbefore provided for, m traveling fro.£? ~lace t()
place ~here the sessions of the commission may be directed by the CommissiOner. of
the General Land Office to be held, and the traveling expenses of the law ~gents mcurred in the performance of their duties relating to th~ collection of test1mony on
behalf of the United States, shall be paid by the United States upon vouchers approved
by the commission.
.
SEC. 16. That the secretary of the commission shall receive for furnisJ;ling certified
copies of any paper or record fifteen t'ents for every hundred words, which fees shall
be accounted for and paid over to the United States.
SEC. 17. That all laws or parts of laws authorizing the surveyor-gene:al of any
State or Territory mentioned in this act to examine and report upon the title of any
unconfirmed private land-claim, and all laws and parts of laws inconsistent with theprovisions of this act, are hereby repealed.
SUBSTITUTE REPORTED BY THE COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE LAND-CLAIMS
FOR MR. HAZE):..TON'S BILL.
(Referred to on page 1134.]

FORTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.
H. R. 6840.

[Report No. 1733.]
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA'l'IVEB, JULY 26, 1882.

Read twice, referred to the House Calendar, and ordered to be printed.

Mr. G. C. HAZELTON, of Wisconsin, from the Committee on Private Land-Claims, reported the following bill as a substitute for H. R. 3149:
.A. BILL to provide for ascertaining and settling private land-claims in certain States and Territories•

. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Amm'ica
tn ~ongress assembled, That for the purpose of ascertaining and settling private landclaims in the States of Nevada and Colorado, and the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona, Wyoming, and Utah, a commission shall be, and is hereby, constituted, which
shall consist of three commissioners, to be appointed by the President of the ·United
Stat~s, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, which commission shall
contmue for four years from the first day of September, eighteen hundred and eighty~wo, unless sooner discontinued by the President; and such commjssion, when organIzed, shall have power to issue and enforce process for the attendance of witnesses,
and t.o punish contempts, and shall be governed by the same rules of evidence and
pr~ctice which govern the United States courts in the State or Territory where thec~aims are located; and all process shall be issued by the secretary of said commisSion1 and shall run in the name of the United States, and be executed by the marshal
of the United States for the district where said land is located.
.
~EC. 2. That a secretary, skilled in the English and Spanish languages, shall be appomted by the commission to keep a record of the proceedings of the commission in
a bo~nd book or books furnished for that purpose, which record of proceedings, at the
termmation of said commission, shall be deposited in the General Land Office of the
United States.
. SEc. 3. That such clerks as may be necessary, not to exceed five.in number, includmg t'!o .competent stenographers, shall be appointed by the said commission; and the
commiSSH?n may, .from titne to tim~, designate their secretary or either of their clerks
to act as mterpreter for the commission.
SEc. 4. That the President of the United States is hereby authorized to appoint an
agen~ and an associate agent, learned in the law, one of whom shall be skilled in the
Spamsh language, whose special duty it shall be to appear in behalf of and to represent the United States before said commission, and to continue them in such agency
so long as ~n his judgment the public interest may.require and to allow them such
compensatiOn as he shall deem reasonable, not to exceed five thousand dollars pe:r
ann~ ~ach. And at least one of the said agents to attend all the meetings of the
comm1ss~on, to collect testimony in behalf of the United States, and to be present on
a~ o~caswns at the taking of testimony by or in behalf of claimants before said commissJon; and that in all cases claimants shall be required to give notice in writing tG
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either of said agents of the time and place they propose to produce witnesses for P~
amination: Provided, That in all cases testimony shall be taken either before the commission, or in pursuance of a commission issued by said commissioners with interrllgatories and cross-interrogatories annexed thereto and approved by them: And provided
further, That all witnesses subpoonaed on behalf of the United States who shall testify before said commission shall be entitled to the same per diem and mileage as witnesses attending upon the district court of the United States, to be paid by the marshal in like manner upon the certificate of said commissioners.
SEc. 5. That the said commission shall hold its sessions at such place or places as
the Commissioner of the General Land Office shall direct, of which due ancl public
notice shall be given; and the United States marshal of the district within which
the land is situated shall appoint one or more deputies, whose duty it shall be td attend
upon the said commission and execute all process issued by authority thereof, and who
shall receive the same compensation as is allowed to the marshal for his attendance
upon the district c.ourt and the performance of like services therein.
SEc. 6. That either of the said commissioners, when sitting as a commission, or the
secretary of the commission, shall be, and is hereby, authorized to administer oaths
to witnesses produced for examination in any case pending before the said commission; and that all testimony shall be reduced to writing, and shall be recorded and
preserved in bound books to be provided for that purpose.
SEC. 7. That excepting in claims heretofore confirmed by Congress, each and every
person claiming lands in the States and Territories aforesaid by virtue of any right
or title, legal or equitable, derived from the Spanish or Mexica.n Government, shall
present his claim to the said commissioners, when sitting as a commission, together
with such documentary evidence and testimony of witnesses as the claimant relies
:upon in support of such claim, which may include the testimony heretofore taken
before the, surveyors-general under the authority given them to investigate such
claims; and when said claim shall have been presented to the commissioners aforesaid
it shall be the duty of said commissioners to give notice of such presentation by a
publication, once a week for four consecutive weeks, in two newspapers of general
circulation, one published at the capital of the State or Territory wherein said land
is situated and one published nearest the land claimed; and it shall be the duty of
said commissioners, when the case is ready for hearing, to proceed promptly to examine
the same upon such evidence, and upon the evidence produced in behalf of the United
States, and to decide upon the validity, extent, and the exterior boundaries of the said
cladm; and in every case in which the said commission shall render a final decision, it
shall be their duty to have prepared two certified transcripts of their proceedings and
decision, and of the papers and evidence on which the same are founded,' one of which
transcripts shall be filed with the clerk of the United States district court for the
district within which tho land claimed is located, and the other shall be transmitted
to the .Attorney-General of the United States; and the filing of such transcripts with
the clerk aforesaid shall ipso facto operate as an appeal to said court for the party
against whom the decision shall be rendered; and if such decision shall be against
the private claimant, it shall be his duty to file a notice with the clerk aforesaid,
within three months thereafter, of his intention to prosecute the appeal; and if the
decision shall be against the United States, it shall be the duty of the Attorney-Geueral, within three months after receiving said transcript, to cause a notice to be filed
with the clerk aforesaid that the appeal will be prosecuted by the United States ;
and on failure of either party to file such notice with the clerk aforesaid, the appeal
shall be regarded as dismissed; and in all cases wherein notice of appeal as hereinbefore provided shaH have been filed, the district court shall proceed to hear, try, and
determine the rights of the parties, and render judgment upon the pleadings and
.evidence in the case, and upon such further evidence as may be taken by order of the
said court, and shall, upon application of the party against whom ,judgment is rendered,
grant a writ of error to the Supreme Court of the United States, in the manner no-o:v
prescribed by law: Provided, however, That if the transcript of the record of proceedings in the district court is not filed in the Supreme Court by the cla.imant within one
year after the. filing of such appeal, said appeal may be dismissed on motion of the
.kj.torney-General, on the certificate of the clerk of the district court showing that
such appeal was taken.
SEc. 1:3. That the commission herein provided for, and the district and supreme
courts of the United States, in deciding on the va.liclity of any claim hrought before
them under the provisions of this act, shall be governed by the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, the treaty with Mexico concluded on the thirtieth day of December, eighteen
hundred and fifty-three, commonly known as the "Gadsden treaty," the law of
nations, the laws, usages, and customs of the government from which the claim is
derived, the principles of equity, and the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United
States, so far as they are applicable.
SEC. 9. That all lands as aforesaid the claims to whiCh shall be finally rejected in
the manner herein provided, and all lands as aforesaid, except those which have been
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held in actual occupancy and possession by parties claiming title thereto for nto~e
than twenty years, the claims to which shall not have been presented to the Said
commission within two years after the first ~ay of ~eptember n~xt, shall be deeme~,
held, and considered as a part of the public domam of the Umted States, and sa1d
claims shall be forever thereafter barred.
.
SEc. 10. That it shall be the duty of the surveyor-general of the Sta~e o.r T~rntory
within which any unsurveyed claim to land, finally confirmed as aforesaid, .Is situated,
to cause said claim to be accurately surveyed, at the expense of the Umted States,
and to keep an a!}curate account of the cost. of such surv.ey o~ surveys, and the ~lat
ting thereof, which account shall b~ entered of record m his office, and a c~rti:fied
transcript thereof shall be filed for record in the office of the recorder of land -titles of
the county or counties within which the land is situated, which shall operate as a lien
upon the land so surveyed for the amount of the said account; and if such lien. shall
not have been satisfied or discharged within five years from the date of the filing of
said account for record as aforesaid, the Commissioner of the General Land Office may
direct the necessary proceedings to be instituted in the proper United ~tates district
court to enforce said lien; and said court shall have power to issue smtable process
for the enforcement of such lien, and by sale or otherwise compel the payment of all
costs incident thereto, which proceedings shall be instituted by the United States
district attorney for the district where the land is located, and summary judgment
sha.ll be rendered on his motion made to the court, after ten days' notice in writing
to the grant claimant, his heirs or assigns: Provided, That in the location and survey
of said claims the decree of confirmation shall be followed as closely as practicable
whenever such decree designates the specific boundaries of the claim; but when such
decree designates only the out-boundaries within which the quantity confirmed is to
be taken, the location of such quantity shall be made, as near as practicable, in one
~ract an.d in compact form; but if intervening grants render the location in ~me tra~t
ImpractiCable, then each separate location shall be made, as near as practicable, m
compact form; and it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
to require a substantial compliance with the directions of this proviso.
~EC. 11. That whenever either of the surveyors-general as aforesaid shall, in compliance with the provisions of this act, have caused any claim to land as aforesaid to
be surveyed, and a plat thereof to be made, he Bhall give notice that the same has
been done, by a publication, once a week for four consecutive weeks, in two newsp.apers. havi~g a general circula.tion, one published at the capital of the State or Terntorym whiCh the land surveyed is situated and one published nearest the la.nd thus
surveyed, and shall retain in hhl office, for public inspection, the survp,y and plat for
the period of ninety days from the date of the first publication at the capital of the
State or Territory aforesaid; and if no objections are made to said survey, he shall
a_Pprove the same, and transmit a plat and descriptive not.es thereof to the CommisSIOner of the General Land Office, for his approval; but if objections are made to said
survey within the said ninety days, by any pa,rty claiming to have an interest in the
tract ~I?-braced by the survey, or any part thereof, such objections shall be reduced
to wntmg, stating distinctly the interest of the objector, and signed by him or his
attorney, and filed with the surveyor-general, together with such affidavits or other
pyoofs as he may produce in support of the objectiOns. At the expiration of the said
mnety days, if the objections and prima facie showing above prescribed have been
filed, t~e surveyor-general shall give notice thereof to the United States district atto~ne:y: m .whose district said lands are situated; and, upon the receipt of such notice,
Said distnct attorney shall appear and examine the objections and proof filed in support ther~of; and if, in. his opinion, the same are not sufficient to wark!tnt the ordering
of a ~earmg to determme the correctness of said survey, he shall file ms reasons therefor Wit.h the surveyor-general, whereupon the surveyor-general shall determine whether
a hearmg should be ordered, subject to an appeal therefrom to the Commissioner of
t he General Land Office; aHd if a hearing shall be ordered by the Commissioner, the
aUnryeyor-general shall give due notice thereof to all parties in interest, and to the said
mted States district -attorney, whose duty it shall be to be present at such hearing
!or the purpose of representing the interests of the United States; and after such hearmg shall have been had, the surveyor-general shall transmit a plat and descriptive
n~tes of suc_h ~urvey, together with the objections and all the evidence relating thereto,
With hi~ opimon thereon, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office; and if the
~urvey Is approved by the said Commissioner of the General Land Offi"ce, he shall in. ora~ up?n. the plat thereof his certificate of approval. If disapproved by him, or if,
m his opm10n, the ends of justice would be subserved thereby, he may require a further
report from the surveyor-general touching the matters indicated by him or proofs to
be.tak.en thereo~, or may direct a new survey and plat to be made. Whenever the
ObJectiOns are disposed of, or the survey and plat are corrected, or a new survey and
tlat are made in conformity with his directions, the said Commissioner of the General
and Office shall indorse upon the plat of the survey adopted his certificate of approval; and after the survey shall have been approved by the said Commissioner, as
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bereinbefore provided, and the expenses of such survey shall have been reimbursed
t.> the United States, it shall be the duty of the said Commissioner to cause a patent.
to issue to the con:firmee of such claim as soon as practicable after such approval and
payment for survey.
SEC. 12. That the provisions of this act shall not extend to any city lot, town lot~
village lot, farm lot, or pasture lot held under a grant from any corporation or to~n
to which lands may have been granted for the establishment of a city, town or village by the Spanish or Mexican Government, or the lawful authorities thereof; b~t
the claim for said city, town, or village shall be presented by the corporate anthonties of the said city, town, or village, or, where the land upon which said city, town,.
or village is situated was originally granted to an individual, the claim shall be presented by or in the name of said individual.
·
.
SEC. 13. That the final decrees rendered by the said commissioners, and by the district courts, or by the Supreme Court of the United States, or any patent that may 1;>e
issued under this act, shall be conclusive between the United States and the said
claimants only, and shall not affect the interests of third persons.
.
SEc. 14. That each commissioner appointed under this act shall be allowed and pa1d
at the rate of five thousand dollars per annum; that the secretary of the commission
all be allowed and paid at the rate of three thousand dollars per annum; and three
f the clerks hereinbefore provided for shall be allowed and paid at the rate of one
thousand eight hundred dollars per annum; and such additional number of clerks,
not exceeding two, as the commissioners may deflm necessary, shall be allowed and
paid at the rate of one thousand six hundred dollars per annum; the aforesaid salaries
to commence from the day of the notification by the commissioners of the first meeting of the commission; and all salaries herein provided for shall be paid monthly.
i:;Ec. 15. That the actual traveling expenses of the commisioners, law agents, secretary, and clerks hereinbefore provided for, in traveling from place to place where the
sessions of the commission may be directed by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office to be held, and the traveling expenses of the law agents incurred in the performance of their duties relating to the collection of testimony on behalf of the United
States, shall be paid by the United States upon vouchers approved by the commission.
SEc. 16. That the secretary of the commission shall receive for furnishing certified
copies of any paper or record fifteen cents for every hundred words, which fees shall
be accounted for and paid over to the United States.
SEc. 17. That all laws or parts of laws authorizing the surveyor-general of any State
or Territory mentioned in this act to examine and report upon the title of any unconfirmed private land-claim, and all laws and parts of laws inconsistent with the provisions of this act, are hereby repealed.
SEc. 18. That the present custodians of all records or Spanish and Mexican archives
relating to these titles shall be and remain the custodians thereof; and such custodian shall furnish the same, or any part thereof, for the use of said commission, when
required.
FAILURE OF LEGISLATION.

This bill did not become a law.
LIMITATION AS TO TIME OF FILING AND SURVEY OF PRIVATE LAND
CLAIMS.
STATUTE OF LIMITATION.

No limit is placed by law upon the time within which claimants in New Mexico and
Arizona shall present their claims. The Commissioner of the General Land Office in
his report for 1882, says, speaking of the absence o.f a statute of limitation applying to
these cases :
The result is that claims which may be only simulated operate to prevent surveys
and settlements of tracts which are really puLlic lands of the United States. It is
suggested that if no other than the present system for ascertaining the validity of
foreign claims within the Territories mentioned is likely soon to be adopted, a law
requiring all such claims to be presented for adjudication within a certa.i n reasonable
time or be thereafter held to be invalid, would be a just provision and one of great
public utility.
CONFIRMATION

A...~D

SURVEYS OF PRIVATE

LA~TD

CLAIMS.

[See page 410.]

Three separate methods of confirmatiom; of these claims have been recognized by
law:
1. By boards of commissioners.
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2. lly Congress, upon reports of boards of commissioners.
3. By the Federal courts.
Preliminary to confirmation is the survey.-On pages 394-398 can be found the
instructions issued by the Commissioner of the General Land Office tQ the surveyorgeneral of New Mexico, August 25,1854, for the survey of such claims in New Mexico,
.Arizona, and Colorado.
INSTRUCTIONS AS • TO SURVEYS, MAY
!N EFFECT DECEMBER

31 1881.

1. 1883.

The following instructions in regard to the survey of private land claims are embodied in the new manual of instructions to surveyors-general, issued under date of
May 3,1881 (see page 575 herein) [Congress having, on March 3, 1881, appropriated
$26,000 for the survey of private land claims in Arizona, New Mexico, and California]:
1. The instruments used in the survey of private land claims must be the same as
those required for the survey of public lands, and must be registered and tested in
like manner at the surveyor-general's office previous to the deputy's commencing work;
and the ~structions for the survey of public lands must, as far as applicable, be strictly
observed in the survey of private land claims.
2. The surveyor-general will furnish to the deputy surveyor a full description of
the boundary calls of each grant and special instructions for its survey, which description and instructions must be entered in extenBo at the commencement of the field-notes
of such survey.
3. The true magnetic variation must be noted at the beginning point of each survey
and at each angle thereof, and wherever the variation of the needle is observed to
<Jhange along the line the same must be noted and the reasons therefor stated, if
known.
4. At the end of each mile along a boundary the character of the soil and amoun.t
of timber, grass, &c., will be stated; and the date of each day's work in the field
must be noted at the end of the record thereof.
5. The requiraments in the" Summary of objects and data required to be noted,"
.as set forth in the instructions for the survey of pqblic lands, must be observed by the
-deputy in the survey of private land claims. Where practicable, bearings must be
~aken from at least two points on the line to all prominent or otherwise notable objects
m the vicinity, and where only one bearing can be taken the estimated distance must
be noted.
6: Where the natural objects constituting a boundary call of a grant have become
-obliterated, or are difficult to recognize and identify, or where there may be a doubt
as t? the identity of the same, the deputy will request the parties interested, or others
havmg knowledge thereof, to furnish disinterested and credible witnesses, whom he
:aha~ ca~se to be examined under oath, and whose testimony shall be written out in
fullm h1s presence and that of the officer administering the oath, and subscribed and
:.s wo~n to before such officer duly authorized to administer oaths. The wording of the
testimony so taken must be clear, precise, and definite, in order that the location of
~he natural objects constituting the boundary calls may b«? as clearly understood both
Ill the General Land Office and the surveyor-general's office, as by the deputy in the
field.
~· The testimony of interested parties relative to the location ofboundary calls or
-obJects may be taken, but should not be relied on as conclusive. The evidence as to
~uch locations should be obtained,. when practicable, from parties having no interest
m the grant to be surveyed, and the deputy should thoroughly satisfy himself in
-every case as to. the correct identification and location of the natural objects constituting boundary calls.
~·.Where a grant call is a point or object still notorious under the name used in the
-<>r1g1.nal muniments of title, the additional testimony above provided for will not be
reqmred, but in such cases the deputy must state in his notes the fact of its being
well known by such name, and that he is satisfied that it is the one described in the
.grant.
9. At the beginning point upon the out boundaries of each grant survey a corner
ml?-st be established of the same character, size, and materials as prescribed for town:S~lp corners npon the lines of the survey of public lands, except that only two pits
~ be. dng, one on each side of the corner on the line. Upon the side of such corner
facmg the claim the initial letters of the name of the grant, and immediately under
th~ same, the let ters "Beg. Cor., 1" (for beginning corner one), must be neatly cut,
~h1seled, or affixed.
10. Each of the mile corners or stations of survey must be established in the mann er prescribed for the establishment of section corners upon the lines of public surveys, except that they will be marked on the side facing the grant with tM initials
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of the grant and the number of the station or mile, as the case may be; and only two
pits will be dug, one on each side of the corner~ on the line.
.
.
11. Where mile corners are established, except upon meandered portwns of the lJ?e,
half-mile corners will also be established in the manner prescribed for the establishment of quarter-section corners upon the lines of public surveys, except that they
will be marked upon the side facing the grant with the initials of the grant.
12. Such other marks, in addition to those above described, will be placed up_on
the corners as may be required by the surve~or-general in his special written rnstructions.
13. As far as practicable, bearings and distances must be taken from each of tJ;le
corners or stations to two or more trees or prominent natural objects, if any, within
a conve:pient distance, in the same manner as required in the instructions for the survey of public lands, and such trees or objects must be marked with the initials of tho
,grant, and underneath same the letters ''B. T.," or "B. 0.," as the case may be.
14. Witness corners will be established, where necessary, in the same manner as required in the instructions for the survey of public lands.
15. In all cases where the lines of the grant boundary surveys intersect the established lines of survey of public lancis or private land claims, the course and distance
from such point of intersection to the nearest corner on the line of the prior survey
must be carefully run, measured, and noted, and, wherever necessary, such corner
must be re-established.
16. The survey of a private land claim must always he connected by a line actually
run and measured in the field with some corner of the public surveys, if ail~ such
have been established within a distance not exceeding two miles from any pomt on
the boundary lines of the private land claim.
17. Boundaries or portions of boundaries of previously established grant su~veys,
which also form a portion of the boundaries of the claim to be surveyed, w1ll be
adopted so far as common to both grants, but no payment will be made for such common boundaries unless it is necessary to re-establish same.
18. Before commencing the survey of any private land claim the deputy surveyor
will be furnished from the records of the surveyor-~eneral's office with descript~ve
diagrams of such lines and corners as it is supposed his survey will intersect, or with
which it may be necessary to connect same.
19. In the case of confirmed grants the boundary lines must be surveyed and established in strict accordance with the confirmatory decree; and in the case of unconfirmed grants, with the grant calls, and the terms of concession. The field-notes must
embrace a full, clear, and concise statement of the reasons why each boundary is so
established, in order that the theory of the deputy may appear plain to any one reading the same.
20. The deputy surveyor must return with the field-notes a topographical map or
plat of the survey. As far as practicable, all objects describecl in field-notes, and the
main features of the tract surveyed, including towns, streams, mountains, roads
&c., must be protracted on such plat as accurately as possible.
21. A general description of each tract must be given at the end of the field-notes
of the survey of same, which description must embrace a brief statement of the main
features of the tract surveyed, character of the land, timber and other natural growth,
kinds of mineral, if any, population of towns and settlements, characteristics of
mountains, streams, springs, &c., and such other data as may be of importance.
22. The field-note books must embrace a list of assistants, and preliminary and final
oa.ths, as required in the instructions for the survey of public lands.
23. Official plats of the survey of private land claims will not be furnished to any
person until the cost of surveying and platting same shall have been paid to tlle United
States.
24. All protests against the manner of survey of any particular grant must be made
in writing, setting forth fully the grounds of objections, and addressed to tho surveyorgeneral of the district within which such survey was made, who will take testimony
thereon, if necessary, in accordance with the "Rules of Practice" adopted by the
Department of the Interior, and forward same, together with his recommendation in
the premises, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office.
··
25. The survey of each private land claim must be made by the deputy surveyor in
strict accordance with the instructions herein contained, and snch special instructions
as may be given him in each particular case.
SURVEY OF PRIV.ATE LAND CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO, COLORADO, AND ARIZONA,
AND AS TO THE VALIDITY OF SAID CLAIMS.

No one can estimate the number of private land claims yet to be filed. The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his report for 188'J, speaking of the survey
and cortfirmation of private land claims in the above-named States and Territories,
says:

VALIDITY OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
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The act of July 22, 1854, relative to private claims in New Mexico, the provisions
of which were extended to Colorado by act of February 28, 1861, and to Arizona by
the act of uly 15, 1870, devolves upon the surveyors-general of those districts the
jurisdiction to determine the validity or invalidity of claims presented to them for
adjudication, which claims are afterwards reported to Congress for its action.
The vast power thus conferred upon subordinate officers of this Department has been
the subject of judicial notice in cases coming before the courts.
Upon assuming the duties of this office I found the practice had been to transmit toCongress, without examination or remark, the reports of surveyors-general with
copies of the title papers and proofs upon which the claims were approved. While it
has been held that this office has no authority to review the proceedings of the surveyors-general, or even to call for or to examine the original muniments of title, I
have nevertheless deemed it my duty, with the concurrence of the Department, tO"
consider their reports, and in event of any obvious error to call the attention of Congress thereto.
In my last annual report I referred to the pressing necessity for some legislation
that will facilitate the early adjudication of these claims, and I would again call
·
attention to this subject~
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO, COLORADO, AND ARIZONA.
To

J~E

30, 1883.

Mr. Harrison's statement before the Senate Committee given on pages 1112 to 1116
herein, shows the condition of private land claims in the Department and in Congress
to the date of his testimony.
The three subdivisions above set out are of most interest by reason of no statute of
limitation as to the time of filing such claims and from the uncertainty as to whether
the Nation owns any lands of value in New Mexico not covered by a grant or for
which a grant, not now in sight, may have been issued by the authorities, or manufactured or is being manufactured by individuals.
MAP OF CONFIRMED AND UNCONFIRMED PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN NEW

MEXICO, COLORADO, AND ARIZONA.
To JuNE 30, 1883.

The map facing page 1155 shows the location of private land claims in the subdivisions above named. It is to June 30, 1883, and was prepared by William H. Walker,
esq., principal clerk of private land claims in the General Land Office. The text on
pages 1151 to 1155 shows whether claims are confirmed, unconfirmed, or patented.
AREA EMBRACED IN ENUMERATED CJ,AIMS.
~confirmed in New Mexico and Colorado ...................••.......
5 pending in General Land Office in New Mexico and Colorado ...•...
~Spending in Congress from New Mexico and Colorado ..........•....
2 pending in Congress from Arizona .••..••...••••.•.••••.••.•..•• - • •

Acres.

7, 732, 890. 00·

1, 913, 301. 91
5,345,053.13
188,179.1&

Total .• _••..•. _. . • • • • . . • • . . . . . • . • • . • • . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • . . . • • • • • 15, 179, 424. 20>
AREA (ESTIMATED) NECESSARY TO FILL ALL GRANTS OR PRIVATE LAND
CLAIMS.
It was estimated June 30, 1880, which estimate has not been changed, that the area
oflands embraced within the limits of private land claims on the public domain, patented and unpatented, was about 80,000,000 acres, an area almost equal to the land
surface of the States of New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Connecticut,.
Massachusetts, and New Hampshire.
•

PRVATE LAND CLAIMS (GRANTS AND INDIAN PUEBLOS) PATENTED BY
THE UNITED STATES IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO.
To Jmm 30, 1883.
As shown by the following statement forty-eight private land claims have been
patentefl in New Mexico and Colorado, containing 7,732,890.00 acres.
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LIST OF PATENTED INDIAN PUEBLOS AND PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS 1N
NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO.
To JUNE 30, 1883.
[See page 405.]

Pueblo de Tesuque •••••.••••••••••....•••••..••••••••••. -• •••••••••••
Pueblo de Pojoaque ..••••.•••••.•••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••
Pueblo of Nambe ................................................... .
Pueblo of San lldefonso ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pueblo of Santa Clara .•••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pueblo of San Juan •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pueblo of Picuris •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••
Pueblo of Taos .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••
Pueblo ofPecos .•••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pueblo of Zia .•••••.•.•.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pueblo of Jemez .................................................... .
Pueblo of Cochiti •••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pueblo of Isleta .................................................... .
Pueblo of Sandia .•.•..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pueblo of Santo Domingo ............................................ .
Pueblo of San Felipe •.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
Pueblo of Acoma ..•••..••••••••••.••••••.••••.•••••..•••••••••••••••
Pueblo of Santa Ana •.•.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tome claim ..•••••.••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••.••••••••••.••••..•••••
Bel an . . . . . . • ....•••.•.••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••.•••
Nuestra Senora de la Luz ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••
Nolan grant ...•••••••••.••••••••••.••••.•••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••
San Pedro grant .••••..••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• ···-·· ••••••••••••
Canon del Agua grant .•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.Ortiz Mine grant ..••••••••••••.••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••

~~f~n~~ao;ti~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Perea grant .....••..••.••••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••••••
Bosque del Apache ....••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••
Pablo Montoya grant .............................................. .
Armendaris grant or Valverde and Fray Cristobal ................... .
Las Animas (Wm. Craig) .....•.•••••.•....•••••••.••.•••••••••••••••
Las Animas (Geo. W. Schofield) .................................... .
Las Animas (John M. Francisco & Henry Daigre) ................... .
Armendaris grant No.2, tract opposite Valverde ..................... .
Beau bien and Miranda claim, or Maxwell land grant .•••••••••••••••••
E. W. Eaton grant .•••..••••••••..••••••..•••.•••••••••••••.••••••••
:Sangre de Cristo .••.•..••.....•••• ..••••.•••..••••.••••••••••••••••••
Tierra Amarilla ..•..••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••.
Town of Cebolleta .•..••...••....••••....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Canon de San Diego ..•...••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••
Town of Tejon .•.••..••••..••••.••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Anton ·Chico . ·...•.....••••..•••••.•••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••
Preston Beck ..••••.......•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Las Animas (Chas. Antobees) ....................................... .
Las Animas (Estefana Hicklin) ..................................... .
Las Animas (W. W. Bent) .••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Las Animas Romalda Luna Boggs .................................. .

Acres.

17,471.12
13,520.38
13,586.33
17,292.64
17,368.52
17,544.77
17,460.69
17,360.55
18,763.33
17,514.63
17,510.45
24,256.50
110,080.31
24,187.29
. 74,743.11
34,766.86
95,791.66
17,360.56
121,594.53
194,663.75
16,546.85
48,778.25
35,911.63
3,501. 21
69,458.33
827,621.01
163,921.68
17,712.00
60,117.39
655,468.07
352,504.51
73,251.55
3,592.06
1, 720.00
95,030.67
1,714,764.94
81,032.67
998,780.46
594,515.55
199,567.92
116,286.19
12,801.46
378,537.50
318,699.72
686.17
5, 118.72
2,085.51
2, 040.{)0

Total area . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 7, 732, 890. 00
Official: General Land Office, June 30, 1883.
CONFffiMED PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO,
NOW PENDING IN THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE, TO JUNE 30, 1883.
Twenty-five claims for private land grante in New Mexico and Colorado, containing
1,913,301.91 acres, were pending in the General Land Office June 30, 1883. These
claims are from the surveyor-general's office, and have not a.s yet been transmitted to
Congress.

PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO.
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LIST OF CONFIRMED PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO, PENDING IN THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
To JUNE 30, 1883.
(Supplants p ages 406, 407.]

Town of Casa Colorada ......•••.... • •..•.••..•••••.••••••••.•••••••..
Brazito ..........•.. - - -- .. - - - - · . · · • · · · · • · • • · · · - · · · · • • • · · · - - • · · - • • • · • ·
Town of Tecolote .•.••......•...••••..••••..••••...••••..•••..••••.•..

r~~t;:~~~~~-Ri~~::::::::::~:::~::::~:::~:~~:::::::~:~::::::::~:::::~:

Town of Chilili ................••....•••••....•.•..••••.•••••••••. - ..

tf~ A!~~!,·p-a~-t~ ·~f ~ ~ :::::::: ~ : ~ :: : ~ ::: ~ :: ~ :::: ::::: ::::: :: ~: : ~ ~ : ~ ::
1

Canon de Pecos ..•................•.•..•.•...•...•......••.•.•.•••••.
Las Vegas .............••...••.......•••••....•••.•••••.•.•..••••.•..
Baca, location Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 ...................... :-·-- ........ Town of Tejique ..•.......... . .. . ..•.•••••.•.••.....•..••••.••• • •••• Town of Torreon .•........•. . .. . ..•••...••....•..••••..•.••.•. - - •••. Town of Manzano ......................••••••••..•••.•••..•.•. - ••....
Town of San Ysidro ...•......... . ...•...•.••.•••••.••••..•.• - ••.••• • •
Town of Las Trampas ............................................... .
Sebastian Martin grant ..••..•.... • •••...•••..•.•...••...••...• -. - •••
Indian Pueblo of Laguna ..•••. . .. . .••• •..••....••.•.•.••••..•• -- • ---Vicente Duran Armijo gmnt ....... . ................................. .
Town of Chamito ................ . .. . .•••••.••••.••...•••...•• --- · · • • •

J;;:r:~~f1~:~1:11:1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Ojo del Espirita Santo ............................ . ................. ..
Benj amin E. Edwards ...... . ..................................... ~---

Acres.
131,77~. 87

10,612. 57
21,636.83:
9, 646. 5&
108,507.64
23,626.22
17,361. 11
17,087.35:.
574.3-i
496,446.96
496,446. 90.
7,185.55
14,146. H
17,360.91
11,476.68
46,461. 22'
51,387 801
101,510 78·
f>7. 1&

1, 63G. ~!)·
31, 802. 92:
126, 024. 50>
42,022. 85127' 875. 86·
626. 79•

Total area ...............••......... . •....•......•...•..•.•.••. 1, 913, 301. 91
Official: General Land Offi ce, June 30, 1883.
·
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO REPORTED T O
CONGRESS AND NOW AWAITING ACTION, JUNE 30, 1883.
June 30, 1883, there w ere sixty-eight private land claims from New Mexico and\
Colorado reported from the General Land Office, containing 5,345,053.103 acres, waiting Congressional confirmation. Delay in these cases is frequently injurious to owners or intending purchasers.
LIST OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO REPORTED TO CONGRESS AND NOW AWAITING ACTION.
To JuNE 30, 1883.
"csupplants pages 407, 408.]

Ojo del Aiiil. (See Report No. 71, House of Representatives, Fortieth
B Congress, second session) ......... _........... _................... .
C· M. Montana grant .......•••••.••••..• _••••••••.•••••••••••••• _•••
Nan ada de los Apaches ..•...... -- ..••••.••.••. - •••• - •••• - •••••••••••
R erio Antonio Montoya, jr .................. _•..•..••••.••••..••••.•.
C ogue Lovato grant ................................................ .

~~~~~d0e01~~ ~~~os (N~ ~~~~~y-.) .................. ---· · ·· · · · · ·· · · · ·

~~~~ X:\3f~sg:P~~!::::::: ::::: ~::::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·

~~~eG~~~S~a y Terrus ...•....•.•..•••••. _. _•••••••••••••••..••••••••
ierrillos . .. ~ ·.~ ~ ·_-_ ~ ·. ~ -_-_-_ ~ ·_-_ ·. ~ ·.: ·_::: ·_-_:: ·_: ·.: ·• ~:: ·_: ·_: ·.: ·.: ~ ~ ·.::::::: ·_-_::
,o wn of Galist eo. (No survey; rejected by surveyor-general.)
Cebolla tract
0

g~.~ d~f Rl~~~~~~~l~~ ::~~~:~:~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

'aj on de1 ~io de T esuque .......................................... .
8 an J oaCJutn del Nacimiento ..•....•.••••••••.•.•••..••••••••••.•••••
73 L 0 -VOL III

Acree..

69,445. 55.
151,056.9'7
88,079. 7S
3, 546.00.
1, 619.86
13,706.02
6,583.29·
479.41
1,589.87 ·
109, 043. so·
2,287.41
17,159.57
43,961.54
62,343. ot•
11,619,56>
131, 725. 8'1'
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Acres.

San Clemente tract ..............•...............•........ ..........
Grant to Luis de Armenta ........•.................•••......•.•.••.•
Grant to Juan Salas ............................................•.•..
Grant to Antonio SandovaL ....................................... ..
Canon de· Chama ....................•........................•.•.•..
Qj o del Apache. (No survey ; rejected by surveyor-general.)
Piedra Lum bre ..................•.•........................•.....•..
Grant to Bartolome Marquez and Francisco Padilla ..•....•.••.•..•..
:Sie1Ta Mosca .........•....•••.....................•....•••.... ..••••
'Town of San Antonio del Colorado ................................ ..
·Town of Ojo Caliente ....•••......•........•...••.....•.............
·S an Miguel Spring tract ........................................... ..
..Arroyo de San Lorenzo .................•.....•.••............•.•....
•Grant of Juan de Mestas .....................•••...............••••.
cCuyamunque Pueblo tract. (No survey.)
~rant to Salvador Gonzales ..........................................,
'Town of Bernalillo .......•••.........................•.•...........
.Angostura tract ......................•....•....••••••••.......•....
DoilaAnnaBend ........•...•...........•......•..............••...
Mesilla Colony grant .......•..•.....................................
'Grant to Gaspar Ortiz. (No survey on file in General Land Office.)
Santa Fe City land claim .......................................... ..
Talaya tract __ .......... __ ...••••..........••....•.....•••..........
Refugio Colony grant .............................................. ..
Grant to F. M. Vigil ............................................... .
Ignacio de Roi val and Jacinto Palaez ...•..................•••..•....
Grant to Antonio E. Armenta ..................................... ..
Town of Cevilleta ........•.. ....•••... ..•.....•.........•... ...... Grant to Ignacio Chaves .......................................... ..
Grant to Mestas Joaquin ........................................... .
Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco ....................................... .
!Felipe Tafoya et al ..•••...•••••...•••....•.••••••.••••••••..••.•.•..
Miguel Montoya ................................................... .
Antonio Baca ...................................................... .
Montano ....................................••••...••.......•••.....
Luis Jaramillo .......•...•.••...•...............•....•••..•.•.......
Baltazat Baca & Sons .......•.........••....•••.......•...•.........
Petaca grant ....................................................... .
Ojo de la Cabra .................................................... .
Town of Socorro ............•........•...•..•..••••........•••......

I~~~~ t11~:::~ ~:::: ~

::::: ::: ::: ~ ::::: :::: :::::::: :~: ::: ::::::: :::: :

.Antonio Martinez grant ............................................ .
Ojo de Borrego tract .••••..................•.••...•.•.••.•..•••.•••.
San Miguel del Bado tract .......................................... .
Tract of land in Taos County. (No survey.)
Canon do San Diego tract ....•................•..•.....•.......•....
Santisima Trinidad or 'Rancho de Galvan, Bernalillo County .••..••••.
Town of Pen a Blanca ..............•...••...................•..... ••
Gervacio Nolan .................................................... .

89,403.40
444.24
436.41
415,036.56
472,736.95..
48.336.12
637.23
33,250.39
18,955.22
3B,590.20
25,176.39
130,138.98
1,686.47
103,959.31
11,674.37
2,319.04
19,323.57
33,960.33
17,361.11
1,003.55
26,130.19
106,274.1::!7
46,341.48
42,939.21
224,770.13
243,036.43
3,632.94
148,862.945
~2,571::!.1<:!

3,253.09
43,653.03
1,890.62
1ij,046.59
12.~07.408

186,977.11
4,340.26
843,~59.59

114,400.54
45,244.73
67,480.20
60,214.13
315,300.80
9,572.570
575,968.71

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 5, 345, 053. 103
Official: General Land Office, June 30, 1883.
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN ARIZONA, REPORTED TO CONGRESS AND NOW
AWAITING ACTION, JUNE 30, 1883.
Twelve private land claims in Arizona were within the register of Congress June

30, 1883, waiting acts of confirmation. They contain 188,179.169 acres.
LIST OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN THE TERRITORY OF ARIZONA, REPORTED TO CONGRESS AND NOW AWAITING ACTION.
To .ru:rm 30, 1883.

[Supplants page 409.J

Rancho San Rafael del Valle ...............•........................
Rancho San Ignacio del Babocomori ............................... .

Acre6.

17,360.76
34,722.028

LEGISLATION RECOMMENDED, 188S.
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Rancho San Ignacio de la Canoa ...................•........•.....•..
Rancho Tumacacori and Calabazas ................................. .
Rancho San Jose de Sanvita. -.. ......................•..•.•.........
Rancho San Rafael de la Sanja .................... - ............ - •.••
Adbac ................ ............................................ _
Rancho San Juan de las Boquillas y Nogales ...........•.............
Rancho Los Nogales de Elias ....................................... .
Rancho de Otero and House Lot .................................... .
El Sapori ......... _......... .. ..................................... .
1\faria Santisima del Carmenor Buena Vista ......................... .
TotaL ............. .... .................................... - ..
Official: General Land Office, June 30, 1883.
LEGISLATION RECOMMENDED JUNE

17,208.333
52,007.95
7,598.07
17,361.108
8,680.52
17,355.86
10,638.68
185.70
5,360.16
188,179.16~

30, 1883.

The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his annual report for t4e fiscal
year ending June ~0, 1883, makes the following statement and recommendations 88
to private land claims :
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.

Eight confirmed private land claims in California have been patented, and nineteen
others docketed, but not finally disposed of.
Twenty-six private claims in Louisiana, Florida, and Illinois, and three in New
Mexico, have been passed to patent. One in Louisiana and one in New Mexico presented for recognition have been rejected. Twenty-seven confirmed claims in New
~exico and Colorado, and forty-one in Louisiana and Florida, are awaiting fina~ act~on. Three claims within the Las Animas grant in Colorado have been adjudicated.
Stx ~pproved and twenty-four rejected claims within the same grant remain to be
<'.(lDSidered.
Scrip has ·been issued for two claims in Louisiana under the act of June 22, 1860,
a,nd subRequent acts. Three have been reported to Congress. Three hundred and
I!IX e~tries have be~n allowed on private land-scrip locations, and ninety-three are
pendmg
Thirty-nine donation claims in Oregon and Washington Territory have been patented, twenty-six in New Mexico rejected, and five hundred and forty-seven in Oregon1 Washington Territory, and New Mexico remain to be adjudicated. Eight.y-four
Indian claims have been patented.
•
Se.veral thousand private land claims in Florida and Louisian:t,, and a smaller number m the several States of Missouri, Alabama, Mississippi, .Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, ~n~ Michigan, which have been confirmed by Congress, by various boards of
commtssi~ners, or by the courts, still remain undisposed of.
I_n Flonda.-Plats of confirmed claims in Florida which have been surveyed by the
t!m.t ed States are on file in this office, but it is found in many instances that the subSistm~ surveys embrace more land than was included in the confirmations.
All lands within the lines of these surveys are regarded as reserved until the claims
are finally adjudicated. Meanwhile claimants treat the whole as their private prope;ty and make sales and conveyances. Numerous conflicts between settlers seeking
tit.le under the public land laws, and grant claimants or their assignees, arise from
thts unsettled condition.
It is. desirable and important that sufficient provision be mane by Congress for an
i~vest1gation of these surveys in the field, and for such examination and investigatiOn ofthe titles and claims in other respects as may be required in the public interests.
!n New Mexioo, Colorado, and Arizona.-Attention is again called to the condition of
pnvate land claims in New Mexico, Colorado, and Arizona. Nearly thirty years have
elapsed since the passa~e of the act of July 22, 1854 (10 Stat., 308), providing for the
settle:n~nt of these claims through their presentation to the surveyor-general and the
submiSSIOn of his reports to Congress.
Abont seventy claims havebeen confirmed by Congress. Ninety-four are pending
before that body, while au unknown number remains on the files of the surveyorsgeneral.
. ~'be claims presented under the act of 1854 (and subsequent acts, extending the proVISIOns of that act to Arizona and Colorado) are chiefly in New Mexico and Arizona,
a few only being in Colorado.
The presentation to surveyors-general of claims for confirmation, whether the same
are finally confirmed or not, operates as a statutory reservation of the land claimed,
although the situation of the land and tbe quantity embraced in the claims a1·e illdefined and uncertain.
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The existence of these undetermined and unsettled claims is a perpetual menace to
the industrial occupation of the soil. Settlements are retarded and to a large degr~e
practically inhibited owing to the liability that the land upon which a settlement IS
made may fall within the limits of some unconfirmed and uns1nveyeq. grant. Th.ere
is a further liability of the assertion of claims heretofore unknown. The increasmg
value of land, owing to increased facilities of communication and the general set~le
ment of all the Territories, invites the assertion of such claims, and is an incentive
to the manufacture of fraudulent titles. 'fhe lapse of time favors claims of a doub~ful
character, and especially favors a broad expansion of original claims. Complaints
have been made that grants have been confirmed by Congress, or surveyed and pa~
ented under Congressional confirmations, for a far greater quantity of land than IS
embraced in the grants.
.
The inadequacy of the present system of adjustment is shown by the statement J~St
made that only seventy claims out of a possible thousand have been settled, while
less than one hundred more have been in any manner reported for action, and this, as
to number, is the result of thirty years' operation of the system. In other respects
the results of the system are even less satisfactory. Repeated applications have been
made for the institution of judicial proceedings to set aside patents already issued,
either on the ground of fraud in original titles or of a fraudulent enlargement of
boundaries. A suit is now pending for the recovery to the United States of nearly
2,000,000 acres embraced in a single confirmation by Congress upon a surveyorgeneral's report. This situ'ation illustrates a more fundamental defect in the present
system than that of mere interminable delay. It is that the machinery employed
does not admit either of that scrutiny of title or of that accuracy in the determination
of boundaries which the public safety demands. The surveyor-general is fully occupied with the ordinary duties of his office. He cannot give the time required for a
thorough investigation of these cases even if he were always qualified for the duty ·
and interests of such magnitude could properly be confided to the intelligence, discretion, or integrity of a single individual.
The determination of the boundaries and extent of claims rests almost wholly with
deputy surveyors. They are only nominally officers of the United States. Actually,
they are contractors. They are not required to exercise judicial functions, and cannot
be expected to devote much of their own time to a critical investigation of boundaries
shown them by interested claimants. For several years past, and until the beginning
of the present fiscal year, after a claim had been favorably reported by the surveyorgeneral, the first step was to make what is called a "preliminary survey." This was
not considered a finality. It did not purport to be founded upon any accurate basis.
It purported only to describe boundaries which parties interested in extending claimed
limits had pointed out. When a claim is confirmed by Congress, the confirmation
may carry the survey as reported, and thus the merely preliminary survey becomes a
Congressional grant.
·
• These preliminary surveys were not required to be examined by this office, but in
contemplation of law were simply transmitted to Congress as exhibits to the surveyorgeneral's reports. But if they had been examined here, such examination would, of
necessity, have been a superficial one. Under the present system this office is without
proper means to judge of the substantial correct ness of surveys of private land claims.
Minor errors, incident to any survey, may be detected. But whether the deputy surveyor found the true boundaries of the grant, or whether the monuments accepted as
being the monuments called for by the grant, were such in fact, are matters wholly
beyond the facilities of this Department to ascertain from any <lata furnished by the
surveyor-general's reports.
· The unauthoritative character of preliminary surveys bas repeatedly been stated to
Congress h\ my annual reports and in reports upon special cases.
An instance has been ca.lled to my attention where the original claim was for a quantity of land shown upon a plat presented to the surveyor-general as containing one
square league, or less than 5,000 acres, and described as having fixed natural boundaries which claimants stated were well known and easily identified. And yet, upon
the assignment of this claim to other parties a preliminary survey was obtained purporting to show identically the same boundaries, but embracing an area exceeding
300,000 acres.
The title papers transmitted to Congress for its judgment upon the validity of claims
are n0t the originals o.,: purported originals on file in the surveyor-general's office, but
are copies merely. It is manifestly impossible for an opinion to be formed upon t he
authenticity of papers by an inspection of copies. Moreover, t he organization and
duties of legislative committees do not admit of t h a t, kind of scrutiny and investigation which claims of this character should r eceive b efore a confirmation of title to
unknown quant ities of land is made.
The r luctancc of Congress to continue t h o confirmat ion of private land claims in
New Mexico and Arizona, in v iew of t he dillicuJ ties and uncertainties involved in
such procedure, has been ~arked by its owis ion in late years to take act ion upon
such claims, and l)y various propo it ions look ing t o some different mode of settlement. -

EXISTING METHODS OF SALE AND DISPOSITION.
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I have heretofore been disposed to regard with fav~r the .proposition ~f sending
these cla,ims to the courts, but upon a more mature consideration I am s~tisfied that
the courts, with their present organization, would be unable to cope with the vast
yolnme of additional business which wonld be thrown upon already overcrowded
dockets. It is also doubtful if methods of judicial procedure are adequate to the
proper investigation of such claims. The evidence to be produced is generally ex
pa.rte. Conflicting interests are apt to be removed, or a confirmation effected, throu~h
which the demands of all parties are satisfied out of a larger portion of the public
domain. Settlers having adverse claims are not usually able to pay the expenses o.f a
legal contest with wealthy grant claimants. The United States attorneys are occupied
with their general duties, and provision is not made by which they can be compensated
for the special and extraordinary labor that would be entailed hy the proper defense of
the public interests in such suits. The appropriations for special counsel do not permit the payment of fees approximate to those which experienced and able lawyers
can obtain from private claimants of great bodies of the public lands.
·
Tbe examination of these claimed titles is a work of protracted and patient labor,
requiring in many cases detective experience and skill as wP>ll as legal acumen and
lea~n!ng, and in all cases close and painstaking individual effort. The nature and
v~hd1ty of claims being settled, questions of boundary and extent are to be determmed, and such properly require investigations in the field. Usually testimony upon
these points is furnished chiefly or wholly by claimants. It is obvious that a better
knowledge of facts than can be obtained from such sources is essential to a just adjudication.
The old populatio-n of New Mexico and Arizona is permanent in its character. The
land~ occupied and cultivated by these people for generations are well known. The
locat10n of original claims in their neighborhood is ascertainable. I believe it possible, through a .personal examination of monuments and boundaries by responsible
o.fficers of the Government, and by taking testimony in the neighborhood, to establish the limits of grants with a greater degree of accuracy than has yet been attained
or that can be attained in any other manner.
¥Y best conclusion is that a commission should be appointed for each of the Territon.es named, the duties of which should embrace a thorough examination and investigatiOn of.the foundations of all alleged private land claims in these Territories, to~e}her With an actual investigation of boundaries and limits, and that all claiiDB
e ore Congress or this office, as well as those depending before the surveyors-general, should be remanded to such commission for examination and decision with
proper appeal for review upon error of law.
.
. Much care would be requisite in framing such measure, which should not, I think,
~vest t_he commissioners with so great or irresponsible powers of confirmation as given
previous boards, but should require aR preliminary to any result the most thorough
research and exhaustive practical investio-ation.
The obli~ations of treaty stipulations a~e apt to be magnified into a recognition of
property rights that had no existence under Spanish or Mexican law, and into the
~1pp~rt of speculative schemes to dispossess tho United States of its own property.
e time h.a:s.come when, in my opinion, the rights and interests of the United States
shonld ~)e faithfully and vigorously defended against unjustifiable assaults under
cover oi }Jretended foreign titles.
I further deem it a matter of gr.eat importance that the time within which claims
~ot ~e~etofore presented to surveyors-general may be filed before any tribunal should
e limited to a brief period, and that all claims not presented within such period
sh ould. be definitely barred.
I tr:. VIew of the great length of time that has already been allowed for this purpose,
mk that further time should be limited to two years.

EXISTING METHODS OF SALE AND DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LANDS.
To

DECEMBER

1, 1883.

[See Chapter XXXII, pages 411 to 415.]

CIRCULARS, METHODS OJ<' PROCEDURE, AND REGULATIONS.
lN

EFFECT DECEMBER

1, 1883.

The circulars, regulations, and details of procedure to acquire title to the publio
1and~ under the several laws as set out in the ''addenda," from pages· 517 to - h~r~m, all(~ noted as ''In effect Jnne 30, 1883," are in effect December 31, 1883, with
shg~t mo~1fi~ations, resulting from departmental and court rulings, which cannot be
ohtamed Ill t1me for insertion here.
·
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PUBLIC LANDS-WHICH ARE, AND ENTRY OF.
REFERENCES.

For decisions as to eXIsting laws see the several chapters herein ; also, "The existing
laws of the United States of a general and permanent character relating to the public
domain to December 1, 1880"; Public Land Commission, 1880, Ex. Doc. 47, Part I,
Forty-sixth Congress, third session. See also ''Decisions of the Department of the
Intierior and General Land Office, in cases relating to lands and land claims from Jnly,
188 , to June, 1883"; also, seo annual reports of Commissioner of General Land Office
for the years 1880, 1881, 1&52, and 1883-and regulations issued by that office.
THE PUBLIC LANDS OF THE UNITED STATES, WHICH ARE, AND LOCATION OF.
THE NATIONAL DOMAIN.

The national domain is the whole area, land and water, lying within the national
boundaries known as the United State~:;. (See pages 1 to 10 herein.)
THE PUBLIC DOMAIN, OR PUBLIC LANDS.

The pub1ic domain, or public lands-the propert.y of t.hA nation, and subject to legislative control and disposition by Congress alone-is the area known as public lands
acquired by treaty, capture, cession by States, conqueAt, or other acquisition and purchase, and lying and being in the States and Territories below enumerated. (See also
pages 10 to 29 herein.) The fact of the nation owning land within any of the other
States not enumerated below does not make them "public lands"; such lands, used
for forts, arsenals, dock-yards, post-offices, court-houses, hospitals, or any other purpose of government, are not public lands or domain.
NAMES OF PUBLIC LAND STATES AND TERRITORIES.

The public lands are included only within the States of Alaoama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, _Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, Ohio, Oregon, Wisconsin, and the
Territories of Arizona, Dakota, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, Washington, and
Wyoming, and the "Public Land Strip." Alaska, although public domain, has not as
yet had the land laws extended over it by Congress. These States and Territories,
with the exception of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,* the "Land strip'', and Alaska, are divided into land districts, in each of which there is a land office established by law,
with a 1·egister and a receiver in 8.ttendance for the sale or other disposal of the public lands therein . . (See sections 2234 to 2247 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States; also list of land offices on page 554.) Information regarding public lands may
be obtained at these offices.
PUBLIC LANDS-TITLE TO, HOW ACQUIRED.
DECEMBER, 1, 1883.

(Reference.)
The text on pages 411 to 415 is still in effect, December 1, 1883. The details as to
who can enter, and qualifications, and the tables of fees, are the law, December 1, 1883.
WHO MAY ENTER PUBLIC LANDS.

A single man, a married man, a single woman, or a married woman, if (legally) the
head of a family, citizens of the United States, or have declared their intentions to
become such, can have the benefits of the several settlement laws.
The American citizen (male or female) must be over twenty-ono years of age before
he or she can have the benefits of the settlement laws, but the foreigner can have theso
benefits the moment after he files his or her declaration of intention to become a citizen.
THREE HUNDRED AND TWENTY ACRES [IN THEORY] THE UNIT OF PUBLIC LAND ACQUIREMENT BY ANY ONE PERSON.

Under the homestead act a person ca.n acquire 160 acre by settlement and residence; under the pre-emption act 160 acres by settlement and purchase, or 320 acres.
This was ...ntended to be the limit of acquirement l>y any on,1 person of public lands,
but*No land offices in Ohio, Indiana, or Illinois. Any Government lands therein are entered on applica.tion at the General Land Office, Washington, D. C.

CASH ENTRY OF PUBLIC LANV/3.

11.59

In fact, under the existing laws, a perso·n can legally acqmre ele~;en hu,1.dred and
twenty acres, viz:
Acres.
160
Under the homestead act ................... - . - -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- - · ·---- -- -- -160
Under the pre-emption act ................. -- -. -. -- -- -- -- -- - - -- -- - -- - - · · · · · ·
160
Under the timber-culture act .................. -.. - - --- . - ------ --- --- . ----- -640
Under the desert-land act. ......................... ---- . ---.- . ---.----- - . ---Total .........•..•.• _•............... - ..................... -- - •. - • -.- - 1, 12~
(See page 411 herein.)
:METHODS OF ACQUIRING TITLE.

Title may be acquired by sale at auction, private entry or location, cash purchase, or entry under the several settlement and disposition laws by persons, associations, or corporations.
BY PURCHASE AT PUBLIC SALE.

This may be done where the lands are "offered" at public auction to the highest
bidder, either pursuant to procl::Lruation by the President or public notice given in
accordance with directions from the General Land Office.
BY

11

PRIVATE ENTRY" OR LOCATION.

The lands liable to disposal in this manner are those which have been offered at
public sale, which were not then sold, and which have not since been reserved or otherwise withdrawn from market. The area of such lands is small in the West, but almost
the whole of the surveyed agricultural and other public lands lying iu Alabama,
Mississippi, Plorida, Arkansas, at:~d Louisiana can be purchased under the act of June
22,1876. Por details as to how public lands are proclaimed and offered, and how rendered subject to private sale or entry, see pages 206 and 207 herein. In this class of
offered and unreserved public lands the following steps must be taken to acquire title:
METHOD OF PRIVATE (CASH) ENTRY OR PURCHASE.
CASH PURCHASE •

. The _applicant will first present a written application to the register for the district
~ ~h19h the land desired is situated, describing the tract he wishes to purchase,
g~vmg 1ts area, form [No. 4-001.]
[No. 4-001.]

Cash application.
No. --.

LAND 0I<'FICE, AT - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.
I, -.-- --.-, of-- county,--, do hereby apply to purchase the-- of section
--, m townsh1p - - , of range - - , containing - - acres, according to the returns
off the surveyor general, for which I ha,ve agreed with the register to give at the rate
o - - per acre.

I, - - - - , register of the land office at --~ do hereby certify that th;-iot
above. described contains-- acres, as mentioned above, and that the price agreed
upon 1s - - per acre.
- - - - - - , Register.
bThereupon the register, if the tract is vacant, will so certify (see bottom of blank
afove) to the receiver, stating the price, and the applicant must then pay the amount .
o the purchase money.
RECEIVER'S RECEIPT.

The receiver will then issue his receipt for the money paid, in duplicate, giving to-th e purchaser a duplicate receipt, form No. [ 4-131.]
[No. 4-131.]

RECEIVER'S CASH RECEIPT.
(Issued in duplicate, one for the files.)
No.--.
RECEIVER's OFFICE A T - - ,
.
(Date) - - , 18-.
Recmv~d fz:om - - - - , o f - - county,--, the sum of-- dollars and-cents, bemg m full for the-- quarter of section No.--, in township No.--, of
$ange No.--, containing-- acres and-- hundredths, at$-- per acre

- - - - - - , Receiver. ·

The register will then issue his certificate of purchase, form [No. 4-189.]
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LOCATION WITH WARRANTS AND SCRIP.

REGISTER'S CASH CERTIFICATE.
(Issued in duplicate, one fo1· the files,' one for p'itrchaMr.)

·On this patent is issued.
[No. 4-ltl9.]
No.--.

CASH CERTIFICATE.
LAND OFFICE A T - - - ,

(Date) - - , 18-.
It is hereby certified that, in pursuance of law, - - - - - , of-- county, State
oof--, on this day purchased of the register of this office the lot or-- of section
No.--, in township No.--, of range No.--, containing-- acres, at the rate
-of-- dollars and - - cents per acre, amounting to - - dollars and - - cents, for
which the s a i d - - - - - - ha- made payment in full as required by law.
Now, therefore, be it known, that on presentation of this certificate to the Commisi3ioner of the General Land Office, the said - - - - - s h a l l be entitled to receive a
tpatent for the lot above described.
- - - - - - , Register.
At the close of the month the register and receiver will make returns of the sale to
the General Land Office, from which, when the proceedings are found regular, a
!Patent or complete title will be issued; and on surrender of the duplicate receipt such
tpatent will be delivered, at the option of the patentee, either by the Commissioner at
Washington or by the register at the district land office.
LOCATIONS WITH WARRANTS.

(See pages 712 herein, 715, and 721 et seq.)
Application must be made as in cash cases, forms as above, but must be accompamed by a warrant duly assigned as the consideration for the land; yet where the tract
tis $2.50 per acre, the party, in addition to the surrendered warrant, must pay in cash
$1.25 per acre, as the warrant is in sat.isfaction of only so many acres at $1.25 per acre,
-()I' furnish a warrant of such denomin!ltion as will, at the legal value of $1.25 per
.acre, cover the rated price of the land. For example: A tract of 40 acres of land,
!held at $2.50 per acre, can be paid for with a wu.rrant calling for 40 acres and the payment of $50 in cash, or by surrendering an eighty-acre warrant for tho same-the 40
a.cres to be in full satisfaction for ljhe said location; or a tract of 80 acres, rated at
$2.50 per acre, can be paid for by the surrender of two eighty-acre warrants. If there
is a small excess in the area of the tract over the quantity called for on the face of
the warrant in any case, such excess may be paid for in money.
A duplicate certificate of location will then be furnished the party, to be held until
the patent is delivered, as in cases of cash sales.
For fees chargeable by the land officers, and the several amounts to be paid at the
time of locat-ion, see page 716.
~0

LAND BOUNTIES GIVEN BY CONGRJ~SS TO UNION SOLDIERS OR SAILORS IN THE
WAR orr THE REBELLION.

By warrants is meant certain warrants issued under the act of Congress of March
:3, 185f,, and previous acts, giving public land as a bounty for military services rendered prior to the passage of the acts in former wars of the republic. The bounties
;given by law for mHitary services in the late war, 1861 to 1865, were not given in
l and, but in money. The only privileges granted to soldiers and sailors on account
.of military services rendered by them during the late war, in connection with the
!PUblic lands, are provided for in sections 2304 to 2309 of the Revised Statutes, allow-ng homestead entries to be made by them on condiLion of residence on the entered
tract~:~. with cultivation of the soil, for a prescribed period.

AGRICULTURAL-COLLEGE SCRIP.
Application will be made a jn cash cases. Same forms are used.
eash in private entry. For details et' page 711.

Can be usE>..d as

CLOSE OF CA ES AND P A'fENTS.

all cases of cash entry, or location (or any other class of location or entry of
public land ), the papers will be forward d at end of the current month to the General
Land Office at Wa hington for examination aud approval. If all is found regular) a
patent or title will be given.
{n

CLASSIPICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC LANDS.
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PATENTS.

When patents are ready for delivery, they will in all cases be transmitte~ to the
local office at which the location or entry was made, where they can he obtamed by
the party entitled thereto, upon surrender of the dupli~ate receipt. or certificate, as the
case may be, unless the duplicate shall ha~e been previously filed m the Genera:l Land
Office with a request that the patent be dehvered as requested by the person sendmg the
same; and in no case will the patent be delivered either from the general or the local
office except upon receipt of such duplicate, or, in case of its loss from any cause, upon
the filing in lieu of the same of an affidavit made by the present bona fide owner of the
land, accounting for the loss of the same, and also showing ownership of the tracts
or a portion thereof embraced in the patent.
_
In case the duplicate has been duly assigned by the locator, by a valid transfer in
accordance with the laws governing transfers of realty in the Sta.te where the land
is situated, such assignment will be recognized by the General Land Office and patent
issued accordingly, provided the duplicate with the assignment thereon shall be filed
in that office prior to the issuing of patent; but in no case will a patent be canceled
for the purpose of making a reissue in the name of the assignee, where such assignment
is not in possession of the General Land Office prior to date of the patent. Transfers
of this kind must in all cases comply strictly with the law of the place, and if the
assignor be a married man, and the statute requires the wife to join in the deed, it
m~st be complied with, and in case of failure in this or other vital point the patent
~Ill follow strictly there cital of the certificate and issue only in the name of the origmal purchaser.
CLASSIFICATION AND METHOD-DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC LANDS.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

No change in method or manner of disposition of the public lands or classification
ofthemhas taken place to December 1, 1883, except in the matter of the public lands
in the State of Alabama, where a radical departure from existing laws and methods
has taken place in the disposition of mineral lands, copper, coal, or iron, the property
of the nation.
The act of March 3, 1883, given in full on page 980 herein, related to these lands.
An enormous area of public lands, agricultural (in most instances) on the surface,
containing valuable mineral deposits, coal and iron (which in most of the other land
States are guarded by the law and land department with scrupulous care), and valued
at millions of dollars, was, by the terms of this act, thrown into open market, after
public offering, to be sold at private sale, in unlimited quantities, at $1.25 per acre.
The law in its title and upon its face does not convey its full force and effect.
If this policy is to be followed in the future in the legislation of Congress in relation to the mineral lands, gold, silver, copper, iron, and coal. in the remaining publicland States and Territories, the present seven grades of public lands, necessarily
differing in value by reason of actual value, will be materially ch:tnged.
CLASSIFICATION_:.GRADES OF PUBLIC LANDS •

..Mine?·al.-"In all cases 'lands valuable for minerals' shall be reserved from sale,
except as otherwise expressly directed by law." (Section .2318, R. S.) Sold at from
$2.50 to $5 per acre, except in Alabama, where they are sold for $1.25 per acre, either
gold, silver, or iron lands.
.
Timber and stone.-Lands valuable chiefly for timber and stone, unfit for cultivation.
Sold at $2.50 per acre, except in Alabama, where offered lands are sold for $1.25 per
acre.
Saline.-Salt springs, sold at agricultural price, $1.25 per ~ere.
Town-site lands.-Sold at agricultural price, $1.2G per acre.
Desert.-Sold at $1.25 per acre.
Coallands.-In all land States and Territories these lands are sold at $10 per aare
when situated "more than 15 miles from any completed railroad, and $20 per acre
when situated within 15 miles of a completed railroad, in limited quantities," except
in the State of Alabama, where coal lands, public domain, under the existing law
specially applicable to that State, can be purchased at private entry by any person or
persons, in unlimited quantities, at $1.25 an acre .
.Agriculturallands.-In all laud States and Territories, at $1.25 per acre.
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SETTLEMENT AND DISPOSITION LAWS.
THE SEVERAL SETTLEMENT AND DISPOSITION LAWS.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

The data on pages 411 to 415 is correct to December 1, 1883, with the addition of
a class of entries known as the timber-culture entries. (See chapter XXIX, pages
360 to 362, and also page 1088 herein.
THE TIMBER-CULTURE LAW.

Under this law an applicant, male or female, head of a family, citizens of the United
States, or those who have declared their intention to become such, can apply at any
United States district land office and enter one quarter section (160 acres), of public
lands, not mineral or otherwise reserved, as a timber-culture claim. Residence on the
land is not requisite. Claimant need not make his affidavit for entry at the district
land office. Fees are $14 at time of entry of a quarter-section tract and $9 for the
entry of an SO-acre tract. .For an exhibit of the method of entry under this law, see
page 1091 herein, and also Mr. Commissioner McFarland's statement of the abuses
under this system, pages 682,683, aud page 1164.
GREAT NUMBER OF EXISTING LAWS FOR .SETTLEMENT AND DISPOSITION.

For the purpose of giving an idea of the complex and difficult public land system,
the several sett.lement and disposition laws are detailed at length as in force and effect
December 1, 1883. Persons, associations, or corporations can acquire title under these.
The methods of locating military and naval land bounty warrants, agricultural
college or other scrip, is also noted. Educational and railroad grants are not noted,
as the gross area of these is fixed by law. In the matter of railroad grants the segregation of the lands decreases rather than increases the area of lands stated as being
granted.
THE SETTLEMENT LAWS.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

BY PERSONS.

Pre-emption acts 1841 and sections 2257 to 2288 Revised Statutes United States.
See pages 685 to 688 herein. For forms used in entry, see page 688 and following.
Homestead. Original act of May 20, 1862. See page 1022 and following. For
forms used in entry, see page 1031 and following.
Homestead. Adjoining farms. Section 229 Revised Statutes United States. See
pages 1022,1027. For forms used in entry, see page 1040.
Homestead additional act, March 3, 1879. See pages 1022, 1028. For forms used
in entry, seo page 1044.
Soldiers' and sailOl's' homestead act of June 8, 1872. See pages 1022, 1029, 1030. For
forms used in entry, see page 1042.
Soldiers' and sailors' additional homestead act of June 8, 1872. See pages 1022, 1030.
For forms used in entry, see page 1045.
Indian homestead act, March 3, 1 7G. See pages 1022 and 1031. For fo1.ms used in
entry, see page 1045.
Desert-land act of March 3, 1877. See page 1103 to 1111. For forms used in entry,
Sf'e page 1106.
Donation act, New Mexico, July 22, 1859. See pa.ge 969. Special forms used, only
applicable to New Mexico.
THE DISPOSITION LAWS.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

Cash, pre-emptor's private entry or purchase. l!..,or forms, see pages 1159 to 1160.
Timber-culture act. For forms see pages 1093 to 1103.
Stone and timber act. For forms, see pages 1086 to 1088.
Coal-land law of March 3, 1866. For form, see page 967.
Town-site and county-seat acts. See page 970.
Mineral-land laws. Acts of July 9 and 26, 1866, July 9,1870, and May 10, 1872, and.
amendments. See page 978. l!~or forms aud procedure in entry, see page 10D:!.
aline lands, act of July 12, 1 77. S e page 696.
wamp and overflowed lands, page 676. For forms and procedure, see page 698.
rivate land claims. For hi tory of and details as to, see pages 365 to 410, and
pag slll1 to 11!'7. A constant drain on the public lands; guarded by no adequate
law as to limita~ion of time of filing.
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LOCATION WITH WARRANTS AND SCRIP.

For methods of location with bounty-land warrants, see pages 711 and 715. These
are located npon any vacant public lands subject to sale at private ent1·y, or as cash
in pre-emption or commuted homest~ads-th.e l:=tst on offered or ~mo:ffered lan~s. Agricultural-college scrip as above with restnct10ns as to quantity locatable m township, and in any one State, see p~ges 710, 711. Scrip (see pa~es 289, 290, and 949 and
following) can be used as cash in paying for cash, pre-emption, or ~ommuted homestead entries the same as military and bounty-land warrants and scnp.
CHANGES NECESSARY IN EXISTING LAWS.

The following recommendations for changes and amendments made by the Commissioner of the General Land Office in his report for 1883 are given in full, together
with references to recommendations of former yea-rs. This officer is charged by law
with the care and custody of the public lands. His recommendations are t.he result
of experience and investigation. The present laws, as detailed in the first part of
this ch:>,pter, do not meet the requirements of the nation or the wants of the settler.
Prompt and immediate legislation is necessary to preserve t.h e remaining public lands
and to so dispose of them that they wlll benefit actual settlers and persons desiring to
found homes.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND
OFFICE, 1883.
THE PRE-EMPTION LAW.

The general disproportion running through terms of years between the number of
claims initiated and the number perfected, and the volume of relinquishments of such
claims which are apparently purchased by bona fide entrymen or others, satisfy me
th~t pre-emption filings are made, or procured to be made, to a great extent, for specula~Ive .Purposes, and with no intention on the part of the person in whose name the
filmg Is made to perfect the entry, or in any manner to comply with the law.
REPEAL OF THE PRE-EMPTION LAW.

[See pages 678 to 682.]

In my last annual report I renewed the recommendation, frequently made by my
predecessors, that t.he pre-emption law be repealed. Continued experience demonstrates the advisability and necessity of such repeal. The objection that much good
~as heretofore resulted from the pre-emption system, and that it should not be discontmu~d. because abused, appears to me without good foundation under the changed
cond1t10ns created by the homestead law.
·
Before the homestead system was adopted the only method by which uno:ffered
pubhc lands could be obtained by settlers was by pre-emption. All the adva,ntages
of the pre-emption system are now embraced in the homestead laws. The same lands
ca~ be entered upon the same conditions and proofs and the payment of the same
priCe under the home8tead law as under the pre-emption law. We have simply a
doub~e system for the same purpose, employing two sets of machinery, two agencies
?f adJ.ustment, and a duplication of records, when only one is required. The admintstra~wn of the law would be simplified and the bbor and expense lessened by n, discontmuance of the now unnecessary ·system of pre·emption.
THE HOMESTEAD LAWS-SOLDIERS' HOMESTEAD DECLARATORY STATE~ENTS.

[See pages 679 to 683.]

. Thes~ declarations are in the nature of pre-emption filings. The present laws authorIze t?-eu presentation by agent or attorney. Advantage is taken of this provision t()
obtam the authorization of soldiers to make filings which are used for speculative
purposes by the agent or attorney. The soldier receives no benefit in such cases, but
generally pays a fee which he is given to understand will procure for him 160 acres
of land that he can sell without going upon it or even seein~ it. I have ma,de special
effo~ to check the spread of this fraud upon soliHP.rP of the country and upon the
public land laws.
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AMKNDJ,IENT OF THE HOMESTEAD LAWS.

The present laws and regulations permit settlers on unsurveyed lands, who have
maintained a residence of five years, to make entry and give notice of final proof
simultaneously after survey.
.
Parties who desire to obtain large quantities of land employ men to make el?-tnes
on newly surveyed land, alleging residence long anterior to the survey. N?tlCe of
intention to make proof in thirty days is published, affidavits filed, final cert1ficates
issued, and the )and patented before an opportunity is had to develop the facts and
prevent the consummation of the ille~al entry. Special agents report valuable lands
in whole ranges Jf townships in certam districts to have been entered in this manner,
when the land shows no evidence of settlement at any time, but is held as portions of
la1ge estates.
Notice to the world of claims to public land is a fundamental principle of the land
laws. Thirty days' publication, which is frequently made in a distant or obscure
newspaper, is insufficient notice for any practical purpose, especially when no entry
has previously been recorded.
I think it important that provision be made by statute, fixing a period of not less
than six months after a settlement claim has been placed on record before final proof
shall be admitted, irrespective of alleged time of residence prior to entry.
COMMUTED HOMESTEADS.

The commutation feature of the homestead law is open to the same abuses as the
pre-emption law. The alleged commutation settler is frequently a person employed
at so much a month to sign entry papers and hold the claim long enough to enable
his employer to secure title by commutation.
ThiR system of illegal appropriation, which is especially made use of in obtaining
title to lands of selected value and in large quantities, could be materially checked
by an extension of the time within which a homestead entry may be commuted. The
actual settler does not usually prefer to pay for his land when by continuing his residence upon it he can obtain title without price. It would be no hardship to require
a period of residence sufficient to prevent the present easy evasion of the law. No
time is fixed by statute as a condition of residence before commutation, but the same
proof and payment may be made as in pre-emption cases. In these cases the regulations of this office require as a general rule that residence of six months shall be
shown, and the same rule is, under the law, applied in commuted homestead cases.
I deem it a matter not less important than the repeal of the pre-emption law that
the homestead laws should be amended so as to require proof of actual residence and
improvement for a period of not less than two years before a homestead entry may be
commuted by cash payment.
REPEAL OF THE TIMBER-CULTURE LAW.

[See pages 681, 683, and 1088.]

In my iast annual report I called attention to the abuses flowing from the operation.s
of this act. Continued experience has demonstmted that these abuses are inherent
in the law, and beyond the reach of administrative methods for their correction.
Settlement on the land is not required. Even residence within the State or Territory
iu which the land is situated is not a condition to an entry. A mere entry of record
holds the h,nd for one year withont the performance of any act of cultivation. The
meager act of breaking five acres, which can be done at the close of the year as well
as at the beginning, holds the land for the second year. Comparatively trivial acts
hold it for a third year. During these periods relinquishments of the entries are sold
to homestead or other settlers at such price as the land may command.
My information leads me to the conclusion that a majority of entries under the
timber-culture act are made for speculative purposes and not for the cultivation of
timber. Complian~e with law in these cases is a mere pretence and does not result
in the production of timber. On the contrary, as one entry in a section exhausts the
timber-culture right in that section, it follows that every fraudulent entry prevents
a. bona fide one on any portion of the section within which the fraudulent entry is
ruado. My information IS that no trees are to be seen over vast regions of country
where timber-culture entries have been most numerous.
Again, under the operation of the pre-emption, homestead, and timber-culture laws,
any one per on may enter 160 acr a jn each class of entry, making a total of 480 acres
which may be taken by one person. The power to acquire that quantity of public
land by single individuals, while so many of the citizens of the country are landless,
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is ·contrary to the general spirit of the public land laws, and, I think, not in consonance with approved public policy.
r d
This objection would hold tot~~ timl>er-c:u~ture act if th~ law was gener~lly co~p Ie
with in good faith, or if its provisions reqmrmg the pla,ntmg .a~d cult1vat1~m of t1mber
were capable of enforcement. I am convinced that the pubhc mterests Will be served
by a total repeal of the law, and I recommend such repeal.
DESERT-LAND ACT.

[See pages 684 and 1104.]

The desert-land act provides that proof of reclamation and final payl?ent shall be
made within three years from date of entry. A large number of cases IS on. the files
of this office in which the time has passed and proof has not been made as req mred. At
the expiration of the three years the pa.rties w~re called upo~ to sh<?w c:ause why
their entries should not be canceled. Such showmg was made m bu~ few msta:nces.
With a view to saving the equities of those who may have attempted m good faith to
reclaim the lands entered, but may have been prevented from so doing l>y the great
expense of obtaining water, or other good cause, it has been determined, with your
concurrence, to make another call, and give to entrymen a further opportunity to make
proof or to show cause for failure.
It has been represented that desert-land entries have largely been made for speculative purposes, in violation of the restrictions of the act, and in many instances upon
lands naturally productive, and that lands are held fraudulently under the entry
without attempt or intention of reclamation, but are occupi~d or leased for grazing
and other purposes. Investigations so far wade of alleged illegal entry under the
desert-land act tend to confirm these allegations.
The theory of the desert-land law is, that the encouragement of irrigation required the disposal of land in larger quantities than 160 acres. This theory has not
been sustained, as general systen:.s of irrigation are adopted for the distribution of
water, which are equally as available to the owners of small tracts as of large ones.
The practical operation of the desert-land law has heretofore been to enable land to
be purchased without settlement, and in quantities in excess of the limit established
by the settlement laws, thus resulting in the encouragement of monopoly rather than
the encouragement of reclamation.
TIMBER AND STONE ACT.

[See pages 684, and 1046 to 1086.)

T~is law applies to the States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and Washington

Temtory.
It is a condition of this act that the land shall be valuable chiefly for timber, but
unfit for cultivation. Entries are restricted to 160 acres for any one person or association of persons .
. The restrict~ons and limitations of the act are flagrantly violated. Information is
1D ~y possessiOn that much of the mast valuable timber land remaining in the possessiOn ?f the Government on the Pacific coast is being taken up by home and foreign
comparues and capitalists through the medium of entries made by persons hired for
that purpose,
I .ha':e found it necessary to suspend all entries of this class and to direct an investigati?n m the field with a view to the procurement of evidence in specific cases to authonze the cancellation of illegal entries and the prosecution of guilty parties.
TIMBER LANDS.

[See pages 1049, 1081.]

The rapid decrease in the timber areas of the country invites attention to present
methods ~f appropriation of public timber lands, and suggests the expediency of
some modtficatwn of the laws by which remaining forests may be better preserved, or
a more adequate revenue derived from their sale.
The p~esent and increasing value of timber is an inducement to individuals and
compames to make large investments with a view to the control of the timber prod~ct, an~ the further enhancement of prices resulting from such control. The facilit
~1th whiCh .the restricti.ons of the public land laws are evaded is a temptation to the
illegal acqmrement of title for the purpose of such investments.
It woul<;i, perhaps, be of little moment how soon the pub.lic title to lands should
pa.ss to pnvate tolders, since that is the ultimate purpose of the laws, if the further
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purpose of the laws that public lands should in the original instance be widely distrib,
uted among the people could also be secured. But if this cannot be done, and the
~ys~ems of public disposal are to result, as they now do, in permitting capitalists i.o
m~rectly obtain great bodies of public land, it is certainly but provident for the
Umted States to require a price to be paid for its timber Janda somewhat commensurate to their value.
Several propositions have been presented in Congress losking to a change in t~e
methods of disposing of lands valuable chiefly for timber. The subject is one of difficulty, and it is important that the wisest action be taken. I am of opinion that
such lauds should be reserved by law from ordinary disposal, and sold only after appraisement and upon sealed bids, at not less than the appraised price. It would be
proper that an act to such effect should not deprive settlers on the public lands of the
right to take timber for domestic purposes or the support of their improvements.
SWAMP LANDS INDEMNITY.

[See page 696 ]

The act of March, 1855, extended to March 3, 1857, confirmed all swamp selections
previously made, whether or not properly so made, for lands intended to be granted,
and also provided indemnity in Jands or money for tracts disposed of by the United
States subsequent to the swamp-land gmnt and prior to March 3, 1857, which should
be found to have been swampy in character at the date of the swamp-land act.
The effect of the indemnity provision has been to incite claims by States or their
agents or assigns for land or cash indemnity for a large qu~utity of the public land
disposed of under general laws b6tween 1850 and 1857 in 'the swamp-grant States.
The validity of these claims is in many cases of a questionable character, and the
allowance of them is a considerable and constant draft upon the Treasury. I have
been compelled to reject probably the larger portions of the selections presented. If
the State agents would exercise more discrimination in presenting cases much labor
would be saved. The appropriation available for the examination of claims for swamp
lands a.nd swamp indemnity has permitted the employment during the year of but
four special agents for this important service. The Southern f;tates, to which the
swamp grant in part applies, ~re urging the adjustment of their claims, and much progress has been made during the past year in their settlement. A portion of the force
of the swamp division has been engaged in perfecting the records of the office, and
preparing indexes, a fact not elsewhere referred to in this report.
RELINQUISHMENTS OF LAND ENTRIES.

[See page 683.]

The first section of the act of' May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), provides that when a relinquishment of any pre-emption, homestead, or timber-culture claim is filed in the
local laud office the land covered by such claim shall immediately become subject to
entry by any other person, without awaiting the forma1 cancellation by this office of
the relinquished entry.
The effect of this statute is to invite speculative entries for the purpose of selling
relinquiAhments. The practical result is that when a new township is surveyed large
portions of the land are at once covered with filings and entries, reliuquishment.s of
which are then offered for sale like stocks in tho market. To such an extent is this
proceeding carried that it is becoming difficult for a.n actual settler to obtain access to
a quarter-section of public land in desirable agricultural localities without buying off
a pretended claim that has no foundation other than the facility added by this statute
for making and relinquishing it. The section facilitates this practice, and should be
repealed.
FORFEITURE OF RAILROAD LAND GRANTS.

[See pages 788 to 933, and Chapter XXXVI.]
[See pages1264,1265.]

The question of declaring a forfeiture of the railroa.d laud grants hereinafter noted
<>r of any of them, is deemed an appropriate one for legislative consideration.
The time fixed in the granting acts for the completion of these roads expired in some
instances m 1866, and in other cases at later periods down to 1882.
In the absence of Congressional action, lands have been certified or patented accordingly a'l roads have been constructed whether within or out of the time prescribed.
Your immediate predecessor (Secretary of the Interior) suspended this practice prior
to the meeting of Congress in December, 1880, but as no legislative action was taken
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u (the Secretary of the Interior) have held that under the decision of the Supreme

b~urt of the United States you (tho Secretary of the Interior) had no right to declare a

forfeiture or to further suspend the issue of pate~ts f?r ~ands along ~he C?nstructed
portions of roads even if t.he sa~e had not been .bmlt Withi.n the prescnbed time. ';l'he
remaining lands are contmued m the reservatiOns established by law or nuder withdrawals made for the protection of the grants. Meanwhile settlers have entered. upon
some of these lands and are anxious to know whether they II?-nst look to the ra1lro.a.d
companies or to the United States for thei.r titl~s. The P?-bhc ~emand for a defimte
settlement of the question whether a forfeiture I~ to ?e enforced m a~y of these cases
is constantly pressed upon my attention. I consider 1t of .very great Importance that
the earliest possible action should be taken either to reVIve the grants or to de?lare
t,hem forfeited. If it be the judgment of Congress that the grants s~ould be r~vived,
Congress may unquestionably prescribe the conditions of such revival; and If such
action should be taken I suggest that all actual settlers on tho land be save~ and secured in their rights and claims to land embraced in t.heir settlements and Improvements at the date of any such revival of the railroad grant.
SURVEYS.
[See page 567.]
DESTRUCTION OF MONUMENTS.

The frequent removal or destruction of corners marking the public surveys renders it
necessary for me to call attention to the absence of any statute bearing upon the matter in cases where the surveys have been completed.
The protection of these monuments is of great importance both to settlers and the
Government, ttnd I recommend the passage of an act by Congress making the willful
re~oval or destruction of monuments or corners of public surveys an offense, and proVIdmg proper penalties therefor.
FALSE AND FRAUDULENT SURVEYS.

Under existing laws deputy surveyors are liable on their bonds for the execution of
false orfra':d?lent surveys, and are also liable to the penalties ofperjury for falsely taking
and su_bscnbmg an oath that surveys have been faithfully and correctly made. These
penalties are ine1I'ective to prevent gross frauds in the surveying service. Recoveries
~pon bonds are rarely possible, and the difficulty in obtaining convictions for perjury
m general cases is well known.
I am of the opinion that punishment by fine and imprisonment for making false and
fraudulent returns of public surveys is a matter of necessity for the better protection
of the pu l>lic interests, and I recommend the passage of an act to that effect.
RESURVEYS.

It often becomes necessary to resurvey townships which have been erroneously surveyed, o~· w.here the corners marking the surveys have become obliterated. The annual
~ppropnatwns. for. the surveying service are not deemed applicable to such resurveys.
requent apphcatJOns are also made for the survey of beds of meandered lakes, sloughs,
avd p~nds, and for the extension of surveys over tracts omitted from survey for some
cause lD the pr~gress of the general survey of townships. It was formerly the practice
to s~vey and dispose of tracts falling within the above-named classes and which were
consJ~ered J.?U.blic land of the United States, but owing t? the difficulty of determining
quest~on.s of tttle, and doubt as to the authority for makmg surveys under current ap~ropnatwns, such practice was discontinued l>y my immediate predecessor, and I
a~e not felt authorized to renew it without legisla,tive sanction.
1here are many cases of this character in which, for the purpose of adjudicating the
swadmp ~ant to States, or other administrative purposes, it is 'the duty of this office
to etermme questions involved, and to this end an examination of the land, and its
survey, become necessary.
I recommend that authority be given the Commissioner of the General Land Office
f?r the resurvey of townships erroneously surveyed, or where corners have become obliterated, and for t.he examination and survey of the beds of meandered lakes, sloughs,
bud pon. :s, and for tracts omitted from previous surveys; such surveys or resurveys to
e made under general appropriations or the individual deposit system.
PUBLIC LAND STRIP.

[See also pages 462 and 1187.]

The boundaries of the tract of unorganized territory south of the Kansas and Color.ado State lines, and between the Indian Territory and New Mexico, have been estabhs~ed and exterior township lines surveyed. Subdivisional township surveys yet remam to be made.
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Settlers are commencing to enter this territory, and means should be provided by
which they may be enabled to secure titles under the public land laws and also to
be protected in person and property by the laws of the land. The territory is not at
present attached to any judicial district. In my last annual report I recornmende~
t~a:t it be attac~ed to the surveying district of New Mexico forth~ purpot>e of subdi·
VISional township surveys and the disposalpf the lanu. The land Is, however, near~r
the :r_ecently established Southwestern land district in the State of Ka.nsas, and It
would be more convenient for settlers to make their entries at Garden City, in thati
district, than at the Santa Fe land office in New Mexico. I recommend, therefore, the
attachment of this public land strip to the South western la.nd district in Kansas, and,
as there is no surveyor-general in: Kansas, I also recommend that authority be given
the Secretary of the Interior to cause the snbdivisional surveys to be made under the
general appropriation for the surveying service.
UNLAWFUL OCCU..PA TION OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.
[See page 539.]
DIFFICULTY OF OBTAINING PROPER LAND LEGISLATION;

It is almost impossible to obtain remedial legislation in the matter of public lands;
as an illustration, see pages 678 to 675, herein, where details are given of attempts to
repeal the pre-emption laws and amend the homestead and timber-culture acts. The
Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his annual report for 1882, makes the following suggestions in regard to theUNLAWFUL OCCUPATION OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.

The illegal inclosure of the public lands in certain States and Territories, and the
exclusive occupati~:m of ~arge tracts by private p~rties to the deprivation of the rights
of others and the Impediment of settlement and mtercourse, have become matters of
serious complaint.
_
A usual method of proceeding is that title is legitimately or otherwise obtained to
the streams or water rights, and then the surrounding country, frequently for many
miles in extent, is inclosed with fences, and all citizens war.qed o:fl' and their stock
driven away.
In other cases the public lands are inclosed in this manner where no pretext of ownership or of legal claim to any part of the land exists. The usual routes of travel are
also cut off by these inclosures, and the inhabitants of the country are in many instances compelled to go a great way around or to tear down the fences, thus incurring
the risk of disturbance and perhaps bloodshed.
Letters received at this office from many persons, and reports made by officers and
agents of this Department, disclose the fact that unlawful proceedings of this character are carried on to a great extent, and future serious trouble is apprehended between settlers and residents and the "cow boys," as employes of the stockmen are
led.
It appears also that in some cases State laws have provided for a nominal tax upon
"possessory rights," the effect of which is represented to be to locally legalize this infringement upon the laws of the United States; and citizens who have attempted to
make settlements and entries within the limits of these ranges in accordance with the
land laws of the United States have been ousted by judicial decree.
It is manifest that some decisive action on the part of the Federal Government is necessary for the maintenance of the supremacy of the laws and to preserve the integrity
of the public domain.
.
It is undoubtedly true that the vast plains and mountain ranges west of the Mississippi River must be relied upon for an important proportion of the sheep and cattle
husbandry required by the necessities of national consumption, but it does not therefore follow that this industry should be the subject of individual or corporate monopoly any more than that other agricultural pursuits should be so controlled.
The unimpeded progress of settlement will in due time bring the whole of the territory of the United States within the compass of private ownership. Meanwhile the
unappropriated public lands suitable for grazing herds of cattle should be equally
free to the enterprise of all citizens unembarrasRed by attempts at exclusive occupation.
Existing laws (act March 3, 1807, 2 Stat., 445) authorize the President to direct the
marshal of the proper district to remove unlawful boundaries placed on the public
lands, and to remove persons unlawfully in possession thereof, and further authorize
the employment of military force when necessary for this purpose. A forfeiture o£
any and all rights to land so occupied is also declared.
I,havo hesitated to recommend the summary ex rei, e of the power vested in the
Executive by this act, although it may yet become necessary to invoke that authority.
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It is my opinion that a statute is require~ imposing pen~lti_es _for ~he unlawful inclosure of the public lands, and for preventmg IJy force or IntimidatiOn legal settlement and entry.
.
. .
I respectfully recommend that the attentiOn of Congress be mv1ted to this subject.

ACTION

OF

CONGRESS.

August 7, l&l2, Mr. T. M. Rice of Missouri, from the Committee on Public Lands,
submitted the following:
REPORT.
[To accompany bill H. R. 3560.]

UNLAWFUL OCCUPATION OF THE PUBLIC LANDS.
[HouRe report No. 1809, Forty-seventh Congress, first session.!

The Committee on the Public Lands, to whom was referred the bill (H. R. 3560) to
prevent the unlawful occupation of the pnlJlic lands, have had the· same under consi_deration, and report the same back to the House, with the following amendments,
VIZ!

1. Insert in the third line, after the word "the" and before the word "occupation,''
the word "appropri:;~tion."
2. Iu the sixth and seventh lines, strike out the words "the pre-emption or homestead laws," and insert in lieu thereof the words "any law of the United States."
3. In the eighth line insert the word ''appropriated" before the word "inclosed."
4. In the eighteenth and nineteenth lines strike out the words "the homestead and
pre-emption laws," and insert in lieu thereof the words" any law of the United States."
5. Add to the first section the.provit!o: "Provided, That this act shall not apply to
school selections or lands taken in good faith under any grant of the United States to
tli State."
6. Strike out the second sect.ion of the bill
This legislation is necessary for the followi.ng reasons:
In the State of California, and in o~hers of the States and Territories, many ranchers
or herde~s have settled on the public lands without claim or pretense, or title or possessory r1ght, and have inclosed large tract.s of the same with fences. Such lands, if
vacant and unoccupied, would be t·agerly sought for homestead and pre-emption purposes. ~ut the fact of their occupation, thoug'h unlawful, and though in legal contemplatiOn t~ey are vacant and subject to homestead and pre-emption entry, deters
th,e settlers from making entry thereon.
rhe Supreme Court of the United Sta.tes in the case of Atherton vs. Fowle!' (6 Otto,
fi13), and t:he subsequent cases of Hosmer rs. Wallace (7 Otto, 575), and Trenouth vs.
San FranCJsco (10 Otto, 251), bas held that no right of pre-emption can be established
by a settlement and improvement on a tract of public land which is in the possession
·
of one who bas inclosed, settled upon, and improved it.
In Hosmer t•s. Wallace, the court says:
"To create a right of pre-emption, there must be settlement, inhabitation, and improvem~nt by the pre-emptor, conditions which cannot be met when the land is in the
o,ccupation ot: another. if ff if Under the pre-emption laws, as held in Atherto-? ~·s.
.F owler, ~be nght to make a settlement is to be exercised on unsettled land; the nght
t 0 mak~ Improvements is to be exercised on unimproved land; and the right to erect
a dwelhng house is to be exercised on vacant land. None of these things can be done
on land when it is occupied and used by others."
In Tr~nouth t•s. San Francisco the court says:
.
b ".The r!ght of pre-emption, under tho laws of the United States, cannot be acquired
Y Intruswn and trespass upon lands in the actual possess;on of others."
. From these quo't ations, it is apparent that the Supreme Court intended to deny the
right to pre-empt when there was actual possession in another, without regard to the
characte:r of the possession, whether lawful or not.
·
And so. the snpreme court of California understands those decisions, as will be seen
f rom thmr language in the case of Davis t•s. Scott:
"'As the land was in the actual possession and occupation of the plaintiff at the time
~lefemlant attempted to locate a pre-emption claim thereon, it was not, therefore, subJect to pre-emption."
The operation of these decisions is to permit the unlawful occupant to remain in
possession. If the homesteader or pre-emptor attempts to locate on the lands, he is
sued as a trt:spasser by the occupant, under the "possessory act" of California. If he
defend under his homestead or pre-emption claim, he is met with the rejoinder that as
tho lands were iu the actual poesession of another, his homestead or pre-emption claim
74 L 0-VOL ill
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ts void. Thus he gets no standing in court to test. the rights ot' tl1e original trespasser. He can only enforce his claim by a contest and protracted ht1gat10n, wlnch
few settlers can afford.
' It is believed that this bill affords an adequate, summary, and easily enf?rced rem·
edy, and the passage of the bill so amended is recommended by ~·onr comm1ttee.
The bill with proposed amendments is as follows:
IN- THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, January 30, 18H2.
A BILL to prevent the unlawful occupation of tile public lands.

Be it enacted by tl.e Senate and Honse of Repre8entati?)es of the United States of America.
in Congress assernbled, That the appropriation, occupation, or inclosure of any tnw.t of
the surveyed or unsurveyed public lands in larger quantity tLau authorized by ww
shall not prevent the entry thereon by any one dnly qualified and intending in good
faith to acquire title under any law of the Unitell States; but where sueh tract has
been inclosed, appropriated, or is occupied for the ).lurpose of acquiring title thereto
under any of the laws of the United States, the occupation si.Jall be held Yalid for
such lesser quantity as the occupa.nt is authorized by law to acquire title to: Prodded,
That the occupant., or several occupants, if more than one, shall, within ten days after
written demand, designate the metes and bounds of such lesser quantity by welldefined marks. In case of neglect or refusal to do so, snch occupant or occupants shall
be deemed trespassers, and the whole tract may be entered on by persons cluly qualified and in·teilding in good f~ith to acquire title under any law of the United States;
and snch demand and neglect or-refusal shall be held to bar a recovery in any actiou
brought against any person so entering: Provided, Tha.t this act shall 11ot apply to
school selections or lands taken in good faith under any grant by the United States
to a State.
FAILURE OF LEGISLATION.
Congress failed to pass the proposed law, and did not legislate in regard to grazing
or arid lands, so that stockmen or cattle owners could get lan<ls by authority of law.
The Commissioner was compelled to issue in pursuance of law and for the protectiou
of actual settlers, the following :

P.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
WaBhiri(Jton, D. C., .Ap1·il6, 1883.
TO REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS lJNITED STATES LAND OFFICES, AND SPECIAL AGENTS:
GENTLEMEN: You are instructed to circulate t be following notice in your district:
NOTICE REL,ATIVE TO l;_'NLA WFUL INCLOSURES OF PUBLIC LANDS.
In view of the numerous complaints of the lmla,wful inclosures of public lands for
stock range purposes, and consequent impediment to settlements, all persons are
hereby notified as follows:
The public lands are open to settlement and occupation only under the public lau<l
laws of the United Rtates, and any unauthorized appropriation of the same is trespa~:.s.
Snch trespass is equally offensive to law and morals
if upon private property.
'l'he fencing of large bodies of public land beyond that allowed by law is illegal,
an<). against tile right of others who desire to settle or grnze their cattle on the inclosed
tracts.
,
Until settlement is made, there is no objection to grazin~ cattle or cuttjng hay on
Government land, provided the lands are ll:'ft open to all alike.
Graziers will not be allowed, on any pretext whatever, to fence the public lands and
thus practically withdraw them from the operation of the settlement Jaws.
This Department will interpose no objections to the destruction of t.bese fences by_
persons who desire to make bona fide settlement on the inclosed tracts, lmt are prevented by the fences, or by threats or Yiolence, from doing so.
The Government wi11 take proper proceedings against persons unlawfully inclosillg
tracts of public land whenenr, after this notice, it sl1all appear that by such inclosun·<~
they prevent settlements on such lands by others wh6 are entitled to make settlement
under the public lanu laws of the United States.
Very respectfully,
N. C. McFARLAND,
Connnissi011er.
DEPARTME~T OF THE INTERIOR,
Ap1·il 5, 1883.
Approved:
H. M. TELLER,
1)ecretary.
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[From annual report.]
FENCING THE PUBLIC LANDS.

The practice of inclosing public lands by private person~ a.ud companies for exclusive use as stock ranges is extensively continued in States and Territories west of the
Mississippi River. These ranges sometimes cover several hundred thousand acres.
Special a~ents report that they have ridden many miles through single inclosures, and
that the same ofren contain much fine farming land.
Summer an·d winter rauges in different sections of country are frequently controJ1ed
in the same manner by the same persons, wl10 cause thP-ir catt1 e to he driven from one
to the other, according to the seMon, keeping the whole of the lanrl nuder fence and
prerenting the stock of smaller ranclnnen from feeding npon any portion of it.
Foreign as well as American capital is understood to be la,rgely invested in stockraising enterprises involving unlawful appropriation of the public lands. Legal
settlement by cit.izens of the country are arbit-rarily prohibited, public travel is
interrupted, and complaints have been made of tl.Je detention of the mails through the
existence of these inclosures. Reports have been received of the ose of violence to
intimidate settlers or expel them from the inclosed lands.
A frequent incident to this control of large bodies of land is the acquirement of title
h~ st.ock owners to the valleys, water-courses, and other especially valuable 1 ds
w1t.hm the inclosures by means of fraudulent or fictitious entries caused to be made
u~der the pre-emption, homestead, and desert-lana laws. Investigations of such en,tnes nre m progress iu several districts .
. In April last a circular was issued by your direction giving notice aa follows: (See
Circular, page-.)
This notice has been widely distributed in grazing districts by special agents nnd
officers of this Department, and a number of cases of fencing trespass examined and
reported upon by the special agents have been submitted to you for transmittal to the
Dt:'partm.,nt of Justice for appropriate action.
A ~ecent ?ecision by the district court of Wyoming Territory (see page-:-) affirmiEg
the nght of the Government to cause the removal of fences from the public lands by
proper judicial proceeding, has strengthened the Executive Department in its efforts
to abate the evils complained of. Proceedings in equity, however, involve much time
and delay, and I regard it expedient that some remedy at law sl1ould also be provided.
I ren~w the recommendation that an act be passed imposing penalties for the unlawful mclosnres of public lands, anrl preventing ·by force and intimidation legal
Bettlement and entry.
DECISION OF UNITED STATES COURTS AS TO UNLAWFUL OCCUPATION
OF PUBLIC LANDS AND AS TO. THE PRE-EMPTION AC'£.
The two following decisions are of interest and value. The decision of Jurlge Sawyer is of great moment, and if it is to become the law for other courts it will be useless to attempt to set aside a patent obtained by fraud under tho pre-emption act.
The necessity for the immediate repeal of this Jaw in the interest of morality and
fair deali~g is apparent in the light of this decision.
PRE-EMPTION PATENT.
IS PERJURY AND FALSE TESTIMONY IN OBTAINING PATENT IN PRE-EMPTION A CAUSE
FOR SETTING

IT ASIDE f

In the eircuit court of the United States, ninth circuit, district of California, July, 1883.
United States vs. Geo. E. White et al.
1. Juriadiction.-Fraud.-The United States courts have jurisdiction to vacate a patent to lands, in a

prop~r case, on the ground of fraud.
2. FTaf.ii! tn procuring patent.- The frau<1s for which courts will set aside a patent, granted by the
Umted States, in the regular course of proceedings in tho Land: Office, are frauds extrinsic, or
coll~teral to t~e m~tter trit!d and determined, upon ~hi<:li the patent issued; and not framt consl~ttng of pel:Jtuy m the matter on which the determmahon was-made.
3. PerJury and falSe testimony in the proceeding by means of which a patent is secured by fraud is
not f~and extrinsic, or collateral to tho matter tried and det-ermined in the Land Oftice, within the
meanmg of the rule, and a patent will not l>e set aside on that ground alone.
.
4. Perj1try.-Injury.-Where no pecuniary injnr,v to the United States is shown by the bill, and it does
n(Jt appear that there is any otl.Jer right in the land against the GoYernment, whether a court
of eqotty should set aside a patent obtained on false testimony, if otherwise proper, query~
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5, Ret11rn of purchase-money.-Where the United States files· a bill to set a sine a patent on the ground
that-it was obtained upon false testimony, it should, at least, offer to return tl1e purchase-money
paicl by the patentee for the land.
6. .Eqnity.-When the United States comes into a court of equity, asking equity, like a private person,
it should do equity.
7. For:feiture.-.Equity.-Courts of equit-y never enforce pena-lties or forfeitures.
.
8. FO?jeitures.-If the Unit.ed States desires to enforce ti.Je -penalties and forfeitures imposed by section
2~62 of the Reviserl Statutes for obtaining a patent to lanrl upon false affidavits, it must do so by a
proper proceeding at law, where the party charged will be entitled to a trial of the charge by a
jury.

Before Sawyer, circuit judge.
A. P. VanDuzer for the United States.
L. D. Latimer and Barclay Henley, for defendants. S:\wyer, circuit judge.
The first of these cases, United States vs. Geo. E. White, is a bill in equity to vacate a United States patent, issued to the defenrlant, -on the ground that it was obtained upun fa.lse ann fraudulent affidavits, and proofs, made under the pre-emption
laws.
It is alleged that on May 6, 1876, the defendant :filed a· declaratory statement under
the pre-emption laws upon a quarter-section of lana situate in Humboldt County, descriued in the bill, and an affidavit stating that he had settled upon the land on NoYemlwr 5, 1873, and resided thereon ever since ; that he had cultivated a portton as a
ganlen, lmilt a fence arounrl about an acre, and built a house 9 by 12; that the im]ll·o ementswere of the value of $100, and that he was not the owner of 320 acres of
lan(l elsewhere. It is fnrther alleged, that he paid the sum of $200, and thereupon,
aud npon the making of said proofs, a certificate of purchase in clue form w::ts issuedto said defendant; and afterward, in pursnance of saicl cert,ificate of purchase, a patent was issued on December 13, 1876. . It is further alleged, upon information and belief, tllat said affidavits and proof were false; that defendant did not make the settlement as stated; did not rcsid~ upon said l:.tnds, and that he· did own :3~0 acres of
laud elsewhere. And as the grounds of these false representations and proofs, the
complainants ask that the patent be \acated and cancel(d; and that the money paid
be adjudged forft>ited to the United States.
Tlll're are numerous cases wherein the Supreme Court of the United States has said,
in general terms, that a patent might be vacated for fraud on a bill of equity :filed by
the United SLates-as Moore vs. Robbins, 96 U.S., 53~; Shipley vs. Cowan, 9 U. s·.,
330; and numerous others 1oo familiar for citation. There can, therefore, be no
C}Ue~::~tion as to thejnrft>cliction of the court to entertain such a bill, where a proper
case is presented. But it was never determined what kind of fraud, or in what form
perpetrated, would furnish a proper case for the relief sought in this case, till the
case of the United States vs. Flint, an<l United States vs. Throckmorton, in this court,
4 Saw., 51-3, affirmed in United States vs. Throckmorton, 98 U.S., 68. These were
cases wherein a petition was filed under the act of 1851, before the Board of Land
Commisl::lioo.ers, tor confirmation of a Mexican grant which had been confirmed. It
"·as alleged in the bill that the grant presented was a. fraud; that it had been perfected in Mexico, a.fter the transfer of California to the United States; that the fraud
"'as couceale<l from the Government officers and the Board of Land Commissioners;
and H1at the confirmation w ts obtained upon false and perjured testimony. On these
grounds it was sought to vacate the patent in the first ra'- e, and the confirmation in
tlw second, and annul the title. But the conrt decided tba.t the confirmation coulQ.
not be vacated on tho gronnd that it wm:~ obtained wholly UtJOD false orpeijured testimony, or for the palpable frauds alleged. The coart held (affirming the views expresst'd by the circuit court in 4 Saw., 51-3), that the fr .•ut!s for which the judgment
of t1·iuunals could be impeached are ''frauds extrinsic, or collateral to the matter tried
by the first court, and do not extend 'to a fraud in the matter on which the decision
is rendered."' Said the court, after citing and commenting on the authorities:
"We think these decisions establish the doctrine on which we decide the :present
cnse, namely, tha.t the acts for which n court of equity wi !l, on account of fraud, set
nside or annul n judgment or decree, between the sarue parties, rendered by a court
of competent jurisdiction, have relation to frauds, extrinsic or collateral, to the matter tried by the first court, and not to a fraud iu tho matter on which the decree wa.s
n11dered.
"That the mischief of retrying every caae in which the judgment or decree rendered
on false testimony, given by perjured witnesses, or on contracts or documents whose
genuineness or validity was in issue, and which are afterwards ascertained to be
forged or fraudulent, would be greater, by reason of the endless nature of tbe strife,
than any compensation arising from doing justice in individual cases." (98 U.S., 68.)
The same rule was adopted in Vance t·s. Burbank, which also went up from this
~;n:nit, an~ the principl~ applied to the decision on a question of I'esidence, and of
frand, dec1ded by the Umted States Land Office, wht:"re one private party sought to
con_t rol, fo~ ~is own use, the title granted to another, upon alleged frauds practiced
wbJlo obtammg the patent. Said the court, IJy the Chief Justice: "The appropriate
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officers of the Land Department have been constituted a special tribunal to d ecide
such questions, and their decisions are final to the same extent that those of other
judicial, or quasi-judicial, tribunals are.
''It bas also been t:>ettled, that the fraud in respect .to which relief will be granted
in this class of cases must be such as has been· practiced on the unsuccessful part,y,
and prevented him fr m exhibiting his case fully to the Department, so that it may
properly be said, there never has been a decision in a real contest 3tbout the su~j.ect
matter of inquiry. False testimony or forged documents, ~ven, are not enough, It. the
disputed matter has actually been preseutecl to, or cons1dered by, the .appropriate
tribunal. (United States vs. Throckmorton, 98 U. S., 61 ; Ma.rq ues vs. Fnsby, supm.)
The decision of the proper officers of the Department is in the ·nature of a judicial
determination of the matter in dispute.
.
"The operative allegation in this bill is of false testimony only. * * * * No
fraud is charged on the register and receiver, or on the heirs of Perkins, in respect to
the keeping back of evidence." (Vance VB. Burbank, 10 l U. S., 519.)
Thus the decisions of the Land Office on application for patents were put upon th~
same footing as judgment:'! anc:l. decisions of courts, ancl other tribunals like the Board
of Land Commissioners. The only difference between this case and the other i:01, that
in the first the Unitec:l. States and in the other the complaint, actually appearedthe United States not appearing-and. were heard, while in this the United States did
not formally appear as a contestant. But the principle ls the same, only the mode of
proceeding being different. In the Flint and Throckmorton ca~es the claimant under
hill grant, the treaty with Mexico, and the statutes of the UnHed States, petitioned
the Boa.rd for a confirmation of his grant. In this, the .purchaser, under and in conformity to the statutes, applied to the Land Office for le.ave to purchase, as did the
party in Vance t~B. Burbank, and the Land Office, representing the United States, in
due form heard the proofs, and determined t.he que~ion of the right to purchase. In
·Vance vs. Btllbauk, the complainant intervened in fact, as he had a right to do underthe la~, and contested the right of his opponent. But the United States was not a
pa~ty.m any sense other than reported in t.his case. So in the present ~ase anybody:-_
clatmmg an adverse interest had a right to intervene, but nobody seems to have done
so. 'l'he proceeding was in the nature of a proceeding in rem, of which everybody
tak~s notice. The hearing was regularly had, and decided in favor of complainant
'Y~Ite, and the only fraud, if any there was, ''was in the matter on which the deCISion was rendered," and not "extrinsic or collateral to the matter tried" and determined in the Land Office. The action of the Land Office is judicial in its nature.
(Smel1ing Co. vs. Kemp, 104 U.S., 640.)
I can perceive no good reason why the principle should not apply to this case as
we~l as to the others, anfl especially to the case of Vance VB. Burbank. That is the
lo~te~l rt>sult of the principle established by the decisions cited, and I think the
pr~nCJple sound, and upon the whole, safe.
Again, it is a principle, that, wit.h
referen~e to private parties, a court of equity will not grant relief against a fraud,
unless ~~ appears that some damage or injury has been sustained by reason of the·
f rand; for "courts of equity do not, any more t.han courts of law, sit for the purJ!OSe of enforcing moral obligations, or correcting unconscientious. acts, which are
followed by no loss or damages." (1 Sto. Eq. Ju., 203.) And when the United
S~ates ~nters.th~ ?ourt as .a litigant. * ;c * "it stands upon the same footing
With pnvate mdividuals." ( U. S. 1;s. Throckmorton, 4 Saw., 43. It does not appear
~h.at the United States has been pecuniarily injured by the alleged fraud. No
1DJU~y or damage is alleged, or in any way shown. The land was for sale to any authorized pre-emptioner, at $1.25 per acre. Defendant paid the full amount of t.he purchase-mcney, and it went into the Unitecl States treaiiury. The Government got all it
_woulc~ have obtained from any other party. It does not appear that anybocly else had
a_ny nghts, or wanted to purchase, or that the United States was under any obligatiOn to patent the land to an.v other person. There is no possible pecuniary injury to
c?mplamant. 'l'he most that cau be said is, that a principle of public policy was
vwlatecl, and thereby a moral wrong resulted by reason of the legal disqualification,
under the pre-emption act, of complainant to purchase. But the wrong was only
mal-um pTohibUum, not malum per se.· lt is l>y no means clear that the demurrer ought
not .to be sustained on this gronnd, but it is unnecessary to so decide now, for in
my Judgment it is not a case to be taken out of the rule established in the cases cited,
of Throckmorton and Vance. In view of the notorious liberalit.y in favor of purchase~s, not to say looseness, with which t.he pre-emption laws have, ever since their
~doptwn, been administered all over the Western States, to relax the rules reterrec:l. to
lll the aut.horities cited, especially where no actual pecuniary damage or injury has r~
sulted, either to the Government or private parties, and "retry every case in which"
the .action of the Lancl Office, as well as "judgments or dect ees, rendered on false
testimony given by perjured witnesses, or on contracts or documents whose genuineness or validity was in issue, and which are afterwards ascertained to be forged or
fraudulent," would open a Pandora's box of evils "far greater than any compensation
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ar_ising from doing justice in individual cases." It would open the door to any P:;trty
stimulated by· malice or other unworthy motive, who could, upon ex parte and false
statements, obtain the ear of the Attorney-General to promote suit in the name of the
United States to the great vexation of honest al!l weU as dishonest pre-emptors, and
to the great detriment of the public peace and prosperity.
,
Again, the claim is stale, although statutes of hmitatio~ do not ~nn a~ain~t the
Government, yet the staleness of the claim may be taken mto constderatwn In ~le
termining the question, whether a court of equity should interfere and grant relief,
where the United States, as well as a natural person, is the complainant. Whe?- the
United States comes into a C@urt of equity as a suitor, iii is subject to the defenses
peculiar to that court. (U. S. vs. Tichnor, 8 Saw., 156; U.S. t'8. Flint, 4 Saw., 58-9;
Badger vs. Badger, 2 Wall., 94; Stearns vs. Pao-e, 7 How., 829.) Under the State law,
t1tis suit, if between private parties alone, woulrl be barred within threo years. (Manning 1'8. San .Jacinto Tin Co., 7 Saw., 430.) Six years elapsed between the issue of
the patent and the filing of the bill, and no averment is made to show that the f~aud
was not discovered, or by the exercise of ordinary diligence in the Land Office mJght
not have been discovered, immediately after its consummation.
.
The money received ia retained, and no tender appears to have been made, nor IS
any offer to refund the money made in the bill. The United States, like an individual,
when it comes into court and demands equity, must do equity, or at least offer to ~o
equity. It has received the full value of the land in money-the same amount that tt
would have received had the land been sold and patented to an admittedly qualified
purchaser. It cannot keep the money and in 3. court of equity demand and receive a
return of the land.
·
To meet this point, and as a. basis for a decree of forfeiture of the money, as a part of
the relief demanded in the bill, jhe United States attorney relies on Section 2i62, R.
S., which provides that, "if any,)erson taking such oath swears falsely in tho prem- .
ises he shall forfeit the money which he may have paid for such land, and all right
and title to the same."
This is highly penal and the only remedy, or rather punishment, other than an indictment for perjury, that appeal'S to be provided by law for the wrong sought to be
redressed.
But the United States has come into the wrong forum to enforce this penalty. "It
iRa universal rule in equity never to enforce either a· penalty or forfeiture. (2 Sto.
Eq .•Ju., Sections 1319, 1494, 1509.) So a bill of discovery will not lie in a case which
involves a penalty or forfeiture. (lb.) As an am;wer on oath is not waived this bill
is, in that part-i cular, a bill of discovery and demurrable on t.h at ground also. If the
United St:Ltes desires to enforce the penalties-the forfeiture of the money paid and
the land patented-provided for in section 2262, R. S., cited, it must proceed in some
appropriate mode at law, where tho defendant will be entitled to a trial by a jury of
the question as to giving false testimony.
In my jndgment, the demurrer shonld be sustained and the bill dismissed; and it is
so ordered.-Paci.fic Coast Law Jounw·l.
UNLAWFUL OCCUPATION (FENCING) OF PUBLIC J,ANDS.

The decision referred to on page 1172 by Mr. Commissi )ner McFarland, ia the matter
of fencing public lands, was made by Chief Justice J. B. Sener in the U.S. District
court for the first district of' Wyoming Territory at August term, 1883. '
In district conrt of the United States fo1· the :first district of Wyoming Ten·itory.
THE UNITED STATES VB. ALEXANDER SWAN, TIIOMAS SWAN,
C._,E. ANTHONY.

z.

THOMMASSON, AND

Sener, judge:
This case is here upon the amende<! bill filed by the complainant on the 13th of
June, to :Which the respondents filed a demurrer on t,be ~5th day of July, 1883, and
upo~ whiCh demurrer argument wus heard by the court on the 1st day of Angnst, 1~..3.
In VIew of the magnitude and novelty of the questions involved, time, care and study
h~ve been bestowed upon theru, to the eud that the best reflection and the best lights
might be brought to bear for their solution.
_The demuiTer has been argue<! by the respondents from the staudpoints that the
bill
the complainant is deficient in form aud substance. As to form, that it is uncertam a?d vague; as to substance, that it fails to s1ato such a ca e, even in bad form,
as to entitle the complainant eith r to the discovery or relief which it seeks. The
respon~ents claim that tb~ bill shonld with clearness arul accuracy show 1itle in the
co_mplamant, :mel that th1s should be coupled with an allegatiou tbat by reason of
nthdrawal from settlement the -e citizens have no right to go upon these lands under
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the laws of tho United States as for mining and other proper purposes for which the
laws provide.
. . .
.
. This objection the court thinks not well taken, ? ecause the bill m Its entirety shows
for all1he purposes of a demurrer that these parties are tllere wrongfully and unlaw- •
fully, which excludes the idea that these respondents have a right to be upon theSe
lands.
·
Besides, the bill further alleges that all the even sectio?s ,i n t~o certain townships,
except parts of two and twent.y-two, are part of the pubhc domaw, and then proc~eds
to aver that saicllands are now held for disposition under the land laws of the Umted
s·ates; and if they are open to settlement and disposition this excludes the idea that
the respondents can be upon them lawfully, since the bill further charges the encroachment and inLrnsion upon these lands unlawfully.
·
The respondents claim that the bill is wholly uncertain in its meaning, in not showing what is meant by said lands as used in the charging part of the third clause of
the amended bill, they claiming that, as used, the expression "said. lands" is vague,
uncertain, and indefinite.
Upon an awended bill the court thinks it would be better to make this averment
cleart'r. The respondents also object that tho bill is uncertain and vague, in not
s~owing what parts of sections two and twenty-tw6 the complainant has title to, the
btil only clmming a part and not all of said section.
This oujection is well taken. This bill is an application for an injunction order.
:\!though there is a map filed wi1·-h the bill and made a part of it as an exhibit, showlllg' the land encroached upon, and iutruded upon, yet the map is fatally defective as
to ~ection two, certainly iu not showing how much of said section belongs to ~he
Umte<l States and how much does not belong to the United States. As to sectiOn
hYeuty-two, if t.he marks and letters "E" in tliC map are to be considered as the
excepted parts, leRs trouble might be had as to this..sectiou, but in a bill of this importanc:, ":here au injunction is asked 1or, the court onght 1o have before it such a clear
~ud .I~dtspt~table showing as to what is complained of, as that in tho event of its grantlllg 111J_un:tlve relief its order could plainly and with 1·easonable certainty point out
~hat I.t ~s that should be abated, aud what it is that should be. rest.rain~d. In this
bill thi.s IS nor. done. As is charged hy the respondents, and as was admitted by the
co~plamant in its argument, the bill in this respect is vague and uncertain, and for
thts reason the court"thinks the demurrer on<rht to be sustained.
.
The respondents object that the bill wh~lly fails to show that the fence was built
on or acr?ss the same sections of land l.leforc referred to. It alleges that it was built
011
cert~m even and odd numbered sections, ·in certain townships and ranges, but
whol!y falls. to show tha.t said districts were north, or that the ranges were west of
the Sixth pnncipal meridian, or where the ranO'es are.
·
Iu a.n amenued bill it might be well to sbo~ t-his; but the allegation contained in
tbe bill that: i11ese sections in certain townships and ranges, aro within Laramie
County, an<lm tlw jurisdiction of the first j ndicial district of this territory, probably
would be sufficient.
·
·
1:1.1~s case having been twice arJJneil, both upon the structure of the bills and the ·
suffici<:>nc;v .of ~ny bill to give tho United States th,:; relief it seeks in this forum upon
~.proper b1ll, It seems to the comt not just longer to withhold its opinion upon the
ngll~ of the com plainant to relief in cases like this in equity and by injunction. At
tb.o fir~:>t argument the counsd for the Government, the ab)e district attorney for Wyommg, Leld to the idea. that it. was \1. purpresture ancl 11ot a public nuisance. In the
latter argument the learned assistant for tho Government-, Jndge Brazee, held to the
~leory that tho aets charged were a public nuisance. This view was stoutly resisted
Y 1he counsel for respondents.
According to Lonl Coke, purprestnre was defined to be a close or inclosure, that is
where one ~nc;oaches or makes that several to himself, which ought. to be common to
mau~. It Is laid clown by all the old writers that it might be committed either against
the k:mg, t4c lord of the fee, or any ot.her subject.
I nits comm.on. accept at ion it bas been anplied to any encroachment upon the king,
or, ~uy P:n·~ of ~~s dnmestic lands, or iu the lligbways, rivers, harbors, or stree,ts. .
I h; <listiOgmshe<l counsel who ar•-rned
for the respondents with so much 1earnmg
0
rnd great zeal, contended that while there mi.rht be an appropriation of these lands
ry th e resp.onrl ents, so far as this bill shows, yet there was nothing in the bill,. or _dedu<;lblu ~rom I!·, to si.Jow that these lands are common to many, and that no adJndiCa.ted
cases. m ih1s country on this question of purpresture Wl'llt further than to apply the
<ioctrme as Lord Coke applied it to encro<tchments upon high ways, rivers, harbors,
and streets.
Iu t~1e ~ie.w ~vhich we take of this case, it may be unnecessary in ?rder. to ~iv:e the
court JUriSdLCtwn, to refer it absolutely to either of these branches of eqmty JUrisprudence. The doctrine of relief in equity is now applied both by 1he Euglisb anu American conrts to any case in which there is an abuse of power given f(,r public purposes,
or when there is acting a(lversely to public policy. It is true this doctrine in English
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and American chancery has grown up in the necessity of placing restraints on great
corporations to prevent them from doing acts detrimental to the public welfare or
hostile to the public policv. Lord Eldon, in Blackmore against Glamorgan Canal
Navigation Company, stated it to be a sound and well-recognized equitable principle,
"that parties shall do and forbear all that they are required to do, and forbear as well
w'ith reference to the interests of the public as with reference to the interests of the
individual.'1
.
Quoting Lord Cottenha~: "It is the duty of the chancery-court to adapt its practice and course of proceedings as far as possible to the existing state of society and~
apply its jurisdiction to aU those new cases which from the progress daily making Ill
the a:tfairs of men must continually arise, and not from too strict adherence to for~s
and rules established under very different circumstances, aecline to administer j':lstlCe
and enforce rights for which there is no other remedy." (1 Myhre & Co., 559, 4 1dem,
H1 1 6:35.)
It is in this spirit that the SUlJreme court of Pennsylvania spoke and actefl in the
case of Kerr t·s. Frego, 47 Penn., 29~, Chief Justice Lowry delivering the opinion of a
unanimous court as far back as 1854, wl1en he saiu:

"This remedy (meaning t.h e remedy by injunction) extends to s.ll acts that are contrary to law and prejudicial to the community, and for which there is no adequate
remed:v at law."
In this case, for all purposes of the demurrer, it is conceded that. the respondents
have, w1thout authority of law, wrongfully taken posSt'ssion of the public lands of
the United States, fenced them in, and thus prevented t.hc exercise, or the power, or
t ho authority, or the enforcement of the hom<>stead. pre-emption, ana de:scrt-land Jaws
of the United Sta1 es, ~:~s the case may be, within these lands so inclosed wrongfnlly
and unlawfully, and so separated and fenced and converted to the wrongful and unlawful "Q.se of these respondents.
A specific injury to the puulic is averred in the bill, which is that the rights of the
homesteaders, the pre-emptors, and parties lawful1y seeking to reclaim the desert
land of the Uniteu States, may be hindexed and prevente<l, if not entirely denied
their rights, by the building of t.hese fences.
If it be answered that the parties wlw are fencing these Janas unlawfully, may be
<loing a benefit to these bnds, it is sufficient to say in reply that they are fencing and
buil(Lng more than the policy of the land Jaws of the United Srates allows to·four people. As to what constitutes such an injury as give~ a court of Jquity in such a case
jurisdiction, we cannot do better than quote the language of Chief Jnstice Ryan in
the case of the Attorney-General against the Railroad Compaoiea, 35 Wisconsin, 552:
"The acts of the defenuants charged give the jurit-3<liction, an<l it is for the court 1 o
judge of the consequent evil. It is not the averment of t.be pleaders, but the na! ure
of the acts pleaded, which is material in the question of public injury. The conscience of the court must be satisfied, an<l may be satisfied or not, with or without
averment."
If an iflfonnat.ion should aver public mischief where the court could see that there
was none, the averment would go for nothing.
'
So without averment it suffices that the court can see the public injury. As in th:t t
case the court say~:>: "It is hardly questioned that in these cases a public injury is
apparent in the acts charged against these defendants." So may we repe1:1t here:
Directly or indirectly, this injnry n'aches many. Continuing, that able court says:
"We can only see the direct public injury, and the ac ts charged satisfv the conscience of the court of the pnblic injury. If the acts be ill~gal, that is sufficient."
Upon the question of the right of a court of equity to enjoin a great public wrong
thJ same supreme court (35 Wisconsin, page 534) fnrt.h er says, after speaking of the
jurisrliction to enjoin private wroog at the suit of the person wronged: ''It is almost
a logical necessity to admit the other branch of the jurisdiction to enjoin at the suit
of t.he State such a general wrong common to the whole public as interests the State,
aud could be remedied by private 1)erson only by a vast mnltitude of suits, only
bnrthensome to each and impracticable for (their) very number, more convt>nient.ly,
effectually and properly represented by the attorney-geueral as parens patrice. But
jurisdiction of informations of this nature bas sometimes been denied bern; conrts of
equity in this country, singularly enough, being sometimes more tiluitl to control corporate power, and less willing to prot.e ct tbe public against corporate abuse 1ltan the
English chancery. In both branches, says the court, of this jnriodiction, it procePdB
as for quasi nuisance; and 1t is difficult to understand why tbe jurisdiction should b •
asserted as to private nui8ance and denied as to public nuisance. But fortunately
we find this wholesome juri diction sustained l1ere by the great weight of authority,
and with modern experience we deem it only a question of time when it must be univer:allv asserted and exerciAeu."
Bu.t d.o the acts charged in the bill of complaint, and for all the purposes of thi.
he.armg tr a ted upon d murrer as true; constitute a public nuisance f
In 1 37 the supreme court of Alabama, in the ca o of the State of Alabama against
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the mayor and aldermen of the city of Mobil~ (5 Porter, 29 )
lli r, ~i ~ j .ti . .
Jivering the opinion of the court, hold the nglit of. hauc rv
1 · 1~ Jlll'J d.'
tion in case of a nuisance, in restraining the exerm e or .r' . I<?n l, and tn · m H~
stances to abate that from which irreparabl damage to md.t 1du l . or gl'cai publw
injurywould ensue. The court further said: "Co~rts of qu1ty an mt rp
t rstrain and prevent such nuisances threatened, or m progr. ,
w ll a al>at th
already existing and by perpetual injunction the r m dy 1 made ompl t tbr u . h
all future time· 'whereas an information or indictment at omm n h'
u ul r <11 pose of the pre~ent nuisance, and for future acts new pro e~uti u .run t b
~ u h ;
and in the next place remedial justice may be prompt and 1mmedu.~t IJ. for ~rr parable mischief is done; whereas at law nothing can be done exc pt u.fter tn l nd
upon the award of judgment."
.
.
. .
In 1860 the supreme court of Georgia cited w:1th approval ~h1s c , an.d a1~l, lll
Mayor-and Council of the City of Columbus vs. Arnold (30 eorgw., 50 ) : ' 1 1 la1w cl
that no 1mchjurisdiction exists because the remedy at common law i :M.l quat und
complete by indictment," etc. It answered by citing approvingly thi tatem nt in
Story's equity: "The grounds of this jurisdiction of courts of equity in ca e of purpresture, as well as of public nuisance, undoubtedly is their ability to give mor c lllplete and perfect remedy than is attainable at law," etc. And also Eden ou Injunc~ions to this effect, "that the remedy for this species of injury is by informa.tion of
mtrusion at common law or by information of the attorney-general in equity."
In addition to the foregoing the supreme court of Georgia, in this case, added a a
reason why a remedy
indictment might he unavailing, the influence and integrity
of the gentlemen against whom an indictment might lie would more than likely protect them before a jury.
In regard to public nuisance, the supreme court of New Jersey (1 Stockton, page
523), Attorney-General agaiust Hudson River Railroad Compans, decided in l~f>3,
state that the jurisdiction of the courts of equity in regard to public nuisances
seems to be of very ancient date, and has been definitely traced back to the reign of
Queen Elizabeth.
Is ~he l.mildiu~ of such a fence on the public lands a public nuisance as well as a
pubhc ~rong f Blackstone defines a nuisance to be anything that worketh hurt:, inconvemence, or damage; and Bacon defines a nuisance as anything that annoys, incommodes, oroffends-auything that renders the enjoyment of life and property uncomforta~le; an.d Brown, · ~anything which unlawfully annoys or does damag.e to anoth•·r."
A ~msa~ce Is e~therpnblic or private. A p 1b1ic or common nuisance is such as affects
br. mterfeJ·es With the king's subjects in general. Tried by these definitions, can tbere
~ny doubt tllat an indosure of the Government domain, held either for the benefit
0
a I.the_ peop~e, or else under the terllls of the bill, as admitted by the demurrer,
~~d
for msposition and sale for the benefit of the settler, whether in his character as
1
'
omestea;der, pre-emptor, or as one reclaiming tbe waste _lands of the desert, is a
gre~t pn?hc nmsauce, is an infringement of public right, and as such can be relieved
bgahst., tf not by abatement, action for damages, or criminal prosecution, ce1tainly
~ ~more speedy, powerful, and all-sufficient remedy of injunction f But it is con~ eh by the learned counsel for the respondents that there may be a remedy ~J.t law,
a,n t erefore no remedy in equity lies.
.
. ~hr answer to the learned counsel is iu the language of Judge Collier, in Alabama,
~n e case hereinbefore cited: Not that there may not be a remedy at Jaw, but that
~h such ?ases the jurisdiction of the courts of equity is predicated upon the ground of
t ~ abJht;r of eq';lity to give a more colllplete aud perfect remedy than is attainable
a Jaw. l'h~ relief is not grantable because, strictissimijnris, there. may ~e no remedy
at a~, but JS grantable because there is a remedy morlil adequate m eqmty.
While c.ourt~ of equity will hesitate, and have hesitated in England and in this
cruntry, 10 cases of pnblic nuisances to act except in strong cases, yet they will
a w~ys speak with no uncertain sound, and should so speak, where the public rigbtAI
are mvaded or a great public nuisance is threatened or in existence.
Are the acts colllp1aiued of a purprest-ure T The supreme court <!f Wisconsin, in the
case of the .Attorney-General versus the Railroad Company, before cited (35 Wisconsin.
P.:ge 532), going a step beyond the old-time techu icaldefinitions, perhaps, aud applying
~ ela~v to uewnecessities, aftt>rthe spirit of Lord Cottenham, before quo red, says: "Any
Intrns10n ~pon public right is iu the nature of a purpresture." Such is, ,.,.e think,
Gund equity at this day. That eminent jurist, Cooley, in the case of the Attorneycneral against the Evarts lJooming Company (34 Michigan, page472), says: "A purprest.ure may be defined as an inclosure by a private part.y of a part of that which belongtJ
to l!n~~ughtto be open and free to the eujoymentof the public at large." Surely a bettc1
detimtwn of the public domain of the United States could not be made; and, furth~r.
he says that "a purprestnre is not necessarily a public nuisance."
A. public nuisance is something which subjects tho public to some degree of inconvem~nce or ~nnoyance, but a purpresture ll1ay exist without putting the public to
any mconvemence whatever.
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The fencing of these lands, their withdrawal from settlement under the homeste~d,
pre-emption, and desert-land laws, not only subjects the public to some degree of 1n·
co11venience and annoyance, but it is an inclosure of that which belongs to or ought
to he left free to t.he puulic, so that all the public may go thereon until some one lawfully segregates it and makes.tt his own; and if it can be decided that such a 1·emedy
as injunction does not lie in case Hke this, then, ·not only might these respondents
fence up such large tracts of land as are mentioned in the bill and keep them fenced,
as by their demurrer is admitted, Lut other citizens singly or in small groups mi>-! ht
do likewise, and so the authority of the Government might be set at naught, and the
1'ights of the immigrant and the citizen coruiug to these plains to take up small portions of land under the laws of the United States would be utterly .unavailing.
The learned counsel for the respondents objects that the fourth clause of the bill,
while alleging that the respondents ha.ve intruded and encroached upon a part of
the public domain, does not show vhat part of the public domain they have intmded and encroached upon. To this it may be sufficient to reply that the map filed
with and wade a part of the bill would seem to point out the encroachment and intrusion, unt lack of definiteness in this respect may be supplied in au amended bill by
describing the fencing by wo1ds showing what line or lines on the map were intended
to point out the fence or fences complained of.
To the argument of the learned counsel for the respondents that the act of so encroaching or intruding is not tshown to be in any manner wrongfnl or unlawful, it
seems only necessary to say that the words "intrusion" and "t'41Croachment :'.of themselves mean au unlawful going upon the rights or possession of another, as when a
man sets his fence beyond hislin ~ -vide Bouvier's Law Dictionary, ".Encroachment."
To the objection that the United States is ouly entitled to the same remedies for
the protection of its property as an individual, we think the best answer is to ue fonnd
in the words of Justice Miller in the case of the United States against Dnluth, First
n lion, 471: "If the allegations of this bill be true, we have no doubt of the right of the
officers of the Federal Government to bring this suit in the name of the United States,
and to protect her rights, and we deem iL a much more appropriate~ode of doing so
than by the physical 1orce of the War Department." Not only may ecJuitableinterYention on the parL of the court prevent this, but any attPmpt at force by pl'lrties
tllinking themselves entitled to enter on these lauds under the respective land laws
of the United States.
To the suggestion that an individual could not maintain a suit for an injunction on
a bill such as is filed in this case, it would be sufficient to say that no individual coqld
stana in relation to llJDY other individuals possibly as in this case, unless it might be
that of a trustee holding for other:s; and surely it would not be deuied that a trustee
would have tho right to resort to a court of equity to protect the lands of his cestuis
qtte tTusts from such intrusion and encroaeh111ent, if t.hey were threatened or being persisted in by many parties, rather than to drive such cestuis que trusts to a multiJ)licity
of actions on the law side of the court. May not the United States under their liberal
land law system be deemed as but holding these lands in trust for those who under
their laws are ultimately entitled to them, and so not only may not the United States,
but ought not the United States to protect as well as defend these lands for those ultimately entitled to them Y
To the objection that injunction will not lie in this as in a c·ase of purpresture, because of the common law definition of purpresture, the answer is to be 1ound ip. the
decisions in which, in Wisconsin and elsewhere, it is held that a purpresture (already
quoted) is any intrusion of public right. Any intrusion of public right, while not
probably strictly a purpresture, is in the nature of purpresture and as such is enjoinable.
To the objection that irreparable injury must be shown to entitle the eourt to jurisdiction, we think we may only repeat the words of the supreme court of Wisconsin,
35 Wis., case hereinbefore quoted, page 552: "Such an inquiry in such a case is a conclusion of fact rather than a fact. The conscience of the court must be satisfied, and
may be satisfied with or without averment." In this cas~ a public injury is apparent
in the acts charged against these defendants and admitted by the demurrer, in that
eleven even-numbered sections, a part of the public domain, are withdrawn by the
intrusions and encroachment of these defendants from settlement under the land laws
of the United States. Leaving ont of ...-iew the timber-culture ln.ws, this intrusion
and encroachment mny depri\·e eleven persons of their rights to reclaim and settle
upon this land if it be simply desort laud. lf it be such as is open to the homesteader,
forty-four versons may be depri Yed of their rights under the laws of the United tates,
aud if prc-emptors forty-four persons may ue deprived. The character of the land is
not hown in the averments of the bill. Surely this statement is bufficient to show the
great public injury, the wrongfulness and unlawfulness of the inclosure being admitted
b ~ the demurrer. 'l'o the objection that injunction will not lie in any case of tre pa ·
w1t~1 _110 other elements in theca e than are contained in the aruended iJill, it may be
buffic• nt to answer that this bill alJ.eges not only a trespass and a wrong, but a con-
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tinning wrong, agains~ the G~ve:nment of the United Stn,tes and agai~st su~h of i.ts
citizens as may be entitled to th1s land under the homestead, pre-emptwn, OI des~1 tlantl acts and that th0 ouster of the Government is not only a mere tre11pass, whiCh
is nn nul~wful act committed IJy violence by one private i_ndividu~l against another,
but is in this case an act of disregard and of unlawful d1spossesswn, encroacllm~nt,
and intrusion upon the lawful power and authority of the Government of the Umted
Sta:tes, this additional element never being found where one individual trespasses upon
another merely.
The learned cm1nsel for the respondents maintained that as there was no ri~ht of
common to the citizens of the pubhc domain, the United States holds such pubhc domain as property for disposition, and no })l'erogative remedy is given it to protent such
Jlropert~·, citing several authorities, the last one being 37 Wisconsin, Attoruey-General
rersus Eau Clairt', 446,447.
Tbe learucd counsel must have misconceived that reference. 'What the court there
says we 1dll qnote; it was speaking of public rivers: "They are highways; they are
in charge of the State, and the State cannot abdicate its charge of them. That charge
is a duty to the Federal Government and a trust for the whole people, not of the Sta~e
only, but of the several States. An unauthorized encroachrr:ent upon any of them IS
a violation of the duty assumed by the Btat.e in its aggregate and sovereign character
to keep them forever open." "Every such encroachment is a purpresture which concerns the solemn prerogatives of the State and the prerogat1ve jurisdiction of this
t<c:urt. Original jurisdiction of such cases here is tO·J mauifest for discussion." In
~Visconsin, under their then constitution, the supreme court bad original jurisdiction
Ill ca.ses of injunction, it is proper here-to say.
·
.
. It 1s true t.hat none of the cases cited and relied on in this opinion are upon questions exactly such as that raised in the argument upon the bill and demurrer here.
But the doctrines enunciated and the language employed, even if it be conceded
that they are in every case mere obiter dicta, which is not admitted, yet they are so
convincingly_persuasive and seem to the court so well in point in restraining what to
th.e court s~ems to be so great a public wroug, that w_ith becoming diffidence, and ytJt
vnth snfficwnt confidence in their authority by persuasion, the court adopts them and
makes them applicable to the case at bar.
Ha,·ing am;wered all the objections of the counsel, and reached conclusions in this
~a~se, at .least to its own satisfaction, the court proceeds now to say that upon the
filmg of an amended bill, for which on applicat.ion leave will be given, and if an
nmeuded bill when so filed shall have the errors hereinbefore pointed out corrected, •
and shall show on its face that the United States district attorney for Wyoming
acts und~r the direction of the Attoruey-General of the United States in bringing
such a lnll, which statement this bill does not contain, this court will hold that a
re!lledy by injunction does lie in such a case, provided the facts are such as are udmnted. by the demurrer to this bill, and are averred according to the well known rules
of equ~t.v courts, and such bill shall be otherwise conformable to equity aud the statnt~s of W,yoming governing equity practice. The demurrer to this bill must be sus~
tamed for the defects hereiubeiore pointed out.
STATES AND TERRITORIES, 1776 TO DECEMBER- 1, 1883.
[See Chapter XXXIII, pages 416 to 464.J

The Territories remain as on pages 452 to 464, no chnnges in boundaries except in
the case of Dakota., where the sont bern boundary of th::>.t TerritorJ·, being the northern
boundary of Nebraska., ''ms changed so as to conform to uatura.l boundaries. (See act •
approved March 28, 1882.)
AHEA AND POPUJ.ATION,

The area as given on pages 28 and 29, and 45~ to 464, is correct to December 1, 11;83.
The pojmlat.ion as shown on pages 28 and 29 is correct to 18d0, the date of the last
national census.
NO NEW STATES SIXC!f,

1880.

No State has been admitted into the Union since June 30, 18SO. TI1e matter on
pages 416 an<l following is correct to December 1, 1883. The present Territories are
New Ml·xico, Utah, Washington, Dakota, Arizona, Idaho, ·Montana, Wyoming. Alaska
not orgauizeu. Indian T<'rritory (not a political diYision under law of Co11gress as a;e
tht: eight above meutioned), the'' public land strip," and the District of Columbia.
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FUTURE STATES.

The eight organized Territories will probably be admitted into the Union as ten
or eleven States-Dakota forming, with parts of Montana and Wyoming, four States,
one of which will probably be called Lincoln, one Dakota, and one Pembina, and the
other Garfield. The vast ariel regions embraced within the lines of ~:>orne of these
Territories necessitate large State boundaries. Nomadic life is consequent upon an
arid region, and no clens':l population can be sustained in many of the Territories.
The precious metal mining regions, generally in the foot-hills or mountains, contain
large populations, but in many instances the-food and supplies used therein are transported from States of the amble 1·egion. The enormous area of some of the Territories
might be a standing menace to the balance and perpetuity of the Union, were the
~ands agricultural without irrigation, as are the lands of the Mississippi Valley, and
therefore capable of sustaining a population, as for illustration, equal in numbers per
square mile to the population of the State of Illinois. They might become nurseries
for future republics. Bur large areas in these regions m·e l.Jalunced l.Jy sterility. The
Union when the present Territories are admitted into tlle Union will probably consist
of the present thirty-eight States, an additional State, "Lower California," from the
· southern half of the present State, and two States perhaps ·w estern and Northern
Texas., from the State of that name, and in addition the States of New Mexico, Utah,
Washington, Dakota (and from the remainder the States of Lincoln and Pembina and
Garfiel<.l), Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Alaska (with another name perhaps),
Indian Te~ritory as Okolohoma; in all, fifty-four States. The "Public land strip''
will become a part of Kansas or Indian Territory, and the District of Columbia he the
one remaining Territory. New Mexico and Utah have been Territories for thirty-three
years, Washington thirty ye~m;, Dakota twenty-two years, Arizona and Idaho twenty
years, Montana nineteen years, and Wyoming fifteen years.
Before the end of the century it is probable that the nation will be comp1eted, and
all of the '1\rritories rounded into States. The wants and necessities of political parties, however, frequently create or prevent the admission of State!', and they may all
be admitted before ten ~·ears . Alaska may not be the last admitted. The field of
adventure is now so limited for prospectors a~d pioneers that her gold fields, furs,
and timber wealth may induce a rush and consequent large }IOpulation. A name,
signicying something in the history of the United States, might l.Je substituted for
Alaska. In the naming of our States and Territories, with the exception of Washiugton, names counected with our National history have been cart fully avoided.
Why, will be a query for the future historian. A few Indian names have fortunately
crept in, t:>O that some of our States will have American or al.Jorigiualnames.
RATIO OF REPRESENTATIO.N.

Each State in the Union is entitled to not less than one memuer of the Hm:se of
Representatives. The fu11owing table will show the Immber of per!,OHS r eqni ite for
a Congressional district during the seYeral decades to 1880. By refereuce to pages
28-29 and pages 416 to 452 the dates of admission of the several States will be found.
ENACTED llY COl\GRESS AND BASED ON RETURNS OF THg NATIONAL CEl\SUS.
Pe~sons.

The rat :o of repre::;entation from 1793 to 1803 "~'"as 1 Representath-e for every __ 33, Ol 0
The 1·atio ot representation fr0m 1 03 to 1 13 ''"as 1 RepreseutatiYe for every-- 33, ( 00
'l'be ratiO of r presentation from 18 13 to l 8i3 '"as 1 Representative for everr -- 3· GOO
The ratio of representation ft om 1 23 to l t:!33 "·as 1 Rcpresentati Ye for every_- 40:( uo
The ratio of repret~entation from 18J3 to lt'43 was 1 Hcpreseuta i \'e for evt ry _. 47, ; oo
The ratio of r presentation from ~843 to 1 '"3 was 1 Representative for every_. 70,Cl30
The ratio of representation from 185:3 to 1863 was 1 Repreeentati ,.e for every __ 9:3, 4:l3
The rat~o of repre ntation from 1 63 to 1t<73 was 1 R1 presentative for ev
1:li': j l
The rat~o of repre entation from 1~73 to 1 3 was 1 He pre entathe for every __ 1:3] '4:!5
Tile ra.t10 of representation from 1883 to 1 93 is 1 Representative for every. __ . 154 ,325

·ry __

rcr"CLATION OF STATES AT DATE OF ADMISSION INTO UNION.
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POPULATION OF THE SEVERAl. STATES AT DATE OF ADMISSION INTO THE UNION.

It will be noticed by the table below thnt several of the States, at the date of their
admission, did not have the num_ber of persons requisite to entitle them to a member
of t.he House, based on the ratio of representation. The population of many of these
States at the date of their admission is estimated, and the data used was undoubtedly
the populatil)n reported by the preceding census:
Admitted. Population.

State.
Vermont .............. ....................................................... .
Kentucky ............... ................................................... .
T1nncssee ............................................................ . .... ..

£~~~s·i~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

M~~~t~~~i:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~

.Alabama ................................................................... ..

~~~;~;i:::: :.·:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Arkansas .................................................................. ..

1791
1792
1796
1802
1812
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1836
1837
1845
1845
1846
1848
1850
1858
1859
1861
1863 ...
1864
lf:67
1876

85,425
73,677
77, 262
41, 915
76,556
63,897
75,448
34,620
144,317
293,269
66,557
52,240
200,000
M,477
250,000
81,920
210,596
107, ouo
150, 04!
52, 405
107,206
376,683
6, fl.57
60,000
150,000

*At the census of 1870. 4:t,491.
REPORTS AS TO RESOURCES OF THE TERRITORIES.

For a valuable series of reports as to tb~ resources and \vants of the several Territories sec the reports of the surveyors-general of the several Territor.i es made to and
included in the annual reports of the Commissioner of the General Land Office fot the
years 18~0 to 1883. Also see annual reports of a-gents and superintendents of the Indi~u service, in the reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1850 to 1883.
Also see annual reports of the governors of the several Territories to the Secretary of
the Interior, included in the annual rep01ts of the Secretary of the Interior from 1877
to 1883. This system of reports from governors of Territories was inaugurated by
Secretary Schurz. ·
·
·
OfficerB of the Ten'itorieB appointed by the P1·eBident, confirmed by the Senate, and paid by
the United States, December 1, 1883.
[Secretary acts as governor during a~sence

o~ governor.]

GOVERNORS AND SECRETARIES.

Name and office.

ARIZONA.

I
I -

Whence
appointed.

Date of origi- Date of present
n:Jl a.ppoint- appointment. Compeneati.on.
ment.

ftjederick A. Tritle, governor .. . .. .. ... • • • • . . . N ev .... .. Feb. 6, 1882
ram M. Van Arman, secretary .............. 1 Cal ..... .. 'Mar. 17, 1882
DAKOTA.

I

Nrbcminb G. Ordway, governor ............... , N.H ... .. May 22, 1880
J am~s IT. 'l'eller, secretary ... . ................ 1 Oaio .... .. Feb. 21, 1883

Feb. 6, 1882
Mar. 17, 1882

$2, €00
1,800

May 22, 1,.880
Feb: 21, 1883

2,601)
1, 800
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EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF TERRITORIES, 1883.
Officers of the Territories appointed by the President, g·c.-Continued.
GOVERNORS AND SECRETARIES-Continued.

Name and o:ffice.

Whence
appointed.

Date of origi- Date of present Com pennalappoint- appointment.
sation.
ment.

-----IDAHO.

2, 1883
3, 1803

$2,600
1, 800

Aug. 4, 1882
Apr. 21, 1882

2. 600
1, 860

Mav 5, 188~
Jmie 28, 188

2, GOO
1,800

.Jan. 27, lR80
May 1, 1883

2, 600
1, 800

.Apr. 26, 1880
]'eb. 5,1881

2, 600
1, 800

William Hale, governor ....................... Iowa ...... Aug. 2, 1882 .Aug. 3, 1882
Elliott S. N. Morgan, secretary ..... . .. __ ...... Pa ........ Mar. 10, 1880' Mar. 10, 1880

2,.600
1, 800

.John N. Irwin, governor ...................... Iowa ...... Mar.
Edward L. Cnrtls, secretary ................... Idaho ..... Mar.

2, 1883
3, 1883

Mar.
Mar.

MONTANA.

.T. Schuyler Crosby, governor ................. N.Y ...... Ang. 4, 1882
Isaac D. McCutcheon, secretary ........ _...... Mich ..... AJlr. 21, 1832
NEW MEXICO.

Lionel A. Sheldon, governor ................... Ohio ...... May 5, 1881
William G. Rikh, secretary ................... Wis ...... Mar. 18, 1873
UTAH,

Eli H. MuiTay, governor ....................... Ky ....... .Jan. 27, 1880
Arthur L. Thomas, secretary .•.•..•.••.•...... Pa ........ May 2, 1879
WASHINGTON.

W:illiam A. Ne~ell, gove~r .•••••.......•.• . . N . .J •.•••. Apr. 26, 1880
N wholas H. Owmgs, seer : ry .............. _.. Col ....... Feb. 5, 1877
WYOMING.

OTHER U:l'I."'ITED s ·TATES OFFICERS IN THE TERRITORIES.

The judges, a chief justice and two associates, except in Dakota where there are
three associates, are appointed by the President, confirmed by the Senate, and paid b y
the United States. The district attorney and United States marshal for each Territory are also appointed, confirmed, and paid in the same manner. These, with the e xecutive officers above set out., are the United States officers for Territories. Distri c t
land officers, collectors of customs, postmasters, and internal-revenue officers are ~p
pointed by the President as in the States, and under general laws relating to these
different subjects.
LEGISLATION AS TO THE TERRITORIES.

[1876 to Deeember 1, 1883.)

Much general legislation in relation to the several Territories was passed duririg
the Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, and Forty-seventh Congresses, generally in
the matter of court terms, repeal of enactments of legislative assemblies of the Territories (tho laws of such arc reported to Congress after each aseembly session for
approval or rejection), and regulating the sessions of the legislative assemulies
of the several Territories; thitl last in 1879-1880, also creating new land distri cts.
The date of their creation is shown on pages 555, 556, and also the legisation making
the commission to regulate ele•tions in Utah in the Forty-seventh CongreBs, fust session. The action of the Forty-sixth and Forty-seventh Congresses as to the admission of Territories into the Union as States is given in full.
NEW MEXICO.

(See page 452.)
In the Forty-fourth Congress, 1875-'76, the bill introduced by Hon. Stephen B.
Elkins, the Delegate from the Territory of New Mexico, in the Honse of Representa1ivcs, for its admission iato the Union, failed to become a law only by non-action of
til · S ·nate.
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Forty-sixth Congress, third session, Senate, December 21, 1880 (Congr~ssional
Record, paO'e 286). Mr John J. Ingalls, of Kansas, introduced, by unanimous consent, hill S:I?No. 1949, to enable the people of New Mexico to form a constitution an<l
for her admission into the Union. Read twice by its title, and referred to the Committee on Territories and ord~red to be printed.
Forty-seventh, Congress, first session, Sena 'e, December 7, 1881 (Congression al
Record, page 51). Mr. J. J. Ingalls, of Kansas, asked and obtained unanimous consent to introduce a bill for the admission of the Territory of New Mexico into the
Union. Ordered to lie on the table subjt'Ct to call of Mr. Senator Ingalls.
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, House of Representatives, December 19, 1881
(Congressional Record, page 207). Mr. T. Luna, of New Mexico, introduced bill H. R.
No. 1922, for the admission of the Territory of New Mexico into the Union as a State.
Read first and second times, ordered printed, and referred to the Committee on tho
Judiciary; reference changed to Committee on Territories January 24, 1882.
UTAH.

(See page 453.)
Forty-sixth Congress, first session, House of Representatives, May 6, 1880 (Congressional Record, page 1089). Mr. Geo. Q. Cannon, of Utah, introduced bill H. R.. No.
1757, to enable the people of Utah Territory to form a constitution and State government, and for the admission of said State into the Union on an equal footing with the
original States. Read first and second times and referr.;d to the Committee on Territories, and ordered to be printed.
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, House of Representatives, June 23, 1882
(Congressional Record, page 5282). .The Speaker laid before the House a memorial
from the delegate convention of the Territory of Utah~ asking Congress to admit the
Territory of Utah into the Union as a State, which memorial was accomJ'anied by a
draft of a constitution for said State, said to have been approved by the citizens of
that Territory. Referred to Qommittee on Territories and ordered to be printed.
Petitions were filed during the session for and against the admission of Utah as a
State.
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, Senate, February 20, 1882 (Congrel'jsional
Record, page 1~4). Mr. E. G. Lapham, of New York, introduced billS. No. 1263, to
amend the act establishing a Territorial government for Utah, passed Septeru ber 9,
1850, and amendments, and to change the name to ''Altamont '· Read twice by its
title, and referred to tb~ Committee on the Judi.ciary.
Forty-seventh Congress, second session Senate, December 20, 188'2 (Col!lgressional
Record, page 457) . . Mr. A. Saunders, of Nebraska, by request, asked and obtained leave
to introduce a bill (S. No. 2272) for the admission of the State of Utah. Read twice
by its title, and, with the accompanying papers, referred to the Committee on Territories.
The legislation for the suppression of polygamy in Utah during the first session
Forty-seventh Congress is contained in " an act to amend Sfction 5352 Revised Statutes" in reference to the suppression and punishment of polygamy, passed March 2'2,
1882. Under this law the President appointed commi!'sioners, who were confirme(l
by the Senate. They supervise registration of voters and elections in Utah. They
reside at Salt Lake City.

Board of registration and election in the Territory of Utah, December 1, 1883.
Name.

State.

Date of ap-1 8
pointment.
alary.
$5,000
5, 000
5, 000
5, 000
5, 000
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W ASHIKGTON A.ND DAKOTA TO DECEMBER 1, 1883.
WASHINGTON.

(See page 45!.)
Forty-sixth Congress, first seflsion, House of Representativ(>s, April 11, 1879 (Congressional Record, page 644). Mr. T. H. Brents, of Washington Territory, introduced
H. R. No. 1290, for the admission cf the State of Washington into the Union. Read a
first and SPcond time, and referred to the Committee on Territories and ordered to be
printed.
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, House of Representatives, December 19, 18 -1
(Congressional Record, page 207). Mr. T. H. Brents introduced bill H. R. No. 1926,
for the formation of a State government therein and the admission of the Territory
of Washington into the Union. ·Read first and second time, referred to the Committee on Territories, and ordered to be printed.
Forty-seventh Congress, first se~ion, House of Representatives, March 9, 1882 (Congressional Record, page 1759). Mr. N. W. Al<lrich, of Rhode Island, from the Committee on Territories, reported back, with amendments, H. R. No. Hl25, bill and recommended its passage. Referred to the Committee of the Whole House, and accompanying report (No. 690, first session Forty-seventh Congress) ordered to be printed.
DAKOTA.

(See page 454.)
DAKOTA.

(Without division.)
Forty-sixth Congress, third session, House of Representatives, December 6,1880
(Congressional Record, pngee 11 ::md 12). Mr. G. G. Bennett, of·Dakota, introduced bill
H. R. No. 6512, providing for tbe admission of Dakota ns a State. Read first and
second time, ancl refe.rred to Committee on Territories and ordered to be printed.
Forty-sixth Congress, third session, Senate, DecemberS, 1880 (Congressional Record,
page 34). Mr. A. S. Paddock, of Nebraska, asked and, by unanimous consent, obtained
leave to introduce a bill (S. No. 1879) to enable the people of Dakota to form a constitution and State government, and for the admission of the State into the Union on
an equal footing with the· original States. Read twice by its title, and referred to the
Committee on TerrHories.
THE TERRITORY OF PEMBINA.
ALL THAT PORTION OF DAKOTA :KORTH OF 46° NORTH LATITUDE.

Forty-sixth Congress. second session, House of Representatives, Jan nary 7, 1880 (CongressionalRecord, page 223). Mr. G. G. Bennett,Delegatefrom Dakota, introduced bill
H. R. No. 32:25, establishmg the Territory of Pembina (from the northern portion of tile
Territory of Dakota north of Jatitndo 46°) and to provide a temporary government
therefor. Read a first Rnd second t ime, and referred to the Committee on Territories.
Forty-sixth Congress, second session, Senate, March W, 1880 (Congressional Record,
page 1769). Mr. S. J. Kirkwood, of Iowa, introduced billS. No. 1516, establishing the
Territory of Pembina, and providing a tempor;uy form of government therefor. Read
first and second times 'by title, and referred ~o Committee on Territories.
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, Senate, DecemberS, 1881 (Congressional Record,
page~~). Mr. A. Saunders, ofNeb1aska, introcncecl billS. No.18, establishing the Territory of Pembina, from that. purtion of Dakota Territory north of l.atitude 46°, and
providing a temporary government therefor. Read first and second time and laid on
tllo table, to be referred to tbe Committee- on Territories when appointed.
NORTH DAKOTA.

Tbe same area as Pcmbinn, being tbe uorthern portion of the present Territory of
Dakota.
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, ~enate, December 6, 1881 (Congressional Recore, page 21). Mr. W. ~indom, of Minnesota, introduced billS. No. 158, establishing
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the Territory of North Dakota and providing a temporary government therefor
(being all of Dakota north of 46° latitude). · Read :first and second time by its title
and ordered to lie on the table, to be referred to the Committee on Territories when
appointed.
Forty-seventh Congress, :first session, House of Representatives, December 19, 1881
(Congressional Record, page 206). Mr. R. 1!,. Pettig11ew, of Dakota, introduced bill H.
R. No. 1889 (same text as bill S. 158, above), establishing the Territory of North
Dakot~.

Read first and second time, .r eferred to the Committee on Territories, and ordered
to be printed.
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, House of Representatives, February~, 1882
(Congressional Reccord, page 1449). Mr. W. W. Grout, of Vermont, from the Committee on Territories, reported as a substitute for bill H. R. No. 1889 (bill above) bill H.
R. No. 4672, establishing the Territory of North Dakota and providing a temporary
government therefor. Read a :first and second time, referred to the House Calendar,
with accompanying report, and ordered to be printed. (S;e House Mis. Doc., :first sess.
Forty-seventh Congress, No. 552).
For petitions for admission of North Dakota, see Congressional Record, :first session
Forty-seventh Congress, pages 264, 303, and 401.
Forty-seventh Congress, second session, House of Representatives, February 5, 188.3
(Congressional Record, page 2105 ). Mr. ....,V, W. Grout, of Vermont, moved to suspend
the· rules to take from the House Calendar bill H. R. 4672, establishing the Territory of
North Dakota and providing a temporary government therefor. A discussion followed.
On the call of the ayes and nays, the ayes were 151; nays, 110; not voting, 30. Twothirds of the members not having voted in favor of the motion, it was lost, and the
rules were not suspended.
SOUTHERN PORTION OF DAKOTA.
SOUTH OF 460 NORTH LATITUDE.

Forty-seventh Congress, :first session, Senate, December 6, 1881 (Congrf' ' - :onal
Record, page 190). Mr. A. Saunders, of Nebraska, introduced bill S. No. n:~ co enable the people of Dakota to form a State government and for her admission into the
Union. Read first and second time; referred to Committee on Territories when appointed.
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, Senate, December 6, 1881 (Congressional
Record, page 21). Mr. William Windom, of Minnesota, introduced bill S. No. 157,
same text as above billS. No. 112, same order and reference. (Dakota south of 460
north latitude.)
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, House of Representatives, December 19,1881
(Congressional Record, page 206). Mr. R. F. Petigrew, of Dakota, introduced bill H.
R. No. 1886, for the admission of Dakota (south of 46°) into the Union. Read first and
second time, and referred to the Committee on Territories.
Forty-seventh Congress, :first session, House of Representatives, February 3,1881
(Congressional Record, page 1199). Petition of citizens of Pembina County, Dakota,
pr~ying for the division of the Territory of Dakota on the forty-sixth :garallel of north
latitude, the north half to be organized as the Territory of' Pembina, and the admission of the south half as the State of Dakota. Petitions for the admission of Dakot~~
first session Forty-seventh Congress. (Congressional Record, pages 18,486, and 501.)
Forty-seventh Congress, :first session, House of Representatives, February 16, 1882
(Congression Record, page 1220). Mr. J. C. Burrows, of Michigan, from the Committee on Territories, reported as a substitute for bill H. R. No.1886 a bill, H. R. No. 4456,
for the admission of 'the southern portion of Dakota as a State. Read a :first and
second time, and referred to the Committee of the Whole House, and with the report
order~d to be printed. (See H. R. Mis. Doc., first session, Forty-seventh Congress,
No. 450.)
75 L 0-VOL ITI
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Forty-seventh Congress, :first session, Senate, March20, 1882 (Congressional Record,
page 2045). Mr. A. Saunders, of Nebraska, from the Committee on Territories, reported billS. 1n14, as 1 substitute for bills S. No. 112 and 157, for the admission of the
southern portion of the Territory of Dakota into the Union as a State. (See Senate
Report, Mis., :first session Forty-seventh Congress, No. 271.)
Forty-seventh Congress, :firsb session, Senate, March 21, 1882 (Congressional Record
page 2097). Mr. Eugene Hale, of Maine, presented the protest of N. T. Palmer and
others, remonstrating against the admission of Dakota as a State, alleging repudiation
or attempted repudiations by the county of Yankton and the Territorial assembly of
certain railroad bonds purchased by petitioners in good faith. Ordered to be printed
and to lie on the table.. (See :first session Forty-seventh Congress, Senate Mis. Doc.,
No. 68.)
Forty-seventh ·congress, :first session. House of Representatives, March 22 (Congressional Record, page 2140). Mr. J.P. Leedom, of Ohio, presented the views of a minority
of the Committee on Territories against bill H. R. No. 4456, reported by a majority of
the committee for the admission of Dakota as a State. Ordered to be printed with the
report of the majority. (See :first session Forty-seventh Congress, House Representatives Mis. Doc. No. 450, part 2.)
For petitions against the admission of Dakota as a State unless woman suffrage was
recognized in the constitution, see Congressional Record, first session Forty-seventh
Congress, pages 2040 and 3493.
Forty-seventh Congress, :first session, Senate, March 27, 1882 (Congressional Record
page 2276). Mr. George G. Vest, of Missouri, moved to recommit billS. No. 1514 to Committee on Territories, alleging that the report accompanying said bill S. No. 271 was
said to be the unanimous report of the committee, which was not the fact. A discussion
followed; participated in by Senators Butler, Garland, Harrison, Saunders, Plumb,
and McMillan. Mr. Hale favored the recommitment, so that the protest :filed by him
March 21 might be considered. It was so ordered.
Forty-seventh Congress, :first session, Senate, April 5, 1882 (Congressional Record,
page 2598). Mr. A. Saunders, of Nebraska, from the maJority of the Committee on Territories, reported back bill S. No. 1514, for the admission of the southern part of Dakota
as a State, with the recommendation that it be passed. Placed on the Calendar.
Forty-seventh Congress, :first session, Senate, April 10, 1882 (Congressional Record,
page 2725). Mr. George G. Vest, of Missouri, for a minority of the Committee on Territories, submitted views against the admission of the State of Dakota. (See S. Mis.
Report, :first session Forty-seventh Congress, No. 271, part 2.)
Forty-seventh Congress, :first session, House of Representatives, July 17, 1882 (Congressional Record, page 6150). Mr. J. C. Burrows, of Michigan, by direction of the
Committee on Territories, moved the suspension of the rules and the adoption of a
resolution discharging the Committee of the Whole House from the consideration of
bill H. R. No. 4456 for the admission of the State of Dakota into the Union, and making
the same a special order for December 13, 1882. On the call of the roll for the suspension of the rules the yeas were 102, nays 76, not voting 112; .so (two-thirds not
having voted in the affirmative) the motion was lost.
Forty-seventh Congress, second session, Senate, January 5, 1883 (Congressional Record, page 870). Mr. J. J. Ingalls, of Kansas, presented a petition of James Finley and
others. of Brown County, Dakota, praying that Dakota be admitted into the Union .
.ARIZONA,

(See page 455.)
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, House of Representatives, Jauuary 31, 1882
(Congressional Record, page 743). Mr. G. H. Ouray, Delegate for Arizona, introduced
a bill (H. R. No. 3808) for the admission of the Territory of Arizona into the Union.
Read first and second time, and referred to the Committee on Territories and ordered
to be printed~

PUBLIC LAND STRIP.
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IDAHO.

(See page 456.)
Forty-seventh Congress, first session, House of Representatives, January 31, 1882
(Ccmgressional Record, page 743). Mr. George .Ainslie, Delegate for Idaho, introduced a bill (H. R. No. 3809), for the admission of the Territory of Idaho into the Union.
Read first and second time, and referred to the Committee on Territories and ordered
to be printed.
ALASKA AND INDIAN TERRITORY.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

(See pages 457 to 462.)
No change in the legislation affecting the status of Alaska or Indian Territory has
taken place since June 30, 1880.
The map of the tribal holdings and surveys in Indian Territory, facing page 462,
has been added. It is correct to June 30,1883, and, in fact, to December 1,1883, as uo
changes whatever in surveys or buildings have occurred since 1879, the date of the
map.
This map gives in detail the status of the land claim of each tribe of Indians, showing holdings, area, and dates of treaty. The text on pages 459 to 462 is explanatory
of this map.

PUBLIC LAND STRIP.
(See page 462.)
[To JuNE 30, 1883, see page 1167.]

(.Area, about 5,738 square miles, or 3,672,640 acres.)
The entire area of this tract is public domain. The lands embraced therein are not
included within any surveying or land district, and while public domain cannot
be entered as public land under settlement or other land laws, as a specific act of
Congress is necessary to open them to the public.
By the act of Congress approved March 3, 1881, making appropriations for sundry
civil expenses of the Government for the year endii1g June 30, 1882, there was appropriated the sum of $18,000 for the survey of "correction lines, guide meridians,
and township lines in the strip of public land north of Texas, and bounded on the
north by the States of Colorado and Kansas."
Under this act a contract was made with deputy surveyors .August 26, 1881, by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, for the following surveys:
. Es.tablish, astronomically, a base line on the parallel of 36° 30' north latitude, which
JS com~ident with the north boundary of Texas, between the lOOth and 103d meridians
o! lontptude west from Greenwich; also, establish, astronomically, and by telegraph:lo
time Signals, a principal meridian of surveys, to be known as the Cimarron meridian
on the 103d meridian of longitude west from Greenwich, being the eastern boundary
of New Mexico, said meridian to be extended from the north boundary of the State
of Texas to its intersection with the south boundary of the State of Colorado; also,
to. e~tablish the necessary standard, guide meridian, and township exterior lines
the said public land strip, provided that the township lines first located shall
bWith~n
.e Within such part of said public land as is most eligible for settlement or occupatiOn, and that the gross mileage shall not exceed the sum of $18,000. Certain metallic
corner monuments to be planted at the end of each second linear mile of the respective
lines named.
The returns of these surveys were made direct to the General Land Office.
In his report for ltl82 the Commissioner of the General Land Office recommends
"the passage of an act to provide for attaching the lands to the Territory of New
Mexico for the purposes of subdivisional surveys under the United States surveyorgeneral, and the dispos<tl of lands thereafter at the United States land office in that
'Territory."
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CENSUS ESTIMATE OF AREAS,

1880.

CENSUS APPROXIMATE ESTIMATE OF AREAS OF STATES, TERRITORIES,
AND COUNTIES IN 1880.
The following area estimate for the United States, as reported by the Census Bureau
September 30, 1881, is inserted for general information. Besides, the areas of all
counties are given. The General Land Office does not estimate the area of counties.
Townships six miles square are the unit in land parceling surveys. It will be noted that
Mr. Henry Gannett, the accomplished topographer, who prepared the census estimate
of areas, frequently uses and refers to the land office maps for data, and that coast-lines
and boundaries along rivers,·harbors, bays, and other bodies of water are estimated in
the census estimate. The General Land Office surveys meander along streams, etc.,
· to obtain actual land surface adjacent. The estill[ates of the General Land Office, pages
28 and 29 herein, are used in the preparatipn of this work as being accurate enough for all
practical purposes, and as having been use(l for more than thirty years past, being corrected from year to year. The system of public land surveys, laying the land States and
Territories off in sections six miles square, must surely give a reasonably correct area.
For instance, the whole surface of the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Alabama, Arkansas, Kansas, Mississippi, Missouri, and Wisconsin has been surveyed
under the rectangular system used by the General Land Office. While the areas are
not exact and are constantly being changed by new discoveries of ~:~mall parcels of
unsurveyed land, for all statistical and historical purposes they are accurate enough.
It can be said that an exactly accurate area or surface survey is about equal to an
impossibility.
THE CENSUS ESTIMATE OF AREAS OF STATES, TERRITORIES, AND COUN·
TIES IN 1880.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, CENSUS OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., September 30, 1881.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit to you herewith, for pubHcation as an Extra
Census Bulletin, tables showing the approximate areas of the United States, the several States, and their counties.
The necessity for revising the figures which have popularly passed as the areas of
the States presented itself early in the progress of my geographical work in connection with the census. Of several States a number of estimates of area have been in
use dHl'ering from one another by thousands of square miles, and none of them, perhaps, traceable to any authentic source. Many of the resultb were palpably wrongl
being so far from the truth that it is a source of surprise that they were not correcte<1
before.
The methods by which I have obtained the areas are fully set forth in the body of
the bulletin. I may say, however, that while most of the areas can be considered as
only approximations, yet they are as close approximations as the maps and the determinations of geographical positions of boundary lines, &c., will permit.
The details of this work were carried out by Mr. F. DeY. Carpenter, to whom I am
also indebted for the formula for the area of a" square degree," the unit of compu·
tation.
Very respectfully yours,
HENRY GANNETT, E. M.,
Geographer T~th Census.
Ron. FRANCIS A. W .A.LKER,
Superintendent of Census.
APPROXIMATE AREA.S 011' THE UNITED STATES, THE SEVERAL STATES, AND THE TER•
RITORIES.

The questionr What constitutes the a.r ea of the United States f is by no means a
simple one. Our jurisdiction extends to a line three nautical miles from the shore,
but this strip of sea cannot properly be regarded as a portion of t.he country. Supposing our boundary to be restricted to the sea-coast, there remains a question regarding the bays and estuaries of the sea. To what extent should the coast line be followed strictly, ~nd where should we begin to jump across the indentations made "by
the ea l In th1s matter one can only follow his own judgment, making in each case
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as natural a decision as possible, as no criterion whatever can be established. In this
way [see Census Report] I have defined the coast limits, showing by the red line on the
aecompanying map what I have taken as the g1·oss area of the country and of the
States, severally.
Method of measurement.
Taking first tl:e United. States (with the exception ?f Alaska) a~ a whole, ~ts area
was determined by summmg up the square degrees,"'· e., the regwns comprised between consecutive parallels and meridians. Along the coast and the boundary lines
of the country the areas of the fractional square degrees were obtained by direct
measurement by means of scales, in every case measuring the smaller portion, whether
land or water, to avoid, as ·far as possible, the errors incident to the projections and
scales of the maps.
The Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts were measured on charts of the Coast Survey;
the shore lines of the great lakes on those of the United States Lake Survey; and
the boundary with Mexico on the maps of the Mexican Boundary Commission. The
northern boundary follows the parallel of 49-::, to the Lake of the Woods. Thence to Lake
Superior is a weak place where we are dependent upon the map of Hind's exploration.
The northern boundary, east of the portion covered by the charts of the Lake Survey,
was measured on the maps of the several international boundary commissions. A second weak spot exists on the eastern boundary of Maine, from Schoodic Lake to the
Atlantic coast. This is covered by no authentic map, but measurements made on several different maps agree very closely. ·
We find, then, that the whole contour of the country is given by surveys whose
accuracy is unquestioned, excepting in the two spots above mentioned, i.
from
Lake of the Woods to Lake Superior, and from Schoodic Lake to the Atlantic. The
measurements, made with the utmost care and several times repeated, can embody
but very slight errors, and it is not probable that the two weak places in the boundary
allow any considerable error.
The areas of the square degrees were computed by the following formula, derived
by Mr. F. DeY. Carpenter:

e.,

Area=§& (M'-M) NRm

sin~

(L'-L)

cos~ (L'+L),

in which M' and M are the longitudes of the limited meridians, M'-M being in deor fractions of a degree; N is the normal to the middle latitude, in miles; R, the
r.ad~us of curvature of the meridian at the middle latitude, in miles; L' and L, the
limiting latitudes; and m = 1.004285. The resulting area is in square miles.*
The areas of the square degrees entirely comprised within the limits of the country, and of those whose areas are more than one-half within, were computed by the
above formula. From the latter were subtracted the portions lying without our limits,
as determined by direct measurement, and to t,he whole were added the results of
measurements of the remaining portions, i.
those not included in the computed
.square degrees.
The areas of the several States and Territories were determined in a similar manner.. In cases such as those of Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah, where a State or
Te~ntory is limited on all sides by parallels and meridians, the exact determination
of Its area is an easy matter. In cases where the square degree is divided by the
boundary lino into two or more parts, these parts were distributed between or among
th~ States by direct measurement from the best available maps, the sum of the parts
bemg.made to equal the whole, as determined by computation. The great source of
error Ill the areas of the States is due, not to errors of measurement, which may be
regarded as trifling, but to uncertainty in the location of the boundary lines between
th~m. Until these shall have been accurately established, all measurements of certam States can be regarded as only approximations. Thus the position of the boundary b~tween Virginia and West Virginia is not known within several miles, leaving
suffiment latitude for an error of several hundred square miles in each State. Whatebver may ultimately be taken from the area of one, by a correct location of this
oundary, will be added to the other.
Another point to be considered is that of errors in surveying and marking those
bom;d,aries which, by law, have been established on certain lines, such as parallels or
mend1ans. It is well known that many State and Territorial boundaries have been
very badly surveyed, in some cases the errors amounting to miles. In such cases I
have accepted as the boundary that established by law, as it is, of course, impossible
to define the locations of the boundary stakes .
gre~s

e.,

.,. ..*For.a full discussion of this formula, see article by Mr. Carpenter, in Van Nostrand's Engineering
.w.agazme, for December, 1880, p. 457.
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The following table gives the total areas of the States and Territories, as defined
on the map and in the notes following the table, the area of coast waters, of rivers,
&c., of lakes and ponds, of total water area, and the net land surface of the States
and Territories :
Summary of areas of States, Territories, g-c.
(In square miles.]
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Total ................................ 3, 025,600
Alabama...... .••.. •• .••... .••• .. .... ..
Arizona . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .
Arkansas ................... -..........
California............................. .
Colorado...............................
Connecticut.............. .... .. . . . . .. .
Dakota ... . . . ..... ..... .. ... ... . . . . . . . .
Delaware . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .
District of Columbia...................
Florida . . • . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .

52, 250
113, 020
53,850
158,360
103,925
4, 990
149,100
2, 050
70
58, 680

Tilinois . .. • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Indiana................................

56, 650
36, 350
64, 025
690
56,
82, 080
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25
. ... ••. . . .
30
. • .. . . . . . .
1, 800

610
60
10
390

20
265
1, 600
10
40
790
. .. . • • .. • .
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2, 250

100
805
2, 380
280
145
1, 400
90
10
4, 440

112, 920
53,045
155,980
103, 645
4, 845
147, 700
1, 960
60
54, 240
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.. .. •. •• •• •. •. .• •• .
. .. • . • . . • .

515
135
330
110
600 . • • . • . 100
. • ..
450
380 . • • . • . . . . •

650
440
600
550
380

56, 000
35, 910
64, 475
090
55,
81, 700
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146,080
76, 855
110,700
9, 305
7, 815
122, 580
4-9,170
52, 250
41, 060
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. . . . . •• • . .
. .•. ..•...
. •. .. . . . . .
205
. . • . . •. . . .
350
3, 260
. .. .. • • . ..

410
630
35
80
120
115
300
250
140

360
40
925
220
35
5
900
160
160

Tennessee . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .
Texas..................................
Utah .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .

215
42, 050 .. .. .. . .. .
265, 780
2, 510
84, 970 . .. . . . . . . .
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800
80

...... i:~-
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2
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Montana . ..............................
Nebraska . .............................
Nevarla..... ..... .. .. ...... ...... ......
New Hampshire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Jersey. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N AW Mexico . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
N ew York.............................
North Carolina ... . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .
Ohio . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .

~i~~~l!~~iif::~::::::::::::::::::::::
~~J~g
South Carolina..........................
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Maine . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . ... . . . . .. .. . . . . .

""
s"'ui

~

~~g
180

9

770
670
960
300
360
120
1, 550
3, 670
300
1

145, 310
76, 185
109,740
9, 005
7, 455
122, 460
47,620
48, 580
40, 760

5
100
180
2, 700

400
300
3, 490
2, 780

30, 170
41, 750
262, 290
82, 190
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Wyoming..............................
Unorganized territory . .. .. . ...........
Del aware Bay . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Raritan Bay and lower New York Bay.

56, 040 . • . .. .. • . •
420
1, 170
1, 590
54, 450
97,890 ..........
85
230
315
97,575
5, 740 . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ... . .. . .. . ..... . . .. . ... . . .
5, 740
620
620 . .. .. • . • .. • • .. .. • .. .
620 ......... .
100
100 .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • • .. • .
100 ........ ..

ALABAMA.

Includes Mobile Bay, half of Perdido Bay, and half of the boundary portions of
the Perdido and Chattahoochee Rivers .
.Authorities.-For Gul.f coast, Coast Survey maps; for east and west boundaries,
Land Office maps, Coast Survey ''sketches," and Engineer Office maps. The north
boundary is taken at latitude 35°. The south boundary, from Perdido River to Chattahoochee River, follows the parallel of 310,
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ARIZONA.

Includes half of boundary portion of Colorado River.
Authorities.-For the Colorado River, Wheeler's maps; for the Mexican boundary,
maps of the Mexican Boundary Survey.
ARKANSAS.

Includes half of boundary portion of Red River, Mississippi River, and Saint Francis
River.
Authorities.-South boundary taken at 33° 00'; north boundary taken at 36° 30'.
For the east boundary, Land Office maps and Coast Survey "sketches," after compa.rison with Engineer Office maps; for Red River, Texas land office maps; for boundary with Indian Territory, Ruffner's map of Indian Territory.
CALIFORNIA.

Includes bays of San Francisco, False, and San Diego. Includes half of boundary
portion of Colorado River. Includes the portion of Lake Tahoe within State line.
Authorities.-For the Pacific coast, Coast Survey maps; for the Nevada boundary
south of latitude 390, Wheeler's maps; for the Colorado River, Wheeler's maps; for
the boundary with Lower California, Mexican Boundary Survey.
COLORADO.

Is ~imited on all sides by parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude, and its
area IS simply a matter of computation.
CONNECTICUT.

Includes the various inlets and river-mouths along the shores of Long Island Sound.
Autho1·ities.-For Long Island Sound, the Coast Survey maps; for the west boundary,
Fren?h's map of New York and Colton's map of Connecticut; for the north boundary,
Walling and Gray's atlas of Massachusetts; for the east boundary, Colton's map of
Connecticut and Thompson's map of Rhode Island.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Includes boundary portion of the Potomac River.
Authority.-McClelland's map of the District of Columbia.
DAKOTA.

Includes half of boundary rivers and lakes.
A:uthorit-v.-For boundary rivers and lakes, Land Office map of Dakota, after companson w1th Engineer Office map.
DELAWARE.

Includes half of the boundary portion of the Delaware River as far south as
Cohansey Creek; also Rehoboth Bay and Indian River.
Authorities.-For the Atlantic coast, Delaware Bay, and the Delaware River south
of latitude 39° 30', the Coast Survey maps; for the Delaware River north of 390 30',
the Geological Survey map of New J ereey; for the remaining boundaries, Colton's
maps and the Eclectic Geography maps.
FLORIDA.

Includes half of Perdido Bay and half of the boundary portions of Perdido, Chattahoochee, and Saint Mary's Rivers; also Pensacola Bay, Santa Rosa Sound, Choctawhatchee Bay, Saint Andrew's Bay, Saint Joseph's Bay, Apalachicola Bay, Oklokonee
Bay, Tampa Bay, Charlotte Harbor, Oyster Bay, and the inlets, lagoons, and sounds
of the Atlantic coast.
A:u.thorities.-For the coast line, the Coast Survey maps; for the north boundary, the
Land Office maps and the Coast Survey ''sketches."
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GEORGIA.

Includes half of the boundary portions of Chattahoochee, Saint Mary's and Savannah
Rivers, and half of Cumberland Sound and Tybee Roads; also Saint Andrews Sound,
Saint Simon's Sound, Altamaha Sound, Doboy Sound, Sapelo Sound, Saint Catherine
Sound, Ossabaw Sound, and Warsaw Sound.
Authorities.-For south and west boundaries, the Land Office maps and Coast Sur':"ey
"sketches"; for the Atlantic coast, the Coast Survey charts; for the boundary w1tp.
South Carolina, the Coast Survey "sketches." The north boundary is taken at latitude 35°.
IDAHO.

For west boundary and authorities, see Oregon and Washington. Boundary with
Montana, summit of Bitter Root Mountains.
Authority.-Engineer Office map.
ILLINOIS.

Includes half of boundary portion of Mississippi and Wabash Rivers, but none of
Ohio River.
.
Authorities.-The north boundary is taken at latitude 42° 29' 30"; for the Lake
Michigan coast, the Lake Survey maps; for the other boundaries, the Land Office
and Engineer Office maps.
INDIANA.

Includes half of boundary portion of Wabash River, but none of the Ohio River.
Authorities.-For the shore of' Lake Michigan, the Lake Survey maps; for theremaining boundaries, the Land Office and Engineer Office maps.
INDIAN TERRITORY.

Includes half of boundary portion of Red River.
Authority.-Ruffner's map of Indian Territory.
{Includes "Greer County," disputed territory with Texas.)
IOWA.

Includes half of boundary rivers.
Authorities.-For the east, south, and west boundaries, the Land Office and Engineer
Office maps. The north boundary is taken at latitude 43° 30'.
KANSAS.

Includes half of boundary portion of Missouri River.
Authority.-Land Office map, checked by Engineer Office map.
KENTUCKY.

Includes half of boundary portion of Mississippi and Big Sandy Rivers and all of
boundary portion of the Ohio River.
Authorities.-For the south boundary, the Coast Survey" sketches" and Killebrew's
map of Tennessee; for the north and west boundaries, the Land Office and Engineer
Office maps; for the east bounda,ry, Colton's maps and the Eclectic Geography maps.
LOUISIANA.

Includes half of Sabine Lake and half of the boundary portions of Sabine, Mississippi, and Pearl Rivers. Includes the bays of Vermillion, Cote Blanche, Terrebonne,
Ti.mbalier, and Barataria, and the lakes of Calcasieu, Pontchartrain, and Borgne .
.Authorities.-For the western boundary, the Texas land office map; for the Gulf
coast, the Coast Survey maps i _for Pearl River, the Land Office maps, checked by the
Engineer Office map; for the .Mississippi River, the Land Office maps and Coast Survey "sketches," checked by Engineer Office maps.
MAINE.

Includes half of the boundary portions of the Saint John1 Saint Croix, and Piscataqua. Rivers. Includes only such arms of the sea as are decidedly landlocked .
..d11thorities.-For the coast, the Coast Survey maps; for the eastern boundary, the
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maps of the British Boundary Survey and Walker and Miles's atlas of Canada; for
the northern and northwestern boundaries, the maps of the British Boundary Survey;
for the boundary with New Hampshire, Walling and Hitchcock's atlas of New Hampshire.
MARYLAND.

Includes Assateague Bay, Isle of Wight Bay, Tangier Sound, the interior portion of
Chesapeake Bay, and the boundary portion of the Potomac River.
.
Authorities.-For the Atlantic coast, Chesapeake Bay, the Potoma,c R1ver south of
the District of Columbia, and the boundary with Southern Delaware, the Coast Survey maps; the north boundary taken at latitude 39° 43' 26"; for the remaining boundaries, Colton's maps and the maps of the Eclectic Geography.
MASSA CRUSE TIS.

Includes Boston Harbor.
Authorities.-For the coast, the Coast Survey maps; for the north boundary, Walling
and Gray's atlas of Massachusetts and Walling and Hitchcock's atlas of New Hampshire; for the remaining boundaries, Walling and Gray's atlas of Massachusetts.
MICHIGAN.

Includes half of Montreal and Menominee Rivers; includes half of Saint Mary's,
Saint Clair, and Detroit Rivers; includes Anchor Bay and Huron Bay, but no other
portion of Lake Saint Clair, the Great Lakes, or their tributary hays. The Straits of
Mackinac are not included.
Authorities.-For the Great Lakes and their connecting waters, the Lake Survey
maps; for the Wisconsin boundary, the Land Office maps; for the south boundary,
the Land Office, Engineer Office, and Lake Survey maps.
MINNESOTA,

!?eludes half of the lakes, straits, and rivers along the British boundary, except
Ramy Lake and Lake of the Woods; includes half of Lake Travers, Big Stone Lake,
Lak~ Pepin, Lake Saint Croix, and Saint Louis Bay; includes half of the boundary
portwns of Red River, Mississippi River, and Saint Croix River.
Authorities.-For the coast of Lake Superior, the Lake Survey maps; for the British
boundary, Hinds's maps and the maps of the Northern Boundary Survey; for the east
~nd west boundaries, the Land Office and Engineer Office maps. The south boundary
Is taken at latitude 430 30'.
MISSISSIPPI.

~nclude~ half of boundary portions of Mississippi and Pearl Rivers; includes Bay of
Samt Loms.
Auth01·ities.-For the Gulf coast; Coast Survey maps; for east and west boundaries,
the Land Office maps and Coast Survey "sketches" in connection with the Engineer
Office maps. The north boundary is taken at latitude 35°.
MISSOURI.

Includes half of all boundary rivers.
.
;4-uthority.-Land Office maps, after comparison with the Engineer Office map and
Killebrew's map of Tennessee.
MONTANA •

.A.uthority.-For boundary with Idaho (summit of Bitter Root Mountains), Engineer

O~cemap.

NEBRASKA.

Includes half of boundary rivers.
Authority.-For natural boundaries, Land Office maps, in connection with Engineor
Office map.
NEVADA.

Includes half of boundary portion of Colorado River. Includes the portion of
Lake Tahoe within State line .
.Authorities.-For southwest and south boundaries, Wheeler's maps.
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HAMPSHIRE .

.Includes all of boundary portion of the Connecticut River and half of Piscataqua.
R1ver.
Authorities.-For the north boundary, the maps of the British Boundary Survey;
for the south boundary, Walling and Hitchcock's atlas of New Hampshire, and Walling and Gray's atlas of Massachusetts; for the east and west boundaries, Walling
and Hitchcock's atlas of New Hampshire.
NEW JERSEY.
Includes all bays and inlets of the Atlantic between Cape May and Sandy Hook;
also Newark Bay and half of the boundary portions of the Delaware and Hudson
Rivers, half of New York Bay, and half of Kill Von Kull and Staten Island Sound.
No portion of Delaware Bay, Raritan Bay, or Sandy Hook Bay is included.
A:uthorities.-For Delaware Bay, the Atlantic coast, Raritan Bay, Staten Island
Sound, and New York Harbor, the Coast Survey maps; for the Hudson River and
the boundary with New York, the map of the New Jersey Geological Survey, and
French's map of New York; for the Delaware River, the New Jersey Geological Survey map, and Colton's maps.
NEW MEXICO.
Includes half of bounQ.ary portion of Rio Grande.
Authority.-For the boundary with Mexico, Mexican Boundary Survey.
The remainder of the territory is limited by parallels and meridians.
NEW YORK.
Includes half of Niagara River and of the boundary portions of the Saint Lawrence
and Hudson Rivers, and of Staten Island Sound. Includes Chaumont Bay, the New
York portion of Lake Champlain, the ~arrows, East River, and half of New York
Bay. Includes, on Long Island, Jamaica Bay, Hempstead Bay, South Oyster Bay,
Great South Bay, Belleport Bay, Moriche's Bay, Shinnicock Bay, Peconic Bay, Huntington Bay, Oyster Bay, and Flushing Bay.
Authorities.-For Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, the Lake Survey maps; for the
northern boundary, the maps of the British Boundary Survey; for the eastern boundary, the Coast Survey maps of Lake Champlain, Walling and Gray's atlas of Massachusetts, :French's map of New York, and Colton's maps; for the Atlantic coast and
Long Island Sound, the Coast Survey maps; for the boundary with New Jersey, the
New Jersey Geological Survey map. The south boundary is taken at latitude 42°.
NORTH CAROLINA.
Includes Pamlico Sound, Albemarle Sound, and Currituck Sound.
Autlurrit-ies.-For the Atlantic coast, the Coast Survey charts; for the north, south,
and west boundaries, the Coast Survey "sketches."
NOTE.-The north and south boundaries have been surveyed at different times, but
have not been permanently marked. On the Coast Survey maps they appear to follow, as closely as possible, the route of the most recent survey, and this location has
been accepted in determining the area of the State.
OHIO.
Includes none of boundary portion of Ohio River. Includes Maumee Bay and Sandusky Bay.
Authoritiea.-For the Lake Erie shore, the Lake Survey maps; for the other boundaries, the Land Office maps, the Engineer Office maps, Colton's maps, and Von Steinwehr's map of West Virginia.
OREGON.
•
Includes the bays of Nehalem, Tillamook, Oyster, Yaquina, Coos. Includes half of
boundary rivers of Columbia and Snake. East boundary, south of the mouth of
Owyhee River, is supposed to follow the meridian of 1170 01' 30".
Authoritiea.-For the coast line, the Coast Survey maps; for the Snake River boundary, the Land Office maps; for Columbia River boundary, the Land Office maps.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Includes half of boundary portion of Delaware River.
Authorities.-For the east boundary, the Geological Survey map of New Jerser
and French's map of New York. The south boundary taken at latitude 39° 43' 26'.
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For the west boundary, the Land Office map of Ohio, Colton's maps, and the Eclectic
Geography maps; for the Lake Erie coast, the Lake Survey maps. The north boundary is taken at latitude 42°.
RHODE ISLAND.

Includes Narragansett Bay and Jakonnet River.
Authorities.-For the coast line, the Coast Survey maps; for the boundary with
Massachusetts, Walling and Gray's atlas of Massachusetts; for the boundary with
Connecticut, Thompson's map of Rhode Island and Colton's map of Connecticut.
SOUTH CAROLINA,

Includes half of Savannah River and Tybee Roads. Includes Port Royal Sound,
Saint Helena Sound, and Charleston Harbor.
Authorities.-For the coast line, the Coast Survey maps; for the boundaries with
Georgia and North Carolina, the Coast Survey" sketches."
TENNESSEE.

Includes half of boundary portion of Mississippi River.
.Authorities.-The south boundary is taken at latitude 35°. For the east boundary,
the Coast Survey "sketches"; for the north boundary, the Coast Survey "sketches'1
and Killebrew's map of Tennessee; for the west boundary, the Land Office maps and
Killebrew's map of Tennessee, in connection with the Engineer Office map.
TEXAS.

(Greer County not included.)
Includes half of boundary portions of the Rio Gran~, Sabine River, and Red
River, and half of Sabine Lake. Includes Laguna del Madre, Corpus Christi Bay,
Aransas Bay, San Antonio Bay, Matagorda Bay, Galveston Bay, and other coast lakes
and bays.
.
Authorities.-For the Rio Grande, the maps of the Mexican Boundary Survey; for
the Gulf Coast, the maps of the Coast Survey; for the eastern boundary, from Red
River to Sabine Pass, the Texas land office map; for the Red River boundary, Ruffner's map of Indian Territory.
AREAS OF TEXAS.

Texas land office map, 1R79, 269,694 square miles (this includes Greer County, 2,622
square milE's); Roessle's map, 268,684 square miles; Land Office report, 1878, 274,356
sq.uare miles; Census of 1870,274,356 square miles; Census of 1880,265,780 square
miles, excluding Greer County.
UTAH.

Is limited on all sides by parallels and meridians; hence its area is a simple matter
of computation.
VERMONT.

Includes the Vermont portion of Lake Champlain and none of the boundary portion
of the Connecticut River.
Authorities.-For the north boundary, the maps of the British Boundary Survey; for
the east boundary, Walling and Hitchcock's atlas of New Hampshire ; for the south
boundary, Walling and Gray's atlas of Massachusetts; for the west boundary, the
Coast Survey maps of Lake Champlain, French's map of New York, Colton's map of
Vermont, and Walling and Hitchcock's atlas of New Hampshire.
VIRGINIA.

Includes no portion of the Potomac River. Includes the various inlets along th&
Atlantic coast and the interior portion of Chesapeake Bay, from Smith's Island to the
sea.
Autho'ritie-a.-For the boundary with North Carolina, the Coast Survey sketch maps;
for the Atlantic coast, Chesapeake Bay, and the Potomac River below Washington,
t~e Coast Survey maps; for the remaining boundaries, Colton's maps al}.d the Eclectic Geography maps.
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Lakes.

State.

t~x:fu~~~~~~:::::: :::::::::::~ .?!~~~~~~: ~ ~::: ~:: ::::::::::::::
~attamuskee ...••...• ..••.••..•. North Carolina ........•........

~4;.t~~If:: ~ ii~i~U!!!!~ ~4{~i.~ii_~\~i~!~ ~l! !~i~!i
Miltona .....••...•..••.•..•..... Minnesota .......•............. .

~~~!~:~;a:::::::::::::::::::::: .~~i~~:a: ::::::::::::::::::::::

.Area in
square
miles.
24
73

117
7'5
15
15
14

47
198
18
10
24
40
84

Moosehead ...... -·---~·-·· •..... Maine ........................•.
MosquitoLagoon .••.•.•..••..... Florida .....•.••....•••..••••••.

120

Niccosukee ..•.•••.•••..••.•.••.. Florida ................•...••...
Oneida .........••...•.•••••••••. New York ..........•••••••.•••.
Osakis ..........•••.•..•..••...•. Minnesota ......•....•.•...•••..
Otter Tail ..•...••••••..••.••.••..... do ...........•.....••..•..•..
Owasco ....••..•..••.••••.••..... New York .. , ..•.....•.•.•••••.•
Owens ...••......•.•••••.•••..... California ............•....•••••.

17

~~!:~~-~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::

~:u~~::

::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~e~~t~::: :::::::::::::::::::
0

Panedumcook •••••••••...••••... Maine .......•........••.•••....

~:~JrlJ~o~~i.ii{i:::
~::Oe_s_~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::
Pepin............................ Minnesota and Wis<»nsin ..... .

::::::::::::::::

43

45
48
77

11
22
14
115
26
25
16
12

130
39

~~f~r!ti·::::.:·::::.:::: :::::::::: ~~k~~;~~~:~~-:: :::::::::::::::

25
17
16
21
15
205
16
146

~:d~~l~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~f~:s"c;t~: :::::::::::::::::::::

14
342
11

i~~y~-i:l~~)\\ilm: l:~i:i i~~~:ll:~:j~lnlll~lli·i

Rice .••.......••••••.•••..••..••..... do ...•...••....•••••.•..•••..

~~~Ji :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~!:!~:ot~::::::::::::::::::::::

Saint Croix . . . . . . • . • • • . • •• • • . . • . . Minnesota and Wisconsin •••...
Saint l!,rancis .••..••..••.•••.••.. .Arkansas ..••.•.••.....••.......
Salvador................... • • • . • . Louisiana ..••••..•...•..........

~:~:~~:::::::. :·.::·::::.:::::::::: .~~toe::::::.::::·:::::.::::::::::
~:~~-c~::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ·Ne~ Y~-rk::: :::::::::::::::::::

Shoshone ..•.•••.••..•••.•••.•••. Wyomi.Jig .••...•.•••.•••.......

~~:~~~i6ie~::::::: :::::::::::::: ~~~o~k ::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~s~ ·::::::::::::.:: :::::::::: ~~~i~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::

Swan .. :. . • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . . . • . . • • . Minnesota ...................••.
Tahoe .••...••..••.•••.•••...•... California and Nevada .....•..•.

~~~!~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::
~fg~a~:::::::::::::::::::::::
Traverse . • • . • • • . • • • . • •• • • • • • • . • . Minnesota and Dakota .••..•...
Tulare .••••••.••.••••••.••.••••.. California .••..•••....•.•..•••..

~W}e;~~::: :::=~ :::::::::::::::: ~:Ii::~::::::_: ::::::::::::::
~~f:U~:~~~~.::::::::::::::::: ~!~~~o"~::::::::::::::::::::::

Verret ..•••••..•.••••••• ·•••.••••. Louisiana ..•••....••.•••........
Walker ..•..••.••••.••••••.....•. Nevada ....•••..•••..••••••.•...

~1~i::::::::::::::::::::::
:!~~~::::::::::::::::::::
Whitefish ..•..•••.•••••••••..•..... . do ......••..•.••....••..••••.
;~:~if~~=::::::::::::::::
H!~ffi~~::::::::::::::::::::::
Wor-th .•••••.••••••.••.•••..••••. Florida ....... • ••..•.•.•.•..•••.
~~~~~;;6::::: :::::::::: :~:::: ~~~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::

ao

13
16
61
70

50
14
15
64
12
14
12
12
77

16
135
14
53
84

30
650
12
18
61
163
63

27

110

108
11
12
10
197
78

85
14
14
130

.Authority.

Land Office plat.
Land Office map.
Do.
Coast Survey map.
.A.
Colton's map.
Land Office plats.
Land Office plats.
.A.
Land Office plats.
Do.
Do.
Wheeler.
.A.
Land Office plats.
Do.
Land Office map.
Land Office plat.
French's map.
Land Office plat.
Do.
French's map.
Wheeler.
Land Office map.
Do.
.A.
Land Office plat.
Land Office map.
Land Office plat.
Coast Survey map.
Land Office map.
Do.
Land Office plats.
Do.
Wheeler.
French's map.
.ApproximateLand Office
map .
.A.
Land Office map.
Do.
Wheeler.
Land Office plats.
Do.
Do.
Do.
.A.
.A.
.A.
French's map.
Hayden.
Land Office map.
French's map.
Land Office plats.
Land Office map.
Land Office plats.
Wheeler.
Land Office map.
Do.
Land Office plats.
Do.
Land Office plats.
.A.
Land Office map.
Do.
Land Office plata.
Kin
Lana· Office map.
Do.
Land Office plata.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Kin
Lana· Office plata.
Land Office map.
Hayden.

"A" refers to Water-Power of Maine, by Mer W. Waltrells.
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.AREAS OF COUNTIES.

The areas of counties given in the following table are the results of direct measurements from the best county maps, corrected arbitrarily in order to make them add up
to the areas of the States. In the States surveyed by the General Land Office, in
which county lines follow the boundaries of survey townships, the areas are susceptible of being deduced with a great degree of accuracy. In other States, where
the county lines are located by minor natural or artificial points, such as houses,
fences, roads, or small streams, the probabilities are against their being correctly
drawn on even the best maps, and the areas are correspondingly uncertain. This is
the case in most of the States on the Atlantic border, with West Virginia, Kentucky,
and Tennessee in the interior.
..d.reas of the States and Territories, by counties.
ALABAMA.
Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

The State ••••••..

51,540

Antanga .............. .
Baldwin .............. .
Barbour .............. .
Bibb . ................. .
Blount . ............... .
Bnllock .............. ..

660
1, 620
860
610
700
660
800
640
610
660
700
930
1,160
610
540
700
570
840
670
1, 030
660

~~~~~~·:::: :::::::::::

Chambers ........... ..
Cherokee ............ ..
Chilton ............... .
Choctaw .............. .

[C.;:~:::::~~~~:~~:

Colbert .............. ..
Conecuh .............. .
Coosa ................. .
Covington ........... ..
Crenshaw ........... ..

I

Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

Area in
square
miles.

Counties.

Marengo .•••••••••••• :.
590
Cullman ............... 1
Marion ............... .
650
Dale ................. ..
Marshall ............. ..
Dallas ................. .
980
Mobile ................ .
740
De Kalb ............. ..
............... .
Monroe
630
Elmore ........ : ..... ..
Montgomery ......... ..
1, 000
Escambia. ............. .
Morgan ............... .
520
Etowah ............... .
Perry ................. ..
660
Fayette ............... .
Pickens ............. ..
610
Franklin ............ ..
Pike·................. ..
Geneva ............... .
590
Randolph ............ ..
520
Greene ............... .
Russell ............... .
Hale .................. .
670
Henry ................ .
Saint Clair ........... ..
1, 000
990
Jackson ............. ..
Shelby ................ .
Sumter .............. ..
960
.Jefferson ............. .
Talladega ............ ..
590
Lamar ............... ..
Tallapoosa ............ .
700
Lauderdale .••..••••••.
Tuscaloosa. .......... ..
790
Lawrence ............ ..
610
Lee.·................. ..
Walker .............. ..
Ljmestone ........... ..
Washington .......... .
Lowndes .............. .
Wilcox .............. ..
Macon ................ .
630
Winston ............. ..
Madison ............. ..
810

~~g I

960
810
560
1, 290
1, 030
740
700
790
1, 000
740
610
670
630
780
1, 000
700
810
1,390
880
1, 050
960

640

ARIZONA.

A

The Territory .• ·1112, 920 II Maricopa. .............. 112, 000
h
- - - Mohave • .. .. .. ... • • • . . 10, 800
pac e................ 25, 000 Pima. .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. 19, 220

II

·J

Pinal .................
Yavapai ............. ..
Yuma. ............... ..

6,400
10, 200
29,300

Newton .............. .
Ouachita. ............ ..
Perry ................ ..
Phillips .............. ..
Pike ................. ..
Poinsett .............·..
Polk ................. ..

810
730
580
630
620
760
045
800

Pula..ski. ............. ..
Bandolph ............ ..
Saint Francia ......... .
Saline ........... ·.... ..
Scott ................. .
Searcy ................ .
Sebastian .••..••.•••••.
Sevier ................ .

810
640
620
690
920
700
570
550
590
640
1, 000
1,100
940

ARKANSAS.
The State ...... ..

53,045

Arkansas ............ ..

1, 000

er: ~~~~~~~~: ~~~~~:

Bradley ............... .
Calhoun ............. ..
8trroll .............. ..

2}:;~~:::::: :::::::::::

Columbia ............ ..
gonway .............. ..
Craighead ........... ..
crawford ............. .
rittenden ............ .

i~::~~~m~Hjjjj
aulkner ............. .

R;I~~~~::::::::::::::

950
500
880
640
700
610
700
840
950
580
860
540
T3C
620
660
620
660
730
600
840
650
700
660

Garland .............. .
Grant ................. .
Greene ............... .
Hempstead .......... ..
Hot Spring .......... ..
Howard ............. ..

~~!ef~~-~~~~~-:::::::::

.Jackson ............. ..

.Tefferson ............. .

.Johnson ............. ..
La Fayette .•..........
Lawrence ............ ..
Lee .................. ..
Lincoln .............. ..
Little River ......... ..

~~~~k~ ::~::::::: ::::::

Madison .............. .
Marion .............. ..
Miller ............... ..
Mississippi ........... .
Monroe .............. ..

~~~!a~~~:::::::::::::

580
650
640
730
690
630
880
580
620
870
660
490
600
580
540
530
670
760
880
640
690
810
660
840
670

~~~iria·:::: ::::::::::::

~ro~~.

:::::::::::::::::

Union ............... ..
Van Buren .......... ..
Washington .......... .
White ................ .
Woodruff ............ ..
Yell .................. .

710

1,100
580
900
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Areas of the States and Territories, by counties-Continued.
CALIFORNIA.
Area in
sq_nare
miles.

Counties.

The State ........ 155,980
Alameda ..•••••.••..•..
Alpine ..•••••.•........
Amador ..•••.•.....••.
Butte ..................
CalaTeras .•••••.••..•• .
Colusa. ..•.•.• .•.....•. .
Contra Costa . ••••••.•. .
Del Norte .•••••.•...••.
ElDorado •••••••••••••
Fre3no ....•••••••••.•..
Humboldt •...••.•••••.
Inyo .•••••.••••••••••..
Kern •••.••.•••••••••••
Lake
Lasseii::::: :~:::: ::::::
Los Angeles ..••••..••.

Area in
square
miles.

Counties.
Marin

~:~J~:~~::::::
~::::::
Merced ................

660
730
540
1, 720
980
2, 500
800
1, 540
1,800
8,000
3, 750
8,120
8,160
1,100
5,000
4, 750

Modoc ........•........
Mono ..................

~~~!e:~.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·:. ·:.::::::
Nevada ........•••..•..
Placer ...........•..•..
Plumas .•••••.•........
Sacramento ...••.......
San Benito .............
San Bernardino .•••••..
San Diego .............
San Francisco .••.......
San Joaquin ...•••.....
San Luis Obispo .......

Counties.
San Mateo .•..•••.••••.
Santa Barbara ....••••.
Santa Clara ...•••.•••.•
Santa Cruz ...................
Shasta .......•..•••••.•
Sierra . ........•••••••••
Siskiyou ..•.••..•••••••
Solano .................
Sonoma ...•••..••••••..
Stanislaus .............
Sutter ....•..•••••..••.
Tehama .•....•.•.•••.•

Area. in
square
miles.

580
1, 560
3, 780
2, 280
4, 260
3,400
3, 520
840
990
1, 480
2, 760
1,000
990
23,000
14, 600
40
1, 360
3,460

~~1~~ ::::::::::::::::
Tuolumne .....•..•.••.
Ventura .........•..•..
Yolo ..............•••••
Yuba ........•....•.•..

440
2,200
1,(00
(20
4, 000
880
5, 660
940
1, 520
1,420
580
3,060
2,490
5,G10
1, 980
1,690
940
700

6, 200
2, 760
1, 600
180
4, 000
9, 000
1,440
1, 600
860
450
4, 500

Larimer ...............
Las Animas ...•...••••
Ouray .................
Park ..... .............
Pueblo .................
Rio Grande . .....•.•.•.
Routt ..................
Saguache ••••••.•..•••.
SanJuan ........•.•••.
Summit ................
Welcl ...•.•.•••••••••••

2, 500
7,000
2, 500
2,300
2, 600
1, 500
6, 000
4,500
560
9, 000
10,000

COLORADO.
The State ..•••••. 103,645
Arapahoe ••.•••.•••••••
Bent ..••••.•••.. ...••..
Boulder ••••••••••••.•..
Chaffe& ................
Clear Creek ............
Con~jal!l ................
Costilla. ................
Custer, ................
Douglas .••••••••••.•• .

Elbert ......•.......•..
El Pa11o .... ..... .......
Fremont .............. .
Gilpin .••..............
Grand .................
Gunniso:a ..............
Rinsdah1 ..............
Ruerfano ............. .
Jefferson .......••...•.
Lake ..................
La Plata ....•..••.•••..

~.ooo

9, 240
860
1, 235
460
2, 300
1,800
860
840

CONNECTICUT.

····I

l

The Sta.te ••••••••
4, 84511 Li~ch:fl.eld ....•.•.•.
= = M1ddlesex ....• ..•. ....
Fair:fl.eld.......... •••.
560
New Hann ...••..••••.
Hartford...............
650 New London ..•........

760 11 Tolland ............... ·1
440
Windham ............. .
650
780

375
630

I

1

DAKOTA.*

j~~~rr~::::: :::::::::::

The Territory • • . 147, 700
Aurora ............... .
Barnes ................ .
Beadle .............. ..

~~:~~~;.;;·::::.::::::

Boreman .............. .
Bottine11.u ............. .
Brookings ............ .
Brown ................ .
Brule ................. .
Buffalo ............... .
Burleigh .••••..•....••.
Campbell ............ ..
Case .................. .
Cavileer ............. ..
Charles Mix .......... .

8f:r1ce~~::: :::::::::::

8r?:~~: ::::::::::::

Davison ............. ..

~:ra~~~:

:::::::::::::::

Deuel ................. .
DeSmet .............. .
Douglas ............. ..
Edmunds ............. .
Emmons .............. .
Faulk ................. .

Gingr11.s ........•.......
Gr~~.ndForb .......... .
Grant~ ................ .
Gregory ............. ..
Hamlin ............... .
Hand . ................ .
Hanson ............... .
Howard ............... .

1,160
1, 500
1, 270

3,490
550

2,460
1, 770
810
1, 730
680
760
2, 980 I ID'fdee;::::::::::: :::::
870 Kingsbury ..........•..
1, 760 Lake . ................. .
La l:lour8 ............. .
1, 770
1,160 Lawrence ............ ..
2, 960 Lincoln ............... .
1, 290 Logan ................ .
400 Lugenbe8l ............ .
680
1, 990
430 McHenry ............ ..
1, 440 McPherson ........... .

I ~~e:~~~-~ .-.-.-.-::::~:
~

ifcc~~k-:::::::::::::::

2, ~~~
1, 220
360
1, 250

1, 550
1,150

I

I

Mand~~.n

.............. .
Mercer ............... .
Meyer ................ .
Miner ................. .
Minnebal!a ........... .

~~~ln: ::::: ~ :::::::::.

1,360
1, 520
1, 520
2, 700
950
930
720
1,440
(30
4, 500
1, 000
750
410
1,440
860
570
2, 010
2,260

540
2,110

2, 910
570
570
1, 510
1, 250
1,440
930
1,440
1,150
890
500
2, 590

Mountraille ...••..•••..
Pembina .••• ••••••••••.
Pennington .•...••..••.
Potter ................ .
Pratt ..... ............ .
Presho ............... ..
Ramsey . .............. .
R~~.nsom ............... .
RenTille .............. .
Richland ............. .
Rolette .............. ..
Rusk ......... ........ .
Shannon ............ ..
Sherid~~.n .............. .

1e~::::::::::::::::
Stevens ............... .
Stutsm~~.n

............. .

~~a::::::::::::::::::

Traill . ............... ..
Tripp .. ............... .
Turner ............... .
Union ................ .
Wallette .............. .
Walworth ............ .
White River ......... ..
Williams ............. .
Yankton ............. .
Ziebach ............... .

*Part of the area. is embraced in Inilian reservations.

3, 060
2, 510
1,180
1, 040
1,440
1, 540
1, 510
1,940
1, 760
1, 39()
1, 760
1, 870
2,500

1, 510
1, 580
640
2,730
8, 090

2, 010
1, 690
860
1, 940

2,150

570

460
3,590
970
1,080
2,190
500
93()
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.Areas of tht: States aud Territories, b:lf countie8--Continued.
DELAWARE.

Counties.

' Areain III
~:1:~·~

I Kent ~- --····-·······

1

_ _T_h_e_S-t.a_t_e..----------.
·------

Area in !
square
miles.

Counties.

1, 960

Counties.

Area in
squaro
miles.

Sussex: .............. .. .

430

900

~-----=_ , NewCastle ........... .
FLORIDA.

----------------------------------------~------~----------------------- -

The State . .. .. ..
Alachua...............
Baker .. ...............
Bradford...............
Brevard.... . . . . . . .. .. ..
Calhoun .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .
Clay

i

1

54, 240 Hamilton ....... : ... . ..
= = = . Hernando..............
1, 260 'I Hillsborough .. .. . . . . . .
500 Holmes . . . ............
550 Jackson...............
4, 390
J e:fferson .. . .. .. .. . . . • .
1, 160 La Fayette . • . . . . • . . . .
640 Leon
..

540 / Nassau ............... .
Orange ............... .
Polk .................. .
540 Putnam .............. ..
1,000 SointJohn's ......... ..
560 Santa Rosa ..•.......•.
940 Sumter ..•.•.•...... ~ ..
900 Suwannee ............ .
1, 700
1, 300

g!~~-~i:~~ ~ ~: ~: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ Yf~st~) ~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ i~z I ~di~l\i~--~-~-:-:-_:_~~~~ ~::: ~
7
'

I

722
690
540

Escambia ............. ,
Franklin...............
Gadsden . . . .. .. . .. . . ..

Manatee...............
Marion .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Monroe . .. .. . .. ... .. .. ..

4, 680
1, 680
2, 600

Walton ...•.. - .. ··••···
Washington .......... .

640
2, 250
2 060

'860
1, 000
1, 260
1, 380
660
1, 080
1,340
580
1,360
1, 330

---~------~-----------------~-----

GEORGIA.
The State ........ __!8, 980

tr?~~~- ~::::::::::::::

Baldwin ... . ... ... .... .
Banks . ..... ... ....... .
Bur·tow .............. ..
Berrien .. . .......... ..
BilJb .. ... .... ..... ..
BTooks ............... ..
Br~an . . . . ... .... ..... .
Bulloch ............. .
Jlnrke ................ .
Butts .... .......... ..
Calhoun ...... . ...... . .
Carudeu . .... ....... .
Campbell .. .......... .. !
C:trrull ............. .. - ~
Catoasa .... ........... .
Charlton ...... .... ... .
Chatham .... ....... .. _
ghnttalwochee . ....... .

8~~tf!{~~~~~::: ~ ~: :::::::

~\~t:LE/

Colquitt ........... __ . _

II~!;:;;iii;:::J
Bougherty ..•..•...... _
E~~gylas ............. ..

E l.

. ... ......... ..

!~!:~;. : ; : : :

1
'

i

Fannin .. .. .......... ../
Fayette ............. ..

~~g I i~~~~ti;_-_-_·_-_-_::::::::::

240 Franklin ............. ..
320 ' Fulton ............... ..
500 Gilmer .... ...... .... .. .
760 Glascock ............ ..
240 Glynn ................ .
530 Gordon .............. ..
400 Greene .... .. . ......... .
900 Gwiunett ............. .
1, 030 Habersham .......... ..
18u Hall ............ . ...... '
280 Hancock ..... ........ ..
620 Haralson . '- .......... .
1

1,

~i~ I ~~i~~ :::: :: ~::::::::::
~~~ !~~~0~::::::::::::::: I
400 .Jackson .............. .
47u

J asper . ..... .......... .

140
!100
400
980
5:;0
290
440

I Jones .......... ...... .
I L aurens ............. ..
I L ee ................... .

~~g I ~~~~~~:::::: ::: ~:::: •
jJ'

I

Liberty ............... .
Lincoln ..........•••••
Lowndes ............ ..
Lumpkin ........... . ..

i~~ I ~~fu~~~::::: : :::·::·:

J 80

1, 160

280
580
780

340
190

510
400
420
440

1, o4o

76 L 0-VOL III

I

Macon . . .. ..... .. .... .
M.tdison ............. .
Marion ........ ....... .
Meriwether ........... .
Miller .... . ...... ... . ..
Milton . .. . . .......... ..
Mitchell ............. ..
Monroe .. ............ ..
Montgomery . ......... .
Morg:::n .. ... ......... ..
Murray .... .. ......... .

~~

390 Muscogee ............ ..
220 Newton ............... .
540 Oconee ...........•....
250 Oglethorpe ...... - .... .
330 Paulding ..... . ....... .
200 P!ckens .............. .
480 Pierce ................ .
100 I Pike ... ...... ... ...... .
430 1l Polk' .................. .
360 11 Pulaski. .............. .
340 Putnam .............. .
470 Quitman ............. ..
400 p Rabun ... ............ .
540 Randolph ...... .••• ....
520 Richmond . . . . .. . . . . ..
330 Rockdale ......... ' .. ..
470 1 Schley . . ............. ..
330 Screven ............. ..
390 Spalding .............. .
400 Stewart .... . ... ...... ..
560 Sumter . .. . .......... .
680 Talbot .. ............. ..
360 Taliaferro ............ .
380 Tattnall ............. ..

II

1

II

~~g i:riai~·::::::::::::::::

470
740
360
720

I
470
280

2!!0

330
530
360
300
360

T errell ............... .
Thomas ............. ..
Towns .............. ..
Troup ................ .
Twiggs . .............. .
Union . .............. ..
Upson ............... ..
Walker .... ........... .
Walton ............... .
Ware ................. .
Warren . ............. .
Washington .......... .

~~g ;~r;~~~:::::::::::::::
liO
5QO

I White . ...•..........
..
.......... ..
W~itfi elcL.

WJ!cox ............... .
Wilkes .............. ..
4.00
Wilkinson ............ .
420 · Worth ................ .
4t0
720

I

210
260
160
510
340
230
540
290
3<30
470
360
160
400
400
320
120
180
720
220
440
520
360
180
1,100
400
420

320
780
180

430
330
330
310
440
400
620
290

680
740
230
180

330
500
460
440
710
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IDAHO.
Art·ain
square

Counties.

I

Counties.

II Aroain
square

84,29u

.Ada...................
Alturas. _____ .. .. _.... .
Bear Lake.............

2,760
19, 180
1, 300

1

Conntirs.

I

Area in
square

miles. 1 - - - -- - -- - -l--m-I_
.I_e_s _.

_ _________ ,_m_il_e_s_.
TheTerritory ...

1

I

I Boise-·--····----·---Cass1a ............... ..
I Idaho .. ........... .....
1

Kootenai ........... --.
Lemhi............ . ...

NezPerce.............
Oneida .......•........ .
Owyhee-·---····---·-Shoshone .•..... _...•. _
Washington...........

3,300
3,800
10,100
5, 530
5,530

3,40()
12,31(}
8,130
5, 950
3,00(}

ILLINOIS.
Thel:;tate ...... ..

56,000 ~ Hancock .. ... . .. .. ..... !

Adams.... . ... ........
Alexander--·- .. ---- .. .
Bond ................. .
13oone . _..... -- ....... .
Brown ....... ------··- ·
Bureau . ... . ---·-- ..
Calhoun ..... .... ..... .
Carroll ........... - . -.
Cass ··--··- ···· -·····-Champaign . .......... .
Christ,ian. _........ _.. .
Clark ..•......... · -----

830
Henderson ...... ·-----.
230
Henry ............... .
380
Iroquois . . . . .. .... - . . . 1
290 .Tack son .............. - ~
300 I Jasper .. .......... . ... .
870 1 ,J efterson . ............ .
260
Jersey ................ .
440
.To Daviess ...... .. ... .
360 .Tohnson . __ . _... _•.....
1, 000
Kane .. . _... ...... __ .. .
690
Kankakee . ......•..•..
510
Kendall .........•.•....
470
Knox . .. . ____ . ........ .
520
Lake .. ... . ........... .
520
La Salle .............. .
960
Lawrence ............ .
470
Lee ...... . ............ .
350
Livingston ...•........
650
Logan ................ .
440
McDonough .......... .
410
McHenry ............. .
340
McLean··---- ........ .
630
Macon . . . . . . . . .. ..... .

I

8ifa't~~ ~::: ::: :::::: :: .·

Coles----······-·-·---·
Cook--·-·······--·---·
Crawford ... .. ... .... .
Cumberland . ......... .
De KallJ .....• _...••.. _
De Witt ...... . ....... .
Douglas .............. .
DuPage .............. .

~g~~~ci~:::::::::::::: :I

Eilingham --·····-·--- ·
Fa.yette ....... -.... -- ..
Ford···--··-·--·--·---'
Franklin .. _.... _.. ... .
Fulton ................ .
Gallatin .•...•....... __
Greene ..•....••.......

*~~i~k;:::: ::::::::::

Hardin . .......... .....

1

1

1

!~~ r ~!d?:t;~_::::·:.:::::::

I Marion
-·--·········-·
Marshall .. _..·.. __ .. _. .
I Massac
Mason·· ------·--- .... .
............... .
I Menard
............... .
Mercer ............... .
I Monroe ..... . .. ....... .
440 [ Montgomery .... ...... .
720
490
430
870
340
530
440

780 i Morgan .........•......
180
Moultrie ............•..
380
830
Perry ....... .......... .
1, 100
Piatt ................. .
580
Pike ............•..•..
470
580
360
Putnam .............. .
650
340
Randolph .... ......... .
Richland .......•.. - .. .
540
680
Rock Island .......... .
330
Saint Clair .. . ... .. .... .
720
Saline . ... .... ........ .
490
Sanp:amon .........•...
1, 080
Schuyler ... .......... .
330 I
740
1, 040
620 Stephenson . .. ...•... . .
580
Tazewell ............. .
650
Union ....... .•...•••..
1,150
Vermilion ............ .
580
Wabash .............. .
880
Warren
. .........•.
740
Washington-~- ....... .
580
400
460
Whiteside ... ......... .
240
Will ...... . ........... .
320
Williamson ........... .
540
380
740

580
340
780
63(}
44()
440
810
360
190
170
560
380
420
680
380
860
430
25(}
760
29()
56C
650
400
1, 000
220
540
540
f2()
500
700
·850
440
540
540

470 ! Pike .......... . ... .... .
400
Porter . . .. . . .......... .

330
410
410
430

~~~~i~:::: :::::::::::::

~~f:ski~::: :: ·_ ::::::: :·.

I

~~:!~~:~~ ::::::::::::::

I;br~e-::::::::::::::::
;:a.~~:&~::::::::::::

INDIANA.
The State ....... .

35, 910

Adams .•••............
Allen ...........•......
Bartholomew ......... .
Benton .. .. .. ... ..... .
Blackford ............. .
Boone . .............. . .
:Brown .••..•..........
Carroll ..........•.....
Cnss .................. .
Clark ................. .
Clay: ....•.•...•......
Clinton ..•.............
Crawford ....•...... _..
Daviess ...••...•..•....
Dearborn ............. .
Decatur ...•...•.......
DeKalb .......... . ... .
D elaware ....•.........
Dubois ............... .
Elkhart ...........•....
Fayatte ............... .
Floyd ...•••... . ....... .
Fountain ....•.........
:Franklin ............. .
Fulton . ............... .
Gibson ............... .
Grant ...........•.... .
Greene .....•..........
Hamilton ............. .
Hancock ..•....•.••... .

330
650
400
380
170
420
330
370
420
400
360
400
270

I Hanison .....•• ...... .
1

430
300

380
370
400
410
470
210

140
390
400
380
490

420
540

Hendricks ............ .

~~~lrd ...:~ ~:::~::~ :::

Huntington .......... .
Jackson .. .. ..... .. ... .
Jasper ........ .... . ... .
Jay·········-········· ·
.Tefferson ..... ....... . .
Jennings ......... .... .
Johnson ............. .
Knox ................. .
Kosciusko .. .......... .
Lagrange ............. .
Lake
... ........... .
La Porte . ............. .
Lawn--nee ............. .
Madison .............. .
Marion .. ............. .
Marshall ........... ... .
Martin ......... . ..... .
Miami ................ .
Monroe ............... .
Montgomery ....... . .. .

~~,1~~-:::::::::::::::

Noble ................. .
Ohio ..••.. .... ...... ...

g~~f~.::::::::::::::::

................ .
I Parke
330
Perry .......•...•......

400

~~~ ! ~~i:~ki: ::: :::::: :::: ::

380
510
570

Putnam ............. .
Randolph ............. .
Ripley . . .............. .
Rush ................. .

1

420

~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~-:::: -.-.: :~:

~i~ ~~:~~~;:_·_·_·_·_·_·:::::: :::

;~~ I ~~~~:~:::::::::::::::

Sullivan ... ... . ....... .
Switzerland .......... .
Tippecanoe ........... .

500
540

440

!~~ ~~~~·::::· ~::::::~::.

Vanderburgh ......... .
Vermillion .......... . . .

430

340

~~~ ~~b~sh" :::::::::::::::

470
430

400
420
90
400
390
440
880

Warren ...... . ........ .
W arri<Jk ...... ....... .
Washington ....•..... _
Wa_vne ..... .......... .
Wells .... ............. .
White ....... ......... .
Whitley .............. .

I

490
460
450
400
470
190
400
300

300
330

440
230
500
260

170
230

270
410
430
36()

390
500
390
370

500
330
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.Areas of the States and Territ01·ies, by cmwties-Cont,inued.
IOWA.

Counties.

The State........

.Area in
square
miles.
55, 475

.Adair .............. .... ,.Adams............ . .. .
.Allamakee.............
.Appanoose .. . . . .. . . . . .
.Audubon ...... !. ......
Benton .. .... .......•..
Black Hawk.......... .
Boone.................
Bremer................
Buchanan . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Buena Vista...........
Butler.................
Calhoun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carroll........ ..•... ..
CasR ...... .... ... ... .. . .
Cedar..................
Cerro Gordo . . . . ... . . . . .
Cherokee .............. ,
Chickasaw .. . . .. . . . . . .
Clarke . ........... .. . ..
Cia_,,. ..... . ............
Clayton... . ........... .
Clinton. ... ............
Crawford . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

R!:~~:~:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:: ~:: ~:: ~

Counties.

576
432
600 .
500
432
720
576
· 576
4H2
576
576
576
576
576
576
576
576
576
500
432
576
740
680
720

g~~

.

Delaware . . .. . . . .. . . . ..
~~st"¥oines.... . .. . .. . .

576
400

D~b~~~~n-::::::::::: ::

~gg

Emmet ............... .

400

Fayette . .............. .
Floyd ................. .
:F ranklin . ......... . ... .
Fremont ............. .
Greene ............... .
Grundy ............... .
Guthrie ............... .
Hamilton ........... ... .
Hancock .............. .
Hardin ............... .
Harrison .........•...
Henry ......... . ...... .
Boward ............ .. . .
Humboldt ........... ..
Ida ................... .
Iowa ......... ... ...... .
.Jackson ....... .. ..... .
Jasper ................ .
Je1ferson ............. .
Johnson ............... !
Jones ............. ···
Keokuk ............. ..
Kossuth .............. .
Lee .......... , ........ .
Linn .................. .
Louisa ................ .
Lucas .............. . . .
Lyon ................. .
Madison .............. .
Mahaska ............. .
Marion ......·......... .
Marshall ............. ..
Mills . . ......... .... ..
Mitchell . .. ... ........ .

Area in ;
square 1
miles. I

Counties.

720 · Monona ............... .
000
Monroe ............... .
576
Montgomery .......... .
500 , Muscatine ........... ..
576 r O'Brien ............... .

5oo I Osceola .......... ... . ..

57 6 Page ... . .....•........
576 ' Palo Alto ............ ..
576 i Pl) mouth.... . ..... ... .
576
Pocahontas .......... ..
630
Polk ...... ........... .
432
Pottawattamie . ....... .
500
Poweshiek ............ .
432
Ringgold ............. .
432
Sac ......... : ......... .
576
Scott ................ :.
610
Shelby ............... ..
720
Sioux ......... . ...... . .
432
Story ................. .
576
Tama ................ ..
576
Taylor ............. .'.. .
576
Union .......... . ... .
11
972
Van Buren ............ .
486 J ·w apello ............. ..
720
Warren ............... .
360
Washington .......... .
432 , Wayne ............... .
612 . Webster ............. ..
576
Winnebago .......... ..
576
Winneshiek ......... ..
576 1' Woodbury .. . . ..... ... .
576 1 Worth ............... .
1

~g

Wxight ............... .

.Area in
square
miles.
684
432
432
432
576
432
540 ,
576
820
576
576
900
576
540
576
440
576
720
576
720
540
430
480
430
576
576
525
720
400
720
800
400
576

KANSAS.
The State .... : ... 1 81,700
..Allen..................
.Anderson...... . . . . . . . .
.A.r"Eahoe..............
.A.tc ison . .. .. . .. .. .. ..

~~~g:_::::::::::: ~ ~: :

:Bourbon . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .

~~~·:::~:~:::::·::::

Butler .. . . .. . • .. .. .. .. .
Chase..................
Chautauqua . . . . . . . . . .
8~erokee .. .. . . .. .. . . ..
elenne..............

~ti~ ::::::~:~:::::::

Comanche.............
Cowley .. .. . . . .. .. .. ..
£ra'Yford . .. .. .. .. .. ..

av1s..................

~~ca~ur . .. • • .. . . .. .. ..

1ckmson .. . .. .. .. .. ..
Doniphan..............
Douglas . . . . .. . .. . • • .. •
Erl wards. . . . . . • • . • . . . . .

~:~s·.: ~ :: .·::: ~::: :~: ~::

Ellsworth . . .. . . .. .. . . .

504
576
576
400

1,

I Graham ............. ..

Grant ........... ...... .
Greeley ............... .
Greenwood .......... ..
Hamilton . . . . . .. . .... .
Harper ............... .

~gg M~ct;:~-a:~:::::: :~: ~ :~:

650

g+~

1, 428

744
650
576
1, 020

Jackson ........... , .. .
.Jefl'erson .... ......... .
Jewell ................ .
Johnson ............. ..
Kansas ............... .

t!i~?.~ ::::::::::::::

'·m·

1,170
1, 116
580
392
900
840
378
456
972

Lane ...... · -------~--Leavenworth ......... .
Lincoln ....... ....... ..
Linn .................. .
0

ilc the~·8o;;::::::: ~~ ~ ~:

Marion ........ ....... .
Marshall .... .......... .

~f:!~ :~:::::::::::::::

1

900
576
792
1, 152
900
810
540
864
640
550
900
450
810
864
864
670
756
450
720
576
850
720
900
900
936
576

Mitchell ........ ~ ......
Mont~omery ..•....... .
Morris ............... .
Nemaha .............. .
, Neosho ............... .
720 : Ness ... ............ ... .
Norton ............... .

576
1, 080
900

Ottawa .............. ..

720

~~g

~~~~::. .:_:_:::::::::: 41!1

8:~~~~e·:: ~: ::: :: ~ ~ ~: ::

j
1
1

Pawnee .............. ..
Phillips ............... .
Pottawatomie .....•...
Pratt ................ ..
Rawlins .............. .
·Reno . ............ ...• .
Republic ............ ..
Rice .............. ... ..
Riley ................ ..
RookR ................ .
Rush ..... ............ .
1-tussell .............. ..
Saline ................ .
Scott .. . . . . ........... .
Sedgwick .. .. ......... .
Sequoyah .. . ......... .
Seward . .............. .
Shawnee ............. ..
Sheridan ............. ..
Sherman ............. ..
Smith .... : ........... .
Stafford .............. .
Stanton .............. ..
Stevens .............. ..
Sumner . ... .......... ..
Thomas ............. ..

I

~~g ~!ff~~~-s·~~ ::::::::::::
Wallace .............. .
Washington ......... ..
Wichita ............. ..
Wilson . ... .. ......... .
Woodson . ........... ..
Wyandotte .. ......... .

684

720

~~~

1

756
900
850
720
1, 080
1, 260
720
720
600
900
720
900
720
720
1, 000
864
648
576
720
1, 080
900
792
696
648

1,188
864
900
796

2,556
900
720
576
504
160
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KENTUCKY:

Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

ti~;:; ___

Counties.

I

I

c_o_u_n_t-ie_s_.- - - - '

--2-50-~- Mason .. . .. ... ..... ----

1
1
The State ........ :-4-0-,-00_0_ i·-G-'a-rr-a-rd-.-__-_-_---------------.-.

.Adair ................ ..
Allen .......•.•........
.Anderson ............. .
Balln.rd .........•......
Barren .............. .
Bath ................... ,
Bell .. ......... . ..•.....
Boone ...............·..
Bourbon . ............. .
Boyd ................ ..
Boyle ................. ..
Hraclren ............. .
Breathitt.... ......... ..
.Brrckenridge ......... .
llullitt ................ .
Butler ..... . . ......... .
CaldwelL .. ........... 1

8;~~1~~-::
:~::::: ~::::'
Carter ............... ..

CaPe.v ..... ...... . ..... .
(Jhri:-ltian ............ ..
Clark ....... .......... .
Clay ......... ......... _
Clinton ....... ........ .
Crittenden ............ .
Cumberland .......... .
Daviess ............. ..
Edmonson . .......... .
Elliott ................ .
Estill ........... ..... ..
Fa_yPtte ........... ... ..
Fleming . ..... . ... .... .

l<'Jo_y<l ............ .. . .. .

F'ranklin . ............ ..
Fulton . ........... . ... .
·Callatin ............... ,

Grant ..................

~1080 000 GGG~r!eyc,~n=~n_·_·__-_.-_··.· ._·:_ ----~.~_:_::_ ·_. :_-

~~~ I Metcalfe
~:~~~~e_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
::::::::
............. ..

300

~~;e0~uct.:::::::::::::

~~~

1

380
200
300
410

Hardin . .. . . . ... . . . . . . .
Harla.n ................

290
190

~i~~·

Meade ............... ..

200

I

•

Monroe
... . ...........
Montgomery
... ! .. . .... 1

Morgan.--.--·········- 1
~

aae
so
300

400

440
200
~60

40t

~~~ ~!~~~~~~_-.-.-.-.:::: ::::::

~~~ ~f~b.~ia~::::::: ::::::::1

600
250
540

~~~ Hopkins
Nf~~~an.':::::::::::::
:
. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .

4~~ooo , ooo~ws~l~emy_- -_· -_- -.· :_ ._· _: _: _: _: _: _: _: _: _: _::

280

Henderson.............

250

450
500
300
370
310
450
120
160
790
300
59ll
210
420
200
420
500
450

280
220

300
300
340
500
200
200
150

Jackson...............
Jefferson . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jassamine ......... ....
Josh .Bell .. .. . .. .. . . .. .
Johnson...............
Kenton . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .
Knox..................
Ln. Rue................
Laurel.................
Lawrence..............
Lee . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .
Leslie..... .. . .. . .. . . . .
Letcher................
Lewis . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .
Lincoln ..·..............
I Livingston . . . . . . .. . . . .
i Logan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lyon..................
.McCracken........ ....
McLean...............
Madison ............ ·...
.Ma;roilin...............
I Marion ................
' Marshall...............
11 Martin.. .. .. . . .. . .. .. ..

hluhlcnburgh ......... .

Ohio ............... - .. .

450

v

300
Pendleton .. ....... . .. .
430
Perry ................. .
300
Pike ................. .
1!l0
Powell ............... .
360
Pulaski .............. ..
150
Robertson ......... - ...
400
Rockcastle ............ .
300
Rowan ................ .
620
llussell ...... ... . .... -500
Scott .... ............. .
120
Shelby ... ...... .... .. . .
300
Simp~:;on .............. .
300
Spencer ............. --.
960
Taylor .... ............ .
300
Totld ................. .
2!)80
;rr l:i_mg~_ -,.--_ ._ ..._: ._ ._ ._ ._ .--. -.: : ~
u v
5 0
300
Union .. . .... ........ ..
330
Wanen ...... .. .... .. ..
230
Washington . ......... .
440
Wayne .............. ..
300
Webster ............. -330
Whitley ............... ,
350 j \Volfe ....... ......... .
21!0
Woodford ........... ..

11 1

1

I
I

270

360
258
400
400
140

640

120
300

300
300
240
240

400
400
250
280
350
420 •
150
350

550
300
430

280
560

190
200

LOUISIANA.
The State ........

45,420

.A.sc<'nsion ............ .
.Assumption ......... ..
.A voyclles ............ .
Bienville .............. .
llossiN· ............... .
Calltlo ................ .
Calcnsiou ........... ..
·Caldwell .............. .
Cameron ............. ..
Cat~ bouln. ............ .
Claiborne ............ ..
·Concordia. ........... .
De So to . .. . . .. . .... ..
East Baton Rouge .... .
East Carroll .......... .
Em~t l<'eliciana ........ .
Franklin ............. ..
Grant ............... ..

373
327

_ _ __ ___!.._

Il.Jeria ................ ..
, ll:Jervillo ........... . .. .
Jr.ckson ............. ..
J etfrrson ............. .
852 1 La I•'a.vette .......... ..
85U
Lafourche .... . ...... .

~~~ · t;~;:~~io~:~ ·::~:~::::::

.Madison ............ ..
5~5 \ Moreh_onse ........... ..
1, 545 1 NatclHtocbes ........ ..
1, 378
Ollenns .............. ..
7!l6
Ouachita ............. ..
680
Plaquemines ......... .
tl56 Point Con pee ...•••...•
442
Rapides ............... .
400
Red River .......... ..
3, 400

~~~ I ~~~~~~~~::::::~:::::::.
1

642

____

II

Saint Bernard ........ ..

Saint Charles ......... .
Saint Helena .......... .
Saint James .......... ..
Saiut John Baptist .. .. .
Saint I,anch-y ......... Suint Ma1tin .......... .
S:~int Mary .......... ..
Saint Tammany .. .. ... .
'l'augipabon. ...... .... . .
'l 'cnaas ......... ....... .
Tenc bonne ........... .
Union ... ............. ..
Vermillion . .......... ..
Vernon ............... .
Washington . .......... .
Wel>s1er ............. ..
\Vt-st Uaton Bouge ... .
\Vest Carroll . .. ... .... .
\Vest .Feliciana. ........ .
Winn ................ ..

582
646
5!)0

395
262
1, 024
483

GOO
672

842
1, 290
187
640

930
575
1, 498
386
578

1, 008

680

284
.f-23

30S
190
2, 276
613
648

92:3
790
6l:l
1, 80t'J
910
1, 22ti
1,~

668
612
~10

380
370
97t

MAINE.
The State ........

29, 89:>

.Androsco>rgin ........ .
.Aroostook ........... ..
Cum berland ......... ..

475
7, 200

l<'rankliu ............. ..

1, 000
1, 600

IIancork ............. .
Kc·nnebec ........... ..
Knox .......... ...... ..
Lincoln .............. ..
Uxford .............. ..
Penobscot ........... ..

1, 65o
875
325
525
1, 900
2, 900

I

Piscataquis .. . ...... ..
S<Lgadaboc ...... . .... ..
Somerset . ............ ..
\Valdo ............... ..
\Vadbington ......... ..
I Yorlt ............ ...... ,

------~--~~---

3,600
260
3, 510
810
2, 4

78i
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.Areas of States and Ter1·itories, by counties-Continued.
MARYLAND .
Counties.

.Area in !
square
miles.

The State.. .. • . . .

9, 860

.Alleghany .. . .. . . .. .. . .
Anne Arundel . . . . . . . . .
Baltimore..............
Calvert . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .
Carobne .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .
Cacroll............. ....

520
390
600
220
300
430
470

Cecil...................

Counties.

.Area in
square
miles.

Counties.

.Area in
square
miles.

Queen Anne ....••.•...
Saint Mary's .......... .
Somerset .............. .
Talbot .......•....••...
Washington .••••....•.
Wicomico ............ ..
Worcester .••••....•...

420
400
460
280
460
360
320

Essex ................. .
Franklin ............ ..
Hampden ............. .

500 I Norfolk .............. ..
680 ; Plymouth ............ ..
Suftblk ............... ..
540 Worcestet: ... ......... .

530
725

Nantucket ............ .

830
60

Charles ............... .
Dorchester .......... ..
1!'rederick ............ ..
Garrett .............. ..
Harford ............... .
Howard ............... .
Kent .................. .
Montgomery ..•••••.••.
Prince George's ..••..•.

450
630
620
600
420
200.
310
500

500

MASSACHUSETTS.
TheState ........ 1

8;,040

Barnstable.. .. . .. .. . .. .
Berkshire .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Bristol. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .
Dukes.................

290

1, 000

~~KdY!:~~e-::::: ~::::::

530
120

I

670

15
1, 550

MICHlGAN.
The State ....... .

57, 430

A leona. ............... .

700
830
580

~e:;::::::: :::::::: :·.

Antiim ............... .

.g~:;i~:nm::i::
Branch ............. _..
Calhoun ............. .
Ca.~s .................. .
Charlevoix .......·..... .
gg~boygan ........... .

l!~i i i!i i ! !i

Grand Traverse .•......
Gratiot ............... .

Hillsdale ............. .
Houghton ............ .
Huron ................ .
Ingham ..•........•.•..
Ionia ................. .
540 Iosco ............... ..
900 Isabella .............. .
580 Isle Royale .......... ..
82ii Jackson.'............ ..
340
Kalamazoo........... ..
580 Kalkaska .........•....
500 Kent ................. ..
720
Keweenaw ............ .
500 Lake .........•........
380 Lapeer ................ .
860
Leelenaw ............ ..
2,000 Lenawee .........•.....
580 I Livin~ston ............ .
580 Mackmac ............. :
580 1 Macomb .............. .
1, 100., Manistre ............. .
580 Manitou .............. .
460 Marquette ........... ..
640 Mason ................ .
540 Mecosta . ............. .
460 1 Menominee ........... .
580 ! Midland .............. .

II

I

Missaukee ...••..•.....
Monroe .............. ..
Montcalm ............ ..
Montmorency .•....•••.
Muskegon ........... ..

610

~.~gg
560
580
580
580
230

·~:ki:~a~ ~~::::::::: ::~
Oce 1na .............. ..
Ogcmaw ............. ..
Ontonagon ........... ..
Osceola .............. ..
Oscoda ................ .

720

580
580
8GO
360
580
660

g~~:~~-::::::::::::::::

Presque Isle ..••.......
Roscommon ........•..
7.JO I Saginaw .............. .
580 1 Sa-i nt Clair .......... ..
360

1, 100

480

/ ~!~fa~o_s_~~~- ::: ~::::::

550 / Schoolcraft ........... .
200 1 Shiawassee .......... ..
3,400 I Tuscola .............. ..

500
580
1, 400
530 ,

VanBuren ............ .
Washtenaw .......... ..
Wayne ............... .
Wexford ............. ..

I

580
5UO

720

580
520
860

9o·o
540
57o

2, 540
580
580
54()
540
75&

580
840
720
520
960

2, 030
540

830
620

720
600
580

MINNESOTA.
'.rhe State...... ..

79, 205 / Hennepin, ....... _.....

~£~t:::~:~::;;:;~~. ~*~ ~;z:::+<
~[*~•::~;~; ;::~: ;;: J!f ~*~r::;:;;;;; :; :
1

B~nton --..............
Big Stone..............
n neEarth ............

390
500

750

Ch ~~pewa ---- ... -.... .
Cl lSago................

go~t:~~::::::::: :::::::

~ottonw~>Od..... .... .. .
Drow Wmg............

~Ilii;;:;;;;;:::::;;:

:Fillmore . .. .. .. . . .. .. ..
~reeborn ......... . ....
Goodhue...............
rant..................

Kandiyohi. .......... .
Kittson ............... .
Lac-qui-parle . .'...... ..

580

McLeod .. .. .. .. . . .. .
Mar:s!Iall ............. ..

430

1,

~~~ ~:~~:~ ::::::::::::::::
Mille Lacs ............ .
Morrison ............ ..

640

580

fi! ~~@;:;;:::::::::;:.
860 , Olmsted ............. .

720
760
580

OtterTail ............ .
Pine .................. .
Pipe Stone .......... ..

1

I Polk .................. .

610

580

Pope .......·........... .

5, ~~~
720

~:;r;~~d·:::::::::::::.

Renville .............. .
Rice ............... _.. .
Rock ................ ..
Saint Louis ........... .
Scott ...........•...•..
Sherburne ............ .

540

860
2, 265
680
3, 000

!~~ ~~~~~~s- : :: : ::: : :::: :: : :

720 Steele ....•.....•.......
500 II Stevens ............. . ..
1, 980 . Swift ................ ..
720 Todd . . . . . . . . ........ .
630 1 Traverl'le ............ ..
580 , W a.llasha .. . . .. .. . ... .
1, 150.// Wadena ............. .
720 :J 'Vaseca ............. ..
720 1 Washington ......... ..
460 :J Watonwan .......... ..
720
Wilkin .............. ..
660
Winona ............. ..
2, 200 Wright ............. ..
1, 400 'J Yellow Medicine .... ..

'I

'I

460 1
I

4, f\00
720
1~0

900

9'oo

520
470

6, 000
400

450
580
1, 350
430

580
580

1,000
560

540
540
4f!O

400
430
830

660
700
540
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MISSISSIPPI.

Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

The State .•......

46,340

Adams ............... .
Alcorn ................ .
Amite ................ .
Attala .... ............ .
Benton ............... .
Bolivar .............. ..
Calhoun .. .... .-....... .
Carroll .............. ..
Chickasaw ........... ..
Choctaw ............. ..

41.0
400
720
72G
360
900
580
640
500
270
460

2}:~~~~~~~::::::::::::

Clay ................. ..
Coahoma ............ ..
Copiah .............. ..
Covington ...•.. ... ....
DeSoto .............. ..
Franklin .......... ... ..
Greene .............. ..
Grenada .............. .
Hancock . .•........•...
Harrison ............ ..
Hinds ............... ..
Holmes .............. ..

Area in
square
miles.

Counties.

Issaquena ........... ..
Itawamba ........... ..
Jackson .............. .
Jasper ................ .
Jefferson ............ ..
Jones ... . ............. .
Kemper .............. .
LaFayette .......... ..
Lauderdale .......... ..
Lawrence ............ ..
Leake ...... . .. ..... . . .
Lee ................. ..
LeFlore .............. .
Lincoln ............... .
Lowndes ............. .
Madison .............. .
Marion .............. ..
Marshall . ..... ....... .
Monroe ............... .
Montgomery ........ .. .
Nesboba ............. ..
Newton ............. ..
Noxubee . ...... . .......
Oktibbeha ............ .
Panola .. .............. .
Perry ................ ..

6;Jo

400
500
750

580
460

560
790
440

940

1, 000
800
750

I

390
550
1,140
680
510
700
750
720
680
620
580
540

610
580
500
720
1, 500
720
790
430
580
580
,
1

680
430
680
1, 000

Areain
square
miles.

Counties.

I

Pike . . ............... ..
Pontotoc .............. .
Prentiss .............. .
Quitman ............. _.
Rankin .............. ..
Scott . ... .......... ..
Sharkey ............. ..
Simpson·.............. .
Smith . ............... ..
Sumner .............. ..
Sun :Flower ......... ..
Tallahatchee ..•..•••.•
Tate .. ............. ..
Tippah .............. ..
Tishomingo ..... ...... .
Tunica ............... ..
Union ............. .. . .
Warren .............. ..
wa~hington .......... .
Wa:vnc ............... .
Wilkinson ........... ..
Winston ............. ..
Yalabusha ............ .
Yazoo ............... ..

720
530
410
400
800
580
540
58()600
400
7'20
640
390
450
450
440
360

600
900
790
650

690
460
1. 000

!

MISSOURI.

~~~:~ ::::::::::::::::

The State ........ , 68,735
Adair..................
Andrew ............. ..
Atchison ............ ..
Audrain ............. ..

~:~~~~:::::: :::::::::::

Bates ............... ..
Benton . .............. .
Bollinger ............. .
Boone ................ .
Buchanan ........... ..
Butler ...... .... ...... .
Caldwell . ............. .
Callaway ............ ..
Camden ............. ..
Cape Girardeau . ...... .
Carroll ............... .
Carter ............... ..
Cass .................. .
Cedar ................. .
Chariton .......... .. .. .
Christian ............ ..
Clal'k ................. .

mf!t~;;:: ::::::::::::::

900
750
540
680
420
580
440
760
7 20
540
690
500
690
490
740

540
500
410
450

Cole .................. .

400

g~~~~~d::::::::::::::

560

Dade ................. .
Dallas ............... ..
Daviess . .............. .
DeKalb . ............. .
Dent .................. .
Dou,:rlas .......... . .. ..
Dunklin .............. .
Franklin ........ .... .
Gasconade ....•........

Gmndy .... ........... .
Harrison ............ ..

570
420
580
690
800
580

720
500

530
580
450
720

800
500
870
510

~f~k:lry:::: ::::::: ::::

Holt ................. ..

I

!~:~~~d~
~ ~ ::: :: ~ :::::::
Jackson ......... .... ..

~:~~~0;;: :: ~:::: ::::::

I

Johnson ............. ..
Knox . .............. ..
Laclede
.......... ..
La Fayette ..... ... .. :.
Lawrence ............. .
Lewis ................ .
Lincoln ........... .... .
Linn ................ ..
Livingston ...... .... ..
:McDonald .... ....... ..
Macon .......... . .... ..
Madison .............. .
Maries ............... ..
Marion ....... ....... ..
Mercer .............. ..
Miller ............... ..
Mississippi ........... .
Moniteau ............. .
Monroe ............... .
Montgomery . ........ ..
Morgan .............. .
Now Madrid ........ ..
Newton ............ ..

8r:i~~~:::::::::::::::

500

650
460

750
760
410
470
450
920
550
600
680
650
800
520
750
630

Ozark ............... ..
P emiscot .. ........... .
Perry ................ .
Pettis ............... ..
Phelps . ............... .
Pike . ................. .
l'la1 te ............... ..
Polk ............ . .... ..
1 Pulaski .............. ..
I Putnam ............. ..
I Ralls ..... ........ .. .. .
Randolph ............. .
Ray .. ................ .
Reynolds ............. .
Ripley
.. .. . .. ... ... ..
1
j Saiut Charles . ........ .
'Saint Clair ............ .

~~~ I ~~!n6~:~~~:~::::::: ·.
590 j Saint Louis .......... ..
620 II Saline .............. .
520 'I Schuyler . .... ........ ..
570
::>cotland .. ............ .
Scott .. ............ ..
Shannon ......... .... ..
Shelby ...... .......... .
420 I Stoddard ............ ..

830
500

520

~~~ ~~~~~;~: :::::::::: ~~ : :

430 : Tanoy ................ .
430 ' Texas ..... .......... .
650
Vernon .............. ..
560 Warren ........ ...... ..
650
Washington ......... ..

~;~ ;~r;~~~:::::::::: :::::

790
VVot'th .. ............ ..
740 ' Wright ........ ...... ..

580

I

------------~------~---

.

740
480
440
680
650

620
410

640
520

540

500
470
580
760
6'2 0
520
690
400
440

560
760
340
4GO
440

1, 000
5~0

850

520
660
800
1,145

830
430
800

720
650

280

720
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Areas of States and Territories, by counties-Continued.
MONTANA.
Area in
square
miles.

Counties.

The Territory . . . 145, 310
Beaver Head ......•••..
Choctcau ............. .
Custer .......•.........

4, 230
27, 380
36,500

Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

Dawson ..........•.•..
Deer Lodge .••......•..
Gallatin .............. .
Jefferson .....•.••.....
Lewis and Clarke ..... .

18,000
6, 500
6, 000
1, 900
2, 900

I
Counties.

Area.in
square.
miles.

Madison ..••••.••...••.
Meagher .............. .
Missoula ............. .

4,900
16,000
21,000

972 1 Otoe ................. ..
Pawnee ............... .
720
860
468
Platte ................ .
576
Polk .......... . ....... .
576
Red Willow .......... .
576
Richardson ..... .. ... :.
576
Saline ................ .
720
720
2, 440
576
576
Sioux ................. .
400
Stanton .. .......... . . ..
576
Taylor ................ .
2, 000
Thayer ............... .
1, 040
Valley ................ .
864
2, 590 Washington ......... ..
576
400
Wheeler .............. .
430
York ................. .
400
576

648
432
576
540
684
450
720
540
576
230
756
576
576
21,070
576
576
576
576
390
444
576
1,150
576

NEBRASKA.*
The State....... .
.Adams ...•...••• . ..• • .
.Antelope .....•.••..••.

76, 185 / Frontier •..............
= =I Furnas ............... .
Gage ................ ..
576
864
684
882
468
590
500
790
900
6, 840
576
400
340
2,590
280
1, 000
468
500
360
900
576
576

Boone ............ .. .. .
:Bnifalo ...... . ....•.•..
:Burt .........•.........
Butler . .... ... ....• ....
Cass .........•... . .... .
Cedar .•...•.••••.. • •••.

Chase ............... .. .

it~F.!HLL
~~t~:::~: ~:: ~ : : :

Dakota ....•....•......
Dawson .••...•.••..•..
Dixon .••..... •....••.

.Franklin ............ . .

I ~~~f::::: :::::::::::::

g~:~l~;:::::: ::::::::::

Hall .................. .
·Hamilton ............. .
Harlan ............... .
Hayes ................ .
Hitchcock ........... ..
Holt ............ ... ... .
Howard .............. .
Jefferson ............. .
Johnson .............. .
Kearney .........•..•..
Keith ................. .
Knox ................. .
Lancaster ............ .
Lincoln ............... .
Madison .............. .
Merrick .............. .
Nance ................ .
Nemaha ............. ..
Nuckolls ........... .

~!~~~e~~-::::::::::::::
I~~::!~~:::::::::::::: :

;~~~t~I: :::::::::::::::

*Pa.rt of the area is embraced in Indian reservat.ions.
NEVADA.
The State.... . ... 109, 740
Churchill ..•.......... .

~fk!l~~:::::::::: ::::::
Esmeralda ............ .

6,400
790
8, 000
5, 500

Eureka ·............... .
Humboldt ........... ..
Lander .............. ..
Lincoln .............. ..
Lyon ... .............. .
Nye .................. .

4, 500
1R, 000
6, 700
19,000
450
24,000

Ormsby ............... .
Roop ................ ..

~~rsWoe-~:: ~:: :::::::::

White Pine ........... .

180
5,200
470
1,150
9,400

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
The State·........ _9, 005_/ Cheshire ......... . .... .
Coos .................. .
400. -~ Grafton ............... .
780
Hillsborough ......... .

Belknap ............... Carroll .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .

780

1, 980
1, 525

Merrimack .......... ..

~t~ff~~~~~~~::::::::::

920
740
320

980

Sullivan .............. .

580

125
250
40
420
220
300

Ocean ................ .
Passaic ............... .
Salem .............. . ..
Somerset ............ ..
Sussex ................ .
Union ............... ..
·warren .............. ..

340
300
500
110
340

NEW JERSEY.
The State ....... .

7, 455

Atlantic ............•..

620
220
860
270
250
500

Hcr!f.•·n ..... .......... .

nur JDgton ... ... ..... .
• :amdc•n .............. .

C'apr M .1y ........... .
<; umbr1-land .... . ... .. .

Essex ........ ......... .
Gloucester ............ .
Hudson . .. ... ........ ..
Hnnterdon ........... .
Mercer ............... .
Middlesex ............ .
Monmouth ........... .
Morris ................ .

450
480

fflO

190
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Areas of States and Territories, by counties-Continued.
NEW MEXICO.

Counties.

.Area in
square
miles.

Counties.

The Territory ... 122,460
Bernalillo ......•.......
Colfax .................
Doiia.Aii.a. .............

Grant ..................
Lincoln
Mora .. .'.'::: :. ~:: :::::.
Rio .Arriba. ........... . .
San Miguel ............

8, 200
6, 600
21,000

.Area in
square
miles.

Area in
square
niiles.

Counties.

1, 500
17, 800
8, 000
9, 40~

SantaFe ..•...•........
Socorro ......... ·.......
Taos .............. .... .
Valencia ...............

9, 500
14,800
4, 000
7,160
14,500

NEW YORK.
The State ........

47,620

.Albany ........ .. ..... .
Allegany ..............
Broome ............... .
Cattaraugus •••..•.....
Cayuga ...•.•.•.•.. .•..
Chautauqua ....... .. . .
Chemung .............

490
1, 050
690
1, 350
760
1, 000
440
890
1, 000
690
480
1, 550
820
1, 000
1, 650
1, 760
540
490
650

8ft~~~~~~~:::::::::::::

Columbia ..............
Cortland ...............
Delaware .... ...... ....
Duchess ........... ....
Erie . ................ ..
Essex ...... ........ . .. .
.Franklin ...............
Fulton .................
Genesee ............. ...
Greene ...... ..................

Hamilton ..............
Herkimer ... ... ........
Jefferson ...................

~~~-:: :::::::::::::::

Livingston ............
Madison ...............
Monroe . . ...... ........
Montgomery ...........
New York ...... . ..... .
Nia~am

.......................

I Oneida ... .. .......... ..
! g~~~~~~~:::::::::: ::::
I

1, 750
1, 440
1,140
70
1, 300
650
630
720
400
20
500
1, 200

8~i~a~~.'.'.'.'.'.' :~~~:: ~::.

g~::~o- :~·. ·. ::: .'.':::: ::
Putnam ..............
Queens ................
Rensselaer .............

I

I
!

Richmond ................. .
Rockland ........... ·•..
Saint Lawrence ........
Saratoga ...............
Schenectady ...........
Schoharie ............. .
Sr.huyler ............. ..
Seneca .................
Steubon
•.•
-~
Suffolk ................
Sulli>an ...............
Tioga ..................

~}~~;-~~~- :::::::::::: :.

820
680
800
400
960
950
240
290
650

. . ...............
Warren
Washington ...........
Wayne ................
Westchester ...........

~it~~~~~:::::::::::::

6~

20()
2, 90()
800
200
650
400
340
1, 500
750
900
500
500
1,150

!MO
860
630
500
600
33()

NORTH CAROLINA.
The State ........

48,580

.Alamance ........... ..
.Alexander ............ .
.Alleghany ............ .
Anson ................ .
Ashe ................ ..
Beaufort .............. .
Bertie ... .......... .. ..
Bladen ................ .
llrunawick ........... .
Buncombe ............ .
Burke ................ .
Cabarrns ............. .
Caldwell ............. . .
Camden .............. .
Carteret .............. .
Caswell. ........ : ..... .
Catawba .............. .
Chatham ............ ..
Cherokee ••••..........
Chowan ............ ..
Clay .......... ....... ..
Cleaveland ........... .
Columbus ............ .
Craven ............... .
Cumberland .......... .
Currituck ............ .
Dare .... . ............ .
Davidson ............ ..
Davie ................. .
Duplin ............... .

430
300
300
500
450
720
720
900
950
620
400
400
450
280
520
400
370
800
500
240
160
420
750
900
900

I
aoo
670 I

200
270
600

Edgecombe .......... ..
Forsyth ............ ..
Franklin ............. .
Gaston ............... .
Gates ................ ..
Graham ............. . .
Granville ............ ..
Greene ........... . ... .
Guilford .............. .
Halifax ............... .
Harnett ............. ..
Haywood ............ ..
Henderson ............ .
Hert-ford .............. .

fr~~=li ~ ~:: ~ .-::: ::: ~:: ~ :

Jackson .............. .
Johnston ............. .
Jones ................. .
Lenoir . ............... .
Lincoln ............ . .. .
McDowell ............ .
Macon ............. ~--·
Madison .............. .
Martin ........... ... ..
Mecklenburg ........ ..
Mitchell .............. .
Montgomery . ......... .
Moore ................ .
Nash ................. .
New Hanover ....... ..
Northampton ......... .

I

Onslow ............... .
500
Orange . .......... . ... .
340
Pamlico .. ........... . .
420
340
360
Perqnimnns .......... .
250
Person ................ .
750
300 Pitt ................... .
Polk ................ ..
680
Randolph ......... .. . ..
680
540 Richmond ........... ..
Robeson .............. .
740
Rockingham .........•.
360
Rownn .. ......... . .... .
340
Rutherford ........... .
430
600 I Sampson ............. ..
Stanley ............. ..
920
Stokes ....... ......... .
670
450
420
Transylvania ........ ..
270
440
650
Wake ................ .
450
Warren ............... .
500
Washington .......... .
680
240 Watauga ............. .
570
800 1
520
Wilson .............. ..
Yadkin .......... .... ..
80
YI\Ilcey ...... ......... .
510

~:~~~~t~~~-:: :::::::::

~!r;Ji;:::::::::: :~:::: ~

~~h-.-:~::::::::::::.-

I

I

;irrr~: ::::::::::::::::

64~

67()
860
24()
800
220
40()
82()
300
720
860
950
55()
45()
470

840
380
500
500
42()
330.
320
640
950
450
350
460
500
700
350
32()
40()
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.Areas of States and Territories/ by counties-Continued.

omd.
Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

The State .•.•••.•

40,760

Adams ................ .
Allen ................. .
Ashland .............. .
Ashtabula ............ .
Athens ............... .
..A.uglaise ............ ..
Belmont .............. .
Brown ................ .
Butler ................ .
Carroll ............... .
Champaign ......••....
Clarke ................ .
Clermont ............. .
Clinton .. ............. .
Columbiana .......... .
Coshocton ............ .
Crawford ............ ..
Cuyahoga •.•..•.••.•...
Darke ................ .
Defiance .............. .
~e~aware ..••......... .'
ne ................. ..
Fairfield .............. .

500
440
470
720
430
400
500
470
460
400
420
300
440
400
540
540
400
470
600
420
450
290
470
420
540
400
430
400

157::~HiH:;.

Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

Greene ............... .
Guernsey ............ .
Hamilton ............ ..
Hancock ..•....•.......
Hardin .............. ..
Harrison .............. .
Henry ................ .

430
510
400
540
440
320
430
540
470
420
450
410
440
540
260
440
680
440
510
440
470
420
430
400
400
470
400
470
470
400

~~~~ht~~ :::::.::::::::

Holmes .............. .
Huron ................ .
Jackson .............. .
Jefferson ..•.••.........
Knox: ................ ..
Lake ................. .
Lawrence ............. .

~~~~~~:::::: ::::::::::

Lorain ................ .
Lucas ................. .
Madison .............. .
Mahoning ............ .
Marion .............. ..
Medina ... . .......... ..

~=~~:~

·::::::::.:::::::

.Miami ................ .
Monroe ............... .
Montgomery .....•.....
Mot·gan .• ·............ ..

Counties.

Morrow .............. .
Muskingum ......... ..
Noble ................ ..
Ottawa ..... .
Paulding ............ ..
Perry ................ ..
Pickaway ............. .
Pike ................. ..
Portage .............. ..
Preble ................ .
Putnam ............... .
Richland .............. .
Ross .................. .
Sandusky ............. .
Scioto ................. .
Seneca ................ .

~f:;~~::: ::::::::::::::

Summit .............. ..
Trumbull .••..••... : .. .
Tuscarawas .•.••......
Union ................ .
Van Wert ............ .
Vinton ................ .
Warren ............... .
Washington .......... .
Wayne ............... .
Williams ............. .
Wood ................. .
Wyandot ............. .

Aream
square
miles.
450
650
400
300
4to

410
480
470
490
440·
510
490
650
440
641)
540
420
580
400
650
520
420
400
400
400
650
540
420
620
40()

OREGON.
The State ...... ..

94,560

t~:~;; ::::::::::::::::

10,500
1, 300
1,400
1, 000
720
1, 600
1, 500

Clackamas ........... ..

8~t:b;···············

8:;;::~ ::::::::::::::

8~:!£~.:::::::::::::::

Jackson ·............. ..

f~l:t~~~-::: ::::::::::

Lane ................. ..
Linn .................. .
Marion .............. ..

!tfultnomah .......... ..
Polk ................. ..
'fillamook ............ .
Umatilla .............. .
Union ................ .
Wasco ................ .
Washington ......... ..
YamHill ............. .

4,000
17, 500
2, 000
1, 600
12,000
3, 700
2,400
1, 000

470
650

1, 80Q
14,260
4, 300
9, 600
650
610

PENNSYLVANIA:
The State ...... ..

44,985

Adams ............... .
~gheny ............ .
B strong .......... ..

530
760
610
450
1, 000
900
510
1,160
590
820
670
380
400
1, 230
760
570
1,130
860
480
1, 000
550

f!{~:

::::::::

Bradford ............. .

~~~~j~jj~:::l:::: ~i

grae~ter .....•...•..•••.

Cl non ............... .
cli:rfl.eld ..•..•.•.•... .

g~~~~:~:~~~~:::::::::
umberland ......... ..

Dauphin ............. ..
Delaware ............ ..
Elk ................... .
Erie,...... . ........ .

~~~::te ~ ~:::: ~:: ~ ~:::::

Franklin .............. .
Fulton . ............... .
Greene . -·· ........... .
Huntingdon .......... .
Indiana .... : ......... ..
Jefferson ............ ..
Juniata ............... .
Lackawana .•.•••......
Lancaster ............ ..
Lawrence ............ ..
L ebanon .............. .

~~~~~e.:::::: :::::::::

~'~1r~~~~:::::: .:::~:: :

Mercer ...... .......... .
Miflljn ............... ..

520
190
-770
770
830
430
760
440
620
900
830

~tg

440

............... .
I Monroe
Montgomery ..•.••••...
Montour ............. ..

~ ~~£g~b~~fa;;ci:::::::

Perry ..... ............ .
Philadelphia .. _....... .
Pike ................. ..
Potter ................ .
Schuylkill ........... ..

~~!~~~et.::::::: :::::::

II

Sullivan .............. .
Su!lquehanna .•••••.•..

?j~i~~.:::::::::::::::::
~:r~~~~::::::: ~:::::: :

970
370
35o 1
360
910
Washington ......... ..
1,205
"\-Vayne ............... .
Westmoreland
......•..
1, 000
660
380

~oi.1rrn_i~-~::::::::::::::

60()
~80

140
380
460
480

1:10
630
1, 070
840
32()

1,100
4:!()
830
1,120
310
660

910
890
740
1, 040

400
920
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RHODE ISLAND.
-

Counties.

ib•IDI
sq?are
miles.

The State .•...••

'·"'I

Bristol. •••••••• ~ •••.•..

Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

Kent ..••••.•..•..••...
Newport . .........•....

I

IArea
in
square

Counties.

miles.
I_
_

·1

390
350

Marlborough . . •......
Newberry .....•.......
Oconee ............. . . .
Orangeburgh •.••. . ..•.
Pickens ............... .
Richland ........ . .... .
Spa1tanburgh . .. . ..... .
Sumter .. .. ........... .
Union ... . ........••. •.
Williamsburgh ..... . . .
York ................. .

·I'

540
620
550
1, 400
510
620
950
900
700
980
720

Montgomery .......... -I
Moore ..... . ...•.......
Morgan ............ . ...
Obion ...... ........... .
Overton . ..... . ....... .

540
270
400
540
540
400
400
460
341J
450
500
590
640
220
520
690
360
500
400
530
330
180
480

190
130

Providonoe .•.•...••..
Washington ...........

900
1, 200
900
900
690
800
1,100
900
• 600
650
1. 100
1,100

25

SOUTH CAROLINA.
The State •.......

30,170

Abbeville •••....•......
Aiken ......•••..•••...
Anderson . .•..•.....•..
Barnwell .•••••.•..•...
Beaufort ......•.•••••••
Charleston ...•••. , .....
Chester ....••........•.
Chesterfield .•••.••...•.
Clarendon ••••••••.••••
Colleton

960
720
760
1, 300
1,100
2, 000
580
800
720
1, 900

··.·············j

Darlington ....... . ... .
Edgefield ..•.... . ......
Fairfield .............. ~
Georgetown .......... .
Greenville ..•..........

~~~-~t~~-::::::::::: : :;

Kershaw •.... . . . ...... .
Lancaster . ... . ........ .
Laurens ....... . ...... .

i'ta~~~t~~-:::::::::::::

I

TENNESSEE.
The State........

41, 750

Anderson.... . . . . . . . . . .
Bedford................
Benton................
Bledsoe................
Blount........ . ........
Bradley. • • • • • • • • • . . . . . .
Campbell..............
Cannon.............. . .
Carroll.................
Carter...... . ..........
Cheatham .....•••.....
Claiborne . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

440
520
380
280
770
340
400
220
550
340
370
340

Coffee..................
Crockett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cumberlll.lld . . • •..••••.
Davidson . ... • . . . . . . . . . .
Decatur...... . . • . . . . . . .
Tie Kalb .•••••.•.... . •.
Dickson . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .
Dyer . ..................
Fayette.......... . . . . . .
Fentress . • • • • • . . . . . • • . .
Franklin...............
GibSOII.................
Giles ...•••••••••••••••

300
260
690
500
310
300
630
570
640
509
590
550
590

Grundy................

400

~~Tr~:::::::::::::: ::::

I

~f~:~~;,_·::::::::::::.:

Houston ..... ·......... .
Humphreys ..... . ..... .
Jackson ...... .... .... .
James .••. . ............
J efferson ...... . ..... ..
Johnson ............ . . .
Knox .. .. ............ .
Lake . .. ... .... . ....... .
Lauderdale ........... .
Lawrence .•......... . ..
L ewis . ....... . ...... . ..
Lincoln ...••...•... . .. .
Lo1;1don . ........ . ..... .
McMinn ...... . ..... . ..

~:~

~~::~e::::::::::::::::

Hamblen ...... .. ... . . .
Hamilton ............. .
Hancock .............. .
Hardeman ............ .
Hardin ............... .
Hawkins ......... . ... ..
Haywood ............. .
H enderson .•.•........ .

~~~~~~::::: ::::::::::

Madison . . ............ .
Marion .•••.•.•...... . .
Marshall. •............ .
Maury ... •....... .. . . . .

~~~-

~~~~-~:::::::::: ::::::

150
370
340
610
610
570
570
580
550
610
260
450
280
200
32C
390
500
210
410
590
360
540

!

P eiTY ..••..... . .... .. ..

Polk ...... . ........ . .. .

Putnam
······1
I Rhea
... .. .........
. . . ... . .....
...
Roane . ... . ..... . ..... .
Robertson ............ .
Rutherford . ..... . .... .
Scott ..... . .. .. ....... .
Sequatchie . ........... .
Sevier ............. . . .
Sl1 elby ... . ...... . .... ..
I Smith
......... . ...... .
Stewart . .............. .
Sullivan .. . ........ . ..
Sumner ............... .

~~:r~~:::
~ ~ ~ ~:::::::
Union .. . ........ . . ..

230

VanBuren . . ........ ..
Warren . ............. .
Washington .... . ..... .
Wayne ....... . ....... .
Weakley ... . ......... .
White ... ........... ..
Williamson ........... .
Wilson ............... .

220
340
440
350
7HI
620
440
540
·UO

I Burleson
.........•..••.
Burnet ......... . .... ..

1, 000

480
690
280
580
500
350
590
300
500

TEXAS.
The State ........ 262,290

Anderson............. .
Andrews . . . . . . .. .. .. ..
Angelina . . . • . • . . . . .. ..
Aransas . . . . . • • . . . . .. . .

1, 000
1, 500

880

A.rch r ................

.Armstrong.............
Atascosa.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Au tin . ................
Batlov ... . ...........
Band' ra . .. .. . • • . • • .. ..

!

440
900
900
1, 200
700
1, 050
1, 000

I

i:i~~~~:::: :::::: ~:::::
BelL ............ .. .... .

Bexar ............ . .... .
Blanco ..... . .... . ..... .
Borden .... : .......... .

~~~~e-::::::::::::::::

Brazoria ............. ..
Brazos ..... . ......... ..
Briscoe .............. ..
Brown .. . . ............ .

900
900
890
1, 000
1,180
710
900
1, 000
900
1,400
520

9oo

1, 200

I

Caldw ell .... . ........ ..
Callioun ........... . . .
Callahan .......... .. .. .
Cameron .. ..... . ..... ..
Camp ................ ..
Carson . ............... .
CliSS ................. ..
Castro ................ .
Chambors . .......... ..
Cherokee . . ... . .. . ... ..
Childress . .. .. . .... . .. .

650

540
960
900

a, ooo
200
900
950
900
850
I. 000
700
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Areas of States and Te1-ritories, by counties-Continued.
TEXAS-Continued.

Counties.

Clay .................. .
Cochran ............ ..
Coleman .............. .
Collin ................. .
(Jollingsworth ......•..
Colorailo .............. .
Coma! .............. .. .
Comanche ........ .. ..
.Concho ............. .. .
Cooke ............... ..
Coryell ............... .
Cot.tle ....... ..... .... .
Crockett ............. ..

~~W~i ::::::::::::::::

Dallas ............. . .. .
Dawson .............. ..
Deaf Smith . .. . .. .. ...

l!~i~i!~iii!;:::i
~g:wards ............ ..

ii~t-HEE:·

;~~~ife~:: ~ ~:::::::::::

fl~~~~

·.::::::::::
::::::
............ .

~~!~U:d

F
............. ..
;~f~stone ........... ..

~~~~:::: :::::::::
Goli~~~~-············· ·

~~r:~:::

: : :;:;: ;

Gregg ................ .

u~~~u-·8······- .... ..

l:l!fr;~J:::::::::::::

H!~J!:~··············

J!~~~~- :~::::::~::::
............ ..:

n:~:n~on

l!i~~~;~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~

Area in
square
miles.
1, 100
820
1, 240
880
900
900
670
930
950
900
950
1,100
9,500
900
1, 400
900
900
1, 400
260
900
900
900
1, 000
900
1, 700
900
950
950
8, 000
1, 700
1, 000
780
890
960
SOD
1, 100
880
300
880
1, 000
1, 500
670
900
980
820
1, 070
900
960
280
780
710
1,100
900
980
910
1, 180
820
1, 800
900
1,470
900
680
900

Counties.

Henderson ........... ..

~1fla~~~:::: :: :::~ ::::::

Hockley ..•...........
Hood .. .........•......
Hopkins .............. .
Houston ............. ..
Howard ........•......
Hunt ................ .
Hutchinson .......... .
Jack ................ . ..
Jackson ............. ..
J asper ................ .
Jefferson ............ ..
Johnson .............. .
Jones ................. .
Karnes ... . ........... .
Kaufman ............ ..
Kendall ..... ......... ..
Kent ................ ..
K err ..... ............. .
Kimble ........•..... . .
King ................. .

~~~~e!:::::::::::::: :.

Lamar ........... ..... .
Lamb ................ ..
Lampasas ............ ,.
La Salle ............. ..
Lavaca . .............. .
Lee ................... .
Leon .................. .

tl~:~lo~e:::::::::::::
t~~:co~::

:::::::::::::

Llano
............. .
Lubbock .............. .
Lynn ................ ..
McCulloch . .......... ,
McLennan ....... _ .. ..
McMullen ........... ..

~:~;~~~ :::::::-::::::::

Martin .............. ..
Mason .... ........... ..
Matagorda ...... ..... .
Maverick ........... ..
Medina .............. ..
Menard ... . .......... ..
Milam . ............... .
Mitchell .............. .
:Montague ........... ..
Montgomery .......... .
:Moore ................ .
Morris ................ .
Motley ..... , ........ ..
Nacogdoches ... . ..... .
Navarro ............. ..
Newton ............... .
Nolan .............. ..
Nneces ........... . .. .
Ochiltree ...........·...

Area in
square
miles.

Counties.

960
Oldham .............. ..
2, 350 Oran,l!'e .............. ..
1, 000 Palo Pinto ...... .. .. ..
Panola ................ .
900
Parker ............... .
490
Parmer ............... .
750
1,170 Pecos .. .............. .
900
Polk . ................. .
870
Potter . .. ............. .
Presidio .............. .
900
870
J~ains .••.....••.•.•.•.
Randall ..... .,.. ....... ..
900
Red River ........... ..
970
1, 000
690
900
Robertson ........... ..
730
Rockwall ............. .
830
Runnels .. ........... ..
670
Rusk ..... ............ .
900
Sabine .............. ..
1,100
San Augustine ....... .
1, 300 San Jacinto .......... ..
San Patricio .......... .
900
1, 700 San Saba ............ ..
Shackleford ........ ..
900
900
1,100
850
1, 500
1, 000 Somervell. ...... . .... ..
Starr ................ ..
600
], 000 Stephens ............. .
1,170 Stonewall ............ ..
970
900
1, 100 Taylor ..... .......... .
Terry ............... ..
900
900
Throckmorton . ...... . .
900
Titus ................ ..
1, 000
1, 080
1,160
460
420
900
!JOO
VanZandt ... ........ ..
Victoria ............... ..
1,400
1, 300
Walker .............. ..
Waller . ............... .
1, 300
\\· ashington .......... .
880
vVebb ................. .
990
Wharton ............. ..
900
Wheeler ............. ..
890
1, 050 Wichita ............... .
900
Wilbargar ........... ..
Williamson .......... ..
260
Wilson ................ .
1,140
!)70 Wise .... .. ............ .
1,040 Wood .............. . .. .
870
900
Zapata ... : .. . ......... .
2, 800
900 Zavalla. ................ .

~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::

~~:;~~::::::: :: ::::::
~~:I~~::: ::::::::::::::

.~:;;:t: :::::::::::::::
~~~i~~~~~-:: ::: :::::::
i~l~~t!.::: ::: :::~:::: ::
g~!fcf::::: ::::::::::::

I

i~~k£;;: :::::::: :::~ ::

Area in
square
miles.
1,470
390
960
800
900
850
11,000
1,100
900
12,500
270
900
1, 060
850
900
870
150
990
920
570
560
640
730
1,130
900
800
910
900
::160
200
2, 500
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
420
12,300
1, 000

710
920
520
1,550"
840
880
760
500
600
1, 500
1, 070
900
590
940
1,100
790
900
700
900
820
1, 290
1, 290

UTAH.
The Territory.. ..

82~ 190 I Juab ................. .
2, 560
8, 200
1, 000
220
7, 500
7, 730

Kane ...... ......... ..
Millard .............. .
Morgan .............. .
Pi Ute .............. ..
Rich .................. ,
Salt Lake ............ .
San Juan ............. ~

San Pete ............. .

3, 760
3, 800
6, 550
6:~0

3, 700
820
750
9,100
2,790

Sevier ................ .

............... .
Tooele ... ............. .
ISummit
Uinta .............. .. .
Utah ........ ...... .... .
. ............ ..
I·wasatch
Washington .......... .
Weber ............... ..

I

·1, 700
3,840
5, 200
6,160
1, 520
2,480

1, 580
61()
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VERMONT.
Area in
square
miles.

Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

Counties.

Sta~ ••••••• ·1

9, 135 / Essex. : . •..............

Addison .. ..•.•... ..... Bennington .. ... ..• ....
Caledonia..............
Chittenden.............

74o-·l!
700
Lamoille ..... . ...... . . .
640
Orange ................ .
515

The

g~:~~~r~ie·~~~~~:~:::~:

Counties.

I::~:T~·
miles.

Orleans . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Rutland............. . ..
Washington.......... .
Windham..............
Windsor. . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

780
620
80
450
630

I

700.
90()
580
800
1,

ooo-

I

1

VIRGINIA.
The State ..•_. ....
Accoma<l .•.•..........
Albemarle ....•...•.•..
Alexandria ........... .
Alleghany .... . ...... . .
Amelia ..•..........•. .
Amherst ..•.•....•.....
Appomattox .... . ..... .
Augusta ..•.•..... .....
Bath ................•.
Bedford ......•.••.....
Bland .. ..........•.••.
Botetourt. ......... . . -~
Brunswick ........... .
Buchanan ... .....••...
Buckingham ..•....•..
Campbell .. . . ......... .
Caroline .............. .
Carroll . ....... ... .... .
Charles City ..•....••..
Charlotte .........•....
Chesterfield .......... .
Clarke .•••...••••••....

8~i~~p~- :::~ ~ ::: ::~ ~ :~ :

Cumberrland . . . ••.•.
Dinwiddie ........ .... .
Elizabeth City ..••••...
Essex ........•....•....
Fairfax ........•.......
Fauquier ..... . ....... .
Floyd .•.••......•..... .

Fluvanna ............. .
Franklin .......... . .. .
Frederick ..........•.•
Giles . .... .......... .
Gloucester ........... .
Goochland ...•.........
Grayson .............. .
Greene .......•.•......
Greensville
. .......... .
1
I Halifax . ....... .. ... . .
! Hanover ... ... ........ .
Henrico . .............. .
Henry . . ............. .
Highland ............. .
I sle of Wight . ... ..... .
.James City .. ......... .
King and Queen .......
King George ...... . .. . 1
King William . ........ .
Lancaster ... ......... .
Lee .. .... .... ..... .. . .
Loudoun . ............. .
Louisa . ............... .
Lunenburg ........... .
Madison .............. .
Matthews . . ......... ..
Mecklenburg ......... .
Middlesex . ........ ... .
Montgomery .......... .
Nansemond .......... . .
Nelson .............. . . .
New Kent ............ .
Norfolk . . . ........... . .
Northampton·... . ..... ·J

40,125
480
680
40
500
360
430
280
900
750
840
400
550
580
510
690
450
500
540
190
500
500
220

·3oo
400
280
540
50
300
440
720
320

!

I

N OT:thumberland .... .. -I
270
Nottoway .. ......... ... ,
720
380
490
Patrick ............... i
280
Pittsylvania ......... ·1
260
460
Powhatan ........ -.. -·I
Prince Ed ward . . . .. -I
200
330 Prince George . ....... - ~
Princess Anne ...... .. .
800
Prince William ....... .
440
Pulaski . .. . .......... -280
400
Rappahannock .... . ... -~
Richmond ............ .
400
Roanoke ............... ,
290
Rockbridge . . .. . .. .. . ,
150
360 · Rockingham . .... . . ... .
180
Russell .......... ...... 1
Scott.
.. ......... .
270

~~~~~~- :::::::~:::::::: I

1

I

Shenandoah ............
Smyth .. .... .......... .
Southampton ......... .
Spottsylvania ......... . 1
Stafford ............... .
Surry . ... ...... . .... . .
Sussex . . ... .......... .
Tazewell .. ...... . ... .. .
Warren .... ... .... .... .
Warwick .. .......... . .
Washington . .... . .. .
Westmoreland . . .. .... .
Wise .. ................ .
Wythe .............. ..
York . ................. .

;;~ I
520
470
400
320
100
610
150
450
400
460
210
480
300

180
300

360
320
540
900
280
30()
ao~
3 ~o

430>
340

240
28()
14()
7&0>
900
540

520
510
490
610
380
260
325
400
400
250
100
490
170
390
5'20
70

WASHINGTON.
The Territory . .. . j 66, 880 ]
Chehalis •••..•••.......
Clallam .......•.•....•.
Clarke .....•.••••.•....
Columbia .•••••....•.•.
Cowlitz .••••..•••••.•..
Island .••...•...••..••.
Jefferson .••••••••••••.

2,440
2, 300
1,300
2,160
400
250
1, 500

I

I

!!~i::::
::::::::::::
L ewis ................. .

Mason . ........... . ..•.
Pacific .•.••.......•.... .
Pierce ................ .
San .Juan ............. .
Skamania ..••••......•.
1

1, 900
380
2, 300
1, 600
1, 000
650
1, 520
650
1, 800 I

I
I

Snohomish ............ .
Stevens . .. .. .......... .
Thurston .. ......... .
Wahkiakum ... . ...... .
Walla-Walla .......... .
Whatcom ............. .
Whitman ............. .
Yakima ..•••..•.....•..

2, 16()
23, 26()
800
150
1, 261}
3, 200
5, 000
8, 900
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Areas of States and Ter1"itories, by counties-Continued.
WEST VIRGINIA..
Area in //

~il~~~ I

Counties.

Areain
square
miles.

Counties.

I'

Counties.

Area in
square
miles.

--·-----------------1------Tbe State ....... .

24,645

Barbour ....•..........
Berkeley ......•.•......
Boone .. .......••..••.•.
Braxton ....•..••.....
Brooke .•........•..•...
(Jabell ..•...........••.
(Jalhoun .............. .
Clay
......••••.••..
Doddridge ....... . .... .
J.'a1ette .... ...•...•.••.
{l-ilruer . .. .. .......... .
Grant ... . . ........•....
{l-r·eenbrier ....•.••..•..

360
320
500
620
80
300
260
390
300
750
360
520
1, 000
630
100
700
450

~:~to~~~-~:::::::::::::

Hard.v ................ .
HaiTison ............... ,

J ackson . •.....••.... .. .
Jefferson ....••.••.... ..
Kanawha . ........•....
Lewis ... .•.......... . ..
Lincoln ............... .
Logan .... . ...........•.
McDowell ... ..... .... .
Marion ............... .
, Marshall .............. .
1 Macon .......••••.•....
.Mercer . ............... .
I Mineral .... ...•.•......
Monongalia .......••...
Monroe ........... . ... .

I

I

~~ifo~~8:::::::::::::::

Ohio .. ..... .. . .... . .. .
Pendleton . ........... .
Pleasants .... . .........

400
250
9~0

400
460
800
860
300
240
360
400
300
360
460
300
720
120
650
150

Pocahontas ..•.........
Preston ............... .
l'utnaru .......•........
Raleigh ............... .
Randolph .•••.•.••.... .
Ritchio ...••..••.•......
Roane ............... .. .
Su1umers ............•..
Taylor .. .............. .
Tucker .. .. .. . ........ .
Tyler .. ............... .
Upshur .......... ····;·
Wayne ..... ........... .
Webster ........•......
Wetzel. ... ............ .
Wirt . ................. .
Wood . .............. . . .
Wyoming ....... ; ..... .

820
650
320
680
1, 080
400

3oo

400
150
340
300
350
440
450
440
290
375
660

1

WISCONSIN.
'l'be State . . . . . . .
Adams ........... .. . .
Ashland...............

54, 450 / Green ... ....... . ..... .
Green Lake . ......... .
-;;so: Iowa
...... ............ .
1, 600 j Jackson ...... ... .. ... .
Jefferson ............. .
Juneau ........ : ...... .
1 Kenosha ............. .
Kewaunee ............ .
1, ooo 1 La Crosse ..... .. --- .•...
La Fayette ....... ..... .

~i· ::;:~~:; : ··m

~~!~~tt. ... . . .... . . . . . .

()D~~[;~t i EE.::

ane . .. . . . .• . • ... . •• ..
Eodge .. ... . ······... ..

IE~~i2/-E

.Urant..... ....... .. . . . ..

l: HI
1, 200

900

··m

1, 200

tf:c~N~d~- :: ::::::::::::

,I Manitowoo ........... .

Mmathon ...... ........ .
Marinette ..... . ~ ...... .

~ll~~:~~e ·_·_-_-_. ::::::::

Monroe ......... ... .. .
Oconto ....... . .. . .. ... .

8~!~~~~~~--~~ ~:: :::::::

Pepin ................. .

540 /1' Pi.erce . .. .... . ..'_..... .
360
Polk .. . ..... .......... .
740
Portage .. ........... . . .
1, 000
Pric_e ................. .
570 1 Racme . ........ . .. . ... .

ggg II1 ~~~tl~~~: :·.--~~ ::::::::

3:30
450
630
4, 000
590
1, 500
1, 600
450
240
900
1, 500

1, 600
240
240
280

Sain. t Croix ........... .
Sank .... . ......•.......
Shawano . ............ .
Sheboygan ....... . .... .
Taylor . .............. .
'l'rempealeau ......... .
Vernon .. ........... .
Walworth :. . .... . .... .
Washin.e;ton ......... . .
Waukesba . ........... .
Waupaca ............. .
Waushara .. .......... .
Winnebago . .......... .

'i\T

ood ................. .

570
940
80()
1, 00()
340
570
720
740
80()
1, 200
500
900
740
800
570
430
580
750
640
460
8~0

WYOMING.
The Territory .... 197, 57511 Carbon ....•...........113, 500
Alban
=
Crook.................. 111,000
Y ·•···· •••••••••· 11,000
Johnson............... 11,000

•

II

L aramie .•......••.. ···1 6, 800
.Sweetwater ..••........ 30,275
Uinta ..•••.••••••.••••. 15,000

...

Population of th~ United States and Territoriu at each ceneu1, 1790-1880.

t-:;

.......

[From the official Census of the United States, 1870 and 1880.]
States and Territories.

1790.

1800.

1810.

1820.

1830.

1840.

~

1850.

1860.

18';'0.

Per cent.
increase,

1880.

1870-'~0.

1
2
3

Alabama .................. . ...... . ...... . ... . .............. 119

.A.rl!=nns~s ............................... . ......... . ... . ... . 25

127,901
~~09,527
~590,756
;--;71,623
14,255 27
30,388 25
97,574 26
209,897

~ 8~!:!:ticui·:: ~~:~ ~: ::::::: --s ·iii,946. ·a· ·25i,oo2· ..9 ·i6i,942· ~ i4

6
7
8
9
10
11

D~>lawa.re ..... . ...........

16

Louisiana . .................. ..

15 Maine .. . ...... . ... . ....... 11
16 1 Maryland.................. 6
17 Massachusetts..... . ....... 4
18 : Michigan ........ .. ...........
HI

20
21
22

· ··275.i4ii 1·i6 ---297,675
72,674 22
72,749 24
76,748
1 . .. .. .. . . .. 125
34, 730
111
340,985 I 10
516, 823
24
55,162 120
157,445
118
147,178 13
343,031
1.... . .. ...... , ... ...... ...

64,273 19

IM'nnesota
................. ·· ·
Mississippi. ................. .
Missouri. ................. . . ..
Nebraska.................. ..

~: ~::~a~pslli~::~ : :::~:~: i·o ·i4i,ss5· ii' ·i83,858. ·i6 'ii4,46o
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
85

N t>w.Tersey ................
N ew York......... . ......

9 184,131} ! 10 211,149 12 245,562
5 340,120 3 589,051 2 959,049
4 555,500
Ol.no ............................ . .. .. 18 4o,365 13 230,760

No~th Carolina............ 3 393,751 ; 4 47poa

Orell.on ..... - · ............... .... ... ·J· .... ...... ... ,..... .
P<'nnsylvania............. . 2 434,373 2 602,365 s . 810,091
Rbode Island ......... . .... 15 68,825 16 69,122 17 ! 76,931
SouthCarolina. ............. 7 249,073 6 345,591 6 415,115
Tennessee ................. 17 35,691 15 105,602 10 261,727
Texas··················· · · . ......... . ..... . .. . . . .... . ... .
Vermont..... . ............ 12 85,425 13 154,465 15 217,895

~~ ~~;~~ti~i~: ::::.: :~::: : __1.1.~~7.. ~:~. ~. :. -~8-0,~~~- . :.i -~-~~~~~
38

Wisconsin ............... . .
The St~~otes. .. .. . . .. . . .

2o . · · ·ao9,9.7s
26 •
78,085
27 ;
54,477
9 : 691,392
14
476,183
10 i 685,1<66
28 i
43,112

............ .................... ....

_2_ .

1,262,~05
802,o25

34
125,015
3a I 187,748
12 1,184 109
4 / 2,539,8!)1
6 1.680,637
11 / 1,.194,020

31
37
13
4
6
10

146,608
269,493
1,542,1 80 ;
3,077,871
1,978,301
1,624,615

21 1 726,915
23
626,915
20
780,894
7 1,457,351
I13 / 1,184,059
28
439,706
18
827,922
5 1,721,295
35
122.903

22
27
23
7
9
26
18
5
30

939,946
648,936

1, 783,08o
1,636,937
780,773
1,131,597
2,168,380
4fJ2,402

~+ s2~:~~~ ~i st~:~~~ ~~ s~N~~

21
1
12
3
34
2
29
18
10
23
28

672,035
3,880,735
992,622
2,339,511
52,465
2,906,215
174,620
703,708
1,109,801
604,215
315,098

17
1
14
3
36
2
32
22
9
19
30

906,096
4,382,759
1,071,361
2,665,26!i
90,923
3,521,951
217,353
705,606
1,258,520
818,579
330,551

HI
1
15
3
36
2
33
/ 20
12
1
11
1
132

5,924,390

7,215,858 1

0,600,783 ,

12,820,868

17,019,641 1

23,067,262

;;:=:;:;:..~ :;;;::::..::_==;::- - - --r--==;::~-=~;:::;:::;:;;:::-;;::::..==-... ~::;:::::a=;:::=~=-;:::::=:.- ---

-

31,183,744

38,115,641 1

24.83
15.97
30. 65
19.99
92.21
21. 60
27.22
41.09
22.55
94.45
. 52

3,l!l8,06~

174,768
4,282,891
276,531
995,577
1,542,359
1,591,749
332,286

49,371,340

1 ~~:~~

4 g:g~

1,131,116
5,082,871
1,399, 75~

~·-0~~·:.1~ _~- -~·-~1-~,:~~- __4_ -~·-~~9·:~:.1. _4__ ~~~~1·~~:.. ~- I -~~~~~·~:~ ~~ 1,~;g:~~! i ~~ 1,~ 1 ~:~~~

54. 3
387 47
1s: 86
17.27
43. 53
ao. 23
21.18
17.71
36.06

29.30
3.fil
19. 7~
22. 3o
38.24
77.56
36. !'7
25.97
267.82

934,04~

~~~..:._:..:_~~ ~~..:_~~.:_: ·.:.~.:-~.:..-~ j~~-=:___ 30,945 1~~05,391 ~-~5,881 ~~054,670 116 \ 1,315,497
3,929,214

~~-. ~~4

864,6~~

1,ig;;~~~ 2 ~ j 1,~gg~~ 2~ 1,~~~:g~g

·i5 ...244,o22 1i·8 . ..269,328 22· ...284,574. ·22 ...3i7.976.
13
277,426 14
820,823 18
373,306 19
489,555
1 1,372.111 1 1 1,918,608 1 2,428,921 1 3,097,394
4
638,~29 5 7~7,987 7 753,419 10 869,039
5
581,295 4
937,903 3 1,519,467 3 1,980,329
32
13,:!94
3 1,047,507 2 1,348,233 2 1,724,033 / 2 2,311,786
20
83,015 23
97,199 24
101!,830 28
147,545
8
502,741 9
581,18511
594,39814
668,507
422,771 7
681,904 5
829,210 5 1,002,717
................................... .. . 125
212,592
16
235,966 17
280,652 21
291,948 23
314,120

.

996,992 17
484,471 25
560,247 24

~~ ~ 4~~;i~.+ ~g s~~::~! ~~ ~ggoo

21· · · a7·o,792
30
91,532 132
112, 216
31
87,445 131
140,424
9
906,185 I n 1,057,286
11
851,470 ! 4 1 1,711,951
7
981<,416 1 6 1,350,428
27
192,214 20
674,913
1
..73,677. ·9 ·22o,955. ·7· ·4o6,5ii' j--6 · · ·s6(1s.5 1 6 ·· ·687,9i7 ··6 1. ..779,8.28 "8 ...982,4'05. 13:
... . . . .. . . . , . . .. .. . . 18 76.556 /17
152,923 119
215,739 19 ~. 352,411 18
517,762 17
708,002
96,540 / 14151,71914 228,70512
298, 269 , 12
399,45513 1 501,79316
583, 169 •22
628,279
319,728 7 341,541! 8 380,546 110
4p7,350 11
447,040 15
470,019 17
583,034 19
687,049
378,787 5 422,845 5 472,040 7
523,159 8
610,4108 8 1 737,11}9 6
994,514 7 1,231 ,066
. ...... 1... 1....... . 24 1 4,762 26
8,765 l 26
31,939 23
212,267 / 20
397,654 116 1 749,1U!
··· · ··· ·· · · · - - -~ --- · ... 1.... .. . ---· .. ..... . ....... . .......... 1331
6,077 . so
172,023
... . .... 19
8,850 20 40,352 21
75, 448 22
136,621 17
375,651 15
606,526 14
791,305
........ . . . .. . ... . 22 20,845 23
66,557 21
140,455 16
383,702 13
682,044 8 1,182,012
........ .. . .. ... .. . .. .. .. . . .. ... . ...... 1.. . ... . ..... . . . . . . . ..... . .. . ......... 36
28,841
59,096 17

Florida. ................... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..
Georuia . . .................. 13 82,548 12 162,686 .11 252,433
lllincrls ............... .. ......... . ... ..... ...... 23 12,282
Indiana .......................... . .... 20
5,641 21 24,520
Iowa ..................... .. .. ... . . ... . ... , . .. . ..... ..... . . .

~i ~!~~~~k-;:::~~:::::~::::::: 14

u

13 1 964,201 16
25
435,450 26
92,597 26
379.994 24

Cnliforn1a ................... . ............... . ..... . ... . . . . . ....... . .................... .. ...... 29

~g. ~r

_

__24. 73
29.53
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jS District
~kgta"~~~~~~~=====::::::=J::'::::::~:
::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::::
:::::::::::::
::::::::::':::
:::::·::::
' --5~-----4837"
of Columbia------ ........... 1 14,093 1 24,023 1
33,039 1
39,834 1
43,712 2
51,687 2
75;080
Utah .. .. ........... ..... : ... ........ ... ..... ... ... ....... ... .......... . .. .......... ... ...... ....

3

11,380

31

4

: ;~~~~~~-~::::~::::::::: ::: :::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: _: :: :::::::::· ::: :::::::::: ::: :::::::::: ::· ::::::~:: l - · ··--~~·~~\
The Territories....... . . . . . . . . . .
Total population .•....

~29,214

14,093

24,023

33,039

39,834

43,712

124,614 1

9,(1581

(1\

14.181 3
1
i\ 131,700
14,999 8
20,595 7
91,874 4
86,786 2
40,273
23,955 5
9,118
__, - - 1- 9

i ~~!~:~~~::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::: ::: :::::::: ::: :::::::: ::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::: :::::::-~~: ::; ::::6i.~7: ::1: ::::~i.~;i
7

81

259,577

II

40,440

135,177
177,624
32,610
39,159
119,565
143,963
75,116
20,789

318. , .

853.22
34.87
117.41
90.13
30.14
65.88
213.57
127.99

----------

I . 784.443
18
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - 442.730

77.

*38,558,371
50,155,783
30. 08
5,308,483 ~39,881 ~33,822 ~66,020 ~069,453 ~91,876 . ~43,321l------l------l--

Increase
per ci>nt.

Increase
per cent.

lnllrease
percent.

Increase
percent.

Inerease
per cent.

Increase
per cent.

Increase
per cent;.

Increase
per cent.

Increase
per cent.

1790-1800,
35.10.

1801-1810,
36.38.

1810-1820,
33.06.

1820-1830,
32.51.

1830-1840,
33.52.

1840-1850,
35.83.

1850-1860,
35.11.

1860-1870,
22.65.

1870-1880,
30.08.

1-c::l

0

1-c::l

c:1
t-'4

>
~

~

0

z
0

"%j
~

-The narrow column under each census year shows the order of the States a-n d Territories when arranged according to ma.g nitude of population. The figures of
population for 1880 are in some cases subject to final correction at the Census Office.
• Does not include India-n s not taxed in Indian territory. Actual population, 38,900,898.
NOTE.
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TENURES IN THE AMERICAN COLONIES, ETC.

CHAPTERS

XXXIV,

AND

TO DECEBMER 1, 1883.

XXXV.
Page.

-<JHAPTER XXXIV.-TENURES IN THE AMERICAN COLO::-iiES ••••••.••..•••••••••••••••••••••.•• 465-47G
X.X.XV.-METHODS OF SURVEY AND DISPOSlTION OF PUBLIC OR CROWN LANDS IN
CANADA, BRAZIL, MEXICO, AND AUSTRALIA •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 477~

No change in the above chapters.

•
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
ANNUAL BUSINESS OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE AND DISPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC LANDS UNDER THE SEVERAL ACTS FROM
JUNE 30, J882, to JUNE 30, 1883.

•

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF, AND MISCELLANEOUS CIRCULARS AND REGULATIONS, AND GENERAL INFORMATION AND SUGGESTIONS REL~TING
TO THE PUBLIC LANDS TO DECEMBER 1, 1883.
The business of the General Land Office and the total disposition of the public
lands from 1789 to June 30, 1880, is shown by the data from pages 196 to 415•
The business from June 30, 1880, to June 30, 1882, is shown from pages 517 to 1214.
This chapter will show in detail the official data from June 30, 1882, to June 30,
188:3, and iu some instances as noted to December 1, 1883.

DETAILS AS TO THE GENERAL BUSINESS OF THE GENERAL LAND
OFFICE.
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1883.

References to chapters are omitted where no business was transacted under them
during the year 1883.
Prom the annual report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office and other
sources:
ENTRIES AND FILINGS.

The total number of entries and filings posted during the year at all land offices
wa~ 251,685, aggregating 30,000,000 acres. These entries and filings constitute
cla1ms of record awaiting completion and adjudicatioh.
INCREASE IN NUMDER OF CLAIMS FILED.

The increase in number of claims recorded in i883 was 55,548 over the year 1882,
and 93,700 over the year 1881.
,
·
ENTRIES APPROVED FOR PATENTING •

. The number of entries approved for patenting under the pre-emption, homestead,
~lmber-culture, desert-land, and other settlement and agricultural laws was 53,847, an
mcrease over the previous year of 26,239.
CONTESTED CASES FROM DISTRICT LAND OFFICES EXAMINED DURING THE YEAR.

Four thousand two hundred and seventy-four contested cases were examined and
acted upon.
BOARD OF EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION, SEE SECS.

2450 TO 24541 R, 8. U. 8.

Seven~ee~ hl!ndred a~d twenty-seven claims were confirmed by the board of equitable adJudlCatwn, an mcrease of 671 over the number adjudicated the previous
year.
AGRICULTURAL PATENTS.

The number of patents issued on the various classes of entries and locations under

t h e general land laws is 50,482, an increase over the previous year of 1, 785,

77
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PUBLIC SALES.
(SEE PAGES

207

AND 415 FOR METHOD OF SUCH SALES.)

'Sixteen thousand acres of land were offered· at public sale in the Gainesville,
Fla., district. Three hundred and sixty acres were sold, and the remainder became
subject to private entry.
Two million acres of pine-timber lands were offered in the Duluth, Minn., district,
and 1,000,000 acres in the Saint Cloud district. About 268,000 acres were sold in both
districts, at an average price of $1.90 per acre. The remainder of the lands became
:subject to private entry at the minimum price.
Ninety-eight additional townships, embracing 1,500,000 acres, were proclaimed for
cftering in the Saint Cloud district.
CASH SALES.
_BALES M.A.DE.OU'l'RIGHT IN UNLIMITED QU.A.NTI'l'IES AT DISTRICT LAND OFFICES AT
ALMOST ALL IN SOUTHERN STATES.

$1.25

PER ACRE--

'The number of private cash entries was 11,104, embracing 2,179,955.14 acres, an
increase of 255,458.99 acres:
·
CONSUMMATED PRE·EJI.IPTIO!( AND HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

'2,285,'i10.35 acres were sold under the pre-emption law, an increase of 934,329.52
acres; 1,236,119.~16 acres were embraced in commuted homesteads, an increase of
158,736.06 acres.
TOTAL CASH SALES IN

1883.

The total cash sales, including land sold at public and private sale, pre-emption,
commuted homesteads, mineral lands, timber and stone lands, &c., amount to
6 ,839,042.67 acres.
PRICE PER ACRE REALTZED FROM CASH SALES IN

1883.

The amount of receipts from cash sales was $9,657,032.28, an average of a fraction
c()Ver $1.40 per acre.
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE YEAR 1883.
The number of letters received was 117,800, an increase of 26,238, or 30 per cent.
over the year 1882. The number of letters written was 88,955, covering 66,384 pages
<>f letter record.
MAPS AND PLATS-WORK DONE rn·1883.
Current work bas included the revision and correction of the annual map of the
United States (ecH.tion of 1882); the compilation of new maps of Florida and Arizona; revising and correcting maps of Alabama, Idaho, and Montana ; the commencement of the compilation of new maps of Utah and Wyoming, and the revision
<>f the map of Washington Territory; extending public surveys and railroad lines on
State and Territorial ~aps; protracting and drawing diagrams of new surveys, and
making numerouti ca1culat.ions for official purposes. Three hundred and seventy
:right-of-way railroad maps have been examined; 20 railroad land-gra.nt maps con:structed; 717 copies of railroad, private land claim, Government reservation, and
district maps and township plats copied, and the tracings of 3,188 worn town~hip
plats examined preparatory to photolithographing them. Nearly 10,000 photolithographic copies of township plats have been furnished public officers, and a large
number to private applicants. Indexes have been prepared to 150 volumes of field
notes and plats of survey.
REPAYMENTS.
(ACT OF .JUNE

16, 1880.)

See "Decisions of the Department of the Interior and the General Land Office, in cases relating to
lands and land claims from .July, 1881, to .June. 1883." Title, "Repayments," pages 527 to 539.

Five ·hundred and sixty-six repayment claims for lands erroneously sold or entered
were adjusted and approved, amounting to $57,739.64. (See Circular of October 1,
1880.)
EXE:\!PLIFICATION OF RECORDS (COPIES).

Section 4\H of the RcvisC'd Statutes makes it ihe duty of the Commissioner to furJli. h all exemplifications of patents or papers on file or of record in this office that mn.y
1J required uy parties interested, at a price iixc<.l uy the statute, the fees so received
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to be paid into the Treasury. Th~ amount received from that s~urce the past year
was $8,118.05. This class of work mcreases year by year, and now mvo~ves the aggregate time of several clerks, resulting in a corresponding loss to the ordinaiy busrness
()fthe office.
In order that this special service for the accommodation of private parties who pay
the expenses of it may not be an interference with the general service, nor a tax upon
the general appropriatior;t, I respec~fully recommeu~ that p~ovision be made by law
by which the money received at this office for certified copws of plats an~ records
shall be deemed specially appropriated for defraying the expenses of preparmg such
copies, the same to be disbursed by the Treasury Department in the usual manner.
PUBMC LAND STATISTICS.

This office is constantly called upon for information from the records for the use of
eommittees and members of Congress, and other branches of the Government; State
and county officials; scientific, historical, and politico-economic societies, American
and foreign; immigration and agricultural associations; statistical compilers an?-others. The information so sought cannot usually be furnished without the expenditure of much time and labor in the examination of miscellaneous and voluminous
records, and it is frequently impracticable for that reason to furnish it at all. Ac()Uracy is hardly attainable in the preparation of statements that may be made in the
unmethodical and often hasty manner indicated.
It is a matter of current official necessity, public convenience, and historical cons~
.q.uence, that essential public land statistics should be brought into accessible conditwn. To collate and arrange this data in convenient form for ready reference would
probably require the work of six clerks ·for three years. But when done it would be
<lone for all time, and a great saving of labor now annually required in making up
statements and reports would be effected. .
The compilation of data for my annual report has taken the constant labor of four
clerks for three months. A call the past year for information in regard to sales of
about 10,000,000 acres of Choctaw lands for use in a suit in the Court of Claims required the labor of six clerks six months to collate the facts. With a proper digest
()fre.cord results the greater portion of such labor would be saved. It has never been
possible, with the great need of all clerical force in current work, to even commence
a systematic c~mpendium of public land statistics.
INDEX OF LAND PATENTS.

An early provision of the statutes (section 459, Revised Statutes) makes it the duty
<lf the recorder to prepare alphabetical indexes of the names of patentees of public
lands. This work has never been done, and a special appropriation is now necessary
to carry out that provision of law.
Such indexes are needed for constant reference, and the want of them involves
gr~ater labor in searching the records upon calls for information than would be reqmred to annually continue them when once brought up to current dates.
FRAUDS UNDER EXISTING !,AND LAWS.

(TO .TUNE 30, 1883.)

The frauds committed under the several settlement and disposition laws bad be""
oCome so numerous and glaring that it was found necessary in 1~83 to create a special
division in the General Land Office to have charge of such matters. It is known as
the "Special Service Division P." In the Report of the General Land Office for 1883,
pages 206 to 211, will be found details of its operations. The following extracts are
given:
INVESTIGATION OF FRAUDULENT LAND ENTRIES,

'l'h.e work of investigating illegal and fraudulent entry and appropriation of the
:pubhc l~nds was assigned to this division April 1,1883. Since that date all matters
m relatwn to public l11nd investigations have been conducted under its supervision,
except such as relate to swamp lands and the examination of frauds in the public
surveys .
. ~otwitbstanding the fact that much time bas been employed in organizing the diVISIOn. and in the preparat.ion of instructions to special agents, a large amount of
work m .the field has been performed in the brief period between the organization of
the service aud the close of the fiscal year.
Thirty special agents are now in the field investigating fraudnlent land entries.
Three of them (appointed prior to March last), in connection with clerks detailed for
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such service, constituted the entire force theretofore engaged in this class of work Y
the others ha\e been appointed from time to time under the act approved March 3 ..
1883.
Th~ entries which have been the subject of investigation were made under the preemptwn, ~omestead, timber-cult.ure, timber-land, desert-land and mineral acts, and
the donatwn act of June 22, 1854, applicable to th e Territory of New Mexico.
Pre-~mption filings are largely made for timber lands as a cover for timber trespass,.
the fihng being set up as a claim to hold the land until the timber can be removed.
:FRAUDULENT PRE-EMPTION FILINGS.

A common abuse under the pre-emption act is the filing of a declaratory statement
(section 2264, Revised Statutes) for speculative purposes, the party making the same
having no intention to comply with the law and make entry, but filing it solely to
make a claim to the land appear of record, which claim is then held for sale to the
first bonafide entryman who will purchase a relinquishment of the filing rather than
run the risk of making an entry subject thereto, and incur delay and expense involved
in obtaining its cancellation.
.
.
Much desirable land being covered by such filings, parties desiring to enter th~
same as settlers in good faith, feel obliged under the circumstances to make such purchase in order to exercise the privilege of entry; they feel forced to incur extra expense. That the latter, in ruany.instances, are ignorant of the law and their rights
i:n the premises, innres to the benefit of the speculators. In many instances more is
paid for a relinquiAhment of a filing than the Government price for the land, although
the claim purchased may be founded on fraud and perjury. It has been the effort of
this division to search out such fraudulent filings, to the end that the records of the
office may be cleared of the same, and that honest and bona fide settlers may secure
for themselves the homes that the law designed they should obtain.
FRAUDULENT PRE-EMPTION ENTRIES.

Large numbers of fraudulent pre-emption entries have been and are being made by
parties either for their own benefit or the benefit of others w.bo furnish the money tO>
them for that puwose. The reports of agents show that gangs of men, ranging from
ten to fifty, are often employed to make as many entries; that these men are hired at
so much a head for that purpose; and that they do not hesitate to perjure themselves
in supplying proofs for each other showing that the law has been complied with in
every particular. Such violations of law occur in many localities.
FRAUDULENT HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

Frauds under homestead laws are largely perpetrated in connection with entries in
which the parties allege settlement prior to the date of entry, and at the time or soon
after give notice of their intention to make final proof; thus being enabled to secure
title earlier than in ordinary homestead entries, and in some instances before the discovery of the fraud. In many cases investigated, it is shown conclusively that no
improvement has ever been made, the premises showing no evidence of residence or
cultivation.
Section 2301 of the Revised Statutes (providing for the commutation of homestead
ent.ries) has been made the medium through which title has been secured to large
bodies of the public lands without compliance with the requirements of law, the parties seeming to think that if the price of the land is obtained by the Government that.
is sufficient, and all that ought to be required, and that it is immaterial whether theconditions of the law have been observed or not. In this way moneyed corporations
and wealthy speculators acquire title to vast bodies of the public domain, the "settler" being simply an employo paid so much a month to bold the claim until such
time as the homestead entry can be commuted, which being done the land is deederl.
to the party employin~ and paying therefor. In many instances it has been ascertained that the deed of conveyance was executed in advance of the completion of the
entry.
Special agents have been instructed to carefully examine into all entries under the
two classes above named, and to report the result of their investigations to this officein order that fraudulent or speculative entries may be suspended or canceled, as the
fac ts presented may seem to warrant.
FRAUDULENT MINERAL ENTRIES.

The fact has been developed that. in many instances lands occupied for town- ite
s or adjacent to a town, or valuable for the timber thereon, and containiug no
mmeral of any character whatever in paying quantitie , are located and entered as.

p~rpos
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placer mineral claim; also that in some cases lands valuable only for agricultural purposes are entered under said law.
. .
.
.
Where there is reason to suspect that the mmmg act IS thus uemg made use of for
fraudulent purposes, examinations and investigations have been ordered.
FRAUDULENT TIMBER-CULTURE ENTRIES.

Many entries under the timber-culture act are found to have been made solely for
the purpose of Rpeculation in the sale of the relinquishments of such entries, and
with no purpose to comply whh the requirements of the law. Parties have been able
in tllis way to prevent bona fide entry of the lands for a term of years, their fraudulent entries being a bar to a valid entry unt.il the record is cleared. Contests for
failure to comply with the law as to breaking fl,nd planting cannot be entertained
until after the expiration of one year from the date of entry; hence, the only course
left by which the public lands can be protected against this class of speculative
-entries is for a special agent to thoroughly investigate suspected cases, with a view
to the cancellation of entries where fraud is shown.
FRAUDULENT

TIMBER~LAND

ENTRIES.

Evidence is cumulative that the act approved June 3, 11'378, providing for the sale
-of timber lands in the States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and Washington
Territory, is made use of by corporations and wealthy individual operators, to secure
fraudulently, for the purpose of manufacturing into lumber or to hold for speculation,
t~1e accessible forests yet remaining in the States and Territory named. It i.s not.de~Jrable that these lands should pass into the hands of speculators (whose mam obJect
Is to denude them of timber), and thus to be lost to those who would enter and make
use of them in a legitimate manner in connection with their farms and improvements.
The fraudulent removal, under cover of this act, of the timber upon mineral lands,
where the same is required for a proper development of the mines, can but have a
ve~y depressing effect upon the mining industry, and may result in permanent injury
to It.
Still another view of the bad results from this species of speculative entries is that
the wholesale destruction of forests resulting therefrom must, as experience has
taught, tend to induce in particular sections of country sudden and great :floods in
l3treams that have their rise along the watersheds denuded of their timber, destroying
or endangering life and property; while in other localities the destruction of the
f?rests have the efl'ect of decreasing· the rainfall to such an extent as to render exten.sive sections of country almost worthless for agricultural purposes.
· Another class of speculative and absolutely fraudulent entries made under this act
are those made of lands which are valuable for agriculture and not properly subject
to entry under said act.
In consequence of evidence already furnished, large numbers of entries under this
act have been suspended, and are now being individually investigated.
·
FRAUDULENT DESERT-LAND ENTRIES.

There has been great abuse in entries under the act of March 3, 1877, to provide for
the sale of desert lands in certain States and Territories. Many of the entries are for
lands which are not" desert" within the meaning of the law, and which have been
~h~wn upon examination to be susceptible of cultivation without the necessity of
nng~tion. Again, lands which cannot possibly be reclaimed, but which are valuable
for timber, are frequently embraced in such entries.
En.tri.es are also made for the benefit of others than the entrymen in evasion of the
restnctwn of the quantity which ~ny one person is permitted to enter under the act.
FRAUDULENT DONATION ENTRIES.

Large numbers of illegal and fraudulent locations h_a ve been made in the Territory
<>f New Mexico, under the donation act of July 22, 1854. Section 2 of said act is as
•follows, viz:
"That to every white male citizen of the United States, or every white male above
t.he age of twenty-one years who has declared his intention to become a citizen, and
who was residing in said Territory prior to the first day of January, 1853, and who may
be still residing there, there shall be, and hereby is, donated one quarter-section, or
one hundred and sixty acres of land, and to every white male citizen of the United
~tates or every white male above the age of twenty-one years who has declared his
mtention to become a citizen, and who shall have removed or shall remove to and
settle in said Territory between the first day of January, 1853, and the first day of January, 1858, there shall in like manner be donated one quarter-section, or one hundred and
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sixty acres, on condition of actual se1t.lement and cultivation for not less than fouryears : P1·ovided, howeve-r, That each of said donations shall include the actual settlem~nt. and improvement of the donee, and shall be selected l>y legal subd:visions,
w1thm three months after the survey of tbe land where the setUement was madel)efore the survey; and where the settlement was made after the survey, then within
three months after the settlement has been made; and all person8 failing to designate
the boundaries of their claims within that time tihall forfeit all right to the same."
Under the decision of the Departruent, dated November 29, 1882, in the case oi
Juan Rafael Garcia, the honorable Secretary held as follows:
"I think it was the intent of Cougress, iu the passage of the New Mexico donation
act, that all selections should be made under the act, and settlement and cultivation
ue commenced by the 1st day of January, 18jt;, that being the limit of tbe •timewithin which the necessary residence could be a1·quired."
. I!l many cases it is found that the donee has iu uo manner complied with the proVISIOns of the law as to settlement and cultivation . In such cases, fraudulent proof
is presented to show settlement on the land prior to January 1, lo5~. All such cases.
deserve and are receiving the attention of this division.
THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE-A SEPARATJ<J BUILDING REQUISITE FOR ITS RECORDS ~

.Attention has been called for many years past to the want of room for storing and
properly caring for the land archives of the nation. The General Land Office, at
present located in the western portion of the building oecupit>d by the Department
<>f the Interior in Washington, bas neither safe nor proper facilit.ies for caring for its
records. Using a large number of very small and unwholesome rooms, together with .
a gallery in the Patent Office, where many of the clerks are packed close to the roof,.
the chiefs of division and the executive officers cannot have the actual supervision
()f subordinates so essential to proper administration. The halls and corridors aremasses of valuable paper waiting for fire to clear up the land records of the Government. The floor of the drafting-room is partially filled with maps and plats for lack
~f shelf or case room. The business of the General Land Office increaseR from yearto year. More acres of land remain for disposition than have been sol<.l or otherwisedisposed of. The character of the lands remaining will require great care and exactness in their disposition. Fifty years from the present time, the probabilities are that
the General Land Office will be of more service and value than at present, and doing
a larger business than the average of any year prior to five years past,.
A fire-proof building of brick or stone should be speedily provided for the use OI
this Bureau.
The health of the employes should ba\e some consideration along with the question
of the permanent care of records of lasting value to the people of the entire country.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his annual 1·eport for 1883, says::
LAND OFFICE BUILDING.

The necessity for increased accommodations for the Land Office has heretofore been
represented to Congress. This necessity is observable to all persons having business.
with this office, and the importance of providing for it was earnestly urged at the
last session of Congress by a special committee of the Senate. The present accommodations are materially less thau in previous years, the increase in business not only
not being -provided for, but former facilities having been impaired and limited by thedemands of the Patent Office, which needs all roo.m still occupied by this office .
.An important division of this office, in which some twenty clerks are employed
and more are required, is now, with a large mass of valuable and important papers
and records, quartered in rented rooms at great inconvenience and risk.
The time has arrived when the public interests require the erection of a building
for the use of the Land Offic\e and its voluminous records. The recor(ts embrace the
foundation of title to all the public la11cls of the Uuited States passed to States, cor-·
porations, and individuals by grant, donation, sale, or other <lisposal. These records.
are invaluable. To a great extent they could not be duplicated in ev nt of loss or
destruction by fire or otherwi e. It is of th e utmost importance that tht·y be permanently de1Josited in a perfectly fire -proof building. I earnestly recommend that immediate provi ion be made for the construction of such building.
I~ADEQV'ATE

PAY OF OJrFICIAL, 01<' TilE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

The Gen ral Land Office, chargM with the care and custo<ly of the public lands, un
der the supervision of the ecretary of the Interior, is one of the most impor-tant and
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responsible public divisions in the adminb;trative circles of the Government.

The

surve~ sale1 or othoc disposition of the nation's public lands is within its control.

It em.~loys more clerks . than the Navy or State Department or the Department of
Justice. Its jurisdiction reaches from Lake Erie to the Pacific Ocean and from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. Four-fifths of the lands of the entire area of the Fuited
States have been or are now under its supervision. . It has an army of agents, surveyors, ancf. registers and receivers. Under it are sixteen surveying districts in sixteen
States and Territories, each with a surveyor-general, and scores of deputies; and one
hundred and seven district land offices, selling or disposing of public lands scattered
over an area of 1,200 miles square; also a corps of special timber-agents watching
for and preventing depredations from the southern extremity of Florida to the northernmost portion of Washington Territory and Alaska, a broad belt of country almost
4,000 miles in length. To manage all of this grave responsibility we find a commission with the compensation of the manager of a wholesale mercantile house. The chief
clerk who also acts as Commissioner-paid the salary of a second-class commercial
clerk-and. the chiefs of (j.ivision ina·dequately paid, over a force of clerks not sufficient in number to carry on the daily business of the office.
An examination will" show that F~everal divisions are behind in their work a score
of years.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office exercises executive, supervisory, and
judicial powers. Cases are frequently decided by him in mineral and private land
claims, cases involving millions of dollars. Secretaries of great Departments of the
nation have no inore duties or more responsilJilities. An immense and wearing responsibility lies upon the Commissioner and llis assistants. In aid of this he and his staff
should. be paid a living and proper sala.ry, and a sufficiently numerous clerical force
be given him. • Pages 164 to 177 will furnish data from which to form an idea of the
vast field and range of duties in charge of the General Land Office.
The business and lalJor of the General Land Office steadily increase from year to
year, but the clerical force is not increased proportionately.
Mr. Commissioner McFarland, in his annual report for 1883, so forcibly yet modestly
states the wants and necessities of his Btueau. that his statement and ' reasons are
given in full:
,
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER.

I renew the recommendation that an Assistant Commissioner be provided for;..
More than half the time of the Commissioner is taken up with official interviews
upon the great variety of topics incident to the administration of the office. Two or
three hours daily are consumed in the mechanical work of affixing his signature t()
letters and documents, numlJering about 500 daily, leaving him little or no time fo~
the consideration of important matters to which .his personal attention is suppose(}
to be given. An assistant, who should be authorized to sign such letters and papers,
and perform such other service aR the Commissionf'r might direct, would relieve the
latter of much routine work, and enable him to better attend to the higher duties of
his office.
·
CHIEF CLERK, LAW CLERK, ETC.

My estimates include a recommendation for a moderate increaAe in the salaries oi
the principal officers and clerks subordinate to the Commissiouer. A greater increase
t~an I have recommended would be expedient in the interests of good administratiOn, ancl but a just reward for competent and faiththl service.
The compensation provided for clerks and employes of the lower grades is reasonable; but the duties which clerks of higher grades are reqnired to perform call for a.
degree of mtelligence and ability th~t cannot be retained in the service, when:
secured, at the inadeqnate compensation provided. Tl1e Government needs the best
service it can obtain, aml is able to pay for it, but the Land Office is often unable
to retain valuaulc clerks. The salaries paid in the Land Office arc less than in other
Bureaus and Depn rtments not requiring af! great. cn.parity or ahility. A transfer
ha.srecently been ma(1e from nn $l,800 position in this office, requiring profi->~sional
skill of a high ord•·r, to a simi lar but not more onerons position iu another Department where the pay allowed is $~,500 . A skillcc1 assistant, whose services were
needed, Lut who conlc1 here be paid bn ~ $1,600. received $2,000 by a similar t.ransfer.
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The chief clerk of this Bureau performs services of a character that should be paid
by an increase of salary to $2,500. He must be competent to act as Commissioner,
.and his duties involve great tact and discretion as well as constant and arduous labor.
The law officer must be competent to submit opinions to the Commissioner upon
the most complex questions arising in the administration of the land laws. He is
constantly called upon to perform services requiring a high order oflegal ability, and
that familiarity with land law and practice which only careful training and long experience can give. I have asked an increase to $2,500 for the law .clerk,. and to
$2,250 for an assistant, whose duties are similar.
I have also asked an increase to $2,000 for two examiners of office decisions, who
are now taken from fourth-class clerks, and whose duties are of exceptional character
and r~sponsibility.
The early organization of the General Land Office included three principal clerks
to be appointed by the President. There were then but three principal divisions.
Now there are ten, exclusive of the recorder, chief clerk, and law clerk. There is no
reason why a distinction should exist in the method of appointment or official designation of any of the ten clerks who are chiefs of the ten divisions. I renew my
recommendation that the distinction adverted to be abrogated.
I have recommended ;:m increase in the salaries of chiefs of divisions to $2,000.
They supervise all the work done in their respective divisions as well as the standing
and conduct of the clerks, and the amount asked is less than that allowed in other
branches of the service for no higher or more responsible duties.
INCREASE OF CLERICAL FORCE.

The General Land Office has been deficient in clerical organization from the beginning. There has at no time been a sufficient number of employes to dispose of current work. The increase provided for from time to time has never been proportionate to the increase of business. The volume of work in arrears at the close of each
fiscal year has steadily and rapidly grown larger. At the same time, the amount of
work accomplished has been greater in proportion than the increase in clerical force.
This has resulted from improved system and continued e:tforts to pro&ote efficiency,
But in late years the increase in the amount of work thrown upon the office bas been
almost overwhelming. The increa:Re in working force and appropriations bas been
'<loled out iu pittances, and seemingly more to accommodate the Department than to
meet the demands of the service. It is no personal advantage to yourself or the
'Commissioner that wo+k should be disposed of, but it is of public consequence thai
·this official work should be performed.
It is a matter of deep complaint, and is felt to be a public shame, that men upon
'the frontier, who are developing the country by tb9ir enterprise and labor, should
:~uffer delay, and have their rights imperiled through a false or simulated economy
in the necessfl.ry disbursements for the conduct of public business.
In 1&76 the amount of land disposed of under the publie land system was 6,000,000
.,acres. In 1883 the disposals were 19,000,000 acres, an increase of 200 per cent. The
.;actual amount of new business brought into this office during the last year embraced
:226,088 entries, covering 19,430,032.80 acres (exclusiTe of filings and oi areas previously reported),_with receipts, exclusive of fees for certified copies, amounting to
111,705,765.65, againt~t 161,3D6, entries, 14,309,166.40 acres, and $8,387,917.27 the previous year, being an average increase over 1&82 of 39 per cent., and an increase over
1the year 1881 of 82 per cent.
The increatle in clerical force allowed by the last annual appropriation was only 10
"Per cent.., one-half of which was absorbed in the entirely new work of protecting the
public lands provided for by recent legislation.
A large volume of work is annually thrown upon the office for which no provision
is made in the usual estimates for clerical force. This consists in the preparation of
official reports and answers to Con~ressional and other inquiries. Much of the time
of a large number of clerks is occupied during the sessions of Congress, and frequently
at other periods, in this manner.
There are now pending before this office 600,000 claims of record in some stage of
inception or progress under general laws, exclusive of railroad grants, swamp and
mineral lands, and private land claims. The pending agricultural claims alone involve
an adjudication of title to 90,000,000 acres. If but one-half of these claims should be
perfected into title it would take the present force employed upon this work three years
to complete the adjustments, leaving the whole volume of business that might come
"llp within that period unprovided for.
I have asked for one hundred additional clerks for the service of the next fiscal
year. This estimate was made before the completed returns and accounts bad disc~ose~ the e~tent of the increase in business during the year, aud without fully conIdenng the madequacy of such estimate. It is my most conservative opinion that
two hundred additional clerks of the higher grades are immediately needed, and could
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IJe employed with econom:r to t~e Gov~rnment for a mu;nber of years to come: ~ro
vision for a grade of exammers of land titles, correspond1_ng to the grade of prmmpal
examiners in the Pension Office, would be extremely desirable.
SALARIES.
It cannot be sno-o-ested that the General Land Office is less important to the publio
interests than othe~ Bureaus of the Executive Departments, nor that the duties de- •
volving upon the Commissioner are less comprehensive or arduous than those perta~
inO' to any other office of similar grade. And yet the salary attached to this office Is
s~aller than that allowed .in seve~al other positions involving a n? ~~e~ter ma~nitude
of mterest nor more exactmg duties. The character and respons1 bihties of th1s offi.ce
appear to me to justify the moderate recommendation that the salary of the Commissioner be fixed at$5,006. The foregoing recommendations for increase of official compensation are believed to be moderate and within the legitimate requirements of a.
proper administration of the public land system.

RECOMMENDATIONS

O:F

THE PUBLIC LAND COMMISSION.

The Public Land Commission in its preliminary report February 24, 1880, 46th Cong.,
2d session, Ex. Doc. No. 46, pages xiii to xv, inclusive, gives much valuable and historical data in relation to the duties devolving upon and wants of the General Land
Office.
REPORT OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC LANDS.
The following report of the Senate Committee on Public Lands as to the requirements and necessities of the General Land Office is printed in detail. The testimony
attached to it, 158 pages, as to the abuses and hardships existing under the several disposition laws is not printed. It is, however, of much practical value and interest.
It is unnecessary to say, perhaps, that no legislation of moment followed this investigation and report.
[Senate Report No. 362, 47th Congress, 1st session.]

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.
APRIL

3, 1882.-0rdered to be printed.

Mr. MORGAN, from the Committee on Public Lands, submitted the following report,
to accompany bill S. 1619:
.
The Committee on Public Lands, to whom were referred the following resolutions" Res.olyed, That the resolution of the Senate adopted on the 27th .day of October, 1881,
authonzmg the Committee on Public Lands to investigate the condition of the General Land Office with a view to providing better accommodations for the officers and
ebmployes thereof, and a proper grading of the clerks, and for the preservation of the
ooks and papers, be revived and continued until the further action of the Senate.
"Attest:
"F. E. SHOBER,
'' Acting Secretary."
On motion by Mr. Blair:
." !lesolv.ed, That the Committee on Public Lands be instructed to inquire into the adn;ti!llstratwn of the land laws and system, and their operation in the practical dispoBitlO~ ?f th~ public lands, and any abuses and hardships which may exist in their
admmtstratwn, and to report to the Senate any facts and recommendations with reference to the same, which, in their opinion, the public interests may require.
"Attest:
·
"F. E. SHOBER,
''Acting Se(:reta1"!f·"

~ave had the same under consideration, and respectfully report their recommendatiOns tbe:eupon; and the evidence taken by order of the Senate.
. The evidence taken under these resolutions includes the statements of the CommisSIOner of the General Land Office, and the depositions of the chief clerk, the law
derk, the bead. of each division, and of the chief clerk of the Interior Department.
L From these statements a full understanding of the actual condition of the General
~nd Office, and of the Interior Department building, can be obtained. The committee agree .that the Interior Department edifice is incapable of properly accomm@-
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•
dating the Patent Office, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the General Land Office,.
and that thes~ difficulties and embarrassments are increasing rapidly.
The want of sufficient room, light, and ventilation is very damaging to the health
of the employes, and greatly delays them in their work, causing a serious loss of time
and efficiency in their service. It also exposes the most valuable papers and records
to theft, and to great danger from fire, and has already caused the destruction of
many of them by mold and decay, and by the ravages of insect.s and vermin.
Mr. Lockwood, chief clerk of the Interior Department, has the supervision of the
entire building. His entire deposition is referred to as presenting in condensed form
a general view of the condition of each bureau in the department.
The statements of Mr. Lockwood are supported in detail by every witness examined
by the committee.
·
It is obvious that there must be a change in the accommodations for the. several
bureaus now occupying the Interior Department building. The removal of the Indian Bureau to another building would afford some tempora.ry relief, but that would
bfl inadequate even to the present necessities ofthe Patent Office and Land Office, and
must, if made, be followed soon by other like expedients. What new arrangements
will give permanent relief from this defective and embarrassing condition of the Interior Department must be determined by the settlement of the question whether the
General Land Office shall remain a Bureau in the Interior Department. If it remains
in the Interio~ Department, its removal to another building cannot be avoided, or
long delayed, as well for its own accommodation as to make room for the Patent
Office and the Bureau of Indill.n Affairs.
This question includes fa.r more that is important to the people of the United States,
of this and coming generations, than the orderly and prompt transaction of the business connected with the disposal of our vast public domain; but that consideration
alone is sufficient to demand the earnest attention of Congress to the necessity that
exists for some change that will secure a better supervision of the business of the
General Land Office.
The condition of the business of that Burea.u is illustrated, rather than fully disclosed, in the testimony submitted with this report. This evidence, which does not
include a full statement of the condition of the Land Office because of Lhe reluctance
of t.he committee to swell the report with statements iil complete detail, shows the
following state of facts:
1. In the division of private land claims there are at least 8~733 claims yet unadjudicated from the State of Louisiana alone. These claims originated under treaties.
In Oregon and Washington Territory 2,343 claims remain to be adjudicated.
In New Mexico, under the donation act of July 22, 1854, :lOS claims remain for
adjudication.
In California 53 claims remain to be disposed of.
To show the age of many of these claims, Mr. Harrison states that "in Louisiana
alone there are at least 10,000 claim~, some of which were adjudicated as far back as
1807, and from that time to the pre~;ent we have not disposed of more tha.n 1,300. The
average number of let.ters written from thiR division is 1,300 per annum, of which
some require a clerk three or four days to prepare."
In the public lands division, the chief, Mr. Howell, states as follows:
"We have charge of the adjudication of all private cash entries, private locations
with land warrants, and the several kinds of scrip, homesteads, timber-culture entries,
timber-laud entries, restored military and Ind1an reserval.ions, public sales under President's proclamations, and other minor details that do not occur to me now. '!'his
division is the basis and framework of other divisions of the office. We post in our
records all pre-emption filings and entries, as well as the entries and filings adjudicated
in this division. We also note on our records swamp-land selections, university selections, public offerings, executive withdrawals, town-site entries, donation claims, &c.
Many of the postings come from other divisions of the office.
"Q. It is rather a historical division ~-A. We note in permanent records most of the
transactions in the administration of the land servjce.
''Q. Does that include also private land claims ~-A. We note a reference to private
land claims whenever possible, but the descriptions of those claims are so irregular,
and there are so many conflicts in regard to boundary lines, .and points of that kind~
that that work is left to the division of private land claims.
'' Q. Are pre-emption entries also in 'JOUr jurisdiction ~-A. We post all pre-emption
entries and note any conflicts. The pre-emption division adjudicate the claims, and
on their approval of the ca es they are ent back to our division so that we can note
their approval on our records. The cle1·ks in the pre-emption division pass upon the
sufficiency of proof."
Mr. Howell state that his division, with about fifty clerks employed, is six months
behind, in t~~ 1!1ere posting of t:nt1·ies! witho~t which no work can proceed properly in
any other dtvtston where any question of title, survey, or location may arise. This
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division is also behind from one to six months in its correspondence. There are morethan 1 000 contested cases pending in this division, and a still larger number held for
consid~ration as being in conflict with other entries where no actual contest has been
instituted.
This division has been crowded out of the rooms into a long hallway, on either tddeofwhich are open alcoves for the cases in which patent models are intended to be kept..
The papers of the division, which must be frequently examined, are some of them in
the first basement, and are scattered in cases from there to the att.ic, wherever room
can be found for them, in the open hallways or elsewhere. The clerks have frequently
to walk a fourth of a mile to get a paper that is needed, and it requires the skill of an
expert to know exactly where to look for it. Some of these contested cases involve
property to the value of millions of dollars. Mr. Howell says, "Of the several classes.
of entries on the records ye>; to be examined and passed upon, there are doubtless.
100,000 cases, and with pre-emptions and soldiers' filings they em brace an aggregate
area of more than 20,000,000 acres of land." In this division about 100 letters arewritten each day; the correspondence is much behind, and in some cases letters arefiled away with the papers in the case until it is decided, and so remain unanswered
for as much as a year.
In the pre-emption division there are 1,195 contested cases undecided, and 7,879·
cases suspended or not acted upon. In this division 6,877letters are written annually.
In each of the above divisions the records run from ten pages to one thousand.
The mineral-land division was organized in 1866. This division examines the min-·
era~-land surveys, and writes up the 1)atents issued to claimants. The increase or
busmess i~:; very rapid ; 1, 718 cases are remaining to be examined, besides 20 contested
cases, and 575 cases that involve the character of the land as to whether it is mineral'
land. This division is three weeks behind.in its correspondence.
The surveyjng division is about one month behind in its work. The statements of·
Mr.J?allas, the chief of the division, are valuable as showing the imperfections in our
pubhc surveys, and t.he necessity of having inspectors of the work actually in the field.
In the swamp-lands division there are ''hundreds of cases" of private claims opposed
to claims of States that are not acted on, and 14,000,000 acres ofiand claimed by States.
under swamp-land grant.s not acted upon. Some of the contested cases are twenty
years old.
·
The railroad division was organized in 1872. Its jurisdiction covers an estimated
area a;f 155,000,000 acres of land, of which 47,392,765 acres have been patented, and
selectiOns are pending and to be decidt'd for 2,145,000 acres.
There are 3,921 cases of actual entries within railroad land-grant limits not diRposed
·of, and .970 cases contested and not disposed of in this division. ''In many cases the
recor~ IS yoluminous, and the questions involved are intricate, requiring very careful
examm!lt.1~n and consideration to reach proper decisions." This is equally true of the·
other dr~ISIOns. The letters received during the last fiscal year were 3,727, and 6;153.
were wntten and recorded. Some classes of work are greatly in arrears.
The work of the recorder's division bas been largely increased by the addition to it
of the Virginia bounty-land bureau, and the bureau of military bounty lands. Some·
of the cases undisposed of are very old. Scrip in favor of the estate of John Paul
Jones was recently issued in one of them. In about 12,000 cases patents are yet to be
written.
There are in the Land Office, not actually delivered, 291,572 patents ihat are in all
:espects complete and ready for deli very. These, being mostly of parchment, are bemg dP-stroyed by rats, and obliterated by the lapse of time.
In the division of accounts some important parts of the work are four months behind ..
Thi~ d~vision is called upon frequently by Congress and the Interior Department for·
stat1st1Cal tables and statements, which are prepared by the clerks, who would find
all t~ey could do to keep the accounts of the division up to date. No account is.
kept lll the General Land Office of moneys received for timber depredations. In the
law clerk's division the business referred to it is several months in arrears, and many
cases that require examination are never referred to this division, because the tw()·
clerks assigned to it are not a.ble to examine them for want of time .
. The forests of the country on the public domain are su:fiering greatly from depredatiOJ?S· The timber division is poorly provided with means to prevent this waste, •
Which. endangers the farming interest by its effect on the rainfall, and is rapidly
sweepmg away grand bodies of timber that can never be replaced.
Enough appears in these statements to induce careful attention to this bureau of
public lands, which has in its charge the evidences of title to all the vast area oi
l~nds that bas passed from the United States into private ownership, and the future
disposal of an area that can be sold at some price, and much of which is very V<lluable, of about 1,500,000,000 acres.
The General Land Office is a great land court, with a jurisdiction that includes
a~ost ~he entire range of the vast number of questions that arise out of our system of·
legtslataon respecting the public domain, if the changing, s:Uifting, temporizing, andl
often conflicting legislation of Congress on this Bubject can be justly called a system.
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Confusion and contradiction in the decisions of the General Land Office, of the local
land offices, and the court.s have been the natural results of the character of our legislation and the imperfect administration of our land laws.
·
The bills for specia.l relief now before ConO'ress, and that have for years been urged
here, the claims for indemnity for time, labo~, and money expended by patentees and
_-other persons whose titles, issued under an act of Congress, or under one decision of
the G_eneral · Land Office, which have been destroyed by other laws or decisions, are
-sufficient proof of the necessity of a better administration of our land laws.
Doubtless Congress is responsible for much of thiH trouble and loss to the people,
but far the general part of it is due to an inefficient administration of the land laws,
in the shallow and hasty consideration given to their mea.ning and proper application •
to cases by the general and local land offices. It is only justice to say that the Secretaries of the Interior, the Commissioners of the General Land Office, and the chiefs
·of divisions have, as a rule, been able and efficient officers, and they ha.ve devot~d all
the time and energy possible to the faithful discharge of their duties to the public.
The clerks also, as a rule, have done their duty diligently and faithfully and with far
more of ability than could reasonably be expected from men who eke out a bare subsistence on the salaries allowed them, when they could earn twice the money or more
in other service or pursuits. The fault is in the system, which is, after all, as good
.as could be devised with the facilities afforded by Congress, in room, light, ventilation, the number and grade of clerks, and their pay.
.
Every officer examined testifies to the necessity of having the pay of certain classes
<Of clerks increased, so as to put a higher grade of talent and information within reach
of employment for the more responsible clerkships in the several divisions,. and to
keep men in place after they have become experts in the great variety of special subjects that constantly arise for examination.
They also testify as to the number of clerks needed in addition to those now authorized to bring up the business in arrears, the entire number required to bring up
the work and keep it up being about 90. For the year ending June 30, 1881, the clerical force of the General Land Office numbered 195. The Commissioner in his estimate submitted with his annual report asks for 243 clerks, which is an increase of 48
·Dver the number employed at the close of the last fiscal year, and of 42 over the number now allowed. Under the last appropriation the sum allowed for all salaries, clerkltire, messengers, and labor, was $~87,820. The amount estimated for ls $389,400, as
follows:
$5,000 00
Commissioner . _. _..... _.... __ ........................................ .
3,000 00
Deput.y commissioner ................................................. .
9,000 00
3 inspectors of surveyor-general and distl'ict landoffices,at$3,000 each ..
2,500
00
·C hief clerk ............•..................... .. .......................
2,500 00
Law officer •............................................••....... ·.... .
2,000 00
Recorder ............................................................. .
.3 principal clerk~:~, of public lands., private lands, and of surveys, at $2,000
6,000 00
each ........................................................•.......
12,000 00
-6 chie£'3 of division, at $2,000 each ............................ -- ..... ..
~.ooo oo
Receiving clerk .................( .............................. . ..... .
2,000 00
Chief draughtsman ...•................................................
63,000 00
.35 clerks of class 4, at $1,800 each ........................ .... - ........ .
80,000 00
.50 clerks of class 3, at $1,600 each ..................................... .
84,000 00
(50 clerks of class 2, at $1,400 each .................................... ..
55 clerks of class 1,at $1,200 each ..................................... - 66,000 00
.35 copyists, at $900 each .............................................. - 31,500 00
900 00
Chief messenger .... ............... ........................... ........ 5, 760 00
.8 assistant me~:~sengers, at $720 each ................................... 4 320 00
6 packers, at $720 each ... _•...........................................
7:920 00
1~ laborers, at $660 each ............................................ --389,400 00

•

The cash receipts on account of lands and land entries during the last fiscal year
were $5,408,!:l04.16.
But 10,893,397 acres of land were disposed of, showing that the cash sales represent
.onlr a small proportion of the work done by the land offices. A large income was
.derived from fees for the work of the employes of the land offices.
In comparison with this amount of receipts, and the current work of the bureau,
the foregoinO' estimate i certainly very moderate.
Many other matters in which legislative reforms are needed are disclosed in this
testimony, but the committee think it better not to attempt to patch up a defective
ay tern until it has been determined that Congress prefers that system to the change
they propo e.
Thi great land court-the General Land Office-now has pending before it not less
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than 140 000 cases for examination, of which about one-third are contested, either
with th~ Government of the United States or with private litigants.
As it ha,s been in the past, so it will be in the future, that ninety per cont. of the
decisions made in this tribunal will be :final and conclusive of the title to the lands
in controversy. The value of those lands can scarcely he computed, so rapidly is the
increase of value from the improvements put upon them by occupants, from railway
extensions, from the enormous immigration to the United States, the rapid natural
increase of population and wealth, and the growth of new industries.
The testimony discloses that the great body of those cases are in fact decided by
the division clerks, many of whom are not educated lawyers; and who get pay at the
rates of from $1,000 to $1,800 per annum.
It is greatly to their honor that so little is alleged against their integrity under
such circumstances.
A single case is frequently found to cover more than a million rlollars in value, and
to require an .examination of a record of over a thousand pages.
The clerk takes the case assigned to him and examines the record and :finds the
facts, giving such weight to the testimony as be thinks it entitled to, both as to.
competency and credibility, and its value in comparison with other contradictory
statements. On his :findings be applies the law as he understands it, and that is the
adjudication of the case to stand until it is reversed.
The chief of the division takes the facts as found by the clerk and reviews the application of the principles of law, which the clerk has announced, to the case in
band and passes upon the soundness of his rulings on the law .
.This is done when the chief of division has the time to give the case even this
~bght examination, but it is the exception and not the rule, that he can do so much
m the re-examination of the case. He never reviews the facts as found by the clerk,
unless some exception taken or some special order from a superior make;,~ it a special
duty.
A board of general supervision is organized by the Commissioner of the General
Land, Office, not under any law of Congress, consisting of three clerks detailed from
other duties to examine all the letters written from all the divisions and all the decisions made in each.
lt will be readily seen that this board cannot perform this work thoroughly from
sheer lack of time and physical strength. They give a rapid glance at such matters
as seem to be most important, and only in rare cases do they stop a case on its hurried
prog~ess through the official routine.
This scarcely amounts to a pretence of a review. The case then goes to the chief
clerk and from him to the Commissioner. Neither of these officers have so much
time as those through whose hands the cases have come to review them, and they
are pas~ed into decisions, no one objecting.
In contested cases, where the parties are able to employ counsel, exceptions and
appeals contribute to procure a more thorough review, but in those cases, of which
there are many, the decisions must be greatly delayed, from the pressure of other
current business, in every stage of their progress, and must be examined in the midst
of ~any urgent demands upon the time and attention of the Bureau officers to othe·r
b.usmess of equal or greater importance. If the case is difficult, and the CommisSIOner is advised of the trouble, be refers it to the law clerk, and his examination is
delayed by a great pressure of business in his office. If the case reaches the Secretary of the Interior it is then brought into competition with a vast multitude of
cases and questions and duties that engage his attention, from his important part in
~he general executive administration of the entire country, down through the Patent
ffice, the Pension Bureau, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Bureau of Education,
th.e <?-eneral Land Office, the Geological Survey, the Census Bureau, the office of Commisswncr ofRailroads, the Pension Agency, and the appointments to offices in which
t~ousands of officers, clerks, and employes are to be heard, in some form, and proVIded for.
When we consider the number of cases and questio_ns that grow out of our complicated land laws, in which the highest officer in the Department should settle and au!-1-ounce the rulings, and the actual impossibility that he can make personal examination
mto one case in a hundred that really need his supervision, it becomes evident that
Con~ress should provide a better security for the wise and enlightened administration
of thts great landed estate held in trust for the people.
To your committee it appears to be the plain duty of Congress either to aid the Secreta~y .of the Interior in giving a larger part of his time to the public lands and their
adnumstration, by transferring other Bureaus, now in the Interior Department, to
some o~~er Department, or to give to the public lands a more efficient and satisfactory
supervisiOn, by creating a Department of Public Lands, similar in its organization to
the Department of Agriculture. This fact is so patent that it needs no discussion.
An ar&ument is urged against this plan that the Bureaus of Lands and Indian Affairs
are so mtimately connected that it will be difficult to separate them.
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Your committee are not convinced that this is a real difficulty.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs was created by the act of July 9, 18:~2, in the War
Department. The General Land Office was created April 25, 1812, as a Bureau in the
Treasury Department, and was transferred to the Interior Department March 3, 1~49;
and in the samo act the Bnreau of Indian Affairs was transferred from the War
Department to the Interior Department.
They were no more identi:tied in their jurisdiction or duties after the transfer than
they had been while they were in different Departments. Your committee do not find
in the laws of the United States any enactment which gives to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, or any officer or agent thereof, any authority over the disposal or occupancy
·of the public lands, subject to sale or open to entry, in conflict with the jurisdiction
conferred by law on the General Land Office, its officers or agents.
Without attempting a full discussion of this topic in this report, your committee
recommend that a Department of Public Lands be created by iaw, and will hereafter
report a bill for that pu:rpose.
This Bureau, more than any other, unless it is the Patent Office or Printing Office,
requires a building especially adapted to the nature of the business to be conducted
in it.
Your committee also report a bill.
As it will be necessary, in any event, to provide immediately for additional room
for the accommodation of the General Land Office, your committee recommend that
this subject be referred to the Committee on Public Buildings and ,Grounds for their
-consideration.
·
GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
TO DECEMBER 1, 1883.

Administration of the land service, December 1, 1883.
{ See chapter VI, pages 164 and 165, to June 30, 1880 ; see also pages 552, fi56, .to June
30, 1882, and in some instances to 1883.)

Name.

Whence
appointed.

Date of
ori~inal appomtment.

Date of
present appointment.

Present legal
residence.

Compensation.
State. Cong.
dist.

----Oommissioner.
N oa.h C. McFarland ................... Kana ..... June17, 1881 Oct. 24,1881 Kana. 3d ..•

$4,000

Ohief clerk.
Luther Harrison .......... . .•.... .... Pa ........ Dec. 10, 1865 Sept. 20, 1882 Pa .••. 14th.

2,250

Law clerk.
H arry C. St. John ..................... Kana ..... Nov. 6, 1882 1Nov. 6,1882 Kana. 3d ..

2,000

For list of surveyors-general to June 30, 1883, see page 554.
For list of registers and receivers to June 30, 1883, see page 555.
For list of special timber agents to September 13, H:l83, see page 1051.
THE DIVISIONS OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

CLERK'S DIVISION. (See page 1231.)
DIVISION B.-Recorder's Division. (See page 1231.)
C.-Public Lands Division. (See page 1232.)
D.--'Private Land Claims Division. (See page 1233.)
E.-Surveying Divh!ion. (See ·page 1233.)
F.-Railroad Division. (See page 1234.)
G.-Pre-emption Division. (See page 1234.)
K.-Swamp-Land Division. (See page 1234.)
L.-Draughting Division. (See page 1235.)
M.-Accounts Division. (See page 1235.)
N.-Minera1 Division. (See page 1236.)
P.-Special Service Division, timber depredations, frauds, &c.
pages 1236 to 1238.)
CHIEF

(See

7
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Divisions of the Genm·al Land Office-Continued.
CHIEF CLERK'S DIVISION.

Whence
appointed.

Name.

(.A.)

Date of
present appointment.

Date of
original appointment.

Present legal
residence.

I

UompensaCong. tion.
State. dist.

- - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - -1- - - - - 1 · - - - - - - Clerks.
*G. N. Whittington . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • .
WilliamO.Conway ...•..••..••...•...
*John W.LeBarnes ....• ........... . .
William H. Boyd .....•.••..•........ _.
*George R, Walbridge ..•..•..•.. . ....
*~enr,y F. Wilckens . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M1chael A. Lyons ....•....... __ ...•...
GeorgoA.Woolley ....................
Charles M. Kanouse . . • . . . . • • . . . . .. . . .
Hiram S. Graves . . . • • . • • • • • • . . . • • . . . . .
*tFrank Bell ......................... .
Edward H. Minor .... _._..............
Mrs. Jane E. Shepherd.... . • • . • • . . . • . .
Miss Mary M. Chapin................ .

Mass .. ~. .
Md .. .....
D.C ....•.
Minn ... _.
Wis ......
N.Y ......
D. C . . . . . .
Va .••..••.
Wis . . . • . .
N. J . . • . . .
N.Y ......
Pa. _.... _.
N. Y _. . • .
Mass .....

Apr. 1, 1871
Feb. 1,1854
Nov. 1,1875
Mar. 9, 1876
Apr. 1,1875
July 16, 1872
June 1, 1880
Sept. 1,1872
Mar. 2, 1882
July 14, 1881
Sept. 8,1871
Mar. 7, 1865
Mar. 20, 18!l2
July I, 1875
1

Copyists.

~iss Ada M. Stagg . • • • . . . . • • • • . . • • . • .

May 1, 1880 Mass . 3d .. . $1,800
July 1,1881 Md ... 3d .. .
1, 800
July 1,1881 D.C ....... .
1, 800
July 1, 1881 Minn -~- 1st ..
1, 600
Sept. 7, 1882 Wis .. 9th ..
1, 400
May 1, 1877 N.Y .. 16th.
1, 200
Sept. 13, 1882 D. C ....... .
1,200
1, 200
July 9,1883 Vt .... 2d .. .
July 12, 1883 Wis .. 3d .. .
1,200
Sept. 13, 1882 N. J .. 2d ...
1, 000
June 19,1883 N.Y .. 23d ..
1, 000
June 22, 1883 Pa .... 21st .
1, 000
July 9, 18!l3 N. Y . . 21st .
1, 000
Sept. 13, 1882 Mass . 12th.
I, 000
1
1

1~821

I

Ohio . . . . . . Mar. 20,
Sept. 13, 1882 Ohio . . 1st ..
rs.MaryG.Oyster ....••••••..•.. ... Pa ........ Sept. 6,1882 Nov. 1,1882 Pa ....• 14th.
RECORDER'S DIVISION.

I

900
900
(B)

Recorder.
*Seth W. Clark .................... __ . N.

y _... _. Dec. 23, 1865 May 25, 1876 N.Y.. 33d..

$2,

obo

Ole1·ks.

Jheodore F. Stokes...................
*;~P!J.A.Deeble ....................
D Jll!am A. Moore ....•.......•......
·i~el McCarty......................
*W'InDunn ..........................
*ChlsonN.Fuller ...................
Ch alles A.. Bretow...................
MaresM.Heaton ....................
M~·s. Hattie K. Walsh ...........•. _...
M~ssAdaBraddock ..................
E l8S M.A. Patterson ............... _.
MugeReR.Uulver .....................
Mf:~Eos~BKNile~ ........... , ........
*R b m1 Y • Wmans ................
Mo ertNehron ......................
wlfi·Augusta C. Starkey..............
. 1amE.Morau ...... ... ...........
;J.cter P. Bergevin ................ _..
M1ssMaryF.Hood ............... ...
Rrs.MaudA.Rudolphe ..............
Worace K. Lamb ......... _............
MilliamM.Walters .............. ....
Mrs. Emma L. Young .................
rs. Mary K. Gulick ......... _.......

Iud _. _.... May 28, 1861
D.C ...... Apr. 28,1852
Ill .. ...... Nov. 4, l!l75
N.Y ...... Dec. 12, 1852
Va ....... May 8,1866
D.C ...... Jan. 21,1875
Mich .. __ . Aug. 1, 1879
Ind ....... May 28,1861
N.Y ... ; .. July I, 1876
Minn ..... Nov.l0,1874
Me .... _.. Dec. 23, 1874
N.Y ...... Feb. 8_, 1877
TIL ....... May 9,1878
N.Y ...... May 15,1878
D.C .... . . .J..ug. 5,1879
Me ........ Feb. 1, 1877
D.C ...... Apr. 1,1853
Miss . _.... Feb. 2, 1871
D.C ...... Mar. 1,1877
Kans ..... Nov. 1,1881
Til _... __ .. Jan." 16, 1882
Ky ....... Aug. 8,1882
Fla ....... Nov. 28,1881
Pa. __ .. __ . Mar. 20, 1882

Aug. 16, 1882
Aug.16,1882
Aug·. 16, l!l82
Sept. 7, 1882
Sept. 7,11l82
Sept. 7,1882
Sept. 7, 1882
Apr. 24,1877
Oct. I, 1877
Sept.l3,1882
Sept. 13, 1882
Sept.13,1882
Sept.13,1882
Sept.I3,1882
Sept.13,1882
Oct. 2, 1il82
June19,1883
Aug; 1, 1879
Sept.l3,1882
Sept.13,1882
Sept. 22, 1882
Mar. 7,1883
June 19,1883
June 19, 1883

Ind . . . lOth.
D.C ....... .
Til .... 5th ..
N.Y .. 23d ..
Va .... 8th ..
D.C ....... .
Mich . 7th ..
Ind ... 13th.
N.Y.. 17th .
Minn. 2d .. .
:Me.... 5th ..
N.Y .. 26th.
Ill .... 1st ..
N.Y .. 27th
D.C ...... ..
Me.... 5th ..
D.C ...... ..
Miss.. 6th ..
D.C ...... .
Kans .. 3d .. .
Ill .. .. 20th.
Ky . ... lOth .
Fla ... 2d .. .
Pa ... . 19th.

1,800
1,600
1, 600
1,400
I, 400
1,400
1,400
1,200
1,200
1,200
1, 200
1,200
1, 200
1, 200
1,200
1,200
1, 200
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
I, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000

Copyists.
Mrs. Martha S. Morrison ..... _.. _.. _.. Ohio ...... Apr. J4, 1880 July 1, 1881 Ohio .. 13th.
Mrs. Eva S. Evans.... . . . . • . . . .. . . . .. . Kana .. .. . Sept. 7, 1881 l:lepu. 13, 1882 Kans .. 3d ...
Ill.- .. 9th ..
M:!slr~zzr~ENMurphy ............... N.Y ...... Feb. 7,1882 Sept.13,1882 N.Y .. 25th.
t Mr~ .F ry w' _esm1~h . -.... .......... N. H . . . . . Mar. 9, 1882 Sept. l.'l, 1882 N. R .. 2d ...
M· · .A. h1pper .................. S.C ....... Mar. 9,1882 Sept.13,1882 s.c ... 7th ..
~ ! s. EllenS. Boiseau ...... ... _........ D. C .. .. .. Mar. 20, 18o2 Sept. 13, 1882 D.C ....... .
Susan P. 'l'rimble. _.............. Ala .. ... _. Mar. 20, 1882 Sept. 13,1882 Ala ... 6th ..
11I~ss Ma1
:J~Rs
:r I. Whitehead-............. N. Mox . . . Mar. 20, 1882 Sopt. 13, 1882 N.M ...... ..
:MlBS.AnmeE.Smith ............. ..... Wis ...... M:tr. 0,1882 Oct. 3,1882 Wis .. 7th ..
l\1 i_
as .A;da_ U. Lamlnoud. __ ... . . . . . . . . . . Cal . . . . . . . ,June 3, 1879 June 19, 1883 Cal .. . 1st ..
rs. LIZZie Greenland._........... ... Pa ...... _. Mar. 20, 1882 June JO, 1883 Pa . . . . 21st .
~f~~~E~r-~~.~ - ~-Smith ................ Pa., ...... .rune 20,1883 June 20, 1883 Pa .... 2d ...
. nlhnm~------···-··-·- .. ··· Pa . . . ... . Juno22,188J Juno2:!,l!l,,3 I'a .. _. lOth .
Mrs.SusanP.Gligsby ................ Ky ....... June30,1883 Junfi30,188!J Ky .... 8th ..
Mi:;s Ella F. Larkin ... _...... _.... __ .. N ebr . __ . June 30, 1883 Juno 30, 1883 Nebr .. , 1st ..
M~ss F~nJ?ie L. Ramsey . ..... _........ lll . __ .... _ Dec. 29, 188 L Sept. 13, 1882

1

*Army or Navy.

900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
!JOO
900
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(Cl

DIVISION OF PUBLIC LANDS.

Whence
appointed.

Name.

Date of
original appointment.

Date of
present appointment.

Present legal
1
·esidence.

II

Ieong

Compensation.

-----------------------------l---------1----------·l----------l-s-t_a_te__
. dist."I------

Principal clerk.
"Myron E. N. Howell ..........•...•.. Mich ..... May 28,1861 .Jan.

6,1879 Mich . 6th..

$1,800

Clerks.

Daniel T. Pierce .......••.•...•..•....
*.John vV. Bell . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*David Kohr . . . . . . . . . . .. . •• . •. • . . . . . .
*Samuel W. Snow .............••.....
..Angier M. Hobbs . . . .......... ........
*Harry .F. Smith .... ..... .......... .. .
*Charles T. Yoder ....................
Remus .F. Foster ... ............. .....
*Luther R. Smith ..............••.....
*Woodford D. Harlan ........•.....•..
*Charles H. Babbitt ............•......
*Centre H. Lawrence .................
·william M. Backus . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
George JI. Cline ................ . ......
Charles S.Gregory ...................
* Henr:v Wahly .......................
YYbn Pike............................
.John W. Sanderson ....•.............
lJavid Thorupson .....................
.John .A. Hirt.h ........ ..... . ........ ..
Chal'les C. Norton .... . ...............
* L. E. Fonest Spofford ...............
*Vivian .Brent .......... ....... .......
*John P. Driver ......................
William H. Hanford ..................
.John P. Grantham ...... ..............
Christopher .Boyle . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
t.JohnL.West. .......................
A lbert G. Hall........................
Samuel~- Trowb1idge .................
John M. Rynex ....... ......... .......
Charles W. Davis .....................
Julius P. Knabe......................
.James T. Birchard ....................
* Davie01 E. Castle...... .. ............
*Edward .A.. Duncan ................. .
* Hanison W. Happy .................
*William Miller, jr........ •. . . . ... . . .
Charles E. Don Carlos ................
*.James Rowan ............••.........
.John P. Smart ........................
Francis W. Clements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.John R. Neagle . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .
.John W. de Krafft ..•.................
Allen Goodridge ..... .................
*Michael McNulty ..... ...... ........
Edwin I. Shope .......................
.Jona.than M. Andrus ..................
~HGl_reaomrgHe "To. nneosg_a_e_. -_ -_ ·_ ·.·.·_·_ -_ ·. ·.·.·.·_·_·_ ·_·_·_·_
Georg-e B. Chew .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Miss MaryS. Lauck..................
:Miss Mary Murphy.................. .
Taylor L. Piessner . ...................
Charles W . .Jones,jr ........•.........
t.Jo&l::ph S. Davi ............. .........
"Alexander W. Conlee ......•.........
Mrs. Elizabeth P. Foster ..............
Mi11s L. Belle Hamlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alfrl'd llolmead . .. ... ................
William E. Valk.......... .. . . . . . .. . . .
Miss Emma B. Wilson ................
MiH Mary B. Moon ..........•........
M1s. B . ~1 L. Probasco ................
~~~Je~1~~hltiva.,;nadi~s·-~----·_·_··.·_·__··-~-------.
John .A. ' ilene . ......................
:Mr . ~arieL. Mason ..................
w_

Mich ..... .Jan. 1, 1863 Aug.16, 1882 Mich .. 6th ..
Mass ..... Aug. 1, 1879 .Aug.16, 1882 Mass . ll1l. ..
Pa ........ Apt·. 3, 1871 Sept.19, 1882 Pa .... 19th .
N. C ...... Apr. ll, 1877 Oct. 2,1882 N.C .. 5th ..
Tex .. . .... Mar. 23, 1875 Dec. 6,1882 Tex ... '7th ..
N.Y ...... .Jan. 14,1865 May 5,1883 N.Y .. 26th.
Pa ........ ..Aug. 7,1879 May 31, 1883 Pa .... 23d ..
Pa ........ .June 1, 1877 .June 25,1883 Pa .... 2d . .
Ala ....... .July 3,1883 .July 3, 1883 ..Ala ... 1st ..
Ill ..... .. ·. Dec. 21,1865 Oct. 1,1873 Ill .... 15th .
Iowa ...... .June 1,1877 .Jul.v 1,1881 Iowa .. 9th ..
N.H ...... Feb. 10,1866 Aug. 16,1882 Md ... 6th ..
Vt ........ Feb. 9, 1871 .Aug. 16, 188~ Vt.... 1st . .
Md ....... .July 11, 1871 .Aug. 16, 188<l Md. .. 3d ..
N.Y .•.... .July 1,1872 Srpt.l4, 1882 N.Y . . 27th.
Mich .. ... .Jan. 16,1871 Mar. 6,1883 Mich. 7th .
W.Va .... Mar. 1, 1880 May 5, 1883 Ark . . 3d ..
D.C ...... ..Aug. 1,1872 May 31, 1883 D. C ...... .
Mich ..... ..d..ug. 8,1882 .June 19, 1883 Mich . 3d ..
D. C . ..... Oct. 1,1866 .June 25, 1883 D.C ....... .
Vt ........ Aug-. 1, 1879 June 25, 1883 Vt . . 1st ..
Conn . . .. Mar. 10, 187l .J11ly 9, 1883 Conn . 3d ..
Md ....... Aug. 28,1882 July 10,1883 Md . .. 5th .
Iowa ...... Aug;. 24,1863 May 1,1870 Iowa .. 5th.
N.Y ..... . Feb. 13, 1871 .July 15, 1881 ~- Y .. 30th .
Iowa . ..... Jan. 8, 1870 Sept. 7, 1882 Iowa .. 1st ..
D. C . . . . . . Aug. 1, 1879 Sept. 7, 18ti<! D . C .. ..... .
S.C .. .... .A.ng. 5,1879 ~ept. 7,1882 S.C ... 4th
N. Y ...... Feb. 27, 1H80 St!pt. 7, 1882 N.Y.. 11th.
Mich . ... . Apr. 15,1880 Sept. 7,1882 Mich. 6th .
Mo...... Mar. 9, 188:l Sept. 7,1882 Mo ... 2d ..
N.Y ...... Aug. 1,1882 Sept. 7, 1882 N.Y .. 28th
Tenn ..... Aug-. 5, 1879 :::tJpt.15, 1882 Tenn . 2d ..
Mich .... . Sept.18, 1862 Oct. ~. 1882 Mieh . 1st ..
Ind ...... .Apr. 1, 187!'\ Oct,. 10, 1R82 Incl. .. 6th.
Mi.;s ...... May 8.1876 Nov. 1, J88~ Miss .. 3d ..
Ill ....... . .Jan. 31, 1883 .Jan. 31,1883 Ill .... 20th.
..Ala ....... Mar. 12, 1882 Mar. 6, 188a KAlaaiJ.S. -_ j 2<1t . _·
18
Kans ... .. Feb. 1,1883 Mar. 19, J88il
Miss ...... Mar. 9, 188~ Apr. 2:i,l88il Miss.. lith .
Va ........ Oct. 3, 1870 .July 9,1883 D. C ....... .
Mo . ...... .July 29, 1880 .July 9, 1883 D. C ....... .
S.C ........... ............ ... . .. ... ................ .
Va . ....... .June 1,1837 .Aug. 13, 181'7 Va . ... 8th .
Mich ..... .Jan. 4,1867 .Aug. 1,1879 Mich .. 6th.
N.Y ... . .. July 22,1866 Sept. 13,1882 D.C ....... .
Md ....... .An g. 5,1879 Sept.13, 1882 Md ... 6t.h.
Conn ..... Feb. 27, 1880 Sopt.13, Hlil2 Conn . 2d . .
N . y ...... Apr. 8, 1881 Sept.1il, 1882 N.y.. 5th .
Ind ....... Mar. 18, 1882 Sept. 13, 1882 Ind... 7th .
'l'ex ....... Mar. 20, 1882 Sept.13, 1882 Tex... lOth.
D. C . . . . . . Mar. 1, 1871 Sept. 23, 1882 D. C ..... --Iowa ...... .Aug. 1, 1879 Sept. 23, 1882 Iowa.. 4th .
N.Y ...... Aug. 15, 1879 'Nov. 1, 1882 N.Y .. 20th.
Fla ....... Mar. 19, 1883 Mar. 19, 1883 Fla ... 13t ..
Va .. ...... Sept. 7,1882 Apr. ;.>5,1883 Va. .... 5thNebr ..•••• .June 4,1883 .June 4, 1888 Nebr . 1st ..
N.H ...•.. May 8, 1878 .June 19,1883 N.H •. 1st.Tnd . . . . . . . Dec. 19, 1878 .June 19, 1883 j Ind . . . 13th.
D. C ...... June 21,1877 June 27, 1883 D. C .. ..... .
D. C ...... Feb. 28, 1879 .June 30, 1883 D. C .... ---.
Mass ..... May 8,1878 .July 14, 18 '3 Mass . 9th.
Tenn . .... Nov. 3,1876 ept.13, 1882 'l'cnn 3d ..
Ohio ... . .. Mar. 1, 1ll80 ept.13, 1882 Obio .. 1st.Mel ....... Mar. 1,1880 S pt.13,11!82 Md .. . 6th .
Ohio ...... Mar. 20, 1882 ·ovt. 1a, 1882 Ohio.. 7th .
W.Va. .... Mar. 20,1882 ept.13,18 2 W.Va. 3d ..
Ark ·----- Mar. 1,1876 Oct. 2,18 2 .Ark .. 2d .. 1

• .Army or Navy.

1Colored.

1, 800
1, 800
1, 800
1, 800
1, 800
l, 800
1, 800
1, 800
1.800
1, 600
1, 600
], 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1,40()
1, 400
1,40!t
1,400
1, 40(}
1, 400
1. 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 20()

1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000

1
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DTVISION OF PUBLIC LANDS-Continued.

Name.

Present legal!
residence.
Date of
Compresent ap- 1- - - - : - - - -1 penaapointment.
tion.
State. Cong.
dist.

Whence
appointed.

Date of
original appointment.

Til ........
Ohio ..... .
Kana .....
W.Va ....

Aug. 1,1874
Sept. 30, 1882
Mar. 9,1879
Mar. 9,1882

Olerks-Continued.
ThomasW.Eustace .•....••.•........
Miss Maude Freeman .................
Mrs.E.E.L.Lawrence ................
Mrs.S.E.VanWinkle ................

fl;a!lterJihN.t-------------------. amwr1g Co:~t~~-·-----------··

~a-y-----.

Juue l9,1883
June 20,1883
June22, 1883
June22,1883

;fef. i~·'.i~~~

1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000

T ex ... 1st ..
Md ... 3d ..
N. C .. 4th .
N. J .. 6th .
D.C . . .... .
N. Y.. 8th .
Mich. 5th.
Md ... 6th.
Pa .... 1st ..
Ill .... 2d ..
· · · · · · · · .... ..

000
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900

~u!efg·i~~~ ~ay .. g5~h:

. ..... · u Y

Mrs. Emily W. Neyland ............... Tex ....... Apr. •3, 1876
Mrs.AliceC.Hall ..................... Md ....... June 5.1880
Mrs. Mary I. Page .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. N. C .. .. .. July !6, 1881
Miss Louise J. White ...... ..... .. .. .. N. J ...... Jan. 24, Hl80
MissMaryP.Whitwell ............... D.C ...... Aug. 5,1881
t Mrs. G. N. Powell . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. N. Y ...... Mar. 9, 1882
MissEllenM.Mills ................... Mich ..... Mar.20,1882
MissMaryA.Lumsdon ............... Md ....... July 6,1879
~~ss Josephine G . .Blake .............. Pa ........ June 20, 1883
MissEmmaG.;Frazer ................ ill ........ June20,1883
· rs. M. I. J enk1ns ..................................... - .... -- · ·

7th.
4th.
3d ..
4th.

j TIL ...
Ohio ..
Kans.
W.Va.

n Y

• •

1

•

Apr. 3,1876
June 5,1880
July 16, 1881
Sept.13, 1882
Sept.13,1882
Sept.13, 1882
Sept.13,1882
June 8,1883
June 20, 1883
June30,1883
...... · - · · ....

--

{t.ssistant messenger.
Miss Crudella E. Walling............. Tex ...... July 5, 1883 July 5, 1883 Tex... 9th .

720

(D)

DIVISION OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.

Principal clerk.
*William H. Walker ................. Mass ..... Jan. 6,1875 Feb. 3,1883

Mass. 6th.

$1,800

vlerks.

~bnR.Dickinson .................... D.C ...... June 1,1877 July 1,1881 D.C

.J.....
25th.
21st.
2d . .
14th.

1,800
1,800
1,600
1, 000
1,000

~ii:~ ~~E::\~~iil~:~ ~::::::::::::::: .~:::::::: -~~~~ :~: _1_s_s_a·/·~~-~~ :~: _1_s~:. _~1_:::: .~~~~:

900
900

J hsleyD.Smith ......................
:J·
nB.Lauffer .......................
Miss Clara M. Archibald..............

N.Y ......
Pa ........
Kans . . . . .
ssClaraJ.Martin .................. Pa ........

June16,1870
July 1,1875
Jan. 5, 1875
Dec. 28,1881

June25,1883
Aug.16,1882
Sept. 13, 1882
June19,1883

N.Y ..
Pa ....
Kans .
Pa ....

Copyists.

DIVISION OF PUBLIC SURVEYS.

(E)

Principal clerk.

0 car Hiurichs .. .. .. . . .. • .. .. .. . . .. .. D. C .. .. .. Aug. 7, 1879 Mar. 5, 1882 D. C .. .. • • ..

$1, 800

Cle?'kB.

f~esEdmunds ......................
*N entz C. Miller.....................
w-t~haniel Freeman ..................
J
am A. Cowles ................... ~
o S. Williams . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • ..

1st ..
18th.
......
2d ..
3d .•

1,800
1, 800
1, 000
1, 600
1, 400

~~s.EllenC . .Abbott.. ................ N.C ...... Mar.20,1882 Sept.13,1882 N.C .. 3d..

900
900

in:

Mich .....
Pa ........
S.C .......
Conn......
Iowa ......

May
July
.Mar.
Nov.
Mar.

1,1861
20, 1881
18,1871
25, 1877
18,1871

..A.ug-.16,1882
July 10, 1883
Aug.16, 1882
June 19, 1883
May 1, 1882

Mich.
Pa ....
D. C ..
Conn .
Iowa..

Copyists.
IssLizzieJones ..................... .Ala ....... June22,1883 Jnne22,1883 Ala ... 4th..
*Army or Navy.
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Divisions of the General Land Office-Continued.
(F)

DIVISION OF RAILROADS.

Whence
appointed.

Name.

Date of
original appointment.

Present legal
residence.
ComDate of
present ap- 1 - - - - : - -1 pensation.
pointment.

-----------------------1·-------!--------l--------·l-----------OhUJ.
J.DempsterSmith ..••.•••••••.••.•••. Ind ..•.... June 1,1877 July 1,1881 D.C •.....••

$1,800

OlerkB.
*Samuel R. Edwards ................. .
Willis J. Drummond ................. .
Andrew T. Stone .................... .
*Calvin S. Brown .................... .
Thomas Cromwell .••..•••••.••.. ·- •..
Samuel S. Marr ...................... .
Frank D. Orme ...................... .
Thomas R. Benton ................... .
Fleming R. Griffith .................. .
WalterP. Jones .................... ..
~Francis M. Gideon .................. .
*Cyrus .J. Reed ... .................... .
Miss Jennie F. Skinkle .............. .
Miss Julia E. Slosson ................ .
*JohnP. Peterson ................... .
Miss JennieM'Keever ............... .
Oopyist.
Miss Ada B. Far11ar ................. ..

ill .... 11th.
W.Va. 1st ..
D.C ....... .
Kans .. 2d ..
Md ... 3d ..
Md ... 6th ..
ill .... 14th.
D.C ...... ..
Pa ..... 20th.
N.Y .. 17th.
Ind ... 11th.
Colo ....... .
Iowa .. 1st ..
Ark ... 3d ..
Ill .... lOth.
Va .... 3d ..

1,800
1,800
1, 800
1, 800

D.C ...... July 10,1883 July 12, 1883 D. C .. ,......

900

ill . . . . . . . .
W. Va .•..
D. C ...••.
Kl!DS .....
Md .......
Md •......
ill . .. . .. ..
D.C ......
Pa. ........
N.Y ......
Ind .......
Colo ......
Iowa .•••..
.Ark . . . . . .
ill ........
Va ........

Mar. 20, 1871
.Apr. 1,1871
May 19, 1879
July 2,1879
June 30,1859
Sept. 5, 1870
.Apr. 1, 1863
Mar. 18,1871
May 30,1865
Dec. 19,1879
Mar. 9,1883
July 5, 1883
Nov. 16,1880
Mar. 1, 1877
July 14,1883
.Apr. 28,1874

Mar. 15, 1882
.Aug. 16, 1882
Aug. 16, 1882
.Aug.16, 1882
Feb. 1,1879
.Aug. 16, 1882
.Aug. 21, 1882
June 19,1883
Mar. 1, 1868
Sept. 7,1882
July 9,1883
July 5,1883
Aug.15, 1882
Sept. 13, 1882
July 14,1883
June 22,1883

1, 600
1, 600

1, 600
1, 600
1,400
1, 400
1,400
1, 200
1, 000
1, 000

1,000
1, 000

(G)

DIVISION OF PRE-Jl:MPTIONS.

OhUJ.
Henry Howes ......................... Vt ........ Nov. 25,1871 July 1,1881 Vt .... 2d..

$1,800

Olerks.

James G. Johnston .................. .
*James J. Barnes .................... .
Philip H. Seymour .................. ..
Oscar H. Herring .................... .
*Nelson D. Adams .................. ..
*David H. Goodno .................. ..

~:;:!n~~1~~~o-::: ~::::::::::::::::::

Miss Mary C. Torrey ................ .
Mrs. Mary Barker ................... .
Mrs. Lou M. Mattingly ............. ..
William H. Davidson ................ .
Ethelbert P. Oliphant ............... ..
Mrs. Sallie T. Dunlap ....... . ...... ..
Oopyists.
Mrs. Helen E. Gray ..................
Mrs. Laura E. Cook...................
Miss May Simkins ....................
Miss Emma H. Gurley................

Pa ........
Mich ......
Ohio . • . . . .
Iowa......
Vt ........
Iowa ......
Dak . . . . . .
Mo .......
Mich . . • • .
Iowa ......
D. C . .. .. •
Mass ......
Pa ........
Ala .......

.Apr. 30,1879
July 19,1864
Aug. 1, 1879
Feb. 27, 1880
July 9,1869
May 28,1865
Mar. !i, 1877
.Aug. 8,1879
Ang. 21, 1877
May 27,1872
May 4, 1876
.Apr. 11, 1882
Nov. 1, 1878
Mar. 9,1882

.AU!it· 16, 1882
A.ug. 16, 1882
.Aug. 16, 1882
Mar. 19, 1883
.Apr. 1,1871
Jaly 1,1881
Sept. 7, 1882
Sept. 7, 1882
June 25, 1883
Sept. 8, 1882
Sept. 13, 1882
Sept. 13, 1882
Sept. 23, 1882
June 19, 1883

Pa .... 21st.
Mich .. 1st ..
Ohio .. 1st ..
Iowa .. 1st ..
Md ... th ..
Iowa .. 2d ..
Dak ....... .
Mo .... 9th ..
Mich .. 1st ..
Iowa .. 3d ..
D.C .. ... ...
Mass .. 9th ..
Pa. .... 21st.
Ala ... 4th ..

Nebr ......
Mo .......
Fla .......
D. C ......

Mar.10,1880
June 5,1881
Mar. 9,1882
July 3.1883

Mar.lO, 1880
June 5, 1881
Sept.13, 1882
July 9, 1883

Nebr .. lat ..
Mo .. . 12th .
Fla. ... 2d ..
D. C ....... .

1, 800
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 400
1, 400
1,400
1, 400
1, 200
1, 200
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
900
900

900
900
(K)

DIVISION OF SW.AMP LANDS.

Ohief.
*Sardis L. Crissey • • .. .... .. • .. • • .. .. . N.Y ...... Mar. 22, 1864 Dec. 1, 1878 N.Y.. B3d .

OZeru.
Henry A. Wind .......................
¥Phrirlm Kilpatrick ..................
HenryW.Babbitt ....................
• Aaron H. Nelson . .. • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Charles M. Clarke .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Georg H. Phillips . ...................
Miss R. Cordelia Levy .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
t J oh.n E. Patterson...................

Pa ........
Iowa ......
Pa ........
La . .. . .. ..
N. Y ......
Minn . .. -- ~
N. Y .. . .. .
N. C .. .. ..

Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Oct.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
J nly

20,1864
25,1865
1,1863
20, 1881
11, 1882
23, 1882
11, 1877
3, 1883

*.Army or Navy.

Aug. 16,1882
.April18, 1870
Sept. 7,1882
J nne 25, 1883
Sept. 7, 1882
Sept. 13, 1882
S pt. 23, 1882
July 3, 1883

Pa .... 9th ..
Iowa .. lat ..
Pa .... 27th.
La .... 2d ..
N.Y .. Bd ..
Minn . 3d.
D.C ........
N.C .. 2d ..

$1, 800
1, 800
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 400
1, 200
1, 200
1, 000

BTAFF AND DIVISIONS OF GENERAL LAND OFFICE, DEC. 1, 83.

Divisions of the Geneml Land

~tfice-Continued.
(L)

DIVISION OF DR.AUGHTING.

Whence
appointed.

Name.

1235-

Date of
ori~al appomtment.

Present legal
Date of
residence.
Compresent ap· 1----:----1 pensa-·
pointment.
C
tion.

State. d~f

Ohief.
Gustave P. Strum .••••• ••• • •• • •• •• •• . Va. ........ .Tune 24, 1875 Nov. 16, 1882 D. C •• ••••••

~. 800'

Olerk8.
William Naylor .......................
*Robert H. Morton...................
*Andrew F. Dinsmore................
*JohnB.Shinn .......................
John C. Van Hook....................
*August Pohlers . ..... . ••• • • .........
~tthew Hendges ....................
T omas H. Trumbull.................
Ral~ P. Lowe .. . .. • • . • • • • ••• .. • .. • • .
*Jo W. Stockton ...................
Rudolph von Gluemer ................

D.C •••••.
Ohio ......
Mich..... .
N.C •••••.
D. C ......
D. C ......
D.C ......
N.H .••••.
Iowa......
Pa. ........
D.C ......

Oct. 15,1875
July 11,1870
Nov. 24, 1882
Aug. 1,1879
May 10, ~878
Feb. 1, 1876
.June 19,1883
Aug. 20, 1879
Oct. 10, 1881
.July 13,1883
.July 5,1883

Mar. 19,1883
.July 1, 1881
Nov. 24, 1882
Sept. 7,1882
Sept. 7, 1882
.June 19, 1883
.July 9,1883
.July 1, 1881
Sept. 13, 1882
.July 13,1883
.July 5,1883

D.C ........
Ohio .. 13th.
Mich •. 5th ..
N.C .. 2d •.
D.C ...... ..
D.C ....... .
D.C ...... ..
N.H .. lat ..
Iowa .. lat •.
Pa .... 2d ..
D.C ....... .

1, 800
1, 600

1, 600
1,600
1,400
1,4,00
1,400
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200

1,000

Oopyilt.

Mrs. Emma T. Morris................. Md •• •• • • . .June 30, 1883 .June 30, 1883 Md ••• 3d...

DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS.

900

(M}

Ohief.
*James W. Donnelley .• .. •• ........... Ark ...... Oct. 22, 1876 Sept. 1, 1880 Ark .. 3d...

$1, 800

Olerks.
~ohn H. Baker .............. , ....... .
W~deric A. Holden ................. ..
*Hilton Griffin ....................... .
Th enry C. Darragh ................... .
Ar o:-as M. Baldwin ................. .

Ch~rk~ ~~~11 -wi.i; ··· · · · · ··· · · · ·· · ·

*Willis H G .n
on .............. .
H
d . ngsby .................. ..
*Al~ar B. Abbott .................. ..
Williert G. ~an .........•••...••..••.

r:

:il~:: M~;~s·:::::: ::::::::::::::

GenJamin T. Reilly ................... .
*Je~ge W. Clarvoe ................... .
G o n R. McConnell ................. ..
M~or¥:,. ~-Barnard ................... .

•iss

iltan Burritt ............. . ... ..
A;mes D. Mankin ................... .
Ed raham B. Hiltman ................ .
Thw~d L Pool ....•..•••••••••.••..••.

Mi:E~jt~~~~{;:::::::::::::::::::.'

Pa........ May 6, 1881
R.I....... Mar. 12, 1871
N.Y ...... Feb. 2,1877
Pa. ........ .June 1, 1877
Pa ........ Aug. 1, 1879
Pa ........ .Aug. 1,1879
Va ........ June 12, 1872
Ga ........ Aug. 1,1879
Va. ........ Aug. 5,1879
Ark . .. . .. Oct. 27, 1879
D. C ...... Nov.19, 1882
Va ........ Apr. 3,1882
Ohio . . . . . . Aug. 15, 1833
D. C . . . . . . Aug. 27, 1879
D. C • • • . . . Ort. 2, 1882
D. C . . . . . . Oct. 2, 1882
Pa. .•..... . Aug. 1, 1870
Ky ....... .July 3, 1883
N. Y...... May 19, 1879
N. C ...... .June 23, 1883
Ill ........ .July 3,1883
Md . . . • .. . Apr. 26, 1880

Sept. 19, 1882
Aug. 16, 1882
Aug.16, 1882
Aug. 16, 1882
Aug. 16, 1882
Aug.16, 1882
Apr. 25, 1883
Sept. 7,1882
Sept. 7, 1!382
Oct. 2, 1882
May 5,1883
May 31,1883
Sept. 13, 1882
Sept. 13, 1882
Oct. 2, 1882
Oct. 20, 1882
.July 9,1883
July 3,1883
.June 23, 1883
.June 23, 1883
.July 3,1883
.June 19, 1883

Pa .... 6th ..
R.I. .. 2d .. .
D.C ...... ..
Pa .... 2d .. .
Pa. ..•. 18th.
Pa .... 2d ...
Md ••. 3d ...
Ga .... 5th ..
Va. .... 8th ..
Ark .. 3d .••
D.C ...... ..
Va .... 4th ..
D.C ...... ..
D.C ....... .
D.C ...... ..
D.C ....... .
Pa .••. 15th.
Ky ... 5th ..
N.Y .. 8th ..
N.C .. 4th •.
Ill .... 2d·.. .
D.C ...... ..

1, 800
1, 600

1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1,600
1, 600
1, 400
1,400
1,400
1,400
1,400
1,200
1, 200
1, 200

1, 200
1, 200
1,200
1, 000
1,000
1,000
1, 000

Oopyist8.

~~ss tf.bbie E. Guyton................ Tenn ..... Feb. 1, 1877 'Feb. 1, 1877 Tenn . lOth.

M~s
A. Walker .. . . .. .. .... .. •• • ..
Miss ~alJ.' M. Campbell ..............
Mi!s arne L. Shaber ................
B Nannie J. Coleman..............

Iowa .....
Tenn .....
Nev ......
Ohio ......

Oct. 5, 1878
.Tnly 25,1879
Sept. 25,1882
.June 20,1883

*Army or Navy.

Oct. 5,1878
.July 25,1879
Oct. 3,1882
.June 20, 1883

Iowa .•
Tenn
Nev..
Ohio ..

1st..
8th..
......
17th.

900
900
900
900
900
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Divisions of the Geneml Land Office-Continued.
DIVISION OF MINERAL CLAIMS.

Date of
present a.ppointment.

Whence
Date of
appointed. original appointment.

Name.

Present legal
residence.

Com-

1---.,.---.--1 pensa-

Cong.
State. dist.

tion.

---------------------------l-----1- - - - -l- - - - - -l- - - - - - - - - Chief.
Joseph Tyssowski. •••••..•....•...... D.C .•.... July 23,1861 Mar. 16,1882

D. C .. ......

$1,800

Clerks.
*Charles A. Boynton .....•.........•..
John H. Hickcox, jr .•••...••.........
*Henry G. Potter . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Frank P. McDermott ........•........
Philo B. Wright .................. ....
William B. Matthews ................ .
*Albert L. Pitney ................. . ...
Andrew Diltz ..................... • . ..
Dnane E. Fox.........................
John U. Mueller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Everard Bierer, jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*George W. Barnes . .• . . . .. .. . . . . . . • ..
Perry G. Michner.....................
Miss Emma E. Pearce .................
Irhamar'P. Berthrong ................
Horace F. Clark ......................
Miss Sarah A. Buckman ..............
Miss Susan W. Carson ............ ....
Oscar Newman . ......................
Julius Ulke ...........................
Mrs. .Adeline N. Chalker..............
Miss Isabella Carter ..................
Miss M. L. Fairchild ..................
Miss C. A. Hollingsworth ..... .... .. ..
Mrs. Mary ;E- McAlpine . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ohio ...... Sept.10, 1870
N . Y ...... Oct. 1, 1879
Ohio...... July 19, 1870
D. C .... .. Aug. l, 1879
Ind .. ..... May 2, 1882
Va ....... _ June 14, 1883
Dl ....... . Aug. 1, 1874
Ind .. ..... D ec. 21, 1881
Mich ..... Apr. 4, 1882
Mich . . . . . May 2, 1882
Kans .... . Aug. 8, 1882
Pa ........ Mar. 20, 1882
Ind ....... M ay 5, 1883
N.Y ...... May 22,1874
N.Y .... .. Apr. 29, 1882
Mo ....... June 6,1881
Pa ........ May 1,1879
Pa .... . ... Mar. 9, 1882
Va ........ Mar. 28,1882
D. C ...... May 8, 18!!2
N.Y ...... Oct. 1, 1879
Utah ..... Oct. 10,1878
N.Y ...... Aug.17, 1880
Mo ....... Nov. 4,1881
Mich . . . . . Mar. 20, 1882

Aug.16, 1882 Ohio ..
June 25, 1883 N.Y ..
July 1, 1881 Ohio..
Sept. 7, 1882 D. C . .
Apr. 24, 1883 Ind ...
June 14, 1883 Va ....
June 19, 1883 Ill ....
June 19, 1883 Ind ...
June 19, 1883 Mich .
June 19, 1883 Mich .
June 23, 1883 Kans .
June 25, 1883 1 Pa -...
May 5, 1883 Ind .. .
Sept.13, 1882 N.Y ..
Sept.13, 1882 N.Y ..
Oct. 2,1882 Mo ...
June 19,1883 Pa ....
June 19,1883 Pa ...
June 19,1883 Va ....
June 30, 1883 D. C . .
Sept. 23, 1882 N.Y ..
Oct. 2,1882 Utah .
June 19,1883 N.Y ..
June.19, 1883 Mo- ..
July 9, 1883 Mich .

14th.
16th.
15t h.. . . ..
lOth.
3d...
12th.
11th.
5th..
1st ..
1st..
1st..
6th..
13th.
30th.
11th.
5th..
9th..
3d...
.. .. ..
27th
......
29th.
lOth.
8th..

1, 800
1, 600
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000

June 16,1881 Md ... 2d .. .
Sept.13, 1882 Dl. ... 8th ..
Sept. 13, 1882 Mass . 4th ..
Oct. 3,1882 N.Y .. lOth.
Nov. 28, 1882 Pa.... 23d ..
June19,1883 Va .... 2d .. .
.;rune 22, 1883 D. C ....... .
. . . . ..................... ..

1, 000
900
.900
900
900
900
900
900

Copyists.
Miss Rachel A. Belt ..................
Miss Caroline M. Bosley..............
Mrs. Emma l!'. Clement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Felix E. Mahoney .....................
Miss Mary P. Riddle.... ..............
MissEmilyC.Bryant .................
Miss Emily M. Chubb .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
Miss F. D. Brass . • . • . • . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .

Md .......
Ill .... ....
Mass . . . . .
N.Y ......
Pa ....... :
Va .... ... .
D. C ......
. . .. . . . . . . . .

F eb. 13,1880
Mar. 20, 1882
Mar. 20, 1!!82
Apr. 22,1882
Nov. 28, 1882
Apr.27,1883
June 22, 1883
. . . .. . . . .. . .. .

(P)

DIVISION OF SPECIAL SERVICE.
Chief.
Alfred G. McKensie .................. Kans ..... July 23,1876 Aug.16, 1882 Kans. 2d...

$1,800

Clerks,
6th ..
33d ..
3d ...
12th.
Vt .... 1st..
Ark .. 3d .. .
Wis .. 2d .. .
N. Y .. 28th .
Conn . 2d .. .
D. C ...... ..
Kans . 2d .. .

1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 600
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1. 200
1, 200
1, 000

Miss M.A. Palmer.................... D. C ...... Mar. . 8,1882 Apr. 8,1882 D.C ....... .

900

*RobertS. Graham ................... .
*Robert M. McKee ... ................ .
Archibald Young ...•.................
Gabriel V. N. Ogden . ................ .
Miss Lucy M. Strong ................ .
William W. Wilshire, jr ............ ..
Marshall H. Parks ................... .

Mo .. .. . ..
D. C . . . . . .
Ark .. .. ..
N. Y......
Vt ..... .. .
Ark ......
Wis . . . . . .
N. Y......
Conn . . . . .
Miss ,Jennie S. Peyton ............... . D. C .. .. ..
Mrs. A.nnie P. McManus .. .
Kana . . . . .

~!~s ~s~b~ll;f;_ :P~8i:~~~::: :::::::::::

Oct. 29, 1874
Mar. 26, 1877
Apr. 20, 1877
Aug. 5, 1879
Apr. 1,1875
Jan. 21,1883
May 10, 1879
Oct. 26, 1870
Mar. 5, 1877
Nov. 13, 1879
Mar. 9, 1882

July 1,1881
Aug. 16, 1882
Aug. 16, 1882
Apr. 14,1883
June 25, 1883
Jan. 21, 1883 .
June 19,1883
June 25, 1883
8ept.13, 1882
Oct. 2, 1882
June 10, 1883

Mo ...
N.Y ..
Ark . .
N.Y ..

Copyist.

.AsBiBtant rnessenuer.

1

Mi s Nettie Cowlin,<Y .................. D.C .... .. June 22, 1882 1Jun 25, 18 3 D.C ........

* A.rmy or Kavy.

t Promoted August 24, $900.
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Divisions of the General Land Office-Continued.
INSPECTORS AND SPECIAL AGE:STS.

Name.

Whence
appointed.

Date of
original appomtment.

Date of
present appointment.

Present legal
residence.

Com-

1------~---1 pens~

State. Cong.
dist.

tion.

-------------------------l---------l----------1----------l·-------------In6pectors of surveyors-generct~ and
district ~and offices.
,fohn G. Evans....... . ................ Colo ..... . Feb. 5,1883 Feb. • 5, 1883 Colo .. --- .. A. R. Greene.................. .. .. . . .. Kans . . . .. Feb. 26, 1883 Feb. 26, 1883 Kana " 2d ..
F. D. Hobbs ........................... N.H ...... Dec. 9,1870 Nov. 1,1883 N.H .. 1st ..

$2,000
2, 000
2, 000

Special agentsjor timbe1· depredations.
*Thomas F. Shoemaker .............. .
John Truan .......................... .
William F. Prosser ...... . ............ .
Thomas Harlan ..................... ..
Lemuel Shields ...................... .
Milton Peden ...... . ......• .. .........
William Roy ........................ ..
William M. Clark .................... .
Isaac N. Wilcoxen .............. .... ..
JohnH. Welch ...................... ..
Edward W. Wynkoop ............... ..

¥,~~!·:~~~~~~i~:::: ~::::::::: ::::::::

Darwin J. Chadwick ................. .

~~~!~if ~·h~~~-~::-:::::::::::: ::::::

~~omas Burnside ...•...•.............
L c ward Outhwaite ...... _..... __ .. __ .

ChW.Allum ......... . ............... .
G aries L. Kelsey .................... .
Heo~e W. Story . ..... _.......•.......
Wen erson Ritchie ....... _.......... ..

Pe;~rr~li>~~~~~::: ::::::::::::::::::

May 4,1882
Sept. 23, 1882
Mar. 20, 1879
May 10,1881
May 13,1881
May 1(), 1882
June J 0, 1882
Dec. 13, 188:2
May 9,1883
~r. 18,1879
ar. 23,1882
Aug. 10, 1883
Dec. 15, 1880
Sept. 15, 1882
Oct. 4,1882
Feb. 1,1883
Mar. 10, 1883
Mar. 16, 1883
Mar. 19, 1883
Apr. 23, 1883
June 1,1883
June 1,1883
June 2, 1883
Mar. 14, 1881
Apr. 10, 1882

May 4,1882
Sept. 23, 1882
Dec. 1, 188~
Dec. 1,1882
Dec. J, 1882
Dec. 1, 1882
Dec. 1, 1882
Apr. 18,1883
May 9,1883
May 21,1883
May 21,1883
Aug. 10, 1883
Jan. 24,1882
Sept. 15, 1882
Oct. 4, 1R82
:Feb. 1, 1883
Mar. 10, 1800
Mar. 16, 1883
Mar. 19, 1883
Apr. 23, 1883
June 1, 1883
June 1, 1883
June 2,1883
June 13, 18~3
Apr. 19, 1882

N.Y ..
Colo ..
Tenn.
Iowa ..
Mo ....
Ind ...
La ....
Colo ..
N.Y ..
Mich.
Pa ....
Kans.
Mich.
Incl ...
Colo ..
'l'enn.
Ariz ..
Pa ... .
Wis ..
Cal ...
Ark . .
N.Y ..
Kans.
T enn.
Kans .

Aug. Q, 1879
May 4,1869
June 4, 1877
Aug. 13,1879
Mar. 1,1871

Oct. 1, 1882
Apr. 2,1883
July 25, 1883
Aug. 13,1879
June 19, 1883

Md ••.
Pa ....
Mo ...
Iowa ..
D.C ..

July 29,1880
June 10, 1882
Mar. 27, 1877
Dec. 13, 1882
Mar. 10, 1883
Mar. 17, 1883
Mar. 21, 1883
Sept. 11, 1880
Apr. 2,1883
Apr. 3,1883
Apr. 3,1883
Apr. 5, 1883
Apr. 6,1883
Apr. 10,1883
Apr. 11, 1883
Apr. 12, 1883
.Apr. 12, 1883
June 1,1877
Apr. 23,1883
Apr. 27, 1883
May 7,1883
May 9,1883
Oct. 14, 1882
May 11,1883
Apr. J, 1871
Oct. 18, 1881
July 12, 1883
Oct. 9,1883

Apr. 5,1883
July 25, 1883
May 31, 1883
Mar. 3, 1883
Mar. 10, 1883
Mar. 17,1883
Mar. 21, 1883
Mar. 24, 1883
Apr. 2, 1883
Apr. 3, 1883
Apr. 3,1883
Apr. 5,1883
Apr. 6, 1883
Apr. 10, 1883
Apr. 11, 1883
Apr. 12,1883
Apr. 12,1883
Apr. 17,1883
Apr. 23, 1883
Apr. 27,1883
May 7, 1883
May 9, 1883
May 10,1883
May 11, 1883
May 15, 1883
June 19, 1883

~~~::::-::

Tenn .....
Iowa .....
Mo .......
Ind .......
La ........
Colo ......
N.Y ......
Mich .....
Pa ......·..
Kans .....
Mich .....
Incl. ......
Colo ......
Tenn .....
Ariz ......
Pa ........
Wis ......
Cal .......
Ark ......
N.Y. ......
Kans .....
Tenn .....
Kans .....

29th.
.........

6th ..
lat ..
1st ..
6th .
2d ..

.. ...........
. .........
5th14th.
3cl ..
5th9th.

-----1st ..

Oth.
9th.
2d ..
3cl ..
7th.
3d ..
8th.
2d ..

1,400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1,400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 400
1, ;1,08
1, 20
1,:wo
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
,1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, 200
1, GOO

Special agents for swamp ~and~.

;~nathan W. Child; ................ . Md .......
Pa ......·..
Mo ... . ...
Iowa ......
Kans .....

f~:i~~:::

::::::::::

1st ..
24th.
5th.
1st ..

1,400
1, 400
1, 400
1, 200
1, 200

Del .........
Ala . . . 2d ..
Fla . . . 2d •.
Colo ...... . .
Colo ....... .
Vt .... 1st ..
Kans . 1st ..
Iowa.. 7th .
Colo ...... ..
S. C ... 1st ..
Kans . 3d ..
N.Y .. 13th .
Kans . 3d ..
Iowa.. 4th .
Dak ........
Iowa .. 7th .
Mich . 4th .
Mass . 8th .
N.Y.. 25th.
Pa.... 19th.
Colo ........
Kans . 3d ..
N.Y .. 29th.
Ark .. 3d ..
Iowa.. 3d ..
Nebr . 3d ..

1, 800
1, 600
1, 200
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
j 5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
j5 00
t5 00
t5 C'O
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t 5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t4 co
1, 6C.O

....... . .

Special agents for j1·audu~ent land
entries.
:l_jhn M. Dunn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
iernon A. Mabson..................
Cames Bell .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
Horydon W. Sanborn . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . ..
F eddE:r:son H. Eddy ...................
The enck T. Bickford . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
w·rmas H. Cavanaugh................
J J son T. Smith......................
Sesse L. Pritcherd . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

Del ...... .
Ala ...... .
Fla ..... ..
Colo .... ..
Colo ..... .
Vt .....•..
Kans ... ..
Iowa .... .
Colo ..... .

~~~~e~ ~~O~~e~-:~::~:~:::::: ~~: :::::: ~~·s·: ::::

'Ib omas W. Jaycox................... N.y ......

t!i~¥.~r~~:::::::::: :~ :~~

Gilham W. Mcilvain ................
J eorge B. Coburn.....................
Edmes A. McCormick................ .
A ward G. Fahne tock .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..

r.;: ~ ~

Mich ... ..
D. C ..... .
N.y .... ..
Pa ...... ..

~~~l~\1/U>ii:::·:_-~ ilTi

l!:p9', '.v. Thorpe ..................... , Pa ..... ..
8 · .v. tubbs ........................ Kans .... .
*Army or Navy.

~~~~ 1~: i~~~ .:.~:::: 1-~~~~: .
tPer day.
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INSPECTORS AND SPECIAL AGENTS-Continued.

Whence
Date of
appointed. ori~inal appomtment.

Name.

Present legal
Date of
residence.
Compresent ap- 1----:---1 pensapointment.
C
tion.
State. ~f

-----------------------1-------l---------l--------·l----------SaeciaZ agents for fraud:utent land
entrie8-Continued.

W. Eaton ......... :. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . N ebr . . .. . Oct.
W. Goucher........... .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . Colo .. . . .. Oct.

1, 1883 Oct.
1, 1883 Oct.

$1,600
1,600

1, 1883
1, 1883

Special agents for examination of surveys.
Isaac Teller .......................... . Mich . . . . .
Colo ......
¥:~~±~d~eli·:::.:::::
Cal . . . . . ..
George W. Lechner .................. . Colo . . . . . .
:Benjamin C. Bonnell .••••••••.••.••••. Mich . • • . .
Edson L. Luddington ................ . N.Y ..... .
Robert Berry ....................... .. Colo . . . . . .

:::::::::::

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
May
Oct.

24, 1883
14,1883
24, 1883
16, 1883
11, 1883
28,1883
9, 1882

Jan. 24,1883
Feb. 14, 1883
Mar. 24, 1883
Apr. 16, 1883
May 11,1883
May 28,1883
June 6,1883

Mich. 6th.
Colo ...... ..
Cal ... 2d ..
Colo .... ... .
Mich. 1st .•
N.Y .. 25th.
Colo ........

t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00
t5 00

ASSISTANT MESSENGERS, PACKERS, AND LABORERS.

.Assistant messenger• and packers.
*Francis J. McGraw .................
t Joseph Morrison .. .. • • . .. .. . .. .. • • ..
Edward A. Hannegan ................
tHarrison Brown .... ~ ................
tWilliam Allen ...................... .
t Benjamin S. Stewart.................
Rudolph Scheitlin ....................
William R. Spencer ...................
t Amos Hill .. .........................
* Leander G. Wilson .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. ..
t William T. Ferguson................
Henry N. Lowry......................

D.C ......
Ark . . . . • .
D.C ......
N.Y ......
Va ........
D. C .. .. ..
D. C ......
D. C .... ..
Md .......
D. C ... . ..
D. C ......
Mich .....

Aug. 5,1879
Mar. 8, 1877
Apr. 8,1882
June12,1869
July .1,1878
Sept. 7, 1880
June 4,1881
Apr. 22,1879
June 13,1881
.ruly 23, 1881
Jan. 24, 1883
July 10, 1883

Mar. 1,1881
July 1, 1882
July 1,1882
Sept.11, 1882
Sept.ll, 1882
Sept. 11, 1882
Dec. 4,1882
Jan. 24,1883
June 21,1883
J nne 21, 1883
June 25, 1883
July 10,1883

D. C .• ......
Ark . . 3d • •
D.C........
N.Y .. 27th.
Va .... 8th..
D. C .. . . . .. .
D. C .. ......
D. C .. ......
Md ... 6th..
D. C .. . • • .. .
D. C .. . . . . ..
Mich . 5th..

Sept. 15, 1871
Jan. 21, 1875
Jan. 5,1876
Jan. 6, 1880
Dec. 4, 1879
Feb. 18, 1880
July 1,1880
Dec. 1,1882
Dec. 10, 1882
Md • .. .. .. J nne 23, 1883
Dak • • • . . . Sept. 21, 1882
D. C . .. .. . Sept. 1, 1862

Sept. 15, 1871
Jan. 21,1875
Jan. 5,1876
Jan. 6, 1880
Feb. 1, 1880
Feb. 18, 1880
Mar. 1,1881
Dec. 4,1882
Dec. 16, 1882
J nne 23, 1883
July 9, 1883
July 14, 1883

D.C ....... .
D.C ....... .
D.C ....... .
D.C ....... .
D.C ....... .
D.C ....... .
D.C ....... .
Miss .. 3d .. .
N.Y .. 5th .•
Md ... 6th .•
Dak ...... ..
D.C ......•.

$720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720

72~

Laborers.
*t John H. Reeves.....................
t John F. Shorter ...... .... • • .. •• .. . . .
* Washin~on Grady ..................
t James W. Beckett...................
t Richard Diggs .. .. • • • ••• .. .... .. .. . .
Charles Heydon .. • .. • . • .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
t William Johnson ....................
tNorvalJ.Johnson ...................
~t John H. King. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .
t Martin Lewis........................
George S. Kershaw . • . . . . . • • • . • • . • . • . .
George Pulaski.......................
*Army and Navy.

Va. • • • . . • .
D. C ......
Va ........
D. C ......
D. C . .. .. .
D. C . .. . ..
D. C ......
Miss .....
N. Y......

tColored.

tPerday.

660
1160

660
660
660

660
660
660
660
660

660
660
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SURVEYS OF THE PUBLIC LANDS
To .TUNE 30, 1883.

(See pages 178 to 195, to June 30, 1880.
See pages 567 to 676, to J nne 30, 1882.
For list of surveyors-general to J nne 30, 1883, see page 554.)
SURVEYS.

The areas of public surveys executed during the year 1883 was as follows:
Acree.

Surveys of public lands ...•...•.••.•.•.••••••..•.•.•••.•.•••••.••••• 54,129,400.28
512,098.53
Surveys of Indian lands .•.••.•.••••..•.•.•.•••••••••••••••••.••••••.
642,233.98
Surveys of private land claims ...•.....•••.....•...•••••••••••.•••..
Total number of acres surveyed during the fiscal year •••••••••. 55,283,732.79
At a cost of about 4 cents per acre.
Two thousand six hundred and seventy township plats and field notes of surveys
of public lands and private land claims were examined dnring the year, and three hundred and fifty-one surveying contracts entered into by surveyors-general were examined and approved.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT, ON ACCOUNT OF SURVEYS.

(SEE PAGES 184, 185, ·AND 569 TO 572,)

The amount covered by certificates of deposit on account of surveys examined and
accepted in payment for public lands during the year was $1,720,800. 70.
The amount deposited for surveys under the individual deposit system was
$1,162,935.58.
For data of importance as to the individual deposit survey system, see pages 569 to
572 and 1242, together with the recommendation of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office for the repeal of this law. See also circular of September 15, 1883, relating to individual deposits, at end of this chapter. Congress seems to know nothing
about the practical operations of this law or its abuses. (Sec. 2401 to 2403 R. S.)
Rates of survey for 1883 remain the same as on page 573. The Congressional app~priations were $400,000 for the year 1883 for surveys; the individual deposits
t1,162,935.58-three times as much as made by Congress. The area of surveyed and
undisposed of public lands June 30, 1883, was estimated at more than 243,000,000
acres, exclusive of the lands in the Southern States. (See page 528.)
CONGRESSIONAL APPROPRIATIONS FOR

1883.

(SEE PAGE 568 FOR 1881 AND 1882.)

By the act of Congress approved August 7, 1882, there was appropriated $400,000
Said act proytded for the expenditure of not exceeding $50,000 thereof for examinations of surveys
m the field.
The appropriation for surveys was apportioned by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office to the 16 surveying districts in accordance with the respective demands
for field work called for by the public service, to wit:
To the district ofArizona...... • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • $20, 000 .00
California • . • • • . . . • • . . . • . . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • 25, 000 00
Colorado .•..•....••••..••..•••••.••••.••••.••••.. _...... . • • • • • • • • • 50, 000 00
Dakota .•••.••••..•.•••..•...•••..•••••.•••.•••••• :. • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • 45, 000 00
Florida............................................................ 25,000 00
Idaho . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 15, 000 00
Louisiana (actual)................................................. 17,292 38
Minnesota . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . 20, 000 00
Montana . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • . • . • • • . . . . . . 31, 500 00
Nebraska and Iowa................................................ 15,000 00
Nevada(actual) ..................••.......•••••.....•.•.•••...•..•. 20,590 52
f~r the survey of the public lands for the year ending J nne 30, 1883.
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To the district ofNew Mexico (actual) . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • . . $24, 94,1 20

g~:~o~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :::: ~ ~ ::~: :: :: :::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::::::::::: :::: :: :::: :: ~~: ~~~ ~g

Washington.......................................................
Wyoming .....••........ •.•••......•...•..•••.•.••.•.• •••.•••••....

35,000 00
20,000 00

381,377 10
By the same act of Congress there was also appropriated for surveys of private land
claims during the yearIn .Arizona ....•...••....•.••••..•...............•.......••..•.•••..•.••••.. $S, 000
In New Mexico . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 000
In California .................•.••....•.......................•••.....••... 10,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS AND PRIVATE DEPOSITS FOR THE YEAR

1883.

(FOR 1883, DEE PAGES 570 .AND 573.)

Total Congressional appropriations for the year to June 30, 1883... ..•. $400,000 00
Total deposits by persons or corporations for private surveys . . . . . . . . . . 1, 162, 935 58
Total ....•...............................................•....• 1, 562,935 58
CO~GRESSION.A.L

.APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1884.

By the act of Congress approved March 3, 1883, $425, 000 was appropriated for the
survey of the public lands during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884. This was not
used, nor was it available, until after June 30, 1883.
The area surveyed was 55,283, 732.79, at a cost of $2,195.005.66, or about 4 cents per
acre.
AREAS OF SURVEYS FOR 1883.
{SEE PAGE 570.)

The extent of surveys during the year ending June 30, 1883, payable out of Congressional appropriations, and individual deposits for surveys of public lands, unde:r
section 2401 Revised Statutes, as reported, was as follows:
Land States and Territories.

Arizona .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
California . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .
Colorado . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .
Dakota....................................................
Florida.....................................................

i~;~~iMa·:::: .·:: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::::::: :::::: :::: ::

Minnesota . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
Nebraska..................................................
Nevada................................................... .
New Mexico ... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••••..... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

%~~~~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~::::: :
;.;~~:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::. :::: ~::::: :~:~ :::: ~ ~ :

Public lands.

Private la11d
claims.

.Acres.

.Acres.

····sa:

A.~D

UNSOLD

I
1

Indian
lands.

.Acres.

2, 640, 505. 09
3, 726, 176. 04
238:75 - ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~::::: · ·
3, 966, 773. 79 . • • . . . • . . . . • . . 202, 410. 45
4, 067,982.17 ...•.• ·•··· •• .
22,540.32
109,945.00 ................ ... ...........................

~~~: ~g~: ~~

;;;;~ ;~~~~~~;I~~~~~~~~~~~~

539, 482. 42
1, 265, 695. 98
1, 146, 800.71 ......................... .
5, 518,559.02 ....................... .. .
12, 847, 969. 93
588,244.51 ........... .
2
'

13,

~~i: ~~~: ~~ ::~~ :::::::::: ."287,' i47.' 76
~~~: ~~: ~~ ,: ::::::: :~~::: ::::::::::::

Total ............................................. .. . 54,129, 400. 28

SURVEYED

I

1

642, 233. 98 j 512, 008. 53

L.A~WS.

(SEE P .AGES 573 AND 528.)

The United States June 30, 1883, owned, in round numbers, 255,000,000 of acres of
8ur'Veyed lands which were unsold.
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SURVEYED AND U~SURVEYED LA...""'DS TO JUNE 30, 1883.
(SEE

16, 17, 189,

PAGES

AXD

574.)

The total area of public lands (from the beginning of the land system) surveyed
to June 30, 1883, was 886,367,361 acres. The total area of public lands remaining
unsurveyed to June 30, 1883, was 928,462,577 acres.
Tabular statement showing the number of am·es of public lands sm·veytd in the following
land States and Terri to1'ies 11p to June 30, 1882, during the present fiscal year, and the
total of the public lands surveyed up to June 30, 1883; also the total. area of the publio
domain 1·emaining unsu1·veyed within the same.
Area of public lands
in States and Territories.

Number of acres of public lands surveyed.
~c-i8

C'i

00
00

Land States and
Territories.

CQ0

.,

~

~

~

u.i

ce

"::>

g.
"'
~

"'

0

C';j

~
Alabama.........
Arkansas . . . . . . . .
galifornia....... .
olorado · . ••... ..
ii}?ri~a. · · · · ·.-...
I illO!S..... .. • • • .
I~a~n~saa~s~.- _:_:_:_~_:_: :_:_ :_:_
.
Louisiana
--..... .
~cbigan ·.-.... .
mnesota........
M!esissi:ppi.
Missouri
.. .............
N b k
N e ras a .. . .. .. .
Ohyaua
· · · · ·--...
10

rl

~...

<!)

~.:.-~~

;;A~

"g §J;

£'

~

C';j~ 0 ... ~

s·<~ ~~

2~8~~
~ ~J; g ~
.;:;; ;:l
,o .,..

~"::>~-- tD •
8.B~$'d~

"""'

.£

cP

-.,a;>oo

~-g~ 8Jl';.
~P..o~~~

~

.....

~

-g~~

0

"' ..... o
.....00<!)

§

s ""rl~
~CQ

~"'~

.t:<+=~.,

~J;~
~""-S

'd"'.-o
p~.s ~

<r.l
~

"::>

.B~
p.,rl

p
':6
-+"
0

E-1

~""'"'
0
CI"J:•

0
·~·1""'4

,.....

e

bL"".,

~

a:JOO

~-<e ~§~

A~'Ui:So

""'"'EoCQ
o~~'d ~

e1f"'_§~

:;~~~s
~~...,..,A

1);;~~p
E-1

32, 462, 115
50, 722 32, 462, 115 ....................... , .. 32, 462, 115 .......... ..
33,410, 063
52,203 33,410, 063 ...... . ......... . ... ...... 33,410, 0631.......... ..
100, 902, 6401 157, 801 60, 497, 543 2, 853, 673. 74
872, 502. 30 64, 223, 719 36, 768, 921
66, 880, 000 104, 500 47, 252, 560 a2, 798, 259. 75 1, 370, 924. 49 ?1, 421, 744 15, ~58, 256
37, 931, 520
59, 268 30, 272, 013
51, 589. 14
58, 355. 86 30, 381, 958
7, <>49, 562
35, 465, 0931 55, 414 35, 465, 093 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 465, 093J ........ ... .
2~·v~_,; ~ 3 7~,; 7 60~, 55,
33, 809 21, 637, 760 .. . • . • . ... • •. . .. .. . • • .. .. . 21, 637, 7601.. ......... .
045 35, 228, 8001.- . -- . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. 35, 228, 800 ....... ... ..
80, 891 51, 770, 240 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 51, 770, 240 .. - ........ .
26, 461, 440 1 41, 346 25, 946, 111
93, 464. 09
298, 773. 41 26, 338, 349
123, 091
36, 128, 6401 56, 451 36, 12!:!, 640 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36, 128, 640 ........... .
53 459 840
83, 531 40, 635,782
480, 101. 20
59, 381.22 41, 175,264 12,284,576
3 0,,' 179,,' s4 o1 47, 156 30, 179, 840 ........... .. ...... ... .... , 30, 179, 840 .. ........ _.
41 836 9311 65,370 41,836,931 .... .. ............. ....... 41,836,931 .......... ..
48, 636, 800! 75, 995 43, 983, 119
998, 490. l 0
148, 310. 61 45, 129, 920
3, 506, 880
71, 737, 600r 112, 090 22, 599, 688 2, 492, 759. 84 3, 025, 799. 18 28, 118, 247 43, 619, 353
0
"" ""'"" •
25, 581, 976J 39, 972 25, 581 976 .,,, , , , . . , .. , , , , . , , . , , , , , . 25, 581, 976 • • • · • . • .. • , ,
wfs~~~~j~- · · · · · · ·
60, 975, 3601 95, 274 31, 156, 019 2, 492, 323. 50 . . . . . . . . . . • . . 33, 648, 342 27, 327, OlH
-.AI k
-- .. ·..
34, 511, 360
53, 924 34, 511, 360 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 34, 511, 360 .......... ..
Ar~:o:a · ·--...... 369, 529, 600 577, 390 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 369, 529, 6oo
D k
· · ·- · · · - · ·
72, 906, 240/ 113, 916 6, 441, 790 1 774, 489. 33 1, 866, 015. 76 9, 082, 295 63, 823, 945
Id~ho;~: : · · · · · · ·-96, 596, 4so 150, 932 30, 411, 361 1, 008, 819. 95 b3, 081, 702. 54 34, 501, 883 62, 094, 597
.. · .. ---55, 228, l 60 1 86, 294 8, 116, 508
152, 103. 34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 268, 611 46, 959, 549
I l'
nc Ian Territory .
40, 481, 600
63, 253 27, 003, 990 .. •. .. . . _. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 003, 990 13, 477, 610
Nontana · · · •.....
92, 016, 640 1 143, 776 11, 978, 622
348, 012. 03
917, 683. 95 13, 244, 318 78, 772, 322
U~w Mexico . . . . .
77, 568, !i40I1 121, 201 23, 510, 710 4, 486, 229. 26 8, 361, 740. 67 36, 358, 680 41, 209, 960
Wah · · · · · · · · ·-...
54, 064, 6401 84, 476 10, 486, 953 c567, 584. 65
390, 748. 05 11, 445, 286 42, 619, 354
W ashil:lgton......
44, 796, 160
69, 994 17, 757, 033
733, 955. 83
21, 886. 19 18, 512, 875 26, 283, 285
p b~~lng -- .. .. ..
62, 645, 120
97, 883 15, 463, 243 12, 619, 207. 80 1, 216, 611. 03 29, 299, 062 33, 346, 058
1
u C and scrip. __a_, ~72, 640 1- ~· 738 ..:..:..:.:..:..:..:..:..:..:. :..:..:.:.:.:.~.:..:...:..:... .:..:..:..:..:.~ ...... . . . . . ..... .
3, 672, 64~

K

1

1 772 2840

I

Total. ...... 1, 814, 793, 938 ~, 835, 615/831, 725, 863 32, 951, 063. 55 21, 690, 435. 26:886, 367, 361 928, 426, 577

1

ii a 0 f the sur>eys in Colorado, 202,410.45 acres are of Southern Ute lands, surveyed into 40-acre tracts

or a 11 otments to the Southern Ute Indians under act of .June 15, 1880, and not heretofore reported.
L bkOf the surveys in Dakota, 22,540.32 acres were of the old Sioux Indian reservation west of Big Stone
. a e. This reservation was resurveyed, ancl the area by resurvey was r eported as 137,648 acres, an
mcrease of 22,540.32 acres over the area reported by the original survey.
cOf phe surveys in Utah, 287,147.76 acres were of lands within the Uintah Indian reservation, sur.
;e:rbed mto 46-acre tracts for allotments to the White River Utes, under contract of D . G. Major, d ated
e rua.ry 23, 1882, and act of .June 15, 1880.
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ENORMOUS AREA AND EXTENT OF SURVEYS UNDER THE PRIVATE DE·
POSIT SYSTEM.
(SEE PAGE 570.)

During the fiscal year 1882,$2,013,270.77 was deposited by individuals and corporations for surveys. (See page 570 for table). During the fiscal year 1883, $1,162,935.58
was deposited for the same purpose, as follows :
DEPOSITS FOR PRIVATE SURVEYS OF PUBLIC LANDS TO JUNE

30, 1883.

(SEE PAGE 570.)

Statement showing the amount deposited by individuals and corporations for field and office
work on account of the survey of public lands in the several surveying districts during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1883.
Office work.
Districts.

Arizona ..•••••••••••••••.•.•..
California ...•..••.....••.•••••
Colorado .••.....•.•••..••.•...
Dakota .•....•.......•..•......
Florida .. .... . ..•••.•.••..•....
Idaho .. ..•.•.......•••.••...•.
Louisiana .................... .
Minnesota ....................
Montana . .....................
Nebraska .....................
Nevada .•• .~...................
New Mexico ..................
0

Aggregate.

Field work.

gt~Yt ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : :::: : :: ::: ~: : : :: : : :
:;;~~~::::~:::~::::::::::

$105,720
236, «9
52, 504
53,959
602
6, 674
750
3, 503
21,033
9, 893
120, 561
255,737
50, 022
12,068
9, 089
63,484

65
64
87
00
50
00
00
42
48
37
01
13
19
19
00
44

Agricultural.

Mi.lleral.

Total.

$8,180
25,195
4, 247
4, 960
80
1, 200
50
392
1, 360
381
9, 550
17, 610
5, 246
1, 825
1, 215
3, 290

$4,840
6, 386
45,672
1, 080

$13,020
31,581
49,920
6, 040
80
5, 330
50
392
4, 405
381
11,150
21,365
5,346
7,147
1,385
3, 290

00
57
61
00
00
00
00
00
00
01
00
00
00
00
00
00

- - - - ----84,782 19

Total .................... 1, 002, 052 89

00
00
50
00

..................
4,130 00

..... . .............
............. ........
3, 045 00

.............. ... .....
1, 600
3,755
100
5, 322
170

00
00
00
00
00

00
57
11
00
00
00
00
00
00
01
00
00
00
00
00
00

$118, 740
298,031
102,424
59,999
682
12,004
800
3, 895
25,438
10,274
131,711
277, 102
55,368
19,215
10,474
66,774

65
21
98
00
50
00
00
42
48
38
01
13
19
19

-----,--..................... .. .
76, 100 50

1

160, 882 69

co

44

1, 162, 935 58

OFFICIAL RECOMMENDATIONS.
(SEE ALSO PAGES 184, 185, 569 to 573.)

Mr. Commissioner McFarland, in his official report for 1881, says ofthis law:
SURVEYS UNDER SECS.

2401-'2-'3, REVISED STATUTES.

The vastly increased area of the public-land surveys during the past fiscal year, as
compared with that of previous years, is dne to the facilities afforded to individual
depositors under the provisions of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1879, amending section 2403 of the Revised Statutes so as to allow the assignment of certificates
of deposit by indorsement, and making them receivable in payment for any public
lands of the United States entered by settlers under the pre-emption and homestead
laws.
The aggregate of deposits by individuals applying for surveys and declaring themselves, under oath, to be bonafide settlers amounted during the year to $1,874,523.68,
thus exceedin~ the Congressional appropriation ($300,000) in the ratio of six to one.
Very extens1ve tracts of inarable lands, deyoid of timber sufficient even to supply
posts for marking the corners of the public surveys, have been surveyed, and the topographical features, when delineated on township plats from the field notes of deputy
surveyors fail, in a majority of cases, to show any evidence of settlement.
Fraudulent affidavits have undoubtedly been obtained by deputy surveyors for the
purpose of securing as many and as large contracts as possible. Hundreds of said
contracts were entered into, averaging say thirty to each surveying district, and
returns of survey thereunder were duly made to the surveyors-general who, having
no means of inspecting the work, were constrained to accept it whenever it appeared
from t~e intrinsic evidence of the retttrns that the surveys had been properly executed,
and w1thout any other evidence whatever, while, if t he survey is not properly made

CIRCULAR RELATIVE TO PRIVATE DEPOSIT SURVEYS.
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and the corners duly established, a resurvey will be necessary at a future day should
a demand for the lands arise, and thereby confusion would result and property rights
be imperiled.
It may here be stated that the unusual estimate of $50,000 for examination of surveys in the field was made with .a view to the possible continuance o~ the pr~sent law,
and the possible want of authonty to pay the expense of a thorough mspectwn to test
the integrity of such surveys from any other source.

CIRCULAR INSTRUCTIONS RELATIVE TO DEPOSITS BY INDIVIDUALS FOR
THE SURVEY OF PUBLIC LANDS.
GENERAL LAND o·FFICE, SEPTEMBER 15, ] 883,
(Supersedes circular of March 5, 1880, and all amendatory instructions.
5ti9 to 573. )

See pages

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR~
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. G., September 15, 1883.
To Surveyo1·s-General, Registers, and Receivers:
GENTLEMEN: The circular of this office dated March 5, 1880, relative to surveys un
der the provisions of section 2401, Revised Statutes of the United States, and the
acceptance by receivers of public moneys of certifiootes issued for deposits made under
the provisions of said section, is hereby revoked, and the following substituted therefor:
1.. The provisions of law governi-n g such surveys and the issue and application of
certificates of deposit on account thereof, are sections 2401, 2402, an6. section 2403 as
amended by the acts of March 3, 1879, and August 7, 1882.
SECTION 2401. "When the settlers in any township, not mineral or reserved by
Government, desire a survey made of the same under the authority of thf} surveyors
general, and file an application therefor in writing, and deposit ih a proper United
States depository, to the credit of the United States, a sum sufficient to pay for such
S?rvey, together with all expenses incident thereto, without cost or claim for indemmty O!J- the United States, it may be lawful for the surveyor-general, under such in~tructiOns as may be given him by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and
lll accordance with law, to survey such township and make return thereof to the
general and proper local land office, provided the township so proposed to be snrve;re~ is within the range of the regular progress of the public surveys embraced by
6 XIStlOg standard lines or bases for the township and subdivisional surveys."
SE!J .. 2402. "The deposit of money in a proper United States depository, under the
prov1~1ons of the preceding section, shall be deemed an appropriation of the sum so
dep~stted for the objects contemplated by that section, and the Secretary of the Treasury Is authorized to cause the sums so deposited to be placed to the credit of the
proper appropriations for the surveying service; but any excesses over and above the
actual cost of the surveys, comprising all expenses incident thereto for which they
were severally deposited, shall be repaid to the depositors respectively."
. SEc. 2403. (As amended by act of March 3, 1879.) ''Where settlers make deposits
m accordance with the provisions of section twenty-four hundred and one, the amount
so deposited shall go in part payment for their lands situated in the townships, the
surve.ying of which is paid for out of such deposits; or the certificates issued for such
deposits may be assigned by indorsement and be received in payment for any public
lands of the United States entered by settlers under the pre-emption and homestead
laws of the United States, and not otherwise."
The act of August 7, 1882, making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the
Government for the fiscal year endinO' June 30, 1883, provides as follows:
":rhat no certificate issued for a deposit of money for the survey of lands under
sect10n 2403 of the Revised Statutes, and the act of March third, eiO'hteen hundred
and seventy-nine, amendatory thereof, shall be received in payments for lands except
at t?e land office in which the lands surveyed, for which the deposit was made, are
subJect to entry, and not elsewhere; but this section shall not be held to impair,
preJudice, or affect in any manner certificates issued, or deposits and contracts made,
under the provisions of said act prior to the passage of this :wt."
APPLICATION FOR SURVEYS.
2. Applications for surveys nuder section 2401 must be made in writing, in the form
prescribed by this office, dated January 20, 188~, and must designate as nearly as
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practicable the township to be surveyed, and state that the applicants are actual
b?na fide settlers therein, that they are well acquainted with the character and con-

dltion of the land included in said township, and. that the same is not mineral or
reserved by Government.
3. The mineral character of a township will be determined from the character of
the greater portion of the land. Where it is not known that the greater portion of
the land of a township is mineral, such township will be deemed surveyable under
the provisions of section 2401. In such case the application will state the fact thn,t
the greater portion of the land is not mineral.
4. Every application for a sur,ey must be accompanied by affidavits corroborating
in full the statements made in the application.
5. The applicationf::! and affidavits, certified by the surveyor-general of the district
within which such hmrls are situated, must be transmitted to this office with the
contract entered into for the survey thereof.
·
6. Where the partial survey of a township becomes necessary on account of natural
obstructions to a complete subdivision of the same, or of previous partial surveys, or
for other good and sufficient reason, and it is impracticable to proceed regularly from
a connection with the established southeast corner of the township, the survey must
be connected with the nearest and most accessible established corner of existing surveys, and the lines must be properly run, measured, and marked from that point, so
as to represent accurately and correctly the sections and subdivisions embraced in
the surveys under execution. In such case the connecting corner should be fully
i<lentified and described in the manner required by law and instructions, and a full
explanation should be given in the field notes of the deputy, showing the reason s for
its adoption as the corner from which additional surveys are initiated.
7. ·where one or more settlers on pn blic lands make application as aforesaid for the
survey of a particular township nt hif::! or their expense, the surveyor-general shall
furnish the applicant or applicants two separate estimates, one being for the cost of
the subdivisiona1 survey of the surveyable portion of the entire township, and the
other to cover all the expenses incident thereto. The surveyor-general will take the
precaution to estimate adequate sums in order to prevent deficiencies in the cost of
the service.
7. Surve.yors-general will not under any circumstances accept, for the purpose of
making the deposit moneys from applicants for surveys, either ·rnineral or ag1·ionltural,
but will instruct the applicauts to depo. it the estimated cost of the survt>y desired in
some United States depository in the sui·veying district within which the lands are
located.
Should there be no depository within the district, the deposits should he made
with the nearest United States assistant treasurer, or ot.her depositary. Applicants
must be instructed fully as to the necessity of transmitting the o1·iginal certificn,te to
the Secretary of the Treasury, the cluplioate to the surveyor-general, and the retention
of the tTiplicate.
9. The surveyors-gen -ral shall exercise the most searching scrutiny into the statements of applicants for survey, to sati fy themselves of the truth thereof, and unle s
found to be bona fide in every respect they shall not accept such n,pplications nor furnish the estimates requested.
10. Believing that in a great many instances ap!Jlications for snrvey, particularly
in sections of country unfit for settlement, have been procured or invited at the h1stance of deputy surveyors seeking contracts, you are instructed that such proceedings on the part of deputy surveyors are unbwful, and that contra.cts thus unlawfully
procured will not be recognized as valid. 'fhe surveyor-general must minutely examine into all application for surveys under the deposit system. If he is satisfied
that the deputy has acted in the manner de cribed, the commis ion of such deputy
shall be forth with revoked, and the surveJ'Or-geneml shn,ll report all the facts, with
the findings in the case, to this office. Upon approval thereof, such deputy shall be
deemed unfit to exercise the functions of a de]_Juty surveyor, an<l the approval of a.
:finding acrain t a deputy will be communicated by this office to each surveyor-general
for his information and guidance; and ar~y surveyor-general who hall fail to report
su~h deputy, or who ball employ any deputy ·o barred, will be open to charges to
be preferred by the Comrui •doner of the General Land Office to the Secretary of the
Interior.
11. Surveyor·-general are required. to exerci e the utmost care and vigilance to prevent francls and irr gnlaritics of n.uy kiud regarding urvey under the system of
depo it by in<lividual , a al o of nrvey made under any other appropriation of
money by on •re , w h ·ther general or pecial, and they will report each and every
fact that may come to their knowled(l'e of auy attempted fraud, b~- whom oeYer made,
with all ol tainabl particular ·, to this offic for con ideration and action.
12. The plats a~d :fi ld note of .·nrv .y.· under the ystcm of dep its by individual ,
a return d to tb1 offic , lo not u ·ually how th ·ettlement and improv m nt of
the ttl rs at who in tanc th urYey · are o ten ibly madP-. In a majority of in-
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sLances the location of the settler, whether bonafide or otherwise, ~s entirel;r omitted,
while the impro"ements, if an:v, are never noted. In order, therefore, to st1ll further
check the abuses and dishonest practices to which this syotem of . · urve~s has ~ecome
subject, the attention of surveyors-general and deputJ: surveyors Is sp~c.Ia~ly d1rected
to the requirements of pages 4::l and 44 of the Instructions of the Comm1ss1oner of the
General Land Office, dated May 3, 1881. The require~ents therei.n. contained mu~t
be strictly adhered to, and surveyors-general are reqmred aud enJomed to see to It
that their deputies comply therewith .
.
13. Surveyors-general are directed to instruct their deputies that they must designate in the field notes and plats of their surveys the location of each and every settlement within a township surveyed under the deposit system, whether it be permanent in character or not, together with the names of such settlers aD<l their improvements, if any. Cattle corrals are not considered as constituting improvements.
14. When no settlers are found within a township surveyed under the system of
individual deposits, the field notes of survey must distinctly and unequivocally state
that fact, and any omission so to describe and designate the settlements and their
surrounding improvements, or the absence of one or both in the field notes and plat,
will be deemed a sufficient cause to infer fraud, and the accounts of the deputy will
be suspended until such omission shall have been supplied to both plat and field notes.
A. suspension of the commission of t.he deputy wiJl in the meantime take place, and
all the facts will be reported to this office for consideration and action.
15. Surveyors-general are directed to make known to their several deputies the
~rovisions and nature of this order, and will be held strictly accountable for its faithin~ execution. Ignorance of the terms of this order will not be held an excuse for
frnlure to comply therewith by deputies.
16 . . This order will be observed by deputies now in the field, and surveyors-general
are directed to so inform them with the least practicable delay.
17: Surveyors-general are reminded of the important trust confided to them, and
are mstructed to exercise their whole authority to secilre correct and honest surveys
and returns by their deputies.
18. This order will take effect from and after t.he receipt of the same, and its receipt
will .be immediately acknowledged by each surveyor-general.
.
19. In every case of a contract heretofore approved, which the surveyor-general has
reason to believe was fraucluHmtly procUred, such contract, and the accounts thereunder, must be immediately suspended and the facts reported to this office.
DEPOSITS.

29.

Settlers availing themselves of the foregoing provisions will deposit with an
treasurer or in a designated depository of the United States, to the credit of
the Tre.asurer of the United States on account of surveying the public lands and expe~ses mciclent thereto, in the district in which their claims are situated, the sum so
estimated as the total cost of the survey, including field and office work.
21. :Where several settlers desire the survey of the same township, the necessary
cleposit, to. cover all expenses of the survey and platting, may be so subdivided as to
be proportiOnate to the amount of lands within the township claimed by each settler.
22. In cases where the estimated cost of survey and incidental expenses is in excess
of $200,, the settler should be instructed to deposit in two or more sums in order that
no cert1ficate may bear a face value of more tban $200.
23. Settlers making deposits for surveys are required to transmit the original certificate of deposit to the Secretary of the Treasury and the duplicate to the surveyor- ·
general. They ~ill retain the triplicate, to be used in the purchase of public lands in
the surveyed township if desired, or to be disposed of by assignment as provided by
law.
24. The triplicates only, therefore, are t,o be received in the purchase, under the
P~e~emption and homestead laws, of lands within the limits of the land district in
wm?h the lands desired to be surveyed are situated. This restriction applies to all
certificates issued on or after Auo·ust 7, 1882, except as hereinafter provided.
All certificates issued prior to that elate are receivable for any public lands entered
under tbe pre-emption and homestead laws, without reference to the location of the
lands surveyed.
25. Certificates issued for deposits made subsequently to and including August 7:
1 2, to cover excesses of cost of surveys executed under contracts entered into prior
to the passage of the act of August 7, IRS<!, are not affected by the clause in said act
re. tricting the use of certificates of deposit on account of surveys to the land districts
within which such surveys are located.
26. Suneyors-general will, however, require all depositors in such cases to transmit
~o this office the triplicate certificates through their offices for certification, specifyJug in their letters of transmittal the name of deputy surveyor and number and date
of con tract.
a~SsiStant
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27. w -h ere the amount of a certificate or certificates is less than the value of the
lands taken, the balance must be paid in cash.
28. Where the certificate is for an amount greater than the cost of the land, but is
s1;1rrendered in full payment for such land, the receiver will indorse on the triplica·e
certificate the amount for which it is received, and will charge the United States
with that amount only.
EXCESS REPAYMENTS.

29. Where the amount of the deposit is greater than the cost of the survey, including field and office work, the excess is repayable upon an account to be stated by
the surveyor-general.
30. The surveyor-general will in all cases be careful to express upon the register's
township plat the amount deposited by each individual, the cost of survey in the
field and office work, and the amount to be refunded in each case.
31. Before transmitting accounts for refunding the excess of deposits over and
above the cost of surveys in the field and office work, the surveyor-general will indorse on the back of the triplicate certificate of deposit in possession of the depositor
the following: ''$---refunded to - - - - - - , by account transmitted to the
General Land Office with letter dated," ---and will state in the account that he bas
made such indorsement. Where the whole amount deposited is to be refunded, the
surveyor-general will require the depositor to surrender the triplicate certificate of
deposit, and will transmit it to this office with the account.
32. No provision of law exists for refunding to other than the depositor, nor otherwise than as referred to in the preceding sections.
ASSIGNMENTS.

33. Under section 2403 as amended, certificates of deposits for surveys "may be
assigned by indorsement." Assignments of such certificates are therefore not required to be acknowledged before au officer authorized to take acknowledgments,
but the same will be recognized when made and presented in accordance with usages
governing in cases of ordinary negotiable paper.
34. Certificates issued before or subsequent to March 3, 1879, may be assigned, but
if issued prior to March 10, 1881, they must be transmitted to the General Land
Office for an examination as to excess repayments, if any, and for certification as to
their genuineness and value, if they do not already bear such certificates, before they
can be accepted by the receiver, who will be governed by the certificate indorsed
on or attached to them by this office.
35. Fraudulent certificates of deposit, purporting to have been issued at various
United States depositories, having been put upon the market, rendering it possible
for innocent parties to be defrauded in their purchase, you will cause the people in
your respective districts to be advised of the possibility of such fraudulent issues, and
request that all holders of certificates of deposit send them to this office for the purpose of examination and verification; said certificates to be returned to them without
delay, with the certificate of this office as to their genuineness attached.
You are directed to post a copy of this circular in your office, and to take such other
steps as you may deem necessary to disseminate the information without incurring
the expense of publication in newspapers.
Assignments may be made to one or more persons, and when there are several original parties to, or several assignees of, one certificate, whether the same was issued
on account of joint deposits or otherwise, and such certificate is presented in payment
for lands to which it is authorized to be applied, the register and receiver will make
the proper indorsement on the triplicate certificate presented showing the satisfaction
of the pro rata share of each party interested. They will make the same notes respectively on the register's certificate of purchase and the receiver's original and duplicate
receipts.
36. When the entire amount of a certificate is not satisfied ai the same time, the
triplicate should be retained by the receiver, and when fully satisfied be sent up as
hereafter prescribed. But such certificates should as far as practicable be satisfied
during the current quarter; and in order to avoid embarrassment in the settlement of
receivers' accounts, and to enable depositors to more readily utilize their certificates,
attention should be particularly directed to the instructions contained in section 21 of
this circular.
37. The statute specifil}ally provides that certificates when assigned may "be received in payment for any public lands of the United States entered by settlers under
the pre-emption and homestead laws of tbe United States, and not otherwise." They are
th.erefore not receivable in payment for lands sold at public or private sale, nor for
mm ral, desert, coal, or timb r lands, nor for fees and commissions on homestead entrie , nor in any manner otherwi e than aij provided by law.
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38. In their monthly cash abstra~ts the register and receiver wil~ d~signate ~he entries in which certificates of deposit are used and the balances paid m cash, if any,
noting on the certificates of purchase and receipts the manner of payment. The
receiver in his monthly account-current will debit the United States with the amount
of such certificates, and in his quarterly accounts will specify each entry made with
these certificates, giving number, date, amount for which received, by whom and with
whom the deposit was made, and debit the United States with the same.
39• .After certificates are accepted they should be canceled by writing across the face
of each the word "canceled," together with a description of the tract of land sold,
date of sale, name·of office, and number of entry over the signature of the receiver.
40. All certificates, whether transmitted for examination or as having been accepted
in payment for lands sold, must be forwarded in a :registered package (the latter once
a month), with letter of transmittal, direct to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, and by the same mail an abstract (Form 4-543) should be transmitted to the
same address containing a full description of each certificate inclosed in the registered
package (which is to contain no other matter), as follows: Number of certificate, date,
assistant treal:!urer or depositary issuing the same, name of depository and amount deposited (stating whether for field or office work, or both), and description of survey
for which deposit is made.
N. C. McFARLAND,
CommisBioner.
DEPARTMENT OF THE L~TERIOR, September 19, 1883.
Approved.
H. M. TELLER, Secretary.

THE PRE-EMPTION .ACTS, CASH ENTRIES THEREUNDER, AND VITAL
AMENDMENTS NECESSARY TO EXISTING SETTLEMENT LAWS .

. (See Chapter X, pages 214 to 216, inclusive, to June 30, 1880. See addenda, pages 678
to 695, to June 30, 1882.)
The regulations and forms of entry on pages 683 to 695 are in effect and correct to December 1, 1883.
REPE.AL OF THE PRE-EMPTION .ACTS.

In recommendation as to the repeal of these laws, see pages 678 to 685 and 1163.
ARE.A ENTERED UNDER THE PRE-EMPTION .ACTS.

No changes have been made in the pre-emption acts since June 30, 1880.
The number of entries thereunder cannot be given in detail, because the system of the
~eneral Land Office carries them into ''cash entries,'' and they are, therefore, embraced
m th~ ann_ual cash receipts from sales of lands under various laws .
. It IS estimated that the disposals of lands under the pre-emption acts, since the beginnmg ofthe land system to June 30, 1883, have been about 175,000,000 ofaeres.
PRE-EMPTIONS DURING THE YE.AR ENDING JUNE 30, 1883.
Eight. thousand eight hundred and forty-five pre-emption entries w~re approved for
Patent m ex parte cases, and 741 contested cases were decided, the whole involving
1,500,000 acres.
Eleven thousand nine hundred and twelve new cases were received for action. The
number of cases undecided June 20, 1883, was 12,542, an increase of the number in
arrear of 2,370
The nup1ber of pre-emption filings placed on record during the year was 47,933, which
at 160 acres each would cover 7, 669,280 acres.
C.ASH ENTRIES.

The area cash entries, including private cash entries, pre-emptions, and commuted
homesteads, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883, was 6,839,042.67 acres, realizing $9.657,032.28.
SALINE LANDS.

(See pages 217, 218, and 696, to June 30,1880 and 1882.)
No change to June 30, 1883.
The official regulations on page 696, as to how saline lands are rendered subject to
disposal under the act of January 12, 1877, are in effect December 1, 1~.
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SWAMP AND OVERFLOWED LANDS.
TOTAL AREA OF SWAMP LANDS SELECTED TO JUNE 30,1883.

{See Chapter XII, pages 219 to 222, inclusive, to June 30, 1880; also see addenda, pages
696 to 710, inclusive, to June 30, 1882.)
Total acres selected to June 30, 1883, 70,445,957.58 acres. During the year ending
.June 30, 1883, the swamp land selections reported to the General Land Office for adjudi-cation aggregated 449,188.17 acres.
'TOTAL AREA OF SWAMP LANDS CERTIFIED OR PATENTED TO THE SEVSEVERAL STATES UP TO AND DURING THE YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1883.
Lists embracing 686,295.53 acres were approved, making a total of 56,455,467.56 acres
eerti:fied or patented to the several States. The unadjudicated claims still pending in the
General Land Office amount to 14,000,000 acres, the same as at the commencement of the
:fiscal year.
REGULATIONS AND DECISIONS UNDER THE SWAMP-LAND LAWS.
To DECEMBER 1, 1883.

The official regulations and decisions under the swamp-land laws, given on pages 698
to 710, are in effect December 1, 1883.
•

SWAl\1P-LAND INDEMNITY.

(See pages 696 and 1166.)
Twenty-eight thousand four hundred and ninety-six acres were patented as indemnity
for swamp lands disposed of by the United States between the years 1850 and 1857, under
military warrant and scrip locations, making a total of swamp indemnity lands patented
to the several States of 504,812.99 acres.
Cash indemnity claims were approved for payment to the amount of $90,333.38.
The act of March 2, 1855, extended to March 3, 1857, confirmed all swamp selections
previously made, whether or not properly so made, for lands intended to be granted, and
.also provided indemnity in lands or money for tracts ilisposed of by the United States
subsequent to the swamp-land grant and prior to March 3, 1857, which should be found
to have been swampy in character at the date of the swamp-land act.
(See pages 80-81 annual report Commissioner General Land Office, 1883, for details of
.swamp-land division K of that office.)
Statement exhibiting the quantity of land selected fo1· the seveml States undm· cwts of Oong1·ess
approved March 2, 1849, Septembm· 28, 1850 (Revised Statut~ of the U-nited States, section
2479), and March 12, 1860 (Revised Statutes of the United States, section 2490), up to and
ending June 30, 1883.
·

States.

Third
Fourth
First
Second Year end- Total since
quarter of quarter of quarter of quarter of ing June date ofgrant.
1882.
1882.
1883.
1883.
30, 1883.

Alabama.............................
Arkansas ...........................
California...........................
Florida................................
Illinois................................
Indiana .. ......... ... ........ ........
Iowa ............................. ......
Loui iana (act of1849~.........

.............................. ........... .... .. ...........................................
479,514.44
.................. . .. ...... ... ...... ... ........... .... .. .......... ...... . . . ...... ... ...... 8, 6.52, 472. 93
..................
519. 87
4 0. 00 114, 469. 47 115,469. 34 '1, 873,325. 36
. . ............ ... . .. . ...... .. ....... . .. .......... .... . . .. .. ..... . ..... .. . . . . . ......... .. .. 15, 656, 859. 23
.. . .. ..... . . ...... . . .. ..... .. ....... .. . .. .... .. . . .... . . .. ..... .. . . .. .... .. . .......... ..... 3, 437, 661. 29
.. .......... ...... .. . ...... .. ....... ... ...... ... ...... ... ..... . .. ... .... . . . . . ... . . . . . ... .. 1, 354, 732. 50
7, 534.72
3. 585.45 ......... .. ....... ........... ....... 11,120.17
3, 460, 840. 35
17,690.52 ..................
4, 399.71 .................. 22,090.23 10, 9l6, ~. 94.

~&

~&

~a

~a

~&

~~~~~~~an:.-~~~~.~~~~.::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::C :::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

~-

7,

g~; ~: ~~

~~~:;;;:·~~~~::::::•::••• .:·~·J~:r:::J.:'J:~-::l'·T~•I.~I:7:~.•~;:7~. :;§:~·~
Total..........................

73, 70 . 60

I 16, 512. 38 1 24, 442. 99 1334, 524. 20 I 419, 1

. 17 1 70, 45.3, 9;57. 58
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Statement exhibiting the quantity of land approved to the several States under acts of Congress
appr(YI)ed March 2, 1849, September 28, 1850 (Revised B_tatutes of the f!nited States, secticm
2479), and March 12, 1860 (Revised Statutes of the Umted States, sectton 2490), up to and
ending June 30, 1883.
States.

Third
Fourth
First
Second
Year end- Total since
quarter of quarter of quarter of quarter of ing June date of grant.
1882.
1882.
1883.
1883.
30,1883.

.Acres.

.Acres.

.Acres.

.Acres.

.Acres.

Alabama ....................................................................................................................

Arkansas..........................
240. 00 .. . .. .... .........
130. 48
480. 00
850. 48
California .................. .... .. ........... .......
519. 87
480. 00 114, 469. 47 115, 469. 34
Florida............................. 32, 555. 57
500. 25
18, 273. 61
58, 240. 30 109, 569. 73
Illinois ....... :..................... ..................
114. 42 ..................
160.00
274.42
Indiana .................................................................................................................... ..
Iowa........................... ... . ..
94. 89 .. .. .. . .. .. .... .. .
80. 00
120. 00
294. 89
Loujsjana (act of1849)...... 27,652.25
868.21 ...... ............ 81,972.75 110,493.21
Loms1ana (actof1850)...... ..................
487.20 .................. ..................
487.20
Michigan.......................... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. ....
158. 95 .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ..
158. 95
Mjn~e~otn:........................ ........... ...... . · 29, 566. 29
68, 806. 46 106, 642. 35 205, 015.10
M!SSISSI:ppl ........... ...... .... .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 13, 732. 25
2, 201. 39
15, 933. 64

gw~~-~-~~::·::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::
...~:.~~:.~. ::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::: ...~:~:.~.
99, 081.24 ..................
691.52 ............ ...... 99,772.76

W~gon .._............... ...... ......

lSCOnSln.................. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ............

111. 58 ...... ............

111. 58

.Acres.
400,434.78
7, 639, 794. 89
1, 739, 293. 68
15, 010, 487. 24
1, 493, 453. 85
1, 264, 833.13
925,588.19
8, 528, 685. 36
244,176.33
5, 722, 333. 68
2, 448, 980. 00
3, 084, 575. 95
4, 485, 234. 52
. 25,660.71
125,594.26
3, 316, 340. 90

I

Total....................... 159, 623. 95

59, 920. 47

102,464. 85

364, 286. 26

686, 295. 53

56, 455, 467. 56

Statement exhib-iting the quantity of land patented to the several States under the acts of Congress ·approved September 28, 1850 (Revised Statutes of the United States, section 2479), and
Ma~ch 12, 1860 (Revised Statutes of the United States, section 2490), and also the quantity
certified to the State of Louisiana, under act approved Marek 2, 1849.
States.

Third
Fourth
First
Second
year end- Tot&l since
quarter of quarter of quarter of quarter of 1ng June date ofgrant.
1882.
1882.
1883.
1883.
30, 1883.

Acres.

Acres.

Acres.

Ac1·es.

.Acres.

~~~:~·.:·::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ..... 3;34'4:15" '"""3ii6.'90' .... 3;741.'()5"

.Acres.

f:: g~~: ~
1, 431, 265. 35
7,

Florida ...... ...... ...... ......... .... .......... .... 15, 630. 37
519. 87 .... .. ...... ... .. . 16; 150. 24 .
Illinois ................. ...... .. ....... 32, 555. 57
500. 25 ...... ............ 76, 429. 71 . 109, 485. 53 *14, 958, 706. 09
Indian ....... ......... ...... .. .......
40. 00
269. 02 ...... ...... ......
160. 00
469. 02 t1, 455, 297. 05
Iowa. a ...... ........................ .................. .................. .................. .................. .................. t1, 257, 588~ 41
L . ....... '(.... .... .. .. .. . .. .. .... .
94. 89
97. 00 ...... .. .. .. .. .. ..
360. 00
551. 89 ~1, 176, 183. 69
~u~s~ana
of1849)...... ... 27, 652. 25
868. 21 .................. 81, 972. 75 110, 493. 21
8, 528, 685. 36
M' uh~1ana act of 1850)......... ...... ...... ...... ............ ...... .. ................ .. .......... ...... .. ...... .... ......
217, 973. 91
M~c Igan...................... ......
818.10
200. 00 ...... ...... .... ..
158. 95
1,171. 05 1/5, 660, 995. 04
M~n~es_ota:.. .............. .........
1, 349.31
6, 965. 87
22, 600. 42
9, 34o. 56
40,259.16
2, 271, 967.24
M~SSISS!:ppl.......................... .................. ............ ...... .................. 49,557.20
49. 557. 20
2, 988, 645. 67
Ol~~SOUri ...... .. .....................
1, 881.10
11. 62
1, 083. 77
27, 864; 23
30, 840. 72 1]"3, 370, 840; 02
Or o ....................................................................... . ............................... ....................... 25,640.71 ,
w~gon........................... ......
943,39
1, 440. 00 ...... ...... ......
691. 52
3, 074. 91
27,685.10
lSConsin........................... .................. .................. 27,080. 01 .................. 27, 080. 01 **3, 265,741.70

tct

Total..........................

65, 334. 61

25, 982.34

54, 628. 22

246, 934. 82

392, 879. 99

54, 167, 037. 80

103,198~5 a.cres have qeen deducted from the total amount patented to the State of Mississippi, that
al~ount avmg been erroneously reported as patented to the State in 1861.
50,299.39 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.
!,309.07 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.
,880.20 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2, 1855.
( ~~\565.23 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of Maroh 2, 1855.
' 83.93 acres ef this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2,1855.
784 .41 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2,1855.
· ,990.76 acres of this contained in indemnity patents under act of March 2,1855.

!}ii

EDUCATIONAL LAND GRANTS BY THE UNITED STATES TO PUBLIC-LAND AND OTHER
STATES.

(See chapter XIII, pages 223 to 231, to June 30, 1880; also see pages 710 to 711, to June
30, 1882.)
To JuNE 30, 1883.

The regulations and forms on pages 710 to 711 herein, as well as the historical data on
pages 223 to 231, are in use and is correct to December 1, 1883.
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LAND GRANTS AND RESERVATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.

To JuNE 30,1883.

The statistics on page 223, and following, are correct to June 30, 1883, viz:

Acres.

For public or common schools----------------------------------------- 67,893,919
For agricultural and mechanical colleges------------------------------- 9, ~00, 000
For seminaries or universities, to June 30, 1880------------··------------- 1, 165,520
Add grants for university purposes to the Territories of Dakota, Montana,
Arizona, Idaho, and Wyoming __________ --------------_______________
230, 400
In all, a grand total to June 30, 1883----- - ---------------------- 78,889,839
The value, at the minimum priceof$1.25 per acre, in round numbers, being $99,000,000;
but it may be safely estimated that these educational-grant lands have realized to the
States more than $250,000,000.
·
UNIVEHSITY GRANTS TO DAKO'rA, ARIZONA, IDAHO, AND WYOMING
TERRITORIES.
(See pages 226, 227, and 228.)
Two townships, of23,040acres each,·six miles square, or46,Q80 acres, werereserved by
the act of February 18, 1881, for a university in each of the Territories above named.
At $2.50 per acre this endowment is equal to $115,200. All existing Territories and
political divisions, save the District of Columbia, Indian Territory, and Alaska, now have
university gTants.
The act was as follows:
''Be it rmacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That there be, and are hereby, granted to the Territories of Dakota,
Montana, Arizona, Idaho, and Wyoming respectively, seventy-two entire sections of the
unappropriated public lands within each of said Territories, to be immediately selected
and withdrawn from sale and located under the directiun of the Secretary of the Interior,
and with the approval of the President of the United States, for the use and support of
a university in each of said Territories when they shall be admitted as States into the
Union: Provided, That one of said lands shall be sold except at public auction, and after
appraisement by a board of commissioners, to be appointed by the Secretary of the Interior: Provided further, That none of said lands shall be sold at less than the appraised
value, and in no case at less than two dollars and fifty cents per acre: Provided, That the
funds derived from the sale of said lands shall be invested in the bonds of the United
States and deposited with the Treasurer of the United States; that-no more than one...
tenth of said lands shall be offered for sale in any one year; that the money derived from
the sale of said lands, invested and deposited as hereinbefore set forth, shall constitute a
university fund; · that no part of said fund shall be expended for university buildings, or
the salary of professors or teachers, until the same shall amount to :fifty thousand dollars,
and theu only shall the interest on said fund be used for either of the foregoing purposes
until the saicl fund shall amount to one hundred thousand dollars, when any excess, and
the interest thereof, may b e used for the proper establishment and support respectively
of said universities.''
LAND BOUNTIES FOR MILITARY AND NAVAL SERVICES.

(See chapter XIV, pages 232 to 237, to June 30, 1880; also see pages 711, 721, to June
30, 1882.)
To JUNE 30, 1883.

The official rules, regulations, and forms and procedure for location and assignment of
bounty-land warrants on pages 712 to 721 herein aTe in effect December 1, 1883.
For official rules, regulations, and forms as to Revolutionary bounty land see pages
958 to 962 herein; also, for details of business of the recorder division B of the General
Land Office for 18 3, see annual report of Commissioner of GeneTal Land Office for 1883,
pages 39, 40, 41.
The outstanding warrants under all laws to June 30, 1883, were 13,955, embTacing
1,76 ,5 0 acres.

MILITARY AND NAVAL LAND BOU. TIES TO JUNE SO, 183.
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AREA OF GRANTS FOR 1\HLITARY AND NAVAL LAND BOUNTIES.
To JUNE 30, 1883.

The grants for military and naval land bounties from the origin of these laws to June
3i.l, 1883, amount to 61,064,150 acres, as follows:

Condition of bounty-land business u.ndt'l' acts of 1847, 1850, 1852 and 1855, showing tltei ues
and locations front the commencement of operations 1mder said acts to June 30, 1883.
Number
issued.

Grade of warrants.

Acres
embraced
thereby.

Number
located.

Acres
embraced
thereby.

Number
outstanding.

Acres
embraced
there by.

79,.033
7, 073

12,645,280
282,920

1,636
510

261,760
20,400

2,146

282,160

Act. of 1847 :
160 acres ............ .............. .
40 acres ..................... ..... .

Total............. .... ...... ......
Act of 1852:
160 acres...........................

80acrcs ...... :....................
40 act·es... .... .. .. .......... .. ....
Total........ .....................

26,82.5
56,272
100,654

4,292,000
4,501, 760
4,026, 160

614
1,440
3, 316

98,24.0
115,200
132,640

- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -i- - - - -1- - - - 189,121

13,166,000

183,751

12, 819,920

5,370

346,080

1. 222
1;698
9, 066

195,520
135,840
362, 640

1,194
1,662
8, 878

191,040
132,960
355, 120

28
- 36
188

4, '1 0
2,880
7,520

11, 986

694, 000

11; 734 ~ --6-7_9_
, 1-2.0-~r----·~---252
14,880

i=================l,=========i=========!=========i=========

Actofl~:

~~~ ! i!i;i !; i!!ii!ii!!i!!ii

114,720
96,996
6
49,441
359
540
5

18,355,200
11,639,520
600
3, 955,280
21,540
21,600
50

109, 220
90,590
5
48, 018
310
466
3

17' 475, 200
10, 870, 800
500
3, 841, 440
18,600
18,640
30

5,500
6,406
1
1,423
49
74
2

Total.. ..... ................... ..

262, 067

33, 993, 790

248,612 132, 225,210

13,455

1,768,580

2, 1461
5, 370
2521
13,455

282, 100
346,080
14, 880
1, 768,580

•

880,000
763,720
100
113,840
2,940
2,960
20

-------------~----~----~--SUMMARY.

!~~~fJ~g::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Act of 1855~:::::~::::: ::::::::::::::::::

88 252
189; 121
11, 986
262,067

13, 210, 360
13,166,000
694, 000
33, 993, 790

86, 106
183,751
11, 734
248,612

12, 928, 200
12, 819, 920
679, 120
32,225,210
1

1

_ _T
__
ot_a_I._
.. _..._.._.._.._.. _..._.._··_·. _.. _..._!._ _ _5_5_1,42n J61, ·064
- -,1-5-0-~;--5--30-,-2_-03-. *--58-,--65-2-,45-0-/ --2-~=·2=2-3
_,__2_•.4_1_1_,7_oo
*flJile thisaggregatedoesnotshow the exact area located, it exhibits the extent to which thBWf\1'ran s 11 ave been satisfied at $1.25 per acre.
TWO, THREE, AND FIVE PER CENT. FUNDS.

(See chapter XV, pages 238, 239, to June 30, 1880; see addenda to chapter XV, pages
721 to 727, to June 30, 1882.)
To JGNE 30, 1883.

No accounts adjusted for any amounts accruing later than June 30, 1882.
721.

See page

INDIAN RESERVATIONS FROM THE PUBJ,IC DOMAIN.

(See chapter XVI, pages 240 to 248 inclusive, to June 30, 1880; see addenda 727 ·W
753, to June 30, 1882. )
For list of agencies and agents to September 13, 1883, see pages 744 to 747.
To JUNE 20, 1883.

The detail'S of making and unmaking Indian reservations, and the historical and legal
data, pages 241 to 244, is correct to December 1, 1883.
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NUMBER AND LOCATION OF RESERVATIONS.

The total number of Indian reservations in the United States, June 30, 1883, was
137, containing 135,998,101 acres, with an estimated population of 259,632, or about
-529 acres to each Indian.
REFERENCES.

For decisions as to Indians and Indian reservations see ''Decisions of the Department of the Interior and the General Land Office," to June, 1883. Titles: ,., Indians, Indian Lands, Indian Reservations, Indian women, and Indian titles.''
For data as to names of and location of Indian reservations, and population, agents,
and agencies, laws or orders creatiqg, see pages 728 to 747. For map of reservations
see facing page 727. This map is, in fact, correct to December 1, 1883. · It is dated
June 30, 1882. A reference to the text in this chapter will show any changes.
For number, location, and area of Indian reservations to June 30, 1880, see page 244
and to June 30, 1882, see page 727:
CHANGES IN, REDUCTIONS IN, OR CREATION OF NEW RESERVATIONS.
To JuNE 30, 1883.

Indwn reservations, October 10, 1883; additions and co1·rections of tables on pages 728
to 739.

<li
oD

~

728

728
729

State or Territory.

Increase

~~da~~~ De~~~:~~ in

Name of reservation.

Date of order and ftctual area.

creation.
Arizona ......... Gila River ............. ...... .......... .... ..

46,720

22,391
730,880
46,720
134,400
161,217

Gila Bend. ....... ............ .
Hualipai.. .................... .
•
Salt River ................... .
Yuma ........................ ..
California .. .. .. Mission (23 reserva tions.)

Dakota........ ... Sioux (5 reservations) .. ......... ......

9, 097, 272

Executive order May 5, 1882.
Actual a1;ea 134,400.
Executiye order Dec. 12, 1882.
Executive order Jan.12, 1883.
Executive order June 14,1879.
Executive order July 6,1883.
Executive orders June 27, July
24,1882, and Feb. 5 and June
19,1883.
.
Actual area in 5 reservations
8

730

Indian Territory.

131

. .....................

732
732
733

Iowa ..............
Kansas ...........
Minnesota ......

734
735
735
736
737
73~

-~

E!~J~!i!~ ~~::·Dec.

21,1882.
491, 520 ... ............. ..
228, 152 ................ .. Executive order Aug. 15, 1883.

Turtle Mountain .........
Iowa................. .... . . .. . ..

"'Kickapoo ....... .. ... . .. ...... 206, 466 .. ... ..... .. ...... Executive order Aug.15, 1883.
Unoccupied
Creek ...... ......... 1, 068,346 1 Actual area 1,211,272 acres.
and Seminole lands
ceded east of 98th
meridian.

I

~~r~1;,~

·.::• • ~:.~ ••••••.:.=~
1

Sold.
Executive order June 30,1883.
Actual area 796,672 acres. Reduced by Executive order July
13, 1&$3.
Nebraska ...... Otoe ..... ..... .. ... ............. I....... ... . ....
44,093 Sold.
1
Sio ux, Pine Ridge.......................
32,000 Actual area. Executive order
Jan. 2-1,1882.
New Mexico ... Zuni ........ ........ ........ .....
Reconfirmed by Executive order May 1, 1883.
New York ...... Oneida ..........................
(*)
62 Actual area 350 acres.
Tuscarora .................... !
(*)
1,249 Actual a rea 6,240 acres.
Oregon ........... l.VIalheur..... ... .. .. .. . .. .. .... ...... .. ..... ..
414, 400 Actual area. 320. Reduced by
Executive orders Sept. 13, 1882,
and May 21, 1883.
Utah ............... Uncompahgre .............. 1 21,120 .. ........ ..... .. Actual area 1,933,44<r. Bxecutive order Jan. 5, 1882.
Washington .... Columbia ....................
748, 960 Actual area 2,243,040.
Executive order Feb. 23, 1883.

l............................... ..

!

J....... .......

I

*Surv~'>ys

change areas.
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RECAPITULATION OF RESERVATIONS AND ~REAS.
To

10, 1883.
Page 728.

OcTOBER

....OCI!'

;:

. >
~lll<li

State or Territory.

s~o

~~b;:~:a(~-~~~~~- ·i·~- -~~~~!::::.::·.·::.·:::.:·:::.·.·.·.·:.·:.·.·.·:.·.·.·. ·.::·:.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

Nevada ........... ......................................... ... ..................................... .
New Mexico (Pueblo Agency includes 19 pneblus) ......................... .
New York ............ ..................................................................... ...... ..
North Carolina ................................................................................ .
Oregon ....... .................................................. : .............. ..... ............... ..
Utah ............................... ...................................... ............... ... ....... ..

~ls~~i~~~o~.::::::::::::.".".".".":::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::

Wyoming ........................... ............................................................. .
Grand total. ........................................................... ~ .............. .

Q)

~

~ ~·.;3

Arizona.......................... ............................ ... .................. .. ... ......... ... .
California (includes 23 reservations for Mission Indians) ............... .
Colorado ............................... ..... ... .............. ........... ..... ... ................... .
Dakota ............................................................................................ .
I<laho ........................... ............. ................ ...................................... ..
Indian Territory ......................... ............ .... .......... ........................... .
Iowa ..................... .... ............ ......... ............. .... ........... ....................... .
Kansas ..................................... .................................. ...................... .
Michigan .............................. ..................... .. ........ ......... .. ................. .
Minnesota ........................................................................................ .

til~~
oc:;::
"'"'S
~

t~J8
v:l
....

..Ooo~

z

.....s=~;;.,
<li

~j..j

~

-----10
5
1
13

4
25
1
4
3
10
5
t)

4
G
H

1
6
2
l(j

7

6, 514,871
427,058
1,094,400
27,480,785
2,748, 981
41,102,280
1,258
135,419
66,332
4, 755,716
27,797,800
424,159
885,015
7,154,525
87,677
65,211
2,075,560
3, 927,480
6,330,148
586,026
2,(!42,400

-

10,179;!667
1,-710
42, 860-}
4,295
64,222
2
21H
104
7,431
43,434
662-}
1,383
11,179
137
102
3,243
6,207
9,891
916
3,660

- - - - - - -- - 137

135, 998, 101

-212, 497

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs in his annual report for 1883, says:
A~LOTMENT

OF LANDS IN SEVERALTY, AND PATENTS.

Dunng the year fifty-one certificates of allotments have been issued to the Pawnees,
under the provisions of the fifth section of the act of April 10, 1876 (19 Stat., ~0), ~nd
nineteen to the Chippewas of the Mississippi, on the White Earth Reservation, under
the provisions of the seventh article of the treaty of March 10,1867 (16 Stat., 721). Patents have been issued as follows: To the Chippewas of Lake Superior and the Mississippi,
under the provisions of the third article of the treaty of September 30, 1854 (10 Stat.,
1110), on the La Pointe or Bad River Reservation, thirty-four, and on the Lac C9urt
d'Oreilles Reservation;- eighteen; to the Winnebagoes, under the fourth section of the act
ofFebruary 21, 1863 ~12 Stat., 658), four; to the Kickapoos, under the provisions ofthe
third article of the treaty of June 28, 1862 (13 Stat., 624), eleven; and to the Sisseton and Wahpeton bands of Sioux, under the fifth article of the treaty of February 19, 1867
(15 Stat., 505), nine; making the total number of certificates and patents issued one hundred and forty-six. Fifty Santee Sioux have made homestead entries under the concluding paragraph of the sixth article of the treaty with the Sioux Indians, conclud~d
A:pril 29, 1868 (15 Stat., 635). Allotments have also been made by the agents on the
NISqually, Squaxin, Bad River, and Lac Court d'Oreilles Reservations, the sooedules of
which have been returned for correction .
. As to the utility and desirability of alloting lands in severalty to the Indians and giv~ng them valid titles thereto, I can only reiterate what bas been said in my preceding reports. In no case where allotments have been made and the titles secured, with proper
restrictions, have any other than the best results followed. I shall, therefore, adhere to
the policy of allotting lands wherever the same can legally he done and the condition of
the Indians is such as to warrant it.
ALLOTJ.\fENTS IN SEV]jRALTY DELAYED BY LACK OF MONEY FOR SURVEYS.

One of the principal obstacles in the way of making allotments is the fact that there
are no appropriations available for the survey of Indian reservations. In many cases
allotments are authorized by treaty on reservations which have never been surveyed, and in
other cases on reservations where the lines and monuments of the survey have become
obliterated. In the latter cases I have, where practicable, authorized the employment of
surveyors to rerun and remark the lines, paying for the work out of the appropriations
for employes. Your attention is called to the importance of this matter in another portion
of this report.
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SURVEYS OF INDIAN LANDS.

T~e agent at the Fort Berthold agency reports that the Indians under his
-an~nous to take allotments, and that it would be greatly to their advantage to do

•

charge are
so. There
bemg no law nor treaty authorizing allotments to these Indians, it is my intention to
prepare and submit•for transmission to Congress at its next session, subject to your approval, a bill granting such authority.
_At the last session of Congress a bill was submitted· increasing the allotments to the
1\ ez Perces in Idaho and the Willamette Indians on the Grand Ronde Reservation from
twenty acres, as provided for in the treaty with the Nez Perces, and from the graduated
.,quantity provided for in the treaty with the Willamette Indians, to one hundred and
·sixty acres for each Indian entitled to an allotment under the treaties. No action was
taken by Congress. As the quantity of land in each of these reservations is more than
sufficient to give the amount recommended, and the Indians are desirous of having the
quantity increased, the bill will be again submitted to you for transmission to Congress
.at its next session.
The Secretary of the Interior, in his annual report for 1883, on the subject of allotment
.in severalty, says:
INDIAN TITLES.

The tenure by which most of the Indian tribes hold their land is very unsatisfactory.
1n a few cases the Indians are sufficiently advanced to appreciate the advantages of land
in sever~]ty, but the great mass of the Indians are not only·not ready for land in severalty,
but violently opposed to-it, and incapable of taking care of such title if given to them.
A title in severalty to or individual ownership of land is unknown in Indian polity, and
they cannot understand why one man should have a claim on or title to land that he
does not occupy, anymorethan they can understand howone man can become the owner
of more air tpan he needs. They do not cultivate land in common, but each Indian has
a separate patch or piece of ground which he tills year after ·year if he desires. When
he neglects to cultivate it, any other person may do so. While he cannot comprehend
individual ownership, he does know what title to hii tribe means. He has been accustomed to hear the claim made that his tribe owns a section of the country. The invasion
by one tribe of the region claimed by another has been the cause of innumerable wars.
The denial of ownership in his tribe he fully understands, and whether· that denial comes
ii·om a hostile tribe or from one of his own number, it is, in his opinion, a crime to be
punished. The reservation belongs to the tribe in trust for all the members thereof if
they wish to occupy it. If it is sold, it must be sold for all.
I renew the recommendation that. I made on the subject in my former report:
"To the end that the Indians may be secure in their titles and have the assurance
that they will not be removed, except by their free consent, I recommend the passage
of a law to give each tribe a patent for the land the Government has guaranteed to it,
leaving the Indians to determine the question of allotment for themselves. This system
has given entire satisfaction to the civilized Indians of the Indian Territory, and is consonant with Indian law and reHgion. ''
SURVEYS OF INDIAN RESERVATIONS.

[From Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1883.]

Are surveyed under the direction of the Generttl Land Office and its swrveyors-genera.l and
assistants.

It would seem that the experience of the last few years had demonstrated the utter
futility of endeavoring to procure adequate appropriations for the survey of Indian reservations. Year after year proper estimates are prepared and submitted to Congress
with the most urgent recommendations. Last year $100,000 was asked for and but
$5,000 was appropriated. For the present fiscal year $100,000 was estimated for and
not a dollar was appropriated; and there has not been an appropriation of any con'3equence made for the survey of Indian reservations during the past ten years. There
are thousands of miles of reservation boundaries that hare never been defined and
marked by official survey, and the wonder is that the conflict<;; hetweeu the Indians and
settlers are not more frequent than they are, when it is considered that in very many
ins1::.o.,'1ces it is found ab olutely impo ·ible to determine which party is in the right.
The . ett1ers, surrounding the Indians on all sides, are anxious to procure good land
upon which to settle, while the Indians themselves are watchful and naturally jealous
of their rights. There is no guide in the matter. 'rhe settlers, miner., or herder , as
t~e case may b , approaching from al1 directions, and gradually circumscribing the Indians to the vicinity of their aO'encies, are finally confronted by the Indians or their
agent with the warning that they are encroaching upon the reservation. This, in all
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likelihood is disputed, and in the absence of proper marks indicating the boundaries of
the reserv~tion the dispute continues, engendering the bitterest feeling, whi~h too often
ends in unfortunate strife. When it is understood that all surveys of Indian reservations by express stipulation of law, are executed under the direction and control of the
Gen~ral Land Office (see 2115, Rev. Stat.~.) with the same safeguards against fraud that
are employed in the survey of the public lands, it is difficult to see why appropriations
for these much-needed surveys are so persistently withheld. They are as much needed
to determine the rights of settlers as to protect the interests of the Indians.
In the fulfillment of treaty stipulations and in carrying out the general policy of the
Government in settling the Indians on individual allotments, it is necessary that arable
lands within certain reservations be subdivided, and it is important in some cases that
this be done at once; yet there is not a dollar available for this special purpose, although
it was intended that a considerable portion of the $100,000 estimated for should be used
in that way.
SURVEYING THE BOUNDARIES OF INDIAN RESERVATIONS.

'l'he Secretary of the Interior in his annual report for 1883 says:
One great difficulty in keeping the Indians ori their reservaiion and the whites off is
the uncertainty of the boundary lines. The exterior of all the reservations should be
surveyed, and plainly marked, so that neither Indians nor whites would have difficulty
in determining the boundaries thereof, and I recommend a suitable appropriation for
this purpose.
.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office in his annual report for 1883 says of
ALLOTMENT LANDS FOR UTE INDIANS:

Th~ surveys made previous to the last :fiscal year of lands for allotment to the Southern .

Utes m Colorado and New Mexico, amounting to 326,675.56 acres, have been examined
and approved. In the past year surveys have been returned of 148,255.65 acres .
. Two hundred and eighty-seven thousand one hundred and forty-seven and seventySix one-hundredth acres have been smweyed within the Uintah Reservation in Utah for
allotment to the White River Ute Indians.
Some progress has been made in the field-work of surveys in Utah for allotment to the
Uncompahgre Utes, but no returns have been received.
INDIAN RESERVATIONS.

f>.. C?ntract has been entered into for the survey and Sl!bdivision of seventeen townships m the late Uncompahgre Reservation in Colorado.
The survey of the boundary between the Crow Reservation and Crow ceded lands in
Montana, and surveys of Crow lands for allotment, have been contracted for. The survey of the boundary lines has not yet been executed. Some progress has been made in
field surveys for allotment.
The lands within the old Sioux Indian Reservation west of Big Stone Lake in Dakota
~ave been resurveyed and the western boundary line retraced, the original surveys havmg been reported fraudulent. The area shown by the original survey was 115,157.68
acres, and by the resurvey 137,648 acres, making an increase by the resurvey of 22,··
540.32 acres.
LANDS IN INDIAN TERRITORY.

(See chapter XXXIII, pages 458 to 462, to June 30, 1880; see addenda, page 1187.)
To

DECEMBER

1, 1883.

See map facing 462 for all holdings and titles of Indian tribes thereon. It is, in fact,
correct to December 1, 1883.
No lands can be disposed.of by the Indian tribes or individuals in the Indian Territory. The occupancy and other titles are as given, pages 459 to 462. The United Sta,tes
must approve or concur in title to lands in this Territory. There are no public lands in
this Territory, or lands coming within the provisions of the settlement or disposition laws,
a.~ no act of Congress has brought any portion of the lands of this Territory under the
operation of any public land laws. Persons entering Indian Territory as settlers claiming under any of the public land laws of the United States are merely intruders and
trespassers. Dnring.the year 1883 an attempt was made to obta,i n the approval of the
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Department of the Interior of a lease of pasturage lands by the Indians of .Indian Territory. In his annual report for 1883 the Secretary says: ·
LEASING OF INDIAN LANDS.

In April last (1883) certain parties, alleging that they had made leases or agreements
with the Cheyenne and Arapahoe and other Indians of the Indian Territory for the priv. elege of graz.i ng cattle on the reservation of said Indians, by paying therefor 2 cents per
acre per annum, applied to the Department to have their leases or agreements approved
by the Department, and to be put in possession of the lands included in said leases or
agreements. It was understood that quite a large amount and nearly all the lands so
occupied by the Cheyennes and Arapahoes were included in such leases or agreements.
It was urged by the parties desiring the approval of such leases or agreements that the
Indians could derive a large revenue from the use of the lands, and be otherwise benefited by such occupation. I did not find authority for the making of such leases or
agreements by the Indians, or by the Department, and I therefore declined to approve
them, and informed the parties that I saw no objections to allowing the Indians to grant
permission to graze cattle on their reservation at fair and reasonable terms; that the
authority to so occupy must be given by the tribe, and not an individual member, and
the whole tribe must par,ticipate in the benefits thereof; that the Department would not
feel called on to remove the occupants under such leases or agreements, pr9vided the
Indians made no complaints and the Department was satisfied that the Indians were
p:r.>perly treated; that the parties and their employes conformed strictly to the statutes
and rules of the Department with respect to the intercourse l::tws, with reference to the
introductio» of liquors, :fire-arms, ammunition, &c.; that the Department would, when
it appeared to be desirable for the public interest to do so, exercise its right of supervision to the extent of removing all occupants, without reference to such l~ses or ag~ee
ments, on such notice as might be right and proper under the circumstances; and that
all parties, in accepting such agreements from the Indians, must accept the same subject
to such conditions and to the future action of Congress.
It is undoubtedly to the interest of the Indians to allow parties to graze cattle on their
lands, if a fair price is paid for such privileges, as it will in \ime become a source of considerable revenue to them, and will familiarize them with the care of stock. It is believed that the owners of lands would soon :find it to their interest to hire Indians io herd
their stock, and thus another source of revenue would be opened to them. Had the Department approved of the leases or agreements it would doubtless have been the duty of
the Department to collect from the occupants the money to be paid under the terms of
such leases or agreements, and such money so collected would necessarily go into the
Treasury of the United States. The Indians, having assumed the l"ight to lease the land,
would not readily submit to have the money paid to the Department and put in the
Treasury, although such fund might be subsequently used for their benefit. It will be
impossible in the present condition of affairs to prevent conflicts between rival claimant-s
for the privilege of grazing on Indian lands within the Indian Tenitory without legislation. Congress should provide"some system by which the unoccupied lands can be leased
by the tribe or the Department for the benefit of such tribes, and the money expended
for the t.ribe without covering it into the Treasury.
ATTEMPT TO SETTI,E ON LANDS IN INDIAN TERRITORY UNDER THE CLAIM THAT
THEY ARE PUBLIC LANDS.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in his annual report for 1883, speaklltg of thisr
says:
INTRUDERS ON INDIAN LaNDS •

.Af3 stated in the previous reports, an amendment to the law in reference to intruders
so as to punish by imprisonment as well as :fine is absolutely necessary. An intruder
without property has very little fear of a :fine. Some intruders have already been removed several times by the Indian police or the military, and as often have returned. The
present law, imposing a :fine only, has no terrors for this class of men. All that ca.n at
present be done is to remove the intruder, and if he reappears to bring a civH suit
against him in the nature of an action of debt to recover the statutory penalty of $1,000.
I have _yet to hear of a single instance in which the penalty has been recovered. The
resu~t IS expense to the Government for no purpose. Notwithstanding his repeated expu~swn fr?m the Indian Territory, Payne and his party of " Oklahoma colonists " have
twlCc_durmg theyresent year made attempts at settlement in that country, requiring
the aid of the military, at great expense to the Government, to effect their removal.
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In addition to the urgent recommendations which have repeatedly been made by this
office and the Department on the subject, the Secretary of War deemed this frequent furnishing of troops for the removal of trespassers, at .grea~ expense to.the ~vernment,
without any practical results, as a matter of such senous rmportance m the mterests of
the military service and of public ~conomy ~hat on the 2d February l~t he address~<! a
special communication to the Pres1dent urgmg the amendment of sectiOn 2148, ReVlsed
Statutes, by providing a term of imprisonment for unlawfully entering upon Indian
lands. This' communication was transmitted by the President to Congress on the 5th
February last, and on the 3d of the same month Mr. Dawes introduced in ·the Senate a
a bill (S. 2450), some time previously prepared in this office,* reading as follows:
Be it enacted by the S enate and House of .Representatives of the United States of .America
in Congress assembled, That section twenty-one hundred and forty-eight of the Revised
Statutes of the United States be amended to read as follows, namely:
"Every person who without authority of law enters and shall be found upon any Indian lands, tribal reservation, or lands specially set apart for Indian purposes, shall for
the first offense, upon conviction thereof, pay a :fine of not more than :five hundred dollars, and be imprisoned at hard labor for not more than one year; and for every subsequent offense, shall, upon conviction thereof, pay a :fine of not more than one thousand
dollars, and not less than :five hundred dollars, and be imprisoned at hard labor for not
more than two years, nor less than one year; and the wagons, teams, and outfit of
such person or persons so offending shall be seized and delivered to the proper United
States officer, and be proceeded against by libel in the proper court and forfeited, onehalf to the informer and the other half to the United States, and in all cases arising under
t~ act,. Indians shall be competent witnesses: Provided, ·however, That the provisions of
t~IS sectwn shall not apply to emigrants or travelers peaceably passing through such Indian ~nc;Is, tribal reservatiollil, or lands especially set apart for Indian purposes, without
comm1ttmg any willful trespass or injury to person or property."
On the lOth February last the bill as read and referred was reported back by the Sena~ Committee on Indian Affai'rs without amendment, but Congress again adjourned
Without taking action in the matter.
'\Yhile on this subject I desire to say a few words in regard to the repeated attemp~
Which have been made by United· States citizens during the past four years to unlawfully appropriate certain lands of the Indian Territory reserved under treaty by the
~overnment for Indian purposes, under the pretext that such lands are open to the pubhe for settlement. Full accounts of these raids and of the measures taken by the Government to expel the intruders will be found in the successive annual reports of this
office for the years 1879, 1880, 1881, and 1882. During the period referred to, D. L.
Payne, the recognized leader of the movement, has been repeatedly arrested only to be
re~e~ed by the military authorities on the Kansas border, or held to answer to a civil
srut m the United States court at Fort Smith to recover the penalty imposed by the
s~tute, a suit invariably terminating without any practical result. With each repetition the movement appears to acquire additional strength. From official reports made
to the War Department and on :file in this office, I learn that in the expedition which lefti.
Arkansas City for the Oklahoma lands on the let February last there were about two
hundred and :fifty persons, principally from Kansas and Missouri, including some twenty
;omen and children, with from eighty to one hundred wagons :filled with provisions and
.orage sufficient to last them thirty or forty days, and with tents, furniture, agricultural
lllplements, &c. They appeared in the main to be a well-to-do, quiet set of farmers,
and a ?ifferent class of people from those who had been engaged in previous similar
enterprues, but they were all well armed, mostly with Winchester rifles and carbines,
~d among them it was reported there was one man from Wichita, Kans., who had with
hi~ a ful~ wagon-load of whisky and cigars, intending to open a saloon on arriving at
therr destmation.
.
Besides this party, there were other and smaller outfits which were discovered and
h eard of en route from Caldwell and Coffeyville, Kans., to join the main body. Those
from Caldwell are stated to have been with one or two exceptions persons without visible means of support, whom the citizens, though deprecating the movement, were glad
to get rid of at any price.
Payne, with his secretary, one W. H. Osburn, traveled with the Arkansas City party,
and at a meeting held there the night before starting he is said to have roundly abused
the Government and the Army. From the same official sources I learn that every member w~o joins the Oklahoma colony pays $2.50 for a certificate of membership therein,
of which 50 cents are retained by the secretary and -the remainder goes into Payne's
pockets. The form of certificate is as follows:
*See House Ex. Doc. N o.l45, Forty-Reventh Congress, first session.
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[Capt. D. L. Payne, P!esident; Hon. J. M. Steele, t.reasurer; "\V. H. Osburn, secretary.]

Certificate of membership.
OFFICE OF PAYNE'S OKLAHOMA COLONY,

.
Wichita, Kans., - - - -, 188-.
This certifies that - - - - - - , having paid the fee of two dollars, is a member of
Payne's Oklahoma Colony, is entitled to all the benefits and protection of said colony
.and an equal voice in all matters pertaining to and t~e formation of its local gov.ernment.
In testimony whereof the official signatures of the president and secretary are hereto
.
-subscribed, and the seal of the colony attached.

------,

President.

------,

Secretary.

I also learn that Payne issues '' land certificates''_to persons who do not desire to go
-down themselves, by which he guarantees them 160 acres of land in the "Oklahoma
_ Colony," in consideration of $25, which it is also stated he appropriates to his own use.
I have no copy of this last mentioned certificate; but, even if there are no other controlling influences at work, it is manifestly a profitable speculation for Payne himself, who
is not likely to desist from starting these expeditions so long as he can find persons cred'Ulous enough to part with their money on such worthless assurances, or so long as the
law in relation to trespassers on Indian lands remains in its present unsatisfactory
condition.
From a letter dated June 26last, addressed to the Department by the honorable Secretary of War, I am advised that Payne has now applied to the United States circuit court
.at Topeka, Kans., for an injunction restraining military interference with his entrance
into and occupation of the Oklahoma district of the Indian Territory, thus bringing up
for judicial decision the whole question affecting the status of said district; and that the
matter has been referred by the War Department to the Attorney-General to tak-e such
measures a.s may be deemed necessary to protect the interests of the United States in the
-premises.
I respectfully recommend that the attention of Congress be specially drawn to these
.aggressive movements on Indian Territory lands as illustrating the urgent necessity for
·speedy and effective legislation in regard to trespassers.
MILITARY RESERVATIONS UPON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
{See Chapter XVII, pages 249 to 254, to June 30, 1882;. see addenda, pages 748 to 752,
to June 30, 1883.)
To

JUNE

30, 1883.

The following list shows the changes in reservations either by increase or decrease of
.area during the year ending June 30, 1883:
References.-The data on page 249 et seq. are correct. See also decisions of the Department of the Interior and General Land Office in cases relating to lands and land claims
-to June 30, 1883. Title, ''Military Reservations."
The total number of military reservations on the public domain in the public land
States and Territories June 30, 1883, was 177, containing 3,155,152.76 acres.
MILITARY RESERVATIONS.

[From the Annual Report Commissioner General Land Office, 1883.]

Military reservations declared, reduced, enlarged, modified, or restored to the public
domain during the year ending June 30, 1883, are as fo1lows:
In .Arizona..-By Executive order dated May 14, 1883, Fort Huachuca reservation was
enlarged on the north so as to include grazing lands and extend to the Babacomari land
grant, as was intended by the original order dated October 29, 1881.
In Oalifornia.-By Executive order dated October 21, 1883, Molate Island, or Red
Rock, in San Francisco Bay, was formally declared a military reservation. It was re~rved March 2, 1858, by order of the Secretary of the Interior. It contains 7.52 aeres,
m sec. 17, T. 1 N., R. 5 W., M. D. Mer.
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In Florida.-Fort Brooke military reservation1 containing 148.11 acres, was relinquished by the Secretary of War to'the Secretary of the Interior, under act of August
18, 1856 (11 Stat., p. 87). By Executive order dated ~?vember 17, 1882, thefollo~ng
described tracts were formally declared reserved for m1htacy purposes, the same bemg
portions of reservations ordered by the Secretary of War on March 23, 1849, " until the
completion of the surveys necessary for the coast defenses":
1. The south end ofGasparilla Island for a distance of 2 miles from its southern extremity; and the north end of Boca Grande, or Cayo Costa Island, for a length of2 miles
from its northem extremity.
2. The whole of Egmont Island, at the entrance of Tampa Bay, except the 15 acres at
the north end previously reserved for light-house purposes.
3. Flagg Island, at Saint George's Sound.
In Indian Territory.-By Executive order dated January 17, 1883, the reserve at Fort
Supply was enlarged by adding to it the south half T. 25 N, R. 22 W., and the SW. !- (!f
T. 25 N., R. 21 W.
In Kansas.- By act of Congress approved AQgUst 4, 1882, Fort Lamed reservation was
authorized to be relinquished by the Secretary of War and sold to actual settlers, after
survey and appraisal.
·
In Montana.- By act of Congress approved August 4, 1882, it was provided that the
F?rt Benton military reservation should be restored to the public domain, surveyed, and
disposed of.
In Utah.-By Executive order dated the 12th of May, 1883, a military reservation for
Fort Thornburgh was declared. Two tracts were reserved--one for the post and the other
~of W?Od and timber. The post reserve is partly surveyed land. The surveyed portion
a s m T. 3 S., R. 20 E., and T. 4 S., R. 21 E.
All the land in the wood and tim~er ~:eserve is unsurveyed.

1

Military reservations in public-land States and Territories, July 1, 1883.
[Additions to and corrections to tables. See pages 748 to 752.]

State or Territory.

Increase
to acres.

Name of reservation.

Present
area.

748

California ........................ .. Camp Independence...................................
5, 210.18 ................ ..
Total area of reservations in California..... .. ................
17,531.68
Florida-15 reservation!! .. .. Fort Brooke (relinquished by War De- •
~artment). Three small ones created.
{See text above about equaling this reduction)................................................... ..................
148.11
Total area of reservations in Florida as
far as known............................................ ..................
13,282.40
749 Kan,s as-5 reser~ations ..... Fort Larned (restored to public domain)... ........... .......
10,240.00
Total area of reservations in Kansas as
far as known............................................ .. ...... ..........
53, 870. 22
750 Montana-8 reservations ..
74~

751

F~:~~ ~~b\i~ d.~!~i~).~. ~-~-~-~v-~-~~~~~-~~~~-~~.................... /................. .

Utah-5 reservations......... Fort Thornburg, created by Executive
order May 12, 1883.. ......... ....... ............ ...... ..................

21, 851. 00

T~~a~~~;:n~~ -~~~-~~:~.~-~~~~~..~~-~~~~--~~-~~~- .................. /147, 450.47

Change in 1·ecapitulation of areas as far as known or est-imated, during the year to June 30,
1883.
[See page 752].

•

Number of reservations.

June 30, 1883,
total area of
all reservations.

Increase
of area.

Decrease
of area.

17,531.68
2, 560 ................ ..
53. 870. 22 .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ..
10, 240

~~::g:~

Total .................... .................................................... ............... ........ ...... .
Total number of reservations, 177. '.rota! area, 3,155,152.76.

....... 2i:'85o· ::::::::::::::::::
24,410

10,2~
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CANAL, RAILROAD, WAGON-ROAD GRANTS TO JUNE SO, 1885.
DISTRIBUTION ACT OF SEPTEMBER

4, 1841.

(See Chap~ XIX, page 256, to June 30, 1880; also addenda, page 753, to June 30, 1882.)
To

JUNE

30, 1883.

The table on page showing $691,117.05 is correct to June 30, 1883, and in Act to De·
cember 1, 1883, ·as the law is executed.

CANAL, WAGON, MILITARY-WAGON AND RAILROAD GRANTS.
(See' Chap. XX., pages 257 to 288, to June 30, 1880, and addenda, pages 753 to 849,
to June 30, 1882.)
To

JuNE

30, 1883.

The matter of a historir,al character, from pages 257 to 288, is correct to December 1.
1883. The Congressional repqrts and executive documents, from pages 789 to 849, are
also of present value. For index of these see page 789. The official rules and regulations
on pages 935 to 949 are in effect, with amendments, until December 1, 1883. The map
of land-grants fc•r wagon and rail roads, facing page 949, is correct to December 1, 1883.
REFERENCES.

For all laws and decisions relating to land granted for railroad purposes see" Laws of
, the United States relating to the Public Lands,'' volumes 1, 2, and 3, Public Land Commission, 1880, and addenda to, 1882. Also, Annual Re:Qort of Auditor of Railroad
Accounts for 1880 for laws relating to Pacific Railroads, pages 148 to 255. Als_o see
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of the General Land Office for 1851 to 1883 and
Annual Reports of the Secretary of Ute Interior from 1851 to 1883. Also see the Decisions of Department of the Interior and General Land Office for June, 1881, to June,
1883, title "Railroads."
CONSTRUCTION OF LAND-GRANT RAILROADS.

(See pages 268 and 754.]
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1883.

The construction of 1,210.68 miles of land-grant railroad was reported during the year,
making a total of 17,449.78 miles of road reported as constructed under all grants to
June 30, 1883. This aggregate includes 205 miles in the Indian Territory, and 342.87
in the State of Texas for which there is no grant, such construction being an incident to
land-grant lines proper.
States and Territories

Miles.

.Alabama ............................................... .
Arkansas .............................................. .
Arizona ................................................. .
California ................................ .... ......... ..
Colorado .............................................. ..
Dakota....................................... ........... .
Florida ....................... ............... ........... ..
Idaho ........ ............... ......... ..... ....... ..... ~.. .
Dlinois ............................................. .... ..
Indian Territory ........................... ... ..... .
Iowa. ...................................... .......... ..... .
Kansas .................................................. .
Louisiana....................................... - ...... .
Michigan .............................................. ..
Minn~.sota . .................. ..... ..................... .

822.00
620.16
200.00
1,228.89
298.00
425.58
313.10

87.00
705.72
205.00

1,672.00

1,654.00
412.00
1,148. 96
2,398.50

States and Territ<>ries.

~}~~~s~!r.:.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Miles.
406.00
703.00

1\iontana ........................................ ...... .
Nebraska ............................................ .
Nevada.......... .. ........ ................. ........... .
New Mexico ........................................ .
Oregon ............................ ... .................. .
Texas (where there al'e no United
States lands)....... ................ ............. ..
Utah .. ........ ...... ................................... ..

255.00

Wyoming ........... ...... ......... ................ ..

400.00

;fssc~i~~~~.::::::::·:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

508.00
832.00

460.00

150.00
227.00

342.87
286.00

689.00

Total .................................. .. ......... 17,449.78

AREA OF LAND GRANTS TO RAILROADS.
The clata on page 753, being an estimate of 155,504,994.59 acres as the area necessary
to fill all railroad land grants as granted, ha\e not been materially changed. Of this
area about 50,000,000 acres were granted to States and Territories and about 105,000,000
acres to corporations.
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L_ANDS CERTIFIED OR PATENTED TO JUNE SO, 1883.
RAILROAD LANDS CERTIFIED OR PATENTED.
To JUNE 30, 1883.

The total area of lands certified or patented to railroads to June 30, 1883,
47,004,043.96 acres.
·

WM

ToSm~---~---------- ·--------------------------- --------------To
corporations------- ------·-------------- -------------------,-----

36,248,839.07
11, 422, 946.

Deduct area forfeited by acts of Congress __ -------------------~------

47,671,785.72
667, 741. 76

•

65

Total-------- ________________________________ -.------------_ 47, 004, 043. 96
MILITARY WAGON-ROAD LANDS CERTIFIED OR PATENTED.
To JUNE 30, 1883.

The total wagon and military wagon road lands certified or patented to June 30, 1883,

was 1, 741,897.59 acres.
CANAL LANDS PATENTED.
To JUNE 30, 1883.

The tota~ atea of canal lands patented from 1824 to June 30, 1883, was 4,424,073.06
~cres.

GRAND TOTAL FOR ALL GRl.NTS.

For all of these grants certified or patented tO June 30, i883, a grand total of 53,170,()14. 61 acres.
ATTACHMENT OF RAILROAD RIGHTS.

-

(See pages 280, 284, and 764 to 768.)
The table of attachment of railroad rights to June 30, ·1882, on pages 764 to 768, is
not printed for 1883. The courts by decisions having changed the general principle of
attachment of railroad rights, and the General Land Ofii.ce not having as yet prepared a
<lOrrected list to June 30, 1883, no attempt is made to correct the old table. The table
to June 30, 1882, is not, in fact, correct, and in the light of recent decisions is misleading.
CERTIFIED OR PATENTED LANDS TO RAILROADS FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1883, AND TOTAL ACRES CERTIFIED OR PATENTED TO
ROADS NAMED TO JUNE 30, 1883.
.
ADDENDA-See tables, pages 756 to 763.

Statement showing number of aeres of lands certified or patented to the several railroads during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883.
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Little Rock and Fort Smith(additional five-mile limit) I39, 853. 62
506. 009. 88
Wisconsin Central .................................................... .. 66,504. 91
642, I49. 47
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba ......................... . 84, 098. 96 I, 258, 428. 99
Union Pacific ............................................................. ..
640. 00 I, 959, 523. 08
Central Pacific ........................................................... . 59, 444. 72
780, 879. 40
Union Pacific (Kansas division) ............................... .. 46, 193. 33
963, 714. 03
Union Pacific (successor to the Denver Pacific Rail78, 484. 78
164, 721. 51
Corporation ... So:~Ji'e~~p~~llfc).'.'.'.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2, 519. 92 1, 040, 430. 03
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LANDS CERTIFIED OR PATENTED TO JUNE

so,

1883.

CERTIFIED OR PATENTED TO MILITARY WAGON-ROADS.
To

JuNE

30, 1883.

(See pages .260 herein.)
The only wagon-road to which lands were patented during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1883, was the Willamette Valley and Cascade Mountain 'tnilitarywagon-road. The
additional amount patented to this company was 440,856.52 acres ; in all, 548,749.53 acres.
Corrections and

c~anges

in tables of areas certified or patented to June 30, 1883.

(See pages 756 to 763.)
Page
herein.

756
760
760
760
762

ToJune30, 1882, Should be to
stated to be
June 30,
on page 756.
1883.

N arne of railroad.

Arkansas, Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern,
addil:tonal five miles.
Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston....................••......
Atchison, Topeka. and Santa Fe ........................................ .
Union Pacific ............ .........................................•...............
Northern Pacific ........•.......................................................

204,079.17

203,999.17

256,281.67
2, 745,938.47
.1, 953, 883. 08
746,509.52

256,121:67
2, 745,778.47
1, 954, 523. 08
746,390.22

These are the only changes, except in the case of roads to which lands were certified
or patented during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883, and noted herein.. ·

.

AREA OF RAILROAD LANDS PATENTED.

Report of Commissioner of General Land Office.
DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1883.

•

There were certified or patented under railroad grants during the year 477,740.24 acres,
and 440,856.52 acres were patented for·wagon-roads, an increase in patents for railroads
and wagon-roads over the previous year of 742,190.10 acres.
LISTS AWAITING EXAMINATION AND APPROVAL.

LU;ts of railroad selections aggregating 3,070,453.41 acres are awaiting examination
being an increase over the previous year of 1, 112,060.62 acres.
NUMBER OF SETTLEMENT CLAIMS WITHIN LANDS CLAIMED BY RAILROADS.

The number of settlement claims within the granted or indemnity limits of the.varirailroad grants that were awaiting original or final action at the close of the year
was 6,891, an increase of 1, 327 over the arrears of the previous years. Of the total number pending 1,464 had received some action, and 5,427 had not been reached for examination.
QUS

RIGHT-OF-WAY RAILROADS.

(For list of, to June 30, 1882, see pages 769 to 771.)
The number of railroad companies recognized as entitled to a right of way through the
public lands, to land for station purposes, and to take timber and other material from
puhlic lands for the con.s~ruction of their roads, was at the close of tbe fiscal year 163,
located in the various public-lund States and Territories.

so,

LANDS CERTIFIED OR PATENTED TO JUNE

1883.
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RIGHT-OF-WAY RAILWAY COMPANIES.
FROM JUNE

30, I882,

TO JUNE

30, 1883.

(Corrected and additional to list on pages 769 to 771.)
States and Territories.

~

Date of
laws.

l

00

~
b.O

Name of company.

al

il<

--

.Ariwna .... ................. ..... Mar. 3, I875
Arkansas ....................... Mar. 3, I875
Colorado ........................ Mar. 3, I875
Mar. 3, I875

I8
I8
I8
I8

482
482
482
48'2

Dakot-a ........................... Mar.
Mar.
! Mar.
' Mar.

3, I875
3, I875
3, I875
3, I875

I8
I8
I8
I8

482
482
482
482

Florida ........................... Mar. 3, I875
Mar. 3, I875
Louisiana ....... .......... ...... Mar. 3, I875
Michigan ........................ Mar. 3,1875

I8
I8
18
I8

482
482
482
482

~innesota

18
18

482
482

18
18
I8
18
18
18
I8
I8
' I8
18
18

482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482

..................... 1\:Iar. 3, 1875
Mar. 3, I875

Mar.
Mar.
Missouri ........................ Mar.
Mar.
New Mexico................... Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

~~1f~::·~:~·:; :·: ;: : : :

3, 1875
8,1875
3,1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, 1875
3, I875
3, I875
3, I875
3, I875
3, I875

Arizona Narrow-gauge Railroad.
Eureka Springs Railway Company.
Colorado Northern Railway.
Georgetown, Breckenridge and Leadville Railway.
Black Hills and Fort Pierre RailroA.d.
Ellendale and Wahpeton Railroad.
Jamestown and Northern Railroad.
Northern Pacific, Fergus and Black Hills Railroad.
Florida Southern Railway.
Palatka and Indian River Railway.
Natchez, Red RiYer and Texas Railroad.
Chicago and Northwestern Railway (successor
to Menomonee River Railroad.
Detroit, Mackinac and Marquette Railroad.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa Falls, and Northwestern
Railway.
Duluth and Iron Range Railroad.
Red River and Lake of the Woods Railway.
Missouri and Arkansas Railroad.
Springfield and Southern Railway.
Clifton and Lordsburg Railway.
New Mexican Railroad.
California Short Line Railway.
Columbia and Pelouse Railroad.
Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Western Railway~
Wyoming, Montana and Pacific Railrbad.
Wasatch Iron and Coa] Company.

PA'l'ENTED AND CERTIFIED CANAL, WAGON, AND MILITARY WAGONROAD AND RAILROAD LANDS.
To

JUNE

30, I883.

See page 755.
Statement sluno·ing number of acres certified or patented during the year, to June 30, 1883, and:
-ilte total up to June 30, 1883, for canal, wagon-road, and mil-itm·y wagon-1·oads, ancl railroad.s, to States and corporations.
RECAPITULATION.

States.

Number of acres
certified or patented for the
year ending
June 30, I883.

il i! il~i li Ji ; ; !r~:;~ : ; : i: !i :1 i i:l!i: ; :; ~: ;: ;:/: :!:t: ~l~;~:;:
Total for States, to June 30, 1883. ............................. ......
Total for corporations.....................................................

290,457.49
187, 282. 75

2, 595, 053. ()().
935, I58; 7(}
2, 882, 076. 4()

I, 760, 834. 9S
I, 072, 406. 47
2, 5I6, 665. 11

I, 395, 429. 87
4, 706, 458. 39
3, 229, OIO. 84
2, 874,088.79
7' 832, 750. 24
4, 448, 906. 28
36, 248, 839. 07
11, 422, 94(). 65

Total railroad grants, to June 30, 1883 ...........................
477,740.24
Deduct amount of land declared forfeited by Congress.. .......... ... ................ .

Grand total to June 30, I883 .......................................... ..

Number of acres
certified or patented up to
June 30, I883.

9I8,596. 76

•

47, 671, 785. 72
667,741.76
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LEGISLATION NECESS~Y TO FORFEIT GRANTS, JUNE

so,

1885.

Canals from 1824 to June 30, 1883.
(For names of canals, see page 258.)
Indiana,______ ----------------------- _____________ -- ·- _________ - ·· __ 1,457,366.06
Ohio------------------------------------------------------------- 1, 100, 361. 00
290,915.00
Illinom ---------------------------------------------------------Wmconsin
___________________________________________·____________ _
325,431.00
Michigan_----------- ____ ------ _________________________________ _ 1,250,000. 00
Total canals ______________________ ---·__________________ _____ 4, 424, 073. 06
Grand total railroad, wagon-road, and canal grants patented or certified
from 1824 to June 30, 1883 -------------------------------------- 53,170, 014._61
Patented or certified during, the year ending June 30, 1882-----------918,596. 76

Thm statement varies irom year to year, from the fact that the adjustment of grants
frequently reduces areas stated to be due railroads.
REPORT OF GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

For Annual Report of the Directors of the Union-Pacific Railroad for the year 1882,
see Ex. Doc., No. 94, 2d sess., 47th Cong. H. ofR.
LAPSED RAILROAD LAND GRANTS AND TAXATION OF RAILROAD LANDS.
'

(~

Hon. H. M. Teller, Secretary of the Interior, in his annual report for 1883, speaking
of the two subjects above noted, says:
RAILROAD LAND GRANTS.

-

In my last report I called attention to the necessity for some legislation in reference
to·lapsed grants. The necessity for such legislation still eruts, and I repeat what I said
on that subject:
~ "Congress has from time to time, commencing in 1850, made grants to the several
States or to corporations to aid in the construction of railroads. In some instances the
r.oads have been constructed and in others partially completed; but in some cases no
attempt has been made to build the roads and thus secure a title to the land. The lands
thus granted have been withheld from the operation df the settlement laws. The SuJ;lreme Court of the United States has declared, in the case of Schulenburg v. Harriman
(21 Wallace, 44), that a failure to complete the road within the time fixed in the grant
did not forfeit the grant. Lands thus withheld from the operation of the settlement laws
must so remain until Congress shall declare such lands forfeited. If it is the intention
of Congress to allow the railroad companies to complete their roads after the expiration
of the term fixed in the grant, and thus claim the benefit of the grant, it should be so
declared at an early day. Large tracts of land are not available for settlement, because
the settler cannot determine whether the title is in the government or in the railroad
company. If he purchase from the railroad company and it fails to complete its road
and secure the title, he takes nothing by such purchase, and he cannot secure the land
under the settlement laws, for the Department is not authorized to treat such lands as
public lands. Besides this, the even sections within the limits of the grants are subjec-t
to cash entry at not less than $2.50 per acre. Thus the settler is sometimes compelled
to pay a double price for the privilege of owning lands near a railroad which is never
constructed.''
It is difficult to make the people understand that the executive department of the
Government cannot declare a grant forfeited when the corporation for whose benefit it
was made has failed to co.nply with the conditions thereof. Petitions are presented to
the-Executive demanding the forfeiture of grants for non-compliance with the conditions
thereof. Individllal claimants declare themselves outraged because the Commissioner
of the General Land O.fficerefuses to allow filings on the odd sections ofland within the
unforfeited railroad grants. The Government is derided as the government of t4e rich
and opposed to the poor, because the executive department of the Government does not
do what the courts have repeatedly declared could be done only by the legishtive branch
of the Government, that is, declare a forfeiture of a grant.
Complaint i:> made ~~t gTants made more than a quarter of a century ago ar~ still
trea~ as valid, subsiSting grants, and the settler forbidden to go thereon, although
nothing has been done toward the building of the road, which must be built before the

TAXATION OF RAILROAD LANDS.
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railroad company can receive the evidence of the title given to it by t~e Government so
many years before.
.
.
Ifthe executive department of the Government disregard the law and ISsue a patent
to such settler, he takes nothrng by the instrument, and is as much at the mercy of. the
corporation as if he had not received the Government patent. Congress alone can relieve
the settler by declaring the grants forfeited.
If the grants are not forfeited when there has not been a full compliance with the conditions of the grant, it seems to be just and proper that some provision should be made
by which the settlers, who, through ignorance, or because they believed such grants had
been or would be forfeited, have made settlement on such railroad lands, can secure a
title, either through the railroad company or from the Government.
TAXATION OF RAILROAD LANDS.

By section 21 of the act of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 356), amendatory of the Pacific Railroad act of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489), it is provided"That before any land granted by this act shhll be conveyed to any company or party
entitled thereto under this act there shall :first be paid into the Treasuryofthe United
States the cost of surveying, selecting, and conveying the same, by the said company
or party in interest, as the titles shall be required by said company; -which amount
shall, without any further appropriation, stand to the credit of the proper account,
to be used by the Commissioner of the General Land Office for the prosecution of the
survey of the public lands along the line of said road, and so from year to year until the
whole shall be completed, as provided under the provisions of this act.''
By act of July 31, 1876 (21 Stat., 121), substantially the same provision was extended to all railroad companies receiving grants of lands, ''unless * * * exempted ·
by law from the payment of such cost.''
By the failure of the companies to pay such costs and apply for patents a large amount
of lands granted and available for railroad purposes are, under the rulings and decisions
of the Supreme Court, as enunciated in Kansas Pacific Railway Company v. Prescott (16
Wall., 603) and Railroad Company v. McShane (22 Wall., 444), substantially relieved
from State taxation, and contribute nothing to the fair support of the burden and revenue
of the local governments, and at the same time deny to the General Government the due
compensation provided by law for the surveys already extended over a portion of the
lands, and the benefit of the enlarged appropriations intended to secure further surveys
along the line of the road.
·
·
Experience has shown that, instead of aiding the Government and facilitating the
survey and sale of the public lands along the routes, and the consequent settlement
of the country, the provision has operated to retard such laudable results, and also
has served to enable the companies to obtain such valuable parcels of land as they
may :find speedy profit in selling, thus imposing the full burden of taxation upon their
grantees and other settlers who purchase lands in the same neighborhood, while refusing
to take the patents for the larger body of less valuable lands upon which such burden
woul~ fall in the hands of the companies themselves.
It IS earnestly to be desired that sotne means of adjustment of these grants, as a whole,
be provided, or some method devised which shall, under cover of legislative authority,
not o~ly remedy the evil suggested, but enable this Department to reach a :finality as to
the titles to be conveyed to these corporations at the earliest practicable moment, and
thus r~lieve an anxious and excited public feeling, already sufficiently aroused upon
the varwus difficult and complicated questions connected with the administration of this
mom~ntous and important branch of public affairs.
To this end I most urgently recommend that the prompt and serious attention of Congress be invited to the foregoing suggestions.
LAND GRANT RAILROADS NOT COMPLETED IN TIME.
[From the Annual Report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office for 1883.]
JUNE

30, 1883.

(For areas granted to these several roads see pages 756 to 763 herein.)
The following tables show the grants for roa«s not completed in time in cases where
the granting acts contain similar provisions relative to conditions or the reversion of
lands to the United States. These are classified under the following heads:
1. Where the grant provides that if any portion of the roads be not completed within
the time :fixed, no further sale shall be made and the lands unsold shall revert to the
United States.
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2. Where the grant provides that if the roads be not completed within the time fixed,
no further patents shall be issued to the railroad company, and no further sale shall be
made, and the lands unsold shall revert to the United States.
3. Where the grant provides that if the road should not be completed in time the lands
not patented should revert to the United States.
4. Where the grant provides that if the road should not be completed within ten years
the lands not patented should revert to the State, and if the State should fail to complete
the road within five years after the expiration of the ten years the land undisposed of
should revert to the United States.
5. Where the grant provides that if the companies fail to file their assent to the act, or
to complete their roads as provided therein, the act shall be null and void, and all lands
not patented to the cempany or companies at the date of such failure shall revert to the
United States.
6. Where the provision is that the company should complete a section of twenty or
more miles within two years and the entire road within six years.
7. Where it is provided that if the companies make any breach of the conditions of
the grant, Congress may do any and all acts necessary to secure the speedy completion
-of the roads.
Statement showing States to which grants have been made to aid in i1~e construction of rail
roads which have not been completed within the time required by law, the grants to which
provide that if any of the roads be not completed within the time therein fixed no further sales
- of the lands granted for such road, or roads, shall ba made, and the lands unsold shall revert
to the United States.

'state to which grant was
made.

a5

I

Name of railroad.

00

Mississippi........................... Gulf and Ship Island ..................................... Aug.11,1856
Tuscaloosa to the Mobile Railroad ................ Aug.11,J.856
Mobile to New Orleans ......•........................ }

t~t!i!~!a::::::::::::::· ::::::::::::::: :::::::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::·::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.Alabama............................... Selma, Rome, and Dalton .............................
Coosa. and Tennessee.....................................
Coosa. and Chattooga .....................................
Elyton and Beard's Bluff..............................
Memphis and Charleston .............................
Mobile and Girard.........................................
Savannah and Albany...................................
Florida. ................................. Atlantic, Gulf, and West India Transit .........
Pensacola and Georgia .................................
Florida, Atlantic, and Gulf Central.. .............
Louisiana.............................. Vicksburgh, Shreveport, and Texas..............
New Orleans to the State line in the direction of Jackson, Miss.
Michigan.............................. Ontonagon and Brule River..........................
Port Huron and Lake Michigan ..................
Marquette, H ough ton, an d 0 ntonagon.....
.
Jackson, Lansing, and Sagmaw........... _....
. h"tgan .......................
Northern Centra1 M tc
Wisconsin............................. West Wisconsip ........................................ .
North Wisconsin, now Chicago, Saint
Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha
Minnesota. .......................... . B~~~~=~~h~ll~~~aul and Pacific,
Saint Vincent Extension, Saint Paul and
Pacific, now Saint P~rul, Minneapolis and
Manitoba.

•

Aug.11,1856
June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
June 3,1856
June 3,1856
June 3,1856
Mar. 3, 1857
May 17,1856
May 17, 1856
May 17,1856
June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
June 3, 1856
Mar. 3, 1865
June 3, 1856
July 3, 1866
June 3,
3, 1856
July
1866
June
May
June
May
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

3,1856
5,1864
3,1856
5,1864
3,1857
3,1865
3,1857
3,1865

G)

l

11
11

30
30

11

30

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

17
17
17
17
17
17
195
15
15
15
18
18

11

21

11

21

11
13
11
14
11
14
11
13
11
13
11
13
11
13

21
520

21
78
21
78
20
66
20
66
195
526
195
526

I
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Statement showing States to which grants have been made to aid in the construction of rail1·oads
wltich have not been completed within the· time required by law, the grants to which provide
that if the roads be not completed within the time the'rein fixed no further patents shall be
issued to the railroad company, and no further sale shall be made, and the lands unsold shall
revert to the United States.
cti

State to which grant was
made.

Q)

Date of
act making
grant.

Name of railroad.

i

ai

~

w.

~

- --lrl=~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::· . Lake Superior and Mississippi ........•............

Wisconsin Central........................................ . May 5,1864
May 5,1864

66
64

13
13

~

Statement showing States to which grants have been made to aid in the construction of railroads
which have not been comp leted within the time required by law, the grants to which provide
that if the roads be not completed within the time therein fixed the lands not patented shall
revert to the United States.
cti

State to which grant was
made.

$

Date of
act making
grant.

Name of railroad.

a)
llO

:;l

~
w.

a!
~

- -- Minnesota........•.........•..•.•....

....

~:~~n~~;:·::·::.:·::.·:.::::::::::::::::::
*

~outhern Minnesota Railway Extension ...... .
Hastings and Dakota ................................... .
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern .. .
Iron Mountain ................... : ......................... ..

July
July
July
July

4,1866
4,1866
4,1866
4,1866

14
14

87

14
14

83
83

ft7

Statement showing grant made to aid in the construction of a railroad, whiclt has not been completed within the time required by law, wherein it is provided that if the road be not completed
within ten years the lands not patented shall revert to the State for tlte purpose of securing the
completion of the road, a nd should the State fail to complete the road within five yea1·s after
the ten years aforesaid, then the lands undisposed of shall revert to the United States.
State to which grant was
made.
Iowa

····································

Name of railroad.

cti
~

Date of ~
actmaking
grant.

3

~

--------·----------1------1----Sioux City and Saint Paul.. ........................ :... May 12, 1864

72

13

Statement showing corporatio ns to which grants have been made to aid in the construction of
railroads which have not been completed within the time required by law, the grants to whicht
provide that if the comp anies fail to file their assent or complete their roads as provided
therein the act shall be null and void, and all-lands not conveyed blf patent to tlw company
or companies, as tlte case may be, at the date of such failure, shall revert to the United States.
Corporation to which grant was made.

l1i

Date of
act making
grant.

j l

---------------------~---1--------1----

-california and Oregon Railroa
-oregon and California Railroa

~ 8~:~:~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ ~; ~~~~

14
14

239
239

.Statement showing corporatio ns to which grant has been made to aid in the construct(on of a
railroad, which has not been completed within the time required by law, wherein it is provided
that the company shall complete a section of twenty or more miles of its road within two years
and the entire road within six years from the same date.
Corporation t o which grant was made.

Date of
act making
grant.

.n
Q)

~
~

-------------------------------l---------l--

<>regon Central Railroad Com pany.......... ........................................ ............ May 4, 1870

£
ai

00
------

16

94
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Statement showing corporations to which grants have been made to aid in the construction of
railroads which have not been completed within the time required by law, the grants to which
provide that if the companies make any breach of the conditions thereof Congress may doany and all acts necessary to secure the speedy completion of the roads.

Corporation to which grant was made.

Date of
act making
grant.

ai
Q)

:;
~

00

Northern Pacific Railroad Company ...........................................................
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company ......................................................
Southern Pacific Railroad Company .•...............•..•...............•.......................
Texas Pacific Railroad Company, now Texas and Pacific Railway Company ...........................................................................................................
New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg Railroad Company, of wbich
the New Orleans Pacific Railway Company claims to be the assignee.....

a)

l

July 2,1864
July 27,1866
July 27,1866

13

Mar. 3,1871

16

573

Mar. 3,1871

16

573'

14
14

36529Z
292'

FORFEITURE OF RAILROAJ;> LAND GRANTS.

(From the annual report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office for 1883.)
The following tables show the grants made to ~everal States and corporations for roads
that have n:ot been constructed within the time required by law, classified for reference·
- and convenience under four heads, viz:
1. Where the roads have been completed but not within the time required.
2. Where the roads have not been completed within time but which are in course of
construction.
3. Where the roads have been partly completed and construction suspended.
4. Where no part of the roads has been constructed.
Twelve grants fall within the :first classification, eight in the second, nine in the third,
and twelve in the fourth.

Statement showing States and corporations to which grams Jw,ve been made to aid in the construction of railroads which have been completed, but not within the
time required by law.
~G)·
.g.~
j»:<• 'd
as § .
:!:!-d
osQo
~.§'g
0~
o·
to~ 0
5s
lot G)
""Q,
IJ.O""
-d
IJ.OJ:l ....
'SQ
'SS

.;l.a

s:l'"" 0

State or corpora.tion to which
grant was made.

-'tl=
,1:4J:lo

'

,

"'5$'A
~~~
0
0
_s'tl""

Florida .............•.... Pensacola and Georgia ..........•.......... May 17,1856

Florida, Atlantic and Gulf Central ...
Missouri ................ Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and
Southern.
1\'Iichigan ... t ........... Port Huron and Lake Michigan ........
Jackson, Lansing. and Saginaw .... {

Minnesota, ..... ........

New Orleans, Baton Rouge and
Vicksburg.
:c.·; ...

Bo

a"H~

OS~.sl
A

Wisconsin ..............

'tlEf
OSo

CIJG) ....

Name of railroad.

g~

.t:l~

m
G)

E
.ri .

rn

11

~G)

aS

.s~
OS,S::

l

15

A

:J-9...:

=G)~

a~ to
'0~ ....
""~0
~=
,r:;.
Qoo
as~

:;sOCil

zc:.l""

May 17,1866

II)

lot

~~.
·~ dS~

a'tl ~

'Ss tc
t~'O

~~J:l
::s o.g

zo~

---161

15
83

May 17,1866
July 1,1871

...............

21
21
78
11 · 20
13
66
15
257
11
195
624
12
13 526
17
631
11
195
13
526
17
631
14
87

June 3,1866
June 3,1873

··············· ···············

May 17,1856
July 4,1866

11
14

June 3,1856
June 3,1856
July 3,1866
June 3,1856
Weot
Wi""n'in, nowChioago, Saint! May 5,1864
Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha.
July 13, 1868
Mar. 3,1857
Saint Vincent Extension Saint Paul
July 12, 1862
and Pacific, now Saint Paul, MinMar:
3,1865
neapolis and Manitoba.
Mar. 3,1873
Mar.
3,1857
Brainerd Branch, Saint Paul and
Mar. 3,1865
Pacific, now Western Railroad.
Mar. 3,1873
So'!thern Minnesota Railway Exten- July 4,1866
swn.
Hastings and Dakota ....................... . July 4, 1866
Lake Superior and Mississippi ......... . May 5,1864
New Orleans Pacific, assignee.......... . Mar. 3,1871

11
11
14

14
13
16

87
64
573

20

188.10

May 5,1869
May 5,1872 }217.09
Dec.

3,1873

140

59
77.84

I

....2
0

fo
J:l
~

Remarke.

59
97.84

73.27

205
261.37

39

256.09

~
~

.

]
~
Miles.
311

t"t

1

z~1-3
~

>~

The date of the completion of 150 miles
of this road is not known to this office.
It was, however, constructed prior to
the 106 miles given as completed since
the expiration of the grant.
Date of completion not known.
Road not built on line of definite location.
Date of completion not known to this
office.
I

t"t

~

0
>t;
00.

z

0
1-3

a
0

~
'"0

t"t

174

314

t;tj

1-3
t;tj

Dec.

3,1873

Feb. 25, 1877
Mar. 7,1877
-May 5,1872
Mar. 3,1876

t;

···············

54.21

54.21

149H-U

130J>H~

279Ht~

z

128.1
124.42
328

202.1
154.42
328

~

74
30

~

1-3
~

~

....

1:...:>
0':1

c.c

Slq_tcmcnt slwwing States and corporations to which gran"ls ltave 'been made to aid in the construction of railroads wldch have not 'been completed within tlte time re' I
quired by laW, but WJdCh are in COUrSe Of COnstrUCtiOn,
•
I

~sod

;!:lrd

bll~~
.s;a
~
,!oldo
~.2S~
M<D

..d<D
oo-

~~~

,_.

State or corporation to which
grant was made.

Name of railroad.

~.;-a

~oS

oaS8

2'g'"'

~=<2
Florida .................. Atlantic, Gulf and
West India Transit.
Louisiana .............. Vicksburg, Shreveport and Texas.
:Michigan ............... Ontonagon and Brule
River.
North Wi~n•in,}
now Chicago,
W"""nsin........... {
SaintPaul,Minnea.polisandOmaha.

May 17,1856

5.2S

'"'0

..d2

~~~

~s

oO

§5

2

Q)

~

~

.z

~

es

""'CD

~.g~
~2=

Po

.,;

~-s.

~<D

2~
CIS..d

A

11

15

May 17,1866

June 3,1856

11

18

June 3,1866

June 3,1856

11

21

June 3,1866

June 3,1856
May 5,1864

11
13

20} May 5,1869
66

s"d so
.... <D ....

2~.$!
So~

z::so'"'
155
94

............

~f
o ....

'-Pi
.,_.M
0(1)

Ill'-

<D<D

~~~

~alf
o .. bO
'"'<D ....
<D'aO
~Sd

~8~

=

"0'

=2!
0· ...

0
0

•

"0

""'aS
og
..d"d
bt,2
do
<D::s
-.tJ
,_.Ill

~

E-4

- - - - ---70. g'[

225.rn

'-Po
.,_.M
oCD
~~.
:;::"0~

S~f

~'abO

~~~

~
tj

al~

~~

\

....S-2S
~
OP,
~s

z

z

150

t"4

.... d
o::s

.Ood
S>::o

::s::s~

c

1g
'-CD
.0 0

Remarks.

~

1-3

~

I>
H
t"4

79.03

94

95

95

20

20

75

55

c;:l

~

•

s~~
::S::S.-1

···············

1-4
t.:l
-1

~

0

t>

tj
Ul

............

200

200

240

z

40

0

~

c

0
~
~

t"l

Northern Pacific ...

~orthern

July 2,1864
May 7,1866
Pacific..... { July 1,1868
Apr. 10,1869
May 31,1870

13
14
15
16
16

~}

, 255
57

~
~

July 4,1879

530.5

1,104.58

1,635.08

1,812.58

t."'.:l
tj

708

378

H

z

I

8

~

~

p

I

m and Calil<lia.
1rnia and
gon.
tic and Pa-

,.

i

oregon and Ualifornia.
California. and Oregon.
Atlantic and Pacific ...

July 25, 1866
June25,1868
July 25,1866
.June 25,1868
July 27,1866

14

15
14
15
14

23~~

239
80

292

July 1,1880

197

July 1,1880
July 4,1878

152
125

~·····

45

242

liS

.........

152
737

136
2,301

1U2

73 "

186
1,689

No official evidence of the construction
of 162 miles of the amount given as
constructed since the expiration of the
grant has been filed, although the same
is in operation. The number of miles
given as unconstructed includes both
main and branch lines.
1(\tr.:r'·~-' "4"t

~..

~

f;l:o-

z

tj

c;:2

!?0

p;..

z

1-3

!?0
~

1-1

t"1

!?0

·o

~
tj
00

z

0
1-3
0

0

~tr:l

~

tr:l

tj

z
1-3

ra

~

......
~

-.:J

~

--

Statement showing States and corporations to which grants have been made to aid in the co·nstruction of railroads wMch have been partly completed and construction suspended, so far as known to this office.
.
. >f<·. .•, .. ,. •
<:/

aaS$
State or corporat.ion to which
grant was made.

"'
G) ....

't'lrc:s ~
C!ll=l

-

.s=~=~S

<ri

i

~

~

Alabama ................. Selma, Rome and Dalton ...... June 3,1856 11

17

,Tnne 3, 1866

Mobile and Girard ................. June 3,1856 11

17

June 3,1866

dl

A

Michigan ............... M&rquette and Ontouagon..t
Northern Central,Michigan
Iowa ....................... Sioux City and Saint Paul......
\Visconsin ............... Wisconsin Central.. ............ {
Oregon Central ...... Oregon Central .....................
Southern Pacific..... Southern Pacific (main line) ..

tiJ.fl8

June 8,1856
J nne 18, 1864
May 20,1868
June 8,1856
July 3,1866
May 12,1864
May 5,1864
~pr. 9,1874
May 4.,1870
July 27,1866

11
13
15
11
14
13
13
18
16
14

o4l
.:::"'~
0Q)J:j

4.3.93

............... ············

21} Dec. 81, 1872
137
52
252
21}
78 June 3,1873 ...............
72 Sept. 20, 1881
56. 25
~} Dec. 31, 1876 248
94
292

~~
o......

OQ)

May 4, 1876 {*25
t22t
July 4, 1878 232

············
60

9

}
240

14.$.93

~I-)

-

705

............

z

1-3

23. 4.2

60
56.25
257

4.7t
472

4.6

4.6

80
26H
93

20

97
84

778

~

~

0

~

2l

0
1-:3

a

The 240 miles of road given as constructed since the expiration of the
grantextendedfrom Mojave, Cal., to
The Needles on the Colorado River,
and although this portion of the road
is in operation, no official evidence
ofits construction has been filed.
{ .Although 524mile• ofthe &mount given
as completed is in operation, no official evidence of its construction has
been filed. The completed road is all
in the State of Texas, wherethereare
no United States lands.

.

778

~

I>
~

rn

84

97
324

tBranch.

Road not built on line of definite location.
Date of construction not known, no official evidence thereof being on file.

26i~

I
•Mainline.

I>

2l

139

52

705

p;j

:::S:::Sr-1

84

tj

0

sg~

1

573} May 2,1882
59

Remarks.

j~.

67.35

~

p:..

2l

~~
Sd)
.....oPt

I
Texas Pacific........... Texas and Pacific ............... { Mar. 8,1871 16
May 2,1872 17

\

.!::§

]I

100

t:-.:1

~g

't!.,!,

8=
.... rrJ
o=0

SQ) ...
~~~
-ae ~=to ..cl'"' ::::.£e
SQ)bD
'0 s·s.
....._
.....
~~'0
oM
1=1 ...
Q)Q ' 0 P..O
'"'Q
Q) ...• 0 ... 1=1 "~
Q)
~S=
~.a~
,.c't!Q)J:I
s=,.,= .cs=
· -s~~
So·:=:
::s ~~to :SQP;
0
z
~
z
z==e
--m~dl

·r-~~.,...

~a!
.=Q)
1':~
.fl~
~-=

~~

0

]~~

~Q

.....

.... CIS~~
o~;a P..

0~

::s,£
OQl
-=~~
dlo

~ao

Name of railroad.

...........

:grd

bl)~"'rd

~Q)~!

~

-l

0

-~
~

~

trj

1-3
M
tj

~

2l
1-3

~

~

f1

Statement·showing States to wldch g1·ants have been made to aid in the construction of railroads none of which have been ccmstructed in whole
Name- of State to which
grant was made.

Name of railroad.

Date of
act making
grant.

:Mississippi ........................... 1 Gulf and Ship Island ............................................. Aug.ll, 1856
Tuscaloosa to the Mobile Railroad ........................ Aug.ll, 1856
Mobile to New Orleans....................................... }

~f~!~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::\::~~:~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~::::_:_:_~:::::::::::::::.:.:.::::::::::::::::::
. . ~::~1:::::
Coosa and Chattooga .............................................. June 3,1856
Memphis and Charleston .......................................
Elyton and Beard's Bluff.......................................
Savannah and Albany................. ; ..........................
Louisiana ............................. \ New Orleans to the State line in the direction of
Jackson, Miss.
Arkansas.............................. Iron Mountain.......................................................

June
June
Mar.
June
,
July

.,;
$

i~

aS

l

Date when
road should
have been
completed.

01'

in part.

Remarks.

t'1
11>-

!Z

t::l

11
11

30 Aug.11, 1866 :Map of definite location filed November 27, 1860.
30 Aug.11, 1866 No map of definite location filed.

0

11

30 Aug.11, 1866

~

11
11
11

3,1856
3,1856
3,1857
3,1856

11
11

4,1866

14

11

17
17
17
17
195
18

June
June
June
June
:Mar.
June

3,1866
3,1866
3,1866
3,1866
3,1867
3,1866

Do.
:Map of definite location filed January 18, 1859.
Map of definite location filed September 20, 1858.
State refused to accept grant.
No map oflocation filed.
Do.
State declined to accept grant.

83 July 1,1871 Road never definitely located.
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BOND SUBSIDIES TO PACH'IC RAILROADS JUNE

1883.

INDEBTEDNESS OF THE PACIFIC RAILROADS TO THE UNITED STATES
FOR BOND SUBSIDIES TO JUNE 30, 1883.
(See pages 933 to 935.)
[Furnished by Ron. W. H. Armstrong, Commissioner of Railroads, from advance sheets of hi&
annual report for 1883.]
CONDITION OF THE BOND AND INTEREST ACCOUNT.

The public debt statement issued by the Treasury Department, June 30, 1883, shows
the condition of the accounts with the several Pacific railroad companies, but takes no
account of moneys in the sinking funds held by the Treasurer of the United States: or
of the compensation for services not at that time settled by the accounting officers. In the
following statement the semi-~nnual interest which matured July 1, 1883, is included
under the heading" Interest paid by the United States:"
-

'""'d
~
!=:

:a
j
Na.meofrailway.

.:g
:;l

0

-;

-t'!=:
·~
~

Central Pacific ...... $25, 885, 120
Western Pacific'" ... 1,970,560
Union Pacific......... 217,236,512
Kansas Pacific ...... 6,303,000
Central Branch,
Union Pacific...... 1,600,000
Sioux City and
Pacific ................ 1,628,320
Totals ........... 64,623,512

G)

~=: .....

:;

;p

;..ai

'dG)
Q)~

.C.£

g..c

~'d

0.£

'd!=:

~~

~;..

A.£

~~.

..p·a

'""<etn

gjp

g) A.£

"''""te
_£Q)+>

~
1-1

;..rn

$776,553
59,116
817,095
189,090

Interest repaid by transportation to credit of
bond and interest account.
~·
0~

AQl
!=:~

"'
.25
H

P=l

60 $23, 452, 555 Z7
80 1, 668, 248 94
36 24, 957, 850 41
00
6, 129, 333 09

AIQ.,.. bll

a! til

l~~
tee:.>

~

Q)Q)
lh"''""
~AI=: ai

;..

.d

$4, 592, 158
9,367
8, 933, 292
2, 969, 049

48,000 00

1,549,808 26

152,157 10

48,849 60

1, 464, 297 49

121,355 39

1, 938, 705 36

59, 222, 093 46

16,777,380 20

j~

~=:.£
::·a
op

~o ~=:

G)Q)
!=:'""
te;..

;..S~Q)
P=l

25
10
87
59

.

Aal

"t1i

Q)!=l~

~~~·a

.......

'd

·;

$648,271

96

····················
.····················
....................
6, 926 91

c:.>,.d

~,Q

P=l
$18, 212, 125
1, 658, 881
16, 024, 55.7
3, 160, 283

06
94
54
50

1, 390, 724 :25

····················

1,342,942 10

655,198 87

41,789,514 39

The tot~l indebtedness of the several subsidized Pacific railroads to the UnitedStates
on June 30, 1883, was as follows:
TOTAL DEBT.

Union Pacific (including Kansas Pacific):
Principal---------------------------------------- $33,539, 512 00
Accrued interest------------;---------------------- 31, 087,183 50
- - - $64, 626, 695
Central Pacific (including Western Pacific):
Principal---------------------------------------- 27,855,680 00
Accruedinterest-~-------------------------------- 25,120,304 21
- - - - - 52,976,484
Sioux City and Pacific:
1lccruedinterest
_________________________________ _ 1,626,320 00
Principal ---------------------------------------1,464,297 49
3,092,617
Central Branch, Union Pacific:
•
Principal---------------------------------------- 1,600,000 00
llccrued interest---------------------------------- 1,549,808 26
3,149,808

50

21

49

26

Total---------------------------------------------------- 123,845,605 46
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TOTAL CREDIT.
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES PERFORMED AND MONEY PAID INTO THE TREASURY.

Union Pacific:
Transportation services---------------------------- $11,902,342 46
Half transportation applied to sinking fund__________
1, 536, 379 10
Interest on sinking-fund investments----------------96,318 49
-----$13,535,040 05
Central Pacific:
Transportation services ______________ -------------4,601,525 25
Cash payment, 5 per cent. net earnings __' ___________ _
648,271 96
633,992 48
Cash payment, sinking fund----------------------Half transportation applied to sinking fund ____ ._ ____ _ 1,650,452 68
119,570 70
Interest on sinking-fund investments _____ ----------7, 653, 813 07
Sioux City and Pacific:
121,355 39
Transportation services ________ ---------- ______ -------------------Central Branch, Union Pacific:
Transportation services _________ ------------------Cashpaym~nt, 5 per cent. net earnings _____________ _

152J 157 10 6,926 91
159,084 01

TotaL ________________'------------------------------------

21, 469,292 52

Balance in favor of the United States but not due until maturity of
principal, 1895-'9~---------------------------------_: __________ $102,376, 312 94
RECAPITULATION.

Due from_Union Pacific ________________·-------------------------- $51,091,655 45
Due from Central Pacific ____ !---~----------------'-- __:____________
45,322, 671 14
Due from Sioux City and Pacific--~-----------------------------2, 971,262 10
Due from Central Branch, .Union Pacific__________________________
2, 990,724 25 102,376,312 94.
CONDITION OF THE SINKING-FUND .ACCOUNTS.

Appendix to this repo:tt (Report of Com:n'tissioner of Railroads for 1883) gives a detailed
statement showing the condition of the sinking-funds of the Union and Central Pacific
Companies, respectively, held by the Treasurer of the United States under the act of Co~
gress approved May 7, 1878, from which it will be seen that on June 30, 1883, those funds.
amounted to $4,036,713.45; the Central Pacific having to its credit $2,404,015.86, and
the Union Pacific $1,632,697.59.
Investments have been made by the Secretary of the Treasury as follows:
Character of bonds.
~unded loan of 1881, 5 per cent............................
C unded loan of 1907, 4 per cent............................
urrency sixes.....................................................

~~~:~~~ ·paid:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Central Pacific.

Union Pacific.

$736, 700 00
199, 100 00
444,000 00

$256, 450 00
32,650 00
361,000 00

~~: ~ ~

~~: ~ ~

1-----------1------1
'

Total.
$993,150 00•
231,750 00
805,000 00 ·

2
.. '

~: ~ r(

Total cost .. ................................................. ---1-,55-9-,-363_7_3-l---77-4-,1-65-43-l--..,~;2_,33-3,-5-29-161

On June 30, 1883, the amounts remaining in the United States Treasury, uninvested,
were as follows:
Credit of the Union Pacijic ____________________________ -------------- $858, 532 16
Credit of the Central Pacific ________________ -----------------------844, 652 13
Total------------------------------------------------------

1,702,184 2~

1.276

SCRIP TO JUNE

so,

1888.

That the sinking-fund has not accomplished the result anticipated is quite evident,
:and may practically be regarded as a failure for want of suitable investment. The last
investment for the Union Pacific was made April 6, 1881, ftt which time a premium as
high as 35 per cent. was paid, but the company repeatedly protested against such high
rates of premium. Reference to the foregoing table will show that the sum of $650,100 .
bas been invested at a costof$124,065 43, or an average premium of nearly 20 per cent.
•O n Juue 30, 1882, the amount in the sinking-fund uninvested was $407,441.99, and on
June 30, 1883, it had increased to $858,532.16. This is a manifest hardship to the company, as so large an amount should be drawing a fair rate of interest.
The last investment for the Central P<1cific was made November 27, 1882, the sum of
$541,800 having been invested in the funded loan of 1881 continued at 31 per cent., at a
premium of 2 per cent. The sum of $1,379,800 has been invested for this company at
.a cost of $179,563.73. On June 30, 1883, the amount in the sinking-fund uninvested
was $844,652.73.
RCRIP.
{See Chapter XXI, pages 289,290, to June 30,1880. See addenda, pages949 to 926, to June30,1882.]
To

JUNE

30, 1883.

Total scrip issued by the General Land Office, other than bounty-land scrip for military service, to June 30, 1883, embraces in all 2,949,113.664 acres. The additional
scrip issued under various laws, to June 30, 1882, and to June 30, 1883, was as follows:
Scrip issued by surveyor-general of Louisiana, under act of June 2, 1858 219,808.524
Scrip issued by surveyor-general of Florida, under act of June 2, 1858...
6, 250.000
Scrip issued by surveyor-general of Missouri, under acts of July 4, 1836,
· and June 2, 1858------------------------------------------------ 283,567.400
Scrip issued by the Commissioner of the General Land Office pursua:v.t to
decrees of the United States Supreme Court, under act of June 22, 1860,
and supplemental legislation---------- ________ ------'------------624, 269. 220
Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claims of Israel Dodge, Walter Fenwick,
15,870.610
and Mackey Wherry, under act of June 21, 1860------------------Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claim ofT. B. Valentine, under act of
April 5, 1872 _____ -------- _____ ----- _________ ------------------13,316.000
Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claim of Pascal L. Cerre, under act <1f
3,004.510
January27, 1857-----------------------------------------------Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claim of Samuel Ware, under act of De640.000
cember28, 1876------------------- - ----------------------------:Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claim of the heirs of Joseph Gerard, under
act of February 10, 1855 __ ------ ___________ --- _----- ____________ _
1,920.000
Scrip issued by surveyor-general of Florida in satisfaction of the claim of
Fernando de la Maza Arredondo, under act of May 23, 1828 ________ _
38,000.000
Scrip issued in satisfaction of the claim of Coleman Fisher, under act of
640.000
May 14, 1834--------------------------------------------------Scrip issued by the recorder of land titles for Missouri, under act of February 17, 1815 ______________ -·· ____________ ------ __ ---------- _____
174, 910. 420
Scrip issued under fourteenth art.i cleof treaty of March 17, 1842, with Wy22,400.000
andotindians--------------------------------------------------Scrip issued by surveyor-general of Louisiana, under act of June 29, 1854_
2,671.060
Scrip issued to Charles Gayarre, Louisiana __________________________ _
340.280
Scrip issued for Las Ormigas and La Nanagrant __ ______ _____________ _
15,372.440
Scrip issued in satisfaction of act of June 1, 1878, for Robert Cole (20 Stat.,
2,320.000
p. 536)--------------------------------------------------------Warrants issued under act of April 11, 1860-Porter:field warrants (12
Stats., p. 836) __________________________________________________ _
6,133.000
Choctaw scrip issued under treaty of 1830, the greater portion of which
has been located and patented:
Heads of families, 1,159; amount each (acres), 320 _________ 370,880.00
Children over 10 years, 1,460; amount each (acres), 320 _____ 467,200.00
Children under 10 years, 1,192; amount each (acres), 160 __ 190,720.00
- - - - 1, 028, 800. 000
Chippewa half-breed scrip, Red Lake Pembina Chippewa half-breed scrip,
and Sioux half-breed scrip--------------------------------------488,880.000
Total to June 30, 1883. __ --------- _______ -------- ·- ________ 2, 949, 113. 464
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GRADUATION ACT OF 1854.
lSee Chapter XXII, pages 291-962.]
To DECEMBER 1, 1883.

No change in the chapter as printed on page 962.
COAL LANDS.
To JuNE 30, 1883.
(See Chapter XXIII, pages 292 to 294, to June 30;1880,and addenda, pages 962 to 969, to June 30, 1882 ;
also' Decisions of Department of the Interior and General Land Office to June 30,1883," title"Coal Lands."]
.

The regulations as to entry of coal lands and forms on pages 965-969 are in effect
December 1, 1883.
NUMBER OF ENTRIES TO JUNE

30, 1883.

The total number of entries under this act from March 3, 1866, to June 30, 1883; was
283, containing 40,172.97 acres, realizing $623,305.65.
AREA OF COAL LANDS.

The estimate on pages 292 and 293 of the area of the coal :fields on the public domain is
5,528,970, and should be increased to 10,000,000, as new discoveries to June 30, 1883,
have so increased it. This area will be constantly increased by new developments in tlie
arid regions.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office in his annual report for 1883, speaking
of fires in the public coal lands, says:
FIRES IN COAL FIELDS.

?-'he continuous burning for a number of ·years ~f extensive coal :fields at different
in the Black Hills district of Dakota having been reported to this office, the specral timber agent on duty in that Territory was detailed to examine and carefully report
upon the matter, which resulted in a thorough investigation of two of the numerous :fires
now in progress; one, the burning of a vein of coal21 feet thick, situated in the region
ofBelle Fourche River, 91 miles northwest of Deadwood; and the other, a vein of coal
24 feet thick in the vicinity of Donkey Creek.
_
In these two :fields the :fire has been raging for the known periods of three and :five. years, respectively, and has originated from some unknown cause where the coal has
been exposed by the washing away of the earth. At times the earth over the :fire slides
down and covers the face of the :fire, causing it to smoulder.. Pent up gases · are thus.
ge~erated and explode. This, with the settling of the earth from above, forms openings
actmg in effect like chimneys, and causing the coal below to burn as in a furnace.
.The coal croppings show that these :fields abound in lignite coal extending many
miles. The surface ground is' valuable for grazing purposes and grain raising, as well as.
for coal mining. The :fields are of great value to the Government and surrounding country; the value of the same may be compared to equal areas of coal lands in Pennsylvania.
In close proximity to these lands are mountains of iron ore of a superior grade destined:.
to furnish a great manufacturing industry for the West.
The agent is of the opinion that excavations around the coal :fields, forming a cut-off,
would serve to extinguish the fires, and presents an estimate of the probable expense in.
tJ;te two~ocases examined, recommending that the work be let to the lowest responsiblebidder. It has also been suggested that the War Department detail an officer from Fort
M~e to make a careful and accurate examination of the matter, aided by competent
assiStants. Prompt and vigorous measures should be taken to arrest the destruction of
these.coal fields. This can be accomplished only by a legislative appropriation of funds.
.
sufficient for the purpose.
~m~
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Statement of coal lands from March 3, 1866, to June 30, 1883.
Recapitulation to June 30,
1882.
States and Territories.

..... .n
o.~

'"'

o~

z~
Alabama............
<California..........
·Colorado ...........
Dakota-..............
Montana............
New Mexico ......
-oregon ..............
Utah ..................
Washington.......
Wyoming..........
Total ............

IRooapitul•tion
to June 30,
1883.

1883.

.,_.ai

.,_.a5

Acres.

Amount.

2,674. 79
5,198.43

4
5
2
50
44
15

520.00
721.35
185.18
5, 790.38
6,035.02
3,435.00

180 24,560.15

Acres.

Amount.

239.40
480.00
7,195.41
431.13
851.19

$2,394
5,200
140.708
4,311
15,423

o.~

'"'

o~

z~

z~

......... ··············· ..................
21
39

~-~
o-;::

$37,772 75
62,365 10

..................
- 5,200
7,220
1,851
68,709
91,109
62,300

00
10

3
3
39
5
8

80 """i"

00
00
20
30
80

"""i57'.'06 ......i','i57o"6o

60

15

30
00

27

2

2,051.51
3.929. 90
277.22

39,865 00
71,759 70
5,544 40

336,528 65

103

15,612.82

286,777 00

-

.

Acres.

Amount.

3
239.40 $2,394 ()()
24 3,154. 79 42,972 75
78 12,393.84 203,073 30
5
431.13
4,311 30
12 1,371.19 20,623 80
5
721.35
7,220 10
3
342.24
3,422 40
65 7,841.89 108,574 60
71 9,964.92 162,869 00
17 3',712.22 67,844 40
283 40,172.97

623,305 65

DONATION ACTS.
(See Chapter XXIV, pages 295 and 297, to June 30, 1880; also addenda, page 969, to June 30, 1882.)
To JuNE 30, 1883.

Under the several donation acts to June 30, 1883, the nation ha.S disposed of 3,121,.534. 52 acres.
·
The donations to June 30, 1882, were 3,117,401. 73 acres. (See page 969.)
From June_30, 1882, to June 30, 1883, the entries were as follows :
Donation claims for tlfe fiscal year ending June 30, 1883.
No. of
entries.

States and Territories.
Mew Mexico ........................................................................................................ ..
.Oregon .................................................................................................................. ..
Washington ......................................................................................................... ..

Acres.

1

280.00
3,532.67
319.79

15

4,132.46

2

12

TOWN-SITE AND COUNTY-SEAT ACTS .
.(See Chapter ~XV, pages 298 to 305, inclusive. to June 30,1880. Also addenda, 970 to 978, to June
30, 1882.)
To JUNE 30, 1883.

Under all of the several township and lot acts there has been disposed of to June 30,
1883, 167,871.39 acres.
.
NAMES OF TOWNS LOCATED PRIOR TO JUNE

30,1882.

The names, area, and locations of towns entered prior to June 30, 1882, can be found on
:pages 300 to 305 and 970 to 971.
The entries of town sites during the year ending June 30 1883 were seventeen, con-taining 5, 076.98 acres.
'
'
TOTAL ENTRIES TO JUNE

30, 1883,

OF _TOWN SITES.

To June 30,1880, under the town-site acts there were located· on public lands, 420
towns, containing 144,131.23 acres; from Jun~ 30 1880 to June 3o 1882 tberewerelo.-cated 45 towns, with an acreag~of12,626.50acre;; fro~June30, 1S82, to'June30, 1883,
there wex:e lo?ated 17 towns, With an acreage of 5 076.98 acres· in all to June 30, 1883,
482 towns, w1th a total acreage of 161, ~34. 71.
'
'
·
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Town-site entries approved during year ending June 30, 1883, by prf!_-emption division,
General Land Office;
Name.

State or Territory.

Acres.

Approved.

Spearfish ........................ ............
Willard City...............................
Santa Clara....•..........••••••............
Soulsbyville................................
Bristol ....~...... ........•...•.•. ............
Bellevue.....................................
Globe..........................................
Decatur............................. .........
Duster City.................................
.Jamestown ...•............•..•............
Grantsville.................................
Wilcox ........•....•........•..•..•..••......
Callahan's................. ..................
Defiance ....................•.•.............
Council Bluff..............................
SalmonCity.................... ............
Montrose....................................

Dakota...•..................................
Utah..........................................
Utah •..................•....................
California.................................
Nevada ........•............ ...............
Idaho .......................................
Arizona....................................
Colorado ......... ,.........................
Dakota.....................................
California.................................
Utah..........................................
Arizona ................•......•••..........
California.................................
Colorado...................................
Iowa................................• ;........
Idaho .......................................
Colorado...................................

320.00
120.00
80.00
50. 29
160. 00
242. 47
320.00
58. 05
640.00
84.52
360.18
320.00
258.19
400.00
621.00
442.28
640. 00

July 25,1882
Aug. 9,1882
Aug. 9,1SS2
Sept. 23, 1882
Sept. 23, 1SS2
Aug. 16,1882
Mar. 12, 1883
Mar. 13, 1883
Mar. 14,1883
Mar. 20,1883
Mar. 22,1883
Mar. 31,1883
Apr. 9,1883
Apr. 9, 1883
Apr. 11, 1883
June 8,1883
June 18, 1883

Date of act.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.•
Mar.

2,1867
3,1877
2,1867
2, 1867
2, 1867
2, 1867
2, 1867
2, 1867
2,1867
2, 1867
3,1877
2,1867
2, 1867
2,1867
6, 1854
2,1867
2, 1867

MINES ON THE PUBLIC -DOMAIN.
(See Chapter XXVI, pages 306 to 331, inclusive, to June 30,1880. See also pages 978 to 1015, to June
30, 1882.)
To JUNE 30, 1883.

Under the acts of 1866, 1870, and 1872 there have been patented as quartz, vein or
lode, or other valuable deposit mining claims in the several precious metal bearing States
.and Territories of the public domain, from 1867 to June 30, 1883, 7,209 lodes, containing 67,764.21 acres, and realizing $350,746.00; under the placer acts of 1866, 1870, and
1872 there have been patented in the same localities to June 30, 1882, 1,822 placer claims,
-containing 156,719.33 acres, realizing $405,266.00; in all, vein and placer, fro~ 1866 to
June 30, 1883, patents for 9,031 claims, containing 224,483.54 acres, realizing to the nation $756,012. (See Tables-.)
REGULATIONS IN EFFECT DECEMBER

1,1883.

The mining regulations on pages 986 to 1015, together with the forms on pages 1013
to 1014, are in effect, and correct to December 1, 1883.
FORMS USED IN MINERAL ENTRIES.
IN EFFECT DECEMBER

1,' 1883.

The data as to mineral-land entries on pages 1013 and 1015, and forms required and
])rocedure in district land office to complete mining title, are correct to December 1, -1883.
The forms enumerated, from 1 to 11, to be used by applicantwhenpublication is made,
..and Nos. 1 to 4, after publication, and others, are not furnished by the United States.
They can be found in "Copp's United States Mineral Lands," laws, forms, instructions,
..and decisions, second edition, Henry N. Copp, Washington, D. C., 1882, pages 527 to
..548. They can also be found in the "American Mining Co~e," by Henry N. Copp,
Washington; D. C., pages 67 to 87.

a

.MINING ENTRIES AND DETAILS FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1883.
(From the annual report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office for 1883.)

(N-Mineral Lands Division.)
This division has charge of all entries, claims, and matters arising under the mining
a nd coal-la.nd laws of the United States.
·
·
,
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The following statement shows the quantity of mineral and coal lands sold, and the
number of entries, filings, &c., therefor, made during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883:
MINERAL LANDS.
Acres of mineral lands sold ______ ------------------ ____ ---------------- 31,520.18
Mineral entries made-------------------------------· ------------ 2,112
Mineral applications filed ________________ ------------------------ 2, 312
Adverse claims filed _____ ------ ·· ________________ ------_--------~390

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Total acres sold-----------------------~------------------------- 47,133. 00>
Mineral contests received------------------------------------------____
119:
· The principal work done by this division during the last fiscal year is shown by the
following statement:
Mineral patents issued, including the making of plats of surveys ________ ------ 1, 75(}
Coalpatentsissued-------------------------------------------------------51
Pages of patent record, including plats of surveys made ______ ---------------- 9, 578·
Minerji.l entries examined, including examination of survey plats ________ 2,120
Mineral entries examined except as to survey ____ ---------------------- 400
Total mineral entries examfued--------------------------------------- 2, 520>
Mineral contests finally disposed of______ ----------------------------------31
Number of letters received and docketed _______ ----------------------------- 6, 623
Number of letters written ___________________ ------------------------------ 6, 023.
Number of pages of letter record written------------------------------------ 4, 85(>
The above showing of work done does not include the work done in making connected
diagrams of the surveys of mineral claims, the preparation of certified copies of papers,
the examination of ex parte agricultural entries referred to this division upon allegations.
that the land claimed is mineral, and other miscellaneous work which has to be kept UP'
in the division.
The following statement shows the condition of work in the division at the close of"
the fiscal year:
Mineral entries unexamined _______________ ----- ____ -- ------- ·- --------------- 1, 085-Mineral entries examined and in suspended files __________________________ ---986"
Mineral entries awaiting examination of survey (about)------- ______ ---------400'
Mineral contests in files and not finally disposed of_________________ ·--------- 174
Total cases not disposed of_________________ -------------------------- 2, 64&
NoTE.-This statement does not include the ex parte agricultural cases in the division
suspended upon allegations that the land is mineral in character.
DECREASE IN ANNUAL SALES OF MINERAL LANDS.
- , During the year ending June 30, 1882, there were 36,768.63 acres of mineral lands sold.
The statement for the year ending June 30, 1883, showsadecreaseinquantity of5,248.4&
acres. This decrease, it is believed, is due largelytothe timely action taken by the Department and the regulations adopted to prevent t.h e fraudulent appropriation of large
tracts ofpublic lands as "placers." Soon after the beginning ofthe last fiscal year applications by an association of persons for patent to a placer claim were, by circular instructions, restricted to one hundred and sixty acres each (see paragraph 8 of circular
approved September 23, 1882), and by amendment of December 9, 1882, to said circular,
still further precautions were adopted to prevent the wrongful appropriation of public·
lands as alleged placer claims.
Excepting this decrease in the number of acres of minerai~ lands sold, the above statements show that the volume of business under the mining laws is steadily growing.
As compared with the year ending June 30, 1882, the increase is shown as follows:
INCREASE DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30,1883.
In number of mineral entries made -------------------------------------26-f
In number of mineral entries examined and suspended--------------------261
In mineral patents issued _______ --------------------------------------__
452
In acres of coal lands sold ______ --------_------- _____________ .. ____ .. ______ 6, 978. 49In coal filings made---------------------------------------------------107
In mineral contests received--------------------------------------------91
In letters received---------··-------------------------------------------90'i
In number ofletters written in the division·-----------------------------1, 013
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PROTESTS AGAINST MINERAL ENTRIES.

In a large number of cases protests against mineral entries come up with the final entry
papers or are :filed here after the entries have reached this office. The examination of
these protests requires care and takes up considerable time. As they are examined and
disposed of in the same order as the entries against which they are :filed, this work is not
stated separately, but is included in the number of mineral entries examined. These
protests frequently present intricate questions of law for consideration, and questions of
fact which have to be determined by the taking of testimony. They are often argued by
counsel, and frequently the consideration of a single protest will require much labor and
time.
OVERLAPPING SURVEYS.

In many of the surveys where there are conflicting or overlapping claims it is a matter
of the greatest difficulty to determine. some of the questions that arise, and the examination for the purpose of determining the correctness of these surveys has to be made with
the utmost care.
·
PLACER MINING CLAIMS.
To JuNE 30, 1833.

(See pages 982, 983.)
Statement showing the nu1nber of placer claims patented in the several precious-metal-bearing
States and Territories of the public domain for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883.
States and Territories.

No. of
placers.

Total acres.

70
2
15
2
1
40
3
1

9, 377.81
38.06
751.49
1,200.00
16.39
3,184.41
81.52
119.62

$23,430 00
97 50
1,897 50
1,600 00
42 50
8,000 00
207 50
300 00

14,769.30

35,575 00

Total. ...................................................................... .

134

Total amount.

I
RECAPITULATION.

(See pages 982, 983.)
From 1867 to June 30,

1883~The

results of the various acts.

States and Territories.

No. of
placers.

Total acres.

Total amount
realized.

Il];r;r: :i (/!.i li !.i .!i i ! i!~ !J)! !:i ri!i!i !:!i ! ! ! ! ! j ·~;i;i ~1;Ii
..

~f~~~·:.:·:::.~·~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

5i

i~g: ~g

1, ~

~

Total to June 30, 1883 ....... ......... ............................ ... --1-,-82-2-l---1-5-6,-7-19-.-33-l·---40_5_,2_6_6_00_
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LODE, QUARTZ, OR VEIN MINING CLAIMS.
To JuNE

so, 1883.

(See pages 984, 985.)
Statement showing the number of quartz vein or lode claims, or other valuable deposit mining
claims patented in the several pr.ecious-metal-bearing States and Territories of tlLe public domain
from 1867 to June 30, 1883, under the several mining acts.
No. of
lodes.

States and Territories.
California..............................................................................
Oregon'.................................................................................
Nevada ......................... ............... ..........................................
Idaho . ..... ......... ........ ........ .. . .. .... .............. ...... ... ... .. . .. ..... .. ......
Montana................................ ................................................
Wyoming,.................. ...........................................................
Utah..... ............................................................ ...... ........ .......
Colorado...............................................................................
New Mexico.................. ................................ ........................
Arizona ......................................................... ........................
Dakota............. ...................................................... ...............
Total........ ......... .................... ................................... .....

Total acres.

74
2
76
16
133

Total amount.

1, 256. 90
41. 28
1,062.52
304. 99
1, 522.98
20. 66
1, 052.44
7, 066.14
1, 011. 84
1, 294. 75
109. 24

1

129
1, 031
50
73
15

$6, 445 00
210 00
5,500 00
1, 560 00
7, 940 00
105 00
5, 570 00
38,300 00
5, 155 00
6, 660 00

575 00

-------1
-----------·I
---------1, 600
14,743.74
78 020 00
1

RECAPITULATION.

(See pages 983, 984,_and 985.)
Total lode or quartz and placer claims.

From 1866 to June 30, 1883, under all acts.
No. of
lodes.

States and Territories.
Arkansas.................................................................... ...........
California ......... _............... ....................................................
Oregon........................ ............................ ..............................
Nevada......................... .......................................... ....... ....... .
Idaho. .................................................................... ... . .. .. . . . ... .
Montana... .................................... .........................................
Wyoming... ................................................... ...... ........... .......
Utah. ................................ ........................................ ....... .. ....
Colorado.. .............................................................................
New Mexico................ ................................................. .........
Arizona. .............................................................. ......... ... ......
Dakota ...... ................... ··:···...................................... .............
Total vein or lode claims from 1866 to June 30,1883. ...
Number of placer claims patented from 1866 to June 30,
1883 ······························ ·········································· ······ ······
Grand total, vein and placer ............... ....................... .

1
898

10
927
40
572
2
815
3, 585
64
226

69

Total acres. Totalamount.
20. 66
19,633. 02
129. 58
9, 269.43
663. 78
6, 625.16
29.55
5, 925. 47
19, 644.03
1, 229. 51
3, 906. 79
523.76

$105 00
ffl, 520 00
660 00

47,615
3, 405
34, 825
150
30, 047
107, 274
6, 270
10, 038
2, 837

00

00
00
00
00
00

00

00
00

-------1-----------1----------7, 209
67,764.21
350,746 00
=====l========i=========
1,822

156,719.33

405,266 ()()

9,031

224,483.54

756,012 ()()

HOMESTEADS.
(See Chapter XXVII, pages 332 to 350, to June 30, 1880; see addenda, page8 1015 to 1046, to June 30,.
1882.)
To

JUNE

30, 1883.

The regula,tions and procedure, pages 1017 to 1031, and the forms used in the several
entries, pages 1031 :to 1046, are in effect December 1, 1883.
GREAT NUMBER OF ENTRIES.

Total entries under the law to June 30, 1883.

'

From May 20, 1862, date of the law, to June 30, 1883, there were made 608,677 original homestead entries, containing 75,215,104.17 acres. During the same period 213 48&
final entries were made, containing 25,917,210.43 acres.
'

HOMESTEADS TO JUNE SO, 1883.
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HOMESTEADS TO JUNE 30, 1883.

The number of original homes. entries during the ye3(1' was 56,565, embracing an
area of 8,171,914.38 acres, an increase of 11,234 entries and 1,823, 769.33 acres over the
previous year. Final proof was made on 18,998 entries, embracing 2,504,414.51 acres.
One thousand and ninety soldiers' additional claims were presented, of which 569 were
approved and 156 rejected.
RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO AMENDMENT OF THE HOMESTEAD LAWS.

For recommendations of Commissioner and proposed action of Congress on the
amendment of the homestead laws, see pages 683 and 1063.
INDIAN HOMESTEADS.
(See pages 1032 and 1045-1046.)
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in his annual report for 1883, says of
INDIAN HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.

I again, and for the third time, invite attention to the necessity of legislation by Congress to enable Indians to enter lands under the :fifteenth and sixteenth sections of the
act of March 3, 1875~ extending to Indians the benefits of the homestead act of May 20,
1862, without the payment of the fees and commissions now prescribed by law, or to the
necessity of placing a fund at the disposal of the Department which can be used for such
payments. I have again submitted an estimate for the sum of $5,000, and, as stated in
my last annual report, I trust that Congress will either amend the law so as to allow
In~ians to enter homesteads without cost to them, or make appropriation of the sum
estimated.
•
In this the Secretary of the Interior, Hon. H. M. Telle~, in his annual report for 1883,
concurs. He says:
In ~his I heartily concur. I think when an Indian will settle on land, intending to
make It his home, he ought to be encouraged in so doing.

THE RESULTS OF THE HOMESTEAD ACTS FROM MAY 20, 1862, TO JUNE 30, 1883.
home.~tead acts by States and Territories from May 20, 1862, to June 30, 1883.

~
~

Number and area of entries under the

Recapitulation of aggregate entries by States and
Territories and acres, from May 20, I862, to
June 30, I882.

States and Territories.

Original homestead
entries.

.....0

.....0

,_...;

<1).~

,01-<

a~

:SCI)

z
Alabama ............
Arizona .... ..........
Arkansas ........... .
California..... .......
Colorado .. ..... ......
Dakota ...............
Floridt\ ........ .......
Idaho ......... .........
Illinois ... .............
Indiana ...............
Iowa.... ....... .........
Kansas ........... .....
Louisiana ..... .......
1\Iichigan ............
Minnesota. ..........
Mississippi. .........
Missouri .............
1\Iontana ............
Nebraska ............
Nevada ..... ........ ..
New 1\Iexico ......
Ohio ....................
Oregon ...............
Utah ................ ....
'Vashington ........
'Visconsin ...........
'Vyoming ............

ai
C1)

'"'
C)

~

28,995
359
44,94.0
24,750
8,462
52,733
I6,390
2,910
72
21
13,942
86,936
9, 005
26,664
70,616
12,489
27,008
2,475
61,328

Final homestead
entries.

~-~

.....
ai
C1)

z

~

~5

'"'

C)

~-~

.01-<

s~

~

::lei)

542,I47. 69
11,842.86
1,I42, 623. 01
1, 235, 2I3. 09
447,075.28
1, I42, 263.71
353,702.91
99,081.95
5,I70.46
I,272.28
845,468.26
4, 660, 734. 83
264,732.14
1, 338, 374. 57
3, 672, 710. 61
203,410.86
I, 030, 800. 64
I02, 703.79
3, 566, 477. 29
28.743.28
8s;85o.84
7,473.I6
551,284.02
271,065.I2
436,246.96
I, 35I, 804.79
11,521.52

2,2I2
70
3,035
2,057
I,387
22,061
I,646
604

I,379
170
11,710
5,689
I2,668
25,I62
442

5,227
79
11,562
I0,012
3,249
7,806
3,305
718
6.')
I5
8,263
34,055
2,188
11,439
31,610
2,094
IO, I57
692
29, 140
218
580
I05
4,017
2,018
3,360
I2,4.21
93

552,112

67' 043, 189. 79

I94,488

23, 412,795. 92

56,565

837

00
C1)
C)

z

2, 873, 547.I2
49,452.41
4, 095, 743. 94.
3, 2I8, 745.I6
I, I56, 989. 62
8, 142, 999. 85
I, 743,331.41
4il2, 763.27
5,560. 77
I,446.I3
1, 346,776. 97
11,746,949. 80
I, I72, 960. I3
3. I02, 787.40
8, 473, 058. 89
1, 175,037.45
2, 730,379.87
370,686.88
8, I33, 076. 25
117,546.74
229,407.79
11,750.93
I, 544,526.43
750,252.60
1, 675, 162. 92
2, 682, 445. 44
59,803.62

I
26
3,549
936
639
3,146
I,356
I,755
569
4,728
26
I,014
1
I,589
432
2,537
1,000
189

Final homestead
entries.

.....0
,_.oo
<1)<1)

0

.OJ;J

Recapitulation of aggregate entries by States and
Territories and acres, from May 20, I862, to
June 30, I883.

To June 30, I883.

Original homestead
entries.

~

268,732.09
I0,422.8I
353,824.00
299,800.I2
210,800.43
3, 437, 386. 68
2I2,895.66
90,907.61

ai
C1)

a~
::lei)

'"'
C)

z

~

I,066
43

I,118
I,I99
722
I, 735
767
I77

I78, 625.39
6,I78.27
117,023.73
I70,545.61
I07,092.15
264,843.27
90,201.35
26,694.26

27,748.98

60
3,577
I85
534
2,279
288
352
I44
I, 768
21
55 I
1
600
465
646
7I9
41

s, I71, 9I4. 38

IS, 998

375,730.941
115,567.96

-

(1).~

.01-<

s~

::lei)

z

Final homestead
entries.

00
C1)

'"'
C)

~

'"'

::lei)

506,081.49
20,996.94
59,569.08
286,238.75
32,603.77
34,856.82
I8,027.88
241,511.71
2, 75l.I6
81,487.35
160.00
85,559.67
61,915.86
88,506.67
72,001.67
4, 975.31

6,293
122
I2,680
11,211
3,971
9,54I
4,072
895
65
I5
8,323
37,572
2,373
11,973
33,889
2,382
I0,509
836
30,908
239
1,I31
I06
4,6I7
2,483
4,006
13, I40
134

2, 504, 4I4. 51

608,677

75,215, I04.I7

213,486

························
5,066.35

ai
C1)
C)

z

3, I42, 279. 2I
59,875.22
4, 449,567.94
3, 5I8, 545. 28
I, 367,790.05
11, 580, 386. 53
I, 956, 227.07
523,670.88
5,560. 77
I,502.83
I, 348, 759. 58
12, 255, 730. 71
I, 297,620.32
3, I81, 960. 52
8, 904, 931. 64
I, 342,117.35
2, 936, 6I3. 03
45I,899.89
8, &19, 586. 15
121,234.63
381,208.66
11,790.93
I, 780, 888. 47
808,891.65
2, 050, 898. 86
2, 798, 013. 4.0
87,552.60

~~

00
1-:l;j

l~
s~

3I,207
429
47,975
26,807
9,849
74,794
I8,036
3,5I4
72
22
I3, 968
90,4.85
IO, 901
27,303
73,762
I3,845
28,763
3,044
69,056
863
2,393
I71
I3,299
6,I21
I5,205
26,162
63I

~
trj

00

0

.....0

,_.ai

...............i56:7o· ··············· ........................
I, 982.6I
508,780. 9I
I24,660.I9
79,I73.I2
43I,872. 75
I67,079. 90
206,233.I6
81,213.0I
716,509.90
3, 687.89
15I,800. 87
40.00
236,362.04
58,639.05

Original homestead
entries.

"0

.or::

00
;t::o.

~

660,773.
I8,021.
1,259,646.
I,4.05, 758.
554, I67.
1,407,I06.
443,904.
I25, 776.
5~0.
1, 2.
850,534.
5,166,8I6.
285,729.
1, 397,943.
3, 958,949.
236,014.
1,065,·657.
I20, 731.
3,807, 989.
31,494.
I70, 338. 9
7,633. 6
636,843. 9
332,980. 8
524,753. 3
1,424, 706. 6
16,496. 83
25,917,210. 43
I

·~

::q
trj

::q
0
~
trj

00
~

trj

[j
I>

Q
~

00
~

0

~

q

ztrj

~

~0

-s-e
m

00
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TIMBER AND STONE ACT.
(See Chapter XXVIII, pages 357 to 359, to June 30, 1880; addenda, pages 1047 to 1087, to June 30, 1882.)
To

JUNE

30, 1883.

From June 3, 1878, the date of the act, to June 30,1883, 456,743.91acresoftimberand
stone landi have been sold.
REGULATIONS IN EFFECT DECEMBER

1, 1883.

Instructions to special timber agents, from pages 1053 to 1081, are in effect December
1, 1883. The regulations as to entries and forms, from pages 1084 to 1087, are also in
effect December 1, 1883.
TIMBER AND STONE LAND ENTRIES FOR THE FISCAL YEAR

1883.

Two thousand one hundred and one entries, embracing 297,735.50 acres, were made
under the timber and stone land act of June 3, 1878, (chiefly timber-land entries), being
an increase of 1,373 entries and 202,498.48 acres over the previous year, in the States of
California, Oregon, and Nevada, and Washington Territory, to which States and Territory
only the act is applicable.
RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO THIS LAW AND ITS ABUSES.

See page 1165 for recommendations as to this law and the frauds committed under it,
especially as to the grabbing of the timber lands of the Pacific coast qy home and foreign capitalists. Also, see page 684.
SPECIAL TIMBER AGENTS TO DECEMBER

1, 1883.

For list of special timber agents to September 13, 1883, see page 1051 herein. For list
to December 1, 1883, see page 1237. These special agents are appointed by the Secretary
of the Interior and act under direction of the Commissioner of the General Land Office and
aid in the suppression of timber depredations.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

1883.

For recommendations of the Commissioner of the General Land Office for the fiscal
year 1883, as to the timber lands of the United States, see pages 1165 and1166; also, see
page 684.
GREAT NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN CALIFORNIA IN 1883.
More entries with greater area under this act were made in California in the year 1883
than made in the other three States and Territories to which it applies from1878to1883.
These entries were all suspended for color of or actual fraud; in Washington Territory as
well.
The Commissioner, in his report for 1883, gives the following in regard to timber
trespass:
TIMBER TRESPASS.

Special agents were employed during the year for the protection of the public timber.
The number of trespass cases investigated and fully reported was 987. Three hundred
and thirty-one criminal actions and two hundred and eight civil suits were commenced.
Propositions of settlement were received and acted upon in 154 cases. Five hundred
and sixty cases are now pending in the courts, and 294 cases are waiting further investigation and action of this office.
'I'he amount of timber involved in trespass cases investigated was upwards of 300,000,000 feet, at an estimated market value of over $8,000,000 and a stumpage value of
nearly $2, 000,000.
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PROTECTION OF PUBLIC TIMBER JUNE SO, 1833.

The amount recovered or paid into the Treasury in cases in which final action has
been had was $33,260.59. The amount involved in pending suits is $208,929.28, and
the amount due on accepted propositions of settlement $12,736.27.
I found it necessary to cause an investigation to be made of alleged extensive depredations near the Canadian frontier in the State of Minnesota, and anticipate as a result the
discontinuance of trespasses from the Canada side.
Agents cannot be sent to such distant points, far from settlements and lines of public
travel, without camping outfits and the necessary assistance for making surveys and
measurements, all of which involve greater expense than can be continuously maintained under existing appropriations.
FOREST FIRES.

Several reports have been received relative to the destruction of large bodies of timber
by cyclones and forest fires. Negotiations are in progress to dispose of fallen and of
scorched standing timber in these cases.
Public notices, calling for information of fires and pointing out methods for preventing their spread, have been furnished special agents for posting in timber districts, and
these measures and the duties performed by agents in case of fires have been the means
of saving much timber during the past year. Ten extensive fires have recently occurred,
in seven of which the agents have performed valuable service in checking and extinguishing the same, although greatly retarded in such work on account of the necessary limit
placed upon their expenditures.
The appropriation for the timber service should permit the employment of persons
under the direction of the special agents to watch against and give prompt notice of
fires, and take efficient measures at the first outbreak of a fire to check its progress.
[From the Annual Report of the General Land Office, 1883.]

P.-Special Service Division.
In charge of special timber agents.
(See pages 1048 to 1050 for operations for the years 1881 and 1882.)
Since the presentation of my last annual report there has been placed under the direction of what was then known as the Timber Depredations Division, having charge of the
special agents appointed to aid in protecting the timber upon the public domain, the supervision of all the special agents appointed to examine and report upon all cases of
fraudulent entry of public lands, to examine mineral surveys, and to perform various
other duties under the direction of this Bureau. The division is now styled the Special
Service Division.
The work performed therein during the past fiscal year is summarized as follows:
Letters received and registered _____________ --------------------------------- 5, 930
Letters written ____________ ---- __ ----------------- _______________ -----··--- 3, 119
Pagesofrecord------------------------------------------------------------ 2,637
PROTECTION OF PUBLIC TIMBER.

For this branch of the service there have been continuously employed during the greater
part of the year twenty-five special agents. Towards the close of the year thirteen additional agents were employed.
The following statements present in brief the results accomplished by these special
agents during the fiscal year, the number of cases investigated and reported, the value
involved in the same, the amount received and amount still due on account of accepted
propositions of settlement, the amount involved in civil suits, and the amount and kind
of material involved, and the stumpage and market value of the same:

Statement shO'IJYing number of timber-trespass cases reported during the fiscal year and action
taken.
Cases reported ---- ____ _________ _____ __________ _______________ _______ ____ ____ 987
Criminal prosecutions________
instituted---------------------------------------------_________________________________________________ 331
208
C~vilsuitsinstitut e d

Propositions of settlement acted upon- - --------·--- - -------------------------- 154
Cases awaiting further investigation and action------------------------------J-- 294
Total---------------------------------------------------------------- 987
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Statement slwwing action taken on propositions of settlement.

Propositions of settlement received ____ -------------------------------------Propositions of settlement accepted __ ---------------------------------85
69
Propositions of settlement rejected--------------------------------- - -Propositions of settlement awaiting action_----------------------------20

174

Total _____ -··- ______________________________________ --·-------_______

174

Statement slwwing number of cases in which legal proceedings have been instituted, and number
of cases disposed of, so far as reported to this office.

g~~ :~~: ~E~~-o-f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~==

1

~~

Criminal suits disposed of____________ ----------··--------------------Criminal s~ts pending_----------------------------------------------

43
288

208
331

Total number of cases in which legal proceedings have been instituted____

539

Statement showing amount and kind of timber, lumber, and other material involved in cases reported to this office during the fiscal year, also showing the estimated stumpage and market
value of the same.

Feet of timber _____________________ --. ------------------------------ 301,140,487
2,485,95€>
Number of railroad ties ______________ -------------------------------Number of trees _______________ . - ____ .. - - - - - - -- -- - -- - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - 55,583
1,281,648
41,640
=====
=========== === ============= ======== == === =
2,244
Number of sticks of square
timber-----------------------------------2,178
Number of cords of bark-------------------------------------------135,256
900,000
91,669
== ======== === === ==== == === ==== ==============
33,800
Number of pickets ______ -------------------------------------------Number of acres of land trespassed upon in which amount of timber is
not stated_..: ______________________________________ ------------____ 62, 013
Estimated market value of timber above stated________________________ $8, 144, 658
1, 709, 824
Estimated stumpage value of same--------------------------------·__

~~:~=~ ~~ ~~1~======

~~:~:~ ~: ~~i~7;~~i=

Statement slwwing amount involved in cases acted upon, and amount accruing to the Government thereby.

Amount reported paid into court on account of civil suits disposed of__ --------------------- ______ ----------------- $11, 629 52
Am?unt involved in civil suits pending, or which have been
disposed of, and not reported to this office_______________ 208, 929 28
Total amount involved in civil suits instituted __________________ _ $220,558 80
Amount of fines reported paid in criminal suits disposed of_ ____________ _
6,625 61
Amount paid to receivers of public moneys in settlement of
·
accepted propositions---------------------------------- $12,754 73
Amount due on propositions of settlement accepted________
12,736 27
Total amount involved in propositions of settlements accepted_____
Amount reported received by receivers of public moneys for timber disposed of______________ -------·· ________ --------____________________

25,491 00

Total amount paid in and involved in suits______________________
Amount of appropriation---------- -- --------------------------------

254, 926 14
75,000 00

2, 250 73

Balance in favor of the Government ---------------------------- 179, 926 14
In considering the above statement due allowance must be made for civil suits pending, in many of which there may be a failure to secure verdicts for the full amount of
damages claimed, although in every case where civil suit has been instituted the parties
are reported to be financially responsible.
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I~ should also be taken into consideration that reports have been made in 294 cases,
which, from lack of sufficient clerical help, are yet unacted upon. The amount involved
in these cases would materially increase the figures already given. A. considerable portion of the time of special timber agents during the fiscal year has been taken up in investigating cases of alleged fraudulent entries and of ille{:J1l fencing of public lands in
localities where there was no other agent for that purpose.
Fewer propositions of settlement were accepted during the last fiscal year than during
the year previous. This was owing to the abandonment of the policy of establishing a
uniform rate of stumpage. Such policy was found to operate in the interest of flagrant
violators of the law, and afforded them opportunity to escape on the same terms as innocent or unintentional trespassers.
Therefore the existing policy is not to accept or entertain any proposition of settlement
unless there are mitigating circumstances in the case, making it neither just nor proper
to institute legal proceedings. In each case the measure of damages to be paid is determined by the circumstances of trespass. The various instructions to special timber
agents have been compiled in pamphlet form. giving explicit directions in any case of
trespass that may arise, the laws relating to -public timber, all circular instructions, rules,
and regulations in force under those laws, and forms of reports. affidavits. &c .• for their
official use.
Several reports have been received at this office relative to large bodies of public timber
destroyed by cyclones, and large bodies of burned standing timber. Negotiations are
now in progress relative to disposal of the same in order that it may be utilized and saved
from waste.
Public notices relative to forest fires have been prepared to be posted by the special
timber agents in conspicuous places, which, in connection with the instructions to the
agents relative to their duties in case of such fires, has had a most beneficial effect, and
has been the means of saving millions of feet of public timber.
Information has been received of ten extensive forest fires since the notices referred to
were issued, in seven of which the special timber agents have performed valuable services in checking and extinguishing the same, although they have been greatly retarded
in such work on account of the necessary limit placed upon their expenditures. This
feature of the service needs special attention, and it is hoped that the next appropriation
for protecting the public timber will be sufficient to enable this office to give it the consideration it is entitled to, and to authorize the employment of persons under tbe direction of special timber agents to watch, and take prompt measures. at the first outbreak
of a fire to check its progress, which otherwise would gain uncontrollable headway and
destroy more valuable timber in one day than is felled in a year.
While much has been effected toward suppressing depredations upon the public timber
near the centers of population, and in preventing wanton waste and destruction in such
felling and removing of timber as is sanctioned by law for the construction of railroads,
and for mining and domestic purposes, the fund bas been expended with so much necessary caution in order to maintain the force in the field and provide for possible contingencies and emergencies, that it has been wholly inadequate for the more expensive requirements of the service at remote points.
It bas been found necessary to check the depredations upon timber lands of the United
States in Minnesota, near the northern international boundary line, committed by parties
from the sparsely timbered sections of the Dominion of Canada. Special agents cannot
be sent to these far-distant points without proper camping outfit and the necessary assistance for survey and measuring; all of which requires greater expense than could be incurred continuously with the amount appropriated for the timber service.
Much greater vigilance is needed than has been possible with the force of special agents
employed to prevent the cutting of timber on the public lands in :&ew Mexico and Arizona to be exported to Mexico and there used in building the railways of that country.
SALES OF TIMBER AND STONE LANDS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR

1883.

[See pages 359 and 1052.]

The results of the stone and timber act to June 30, 1882, can be found on page 1051.
The total area to that date was 159,008.41 acres; for the year 1883, 297,735.50 acres; in
all a grand total to June 30, 1883, <l.f 456,743. 91 acres.
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Sales of ti1nber and stone lands for the ft,Scal yea·r ending June 30, 1883.
States and Territories.

No. of
entries.

Acres.

California .......................................................................................: ....................
1,242 180,799.54
Nevada................................................. ....................................................................... ...................... ..

w::hi~gt~~::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::·::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total................. ................ ........................................ ..................................

i~ 1~r:g~:~~

2,101

297,735.50

TIMBER CULTURE.
[See Chapter XXIV, pages 360-362, to June 30, 1880, and also addenda, pages 1088 to 1103, to June
30,1882.]
To JuNE 30,1883.

The rules and regulations on pages 1091 to 1093 are in effect December 1, 1883.
The forms on page 1091 to 1103 are in effect to December 1, 1883. ·
REPEAL OF THE LAW.

For recommendations as to the amendment of this law, see page 683. For recommendations as to the repeal of this law and for statement of frauds under it, see Mr.
Commissioner McFarland's annual report for 1883, cited on page 1164 herein .
..AREA ENTERED UNDER THIS LAW.

To JuNE 30, 1883.

The number of first or original entries under this law since its date, March 3, 1873,
was 101,358, containing 16,768,076.70 acres, an area about equal to the area of the
States of West Virginia and Delaware. The number of :final or consummated entries
to June 30, 1883, was 500, containing 67,589.46 acres. The statistics are given in full
below.

Statement slt01uing tlte nunwer of ti17Wer-culture entries, with areas, made during the year 1883 in each State and Territory, and recapitulation from March 3,
1873, to June 30, 1883.

~

~
~

0
.Recapitulation to June 30, 1882.
Original entries.

States and Territories.

.....
"'IIi

2·~
~~
zq)

~~i~~!~~·:::::::::::::::::.-.·.·::::::.:·:::::::.::::::1

1\:Iinnesota .................................. ...... .
1\fonta.no. ......................................... ..
Nebraska .............................. ...... ..... .
Nevada ........................................... ..
New Mexico .................................... ..

%~t.~.~:::::::::::.:::·:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
;~~~~~~.~:::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Wyoming.......... .................... .......... ..

r1i

Q)

t

-<

88
3
1,245
1,101
31,178
1,089
640

22,252
28
10,266
497
17,183
30
ffl
1,570
137
3,332
1
30

11,866.08
231.92
168,413.53
153, 373. ffl
4, fflO, 802.15
141,903.25
55,151.51
3, 594, 775.49
3,417.85
1, 510, 382. 56
63,Z73.25
2, 338, 155. 60
4,120.00
11,619.13
232,954.86
16,144.59
476,841.52
40.00
3,679.21

oo, 757 1 13, 657, 146. 47

"'ai
G) <I)
..ci::

a...

::lQ
ZQ)

Original entries.

al
Q)

t

-<

'""""rl"'""~~:~·
'"""7i" ""9;9i5:52'
...... '21' ""2;998:50'
"""'68' ""9;975.'42'

2]
z~~

33
1
3Z7
413
1,199
310
42
1,690
:>2
883
403
3,216
2
159
767
62
944

I

Final entries.

.....

.....
0
"'00

'g

0

Arizona ............................................ .
Arkansas .. .......... ..................... ........ .
California. ......................................... !
Colorado ..................... .... ................. .
Dakota............................................ ..
Idaho ......................... ..................... ..
Iowa................................................ ..

Final entries.

-<

.

0

"'al

"'al

t

Original entries.

.....

0

ai
<I)

2]
aQ
z::l'l>

ai
Q)

-<"'
C)

I

4,336.85
160.00 ..............................
44,670.05
1
160.00
58,685.02
1, 755,419.58 """iii' '"i4;968:Ii'
40,105.17
3,373.40
20 "'"2;165:33·
237,860.95
185
24,965.06
7, 754.26
..................
122,750.39
84
11,495.25
53,952.71
481,704.70 """317' "'43;522:32'
280.00 ............ ...... ···········
22,091.82
116,334.14
2
7,509.99 ............ ..................
139,737.05
3
320.00

....... 24o:oo·

2·~

ai
'I)

s~

-<'"'

::l'l>

z

C)

121
3
1,572
1,514

16,202.93
391.92
213,083.58
212,058.89
6, 626, 221. 73
18e,008.42
58,524.91
3, 832, 636. 44
11,172.11
1, 633, 132. 95
117,225.96
2, 819, 860. 30
4,400.00
33,710.95
349,289.00
23,6:>4.58
616,578.57
40.00
17,883.36

32,'if77

1,399
682
23,942
80
11,149
900

20,399
32
246
2,337
199
~,Z76

1
128
165 I 23,571.12

I 20, 601

3, 110 I 930, 23

pj

Recapitulation to June 30, 1883.

1883.

723 I 97,836. os

1o1,35s

1

16, 768, 076. 70

trj
Ul

Final entries.

.....

c::::
~
~

Ul

0

0

"'ai

2·~

~g

z

al
'I)

I

-<'"'
C)

............ ...............
....... ......
1
1
115

...............
160.00
160.00
15,489.80

20
256

"'2:'165'.'33

105

14,493.75

34,880.58

............ ...............
............ ...............
............ ...............
............ ...............
2
240.00
............. ...............
............ ...............
............ ...............
500

67,589.46

~
~

P:1
t;j

~

~

t.d

trj

pj

0

c::::

~
~

c::::
~
trj

II>

0

~
~

0

c:...
c::::

~

U>

_o

-

00
00

~

DESERT LANDS TO JUNE

so,
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DESERT LANDS.
(See Chapter XXX, pages 363, 364, to June 30, 1880; see also addenda, pages 1104 to 1111, to June 30,
1882.]

To

JUNE

30, 1883.

REGULATIONS BLANKS .A.ND FOR~S IN EFFECT DECEMBER

1, 1883.

The official regulations given on pages 1104 to 1106 are in effect December 1, 1883.
Also the forms used in and procedure in desert-land entries as given on pages 1106 to
1111.
For the evils growing out of and abuses under this law, see Mr. Commissioner McFarland's annual report for 1883, cited on page 1165, herein; also see pages 684 and 1221.
.AREA EMBRACED IN FIRST ENTRIES TO JUNE

30, 1883.

From March 3, 1877, to June 30, 1883, there have been 5,103 entries under this act,
containing 1, 607,310.22 acres, realizing to the nation, in entry fees, $401,036.62.
30, 1883.

FIRST ENTRIES OF DESERT LANDS , DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

The number of entries made under the desert-land act of March 3, 1877, during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1883, is 1,254, embracing an area of 436,633.69 acres, realizing $109,186.91; which is an increase of 271,677.75 acres as compared with such entries
made during the previous fiscal year.
Sales of desert lands during the year 1883 to June 30, under the act of March 3, 1877.
No. of
entries.

Area.

First entries.
36, 584. 78

71
69
199
213
2
129
52
137
58
324
1, 254

23, 511.10
58, 562.11
71, 315. 47
120.00
33, 781. 67
13, 673. 50
34, 313. 27
25, 616. 29
139, 155.50
1

436, 633. 69

Rec.apitulation of first entries by fiscal years.
Years.

Entries.

H~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1880 ::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

741
957
611
546

.Acres.
271,604.91
298,586.07
164,368.30
162,601.29

.Amount.
$67,654
74,168
40,994
~o. 652

69
45
95
63

i:~ ·:~~~:?~:~:~~:~:~:~::~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: - - - ------ - - 2,855
426
568

1883 ..

897,160.57
223,470 72
108,560.02
164,955.94 } 68,378 99

~.~.~~.~~.~~~~.~~:.~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

3,849
1,254

1, 170, 676. 53
436,633.69

291,849 71
109,186 91

Total to June 30, 1883 ........................................................... .

5,103

1, 607,310.22

401,036 62

FINAL DESERT-LAND ENTRIES.

If all first entries are consummated and the final one dollar per acre paid (twenty-five
cents per acre being paid at time of first entry), the nation will realize on the area entered to June 30, 1883, $2, 008,346.84. For final desert entries for the years 1882 and
1883see pasters, "statements of entries for years 1882-'83, facing pages 521 and 521."
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PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS ADDITIONAL TO J UNE SO, 1833.
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.

See Chap. XXXI, pages 365 to 410, to June30, 1880; also addenda, pages 1111 to 1157, toJune30, 1883.)
ADDITIONAL-TO JUNE

30,1883.

The addenda, pages 1111 to 1157, brings this chapter, with statistics and map, down to
June 30, 1883, and in most particulars to December 1, 1883.
Th e recommendations on pages 1155 to 1157 of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, taken from his annual report for 1883, are valuable and pertinent.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF SURVEYORS-GENERAL, 1883.
(See pages 1121 to 1125.)

'

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF ARIZONA.
J. W. Robbins, surveyor-general of Arizona, in his annual report to J une 30, 1883,
says:
SPANISH LAND GRANTS.

"This branch of the business of my office necessarily progresses slowly on account of
the difficulty of obtaining such evidence as is necessary in determining the merits of the
claims presented. This difficulty results from various causes:
First. Within my immediate reach there are no original records in which historic data
may be found, or standards for the comparison of handwriting;
Second. The dates of the grants are so far back that it is very difficult to find witnesses
who can testify in relation thereto; and,
Third. The description of boundaries given in the original title papers are often so vague
that it is almost impossible to fix the location of the tract granted, even when the original title papers are found to be genuine. Several important cases whkh were before the
office on my taking charge are still pending for the reason that the claimants have failed
as yet to furnish the necessary evidence, and some very important new claims, among
them being the grant to Miguel de Peralto of 300 square leagues, or1,350,000 acres, have
been lately presented, which will require much labor and considerable time in the procurement of evidence and in the investigation thereof.
Of the grants made by the treasury department of Sonora between 1822 and 1854, the
original records are to be found in the capitol at Sonora., and in relation to this class of
grants there is but little dl:fficulty in obtaining the required archive evidence; but in relation to grants made before 1822 by the Spanish Government there are several places
where the ancient records may be found, and which places it may be necessary to visit
in order to compare copies with originals and to obtain other proofs necessary in determining the validity of such claims.
Apart from the grants made by the General Governments of Spain and Mexico, many
small grants were made by the commandants of presidios under the decree of 1791. Of
these no records were kept, save in the local archives of the presidios. The presidios of
Tucson and Tubac were located in the present Territory of Arizona, and that of Santa.
Cruz near the boundary thereof. Under the Spanish Government grants were made by
the commandantes of these presidios, some of which have been presented for examination,
and more doubtless will be presented; but since, with the abandonment oftheseancient
presidios, the records perished, there is no archive evidence of these presidia! grants in
existence, and their investigation therefore is attended with much difficulty."
RECOMMENDATION OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF NEW MEXICO.
(See pages 1123 to 1125.)
Henry M. Atkinson, surveyor-general of New Mexico, in annual report to June 30,
1883, says of Spanish and Mexican land grants:
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.

The following private land claims have been filed during the past year, viz:
No. 192, Antonio Ja<lques et al.; No. 19~, Santa Clara Pueblo; No. 194, Elquea grant
(refiled); No. 195, Sito de Navajo tract.
Testimony bas been taken in a number of cases, and final action bad in the following:
Reported :ro. 130, town of Albuquerque, approved.
Reported ,.o. 131 Juan Pablo Martin approved.
Reported --o. 132, Antonio de alazar, approved.

PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS ADDITIONAL TO JUNE

so,

1883.
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Reported No. 133, .Antonia Rosa Lujan, approved.
Reported No. 134, San Mateo Spring, approved.
In the latter case four leagues square were claimed, but as the granting decree restricted the claim to one square league it was approved to that extent only.
The transcript in these cases will be forwarded as soon as they can be prepared. The
case of (reported No. 117) Juan de Jesus Lucero, grant rejected in 1879, and reopened
for the introduction of further testimony, has not been closed, as the parties are slow in
introducing their evidence. I am convinced that the grant is a forgery, as shown on the
face of the papers.
I again, for the eighth time, call attention to the unsatisfactory results of adjusting
these grant titles under the present system. It is all-important that Congress should
fix a limitation of time in which all claims of this character should be filed and prosecuted and thereafter barred, and some more safe and speedy method should be provided for their adjudication, as the present one is unsatisfactory and unsafe, both for
the Government and claimants.
As to the plans to be adopted I will reiterate the statement made in my last annual
report.
(See pages 1123 to 1125 for this.)
MINERAL ON UNCONFIRMED LAND GRANTS.

(See page 1125.)
Mr. .Atkinson continues:
There is another feature in these gl.'ant cases which I again desire to call attention to,
all:d which should receive the early consideration of Congress; I refer to the right to the
mmeral on unconfirmed grants.
The local Spanish and Mexican authorities were empowered to make grants for agricultural purposes, but they were not authorized to alienate the right to the mineral;
hence the latter was by force of law reserved to the Spanish or Mexican Government,
a~d ~pon the acquisition of this Territory by the United States the right to the mineral
w1thm the limits of these grants became vested in this Government. Yet there is no
statutory provision permitting the miner to acquire a, right to what mineral he may discover thereon.
There should be some legislation by Congress whereby the Government can realize
f~om the mineral interest in grants and the prospertor secure to himself the benefits of
discoveries upon tracts of this character, on payment to the claimants the value for agricultural or pastoral purposes of the area claimed as necessarily used in· mining, together with such other reasonable compensation for such damages as the proprietors of
the grant may sustain in the premises by virtue of an easement to the miners, whereby
they can have ingress to and egress from the mines over the lands of the claimants, and
the appropriation of necessary timber for mining purposes.
CoNDITION OF BUSINESS IN THE PRIVATE LAND-CLAIMS DIVISION OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
JUNE

30, 1883•

. :r<:o: exhaustive statements as to claims pending and business during the year in this
diVIsiOn see pages 51 and 52, annual report of the General Land Office for 1883.

CHAPTER XXXVI.
THE NATIONAL PARK.
DECEMBER 1, 1883.

The insertion of a chapter on the National Park is warranted by the fact that it was
a portion of the public domain, and a portion of it may be returned to it. It is the
largest reservation of the kind in the world, and its being reserved is due to the labor
of a few earnest men. The preservation of its curious natural wonders is largely due
to Col. P. W. Norris, its former superintendent.
Natural wonders and venerable or interesting relics of architectural value or domestic use on the public domain should be preserved. The Shoshone Falls, on Snake
River, Idaho, lie adjacent to surveyed lands; we shaH shortly expect some enterprising person to capture the land lying around the falls, aided by some one of the numerous settlement or other disposition laws. Deposits of sulphur, nitrate of soda, and
other indispensable elements of war, now disposed of as "valuable minerals," should
also be reserved by the Government. Many of the old Indian and Mexican ruins in
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and California should be reserved, along with other
remains of former civilizations. The big trees of California, such as are on public
lands, should also be reserved, as well as hot, sulphur, aud other mineral springs, which
are scattered over the Western public lands, should also be reserved for the common
good.
LOCATION OF THE PARK.

The Park or reservation lies in the northwest corner of Wyoming Territory, extending on the north and west into Montana and Idaho Territories. In or immediately adjacent to it rise Lewis fork of the Columbia River, Snake (or Shoshone as it
is commonly known), Green River, fork of the Colorado, flowing into the Pacific Ocean.
The Jefferson, Madison, Gallatin, and Big Horn, and other branches of the Missouri
and Mississippi, which flew into the Atlantic, also originate within or near its borders.
ITS DISCOVERT.

John Coulter, a sergeant in the expedition of Lewis and Clarke in 1805, after his
discharge, along with a portion of the Sheep Eater (Bannock) Indians, explored this
region. llis description was received with ridicule, and until about 1859 this region
was known in derision as "Coulter's Hell."
ABEA OF THE PARK.

The Park is an oblong square, 65 miles in length from north to south, and 55 miles
wide from east to west, and contains 3, 575 square miles, or 2,288,000 acres, or more
than the area of Rhode Island and Delaware.
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HOW LEGISLATION TO RESERVE WAS OBTAINED.

On De~ember 18, 1871, Hon. S. C. Pomeroy, of Kansas, introduced into the United
States Senate a bill for the reservation of a national park near the source of the Yellowstone River. Hon. William H. Claggett, Delegate from Montana, introduced a
duplicate of this bill in the House of Representatives about the same time. After
reference to the Committees on Public Lands in each body, a favorable report was
made by both. Mr. Mark H. Dunnell, of Minnesota, for the House Committee on
Public Lands, made the report, and the bill passed the House without amendment.
It became a law March 1,1872. The most urgent advocate of this measure, and the
one person who did the most to secure this law, was Doctor F. V. Hayden, who prepared the map, data, and the House committee's report, at the request of Hon. C.
Delano, Secretary of the Interior. The act was as follows:
ACT OF DEDICATION.

AN ACT to set apart a certain tract or land lyiug near the headwaters of the Yellowstone River a.s
a public park.

Be it enacted by the S enate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That the tract of land in the Territories of Montana and Wyoming lying near the headwaters of the Yellowstone River, and described as follows,
to wit: commencing at the junction of Gardiner's River with the Yellowstone River
and running east to the meridian passing ten miles to the eastward of the most eastern point of Yellowstone Lake; thence south along the said meridian to the parallel
oflatitude pa.s sing ten miles south of the most southern point of Yellowstone Lake;
thence west along said parallel to the meridian passing fifteen miles west of the most
western point of Madison Lake; thence north along said meridian to the latitude of
the junction of the Yellowstone and Gardiner's Rivers; thence east to the place of
beginning, is hereby reserved and withdrawn from settlement, occupancy, or sale under the laws of the United States, and dedicated and·.set apart as a public park or
pleasure ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people; and all persons whoshall. locate, settle upon, or oc~mpy the same or any part thereof, except as hereinafter
proVJded, shall be considered trespassers and removed therefrom.
SEc. 2. That said public park shall be under the exclusive control of the Secretary
of the Interior, whose duty it shall be, as soon as practicable, to make and publish
such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper for the care and ma.nageme~t of the same. Such regulations shall provide for the preservation from injury
or. spoliation of all timber, mineral deposits, natilral curiosities, or wonders within
said park, and their retention in their natural condition.
The Secretary may, in hh~ discretion, grant leases for building purposes, for terms
not excee~ing ten years, of small parcels of ground, at such places in said park as
shall reqmre tbe erection of buildings for the accommodation of visitors; all of the
proceed8 of said leases, and all other revenues that may be derived from any source
connected with said park, to be expended under his direction in the management of
the _same and the construction of roads and brielle-paths therein. He shall provide
aga~nst the wanton destruction of the fish and game found within said park and
agamst their capture or destruction for the purpose of merchandise. or profit. He
shall also cause all persons trespassing upon the same after tbe passage of this act t()
be removed therefrom, and generally shall be authorized to take all such measures as
shall be necessary or proper to fully carry out the objects and purposes of this act.
Approved March 1, 1872.
SUPERINTENDENTS OF THE PARK.

In 1872 N. P. Langford, esq., of Montana, was appointed superintendent of the
Park, but without compensation.
In 1877 Col. P. W. Norris, of Norris, Mich., an indefatigable explorer and mountaineer, succeeded Mr. Langford as superintendent, and so continued until1882. He
opened up the Park to tourists, and laid out and improved paths and roads. His
annual reports for 1879, 1880, and 1881 contain much practical information and historical d~ta. The rules and regulations provided under his administration were as
follows:

·.. !JJ2.96
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R-ules and reg1dations of the Y ellowstone National Park.
DEPARTMENT OF THI<.: INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., May 4, 1881.
1. The cutting or spoliation of timber within the Park is strictly forbidden by law.
Also the removing of mineral deposits,., natural curiosities or wonders, or the displace.IPent of the same from their natural condition.
· ~· Permission to use the necessary ti:n;J.ber •for purposes of fuel and such temporary
buildings as may be required for shelter and like uses, and for the collection of such
specimens of natural curiosities as can be removed without injury to the natural featurelil or beauty of the grounds, must be obtained from the superintendent; and must
be subject at all times to his supervision and control.
3. Fires shall only be kindle~ when actually necessary, and shall be immediately
extinguished when no longer. required. Under no circumstances must they be left
burning when the place where they have been kindled shall be vacated by the party
requiring their use.
4. Hunting, trapping, and fishing, except for purposes of procuring food for visitors
or actual residents, are prohibited by· law; . and no sales of game or fish taken inside
the Park shall be made for purposes of profit within its boundaries or elsewhere.
5. No person will be permitted to reside p ermanently within the Park without permission from the Department of the Interior; and any person residing therein, except
under lease, as provided in section 2475 of the Revised Statutes, shall vacate the
premises within thirty days after being notified in writing so to do by the person in
charge; notice to be served upon him in person·or left at his place of residence.
,
6 .. The sale of intoxicating liquors is strictly p1·ohibited.
7. All persons trespassing within the domain of said Park, or violating any of the
foregoing rules, will be summarily removed therefrom by the euperintendent and his
authorized employes, who are, by direction of the Secretary of the Interior, specially
designated to carry into effect all necessary regulations for the protection aud preservation of the Park, as required by the statute, which expreRsly provides that the
same "shall be under the exclusive control of the Secretary of the Interior, whose
duty it shall be to make and publish such rules and regulations as he shall deem
necessary or proper''; and who, ''generally, shall be authorized to take all such measures as shall be necessary or proper to fully carry out the object and purposes of this
act."
Resistance to the authority of the superintendent, or repetition of any offense
against the foregoing regulations, shall subject the outfits of such oft'enders and all
prohibited articles to seizure, at the discret.ion of the superintendent or his assistant
in charge.
P. W. NORRIS,
Superintendent.
Approved:
S. J. KIRKWOOD,
Se01·etary.
Colonel Norris was succeeded in 1882 by P. H. Conger, the present euperintendent.
RE:FERENCES.

For a complete and thorough description-physical and scientific, with much histori-cal u~ta-of the Yellowstone National Park, see volume 12, Annual Report of the
United States Geo logical and Geographical Survey of the Territories, F. V. Hayden,
United States Geologist, in charge, in two parts, with an atlas. Washington,1883.
The illustrations and letter-press are exhaustive, and the preparation of the several
divisions of the work was done by experts under Dr. Hayden's immediate direction and
observation. Also, see guide-books and Northern Pacific and Union Pacific Railroad
guides. Also, see reports of Superintendent of National Park for 1879, '80, '81, '82,
and 1883. Also, see "Calumet of Coteau." P. W. Norris, J. B. Lippincott & Co.,
Phila., 1883, page 235, and following, for data as to discovery and explorations of the
Park.
DISTANCES IN THE PARK.

To illastrate the size of the reservation and the distance between points of interest,
the following dat a from the Report of the Secretary of the Interior for 1881 is given:
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S!J11opsis of roads, bridle-paths, and trails in the Yellowstone National Pa1'k.

Bet;ween Total.
, pomts.

Road towards Bozeman.
Mile8,

.From headquarters at the Mammoth Hot Springs to northern boundary line of
Wyoming.............. ............... .... ......... ............................... ..........
Northern boundary line of the National Park, ~elow the mouth ()f the Gardiner
River . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. 00

Miles• •

· 1."99
6. 99

Direct road to the Forks oj ·the Fire Hole River.
From headquarters at the Mammoth Hot Springs to Terraee Pass ...•••..• : ....•...••••......
Swan Lake ......... ............ ................................... :·.......... . • • . . .
3. 21
Crossing of Middle Fork of Gardiner River..........................................
2. ~3
Willow Park, upper end .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. • . . . .. . . . . . •• • • . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . • . . •. . • .
3. 50
Obsidian Chffs and Beaver Lake. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. • .. . • • • .. . .. • .. . . .. .. .. • .. .. . ..
L 37
Green Creek _. . . . .. .. .. . • • • • • . .. .. . • .. .. . . .. .. . . .. • .. . . • . .. . . • • • • • .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . • .
1. 40
Lake of the Woods............ ..... ................................................ .
. 76

:~~~N~;t~~:i~~~-=·=·=·:·:·:·:·:·: :: :~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~- ~
Geyser Creek and forks of the Paint Pot trail ..... .. . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . .. .. . . . • • • • .
~.

Head of Canon of the Gibbon and foot-bridge on trail to Monument Geysers.......
Falls of the Gibbon River..........................................................
Canon Ceeek . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . ..

f~~t~~~~:r~~~!s_-_-_-_-_-_-: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.Marshall's Hotel at the Forks of the Fire Hole River .. ~............................

1. 93
5.14

7.47
10.97

12.34
13.74
14.50

16.18
20.35

3.13
. 72
3. 75
. 59

21.06
24.19
24.91
28.66
29.25

2. 43

33.75
36.18

~: gg

32.25

' Roadfrom Forks of the Fire Hole River to foot of the Yellowstone Lake.
From Marshall's Hotel to forks of the road near Prospect Point .................... -•.•... ---.

~i~!~:~:i:.:_:_:_ :_ ~ :_~~~~:: ~::: ~::::: ~:::::: :::::: =~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~g

Foot of the grade up the Madison Divide ................ ~ .............. "········....
UpperendofMary'sLake ............................... :.........................
Sulphur Lakes and Hot Springs _. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . • . .. .. .. .. .

2. 00
1.91
1. 12

Fork of the road to the falls near the Yellowstone River............................

5. 00

~;~c~~:kkc~~~fn~~::::: -.:::: ~~:::::: :::: :~:::: :~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~: ~~

~i~ef:!~~~~~~~~~ i~~~: :::::::: :~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !: g~

1. 00
2.08

5.94
7.94
9. 94

11.85
12.97
]4. 97

16.97
21.97
23.97
26.97

ao. 2a

Branch road to the Great Falls of the Y eUowstone.
From Forks of the Fire Hole River to forks of ike lake road to the Great Falls, as

i~~~~i~~~~~_:_::;:_:.:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: :::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::·::::::::::::::: .... I:~.

gpp1:3r Falls of the Yellowstone, bridle-path ............ , .......................... ~
L rysta 1 Falls and Grotto Pool, bridle-path.................... .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . ..
ower (Great) Falls of the Yellowstone.............................................

21. 9"(
23.47
25. ()8

· 3. 26
. 40
. 24

28.34
28.74
28.98

H~adquarters at the Mammoth Hot Springs to bridge over the Gardiner River ......•....... .
~ndge over the East Fo!!k of the Gardiner River .. .. .. .. • . .. . .. • .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. ..
. 38

1. 77
2.15
4.21
6.91
8. 91

Road to T010er Falls.
B pper Falls to East Fork of the Gardiner River. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. 06

~~~~~~~~~;;~.i~i:::n::i:f::ii:fi:iim~mii:!!!!W!t:W!!!:i!i jj: ~ ft

13.60

15.88
18.36
21.55

Geyser Basin road.
'tfal'shall's Hotel to forks of road at Prospect Point ........................................ ..
ld Camp Reunion . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . .
1. 00
::founta;in Geyser in the Lower Geyser Basin...... . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. • • • . .. . . . . . . .
1. 00
xcelswr Geyser, in the Midway Geyser Basin.....................................
2. 00
0 lu Faithful, in the Upper Geyser Basin .. .. .. .. • . • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
6. 00

1. 00
2. Q()
3. 00
5. 00
11.00

Madison Plateau road.

t~~~!it~J:~~l: ~~~~~~:s:t: ~~~;~--· :_::~.:~:::::: _::::: ::_:::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~::: :: .....f~.
Riverside Station and Forks of Kirkwood or Lower Madison Canon road to Virginia

:urYj~ ~-,;~~ ·s~~tb.. ~~ iii~e~::: ::::::::: ~::: :: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... ~~ ~:.
82 L 0-VOL III

3. 00
5.12
8. 71

12.23

28. 7t

(
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Synopsis of roads, bridle-paths, and trails in the Yellowstone National Park-Continued.
Bet_ween Total
pomts.
·

Madison Oanon road.
Miles.
Miles.
Marshall's Hotel to forks of road to the Mammoth Hot Springs .............................. .
4.00
Mouth of the Gibbon River .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • . .. • • • . .. ... . .. . . .. .. .. .. ..
5. 00
9.00
15.00
Foot of the Madison Canon .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . • . . . . • .. • .. . . . . .. . • . • . • • . . • . .. . .. . .. . . • . ..
6. 00
18.00
Riverside Station...................................................................
3. 00
Queen's Laundry road.
Marshall's Hotel to crossing Laundry Creek ................................................. ..
T\vin Mounds . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . • . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . ..
1. 00
Queen's Laundry and bath-house...................................................
. 50
A bridle-path 3 miles long extends from there to the Madison Plateau road, and
another is partially completed via Twin Buttes and Fairy Falls to the Midway
Geyser Basin.
Middle Fork of the Gardiner bridle-path.

1.00
2.00

Headquarters at the Mammoth Hot Springs to the West Gardiner ..•••... •....•••............
Falls of the Middle Gardiner...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 00

2.00
4.00
6.00
7. 00

~~:£::1h~ ~~~~~r·s·:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i: ~~

2.50

Painted Oliff bridle-path.
.Meadow Cam~ to head of Grand Canon .......................... . .................. : ....... .

~!u~w-:~~: Rh!!:~if.~:i!drclliia·:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i: gg

1.00
2.00
8.00

Paint Pots bridle-path.
Mouth of Geyser Creek to the Paint Pots ... : ................................................ .

~~~~~~F£gffia~~:::::::::
:: ~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:5. 00~
Mary's Lake Road, near Yellowstone Creek........................................

1. 00
2.00
4. 00

6.00

11.00

Mount Washburn bridle-path.
Tower Falls to Forks of Trail . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. • . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . • • • .. . . . .
To Summit of Mount Washburn . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . ... .. • ... .. . .. .••. ... .. • ........
4. 13
Cascade Creek ................ ~ . .. . .. . .. .. . . . •. . . . . . . . .. . • . . . • . .. • • • . • .. .. . • • • • • . . . .
7. 22
Great Falls of the Yellowstone .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . • • • • • .. • . • . .. • . . . .. . .
2. 00

1. 87
6. 00
13. 22
15. 22

Grand Oanon bridle-path.
Tower Falls to Forks of Trail . .............................. .. .............................. .
4.00
.Antelope Creek.................................... . ............... . ................
Row laud's Pass of Mount Washburn......................... . ............... . .....
2. 00

i~~~r:::~ ~i~~~~::::: ::::: ~ :::: :~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Meadow Camp and fork of Painted Cliffs bridle-path Trail............ . .. . . . . .. . . . .
Brink of the Grand Caiion............ . .. .. • . .. . .. .. .. . . . ... .. .. • • • • . . .. .. .. . . . . . • ..
Lookout, Paint, and forks of trail into the canon below the falls....................
Great Falls of the Yellowstone.......................................... . ..........

~: ~

1. 59
1. 00
2. 19
. 74

1. 87
5.87
7.87
10.34
11. 34,

12.17
13.76
14.76
16.95
17.69

Shoshone Lalu bridle-path.
Old Faithful, in the. Upper Geyser Basin, to Kepler's Cascades ............................. ..
Leech Lake ........... .. ........ . ...................................................
2. 72
Norris Pass, Continental Divide....................................................
3. 00
DeLacey Creek, Pacific waters . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. • . • • .
. 97
'.Cwo-Ocean Pond, on Continental Divide . ........ .... ...............................
3. 50
Hot Springs at head of thumb of the Yellowstone Lake............................
2. 99

!~~~ii:::~JJZ: :~~~:::~::~~:::: ~~:::: :::~::: : : : : : ~:~:~:~:: : : : :
I

!~

1. 94
4. 66
7. 66
8. 63

12.13
15.12
17.14
21.14

28,58
a3. 26

Minera' bridle-path.

Baronette's Bridge, at forks of the Yellowstone River, to Duck Lake ....................... .
.A meythyst Creek . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .... . . .. . .. .... ..
8. 30
Crossing, East Fork of Yellowstone River ... . .. . . . . .... .. ... . .• . .•• .. ... .• . . .. .. . .
2.16

~~1i~;~z,~ttt:~~:H~H.::[Eiii::j;::m:mHHiiiijiiii: tH
'Larke's F orks Run Camp, near northeast corner of the Park .. .. .. .... . ..... •. ....

3.18

1. 76
10.06
12.22
12.72
15.37
17.37
20.37
24.21
27.39
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Synopsis of ?'oads, bridle-paths, and t1·ails in the Yellowstone National Park-Continue-d.
Between
points. Total.

Hoodoo or Goblin Mountain bridle-path.

Miles.

Gamekeeper's cabin, on the Soda Butte, to Hot Sulphur Springs ......•••••..••••.......••.••
Ford of Cache Creek................................................................
· 1

t~if:O ~:~~~~-~~~- ~~~~-r:u: ::: :::::::: :::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::: ::

~

Miller's Creek ..•... ... . .. ...•.. .... .. .... .. . ... .. ...... ...• •. .. .. . . ...••• ••••.. ..•.
Mountain Terrace..................................................................
Old Camp._ .............................. __ ................... _. . . . . ... . . . . . • • . • . • • • .

2
8
5

~~~~m~~~~~iji~~cio~- M:~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::

~

Fossil Forest bridle-path.
Summit of Amethyst Mountain ..................................••••.• :. • . . . . . . • • . . ........ .
3
Gamekeeper's cabin to foot of .Mountain............. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . .. . . . . . .

~~f;l~rcii:~u!:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::·::::::: :~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::

Forks of Pelican Creek.............................................................
Indian Pond at Concretion Cove of the Yellowstone Lake . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • • • .
Lower Ford of. Pelican Creek.......................................................
Foot of the Yellowstone Lake ..................... --·· .. '...........................

~

8
5
3
3

Milu.
2
3
7
11

13
21

26
28
29

3
6
11
15
23
28
31

a•

Passam.aria or Stinkingwater bridle-path.
Concretion Cove to Turbid Lake ............................................................. .
7
Jones' Pass of the Sierra Shoshone Range..........................................
Confluence of the Jones and Stinkingwater Fork of the Passamaria River.........
12
Nez Perce bridle-path.

1~~!f~l~~~c~np~~~:: ~~1.1~:.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: •••· "'"'3'
Nez Perce Ford of the Yellowstone.................................................

6

s

6
12

Alum. Oreek bridle-path.
From the Great Falls of the Yellowstone, via Crystal Fails and Grotto Pool and
the Upper Falls, to the mouth of Alum Creek ................................... .

4

· -Terrace Mountain Trail.
Headquarters at the Mammoth Hot Springs, amongst the numerous active and ex·
tinct Mammoth Springs, to foot of the Ancient Terraces ................................ :..
Up steep pine, fir, and cedar clad terraces, to summit of the mountain....... . . • . . . .
1
Along the range of the vertical cliffs, for 400 to 800 feet high........................
2
Descent of South Terrace to Rustic Falls, 40 feet high, at the head of the impassable canon of the West Fork of tho Gardiner River .. ..............................
1
Upon the southern cliff, above these falls, is a Sheepeater arrow-covert, and the
remains of an ancient game-driveway thereto.
SwanLake, on the FireHoleroad................................. . ................
1

1
2
'

5
5

Trail to the Falls of the East Gardiner River.
From the road near the middle of the canon along the eastern declivity, one mile.... . . •• . . .. . .
To the fall, not unlike the famous Minnehaha, and like which, allows a safe pathway between the sheet of water and the wall rock.

1

Monument Geyser Trail.
Foot-bridge at head of the caiion of the Gibbon, which ascends nearly 1,DOO feet
within a distance of one mile, some portions of which are exceedingly difficult for
a horseman, and hence called a trail. ....... : ............. __ ...................... ..........
The active and the extinct and crumbling geyser cones are alike uniquely intertsting, and the outlook remarkably beautiful.

Trail, or foot-path, to head of the Great Falls of the Yellowstone.
Leaves at the lower end of the camping ground above, and descends 500 or 600 feet
within one-fourth of a mile to the pole-bordered outlook at the very head of the cataract.
Trail to the Yellowstone River below the Lower Falls of the YeUowstone.
This trail descends Sprin~ Run from the rustic bridge nearly to its waterfall,
thence along the steep dechvity beneath Lookout Pointjn a wmding, dangerous
way, to the foaming nver, which cannot now be ascended, along it, as formerly, to
the foot of the falls upon this side; but can be reached upon the other, via the timber-fringed gorge.
The main danger is from detached fragments of rock, which attain incredible
volocity before reaching the rh·er.
Besides these trails there are several others to fossil fore11ts, cliffs, ~ebser or sul~~~k~asins or falls, which will be fully noted in the forthcoming gui e- ook of the

1
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Reca1ntulation of distances, 1·oads, bridle-paths, and trails within tM Park.
ROADS.

Miles.

1. Road to the north line of the Park, towards Bozeman, about ....•...•••..
2. Direct road to the Forks of the Fire Hole Rivers ........•.•..........•...
3. Road from Forks of the Pire Hole Rivers to the foot of the Yellowstone
Lake, about .................. ·. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•.•.... .· ........... .
4. Branch road from Sage Creek to .A.lum Creek ............................ .
5. Tower Falls road, about ...............................•................
6. Geyser Basin road ...................•..............................••..
7. Madison Plateau .•...............•............ . .................. ---.--.
8. Madison Canon .•.....•...........••...••....................... '........ .
9. Queen's Laundry .............•••......................•..........••....

7.00
36.00
30.00
4.00
21.50
11.00
24.00
18.00
2.50
.153. 00

BRIDLE-PATHS.

' 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Middle Gardiner ..........•. ..... ..•••..................................
Painted Cliffs •...........•....•.•.•....•........................••.• --.
Paint Pots .........•...••................ -- ..... - •.... --- •.. --.- -.----.
Mount Washburn ...................................................... ·.
Grand Canon from the Forks, about .............................. ._..... .
Shoshone Lake .................•..•....•••.•.•••......•..•.••••...•.• -.
Mines, to Clark's Fork, about .......................·................... .
Hindoo or Goblin Mountain ........................................... ..
9. Fossil Forest ..........................•••..•...•......••.........••....
10. Passamaria ............. ·........••••....... ...•......•.......••.•..••...
11. Nez Perce Ford ..•....•..........••..•..•..•••.••......••..........•.. ~12. .A.l urn Creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .............................•.• - ..

7.00
3.00
11.00
15.00
16.00
33.00
~7.00

29.00
' 34. 00
22.00
12.00
4.00
213.00

TRAILS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Terrace Mountain ................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F-a lls of the East Gardiner . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . • . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .
Monument Geyser ....................•••..............•.... ~... . . . . • . . .
To head of Great Falls of the Yellowstone, about 200 yards.
To river below the Great Falls of the Yellowstone, 200 yards.

6. 00
1. 00
1. 00

8.00
Superintendent Conger, in his report dated October 1, 1882, calls attention to acts ofVANDALISM IN THE PARK.

I have hardly the patience to discuss this subject without passion. The most of the
depredations committed seem to me so entirely purposeless that I am unable to conceive the cause that impels men and women to wantonly destroy, purely for destruction's sake. What are we to think of a man that will pack long poles, as heavy as he
can carry, a great distance, for the purpose of thrusting them into the cone and down
the throats of these great geysers, when the only possible effect must be to obstruct
their flow and mar their beautyf This is done repeatedly, although I have neglected
no opportunity to warn, admonish, and entreat all tourists whom I have met in the
Park not on any account to do so. I have also by published order forbidden the collection of any specimens, and cautioned all persons having occasion to build a :fire in
the Park to be certn.in to extinguish the same beforA leaving camp. But, notwithstanding all this, tourists go into the Park with iron bars and picks secreted in tbeir
wagons, with the express intent to disregard the Jaw and defy the Superintendent.
The cones of the great geysers are already badly defaced, and vast tracts of the beautiful forests that adorn this Wonder-Land are Jaid waste by fire annually through the
wanton carelessness and neglect of visitol'6.
Another source of great annoyance are the hunters in the Park. I am sure you will
agree with me that it is not possible for a siRgle gamekeeper to guard so vast a territory as the National Park and prevent the breach of the laws in regard to the killing
of ga.me. When we consider the temptation, and the opportunity which these vast
solitudes afford, we need not wonder that the laws are broken and the orders disob~yed. But I ll'ave it for the superior wisdom of the honorable Secretary of the Intenor to suggest som remedy for these evils.
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APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE CARE OF- THE PARK.

Congress each year makes an annual appropriation for the care of the Park. It is
expended subject to the approval of the Secretary of-the Interior. Men are emplg;yed
to watch, drive out marauders, and to open new roads and paths. Mr. CQnger, m his
last report, speaking of the annual allowance for c-a re of· and opening the Park, says:
In this connection I would call the attention of members of Congress to the fact
that heretofore the annual allowance for all purposes in the Park has been only
$15,000; and I beg them to inquire of themselves how far this sum would go toward
building and repairing the roads in their State or district, and also to bear in mind
that this Park is on the top of the Rocky Mountains, and that everything that enters
iuto use there costs at the least twice as much as the same would cost in almost any
of the States.
PRIVILEGES GRANT-ED IN THE PARK.

Details as to this lease can be found in Senate Ex. Doc. No. 10, second session F9rtyseventh Congress, being a letter of the Secretary of the Interior of December 11, 1882,
transmitting to the Senate, in response to a resolutioi! of December 7, copies of a.greements with certain parties for privileges in Yellowstone Park. Also seeSenate Ex. Doc. No. 48, second session Forty-seventh Congress, being a letter from
the Secretary of the Interior of date January 16, 1883, in response to Senate resolution of January 9, transmitting copies of all letters and communications in regard to
the contract made by him with certain parties for granting privileges in and leasing
portions of the Yellowstone National Park.
RATES AND FARES TO AND IN THE PARK.

Round-trip tickets from Ogden, Utah (Union Pacific Railroad), over the Utah all(l
Northern Railroad to ihe Park and return are sold at ' $45 each. At Beaver Canon
connection is made with Bassett Brothers Totirist Line for the Park. Distance from
Beaver Canon to Fire Hole Basin is 100 miles over a good mountain road. Time required for the trip is two days (stopping over night), and fare for round trip is only $2fi.
The Park Branch of theN orthern Pacific Railroad is now open. It leaves the main
line at Livingston, Montana, so that tourists can go all the wav to the border of. the
Park by rail. No railroad is permitted to enter the Park.
Stages will convey them from the railroad terminus to the new hotel at Mammoth
Hot Springs, where carriages, guides, and saddle-horses will be furnished for visiting
all the many wonderful features of this great pleasure-ground of the nation. The rate
of fare from Saint Paul, Minn., to Mammoth Hot Springs and return is about $90.
Tourists who desire to camp out can hire tents and camp equipage and engage
guides at Mammoth Hot Springs.
ROUTES .TO THE PARK.

Superintendent Conger, in his report for 1882, says:
The tourist desiring to visit the Park, who may be, we will say, at Chicago, has his
()boice of either of the great Pacific railroads. The Union Pacific via-Omaha to Ogden, thence by the Utah Northern to Beaver Canon, where he takes stage or private
conveyance up th~ valley of the Snake River to the Lower Fire-Hole Basin, a little
over 100 miles from the railroad. Or he can take the northern route via Saint Paul
and the North Pacific to Livingstone (Benson's Landing), from whence a branch road
is to be built, I am informed, early next season, to the borders of the Park near my
headquarters, 65 miles from Livingstone
GUIDE-BOOKS TO THE PARK.

The most exhaustive guide-book to the Park can be found in the work entitled the
"Calumet of the Coteau." Also, see the guide-book published by the Yellowstone
Nationa.l Park Improvement Company, and by the various railroads leading to the
Park.
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ACCOMMODATIONS FOR TRAVELERS.

The Yellowstone National Park Improvement Company, of which Mr. Rufus Hatcht
of New .York, is president, under a lease from the Secretary of the Interior, as provided
by law, has erected hotels and other accommodations for the use and benefit of tourists.
The hotel at Mammoth Hot Springs is under the management of this co_mpany.
Under the terms of the lease the Secretary of the Interior must approve the rates
and charges made by the Yellowstone National Park Improvement Company. The
following are the approved rates:

Stage-route fares, Yellowstone National Pm·k Improt,ement Company.
[Single trip rates.]

Final terminal station of railroad at Cinnabar to Mammoth Hot Springs ...•.. $1 00
Mammoth Hot Springs to Norris Geyser Basin...... . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • . . • • • • . . . 4 00
Mammoth Hot Springs to Lower Geyser Basin................................ 7 50
Mammoth Hot Springs to Upper Geyser Basin................................ 9 00
Mammoth Hot Springs to Lake Outlet .....•• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . 16 00
Mammoth Hot Springs to Great Falls . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 00
Norris Geyser to Upper Geyser Basin......................................... 5 00
Norris Geyser to Lake Outlet . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 12 00
Norris Geyser to Great Falls .•.. ~. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . 15 00
Lower Geysers to Upper Geysers . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 1 50
Lower Geysers to Lake Outlet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • •. . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . 8 50
Lower Geysers to Great Falls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . 11 50
Upper Geysers to Lake Outlet . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • . . • . . 7 00
Upper Geysers to Great Palls ...................••.............•.••......•••. 10 00
Lake Out.let to Great Falls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . :3 00
Round trip rate from Mammoth Hot Springs to cover all of above points ...... 25 00
The rate from the temporary sta.tions of railroad to Mammoth Hot Springs to
be a pro rata per mile of the round trip rate.
Approved July 17, 1883.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior.

Schedule of hotel chm·ges, Yellowstone National Pat·k Improvement Company.
Board and lodging, single room, per day .................................... . $5 00
Two persons in single room, each, per day ................................... . 4 00
Attic, fourth story, single room, per day ................................... ... . 3 50
Two persons in attic room, each, per day .........•.....•............. ..•.••••. 3 00
Private parlor, per day ..................................................... . 5 00
Private baths in bedrooms, each ............................................. .
75
Baths in bathing hall, each ...............••..•••....••......................
50
Meals served in rooms, each ..............•••....•.................•..........
50
Guides or cooks for private camps, per day ................................... . 4 00
Hire for ''A'; tents, for private camps, per day ................... ·............ . 1 00
Board and lodging in tents at fixed camps, per day .......................... . 5 00
Saddle horse or pony, per day ................................................ . 3 50
Saddle horse or pony, first hour ............................................. . 1 00
Saddle horse or pony, each subsequent hour ..•........••....•••.........•••..
50 '
Pack horses or mules, per day, each .................................... -·· ---- 2 50
Wagon hire, double team, per day, with driver ............................... . 10 00·
Single horse and buggy, per day ............................................ . 6 0()
Billiards, per game .......................•••...........•...•...•.. -~-- .•. .-•.
25
Pool, per game, each player ......•.....••.....•...•••••••••..................
10
Bootblacking, per pair ............••.......••..............••••...•..........
10
Guide-book~:~, periodical publications, newspapers, &c., at 20 percent. above publishers' selling rates.
Approved July 17,1883.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior.
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678
results to June 30, 1882. •••• ...••• •••••. •••••• .••••. ...•.. ..•••.
678
June 30, 1883 . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • 1247
frauds and abuses under...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1220
letter of Commissioner McFarland as to . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
682
circular and instructions 'relative to entries under, in effect De685
cember 1, 1883...... .... .••• ..•• ...• ..•. .•••.. .... •••• .... ••• ..
forms used in, and method of entry December 1,1883. ...... ......
688
qualifications of a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68A
how paid for .................................................. :. 688
contests in entry of_ ................ -~---·......................
688
relinq uish.ment, joint entries, second :filings, and insane preemptors ...................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6t!7
patent for ...............•.. "..... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . .
695
President's duty in proclaiming lands for sale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 207
Presidents by whom grants for canals, wagon roads, and railroads were approved .
259,261,273
P:r;ice~ of public lands, various, from 1784 to 1880 ... .... ..•. ..•.•. ...•.. ......
208
Private land claims, origin, nature, and location oL ........................ 365, 1112
bow made by Spain aud Mexico, in posses~:~ions now in the
United States......................................... 1126
area of all claims or grants from public do ain, patented
or unpatented . .. . .. ... ... . . . . .. .. . . .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . .
409
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Private land claims, statement of L. Harrison as· to number of, pending November 30, 1881 •.••••• ·······--· .•.••...••.. ··--·· .••. 1112
decision of Supreme Court United States as to, under Louisiana or Florida purchases .•..........•••......... _. . . 366
under treaty of 1783 with Great Britain, how settled..... 370
in West l!'lorida ............ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271
under treaty of purphase of Louisiana, 1803, how settled .. 371, 372
Florida, 1819, references under. 377
Guadalupe Hidalgo, 1848, and Gadsden purchase, 1853 •.•••....•...· . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . 377
of June 15, 1846, Hudson's Bay Company
rights ............... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
409
in New Mexico, Arizona, and Colorado. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 394
confirmed and unconfirmed claims,
in Dec. 1, 1883... 1151
no st.atute of limitation as to .... .406, 1148
as to validity oft.. 1151
409
in Alaska . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••••........ -- - - - ·
instructions of the Commissioner of General Land Office to
surveyor-general of New Mexico, 1854, as to claims for
and survey of......................................... 394
• surveys of, how done .........................••....... 410, 1148
instructions as to survey of, May 30, 1881, in effect December 1, 18t:3 ............•.•...••...•.•.••••.•....••.• _.. 1149
methods, of confirmation, and survey of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1148
report of surveyor-general on land claims in New Mexico. 400,
1123,1292

several important instances of, how settled . . . . . • • • • . . . . .
:l73
the Bastrop. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
.. . . . . .. . •. . . .
37:3
the Houmas .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... .... ....
373
the Maison Rouge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
373
New Orleans, Batture...................................
374
lead mines at Genevieve................................
:~73
Dubuque.................................
374·
minerals embraced therein ...................... .409, 1131, 1293
references .•••. . ..................•...... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
375
examples of a pueblo or town grant to confirmation by
United States........................................
401
town of Tome .... ..................................... .
404
table ofland measure in Mexico ................... , ..•..
399
Capt. H. W. Halleck's report on, in California ........... .
377
special report as to, by Wm. Carey Jones................
'.ri7
legislation as to, in California, details, and how Rattled . .
378
example of a. private land grant in California-Corte de
Madera del Presidio-full details to final confirmatio11 by
United States . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~..!
area of grants confirmed in California ... _ ............. 381, 1112
area and list of claim pending in General Land Office .381, 115:1.
area em braced in enumerated claims........... . . . . . . . . . . 1151
grants in Louisiana still unconfirmed .................. 375, 1112
legislation a1:1 to, iu Arizona and. California . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403
in New Mexico ...... :..................
405
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Private land claims, numbe.r pending in New Mexico, California, and Arizona
in General La.nd Office ........................ .406, 1113, 1152
list of, in Arizona reported to Congress and awaiting action .......................................... 409, 1154
in New Mexico and Colorado reported to Congress
and awaiting action ........................ .407, 1153
in Arizona in General Land Office to be reported to
Congress . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
409
recommendations for legislation by Commissioner of General Land Office, 1883 ......... --. • . . . . • .. . • • • • • . • • • . . . 1155
Mr. Hazelton's bill in House of Representatives:
to settle private land claims, 1882 .• .... •• • • • . • .. . • . • 1142
substitute for...... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . .• • . . 1145
Congressional Report, first session, Forty-seventh Congress, on private land claims.......................... 1134
recommendations as to necessity fqr legislation by surveyors-general .................... ~ ................... 1121, 129'2
recommendation of the Publi'c Land Commission for legislation, 1880 . • • .................................. :. . 1116
recommendations of surveyors-general, 1883 .. ~.... . • • • • . 1292
Edmunds's bill for settling private land claims, 1881 • • • • . 1117
Private sale and public offerings of lands .............................. 206,415, 1159
Private entry of public lands, where and how made, forms and procedure, December 1, 1883 ........................ ·..•....••..•.....•.••.. ·••.•••..••••• 1159
Proceeds, net, of land sales, distributed 1841 .................... ~ ........... . 256
Proclamation, form of, for offering and sale of public lands ...............••.. 206
Protection of public timber ............ . ......................... .' •.......... 1286
Province of British West Florida ............ - .............................. .
88
East and West Florida, purchase of, from Spain, history of (see also
Florida) ..... ·......................... 108-120
cost of, per acre ... : ..........·.. .. . . . . . . .
21
Louisiana, pnrcllase of, 180:3, history of (see also Louisiana) ....... 89-108
cost ot~ per acre ............................... ~.. . . . .
21
levee grants in ... --..................................
211
Pennsylvania, Penn's charter, extract from, showing Penn's abso.
lute authority to grant lands....... . . . . . . . . . .. . .
468
land methods in, disposition, and survey . • . . . . . . . .
469
warrants, form of.... .. . . . . . . • • • . . . .. . . . • . • • . .. . . .
470
sunreys, deputies' retarn of... . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . .
472
Public domain, t.he (see also Public Lands) .............................. 85-145, 1158
acquisition of territory to, by purchase, conquest, and .
treaty .....•.••............................... · .· ·· ..... 89-145
what constitutes ........................................ 10,11:::8
area of .............................................. 10, 11, 1158
cost of, with tables ...................................... 18, 52:3
per a ere .......................................... 21, 524
purchases and. cessions of, per acre.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
~1
receipts from, with tables ................................ 17, 52:~
area of, surveyed, to June 30, 1880 and 18t:l3 ....•........ 18o, 1241
cost of surveyiug, 1785 to 1880 and l e83 ...... . .. .. . .. .. .. .
192
receipts from, 1881-2 and 1883 . .... : . ................... 517-G23
cost of, to June 30, 18t:l3 . . .. . • . • . • . .. ..... _.. . . .. . . . . .. . .
523
survey of islands on... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
179
former methous of location of. ............................ 21, 22
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Public domain, the early Congressional action as to ~ale of. .................. 186-ZO&
method of disposition of, 178-1 to 11380................. . . . .
1!16
non-taxation of, stipulation as to.........................
14
control and disposition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13
disposed of-exclusive of Tennessee-amount received per
acre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ _. . . . . . . . . .
21
total disposition of, to June ~0, 188:J ...................... 2~, 510
area of, surveyed and unsold June 30, 1889 and 181:53 ... 528, 573, 1240
Indian reservations from ........................... 240, 727, 1252
military reservations upon ......................... 249,748, 1~5R
how restored. to.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 240
estimate of character and quantity of, remaining, with
tables .................••••........................ 25, 26, 531
estimate of the value of, remaining, giving classes and kinds,
with value, with tables ............... _............. 26, ~7, 531
States and Territories on, bearing precious metals . . . . . . . .
306
area of precious metal and mineral lands ................. 325, 979
mineral lands on .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307
mines on ............... : . ................ _.... . . . . . . . . . .
:)06
yield of, since 1R48 to June ::lO, 1882 ............ 320, 980
gold and silver, products of, from, t>ince 1t>48 to
1882 . ----- ....... ----- ....... -.-- ... --- ... -.- 3~0, 980
l>ublic ibtproventeQt~;, land grants for ............ .'..... ...................•• : 257
"Public land strip," loeation, area, and legislation as to .............. 462, 1Hi7, 1187
Public or Crown land surveys in Dominion of Canada, method of .............. · 494
Public lands, control of, on the admission of States .........•............... . 13, 14
which a.re, and location of ........... _.. . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1!58
admiuistration of, and syst.u1...... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Hl4
stipulation of United States as to non-taxation by States........
14
Alexander Hamilton's plan for disposition of.....................
198
disposition of, a general system proposed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203
under various laws from 1785, taules and statistics. 22,23
sale and disposi tiou of, e~isting methods .................. _-_ .. 411, 1157.
when does title for, pass ...................................... 537-551
disposal of, by public offering and sale...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
206
rapid disposition of arable lands, table .......................... 23, 510
cash sales and disposition of, for twenty J·ears prior i.o 18RO......
25
from June :~o, Jd8U, to June30.l88:3.517, fi23
cash system of sales of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205
~redi t system of sa.les of. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202
price of, at different dates since 1784 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20"
area 1lisposed of and r emaining .............................. 14, 1G, r->27
aggregate acres disposed of during fiEca.l Jear 18~0. .............
23
receipt from Bales of, for 1880, by Stat<:s, items of.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
24
area of, in Southern States, with tables to June :30, 18~0.........
16
to J unc 30, 188:L . . . . . . 027, 52
area of remaining agricnlt.nrallands ................. _.... ___ .. 22, 5:n
taxation of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . __ .... ____ . _. _.
2:.l9
sales, net vroceeds of, how distributed., act 1&11.. _......... _...
~56
expenses of the land systern to June ~0, 1 ~- ...... __ .........•. 21, 526
grant to States of portion of net proceeds frow sale of . . . . . . . . . .
2:l
res rved, lea ed by surveyors-general. .. __ ................. __ ...
20:2
snrveyors-g n •ral of, list of offices to Jnne :30, 18.-<0 ....... . .... . 171, 17~
to June !311, 1 3 ...... .. ......
554
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Public lands, surveys and area of ............••••.......•••... 16, 17-78-195, !>97, 1241
classification of, by deputy surveyors............................
186
existing classes and grades of, December 1883....... .. .. .. .. . • . . 1161
area of unsurveyed .....•.................•.•.••.•.••...... 16, 579, 1241
surveyed and unsold, with table ........................... 15,528,1240
cost of survey and disposition .•.••.•..•...••••...••••..••••. 18, 19, 523
cost in excess over receipts ........... ~.. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • . . .. . 21, 524
cost of quieting Indian titles to ............................... 20,523
how land system is extended over .. . • . • .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. . • ..
145
location of, with warrant and scrip, December 1, 1883.. .... .. .... 1163
how acquired, 'December 1, 1883 ........... -~-.. ...... ...... .... 1158
who may enter, December 1, 1883 . • • .. .. . .. .. • . .. .. . .. .. .. .. • • .. 1158
methods of acquiring title to, December 1, 1883 . • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • · 1159
cash entry of, December 1, 1883, forms and procedure............ 1159
laws as to settlement of, and disposition of, December 1. 1883.... 1162
unlawful occupation of, June 30, 1883 ......................... 539, 1168
legislative attempts to prevent .................................· 1170
statistics, necessity for preparing correct....................... 1219
remaining for disposition, surveyed and unsurveyed, June 30,
1883 ...•....••..•..•...••••••......••.•..•.•.•....•.•••••... 527' 531
Public-land States and Territories, names of ............................. 13-28, 1158
Public Laud Commission, organization, committees and publications of.......
m
final report of .............................. v-vii, 519, 524
Public lands, cost of and receipts from, per acre .... .... .... .... ...... ...... .
21
title occupancy of Indians to, how extinguished................
240
existing classification of agricultural ....................... .411, 1161
coal .••••...•••...•..••••.....•....• 411, 1161
desert ............................. .411, 1161
mineral. ........................... .411, 1161
saline ............................. .411, 1161
timber and stone ..••••....••........ 411, 1161
town site .......................... .411, 1161
stone and timber ........ .- .......... .411,1161
remaining in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois can be entered at General Land Office . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • ~ 422
suggestions and recommendations as to changes in laws for, to
June 30, 188~ ................................. 534, 551,678,1163,1219
Public offering and private sale oflands .•.. ....... .... ... ... ...... .... ......
415
Pueblo or town grant, by Spanish authority, example of a . . .. .... . .. . . . .... • 401
Pueblos. Indian, in New Mexico, names of, and number .. .... .... ... ... .. ....
404
Purcba~:~e, acquisition by conquest and treaty, of territory to national and public domain ...........••..............................•.............. 11-13,89-145
Purchase of public and national domain from France, 1803, and cost per
acre ................................................................ 11, 21, 89-108
Purchase of public and national domain from Spain, 1819, and cost per
acre .........••........................................•••......... 12, 21, 108-120
Purchase of public and national domain from Mexico, Guadalupe Hidalgo,
1848, and cost per acre ............................................. 12-21,124-134
Purchase of public domain from the State of Texas, 1850, with cost per
acre ............................................................... 12-21, 1:14, 135
Purchase of public and national domain from Mexico, Gadsden purchase, 1853,
with cost per acre .................................................. 1~,21, 136-138
Purchase of public and national domain from RusRia-.Alaska, 1867, with cost
per acre ...............•.•....•••...•..••..••••••..•••.•••••.•••••. 13-21, 138-145
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Quartz-mining claim, form of patent for.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .

330
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Railroads, land grants and concessions for .........................••....... 257, 756
to States, for-------·----· .•••.............. 261-267,756,12(;0
· to corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1260
to, area patented, June 30, 1880 . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .
2fi9
total, certified or patented June 30, 1882. . . . . . . . 755
June 30, 1883... .... 1263
miles ofland-grantroads const.ructed to June 30, 1880.. 268
June 30, 1tl82..
754
June 30, 1883.. 1260
area estimated to :fill grants ...................... 268,269, 753
necessary to :fill grants in States and Territories... 287,
753,1260
sessions of Congress granting land to, and when and by
whom approved....................................
273
area of railroad lands certified or patented, June 30, 1882. .
7.j6
June30, 1883.. 1261
references, legal and historiual. ...•..... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:260
dateoflaw,milelimits,andlands patented to June 30,1880. 274
June 30, 1882. 1261
June 30,1883. 1261
and Secretary Teller as to............................. 1264
forfeitu:re of........................................... 116€
attempted legislation to, June 30, 1882 ..... 896, 908
June 30, 1883.. . . . . 1265
recapitulation of, 1880, 1882, and 1883 .... .... 280-287, 755, 1263
value oflands granted the Pacific Railroad ........... 911-933
cost of construction of Pacific Railroads ............... 912-933
LAND-GRANT RAILROADS -OFFICIAL REPORTS AND LETTERS.

A letter from the Commissioner to the Secretary of the Interior, of date March
28, 1882, in relation to resolution of House of Representatives of July 9, 1882,
as to lands granted railroads ............................................. 789-82~
A letter from the Secretary of the Interior, of date Deeember 29, 1882, in answer to resolution of House of Representatives passed December 14, 1882, as
to land patents to certain railroad companies ............................. 824-860
A letter from the Secretary of the Interior, of date January 13, 1883, in answer
to letter of Ron. T. C. Pound, chairman Committee on Public Lands, House
of Representatives, as to certain land-grant railroads not completed within
the period:fix:ed by law ................................................... 861-873
A letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting to the Congress information in relation to a certain decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office and the opinion of the Attorney-General relating to the
Northern Pacific Railroad, of date January 19, 1882 ....................... 874-879
879
Also one of like purport, dated February 2, 1882.. . . .. • • .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Report No.1283, Part 1, of the Honse Committee on the Judiciary, in relation
to the Northern Pacific Railroad, dated June 6, 1882.... ...... .... .... ...... 880
Report No. 1283, Part 2, of Mr. Payson, of the Honse Committee on the Judiciary, submitting the views of the minority of said committee as to the
Northern Pacific Railroad, dated July 24, 1882 .... .. .... .... ...... .... ..... 88'.2
Report o. 1803 of the House Committee on the Judieiary in relation to the
Texas and Pacific Railroad land-grant, dated August 3, 1882, together with
the views of the minority ofthe committee................................
892
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Report No. 1284 from the House Committee on the Judiciary, in relation to
railroad land-grants to certain States and recommending their forfeiture,
dated June 6, 1882 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
895
Letter from the Secretary of the Interior h1 reiation to alleged excess ip. certification of lands to certain railroad companies, dated July 10, 1882....... .. .
898
Report No. 906 from the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, reporting a bill
(S. No. 2301) providing a method of forfeiting railroad. land-grants, dated
January 2, 1883 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . .
908
A letter from the Auditor of Railroad Accounts to the Ron. R. M. McLane, rela- .
tive to land grants to Pacific Railroad, Pebruary 7, 1880 ................... 911-935
Letter and decision of Secretary of the Interior of July 11, 1883, as to indemnity lands of Northern Pacific Railroad....................................
891
A letter from the Secretary of the Interior to the House, dated Pebruary 27,
188::!, giving information in relation to telegraph lines along land-grant railroads.....................................................................
910
Railroad lands, form of patent for...........................................
288
cost of surveying, selecting, and conveying lands to land grant
railroads ................•••••.... .' ..•.••....•...•••.••••• 896-908
telegraph lines along ............................•.•...•••.. 910, 911
right:l, attachments of, to lands granted ...•..•............... 280, 764, 1261
Railroad, Illjnois Central, receipts of State from.... . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • . • . • . . . .
264
·
amendments relating to . . • • • • • • • • . • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • .
265
Pacific . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . .
265
Union Pacific, charter for..........................................
267
Hailways:
right of way to, June 30, 1882 ............ -~-- .••••. ..•••• .••••• .. .••••.. 769
June 30, 1882 . . . • .. . . • •. . .• • •.. . . . ••. . . . . . . .••• .. . •. . .• . 1263
lar.d sales, from 1878 to 1882, of land departments of land-grant railroads. 772-787
Railroads, land grant:
not completed in time .fixed by law ........••....••...........•••..... i265-1274
not completed in time .........•...••••...•...•••••.....••••....•••. :. . . . 1265
Atlantic, Gulf and West India Transit (formerly Plorida Railroad) .. 794,061,1266
Atlantic and Pacific ...............·..•...•.......•.•••..... 807,828,853,862, 1268
Brainerd Branch Saint Paul and Pacific (now Western Railroad).803, 825,831,1266
Coosa and Tennessee .................................................. 791, 1266
Coosa and Chattanooga (formerly Alabama and Chattanooga) ...... 792, 897, 1266
California and Oregon ...•••..•••..••.........••••.......•............. 806, 1267
Elyton and ·Beard's Bluff .............................•••.. --· ..... 792,897, 1266
Florida, Atlantic and Gulf CentraL ...•••...............•.•..••••.•.• :. 796, 1266
Gulf and Ship Island ....•...................••......••.......••... 790, 865, 1266
Hastings and Dakota .......................•••••............. 804, 826, 895, 1267
Iron Mountain, in Arkansas .............•......................... 797, 898, h?67
Iron Mountain, now Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern............
797
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw (formerly Amboy, Lansing and Traverse
Railway) .•................•..............••........................ 798, 1266
Little Rock and Fort Smith.............................................
796
Lake Superior and Mississippi ............................•........ 804, 82.5, 1267
Marquette, Houghton and Ontonagon .................................. 799, 1266
Memphis and Charleston ...................•••.................... 792, 898, 1266
Mobile toN ew Orleans, in Mississippi. ............................... .'... 1266
in Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1266
in Alabama . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1266
Mobile and Girard ................................•............•.. 792, 868, 1266
New Orleans to the State Line, in t he direction of :{ackson, Miss ........ 898, 1266
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Railroads, land grant-Continued.
New Orleans Pacific (assignee of New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburgh) ....... - .••..•.•.•....••..........• - ••.....•............. 809, 856, 1268
North Wisconsin (now Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha)-~-- ..•• 126G
Northern Central Michigan .....••••.................•........•••. ..... 798, 1266
Northern Pacific ••••••.•••••.•••••.•.•.......••....•...... 806, 862, 874-892, 1268
Oregon Central _••••.•..•..••••••..•..••....•.••....••......•••........ 808, 1267
Oregon and California (formerly Oregon Central Railroad Company) 807,864, 1267
Ontonagon and Brule River Railroad (formerly Ontonagtm and State
Line) .••••....•....•....•.....••••...•••....•............••......... 799, 1266
Pensacola and Georgia ...•....... _ ...••..•.•••.....••........••••. 795, 861, 1266
Port Huron and Lake Michigan (formerly Detroit and Mil waukee) ...••. 798, 1266
Savannah and Albany .....•.........••••....••••••........••••........ 793, 1266
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . 1267
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Sioux City and Saint PauL ...•••.•••••...•....••.....•....•••••...••.. 800, 1i67
"' Southern Pacific (main line) ....••.. ..••••...........•••...•.•......... 808, 1268
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Texas and Pacific Railroad Company (formerly Texas Pacific Railroad Company) •............••••.••••-...•...•..•...•••............... 808,892-895, 1268
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West Wisconsin......................................................... 1266
Western Railroad, Minnesota.........•.•............•..•.••..•• -- •.... -. 825, 831
Wisconsin ()entral (formerly Portage, Winnebago and Superior Railroad) .••••.....•.........•...••••••...••........•••....•........ 801,846, 1266
Vicksburg, Shreveport and Texas (now North Louisiana and Texas). 795, 870, 1~66
Railroads, indebtedness of the Pacific Railroad to the United States for bond
subsidies, June 30, 1882 ..................•..........·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933
indebtedness of the Pacific Railroad to the United States for bond subsidies, June 30, 181:33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . 1274
sinking fund of Pacific Railroads, June 30, 1882 . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
933
June30, 1883 .......................... 1275
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References and authorities . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . .
949
Regulations for adjusting railroad land grants and forms .••••.•............. 935-949
Rulings respecting homestead and pre-emption claims . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935
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936
settlers to enter lands covered by railroad withdrawals........
936
Selections by railroad companies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
937
Jndemnity selections for railroads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .
938
Costs of surveying and conveying lands.....................................
U38
Pacific Railroads under acts of Congress, July 1, 1862, and July 2, 1864.... . . . .
931:l
Relinquishments by railroads in favor of settlers ..... ...... ....... ...•.. .••.
939
Confirmation of pre-emption and homestead claims in railroad limits . . . . . . . . .
U40
Right of way railroads......................................................
940
As to indemnity lands ...... ............... ..........••....••..•............ 891, 892
Porms for verification of lists of selections ..••..................... _........ 944-949
Rer,~j Yers of land offices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
171
established, duties of, and regulations as to ..•.. 201, 556,558
existing ....................•••................... 176,555
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Report of Senate Committee, April 3, 1882, on wants and necessities of General
Land Office ..... _. __ . __ . _.. ___ • _... _. _. . • • • • • . . . • • . . • . • • • . . • • • • .. . • • • . • • • • • 1225
Repayment for lands erroneously entered, 1883 . .. . .. . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1218
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Reservations in Indian Territory .. _........... _............... .. • • . .. • • • •• . ..
459
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references as to .••••.•••• ~. . . • . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • 248
survey of . . . • • • . . . . . . • • . • • . . . • • . • . • • • . . . • • • . • • • . . . • • • . .
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41
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41
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41
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769
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696
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950
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950
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8, 9
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Spain, land acquired from, by purchase and treaty...........................
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cession of Louisiana to, by' France.....................................
90
back to :Franca by ............-....................
91
rumored opposition of, to delivery of Louisiana to United States by France.
104
mining laws of, reference to .••••• .. .•........... ... ... . ..••.. .... ... .
514
purchase of Province of East and West Florida from, by United States~.
108
treaty of purchase, 1819 . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
111
ratification of purchase by......... . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . .
114
area of boundaries, and cost . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . .
120
of Florida from, treaty of 1819, private land claims under.....
377
Special agents for timber ..................... ~ ...................•••. 358, 1052, 1237
grants and donations ..•••••...........•............................ 209-213
State, area of saline lands granted each . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218
of school lands granted each................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 223
of swamp and overflowed lands granted each......................
222
amount received by each, under 2, 3, and 5 per cent. fund grants.......
238
selections for internal improvements, act 1841 ........•.•.•...• _••..•.. 255-752
area of cessions by each, to United States..............................
88
States, original thirteen, derivation of names of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
464
legislative names of and date of admission...........
419
1776 to 1880 . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . • • . . • . . .
416
June 30, 1880, to December 1, 1883 ..•••.•••••••.•. 1179-1188
future, probable number of, December 1, 1883 .. :.... . • • • . • . • • • • . • . . . . . 1180
public land, and Territories, derivation of names of. (See each State
and Territory unde~ chapter on).......... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. • ... . . . •..
464
new, how admission of, is regulated and controlled....................
416
their cessions to the National Government and area of....•.•..••..••.. 10,11
total area of cessions to United States and by States . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • .
88
constitutions of the several, legislation, conventions to form constitutions, votes on .....................•.•................•....••.•... 416-464
ratio of representation in, from 1790 to 1880 . ........... . • . • . • • • • • • • • • 1180
population of the several, when admitted into 1he Union ...• ; ......... 1180
land grants to, for railroads ......................................••. 261-267
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Stone lands, what are, and how disposed of ...................•. .••• ·. •. . . . . . • 414
Stone and timber acts .... .. . ·---......... ..... ........................... . ...
357
references under...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
359
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Subdivision of to~nships for sale and settlement .............•••••.•••••.•.. 205,214
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